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It is proverbial that men, individually honest, will be, collectively,

roguish ; whence, observes the poet,

“ Chartered boroughs are so great a plague

and the reasons of this truth do not lie very dftp : but it bathes all

philosophy to explain how it
#

is that men, so able individually as are

some of his Majesty’s ministers, arg, collectively, so incapable. Tory
cabinets were compounded like the witches’ charms:—a number of

worthless things—newts, toads, baboons’ blood, and ounces of a red-

haired Jypocritc, were flung together ; and the mess worked potently

for mischjef. *But the contrary is the mingling the ggod
qualities of Whigs, which, as if by a chemical process, render a

result having no property in common with the chief elements employed.

Three men of stronger will than Lords Grey, Durham, and Palmerston,

could hardly be brought together ; and yet, indecision and wavering

have marked all the conduct of the administration, excepting in'^the

single instance of their constancy to the bill—to which, however, they

were fixed by the country ; and, though firm in adherence to the thing,

they have 1 been unsteady in their mode of carrying it on, and have tot- 1

tered most uneasily undo; the precious burthen. F<p talent again, there

are Lords Brougham, Melbourne, and Grey * Lord Althorp too, a sensible

man—one certainly above the average understanding, though not acute

or felicitous in the delivery of his thoughts—and yet the counsels directed

by such men have been feeble and crude ; and they have been set forth

with a niaiscrie of manner, which has even disgraced their intrinsic

demerits. Lord John Russell,#hougli never rated as a miracle of sapience,

was reputed a man who would not run his head against a wall, or walk

into a well, and yet lie h*s amazed all by the surface of insufficiency

he has developed. In one respect, both he and his noh$T colleague are

godlike. When the enemy pierces them with logical arms, the weapons

pass through and through without making any impression, or producing

any other effect than the discharge of a humour fitter for Heaven than

for earth. That there must be a radical fault in the cabinet is cleat,

when so much strength is included in it, and so much weakness rnanu,
voi.. i.
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4 The Ministry,

fested. The truth is, th^t it is composed of incompatibles ; the talent is

connected with conflicting principles. The ministry may be thus clas-

sified

POPULAR.

Lord BrougHhm,
Lord A1thorp.
Lord Durham.

aristocratical.

Lord Melbourne,

Lord Lansdowne,
*

Lord Palmerston.

SEE-SAWINC? BETWEEN
THE TWO PRINCIPLES.

Earl Grey,

Lord Goderich.

Ag^iii, rating these men according to ability, they would stand thus

TALENT. . OFFICIAL APTITUDE. RHETORIC.

Lord Brougham, r Lord Palmerston, Earl Grey.

Lord Durham, Lord Goderich.

Lord Melbourne.

There is no head here for Lord Althorp :—honesty is his denomination.

We are yet more at a loss for a place for Lord Lansdowne. He has not

enough talent, official aptitude, or rhetoric, to come under the heads,

and yet he does not fall so short as to make the justice of his exclusion

clear. He is a lover of ease and his order., * Most of* these men are.

however, so mottled in their opinions and affections, that it is difficult

to assign them any distinct denomination. Lord Durham is believed to

be the staunchest reformer. He cannot be called teres et rotundus ; but

he has the reputation of being a most indisputable thorn to the declared

enemies and false friends of the people. He is honoured with the fiercest

hatred and most virulent abuse of the Tory party. Lord Brougham, by

those who best know 9iim, and whose judgment is of high authority, is

said to have all good objects at heart : but his reputation lies at this dis-

advantage, that he is perpetually finessing against himself, while his

friends are backbiting and l^is enemies slavering on him. The retainers

of the aristocratical ministers are incessantly throwing suspicion and
abuse on the Chancellor. It is no bad rule to judge of the affections of

the masters by th? conduct .1 the servants. This would give us the clue

to one weakness of the Cabinet. The reputation of Lord Melbourne for

t%lent we take on private report. Certain it is, that his talent has not

manifested itself in the cause of reform, or in connexion with any one
popular or useful object. His defence of the new beor bill, so important

to the comfort of the poor, and the purity of the magistracy, was worse
than any attack could have been. He is one of those men who are
said to be very clever, only they do not show it. He is reported to

• be an extraordinarily great man in his Home Office. His affections,

however, have long been notorious for every thing severe and unpopu-
lar which a man professing Whig politics could favour without losing

caste. He has be$n a Whig who might much better have been cast a
Tory of the Castlereagh school.^ Lord Palmerston again was a Tory of
this iron school, a thorough hack for the road to ruin ; there he exer

.

cised his best paces, and used to kick at Joseph Hume. Lord Gode-
rich is an amiable man, par negotiis, who would pull very well with other
men of a right sort, but whose leanings will be to the worse, (the
aristocratical side,) where there are two, because his timidity inclines

him to the stationary party ; as we see an old woman in a carriage-way
stand stock-still under the horses’ noses, lest she should run into danger.
We now come to the character, the development of which has been
such a surprise to the country, Earl Grey. The world gave him credit
fbr statesmanship. They who knew him more closely, were aware

„
h® Wiis wanting in the first essential of statesmanship, the knowledge
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of the status. For years he had kept up no acquaintance with the world,

either through books or conversation. The changes which have been so

rapidly taking place in the public mind, have been unmarked by him.

He is a political neophyte in his old age. Us takes*up the world as lie

laid it down, and thinks it will yet bound submissive £o the ruler's

racket. In rhetoric, he is accomplished and vigorous as ever ; in his

understanding, there seems to be but the one fault, that he‘knows not

what he has to do with. He is like Dominie Sampson, resuming the

early lessons of little Harry Bertram," six feet high, precisely where
they were broken off, when he was whipped up* by the gauger. He
spouts as mere phrases, sentiments which have ceased to pass as phrases,

and are resented as propositions of oppression. The reception of his

talk about vindicating the rights of the Irish clergy and crushing

resistance, must have astonished him about as much, as the poor Dey of

Algiers was amazed in Italy, when a question was raised, as to his

privilege of strangling ofte ^>f his attendants, and peremptorily decided

in the negative. «The exile had simply forgotten the difference of time
and place ; and Algiers does!not differ more from Italy, than England a9

it is differs from England as it was, when Earl Grey finished the im-
pressions of his mind. For years he has lived in a haughty retirement,

suffering much from ill health, and vacant for hypochondriacal fancies. It

is still a matter of wonder, that so bold and well cast a measure as the

Reform Bill, should have proceeded from such a condition of intellect.

Here was no misapprehension of the state of opinion, and the necessities

of the times ; but while he espouses the cause, he sets himself against the

consequences,—while he affords the means of redress, he declares for the

inviolability of abuses. Again, in the^conduct of the Reform Bill itself,

there is the precise converse of this inconsistency. As in the reform

pregnant with all other reforms, he affords the means, while he pledges

himself to resi^, the objects ; so, on the othq^iaijj}, in the conduct of it,

he has proposed the object, and, up to the hour aC which we wriU$
withheld the means. One moment we se6 him busy, ajyd earnest in

making bricks without straw
; and, at another, we hear him declaring,

that not a part of our tottering pile shall be altered or amended. lie

would and he would not. He would give the people their rights and con-

tinue their wrongs. He would give the people power with the one hand,

and oppose their resistance of abuses with the other. He reforms a cor-

rupt Parliament, and threatens to vindicate with the bullet and the

bayonet, an exaction for which no service is rendered.* He would con-

cede to public opinion in the ruling measure, and resist it at the hazard

of civil war, in the instance of a particular abuse, intolerable to seven

millions of people subjected to it, and to another twelve millions who
witness it, and make common cause as t# the principfe, , and sympathize

with those engaged in the struggle against it.

These various inconsistencies favour the opinion that the plan of

reform was the work of a mindbolder and more cognizant of the times

;

and to Lord Durham it is attributed. However this fact may be, and
whatever may be the causefi of the contradictions'we haiffe noticed, it

cannot be denied that the Premier's advocacy of the measure has been
pre-eminently able and intrepid. In rhetoric there has been no failure

on his part. The failing has been in the incomparably more important

• Lord Althorp has since explained, that it is not intended to maintain the tithe

system, hut to punish resistance to it before justice is rendered.

A 2
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point of action. Indciyl, bis have been the only speeches denoting any

breadth of view, and piercing’ comprehension. It is strange that a mall

who so accurately apprehended the state of the public mind, with relation

to this .question, should sluftw so profound an ignorance of it in other

instances, in ^hich it is unecpiivocally manifested. None, however, “ are

so blind as those who will not see/*

The distribution of the ministerial patronage is another example of

the neglect of means, which seems hardly reconcileable with zeal for the

objects professed. What are the people to think when they see arms

from their own arsenals presented to their enemies ? The effect is not

singly to deprive the popular side of certain powers, which go to increase

the hostile force ; but also the sanction of opinion is conveyed to the

enemy by these signs of extraordinary preference. The argument is,

that their merits must be great, their claims overwhelming, when even

their adversaries are compelled to pass ovqr their own supporters, and

acknowledge the superior qualification of their •foes. As this elates the

Tory party, so it abashes the Liberals ; who have to bear the scoff of

their opponents, and either to confess their nwn unworthiness, or to call

in question the justice and courage of their leaders.

All men were amazed that Lord Hill, the nominee of the Duke of

Wellington, was continued in the command of the army. Why was it

to seem that the Tories only could produce a man fit to be Commander-
in-Chief ? Why were the Tories* bellowing threats of civil war to be

comforted in their folly, by seeing one of their faction at the head of the

army,—an enemy in our camp, and in command of our camp ! Lord
Hill did not vote on the Reform Hill, Sir- Henry Parnell did not vote on
the Russian Dutch Loan. Lord^Ilill was continued in the command,
which should never have been confided to him. Sir Henry Parnell was

instantly dismissed from the only office in the Government held by one
whose qualifications far exceeded the place assigned for their exercise.

£?* Henry committed *a fault, but unconsciously. It is a pregnant fact,

that he had ju> notion that his withholding his vote would he offensive to

the Ministry. He had seen them so negligent of support, so careless of

absolute hostility, so tolerant of actual injury, that he could hardly sup-

pose, that, iii taking the precise course on a secondary question, which

Lord Hill had pursued on the vital one with impunity, he should pro-

voke his colleagues to a rupture. But it wTas the old quarrel of the

wolf and the lamb. Sir Henry had Jong discovered himself to be too

good an economist for his colleagues, lie did not leave his principled

at the door of his office, and they were disagreeable where such things

are not customary. He talked of retrenchment as if he were still on
the “ other side*** of the House. To most fabrics there is an outside

and an inside ; th8 outside smooth and specious, the inside less fit for

inspection, and laid next to self ; it is especially so with the mantle
of Government, the wrong side of which comes next the skin.

Earl Grey's use of his patronage has nofbeen more blameable than Lord
Brougham's, which is next in importance. A capital error, and appa-
rently without a motive, was the appointment of Mr. Horne to the

Solicitor-Generalship. As the new Chancellor was deficient in know-
ledge of equity, it was the more necessary that he should have a Soli-

citor-General who could assist and upbear him. We need not say

J>ow he has provided for his wants. The thing is ludicrous—the jest

of the court and the commons. Then, in the new Bankrupt Court

—

that notable specimen of blundering, for the costly clumsiness of
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which the country is not, in fact, indebted to the Chancellor, but to

one Mr. Vizard, whose oracles are preferred to those of Bentham,
albeit his name is better known in cAnnexioii with the business of

making members of Parliament, than* with the science of jurispru-

dence,—in the appointments to this precious piece of handy-work,
(with its four judges to work, and four more to look over them, with
such uses as the Gog and Magog in the old Hall might amply have
supplied), errors of a less pardonable nature are to be traced. One may
Jbe specially instanced, the alleged motive fop which was the part which
the learned gentleman had taken in the suppression of some mysterious
papers affecting Royalty. The question is, whether services of this sort

constitute qualification for judicial office. While we are touching on
this subject, we are tempted to notice a curious illustration of the rebuke
of the mote in a brotherte eye, in complacent unconsciousness of the
beam in the censor’s. *Ajwng the official assignees selected by the com-
missioners, were two persons^ one of yhom happened to be a brother,

*

another a brother-in-laM® of members of the electing committee. The
brother had declined to vote. Of the qualifications of the gentlemen
chosen there was no doubt or question. The Chancellor, however, when
lie saw the names in the list, took alarm, and rejected them, signifying

his displeasure that persons should have been nominated, the brother

and brother-in-law of whom were on the committee. The idea of a
brother having any part or influence in preferring a brother, was shocking
to him, though of hift own act he had appointed his brother to a master-

ship. For this fraternal preference there was the sanction of no com-
mittee of disinterested persons, na^ there was not the approval of any
one man in the country acquainted with the merits of the choice. Here
Cord Brougham’s favouritism, we believe, stops ; Karl Grey’s takes a

*

far wider raijge, and we only lament that4^ h*yj not five hundred more
kinsmen to promote in different parts of the empire, in lieu of frtttso

enemies of the good cause, whom he has, in default of personal partialit ies,

invested with power. Inexplicable it is that a nobleman, who, in 1810,

demanded as a condition of office, that the Prince’s household should be

turned out, has, at the present conjuncture, so incomparably important,

suffered posts of influence and command to be filled by bitter and avowed •

enemies to his counsels. The stake lias been boldly and generously pro-

posed, but the game lias been ill played, though we have little doubt that

it will ultimately be won. He who plays ill, with a nation to back him,

may almost call his cards. Much mystery has been thrown about the

creation of peers. One would think that Earl Grey, from tenderness

to the order, wished to induce a belief that it is y, difficult matter to

make peers. As Teddy the tiler says, in the farce, to his brother hod-

man, “ You baste, sure you suppose it as easy to make a peer as to make-
a hod of mortar.” Our opinion is, that there has never been any real

difficulty about the matter ; though the satellites of those ministers whom
we account disaffected to popular objects, have been most loud in im-

puting the delay to the disinclination of the King. They had, however,

represented the same obstacle to the dissolution of the late Parliament,

and we remember how nobly the slander was confuted by his Majesty's

right majestic exercise of his prerogative. Certain we are that the

persons to whom we allude, would not dare whisper against the Grown,

but at the instance of their patrons for some shabby party purpose.

The Whigs have not the knack of holding- their tongues. If in or"

orx depended on it, they could not help cackling in their clubs. They
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are from long habit incontinent of counsel, occupied for so many years

as they have been, in saying instead of doing. The babble of Brookes

is irrepressible. Hence it ha# been no secret that Lord Lansdowne is

warmly opposed* to the creatiofi of peers; indeed, he is said to have

shewn such an energy in resisting this essential to the national peace, as

he has never testified in any other instance of his political life. He is

reported to have been comforted and abetted by Lord Melbourne. Here

then we come to a new classification of ministers and official personages,

in which we shall adopt the nomenclature of mothers with daughters on.

hand, who style younger sons, detrimentals or vipers.

DETRIMENTALS. VIPERS.

Lord Lansdown. Lord Melbourne.

Lord Hill. Lord Palmerston.

Lord Shaftesbury.

Mr. Stanley.

The Solicitor-General
^

Until some of these are weeded out, the mirfjstry will not work freely

towards any public object, and the weakness and wavering resulting

from conflicting principles will be seen in its policy.

The squeamishness which some have really felt abdut the creation of

peers is wonderful. When a man throws himself out of a window, it is

not the stone on which lie falls that is to be blamed for his cracked skull.

The vote on the Reform Bill, and not the creation, will have to answer

for the damage of the institution. Every man not deluded by the fan-

cies of Blackstone and l)e Lolme, was awkre, that the House of Peers

must be one of two things ; either dft irresponsible body, which is a des-

potism, or an arm of the legislature obedient to the royal will. In the

rejection of the Reform Bill, it gave us a specimen of what its despotism

would be ; and now it w^U b^’•educed to its second condition, that of an
orgt.n of the royal pleasure. As the Commons are brought to represent

the people, soothe Lords will henceforth represent the ministry, whose
roots of power must be in the Lower House. That poor sport of his own
vanity, Mr. II. Hunt, who speaks for the only praise he can get, the

praise of the Tories, has delivered himself of this piece of nonsense. “ He
must solemnly say, that it was the common sense of the thing, that if

they made it a precedent to create a number of Peers to carry what they

considered a good and constitutional measure, it would be used against

them as a precedent for carrying an unconstitutional measure." The
answer to this is simply, that on the speaker's showing, when the brains

are out, the man must die. If the first creation of Peers reduces the

power of the Lords,* as contended, no second creation can raise them to
the power of mischief. Every increment to the House would sink it

lower in public respect and in legislative incapacity.

The House of Lords once put, by a creation, in harmony with popular
opinion, may run on smoothly with the Commons ; but it will never, on
any important question, be able to resist the Commons, unless the Com-
mons have ceased to be representative of thd* nation. The last discord

has been heard ; and we hope, ere this appears in print, resolved into a
new harmony, in the key of that popular letter A. In this we see no
tort of evil. A delusion is dissipated. The Lords have only discovered

tte'anti-national qualities belonging to one of their two conditions—that

of irresponsibility ; and they must be reduced to the other—that of

"subordination to the existing government.
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Tait.—Well, Mr. Smith, now youjiave read myprospectus, what
do you think of my prospects ?—Is there not room for me ?

Smith.—Room, man*! room ! There's always room for those who
will make room for themselves.

Tait.—But see you not that I propose to take unoccupied groiwdi
Smith.—Unoccupied ground ! tut, tut; unoccupied ground is barren

ground—ground that no man has thought worth the trouble of culti-

vating. Elbow.your way into the thickest of the crowd;—where many
are speaking, they are heard best who speak the loudest—where many
are shining, they are seen to most advantage who shine the brightest.

Look ye, Mr. Tait,—
I fee you are half-inclined to he frightened by

the popular croak of bod times, rivals, and overstocked markets. Heed
it not our enemies are our best friends, for, by their means, we have

conflicts which invigorate us, and conquests which delight us. Oh, what
an appetite it gives a man for his supper, to wipe the sweat from his

brow and the blood from his wounds l Never does a cock crow with

such ecstasy on unoccupied ground, as he does on ground from which he
has driven a conquered enemy.

Tait.—Very true, Mr. Smith, very true ; but I must contend that

there is a demand at this time for a magazine liberal principles, of

independent spirit, bearing upon the times, bringing out the sympathies

of mankind. #
Smith.—Mr. Tait, listen to my views of political economy in the

matter of the book trade. You may talk till doomsday about demand
and supply, and all that sort of thing ; but I will ask you one plain

question :—You have kept shop in Edinburgh some few years, and you

have occasicfiially sold a copy or two ofThe \fave*ley novels; do you

recollect that, before those novels were published, anj customer came
into your shop with money in his hand, saying, “Now, Mr. Tait, here is

money, which you shall have, if you will produce, or cause to be produced,

an interesting and lively narrative, called a novel, hut written fifty times

better than any novel that has been produced for the last twenty years/’

Or, in the whole course of your existence, and in all your intercourse with

the reading and thinking public, did you ever set your eyes on any indi-

vidual of whom you could positively pronounce,
—

“

Such an one is in want

of a good novel, a good magazine, or a good poem-P'

Tait.—Mercy, mercy, my good friend, don't talk about poetry, it

puts one in mind of hot-pressed foolscap—of hard-pressed foolshead.

There is clearly no demand for poetry. Put anything into the form of

verse, and you proscribe it ; nobody will read it, and what is worse no-

body will buy it.

Smith.—And yet at tiffs moment John Murray is putting forth a

large impression of Lord Byron's works. So far from, there being no

demand for poetry, these is at this moment offered a premium of ten

thousand pounds for a really sublime and original poem on any topic

which the writer may chopse.

Tait, (in great astonishment)—A what ? A premium for the best

poem ? * ^
Smith.—No, Mr. Tait, no premium for the best, for bad is the best

;

but a premium for a good one, for a poem that has the life of life, the

vigour of strength, the spirit of glory, and the soul of beauty.
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Tait.—And who offers the premium ?

Smith.—The public.—Mark me now. -It is the supply that creates

the demand. The want of a ^ood book is not felt till a good book is

published—then ,all the world is dying to read it ; but if the public,

looking for good books, finds nothing but froth, froth, trash, trash, flum-

mery, and mummery—things that have been said a thousand times before

said a thousand times worse than ever—thoughts from those who think

not, and who cannot think what thinking is—tales from those who have

not heads—observations #
from those who observe not,—it grows dis-

gusted, and rejects reading
#
altogether. Depend upon it, Mr. Tait, the

public is not an ass, it knows good from bad ; some few readers^ who
cannot think, will read for reading's sake ;

but they who can think will

prefer their own wordless thoughts to others* thoughtless words. Have
you ever seen a thriving citizen sitting down to a well-dressed dinner of

three courses ; and have you observed, if, sitting at the same table, you

were not too busy to observe, with what deep glee and intense delight of

application, he has given up liis soul to the ngeats before him ? Then
you have seen the public with a good book. On the other hand, have

you ever seen a lean, gaunt, rib-displaying, hungry dog, prowling about

in the vicinity of a slut*s kitchen, where divers dirty bones lie begging

fdr a dog’s tooth in the sun ; and have you seen the poor beast first take

up one and then another, and then another, and then walk away in

hungry despair and unfed sorrow ? Then you have seen a lover of

printed paper, in a reading-room, on the first or second day of the

month, mumbling and grumbling over the periodical publications ; taking

up one and yawuing at the first page) taking up another and yawning at

the second page ; sneering at one that it smells of perfumery, at another

that it smells of blood, or at another that it smells of brimstone, or at

another that it is scentless, bloodless, fleshless, lifeless, soulless and
altogether stark naught, driven at last, in despair of managing to get

through an article, to read the advertisements, or to meditate on the
meteorological table.

Tait.—

A

ll this I have seen, Mr. Smith, and so has every body who
has eyes. I know that nothing but that which is excellent has a chance
of excelling ; but I think that I have % double chance of success—from
the talent of my contributors, and the comparative originality of my plan.

Smith.—Of the talent of your contributors I have not the slightest

doubt ; but as to the originality of your plan, be kind enough to en-

lighten me.

Tait.— [ can do it in three words. Liberality, Spirit, Utility.

Smith.—Have we never liad them before ?

Tait.—Never united.—We have had periodicals of liberal politics,

but then they have, been tame, flat, and fiabby : they have carried with
their liberality a mighty weight* of dry goods, prosing disquisitions,

spoony tales, pointless epigrams, and cndlebs twaddle, which has apper-
tained as much to the politics and interests of the moon as to those of
our ow.n. miscellaneous and wondrous planet. *Thcir liberality has been
the liberality of the editor in inserting articles which must have been
heavy enough to break down jtfrifdn press and to set the printer’s devil

yawning. 1 have sometimes bcfen tempted to imagine that magazine
cdj*ors have occasionally inserted papers by way of making the writers

ashamed of themselves, and shewing the world what vapid nonsensesome
men can write, when they set about it in good earnest.

Smith.—I believe you, I believe you, Mr. Tait ; but you are
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speaking very boldly, man. Suppose now that I were to let the world
know what you have been saying to me i would they not expect, think

you, that Tait's Edinburgh Magazine will contain no trash, no balder*

dash, no flat wishwash, muckery and m<ft)nshine ? •

Tait.—'To be sure )hey would, and so 1 would have them ; and
they shall not be disappointed in their expectation. Have I not said

in my prospectus—

—

Smith.—Pish !—beg pardon for interrupting,—but in a confidential

conversation like this, what signifies alluding to* a prospectus ? 1 want
to have from your own lips your own notions of your own words. Now,
for instance, you profess liberality. Who in the name of wonder would
ever put forth a prospectus professing illiberality ? ,

Tait.—No one professes illiberality : but they put it forth under
the cloak of very fine wofds, with which the foxes of old used to sing

the geese to sleep ; thgy talk of venerable institutions, and glorious

constitutions,^ the pride and envy of,surrounding nations, of the test

of ages, and the time-honoured pinnacles,—which have juBt as much
meaning as the buzz of a cockchafer ;

—

Smith.

—

And are as great a nuisance. I do confess to you, Mr.
Tait, that of all mental operations, if mental it may be called,—or to

speak more properly, of all uses of the ears, I know none more utterly

disagreeable or annoying than listening to a long prosification in the

shapo of argument in favor of exploded whimwhams, all about nine-

tenths of nothing at all.

Tait.—But if you hate^he wearisome buzz of pretended argument
in favour of Toryism, toadeatory, Imd the like, what think you of the

jesuitical trash and trickery of putting together cock-and-bull stories

all about the abominations of the French Revolution, as if every move-
ment in favour of liberty and equal laws W4ge necessarily and inseparably

connected with bloodshed and brutality ?
*

Smith.—Capital, Mr. Tait, capital ! Oh, I do admire it with
#
all

my heart.

Tait.'—fill—what ! admire it ! Do you believe such tales ? Do
you not regard such talcs and representations as either absolute false-

hoods or gross exaggerations ?

Smith.—Neither one nor t’other, Mr. Tait. They are all true

enough ; but peradventure there may be a little poetical embellishment

about them,—no more. When I saw the attempt t£at was made to dis

.

credit the cause of Parliamentary Reform by means of dreadful stories

of the French Revolution, I smiled—smiled not from any delight or

satisfaction that 1 had in reading the tales, but I smiled at the simplicity

of the logic of those good people who used weapons that destroyed their

own arguments. Why, man, if these tales be true, and I have no doubt

that they are, what a story dg they tell of the deep and grinding op-

pression which drove passive humanity, when it could be no longer

passive, to break out into such a dreadful fury of loud resistance.

When I read or hear of violence bursting forth, I am naturally led to

a$k, “ Is there not a cause ?” My very heart bleeds to think what

insolence man must have endured from his fellow man, in the way of

political and Rocial oppression, before he could have been driven to that

outrageous reaction which appeared in the first French’ Resolution.
**

TXit—(attempting to conceal an incipient smile).—But you do not

read, Mr. Smith, of any such violence used towards the people of France,
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by the noble* and clergy, as was used by the people towards the nobility

and the clergy.

Smith.—You may^well have a difficulty in keeping your counte-

nance, when you affect to think ‘chat nothing but physical force can pro-

voke physical violence. You know as well
T
as I can tell you, that

insolence is one of the most irritating parts of oppression. A friend of

mine, lately deceased, told me, that he was in Paris a few months only

before the breaking out 9f what we now call the first French llevolution,

and that, being in a carriage with a French nobleman, a sudden jolt was

felt, which led the owner of the carriage to ask his coachman what was

the matter. The coachman told his master .that it was only a poor

man whom they had run over. The nobleman made no other remark

Shan “ Pauvre Diable Qj^Tant pis pour lui 1” This nobleman, my
informant told me, was a perfect gentleman, & most amiable man ; but

he had been brought up, like the rest of them,
;
tfr0m his very cradle, to

regard nine-tenths of his fellow creatures with the utmost contempt.

So far from considering the horrors of a revolution as any argument for

a pertinacious adherence to superannuated crotchets and ancient institu-

tions, I view them as the most irrefragable demonstration of the neces-

sity of conforming to the Spirit of the Times.

Tait.—There now, you have just expressed my own views of

what 1 mean by liberality. I have no objection to laws, customs, insti-

tutions, or the like, so^long as they have a meaning, or have a use ; but
when we have outgrown them, we should cast them away from us as

incumbrances. It is well enough for the people of China or Hindostan

to go on, from century to century, in their old habits, forms, and customs ;

but mutability is the very essence of the European constitution. In

Europe there is nothing old. Its changeableness is its strength and
glory ; and those people-are Ahe most powerful who have Jiad the most
changes. How farcical and ridiculous it is for us, by the side of Hindoos
or«Chinese, to'

1 talk of our venerable institutions and time-honoured

laws which have stood the test of ages ! We are perpetually changing,

and changing in every thing ; in laws, which we are continually making
and re-making, enlarging, explaining, altering, modelling, and adapting

to circumstances ; in dress, which scarcely lasts a month in the same shape

and colour ; in language, literature, arts, cookery, dinner-time, break-

fast-time, furniture, beds, bedding, drama, dancing, music, manners,

building, smoking, drinking, snuff-taking ; in /act, we change so much
from generation to generation, that could we sec and hear our grand-

fathers and grandmothers they would appear to us as foreigners. My
view, therefore, of liberality, as concerns my Magazine, is, that we should

conform to these mutations, and join them in their progress towards

something yet more desirable, which we always have in prospect and
never in possession. When I speak of liberality, I am not speaking of

any ephemeral party, or any crotchety knot of grumblers, but of a broad,

generous, right-down, straightforward, upright, honest principle that hates

humbug, cuts blarney, explodes cant ; that looks facts boldly in the face,

and laughs outright at the absurdity of men wearing their grandmother's

petticoats, or peering through their grandfather’s spectacles. Talk about

chgpge ! why, sir, what a venerable set of beings are the Hottentots, who
h$ve no mot* social or political mutations than the very beasts of the

field ! *

Smith.—Your liberality, Master Tait, seems to be exceedingly broad
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and comprehensive. But run you not some ride, -with your passion for

liberality, of becoming a bigot to liberally ? We have heard of such.

Tait.—We have so ;—but mind me—my liberality is not so much
& matter of excess as of comprehensiveness. 1 don't & much hate a man
for being a Tory, as 1 love him for being a fellow-creature. We should

pity a man for being a Tory in these times. He is a poor creature that

the march of events has left behind ; he is like a short-legged drummer-
boy who cannot keep up with the movement pf the regiment ; he is a

being of a bygone age, singing an old song, telling a forgotten tale ; his

mind is hung with cobwebs ; he is the preter-pluperfeot tense of politics

;

he is an extract from the lumber room where we have thrown our
ghosts, witches, and’ alchymists. We may laugh at Tories—there is no
harm in thati—inasmuch as no man i9 morafijpculpable for doing what

he cannot help. But 1 vdould not persecute the poor creatures. 1 would
let them live, if it weregmly for antiquity’s sake.

SMiTH.~««But you are speaking of bond fide Tories who are such
'

from incompetence of judgment, slowness of perception, or simplicity of

heart.

Tait.—Verily, I am; what else are you thinking of?

Smith.—1 am thinking there may be some rank coxcombs who,
prourl of the Belial wit, which can make the worse appear the better

cause, or interestedly subservient to their lordly feeders, lend the aid of

their little logic to the cause of despotism, by contributing to abuse the

public mind, and using, for that purpose, arguments, the hollowness of

which they see and know efen while they use them.
Tait.—For such I have no lit) Yes—yes—I beg pardon—

I

have a great deal of liberality for them. I would liberally lash them,
liberally expose them. I think it quite enough, Mr. Smith, for man to

have dominion over the beasts of the del#* the^owjg of the air, and the

fish of the sea ;—I think it quite enough that he should appropriate to

himself the speed of the horse, the strength of the <fk, the fleece of

the sheep, and the plumage of the birds ;—man may be content with the
mastery whhth he has over nature, subduing the elements to his use,

riding' on the waves of the sea, guiding the rivers in their course, catch-

ing the vagrant winds, and making the darning fire his servant ; he may
be content with all this, without making a slave of his fellow-man, by force,

or humbug ; as for those who contribute to the slavery of their fellow

creatures, by blarney a^d sophistry, I have for theip»the utmost liberality

of a hearty scorn,'
"

Smith.—Pray, what do you think of the wisdom of our ancestors,

Mr. Tait ? •

Tait.—Which of our ancestors ?—our fathers, our grandfathers,

our great-grandfathers—
Smith.—Or our great-g^mdmothers ?

‘ Tait.—Or, again, our Protestant ancestors, our Catholic ancestors,

or our Druidical ancestor^ ? I cannot affirm or deny anything concerning
our ancestors as to their wisdom, or their lack of wisdom, till I know ^

what is meant by the term, “ ancestors.” If the term be designed to

include all who have gone before us, it merely affirms that the present
generation is the silliest set of men that have ever dwelt on the face of
the earth. Now, where the dickens, for we must not devil, is the
proof oC it P Has the world been struck silly all at once, or have we beeti
growing stupider and stupider from one generation to another, so that
the farther back we trace our ancestry, the wiser the world was ? On
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•

this supposition, then, our Catholic ancestors were wiser than our Pro-

testant ancestors, and our Dri^dical ancestors wiser than all.

Smith.-—

C

apital.—Very well put, Mr. Tait, very well put. I see

you are not disposed to swallow words and fancy them wisdom. Defini-

tion plays the deuce with humbug. Slang words are bandied about and
pass from one to another with such rapidity that they are never ex-

amined ; but when you catch hold of them and bring their noses to the

grindstone of definition, they squeak out peccavi, and vanish into thin air.

But you said something about spirit as being one of the recommenda-
tions of your magazine. Will you enlighten me a little on that point ?

You are not afraid of definition.

Tait.—Why, man, don't you know that spirit is breath, and breath

is life ? By spirit, I mead that my magazine will be distinguished for its

life and living interest ; that it will talk of tliht which living people talk

and think about ; that it will not look like a tiding of the last century

;

that there will be no necessity to examine the date to kirow whether it

be a work of the present or the past age ; tlidt it will not merely talk

of things that are, but that it will talk of them in the spirit of one that

apprehends, feels, and is interested in them.

Smith.—

B

ut may yelk not make it too ephemeral ?

Tait.—Not at all. It cannot smack too much of the day. Take
up an old magazine that was published in the days of your grandmother's

youth, whom you have*heard talk of Wilkes and Liberty; and what are

you disposed to read in that magazine, now ? Not spoony tales all

about Damon and Phillis, and fleecy flocks ; ^ot essays on friendship and
gratitude ; not sonnets to the moon, or meditations on moonshine

; hut

the anecdotes, events, biographies and livingne&xes of the day. For,

how can that which has not a present life expect a future life ?

Smith.—

I

agrfeWith yfiJh. There is in composition- a fashion as

there is in women's bonnets and caps ; that which is at one moment su-

penbly elegant lb at another exquisitely absurd. I have seen, and for

mere curiosity read, articles in old magazines which appear now to be
the very quintessence of insipidity and slop ; but in the very same ma-
gazines have been articles concerning the things and thoughts of the

day, not only readable, but well written
; so that the very articles which

seemed to belong to all time belong to no time, and those articles which
have the aspect of the day, have the interest of to-morrow\ I can,

therefore, readily apprehend your notion of making your magazine a

thing of the day. But by spirit, Mr. Tait, some people seem to mean
personality, scurrility, scandal, and defamation.

Tait.—A verybad spirit is that, Mr. Smith.

Smith.—

I

must own to you that when 1 see authors descending to

dirty personalities, quizzing one another's noses, be they snuhby or be they
puggy, delineating for the amusement oftn set of gaping geese all the
particularities of a man's domestic life and personal history, I am Very
much reminded of the grimaces of pantaloon

#
and the sly slaps which a

nimble harlequin administers to the clown in a pantomime. 1 take it

for granted that your contributors are gentlemen ?

« Tait.—They would be very angry if you did not.

0> Smith.—But is a gentleman, who has a regard for character and-

decency, a irttlitch for a foul-mouthed puppy who cares not what filth he
*nay handle, so that he may bespatter an opponent ? If a gentleman he

provditd to throw mud upon a scavenger, it is only done with a sil-

ver spoon, which holds so little, that the scavenger laughs at it. Besides,
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they who make it a bnsines to expose themsflv*9 * must h* totally invul-

nerable to such an attempt to expose them.

Tait.—It is even so, Mr. Smith, IJjTo, Sir.—The spirit of my ma-
gazine shall be a good spirit, sportive and gentlfe, strong, and pure. It

shall not contain the words of reeollectfng readers, btft the thoughts of

observing thinkers. You have opened many a book, and shut it again,

without reading a word? Have you not?

Smiiu,

—

bhave, certainly,—but what is the drift of your question?

Tait.—I will tell you. By a mere glance.on the pointed page, you
can see at once whether the book he written in the £nglish language or not.

Smitii.—

I

can so, undoubtedly.
Tait.—And in like manner, cun you not see, by a single glance—ay,

even without reading a sentence, that there is life and spirit in an ar-

ticle? There is some writing, Mr. Smith, which seems to lay hold of

your eyes as soon as you tpen the book, and which springs up and says,
ff C-ome, read me/’

Smith.—ml have indeed experienced that.

Tait.—And you shAill experience a great deni more of it, if you
will read my magazine. You shall then see what I mean by spirit, that

I do not mean insolence and impertinence ,* that I do not mean slang

and balderdash ; that 1 do not mean personify and dirty satire ; but
that I mean gladness of soul, elasticity of heart, truth of thought, clear-

ness of expression, and that dexterity of mental distillation which draws
from the chaotic wash of an agitated world tltb essence of truth, of

lieiuty, and of goodness.

Smith.—By my troth, Mr. Tait, but I begin to think that the
world has had a great loss in not liSving had your magazine before.

Tait.

—

I think so too, and as it has fasted so long, I hope it will

now set to with a good appetite.

Smith.—yl see now what you mean hfk spirit, *t^p truth is, that you
mean poetry.

Tai r.—Poetry ! No, no, Mr. Smith, poetry will not cfb, the world has

outgrown it : there is no relish for it : the very sight of verse is a kind
of noli me leyere.

Sun ii.—My dear fellow, I am not talking about verse; verse has

grown into disrepute, because it has so frequently lacked poetry. For
my own part, I love poetry so deeply, and so dearly, that I can
scarcely bear the sight of verse. It is like the empty house of a de-
parted friend

—

“ Its ot Iiops, and its empty tread,

Do bound like voices from the de.ul.”

Poetry is not in the eye or the ear, nor is it at the finger-ends ; it con-
sists not in the distortion of words, or subversion of sentences, 6r in

jingling epithets linked to limping nothings. Poetry is that mental elec-

tricity, whereby the heart holgs living converse with the soul of nature,

and the living invisible spirit of the material and visible world. Poetry
is every where, and in ev^ry thing, in light and in darkness, in joy and
in sorrow, in love and in hatred, in form and in colour, in motion and in

rest, in day and in night, in summer and in winter, in cities and in de-
serts prose, and, sometimes, hut not always, in verse.

Tait.—Ay, ay, poetry, as you speak of i£, is all very well. I have»ry>

objection to it ; the more of it the better. There would be some utility

in that. •

Smith.—Ah ! now my good friend, I am delighted to hear you talk of
utility and poetry in one breath. I must confess to you, that when I

riw-
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first read your prospectus hnd saw the word utility, I began to have
qualms about spinning jennies and steam-engines, and all the apparatus

of meat, drink, and clothing, |s if a man's whole being consisted in

nothing but eating mutfhn chops, and wearing breeches.

Tait.—You must then havfe had very narrow views of my views.

Smith.—My good sir, you must know that there is a set of men in

this strange world of ours, who, when they once get on a hobby, will

ride it to all manner of excess and absurdity, and there is perhaps no
word in the language thpt has been made such a fool of as the word
utility. It has been construed to mean nothing but the visible and
tangible ; nothing but that which has a direct and positive tendency to

dll the belly or cover the back. Your super-super-utilitarian Quixote
would tear all the fringe from our curtains, would dash the capitals from
our columns, and the gold from our gingerbread. When I was a young
man, and had a little propensity to quizzing, which, I now trust, I have
totally subdued, I once asked an old maid, wl^o 'was prodigiously wise

and sagacious, which was most useful, a fiddle or a frying-gun.

Tait.—And she decided in favour of the frying-pan ?

Smith.—To be sure, she did ; and you will find that to be the case

almost all the world over, that second-rate wits, and deputy wise-acres,

think nothing useful thajgdoes not contribute to the support of life, as

if being were of more importance than well-being. They speak of the

useful and the ornamental, as if the one were opposed to the other, and,

as if that which is orn&nental is not useful.

Tait.—I'll tell you what, Mr. Smith, I have a very great respect for

you, and a good opinion of your discernmeht ,* and, therefore, I take it

for granted, that you merely wanted to draw me out on the subject of

utility ; but, if f could believe that you deliberately thought me such an

ass as to be an utilitarian of the class you are alluding to, I should be

very much tempted
4
to hand jwu to the door, and to make ^ou a present

of a kick for a keepsake.

o Smith.—You areSafe enough from all such temptation, for, if I had
ever suspected you to be guilty of such high-treason against common
sense as not to see the use of ornament, I never would have darkened

your doors with the shadow of my earthly tabernacle.

Tait.—So far, Mr. Smith, am I from denying or doubting the uti-

lity of ornament, that I absolutely hold that the very value of all the sub-

stance of life and being consists in its susceptibility of ornament. Is

not sight a blessing i. Is not the eye a most eminently useful organ of

the body ? Yet, wherein consists the glory and beauty of its useful-

ness ? Is it merely useful in preventing us from knocking our noses

against a post, and (breaking our shins against chairs and tables ? Or,

is i$riot principally useful in feeding the soul with forms of beauty, and
delighting the heart with the substance of sublimity ? Ornament is the

perfection, the refinement, the acme of i^ility. Every thing that con-

tributes to the enjoyment of our being, and the perfection of our nature,

is useful ; and what is life without beauty and embellishment ?

Smitii.—Very good, Mr. Tait, very good' If your magazine should

be a beautiful, H will be a useful production.

Tait.—And, if it bo useful, it will be beautiful, for use and beauty

arp, inseparable.

Smith.—-Now I understand you. If you adhere to these principles

# your Magazine must do,—shall do . If it be not well received by the

public, never again believe a word you hear from any man of the name
of Smith.

, .
4



THE REVOLUTION.

Thebe is a double meaning bid under tife wordNftevoJution, which has
done excellent service to the opponents oftpolitical amelioration. Strictly

taken, it means nothing more than the transfer of political power from
one set of holders to another. But transfers of this kind have at times

been accompanied by anarchy, havoc, and desolation ; and these disagree*

able images are viewed in minds of a certain calibre, as •necessary and
unavoidable component parts of all Revolutions/ Keeping in mind this

confusion of ideas, we would say to that defeated faction now clamour-

ing so loudly and piteously, that, if by “ Revolution” they mean a trans-

fer of political power from themselves to the people, they are not far

wrong in calling our Reform Bill, Revolutionary. If they mean that the

adoption of that measure fmust end in anarchy, it is their own self-

willed, anile conduct dlo^e, that can verify their lugubrious prophe-

cies. When ffcjnan ventures to predict,that a house will be burned, it

is his own fault if he prove a false prophet : and low as we rank the

talents, contemptuously as we estimate the might of our adversaries, we
believe that some of them are quite capable of making an analogous

attempt.

There is no great harm even in an ill-favoured name, so long as its

injustice is known. We may allow the enemies of Reform to call it

Revolution if they will. It is our part, humouring them by the adop-

tion of their vocabulary, eschewing vain contests about words, to submit

such explanations to the puldic as may defeat their incendiary inten-r

tions—by letting in a little light upbn them. To this end we propose
to shew that our present frame of government, the child oftWo revolutions,

calls imperatively for the helping hand of a third. By our first revolu-

tion, supreme
#
and irresponsible power wgg wrgsted from the feudal

nobles and Romish Church. This was effected by**a chain of almost

imperceptible innovations, from the time of Henry I., toHhat of Eliza-

beth. By our second revolution, the king of Britain was made the organ,

not the controller of the law. This, after many a bloody struggle, was
effected by the unresisted expulsion of James II. By the third—with

which the parent nation now labours in the throes of j^rturition,—and
God give her a speedy, quiet, and joyful delivery!—the power of a jug-

gling oligarchy will be stricken down for ever.

By the revolution of 1688, the sovereigns of ^Britain, who had
endeavoured to claim as their heritage the power* of which time and
events had deprived the aristocracy—and the Romish hierarchy, were
brought back within more modest limits of authority. Unfortunately,

however, sufficient pains were not taken to ensure to the people 4he
election of all their own representatives, or a sufficient control over

those whose nomination was in their own hands. The King was now
little more than the first noDleman of the land; and the aristo-

cracy, emancipated from his control, limited in their numbers, and
on that account able to a?t in concert, united among themselves by
blood and intermarriage—possessed in the hold, which their plose boroughs
gave them over the House of Commons, a power of governing the state

according to their own pleasure, which only differed from that possessed

by their ancestors of the feudal period, in the secret and underbade
manner in which they were under the necessity of exercising it. So
long as the majority of their body were united, their influence over the
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other House gave them* the power of controlling its deliberations ; but

the temper of the people* had now become such that it might have been

dangerous to let them know fin what manner they were 9liackled and

immeshed by the nobility. This English House of Commons created

by the Peers, wfis yet further corrupted by the admixture of forty-five

members from Scotland, in the election of not one of 'whom was there

the least alloy of popular suffrage. The united body took an early

opportunity of securing itself yet further .against any encroachments on

the part of tile people, hy the passing of the act for septennial Parlia-

- ments. Upon this corporation, in a short time, devolved the whole of

the laborious department of government. The aristocracy, disqualified

by their habits and education for business, gladly laid the burden

upon the shoulders of an assembly whose feelings and interests they

knew to be identified with their own. The power which it possessed

of checking and controlling the King’s minisherg rendered it impossible

for him to employ any confidential servants Itom which its support was

withheld. Thus the whole power of the state, as well executive as legisla-

tive, became vested in the House of Common^ ; in other words, in those

itoblemen and that small portion of the Commons who had the power of

nominating its members. Thus, after centuries of vain aspirations and
desperate struggles for the attainment of liberty, was the whole power
of the state again lodged in the hands of a small faction, with interests

necessarily different from those of the whole community, and, unlike

its predecessors, reigfting not with the shew of brute violence, which

necessarily revolts humanity, but under the specious pretence of being

the people's choice, and acting in strict accordance with law and justice.

The reign of force was now Over—that of intrigue and corruption had

begun. The quick eye of ambitio^ was not long of discerning that

whoever was supported by a majority of the makers of the House of

Commons was mavfer 6f thd* lKing, Lords, and Commonsf To Walpole
belongs the unenviable distinction of being the first to discover the

infallible metJiod ofSecuring such a majority. He was the first who
dared boldly to act upon the principle that even a nobleman might have

his price. Through the cloak of public spirit, or high gentlemanly feeling,

he saw the soul of the boroughmonger ; and he spoke to it in the only

language it was eapablc of understanding—interest, in its thousand forms

of power, gold, and parade. The sums of money which as minister he
held at his disposal, increased by the new found El Dorado of the

borrowing system-^ -the immense number of sinecures and employments
with disproportidned emoluments, which our ill-organized system, and

above all, the church, enabled him to bestow, were liberally applied to

secure for him followers and supporters, even at the hazard of draining

the exchequer, and leaving the machine of state to stand still.

So coarse and vulgar a method of obtaining power was u level to the

meanest capacity." With, perhaps, thr exception of Chatham, all his

successors, Whig and Tory, have acted upon it. In proportion as the

country extended its territory, and the inhabitants grew in intelligence,

enterprise affth wealth, greater means of corruption were placed at the

disposal of Ministry ; and in proportion as the pressure of the system

grew less and less endurable, the power of enlisting a numerous and

^rell-disciplined phalanx of defenders increased. At first the buyers and

sellers of power had modesty enough to be ashamed of the iniquity of

their traffic, and the grace to conceal it> although at the expense of a lie.

Like prostitutes, however, they by degrees grew brazened enough to
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avow their profession openly. And, now, meil pf genius must be suborn-
ed to wrest the truth, and make falsehood appear the better reason—
to wreathe the deformity of falsehood, f>ppi^ssion, servility and ava-
rice with the flowers of fancy, wit, and humour—to lend an air of grace
and gallantry to meanness and self-abasement. The gvave preacher was
taught to inculcate, from* the pulpit, lessons of slavish submission and
acquiescence in wrong, calling them religion and morality. The hired
buffoon was employed to represent patriotism as ignorance, narrow*
mindedness, or hypocrisy. The long-breathed, byazen-facdd wrangler was
placed in Parliament to talk down all opposition. The diffusion of know-
ledge was hunted down under the cry of sedition, irreligion, and im-
morality. The passions of the ignorant multitude were pandered and
appealed to ; as witness amongst a thousand other instances the destruc-

tion of Priestly's house, books, and apparatus at Birmingham. The
structure founded in ^isilrpation, and built of corruption, was white-

washed over with the fc#r pretext of morality, social order and boon-
companionship* •

Under such a system Of government the chief direction of affairs was
not confided to transcending talents or approved honesty. Plausible con-
ciliating maimers, and- a liberal distribution of the wealth and power
sucked from the nation, seated a Minister firmly in office. Possessed
of such qualities he might be the veriest imbecile under the sun, still he
was fit to govern. From North or Newcastle, down to Vansittart or

Sidnioutli, such a succession of incapables, and with so slender a
sprinkling of men of talent, wdll rarely be met in the annals of the

world. At times when tlieif blunders had periled the very existence of

the system, a man like Pitt would°be called upon, not to re-place it by
a better, but to cobble up the old crazy machine so that it might hang a
little longer together. The principles of government and plan of policy

which one s^t of Ministers have inheritedsfrom another during the period

we are now treating of, may be briefly described.

The first great object of government—the goq^Lof th^ governed—̂ was

not acknowledged. Our oligarchy was the legitimate successor of Kings
by divine right. The people were an engine which he, who managed to

scramble into power, might apply in any manner to serve his own pur-

poses. These purposes were dictated, according to the character of the

individual, by the purblind passions, avarice., ambition, or love of show.

One Minister wished for the reputation of conquering new territories :

another sacrificed the national interests to tlie^vapn-glorious dream of

settling the quarrels of all Europe ; a third was intent upon heaping up
treasure for himself and his relations. On one point all three were
agreed ;—while encouraging, as far us was consistqjit with their ulterior

plans, the industry and accumulation of the country—to secure the means
of drawing as much of its wealth into their own hands as possible. To
this desire, accompanied by^ncorrect notions of the nature of trade,

must be attributed our colonial policy, invented with a view to prevent,

if possible, the least particle of property eluding their grasp :—to this,

the anxiety of every ministry to concentrate, if possible* a power of tax*

ing every British territory in the Parliament of this Island. The pre-

sumptuous endeavour to tax unrepresented America' roused her to assert

her independence, and a similar encroachment called forth the energies

of the Irish volunteers. And here we may remark, in the partial ttnd

oppressive distributimi of, taxation, the subserviency of the members of

Parliament to those who have m^de and ammade them. The merchant
vol. i, * B
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and manufacturer are copE&dored by the great landlords, just as they were

in th® feudal times, as a sort of Amalekites whom it is lawful to spoil-

They are patronised as bringing wealth and splendour in their train, but

they are made to pay <?eU for the patronage afforded them. The bur-

den pf taxation b1 laid upon thdir shoulders.* They are prohibited pur-

chasing.food from other Lands till their patronsJiave no more to sell; they

ore obliged to purchase the raw produce of their tolerators in preference

to that of every other country. They are first fleeced to fill the pockets

of the landlord, and then forced to pay the Government which treats

them in this manner, l'he money exacted from the people, was, as al-

ready hinted, expended differently at different times. Sometimes our

armies and navies were fitted out with a needless parade of force; at

other times they were allowed to decrease in numbers, or to rot in*the

dockyards, while the Minister was stuffing his own pockets ; but whether

employed or not, the peopl^must pay for the^i.

It is evident then, that under the outward ^show of free institutions,

we have been governed since l^SH, by an oligarchy limiVnl in number,

and rapacious in character. Its rapacity has increased as length of years

has rendered it more hackneyed in the ways of deceit and oppression-

This fact explains the sympathy which our rulers have ever shewn fbr

the despotic monarchs of the Continent. Their cause was one. Hence
our accession to the first unholy league framed to crush the young li-

berties of France. Hence our incessant intrigues on the Continent until

the restoration of the bourbons was achieved. Hence our profuse expen-

diture in hiring nations and dynasties to fight in their own defence-

lience Castlereagh’s coquetting with the Holy Alliance. Hence Wel-
lingtons and Aberdeen's jeremiads over our secession from that nefa-

rious association. The whole of these proceedings, in which tlie resources

of the country have been wantonly squandered, and its character compro-
mised, had their source^iu tli^conviction that the Kings of Europe, and
the oligarchy of England, stand in the same relation to tlieir respective

nations, and that their, only safety is to be sought in a compact mutu-
ally to defend each otKer against every mutiny of their slaves.

A plan of rule under which the interests of the governors have, for a
century and a-half, been systematically preferred to those of tlie gover-
ned—under which avarice and imbecility, on the part of the rulers, have
contended for the masttifry—under which every amendment of our social

organization has been scornfully and contumcliously rejected—under
which the people have been plundered, and their wealth squandered
upon undertakings which were either indifferent or prejudicial to their
interests—under which brother has been stirred up to hate his brother
for difference of creed, or for a mere fancied incompatibility of their
pecuniary interests—has, at length, brought us to the situation which
might have been anticipated. Trades which have been called into
factitious existence, are giving signs of their sandy foundation,—-trades
which have been injudiciously checked, are depressed to a fearful extent*
The agriculturist, who has been encouraged to ruinous speculations by
restrictions upon the importation of foreign agricultural produce, shares

* It is true that all taxation falls ultimately on the consumer, but indirect tax-
ation upon commerce and manufactures, by checking industry, doubles the sum
rcallv paid hy the merchant and manufacturer. Besides the landlords, vflfien, they
re-dfited a proportional increase of the land-tax, were not aware that even Indirect
taxation must ultimately reach their own pockets as consumers They had the will,
4f not the power, to shift the burden entirely from thfe^wyu^houlders.
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in the general faprwmen. The jsum wrung •fiy&m the nation, under the
form of taxes, continues amid this .distress and poverty unabated.
The poor labourers whom the capitalist jcangot employ, he is forced to

feed least hunger should drive them to desperation.* To crown all, the
workers of the .evil have been, at ladl, driven to admit its existence

;

and by their attempts to cure, have but rendered the disease more
complicated and inveterate. They dared not admit the real cause of
the distress—their own incapacity to govern. Even the remedies that

were suggested ,* restoration of the currency, liberation Of trade from its

fetters, church law and financial reform, they have adventured upon
with a timid hand. They have tried and abandoned each by turns, un-
able to perceive that each; without the others, was useless. They have
shaken the compactness of the old system without amending it. They
have made <e confusion worse confounded.”

Out of all this evil arjses a fair promiifcW future good. The spirit

which awakened at tlie ^Reformation, and triumphed at the Revolution,

although it -has been suppressed, has. never been extinguished. The
language of Defoe and the Legion Club were caught up in America by
Franklin and Jefferson, and their voices were echoed here by Price and
Priestly. The example of France encouraged the love of liberty. Bold
words were spoken, the sound of which yet tingles in our ears. From
that time to this, although liberty has been trodden down and scorned

—

her name made a mockery and a by-word—there has been in the country

a small faithful band which has not ceased to pay to her the homage of

the heart. The retributive suffering which has at length followed in

the train of tame submissicfli to falsehood and oppression, and the diffu-

sion of knowledge which has been Effected in despite of every opposition,

have at last awakened the universal nation. The tyranny under which
we have groaned—the third agafnst which this nation has been called to

struggle—bpsed as it is on delusion ana* falsi* pretences, needs but to

be fairly looked in the face that it may be destroyed. It is a night-

mare whose empire is amid darkness and dreay . and which is anni-

hilated the moment we awake. The nation is ntrtv asserting its right to

govern itself ; and, notwithstanding the syren wailings of the interested

in every coruer of the land—notwithstanding the denunciations of our

modern Coriolanus and his blustering retainers—it will succeed. The
sceptre which has dropped from the grasp of oligarchy must be trans-

ferred to tho. people. Whether this object be effected by the measure
which has so long been depending before the Legislature, or by another

and more comprehensive, is to us a matter of the utmost indifference.

Those who manage the affairs of State must in future be the nominees of

—— v

* The population of England and Wales in 1831, was 13,894,574 by the census#

The amount of poor-rates, expended for the relief of the poor in the year ending
25th March, 1831, was, by retugus lately submitted to the House of Commons,
.£6,798,888, 10s. The Rev. John Thomas Becher stated in his evidence before the

Committee of the Lords, on the state of the poor-laws, that a male pauper was sup-

ported for 2s. 8d. per week ;oa female for 2s. ; a child for Is. 2d. Assuming, that,

among the paupers of England and Wales, the number of men, women, and chil-

dren were equal, and that every pauper was supported entirely out of the poor-rates,

these data would give their number about a million and o-half. But the number of*

women and children far exceeds that of men; many only receive partial relief; and
"there, many local charities not taken into account. The number of perilns at

'presetn, more or less dependent on charity in England and Wales, must exceed one-

fourth of the total population. (This calculation excludes state-paupers on tjiopensiqp

Ifstand in the church^^Then look to Ireland.
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the nation, identified wifh its interests, and of approved skill and

honesty. Our future rulers must act under a sense of thorough respon-

siblity.

From this time forth,

The few must kn6w their service to the many.

National happiness must now become the aim of Government, not a bonus

held out to the people to allure them to serve its private purposes.

Such is the past—the future is a page which admits of being but

dimly scanned .

4

One thing is certain, that our fate is now, under Provi-

dence, in our own hands ; and that it will require the utmost exertion of

the nation's courage, intelligence, and waripess, to rescue it from the

dilemma into which it has been brought by the incapacity of its former

rulers. A radical reform in our institutions and economy must be imme-
diately begun, and systematically and unflinchingly persevered in.

Much delusion is yet prevalent which must f e , combated ;—the body
politic is feverish and irritated, and not unliktly, in a moment of per-

versity, to act like a sick man, who nauseated hy the bitterness of the

remedy offered him, refuses to be cured.

The duty most imperatively urgent upon our new legislators will he to

promote the diffusion of knowledge. Elementary schools, adequate to

the population, must he founded in every district. The reform, which
has searched minor charities, and even laid hand, however lightly, upon
our Scottish Universities, must extend its influence to the great monopo-
lies of Oxford and Cauibridge. They were intended hy their founders to

promote knowledge, and this generous intention they must he made to

fulfil. It must no longer he said that the great seminaries of English

education are log-lines of the human* understanding ; that while the rest

of the nation has been successfully rivalling other countries in science,

art, and literature, these over-wealthy institutions have been striving to

repress the generous,aspirations of the mind after knowledge. In farther

aid of the diffusion of knowledge, every tax tending to repress literary

exertion, and tile free(interchange of the literature of this country with

that of foreign nations—all duties upon newspapers and pamphlets, and
foreign books, must be abolished. Let free inquiry loose, and truth

ultimately will prevail. Permit unlimited access to the fountain of
knowledge, for here indeed tc increase of appetite doth grow with what
it feeds upon."
• Next in importance is the task of systematising and simplifying the
proceedings of the legislature and of the Executive Government. Much
valuable time may be saved, and much useless expense avoided, hy re-

ferring to local legislative bodies, a great proportion of the private hills

which occupy so nuich of the attention of Parliament. The House
of Commons must be divided into committees of legislation, finance,

&c. to which must be remitted all projects# of new laws; all infor-

mation respecting their several departments ; all petitions from the
people therewith connected. In these committees evidence must be
sifted and arranged methodically, and the measures to be proposed for

the adoption of the whole legislative body brought into a definite and
accurate form. The necessity of some arrangement like this is demon-
strated by the numberless instances of paltry and partial enactments
smuggled through the House of Commons ; by the inaccurate, and fre-

quently unintelligible, language of our Acts of Parliament; arid by
the bush-fighting unpractical character of the Debates. In like manner
the public accounts must he made up in a comjftct and intelligible
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manner. The number of Boards/ and of official persons, must be restricted

within the narrowest possible limits. AUbve'qJL care must be taken to.

give every possible publicity to the procjedingsof the Legislature of the
Executive, and of the general state of the country. *The preliminary

labours of the different • Finance Committees ; of the Commissioners
appointed by the Crown to report on the civil list, the officers of state,

and the Exchequer ; and the invaluable report of Dr. Bowring, have
materially facilitated the attainment of these arrangements.

The next great object of attention is the diminution of the national

burthens. This can never be accomplished without the adoption of an

honest and direct system of* taxation. Indirect taxation, as tending to

press hard upon industry, and to superinduce a system of juggling delu-

sion—of picking people’s pockets unawares, must come to an end. Bor-
rowing for national pugpcfces, if indeed it "fee permitted at all, must be
effected upon some systeffi analogous to that suggested in a subsequent

article of the present number. Some compromise, such as that suggested

by the late Mr. Ricardo, must be agreed to by the landholders, fund-

holders, and other capitalists, in order to free the nation from the

pressure of that incubus, our present debt. The tithe system, now put
an end to in Ireland, must bo abolished in England likewise. It is

surely time for men to see the folly and inutility of submitting their

necks to what is called an Established Church. Can any thing be more
incongruous than a state of affairs, in which a*nian, according as he

chances to stand on the north or the south side of a river, is a Dissenter,

or a member of the Establishment. Christianity is now as widely diffused

through these realms as human means can effect it—and only for mis-

sionary purposes was an organised system of affiliated churches con-

templated by the founders of our religion. Every reasonable being

now admits .that the different sects to wfcich we belong, however they

may differ on the question of discipline, preach in the main the same
doctrine. It is matter of notoriety that the dissenters have done more
to diffuse and keep alive vital religion among the people, than the

Establishment. Why then continue to rob the nation of such an im-

mense annual sum—and levied, too, in so impolitic a manner—for the.

support of a useless excrescence, an infringement upon Christian liberty.

Another important alleviation of the national burdens will be effected by

the abolition of all corporations which have the power of imposing local

taxes ; and conferring upon the inhabitants of th$.district the right of

electing those who regulate their police and its expenditure. Lastly,

such a system of poor’s rates must be adopted as will insure the appli-

cation of this tax to its legitimate purpose. The capitalist must no
longer he allowed to pay his labourer out of a fund, which belongs, by a

sacred right, to the impotent and necessitous.

Scarcely of secondary importance to the simplification and reduction of

state burdens, is the removal of all restraints upon individual industry.

Those impolitic laws, wh^h restrict one branch of trade, and afford unna-

tural encouragement to another, for the attainment of some fancied good,

must be abolished. The enterprise of man left to make his fortune by
his own exertions will supply us with hardy and daring defenders, with-

out alluring individuals to pursue a gainless traffic. The distress atpre-

sent Attributed to our recurrence to the principles of free trade, is the

result of their not having been adopted to their full extent. The tran-

sition from an artificial to a natural system of trade, is a painful opera-

tion, but a cure will be the consequeuce of momentary suffering. Com.
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merce in grain and in everything else must be freed from its shackles. It

is not true that our adopter oftthe principles of free trade will not meet*

with reciprocal concessions. Nasons stand at preset!^in the same relation

to each other, as ftiert do 1 in the savage state—they are afraid to tTust

the stranger. Let us set the example, and we will be followed. In

France, in America, just views are rapidly gaining ground. The rest

will follow. A commerce based upon industry native to the soil—sug-

gested by its productions} not the child of statute—-will be free from

the periodical sicknesses to which oUr present hot-hduse plants are sub-

ject. In like manner, our connection with our colonies must be placed

on a proper footing. Colonies are swarms from the parent hive when
over-full. The ties of kindred and affection give them a claim to pro*,

tection in their nonage. Their friendship may be relied on in the hour

of danger in proportion as they are kindly treated* Their commerce is

valuable in proportion as it is freed from all restraints. While yet too

young to form a state, they are members of our body politic, subject to

the same burdens, entitled to the same immunities. When they are

able to govern themselves let us part company in friendship. Any
attempt, by restrictions on their trade, and the imposition oMuties, to

wrest from them their honest gains, must alienate their affections ; and,

although it may enrich a few
1

, must entail a burden on the community.

The last reform to which we propose at present to allude, is Law Re-
form. Tho object of all law is the security of person and property.

The civil law determines, in questions of disputed ownership, to whom
the property in question belongs. The criminal law forbids, under the

sanction of punishments, all attacks upon a neighbour's person or pro-

perty. The remnants of institutions, which have long ceased to exist

still continue to render the civil law of this country voluminous, per-

plexed, and unintelligible :—tfle artificial nature of our ay Jtem of go-

vernment has elevated many an indifferent action into the character of a
crime :—while tne utter ignorance of the science of legislation has ren-

dered both branches full of the most oppressive and contradictory rules

;

and has lent to the latter in particular a character of blood-thirstiness

revolting to every feeling of humanity. The same evil fate has attended
the organization of our courts of justice, which are deeply tainted with
inaptitude for business, and aptitude for vexatious delay. In some the
judicial is confounded with the executive, in others with the legislative

character : in all the,expence is enormous. As sources of hatred and all

uncharitableness—as perverters of the natural sense of justice—as im-
pediments to commerce—and as burdens on the community, they are un-
surpassed.

The reform which we have attempted, however inadequately, to
sketch, must follow up the reform in our representative system, other-
wise we have been like wayward children* loudly claiming a privilege
which we never intended to exercise. Its object is to simplify our
institutions—to render them less burdensome and at the same time
more effective—to put the machine of the state in good working order.
It is only in such a searching reform—a reform proceeding upon
systematic and comprehensive views, that there is hope for the nation.
The "Curse of the bit-by^&it reformer is, that, by introducing a good
regulation into a bad system, he but increases the mischief. All the
harm done is attributed to the innovation, not to the old, rooted abuses,
whose contaminating touch turns even good into evil. He “ sews new

» cloth upon old garments, making the rent worse." Good regulations
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are only available under a good system. It is the impossibility of other,
wise escaping from the pertinacious adhe#ena^$o wliat was vile of one
party, and the piddling, mischievous tampering with the constitution

of those who saw the cure but did not aare to apply it, that has forced
the nation to take the task into its own hands. If, under the Reform
Bill, we obtain a set of representatives, enlightened and bold enough
to apply a radical reform to all our defective institutions, then our
third revolution has accomplished its ends, and the natftn starts, with
renewed energies, on a long career of prosperity. If the Bill be defeated,

or found not to answer, we must have a further extension of the suffrage.

As lovers of peace and quiet, we should prefer the first alternative, but
can never hesitate between the second and a perpetuation of old abuses.

Come what may, our political creed—the great object which we propose
as the termination of pu| labours, is fully and frankly avowed, and
neither danger nor obloqi^r shall make us retract it. Our faith is Arm-
our resolution •unchanging—our faces Zionward—and our motto that of
England's noblest patriot,—

VESTIGIA NULLA KETRORSUM.

•ON THE LATE REMARKABLE SILENCE 0F*TI1E POET LAUREATE.

When Tudor tyrants England’s crown disgraced,

They kept two menial knaves—to prove their taste

—

With different gift^ to please the moody King

—

One hired to dance—and one suborned to sing.

They played their fulsome antics round and round,

The one with bells—and one with laurel crowned.
Invidious years the precious pair divide

—

Our Southey still survives—our Summers died.J
4 What ails the Doctor—is his mffsic pasf?...»

Our hired buffoon declines' to grin at last.

Vitellius lives. The venal laureate sings

The first of Regents—and the best of Kings.

Vitellius dies. They drag, with vain parade,

The ponderous coffin, to sepulchral shade,

While joyous England rings, from shore to shore

—

“ Thanks to great Godl Vitellius is no more.”
Now, surely, is the time. With right good will,

The hireling hand will ply the grey goose quill

—

Sonorous odes the eager voice will bray—
Wine fires the genius—gold suggests the lay. . •

Say, has thy sack turned sour—thy golden fee

Grown dross ? Will interest wring no line from thee ?

No tortured dactyli his loss bewail

—

No Sapphic monster, with Adonian tail

—

No dithyrambic threnody, to shew
IIow many virtues lie enshrined below

—

How—o’er his hear^—the orphan people shed

Cascades of tears—and mourn their Father dead 1

No. Silence suits him well. ’Tis thine to run—
Ere yet too lat*—to hail the rising sun

!

While clouds of heathen night tiio world o’erliung—

From haunted grot the Pythian damsel sung—
Base juggling hands the wreatli of Phoebus wove—
And oaks groaned out the edicts of theftsJove.

The light breaks forth. Imposture’s reign U o’er

—

Mute is Dodona—Delphos lies no more.—

t Will : Summers, the last ttipendiary Court jester.
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To Hell’s black womb the silent Gods retire—

While shivering Vesta fans her waning fire.

So Thou-y^Wlst England writhed beneath her chain—
And Freedom urged hejr trampled rights in vain—
Wast fcired, at stated periods, to rehearse

The deeds of despots in blaspheming verse.

To worth and wit poor frantic Lear to raise,

And daub Vitellius o’er with beastly praise.

In Slavery’s cause the murdered myriads bleed—
Thy jingling metre lauds the mighty deed

—

Misrule’s black acts still foremost to proclaim—
Proud of thy yoke, vain-glorious of thy shame.

Goue is night’s empire—happier days have come

—

Great William reigns—the Delphic voice is dumb.
Millions of knees in votive ardour bend

To pray for Him—our Patriot—and our Friend.

From anile Statesmen—from the rust o^ye^rs

—

From mitred Sybarites, and felon l’m'H-
Ordained by Heaven to rescue and redeem

—

And Southey’s servile ddtage slums the theme.

THE MARTINET.

« He is too picked, too spruce,, too affected, too old, as it were—too peregrinate
, as 1 may call it.”—

Love's Labour Lost.

Thr “ Martinet” is the name of a ger us, not of a species ; the title of a
race variously feathered, but having specific qualities in common. There
is your military martinet, your clerical martinet, your legal martinet,

and the martinet of common life, (“ Gallicrista fastidiosa communis ”

Linnaeus would class ‘him*,) who is to the others what the hohse-sparrow
is to the rest of^his tribe. It is with him alone we have to do. The
“ martinet ” is a person who is all his life violently busied in endeavour-
ing to be a perfect gentleman, and who almost succeeds. lie misses the
point by overstepping it. He is like one of those greyhounds which out-

run the hare fleetly enough, hut cannot “ take ” her when they have
done so. They have a little too much speed, and a little too little tact.

The martinet is always bent upon thinking, saying, doing, and having,
e\*ery-thing after a nicer fashion than other people, until his nicety
runs into downright mannerism

; all his ideas become “ clipped taffeta,”

and all his eggs are known to have “two yolks.” He rarely comes of
age or is thoroughly ripe till near forty, before which he may be a little

of the precise fop, and after which he changes to the somewhat foppish
precisian, which is the best definition of him. lie would be an excel-
lent member of society were bo not a little too nice for its every-day
work, which, to speak a truth in metapluft, will not always admit of
white gloves. lie is remarkably consistent in all his proceedings, how-
ever, and the outward man is a perfect and complete type of the inward,
and vice versa. His soul is never out of pumps and silk stockings, and
picks its way amidst the little mental puddles and cross-roads of this
world with a chariness of which is at once edifying and amusing.
Ofinyard show he is not 1ms “ elaborate” than of outward ; and, though
a descendant of Eve, takes equal care of the clothing of both mind and
bydy.

Were his tailor to he abandoned enough to attempt to *palm upon
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him a coat of the very best Yorkshire, instead of the very best Wilt,
shire broad-cloth, (an enormity of which-f-^<qg*g*co referens—he was
once very near being the victim,) the one would oe sure to lose, if dis-

covered, the best of his customers, and the other the best of a month's
sleep. If he wears a wig, his expenditure with his peruquier is never
less than five-and-twenty guineas a-year. His cigars, though he smokes
little, cost him nearly as much. His hat is water-proof ; his stop-watch

and repeater are of a scapement that never varies more thtfti six seconds

in the twelve months from the time-piece at the Observatory at Green-
wich, where he has a friend, who is so good as sometimes to compare
notes with him. By the advice of his boot-maker—who, by the way,

has some knowledge of the length of his foot—he never puts on a new
pair until they are at least a year old ; and he parted with his last foot-

boy because he one day discovered a perceptible difference between the
polish of the right and lefOToot. In winter, he wears and recommends
cork soles. His»toilet is no sinecure

; and on the table are always to be
found, besides his dressing-box, which contains an assortment of combs,
scissors, tweezers, pomades, and essences, not easily equalled, a bottle of
“ Eau do Cologne, veritable/’ a Packwood and Criterion strop ; a case of
gold-mounted razors, (the best in England,) which he bought, nearly

thirty years ago, of the successor of “ Warren/' in the Strand ,* and a
silvered shaving-pot, upon a principle of his own, redolent of Rigges'

" patent violet-scented soap.” His net-silk purse n ringed with gold at

one end, and with silver at the other ; and although not much of a snuff-

taker, he always carries a box* on the lid of which smiles the portrait of

the once celebrated and beautiful,*though now somewhat forgotten.

Duchess of T> ,
or the equally resplendent Lady Emily M .

His table is of the same finish with his wardrobe. If he sat down to

dinner, even Ajjhen alone, in hoots, that visitation which Quin ascribed to

the prevalent neglect of “ pudding on a Sunday ”—an earthquake might
be expected to follow. His spoons and silver forks arc* marked witjj

his crest ; and lie omits no opportunity to inform his friends, that the

right of the family to the arms was proved at Herald’s College by his

great uncle John He has receipts for mulligatawny and oyster soups,

not to be equalled ; and another for currie-powder, which a friend of

his obtained, as the greatest of favours, from Sir Stamford Raffles, and
which, though bound in honour not to make known, lie means to leave .

to his son by will, under certain injunctions. His cookery of a “ French
rabbit,” provided the claret he first-rate, is superb ; and on very parti-

cular occasions, he condescends to know how to concoct a howl of punch,

especially champagne punch, for the which he has a jFormula in rhyme,

the poetry of which never, as is its happy case, losing sight of correct-

ness and common-sense, comes, as well as its subject matter, home to
u his business and his bosom.” % His

“ caviar " is, through the kindness

of a commercial friend, imported from the hand of the very Russian

cuisinier, who prepares it (unctuous relish !) for the table of the Empe-
ror himself. His cheese isi Stilton or Parmesan.

Like “ Mrs. Diana Scapes,” he is also “ curious in his liquors,” and,

in despite of Beau Brummell, patronizes “ malt/' as far as to take one
glass of excellent “ college ale,”—which he gtk through his friend Dr.

Dusty of All Souls—between pastry and Parmesan. After cheese,*he

can relish one, and only one, glass of port—till the better if of the
“ Comet vintage/' or of some vintage ten years anterior to that. II is

drink, however, is claret, old hock, Madeira, and latterly, since it has
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beootfie a sort of fashion, old sherry,
.
In these he is a connoisseur not to

be sneezed at ; anil i^wfced tons opinion, makes it a rule never to give it

upon the first glass, invariably observing, that “ if he would he couldn't,

and if he could he wouldn't
!” He produces anchovy toast as an indis-

pensable in a long evening, after dinner, and to it he recommends a

liqueur-glass of cherry-brandy, which he believes is of that incomparable

recipe, of which the late King was so fond. If he he a bachelor, he has,

in his dining-room, a* cellaret, in which repose this, and other similar

liquid rarities, and beneath his sideboard stands a machine, for which he

paid twelve guineas, for producing ice extempore.

His literary tastes bear a certain resemblance to, and have a certain

analogy with, his gustatory—proving the truth of that intimate con-

nexion between the stomach and the head, upon which physiologists are

so delighted to dwell. In poetry the heresies and escapades of Lord
Byron are too much for him, although as a* Peer and a gentleman he

always speaks well and deferentially of him. Shelley he can make
nothing of, and therefore says, which is the strict truth in one sense at

least, that he has qpver read him. He praises Campbell, Crabbe, and
Rogers, and shakes his head at Tom Moore ; but Pope is his especial

favourite ; and if anything in verse has his heart, it is the “ Rape of the

Lock.” Peter Pindar he partly dislikes, but Anstey, the “ Bath Guide,”

is high in his estimation ; and with him “ Gray's Odes ” stand far above

those of Collins'. Of *the “ Elegy in a Country Church ” he thinks, as he
says, a like the rest of the world.” “ Shenftone's Pastorals ” he has read.

Bums he praises, but in his hear}
(

thinks him a “ wonderful clown,”

and shrugs his shoulders at his extreme popularity. He says as little

about Shakespeare as he can, and has by heart some half dozen lines of

Milton, which is all he really knows of him. In the drama he inclines

to the “ unities ;” find"of thfc English Theatre “Sheridans School for

Scandal,”andOtway's “ Venice Preserved,” or Rowe's “Fair Penitent,”are

w^at he best likes in his heart. John Kemble is his favourite actor—
Kean he thinks somewhat vulgar. In prose he thinks Dr. Johnson the
greatest man that ever existed, and next to him he places Addison and
Burke. His historian is Hume ;

and for morals and metaphysics he
goes to Paley and Dr. Reid, or Dugald Stewart, and is well content.

For the satires of Swift he has no relish. They discompose his ideas ;

•and he of all things detests to have his head set a spinning like a
te-totum, either by, a book or by anything else. Bishop Berkeley once
did this for him to such a tune, that he shewed a visible uneasiness at

the mention of the book ever after. In Tristram Shandy, however, he
has a sort of suppressed delight, which he hardly likes to acknowledge,

the magnet of attraction being, though he knows it not, in the characters

of Uncle Toby, Corporal Trim, and the Widow Wadman. His religious

reading is confined to “ Blair’s Sermons,” and the “ Whole Duty of
Man,” in which he always keeps a little slip of double gilt-edged paper
as a marker, without reflecting that it is a £ort of proof that he has
never got through either. His Pocket Bible always lies upon his toilet

table. He knows a little of Mathematics in general, a little of Algebra,
and a little of Fluxions, which is principally to be discovered from his

having Emmerson, Simplpn, and Bonnycastle's works in his library.

In classical learning he confesses to having forgotten ” a good deal of

(

Greek ; but sports a Latin phrase upon occasion, and is something of a
critic in languages. He prefers Virgil to Homer, and Horace to Pindar,

and can, upon occasion, enter into a dissertation on the precise meaning
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of a “ Simplex munditiis." He also delights ta a pun, and most especially

in a Latin one ; and when applied to for paymehfcof paving-rate, never

fails to reply " Paveant illi, non paveam ego !" which, though peradven.

ture repeated for the twentieth time, still serves to swdfeten the adieu

between his purse and its contents. He is also an amateur in

etymologies and derivatives, and is sorry that the learned Selden's

solution of the origin of the term “ gentleman ” seems to jnclude in it

something not altogether complimentary to religion. This is his only

objection to it. He speaks French ; and his accent is, he flatters him.
self, an approximation to the veritable Parisian. Modern novels he
does not read, but has read “ Waverley” and “ Pelham/'

His library is not large, but select ; and as he does not sit in it

excepting very occasionally, the Are grate is a moveable one, and can

be turned at will from pa.'tyr to library and vice versa,-—a whim of his

old acquaintance Dr. Trifle of Oxford. In it are his library table and
stuffed chair ; a bust of Pitt and another *of Cicero ; a patent inkstand

and silver pen ; an atlas, and maps upon rollers ; a crimson screen, an
improved “ Secretaire

a

barometer and a thermometer. Upon the

shelves may be found almost for certain Boswell's Johnson ; Encyclopaedia

Britannica; Peptic Precepts and Cook's Oracle ; the Miseries of Human
Life ; Prideaux' Connexion of the Old and New Testament ; Dr.

Pearson's Culina Famulatrix Medecinae ; Soame Jenyn's Essays ; the

Farrier's Guide ; Selden's Table-talk ; Archbishop ^Tillotson’s Sermons ;

Henderson on Wines ; Boscawqn's Horace ; Croker’s Battles of Talavera

and Busaco ; Dictionary of Quotation! ; Lord Londonderry's Peninsular

Campaigns ; the Art of Shaving, with directions for the management
of the Razor ; Todd's Johnson's Dictionary ; Peacham's Complete
Gentleman ;

Harris' Hermes ; Roget on the Teeth ; Memoirs of Pitt

;

Jokeby, a BiHrlesque on Rokeby ; English Proverbs; Paley's Moral
Philosophy ; Chesterfield's Letters ; Buchan's Domestic Medicine

;

Debrett's Peerage ; Colonel Thornton's Sporting Tour ; Court Kalendar j

the Oracle, or Three Hundred Questions explained and answered

;

Gordon's Tacitus an Elzevir Virgil; Epistol® obscurorum virorum;

Martial's Epigrams; Tull/s Offices; and Henry's Family Bible.

His general character for nicety is excellent, both in a moral and
religious point of view

;
and he holds himself to have done a question-

able thing in looking into a number of Harrlette Wilson, in which a gay
*

quondam friend of his figured. When he marries,* the ceremony »
performed by the Honourable and very Reverend the Dean of some place,

to whom he claims a distant relationship. He takes his wine in modera-

tion ; never bets, nor plays above guinea points, anti always at whist.

He goes to church regularly ; his pew is a square one, with green cur-

tains. He dines upon fish on good Friday, and declines visiting during

Passion week in mixed parties. » If he ever had any peccadilloes of any

kind, they are buried in a cloud, as snug as that which shrouded the

pious Eneas when he paid his first visit to Queen Dido.

He dies, aged fifty-seven, of a pleuritic attack, complicated with

angina pectoris ; and having left fifty pounds to each of the principal

charitable institutions of his neighbourhood, Jpd fifty pounds to the

churchwardens of his parish, to be distributed among|| the poor pro-

fessing the religion of the Church of England, he iSrbtiried in his
" family vault," and his last wish fulfilled,—that is to say, his epitaph

is composed in Latin, and the inscription put up under tR# especial care

and inspection of his friend Dr. Dusty of Oxford. Requieseat
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STATE OF MAG18 I# EGYPT.—BY AN EYE-WITNESS.

Our friends thfe Tories are fond of anything that borders on the impos-
sible. They manifestly regret the time when every bush had its hob-
goblin after sunset, or at all events was as likely to contain one as to

harbour a jack-hare. The smallest fragment of the Black Art is a trea-

sure to them ; and a •real witch would 'be far dearer to them than a
dryad; What their reason is for thus delighting in the things that are

not ;—what the bearing is they see in it on the things that are—for they
are a substantial people, and do not deal even with non-entities for

nothing ;—all this is for those to determine, who know the difference

between a useful half-faith and impracticable unbelief, and have calcu-

lated the ease with which a man who fears ^ie» foul fiend at all corners,

may be led into the quiet payment of tax fob church or state, and the
performance of the other duties of a submissive citizen.*

Not that they do this with all the sober sadness of some old women.
On the contrary, they contrive to play at hawk-and-buzzard, between
jest and earnest. And then, as they sometimes do on more serious occa-
sions,—as, for instance, when they published the staff of the Tory army of
occupation that is to lie, and affected to be surprised to find another staff

prepared to answer them,—they can say it was all in jest, and wonder
that anybody could tnink of taking seriously such playful pleasantry.
My business at present, is with your„ townsman Blackwood’s story'

of the Magician of Cairo, at the end of his Magazine for August, Part the
Second. I happened to he at Cairo,—Grand Cairo, as it should be in a
story,—in the autumn, not of 1830, but of 1822 ; being in the act of re-
turning, with my wife and a hoy of seven years old, from sojourning
some eight years iy India, in, as Cervantes would have saW, u the hon-
ourable office of a captain of dragoons,” varied by divers negotiations
and correspondences with Wahabees and strange misbelievers in the
Erythrean sea, in the quality of an Arabic interpreter upon the staff, and
other toils and accidents too numerous to mention. Halting, then, at
Cairo, under the hospitable roof of the Consul-General of Abyssinian
fame, it was my fortune to see something so like what was seen eight
years afterwards, bating minute differences, that I cannot help recount-
•ing it, for the sake of comparison ; noting, however, that, as I do not
pretend to contradict what anybody did see, by what I did not see,

so 1 expect that what I did not see shall be treated with equal reverence
in return.

At the Consul-General's table, (being, as before in part intimated, in
August 1822,) the conversation turned on the belief in magic; and the Con-
sul’s Italian Staff propounded the following story, which seemed to have
perfect possession of their best belief. Tlwy said that a magician of great
name was then in Cairo,—1 think a Mogrebinc

; and that he had been
sent foiMio the Consul’s house, and put to th^fojlowing proof. A silver
spoon had been lost, and he was invited to point out the thief. On
arriving, he sent f$^an Arab boy at hazard out of the street, and after
various ceremonies, ponied ink into the boy’s Wnd, into which the •

boy, was to look. It was' stated, that he asked the boy what he saw’,
and the hoy answered, “ I see a little man”—Tell him to bring a flag.—

.

0
“ Now he has brought a flag,”—Tell hint* to bring another.

—

“ Now he
has brought another.”—Tell him to bring a third.—“ Now he has brought
it ”—Tell him to bring a fourth.

—

“ He has brought it”—'Tell him to
e
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bring the captain of them all.
—“ I see a gredt JSheik on horseback”—

Tell him to bring the man that stole the spoon .
—“ Now he has brought

him ”—What is he like ?—“ He i£ a Frang$ pd^fooking and mesquin”
After which, followed other points ofperson^ description not remembered;
but which drew from the Staff the observation, that#a European of
exactly those qualities had -been about the house. We expressed our
desire to be introduced to the magician, and the Consul gravely

intimated, it might hurt the prejudices of his wife, as being a Catholic ;

to the great mirth of the beautiful Consuless when she was told of it,

who, though a Catholic and an Italian, declared she was the only person
in the family, that set all the magicians in Egypt at defiance.

Having some time afterwards established ourselves in a house of our
own, on the edge of the garden of the Austrian Consulate, (as I remem-
ber by the token that a Turkish officer who had been taking his evening
walk of meditation, very suavely opened the window from the garden,

put in first one leg of his huge trowsers and then the other, and strode

into the room followed by his pipe-bearer,* as being the shortest cut into

the street; though 1 must do him the justice to say he laughed and
was very conversable, when 1 brought him up with a salam and a cup of

coffee, by way of demonstrating there was somebody in the house besides

the Arab owner), we sent for the magician. I remember a well-dressed

personable man, of what, after the fashion of the nomenclature in the

Chamber of Deputies, might be called the young middle-age. He agreed

to show us a specimen of his art, though I do not recollect that the nature

of it was defined, lie fixed ujjon our little hoy of seven years old to be

his instrument ; and I remember lie talked some nonsense about requir-

ing an innocent agent, and how a woman might do as well, if she could

plead the innocent presence of the unhorn. He despatched a servant

into the bazar, to procure frankincense and other things which he di-

rected; and o£ their being produced, we Ull retired, into a room, and
closed the doors and windows. An earthen pot was placed in the middle

of the floor, containing fire ; and the magician sat dowli by it. Hf*

placed the little boy before him, and poured ink into the hollow of the

hoy’s hand, and bid him look into it steadily. I think the mother rather

quailed, at seeing her child in such propinquity with “ the Enemy but

recovered herself on being exhorted to defy the devil and all his works.

And the thing was not entirely without danger from another quarter

;

for it was understood the Pasha had directed a special edict against all

dealing with familiar spirits ; and the Pasha's edicts were not altogether

to be trifled with, as we knew from the mishap of a poor Indian servant,

who was caught in the bazar in the fact of taking thirteen of the Pasha's

tin piastres in change for a dollar, when the political*economy of Cairo

had decreed that twelve were to be equal in public estimation, and was

immediately incarcerated in the place of skulls, or at least of heads, from

which it is supposed he would l'uve come out shorn of his beard and the

chin it grew from, if the Consular cocked hat and Abyssinian charger

had not proceeded at a gallop to the Court at Shubra, to claim him as a

subject ofthe British crown; and much did poor Baloo ypw, that no earthly

temptation should take him again, to quit the gentle rule of the old

Lady in Leadenliall-street, who, though she pinches a Peisliwa and mer-

cilessly screws a renter when it suits her, it must be allowed has a reyp-

rent care for the heads of all her lieges, and gives them fair chance of

going to their graves with the members nature had bestowed on them.

Jlisce positis, as the logicians say, the magician began his process.
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The^oy was innocent cf fear j being in fect a person rather perplexed

and imperfect in those parts of theology* that should have caused him
to feel alarm. His natj /e (nurse first taught .him to kiss;his hand to the

moon walking in brightness ; which, being . especially reprobated in the

book of Job, w^e persuaded Him to renounce. We .next found him making
aalams as he passed the fat old gentleman with an elephant's head, and
other foul idolatries bedaubed with rose-pink and butter,' that show
themselves on various milestone-like appurtenances to an Indian road.

After his visit to the Persian Gulph he leaned more towards monotheism

;

and I once found him seated between two guns on the quarter-deck of

an Arab frigate, in the midst of a fry of devotees of little more than

his own age, busily engaged in chanting canticles in praise of Mohammed
the ‘ amber-ee.' His early leaning towards the ugly gods of Hindostan,

had made it a delicate matter to introduce himto our Evil Principle ; and

the fact was, that when he afterwards saw tfifr Freischutz in England,

we had no means tf&raking him compreheCofthe nature of the crimson

fiend, but by telling him he was a relation of his old elephant-headed

friend Gunputty. On the whole 1 imagine there never was a better

subject to cope with a sorcerer ; and when he asked the cause of the

immediate preparations, we told him the man was going to show some
feats of legerdemain such as he used to see in India. The magician

began by throwing grains of incense upon the fire, bowing with a see-

saw motion and repeating “ Heyya hadji Capitdn, Heyya hadji Capitdn

which being interpreted, if it was intended to have any meaning, would
appear to imply “ Hurra, pilgrim Captain !” being, as I understood it

at the time, an invocation by his style ahd title, of the spirit he wished

to see. When nothing came, he4increased his zeal after the manner of

a priest of Baal, and seemed determined that if the “ Captain" was
sleeping or on a journey, he should not be missed for want of calling.

One slight variorum,,reading I observed. Instead of saying to the boy
“ What do you see ?" as had been reported,—he said ™ Do you see a
little man ?”* which, if he had been accessible to fear or phantasy,’-was

manifestly telling him what he was to look for. The boy however, reso-

lutely declared he saw nothing ; and the sorcerer continued his calls

upon his spirit. When in this manner curiosity had been roused to

something like expectation, the boy suddenly exclaimed, “ I see some-
thing !"—Tremor occupat artus ;—when he quashed it all by adding, “ I

see my nose." By the dim light of the lire, he had succeeded in getting

a glimpse of his own countenance reflected in the ink. The magician,

doubled his exertions by way of carrying the thing off ; but there was
much less gravity in his audience afterwards ; and at last he was forced

to declare, that tjie spirit would not come, and the reason he believed

was because we were Christians. He said, however, if an Arab boy was
substituted the spirit would come. A servant therefore was sent out
to bring a boy by the offer of a piastre, and one was soon produced.
Whether there was any confederacy or not, I had no precise means to

ascertain ; but I was inclined to think not. The Arab boy was trusted
with the ink in the place of the European, £nd on the magician’s asking
him the leading question €< Do you see a little man ?” he took but one
look and answered “

Jfes." The orders then followed “ Tell him to
bring a flag," &c.; to all of which, whether operated on by some dread
of refusing, or by the natural inclination of one rogue to help another,

he duly answered that the. tiling was doqe. I do not remember any further
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denodment that there was ; and se ended the nfaglc of the magician of
Grand Cairo. - •

Being disappointed in thiaexperiment, wefceg^n to seek for the oppor-
tunity of making otiters, and offered a reward for any person ^ho would
.show us a specimen of imp or spirit. One fman was produced, who wee
stated to be of considerable .fame* He said he would show me a spirit ;

but 1 must go out with him three nights running to a cross road at mid-
night, and perform divers ceremonies and lustrations which he pro-

ceeded to describe. I believe he had got an inkling, that £ intended to

leave Cairo the next day. I told him, however, that 1 would cheerfully

go through any ceremonies he might propose. He next said, it would
be necessary that I should repeat the name of the spirit I called for,

eleven thousand times ; and this I assured him I would painfully per-
form. He then said, he was afraid at my age the operation would be
dangerous. I wonder m&ther the rogue meant that I was too young,
or too old, or too middlela^d ; for I was exac^|^Mirty-eight. Seeing
tjiat I only pressed him the more, he took* his fee and walked off, inti-

mating that there was no use in doing these things with Frangis.

1 saw another instance in Cairo, of the way in which a story accu-

mulates by telling, and the degree in which even sensible Europeans by
long residence are induced to give into the beliefs they find around them.
The conversation turned one day on the power of charming serpents,

supposed to be inherent in certain descendants of the Psylli. One of

the Consular Staff immediately declared, that a most*remarkable instance

of the fact had happened in the Consul-General’s own court-yard the

day before. That one of thosA gifted men had come into the yard, and
declared lie knew by his art that theA were serpents in the stable ; and
that he had immediately gone and summoned forth two snakes of the

most poisonous kind, which he seized in his hands and brought in

the presence of the relator to the Consular threshold. Now it hap-

pened to me, to see the whole of this scene. I was wandering about the

CofQjul’s court, gazing at the curiosities scattered around, enough to,

have set up any European museum with an Egyptian branch, and par-

ticularly, 1 remember, at a lame mummy’s crutch, found with him in

his coffin, on which it is possible the original owner hopped away from
the plague of frogs. An old rural Arab of respectable appearance was
standing at the* Consul’s door, holding in his hand the crooked stick

which an Arab keeps to recover the halter of his camel if lie happens

rto. |ese it while mounted, and presenting altogether a .parallel to a sub-

stantial yeoman with his riding-whip, come to town to do a little justice-

business with the Mayor. A stable-keeper came and said, that two
snakes had made their appecirance in the stable ; on whvdi the Arab, being,

no more in the habit of fearing such vermin than a European farmer

of fearing rats, proceeded towards the stable, and I followed him. Sure

enough there were two snakes jp dalliance in the horse’s stall ; and my
construction was, that it was the poor animals’ St. Valentine. The Arab,

however, ruthlessly smote them with his gib stick, in a way that showed
an exact comprehension of vftiat would settle a snake ; and brought them
hanging by the tails and still writhing with the remains of life, and
laid them at the threshold of the house. I loafed at the snakes, and
felt a strong persuasion they were of a harmless kind ; but whether
they were or not, was of small moment as the Arab treated them.

I remember in India once driving one of the snake-jugglers to dis-

covery. He told the servants there were snakes in the stable ; and
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offered to produce or^e.' He accordingly went, with piping and other

ceremonies, and soon demonstrated a goodly cobra de capello struggling

by the tail. He secj^pftl {his in his repertory of snakes, and said he

thought there was another; on which he went through the same opera-

tions again. Though he hatl been too quick for me on bo% occasions, I

offered him a rupee to produce a third, which he agreed to ; and this

time I saw the snake's head, struggling rather oddly in his nether gar-

ments. He ran into the horse's stall, rushed forward with a shriek to

distract attention, aijd then 1 saw him jerk out a snake of some four

feet long, and drag it backwards by the tip of the tail as if desperately

afraid of it. Knowing his snakes must be an exhaustible quantity, I

proffered a second rupee for another, taking care to keep between him
and the snake-basket ; which he declined. But on turning round and
giving him a chance to communicafe with his receptacle, he quickly

presented himself with the assurance th^t now he thought he knew
where a serpent be lodged. The riulian servants all devoutly

believed in liis skill ; but it «is impossible not to be ashamed of Euro-
peans, who adorn their books with marks of similar gullibility.

One more story, and I have done. I do intensely regret, that at

Cairo I did not purchase a manifest hook of magic, in Arabic, adorned
with terrible figures of dmmons down the margins, which would have
been enough to burn any succession of possessors in the good old times.

It was offered me for forty piastres (about 13.s*. Ad.)

;

but blase as I was
with curiosities, and distracted between the desire to have the book and
to avoid increasing baggage, I haggled about the price, and the seller

never presented himself again. On examining it, it was manifestly a
book of chemistry, or possibly enough alchemy

; the various agents
being typified in the margin by daemons with prodigious horns and tails,

in which I thought I recognized the origin of the odd remnants still

presented on the coloured' bottles in a druggist's window. One most
tremendous fiend, who might he recognized as frequently repeateiLgsyas

r .always underlined zeybak, ‘ quicksilver and another of diverse W>rm
hut equal terror, was lettered hdmiz, ‘ an acid.' I would willingly give
ten times the sum, if the book was recoverable now. There can be no
doubt that here was one of the books of secret arts, our forefathers
used to suffer for.

Finally, Sir, may heaven deliver us, which I doubt
, from all sorcerers,

magicians, soothsayers, dealers with familiar spirits, and others ofithe
class which the ,old law calls f incorrigible rogues and vagabontftf/ by
the passing of the Reform Bill. So prays, &c. &c.

LINKS.

Tit DR. BOWRING.

Few are the fragments left of lollies past

;

For worthless tilings arc transient. ' Those that last

Have in them germs of an eternal spirit,

And out of good their pennanence inherit.

Baseness is' mutability's ally ;

But the sublime affections never die.

Virtue smiles of teal’s ; vice, tears of smiles.
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A TALE OF THE LAST SESSION;

u The most unfortunate season to bring out a girl, without any excep-

tion, since the year of that wretched business of Queen Caroline, even

admitting that we have a most amiable Queen, and may expect draw-

ing-rooms/'—This was said by Lady Hplroyd, with her mpst imposing

face of feminine diplomacy, across a breakfast-table, at which she sat

ttte-a-tcte, with her husband.
“ Then suppose, my dear, you keep her in” replied Sir Jermyn Hol-

royd, with quiet humour,— suit your tactics to the time. And what
makes you imagine, Anne, that in coming up to town for a week or two,

where her presence waslpquired by me on her coming of age, that my
pretty ward thinks any tHlnj? about out or in ?”

t

« Nonsense 1 Sir Jermyn ; Miss Clifford has sonfe reason to complain

of my neglect already ; but were it not that our friends are prepared to

see her with us, that expectation is a tip-toe, and Margaret of age, I

would still have counselled seclusion for this Spring. The men—that

is, all the men worth thinking about

—

will think of nothing but their vile

politics. There will be no dinners—thin parties—the House and the

Clubs everlasting/'
“ Fho

!
you take it far too seriously, Anne. Thq world will wag this

session pretty much in the old way, at least, so far as relates to marry-

ing, and being given in marr&ge. So nice a little girl as Margaret,

with the Priory acres to her petticoat, is only in danger of being too

quickly snapped at
:
you must take care, in the first place, to make her

over to some honest Whig ; and, if possible, to one of our own county/'

Lady Holroyd bowed with dignity; her k$>k sayjpg,
“ You may safely

cqqfide all that to me/'

|yiiile this conversation passed, the subject of it, a lovely and pleasing

girl, with nothing in the least striking at a first glance, entered the

apartment, prepared to go out, her shawl over her arm. She had arrived

in London only on the preceding evening, and, in right of supposed

fatigue, though Margaret's blooming face acknowledged none, breakfast

had been sent up to her chamber.
“ Going out. Miss Clifford! so early, and alone?—the carriage, I.

believe, is not ordered yet," said^Lady Holroyd, iq stately surprise.
“ Only to run across the way to Ceorgiana,” returned the young lady.

“ She has got into one of those fine new houses, I believe ; but I know
* her whereabout,' and old Ralph will marshal me/' ,

The young lady kissed her hand, like one quietly resolved not to be

stayed, and was off, leaving her patroness to direct to Sir Jermyn the

emphatic,—1“ Miss Clifford caiyiot be a#are that Lady Robert Anson
and 1 don't visit—that circumstances render it impossible we should be

on any terms save those of the coldest civility—if to that much her lady-

ship is longer entitled/'

Five mihutes afterwards Miss Clifford was in the arms of her pro-

scribed friend, who started from under the hands of her maid to receive

her thrice-welcome visiter.—“ My dear charming Margaret, how kin£ to

force your way to me ; I have note-laid, you for three days, thinking I

might smuggle you in here—contraband, for a few hours before you
%

passed into legal custody ;—and why not come to me at first, and for

altogether? But a week emancipates you, and then you are mine
!”

vol. r. C
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“ But, Gcorgiana, now that I have breath, what lias come between

you and my worthy guardian's excellent lady, an old family friend, who
appeared, too, so partnearly gracious to you ?

"

“ So she has not told you thvn ?” said Lady Robert, colouring slightly.—
“ Oh ! 'tis nothing, or less

—

politics,—I believe ;—only we don't visit

—

tant pis, and tant mieux, unless she were able to keep you from me

;

on all other points I defy her."

Lady Robert Anson was the favourite school-fellow and early friend

of Miss Clifford. Her ladyship had now been married for nearly

live years, and was the mother of three children, though only four

years the senior of the secluded Margaret ; and this period had made
her as much a woman of the world as was permitted by a heart natu-

rally kind, though habitually selfish ; and a head which, affecting deep

knowledge of public affairs, and of those secretSfeiuses in high places on

which they hinge, was as volatile and iuccfis^quent* as it had been at

eighteen. It was in vain for Lady Robert to pretend to diplomacy ; but

with her party she had her own uses.

In grace, and charm of maimer. Lady Robert had improved during

her sojourn in the higher regions and deeper recesses of the fashionable

and the political world ; and the early beauty of which young Margaret
had been so generously proud, had gained as much in refinement and
delicacy of expression, as it had lost in ingenuous freshness and juvenile

bloom. To none of lief high-bred fascinations was Miss Clifford insensible,

but the charm of kindness was far above them all,—Georgiaua loved her.

She at least loved Georgiana ; not—and Gio chided herself for the feel-

ing—as she once had done, but still for too truly and dearly not to have
lately passed many an anxious hour on her account.

Miss Clifford had come to give a long morning solely to her ft lend ;

and Lady Robert haij ordei^d herself to he denied to all the world.

Several times Margaret attempted to lead the conversation to affairs of

serious import to both the ladies ; but Lady Robert either gave it a dtfir-

tVrous turn, or looked so vexed that Margaret could not press lier.

“ You know I must

—

must, Georgiana, tell Sir Jennyn alt, one of

these days. I never lie down nor rise without self-accusation."

“ You think far too seriously, too superstitious]y, dearest Margaret,
of these trifling matters. In a week you Mill be your own mistress-
accountable to no one. You cannot doubt the honour of Lord Robert,—
you cannot, Margaret, break my heart by exposures which would be so

painful, so ruinous at present :—say nothing more about it, love. Oh !

there eomes your maid with your clothes to dress. I took the liberty to

send your apologias to Lady Hblroyd. llow could the exacting old

woman expect yon from me to-day.”

“I \*isli you had not, Georgiana," said Miss Clifford gravely; “ I

would not for any thing offend^a peison respectable, ami so very kind
to me usJLiady llolroyd has always been." But the thing was already

fixed, and Margaret sotfli forgot every cause of uneasiness in the charm
of her friend's conversation, ami the revival of old themes and girlish

scenes. And in this way, and with the customary helps of tumbling over
dresses, books, music, jewellery, &c. &c. and narrating past, and plan-
ning future umusemeuts, Lady Robert contrived to speed the morning
hours.

Though the order. Not at home, had been most explicitly given, the
*
servants interpreted it in some understood way ; for in the course of the
morning several gentlemen were admitted who appeared to be of Lady
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Robert’s most intimate and confidential coterie, and also two ladies,

hapdaome, fashionable, dashing women, wl|> ^ere permitted to remain
nameless, though some of the gentlemen were particularly introduced to

Miss Clifford. Men and women appeared alike ardent politicians,

plunged over head and ears in the affairs of the day, And the debate of

the night. Lady Robert’s work-table had been constituted into a
council-board, where pamphlets and newspapers were tumbled over, notes

received and despatched, and gold pencils kept busy in incessant calcula-

tion,—gay badinage mingling with serious disusston, and flippant remark
with earnest deliberation, or what the ladies appeared to believe such.
“ Ten to one against Talbot's motion !” cried one ofthe ladies, whom La-

dy Robert, somewhat cockneyishhj, as Margaret thought, named “ Mrs. A.”
Lady Robert skimmed rapidly over the calculations which had led

to this challenge, and Msed her graceful head in triumph to the keen-
eyed, subtie-looking, diplomatic person, announced as Mr. Snapdra-
gon, who leanest upon her chair, while his regards were fixed on Mar-
garet, who had retired, as far as possible from the council-table, ap-
parently occupied with a book. This gentleman had just come m
along with a military man, whom Margaret heard sportively named in the

circle. Lady Robert's Cortejo, a term supposed peculiarly applicable to an
old Peninsular campaigner playing the gallant. “ Who is this fine girl

you have got to-day, Lady Robert ?" inquired tlio diplomatist in a lisp-

ing kind of voice, the tones of which giated on M*rgaret's ear.
“ One to whom your labours of to-night may earn ) 0u an introduc-

tion,” she whispered, <( a ward of old llolroyd’s, the shire heiress,

a real God-send to me at present, *lie best of my ways and means for

tlie season, and a charming girl to boot—Miss Clifford, my old school-

fellow and dearest friend.” Mr. Snapdragon muttered some wrords of

intended compliment “ to the early friendship which his tone and
manner converted into a sneer. “ Snappy being of tfic amiable nature,”

amkher gentleman whispei cd, “that the sweetest tilings sent up frojn

his heart become acrid in tlieir progress to his tongue.”

Lord Robert Anson now first made bis appearance, and looked as if

just out of bed, fevered and^ bloated. He complained of beadach, ancl

of the murderous hours of “ the House.” While he paid his compliments

to Miss Clifford, the political deliberations were resumed in divan.

They were now also joined by a pompous-like person, of great account,

with liis party, for causes not exactly intrinsic. IIq was very formally

introduced to Miss Clifford of the Priory, —— shiie, as Mr. Bellwether,

member for shire.

The plan of action for the night \Vas submitted #to Mr. Bellwether,

who took credit for what Snapdragon called his acute suggestions of a

former morning, as gravely as if they had ever glanced within a thousand
*

degrees of his slow and obtuse jnind.

Of wliat was passing, Margaret, though a silent, could not be an

inattentive observer. She noticed that as th$ heavy tread of Mr.

Bellwether was heard, ana long before he was announced. Snapdragon

had whisked Mrs. A. off, through a side door,’ as a piece of smuggled

goods not proper to be seen by every body in their Society ; and also

marked the angry impatience with which the appearance of another

important confederate was expected, who never came. Snapdragon

looked to his watch a dozen times, though the time-piece glittered be-
f

fore him, and at last cursed himself for having attempted “ to move
such a dish of skim-milk to any honourable enterprise.”

c 2
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*» One by one the party how dropped off, Lady Robert or Snapdragon

sending after them those li^ht jests and petty sarcasms which break

neither bones nor squared, and which often give the bystanders a truer

light into the character of the<>inventor of the wit than of the person at

whom it is levelled. » The party was reduced to seven, when the butler

announced luncheon, to which Miss Clifford was conducted by the

Cortejo, who, she how found, possessed the irresistible claim on a lady’s

sympathy of .wanting an arm. The nominal lunoheon turned out a

sumptuous, though small dinner, such as Lady Robert, too good a

diplomatist to “ neglect her table,” was accustomed to give her party-

friends on field-days like this, that concoction and digestion might pro-

ceed together, without loss of time. At lunch, or dinner, the conversation

became more general, gay, animated, and witty, or approached that

happier something verging on wit. Enemies were not forgotten, but

friends were the favourite subjects, where nt^budy was spared, from the

most sacred interior of the Court to the mob leaders, as they were called.

The minutes fied so pleasantly, that Lady Robert was compelled to

remind the gentlemen of their public duties ; and as she rose from
table, touching her glass with her lip, she called gaily to Margaret to

pledge her, country fashion, to the discomfiture of Mr. Talbot’s motion.

Miss Clifford unconsciously pushed back her own glass ; first, looked

disconcerted by the request, but afterwards still more so at the grave
way in which she had taken it. One of the gentlemen whispered some-
thing about angels' prayers ; and Lady Robert, with some affectation of

manner, but in her most caressing tones, tmurmured, u Nay love, that

potent Whiggess, Lady Holroyd, ca'inot have converted you already ?—
luckily, 1 caught you too quickly for that.”
“ Lady Holroyd never made an attempt that would so ill reward her

trouble,” said Margaret coldlg.
“ Miss Clifford will let her husband be politician for bofcu sides of the

House,” said Lord Robert.
" As Lady Robert has done,” cried Snapdragcfa ; and the lady so

complimented reddened over brow and bosom, but affected to laugh.

Margaret had learned—as in England who does not know more or less

of every public affair, and the alleged causes of every public action—that

Lady Robert Anson was greatly blamed for her husband having shabbily

.deserted his party.

I mean Miss Clifford will permit her husband to give the law in

politics,” stammered Lord Robert, amending his blunder, in the usual

fashion, by making it worse.

“ And he will be
k
an honest Tory,” cried Snapdragon, in that sharp,

brassy IAsh voice, and presumptuous manner, which made him already

Margaret's antipathy.
“ At least, he shall be an honest mijn !” said Margaret, with spirit

and dignity that rather surprised her friend.
“ Bravo ! spirit i’ faith—all that English girls want to be angels

and turning to Lady Robert, “ Are we tov know that to-night our

guardian angel keeps watch for us—that bright eyes are upon us—that
from yonder station, they still—*

“ Rain influence, and judge the prize.’*

H My heart you may be sure is with you, but I can neither leave my fair

guest, nor yet
”
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\ Take her with you ?"—interrupted Snapdragon, innmothered voice.
u Why not—capital decoy duck—we can 'easily, send abroad a rumour
which will carry a legion of young Whiglings up to you. Talbot’s

majority is at most five. By Jove
!
you might turn it l iTGte-de-fer would

absolutely worship you for a stroke of female strategy, so akin to his

own genius in wait" > $?&:
“ Too absurd !" returned Lady Robert, evidently gratified. c< Though

1 do unscrupulously enjoy an election ruse? ;the locking-out would be
going too far."
“ Not a bit of it, if successfully managed ; which I cannot doubt, if in

your fair hands. 1 would send you " clever Mrs. A., and a few more of
Venus's fly-traps," cried he earnestly, as the consequences of this stroke

unfolded to his quick apprehension ; and drawing up his shoulders, he
protruded the fine-turned, snake-like head, in which glittered the cold,

clear, bright eyes ; and spread abroad those eager, mobile, clutchy fingers,

till they grew Into the semblance of tattrns or fangs, before the gaze of
Margaret. There now passed manyeager whispers, in which were mingled
such words ns the Prince, the Duke, the Ambassadress. “ You could

,

you might, if you would, out-general them all. By Styx you might !—or
1 bet my head for a tennis-ball to the Radicals

"

“ Rated at its fair value. Snappy," murmured Sir R. Rawlinson,

hardly aside.
v

" For what lesser purpose did Heaven illuminate such eyes with such
a soul, such wit," continued the persevering politician—in the present

instance too persevering, or too indiscreetly urgent ; for the aristocratic

lady, with some hauteur, said aloud :
“ This would be going far to serve

one’s friends ; besides, I have infinite contempt for such rivalship."

Thus ended the conversation. Some of (he gentlemen swallowed fresh

exhilarating Jumpers, others coffee of triple strength,*and all disappeared.
** A strange scene this to you, love," said Lady Robert, in her most

caressing tones, and wreathing her beautiful arms round Margaret, wlto

sat bolt upright beside her on the couch in an attitude of grave deter-

mined thought. Her sincere reply was, “ At least unusual, Georgiana."
u You must often have heard of Snapdragon, though, till lately, he

was not of our set. He is the most talented, versatile creature in the

world ; full of taste and wit, independently of his great capacity as a.

statesman, a man of business, and a debater. The Walpoles, father, and
son, in one ;—and wields a plume, I promise you, like a scorpion."
“ An odd combination, indeed, Lady Robert. You remember our old

little books at school told us, the wasp was armed wjth a sting, and the

toad furnished with venom. The nobler animals are .endowed with no
such means of offence."
u When our party get in," continued Lady Robert, pursuing the train

of her own thoughts, “ there is no saying to what that man may rise.—

Save the Duke—and, like Bellwether, he is now rather in the past tense,

—there are no two men u?<fcould not better spare than Snappy.—And why
not pledge me to the discomfiture of Talbot, 'Margaret If you knew
how that man has tortured us, or the cause I have p4?swutllg to abhor
him,"
“ You astonish me. Lady Robert," cried Margaret, colouring; ^XiinJer-

stood Mr. Talbot to have been a great favourite with you. ^Wh<8li l was
last in London, you did all you could to make eyery body in love, with

him." The young lady laughed, and again coloured slightly.
“ So I did,—and so he was then, a prodigious favourite ; one on whom
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Lord Robert and I quite relief, which makes his conduct the more horrid

in deserting us now/* (
"

u You shock as well as astqpish me, Georgians ; a man so high-prin-

cipled, of such honourable feeling as Mr. Talbot, distinguished in every

way. It was quite a triumph when he carried our county ; even Lady
Ilolroyd, much as she dislikes Catholics, was delighted with Mr. Talbot

getting into Parliament
”

u Where his first business was to attack and expose his friends. But
for Talbot—ay Talbot—Lord Robert need not have lost that northern

embassy, which, trifling as the emoluments are, would have been some-

tiling to us, till brighter days come round,—something better than living

in London in this small way,”—Lady Robert glanced with impatience and
vexation round her splendid drawing room,

—

t( small I mean to what We
were accustomed to, while our friends were in ^tfice, or to what is expected

from our rank.”—Lady Robert now looked extremely sensible and ma-
tronly. “1 speak to you as a sincere friend, Margaret,—you who have done
so much for us,—and as to one sensible far beyond your years or opportu-

nities. Our noble relatives have all so much to do with themselves. I am
sure, I wish there was a law authorizing British midwives to drown two
thirds, at least, of the female offspring of the nobility in China basins.

They have, I said, all so much to do with themselves, that it became quite

a duty to provide for us in some public way. Now, except that Ldrd
Robert draws his furf pay as colonel, of which they could not deprive

him, and that we have a mere trifle from the colonial government, of

which some Irish person, whom n saddled on us, gets £300, a full fifth,

for doing the duties, whatever they are, and that the reversion of mamma’s
pension has been secured to me,—and a terrible business it was,—we
have not one farthing of inline. You know to your cost, Margaret,

that we were not *at the first out-set the w isest of people. But what*

could we do?M Had our friends staid in, all would have been well in

;t little time ; and I would have had such pleasure, love, in seeing you
established among us. But the Duke is so tenibly self-willed,—now
this is in the strictest confidence,—his cast-iron temper has been our
deadliest trial ; and the arch-traitor, know s so well how to irri-

tate, tickle, and keep him in play. But we might still have had the

embassy, even from the present set—they, blessings on them, have a
sort of fellow-feeling, having little wants of their own—save for Talbot
and the Radical crew, wlio, raising the cry of a job against us, frightened

the poor dear Whigs into retrenchment.”
u Perhaps Mr. Talbot was not aware of who was to hold the appoint-

ment,” said Margaret ;

" perhaps thought it a needless one, a burden
on th country,” she added very gravely ;—but Lady Robert caught only
at the first part of the sentence.

4 * O ! that would have signified nothmg to Mr. Patriot Talbot,” she

cried, laughing in angry disdain ;

“ his virtue wrould have rejoiced the
more in the sacrifice to his friends the reforihers, had it been of his owm
brother, if he had had one. You can form no notion, love, of the unprin-

cipled, daring length to which Mr. Talbot and his revolutionary friends

arc pushing matters this season,-—of the nature of the incendiary war
< they almost openly wage with rank, property, and the most sacred insti-

tution* in church and state.”
u Good Heavens ! Gcorgiana, it cannot be of the Talbot I know, you

speak-f-for his mother’s sake I trust he is none of those—
”

ifA leader, a chief ; 1 assure you it is a fact, love.—Don’t you read the
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papers atallP-Mhose ofthem worth reading I mean:-—there you will learn
Talbot. Let me give you a specimen :—am#ng*his motions—his vile clap,

traps—-of this year, was one about the revenues of the Irish bishops, a
direct attack on church property. You havt; heard of myjincle, the Bishop,

Margaret, and what a favourite I am with him,—he was a sort of forlorn

hope to us when all else failed. He has a yery hand$o$ac revenue to be
sure ; but is it not his own ?—and think of him of late years being con-

demned* to live away from the Court where hj^had been fco much, and
from all his friends, in that horrid country foVmonths at a time, solely

from a high sense of duty. He is a delightful person, the Bishop, one
who truly adorns the mitre. He lived in the handsomest style between
Bath, London, and Windsor, and was constantly making us presents, and
seizing the opportunities which fell in his way of doing us all manner of

public kindnesses. He w^is a prodigious favourite with our King, [by this

style Lady Robert and her female friends, at all times distinguished

George IV. from his royal brother,] and was often at Windsor Castle for

weeks together in the latter years of the late reign. Heigho ! how times

have changed ! My uncle liad as much to say with a certain Marchioness as

proved very useful to his friends ; and I assure you, Margaret, whatever
ill-natured people may insinuate, no one was more capablo of true friend-

ship than that lady, where she took a fancy. My uncle possessed all those

agreeable small talents for society, which at Court tell so well. He
understood all the little amusing games and turn9 of address, which the

Dowager-court people enjoy much, though to us they do seem tiresome.

Forty years ago he was a first-rate Grecian, I am told ; and you know the

Bench is not very rich in the besf blood, which has its own value in

certain places. He was all that I say ; and you may guess the extent of

my obligations to Mr. Talbot, when I tell you, that his infamous motion

gave this adijura^e prelate, my poor umftc, a hi of^gout, which llew to

his brain, or something of that sort. Sirjlenry Halford never understood

the case properly, though no one doubted the cause ; and now, though

absolutely rolling in gold, immensely rich, he has got a w ild craze,

&^t the radicals will plunder him, the funds break, and that lie will die

a beggar in Trim work-liouse, some horrid Irish place ; nor would he

now part with one guinea to save all our lives/'
“ l*oor Ireland, how I enjoy thy revenge !” thought Margaret, who

* found some difficulty in preserving her gravity at this pitiful history'.

At last, she said, “ The people of Ireland are so miserably poor, Lady
Robert—that must be Talbot’s apology ; and the bulk ofthem are Catholics

too. One could say, in thinking of them, nearly with Chateaubriand, a

royalist even up to your bent :
—

‘ A time will come*when it will not bo

believed, that, in a Christian land, one priest enjoyed a revenue of

£20,000, while thousands of people wanted a meal/
"

“ Merciful, Margaret, surety you cannot be an enemy of the Church J”

u Heaven forbid ! Lady Robert ; I hope there is nothing in what I say,

that shews I am not a sincere friend of the church, its most submissive

daughter. I only think, in common with tens of thousands of Church of

England Christians, that its revenues are sometimes cruelly gathered,

always ill divided, and too often ill bestowed.”
“ I must yoke Bellwether upon you, Margaret ; he did represent

»

—
University,” said Lady Robert, with forced .gaiety ;

“ or Goulburn or

ITerries. They will demonstrate by figures, love, what a miserable pittance!

if divided among the people, all that our rapacious Order enjoys w'ould in

reality be.—And the necessity of preserving the Second Estate, Margaret,
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of maintaining the tone in religion and moral*. How could that he met
so cheaply supported as at present ?”

u When 1 saw you last you were quite a <Liberal, Lady Robert* at

least in church platters/
1

“ We were horridly betrayed, love ; thrown, I fear, irretrievably into a

false position. Lord Robert had been so entangled with the Canning
clique, who were a doomed race—the sooner we cut and ran there the

better ; but then came qur capital blunder—the Duke never should have

conceded these Catholic claims. And now mark the base ingratitude of

these Irish papists to us, their best friends to a man they support the

Grey set/
1 A short pause of thought took place.—" And Robert might have

been with these. There we see Palmerston, Melbourne,—all the old men
in again ;—but who can tell what is best ! The path of public men is

beset with quicksands. Sir Robert Peel ha| ruined his reputation by
honesty ; and, thanks to Mr. Talbot, so, meanwhile, the base press says,

has Lord Robert Anson, by vacillation.”

Miss Clifford had heard, with pain and mortification, that Lord Robert

Anson had, at his outset in life, acted a mean, shuffling, undecided part

with the Whigs, afterwards a treacherous one with the Canning adminis-

tration, and, latterly, a truckling one with the succeeding government.

He was, however, in virtue of his family connexions and influence, floated

on, till all had lately foundered together. " Rut why thanks to Talbtot,

Georgians ?” cried Miss Clifford, in a tone of earnestness and vexation.
u I know so little of your affairs. While, you were a fine lady and a
ministerV^wife, entertaining foreign^princes and ambassadors, 1 could not

expect you to answer my poor letters, and since you have grown a poli-

tician it has been much worse. I fear, Georgians, you have never even

read my country epistles.—To Which of your parties does Mr. Talbot

really belong ?” * °
s

" To none, love, none.—But, fie, Margaret, could you imagine I would
net read your letters ?—Mr. Patriot Talbot is a man of the people—an
independent member—the modern Andrew Marvell, my dear—eatsjus
mutton and turnip with his mother in some small house about ParHamlSn;

Street, fagging in the Chancery Court all the morning like a tiger, and
labouring in the House of Commons all night to build up a reputation

with the Reformers, and destroy us. It is altogether too ridiculous
!”

continued the lady, with a choking laugh.—“ When elected for your
county, on the strength of his public virtues and wonderful talents, for-

sooth, by the sovereign chaw-bacons, to represent and guard their

precious interests—”
“ Nay, Lady Robert—”
" Pardon the offence against good taste, Margaret. Party-people, I

own, are always vulgar ; but you do not yet know what a humbug it all

is,—to use another vulgar but expressive Word of my friend Snapdragon's,

proscribed, I believe, at our old school,—what an egregious humbug

!

but you will too soon learn.” •

" Never, I trust,” cried Margaret, emphatically, “ that independence

and public honesty, though rare, are non-existing in England.”
" With the phoenix and the unicorn, Margaret, they exist.”

""But the unicorn does exist,” said Margaret, laughing, " somewhere
in the interior of Africa.”
* u Atyd so may the patriot, love,—in that same latitude ; and every body
who goes to seek him will die. But this interrupts my story.—

-

Wheta

Talbot got in on the people's shoulders, as they describe it in their ele-
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gfant phraseology^ 1 thoug|&h« might b* of very great use to it*. We
all thought Mm worth pining ; even th# highest of the very highest

powers ; and Who so apt a negociator Bp his old friend, Lady Robert
Anson, who was according^ entrusted with this delicate affair. 1 shewed
my credentials—opened my case ; but no—Heaven knows what the man
plays for ; but his game, meanwhile, benefits only the base Whigs, i
failed of course ; tried the mother, who kept her dodr Shut in the face

of what $he newspapers call my allurements, temptations? charms, and
fascinations. She is a very gentlewomanly person, 1 believe ; but she has
surrounded herself and her proud papist nottbns with a triple Chinese
wall of prejudices against ue, the friends of the papists, which neither—

's battering-rams, nor my small ‘ sapping and mining, could

dare on/*
" Don’t tell me more gf this, Lady Robert,” cried Margaret, abruptly,

and in a tone of vexation. “ Mrs. Talbot is a person whom 1 must
respect, nay, venerate.” •

u Just one small specimen, Margaret love, quite in your own way, to

do you good, to sweeten your imagination. Talbot’s election—though
to be done at and below prime cost, so great a favourite is he—cost,

nevertheless, some £3000 . This sum the Whigs would have defrayed ;

and they owed him much more before he got into Parliament at all,

were it only for his various scribblements in tJ^ir cause,—we must not

say in their service' Conceive the ridiculous pride* of the old woman ! all

her jewels,—heir-looms that, had glittered in the masques of the Plan-

tagenets and Tudors, ornaments ofJhe fair Talbots of other days,—she,

to my knowledge, sold underhand, to save her son this mighty obligation,

that no stain, forsooth, might rest on ‘ the one entire and perfect chry-

solite,' which now forms Mrs. Talbot'^wealth of jewellery.”
“ DearestXady Robert, is it possible you do nAt sympathize in so fine

sin action !” cried Margaret, her eyes glowing and glistening ;
u if you do

not, you are not the Georgians you once were.” *

tix** Perhaps, love, I do sympathize a little. I am at least heartily in-

f%nant at the way the pretty toys went,—to think of the gems my
chaste grandamea had admired, the Talbot diamonds of our county,

sparkling in the tiara of my new ally? Well, no matter,—politics, like

misery, bring folks acquainted with strange companions,—the calumnious
Whigs would say bed-fellows. 'Tis a sorry trade,—and a thankless.—If

we.had got this paltry embassy,” continued the lady, ’deeply sighing, “ it

would have been so delightful to run away from London.—but don’t

speak of Talbot again to me, Margaret ; with all the reasons I have to

hate him, I am an angel to he able to think of that "man with temper.”

Lady Robert, notwithstanding all her gaiety, brilliance, and high

spirits, andthe secret influence in public affairs, on which she prided herself,

now that the flimsy veil was removed, seemed so ill at ease, that though

many, if not of all her misfortunes, were clearly attributable to a line of

conduct, deliberately chosen and obstinately followed, her friend could not

do less than fondly pity, while she gently blamed. She would again have

returned to confidential affairs ; but Lady Robert declared herself so

happy to-night, and begged so earnestly to waive all odious business for

this one evening, that Margaret could only sigh and yield.

It was now time to dress for that half liour«of the Opera which Mar-
garet reluctantly consented to share with her friend. And for this half

hour of exhibition, tjie fair diplomatist made as elaborate a toilet as if

she had been going into the presence of Majesty. “ Is it not miserable
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to find the habit; the necessity of dress> beginning to outlive the enjoy-

ment ?” she said} while aftxieusly directing, and patiently submitting to

the finishing touches of a French waiting-maid obtained as a treasure

from the Ambassadress,—one/it was allegedy better skilled in the English

language and the dexterous use of keys than her lady would have ap-

proved. Her own dress complete. Lady Robert as anxiously superin-

tended the proper equipment of her friend. “ In beauty and elegance,

we far eclipse'the Whig women,” she said, gaily, while surveyingand com-

plimenting Margaret. “ That is confessed even by their own swains ; and

the crisis requires all ou**forces, artillery of all kinds.”

It was a dull opera, and a thin chilling circle,—no woman worth

bestowing a second look, nor man a second thought upon,—so Lady
Robert pronounced. And of the few gentlemen who lounged into the

box and chatted with her, not one was considered worthy of being named
to the heiress, whom she said she was determined not to cheapen by too

general introductions. She sc*>n seemed restless, uneasy, and out of

place, and frankly confessed that her heart was not here. " Dare I

tempt you, Margaret, within the verge of my spells? I am under a sort

of engagement to sup with my friends at House, where bright eyes

make their own welcome.—Shall I tempt you thither ?—But first, with

what will you bribe me, to place you within eye ancl earshot of Mr. Tal-

bot’s eloquence, and thf*. merciless thrashing that learned gentleman may
make up his mind for

1
to-night.”

" The latter part of your offer, would, I own, he a delightful gratifica-

tion, if modestly practicable,” replied the young Lady ;
“ but when, how,

or where ?” €

“ Never mind the when and where—follow you my white plume.”

And in a few minutes, cloaked*and muffled, the ladies alighted near

the House of Comimhis, anfl found Sir R. Rawlinson as%if in waiting

for them. Ilim Lady Robert gaily accosted with, “ How wears the

night,”—hearfl that Talbot had not opened yet,—that Bellwether had
contrived to throw in the drag of a few petitions, and, that unless the

debate was protracted to a very late hour, the division might he dcfeaffl

by delay for that night. With this, after some scrambling and winding

through stairs and passages, not of the most inviting description, they

found themselves at the Ventilators of the House of Commons ! That
den called in the clubs, “ The Petticoat Parliament House,” where night

after night, through the last two agitating sessions, high-horn, stooping,

kneeling, silent Beauty, might be seen worshipping Eloquence. Never had
brighter eyes, or fairer and more warmly throbbing bosoms, viewed or

watched the fortufies of the lists, at the tournaments, than those that

now viewed the turmoil and wordy war which nightly ragccl below,

among gallant Knights of the Shire, and gentle Squires representatives

of rotten boroughs ; nor ever had the daifces of chivalry raised to Heaven
more fervent aspirations for the success of their favourites.

“ Fountain of stolen waters ! dear, dirty, dingy, exciting, enchanting

den !” cried Lady Robert, on entering the place which had been her

late haunt, and in which several persons, chiefly ladies,—young, beau-

tiful, and elegant women,—were already* assembled, and at their post of

observation ;
“ dear, dirty hole in the wall, what theatre, opera-house,

royal drawing-room, or more delightful royal cabinet, is to he compared
' in torturing, maddening interest, to the rack I have lately found in

thee.” She met several persons of both sexes, belonging to her party,

some of the members of her coterie ;**-4rot the chiefs were all
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engaged below, and a few subalterns, loungers and attach#*, did gallant
duty for the evening. Lady Robert’s first ’cate was to find an advan-
tageous post for her young friend ; and, that done, she joined one of the
groupes, and afterwards disappeared, though Margaret

^
in the full gra-

tification of a lady’s longing to penetrate those mysteries so provokingly
and carefully veiled from female eyes, was too deeply engaged to mark
the desertion.

Separated from the overpowering multitude of august Jrtid impressive
associations which must crowd on eveiy educated mind, in seeing, for the
first time, the representatives of the British • empire, there is nothing
intrinsically either dignified or splendid in the aspects of that show.
To a New-Zealander, a congregation of Methodists, or a Jewish syna-
gogue, would infallibly prove more imposing,—a regiment of fuot

arranged in a chapel, a 41111ch more magnificent sight than that huge.
Free-and-easy motley assembly, of lounging, lolling, sitting, standing,

leaning, stretching, yawning, slumbering, sleeping, winking, gaping,

goggling, chewing, jotting, nodding, note-making multitude of “ Faith-
ful Commons in Parliament assembled.” Yet with what feelings is it

first beheld !—by Miss Clifford, at any rate, whose maiden glance was as

awful an undertaking as ever was modest young member's maiden speech.

Ci ’Tis tho prettiest villain.

She fetches her breath like a new-ta’en^sparrow,”

reported the Honourable Horace Wimbledon, a prating poet of Lady
Robert’s party, whom she had despatched to attend to thw* commands
of Miss C lifford, mainly to get his perked ears out of the reach of

the confidential whispers of the coterie. This was now increased by the
“ Mrs. A." of the morning, and the Cortejo,

who came up stairs, leaving, as

he said, “ Snapdragon, lurking in the jungle, ready spring on Talbot."

The demeanour of Miss Clifford was not ill depicted in Wimble-
don’s conceited quotation. In surveying that formidable array, com-
posed of so many discordant elements, yet forming so majestic a whole,

fer cheek flushed, and her heart throbbed as if too large for her bosom.

When the first swell of feeling subsided, curiosity came into play, and
she looked round for some one to tell her who was who.—Mr. Horace

Wimbledon, with whom she had no desire to cultivate a closer intimacy,

though he styled himself. Perpetual Speaker of the Ladies’ House, had dis-

appeared on his embassy ; and fortune favoured Margaret in throw ing her

upon the politeness of her next neighbour, a stately, and rather aristo-

cratic-looking matron, who appeared as much interested in the affairs of

the night as herself, and yet took a benevolent pleasure in informing the

novice. And who w ere those “ Faithful Commons,” likely first to strike,

and afterwards to rivet a lady’s—a woman's eyes? Is it Sir James

Grabame or Colonel Evans yoiftnean ?” whispered Margaret’s informer, in

reply to a question. Margaret moant both, and several others also ; but

her eye wras still restless r—it had not found the object it sought:—like

some other patriots, it is to be feared Margaret tried to conceal certain

personal feelings under the veil of public interests. (< But the heroes of

this night, Ma’am ?" she whispered. “ O, the Bill Men ! returned tho

lady, smiling, “ There Is a host of heroes here-” *

“ 'Tis the member for—^*— shire, I mean, as the hero of this night.''

“ Oh, the real hero!" said the Lady, smiling more freely ;
“ Mis

Edward Talbot There he is—whispering to Lord Palmerston—to that

gentleman with the lmtimant whiskers.—No, no, your eye is quite in the
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wrong direction ; the something at which you look, resembling a human
countenance, gleaming bdneath that thicket of hair, does not belong to

his Lordship ; that is Colonel §
—

, or, as the wits of the Clubs name
him, Mepliiboshqth."

The actual appearance of Mr. Talbot, a rush of members into the

House, and the dead silence, resolved Margaret's doubts. She had seen

him but once, for some years, but had not forgotten him. His first words

were to her inaudible. .The subject of his motion was the education of the

people ;
“ Not a Ministerial measure," Miss Clifford's neighbour whis-

pered, u but one, which, to a certain extent, it was expected the ministry

would support, and also some members of the Opposition." This whispered

explanation had scarcely been given, when the speaker, borne on in the

full tide of his discourse, first revealed to the distant fair spectator

that something till then unimagined, the magi*1 power, the commanding
force of the highest eloquence.

At the close of his speech, and while the walls still *shook with the

exciting cheers which wound up and dissolved the charm, and brought

a gush of sympethetic tears into Miss Clifford's eyes, she involuntarily

turned to her companion, who appeared almost as much moved as her-

self, drew a long relieving breath, a deep sigh, and passionately whis-

pered, “ And this is eloquence ! I never before divined aright what
that mightiest power might mean ; but 'tis truth also—noble, generous,

patriot feeling. Oh, fiow admirable, how enviable that man who, blessed

with such jdorious gifts, thus uses them jn swaying these hundreds of

minds for Ine happiness of millions ["—and then abruptly checking her-

self, as if ashamed of unmaidenly enthusiasm, she muttered in a low

hurried tone :
“ Mr. Talbot is member for my native county ;

and we
in shire arc naturally a little proud of him. I have heard of

his wonderful Parlkinrfentary ‘talents long; but never heard him speak

before,—and he is so very eloquent
!"

• Margaret's varying emotion, her thrilling sympathy, and rapturous

surrender of every thought and feeling to the passing scene, had n$t

escaped the notice of her companion, nor yet this c lame and impotent
conclusion .'—

“

Mr. Talbot ought to be deeply sensible of the obliging

partiality of his fair young constituent,—and here I believe, he comes
to thank you.” And the man sprung forward, on whose lips and eyes

Margaret's soul had trembled for the last hour. She turned half away,
tugging her veil, aftd shrinking into herself, shivering with uncontrollable

emotion. Fortunately she was not seen.
" You have paid for your fancy. Mother," was said in the voice which

had lately vibrated to Margaret’s heart, in tones how like and how unlike,

light, cordial, cheerful-—

“

I am glad, that, till tliis moment, Mr.
did not tell me he had brought you to the House. You would have put
me out to a certainty.—You must be quite exhausted ?"

“ Not exhau^ed, Edward ;—not in the least—only too much gratified,

too delighted." *>

“ Home, now then,” cried the son, “ I must be off like a bolt ; but

your squire, -w « is getting you some £&» I believe."
“ Not off, Edward, till you have mad^vopy acknowledgments to one

of your constituents, my fair unknown ne^fesr, for the patient, nay,

I believe, unwearied attention with which ti^has listened to your long

'discourse."
“ Indeed !" cried the member for— shitty smiling, and bowing

profoundly to the young lady, half screened behind his mother ; then
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half starting, with a speaking look he excla^me'd, “ Mother, and can you
not guess who this is?" Margaret, now ikirty turned upon, blushed*

and smiled, and bowed, and smiled and blushed again, under the gaze
of the son and mother*
“ Ha, 1 see now !—by her brow and smile, a Clifford ! How could I

have been so stupid ?—I ought to know the Clifford countenance. May
I now claim the privilege of an old woman, and an old— shire woman,
to inquire which of our fair Cliffords I have the honour to address ?"

“ Margaret Clifford of the Priory," breathed Margaret. *

“ Then meet where we may, we ought to meet as friends, said the old

lady, extending her hand ; and Miss Clifford curtsied her deep delighted

thanks, as one who sought and felt in this gracious reception some-
thing beyond the commencement of an ordinary acquaintanceship. *

The gentleman, who came attended by a servant with tea, cried to

Mr. Talbot to be off—Snapdragon was on his legs. And Talbot hur-
ried away, crying, “ Mother, Miss Clifford, are you really not tired ?

May I hope to iind you both here in a half hour ?”

"You will find ffs, Edward," cried Mrs. Talbot. “1 can promise you
neither of us will desert you till we enjoy your triumph."
u Or console md under my defeat—a more truly womanly office," cried

the disappearing mmhber.
"And now, my dear, do we meet in this strange place?" said Mrs.

Talbot, as both ladies sipped the f refreshing lymph “ and, pardon
me, you are alone 'too

?" A *

“ I am with Lady Robert Anson," replied Margaret. "1 Is properly

with Lady Hoiroyd ; but I owe to Lady Robert the gratification of
witnessing a debate.—And whither can she have betaken herself?” con-

tinued the youn^ lady, now first recollecting the desertion of her fiiend,

and the awkwardness of her own situations
“ Since Lauy Robert became a member of the ex-official corps diplo-

matique? she is oppressed with duties,” said Mrs. T&lbot. "Miqp
Clifford must suffer me to take place of her truant Ladyship as matron
protector ; but her set will all crowd hither immediately, or as soon as

they hear the tones of their party-idol, Mr. Snapdragon."

As Mrs. Talbot spoke. Lady Robert re-appeared with her fair friend, and
two or three gentlemen. "Alone, Margaret? where is Lord Robert,

—

where Wimbledon, to whose innocent guardianship I consigned you?*
And Snapdragon is on his legs—-you will be enchanted Margaret. Defy
his power jf you can :—to your post then."

Miss Clifford (who still stood near Mrs. Talbot, of whom Lady Ro-
bert appeared to have no knowledge) could not be called altogether an

unprejudiced listener of the regular, trained caiqpaigner, whose tactics

were to turn into ridicule what he could not controvert. The young

life of Margaret had been morq,one of reflection than of action and bus-

tle. Her temper was warm and candid ; and the quick perception, and the

love of truth, the spontaneous impulse of her naturally clefor, and still un-

warped mind. Miss Clifford owed many blessings to what her fashionable

friends called “ a neglected education." On this night, as one sarcasm fol-

lowed another, and as the etivfegomed shafts of wit, which reeoiled from

the mark at which they ifO^Ipparently aimed, tickled into cheers the

thoughtless and malicious* indignation became irrepressible. Her
curling lip, her changing C4$0ur, and muttered reprobation, betrayed her ,

feelings to her venerable neighbour. But when this fierce attack became

more close ; and distorted statements of facts, gross exaggerations, and
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insinuations at once barefacedly false and provokingly impudent, roused

her indignation to the globing pitch, rendered more intense by the

knowledge that the mother of Talbot heard every word of this tirade,—

her feelings were unconsciously revealed in the impetuous whisper of,

“ Base, base—false and base !—but this cannot wound the feelings, nor

touch the fair fame of Mr. Talbot/'
“ No, my dear,—no, no," replied the mother, returning the sympa-

thetic pressure of the hand, which somehow»hers had sought and met.
“ It cannot ^nd I am ashamed of feeling myself so vulnerable to the

serpent-sting of that person/' From the other quarter of this whisper-

ing gallery, Margaret was assailed with the admiring exclamations, and
low Hear / hear ! of Lady Robert and her friends. “ Exquisite creature !

can Talbot survive this pounding ?” she cried, turning triumphantly to

Margaret. “ I perceive you are spell-bound Margaret, and no wonder

—

Snapdragon, 1 am certain, is aware of our pitjsence. If eyes oould pene-

trate plaster, he is the basilUfc possesses those to do the feat. Does
lie not nightly dart their scorching tires, through the ponderous end fleshly

volume of —. 11a ! now you mark hirtRooking up to the

Ventilators. Did you note that about c airs from lieayen/ meaning us,

or * blasts from hell/ that is the Treasury Bench. JJbw fortunate, love,

to have heard Snapdragon to-night, when he positively outdoes himself

!

lie will,—he must, turn the foitune of the question. What does that man
not deserve of us ! HtJw keen, how biting his isarcasm !.—and that unique,

saucy, felicitous piquancy of style which compels those to admire who
are fit to^ear his brilliant eyes out—those to float who are ready

to damn >"

ff If to provoke ami irritate be an orator's highest triumph, yours ex-

cels, Georgiana. He may lend you aid in ill offices, or in exposing foes ;

but alas for the pajjty ImVe no better instrument for gaining friends

than one whose best weapons are petulauce, arrogance, and the under-

bred flippancy which passes for wit."
“ You are severe on Snapdragon, Margaret. You will learn to know

him better. It was in that childish way 1 thought at first, in my sugar-

plum nonage, when I made faces ut olives, and thought mawkish downy
peaches' the only dessert : such childish &ncics disappear with time.

What comparison between our brilliant, poignant, pungent champion,
•and that lump of sweetened curd, for example. Lord Althorp there ?"

“ Can you indeed compare them, Georgiana ?" cried Margaret. “ A
man of excellent sense, admirable temper, unimpeachable integrity—

a

true lover of his country—oue on whom one may [fledge salvation, and
rest in peace—with a political adventurer, whom presumption has enabled

to scramble high indeed, since he can number among the tools of his spite

or his ambition the wife of Lord Robert Anson !—Pardon my warmth,
Georgiana,—you know how I love you ;• hut not what »it is to be wroth
with what one loves. I am never angered with those for whom I don't

M 41
care.

f

Lady Robert was not prepared for anything so brusque in he/ staid,

mild Margaret—nor yet for a young country lady makii^j such rapid
progress in knowledge of public character. She reddened and' affected

to be absorbed in listening*.

Sometbig go offensive, and grossly personal, was now said below, that

. the house resounded with indignant cries of w Order ! Order 1 Chair

!

Chair !” Even Lady Robert drawing back, and up, said, “ This is

too bad. In the vehemence of argument Sna$&ragon forgets that Mr.
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Talbot is a man of honour, and of family” rfhfo burst of natural and'
aristocratic feelings in which Margaret rejoitedi was scarce uttered, when
Mr. Talbot appeared, and Lady Robert's “ better part of woman” was
suddenly overcome by other interests. Slift had no leisure to analyze her
thoughts, a process with which she was at no time familiar, when Talbot
was seen addressing botli the ladies who stood near her, her fair self

unnoticed.
“ Mother !* he oried, looking chidingly in the face of the old lady,

whom, till then. Lady Robert bad not deigned fo rega*4$h-“ Mother

!

I see how it is ; you have tempted me away in the heat of the debate,
for I did fear you might be but too impressible by some points of Mr.
Snapdragon’s oratory.”

u I have at any rate the grace to be ashamed of weakness so mean,”
replied the mother .

—

“

If we durst reply, Miss Clifford,” she continued,

turning round and smiling* in the face of Margaret, “ how we could
demolish him.”
“ I am unfortiuuite in Miss Clifford's first night of the Ventilators

being one in whioffMr. (Snapdragon has chosen to give me such a tre-

mendous thrashing.” said Talbot laughing.
“ Ha ! Mr. Talupt," .exclaimed Lady Robert, making a rally, and

affecting only now to have noticed him—“ dliven to this corner ?” Jler
speech was marred by the cross fire of Mrs. Talbot, wlio exclaimed, u Miss
Clifford rates such ribald stuff at its true value—•utter contempt. Go,
Eduard, do your duty; you need no advocate with the pure and the

tiue.” There was an awkward? embarrassed silence, of whiclidfelr. Talbot
took ad\ outage to bow himself off, #'
“ liow is all tfliis, Margaret ?" whispered Lady Robert .

—

et IIow came •

Talbot hither, and his mother

—

elective aflinitioa-^eh ? Does the gentleman
smell dissolution. Rut remember, love, yo* $re pledged to

Margaret sfhiled, and shook her head, with grave incredulity, and felt

relieved when her friend was drawn away to the brilliant party which
now entered, two foreign ladies of the highest distinction, attended by
three gentlemen .

—

“

And you refuse to be introduced, Margaret," said

Lady Robert, in an cxpostulatoiy tone, vexed and angry ;
“ you prefer a

hum-dium chat with an old woman, to the conversation of the brilliant

strangers to whom you might have the advantage of being presented.”
“ I do indeed, Georginna ; I am not ambitious."—Lady Robert turned •

from her with marked vexation. •

Mr. Bellwether was now <{ on his legs.” He had adroitly, and with

what our lady spectators thought abundant assurance and self-sufficiency,

taken precedence of Mr. Talbot’s friend, who rose to*say for Talbot, in

reply to Snapdragon, things which, though less^jmn truth, a modest

man can hardly say for himself. Every one seemed to fancy this a privL

leged time for chat. The house^emptied below like a church dismissing,

nnd
#
the ladies laughed above—all but Margaret Clifford and Mrs. Talbot.

(< My son informed me liow much of grace lie ow ed at his late election to

the laAEjte of the Priory, and I have always intended making my*grateful

acknowledgments to my old friend Mrs. Elizabeth ; but old people get

so lazy.—**1 hbjpe our fingers are. not true emblems of our feelings ; with

me the latter are quick enough for sixty-five* at least where my son is

concerned."—Margaret bowed, and said her grand-aunt would have been

0 happy to hear from Mrs. Talbot ; they rejoiced, indeed, when Mr.

iplbot carried his election, but that was a general feeling in the country,

jtf Edw ard informed m€ he had, after his election, the felicity of seeing
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the ladies of the Priory it in Archery meeting, in the Priory Park*-*

when shall I forget its oajcs trad beeches
!”

“ Did he, indeed ! did Mr. Talbot talk of ojir Archery meeting?" cried

Margaret, in a glow of gratified feeling.—'

“

Ay, and of the Bow Meeting

hall, and its ffeir'partner,” said Mrs. Talbot.
“ Aunt Elizabeth said that was the most truly English day of out*

door and in-door gaiety she had witnessed for fifty years,—our Bow Meet-t

ing," said Af&rgaret, rather blinking the question. “ She will be so

proud to hea&fgbat Mr.* Talbot remembers the rural holiday of our neigh-*

bourhood, in honour of his success, which our good neighbours believed

portended better days to merry old England."
" You mean the P$iory tenants, Miss Clifford, who voted for my son."
“ Not at our instance," cried Margaret, smiling ;

“ my grand-aunt did

not even tell our neighbours they were free to vote as their consciences

dictated. She said, that was what sturdy Englishmen should never once

doubt about. But Mrs. Elizabeth has such a horror of female politi-

cians, that she would think 1 had committed her by tj^little 1 have said

to-night. I only wish Lady Robert showed a little onpPfeminine dislike

of such subjects." Margaret looked with anxiety tp her friend, now
engaged in vivacious whisper with the “ illustrious strangers."
“ She, poor thing, knows as much of politics—if by politics you under-

stand knowledge of public interests, and the struggles and balance of

parties—as the sole of the tiny satin slipper^she is ngw dancing. She has

been inveigled by art, and involved by vanity and circumstances, in

intrigues jrhich she cannot fathom, and would, I trust, loathe if she

could."
“ You don’t, then, app^pve of women interfering in public affairs ?”

said Margaret, vexed fqr her friend.
“ I, at least, regrgt t$ the grace, beauty, and rank of so charm-

ing a young woman, degraded into the instruments of political intrigue.

can I hold Lady Robert innocent ; her share of the stakes played

for, is that embassy on which she has set her heart. I cannot esteem

such motives."
“ Will you give me leave to present Georgiana to you ?” cried Mar-

garet, in a sudden flash of that enthusiasm which was latent in her

disposition, and which, alternating with her exterior coldness, and quiet,

sweet seriousness of manner, gave so rare a charm to her character

where she was knpwn. “ She had the most yielding and impressible na-

ture—the gentlest heart."
“ I know not how to resist Miss Clifford's wish," replied Mrs. Talbot,

smiling graciously,; “ though 1 have no hope of converting her fash-

ionable friend.—I, hqwever, distinguish between Lady Robert and some
of her fair allies, though I fear all the world is not so charitable. Nor do
I blame her or any woman for knowing too much of public affairs, but

for having their knowledge uniformly on the selfish side. Wheif the

influence of women in society is considered, how important often becomes
the counsel, the interference, the indirect control, which it is ow’gvace-
ful and proper for them to employ ! Into how many dUhoneSMCti and
mean compliances have I known public men betrayed, iAklpSris and
daughters may retain their baubles, and hold degraded state, though at

the expense ofthe poor man’s integrity ! Had Lady Robert Anson—pardoi
my freedom, I speak to one whom I consider worthy of frank dealing—
had Lady Robert, in her married life, really possessed any prop"

knowledge of political affairs, of public duty, and of the true honour
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her husband, as a ptiblie ttiAft, how different had t*wn the part thfct she
would have counselled, and that he might mVh sustained P » ' v

" Then yon do apptttve Of women interfering hi$ affairsK asked Mar.
gfardt, doubtfully* 1 *

ff As we know very well they will interfere, I would rather they did
so in an honest way,” replied Mrs. Talbot. “ Women are bet too often
the domestic traitors, whose prudent and gentle counsels stick, by
place in all events, and tender fears of loss of fortune, andguin of their
children's prospects, betray men into the basest domprof^pK, if not into
the profligate desertion of duty. Instead of admiring the amiable, grace*
ful passiveness and feminine delicacy we see so be-pratsed, I am often
tempted to despise it as unprincipled cunning, in t]ty3 gentle, timid, yield-

ing, innocent creatures ) who will know nothing of the wagjps ofcorruption,
or the fruits of public plunder, save how to lavish them with taste and
elegance on their own pefSbns and selfish vanities. They know nothing
of politics, indeed ; they mind their family affairs and amusements, and
do not concern vtiternselves with how the wives and daughters of sine-

enrists, and idle^pBcemen, are enabled to outdazzle those of non-place-
men fchd patriots, of which last kind of men they have generally a
“ shocking opinion*!" as persons unpardonahly negligent of the interests

of their families, and rather tainted with infidelity. Yes, Miss Clifford,

while I scorn the petty arts of female intrigue, I would, from the wife

of the Constable, to her who shares the dignities of the Lord Chancellor,

have every woman ttnow as much of politics as to discriminate right from
wrong ; her highest public du^r, from her own worldly interest ; and tobe
able to say to her husband, on all proper occasions, ^l)on't be the base thing

who would draw emolument and distinction from the ruin of your country,

and the degradation of your own character y put me and my children

out of view ; your integrity and honour a*6 b*ir dearest possession.

With these untainted, we never can be poor, nor need we higher distinc-

tion/ I would have women support the faltering resolution, which thqy

too often undermine ; strengthen the infirm purpose which their prudent

offices are directed still farther to shake ; employ their tears, caresses,

and solicitations, occasionally, on the side of public duty, though per-

sonal interest should pull the other way. In periods of trial, public

men are too frequently found dishonest, but the females connected with*

them are almost always so, though often less from want ofprinciple than,

of instruction, and of the capacity of looking in an enlarged way to the

scope and consequences of actions.”

While Mrs. Talbot thus whispered above, Mr. Bellwether held on

prosing below ; and Mr. Horace Wimbledon, again in waiting, informed

the ladies that thefe would be no division for a gopd hour, as Bellwether,

like an extemporary Methodi&t parson, when apparently winding up for

a close, was often farther off than ever. And and — must
speak-—they would not sleep otherwise ; and the Blacking-man had still

to his “ brazen-truiyp obstreperous.”
**

Tbfy%as a favourable pause for another examination of w the House,”

of Wimbledon had the bead-roll at liis fingers* ends ; but Miss

CZUftttt #«filld so insensible to his talents as a sketcher, that in a f&w

minutes he flew off to another duty of the night—to report to the Club

upon the heirtfes. In all the Clubs of all the parties, Mr. Horace, if not

welcomed, was tolerated, for the sake of his gossip, his connexions, and*

qualities qs a quixee. He encountered Sir Jermyn Hobtoyd, who had

Just paired off, under the somniferous influence of Mr, Bellwether, and
vol. 1. D
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earnest imploring eyes, mdk topes which Miss Fanny Kemble might
emulate, she exclaimed, " Geiftlemen, if ye,be indeed friends of Mr. Talbot,

remember the doors will be locked/* A more prosaic sentence from a lady's

lips could not easily be imagined. The Duke of Wellington's own—" Up
Guards and at them,** was not more homely dn its sublimity, nor yet

more effective* Five of the gentlemen, huddling down their trophies and
burdens at the feet of their fair captors, ran off, muttering curses against

themselves, and craving pardons from the ladies. The fair bevy, thus

abruptly deslfted, firhi looked blank, and next surveyed the intruder

with disdainful glances. She turned away, followed by Lady Robert.
“ You have done a strange, bold thing. Miss Clifford !” said Lady

Robert, angered out of her policy, and half ashamed of the part in which
she had been detected.

A ,

“ I have done a right, true thing, Georgians, though I wish it had
not been mine to do it/* There was a dead pause of anxious breathless

suspense ; and then the vote was announced, but not yet distinctly undert*

stood by the ladies above. Margaret, in the strora^revulsion of her
feelings, felt as if she would die. She leaned heavily® the arm of Mrs.
Talbot, sunk more and more helplessly on another and stronger arm,
which now clasped and sustained her, and sobbed in passionate, nervous

emotion.
“ Miss Clifford, Margaret, dearest Margaret !*' was breathed in her

dying ear by the voiew to whose remembered tones Margarets heart had
secretly vibrated for long months back .

—

“

Margaret ! my own Margmrot
!"

cried Lady Robert Anson, and her fair, jdwelled arms were intertwined

with those of her political enemy, 'and fondly wound round her early

friend, forgetful of all but their youthful affection.

" One touch of Nuture makes the whole world kin.”
r W

It was given when Margaret, feeling now that she was assuredly dying,

languid, and fiappy, and in the arms of her friends, pressed their united

arms to her bosom, and became totally insensible. “ The air of this horrid

plaee has killed her,*
1

cried Lady Robert ; and a hubbub arose below and
around, that a lady had fainted in the Ventilators, Sir Jermyn Holy,
royd’s ward—there she was—Mr. Talbot carrying her to a private room
and Lady Robert Anson and a crowd of women about her.

* When Margaret again opened her eyes, the same persons were around
her, and Lady Robert and Mrs. Talbot supporting her. Deep shame was
her first distinct feeling ; she almost wished that she had indeed died

* then came another thought.
“ Yes, love, we ‘have triumphed,

1
* said Mrs. Talbot; “ I know what

your eyes are asking—and only by a majority of three—Talbot owes you
this great victory ; and to-morrow he shall know how/’ f

4

* " I have been very, very foolish, I fear," said the young lady. " The
stifling air of that place—heat—-and altogether $—and as I never fainted

in my life before, 1 fancied I was dying."—Mr.< Talbot now wentAlCSffidi
iff any body's carriage, and every body's was offered’; but btifntfl

was arranged. Sir Jermyn Ilolroyd burst in upon them. at

the House of Commons,—the manoeuvre to defeat Tafi|dt*S»majority^—tiafc fainting and carrying out &c. &c. were already thetows of the

T&qhs, though twenty minutes had not elapsed. He had also picked up
^bme intelligence ofthe supper at House, of" the illustrious stran-

gers/' of " clever, handsome Mrs. A.,” and of the life Lord and Lady
Robert were leading ; and, on the whole, he resolved, though at the
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expense of a little incivility, to carry hiffMrd home with him without
more delay. The flustered looks of Lord Hblfeft; who waited to attend
his wife and the heiress on their farther midnight progress, confirmed
his resolution. Lady Robert made some Veeble opposition*to this ar-

rangement, and offered to give up her party and attend her frieiid;

but to this Margaret would not consent. Mrs. Talbot seemed pleased

with the determination; and, seeing her into „ Sir Jermyn’s carriage,

she took the kindest leave, promising to visit her early on the mcfr-

row. Lady Robert, uneasy and vexed, got into the carriage beside

Margaret, whom she embraced affectionately, weeping real tears, how-
ever mingled and disturbed their source might be. “ How little of your
confidence you have given me, Margaret ! Is it like true friendship that

I should be the last to know of Mr. Talbot’s feelings for you?”
“ For me, Georgiana

!
juid Margaret was thankful that the veil of

night hid her mantling blushes. “ No, no, that is impossible and in

the deep humility of true passion, Margaret felt how vain the thought that

Talbot, the oloqufflft, the powerful, the admired, could, or ought to think
of her ; her reascSr giving decision against the interests of her heart.
“ I will not upbraid you, Georgiana ;—I could not tell what I have no
right—what I dare not believe

[
but of the election, and our happy

Archery Meeting, I did w rite you more than once—very foolishly per-

haps,—but certainly confidingly.” Lady Robert &>uld not answer—she

muttered something of their own election, of Brighton, and of Margaret
Gecngnana having had the measles. She then dried her eyes, took a hur-

ried wave, was handed into her own carriage, where her female associates

were impatiently waiting, and drovfc off for House ; while Sir

.Termyn taking his place beside his ward, gave the order. Home

,

in a

Aoice intended to silence the whispers of impertinent bystanders.

The first i^inute spent alone with her* son, \ms employed by Mrs.

Talbot in informing him of what ho already knew, that he probably

owed his small majority 4o the spirit and presence of mind of Miss 01if-»

fbrd. “ When you told me of your Bow Meeting at the Priory, you forget

tb mention how really charming a girl, sweet, serious, and spirited, the

young heiress was. It could not be from insensibility to the fact.”

u No/ Mother, from any thing save that.”

“ You are proud, Talbot, and perhaps retain your boyish hatred of
*

heiresses ;—you think Miss Clifford too rich?”
a Not guilty. Mother !—Before I ever saw Miss Clifford, I was aware

that her fortune was embarrassed, that she is any thing but rich. The
goodnature of her guardian, her own girlish generosity, and the pro-

digality of the Aiicons, have stripped her poor enough. This is no

secret, I believe, save to those most concerned. I hope she may still

be rich enough for her own happiness.” *

“ Unprincipled plunderers !* exclaimed Mrs. Talbot ;
“ and the disgrace

of such proceedings, is, to a young woman, even worse than the pecuniary

loss. Ganbeive the degradation of taking advantage of the unsuspecting

kindnet»
fe£ a girl, to.involve her youth and inexperience in toils which.

arewiiflhd add shameful even to manhood But you cannot bebordid,

Talbot?*
w Nayf it is for you, my oldest and most intimate friend,*to

judge rf my character in this respect,” replied the gentleman with gTave

humour. r»* t

,

“ Then whyw-whv, Edward ?” cried the mother. “ Sturdy—yet there
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van be no other cause ; vOf(J cannot imagine me so wretched a bigot—
strongly us I feel that one objection/’
“ You have divined aright,

(
Mother ; though I did hope to overcome

that one obstacle^—if once but half assured that there might not exist

another, far more insurmountable, with the lady herself. I feared Lady
Robert’s influence

; and, save in this one case, don’t much adihire Lady
Robert’s friends/'
“ I certaiftly wish Jfiss Clifford of the religion of her ancestors/*'

resumed the mother; “ but if excellent Mis. Elizabeth could see with

pleasure an independent Catholic gentleman representing shire,

shall I not open my aims to this charming girl, who has already, un-

consciously, undesignedly, found her w ay to my heart, through its most
accessible, and yet most guarded avenue/’

This conversation brought the humble hackney-coach, which conveyed

home the mother and son, to the door of the snug, comfortable house in*

Parliament Street, so contemptuously described by Lady Robert Anson.

It was now past three in the morning. Mrs. Talbot <Jg£larcd truly, that

she had not been such a rake for ten good years, hut was yet resolved to

learn early how Margaret fared, after her agitating night.

While this passed in one homeward carriage. Sir Jermyn Holroyd in

another was listening^to the first half-extorted, and then impetuous

confession of his ward .
—

“

Don’t let people call me an heiress. Sir

Jurmyn ! I seem to myself, where that is imagined, to be the meanest

of deceivers. In a few days I shall leave London, and be forgotten

;

till then, and till the Priory is sold,
s
don’t let Mr. Talbot, nor any body,

fancy me other than I am,—a very credulous, facile girl, whom a few

tears and fair professions will betray into the most imprudent actions/’
“ Pack of swindlers ! Ill expose them—I will, Margaret—£15,000 fn

three years lavished on their vile extravagance ; and p’undered off a
child. How infamous ! Why, the clear Priory rents, for seven years,

do not amount to more. And how much of that has gspne to Jews and
money-lenders ?—how much to foreign milliners and fiddlers ?—-besides

the £2000 the clubs had the story about, laid out in jewels,—poor Mrs.
Talbot’s, I believe, faith,—which Lord Robert presented to one of the

female harpies, who was to obtain him that precious embassy ! Tpey
shall refund, by Jove

!”

“ Do not ! do not, dear Sir Jermyfi, say more of this. I can suffer any
any thing,—so cafi Mrs. Elizabeth, r#$er than expose Lord Robert, or
grieve Georgians, whose worst faults are t)f Circumstances. How happy
and relieve*! I feel that the worst is now told, and that I Shall not

longer be'thought an heiress/’
v

“ Don’t talk nonsense, Margaret.” You have playtt( the fbol, and
my friend, Mrs. Elizabeth, the old fool, which, in money matters, is

a
ye surprising. I may have been a U&tlejtemiss, myself toe, in looking
er you,—ajT girls need 'jfdvW looked aftai*| but Talbot’s fikmetry

practice is,4faey tell me, this* yean worts** on
the increase every day. We may keep the feoryi^Oug^us yjB/J

**

Margaret felt it her duty, as a young ladyi t6 aftAyp fhfafc

this referred to Mr. Thibet, who admired the Priory>^^»^f topur-
chase it; but she was too much a truth*speaker to be im&%?perpetrate

the, harmless fiction which female genius had instinctivelj^ifivented.

Next poornigg, before Sir J$rnrf& Holroyd went out A^fittand a com-
tJfcs^Bouse, on a turnpike bill,—a bit of harmless legislation
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which frequently fell to his share,—he looked in at Brookes', a$ usual,

but with a face of more than usual weight If meaning,

"Oh ! there comes Sir Jermyh—we shal1 now know Jjhe truth—When
does Talbot—if it b^a fair question—ntarry your beautiful ward, the
heroine of the Ventilators• Wimbledon is to make something out of it

•—either a comedy in five acts, or a three-volumpd fashionable novel, as
Mr. Colburn and he can agree on. But when does it happen ? Talbot was
seen at your door by eleven this morning, throwing polities and law to

the dogs ; then oame Lady Robert, with her veil Close drawn down—eyes

beautiful in tears ! next Mrs* Talbot, who remains with the bride and
Lady flLobcoyd now—a committee on silks, probably. When does Tab*
hot clench his shire interest with “ the white wonder” of Miss
Clifford'* hand.”
“ The very first holiday Saturday Lord Althorp can spare for so laudable

a purpose, I guess,” replied Wimbledon, “ Miss Clifford being too good a
reformer to take her learned lover a day from the Bill.” And, in a few
Saturdays afterwards, Sir Jermyn gave away the biide—saw the new-
married pair set off from the church door, for the Priory, and Lord and
Lady Robert Anson, at the same moment, for a continental retreat.

Seated, in returning home, between his wife and Mrs. Elizabeth Clifford,

who had come up to town to witness the marriage of her grand-niece,

he demanded of Lady Holroyd, what was becoidfc of the dull season, the

shocking season, the bore of a season. "No defrauding Dan Cupid of his

rights, Anne, any more now than forty years ago. Drive him from Heaven,
Earth, Air, and Water, and* every private dwelling in Westminster,

—

why, you shall find him lurking iif that most unlikely of all places, the

roof of St. Stephen's Chapel ; whence, should my friend, Mr. Hume,
exorcise^him as an idle, anti-utilitarian vagabond, he will contrive to

nestle in some other quarter equally odd and unsuspected.”

TO

THE SPIRIT OF THE TIME.

•• A change has come over the Spirit of the Time \
ruighty questions have been stirred ; deep

interests have been created , vast masses of men, formerly inert and passive, have suddenly begun to
hedvo to and tro with the force of a newly-inspued animation , old things are passing away—all things
are becoming new M—Prospectus qf Tati's Magazine.

Pbbsons less adventurous |han ourselves would scarcely dare to pre ich

at so early a peiiod of their "career. But we are too deeply m ear-

nest to be scared at 4, solemn epithet,—too intent npbjft the fur-

therance ofWe grand"Abject to be moved by consideration^ of ordinary

expediency. Qox desire Is, at the outset, to evince, as clearly as pos-

sible, the intensity of oqr own convictions, and to give to the wogld

a flavour of the quality of our•principle*. We propose, therefore, pofath
wienie, to preach fore tittle from * text which our prospectus“has

ta&d$#Mly supplied ; to the past, and forward to.the

future,; *0 trace, ip a rot^Snd rapid sketch, the gradual development
of that xmjMf spirit Which 1b now agitating the nation ; and to endea-
vour to dram anticipation# the ultimate shape and form which it is

likely Wwpmson the great communities of mankind. We do not of

course pretend to any kind 01 political second-sight—a millstone is to

our eyes as impenetrably opaque a* to those of other men. But we havp
read history with tolerable diligelfftS and attention. 'Through the spec-

tacles of past experience we have looked at the events ofotir own time
;
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and we are anxious to note <T>wn the results of a course of observation

and inquiry extending to } alt a century-—a period, into which lias been

crowded enough to diversify the annals of ages. Truly, “ a change has

come over the spirit of the tim£.” How that has been gradually produced,

and what conseqi ences are likeiy to follow from this mighty revolution

of opinion, it will be our business here, as concisely as possible, to

explain.

The first note, in the march of this “ change/
1

was sounded at Lex-,

ington in America. There the first volley of musketry was fired at the

bosoms of the colonists ; there the first blood flowed in a contest which

had its origin in the assertion of a great principle of public liberty—*

namely, that taxation without representation is tyranny and oppression—*

and which, after v arious turns of fortune, received its consummation in

victory and independence. Folly and infatuation, almost incredible in

these times, when tyrants have become better"instructed in the means of

repression, aided the cause of justice and liberty. The might seemed in

enormous disproportion to the right ; but the right, nevertheless, pre-

vailed. America w as emancipated ; and, happily for herself, she found
a Washington to consolidate, by popular institutions, planted on the

broadest ba^is, that freedom and independence which he had so gloriously

conquered for his country. What freeman’s heart does not warm at the

name of that saint-like hero and guardian of liberty ? And who can
think, without proud exultation, of the conquest achieved by the wisdom
of Franklin and the virtue of Washington ? But these great men, and
their scarcely less amiable associates, conquered not for themselves

alone. They, indeed, overthrew and falsified all pre-existing theories of

government, by establishing a pure democracy in one of the largest as

well as richest countries of the world ; and by organizing it so as to

enable it to resist evpry shock to which it might be exposed, and to

extend itself on evefy side without materially endangering “the principle

of central union and strength. But this, considered by*jtself, was not,

in our estimation, their greatest achievement. They gar§ a new impulse
to the human mind throughout the whole civilized world. They roused
it from the lethargy into which it had sunk. They forced men to think,

to inquire, and to discuss. Asserting right against might—principle

against authority and dictation, they rallied around them the sympathies
of generous spirits in all countries. For the first time there began to be
a public opinion. Popular at first as are all wars, with the unthinking
multitude, the disastrous events of the Contest soon produced a powerful
reaction in. this country. Parliament resounded. -with denunciations

uttered in^rtftlns of eloquence worthy o£ the best dayp of Greece and
Rome* la. the fierce collision of partiei^ and the discussion Of passing

topics* great principles were evolved. Light gleamed from the western
and was reflected, in a concentrated*aud daazling radiance, by the

gt^at mirrors of Parliament. $Che press* too* became animated ; and,
obscurely conscious of its power, beg$pt ^jjrifinister to that new-born
appetite which was destined to grow b£w£mJ5 ffcd om ” (< A change had
already come over the spirit of the time/t and, afforded an auspicious

prognostication^f progressive expansion In the time to coma* , \

America is, therefore, to be considered at the fatherland >df liberty in

j|)MWe modern days. But men of other nations besides opfth Worshipped

at fheahrme where Franklin, and Washington, and Jefferaftt ministered
as priest! In the spirit of national hatred, not in any generous sym-
pathy with a people struggling fym all that is dear to men, France had
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aided the American colonists in throwingloir the yoke of the mother
country. She had sent her Fayettes and her ftochambe&us to command
her auxiliary battalions, and fight by the sire of Washington against the
forces of that great country which she coi&idered as her natural enemy.
Deeply committed in the contest, therefore, she became* insensibly iden-

tified with its results, and bound, by every tie of honour, to uphold that
independence which she had helped to establish. A connexion was thus
formed, and an interchange of feelings and opinions produced, of which
the consequences were not yet foreseen. But a Very few years sufficed

to bring on the crisis to which so many causes were now contributing

;

and which, sooner or later, overtakes every system, civil or religious,

that is essentially adverse to the interests of mankind. The good seed
imported from America found a congenial soil in France. There oppres-

sion and misrule had reached that point where endurance ends and
resistance begins. Religion had been depraved into gross superstition

among the many, and utter infidelity among the few ; while the pri-

vileges, the power, the wealth, the luxury* and the profligacy of an over-

grown hierarchy, w ere viewed with indignation and distrust. The govern-
ment was in keeping with the church—weak, wicked, worthless, waver-
ing ; despised abroad, oppressive at home ; beggared in means notwith-

standing the abominable extortions systematically practised under its

sanction ; corrupt in principle, and still more corrupt in practice ; allied

to, and identified with, all that had grown most odious to the expanding

intellect of the nation, and gradually losing its last hold on these here-

ditary prepossessions and prfludices to which alone it could look for

support. The people had continually before their eyes the example of

that young and vigorous country, whose standards of independence they

had helped to rear, and the sickening experience of their own. In

America they saw nothing but freedom anddiappinops—in France nothing

but slavery dhd misery. Was it possible that such a state of things

could endure lopg?—that the yoke which had worn into*the raw coul£

be patiently borne? ?—that the people should submit to suffer contempt

and oppression, and misery,—that a degenerate nobility, a corrupt

church, and a worthless, contemptible government, might- continue to

riot in the spoils of their industry ? No, truly : The time for all this

was past ; the spirit of feudalism was laid, and the era of 6ense and rea-’

son had begun. *

The States-Genersd were convoijed, and the revolution commenced
that event itself was. ^revq}utio^»hd It Was the precursor of others still

more memorable. ^Fqljy. mid infatuation bordering on insanity, reigned

in the King's conndihu thundered and lightened in the Na-
tional Assembly* ' thw^lo^^pprfessed voice of the country was at

length heard ; and perfidy, occasion*#? borrowing help from violence,

forced it to assume a ton* of menace and^enance. The people responded

to the loudest notes th#&wdre struck fy their representatives in their

name, The Court was and- driven from all its positions. * A
hollow truce Bucee^ded,*** was granted,~-and, in the first

momenta of giddy
1

tmmjth, accepted with joy. But the fierce impulse

had been mighty’ movement had been commenced, and none
could arrest monward career. The States-General became the Consti-

tuent Ass and the Constituent Assembly merged into the Con-
vention. T£w monarchy was overthrown—the altars of the church weret

rendered desolate* A great act of national justice followed, Europe
was astounded. The old despotisms weto^strhjken with terror and dis-
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may. The shock was electric, and thrilled through the hearts of the

nations. Deep heaving# and loudly-uttered sympathies greeted the

first efforts of the French people. But the pifbiie execution of the

King was the signal for a partial reaction. A general war burst

upon France. The legions ox despotism gathered round her frontiers,

and threatened to blot her out as a nation from the map of Europe.

But the army of young liberty \yas strong in the might with which it

was nerved ; the opposing hosts were overthrown ; victory followed fas£

on the heels of victory ; her raw levies became experienced veterans

;

her young generals great commanders ; genius and valour attended her
steps. Great crimes were indeed committed ; the wildest anarchy for s
season prevailed ; and fanatical fiends, thrown up to the surface by the

very violence of the commotion, revelled out their day of blood and
tears. But victory became chained to the car of the Republic ; and the

preliminaries of Leoben, followed by the peace of Campo-Formio, secured

it a recognised place among the nations.

Such was the conclusion of the first act of this tremendous drama.

But the*. representation soon changed its character. A great military

chief had appeared—too great for a republic. The people also, weary of

change, sickened with blood, and exhausted with suffering, longed for

repose. The time was favourable to adventurous ambition ; and the man
who appeared upon the scene, was equal to any time or to any occasion,

however critical. He*was now in the full blaze of his fame. His military

achievements had thrown those of all the other revolutionary commanders
into the shade. In genius he stood proudly eminent, towering high above
alt rivalry. His force of character was matchless ; his self-confidence

unbounded. His perceptions were quick as the flash of the lightning;

and decision came the instant after, like the rattling peal of thunder.

Amidst the sands and^olitudd* of Egypt, he had divined, from the columns
of an old newspaper, the true state of affairs in France, llis resolution

was taken. He saw that the crisis had arrived* and he returned to

France. He had left victory, and he found defeat ; confidence, and he
found distrust and suspicion; prosperity, and he found nothing but
misery. The government of the Directory had become at once con-
temptible for its imbecility, and hateful for its oppression. All looked
up to him. He chose his time, and the revolution of the I8th Brumaire
•sealed the fate of the Republic. The sovereign-power passed into the
hands ofthe First Consul, who, by an easy transition, became the Emperor,
But hewas not allowed to rest on the eminence which he had gained. Coali-

tion after coalition was formed against him, but to no purpose. Each In

successionwas annihilated by the united force of his power and his genius.

A colossal fabric of military despotism was reared up. out of the very
elements which had been employed to crush it, Ancient thrones were
overturned, and new ones erected in their sfaacL The independence of
all nations was threatened* Europe crouched at the feet of this extra-
ordinary man, who appeared to aim at untaaegal dominion, an&fo s$reteb
out the arms of his ambition over the But the so*
tribution was at hand. His star, so long in the ascemQttyj a$ waxed
dim and pale. Fortune forsook him in his most ds the
very elements conspired to accelerate his ruin ; perfidy/wo^did its part.

After encountering disasters which it freezes the very Spirit^to think of,

rand maintaining a death-struggle* illumed, even jn its mm lurid and
agpnhfing moments, by brilliant coruscations of his transcendent genius,

heVeil. But even* though fatten* he Iras feared by his enemies, because
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still beloved by all that Remained of bis one magnificent and invincible
armies. The victors were astounded at their

1 Swn success, and awed by
the prestige that still fiovered around his character* He was Suffered to
remain too near the theatre of his former power. France crew dissatisfied.

The restored dynasty was detested as such, and hated sfill more as asso-

ciated With recollections, feelings, and principles adverse to the spirit

and genius of the age. He saw his advantage ; landed hi France from
Elba ; marched to Paris without opposition ; walked into St. Cloud as
easily as if he had only left it on an excursion ; 'and once more became
Emperor of the French. Romance has imagined nothing half so won-
derful as this. But his days were numbered, even unto an hundred.
Waterloo came, andjie now fell like Lucifer, never to rise again. Legiti-

macy triumphed in his overthrow, and rivers of blood had apparently
been poured out in vain.

But no, not in vain. If it be asked what benefits France reaped from
the revolution, and the gigantic system that grew out of it ? we answer.
So many and so great, that they would have been cheaply purchased even
at a costlier price. The old monarchy was overthrown, and newer can
be re-constituted on its ancient principles ; aristocracy received a blow
from which it never has recovered, and never will recover ; the mono-
poly of the soil, as well as all other monopolies, was destroyed, and in-

dustry of every kind set free ; taxes, oppressive by their amount, and
infinitely more so by the inequality with which fhey had been levied,

were put an end to
;
privileges of all sorts ceased ; a code of laws,

adapted to the new order of tilings was prepared, and put in force ; the

rule of succession was changed, and fhe abominably iniquitous principle of

primogeniture, one ofthe ntbst odious rulesof feudalism, for ever abrogated

;

a new order of men was planted on the soil, and as they derived their

title from th^ revolution, they were for thlt reason deeply interested in

maintaining the validity of the changes it had operated, and the rights

it had created. These were fully recognised by Napoleon; and the

Bourbons, however willing to do so, durst not even challenge, far less

attack them. The country prospered ; the people saw and felt their

consequChce; the career opened to ambition, in all classes, *as bound-

less. Genius, talents, and virtue, became the only titles to honour, and

the only passport to office. Hereditary wisdom was laughed to scorn.

Emulation and enterprise had full scope for their exertions ; industry waw
protected, commerce encouraged^the useful arts improved by the con-

tributions of science, the fine arts encouraged by the patronage, not of this

or that titled aristocy^hut by that ofa thriving and happy population.

Withal public moral# were purified. This is a result of the revolution,

which no one ca$t deny, nod which it is impossible not to contemplate

with satisfaction. ihJt^L other aqd^tUl more striking effects. The
generation which the courts,of its progress, became uneOn-

soioutkf the ix4K0dt^*ffts principles, 99 well as of the habits of thought

ft hrtjg^en Myth; and these, in due time, they

eon^|^^$ed to thpir children. Hence, out of every hundred of men
in the present day, at least ninety may be considered as

childSeX '^^^^ievolution, as persons who are deej% imbued with its

leading JWInnp#, and resolute to maintain and defend all the great in-

terests It sfftjrttftt. Among such men, the spirit of liberty is an ever*

living, evdSaotive principle, chainlets as the wind, resistless as the oceans

and terrible to its enemies as an army with banners. It is wholly irre-

pressible. It is never stationary. Its course is onward, sometimes slower.
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sometimes quicker,—but always onward. It may be compared to one of

tltose Alpine rivers, whicK, notwithstanding the strength and force of the

current, may, for a time, be dammed up by the "fallen avalanche, and

thrown backwards by the magnitude of the apparently insurmountable

obstacle, but wMich only recoils to accumulate greater power for the

struggle, and is certain, at last, to burst through the opposing barrier

with irresistible fury, scattering, in tho first wild rush, terrible evi-

dences of its power.

Nothing is more coriimon among a certain class of sophists than to

declaim about the horrors of the French Revolution, and the suffering

and misery which attended its march. But persons shut their eyes to

the obvious truth, that the wounds it indicted were temporary, while

the benefits it conferred must, from their very nature, be permanent.

Pandemonium itself can disgorge nothing more odious or more horrible

than the crimes of terrorists. But what then ? These fanatical fiends,

by their terrific and sanguinary energy, saved France, just as Palafov,

or those under him, defended Zaragoza ; and not a scar of a wound
they inflicted is now discoverable on the fair face of society in France.

The military despotism of Napoleon, his exhausting conscriptions, liis

endless wars, and his bloody battles, were dreadful evils, and no friend

of humanity can contemplate such waste of life and living energy,

without a shudder. But, again we say, what then ? The blanks in the

population have longvince been filled up ; the evil has been repaired

and forgotten ; while the good which that wonderful man performed,

the monuments which he raised, the glory which he w<m, and the

impulse which he gave to all the productive energies of France, remain
as a permanent inheritance to that country. Posterity will judge more
impartially thm we can he supposed yet qualified to do, and strike

the balance with a j«ster Ifand. One consoling reflection, however,

arises from the survey of these disastrous events, and that is, that the

qnward coursd*of the human mind was never for one instant altogether

arrested. The crimes committed in the name of liberty, indeed, shook

the wavetihg faith of some, abated the enthusiasm of others, and forced

all, for a time, to pause ; while the enemies of freedom greedily seized

the opportunity to calumniate that which they hated, by representing

the most frightful abuse and prostitution of the name, as its natural

And necessary fruits, and thence seeking a pretext for riveting more
firmly the fetters of despotism. In the first hurst of surprise, astonishment,

and sorrow, these men were believed an*f trusted ; but the hollowness

of their designs soon awakened reflection anct stimulated inquiry. The
mind soon recovered its tone and liberty. Liberty again Appeared
lovely as ever, despotism tenfold 'more hateful and hideoiis. But a
severe course of experience engendered prudence and watchfulness.

Men moderated their ardour in order to nurse their affection. The
omnipotence of opinion was revealed, and to that all trusted.

To the execrable Castlereagh policy of England it was owing Hurt, the
$old Bourbon incubus was saddled upon France. He died, hO#Wiar*hy
liis own hand, and with him perished the system which
the natural period^of its demise—the system of Pitt,

upon Europe five-and-twenty years of war, upon Englan7 ei|^bhiindred
million of debt, and ended in the restoration of a superannuated
.dynasty, and the formation of the Holy Alliance, or, in otbeik words, in

a grand confederacy of sovereigns against the liberty of nations. We
still groan and sweat under the weary load of this frightful legacy*. But
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happily, its pressure forced men to open tSjeir eyes to the true nature
oft that-detestable policy, which had laid it on tie shoulders of the nation.

Public opinion became more concentrated 'And more powerful. Peace
abroad, retrenchment at home, the reforir? of all administrative abuses,

and the extension as well as purification of our institutions, began to

be loudly demanded. Green-bags and gagging-bills had been tried,

and tried in vainr Nothing could resist the onward march of the spirit

which had been awakened in the great mass of the people. * Concessions
could no longer be withheld. Under tlie compulsion of the power which
now acted upon the government, its policy became insensibly liberalized.

The Holy Alliance received its death-blow in England, though not until it

had blasted, by its wavering influence, the nascent germs of liberty in

Spain, in Naples, in Piedmont, and in Italy. Greece, gloriotg&jQreece,

cast off the slough which for ages had deformed the fair fade* of that

classic land, and appeared* fresh and vigorous, in the young beauty Of
independence. Even Turkey became the theatre of change, and Sultan
Mahmoud an energetic and fearless reformer. The old Bourbon dynasty
still endured in France ; but its days were numbered—the prophetic
anticipation of Napoleon was about to be realized. A man, Polignac,

whom adversity had failed to teach wisdom, and who, cursed with the

blindness of infatuation, thought himself secure, while seated as it were
on a loaded mine :—this man fired the train, and the terrific explosion

instantly followed. •

The Revolution of the Three Days—who can name it without inward

glorying and exultation ?—achieved by the most heroic valour, unstained

by a single crime, furnished an example, as well as a stimulus to opinion,

throughout all Europe. Belgium and Poland, with opposite fates,

followed the one ; while in every civilized nation the force of the other

was deeply felt, and soon visible in the demand for* reform and regenera-

tion. What has taken place in our own all know ; what events we are

yet destined to witness Heaven alone can tell. We hope* the best; wq
have confidence in our present rulers, because their being, as such, is

identified With the success of that measure which the country, the country

at large,Jias so loudly approved. They must stand or fall with the cause

of the people. But the House of Peers !
—

“

Ay, there’s the rub."—will

they adventure still to resist the united wishes of the King, the

Commons, and the people of Great Britain and Ireland? Will they,

force the Sybil to scatter her last leaves to the wind? Will they rush

madly ip where even angels would fear to tread ? Will they dare the

wrath of a mighty empire, that rottenness and corruption may stilltbe

their portion ? Will they compel us to act upon the conviction, daily

becoming more general, that we could do very well without the Lords ?

Above all, will they not, by an act of constitutional energy, be saved

“ while it is called to-day
99
from the fate which their own folly would

prepare for themselves ? Time alone ten resolve these mysteries ; and

as the'iftterval must be b^ief, we wait with anxiety, but without fear.

MeanWftik, Poland—heroic Poland !—has fallen, but not fallen in vain.

No friend" stretched out a hand to help her; no “generous

foe**' }# %|p| which, by impelling its irresistible messes of disciplined

barbariittp tyfamphed in the struggle. But the blood of her brave

defenders h$s not been bootlessly shed. It cries from the earth for

vengeance ; and its cry will one day he heard. Renovated France and*

reformed Britain will not always lend a deaf ear to the supplications of

men who have shewn that they deserve liberty by consenting to pay
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such a price for even a iaii£ chance of obtaining it. We are upon the

confines of a new era. t“ a change has come over the spirit af the

time ; mighty questions have been stirred ; deep interests have been
created ; vast masses of menj formerly inert and passive, have suddenly

begun to heave to and fro with the force of a newly.inspired anima-
tion; old things are passing away; all things are becoming new.”
Meanwhile, let the word be, “ Fraternization among Freemen all over the
World?" ,

THE PECIILER,

It tefy&g since the natural history of such creatures as the lion, the

horse, ' and the elephant, was perfectly ascertained and understood.

Every body now knows every thing that can be known about such honest,

downright, plain-sailing animals ; and zoophytes are all the rage. It

would be quite in vain that you busied yourself in the East Indies in

the amiable task of catching and stuffing tigers, in order that you might
send them home to the Museum of the Edinburgh Uni\ ersity, or that
of the Wernerian Society. I verily believe that Professor Jameson and
Mr. Patrick Neill would not thank you for a shipload of such intelligi-

ble stuffery. But mark the eyes of a naturalist when you tell him of some
hew marine creature, half vegetable half animal, which springs up in the
shape of a tumbler, with something like an umbrella and stalk in the
middle, and perhaps fixes itself to «*ho ground by a few dozen legs, each
with fifteen eyes in a row along the side, like the buttons of a pair of
spatterdashes. The man's face kindles at the description, like a coal
under a pair of bellows ; an^, if you can be so patriotic as to transfer
the specimen to C<*nonmills Loch, there to flourish in immortal youth for

benefit all whom it may concern, why you will find yourself next
‘week with as many initial letters tagged to your name as might qualify
you for becoming editor of an encyclopedia.

In the same way as regular proper birds and beasts havemoW ceased
to possess any interest, so have the ordinary characters of society fallen

into a kind of contempt in our literature. It was very well for Homer
to describe heroes like Achilles and Agamemnon

; and for the Spectator
to talk of such men as Will Honeycomb or Sir Roger de Coverley.
These personages were like the horse and the lion in the infancy of
A^ural history. But any thing like a full-grown, healthy, natural man
is now of no use^ Every body knew all about him ages ago. If you
want proper subjects for the moral museum, you must poke into the
Holes and corners of human nature,—you must dive far beneath the sur-
face, and “ pluck up drowned horrors by the locks

"
In short, it will

not do nowadays to describe any thing but nondescripts.
Acting under this impression, I take leave to introduce t$Mft genus

Pechler to the notice of4he world,—a creature who, neither town
nor country, is any thinj^ very decidedly, but yet may b^de^^btd, I
doubt not, In such teems as to awaken a full recollection In the
mind of everv reader 4 . ,

The Pechler is a*Character in humble life, who assumes no distinct
profession, but contrives to live a curious, irregular life by means of all

kinds of ouWof-the-way bargainings^ and contracts for work ; his habits
being generally in a considerable degree determined by the accident of
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his living in a $ty or in the country* Budp Alluded to the rural class

of Pechlers, when, in speaking of hja owu^owthful prospects, he says,

that he saw only two modes of bettering hifLCircumstances ; first, that of
rigid economy, and, second, that of bargairLmaking, Holy Willie was a
Pechler ; and, if I am not mistaken, the “ bletherin biteh,”* another of
his heroes, survives a Pechler to this day. The Pechler is usually a short,

active-looking man, with coarse grey stockings, corduroy breeches, and
a seven-days beard. His neckcloth is one hard roll of red pr blue cot-

ton, enclosing a collar, which, evidently, has never yet been made ac-

quainted with the mysterious process invented by Brummell. His watch
is a little spherical silver one, with Roman numerals ; its chain is steel,

and consists of a series or congeries of chains, interrupted every two or

three inches by little fiat plates, and garnished at the end old-

fashioned pebble Beal, a George-the-Second sixpence, a sm&Bpfndian
shell, and a key formed on three angles, like tlie human figure when
sitting. The town-pechler lives about such places as the Cowfeeder Row
—the back of tlio Canongate—and a certain terra Australia incognita,
which bears, I believe, the name of the Causeway-side. He has generally

a concern in some grass park in the neighbourhood, where he keeps a cow
or horse when he happens to buy one. He is always a married man,
with a vast number of children, whom he is rigorous in setting to work
as soon almost as they are able to walk. Though invariably rather

wealthy than otherwise, he is a great economist i« his household. He
buys the most of his provisions in a growing or living Btate. In June,

you find him attending a sale*of standing grain, where, if he doee not

bid largely in a wholesale capacity, he at least purchases an acre or two
for his own meal. This is reaped by his own children—put into sheaves

by himself, (for he is a capital bandster)—threshed also by himself—
ground at a mill in which he has some concern, and brought home by
his own hors? and cart. In October you see him attending a sale of

growing djfljtatoes,—perhaps he buys a whole field on speculation,—post

sibly only ah acre for his family. At the very worst, he sees how pota-

toes are going,—enjoys the honour of having his advice asked by the

less experienced, and partakes, however fruitlessly, of the bottle which

has been paraded for the purpose of encouraging the sale. The Pechler

frequents alfkinds of markets. At Dalkeith he goes from sack to sack

as a bee does from flower to flower. He dives his hand deep into every

bag, feels the meal with a knowing air between lus finger and thumb,—
tastes it with an air still more knowing ; and, after asking the price,

remarks, if he does not mean to buy, that it is “ a good meal/' lie !ms

all the technical abbreviated language of markets «t his finger-ends.
“ What’s barley ?" “ Six-and-thirty."—

“

How's lead ?” u Heavy/

—

“ Poultry looking up," and “ pigs looking down.” When he has made

• The person here alluded to is the subject of an epitaph as follows

Beneath thir stanes lidJamie’s banes

;

O, Death, it’s my opinion,

Ye ne’er took sic a bletherin bitfjk

Into your dark dominion.

Not admirer of Bums, visiting MauchllM, 1£M tfo"subject of this j< st

pointed out $mtn in the street—a poor old broken-down tiUpty&ettifrs of a Pechler.

“ Are ye the bletherin bitch?” inquired the stranger* st tttpSMDW time putting hie

hand into his pocket for money. “ Oo
}
'deed ay, sir” anewqM the immortalized

wretch, his eye keenly watching the pocket of his intending benefactor, u I'm the

bletherin bitch* The man had evidently come to feel the burlesque of Burns as an
honour, and one of a profitable kind.
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a purchase, hd pays it Athll* in notes drawn from a Huge Worft pocket-

book, which seems almost in itself a bank, or by what he call# “ a bit

check on Sir Willie/'* - /
„ In his capacity of corn-facroi: upon a small scale, the Pechler is a great

adept in all mjfclters connected with farm produce, and whatever may
increase or depress its value. Not a cloud can cross the horizon, but he
knows what effect it is to have next Friday at Haddington. He Will,

by a mysterious algebra peculiar to himself, weigh off the depth of water

at the observatory, or; what is more in his way, the pools which he finds

in the morning before his door, against the scale of prices at Dalkeith,

and you would be astonished at the accuracy of the calculation. ( once

came unon a Pechlor in the course of a country walk. He was leaning

over tfuLgatc of a barley field ; and, if he had not borne all the external

marker a declared and licensed *Pechler, I could have known him by
the considerate calculating air with which h£ marked the rising braird.

I entered into conversation with him, and remarked that that was a fine

field of barley. “ Yes," he said drily, “ it's gudc beare; but, man, ye
dinna ken lioo it ia gude." The Pechler, I saw, approved of the grain,

by virtue of his intimate and actual acquaintance with the subject : he
knew it to be good, perhaps, from his certainty as to the goodness of the

soil, the sufficiency of the manure, the excellent labour which had been

bestowed upon it, besides a minute examination of all the outward
symptoms. But he esaw, from my city aspect, that I only thought it

good, because the field bore a verdant appearance. He thought me, in

short, as green as the barley ; and his cctfiscious skill could not respond

even to my humble remark, withoift letting me see that he did so upon
different and deeper principles. “ Yes—it's gude beare ; hut, man, ye
dinna ken hoo it is gude !” The Director-General of the fine arts could

not have more expressively marked his contempt for some raw exclama-

tion about a picture,—such as “ How pretty !" Verily, tltought I, there

,is no department of knowledge without its pride of skill.

But the Pechler is a person of multiform appearance, and endless

varieties of employment. Sometimes he steps into a place wlmjre turn-

pikes are rouping ; and, if the thought strikes him, he will tag# a few

tolls, into which, next week, he has planted off almost all the grown up
members of his family. You have perhaps left off acquaintance with a
particular Pechler, as contractor for building a dyke near your residence

in the country; and, the next time you see him, he is ascending from
a hole in the street, literally a man of straw^ being busied in form-
ing a new drain. Some days afterwards, when you are in quest of a
house against next Whitsuntide, you find yourself waited upon by this

identical Pechler, as an emissary of the landlord. It is a great employ-
ment of the Pechler to let houses. This is just one of those irregular

kinds of business which the city Pechler rejoices in. He is indeed so

fond of it, that he often sinks his own gains in house property. You
find him at a sale of what are called “ old njaterials," namely stone

and wood-work of a hottte about to be taken down, to adm^ {^tk^ps,
of some public work- ,J0»is flying along crazy joists, while pulverised
lime wraps httn all the very demon of dust ! He whole
for a few pounds, sbme weeks after, a house perhaps occupied in

former times by lords and ladies gay," rises in a new shape in the

* It is necessary to explain to the southern reader that Sir William Forbes and
CO* were, for a long time, the bankers in highest consideration in Scotland, especially

among the rural clashes.
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suburbs, for the accommodation of humble ptti lans, whom the Pechler
has the pleasure of persecuting twice pr offon|r in the year for ever
after. The Pechler, in his capacity of landlord, becomes acquainted
with a property in human nature, which haq hitherto been supposed to
reside exclusively m certain classes of birds. T^is property is one by no
means favourable to the interests of his own property. It is a disposition

to migrate, which prevails among his tenants at particular seasons,

generally about three weeks previous to the 25th of May and the 22d
of November It is incalculable the trouble which he and* his whole
race and kindred have, about those periods, m watching the motions
of the tenantry He wanders nightly like a ghost about “ the property^”
and if fie sees a light in a window after midnight, he is thrown into ati

agony, lest a removal is contemplated. His childien rise at different

periods of the night to relieve guard, but even while he sleeps, he
thinks he sees his vassals flying away with their goods and chattels, in

order to avoid being troubled about that lending misery—rent If all

keeps fair till term-da), he goes his lounds with a gracious coun-
tenance, mumbling to every tenant some complimentary speeches, in

which the woid “ convenient” is alone heard, but, m being heard, is

enough Perhaps, instead of rent, he is met with some flaming com-
plaint as to the want of repaus, but unless he receives payment of
his demands, lie turns a deaf eai to all such memorialists If pay-
ment be really made, then lie makes it his endeavour to soothe the
complainants as much as possible There is no blacft so veiy black, 1101

uo white so veiy white, but In* will make it look a little better. The
roof may show a breach, thioughwhich the tenant can see ten degrees of

the* blue empv rcan , but, in the rechler's mind, every thing may be cuied

bv “ i little plaister
' " A little plaister ” is his catholiron for all evils

,

and “ that he will come and appl) himself, some day \ery soon” Ho
will nevei aclm^t an) fault m his property,*which it v» beyond his own
person il skill to correct , no more than Di Poppleton would acknow-
ledge the existence of any disease which might not be cured by hi6 own
pill He has been heaid, in extraordinary cases, to speak of such a thing

as “ a borrow fu' o' bucks,” but so very raiely, that it is not entitled to

cntei into the estimate of his charactei and habit*

The Pechler is always piosperous, so long as things depend upon his

own immediate excitions and sagacity, and while his children are still so

young as to be obliged to conform to all his rules. But the unhappy

man is almost invaiiably ruined by his family. He has-been all his life

a scveie diseiplinanin Every Sunday, twice in the da\, has he marched

his flock of Johnnies and Jennies to Dr M'Cne's, or Mr. Lothian's,

besides having, all his life,
*

Morning, mchtly,

On the questions Urged them tichtly

But all is as nought when the struggling savages arnve at ripe age

Jockiesjure then set up as #meal-dealers or builders, and Jennies are

marneolo grocers and tanners The hoys carry htghei heads than then

father, bq£ not so long, and the sons-in-law, (as blood, according to the

kindly Scotch adage, is thicker than water,) obtain his scratchy, but

valuable signature, to bills and otliei obligations, 'phe gains of wisdom

and parsimony are then squandered by folly and set£4ttdulgence. Even
while the family is still domiciled with him, he is in danger of having

his good old s) stem broken in upon The wretches see finer style in

voi i L
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the dwellings of their ,pliymates, and they begin to discover that their

father is not the poor pain he seems# The Pechler is thunderstruck,

some fine morning, at finding his household convulsed by a general

rebellion, to which the very^wife of his bosom is evidently not ill-affected,

against further breakfasts of porridge. The ancient dynasty [quasi

dicitur dine-afety] of potatoes is tumbled from its throne; and tea,

hitherto a thing only enjoyed clandestinely when he was from home,

sets up its unblushing front every evening, as if it* had a title of a
thousand years standing. It is in vain that he struggles against these

innovations. He is*brought to submission, like Gulliver among the

Lilliputians, by the very multitude of his enemies. He might seize a

'Jock or a Jenny, as Gulliver could have done by half a score of his

minute foes, but whatever punishment he could inflict, would be

rev&figed twenty-fold by the myriad shafts of ridicule, and remonstrance,

and complaint, which would have instantly been directed against him.

At length, the poor Pechler, after a manful resistance, is obliged to give

in with a good grace ; and Tea, the arch-fiend of his former dreams,

reigns supreme.

From such causes as these the Pechler often ends where he com-
menced—a very poor man ; but yet the case is often far otherwise. Per-

haps his eldest son is reared a baker. The youth is steady and active.

The moment he is out of his apprenticeship, he marries his master's

daughter, and the two swarm off to set up in some new street, about the

outskirts of the New Town. Little stock is required to set up a baker.

Two pounds buy a bag of flour, and no more is required to begin with.

The wife is established in a small back, room, with a window of two panes
looking into the front shop ; and ther^lSie sits, looking through her loop-

hole of retreat on the world that passes by, unless when called upon to

attend to her customers. In the evenings, if you happen to drop in to buy
anythingfor your children, 'you get a peepthrough that loop-holejf unless it

be altogether covered by its curtain of green baize, of such a comfortable

tea-table a£ makes you envy the happy lot of the son of the Pechler. Or
perhaps the honest baker himself appears in his door, with his red cowl

pushed back from his brow, and is engaged in discussing, am$ft a crowd
of neighbours, some knotty subject that has just been started by the
Scotsman or Chronicle. He is redolent of warm toast, and his wife

is just washing the “ tea things " in the back-room. His broad hearty
laugh, the expression of a mind at ease with itself, and happy with all

around it, is heard occasionally over the debate ; and if & customer
chances to enter, the transaction is in general so simple, that it does
not interrupt his argument, but he continues speaking to his friends at

the door from • the far recesses of the shop, till he is enabled by the
conclusion of the business to resume his station in the threshold. The
Pechler watches and rejoices over the good behaviour of this worthy
son, with a gratulation of spirit inconceivably great. He loves the
children (for bakers always have lots of children) far bettor than do
their father or mother ; and they, in their turn, would not, give their

grandfather for twenty of their more immediate parents. Ha they sit

on his knee, they ask him innumerable questions about his watch,
and its many chains, and its seal, and its sixpence, and ito little shell

;

.and, occasionally, when they are “ gude bairns,’* he will even allow

them to see the inside of the wonderful machine. They entertain a
most reverential respect for a particular pocket in his large yellow

woollen vest, in which they know he keeps halfpence. That pocket
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seems to them the most estimable and glorious object in the whole
world ; and they cannot see him bring* his hand so much as near it,

without a fluttering tremor of expectation almost amounting to
dolirium. Their first breeches, have all along been hanselled by the
Pechler, and indeed every successive pair since ; and, in fact, they are
so often treated by him in this way, that their ideas of “ grandfather

"

and “ halfpence ” are inseparable*

And so I leave the Pechler to his repose. #

ON THE PRINCIPLES OF NATIONAL BORROWING.

Private individuals obtain loans upon two considerations :—firstly, of
the promised payment of simple interest, until such time as they shall

replace the capital ; secondly, of an engagement to pay an annuity for a
certain period, generally the natural life of the lender.

Borrowing at simple interest is, when practised by prudent men, the
act of adding to their pecuniary resourced, with a view to the beneficial

employment of the capital borrowed. The interest is the remuneration
paid to the lender for the use of his money

; and the borrower's intention

is to employ the funds placed at his disposal, in such a manner th& $hey
shall produce, in addition to the sum annually paid al interest, a surplus

sufficient to compensate his own expenditure of time and exertion.

Money taken up at simple interest and invested in landed property,

comes under this definition ; for the borrower proceeds on the assump-
tion, that the annual proceeds of the property will pay the interest with

a surplus. The process which has just been described, is borrowing in

the strict and legitimate meaning of the ferm. Were any person in

private life to obtain money at simple interest with other views, his ruin

would be predicted immediately.

Borrowing by>ay of annuity is precisely the opposite of this. Lend-

ing upon annuity is practised by persons, who so far from intending to

employ their money with a view to reproduction, wish to sink it. Lenders

upon annuity are persons possessed of property, whiqji they wish to

expend upon themselves during their life-time, childless persons, per-

sons extravagant, or at variance with their natural heirs. Borrowers

upon anndity again, are persons who wish to anticipate their future

resources : corporate bodies, for instance, having an annual revenue,

some part of which they wish to anticipate for the execution of a public

work ; or extravagant individuals who wish to spend Aims beyond the

extent of their immediate income.

Borrowing by way of annuity, when strictly examined, will be found to

be a means of anticipating future resources upon a calculation of chances,

and providing that the repayment of the sum lent shall be spread over

many future years under thg name of interest payable out of future

income. The intention of every person who sinks his money in an

annuity, is to live upon his principal, and to enjoy it all during his life-

time. If he could foreknow the precise duration of his life, he need not

lend on annuity, because he would only require to divide the money by
the number of his remaining years, and expend the quotient annually.

But not possessing this prescience, he seeks a borrower, who calculating,

as he best can, the probable duration of his life, will take his money,

and engage to pay him an annual sum, which shall, if the calculation
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to a repayment of the sum advanced, together

e annuitant survive the term calculated upon,

the borrower incurs a loss ; (
if he die earlier, the borrower gains.

The advantage, in as far as the borrower is concerned, of raising money
by life-annuity, over borrowing at simple interest, is twofold. The
repayment is spread over many years, and there is the chance of ulti-

mate gain by the premature death of the annuitant..* The advantage

will be evident, if we suppose the case of a corporate body borrowing

money in order to sink it in the building of .a bridge or church, and

being bound to repay the sum out of its revenue. ItJp dear, that un-

less there is reason to calculate upon some very great aifd speedy enlarge-

ment of revenue, a rare thing either with corporate bodies or nations,

the mode of borrowing, in which the process of repayment is immediately

begun, is both safest and cheapest. To perceive this, it is only necessary

to reflect, that the repayment must be derived from the future income.

Every payment of simple interest, unaccompanied by some extra pay-

ment, as an instalment of principal, constitutes a yearly loss to the body,

and leaves it as much in debt as ever.

But the loss occasioned bj^tlius paying simple interest upon money
which is sunk, is not the worst mischief arising out 'bf this system. The
great danger is, that exigencies may spring up before the process ofrepay-

ment is commenced, compelling the debtors, not only to delay repay-

ment still longer, "but to increase the debt. When this occurs, the

difficulty of repayment is.qf course increased in the ratio of the increase

of debt. Supposing this process to be continued, it must at last happen

that the annual revenues of the corporate borrowers are entirely absorbed

in the payment of the interest, without a possibility of the redemption

of the sum owing. The lenders of the money become, in this case, the

real owners of t)ie<-corporalion, receiving, as they must, all rents, cus-

toms, tolls, dues, &c. whence the corporate revenue is derived.

If the foregoing considerations be founded in any thing like truth or

common sense, it is impossible to avoid the conclusion, that if money is

to be borrowed to be sunk, it ought to be borrowed upon some principle,

either identical with, or analogous to, that of borrowing on annuity.

Let us apply this principle to the question of national borrowing. It is

hardly necessary to premise, that nations always, in actual fact, borrow
money in order to sink it. It may indeed be said, that nations, by
means of borrowed money, have conquered valuable additions of terri-

tory ; yet it has so often happened, that 'these acquisitions are either

relinquished as the price of peace, or else yield, when retained, no direct

return to the 'State, that it may be safely affirmed as a truth, that

nations borrow only to sink. This being the case, it follows that nations

should borrow upon some principle analogous to that of borrowing on
annuity, inasmuch as it seems clear, upon the general principle, that

such method would be found to be by far the least injurious. Nor do

the effects of other methods** as far as they have been made apparent by
experience, lead to a different conclusion.

To prove this in any way, excepting generally, would be foreign to the

scope and purpose of these strictures. To afford this proof, some general

and simple remarks and calculations are all that are necessary. In the

first place, then, it is- to be observed, that when money is borrowed at

simple interest, and sunk upon the chance of a future ability to repay,

the sums paid as interest, before the repayment commences and is com-
pleted, are merely interest upon lost time. This loss of time too, is, by
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the nature of the transaction, unlimited. T^he^vil produced, however,
is co-equal with the loss of time before the repayment is effected ; and
the one being unlimited, the other may bqcome enormous. A nation,

for instance, borrows a sum at five per cent, per annum, simple interest.

Now, it is clear, that if twenty years elapse before repayment is made,
the entire sum ttfll have been paid in the shape of interest, and the
nation be involved just as much as ever. If at the end of the twenty
years a repayment can be at once effected, the nation still pdys double;

that is to say, an amoun|of interest equal to the original sum, and then
the sum itself ,\g^id in proportion to the length of time elapsed before

repayment is made, must the loss be.

If we apply this reasoning to facts, and take the English debt for ail

example, we shall arrive at some conclusions so startling, that the
enormous waste and drain of money becomes* almost too much for the
imagination. A part of the British debt has now existed for upwards of

a century. It has gone on, and is going on, unredeemed ; and now
without a rational hope of redemption, however distant. Now, it is

known, that sums bearing legal interest, that is to say five per cent, per
annum, double themselves in twenty yefrs, putting compound interest

out of the question. Such of the English debt, then, as has existed

beyond the century, supposing it to have been originally borrowed at the

interest of five per cent, per annum, has been paid five times over, with-

out the nation having arrived one iota nearer its liquidation than it was
at the hour on which it was borrowed. Before the war of 1793, the

debt amounted to two hundred and fifty millions, speaking in round

numbers. Since that period, forty pears have elapsed. At the legal

rate of interest, therefore, five hundred millions of pounds have been

drained from the pockets of the English people, that is to say, from the

pockets of the industrious and productive classes # of England—as
“ interest” (interest

!)
upon this small portion of the debt alone, and

this was only the amount of the nation's debt at the end of fhe American

war, before Pitt became minister, and by his own acts and those of his

successors, tripled the amount.

The entire debt existing as far forward as 1812, which was near the

conclusion of the war, is now twenty years of age. Its whole amount,

if contracted at, or about legal interest, must, accordingly, have been

taken from the people, under the name of interest, up to this time. An
enormous sum, and how thrown away—for how does the nation stand at

this very hour? It stands just as it stood in 1815, the conclusion of the

war, loaded with an enormous debt of eight hundred millions of pounds,

which load seventeen *years of peace have done nothing to alleviate, if

we except a Blight reduction of interest effected, by taking advantage of

that want of profitable employment for capital, which the debt itself has

been chiefly instrumental in creating. Upon this debt, if unredeemed,

the interest is legally payable for ever by a people, whose utmost

exertions do not suffice to r^ise the amount annually demanded of them,

and who are yet the most industrious and ingenious people upon earth,
“ Sic vos, non vobis, mellificatis apes,”—and to the man whose name has

given currency to this “ system,” as it is called, a statue has been

raised in the civic hall of the capital of the country, which he has

brought to this state of embarrassment, decrepitude, and ruin, without

example in the history of nations! Talk of u delusion”—? Shades

of Mississippi Law, and the blowers of the South Sea bubble!—But
more of this hereafter. So much for borrowing money at simple interest.
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to oink, either by natiois or individuals. So much for national debts

upon the “ Pitt system/'

It now remains to be sfyewn how money might be borrowed, if not

without national loss, at least without permanent national misery and

ruin, and to art extent sufficient and more than sufficient for the utmost

exigencies of a nation like Great Britain, if under a tolerable government.

In order to do this, it is only necessary to trace a rough outline of the

manner iir which money might be taken up and repaid, within a limited

period, under a system analogous to that of annuities, that is to say,

upon the principle of repaying principal under the name of interest.

Persons accustomed to such schemes would propose a hundred different

modes of doing this. A method, however, at once simple and extravagant,

will best shew the safety of so borrowing, at almost any sacrifice, com-
pared with the mischief of national debts, as hitherto contracted.

It has been computed that the average value of life,—that is to say,

that taking all the persons, young and old, living in a country at any

given time, the mean period of their existence may be probably stated

at fourteen or fifteen years. This may safely be taken as a standard,

whether true or not ; becatfte the expectation of life of the active

portion of a community, say those from twenty'to sixty years of age,

is much above this. Let us then take fifteen years as the period for

which a nation may quite fairly burthen itself, inasmuch as its collective

life may probably reach to that extent. This being the period, let us

suppose the nation, wishing to borrow, to give transferrable bonds,

expiring at the expiration of fifteen years from the date of each, for the

sums borrowed, each bond bearing interest at the rate of twelve per cent

,

per annum, payable yearly. It is evident that persons holding such

bonds might expend jive per cent . of their interest yearly, and by saving

the remaining sever per cefit be repaid their principal at the expiration

of the bond, putting compound interest, which might be obtained upon
the saved instalments, out of the question. In this way the nation

borrowing would certainly lose nearly cent, per cent,, paying, as it

would do, under the name of interest, one hundred and eighty pounds
for every hundred pounds borrowed; but then this would be the
ultimatum and maximum of loss, and the sacrifice could not be aggra-
vated by any events whatsoever.

That immense sums might be taken up under some system similar to

this, with far less of mischief than has been caused by the existing

absurdity and injustice of borrowing at simple interest, and burthening
posterity with the debt, a few simple considerations will shew. Suppose
a nation, like England in annual resources, borrowing in this way, and
determined to “ out-Pitt *' even Pitt himself in extravagance of expen-
diture, such a nation might borrow twenty millions annually, and go on
doing so ad infinitum, without the annual amount of interest ever exceed-
ing thirty-six millions ofpounds. This sum it would reach in the fifteenth

year of debt, but could go no further, as the old bonds would then
expire as fast as the new ones were issued*'; and when new bonds were
no longer issued, the entire burthen would gradually decrease, and be
extinguished in fifteen years, when the interest on the last twenty
millions borrowed would be paid.

From this simple calculation two tilings are evident : first, that the
repayment of principal under the name of interest is the most certain

and efficient of “ Sinking Funds and next, that the loss upon such a
transaction as this would be little, or no more than would be the loss
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upon the existing English debt, stating it in {ound numbers at eight

hundred millions

,

and supposing the nation to be now prosperous

enough to redeem it at a very rapid rat**. In this supposition the

enormous sums already paid as interest upon it are j>ut out of the

question. Suppose, then, the country to possess a clear surplus revenue
of twenty-five millions of pounds every year, applicable as a sinking

fund to the liquidation of its debt, it would yet take thirty-two years to

complete the process ; and with ' a yearly instalment of Iwenty+five

millions for thirty-two years, an average interest of sixteen years would
still remain to be paid before the debt was extinguished,—that is to

say, eighty per cent. upon the whole amount, supposing it to have been
borrowed originally at five per cent, per annum. Such are the probable

advantages of a system of borrowing after some method similar to. that

of annuity, as compared with the results of sinking money, borrowed at

simple interest, and trusting to the chapter of accidents for repayment.
A second advantage now comes to be considered, and that is, that, be

the sacrifice what it will, it falls upon the existing generation only, and
cannot he carried further without the consent of the next. That this is

an advantage may be denied by those wh^assert the right of a nation to

burthen or control its posterity ; let us, therefore, inquire if any such
right can exist in reason and common sense. If we look at the laws

which have been enacted to regulate the power of individuals over their

property, we shall find them generally averse to any sufeh absolute control.

According to the English law, tjie power of future control is greatest in

the case of real property ,* and yet any English entail may be broken by
consent of all the parties if of legal age.* In cases of personal property,

the power to regulate the descent is curtailed by a statute, occasioned by
a singular attempt, under the will of the late Peter Thellusson, the banker,

who left his large personal property—to the exclusiorfofiliis heirs immedi-
ately succeeding—in trust, to accumulate at interest until it

#
had reached

a certain sum, the disposition of which was laid down in the will. This

attempt to leave . not only what a man had, but what he had not, was

very properly set at nought, and the will set aside in favour of the im-

mediate heir. In the case of life-interest, the income of the estate only is

liable for the debts of the owner of the life-interest, and that only dur-

ing the period of the owner's life. This is not only common justice, but

common sense of the plainest description ; and this is the case in point,

for in what relation . does a whole country stand to its existing posses-

sors ? Clearly in the relation in which a landed estate does to the indi-

vidual who has his life-interest in it only. They cannot alienate it.

They may expend its proceeds during the term of thftir natural lives ;

but their power as a nation can, of necessity, extend no further. Who,
unless it were the Indians who sold Pennsylvania to Penn, ever dreamed

of a people selling a country to another nation, and spending the princi-

pal ? Each generation then has a life-interest in the soil, and nothing

more ; and as this is the la^ of nature, so is it that of common sense.

To suppose, then, a people to have the right to burthen the future pos-

sessors of a country, upon a plea of necessity, is to suppose that a man
can have a right to mortgage an estate, in which he has only a life-

interest, upon a plea of necessity. And what apparent necessity can justify

the absurdity of anticipating resources which may be wanted in future simi-

* The detrimental character of our absurd Scottish system of entails has been so

clearly established, that ivc leave it out of view.
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lar contingencies? Ha^Blenheim and Ramilies cost five or six hundred
millions, Waterloo could not have been paid for ; and Waterloo has,

confessedly, anticipated the bonfires of the next generation, as some
wag is said to have anticipated Dr. Southey's bonfire on the summit of

Skiddaw : that is to say, by setting fire to it “ the day before the fair
!”

But ifthe case put be contrary to all the dictates of natural justice, what
is to be said of the doctrine that a people may not only mortgage the lands

but the bodies of their descendants—not only the soil, but the flesh and
blood of posterity ? To this, however, the system of rendering posterity

liable for national debts extends ; for how is either the interest or prin-

cipal of such a debt to be raised ? Not from the land alone, but also

from the labour and skill of those who cultivate the land, and from the

capital, skill, and labour of those who, not possessing landed property,

have acquired monied possessions and commercial wealth. To mortgage
the souls and bodies of millions of men in this way, to say to them,
“ the tax-gatherer shall come to your hearths for ever ; and, until you
have raised the required tribute, your skill and your labour, your brain

and your sinews shall be ours, though you, and your wives, and your chil-

dren starve for it," is a bondage of which the world never heard before,

and for which, the epithet “ Egyptian” is inadequate and tame. In
modern times, the personal liberty, and the bond fide property of a man,
have been held liable for his debts, but not the persons of his children.

No European tyranfiy, at least, has ever openly attempted this ; for this

would be neither more nor less than to reduce man at once to the condi-

tion of a slave. What is the slave's condition ? It is this :—He is either

provided by his master, who compels him to labour and receives the

fruits, with such food and raiment as to such master shall seem suffi-

cient ; or he is allowed to preserve to himself only such portion of his

labour as will barely‘admit of his obtaining food and raiment for himself.

The first ofthese shocking alternatives is the best, inasmuch as the master
or overseer looking on, and seeing it to be his interest to keep the slave

in health and vigour, feeds and clothes him accordingly. When the

masters have no individual property in their slaves, the case is worse.

So is it with nations overloaded with debt, and with exhausted resources

and decreasing revenues. The receiver of the interest of the debt has
no individual and definite property in the bodies of any of the indus-

trious and productive classes who are compelled to toil to raise it. He,
therefore, as long as he receives it, neither can nor does care how, at

what expense, or by whom it is raised. He does not see the process

—

perhaps does not suspect even its nature. The ruined merchant and
starved mechanic are nothing to him as long as their places are supplied

by others doomed to go through the same ordeal. Nor is this either

exaggeration or sophistry ; for, strip such systems of a few artfully mis-

applied phrases, and it must be clear, to all but the blind, that this is

the actual, real, and most astounding condition of all who are condemned
from their cradles to apply the best part ofgtheir labour to the payment
of debts contracted by others. It is the description of an extreme case ;

but this, or something very near this, was the case of the French pea.
santry and bourgeoisie under the old monarchy. The result is known.
To take all the real property of the country from its possessors, in order
to liquidate debts contracted by their forefathers, who had only a life*

interest in it, would be bad enough. But were even this done, still,

though they might be “ ruined men,” as far as property goes, their *

strength, their talents,—in short, their capacity to labour and acquire
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would be left them. They would be poor
1

mcfi—but not slaves. Take
from them this last, poor heritage,—mortgage their souls and bodies
sell their talents,—s^ll their strength, and compel them to work out the
price, and they are slaves—literal slaves—albeit they may know it not.

Such, stripped of its disguises, is the effect of what is'called “ National
Debt."

If, then, there be a nation which has been persuaded so to act ; if there
be a nation which has thought it right and consistent, for the sake of its
“ just and necessary” wars, to leave its children*defenceless, and unable
to carry on any war, however just and necessary ; if there be a nation
which has not hesitated to load its descendants with a debt, the interest
of which the annual national produce is hardly adequate to pay, and at
the same time to carry on the government of the country ; if there be a
nation which has thus placed its industrious successors in a situation from
which they cannot extricate themselves without indicting misery upon
others, or in which they cannot remain without suffering it themselves

.

if there be such a nation, then that nation has—whether it knew or did
not know the full effect of what it did when the unauthorized bargain was
made—to the best of its power, and without reserve, sold its children for
slaves to the successors,of those who lent the money. Its posterity are,
like the genii that came and bowed down to Aladdin, the “ slaves of the
lamp ”—the bondsmen of those who, at a call, could produce silver and
gold ; and, unless some scheme of equitable adjustment be devised, they
must remain so, until, by some effort of overwrought suffering, the charm
be dissipated, and the spell* broken ; until the pains of those who pay
unjustly are found to be more thaif a balance for the pains of those who
shall cease unjustly to receive, and the bond which Folly sealed, shall be
cancelled by Desperation.

If this delineation may be thought %y any •to, apply to our own
country, it is the fault of the rulers who framed the existing system, and
not of the truth which dictates the description. The* holderiPof the
mirror is not responsible for the reflection ; and to the door of the
" great statesman now no more,” and his worthy successors, must
the scandal be laid, if the prophecy of one of his and their bitterest and
most talented enemies be accomplished, and the English funding system
end in being " a monument of wonder, not so much for the extent to

which it has been carried, as for the folly of believing in it."

STATE OF “ THE WEST COUNTRY."

The time in which we live belongs to history. It is for the instruction

of the future historian, as well as for the warning of the infatuated few
who would vainly oppose#their petty strength to the progress of reform,

that we put upon record a sketch of the state of popular feeling in the

West of Scotland, drawn from personal and intimate acquaintance with
the most secret springs that regulate its movements—a sketch which
has at least accuracy and impartiality to recommend it. The circum-
stance is worthy of remark, that the populous and wealthy district

generally known in the South of Scotland under the familiar designation

of u the West Country "—a district comprehending the shires of Lanark,
Dumbarton, and Renfrew, the northern division of Ayrshire, and the
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southern part of Stirlingshire—exhibited during the religious persecution

under the last Stuarts, the first example in Scottish history of Political

Unions. At least we know n? institutions more nearly resembling the

“ Societies " of that period. This historical reminiscence seems to have

in it something typical. It is to the boroughmongers, like the song of

“ willow-willow" haunting poor Desdemona the night before her death,

prophetic of their coming doom.*
Previous to the Duke of Wellington's memorable declaration against

reform, the labouring 61asses, in this part of the country, had very

generally organized themselves into bodies for mutual protection against

the exactions of their employers, and for the purpose of more effectually

urging their complaints upon the notjce of the legislature. At first

these associations were discountenanced by the higher and middle

classes, as unnecessary in themselves, and dangerous to the peace of

society ; but, in proportion as the general hope of relief from taxation

at the hands of the legislature abated, and the difficulties find embar-
rassments of the middle classes increased, they began to be^regerded by
the wealthy with less hostility. The opinion rapidly gained ground,

that the people must look to themselves for effectual relief. Parlia-

mentary Reform became a favourite with many who before were its

strenuous opponents. Just at this moment, when old opinions and
prejudicies were giving way, the French Revolution broke out, touching

men’s hearts as with & live coal from the Altar of Liberty,—inspiring

new hopes as to the destiny and happiness of our race,—impressing on
all a profound sense of the power that lodges in the people, and of the

consequent danger of driving it to Extremity,—and converting to the

opinions of the ago, not only all who before were wavering, but tens of

thousands who, until then, had never awakened from their dream of

servile confidence in the most Capacious and unprincipled oligarchy that

ever usurped the government of a nation.

Frongthis moment the middle and the working classes instituted a

generous rivalry who should be most forward in conciliating and uniting

with the other. Meetings, both public and convivial, were held, which
tended materially to substitute feelings of respect, friendship, and mutual
dependence, for old sentiments of mistrust and defiance. Political

unions and reform associations sprung up, and the cry for reform swelled

tp such a loudness, that the most haughty and obstinate man of his age
was obliged to bend, beneath the storm. Convulsion must have followed
this overthrow of the Wellington Administration, had not a reforming
Ministry been called to office in its stead. Earl Grey's official pledge
in favour of reform.was hailed with universal delight. The people,

insteacLof looking to their own unaided efforts to effect their wishes,

had their hopes, their resolution, their energies, concentrated in, and
bound up, with the constitutionally appointed executive, and were thus
withdrawn from the wild whirlpool of revolution. How devotedly the
people have supported Ministers in their plqn of reform, let their

conduct at the late general election, their magnanimous postponement
of many a cherished wish, in order to prevent division on the Reform
Bill—-their disinterested support of the Administration against treacheries

* The author might have added, that the Kingdom of Fife, in its day another
strong hold of PreBbyterianiRm, is at present bristling all over with political unions,
mneh after the fashion of the West. In Nithsdale and Galloway, u Cockbura’s
Path,” end the Glen-Kens, re-echo the cry of Reform.—

E

d.
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and difficulties that would otherwise havh bfm insurmountable, their

patience, peacefulness, and unwearied vigilance, declare. With the
course of events public feeling has assumed a mare determinate aspect,

and popular organization a more perfect shape ;fi§id both have at present

settled into a fixed, distinct, and tangible character. *

Throughout the West of Scotland, nearly the whole of the middle, and
a very great portion of the upper, are cordially united with the labouring

classes of society, in the determination to see the measure of Reform
proposed by Earl Grey's Administration, carried into effect. To accom-
plish this, they are prepared to quail at no danger, to shrink from no
responsibility; aware that if it fail, consequences must ensue infinitely

more dreadful than any that can result from even overstrained efforts to

ensure its success. It is certain, that, in the event of the present Reform
Bill again miscarrying in the House of Lords, either through the in-

trigues of faction, or the over-delicacy of Earl Grey on the subject of

creating new Peers, we should have, in the West, a general movement
ofra Vefry formidable nature, tacitly approved of and supported, if not

opieniy mid actively participated in, by at least nine-tenths of the whole

population. The organization for such a movement is complete. The
great towns, such as Glasgow, Paisley and Greenock, have their Trades'

Unions, Political Unions or Reform Associations, each perfectly aware of

what all the others are about, and ready to co-operate whenever cir-

cumstances may call upon them. There are, moreover, either existing in-

dependently or in connexion with these, innumerable minor unions in every

village and district throughout this densely-peopled tract, wh<|se aptitude,

organization, and fearless alacrity, may be best illusy-^bell by a refe-

rence to the admirable order of the immense numbers lately

attended the various processions got up from time tolime at different

points, either to do honour to his Majesty, or to distinguish the more im-

portant crisis in the progress of Reform. The* rapidity with which

communications circulate among these bodies, and the electee speed

with which, on any emergency, a whole district could be made, as it

were, to spring at once upon its feet, may be inferred from the fact,

that, .on any occasion when news is anxiously expected, the villages

and districts remote from a post-office station, employ runners to wait

the arrival of the mail at the nearest points ; by this means obtaining •

intelligence almost as speedily as a mail driving directly to their re-

spective localities could bring it. Nor should it here pass unnoticed,

that, within Glasgow and its immediate vicinity, a body of 30,000 men,

perfectly organized, and by no means disposed to take fright at their

own or other people's shadows, could be gathered .together—if not in
M heavy marching order," at least in something like it,—in $ie very

short space of nine or ten hours !—Those who may feel inclined 10 ques-

tion this assertion will do well never to give occasion for proving its

accuracy.

Perfect as is the organization, and strong as is the political feeling

existing over the West of Scotland, we do not believe that even in the

event of the Reform Bill being again defeated, there will be any appeal

made to physical force, unless provocation to that alternative be given

by the military and gther instruments of power. Were this attempted,

an immediate collision with the military and whoever supported them,

would be neither Ifeared nor shunned ; for the people, since the days yf

the barricades in Paris and BrusseJ^, have acquired confidence in their

own strength. If left to themselves, however, they would prefer, and
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universally adopt, the mor^ peaceable, yet equally e£fective plan, of re-

fusing to pay all taxes excepting by distraint ; aware that this, without

the waste of one drop of blood, .would bring their oppressors to a stand-

still in a very few months. The general resolution to avail them-

selves of this perfectly constitutional resource, in preference to more
violent and sanguinary measures, is characteristic of the intelligence

that now distinguishes the majority of the inhabitants of the district to

which our statements have reference, and proves, at the same time, how
vain- is the hope either td cheat out of their rights, or argue out of their

opinions, a people so far advanced in the knowledge of social, political,

and moral justice.

It only remains to be added, that the slow progress of the measure of

Reform, prolonging the feverish distrust and restlessness of the public

mind, has struck industry and trade with a paralysis. How can a man
pursue his work in quiet when momentarily expecting the roof to

come down cracking and crashing about his ears ? Many of the former

enemies of the Bill have at last seen the truth of this, and begin to y$p
and clamour most vigorously for its enactment into a law. Earnestly

do we press these signs of the times upon the notice of all enemies of

the people's rights. If they will not yield to the imposing array of de-

termined men ranged under the banner of Reform, let them shew some
mercy to the discomfited nerves of their quondam friends. “ Though
the governor be firm,” \et “ the father relent.”

AN ESSAY ON KISSING.

Kissing is
1! subject and must be handled accordingly.—Kisses

are of varioui kinds.* There is the kiss infantile, and the kios parental,

the kUnfriendly, the kiss amatory, &c. &c. We exclude from our cata-

logue the Judas kiss—a perversion of the tf£ture of the institute, which,

even leaving out of consideration the awful depth of impiety with which

the designation associates it, can only rank with that class of crimes,

the bare attempt to name which palsies the tongue.

First in dignity is the kiss parental. This kiss is witnessed in its

purest and most amiable state in young mothers,—matrons so little faded

from the free maiden bloom, that the stranger hesitates in what class of

feminity to rank them. They have the rich blushing grace of the virgin,

and her coy timidity, most like to the caresses of a greyhound, insinuat-

ing fondness by approaches of serpentine grace, yet ready to bound away,

startled, even by an anticipated response. But in the midst of this soft-

ness we are aware of a growing dignity—a statelier bearing—a prouder

consciousness and self-possession, not yet developed, but throwing herald

beams before it. A being such as we have attempted to describe, bending
over her first child with a love which no created being but herselfcan ever

feel for another—so intense, so pure, so utterly devoid of selfishness-

bathing its cheeks, chin, eyes, and brow, in a flood of kisses, is a picture

which earth cannot surpass, and heaven scarcely equal. If, at times, a
thought of self do cross her devotion, it is but a slight tinge of vanity,

so graceful as to lose every alloy of littleness that attaches to the

Reeling. #
• The kiss parental also includes t^pt of the father. If it be less beau-

tiful, less winning than that of the mother, it is on the other hand more
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impressive. The arrangements ^society—-perhaps also a natural ten.

dency in women to bestow their affections upon men Bomewhat their

seniors—the wish to temper in the pure #draught of matrimonial happi-

ness a feeling of awe and veneration with the more tumultuous throb of

love—bring it about that the husband, in general, rather exceeds his

wife in years. At all events, there is something in the tenor of man's
life that gives a hardness to his outward bearing,—a habitual repression

of the utterance of his feelings,—the very reverse of the graceful, wave-
like yielding of woman's heart, voice, and features to the pressure of

every breeze. When we see the face which never blenched at danger,—
which strives to mantle even the joy of its heart, as the waveless ocean

the treasures which lie fathoms beneath its surface, soften, as his wife

holds out the helpless one to woo his embrace, then relent into a grim
smile, as he holds at a distance its little caressing hands, and Anally

imprints a long and deep kiss upon its cheek, or pouting lips, with a
" God Mess thee, my boy !" •

So glad at this as he, we cannot be,

but our rejoicing

At nothing can be more.

Hitherto we have spoken of the kiss parental, unmixed with any
associations. It assumes, under certain circumstances, the aspect of

sublimity. It is easy to picture how the mothefs instinctive love must
grow, in the event of a worthy object, with every succeeding year,

—

how the beautiful or manly forjp, the warm generous hearty and the

frank bearing must heighten and ennoble her affection. It- is impossible

to imagine the full extent of a mother's agony, when ijeflrited of such

an object. “ My son, my son, my beau^jful, my brave !"- TlSthel weep-
ing over h$r infants, ancl refusing to be comfottad, because they were
not, is a faint type of such a desolation. Yet there have been mothers

who, when their country xur their faith called for the sacrifice, could

stamp a burning kiss on thSr son's brow, and motion him forth—there

was no voice, nature so far asserted her supremacy—to the battle or

to the stake.

Turn we to a less mournful subject, the kiss amatory. On writing

this word, we feel our breast fluttering beneath a clogging weight of

fear, just as it did—we care not to say how many years ago. It i»a

strange and a beautiful thing—first innocent love. There is that in

female beauty, that delights merely to gaze upon ; but beware of look-

ing too long. The lustrous black pupil contrasting with the white of

the eye and the carnated skin,—the clear placid blfle, into which you see

down, down into the very soul,—the deep hazel, lustrous as a sun-lit

stream, seen through an opening in its willowy hanks,—all may he

gazed upon with impunity ninety-nine times, and the hundredth you are

a gone man. On a sudden, the eye strikes you as deeper and brighter

than ever ; or you fanty that a long look is stolen at you beneath a

drooping eyelid, and that there is a slight flush oil the cheek,—and at

once you Are in love. Then you spend the mornings in contriving

apologies for calling, and the days and evenings in playing them off.

When you lay your hand on the door bell, your knees tremble, and your

breast feels compjpssed ; and when admitted, you sit, and look, and say

nothing, and go away determined to tell your whole story the ne'kt time.

This goes on for months, varied the occasional daring of ktesing a

flower with which she presents you—perhaps in the daring intoxication
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of love wafting it towardsW ; or in Ian affectation of tlie Quixote style,

kneeling with mock heroic emphasis to kiss her hand in affected jest

;

and the next time you meet wfth her, both are stately and reserved as

ever. Till at last, on some unnoticeable day, when you find yourself

alone with the lady, you quite unawares feel her hand in yours, a yield-

ing shudder crosses her, and, you know not how, she is in your arms,

and you press upon her lips delayed but not withheld

A long, long kiss, a kiss of youth and love.

The kiss conjugal is of a severer cast of beauty. During the first

years of matrimony it approaches, according to circumstances ati&L the

dispositions of the individuals, to the character of the kiss amatory.

Othello, when he rejoins his “ fair warrior” at Cyprus, is still all the

lover. For a time his bliss is speechless ; but as soon as he finds words—

If I were now to die

’Twere now to be moot happy ;
for I fear

My soul hath her content so absolute

That not another comfort like to this

Succeeds in unknown fate.

Imogene’s meditations upon the kiss of which her cruel step-mother has

defrauded her, though ffcss intensely passionate, have still more in them
of the lover-than the wife :

* I did not take my leave of him, but had
Mast pretty things to say : ere I could tell him
JIow I would think on him, at certain hours,

Such thoughts and suck ;
or, I could make him swear

That she of Ifely should not betray

Mine interest and his honour ; or have charged him
At tKe sixth hour of mom, at noon, at midnight,

T' encounter me with orisons
; (for^fip

I am in Heaven for him ;) or ere I could

Give him that parting kiss, which I had set

Betwixt two charming words, comes in my father

;

And, like the tyrannous breathing of th% north.
Shakes all our buds from growing.

It is in Coriolanus that we find the pride, depth, and glory of the kiss

of wedded love best exemplified. In the VoLscian camp he at first affects

to receive his wife and mother coldly. “ These eyes are not the same I

wore in Rome.” But. nature will not be gainsaid :

Like a dull actor now
I have forgot my part, and I am out

Even to a full disgrace. Best of my flesh

Forgive my tyranny ; but do not say,

For that, <c Forgive our Romans/' 01\ a kiss

Long as my exile—-sWfeet as my revenge 1

Now, by the jealous Queen of Heav'n, that kiss

I carried from thee, dear ; and my true lip

Hath virgin'd it e'er since.

r

The kiss friemlly is extremely graceful among girlty Among men we
caftnot endure it. Great rough-bearded carles slavering each other, is

enough to turn one*s stomach. For fiRis reason, and because we esteem

it a desecration of the ordinance to make a woman's lips common to
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every stiay customer, we are averse to the*' salute/' (using the word
in its old English acceptation,) which still remains the accustomed mode
of greeting in some ports of the Continent. “ What you've touched you
may take."

' 1

These four are the principal species of kisses—all the rest being mere
combinations or varieties of them. A practical treatise on kissing would
lead us into a wide field of discussion , but we regard this essay as stand-
ing in the same relation to such %, dissertation as Euclid\ Elements to a
course of physical and mechanical science. Such a treatise is still a desi-

deratum, although a aluable and plenteous materials are scattered through
the literature of vauoub nations Among the most important bources of

information to which we maj refer our readeis, are—Anatieon, Sappho,
and liongus, among the ancients , the Sacontala among the Orientals

,

and the dialogue between Oilando and Rosalind, togethei with that

between Falsta# and Doll Tearsheet among the modems In conclu-

sion, we has e only to remark, that the state of the science of kissing m
any nation may he assumed as a pretty* accurate standaid of its civiliza-

tion The inhabitants of the Tonga Islands know neitlici the practice

nor a name for it In Gieek, the various kinds of kissing ha\e asihajpr

distinctive designations as the vanous kinds of epicures in Fienchj

TRUE CAUSES OF THE LATE INSURRECTION OT TUB
SLAVES IN JAMAICA

The Slaveholders are at their old tricks again. There has been an insur-

rection alflBnff the negroes in Jamaica ; and the Baptist missionaries are

of course to blame ! It dues indeed segm a little inexplicable to us, on

this side of the water, who have been accustomed tt> find the followers of

that sect the meekest and most inoffensive of the followers of Christ,

that they should change tliri: character so entirely the moment they set

foot in the West Indies, anWfecome firebrands, and stirrers up of sedition.

It seems still more strange that the evidence brought agaitikt them should

be so lighdy credited. The driver on an estate, while prisoner among
the insurgents, is told hjfcta girl, that she had been told by a man, that

a Baptist preacher, who had left the island some time before, was off the

coast in a Spanish vessel, sending messages of encouragement and advice

to his former flock ; and makes affidavit to this effe'et, after no regains

his liberty. On the strength of this, the Jamaica pepper grows hotter

than ever ; and nothing is talked of but the t( fine hanging woods of

Trelawny and St. James's.”

Unaccountable though these things may appear at first sight, we think

we can read the riddle. “ There is,a daily beauty in the lives ofvthe

Missionaries that doth make ugly” the (we use a mild term) somewhat

reckless lives of the planters and their tools, who, of course, bear a

grudge towards tlfem. Again, the worthy whip-misters of Jamaica are

at present at once frightened, mortified, and angry. They are fright-

ened, and not without cause. They are mortified to find that, after all

their late blustering, they owe their lives and property to British bayon-

ets. They are angry (like all other rational beings) &£< every thing—
with and without ^cause—because they have' been annoyed. In this

blessed temper, they tffte like the sick baby beating its nurse ; or, likdr

still, the gentleman kicking his dof out of the room because himself is
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stinking. They ere glad t$ hawe an opportunity of wreaking their ob-

jectless spite, paying off seme old scores at the s£me time.

Now, we ha^e always thought it a charitable action to remonstrate,

albeit with a fool, when he was makipg himself too absurd ; and are even

yet Quixotic enough to Attempt to wash a blackamoor white. Our readers,

therefore, will not be so much surprised, as they otherwise might, 'to see

us attempt a remonstrance with the l^tle gingery despots of our sugar

gardens. And here do we abandon our assumed tone of levity, and in

sober, downright earnest, not as flatterers, yet as better friends than

they are, request the attention of all who have the least share in the guilt

of denying liberty to their fellow beings, to a plain and true story. We
undertake to demonstrate that the late insurrection of the slaves in

Jamaica has been the work of the planters themselves ; and we under-

take to do this upon their own evidence.

We venture the assertion upon these grounds:—The planters continued

to treat their slaves with harshness,—they refused to ameliorate their

condition, or to enforce the laws which have been enacted in their

favour—and they shut in their face the door Of emancipation in per-

petuity. Having thus stung the wretches to the quick, they set them
the example of threatening to vindicate; what they claimed as their own
rights, by arms ,* and they took no precautions to guard against the

danger their injustice had incurred.

In regard to the first charge, we are continually told that the condi-

tion of the slaves has been of late much improved. Something of truth

there may be in this, though certainly not ti the extent they would have
us believe. But this also must b$ taken into account, that every

concession to the negroes has been most reluctantly and ungraciously

yielded. The planters contended, as long as they could, ftoP the main-
tenance of every abuse which tjjcy now take credit for abolishing. They
never relinquished ofte iota of tlieir power until it was wrested from their

reluctant grasp
;
and they uniformly made its loss a plea against all

further concession. Their conduct towards, their slaves was painted in

as fair colours by themselves and their abettors, when Clarkson first

raised his voflfe in the cause of humanity, as it is now. Upon their tes-

timony we can place little reliance. Let us look, therefore, facts.

One strong piece of evidence on this pointjltfs found in the workhouse
lists, published in every West Indian paper. The workhouse is the
place wlty>re slaves, convicted of any offence, are sent to expiate it by
hard labour and extra stripes. It is also the place where pvery person

of colour, suspected of being a runaway slave, is detained until he is

claimed, caL in the pvent of no master appearing, sold, as we would say

of a horseTn this country, “ for his keep.” This is one inveterate souree

of abuse and oppression. Slavery is presumed,—tlie person apprehended
is bound to establish his freedom. He must produce a written attesta-1

tion that he is free, or the evidence of his liberator. Thus St. Ann's
Workhouse, Septei^er 31, 1831—James Williams, a creole, five feet

nine inches, slim made, black complexion, s<9ys he 'is free, but has no
document thereof —

“

St. Elizabeth's Workhouse, October 4*, 1831—
Thomas Francis, a likely-looking young man, says he is free, and a
native of Bermuda ; that he came to this island in a vessel called the
Lucy, Captain Phenix. His story is evidently a fabrication, as he bears

indubitable marks of his being
, or having been

,
a slave.” Same place and

date: " Frances Davey, a middle-aged 'wornan?® black complexion, and
is, or affects to be, unable to stand erect, and has marks of cupping on

M
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^jSw boy* ir^Ts»WSfitm Jtawft
a /ree fttocfr SSiw^riTi^^m, to Wwt to b%frca$an4jhat hi* %vtother,
Maria Rickett*, lice* at'Port Mary** , Enough of tlds* ulckenifig exfubi*
tion of tyranny. It lay in our wav^and we Could not omit tfce oppor*
tunity of shewing with what jealouslSre the liberty of the negro, and all

who share his blodd, is guarded in Jamaica. * /
The immediate reason why we requested attention to the lists is this

N*-~that the description* of the persons of the slaves contained in them,
amply justify our scepticism as to the humanity of their treatment and
the attention paid to their health. Running our eye along them we
continually meet with passages like the following :—“ Edward Chase,
has marks of floggigg on his back, and the marks of a cut on his fore-

head u (meorge Williams, marks of punishment on his shoulders
u Davy, a Mungola, marks of flogging onJ shoulders “ James Smith,
marks of severe flogging on his back “ Quaco, marks of recent punish-
ment on his back ;** “ John Browne, flogging marks on shoulders.” Nay,
so delicate is the discernment of the superintendents in the matter of
flogging, that we sometimes find the entry, “ marks of public punish.*

ment.” But this is not all :—scarcely one of these unfortunate crea-

tures, but we find in his description, “ left foot ulcerated,” or “ two of

his right toes are lost, the great toe-nails and the *same foot are ulce-

rated,” or “ her left shoulder ulcerated,” or “ marks of cuts on his

hands and legs, his fingers are contracted, and his left foot turned out-

wards,” or “ a large scar on the right side of the forehead, and his right

foot much eolirged with an ulcer,” or “ found on thqjgjtfd side inua very

debilitated state from a sore on his head,” (hT * left {higlCwasted and
knee distorted.” Upon these entries we ofrer no .torinmgnt save this,

that these mafks and these sores are alike the product of man's merciless

usage, not thd*fiecessary consequence of mere poverty and wretchedness.

The expressions quoted are, wBry one of them, copied verbatim from
one week's workhouse lists in the Jamaica Royal Gazette. ^We^^night
easily have ikiubled them, ami they are rather uuder than above the

average
t0moimt of distressyrnypictures.

Still further light is thrown upon the treatment to whichjiegroes are',

subjected, by those mockeries of justice which are so daSngly played

off, whenever^the law s for the protection of the slave aro attempted to be

enforced. The few examples we subjoin are taken ijot from the report

of any friends of emancipation, hut from a paper published in the West
Indies—published by persons interested in the continu&nco of gtye slave

system, and its zealous, bullying, and brutal advocates.
,

the 6th of June, 1831, Humphries, the head servant of a tavern,

wfld accu&l at the Police Office, Kingston, of punishing a boy, with undue*

severity, on aSunday. The accuser “ heard a sound of very heavy blows

;

they were repeal to* about#tlie number of twenty, beftre the person on

whom they were ilflicted screamed ; when the boy commence*} scream-

ing, the punishmentwas increased, and continued for several minutes ;

the cries of the negro^e so distressing, that one gentleman left the

house in disgusf; auoth? remarked to the inflictor, “ that he seemed to

be taking very effectual iftans to drive away customers, Wie accused

said, “ that he bad only giv* the boy half-a-dozdfl licks with a cow-skin,

to his jacket and tr^r* The accuser was ready to swear that

VOL. I.
*
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there were at least thirt^-n^ie blows, and those he had heard at a great

distance^ The boy was produced, and declared 'that, having been de-

tained itafle on a message, Humphries haft ordered a negro to flog him

:

“ He flog me weB; then M*. Clark srffVe no ftalf-fttfe x&e, and take the

cow-skin himself and flog me very much,” The accused fibre exclaimed,

" You lie, sir/* an* ms not checked, by the bendh. The boy was ordered

to withdraw with a medical man, who, on his return, said the boy was
“ not in the slightest degree injufSd.” Humphries was dismissed with

a reprimand, for flogging the boy on the Sabbath.

II. On the 24th September, 1831, a Court of Protection was formed

at Kingston, for the purpose of investigating the $*se of a boy whd had
been severely lacerated by his mistress. The boy was exhibited in dWta

court, " and no one," say^ the Royal Gazette, “ could view the marra

on his body without shuddering." Mr. Tyrell, who saw the boy shortly

after he was punished, described the state in which he found him, as

“ revolting to human nature." “ Delicacy forbids the publication of par-

ticulars," says the Ga/ette. *“ The mistress, Madame Popotte Dijeine,

admitted that she had purchased the cow-skin and licked the boy round

the loins. She expressed no contrition. The question being put, whether

there was a case for prosecution ; the Board divided—six in the affirma-

tive, and six in the negative. The chairman “ considering it was a

matter that ought to be fairly investigated," gave the casting vote in favour

of prosecution. The case was subsequently handed over to the City

Solicitor for^jbho Crown; and, from that day to this, we have been

unable to trace it further.

III. On the 28th of November, 1829, *Mr. Taylor, attorney of James
B. Wildman, owner of the Low-Ground estate in the parish of Clarendon,^

in thexlischarg* of his duty as overseer, impounded some stock belonging"

to K&netlfcM^ of North Hall. M'Dmiald, in revenge,

ordered two of to“flog Eleanor James, a slave belonging to the

Low-Ground'bstate. His command was executed in a manner which drew
from those 'cognizant of the case, the epithets, “ barbdSfous, inhuman,
atrocious." The woman was taken by'ofoe of her masters book-keepers

before a Mr. M'Leod, a magistrate. According to the book-keeper's

story, Mr. M'Leod refused to examine the woman, and sent her a dis-

tance of thirty miles to complain to the Clark of the PeiSw!, Recording
to Mr. M'Leod’s own story, “ he told heirio take up her clothes that he
might seewne wounds ; she took up her clothes, but as he saw no marks
ef reeent flogging, he thought she had not raised her clothes sufficiently,

and fad her to raise them higher, which she did ; he still*could discover

no iflKks, exceptafiome of a former Bogging, and as he was going on a
journqtfjhe thought it best to refer her to the Clerk of the Peace." In
April, 1830, the case was brought before a Counsel of Protection ; whiejj
“ Resolved, That the subject matter of complaint is not properly

nizable by the*Counsel of Protection, but that the owner of„he slave
has his remedy against the person or persons inflicting sucj punishment

;

if a slave or slaves by indictment in the Slave Court ; and if by a frei
person or persons, by indictment in the ^Quarter Sessions or Grand
Court.” *The reason why the case was not held cogitable by the Counsel
is excellent,—the person causing the slave to brpunjghed was not her
qtaater. In January, 1831, the two slaves whfflogged the woman were
indicted, but acquitted on their master comf,g forward, and d—J—W
that they had acted by his orders. The ogy persons then on the island
who had been present, were MacdonaMj wife and some slaVes, whose
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evidence wm not admissible pgainst a white ; of courpe, no proceedings
could be instituted against t|# delinquent. A complaint was presented
to the governorwho remonstrated with jthe Vestry bf the parish, but
without eflfcdt;

IV. One more instance of the legal juggling played off upon the alaves

—of the villanous " keeping the word of promise to the ear, and break-
ing it to the hope,”—and we hava*done with this part of our subject

:

Robert Aird died in 1819, leaving fourteen slaves and othes property—
His executor, Robert Fairweather, was directed,* after satisfying all his

'Creditors, to emancipate the whole of the slaves. This he neglected to

perform till he wasTfrought into court in October, 1831. It was proved
that the testator had died possessed of property worth, at least, £260,
independent of the slaves. It was proved) that from 1804 up to 1831,

no judgment was oj^en against the deceased. The executor pleaded that

the testator had directed him to purchase a piece of ground and divide

it among'the slaves ; maintaining, that until this had been accomplished,

they had no right to their freedom.
r
jrtiis defence was over-rujpd as

frivolous. He next produced a judgment taken against tho estate of
the deceased, by liis (the executor's) own son for i‘180. It was found
to want the mark of the Record Office ; and was, consequently, held to

be inadmissible. Four of the slaves had died in the interim. The jury

found the executor guilty, “ Damnye* 7 \d." It is worthy, of remark,
that the same month which witnessed the return pf this righteous ver-

dict, saw a slave condemned to perpetual confinement iiffthe workhouse,

for absconding six months from his master's service.

We request the most thorough-going supporter of our West Indian

system of slavery, to read these narratives,—told as matters of course

and every-day occurrence by the slave-holders ^hqfts$|vfes—and, after

this, we dare him to deny the vile despotism dxerd$££d by the whites

over their victims. It appears from their own admission, that blacks,

who have giyen no offence, may be treated with wanton cruelty to spite

their masters ; it has been proved, that the same men who can outrage

all decency, when a mal-treated female sues for redress, become even

finically decorous, when there is a possibility of veiling from the public

eye a hoy’s sufferings ; it has been proved, that so common are blows and

scourgiligs, that weals, sea#, and ulcers, have become the badge of all

the negro tribe ; it has been proved, that the negro may tys juggled out

of his freedom with impunity ; it has been proved that there is no court
*

that will grant tho slave redress against the white, -But there is yet

more behind. It is not enough that our colonies prepare for their

black brethren a hell upon earth, they mupt also confjr upon it as much

of eternity as is in their puny power.

With the most eager inveteracy have the planters protested against

every recognition of a common humanity in the negroes. Earnestly and

unrelentingly do they struggle against every concession that justice

claims for them. They will not even allow them the honour of being

called the King’s subjects.* Mr. Lynch remarked, that* “ in the despatch,

labourers were no longer termed slaves, but his Majesty's subjects . He
denied that they were his Majesty's subjects. His Majesty had sold them

(?) to others, and lie could not ask taxes, or levy troops from them.*”

On the same evening that these sentiments were propounded in the Legis-

lative Assembly of Jamaica, Mr. Beaumont brought forward his motion,

* Jamaica Howe of Assembly?* ^Deba&on the Governor’s Message, Friday, Novem-
ber 28, 18H1
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that slaves should be allotted purchase their liberty. When it came
to a division, Mr. Beaumont and Mr. Watkins were the only members
who voted in the affirmative. These sayings and doings of the most

wealthy, influential, and intelligent inhabitants of that colony, are a use-

ful commentary upon certain dark passages in the resolutions passed at

the various parish* meetings last summer. One and all of them declare

that they are anxious to prepare the slaves for emancipation ; but one

and all of them express their belief that to deprive them of slave labour

would be to"render thejr lands and machinery useless and valueless.* It

is hard to reconcile sentiments so contradictory. The avowal, how-

ever, that they hold their slaves to he beyond the g$otection of the law,

and that they would not take any steps to admit them within it, shews

that the first averment was^ merely made in pity to the prejudices of

Englishmen. They were unwilling to startle our weak minds. But, in

truth, that state to which they have reduced the bl6fck9 they are deter-

mined to perpetuate.

Really, on looking back at< the grounds of complaint we have gone

over,*it does not appear that there is any necessity to search further for

the occasion of the late revolt. We have already—and we use the words

deliberately and of forethought, as the expression of an opinion at which

we have arrived after careful inquiry and reflection—said enough, not to

palliate, but to justify, the negro rebellion. Say what we may—prostrate

as much as we please of our common sense and human feeling at the

throne of inte§|pt and self-will—still every man must acknowledge that a

state of slavery is an unnatural condition. While, for the sake of peace

and quiet, we acknowledge a right of property in the inanimate and brute

creation, we confess ourselves unatle to understand how one man can,

upon any pretext,
v
lay claim to the ownership and use of the sinews of

another. The law of property—that great compact upon which all civil

society is based-billows me*to use my superior skill, knowledge, and
activity to denude my neighbour (so that force or fraud he not employed)
of every thing but his bodily and mental powers,—and he must acquiesce.

But his physical frame—so incomprehensibly united with his mental—is

liis inalienably. He may not transfer the property in it to another, with-

out himself sinning against the first law of nature ; he may not bo de-

prived of it by external coercion, without being grossly and unpardonably
wronged. However silken the bands which bind him, he owes it to him-

. self—to that mysterious Power which gave him being, the moment he
awakens into intellectual life, to burst them asunder ; and this right is

not in the slightest degree trenched upon, when cruelty, and mockery,
and all the oppression which despotism can invent, have made the iron

of slavery enter into his soul, and sting him to madness. The actions

* The petition of the colonial delegates, assembled at Barbadoes, says s—“ TTie
inhabitants of these colonies, or tlieir ancestors, have expended considerable sums of
money, not only in the purchase of slaves, but of lands, buildings, machinery, stock,
implements, and utensils of husbandry, which without the labour of the slave would be
rendered of no value, and any indemnity made to Bhe colonist should embrace all

and every species of property.” It requires a face beyond that of Joseph Surface
(“ moral to the last”) to insert what follows in the same document :—“ Your peti-

tioners pray leave to represent, that, by their efforts to improve the condition of the
slave they have already raised himfar above the original state ofbarbarism ; that they
have placed him in the possession of comparative comfort ; that they have
invested him with privileges and immunities, and that they are gradually

« proceeding to qualify himfor a larger participation in the advantages of civilized

life',"—Mercy on us ! Major Longbow lied terribly, but nothing like this.
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to which his frenzy prompts liiin run parallel to tKe. Instigations of his
natural sense of right, and halloo him on to victdijyL The arm which
strikes for freedom is hallowed under everj circumstance.

But we pledge ourselves, in addition to the fact, that the iron bondage
of our slave colonies justified its victims bursting froj* it in wrath, to
shew that the clamours of the planters themselves instilled into their

serfs the belief that a mighty nation had decreed their freedom—that the
assertion of certain rights by the planters, at all hazards, set*the negroes
the example of vindicating their liberty with their^own right hands—that
the deafness of the planters to the yell of the coming storm, audible
to every ear but their own, prevented them from guarding against it.

In February, 1831, delegates from Barbadoes, Antigua, Demerara and
Esscquibo, Dominica, Grenada, Nevis, St. Kitt's, St. Vincent, Tobago,
and the Virgin Islands, met in the first-mentioned colony, and agreed
upon addresses to the King and both Houses of Parliament, and a memo-
rial to the Board of Trade. In all of these it is assumed,—that the
continuation of slave labour is essential to the very existence of the colo-

nies; that to abrogate it would be an interference with the rights of
private property ; and that measures were in progress for infringing this

right. On the lGth of August, in the same year, “the Merchants,
Planters, and others, interested in the welfare of Tobago," assembled in

the Court House of Scarborough, declare,—“ That we have heard with

dismay and apprehension, that it is in contemplatV>n to emancipate the

negro slaves in this island, without giving any comperilation whatever

to the individual so to be deprived of his property." About the same
time Nevis transmitted an address to the King, couched in more mode-
rate terms, but insinuating the same belief. But in Jamaica the clamour

was, if possible, more loud, bitter, and incessant than elsewhere. Meet-
ings were held in every parish, long spceoiies wet

j made, fierce resolu-

tions passed,* and published repeatedly in different jfapers. The whole

island, indeed, during the months of July, August, and September, bore

no unapt resemblance to an ant-hill in a state of alarm—a dense multi-

tude of fierce, little, assiduous creatures, hurrying hither and thither,

tumblingover each other, ejecting little jets of venom, and biting at all and

sundry. Still the burden of their song Was, that a faction in the House

of Commons, aided and abetted by his Majesty’s Ministers, had in con-

templation to force certain legislative and fiscal regulations upon the

islands, which must necessarily work their ruin ; and still in the van of’

these tyrannical enactments was placed the bugbear^—immediate and

unconditional emancipation of the slaves.

But the declarations of our valorous drinkers of Sjpngaree, and cur-

riers of black hides, did not stop here. There wrere to be “ wars and

rumours of wars." At the meeting of the parish of St. George, it was

resolved, among other things,—“ That no law or power can justly de-

' prive us of our rights, and we should ill deserve the name of Britons,

did we, by non-resistance, allow our properties to be wrested from us,

till compensation is fixed find provided, and made available ;
* * *

that possessing, as we do, British feelings and honour, we here publicly

declare, that we will never submit to the spoliation of our property,

without a spirited and desperate resistance ;
* * * That this parish

will cheerfully co-operate with the other parishes in forming a union for

the preservation of the colony, &c." The meeting in the parish of St*

Ann's is called expressly for the purpose of taking into consideration*

“ the means of forming a colonial union, that; by a simultaneous and
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united effort of the whole colony, so concentrated in government and

action, we may hofe> under Providence, to preserve our Jives and pro-

perties/' The petitioners of Manchester get positively pathetic—speak

of. ^perishing with honour/* “ casting a halo round their memories,
1 *

and u dying martyrs/* end conclude with the doughty declaration,—*

that “ even their*enemies may live, and have cause to repent of their

unnatural and sanguinary conduct/* The meeting in Clarendon parish,

which, with something approaching to antithesis, denominates itself “ a

meeting of "the inhabitants, slaveholders and freeholders,** speaks yet

more plainly:—'“ Resolved, that in furtherance of these views, our

representatives in Assembly be requested to support any measure brought

forth, for the establishment in each parish of a permanent militia ; and

that we will cheerfully not only do our duty therein, but contribute to

their maintenance/* These resolves are a fair specimen of the rest

passed throughout the island. We need only add, that the House of

Assembly was taunted, in full convocation, by one of its members, for

having talked so many years *of resistance, without having taken any

steps towards effecting it.

The warlike propensities of our islanders did not vent themselves in

words alone, there were demonstrations also. The militia inspections

were noticed and dwelt upon with even more than the usual emphasis.

The Cornwall Regiment of Horse, the We&tern Interior Regiment of

Light Infantry, the St. Andrew's Regiment, with its artillery and rifle

companies ; the regiments of St. Mary's and St. John's, and St. Dorothy's,

Clarendon, Manchester, and Kingston ; tjie hardy mountaineers of St.

Andrew's,—all met with at least their due meed of praise. Then there

were balls and dinners, where toasts were given, and “ patriotic members ’

reminded of their diities to the Colony, and “ independent electors ’’assured

of the devotion of their “ manly representatives.” In short, every one
was as valiant and, confident, as fine weather, drink, the qdffliration of

pretty women, red coats, white feathers, military music, and firing of

blank cartridge could make him.

Now we put it to the common sense of any man, even though he may
have the misfortune to be a planter, to say what must have been the

effect of these proceedings of the year 1831, upon the minds of the slaves ?

They were told that Great Britain had determined to make them free,

but that their masters were resolved to intercept the boon. They were
. taught by the language of these same masters, that the question must,
in all human probability, be determined by an appeal to arms. They
learned from the ostentatious mustering of the militia regiments, the
numerical force with which they had to contend. Leaving entirely out
of view the fact, that many of the slaves have learned to read, and do
habitually peruse the Gazettes, the Africans are proverbial for curiosity,

and little likely to close their ears and eyes to the marchings and coun-
termarchings, the speechifyings and grumblings of their masters. The
more vague and desultory their information, the more likely to excite

exaggeftrted hopes. If the planters of Jamaj/ca had wished to stir up a
rebellion, they could not have managed the affair more admirably than
by thus leading the slaves to believe, that England had demanded, and
was ready to fight for, their freedom ; and by vapouring about a war with
the*mother country, which heeded their threats as little as a mastiff
“ couched in grim repose" does the yelping of a lady's spoiled lap-dog—

-

* W*ter ne£*ect ^e pregnant symptoms of commotion among the
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These were, indeed, portentous enough to rouse the attention of any
one but a West India planter. So early as the end ofjl&ly, it was assert*

ed in the Cornwall Courant, that the slavra in one comer of the island

were in full expectation of obtaining their liberty at Christmas. Ift ^tbe

beginning of September, the incendiary began his work pi Cornwall, and
the negroes on the neighbouring estates were remarked to be unusually
remiss in their exertions to extinguish the flames. About the same time,

repeated fires broke out in Kingston, accompanied by circumstances

strongly indicative of design. The Montego Bay Gazette’ informed us

oh the 15th of October, that a report of serious disturbances inthe parish

of Bt. Ann, (which afterwards proved unfounded) had induced the

authorities to order out the parish militia on permanent duty. In the

course of December, the coshering among the slaves was known to the

overseers of almost every estate in the parishes of St. James and Tre-
lawny. Yet the executive government was kept in utter ignorance

of the fact till the twenty-second of December. The overseers were,

in several instances, taken prisoners by tlfe slaves. The parish custodes,

the magistrates, and militia, were surprised, and obliged to retreat

before the insurgents, to gather together in small bands for the pur-

pose of defence, or to retreat into Montego Bay, until the regular

troops arrived to support them. The men, who a few months before,

had been wielding the lash over their slaves, and daring the whole
power of Britain to free them if it could, laj now scattered and

irresolute at the mercy of their despised bondsmen. Thus has an-

other authority been added for our conviction, that the slaveholders of

the West Indies would not be sur% of their lives and property for art

instant, but for the support afforded them by British bayonets. And
in addition, a most instructive contrast is held out to our view in

the language of the slaves and their masters. The latter cried out " to

take as few prisoners as possible," and gloatedf with savage ecstasy

over the prospective strangulation of the innocent Baptist^ The former,

scarcely in one instance, hurt or insulted their prisoners, until some of

their friends had fallen. One of their leaders expressly declared, “ That

he did not wish to take away the life of any person who did not stand

between him and his rights."

These, then, are the facts regarding the last servile war of Jamaica.

Our only surprise is, that it has spread over so narrow a district, and

been so easily crushed. It was not the work of any class of missionaries/

further than this, that they have contributed to enlighten the minds of

the blacks; and that every step in knowledge unfits a man for slavery.

To evade this danger, the planters must shut their slaves out from access

to every source of information, however trivial. The true cause of the

insurrection, is the unnatural and unjust character of every social system,

of which slavery forms a part. Such a state of society is entirely arti-

ficial, and can only be bolstered up by props, as unnatural and revolting

as itself. The history of every country, where a portion of the population

is in a state of slavery, as but one continued recurrence of periodical

revolts like the present, accompanied by bloodshed, conflagration, and

military excesses. The slaves feel an indelible hankering after liberty,—

are goaded on by the cruelties of their masters,—are put down with

the strong hand, and remain quiet till the firBt and more vivid impressions

of their defeat are effaced. The whole system is essentially rotten, and

costs more in the constant repairs that are neeessary, than would wjBco
to erect a permanent and substantial fabric in its stead. The legislators
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and executive of a slave state, are like men standing on the yielding

deals of a worm-eaten floor, busied nailing fresh timber over the holes

through which their predecessors have disappeared.

Urgently do we request thfc attention of all, who in this country or the

W94& Indies, have any concern in perpetuating the abuse of slavery to

these considerations. In this, as in every important step in life, delay

is death. The upholding of the slave system costs this country immense
sums annually, while the islands in which it exists, are so many lazar-

houses, where rot, year after year, hundreds of her bravest troops. As
we share in the guilt, so do wre share in the punishment. The uphold-

ing of the slave system keeps the West Indian proprietor in a constant

fever of suspicion, anger and terror. II is w’hole existence is devoted

to a game at hazard, in which health, the best feelings of the heart,

and often life itself, are squandered away in the greedy hope, that

some precarious throw may bring him wealth. Here, too, may we trace

the hand of a superintending and retributive Providence. The contra-

vention of the laws of nature places the perpetrator in a state of constant

suffering, the undoubted and necessary consequence of his own trans-

gression. The only measure that can give security and permanent peace

to the West Indies, is the immediate and unconditional abolition of

slavery, “ Prepare the slaves gradually for emancipation !” In other

words, do not allow your boy to go into the water till he has learned to

swim. “ Give the planter compensation !” Even were it not true that Eng-
land has paid more than half the purchase-money of his slaves, he ought
to thank us for ridding him of so bad a bargain. They cost him more to

keep them quiet as slaves, than the property he claims in them is worth.

A LAWYER'S DREAM.

To sleep—perchanrr to dream—
A}—there’s the rub

l

Every age has been marked out from amongst its fellows, by some dis-

tinguishing appellation. That in wdiich we live wr
ill be known, in after

times, as “ The Age of clubs," wljilc its battles and its books, its religions,

.revolutions, and reforms, will figure only as so many episodes, to fill up
the crow ded pages of our future historians. The destinies of England
are now ruled by clubs, which form a vast representative assembly, from
which society receives, with willingness, its laws. Each town, each
class, has its Albiofts, or its Alfreds ; there is not a hamlet in the country

but boasts of its occasional re-unions, where, perhaps, under some more
modevt roof, politics and porter, whiggery and whiskey, dimly shadow forth

the aristocratic glories of Brookes’, or of Boodles', where, perhaps, some
village Crockford, though with diminished returns, strives to allure the
heedless hodman, by inducements, certes not^so great, but equally vm-
phsiiifi, as those which overcome the prodigal peer at the famous esta-

blishment in St. James's.

In our Own f
* gude town," I have the honour to rank myself in the

lists of a club, entirely composed of members of that mighty limb,
the Law. We arc no gamesters, as are. We console our-

however, in the absence of the dice-box, by the decanter. We
play&oulette alone in our reelings homeward, while rouge et noir is
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correctly pictured forth, only in the corresponding Colours of our visages

and our vestments. Freed from the harass of the winter session, the
12th of March is the day of our great anniyersary. Then do we spend
the night, not “ in converse of deep philosophy/* but in wassail a^Kfai

"

wine—

“

In the red cup that crowns (query drowns) our merntpy."

The song, the jest, most frequently at the expense of some re-

nowned and unfortunate litigator, pass round the joyous board, while

some successful aspirant whispers in his neighbour's ear the tple of a for-

tunate and a feeful campaigh, counting over, like a reaper after har-

vest, or more properly, perhaps, like a thief, after having bound the

true man, the produce of his professional spoliations, while all fail

not to

Tell o’er the tales of many a night of toil,

And marvel where they next shall seize a spoil

:

No matter where—the agent’s care be this

—

Theirs—to believe no prey nor place amiss.”

Our last anniversary was probably the fullest meeting in our annals ;

but a melancholy gloom seemed thrown around us. Old and esteemed good
jokes passed off unregarded ; even though Apollo—Magnus Apollo liim-

self-^bent his bow with his usual felicity and force, the shafts fell un-
heeded and harmless to the ground. Even the wine made no impression,

and it would appear, as if we had swallowed the corks and not the con-

tents of unnumbered bottles, so buoyant and obtruding our sorrows had
become. The appalling fact oozed out at last,—the season had been a

failure, and the seed for future crops appeared to be withered at the core.

It is not difficult to imagine that men.#o familiar, through life, with the elu-

cidation of causes, should endeavour to trace, to its true source, the origin

of this dreadful diminution of professional remuneration. Cholera had, for

awhile, to bear tl!& malediction of the meeting, the attack lamely led by

one who, for^tting, in the ardour of the chase, the prhper division of la-

bour, appeared not so much to jump as tofly towards the object of his en-

mity. The extension of national temperance had the honour ofa damning

notice from a huge-boned man, “ fat, i* faith, and corpulent”—whose

enormous potations left no doubt as to thtf unity of his practice with his

principles. The march of intellect—that rogues' march, amongst our

labourers, landowners, and commercialists, was adduced by a parchment

faced homunculus, who, in doleful accents, recounted the fearful fall-

ing off of productive Pleas, and provincial recommendations. The opi-
*

nion, however, of an aged and atrabilarian anatomy, oh whose withered

front might be read the mark of that self-slayer Corruption, seemed

to carry the weight of the majority. In a long diatribe, he vented forth

his anger against Reform, to which alone he attributed the sinking lucre

of the law, silencing, by the appropriate apologue of the goose and the

golden egg, the interrupting dissent of two eminent political assistants,

(my fat friend and ,) who chuckled over the recent spoils

of a northern contested election. At an early hour we broke up, when
each, with his head full of wine, and his heart full of despair, strove

with tortuous perplexity to accomplish “ the house and the home that

owned him.”

At mine a blazing hearth awaited my arrival. Brooding o’er the

long catalogue of the night's adventures, with indifferent avidity,

I seized upon the nearest work which lay on my table. Drawing,,my
chair towards the fire, and putting my feet on the fender, I proce^ed *

to unfold its ample pages, which bore for a titlq^the following awful
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appellation, “ A Bill (as amended by the Committee,) to amend the

representation of the people, &c. &c.” There seemed something som in the coincidence between this chance selection and the evening'

s

* c0#*ersation, that 1 determined to re-peruse it. More in sorrow than

in'anger, I wadfd through its various preliminary clauses, and conclud-

ing condemnatory schedules. Throwing myself back in despair, a long

train of disagreeable images floated before my disturbed imagination. The
whole beautifully-proportionedand profitabl&machinery of paper votes,

—

the snug brotherhood of boroughs, place^rprofits, and pensions, to-

gether with all the pride, pomp, and circumstance of mighty member-
mongering, cozening, and corruption, all my poor little ones of

schedule A, at one fell swoop torn off from the roll of our glorious con-

stitution ! A lawyer’s occupation gone ! Boroughs huddled up with

shires in indecent and unwilling union,—constrained connexion of

uncongenial counties,—the ancient splendour of royalties forced into the

democratic arms of upstart and mushroom manufactories, or perchance

for ever blotted out from the 'fnap of political power,—viewing all these,

I wept for my unhappy couq|ry. Musing, like old Mortality, on this

painful record of a goodly 0my of martyred greatness, a heavy sleep

overcame my maudlin sensibilities, and disclosed to my astonished
w mind’s eye ” a new host of frightful representations.

Methought I had bent my steps towards St. Giles’s. On the way up,

I was particularly struck by the altered appearance of every thing

around me. A new freshness, a new health and contentment seemed to

glow in the countenances of our mechanics, while a teeming commerce
appeared transacting at every counter, behind which stood the pleased

and prosperous shopman, whose windows displayed a list of prices, which

made his goods within the reach of all, even of the poorest. Every
thing, in fine, bespoke a wealth, a happiness, and *mfort, I had not

hitherto in any city bbserved. I could have faneiod myself transported

into the failed land where roast pigeons fly into the mouths of the

inhabitants, and fountains of champagne bubble up perennially to kiss

their lips. There was one thing which struck me with peculiar force.

The brazen sceptre which adorned the statue of the Grand Monarque in

the crossing of Hanover Street, was wrested from the Royal grasp. Re-
gretting this unaccountable change, and the loss sustained by the arts,

I pressed forward on my journey. A new subject of marvel soon

occurred. In the window of a flourishing-looking shop, I read the

startling notice,* “ Just Published, Tait’s Magazine fob January,
1836 !—Did I dream ? Where was I ? Again I looked, there 1836 still

met my eyes,—it was incomprehensible,—had I slept over the inter-

mediate space? *This was a mystery I could not understand. A tide

of men, in merry congratulation, poured down the Earthpn Mound. I

hurried up, but every one seemed to avoid me as an unclean thing.*

As I turned into the High Street, a vast congregation had assembled,

cheering an individual mounted on a triumphal car. Do I see, do I hear
aright ? Hustings erected at the Cross of Edinburgh, and the man of

the people returned as its independent representative ! I could not bear

the sight. I entered the Parliament Square. A sombre and unwonted
stillness, not the hurrying to and fro of ordinary days, hud possession of
the place.

As I crossed the threshold of the great hall, I gazed with redoubled
« astgjnishment on the scene before me. Every thing was changed. There
wa& none of that ^confusion and noise, none of that crowding and
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congregating, none of that clamouring of angry ioun»*1 wrangling at the
aide bar I had usually observed ; even the jesters of the sto>v»w*re silent

;

the voice o£ the crier was hushed, and his^desk desolate as the waDb
of Balclutha ! Yet was the hall not untenanted. There might be a^i
two hundred individuals there assembled. Heavens! who are tlfty?

Their glaring eyes and h?£&ard looks must now portend some dreadful

purpose ! One of them, T remembered in his high and palmy state, but

he now appeared with a ps&te and deathlike hue overspreading his once

noble countenance. He tldjpddresgei me “ The game is now up,—
years have proved that the Reform Bill has saved the country, but we—
we are ruined. Jobbing, our only hope, has been wrested from our hands,

we are held up to the world’s scorn as false prophets and placeless

politicians,—but we will not succumb,—no rijjjjp this day are gathered

together from all parts of the country, the soferemnants of a once great

party now breathing forth its last ; there be yet a few makers of votes,

whom men call political agents, and traders in votes, whom men call

boroughmongers, who have the courage to consummate this terrible

sacrifice which is now preparing,—who wijjymffer martyrdom rather than
change their opinions, detestable thoughlBfer may be/'

A vast mass of musty parchments w as borne into the hall, and piled up
at the foot of the statue of Lord Melville, which those around regarded

as a fitting altar-piece to receive the offering, an altar-piece at which they

had all often, and not unanswered, kneeled. An emphatic address

was delivered by one of the members, who, holding aloft, what

I was told, was a copy of the Reform Bill, called down impreca-

tions on the heads of those who wtye its promoters, its authors, and

admirers. Applying to it a lighted torch, he thrust it blazing into the

pile before him, cast himself upon it, and called upon those around

him to follow his Example. At this time a pew and strange occurrence

distracted thqjr attention—a huge and ponderous £hoese, on which was

graven the name of a wealthy western county, came rolliijg along the

floor. This did not fail to attract the attention of a large fat man, who
seemed by no means ambitious of the honours of martyrdom. He looked

amongst his former friends, but they seemed to proffer nothing worthy

of his acceptance. By and by an extraordinary metamorphosis seemed

to take place as he gazed with riveted delight on the tempting bait

that travelled past before him. His ears began to prick up—his face,

from which now protruded a long and wiry whisker, commenced an

unnatural elongation—his arms seemed gradually to assume the appear-

ance of fore legs ; and at last a long tail began to emanate from the

hinder part of liis now embrow ned and brutified body. Rtfund and round

about he whisked in delighted pursuit of the said tail, gambolling and

squeaking as if proud of his newly acquired honours, when off he banged

in the chase, Succeeded in running down the game, and disappeared from

my view into some musty hole, to chewr and to mumble it at leisure. lie

wras quickly followed by nearly the whole of the assemblage, all of whom
underwent the same extraordinary transmogrification.

With the exception of myself, one only remained. He lay stretched on

the blazing pile, imprecating curses on the hcadsjof the deserters. 1 wept
for the departure of political consistency,—and as he beheld the tears

trickle down my cheeks, he called me to come near to him. I advanced

within his reach ,
—

“

Thou alone art worthy to share the glorious death

of the last of the Boroughmongers/* Saying this, he dragged me amongst
the flames, and clasped me as with a giant's strength within his
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scorchiug embrace. In vain I struggled to escape—-the flames seized

On my quivering members. I looked up, in beseeching prayer, to the

statue overhead, and behead, dropping from the cold image of my
former patron, tears*, which but too clearly announced that the interest

he bnd his once possessed was now gone for ever. I cast my eyes to-

wards the painted window, which, instead of' the figure of justice, now
represented the angel of destruction, trampling on the ruins of rotten

boroughs, />n whose streets was imprinteddM^dimming alpha of Reform.

A long array of martyred patriots, leadf||? in chains those forsworn

jurymen who had convicted, and those corrupt judges who had con-

demned them, filled up the picture. Gazing on these my heart sickened

within me. The dying curses of the wretch beside me added fresh

horrors to my situatioi^ifcThe heat now became suffocating and into-

lerable ; the flames reached all around me. Death, with his sunken eye

and bloodless skull, hovered round, his arm uplifted for the blJ)V.

With a fiendlike stare he launched the fatal arrow. I hounded up
with a horrid shriek, and—awoke in a devil of a fright. What was

my astonishment to find iiffifeet nearly fried by the fire, the Bill I had

been reading, and which vpRtt held in my hand, in a blaze, from being

placed too near the candle, and my mail John, with hands upraised, in

the act of throwing over me a pitcher of cold water, fresh draun from

the pump

!

IJtlSH TITHES. -

Lv Scotland,^where the right of resuming the wealth bestowed upon an

intolerant and oppressive church was, de facto, asserted, several centuries

ago, we find it difficult to account for the infatuation which still con-

tinues to see something sacred in the institution of tithes. We would
not exactly go the length of recommending that the example set by our

ancestors should be followed in all its details. The portion of the pro-

duce of the land which was entailed upon the Episcopalian Church of

Ireland, may be better bestowed than upon a rapacious and domineering
aristocracy. But the application of the tithes of Ireland, which the will

of the nation has decreed shall no longer be applied to the support of an
anti-national priesthood, is not the subject which we propose to discuss

at present, any more than the abstract expediency of tithing as a mode of

impost. We may be more usefully employed in submitting the English
and Scottish public—which, in this matter is shamefully ignorant—

a

detailed account of the real nature and pressure of the tithe system in

Ireland, occasionally interspersing the dry and revolting narrative with
such reflections as naturally suggest themselves. We are enabled to do
this in the most satisfactory manner, $rom the returns made to the
Catholic Association. The census-book, compiled by^grder of that

Assembly, has been kindly placed in our hands—a favour which he alone
who has waded through the mass of unsatisfactory Parliamentary papers,

or yet more unsatisfactory private reports, labouring to attain clear

information on this subject, can adequately appreciate. These returns,

if complete, would furnish the finest body of moral statistics that per-
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haps ever existed, within the same compass i and yet we cannot regret
that they are imperfect, for this imperfection waB caused by the wise

and noble measure which gave peace to the Consciences of seven millions

of British subjects. The returns were interrupted £y emancipation. Tfce
fragment of the blade, however, that remains would be sufficient to give

a death-blow to tithes, had not the general combination of the Irish

people already extinguished them.

The returns embrace msm^subjects. The first column contains the

number of Catholics in tlflnish
;
the second thpt of Not-Catholies ;

the third the amount of tffUs ; the fourth of church cess ; the fifth

of glebe ; the sixth of bishop's lands ; the seventh contains information

respecting schools ; the eighth respecting places of religious worship ; the

ninth contains a list of the principal landed proprietors, whether absentee

!

>r resident ; the tenth remarks on the statiPbf cultivation, with such

Aher general observations as were deemed proper to communicate.

y,)ne word as to the authority of this valuable document. We regard

t as entitled to the highest degree of credit. The returns were made, in

almost every instance, by the Homan Catholic clergyman of the parish,

attested by his signature, published in tH^iewspapers, and circulated

through the empire. If incorrect, they were open to contradiction and
exposure. The full blaze of publicity was about them ; a vigilant, active,

wealthy party, with an able and not very scrupulous portion of the press

at its command, was watching for any instance of misrepresentation or

error. As we are not aware that any objection moment has been

made to them, it is unnecessary to say more. If respectability of cha-

racter, the fullest publicity, and the scrutinizing examination of enemies,

cannot secure fidelity in such returns' we know not what precautions can

secure it.

Without further preface* we address ourselves to our task.

In the three parishes of Magherafclt, Arioe, and Clonoe, (diocese of

Armagh) there were, at the time the return was made :

—

( ’atfiolics, 11,826

Not-Catholics, ----- 6,080

Amount of Tithe* alone, £1,3S3 a-year; independent of 215 acres of

glebe in the first parish
;
a house and glebe, worth £200 a-year, in the

second ; and a house ami glebe in the third, worth £*100 a-year. The total

sum, therefore, paid—not for 6,089 members of the Established Church,

but for the proportion of its adherents contained in 6,089 Non-Catholic*—

amounts to within a few pounds of £2000 a-year. Thisjn a parish where

nearly two-thirds of the inhabitants are Catholic ! The Catholics of

these three parishes, consequently, pay for the spiritual necessities of per-

haps 3000 Protestants, about £1200 a-year. A reader, whose percep-

tions of justice have not been blunted by early participation in something

similar to that iniqffftous system of jobbing and plifhder which prevails in

Ireland, will think this sufficiently unjust ; but what will his surprise be

when he is told that to this sum of £2000 a-year, he is to add “ an immense

tract of church lands,” in the same district? When he is further in-

formed, that the Catholic inhabitants of one parish are in such a state of

poverty, that their own chap& is in a miserable, defying state, can

he wonder they should detest the Establishment, which clothes itself

in splendour from the money of the poor, while the services of their

religion are dishonoured and disabled by the distress which that Esta-

blishment occasions ? If he were further informed, that, although the
t
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Here, where* the Catholics are to the KoUCf&holics in a greater ratio
thegt, etey-e^tp one, <jlw tithes amount ,to £2675 f not to mention th$&e

m tlmilpirn

e

, the gec&ufof tfyree, ind the las^ ofthirty Sores,)

and ther c^urih 4es£ Xpd all this for the spiritual edification of perhaps
700^peisois ivC$ndt be a matter of surprise that the ravenous hunger
of the Es^blisbfnent, and her total sterilit^o| good should bejhe con.

sequence of such a pampered indulgence ? [JL salary, quite dispropojm

tioned to the-jfluftntity of service rendered, fs perhaps the moslf effectual

mode ever invented to se$u?e the slo\ enly
<

jjj^harge, and ultimately

the utter neglect, of ejjen that over-rated dutjJ* you tell the individual

ill the mo^t impressive of all lauguage,—At of- your acts,—that he is

paid ffft ^bme ot^er^cause,—that the office is a merq cloak, a bctytttye, a
pretext foi^ tho s(fapf.

K He an<l, indent, very justly infers,

that the duijesof]p factitious office Snare its falsehood^md insignificance.

Contempt is of a contagious nature. Having learned to despise the farce

of part, he proceeds to look on the whole imthe same light, and to con-
found the slight share of real utility with the mass of deception j^r which i

it is surrounded. In the Irish church the evil is much aggravated. The
incumbent^ $tllebs blinded by early prepossessions, is sensible that his

claims to the tenth part of tlie property of the Catholic, who receives no
equhalent i^h^tcver for it, has no ground in justice, but is based solely

on law. His claim is no right,—it is a mere creature, a fiction, the

mode and degree of resistance to which, otita; to*be determined by^*

prudence. The consequences on both sides ftwr obvious. Unlesslome
peculiar causes produce an urtusual degre^Bf personal affection, even hia

moderate demands are looked on by the people as unfeeling extortions.

The clergyman having broken t^e standard of right, and set up in its

place the rule of legality, is too apt to make ^iis necessities, his avarice,

or the patienc^of the parish, the measure of his claftns. deniable, too,

that he can urge no groUnd^f justice in his favour,—-jjpfc hfc is but the

creature of the legislature,—he tre^s every opposition tithes as a

personal insult to himself, and a resiAAce to government. Accordingly,

on the first struggles of irritated nature, he shouts rebellion, besieges

Government with letters for the Insurrection Act, calls out the police

and the military, Mours the country, fills the jail, transports and haqgs

}ialf-a»score of Whiteboys ; and in a year or two, perhaps,—5f, forifie

present, he escapes the bloodhound chase of their relations,—is fdtina

murdered twenty yards from his <5W ball door,—or, it* may be, "the
price of blood " is exacted from some one of his young and innocent

family by $e hands of a hired assassin. #

It is indeed one of the worst effects of this wickqdZsystem, that it

destroys in the mipds of jtt^eop]|ta fespect fqtia^Pbdproduces a

strong indisposition to resort to it ibr redress. In England, generally

^speaking, an obnoxious^enactment toes not, in the remotest degree,

impair the reverence of the subject for Law. But in Ireland, where it

bears th# odious character ef the sol# creator and defender of mis.

rhievou^ institutions, the indignation of the people, having no middle

term on which to Spend itself, ascends aLpnce to £gpvernment#»and

becoiqps bflgurr'fe&ton. It is usuafJo exclaim against the ferocity of

the qfders, and charge as an ineradicable stain on fhfgnational

charadt^r^the frightful crimes committed in those periodical paroxysms.

God forbid we should act feel as deep a horror at those sanguinary

deeds, as any other individual in the empire ; but ,if we wish to under,

etaiid the real feelings and motives of the Irish peasant, we must always

Wfr.* G
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bear in mint}, that he considers himself engaged in a war vith the law

and all its adherents, civil and military, where he is perfectly justified

in using every sort of stratagem. All his conduct must be estimated in

that light. It is a fctate of open hostility between two parties, whose

business it t*o deceive and kill as many as they can. r*If he shoots a man
from behind a fence, it is not an assassination, it is merely an ambush,—
if he intercepts a proctor, it is a„party of the enemy cut off,—if six pr

seven policemen are killed, it is “ a brilliant infantry affair/ —if a house

be burned down, the peasant would think liimself more justifiable than

Sir G. Cockburn, when,pin the last American war, he reduced so many
> private houses to ruins,—fa& he perils more thah that gallant officer

;

he is exposed to ko changes, the sword and the halter. This is a
frightful state of 'Wrings, and awful ^^he responsibility, of those who
have taught the Irish peasant to regard law as his natural enemy, and
fly to midnight outage for what Bacon calls “ wild justice.”

To proceed with the returns. In the union of Doneraile, (diocese

of Cloyne,) there is exhibited the following frontless instance of the

tithe system :

—

Catholics, - - - ll,$0?

Not-Catholics, - - - 413

Tithes, £‘1600 a-year. Church cess, 6d. an acre.—Now as far as all

we have seen and heard of
,
Jhe south of Ireland leads us to believe, we

jnay estimate the dfcsenters at about one-half of those 413 Not-Catholics.

For the edification, therefore, of 206 members of the Established Church,

the successor of the Apu9thfe in this parish, whoever he may he, (his

name is probably to be found in tile Bath Court Guide, or wherever the

infirm and the gouty wait for the angel of fashion to stir the pool into

health,) fleeces it of £1600 a-year, £1550 of which, contrary to all justice

but that ,of tl& tjtke system, is exacted from Catholics.

In the parislyrf Kildorrery, (same diocese,) the numbers were—
CatfhoRcs, - - - 4 5578

Not-Catholics, - 74

It is curious that the amount of tithe is not stated. Under that head,

we find pencilled “ wrote for particulars," and well lie might ; for in

one column, we find, “ There are two splendid churches, and a third is

about to be built,—one poor thatched chapel and in another, “ people

very^poor,” If the reader should be confounded at three churches for a

moiety of seventy-four persons, or one church for twelve, we could, from
our experience, suggest some analogies in explanation ; but it will pro-

bably be sufficient to refer to a case already stated as within our own
knowledge.

v

In the paris||j|f Gharleville, (same diocese,) the numbers were

, Catholics,*- - - - * - - ,5434

Not-Catholics, - - 334

Tithes, £1400. Glebe, £10, anil churcli cc§g, £90 a-year. Thus, the
Catholics of this parish pay orar £1300 ,a-year to a clergyman of a
dyjerent faith, who, in the nature of things, can make no equivalent for

it, and have besides their own chapels and clergy to maintain. We
also nnd that at^hn expenfll of about £400, they have erected a school

for the education of their children. In oijp column, thJ^etatp -of the

poor is declared to be “ wretched for want of employment blit out of

the htisks of indigence and misery, the Establishment can squeeze £1300
a-year in tithes, independent of a glebe worth £10 a-year, and an annual

cess of £90*. I
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In tka union of BnUy&okw mi Kilfaugh|mb«g, (same diocese,) the
nomBert were

Catholics, - . . . i. - 764ft

Not Catholics, ..... 839
Tithes, £800 a-year, glebe, £50 a-year, and a church fiess of 1jd. an

acre, though there was no church in the parish !—so uniform in all its

variations is the oppression of the Establishment ! If the amount of
plunder he lep^ the ostentation of the injustice is more offensive,—if the
practical grievance be diminished, the violation of principle is greater.

In the uniori of Arnold and Rathbarney, (same diocese,) the num.
bers were— ' *

Catholics, ..... 5060
Not-Catfcolics, (including Police) 84

* '

Here we have the consolation of knowing, that tjie majoftty of the
eighty.four are of the Establishment. Granting them to be two-thirds
or sixty persons. What is the sum paid by Catholics ? In tithes, £712,
and in church cess, £48 a-year. Government trembling for the morals
of its police, fleeces the parish of £760 a-year, and exhibits the fine

example of fciiquity rendered subservient to the purposes of virtue. But
it may be Well doubted, whether this peculiar combination of circum-
stances endears either the Government or the police to the people.

In Castle Lyons, (same diocese,) the numbers were

—

Catholics, 6359

Not-Catholics, - 193 f

Tithes, £1456 ; glebe, 10 acres ; church cess, £60 a-year. Adopting
the same calculation as before, we find this would amount to a poll tax

on each Catholic, male and female, of about fourteen shillings a-year.

In Ireland, the average rate of wages is perhaps stated high at seven-

pence a-day for a male, and fivepence for a female. It is therefore plain,

that* each Catliolic male would contribute to this blflg|$ed unchristian

church twenty-four d&ys, and each Catholic female thirty-three days

labour. We ask pardop for these calculations.

One more instance out of this fertile diocese. In Clondroliid, the

numbers were

—

Catholics, ------ 5070

Not-Catholics, - - » 38

Tithes over £1000 a-year ;
glebe, 60 acres ; church cess, £165 a-year.

A church, the yearly expense of maintaining which, itf £165, for we
suppose twenty persons, whom the clergyman could receive in his par-

lour ! Indeed, one-half of these twenty persons may bepresumed to bq

of his own family.

It was at Skibbereen in this diocdSOJ that the Re& J^ffMorrit, about

ten years since*' while levying a distress for tithe, caused to be shot—we
cannot at this moment exactly say how many persons

;
(fn Ireland it is

difficult to keep an account of the loss of lives caused by the tithe system,

for the marks of One are seen swept away by another sanguinary tor.

rent
;)

but we remember that a Rev. Gentleman, a member of the Ec£p- .

blished Church of that country, and now apolitical Coryphaeus, d#L at

that time $nmoun<fe<Mr. Morrit, “ the wotW enemy tro Church had in

IreltoA," TSb Establishment now can dip her hands, up to* the elbows

in blood* *ftnd feel no horror. How^readful is the change in her lan-

guage ! The sbrtfyhter of NewtonhSTry is toasted at judicial orgies, and
the wish of the old blood-thirsty debauchee of Otigay, is became a wqr-
cry in Ireland.
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t

, Let us turn to Kildare fand Leighlin, the focus of determined resis-

tance to this system :—Are there hero no abuses to shock the natural

feeling of justice, and irritate men, by particular iniquity? In the

union of Paulstown and Gorebridge, the very first on the list, therewere—
Catholics, ... 5261

Not-Catholics, - - 289

What were the tithes ?—£2,040 a-year. But how many churches ? Ac-

tually four churches for the Episcopalians in 289 Not-Catholics. That
is, adopting the same rule as before, one church to thirty-*?* members of

the Establishment. The burthens of this unhappy parish' stood thus :—
The tithes ; the original expense of four churches, each probably not

much under Xinoogithe constant taxes for their repair, solely at the dis-

cretion of a few fWiestnnt parishioners ; the fixed salaries for sextons,

pew-openers, &c. &c. And yet the actual pressure of all this, though

surely not inconsiderable, is nothing to the rage of heart occasioned by
the reflection that all of it nygptf; he paid according to the pure*will and

pleasure of another ; that, over the amount, the mode, the time, the

party burdened has no control. It is the leer of men going to vote away
his money—it is the demand of the sum, enforced by the iisfcfcant seizure

of his cow—it is the utter injustice of the whole transaction, that burns,

with a slow, dry fire, the heart of the peasant. It is true, indeed, that,

on many of tlmse occasions, Protestant parishioners, from none but the

most honourable afld disinterested motives, throw themselves between the

Catholic population and those exactions ; but it is questionable whether

this does not aggravate the disease. At any rate, a whole nation, in whom
we wish to preserve an erect, independent, self-relying spirit, should not

hang on the bounty or humanity of any individuals. The noble feelings

that are engendered in a generous mind, by sympathy with the oppressed,

and the glow of* honour that flushes the face of a manly protector^ are

much too dearly purchased by the inferiority ofonillions, and the loss of
self-respect' in a whole nation. ^
The reader has probably, if he ever dipped into the present situation

of tithes, heard of Graigue, in the diocese we have now arrived at. It

does not necessarily follow, that, where tithes are low, the pressure may
not be considerable, and the irritation great, because the breaking out

of the ulcers is determined % a variety of local circumstances. We
may, however, he assured that, cateris paribus

, the indignation will bear

proportion to the magnitude of the injustice. In Graigue there were,—
Catholics, - 744

1

Not-Catholics, - - - 127

Tithes £1600 a-year, with two houses and glebes, independent of a
church cess ofntffc) q^year

! #
Killaben (same diocese)—

CatflBftics, - 58.5,5

Not-Catholics, - 326
Tithes, £1400 a-year. ^ *

Geashill and Ballycane (same diocese)—
Catholics, - 7559
Not-C&tholies, ** - - - 114$

Tithe*, £1705 a-year, with a glebe of 91 acres, besides a church cess* of
threepence an acre on 22,500 acregk.

CamletcSwn (diocese of KiUaloejw' 1 ‘

* Catholics,
a

- - 2798
Ndt-Catholies _ _ - 72
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Tithes, £1081 a-year, with a
1

glebe of thre«j acres, and a church cess of
twopence an acre on 15,000 acres.

Kinvarra (diocese of Kilmacduagh and ifilfcnora)

—

Catholics, - 4376
Not-Catholics, ... 2

Tithes, £360 a-year ! The clergyman being paid, we suppose, for edu-
cating Mttself and hia wife. Yet even this solution fails in Kilmoon—

ffcptholics, - - ' 70V
;N<#-Cathoiics, - . * - —

Tithes, £30<roLyear ! and off 769 Catholics !

To these we could add, from the same prolific source; numerou?
instances of equal oppression, hut our limits wan^fs to stop.

has been stated to demonstrate the iniquity of tlie^stem. **ml!eed, the
only thing singular is, that it should have been tolerated so Jtmg. But
the march of the human mind is slow/* Great abilities great evils, and
extraordinary circumstances were reqtugjgd to create that policy of na-
tional combination of which the abolition of tithes is the most striking,

as the Association was its most splendid result. For tiie latter, in the
history oJ^xopular struggles, it will be vain to seek a parallel. The former
is as extraordinary in character, and as complete in success. A system,
the growth and reproach of centuries, has been overthrown in one short

year^-by submission to the law . We hear, indeed, of hurlers' meetings,

of proctors beaten, and threatening notices ; but it fs a great mistake to

suppose that these are any more than the eruptions which attend any
great change in the constitution of the body politic. So far from being

the result of the system, they are directly opposed to it in spirit and prac-

tice,—they did even thwart its success. The system is the very reverse of

violence,—it is humble submission to law,—yt is the extremity of passive

obedience, but dictated by the most determined spifiUof resistance. It

is a practical* ervility, excusable only because we knoig it to be the fruit

of an untameable liberty. The cattle are seized—impounded—brought

to auction ; but a plague seems upon them—no one will bid a shilling

—

no one will buy them. Tunis had been branded on them by the owner

the moment they ’were seized. A Roman could not shun with greater

horror any thing devoted to the infernal gods than a whole people the

cattle branded with that single word. qfFhey arc driven to Dublin under -

a guard of police, perhaps soldiers, and there shipped for Liverpool ; but

their evil fame lias gone before ; the obnoxious word is on them, and

there too no buyer can be found. The consequence is, that no cattle atfe

seized, and tithes arc, therefore, at an end. Every person, not inter-

ested in their continuance, with whom we have conversed, acknowledges

this. A provision for the number of clergymqp *8hlly required by

the wants of Protestants, is just and necessary. A liberal provision for

the present incumbents none are disposed to refuse^Pwt the tithe-

system, in its present amount and distribution of income,—its prodigal
^

salaries,—its scandalous sinecures,—&a mass of jobs, is over. The Irish

people have decided the question forthemselves ; and we know tfyat a

powerful body of their representatives shar^tlieir indignant determination.

In thi» post-mortem inspection of tithes, a rational and useful curiosity

would justify us, without resorting for excuse to that natural feeling

whiCb has been so vividly expressad^y the poet—

— pedibusquem&rme cadaver

Protvahitur. Ncqueunt explcri corda tuendo

Terribiles oralos, voltum, villoflAqup eetis

Putora ttmifrii, atquo cvtiiutos faucibus iffuos.
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But another motive govern^ us. Much still remains to be done. Par.

liamentary sanction is necessary to legalize the abolition of tithes decreed

by the Irish people. The v^ty forms of justice must be rigidly observed ;

and we were anxious, by a detailed practical examination of the system

—

by clearly exhibiting the various particular instances of its oppression—

to detach from the cause any honest man whom ignorance or prejudice

may still range on the side of so much iniquity.

mi

THE UPPER HOUSE.

“ True," says the stickler for things as they are, “ there are many and

striking anomalies in the statu of the representation, and in the whole

frame of the British Government; hut forms and regulations which

appear irrational and dangerous to the simple men of the present gene-

ration, are in reality mysteries of wisdom and beneficence, hapded down
to us by our sagacious and venerable ancestors.”
’ The assertion, that with all its apparent inconsistencies, the machine

works well* has been so often and confidently repeated, that it looks like

heresy to call in question the truth of the dogma. It is rather, however,

surprising that the mischievous conduct of the Peers has not provoked

some prying reformer, not having the fear of coronets, ermine, and lawn

sleeves, before his eyes, to apply the boasted test to the House of Lords

itself. In ordinary life, when an improver meets with an obstacle which

baffles all his efforts, he becomes very inquisitive into the intrinsic value

of this insurmountable impediment to his operations ; and however indis-

pensable to the working of the engine, this incorrigible part Qjf^the

machinery may always have appeared, he is compelled, at last, to inquire

if it may not15^superseded with advantage.

Let us institute a similar course of inquiry into the functions of the

Upper-House of Parliament. To fix the value of the House of Lords as

a part of our legislative machinery, we have only to ascertain, whether,

in the instances in which it has ejected the bills passed by the Lower-
IIouse, it has proved itself the%feguard of the rights and liberties of

the country, or pn obstacle to improvement.

The following examples of the working of the Upper House are extracted

from Aitken*s Annals of the reign of George the Third, a period sufficiently

extensive ani important for the purpose of the present investigation. In
the domestic transactions of each year, the author notices every bill of
national importance, passed by the Commons, and reject^by the Lords.

In 1772,

The Bill brou^b in by Sir George Saville for relieving dissenting

ministers from the obligation to subscribe the doctrinal articles of the

Established Church, passed the Commons with an inconsiderable opposi-

tion, but was rejected by the Lords, at a second reading, by a majority,

including proxies, of 102 to 20.

$ In 1773,

Thp same Bill again passed the Commons, by the same majority, and
was once more rejected in the Hoi^pf Lords.

A Bill passed the Commons to prevent members of Parliament from
engaging in Government contracts, but* was thrown out by the Lords.
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In 1783;
Mr. Fox'* East India Bill passed the Comment ; but while the bill was
before the Lords, influence was used to alaryi tta King, who put a note
into the hands of Earl Temple, to the effect, “Ibhat he should deem
those who should vote for the bill, not only not his friends, but his ene~
mies; and that, if Lord Temple could put this in strong^ words, he had
full authority so to do/'—The result was, the Ministers were left in a
minority^ 79 to 87.

n In 1792,

A Bill for the gradual abolition of the Slave Trade passed the Com-
mons, and was lost in the Lords.

In 1794,

Mr. Wilberforce's motion for the abolition of tha4j$ranrhu5fct]m jSKta
Trade, which went to the supply of the inlands and territorrefe belonging
to foreigners, was carried in the Commons by 63 to 40, but wa9 thrown
out in the Lords by 45 to 4.

In 1808^ •

Mr. Banks brought in a Bill for preventing the grant of oflices in

reversion ; which having passed the IJouse, was thrown out by the
Lords. Having, however, been again introduced, withQ^limitation to

one year, and some other alterations, it was suffered to pass into a
law.

In 1810, m
Mr. Banks made a motion to render perpetual the Act for preventing

the grant of offices in reversion ; the bill passed the Commons, but was
thrown out, at the second reading, by the Lords.

It must be kept in mind that there is no selection here, but that every

case, mentioned by Aitken, is given, whether it makes for or against the

Upper Hous£; so that, in striking the balance, the reader has only to consi-

der how many of the preceding instances of rejection were advantageous,

and how many of them were pernicious, and how great would have been

the amount of loss sustained by the empire, had not the superior wisdom

of the hereditary legislators interfered.

It ought likewise to be borne in mind that no period was more fruit-

ful in Acts of Parliament encroach the liberty of the subject ; in

suspensions of the Habeas Corpus Aot^ in gagging bills; in green bags

filled by spies and informers, and their profligate employers ; in acts for*

crushing the rising liberties of foreign states, and * squandering the

jfesourcedT of the country. How many of these were stopped in their

progress* and rejected with scorn, by this boasted safeguard against the

rash acts of the Commons? Verily, the Upper-House is guiltless of

the sin of Qtf&otism in favour of suffering humanity. In vain shfi^I we
look over th«ftiroary waste of their legislation, durinjLthe long reign of

George the Third, for a solitary instance of their interorence to protect

the country from the unwise, the wasteful, the profligate, the despotic

acts, hatched in such abundance in the Lower-House.

Their guilt is, however, not merely negative. They have not only

refused to exert their power in opposition to the aggressions of the Com-
mons upon civil and religious liberty. We have seen tjgem stand, when

the minister of the day, by accident, permitted a measure, favourable to

humanity or the interests of Unpeople, to escape from the Lower-

House, prepared, with their hetf$ltary powers, to give it the coup dr

grace in the Upper, Not only was the individual measure strangled,
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but the hopelessness of' any attempt to legislate in favour of freedom,

was made manifest. Ha$. 4>me small portion of these bills been permit-

ted to struggle through the Upper-House, philanthropic and liberal

representatives might nave been encouraged to originate, and perhaps, to

*^rry measures still more beneficial. But, seeing that all their anxious

'toil, should it 4ven be successful in the Cofrimons, was sure to be de-

feated in the Lords, rational men ceased to vex themselves with what
they knew would prove labour in vain.

No people pay greater deference to rank and wealt^kjhan the

BrUish. They are proud of their Corinthian capital, and predisposed to

confide in its integrity and wisdom ; they will submit to absurdity and in-

jury* when proceeding from members of the ancient aristocracy, which,

in’a plebeian, would$ouse their scorn and indignation :—it is curious to

observe this feeling manifesting itself, not only in the obsequious Tory,

but in the philosophical Utilitarian, and the violent Radical. This na-<$

tional prejudice, if we may so call it, gives to the Pe$rs an immense
influence for good or for evil.* They have the power to confer incalcu-

lable benefit on the ranks below them ; and, were they even in a slight

degree to prove themselves the Decus et tutamen patrice, the people

would be laviigjMn their praise.

It is not true that the lower orders entertain a feeling of hostility to

the higlier^anks ; but the long continued pressure of poverty and suf-

fering which they consider as in some degree attributable to the measures

of Parliament, sympathising rather with the prejudices and interests of

the Aristocracy, than with the feelings and necessities of the great body
of the people, has, for some time, irritated them against an oligarchy

which, most unwisely for themselves, struggles to retain a power which
the mass of the country consider unjustly usurped and corruptly exer-

cised, and which the people have determined to resume.

John Bull is the most patient of all living creatures; but the insults

and injuries ^f his rulers may goad him to gambols which they may
rue. He has borne much and long, but there is a period to the en-
durance even of the most patient of animals. The conduct of the Peers
in rejecting the Reform Bill, has left him looking with a determined
sullenness at their House. They may yet appease him, and all will he for-

gotten. But if, instigated by Uw Father of Mischief, they treat with
contempt the prayers of a unitetPpfbple, and resolve to mock them with
•the shadow of a representation, and to perpetuate on their necks the
yoke of an oligarchy, then

„ SONNET.
Oft have 1 fi»lt—more deeply ne’er than now

—

How short ’tis doomed my term of lite shall be :

Tho’ placid seems the volume of my brow,
Th«*b is a fount within, where uona may see,

Whence streams of living sorrow ever flow,

Wasting the spirit, as the senseless stfne

I9 worn away by sure degrees, tho’ slow,

O’er which the torrent gushes ceaseless on.

My heart is all too busy—fond to draw
A tide of thought even from the meanest things ;

Andgthe deep mysteries of old Nature’s law
O’erwhelm my soul with such imaginings

—

Could every cloud of grief be ftgyr dispelled.
Mind on itself would prey—its might can not be quelled

!

GEn'rnum;.
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Ar the period that we write, the fate of the Scottish Bill is still uncei-
tain. What modifications it may receive in < ommittee canno| be foreseen.

Piobably it will not receive many We shall notice oAe or two which it

would be well to mtioduce, premising always that we aie not dissatisfied

with the measure, either in principle or in detail We woulcj merely sug-
gest, nof press our amendments ft truth, we oannot, with very much
patience, adv ert to the conduc t of those semi-reformers, or anti-ieforxners,

or under whatever category they may be most properly classed, who
would embairass the progress of the English Bill by aiguments drawn
fiom the defects of the Scottish Bill It must be evident to every
unpiejudiced thinker, that in no way could the i ejection of the latter

be more certainly provided foi, than by any fanned amendment which
might lead to the 1 ejection ot that which, m respect both to Scottish

and Irish Refoim, must e\ei be looked dn as a necessary preliminary

,

that were the English Bill to fall, the other two would perish as certainly

as would the membeis by the removal of the head In the integrity of
the English measuie the people of Scotland, indeed, are more deeply
interested than are the English themselves The English could beai

the loss of reform With all tlieir rotten and nomination boioughs,

then schedules A and schedules B , they have i^host of plai es where
neitliei oliganh nor aristociat possesses influent c Lndei all the diffi-

culties of the present system, England has yet been able to return a

laige ma)ority of membeis pledged to reform Doubtless the temporal y
excitement of the last election did much , the name of the King, the

countenance of the King's Ministers, did much aKo Theie is a fashion

in all things Refoim was followed, a»?d is st^ll followed by man),
because it«is the prevailing mode But, apart fi«m tempoiaiy and
accidental causes, the example given during last election of what the

people can do when they choose to unite, will not be foi gotten m future

elections '1 lie rejection of the bill, therefoie, as far as England*

is concerned, would effect but little foi the enemies of lefoim A
majonty the} might possibly secure, but not to support the practice,

liowevei it might enable' them toJkeep up the principles of the old

system C onie wh it may ,
Englandwwiceforth is reformed. How stands

the cise with Scotland? Oui excitement was much njore deep and per-

vading than the excitement in England, yet it did not enable us to

letururii majonty favorable to oui political legenei ition Me did all

that mSp could do, but we could not oveicome moi ^impossibilities, we
coulcl not conveit the ignorant, the interested, end the' base, into honest

and enlightened fi lends of their country , we could not expand the Ufetle

nanow selfish heait oi a borough-jobber, so as to^dmit the common
weal of a whole people And if, even in the tonent and fervoui of our

zeal and affection for th^ cause, we were yet compelled, multa guni nte$
9

to behold a majonty of anti-iefoimers sent to the great council of the

n ition, to misrepresent the sentiments of Scotland, what hope is there

that, when the torrent has slac ked and the fervour has cooled, we shall,

by our unaided effoits, be able, at any future election* to change that

majority into a minority ? For us then, in the case of the Refoim Bill

being rejected, there lemains nothing but a fearful looking for of all the

evils of the old system, aggravated, as they doubtless would be, by the

hatiecl of that faction which has so long domineeiad over us, ancl whose
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fears have, during the last twelvemonths, been so seriously awakened.

There is another reason why the English might sit down, if not with

pleasure, at least with patienie, under a misfortune which must sink us in

utter despair. In the English representative system, imperfect and
vicious as it is, there is much that is sound and good. If the inferior

portion be monstrous and deformed, the superior is comely and fair.

In our system, all is alike loathsome : it is to look upon

uA (Jevil, a bom devil, on whose nature

Nurture could never stick."

Of the English the vital parts are yet in full and active play ; disease

has assailed the extremities only. Ours is a spotted lazar ; from the crown
of the head to the sole of the foot, there is no soundness therein. The
English system asks reform ; ours requires reconstruction. Regarding the
question in this view,—and this is the true and obvious view,—can any-

thing be more absurd than the argument of those who object to the

Scottish Bill that it gives to Scotland only eight additional members ?

We never had a member—we have none now, in the proper and legiti-

mate meaning of the term. The gentlemen who nightly address the

House ofCommons, whether on Scottish grievances or Scottish gratitude,

—

and there are some very excellent men among them,—are as much the

representatives of Scotland as they are of Kamtschatka. The bill, then,

honestly interpreted, Moes not give us eight members, it gives us fifty-

three members. It carries with it the abolition of the whole of the

rotten and nomination system under which we have groaned for the

last liundred-and-thirty years; it "puts in schedule A. the whole

of our mock electoral system, and replaces it by a system which freemen
can exercise and rational beings approve.

Those who in tlyeiv simplicity, or their craft, object to fifty-three

members for Scotland, while England has 500, would do well to remem-
ber how long and how patiently they have tolerated, in Scotland, its

present chosen five-and-forty, and to ponder for a little on their value,

as well as their number. If Ministers had laid down as the principle of

enfranchisement, as well as of disfranchisement, the amount of popula-

tion and of taxes, then, we admit, Scotland might have justly com-
plained. But they aimed at no balancing of the various parts of

the empire—they neither parcelled it out into commercial nor depart-

mental districts. Old names, old boundaries, old forms, old anomalies,

and irregularities even, whatever did not tend directly to mar or to

destroy the great principle of free election, they religiously maintained.

Among other anoiftalies, they retained the distribution of members in

the three great portions of the empire, with only such modifications as

the lapse of years, and the creation of new interests, imperatively

demanded. To find fault with the scheme, because such are its work-
ings, is to blame it for effecting what it proposes to effect. He whose
fig-tree gave him wild instead of cultured figs, might reasonably com-
plain, but these objectors complain of their fig-tree because it does not
bring forth nectarines. v

And why should we suppose that, with a representation of 53 members,
we shall suffer any damage, from which, with a representation of seventy,
we should escape ? We would speak of the dying, as of the dead, the
truth and nothing but the truth ; and to the representation of Scotland,

as at present constituted, we feel compelled to give credit, for a close

and earnest attention to matters of mere local interest. * TJie system has
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much to answer for on the score of general principle ; it has at divers

times been attended with great and gross ippression ; venality has been

its father, and corruption its mother and Its sister ; but still those who
worked it were children of the kindly north ; they felt that yearning of

the heart towards their birth-dame, which in Scotsmen, neither lapse of

years nor distance of place ever wholly obliterates—vmicli many waters

quench not, neither do the floods drown. Of the local interest of the

country it is, then, impossible, under the new system, to, entertain a

reasonable fear ; and why should we fear for its general interests ? On
whom has the burden of their vindication been hitherto laid ? Has it

not been on the members of England ? And has ever John Bull,—proud,

passionate, boasting but honest, downright, free-hearted, open-handed,

John Bull, shewn himself unequal to the task, or unwilling to buckle to

it ? And “ if these things have been done in the green tree, what will

not be done in the dry ?” If with all the checks which Sarum and Gatton

interposed to prevent the expression of public opinion, no act of oppres-

sion has hitherto been perpetrated in any nook or corner however obscure,

which the free men of England did not stand forward to denounce, shall

we fear for their zeal when these checks arc removed? We arrive, then,

at what we deem no forced nor illegitimate conclusion ; that all cavilling

at the intended number of our members, or at their distribution, is

unwise and uncalled for in reformers, and that in anti-reformers it is

the basest and most despicable hypocrisy, meant noS*to better the Scottish

bill, but to inflict, through its sides, a deadly wound on that in which it

lives and moves—the English bill. In a word, not deeming the Scottish

bill a perfect measure, nor a complete measure, nor pretending that it

might not be amended, both by addition and alteration, we still hold

that it is well on our part to receive it in the spirit of thankfulness ; to

bid God bless the giver, as honest Sancho *says, and not to “ look the gift

liorse in tlifl mouth.”

We have dwelt on these preliminary considerations a<f some length,

but the subject is an important one. We shall now proceed to compare

the present and the intended systems.

The present number of members, we need hardly observe, are, for the

sixty-six boroughs, fifteen ; for the thirty-three counties thirty. Of the

boroughB, Edinburgh returns one lumber; the remaining sixty-five

boroughs are distributed into fourteen groups, nine of which consist of

five, and the remaining five of four boroughs each. .From the way in

which the election is gone about, there is, in reality, no more than one

elector in each borough, with the exception of Edinburgh. In the fol-

lowing table, however, we have thought it best to coflsider the whole of

the members of council in the light of electors.

Electors under the present law, in each of the groups of sixty-fix

boroughs, (Edinburgh included), by which the fifteen borough members

are returned

+

Name*. Elector* • Name*. Elector*. Name*. Elector*.

Edinburgh, 33 Dysart gr. 94 Haddington gr. 99

Aberdeen, group 83 Elgin gr. 74 Inverkeithing gr. 133

Ayr gr. 83 Forfar gr. 131 Kirkwall gr. 80

Crail gr. 94 Fortrose gr. 70 Selkirk gr. 100

Dumfries gr. 95 Glasgow gr. 84 Wfgton gr. 73
>•

Of individual boroughs, Inverkeithing has the greatest number of elec-

tors-*-thirty-njjte and Inverary the smallest number—nine; of the
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remainder three have mote than thirty ;
twenty-two more than twenty

;

and thirty-nine have fewer titan twenty electors each. The total of the

borough electors of Scotland Amounts to 1313. The thirty-three coun-

ties are arranged as in the following table ; where the parliamentary

return, from which it is compiled, does not specify the “ paper votes,"

the average of oifc half of the whole number has been used—these cases

are distinguished by an asterisk.

ELECTORS, under $he present law, in each of the thirty counties or

groups of counties, by which the thirty county members are returned.

The first column gives the name of the county ; the second the entire

number of freeholders enrolled ; the third the number of freeholders who
vote on bare superiority

Aberdeen 180 90* Dumfries 82 40 Orkney 43 28
Argyll 113 84 Edinburgh 172 141 Peebles 46 16

Ayr 190 93 Elgin

Fife

33 17 Perth 239 92
Banff 51 32 228 42 Renfrew' 142UW
Berwick 147 28 Forfar 120 60* Ross 81 40
Bute and Caithness 68 56 Hnddington 106 60 Roxburgh 149 79
Clackinannnan and Iuvemess 88 58 Selkirk 50 19

Kinross 35 22 Kincardine 82 48 Stirling Urn 58
Cromarty and Kirkcudbright 166 98 Sutherland 20 6

Nairn 36 24 Lanark 224 112 Wigtoiin 70 35
Dumbarton 71 52

u
Linlithgow 1 65 40

Perth it will be seen has the greatest, and Clackmannan and Kinross

the smallest number of electors. The number of electors in the thirty-

three counties is 3233; whereof 167*3 vote on superiority. The entire

constituency of Scotland, under the present election laws, thus amounts to

4,546

;

which gives, on an average, one member for 10()i electors ; and
one elector for 51 8 of population. Such is the present state of our

representation ; let us attend to the proposed state.

The numbei of members, we have already stated, is intended to be
fifty-three, of which thirty will be county members, and twenty-three

borough members ; the increase being wholly in the latter class. In the

arrangement of the counties tl^Rfe is very little alteration. Nairn will

be joined to Elgin, instead of being joined to Cromarty ; Cromarty will

be joined to ltoss; Clackmannan and Kinross remain as they are at

present. There is this difference, however, in the conjoined counties

—

the plan of alternate voting, by which the aristocrats, at the Union,
sought, and not without success, to secure their monopoly as entire as

circumstances would permit, is no longer recognised. The three groups
of minor counties will, for all political purposes, be considered as form-
ing, each, one indivisible whole. The district Cowall in Argylesliire,

which is cut off from the rest of the county by Loch Fine, is to be attached

to Bute ,* the detached portions of Stirling and Perth are joined to Kin-
ross, to which they naturally belong ; and the Sli$tland “ lairds " will no
longer have to lament that accidental omissjnn,* by which they have
hitherto been deprived of their franchise ; they will be joined, not no-
minally, but really, to their neighbours of Orkney.
Of the boroughs, Edinburgli and Glasgow will in future, return two

members ; and Aberdeen, Perth, Dundee, and the newly created boroughs
of Paisley and Greenock one member each. In the Fortrose, Dysart,
Jnverkeithing, Haddington, Dumfries, and Wigtoun groups, the bill

* There is in Shetland no vuluc/l rent
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makes no alteration. The other groups are arranged as follows. The
new boroughs are distinguished by capitals, and boroughs that have
changed their places by Italics :—-

*

1*£, Leith 3d, Elgin Forfar Dumbarton
Portobello Cullen 5th, Coupar J Kilmarnock
Musselburuh Banff St. Andrews 7th, Linlithgow
Fjsherhow Inverury Anstruther, E. Lanark

2d, Kirkwall Kintore Anstruther, W. Falkirk
Wick Peterhead Crail Airdrie
Dornoch f 4th, Inverbervie Kilrenny 3th, Ayr
Dingwall Montrose Pittenweem Irvine
Tain Arbroath 6th, Renfrew Campbeltown
Cromarty Brechin Rutherglen Inverary

The first bill disfranchised the small and insignificant group of the
Anstruther boroughs, which, by the census of 1821, contained only 606T
inhabitants. In the present bill it is saved from the executioner, by
being conjoined with Cupar and St. Andrew’s. The only disfranchise,

ments are, the boroughs of Selkirk and Peebles, in the counties of the
same name, and Rotlisay in Bute county. These three boroughs, which
contain, by the census of 1831, about 9,000 inhabitants, are thrown into

their respective counties, with the view of procuring for each so nume-
rous a constituency as may give it comparative iirfTependence.

The new arrangement is of small importance compared with the

change in the qualification ; in that alone lies the real practical reform,

which it is the object of the bilF to introduce. Wo have stated the

number of borough and county electors, and nothing can be more ridi-

culously disproportionate to the augmented and still augmenting popu-
lation of the country. But the paucity of voters is wot the w orst feature

in the system. In the boroughs they are, without an exception, self-

elected and irresponsible. It is true, that, in a considerable number,
there is something approaching to freedom of election in the trades'

representatives, but the trades' representatives are invariably the mino-

rity of the elective body. Of the bormrglis, those, in which there are no
trades' representatives at all, or in which the merchant counsellors

exercise a control over the trades' electors, are much more tolerable

than those in which the electors are left free .and powerless ; they do

mot aggravate injustice by hypocrisy. •

In the counties, also, by the strange system of separating the supe-

riority from the possession of property, wc have contrived to create a

constituency which, as a national political engine, is unequalled in the

world of ancient or modem times, for its inefficiency and absurdity.

Whatever might be the original intention of the division of representa-

tion into country and town, it is pretty clear, that its ultimate object,

in England, has been to connect, in the former the real, in the latter

the personal property ofii the kingdom, with the existing government.

In Scotland, we have contrived to mature a system which combines the

closeness of the rotten boroughs of our neighbours with the beggary of

universal suffrage. Our borough electors require no qualification and

possess none save a doubtful residence, and for that purpose a pigstye

will suffice as well as a palace ; our county electors require indeed a

qualification, but one that has no connexion with property, and froA

them no residence is required. The borough representatives of Scotland

might be ret|§||ed by men who did not possess a shilling, and the
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r

county representatives by men that did not possess a shilling's worth in

the kingdom whose highest interests were intrusted to their care.

Mats nous allons changer tout cela, the constituency of Scotland will

henceforth carry with it value as well as number, instead of being des-

titute of both.
^

In the counties the constituency will in future consist of—
1st. The present electors, during the period of their natural life.

2nd. Owribrs in possession of houses, lands, or other heritable pro-

perty, heritable debts excepted, of the clear annual value of L.10.

3rd. Life-renters of any such houses, lands or other heritable property.

4th. Tenants for life, or for 6ixty years without breaks, of houses,

lands or other heritable subjects, of the clear annual value of L.10.

6th. Tenants for twenty years, of houses, lands, &c. of the clear

annual value of £50.

6th. Tenants, being occupant of houses, lands, &c. of the annual

rent of £50 or upwards, held on lease of not less than five years.

7th. Tenants, being occupants, who have paid a “ grassum" of not

less than £300, on any lease of not less than five years, whatever the

rent may be.

Joint proprietors and occupants have all the privileges of sole pro-

prietors or occupants, provided the amount of the property or leasehold

be sufficient to give a_title to each.

The precise addition, which will be made to the electors of counties,

by extending the suffrage to the six classes of persons above described,

is not very easily estimated. The pumber of persons, who hold the

dominium utile of freehold property above £10 and under £*100 valued

rent, amounts, according to the parliamentary returns, to 7,754. Even
out of these freeholders, therefore, not a few of the counties might
obtain a respectable* if not a numerous, constituency. Dumfries would
have, 500 ; Ayr, 600 ; Fife, 750 ; Lanark, 1,000 ; Orkney, without in-

cluding Shetland, 1,300. The average for the various counties, would
be about 370.

Under the third head fall to ^enumerated the parochial clergy, with

the exception of sixty or seventy, whose manses are in boroughs, and
who do not possess glebes—the dissenting clergy, for the most part

—

and a few of the parochial schoolmasters. These three classes will

amount to about 1,300. For calculating the number of the other voters

of this class, or of any portion of those of the remaining classes, we
possess no certain nor authentic data. To the number of farming
tenants we might, perhaps, approximate. The valued rent of the entire

kingdom somewhat exceeds £3,600,000 ; if from that amount we deduct
one sixth for lands occupied by the owners, and allow one agricultural

tenant on an average, for each £200 of the remainder, we shall have
£15,000 tenants for the whole of Scotland. As lands, with us, are

rarely if ever held on shorter leases than seven years, and as, unless in

the highlands and islands, and in the neighborhood of great towns, few
leases fall short of L.50 rent, by far the greater number of our farmers
will be entitled, under the new system, to a vote. On a rough estimate,

—

and untirtlie actual registration of the electors take place, any estimate
must be a rough one,—we should be disposed to say, that the county
electors will be increased not less than tenfold ; that, with three or four
Exceptions, when nearly all the property of a county is in the hands of
one great family, the smaller counties will have from 50(| to 1,000, and
the larger from 1,500 to 2,000 electors.

’* f
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In the boroughs we,possess more certain means of estimating the ad-,
vantages of the bill. The electors of bordighs are in future to consist
of the actual occupants, whether proprietors, life-renters, or tenants, of
any house, warehouse, counting-house or shop, which, without or with
any land owned or occupied under the same landlord^ shall amount to
the annual rent of £10. '

In plain English or plain Scottish, every man, who occupies a house or
part of a house of any kind, or a house and a “ yard/

1

provided the two
belong to the same “ laird/' and are together Worth £10* a-year, will

have a vote for the borough in which they are situated. Joint occu-
pants have the same privileges in boroughs as in counties.

The number of persons who will become possessed of the franchise,

in consequence of its extension to £10 householders, will, at the
lowest estimate, exceed 35,000. The number of £10 houses in the
existing boroughs and their respective suburbs, striking off the three
disfranchised boroughs of Selkirk, Peebles and Rothsay, and not in-

cluding the newly enfranchised boroughs of Paisley, Greenock, Leith,

Portobello, Musselburgh, Fisherrow, Peterhead, Kilmarnock, Falkirk
and Airdrie, are estimated in the parliamentary returns at 30,370.

Instead then of a constituency of 4,546, or, making allowance for the

electors, who possess qualifications in more counties than one, of 4,000
individuals representing no’ interest under heaven but their own, we may
fairly calculate, under the bill, on a constituency ortiot less than 65,000,

representing all the varied interests of the community, from the decent

thrifty shop-keeper and industrious tradesman up to the Duke of a quarter

of a million of revenue.
*

It was our intention to enter into a detailed criticism of the measure
which we have been describing, but spage would fail us. We shall

restrict ourselves to two remarks. An objection to the qualification

clauses of tlfe Scottish Bill will naturally suggest itself, founded on their

departure from the corresponding clauses of the English Bin. It Was to be

expected, that in this particular, the two measures w ere, mutatis mutandis,

to be the same ; the answer hitherto giyen to the question “ why are

they not so," is by no means so satisfactory to the querist, as it appears

to have been to the respondent. It is a principle in the English Bill,

that no description of property should remain unrepresented ; there is a

restriction with respect to amount, but, with that exception, in borough

or in county, every man has, or may have, a vote. • In Scotland this

will not be the case. Take, for instance, feu-duties within borough, no

amount of this very common description of property will give a qualifi-

cation to its owner. Suppose the Earl of Moray to occupy a house worth

ten pounds, for six weeks in the course of the year, he would have a vote

for the two city members ; but, supposing his Lordship not to occupy a

house in Edinburgh, the thousands per annum, which he draws from his

splendid property of Drumshcugh, would not suffice to give him a vote

either for borough or. cousty. How many of the houses in Edinburgh,

and in every borough and town in Scotland, are held in feu? Taking

the boroughs, not in their present limits, but in the limits to be assigned

them by the Bill, certainly not less than one-half.

This is not the only description of property which will not be repre-

sented. In smaller towns of Scotland, nothing is more common than for

a man to be^ owner of houses to the amount of £80, £100, £120 per
*

annum, not one of which is worth £10. Dorrioch is a case in point.

There is not a house worth £10 per annum in the borough. Supposing
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the whnle of Dornoch to be tfie property of one mart, he would not pos-

sessj nor would one of his tenants possess, a single vote, either for the

borough, or for the county of Sutherland. It may be very proper to assign

but one vote to one property ; hut here are two instances of property to
a large amount, ^om which no vote is, in any way, derivable. Nor are

these cases got up ; they are bona fide existing cases in every borough
in Scotland. Mr. Jeffrey's answer, when twitted with his inconsistency
in giving a Vote to the owner of freehold property, within borough, in
England, and denying it to the owner of freehold property, within
borough, in Scotland, was, that, from the latter, nothing was taken
away—he never had a vote. Now this, with all submission, was a pitiful

answer. If the Reform Bill had no other object than to confirm existing
rights, the Lord Advocate might keep it to light his cigar. The proper
subject for consideration is, whether one rule should be laid down for
One quarter of the kingdom, and another for another. If it be for the
benefit of all classes, that the borough freeholder should, in England^
retain his qualification ; by parity of reason, the borough' proprietor,
whether of feu, or of houses, should, in Scotland, be clothed with it.

The case of owners of feus, or of small houses, in the neighbourhood
of boroughs, is peculiarly hard, for, were no extension of the borough
to take place, they would necessarily obtain a vote for the county. Thd
measure, which is one of grace to ex ery one besides, is to them a measure
of deprivation. The rule we would lay down, which is in strict confor-
mity witli the spirit of the Bill, is this—that property, whether free-
hold, or burgage, or leasehold, or, ranking under what title soever,
should, although situate within hormigli, give to the owner a vote for
the county, of which the borough formed part, provided always, that the
owner, by himself or tenants* did not, or mi^ht not, acquire, by \ irtuc
of it, a vote for the Borough itself.

The of the Bill, (the 33d.) to which these remarks apply, con-
tains a *4fcmpensatory proviso of an exceedingly edifying character.
After declaring that no property, within borough, shall give a right of
voting in the county, it adds, that no property without the borough
shall give a right of voting in it. To make every thing secure it ought
to have subjoined, nor without the kingdom.
There is an objection which w*e have heard urged against the Bill, in

which we, by no means, concur. We have heard the Bill objected to
because it gives a vote to the established clergy, and, by necessary con-
sequence, where they have a qualification, to the dissenting clergy. It is

said that politics, ought not to be mixed up with religion; and, it is

added, that the clergy, themselves, are averse from the boon which the
act holds out, on the ground, thaty||>y accepting it, they may chance to
disoblige those whom it is their interest to oblige. We shall not enter
on the question, how far politics should mingle with religion ; but, cer-
tainly, from those who uphold the necessity of a church establish-
ment^ it seems strange to hear doubts of thepropriety of such a ming-
Ugg. Foj our part, we should be disposed to question the soundness of
MR mans faith who did not feel warmly for the welfare of his country,
and who was not prepared to brave the censure of liis nearest friend in
its vindication. We have no doubt that the Established Clergy will
constitute a most valuable and independent class of vrt^rs ; and w6
should be sincerely sorry that any such absurd and injurfffiS fin anomaly
should enter into a bill of general enfranchisement as their disquali-
fication.

8
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No, If we must hate okapgte, let tiiem.be cflang$jiatte

tip, let them be «®irmatif&» of"til jniiotoles of th^vMll,

tlons; let them be enlargements of the frediom, wherewith it is destined

to make us free, not restrictions of it. More members, more'voters, we
will received with joy and rejoicing ; but, if that may not be, if we may
have nothing but the Bill, let us, at least, have—the 4thole bill,

LAY OF THE LEAST MINSTREL,
By the Author of a Night* of the Round Table” #0.

Blessings be on thee, merry Siskin.
Fluttering through my narrow hall,

Round on airy winglet whisking.
JBllthe*ome, though an exiled thrall *

For thou wast borne from far, my Birdie,
Strapped on a roaming Savoyard’s back,

Trained to tune up thy hurdy-gurdy.
To store the merry varlet’s pack.

%t bless thy stars, my witless Pbibh,
And pnsemy cabin snug and bten .

Where thou may’st churm thy High-Dutch
metre.

With seeds a store, and water sheen ,—

To dip thy bill, and lave thy bosom
And flirt adoVin thy dappled wing,

Till drops roll from my living blossom,
Like pearls from Beauty’s severed string

Little wott'st thou of family story,—
Ah, Peter, less thou reck'st, I fear’

Thy young breast beats—but not for glory—
A minstrel, but no Cavalier.

Hadst thou heard Bruniwick’s battle-cry,
C ome rushmg down the bold, broad Rhine,

Shivering the leafy canopy
Where nestled the $Aberdevine

.

EvenJthy bead-drop of German blood
Haa kindled to heroic blaie

,

But, tush 1 such •• Tales ofBud and flood"
Ilapped in thy great greot-grandsire’s days.

Kemcmber'st thou thy tiny mother.
What eve thy lore in flight began.

Thine, and that scarccdiroeched brat’s, thy
brother.

In circlets safe of half a span ?

And pranks hast thou, and
Sweet Minnesinger oft'

Best known to me—but prJ

That love to note We w

Now bn that mirrored sHl „
Them littlo deem ‘ot thy pretty sell

;

Now, on the lattice, singing, veering,
A restive, shy, but gladsome elf.—

O ' how her littlo ljwastwas beating.
When hrst ye poised your timid wings.

Advancing bold, but swift retreating,
lake imp burst from his leading-strings.

But fledgling brave, wast thou, my retry,
I trow k?r matron pnde rose high.

When ftoitti the vine-twig’s tendrils airy.
Peered Fdcrkin, askance and shy.

Scanning aloft, with curious eye.

Those sable giantsf sailing past

,

Or viewing, 111 tlfb storm-vexed sky.
The sea-mews tossing on the blast

But presto—whisk’—that shade 7 alas’

Why pluine thy wings in quivering pride ?

Think’st thou that mockciy thing of glass

Can ever be thy life-warm bnde i

—Go, gcntlo bachelor, content thee
To trill, in aimless repetition,

Thy lo\ e-lays, tuned to measures dainty,

Like brother bards of amill condition

And notes hast thou breathe not ot gladness,

Congenial more with moods of mine
Snatches of mirth, with strains ot sadness.

Born oi the land of love and wine.

Pensive and low, thy veiled voice swelling,

Like Judah’s sotigs, by Babel's stream
,

As it thine infant vine-branch dwelling,

Were ruing In some elfln dream.

Come tell me of that forest bower.
With thoughts of which thy bosom swells —

Say, hung thy fitther’s tiny tower,

jfly Rolands-Bek or lirachentels P

Jftom what p/utned baron of the Rhitie
Docs PsTbR date Jus high-born race?

What hatchments, with tnc Goldspifft line,

Ennched their blood, refined their grace 9

Fad* r, wider air careering.
Would wile therfoshe topmost blossom

,

But thou, small rogue, sly downwaftfeveenng,
Sought'st iota mama's sottf

And July'* moon rode brightly
*

Red strawberries through the leaves wete
glowing

,

Our PtSTEunow could feed and fly,

\ca, cross small brooks, sans sails orroiytojg.

Remember’bt then, my grave Recorder,}
An eve of balm, the broad earth mute.

When, by the grey Rhine's Castled border.
1 hou vyak dst thy little haubti Hott 7

A faint, low churm. a loader trill—
W hen all ab ishedf thou stmted’st singing—

Lietcn’dst, and, " at its own sweet will,"

$Let out thy voice, melodious ringing ||

And did Fi au Su>kin piau^ her pet 7

And what, pray, said you small Mi tnhecr 7

JHjBut. Peter,—It were best forget,—
mP All, all, are perished—thou art here!

A mortal lot is thine and mine,—
So, Peter, best all be forgot,—

And ours the mutual task divine.

To sweeten each a mortal lot

I moisten Peter’s merry whistle.
And Peter lilts, my small apostfcfe.

+ Thecrows, special objects of wonder to Peter

t Aberdevine L the propername of Peter's tribe

I A young ktal beginning to try its voice in song is called a Recorder*** little, bashftil, lisp.

Ing, tint a*tenttifeaME6 termed recoidmg Save the expanding faculties of childhood, nothing can
beinore sweetlyending than this process—not even the unfolding ot flowers.

|| Xg )s scarce necessary to tell that, to this stanza, Chaucer and Wordsworth, the fiist and
the AWfcf* of England's Poets have been pnWtd into the service of ilra&tx^feiig Petty's education. *

vot. 1. H
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FRES^NT ASPECT OP AFFAJRS.

r
I*F#ai conjectured from the^first* that the Tory lords would not be such

bed tacticians as to repeat their stab at Reform in the same place* and

that they would take to themselves the grace of allowing of the setotod

reading* The Ultras* whose passions have an organ in the Quarterly

Rev&W, ate displeased with this temporizing policy* as they term it*

which ^fopeeds from apprehensions in which their bloated presumption

does ribt permit them to share : but many of the peers are perfectly sensible

of the danger of their position ; they are not lulled to security by the
“ grim repose,” and have some notion of the peril of stirring up the

wrath of a nation. They perceive that a second rejection of the Bill

will have an effect materially different from the first* as it is scarcely

possible that the Ministry can continue in office* and carry on with the

hopeofsuccess. LordGrey and his colleagues* whohave stoodbetweenthem
Wd the people's resentment* should be withdrawn* and a hitter conflict

unexampled inequality would' commence—the few with their riches on

the one side* 4he many with their wrongs on the other. Then would

the oligarchyrHM themselves in the condition of the ass in the fable

loaded with treasure ; for their possessions* in turbulent times* would
be more troublesome to defend* than available for defence or attack*

and* according to the extent of them* thfi obnoxious individual's sensi-

bility to annoyance*?nd injury would be increaaedL These are considera-

tions to be looked forward to by men who inCu^Mrliazard of convulsing

a country ; and those who see their way* liovmE|^stern their resolves

may be* perceive the prudence of trading th&^ptdar hatred by every

art in their power* and lypaking the force of 'it by frittering away the

provocations in a warfare of detail* allowing 6t various changes of posi-

tion, which make it
%
difficult for the public to fix upon any particular

act in process* as chargeable with the responsibility cud odium of

defeat. Now* Lord A. votes for a part of the bill* and pre-

sentty HProtes against an important clause ; and, again* he votes for

ahother. Lord B. alternates with him ; and each pleads that he has

town no factious hostility* and only exercised a fair discretion, adopt-

ing"the good and rejecting the questionable parts ; and* yet* by this pro-

cess* the measure is stabbed in a hundred places ! “ Thou canst not say

I did it/' is, however* the defence of each conspirator.

The pride of the Ultra-Tories disrelishes this plan of operation which
implies an awe of popular resentment. They would break the sticks ift

bundle* and not condescend to p^ck and choose* and break this, and pass

that. Despisingithat insignificant body* the nation* which they have so

long abused fth impunity that they mistake its patience for impotence*

they hold in contempt those who flpld shuffle with it rather than tram-
ple it fiercely under foot. Their laugh at the more prudent intriguers*

reminds us of the story of the young reprobate who derided the bare-
footed friar* saying* “ Father* if there should happen to be no other
world* you will be in somr case after all yoifr mortifications/'—

“

Son,”
answered the other* " if there should be another world* your mistake
will be toe more serious of the two/'

If there should happen to be such a thing as spirit in the nation* the

,
Ultra-Tory error would have the more serious^bonsequences to the
blunderer. Either policy* however* must be disastrotyf^ Both mexxu

4*2? 0^toe faction would hook the whale with their troutJf&e ; the only
diffidence is* that the Ultras would strikebard* and refuse to give to inch*

3
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while the moderate Tq*te» mpld let the reel rffu, ami (give thtumighty
creature play to avoid hie plunges, and euriringiy to prevent $U;d%
covering that he is ‘caught—which digcdvety he is nojfc likely m |&ke
when tickled with such tackle. With a flap of the tail, or a sprat of
water, either fisher in troubled waters would be canted mast high.

That they can hold the nation in captivity with their jingling $ed. wa
have no sort of apprehension ; but it is not equally certain^thaNt

7
ubey

may not catch a gudgeon in Lord Grey. While the cause i*'fa the
hands of Ministers, it is not absolutely safe ; whenever it may \>e mown
down to the people it will soon be secured. Lord Grey has all in his

power ; he can retrieve as many blunders as he chooses to commit save

one, and for that one he is now reported to be reserving himself, viz.

the postponement of the creation of Peers, till he perceives the necessity

on the bringing up of the report, when, with a majority, any damage is

to be repaired that may have been done in committee. Thus all %he
fcpral effect of a series o£ victories is to be given to the enemy, and as

fne Times has sagaciously observed, the half-reform Lords will say the
House is so pledged “ to those great changes, that though ne voted
against them with ministers, now that they are carrk^^^l^will be child-

ish to disturb them ; so that on the report, we shall deem it our duty to

oppose the Ministers and defend the alterations."

But, suppose the necessity nfjor a creation should not have been made
apparent before the bringing up of the report,—suppose the wily Tories

should play a game'^^foot deeper than Lord Grey'll,—suppose they

should join his rankafpju swell his minority to a majority in committee,

and desert, at the las^^meut, on ^he third reading ?

A11 as yet is speculation • and we write bufcon rumours, which are all

adverse, indeed, to confidence in Lord GreyT He has the cards in his

hands ; and is it possible that he will lose tfcq,gpme rather than play his

trumps ?—AU that w e know is, that he has the potrer for anypatriotic
purpose ; and if we suddenly saw in the Gazette a list of crea-

tions, our only surprise would be at the vigour and decisionno mani-

fested. For the filial issue we have no fears ; but, for the sake of pub-

lic confidence and suffering industry, we earnestly desire the mean%fOr
the end to be produced,—the security against the possibility of miagMr* ,

rfage—the new Peers.

SONNET.

WRITTEN AMIDST THE RUINS OF FINCHALL ABflgfY.

These ivied walls, which4flfhing seem to nod

To very ruin, who would help to rend

In rage or bigotry, doth sure offend

’Gainst Nature's self, as well as Nature’s God.

Pale contemplation sat upon that sod,

Beneath the shade, where cliff and foliage blend

;

And he, whom the harsh world would not befriend,

Here found contentment, and could bless the rod.

Snatch’d from the bondage of life’s restless round,

Forggjphlike ambition, love, and pride,

In “measureless content” could I rest here,—,

forgetting I had e’er heard other sound
Than the fantastic breezes when they sigh’d,

Or the clear musi^df the lonely Wear.
T. D.
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ANE CROUSE CHAW.

Ai&*^( The Campbells are earning

•To the vot’ries of Freedom,—’tu as the Editor spotce,—

Unharness your shoulders from Ebony's ;* yoke —

•

Our watch-word's “ the Kiug and the People,” 1 ween,

Then crowd to the banner of Tait’s Magazine 1

* cHoaus.
Oh ! talent and genius shall stamp every page,

There’s song foi the youth, and theie's loie for the sage.

And terse little aifteles, pungent and keen,

Shall sprinkle the pages of Tait’s Magazine*

She SUffts into light with the birds and the flowers,

And the treasures of Mind o’er the kingdom she pours;

Her risible powers shall exterminate spleen v—
Then rush to the banner of Tait’s Magazine*^

For taleut and genius, &c<

She shall speed thro’ tlie laml^ver mountain and plain,

Like Pallas new jraimg bom old Jupiter’s btain ;

'Neath the flash oMwV eye all lier rivals must quail.

For great is thej^tisTii, and must ever prevail l

1 talent and genius, Ac.

*Tis a subject for Wilkin—the be9t, tho’ the last—
To paint her antagonists standing aghast,

With spite in their faces, and tears in their e’em.

As they gaze on the glories of Tait’s Magazine.

For talent and genius, &c.

Her trembling opponents wax deadly and pale,

Foi hei star's m the zenith, her shout’s on the gale

;

And mulomdes—myriads, hail her their Queen;
March on to thy glory, then, Tait’s Magazine l

*
For talent and genius sjflfel stamp every page,

There’s song for the youth, and there’s lore for the sage,

And terse little articles, pungent and keen,

Shall sprinkle the pages of Tait’s Magazine.

And soon some trusty brother of the trade
Will do for fhec what thou hast done for thousands.

Stair.
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{Under this head we propose to give s—1st, A Historical Registerof the pagtanaig&
2d, A Commercial Register, relating to the same periqAk 3d, Short ReyieW* g&tfce
publications of the month. 4th, Criticism on the newMusic of the md^jfcu To
these may be added, occasionally, notices of novelties in the arts of Raintihg^&nd
Sculpture, and of the Drama, The Magazine is published on the last day of every

2^th ’ an<* t^iesp retards of the leading events in Art, Literature, Politics, and
Trade, are brought down regularly to the latest possible period.]

POLITICAL
%

PARLIAMENTARY PROCEEDINGS.
The speech delivered from the throne

at the opening of the present session, on
the Cth of December, 1331, indicated the

line of policy intended to be pursued by
Ministry, in so far only as it touched
upon the topics to which their attention

was principally directed. For our part,

we prefer the American mo^e of entering

into a detailed account o£*$he domestic

condition and foreign relations of the

State, and an explicit statement of the'
political measures which the rulers have in

contemplation. The OHly legitimate

objects of free governments arc to pro-

mote the happiness of the people at home,
and defend ajfhinst foreign aggression.

These can in no way he furthered by
secrecy, mystery, and coups d'6tat, (we
had almost written de theatre•) The
brief prorogation which preceded the re-

assembling of Parliament, and other spe-

cialties, are, perhaps, a sufficient excuse

for Ministers on the present occasion,

but the general principle ought never to

he lost sight of.

The subjects recommended to the at-

tention of Parliament were :—Reform,

Cholera, the state of Ireland, the Finan-

cial arrangements for the year, our rela-

tions with France, Belgium, Holland,

and Portugal. We shall endeavour to

,

follow the progressive insight into the

views of Ministry on each of these im-
portant topics afforded by their gradual

development in the course of the de-

bates. •

Reform.—Iu the speech from the

jfcbrqne, “ a speedy and ‘Satisfactory set-

tlement " of the question of Reform is

urgently recommended, The future pro-

ceedings of the Ministppihowed that they

adhered to their original purpose of re-

modelling our constitution by three se-

parate bills, applicable to the varying exi-

pnci&of the three incorporated nations.

—That, for reforming the representation

HISTORY.

of England, was brought up and read for

the first time on the 12th December. The
bill had been cousidfobly amended iu
legat’d to precision of expression; and
some of its minor arrangements had been
modified m order to evade tlie quibbling
objections of the preceding session. The
Opposition inodq^ly claimed these parts

as their own, but like unnatural parents

attacked them as fiercely as if they had
been the brood of thilr adversaries. The
theme most fertile in discussion was
“ cert^illiomalifs iu the application of
the pri«q|fle upon which the right of
retunrSbsAfr member was conceded or
denied. ’^BjRfie friends of the measure
were at times silly enough to argue this

point. The only answcS^was '

“

The
present basis of the representation is too

narrow and unequally distributed. The
basis proposed to be substituted is better,

but rnakeB no pretence to perfection*

That could only be obtained by an entire

alteration of our elective system.” Be-
tween the cavils of enemies, and the at-

tempts of precisian friends to plaster it

into perfect smoothnoss, the bill was re-

ported u not a^whit the worse of the

wear ” for the tugging and tearing it had
met with in Committee, on Wednesday
the 14th of March.—Tfe Irish and Scotch

kbills were each read for the first time on
nPriday, the 19th of January and then

allowed to lie over till the tug of war
regarding the English bill should be

over. The Irishmembers complain loudly

that a fair proportion of members has

not been allotted to Ireland. To this we
would make nearly the same answer as

to the Tory objections to the English
bill :—“ The measure professes to be no
more than the nearest approximation to

perfect right, rendered possible by the

present state of strength and enlighten-

ment of the reforming interest. W}11
you, because you cannot get more mem-
bers, refuse a more perfect control over
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those you hare V* Nevertheless let us
hare the natter fairly and fully difcussed.

We are anxious to see the measure as

perfect as possible. A clamour has been
raised on similar grounds against the

Scotch Bill oy SirGuu*geMurray and other

equally stanch reformers*^ On this

head we refer our readers to an article

on “ The Scotch Bill ” in our present

number.—The proceedings in the House
of Commons relating to the question of
reform, have however been compara-
tively uninteresting. Every one knows
that the measure is safe enough there.

It is the caballing and intriguing that is

going on out of doors, and above all the

sickening uncertainty regarding the firm-

ness of ministers that has prolonged the

popular fever. A rally has been attempt-
ed by the Tories in Edinburgh arift two
or three other places, but the voices of
the malcontents have died away melan-
choly, as the voice of a solitary wanderer
in the desert. Lords Wellington and
Londonderry set at defiance all rules of

etiquette in hopes to bully the King into

submission. The corjfo.-ation of Dublin,
thinking like Looney M‘Twolter, that
“ they were the hoys forbewitching him,”
came over and made their how to Ma-
jesty, and went back with a fleam their

ear. Lords Harrowby and VfJ|pbcliife,

sullied a fame hitherto spotless!,Try hold-

ing out delusive prospects accom-
modation. A knot Of nollolw'formcrs
entered into g bond to accept the bill

with any alterations thq Lords might
make upon it. And amid all this base

falsehood, trickery and contempt ofevery

principle of common honesty or even
decent hypocrisy, no worb of Peers.
By this time next month we Shall know
better. Meanwhile the Unions

Liecouching head on ground, with cat-like watch.

In every town-land, borough and pa-

lish the friends of Tteform know each
other and are prepared to act in concert.

An affiliation of all flie Unions, to pay no
direct tax, but to allow themselves to ho

distrained, would be the work of a week.
Inmatters oflegislation andfinance mem-
bers of Parliament are our Representa-
tives ; in the task offorming a Constitu-

tion they are our Delegates.

Cholera

—

In the king's speech the

arrival of this unwelcome guest was
announced, and effectual measures to

guard against it were said to have been
taken. These measures have been ut-

terly devoid of use ; and the bills since
^introduced do not seem to be much more
•Fflective. There has been a great deal

of t(Uk about the matter in the House
little to the purpose.

STATfc OF lRKLAND.~»The passage ftt

the speech from the throne which refers

to this unhappy country is as follows*

“ In parts bf Ireland a systematic oppo-

sition lms been made to the payment of

Tithes, attended in some instances with

afflicting results ; and it will he one of

your first duties to inquire whether it

may not he possible to effect improve.*

ments in the Laws respecting this sutigaft

which may afford the necessary profifijp

tion to the established church, and

same time remove the present causes of

complaint.”—In pursuance of this re-

commendation, Lord Melbourne moved
the appointment of a Committee onjgish

Tithes, in the Lords, on the 15th orDc-
cember ; and the same evening Mr. Stan-

ley moved for a similar Committee in

the Commons.—On the 7th of February,

Earl Grey, In presenting a petition on this

subject, used the words : “I think it abso-

lutely and imperatively necessary, before

we proceed to legislate on this subject,-%e-

nerally, that the authority of the law, as

it at present stands, should be fully vindi-

cated.” This caused great alarm; but,

on the 14thJ the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer, called up by the manly and in-

dignant eloquence of Mr. Walker, ex-

plained, that the noble Lord, at the head
of the Government, merely intended to

say, by way of apology, for the extra-

ordinary assistance lent to the Irish tithe-

proctor; M that when extraordinary

powers were necessary to enforce the law,
they ought not be given unless they were
accompanied with a remedy for the griev-

ances complained of.” In the course of
the discussion an insidious attempt, on
the part of Mr. Croker, to attribute dif-

ferent sentiments to the Irish Secretary,

drew from Mr. Stanley the explicit de-

claration, that “ the extinction of the

present system of tithes was contem-
plated by government.”—Onthe 16th, the

Committee of the Lords, and on the 18th,

the Committee of the Commons presented

their first reports. Both agreed in recom-
mending tne extinction of the tithe sys-

tem in Ireland ; hut both agreed in at-

tributing more importance to the em-
barrassments of the clergy than to the

sufferings of the peasantry.—Mr. Stanley
having given notice of a motion on the
subject, twenty-four Irish members met,
on the 5th of $farch, to determine what
course they oright to pursue. Oik the
8th, Mr. Stanley moved, “ That this

House do resolve Itself into a Committee
of the whole House, to consider the sub-
ject of Tithes in Ireland.*’ This was met
by a counter-motion that further inquiry
should be delayed until the Committee
had finished their Investigations, and
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Emitted their reports and evidence to

the, House. The original motion was
agreed to by a majority of 314 to 31.

—On the 13th, Mr. Stanley moved a
string of resolutions, concluding with a
proposal to commute the Church’s claim
to tithes for landed rights. It is evi-

dent that the force of events has driven
Ministers to entertain a bolder scheme
than at first ; hut they must go further.

The only measure which can settle the

question, is to place the Catholic and
Presbyterian churches in Ireland on a
footingofequality with the Episcopalian,

andabrogate tythes forever.—Some other

Iri^grievanceshave beenadverted to, hut
ndTOegislative proceedings having been

fendedupon them ; they tell only as indi-

oatfyns of public ibeling, for which the

reader is referred to the head of “ Ire-

land.” The most important bills intro-

ducedwith a view to the benefit of Ireland,

are:— 1“A bill for consolidating and
amending the laws relative to Jurors and
Juries in Ireland and “A Bill to repeal

an act, &c. entituled, * an Act to amend
the Law ofIreland, respecting the Assign-

ment and Subletting of Lands and Tene-
ments,* and to substitute other provisions

in lieu thereof “An Act to extend th^
JurisdictionofCivil Bill Courts in Ireland,

from the late Irish currency to the pre-

sent currency of the realm and u An
Act to enable his Majesty’s Postmaster-

General to e^end the accommodation by

Post, and regulate the Privilegeof Prank-
ing in Ireland.” The urgency ofthe Irish

distillers has extorted a partial repeal of

the malt drawback, to the manifest de-

triment of many individuals in Scotland,

and without any rational prospect of ad-

vantage to themselves. Any thing that

bolsters up the old rotten system of seek-

ing to alleviate impolitic burdens by the

costly counter-agent of appointing offi-

cials to repay what ought never to have

been exacted, ought to be eschewed.

Finance.—The King’s speech pro-

mised that the estimates for the ensuing

year should be formed u with the strict-

est regard to economy. It has been pro-

posed by Ministers, that the financial

year shall, in fiiture, begin on the first

of April and close on the 31st of March.

This accounts for the manner in which

the estimates are here stated.
0

Civil Government Changes from 1st Jan-

jwnry 1832, to 31st

March 1833, - £195,000 0 0

Civil Contingencies for

same period, - - '200,000 0 0

Miscellaneous Estimates

for same period, - 400,*543 0 0

Navy Estimates from
1st January to 31st

%< March 1832, . 1,090,907 16 7
Victualling and Medical
'Departments for same
period, . # 332,081 10

v 0

Army Efl^ive Service,

from 1st January to •

31st March .1832, 001,631 3 4
Non-Effective,! for 729,800 18 8
Commissariat, Vsame 116,440 1 5
Ordnance, j period, 341,163 0 0

Grand TotalofNavalEs-
timates for 1832-33, 4,808,034 14 7

Commissariat, 1832-33, 328,750 7 8
Ordnance, 1832-33, - 1,015,359 0 0

•

Army Extraordinaries

from 1st January
1832, to 31st March
1833, - - 300,000 0 0

The Army Estimates of Effective and
Non-Effective for 1832-33, have not
yet come to hand.
In the whole jsi these estimates, there

is a visible struggle to .retrench. This
praiseworthy effort is particularly con-

spicuous in the‘Naval department.—The
Army Intimates are the most obnoxious
to cciraKf so much so, that Sir Henry
Pamelrsaetermination not to move them
in thlb^feesent form, was one»of the

principuHRmfleffctf his resignation. The
evil lies in the anomalous arrangement
which places the whohf*real power in

this department in the Commander-in-
Chicf’s office. The Secretary at War
is

,
in most matters

,
merely a clerk to

register the acts of the Horse Guards.

The Duke of Wellington
,
through the

instrumentality of his creature, Lord
Hill, is, at present, the real minister in

this department—The charge of the

debt continues exactly where it was.—
Exertions have-been made to simplify the

system of management in some depart-

ments of government in a manner that

promises immediate retrenchment, and
increased power of future control. This

remark is applicable, in particular, to

Sir James Grahame’s bill, to “ amend
the laws relating to the business of the

Civil Departments of the Navy, and to

make other regulations for more effec-

tually carrying on the Duties of the said

Departments.” The benefits ofthe Bill for

uniting the office of Surveyor.General of
Works with that of the Commissioners of
Woods and Forests, is more question-

able. The Board of Works might have
more advantageously been merged in

the Ordnahce department.—Ministry
have eommittedo nc unfortunate blunder
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in their pecuniaryarrangements ;—we al-.

lude to their payment of the inteivst and
instalment of the Russia-Dutcn loan
without consisting Parliament.—A defi-

ciency in thfi' last quarter of last year,

which was taidholiL ofby the Opposition,

was of little consequence, and dearly
attributable to a measure carried into

effect by themselves when in office.—Some
interesting information on the head of

Finance will, most probably, he elicited

by the Financial Resolutions which Co-
lonel Torrens has announced his inten-

tion of moving.on the 29th of March.
Foreign Relations We have not

yet got quite rid of our accursed habit of

poking our finger into other people’s pies,

and getting it scalded for our pains. What
had we to do lecturing the Belgians, and
Dutch as to the best arrangement of their

internal affairs? All that was allow-

able for us or any other civilized nation

was to see that no third party interfered

with their Arrangements.—A convention

has been entered into with France, for

the effectual suppression of the African

slave-trade. The reciprocity treaty with

that country is not yet matured.

Legislation.—In this department
we have had, during the period to which
our retrospect reaches, the usual piddling

attempts at law-tinkering. Wmd will

men learn that the way to amend law is

not ta* rendering it more cqouAicated

and ^Contradictory. >V\ htWrat this

moment lying before us no less than ten

bills relating tfrEngland, three to Scot-

land, and twelve to Ircldfcd,—all pur-
porting to be amendments on the law
as it at present stands, or improvements
in the manner ofconducting judicial pro-

ceedings. Now, it is certain, that the ob-

ject of most of these enactments is de-

sirable ; but in the first place there arc

few of them calculated to attain their

end ; and in the second place no care has
been taken to ascertain in how far they

will assimilate and work in harmony
with the already cresting regulations.

Each of these will, before it effect any-
thing, become “ the fruitful mother of a
dozen more.” Our courts and laws are in

many respects defective—miserably defec-

tive ; but it is not by such puny, unscien-

tifio, piecc-meal legislation that they are

to be amended.—-From these remarks an
honourable exception must be made in

favour of Mr. Campbell's general Regis-

try Bill, and the bills for—« The Limi-
tation of Actions and Suits relating to

Real Property, and for siraplifiying the

Remedies for trying the Rights thereto 5
”

—

•

tt For the Abolition of Fines and Re-
coveries, and the substitution of more

* simple modes of assurance ;”

—

M For the

Register*

Amendment of the law relating to the,

Estate of a tenant by the. curtesy of Eng*
land “ For the Amendment of the-

Law relating to Dower 5”—and

.

K For
the Amendment of the Law of Inheri-

tance.” Each of these has a reference to

the rest, and might take its place in a
revised system of law. They are the

fruit ofanxious stud$^$>ased upon the in-

valuable researches of the Commissioners

appointed to inquire into the state of the

Law of Renl Property. Iu particular the

Registry Bill, against which the combined

clamour of ignorance and interest has

been so portentously raised, is a measure

indispensable to the safety of the honest

dealer. It is pitiable to see the manly
seuse of Englishmen truckling to the in-

sinuations of attomies travelling from
county to county.* It makes one sad for

human nature to see such displays as

the opposition of the member for Dur-
ham—that happy compound of dulness

and pertness—-presents.—With pleasure

dowe enter upon our record, Mr. Sadler’s

Factory Bill. Directly opposed as we
are to this gentleman in his political

creed, wc are happy to bear testimony to

the pure benevolence which lias inspired

this measure. In a healthy state of
'society it would be uncalled for; but
until our happy days return, it is just

that those who are not of age to think
and act for themselves should be shielded

by the law against that apathy to their

sufferings engendered in the breasts of
their parents by penury and starvation.

Manchester Massacre—On the
15th of March, Mr. Hunt moved for a
Committee to inquire into the events otf-

thc 10th of August, 1819. There were
for the motion 31 ; against it 200. This
clearly proves that the present parlia-

ment is mainly composed of men wdio
see that reform is unavoidable, but not
of men imbued with that spirit and those

principles w hich will actuate a reformed
legislature. They w'ould politely throw
a veil over the atrocities of the expiring
system. Y/c say,—“ Give them all pub-
licity ; let them he graven on our hearts,

and 011 the hearts of our children, and
our children's children that fear and
abhorrence may prevent weakness and in*

dolencc from hankering after the flesh-

potsof Egfpt.” Dr. Lushington, Messrs.

“$*“ $r
• Among the petitions against this bill, are to

bo found many importing to come from widely
distant places, thiflanguage of which is verbatim
the same. The allegations of one petition are
not uufirequently directly contradicted by another.
Some of the petitioners honestly confess their ,

ground of objection tobe—that theknowledge of
the burdens of an estate may render It difficult
to obtain money on its security.
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HuteeC O’Connell, Strickland, add Gil/ 1826 extended annually on an average
lonp*4et this be remembered by the £2Q,00W in building churches and glebe
people of England—spoke manfully in houses and purchasing glebes. Under
support of the motion. these circumstances we cannot wonder

41 that resistance to the payment of tithes

England and Scotland. at present engrosses tlfe public mind hi
In both countries there has occurred lreland_~The first decided opposition to

nothing worthy of commemoration since the payment of tithe took place in the
the commencemenftpF^the month, but parish of Graigue (on the borSers of Kil-
the progress of cholera. Its diffusion kenny and Carlow) in November 183Q. ^
since its first arrival at Sunderland has The subsequent progress up to the coin*,

been slow and irregular. In the begiu- mencement of the present year is beyond
ning, its course was northwards ; it the limits of our retrospect. It has gone
first reached Newcastle, whence it dif- onincreasingsince January, ^fnthecourse
fused itself through the surrounding of February several meetings to petition

country. Passing over all the interne- against tithes were held iu the county of
diate stages, it arrived in Haddington. Carlow. There was a meeting in almost
Thence it spread to Musselburgh, and every barony of Wexford. But the spi-

Portoheilo. A few cases occurred in rit of fesistance has spread beyond the
Edinburgh. It was next heard of in boundaries of Leinster. The inhabitants
Kirkintulloch

; and in a shqfrtrtmie ap- of the parishes of Kilworth, Kilcrum-
peared in Glasgow. The ' next place per, Macrony and Leitrim in the county
attacked was IahuIoti. It was supposed of Cork, met on the 26th of February to

to have disappeared from Edinburgh
;

petition against the present oppressive

but suddenly re-appeared in CanonmiUs system. Both Protestants and Catholics

and the village of the Water of Leim, convened for a simi^r purpose at Atheory
which we certainly have been in the and other parishes in the county Galway
habit of viewing as joined to the town. on the same day. Eveta the inhabitants

The disease has been extremely virulent * of Pettigo in the distant Donegal, tratts-

only where it caught the inhabitants un- omitted a memorial to Government on
prepared. It seems at its first access this all-iunmrtant subject by the hand of
almost immedicable. When about to the militaiy commandant of the district,

leave a place, it becomes much milder. But the iftost imposing of all the im$t-
To this circumstance must he attributed, ings were 4$$bse ofc Graigue, Naas mar
the immense number of contradictory Dublin, and the Curragh of Kildare, at

specifics. Medical men,who at first found each of which, upwards <^**0,000 men
all their drugs unavailing, have attri- appeared. The temperate daring of the

buted to their last experimental medi- speakers was every thing that could he

cines cures which would have taken desired.—These proceedings of the manly
place although nothing had been admin- resident landlords and yeomanry of Ire-

istered. Dissection has hitherto thrown land are not to be confoundedwiththe out-

no light on the nature or cause of the ^rnges committed under the pretext of this

disease. - — good cause. Such excesses are perhaps

Ireland. inseparable from moments of popular ex-

By the Census of 1831, Ireland must citement, which are naturally selected by

have contained at the commencement desperadoes because then “ their sound*

of the present year 7>734,*365 inhabi- ing steps cannot be heard.” At any rate

tnnts, exclusive of the military, which this must continue Jo be the case in

the present system of government renders Ireland as long as an ill-organised and

it necessary to maintain permanently oppressive government perverts the pea*

in that country to aid the police in sant’s sense of right aud grinds him to

keeping the people quiet. These mil- desperation. On the 11th January the

lions inhabit 2,460 parishes : of wliieh Earl of Gosford announced to goveru-

1,607 had made arrangements respect- nicnt an assault committed a few days

ing tithes under the Composition £ct pre- before upon some of the tithe driven in

vious to January 1032. The gross amount the parish of Creggan, county ofArmagh,

of composition is £4^jgf)4, Cs. Id. On Thursday the 13th a body of 2,000

The xtfiole tithes of IrcTOd are esti- men paraded the Barony of Ennisowen

mated at £*800,000. An article in opr in the county of Donegal iu a violent

present number explains ^additional anil threatening manner, and attacked

burdens Imposed by the establishment the house of one individual. On the

upon each parish. The present aunual 23rd. they collected in yet greater num-
volue of the church lands in Ireland we bers at Camdonagh, and broke the win*

have not been able to ascertain. The dows of the Lieutenant of Police, ex*'

Board of first fruits in Ireland has since claiming they would not pay rent, tithes
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nor taxes until O’Coaineli had got new
laws for Ireland. A party estimated at

7,000 men assembled in like manner at

Clonmanny on the 24th and obliged the

tithe agent by threats to refund what he

had collected. Ilockite notices were
posted liberally throughout the four pro-

vinces. Sij* John Harvey, Insg0ctor-Ge-

neral of Police for the province of Lein-

ster, states in his evidence before tfy.
mamittee on Tithes, that by directing

the whole force of military and police*'

which government could bring to bear

upon the bounty of Kilkenny, upon
GraiguW for two months incessantly, be
had not been able to collect above one

third of the arrears of tithe due in that

parish alone. The Rev. Hans Hamilton
stated to tho same committee that the

disturbed districts (meaning thereby

those also in which the opposition was
entirely passive^? must be proclaimed,

and “ an overwhelming force of military

and police poured in upon them, or

tithes must be abandoned and to do tho

Rev. gentleman justing, he seemed most
anxious for the adoption of the^flrst

alternative.—A Privy Council met at the

Castle on the 15th of February, consisting

of one Earl and one soldier, the rest cler-/

gymen and lawyers, which declared that

certain districts of Kilkenny dhd Queen’s

Countywere in a state ofdisturbance, and
required an extraordirary establishment

of police. We were not much astonished

when Mr. at«i?ley promulgated his Arms
Bill to a wondering senate. The Secre-

tary for Ireland is a clever lad, but he
was like many other scions of the Aris-

tocracy sent into Parliament when he
ought to have been still at college, to

blunder his way into Statesmanship; and
your suckling ministers are proverbially

fond of't* energetic measures.” But that

men, come to the#ye.ars of discretion and
long resident in Ireland, should have
knowh no better what the time called

for is passing strqpge.—O'Connell man-
aged the matter better. On the 17th
of February he dispatched Mr. Thomas
Steele on a mission to Ireland. That
gentleman attended a meeting of the

National Political Union in Dublin on
the 23rd, where he was enthusiastically

welcomed and called to the chair. He
read O'ConnelPs message to the assem-
bly which briefly and forcibly impress-
ed the mischief which had resulted from
outrage, the impediments which violence

and crime had thrown in the way of
the abolition of tithes. Mr. Steele an-
nounced his intention of visiting the dis-

turbed districts, but was assured that

the meetings already held, by giving a
legal tent to the feelings of the people,

had put an effectual check upon dietin'*

bances. On Sunday the 4th of Marsh
Mr. O'Connell arrived and addressed the

Union in person.—The Orangemen have
now resolved to try their hand at agi-

tation, and resistance to the imposition

of disagreeable taxes. At the very mo*
ment that the mataitant (how a name
respectable elsa^BfK may be rendered

odious by the knaves who assume ill)

magistrates were clamouring for assist-

puce against what they called insur-

rection, they refused to act unless re-

lieved of certain fees payable upon the

renewal of their commissions. Theplea
would have been feasible enough* and
the manner of urging it unimpeachable
from any other quarter. Since that tune
the enlightened arrangements of the

ministry for< promoting education in Ire-

land, havh $ecn.made a handle for tho

excitement of factious grumblings : and
one baronet with equal piety and good
taste has endeavoured to raise thg^ar-
cry of “ the Bible, the whole Bible, and
nothing hut the Bible.”

COLONIES.
Jamaica is then colony in which re-

cent events seem to call most particularly

forcommcmoration.—On Fridaythc 16th
December, 1831, the negroes on the

Salt Spring estate, parish of St. James,
evinced a spirit of insubordination;
and two constables sept to apprehend
and convey the ring-leaders to Monte-
go Bay, were assaulted and deprived

of their pistols and mules. The town
was in a state of alarm, and a thou-
sand confused rumours floated about
on Saturday and Sunday. On Monday,
immediately after sunset the reflection

of conflagrations was seen immediately
above the horizon in seven different di-

rections. On the 23rd the trash-houses

of York EstAte in Trelawny parish were
fired ; and a strong spirit of insubordifta-
tion was evinced by the slaves on several

other estates. Up to the 30th the num-
ber of fires in the parishes of St. James
and Trelawny continued on the increase.

Nine tenths of the slave population re-

fused towork. Themilitia had been called

out on the 20th, and parties despatched to

different stations where insurrectionary

movementswere expected. At first, wher-
ever they appeared, the negroes retired

to the woods. The latter, however* conti-

nued to harasstheir pursuers, and growing
holder by degrees, the parties of militia

were withdrawn, lest they should he cut
offin detail ; and the effective force of the
regiment was concentrated in Montego
Bay.—Ldfa Belmore, the governor,who
received intelligence of these occurrences
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22d, immediately made applica- custoe ofthe' Parish of Portland, that the
tiou to Commodore Farquhar, who, at negroeron three state* had refused to
fci* request, despatched ships-of-war to work and betaken themselves to the
Port-Antonio, Montego Bay, and Black woods. Captain Tathweli with thirty
River. On the 29th, Sir Willoughby men of the thirty-third regiment, was
Cotton embarked with two companies of accordingly embarked!on board the ifya-
fhe B4th Regiment for Mdrttego Bay, on cinih for jMorant Bay with directions to
hoard the Sparr&wMfffc* ' On the 91st, rbtirjt Mtifr to Manchioneal ; where he
Commodore Farqtjjfpfptllowed in the founds m* regiments of Portland, St.

Blanche
, with 300 men of the 33d and ^jfleorgfo and Si Thomas, in the east,

84th Regiments? and twelve artillery, already assembled. At the same time,
men, with • two field-pieces and rocket^ men of the seventy-seventh were
ice.—On the 29th, the governor having conveyed in the boats of the Champion
convened a council of war, in due form, from Port Antonio to Mandfcioipri. The
martial law. •was regularly proclaimed, command of the district was given to
Orders were, at the same time issued to Colonel M‘Leod, with the rank of Lieut.-
the St. Ann’s Western Regiment to as- General of militia. No farther move-
semble at Rio Bueno ; the Clarendon meats were attempted on the part of the
Regiment on the confines of Trelawny ; slaved; the burning of a trash-house
the Westmoreland and Hpiover Regi- which occurred, being apparently acci-
ments on the confines of St^|ttnes*s. The dental. The Maroons, however, sent in
object of this arrangement was to cut off pursuit of the abscoiuRjig > slaves, found
all communication between the disturbed thirty-one houses erected in the deepest

digflgicts, and other parts of the island.— recesses of the woods—an indication that
These orders had scarcely been givmi, their measures must have been taken
when intelligence was received froni*TSe- some time before. Ttys King’s procla-
neral Robertson that the insurrection ma&, when ri&d to the negroes in
had spread into the parish of St. Eliza- Manchioneal, was treated with undis-
beth. The Generalexpressed an opiniod guised contempt.—On the 14tho(\January
that his whole force ‘Was unable to sup- u^apnptoms of insubordination shewed
press the insurgents. Accordingly, fifty .^femselYes on an estate in St. Anne's
men of the 77th, were sent on board the parish. I'his was a quarter in which
Bose on the 3d ofJanuary, and despatched uothinp|Of the kind had been looked for.

under the command of Major Wilson, to An example was,»made of a ringleader ;
' Black River.-*-Sir Willoughby Cotton and two companies'of the St. Catherine’s

proceeded immediately on his arrival militia were marched upqprtRat point to

at his destination, to arrange an organ- preserve quiet.—Great preparations were
iced system of operations, in which made at Kingston, hut nothing transpired

Its was readily se&nded by all the „ to shew their necessity.—No occurrence

militia, with the exception of the Tre- ha9 ns yet justified the assertions of the

lawny regiment, of which he found planters thattheinsurrectionwasprompt-
much reason to complain. He sue- ed and organized by the sectarian mis-

cceded in opening up a communica- sionaries. The threats against them were,

tio& With Maroon Town, and obtained nevertheless, so audacious, thpbthe Wes-
essential assistance from the Maroons, in leyaus foimd themselves under the neces-

tracking the negroes, most of whom re- sity of claiming the governor’s, protection,

tired to the woods. By the 6th, Sir In an interview which three of their

Willoughby was able to write to the Go- number had with bis, Lordship, at St.

veraor that the neck of the insurrection Iago, on the 7th of January, this was
was broken in that district. There have franklypromised.—Lord Belinorereturns
been partial risings at various points to England, and is succeeded by Lord
since, but the spirit of the negroes seems Mulgrave. This arrangement was made
broken ; and, with the exception of afew some time ago.

of the boldest, they are returning to Demerary and Essequibo.—-The
work. Such of the ringleader as fell order in Council, dated 2nd November,
into the hands of the military have been 1831, was published in this colony on
shot: the others flogge^Lor pardoned, the 12th January, 1832. A protest was
The amount of lives lostfand property immediately drawn up, and signed by
destroyed, is not known, except the great majority of the proprietors and
vague rumour. Box, a Wesleyan mis- overseers; a note was appended to this

rionary, was apprehended, but liber, document authorizing certain individuals

Ated by the Governor; there being' no to appear, for the interest of the sub-
*- accusation brought agaiust scribers, and execute the protest at the

him.t~^0n the 31st of . December, the Colonial Secretary’s Office. They pro-

governor received intelligence from the test against the.Order in Council as an
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infringement upon the fundamental laws It is evident that a crisis is approach*

of the Colony and upon the rights of ing in the history of our West India co-

private property ; they protest against all lonies. They have some reason to corn-

authorities and parties concerned in pro. plain of our legislature for fettering

mulgating and enforcing the order ; they them with unnecessary taxes and re-

protest against jjuty obe#exM?e they may strictions. On the other hand, they

be forced to yield
1

to«its provisions being have conceded^ us at least a niedldttf*

interpreted into acquiescence rrlMmpry, right in their :n||i arrangements, in
submission. ' The paper is jpEwfotl?' return for the ^|p|fion afforded them

characterised by that confusion raityftk;. by our fleets and This they seek

gnage, and that blnndering repetition of<> to elude, in the question of negro email-

strong expressions, unavoidable when -intimation, under the pretex that (i slaves

people are in a towering passion. are not subjects
1 ’—thus seeking to re-

£t. Lucia—The promulgation of the move those unhappy beings from the pro-

Order inJCouncil was followed by a re- tection of the laws. There Js, we fear,

fusal to furnish government with provi- little chance of their seeing the danger

sions and other necessaries. A vessel in which they stand, till they have

was fitted out to procure the requisite pulled down upon themselves a heavier

supplies from the neighbouring islands, judgment than that of Jamaica.
’

The colonists endeavoured by the same
vessel to forward letters to their corrc- '4taiEipN STATES,
spondents rcqueqtgag them not to furnish Our intelligence, respecting trans-

the govemmert|'^#fib what it wanted. actions abroad, since the beginuing of

The letters we$i opened by the acting the present year, the period at whictgjgur

governor, Lieutenant-colonel Hoyden, and historical register commences, is" not

an embargo laid upon all vessels $rom suffmently definite and authentic to jus-

the 18th to the SSrd^f January. ' Ail tify us in recording them. This deficiency

shops were shut up, and trade of every shall he amply supplied in future num-
kiud at a^taud-still. The negroes were bers.

refusing to work.

-S&TATE OF COMMERCE AND MANUFACTURES.

March, 1832.

Under this head, we shall record month- that the patient will, ere long, recover;

ly, the state of British Manufactures and A more permanent cause, it must be al-

Commerce ; not confining ourselves to lowed, bears upon the energies of the

the transaction*/ of the Stock Exchange, nation—in some degree limiting the ex-
or even- of.

u the City,” but comprising tent of its operations, but still more
within our view tljc great seats of manu- reducing the profit upon them, namely,
factoring industry, and the principal the oppressive load of taxation. Low
outposts, and examining the causes which profits and low wages arc a universal

affect the prosperity of the Foreign and subject of complaint, and thus industry
Home Trade In aU its most extensive Is kept unduly on the strain with inade-

branches. quate compensation. The passing of the

At the period when our labours com- Reform Bill, whose fruits will be public
mence, trade is suffering under depression confidence and economical government;
from two great causes; first, the suspen- the abolition of the Corn Laws, which
sion of confidence as to internal tran- would remove an incubus from the pro-
quillity, owing to the delay in passing the ductive flasses ; the opening of the mar-

* Reform Bill ; and, secondly, the appear- kets of India fund China to our merchants,
ance of the Cholera in the metropolis, and or the modification of the American
In one of our great manufacturing dis- tariff,—an^bho of these things—much
tiicts, in both of which it has had effects crugge all—would give a spring to the
like those it produces on the human frame, national industiy, and hasten the return
checking the circulation, obstructing the of prosperity. A melancholy reverse
pores, and oppressing the sources of life would jfe produced by the spread of the
and activity. Yet ns the disease has fol- Cholera to. the English mannfostftriag
fen upon a subject not previously un- districts. ^ *
healthy, there is good, reason to believe The currency of the ?«untryis in *
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sound state, and the hill dhtalation Indi- trade Was previously good, have had their

cates a healthy condition ot f&£de. There activitymuch restricted, and their pro-
never was less of speculation or over- spects' clouded, by the existence of the
trading. Stocks are low both in the distemper, which is ever found to produce
hands of fh# manufacturer and the retail much,more alarm at a distance, than in

dealer. Money is not scarce. The farm- the place where it actually exists. Ow-
en are feeling the beneficial effects of a iffjy to the ogarantine regulations, the
good harvest and a Jugfi price of wool, shipogait? of goods an very few ; and
Which enable thm^Mfeuggle against ey- »,evef$»reu Scotch manufactured goods
oessive rents. J^n^ianufarturers are, are be shipped at Liverpool, the

generally spt»akmg,¥Active ; and the for-uj ^foreign consuls there make diligent in-

eign trade is pretty goodie Here are sub. ^ v
quiry, and certify that they came ’from

stantial grounds for hoftet, if the tlcqjpls an infected place. The manufacturers
should pass away from the political hori- are looking to the necessity of working
zon. short hours, and dismissing many of their

But to descend to particulars : workmen ; and Borne of this principal

London, the great centre of cominer- houses have bought goods in Manchester
cial and money transactions, is nearly

paralyzed by the Cholera. In consequence
of the quarantine established in foreign

countries, there is a distressing stagna-

tion in the shipping and QdqS&fct trade ; and
even the country dealers, who arc ac-

customed to make their pui chases of

ltygnufaUiiml goods in the metropolis,

have been kept away by fear of ^^pes-
tilence. Should this < ause contUftRong
to prevail, it will be nearly as ruinous to

tradesmen, as it is calamitous to the la-

bouring ( lasses.
t

The Cotton Manufacture,--by v

far the largest bramli of mamifai hiring#
industry,—is, on the whole, m a flou-

rishing state. At Manchester
,
and the

other great towns of Lancashire, the

» weavers, both by the hand-loom and
power-loogjfc are in full employment;

<
though tnPlhand-loom weavers are, and

* ever will be, wiotchedly paid, owing to

facility of learning that employment,

the consequent liability to an overstock

of hands, and the competition of the

power-loom. The demand for goods is

large and increasing, both for the foieign

and home trade, and stocks are low. The
spinning branch is much depressed, and
has, for some mouths back, been a very

losing trade. The printers ha\e expe-

rienced admirable effects from the repeal

of the duty on printed cottons and mus-
lins, by the present Chancellor of the

Exchequer ; they have made a great ad-

vance in the excellence of their work,

and have distanced all foreign (Onipeti.

tion, when quality and cheapness are

taken together. The best Fsench prints

1 may equal, or even excel, tlie best Eng-

lish ; but the former are too expensive to

meet the English in the general markets

of the world. The prospects of the Cot-

ton Manufactures are decidedly good, if

the chotar* should not reach the manu-
facturing districts. In Scotland, this

catttnlty fc*| already occurred, and is

severely felt, Glasgow and.Paisley, where

to execute their djrders. The shipping of
theClyde is necessaiilyfin a very depressed

stafto. ^
At Liverpool, which is so closely con-

nected with the manufacturing districts,

and shares their pnatoerity or distress,

ttpde is decidedly g«8®i it is indeed in a
state of unusual activity*.owing to the

owfuction of the Thames and the Clyde.

fee demand foi- cottQji is steady and even
mcreasing ; andffiH the quantity imported
has been less this year than last, as the

stocks arenow lower than inMatfh 1 831,
and as the present rrop is believed to be

short of what was estimated, and not

exceeding an average, the price lia* risen

in al> qualities, especially in the low and
common kimht The exports of manu-
factured goods from Liverpool were great-

er during the last yeaiygfflfthe first tw o
months of the present, than have been
known for many years past, especially to

the United States. The Dutch colonies

of the East, cut off from the Belgian

manufactures, are now considerable cus-

tomers to the English. There is also an
extensive trade to China, especially in

cotton goods and yarn, carried on from
Liverpool, by the Americans ; when the

absurd monopoly of the East India Com-
pany is at an end, this branch will come
*into the hands of qur own countryman.

The Wooi.len Manufacture,
which ranks next in importance to the

cotton, is in a levs flourishing condition*

The mildness of the wjnter has had an
unfavourable effect on the demand for

coarse woollens, blanket*, and flannels.

The cholera in London has occasioned

many orders, both for the capital ahd
foreign countries, to he countermanded.
The rise in the price of the raw material
which, in the low and middle qualities

has been great, has also narrowed the

profits ofthe manufacturer ; cloth has not
experienced a proportionate- rise, and the

attempt ^obtain it has injuriously affect-

ed th&teie. The country demand% on
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the whole, steady* During tie last year,

the exports were exceedingly huge, espe-

cially to the United States ; that market
being now fully stocked, a reaction is

taking place. The trade to Portugal is

suspended, in consequence of the critical

state of that country^ Dog^Miguel’s law-
less tyranny, and.the jnoiistobus quaran-
tine of seventy days establisheMfrainst
English vessels. A good trade lUmtid-
pated to Germany and the4north of E<ir>

rope* The important market of Brazil
y

is nearly lost, owing to the total want of
confidence in the stability of the Govern-
ment.

In the fVest of England, the woollen
manufacture is much brisker than it has

been for? a long time pqst ; extensive or-

ders for the East Indies have contributed

much to produce this effect. At Leeds
and Halifax the' trade is dull, and the

mills are working short hours : but the
domestic manufacturers in the populous
clothing villages of the West Idoing of
Yorkshire are, for the most part fully

employed, though making miserable jftfo-

fits. At Huddersfield, trade is more
lively, especially in thfr fancy iuanufafe-

ture.

The "Wohsted Stuff Manitfac-
tit&e, whose chief seat is at Bradford
and the neighbourhood, is in a tolerably

good state.

Foreign Wool, of middle aiyl low
qualities, is scarce and steady in' price.

The finer qualities weke never cheaper.

Enolisu Wools keep up from
the scanty supjfty. English Short
Wools were rather lower at the great

fair at Bristol in the beginning of this

month, and the Leicester market is flat.

The Silk Manufacture. The un-
favourable side of this manufacture has
been fully exhibited in Parliament : the
trade is undoubtedly much depressed, aud
the manufacturers of Spitalflelds, Mac-
clesfield, and Congfeton, are suffering

severely. Yet the distress of these places

is more owing to the successful compe-
tition of Manchester,1 where all the silk

weavers are fully employed, than to the
^competition of the French. The trade
has extended immensely since it was par-
tially opened by Mr. Huskisson.
The Glove Manufacture at Wor-

cester has been much injured by the com-
petition of Yeovil, Chard, &c. as well as
by the new manufacture of cotton gloves
at Leicester. The fact, that the impor-
tation of the raw material of leather
gloves was twice as large in 1031 as in
1829, amply proves that this trade is not
going to decay.

$he Iron Manufacture. An ex-
supply has for a lon£ tijpq kept
extremely low, notwithstanding a

Register.

very great demand. Stocks are some.*

what deeiwing, and the home and ex-

port trade is large, hut prices do not

rise.

The Hardware and Cutlery Ma-
nufactures of Birmingham and Shef-

field are in a state of great activity.

The market far Colonial Produce
has been greatlj^jakated. owing to the

negro insumctuilnlfJamaica, and the

dreadful loss of pSSj^erty it involves.

Sugar has consequently risen in price.

The attempt flfafte in Parliament to ob-

tain a reduction of the duties, the nar-

row division by which that attempt was
defeated, and the expectation held out by
the Chancellor of the Exchequer of
some alteration favourable to the West
India Interest, keep the trade in sus-

pense.

The commercial world are looking

with mu< h f#ttxic»ty to a»
t
modification of

the Tariff of the United States. The
liquidation of the national debt of that

country, which will take place this year,
would at once enable Congress to make
a gBpt reduction in the duties on im-
ported commodities ; nor is it probable

that a people like the Americans will

consent to pay heater faxes, when the

f
revenue does not reqtfire it, for the mere

• protection of the manufacturers of New-
r England. A bill for gradually reducing

the high duties on cotton, woollen, and
iron manufactures introduced by Mr.
MacDufiie, is now before the House of
Representatives: its fate is uncertain,

yet, that some such measurd* must soon
pass, appears almost inevitable. A mo-
dification of the English Corn Lavt^u
would accelerate a modification of
American Tariff ; and, by each of these

measures, the people of Great Britain
would prodigiously gain in wealth ami
comfort.

The “ Comparative Statement of Bri-
tish and Foreign Tonnage which have
entered the Ports of Great Britain for

the last six years, ending 5th January,
1032,” presented to the House of Com-
mons on the 5th of March, is inserted

here, as a valuable comment upon the
alleged decline of the shipping interest,

from the adoption offree-trade principles.

Year.
British

Tonnage.
Foreign
Tonnage.

1826
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831

1,796,880

1,972,780
1,988,848

2,033,884

2,030,091

2,236,440

643,922
716,624
604,097
682,048
#*>297
047,320
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NEW PUBLICATIONS.

MEDICINE.

Supplement io the Edinburgh Medical
and Surgical Journal t containing

Official Reports, and Analyses ofother
Recent Publicatiotigk&n Malignant
Cholera. £dinb«H|n^Adam Black.

WE notice this valdMgnuinber of one
of the most able appeal periodicals in
Europe, in order to save OH from the ne-
cessity of lumbering our pages with the
titles of the publications on cholera, “ in
number numberless/’ spawned, like pre-

mature births, under the influence of ter-

ror. The most valuable are briefly in-

dicated in the “ Supplement which con-
tains, moreover, full details of the cho-
lera, as it appeared in Russia, Poland,
and Egypt, and in our ol^t country.
The paper by Drt Christison, detailing

the arrangements of the Edinburgh Board
of Health, is particularly valuable.

Observations on the Medical TreaSkjl|f
of Insanity. By Edward J. Sey-
mour, M.D. London: Longman & Co.

This volume contains the substance of
the Croonian lecture^ delivered in May,
1831, by the author. He confines him-
self to “ the investigation of diseases of
the sensorium, arising from the distur-

bance of its intellectual perceptions, either

actually commencing in the brain itself,

or secondarily*from the extraordinary

sympathy of that organ with viscera, in

the other cavities of the body.” This we
hold to be anything rather than clear

language. The style is agreeable, the ar-

rangement natural, and the subject in-

teresting. No new light, however, is

thrown upon either the nature or origin

of the disease, or best modes of cure. The
treatise would, as an exercise, do credit

to a pupil, but it scarcely worthy of a

teacher.

*
HISTORY, STATISTICS, AND TRAVELS.

The Cabinet Annual Register, and His-
torical, Political,

Biographical, and
Miscellaneous Chroniole for the year
1331. London : Henry Washboume.

Upon the whole this work is better than

its predecessors; and has the Aerit of

more liberal politics. There is still room,

however, for the improvementwhich the

Editor promises in the next volume. Of
the present one, the part most worthy of

commendation Is the abstract of parlia-

mentary proceedings which is executed

with fairness, l We are not insensible

to the apolojjFthat the Chnmide of

foreign events has been necessarily li-

mited by the Importance of the occur-
rences at home : but this portion of the
hook is of unequal execution ; and the

narrative of Polish attain is particularly

meagre^Thongh a reformer, the author
in hit dftpter on Domestic History, has
hazarded various opinions and insinu-

ations which he may perhaps refer, to

in proof of his impartiality, hut which
are too like paltering to the views of the
crafty, worthless faction, whichforeseesits
merited extinction in the success of Re-
form. He thinks that the connexion of
“ the enlightened and honourable por-
tion” of the advocates of Parliamentary
Reform, with the system of incendiarism
and destruction of property, is utterly

impossible. Truly, the Reformers are
much obliged to him for the cautious ad-
mission.^ raging Conservative could not
havffbeen more uiccly guarded in his lan-

guage, The cloven foot appears again,

whqn we are informed that the u res-

ped&fyle” part of die press exerted itself

to maintain order after the rejection of
the Bill by the Lords ; the “ worthies*

portion” of it to promote discord and
anarchy ; but that the people remained
quiet notwithstanding its endeavours,

and " the imprudent violence of many
of the public speakers.” The decision of
the Peers did inde^vroduce discord ; but
we know of no portion of ti&ffess which
laboured to create anardny ; and the

language of the public speakers though
determined, was almost uniformly mo-
derate—sometimes too moderate.—We
arc not surprised that a writer so ac-

commodating to lordly prejudice, should

direct his pointless arrows against Poli-

tical Unions; that he should deem the

existence of these “ cluhbists”as he terms
them illegal, inconsiste&t with monarchy,
nay, perhaps dangerous to the security

of property ; and that h» is inclined to

think they should iifttantly have been

suppressed by Government l How comes
it that not a word is said of the Charlcs-

street gang ? Are open associations to con-

centrate public opinion, more unconsti-

tutional than secret cabals for the uni-

versal diffusion of bribery, and the

strengthening of all manner of corrupt

influence P The Charles-streot people may
not have deserved notice in the historical

summary ; hut, at least, the doings of
these public fobbed might have had a
place in the “ Notahilis,” with jas much
propriety as the tricks of private rogue*
—By the way, the Editor ought not hem*
after to pggaaft so many trifling events te
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appear in these “ Notabilia.” Take the

.^following example ; it is, to be sure, one
of the strongest :—“ October 31 ,j—

A

fine

dray horse, belonging to Messrs Reid and
Co., drawing a butt of beer out of the

cellar of a public house in High-street,

Marylebone, fell back into the cellar, a
depth of eighteen reet, and was so much
injured by the fall, that it diedin a few
minutes”—&p. 363 There is a collection

of public documents, lists, tables, &c.

which will be useful. We direct espe-

cial notice to the list of pensioners

in 1831, enjoying pensions of £1000
and upwards. A list of the division in

the House of Peers on the Reform Bill

would not have been misplaced.

Practical View of Ireland from the

Period of the Union ; with Plq/is for
the Permanent Relief of the Poor

y

and the Improvement of her Munici-
pal Organization. By JAfy&s But-
ler Bryan. Dublin s W. :E. Wake-
man.

Mr. Bbyan starts with the declaration

that the “ Regeneration of Ireland evi-

dently depends uponShe just application

of the science of social economy.” He
has not however shewn himself adequate

to this delicate task, cilher in his ac-

quaintance with the principles of that*

science, or with the exact circumstances

of the.'society to which he seeks to apply

them. His book is loose, rambling,

and declamatory, it affords sufficient

ground t4Mdgubt a man's knowledge of

any science when he abandons argument
for appeals to the feelings. We can place

little reliance upon assertions guaranteed

by such a reference as

—

a au eminent
stock-broker in Dublin informs me,”
and yet this, or something equivalent, is

frequently Mr. Butler’s only authority.

In short, our objections to his 1k»o1c are :

—That he, has told us nothing about Ire-

land we did not
£ know before; that he

has suggested .no remedies for her ills

that have not often been discussed ; that

he has brought forward no new argu-

ment in their favour.—Some facts, how-
ever, which he states, remind us of what
cannot lie too often repeated :—1st, There
are no poor laws in Ireland, and conse-

quently the proprietors have no interest

in seeing that their land is not over-

stocked ; and England and Scotland are

turned into poor-houses for maintaining
the redundant pauperism of Ireland. 2d,

Under the preseiK^rretclied system, the

Irish peasant is continually1 on the brink
ofstarvation ; the marked increase of dis-

rate In Inland of late years is in a great

mSmuk the consequence of inanition. '

3d, The Irish are burdened with a heavy

taxation for the payment of an alien

priesthood. The Protestant Church Esta-

blishment in Ireland la of no direct use j

for the majority,qf the People dare not
listen to its doctrine Itlsof no indirect

use in the support of' morality in any
higher degree than the Romish Church.'
The morals of both are the same; al-

though their f^Mkmay differ. 4tli, The
judicial systenlwpeiand is so burdened
with incompatibieSigiBlfttive and execu-

tive functions, that the temptation to

jobbing is not only held out to, but
pressed upon its officers. Oth, There is

very inadequate provision made for the

protection of personal freedom. In the

year 1828, the number of persons com-
mitted for trial in England and Wales
was 16,564 : the number not prosecuted,

or against whom no bills were found,

was 1,627, about ouc-tenth of the whole
number. The number of persons com-
mitted for trial in Ireland during the

same year was 14,683 : the number not
prosecuted, or against whom no bills

were found, was 3,169, considerably

pabre than one-fiftli.—With a population
thus plundered, famished, and unpro-
tected by the law, need we wonder that

.the landed proprietors of Ireland hold
their domains solely by the tenure of
British bayonets ?

Historical Researches into the Politics
,

Intercourscy and Tratle of the Car-
thaginians

,
Ethiopians, and Egyp-

tians. By A. H. L. lIeerex, trans-

lated from the German. Two volumes
flvo. Oxford : D. A. Talboys.

This is ail ably executed translation of
a portion of Herron's voluminouspublica-
tionsonthe statistics oftheancient8.—The
portion of this work which the author has
devoted to Egypt and Ethiopia consists

principally of a precis of the monuments
these nations have left behind them ; and
an attempt to infer from their nature, and
from the few meagre traditions which
classical authors have pressed, the in-

stitutions and moral and intellectual

development of the people who executed
them. The commercial details are brief
and unsatisfactory, confined to an enu-
meration of the principal articles, and a
sketch of the high roads of Egyptian and
Ethiopian trade.—The essay on Carthage*
is much more complete and satisfactory.

Strange that we should know so much of
the domestic economy of a people, whose
very language has so completely perished,
that we can hut vaguely guess at the
great family to which it belonged 1

—

The
Carthaginian state in its principles much
resembled that of Rom**- The power was
vested' in the inhf^tan§4/ the principal

8
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city ; to which ihe other towns of the
empire owed acquire or less . implicit
obedience.—Thft^ portion of northed
Africa, bopitft$,fti<&6 south by tlie les-

ser Syitis aim Lake Loudeah,—on the
east and north, by the Mediterranean,
and having an indefinite boundary to the
west, was densely pegjtied and highly
cultivated. The B^ffian Islands, Sar-
dinia, and Malta, thP^est of Sicily, and
the southern parts of Corsica, were sub-
ject to ^Carthage. She had frequent
factories along the coast of Africa to the
Strait of Gibraltar, and along the
coast of Spain._The land commerce of

. Carthage extended eastward through the
desert to Egypt, and possibly southward
to the Niger; her maritime commerce
over the whole Mediterranean, beyond
the Straits, southward along the coast of
Africa, northward to the Scilly Isles

Her war-fleets were more numerous, her
vessels of greater bulk, and better ap-
pointed than those of auy other nation.

In addition to her own citizens, she could,

by her wealth, command the warlike Ser-

vices of the numerous barbarian tribes in
the neighbourhood of her settlements

At the time she thus flourished, the only
other nations of. any consequence upon^
thi^waters of the inland basin, terminat-
ing on the west at the Strait of Gib-
raltar, on the east at the double Strait

between Tunis and Sicily (which is com-
manded by Malta,) and between that

island and Cal&bria, were the Romans,
Etrurians, and Maasiliaus. The Ro-
mans had as yet no fleet ; the other two
were comparatively limited in their ex-

tent of territory and other resources.

Underthese circumstances, the vain dream
of appropriating all the shores of a sea,

and'by that means the waters themselves,

whose exits and entrances admitted of
being so easily guarded, was any thing

but unnatural* But Carthaginian great-

ness was held together by a rope of sand
and not Oifteulated to endure. Power,
even when concentrated in one person, is

uncertain ; how much more so when It

is the common property of a large mul-
titude, whose respective rights and rela-

tions are undefined ? That state alone

can endure, whose institutions, giving to

every citizen a share in their establish-

ment, give him a pride and , interest in

* their perpetuation. Carthage was weak.
Seined by Internal dissension; and fell

before the Romans. The disease was
natural add, necessary ; the conquerors

were accidental—had they not effected

her overthrow, some other people must
have dode'ihMCarthage has left us ho
trace of herJ§%ua«g | but trandations

of two commercial fibatie»«»-of the nar-
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rative of one sea voyage, and of the fig-
ments of a work upon husbandry have
come down to us.

Memoir of Sebastian Cabot, with a Re-

view of the History of Maritime Dis-
covery ; illustrated byDocumentsfrom
the Rolls, now first published, Lon-
don : Hurst, Chance, & Co.

The author of this memoir, Mr. Biddle,

an American, has rendered essential ser-

vice to the early history of his native

continent, by ascertaining, with more ac-

curacy than any former writer, the pre-

cise date of its discovery, and the extent

and locality of the investigations made
byit9 first discoverer. His tone is tri-

umphant and sarcastic, but really his

forerunners have given him some cause.

—Sebastian Cabot was the son of John
Cabot, a Venetian merchant, resident in

England, He was long supposed to ha\e
beep a 'native of Venice; but Richard
Eden says, in his “ Decades of the New
World,

—

£ Sebastian Cahote tould me
that be was borne In Brystowe, and that

at 4aii (four
)
ycaft ould, he wa9 carried

with bis father to Venice, and so return-

ed agayne into England, with his father,

after certayne years, whereby he was
* thought to have been bom in Venire/

”

He came back to England in childhood—“ pe/je infans and there remained,
till lie reached # man’s estate Lewis
Sebastian, and Sunrius Cabot, with
their father, were the fin^rfffbr Colum-
bus, to project a voyage to India,

by a north-westerly route; and their

scheme was approved of, and put into

execution under the patronage of Henry .

VII. Their first patent, is dated the

5th of March, 1496. They were thereby

authorized “ to seek out, discover, and
find whatsoever isles, countries, regions,

or provinces of the heathen and infidels,

.

whatsoever they be, ftnd in what part of

the world soever they lie, which, before

tliis time, have beei^ unknown to all

Christians.” A fifth of the profits of the

enterprise was reserved to the King ; and

the exclusive resort and traffic assigned

to the patentees. The expedition sailed

from Bristol, in May 1497, under the

command of Sebastian ; and we leant

from an ancient Bristol manuscript, that,

“ In the year 1497, the 24th June, on
St. John’s day, was Newfoundland foiiud

by Bristol men, iq^a skip called tlic

Mathew.” i.Havinjpfeached latitude 67
and a-half, Cabot bent his course south-

ward, coasting along the continent of La-
brador, until he came to a'"limude joiw

* responding with that of the Straw of
Gibraltar. - According to Peter Martyr,
“ ad occidcntem profcctus tantam est,

IVOE. I.
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ut Cubam insulam a lucea lonyitudine
graditurn pent! parent hahuerit." But
here he was compelled to abandon far-

ther pursuit, ami for want of provisions,

return to England.—These tacts arc now,
for the first time, ascertained, beyond the

possibility of doubt, by the discovery of
the second patent in the Rolls’ Chapel.
This document empowers John Kabottn
to take at pleasure six English ships, and
“ them convey and lode to the I^onde and
Isles of late found, by the same John, in
our name, and by our commandexuentc.”
Ignorance of the existence of this docu-
ment haw kept geographers in the dark
regarding the results of the first voyage
of Sebastian Cabot, and led them to assign

the merit of the discovery to the father in

place of the sou. Mr. Riddle ha/ com-
pletely established the claims of the lat-

ter. The patents were conferred upon
the father as the responsible undertaker
of the ent rprise ; but it is doubtful, if

he even accompanied the expedition. To
Sebastian Cabot belongs the honour of
having twice reached America, and com-
menced his third voj^fge from England,
when Amerigo Vespucci crossed the At-
lantic for the first time. And, yet, re-

marks Mr. Biddle, a while the name of
(

the one overspreads the New World, no
bay, cape, or headland recalls the me-
mory of the other.”—Regarding Sebas-
tian’s second expedition, we only know,
from Eden, that he v< directed his course
by the ti’hbfcfc.of Idande uppon the Cape
of Labrador, atlviii degrees; aflirmyngc
that, in the monethe of July, there was
such $ould and heapes of ise, that he durst
pass'ho further and that, “ consyder-
ynge the could and the strangeness of the
unknowro lande, he turned his course
from thense to the west, plowyeng the
coast of the land of Baccalaos, unto the
xxxviii degree*, from whence he returned
to Knglande.” Cabot made several sub-
sequent voyages to North and South Ame-
rica ; filled, at orn^tin^, the office of pilot-

major in Spain ; and, latterly, returning
to England, influenced, by his wisdom and
experience, various maritime expeditions,
from which the greatest commercial ad-
vantage* resulted to his native country.—Independently of the learning and in-
dustry shewn in this volume——throwing
light upon many important questions in
the history of maritime discovery its

author is entitlu^p our liveliest grati-
tude for rescuiug'^Pim obscurity the too
long neglected records of a man, who, in
the word* of his biographer, « ended, as
he kgan, his career in the service of his
native countiy, infusing into her mark e/
a spirit of lofty enterprise—a high mom
tone

—

a system of mild, but inflexible

discipline, of which the results wen*, not
long after, so conspicuously displayed.*’

On Financial Sin IIEntiy
Parnell, Bart. M.P. Fourth edi-

tion. London : John Murmy.
Tiil laconic preface to this edition con-
tains the Instoiyof the practical advance
of the pi mciplegajjLulcatcHl in the work.
—The mcieasd^^ontempt for the old
fj Jiac\, that tiade can be advantage-
ously l v /whited by taxation, is lftwt gi uti-

f)iug. Su ce UK1
1, the duties on leathei,

punted cahcocs, coals, and slates, have
been lepealed; those cm Bat ill i and
Fieuch wines i educed. A coinminion
has been appointed tobuggest imptove-
ments on the mode of public acc omits ;

ot tins measuie, Di. Bowling’s lepoit of

the (’oinmissioneis on the Exchequer ate
the flints. An inquiry has been liibti-

tutid at Pans by the Fremli and Butisli

governments, inspecting the bebt means
ol removing the lestiuturns which fetter

the commeice of the two nihons. Con-
ventions have been held in Amen c.i :

—

one hythe fuends offiee-tiadc at Phil idel-

phi i ; anotlii i by its op]tow nts at New
*Yoik. Ruth hive published tide ai/u-
mc nts in defence of tlieir lespectivc* now*.
Mt aim lule the Stiteof New ^oik'fais
decl ued foi Kiev Tiade. It these tine*'

pieat nations succeed in freeing them-
* selves fiom old and lllibeial pic indices,

the vi oild mint follow in thin wrke.
Su II any pHtly lemailN, tint it home
two gieat objects jet lewjni to be ac-
(ompliKhcd:— Id, The itfoi mation of
oiu coloni il H\stem lehitue to tiade and
finance; 2r/, A large mini lion of na-
tional exp nditure. Whenevei one or
the othei is accomplished, lie may cherish
the pi oiul reflection that he has been
one ot then ablest, most lioucbt, and most
mdehitigahle advocate*.

li,'ifi.sk America. By John M cGhkgon,
kU |. In two vols, flvo. ’Edinburgh :

William Blackwood.
Making allowance for two or three ob-
solete whimsies respecting colonial sys-
tems, and the advantage of restriction*

on trade, v* have found Mr. McGregor
a s'lis’Me and intelligent fnan. Even
aft r t£;e work* of Bouchette on the
Canada*,and Haliburtou on Nova Scotia.

*

he may he read with advantage. A 1thouA
by no means equally important with |JE*
works of these gentlemen, his book doe*
at times serve to dear up some* points
they have left in doubt. ButMg most va-
luable contribution to the ptpiitieftNir
tnuuuAUantic settlements Is the account
of the island of N«^buhdland^eoncerii-
ing which, we «ell|in this country per-
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fertly m the dark—-Newfoundland ox-
teiuls nearly across* the mouth of the
Gulf of St. Lwrenoe; between 46° and
51<* of north latitude t And 52° j^nd 59°
of Weat longitude. Its form is triangu-
lar, the line gf southern coast forming
the base, and the northern extremity the
apex. Mr. M*Gregor nowhere states tlie

amount of populotioimprat the census of
1827 gave 98,000, aSwlBoucliette esti-

mated it in 1031, at 75,000. These set-

tlers are all located on the coast. The
Interior is scarcely known, hut from two
jqurnlos by an enterprising gentleman of
the name of Conuack. In 1822, he accom-
plished a pedestrian excursion across the

southern and broadest extremity of the
island, from Trinity bay on the east to St.

George’s on the west. The general « liarac-

tcr ofihe surface was a sucres ion of lakes,
rocks, marshes, and scrubby trees. Gra-
nite prevailed every-wliere. He met in-

dications of iron, and found coal. The
eastern half of the interior is low and
picturesque ; to tlie westward it is nigged
and mountainous, with little wood. The
mountains are .seldom in ridges. There
are large tracts of peat marsh. Mr. Cor-
mack was of opinion that bridle roads*

might easily be made, in the interior,
j

IaOctober 1827, Mr. Cormack departing
fiom the Bay of Exploits hi lat. 49° N.
crossed to lied Indian J/ikc about the

.same latitude, in the mitre of the island,

»

and returned to the point, whence he
started, by the fiver whi< li < .irries off the

waters of that basin—a circuit of 220
miles. The country was found to be for

the most part low and marshy, with hills

to tlie north and to the we 4. The prin-

cipal part of the settlers in Newfoundland
inhabit the peninsula of Avalon, which
is almost divided from the mainland,
into two parallel islands by the bays of

Trinity and Conception ; which, indent-

ing the east side of the island, almost

meet those of Placentia aiul St. Mary,
entering frdtat the south. Scattered settle-

ments extend along the east coast to Twi-
lingate in 50° north latitude ; and all

along the south coast. St. John’s town,
the capital, has a population fluctuating

between 10,000 and 15,000. For the

last three years Newfoundland lias ex-

ported on an average, fish, oils, mid furs,

annually, to the value of L.494,000.
maintains, beside her trade with the

her country, a lively intercourse with

"'oar Wait Indian settlements, and with

Prim* Jffidward’s Island : exchanging her

fish wit^#|£former for colonial produce

;

usut -her importations with the

latter for 'grain, cattle, lumber, &c. The
fisheries On their ovraeoast and that of

Labrador, And the timg occupy the
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greater part of the inhabitants. The
prosperity of Newfoundland has beenma-
terially impeded by the want of a local

legislature—which we trust a popular
government at home will soou see the

justice and expediency^of conceding.

Journal of a Tour in the Stale of New-
York, in the year 1830 f with He-
marks on Agriculture, in those places

most favourable for Settlers. By
Johx Fowler. London : Whittaker,

Treacher, and Arnot.

Mr. Fowler deserves groat credit for

preserving his temper, and writing about
the portion of America he has visited in

such a liberal spirit, for he was literally

limited from New York up the Hudson
to Allsmy, and thence the whole length

of the Erie canal to Buffalo, by relays of

bugs. His descriptions are most graphic,

and shew that he fell his subject, but
(unlike some other travellers) he does

not confonud the inhabitants with the

vermin of home of their inns, and vitu-

perate the former for the injuries inflict-

ed on him by the liftter.—His hook con-

tains nmcli valnable information for

intending agricultural emigrants. The

,

most northern point of the State of New
York, is situated in lat. 45° north. It

extends from north to south, 304
miles , fgid from east to west, 316 ex-

clusive of Long Jsland. Its area, ex-

clusive of all large tatters, is computed
to be 27,656,960 airesi^i’iP popula-

tion 2,000,000 exclusive of foreigners

not naturalized. The State i* intersected

by the Hudson, navigable from the city

of New-York to Albany ; by the Cham-
plain canal and lake, from thattown to the

British frontiers in lat. 45** north; from
the same central point westward, by the

Erie canal to Buffalo. The great mass of

the population is concentratedalong these

lines ofwater communication. The points

of commercial intercourse are New York,

the port of the state
;
^.lbany, the centre

of internal communication ; and Buffalo

on Lake Erie, rising into importance.

The Commerce of the City of New York
exceeds that of any other in the United

States, and is perhaps only second to

London and Liverpool in the com-
mercial world. Silver is the legal ten-

der. The State monies are dollars (4s.

6d. E. at paT.) and cents (hundredth

parts.) There arcymnnerous hanking
establishments thrpphout the State,

which issno'iiotefl from a large amount
down to five dollars. Legal interest is se«

ven per cent., hut more may beobtained.
The manufactures of the State are thriv-

ing, and on the increase, but do not yet

vie with those ofthe EastemStates.—Mr.
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Fowler iw most minute aiid particplarim
his details of the agricultural statistics of
the places he visited Long Island, 115
miles long, 20 hroail, and divided into
thiee counties, has good soil on the
north coast, extendiug from the western
extremity about thirty miles to the east-
ward. On the south the soil is sandy—
in some places nqt worth culthating;
to the east it is chiefly pirte-bamm. In-
dian corn is the staple produce, yielding
25 to CO bushels (of 56 lhm) per acre,
and worth from 50 to 60 cerfts per bushel.
Hay, (chiefly of artificial grasses,) 30 to
40 cwt. per acre

;
pine 8 to 10 dollars

per ton. Horses for fanning cost fiom
60 to 75 dollars ; milch cowsfiom 15 to

40. There is a great deal of fruit grown,
and it pays well. There is pleity of
marine vegetable manure. The most
general fencing is stone walls, which cost

125 cents the rood. Fanning men get
8 to 12 dollars per month, board wages,
for eight months of the } ear ; women 5
per month for the whole 3 ear 1 ound. The
roads are good, though sandy ; repairing
them costs each fanned 5 or 0 dollars per
annum foi every hundred acres he occu-
pies. The communication with New
York is ready and cheap. In 1030, a
farm of 200 acres with a superior house*,

good farm-house, and excellent out-
houses, well fenced and in higli^.rultha-
fion sold for 30,000 dollars. 1 ,ong Island
is better fitted for an *hpulent tanner than
for one ofcfeaitccl means—In the neigh-
bourhood of l

r
tica, on the Erie canal,

the soil is full) as well adapted for graz-
ing as for raising crops. Woodland is

fully as valuable as jcleaied. Farms in
the vicinit} of the canal are valued at
fiom 25 to 50 dollars per acre—the wild
land, ten miles fiom it, bells at from 5
to 10. Not enough of land is tented to
establish a rate lental. but it may be
stated at from 1 to 1£ dollais ptr acre.
It is held almost invariably by the year.
The share, or having system is preva-
lent—the fanner finding the seed and
teams, doing the whole work, and di\ id-

ing the produce with the landlord.. Wheat
produces from 12 to 35 bushels per acre

;

Indian com from 15 to 50. The price
of the former averages 1 dollar for 60
15s. ; of the latter 56 cents for 58 lbs.

Hay returns from 20 to 60 cwt. per acre

;

and sells at 5 dollars per ton. The value
of horses and cow^s much the same as
in Long Island, warmre is too much
neglected. The usual fences, (worm,
or crooked rail fencfsV c6st 50 cents
•per rod. The roads are repaired by a
levy on the farmers, and a poll tax of
a day’s work on every capable man in
the parish. Labourers’ wages vary from
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5 to 12 dollars per month exclusive of

board.—These two points may serve to

give a general idea of the state of the

agricultural interest In New Yorlc.—In-
ternal communication throughout the

tipper pai t of the State much facili-

tated by branch canals. The slovenly

manner in which the roads are necessa-

rily laid out in JkgLess peopled districts

render the dustIPintolerable nuisance

during the dry months. Cloathiiqr is

bomewhat dearer than in England, food

much cheaper. Fever and ague prevail

to a considerable extent in the upper
country

;
and are imagined to be most

pre\ alent where the water is bad. The
city of New York is at intervals subject

to extraordinary mortalities. Crimes
against property are most frequent at

New York and Albany ; they are rather

on the increase.—These seem the most
important particulars reported by Mr.
Fowler. The following passage we quote
for the satisfaction of Captain Basil

Hall :—“ On all occasions the utmost
deference and most respectful attention

is e% or paid to the ladies.”

• BIOGRAPHY.

Reminiscences of the Rev. Robert Rail,
A.M., late of Bristol

,
and Sk tches of

hi s Sermons
,
preached ut Cambridge

,

•* prtor to 1806. By John Greene,
torincrl) resident at Cambridge. Lon-
don : Wcbtley and Davis.

This a specimen of the most pleasing

kind of biography—the reminiscences of
an attached friend. With the genius of
Hall every body was acquainted ; but here
we have him in his native, simple, homely,
hearty character, a fine example of the
dissenting clergymen ofEngland—-a body
of men who have done more to bring
knowledge temporal and eternal, home
to the bosoms of the community, and to
keep alive the flame of civil and religious

liberty, than any other in the state* The
day is approaching when the nation must
judge between a lordly establishment and
those who have in reality broke tty* bread
of life to the people • and that it may
come well prepared to judgment, we re-

commend the earnest perusafof the “ Me-
moirs of Calamy,” the “ Correspondence
of Doddridge,” and these “RemiftiWnce*
of Robert Hall. 9* We are proiufto
justice to the splgndid talents, and «#«tf
Christian spirit of many members dffW
English establishment, and jfepw* no
.bigots in regard to form«4]ii^MMniMii^s $

but we canndt Ant our ^ v

&ct
that/* while plir^ rich have
proved hot-beds Chll corruption and
woridly-mfa^dwiii the dissenters of
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England, riyaRing tlie holders of fat liv-

ings in groins and learning, have left

them, far behind In their cultivation df
the Christian graces.

f

Memoirs qf great Commanders. By
G. P. R. James, Esq. In Three Vols.

,
London : Colburn and Bentley.

A selection of well-conceived and
beautifully narratijjKbiographies—the

produce of the lewurehours of a man of

genfda. We are, however, utterly unable
to account for bigotry evinced by Mr.
James in the life of Oliver Cromwell.
Had that great man reigned “ by divine

right,” and been really guilty of all he
is here charged with, hh» biographer
would have found apologies in plenty.

It Would seem as if superior minds, when
they addict themselves to wallowing in

the quagmire of superannuated prejudice,

have a power of immersing themselves
moie completely than their neighbours.

The Lives of the Italian Poets, By the

Rev. Henry Stibbing. Second
Edition. Three Volumes. London s

Edward Bull.

To have a second edition called for js

<i compliment richly merited by these ele-

gant memoirs. The author announces ^
volume of illustrative ti animations from
the most esteemed portions of the minor
poetry ol Italy.

The Family Library, No. XXVIII,
British Painters, Sculptors

,
and Ar-

chitects. B> Allan Cunningham.
London s John Murray.

This number contains, among others,

the life of the most eminent of the Scot-

tish painters.—In the life of Jameson,
(the Scottish Vandyke,) the author takes

a brief retrospect of the history of art, at

a period when our national chronicles of

even political transactions, are obscure.

The sketch is curious and interesting.

—

The lives of Ramsay, Runciman, and

Raeburn are barren in incident ; but Mr.
Cunningham's estimate of their power is

uniformly correct.—By far the best-

written memoir in the volume is that of

Ramsay, whp, in the opinion of Flax-

man, was the first of English painters for

poetic dignity of conception. The enthu-

siasm, application, and extreme sensi-

tiveness of this son of genius, and the

..g&gdval ft darkening down’’ of his ex-

cited spirit to a state «$meatal imbecility,

ape Wmly amUfeeliugly delineated.—

Ttm jKghr if Copley, an artist of

father to the

1yndhnrst* is gijttMo the

world,& tSb this volume.
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Hutoire de Napoleon Bonaparte, «*
TtUage des Ecolet. Par L. A. J.
Mordacque. A Londres : Porque.

* fcCo.
In this work, the author has confined

himself to the simple narrative of Na-
poleon's life. It is Written, in a plain,

perspicuous style, and from the fascinat-

ing and instructive nature* of the sub-
ject, is well adapted pour la Jeunesse.

POETRY^

The Sumriser Fite. A Poem, with Songs.
By T. Moore. London : Power.

After all, Mr. Moore is the only per-
son alive who can parody Mr. Moore's
poetry. Ilis ode to « The Fair Pugilist,”

with its attendant note, in the “ Memo-
rial %) Congress,” is worth all that the
small wits of the day put together fiave
given us, and takes most provokingly the
joke out of their mouths. In the same
manner any person stumbling upon the
following passage, might hesitatewhether
to attribute it to the grand ajty| serious

of “ Lalla Rookjfc” or to the levity of
“ The Summer Ffcte.”

How gay
Shone out the high.bom knights and dames.
Now grouped around that festal board jA living mass of plumes and flowers.

As they had robbed both birds and bowers—
A peopled rainbow, swarming through
Withhabitants of every hue.

We doubt, hoergver, whether the poet

has this time been happy in ijge selection

of liia subject. It is so diimsy that any
attempt, by dint of persiflage, to make
it look more so, is seeking to “ gild refined

gold.” The songs, we fuppos*, always
excepting that of the Greek Mariners, are

really those sung on the occasion the

poem is meant to celebrate, which ac-

counts for their dulncss. Thepoem itself,

however, Bhcws that the light grace of

Moore's fancy iB yet ofedimmed by time.

There are passages well entitled to stand

beside the picture of the Marchesa

*

“ All gentle and Juvenile, curly andgay.
In themanner ofAckermann'i dresses for May.”

Who that has ever had his ears sub-

jected to the painful process, but must
admit the full justice of this remark r—

— That most painftil process tuning^—
That process which must oft have given.

Poor Milton's ears * deadly wound, * %
So pleased, among thqioys of Heavgli, *

He specifies «• harps ever tuned.*$

The description^ the motley group
..assembled at theS is Moore all over

:

f —Their golden harps they took—
Harps ever tuned.

PareAtu Lost, Book&
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Circassian slaves, whom Love would pay
Half his maternal realms to ransom pA.

Youtig nuns, whose chief religion lay
In looking most profanely hamlaomc

Muro in muslin—pastoral maids
- With hats from the Arcade-ian shades.

And fortunetellers—rich. *twa» plain.

For fortupeJtofi&ra formed their tgiio.

Thegrove astonishment of FatherThames

To find
Such doings on Ida moral tide—

is exquisite. We must prote t, however,
Against (lit unconscionable, quantity of

champagne tint# Mr. MooM^pnrg into

his ladies. The music beenrt to have
been composed under the soporific influ-

ence ofthe words.

NOVELS AND PROSE TICTION.

My Old Portfolio; or, Talcs and
Sketches. By Henry Gi.assfDrd
Bell. London : Smith nud Elder.

This little book convinces us that its

author is A man of genius in tin* strict

acceptation of the term. There are pas-

sages in the volume ot intense and com-
manding passion,—there are passages full

of the most delicate ^ud acute *ense of

the beauties of nature,—and (most de-

cided proof of all,) there are parages of

rich racy humour, in which the au-

thor shews hixniolf able to control the

whirl of his emotions, and binile as lie

recollects, whither lie i* allowing liiiuself

lobe hurried away. This last we Wold to

lie the Surest proof of crir position. A
man tttdy haven forgetive fancy, and yet

prodded fiotEfftg but abortions. A man
may leave glowing passion, yet melt

with his, pwn fires. But when intellect

is added to both in such proportion, that

lie can feel whither* the others, if uncou-
trOled, would hurry him,—and, instead

of beaming their slave, transform them
into life instruments,—then is he piwsoss-

ed of real genius, capable of producing
something that will live. In Mr. Boll's
u HairyPemberton, »’ we find passionate

power f in his “ Summer Thoughts and
Uamhu$*7 “ Fruits in their Seasons,”

a fine fetish feeling of nature; in his
u Myhheer vod Wodcnblork,” “ Rise

and Progress of a Small Volume of Po-

ems, with some Account of thoir Decline

aiui Fall,” " The Living Mummy and
the Leyden Professor,'* and M Love oi?

the Clyde,” original, daring, and felici-

tous humour. \Vc mjght point ont what
seem to ns faults hi some of the more
ambitious sketches, hut it is not worth
while, for we know the next will he bet-

ter. We say this, ^notwithstanding Mr.
Bell’s solemn vow, A* to be occupied for

some years to come with studies of an
abstract and severer nature.” We know
that he could as soon cease to breathe as

abandon his loved employment. This,

however, we will say for him, try what
court.? in life he will, he has that in him
which must command success,.

Orcadian Sketches ; Legendary an ) Ly-
rical Pieces. By David Veddkii.
Edinburgh : William Trit.

There is a frank, hearty, maul) power
in Mr, Vcdder’h sketches tint fairly takes

us by storm. With Orkney, we have
hitherto been acquainted, chiefly through

the instrumentality of Malcolm, and
beautifully does lie paint it in summer
loveliness, and delightfully reflect in the

nnrror of his own gentle mind, the quaint

manners of its inhabitants. Mr. Ved-
uer, we suspect, however, has given us a
more correct picture,—.it smac ka of tho

roughness and asperity of the leality.

The haiid o’ Y.irpha and Magnus Hal-
eio are pictures, of which the subject be-

longs to the Dutch school, Vhiletlie exe-

cution has much of the savage daring of
Roht. There is also a fine spec iiueii of
the last of the feudal lairds,—the vermin
seem to have been game to the back-
bone. Like the Norway rat, they bite

in the last agony. The Nautical Re-
miniscences are spirited, but too abrupt,

as if the author’s material* for spinning

his jam had been rather .* canty. “ My
Native Parish,” is a fine picture of the

inarch of mind.*’ There is much tligt is

worthy of praise in the verb's at the end
of the volume. Some of Jus songs are
truly excelle.it, and shew thjt the tail of
the mantle of Burns, and Rafusgyj lias

descended upon Vedder.

MUSIC.

introductory

.

School* music reliecHbr effect on’ tl\c most
One of tho roost remarkable occurrences * ob$oirirtm^itfe^ the simplest

“

io the modem history of mutfSj is the gge&ionv sftd hatWbfe ar
^ *

gradual assimilation of
schools of this arts 1 Lo^
yean back, wo find cerl

systems of musical ‘composition Irtvaria- eroothpi-
bly pursued by 'the ’Italian, Gdtinaflfe made «uht__ .

and French composers, * In the IfaiinSii WbM Seemed

-- gwt TTie Fmch waived
*

dUtlnctlvr* hi <11#

r«r
the

music
iftblime

hrt? were
rtoty’ passion,

to me I taliana
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and French, the Germans made matter

of grave and laborious investigation*

Hence resulted those profound revela-

tion* of harmony, which the master-spi-

rits of that countiy introduced with such

extraordinary effect both into their ope**

ratic and instrumental compositions.—

The present reigning style of musitkl

composition in thes^pouutries, partakes

largely of the eharadfemtics of the three

great schools blended together. The Ger-

mans have departed from the severity of

science; and, adopting the simple ele-

gance of the Italians, combine intellec-

tual melody with rich and masterly in-

strumentation. The Italians, whilst they

have preserved their fine fluency ofexpres-

sive melody, aVail themselves so freely

of the results of German redearch, that

their rousn is daily assuming more and

more of a scientific and elaborate cha-

racter. The French adhere no longer

on their stilted ideas of unities and de-

great a work should be sacrificed to the

cupidity of theatrical management. Jfc.

be$t le pitible was written for the grand
&$&ch ofgpra, and 19 unquestionably the

gwaterthoveltyofdlfomujdeal age. The
oemjjjM||r felt lie was iiW*4 to enter

a field, where the 1most illustrious of
his %redecessd5fo had gloried to excgl;

and he was ambitious ttf -he classed

and remembered *itb Gluck,' Pickin'!,

Cherubini, and KossIni. opera

proved sugajlflful. Th^most fastidious

pron$m<&&it a remarkable produc-

tion in the history of < the art* The
subject is truly bne df admirable
adaptability for diamatle dflfect $ the Li-

bietto
, by Scribe, and Gehmain )>e

Lav 1one, possessing all the elements Of
a musical drama, replete with passion.

We cannot but noth e it* extraordinary

varieties of style. The introduction is dc-

sci iptive of the tiei c
(
e and indomitable mi-

litary spii it of the eleventh century.. The
clamation. Their composers have found

an easy access to the lively national sen-

sibility, by uniting the graces of melody

and harmony, ami retaining only a spice

of the old predilection for noisy and osten-

tatious brilliancy. h\eiy thing denotes an

amalgamation of national chaiucteiistic

and the rapid 1urination of a standard of

excellence amongst the time Kuropcan

nation*, wheio music liaj bun fostered

into its present flourishing condition.

Nor are our remarks appln able to ope-

ratic music offi). The same influences

hate been at work in instrumental pro-

ductions In 1'ingliind, ior lack of home

product, foreigu music continues to he

extensively imported. But although this

countiy can boast of no character by

which the musical merits of her com-

poser* are recognised abioad, a general

appm iation of the best description of

art is becoming so picvalent, that we

are confident of its ripening, at no dis-

tant period, into results that w»ll redound

to her fair fame We intend to keep

an eye upon the progress of musical

art, find give a monthly digest of

whatever ml deemed worthy of notice,

at home and abioad. We open our

recoil! Vtyjyfch rather* a paucity of ma-

terials, few musical matters *f imme-

diate interest occupying attentjon. In

London, the great* theatres are possessed

»jaywEMXfst.
pears to be gettie

* fangs of hi* bom
houses' bay® «

kept^ *V flW#

sjgia
fore, btouj(M «p

*&•*» A#
Mitof

Which i.;

par-

MfchMhMe-
Manifold IHs*

advantaged; audit If dlj^Wable that 8$

second act represents the elegance and re-

finement of the imn&taf of a palace. In
the third, the spectator if, introduced in-

to tho company oftlcmopui and spectres,

where the ear is astounded with myste-
rious effects, produced by novel means.
The foui th act is all passion and the

fifth is, solemn and religious

is now the faiouiite in Italy*—H;a
opera

«

II Pirata, la StrMeray a&d
la Somnambula,B Luvo lud dtdd^d SuO-

cc«s. '1 he style of this author is pure

and original—Ms melody is graceful

;

lmt his phrases are rather nbiupt for the

development and express on of ideas.

Hii last opera, Norma, h^s not, WO un-
derstand, been turccWui at Milan. A
new opera by MlRcadakT k,, / Not,*

manni a Pariyi
,
lias pioduccd furore at

Turin. The music is w«U spoken of

;

aiul must be good, seeing that its repre**

sentation, occupying, /our hours, has

been repeatedly called for. In Gerc^ony

we hoar of no late novelties pf qou-

sequencc.

nEVIEw“ JUfsiC.

Etudes Preparati vts t
and JSiu&t 'A&hflfcr*

Cr It Piano. Par Charles $ftMOl.ts0>-
idon ; Cocas 8c Co.

* The author of these studies soy^fjhat
« Muschdesy KaifdfHumr,

Bertm, have pow«fcfoUy contributed to

complete the musical revolution ( heguu.

by CVttWsr .juri Okmenti," Hoes M.
: ' ChBuIlett^re6ig.lpe^ to say that Qra~

i hateonly be$m a
.** th#p&n©forte, which

has bot&qrthph hysvAfoscAft'es, &c. ?

ItfKh^heg to tw hlm, that the courses

# by Crqmer and CUmnti have
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mm. *t,«

Isfr^udiea are not calcu-

l§ip||o'lb|^featJy 'seryiceabloor hgnefi-

exercisesall in*the

of tf3itk<sfotii we Intended hotting ; but

wtilcb we if^we dil'a future''temom

’ tbe Ciuvalisr ^Umsmond Nei t-

<omteo} w CBAMEH, Addison, and

tions of Neukomm
every respect to the

songs, that they

ra in the musi-

y. In Napo-

,
the

'
imitative

powers of music are dis-

ith the utmost ingenuity. The
nee- in a slow march «

e rolling of the spectre’s

Reduced with consummate
overpowering modulation,

accompaniment is descriptive

starting from their graves,

p happ^ efforts, which a

us and well instructed

alone ' suggest. The or-

aod the close in the
derfuily effective.—An-

Neukomin’s felicitous publi-
*1-The Sea,” a charming

a different style from the
character so popular, that

de^ptood by siugers and
t jsjhjrf degree. To estimate

"‘ must enter into the sensa-

$r, wlio has passed his

blue and open sea ;
M and

ftbaery*; how beautifully
"" .poet is expressed by ,

udlBg note of the ipusic.

veraally knort*feari& practised. The
words are principally byBarry Cornwall.

Lays ofBvron, No. 1 « I ieOHfc{Jpftre4 care-
less child," So. II. “ The MhittfAthcm”—
The poetry telectedfrotn his ^OrdWp'ijworka.
The music composed by S. Nelson, London

:

CkameA, Addison, and Beale. . ,

Under this title, it is douhtl^tS^buded
to vocalize such parts of Dyrbd^t j^etiy

as are at all adaptable t<$ i$usi$&l Vhythm.
The words of No. I. are weli.calculated

for this purpose ; and Mr. Nelson’s mu-
sic though not conceived iii th$ best style

of expression^ is graceful and
In No. 2, the composer has aftoptecFan
uncommon, but, for^his theme,not mi-
elective uccent. The air is melodious*
aha the accompaniments judicious ; hut
the* composer’s want of potvej; and free

expression is still more felt&^thfo* than
in the preceding song. ;

La Clockette Rondolelto Brillant, jtour le Piano-
forte, sur uh motif dc Paganini, •P«rr L.

'* Nieubrmevkr. Paganini'S Adieu dp Viennet

March and Polonaise
, for the Pianofoi te.

By O. Licrl. London : Booaav arid Co.
The Campanclla rondo will not.be soon
forgotten by any orie>who has "heard it.

Niedermeyer has ntAde an agreeable pia-

noforte piece upon if. The 3f$*b' ar.

ranged by l.ickl is bold, and effective,

and would of itself entitle Fn$»nmi to

rank very high as a writer in the best

style of classical composition. -
,

’Rondo Brillant for the Piprtqforte :* By A.
Devaux. London ; Boose

y

*n<fCo.

The subject of this rondo is Brilliantly

wrought up. The piece is howeyer be-
yond the reach of any but a well ad-
vanced plajer.

La Giraffe. Rondeau Arab?,pour l&PjtHiofOrte.
Par W. Pi.acuv.^London : Boofinraud Co.

An allegro, v
an<3ra little exprdpsivd an-

dantino, introduce; the rondo ^mj^?,
which is pleasing, althougkyt&^he^ elon-
gated.

f

*\ y v-‘ ^
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If is imposbible to peruse the Debate on the Second Reading of the

Reform Bill in the House of Lords, without a deep feeling of anxiety

for the ultimate success of the measure. Honestly speaking, we.think

that by this concession it has only been ad^ anced into a situation of

greater danger. The language of its friends—with one or two honour-

able exceptions—was any thing b^t clear and explicit. The great argu-

ment of several noble Lords for sending it into a Committee, waft, that

they might afterwards reject it with a better grace. The opposition of

the Ultra Tories was as deep, virulent, and foul-niquthed as evb*. We
are still fat from being satisfied that Earl Grey was justified in teril-

ing the measure upon so narrow a majority , but his tondnlty mt at

least placed it beyond all doubt that nothing shoit of a regenerate of

the present members of the House can enable 1pm to carry it> tthttatl*

lated, without an addition to their number. Lord Grey has known {lis

order long enough to be able to translate their speeches into common
English ;

and this being the case, we adjure lnm by every jfcqUvfe that

can influence a high-minded statesman, to save the Peers from them-

selves. ,
^

It is impossible to say how many different shades and diversities of

opinion may obtain among the Lords ; but one thing is certain, that a

great many of them are most lamentably ignorant of their portion in

society* of the real tenure of their power. They neither know the

people Of England, nor the nature of the hold they hftvfe upon thqn.

When wb hear a noble Lord declaring in his place, that “ ho knew, by

rejecting the Bui, inconvenience* yould be created j but, hO believed,

that noM wouM be created whjch%ight not be met bv afttmwm-
mant whgn wejurther remark that this silly, ^feeling, toed

hrgvado in burst ofmituie, we know hot ^hidLfeelJttg

Lfthat imn legislators so ignoraht>w the

s° wdlwwjjhgte

ac^ is ft

foot,

in aiiken

» motley band
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fleshed in the trade of war, or hardened in the heartless subtilties of

law, or just escaped from the control of the schoolmaster, cheer on

their bully. It is well for these men that the nation has more sense

and temper than themselves, otherwise they might now be in the situ-

ation—we will not say of the conscript fathers of Rome when the

Gauls entered the capitol, but in that of a despgf&te crew, who, when
the trampling wavfes are surging on all sides over their stranded vessel,

strive to drown the noise and the terror of the storm by their drunken

halloo.
*

But the ignorance of the character of the people evinced by the Peers,

goes beyond a mere misapprehension of their power. In reading their

speeches, one is almost tempted to fancy some noble Lords are of opinion

that none but & Peer can possess honesty or common sense/1

' They treat

the nation like a herd of brutes who would be unable to conduct themselves

with Common propriety did not their betters think and act for them.

The Duke of Buckingham knows so little of the world beyond the cir-

cle of his own immediate friends, that he really believes the rest of the

community to be, to a man, paupers. Ndy, one could almost flancy that

some members of the Peerage, who might have been expected to know
better, imagine their plebeian countryman destitute of eyes Jjuid ears.

At least, upon no other assumption can we attribute a meaning to words
like the following, uttered in presence of crowding strangers, and of re-

porters writing as ^ for a wager :
“ Except in moments of great excite-

ment, which would occasionally prevail in all countries, he had rather

observed in that class of persons a disposition to rely upon the judgment
of their superiors, particularly wlieij that judgment was not fereed

upon them."—(Cheers.)—“ He thought that other noble Lords Would
concur with him in saying, that they had always Shewn a deposi-
tion to feel flattered on beiflg consulted by their superiors, and, in the
end, -to rely upoiu*their judgment." When the priests of Memphis
whifrfi t^ug^le the' people into morality and respect for thd laws, they
cokjSfried their pseudo-miracles in secret ; and when Iago described the
Moor as fit to be led by the nose," he took care that Othello did not
overhear him. But our wise senators conspire to wheedle us (be it for
our good or for our ill) at the top of their lungs, and in the face of the
assembled nation. Nor is this contempt for the unprivileged class con-
fined to those who remain in their original obscurity. Although a com-
moner may have elbowed his way into a peerage, he is still reminded,
on all occasions^ that lie is a parvenu . When Lord Wharncjiffe, for-
getting that* until a few years back, he was merely the head of one of
the oldest and wealthiest families in England, the*representative in
Parliament of a 'large and populous county, and one whom no personal
dangtfeWOuld turn from his purpose, ventured to insinuate that kfi> who
hod «$ent a busy life amongst Englishmen, knew their character better
than the Duke of Wellington, who had rarely come in contact with
tfatan? he was reminded by Lord Falmouth, “ that the noble Duke h«4
been employed in the civil service of his country three times as jpmr as
the txbhWLord had been a member of that House."*
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This scorn of the Commons extends beyond that portion of the class
nhieh mo\es in the private walks of life. It reaches even the creatures
whom the Iwroughmongering lords select to perform the drudgery of
legislation in the other {louse. One noble Lord tells us that “ the
constitution i»nlre£iy too democratic another, that he thinks (t the
House of Commons, both in constitution and eotylt^rt, democraticai
enough/* (which we implicitly believe;) a third gives a tolerable
insight into the opinion he entertains of the use of this branch of the
legislature, when he calls it a good school,—assort of debating society
for training Peers to elocution and public business ; as if the interests
$f a mighty nation were but a foot-ball to aUure these young Brobdig-
naggians to the practice of athletic exercises.

In this spirit of contempt for the people, lies the first and most
obvious danger to which the Bill is still exposed. A minority&f the
Peers, so numerous as scarcely to deserve the name, has declared that
it leather and abhors the measure, and

#
despises its supporters. These

idea are ignorant, and are determined to remain ignorant, of the con-
itgfefclt of the society for which they are called to legislate. They are

Quixotes living under a mental hallucination, in a world of bygone
centuries. They fancy that waring the titles of feudal Barons, they
can present the ^ime imposing front to the Commons that their anoes*
tors did. They are, withal, proud, self-willed, and regardless of danger.
Ten to one, could their mental vision be couched,—could they be made
to see clearly the danger in which they stand, their first impulse would
be, to shut their eyes again, anti rush on to take the bull by the horns.

Nothing is to be hoped from thefc, but by opposing to their mad career

a will stern and unbending as their own.

Have they been thus encountered ? Orsthe contrary, the framers of

the Bill have uniformly sought to conciliate their infuriate adversaries.

The soothwg system 1? iu the main a good one ; hut there a/e cttffijp of

derangement ill which it is utterly inapplicable,—and of^hese thsTpre.

hemt is one. The Anti-reformers speak of impeaching the Prime Minis*

ter ; and he blandly tells them that the measure is now in their hands,

and meekly prays that the danger to be incurred by rejecting it may
fftJl upon his head alone. Shylock's

« Fan Su, jou *pit on me last WednesdAj ;

You spin .iM wt* such a day ; another time

Yon call’d me dog ; and tor these courtesies »

I’ll lend you thus much monies,”—

>

is a time picture of rendering good for evil, when compared with the for.

bearance of the noble Earl. Even the front of Brougham, terrible to ene.

mies, is smoothed, and his mouth wears one unchanging fpiile. Hie Ma*
jesty’s Ministers are like the gods of Epicurus, unmoved alike by prayers

or maledictions. Superior to human passion, they sit aloft upon their

transcendental thrones, their countenances dressed in one eternal qpnggfc

vT3T® 0) i oYri

bqbS and concession. " The Bill! oh; my dew Coed I you will pass the

1 do not myself see how it can benefit the people, but they are

lavs it! I would not be so impolite as to infist upon<your

pSmjjfeta me in such a trifle; but WWit ess. that It can dayau m
SsjHtT'nyt thin# is a, mere mattedj>f

l<pnmsbiiiel bat it will gjatify a
great baa^iibuMt people. That’s a good, Jg^low 1" And this-jsswjny,

cold, hfi^taiMinCwpport of the measure i& expsjs^pd »>(w»ervaii
S3
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an opposition struggling with all its heart and soul—resolved to die in

the last ditch.

It would even be well if the phalanx of Lord Grey were composed of

such men. But it is a well-known, and avowed fact, that the motive

which induced many to swell his majority on the late occasion, was the

hope of being tliiiu enabled more certainly to strangle the measure.

Their language is—that their hatred and abhorrence of the Bill is in no-

wise diminished, but that after soothing the people by arguing the pro-

ject with them in detail/ they may, with less danger of giving offence,

mutilate or frustrate its provisions. They expect to he able to sap

its principle^ insidiously in the Committee ; or, should the worst come to

the worst, to throw it out at the Third Reading. These are the new
accessions to Earl Grey's ranks ; but even among his original supporters,

there ere not a few who would gladly, if they but knew how, get rid of

this odious Bill. They have adopted it out of no love they bear it, but
because, hampered by family connexions, they could not refuse their

compliance ; or, convinced that Reform was unavoidable, they yielded

reluctantly to the pressure of necessity. They are ready to acquiesce in

any evasion of the measure by which they may be enabled to save, .ap-

pearances. They are quite willing, were re not that they feel the eyeof
the people on them, to gi\ e even in to such a gross sqpre, such cun ap-
parent pit-fall, as the Duke of Buckingham's most exquisite plan of
Reform.

The parties then, are by no means equally matched ; and even if they
were more upon a par, their weapons are unequal. The House of Lords
is a little world within itself, having a morality and logic of its own.
Words have there a very different meaning from what attaches to them
out of doors, and actions fk*e judged by a totally different standard.

When we hear a noMe Lord speak of the lower classes, their want of
morqjl principle and information, we have some difficulty in recognising,

under these flattering denominations, the industrious, enterpi isitig, in-

telligent merchants, mechanics, and yeomen of England. Again, tfhen
we see Peers, with a view of transmitting their large estates, unincum-
bered, to their eldest sons, quartering the younger scions of the family
upon the public, we are inclined to call it avariefi and extortion. In
their estimate of morality, it passes current for prudence and fatherly
affection. An attempt to govern with the sword, would be designated
tyranny were our vocabulary consulted ; in theirs it is true courage.
It is owing to this anomalous constitution of the aristocratical mind,
that the very arms with which the Bill was defended in the Commons,
have been occasionally turned against it with success in the Lords.
With them it is an understood axiom, that ail the power they possess is

justly theirs, and that all the purposes to which they can apply it are
just and honourable. It would be unparliamentary for any peer to ques-
tion principles so cleanly established. Now, unfortunately, the Bill

proceeds upon the assumption that both are
v
false. In the Commons,

where this latter opinion is now all but universally entertained, the de-
fence of such a hill was easy ; the labour and the shame of sophistical
and crooked reasoning lay with its opponents. But, in the Honed* ftf

Lords, the policy of its friends has been to disclaim the princinjh^nKpen
which it is based. Their task hg t6 persuade their illustrious «§»
that the Bill is not calculated tp extend the liberties of the pedpie/orto
secure good end cheap government and legislation—th&^in short, it is

the most taintless and inefficient measure that ever ujraMft proposed. So-
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phistry bo glarings even the logic of the House of Lords is able to expose.

—On the whole, it must be evident to every man who can think for

himself, that the struggle in the Upper House is not a war of reason but

of will. Not one of the speakers seeks to convince his opponents ; his

utmost endeavour is to put a fair face on his own conduct. In no pub-
lic assembly have we ever heard such frequent protestations that the

speakers had no hope of converting those who eutertained*opinions dif-

ferent from their own—in none have wc so often seen the line of fair

argument deserted for the grossest personal invective. The victory will

be adjudged, not to the party which reasons best, but to that which is

most obstinate ; an<^ looking to the materials of which they are com-
posed, the superiority is undeniably on the side of the anti-reformers.

Their creed is more uniform, their league better knit, their discipline

more perfect, their hearts more devoted. They have a deep stake on
the issue of the game. They arc lighting their own battle, while their

opponents, acting merely as our auxiliaries, are but half hearty in the

cause—if, indeed, this be not to over-rate their zeal.

Thus circumstanced, it U to itself alone that the nation ought to look.

Whatever trifling adxuntagefWe have lately gained, has not been owing
to the fine diplomacy of Ministers, but to the firm, unwavering front the

people have hitherto presented. It was no insidious blandishments of

Earl Grey—it was the conviction that the univeroei nation had shrunk
from their side, leaving them in a moral vacuum, that extorted from
Lords Harrowby and Wharnclifle the concession they have made to po-

pular feeling. It is perseverance in the same determined conduct that

must follow up the blow. Let us aid Ministers ; but let us not, for a
moment, repose any confidence in their tijjpid policy. Wc know that we
have given offence in some quarters, by what is qalled our harsh judg-

ment of fjie Premier ; hut we are not, on that account, conduced that

we have erred. Even by the showing of Earl Grey's friends, bis concili-

atory deportment is only warrantable on the assumption that it is worn
to cloak the sternest resolution. When a man makes up his mind 'to

finesse, he must not be astonished that ev en his well-w ishers arc deceived.

Earl Grey has selected his course, and will doubtless pursue it—if to a

successful issue, with more heartfelt gratitude from none than from our-

selves. But as he is confessedly playing a double game,we must be excused

if the frailty of our nature lead us to mistrust him. Fine-spun webs of

policy are so easily torn asunder, that, even with the firmest confidence

in the intentions of the artisan, we have little faith in them. In case

of the failure of the van- guard, we must have a reserve ready ; and the

only one adequate to the present emergency is a united and determined

nation. ^
Our opinion is, that the discussion on the second reading has shewn

more clearly than ever the necessity for a creation of Peers. Lords
Harrowby and WharnclifFe, and the Bishop of London, a're men of sense,

and, we believe) only cfesire to come round with some attention to

^ecorum—with “ coy, reluctant, amorous delay.” But in not one,other

;
greyer, under whichever banner he may have hitherto ranked, himself,Wwe the slightest confidence. A great deal,of nonsense

x
has been

.spolw^s to whether such a measure would bo constitutional or not.

It,isHear that the people have a right to demand a creation. The
Peers are sitting as judges upon a case In which they have themselves

an interest. They are enacting the fable of the fox, called to decide

upon the comp!gfi$' of the goose, whose goslings be had stolen, with a*
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.

strong pre-disposition to order her to his larder for her seditious

impertinence. In any court of law, the plaintiff is entitled to challenge

the judge who has an adverse interest—to demand that he shall not

he judge in his own cause. The forms of our constitution do -not in the

present case admi^of the people of Bngland adopting such a line of

conduct, although tneir judges have a direct tangible interest in perpe-

tuating the abuse which is the ground of complaint. But the forms of the

constitution admit of the Monarch's increasing the number of the Peers

to any extent he may deem expedient. Here then is a succedaneum
for the right of challenge which is denied to us. We only ask the

King, in the legitimate exercise of his royal prerogative, to add to the

Assembly of the Peers as many individuals, deriving no advantage from
the present corrupt system of Parliamentary election, as may serve to

neutralise the votes of those who do. By such a step no constitutional

form is violated ; and the ends of essential justice will be obtained.

The demands of the lawyer an'd the honest man will alike have been

gratified.

But the only method of securing this consummation “ so devoutly to

be wished" is by continuing the external pressure. The nation must
declare its anxious longing to see this step taken, not in gentle whispers

and inuendoes, but in explicit language, loudly and reiteratedly. If

Ministers honestly Intend to have recourse to a creation should they

find it unavoidable, they will take the plunge with a better grace when
animated by the encouraging exhortations of the whole country. If

their courage is not yet screwed up* to this pitch, they need to be
reminded of their duty. At no moment of this protracted struggle has

boldness and perseverance oi$. the part of the people been more called

for than at present.,, We are within sight of the harbour, hut our
course thiiher lies through a perilous surf. We never needed to keep
a sharper look4 out upon our helmsman and rowers, for if they lose heart,

or slacken their exertions for a moment, we are lost.

Lost—but not for ever. Some weak, though well meaning friends of

social order, attribute a most absurd, value to mere forms. There are

bonds which unite man with man in society which will survive, even
though a self-willed legislative body should insist upon sinking itself,

at the hazard of engulfing the whole state along with it. Independ-
ently of the ties pf friendship and family affection, there are the chains

of habit scarcely less strong. Man's natural tendency is to do to-day

whit he has done yesterday. Our modes of transacting business, per-

'fofcfod by long prtictice—the little amenities of life would keep us to-

gether, were our Corinthian capital to insist upon throwing itself down
in a pet. Nay,, did our Ilouse^f Commons prove itself worthy of its

high vocation, such an event itflght happen, unattended even by so en-

during a reflujcpfthe ordinary affairs of life, as was caused in the wa-
ters of Jordan, Vhiie the ark passed thjgpugh. That body would, as a
matter of course, step into the shoes of the abdicated dignitaries, the

reformers throughout the country would lend their aid in keeping the

peace in their different districts, and every thing would go on as weS|,

or better, than before.
,v

•

We say* this, God knows, not from any desire to witness suchah ocv

currence. We would deprecate, with our whole heart, so sudden and
violent an alteration of our institutions. But, it is right that the House
of Lords should be brought to know both itself and the people better.

%We are anxious to make them aware, that the preetij^ithich once clung
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to their caste has vanished-—that they are no longer looked upon as the
indispensable part of the body corporate, which they flatter themselves
they are. More particularly would we seek to impress upon their minds,
that in wealth, intelligence, high feeling, and resolute daring, the Com-
mons of.England are every way their equals. We. are no born thralls

to be bullied and scared with impunity. We do irot envy their great
possessions, or their sounding titles, or the glittering figure they cut in

the eyes of the world. We are ready to assist in preserving these their
peculiar privileges from spoliation. But we demand; ill; return for the
watch and ward we keep over their luxuries, that they will respect our
humbler property. Amid the blandishments of their Delilahs why should
they envy us our ewe lamb ? Our little patrimony—the vineyard which
our forefathers bequeathed us, we will defend to the last against the
mightiest Ahab. The liberties of England shall, as far as in us lies, he
handed down, unimpaired,

(
a at the least,” as our canny countryman

said to his master,) to the latest posterity.

THE WORLD OF BOOKS.^

To ihj: Editor or
r

^Air’s Edimuikjii Mvgazinh.

Sih,—To write in your magazine makes mo feel as if I, at length,

had the pleasure of being personally in Scotland, a gratification which
I have not yet enjoyed in any -other w a;

#
. I dive into my channel of

communication, like another Alpheus, and re-appSar in the shop of Mr.
Tait ; not pursuing, I trust, any XhmQfugitive, but behaving ^ry unlike

a fiver-god, and helping to bring forth an Edinburgh periodical

!

Nor will you. Sir, who enter so much into the interests of your fel-

low-Creatures, and know so well of what their faculties are capable, look

upon this kind of presence as a thing so purely unreal as it might be

supposed. Our strongest proof of the existence of any thing amounts

but to a proportionate belief to that effect ; and it would puzzle a wise

man, though not a fool, to pro>e to himself that 1 was not, in some

spiritual measure, in any place where I chose to pitch my imagination ;

which metaphysical subtlety I notice merely, in the first place, to baulk

your friend the Pechler, should he think it a settle^thing that 8

cannot be in two places at once (which would be a very green assumption

of his ;) and, secondly, the better to impress a conviction I have, that I

know Scotland very well, and have been there many times.

Whether we go to another country on these occasions, in the manner

of a thing spiritual, our souls being pitched out of ourselves like rockets

or ftieteors ; or whether V1© country comes to us, and our large souls ate

inhabited by it for the time being, upon the principle of the greats itu

eluding the less, the mind of man being a far more capacious thflSg thih

toy set of square miles, I shall leave to the curious to deterxnlllft If

I aid tot intimate with the very best parts of Scotland, and hav*tog#tWm
a thousand times, then do I know nothing of Burns, or Allad K&hfeay,

or Walter Scott, or Smollett, or Ossian, or James the First or Fifth,

tfr snoods, or cockernonies, or gloamin, or birks and burnies, or plaids,

bonnets, and philabegs, or John Knox, or Queen Mary, or the Canon-

gate, or the CaKti& Hill, or Hume and Robertson, or Tweedside, or a*

haggis, or cakes, or heather, or reels and strathspeys, or Gleugarv, or
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All the Clans, or Auld Robin Gray, or a mist, or rappee, or second-sight,

or the kirk, or the cutty-stool, or golf and hurling, or the Border,' or

Bruce and Wallace, or bagpipes, or bonnie lasses.
“ A lover's plaid, and a bed of heath," says the right-poetical Allan

Cunningham, “ arq favourite topics with the Northern Muse r when the

heather is in bloom, it is worthy of becoming the couch of beauty. A
sea of brownt'blossom

, undulating as far as the eye can reach, and swarm-
ing with wild bees, is a fine sight.” Sir, I have seen it a million times,

though 1 neveriset eyes on it.

Who that has ever read it, is not put into visual possession of the fol-

lowing scene in the Gentle Shepherd ?—
A flowrie howrn, between twa verdant braes,

Where lasses use to wash and spread their claes;

A trotting bumie, wliimpling through the ground,

Its channel pebbles shining smooth and round

;

Here view twa bareloot beauties, clean and clear.

Or this ?—

-

The open field.—A cottage iff a glen ;

An auld wife spinning at the sunny cn\

Or this other, a perfect domestic picture ?

Wlhic Peggy laces up her bosom fair,

Wi 1 a blue snood Jenny hinds up her hair

:

Claud by a morning ingle tikc& a beck,

The rising sun shines motJ;T through the reek :

A pipe his mouth, the lasses please his ecu,

And now and then a joke inaun intervene.

The globe we inhabit is divisible into two worlds, one hardly less tart~

gible, and far more known than the other,—the common geographical

world, and tho. world of books. And the latter may be as geographically

set forth. A man of letters, conversant with' poetry and romance,

might draw' out a very curious map, in which this world of books should

be delineated and filled up, to the delight of all genuine readers, as truly

as that in Guthrie or Pinkerton. To give a specimen, and begin with

Scotland ; Scotland would not he the mere territory it is, with a scale of

so many miles to a degree, and such and such a population. Who (ex-

cept a patriot or a cosmopolite) cares for the miles or the men, or knows
that they exist, iii any degree of consciousness with w'hich he cares for

the, never-dying population of books ? How many generations of men
• 'h&ve passed away, and will pass, in Ayrshire or Dumfries, and not all

the myriads be as interesting to us as a single Burns ? What have we
known of them, or shall know, whether lairds, lords, or ladies, in com-
parison with the inspired ploughman ? But we know of the bards and
the lasses, and the places which he has recorded in song ; we know the

scene of Tam o' Shanter's exploit ; we know the pastoral landscapes above
quoted, and the scenes immortalized in Waller Scott and the old bal-

lads j and therefore the book-map of Scotland w'ould present us with

the most prominent of these. We should have the Border with its ban-
ditti-towers and woods ; Twcedside, Melrose, and Rosslyn ; Edina*jjtih0Y-

wise called Edinburgh and Auld Reekie, or the town of Hume, Robert*,

son, and others ; Woodhouselee, and other classical and haunted places }
the bower built by Bessy Bell and Mary Gray ; the farm-houses of
Burns’s friends, the scenes of his loves and sorrow ; the land of Old Mor-

v tality, of»the Gentle Shepherd, and of Ossian. TheJ^ighl&nds and the

great blue billowy domains of heather would be distinctly marked out,

in their most poetical regions ; and we should have the tracks of Ben
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Jonsoti to Hawthornden, of Rob Roy to his hiding-places, and of Jcanie

Deans towards England. Abbotsford, to be sure, would not be left out

;

nor the house of the Antiquary, almost as real a man as his author.

Nor is this all. For we should have older Scotland ; the Scotland of

James the First, and Feeblis at the Play, and Gawii^ Douglas, and Bruce,

and Wallace ; and we should have older Scotland still, the Scotland of

Ariosto with his tale of Ginevra, and of the new Andromeda delivered

from the sea-monster at the isle of Ebuda (the Hebrides;) and there

would be the residence of the famous Launcelot of the Lake at Ber-
wick, called the Joyeuse Garde, and other ancient sites of chivalry and
romance ; nor should the nightingale be left out in Ginevra's bower, for

Ariosto has put it there, and there accordingly it is and has been heard,

let ornithology say what it will ; for what ornithologist knows so much
of the nightingale as a poet ? We w ould have an inscription put on the

spot—

“

Here the nightingale sings, contrary to what has been affirmed

by White and others.”
*

This is the Scotland of Books,—and a beautiful place it is. I will ven-
ture to affirm. Sir, even to yourself, that it is a more beautiful place

than the other Scotland, always excepting, to an exile or a lover ; for

the former is piqued to prefer what he must not touch ; and, to the

latter, no spot is so charming, as the ugliest place that contains his

beauty. Not that Scotland has not many places, litdtally, as well as poeti-

cally, beautiful. I know' that well enough. But, you see that young man
there, turning down the corne!* of the dullest spot in Edinburgh, with

a dead wall over against it, a’hd delight in his eyes ? He sees No. 4,

the house where the girl lives he is in love with. Now, what that place

is to him, all.places are, in their proportion, to the lover of books, who
has beheld them by the light of imagination and^sympathy.

China, Sir, is a very unknown place to us—in one sense ^»f the word
unknown ; but who is not intimate with it as the land flf tea and china,

and ko-tons, and pagodas, and mandarins, and Confucius, and conical

caps, and people with little names, little eyes, and little feet, who sit in

little bowers, drinking little cups of tea, and writing little odes ? The
Jesuits, and the tea-cups, and the novel of lu-Kiao-Li, have made us

well acquainted with it, better, a great deal, than millions of its in-

habitants are acquainted,—fellows who think it in the middle of the

world, and know nothing of themselves. With owc.China they are to-

tally unacquainted, to wit, the great China of the poet and old travel-

lers ; Cathay, “ seat of Cathain Can,” the country of which AriostoVAn-
gelica was Princess-royal. Yes, she was a Chinese, tlfe fairest of her Wit,

Angelica. It shows that the ladies in that country must have greatly

degenerated, for it is impossible to conceive that Ariosto, and Orlando,

and Rinaldo, and King Sacripant, who was a Circassian, could have

been in love with her for having eyes and feet like q pig. I will deviate

here into a critical remark, which is, that the Italiaff poets seem to have

considered people the handsomer, the farther you went north. The Old

traveller, it is true, found a good deal of the beauty that depends on red

and white, in Tartary and other western regions ; and a line complexion

is highly esteemed in the swarthy south. But Astolfo, the Englishman,

is celebrated for his beauty by the Italian poets ; the unrivalle^Axigolica

was a Chinese ; and the handsomest of Ariosto’s heroes, Zerbino, of whom
He writes the famous passage, that “ Nature made him, and then broke

the mould/’ is a Scotsman. The poet had probably seen some very

handsome Scotqjgen in Romagna.—With this pieces of " bribery and
corruption " to your national readers, I return to my subject.
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' Bodk-England on the map, would shine as the Albion of the old giants,

as the “ Logres of Lyones,” of the Knight of the Round Table ; as the

scene of Amadis de Gaul, with its island of Windsor ; as the abode of

the fairies,- of the Druids, of the divine Countess of Coventry, of Guy,
Karl of Warwick, of Alfred (whose reality was a romance,) of the Fafr

Rosamond, of the Arcades and “ Comus," of Chaucer and Spenser, of

the poets of"tlie Globe and the Mermaid, the wits of Twickenham and
Hampton Court; and Fieet Street should be Johnson's Fleet Street:

albeit the Tower would belong to Julius Caesar ; and Blackfriars to

Suckling, Vandyke, and the Vunciadl Chronology, and, the mixture

of truth and fiction, that is to say, of one sort of truth and another,

would be nothing in a work of this kind ; for, as it has been before ob-

served, things are real in proportion as they are impressive ; and who
has not as “ gross, open, and palpable," an idea of FalstafF in East

Cheap, as of Captain Grose himself, heating up his quarters P A map of

fictitious, literary, and historical, London, would, of itself, constitute

a great curiosity. So would one of Edinburgh or of any other city in

which there have been great men and romantic events, whether the latter

were real or fictitious. Swift speaks of maps, in which they

u Place elephants for want of towns.”

Here would be townfcand elephants too, the popular and the prodigious.

How much would not Swift do for Ireland, in this geography of wit

and talent ! What a figure would not ‘St. Patrick’s cathedral make !

The other day, mention was made of 'a “ Dean of St. Patrick’s" now
living ! as if there was, or ever could be again, more than one Dean of

St. Patrick's. In the Irish maps we should have the Saint himself

driving out all venomous creatures
;

(what a pity he could not have
included the Orangemen !) and there Mould be the old Irish kings, and
O'Donoghue with his white horse, and the lady of the " gold wand," who
made the miraculous virgin pilgrimage, and all the other marvels of lakes

and ladies, and the unique towers still remaining to perplex the anti-

quary, and Goldsmith’s Deserted Village, and Goldsmith himself, and
the birth-places of Steele and Sterne, and the brief bower of poor Lord
Edward Fitzgerald, and Carolan with his harp, and the schools of the

pdor Latin hoys under the hedges/andCastle-ltackrenLarul Edgeworth's-

town, and the Giant's Causeway, and Ginlea and other classical poverties,

and Spenser’s castle on the river Mulla, with the wood-gods whom his

pipe drew round him. Ireland is wild ground still ; and there are some
that would fain kefep it so, like a forest to hunt in.

The French map would present us with the woods and warriors of

old Gaul, with Lucan's witch, with Charlemagne and his court at Tours,

with the siege of Paris by the Saracens, and half the wonders of Italian

poetry ; with Angelica and Medora ; with the Castles of Orlando and
Rinaldo, and the traitor Gan, with part of the great forest of Ardenne
(Rosalind being in it

;)
the gentle territory of the Troubadours, and

Navarre, with Love's Labour Lost, and Vaucluse with Petrarch and
Laura, and the pastoral scenes of D'Urfe’s romance, and the men-wolves
of Brittany, and the Fairy of Lusignan. Napoleon also, (for he too was
o romance,) should be drawn as a giant, meeting the allied forces in the
neighbourhood of Paris.

Italy would be covered with ancient and modern romance ; 0th Homer,
Virgil, Ovid, Dante, Boccaccio, &c., with classical villas/ and scenes

SSlyeian and infernal. There would be the region of Saturn during his

Age of Gold, and the old Tuscan cities, and Phaeton in the north, and
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the syrtm and fairies at Naples, and Polyphemus in Sicily, with the
abodes of BoiOrdo and Ariosto, and Horace's Mount Soracte, and tlie

Cross of St. Peter, and the city in the sea, ep&J&e golden scenes of
Titian and Raphael, and other names that make us hear the music of
their owners ; and Pythagoras with his philosophy, had Petrarch with
his lute. A , circle of stars would tell us where Galileo lived

;
pnd the

palace of t)oria would look more than royal towards the sea.

I dare not, in this hasty sketch, and with limited time before me,
indulge myself in these luxuries of recollection, or do anything more
than barely mention the ntthes of Spain, Fontarnbia, and Cervantes ; of

Greece ; of PfeVsia a$&L tlje Aroian Nights ; of Mount Caucasus, and
Turkey, and fee Gothic Nctfrth ;

of El Dorado and Columbus ; and the Seaw

snakes, float|pg islands, ahd other marvels of the ocean > not forgetting

the Atalantis.of Plato, and the regions of Gulliver and Peter Wilkins.

Neither can I have the pleasure of being suffocated, with contemplating,

at proper length, the burning deserts of Africa ; or of hearing the ghostly

sounds of its old satyrs and iEgipans in their woody hills at night time,

described by Pomponius Mela; or of seeing the stormy Spirit of the Cape,
stationed there for ever by Camoens, and whose stature on the map
would be like a mountain. You will be good enough to take this paper
as nothing but a J^nt of what such a map might contain.

One word, howi*er, respecting a heresy in fictitbws belief, which has

been uttered by Rousseau, and repeated, I am sorry to say, by our ex-

cellent poet Wordsworth, the man of all men who ought not to reduce

a matter of fact to what might he supposed to be its poverty. Rousseau,

speaking of the banks of the Lignon, where the scene of the old French

romance is laid, expresses his disappointment at finding there nothing

like the beautiful things he fancied in his childhood ; and Mr. Words-
worth, in his poems of Yarrow, visited and unvistted, utters a like re-

gret, in speaking of the scene of the “ bonny bride— winsome mar-

row.” I know there is such an opinion abroad, like many other errors ;

but it does not become men of imagination to give in to it ; and 1 must

protest against it, as a flat irreligion. I do not pretend to be as roman-

tic in my conduct as the Genevese philosopher, or as poetical in my na-

ture as the bard of llydal-Mount ; but I have, by nature, perhaps, greater

animal spirits than either ; and a hit of health is" & fine prism to see

fancies by. It may be granted, for the sake of argument, that the book

Lignon, and the hook Yarrow, are still finer things tlfan the Lignon and

Yarrow geographical ; but to be actually on the spot, to look with one's

cftvn eyes upon the places in which*our favourite herpes or heroines un-r

derwent the circumstances thatwhave made us love them*—this may
surely make up for any advantage on the side of the description in the

book ; and, in addition to this, we have the pleasure of seeing how much
has been done for the place by love and poetry. I have seen various

places in Europe, which have been rendered interesting, by great men
and their works ; and I ftever found myself the worse for seeing them,

but the better. I seem to have made friends with them in their own
Jiomes ; to have walked, and talked, and suffered, and enjoyed with them

;

and if their books have made the places better, the books themselves were

there that made them so, and that grew out of them, The poet's hand

was on the place, blessing it. 1 can no more separate this idea from the

spot, than.1 can take away from it any other beauty. Even in London,

I find the pnticiple hold good in me, though I have lived there many
years, and, of course, associated it with every commonplace, the. most.
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impoetical. The greater still includes the less : and 1 can no more pass

through Westminster, without thinking of Milton ; or the Borough, with,

out thinking of Chaucer and Shakspeare ; or Gray's Inn, without calling

Bacon to mind ; or Bloomsbury Square, without Steele aud Akenside,—
than I can prefer brick and mortar to wit and poetry, or not see a beauty

upon it beyond arc)Hectare, in the splendour of the recollection. I once

had a duty perform,* which kept me out late at night, and severely

taxed my health and spirits. My path lay through a neighbourhood, in

which Dryden lived ; and though nothing Could be more commonplace,

and 1 used to be tired to the heart and soul of me, I never hesitated to

go a little out of my way, purely that I migh|
r
pass through Gerard

Street, and so give myself the shadow*of a pleasant thought.

1 am, Sir, your cordial well-wisher, ft

A Lover op Books.

SONG OF THE RHENISH PROVINCES.

The Rhine is horn in the winter storm
Upon a bed of snow ;

He's suckled by the avalanche,

Dissolved in summer's glow;
He's cradled on the iron ledge

•Of Constance’ craggy wall,

And rocked to sleep on the roaring steep

Of wild Schaufhausen’^ fall.

With *511111 a Sire !—what wonder then

Our maids are fair, our foils arc men!

Like a proud conqueror ad> am ing,

Triumphantly he rolls,

The flood his chariot, and the wat es,

ifts steeds of foam, controls.

Before his brow the forests bow :

Attendant on his state,

On either hand, a giant band,

The chained mountains wait,

Like captive kings—their sentinels

A thousand crested citadels.

Jojiaimisberg and Rudeshcim,
*
vWith grape-besmeared hand,

All reeking front their fragrant toil,

His proud cupbearers stand ;

*The tribute of a thousand keels

He takes with high disdain,

And, borne before his rushing wheels,
* He sweeps it to tluypain.

Suck arc thy triuxnpnXFather Rhine

!

Who dare to boast sittlblorious liner*

The Switzer on thy nativfe mountains,

Thine eldest bom is he

;

He drinks thy Arst free-bubbling fountains,

He drinks* and he is free. 9
Would that thine after ampler waters,

Descending to the plain,

If each their first ennobling spirit,

Like virtue could retain

;

Tie pity rare thy hondlese waves
Should e’er be soiled by lips of slaves.

Slaves 1 who are slaves ? Bring me my sword l

Have wc not fought and bled ?

Yw t triumphed too 'gainst Freedom's foes—*
Behold our wounds are red U.
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This Made—What dims it to the hilt ?

* Life Mood
—

‘tie of the Frank-**
We rose and bunt their yoke acctifst*

And 'gained—that sullen clank—
Could it be chains ?•—S%y hath our aid

In Freedom's cause been thus repaid!

Rhine, I would pledge thcc iiv<a cup
Of tmne own native growth ;

But my hand trembles as I raise
*

The goMet to my mouth

;

It seems as if by letter'd limbs
The wine-press had been trod j

Tow, atfcjeast, it has the taste

Of friends’, of brothers* blood,

And broken faith.—In such curst wine,
1 may not, d^e not, pledge thee, Rhine T

Sweep on, thou dark majestic river

!

Ten thousand years tlty roar
Has swelled as now ; and shall for ever,

Till Time shall be no more.
If then the hand that first designed.

And sent thee on thy course.

In depth of thy sublimity,

Recall thee to thy source,

Thine earthly race of glory run,

—

Tell not the deeds thy Kings have done.

THE IRISH PEASANTRY.*
Tim character and social condition of thp Irish people, is one of the

most intricate moral problems that has ever been proposed to the
civilized world. They are a mass of jarring eljehicnts, ap assemblage

of incongruities and palpable contradictions. How a people of warm
affections, a joyous temperament, good natural capacity, quick, lively,

frank-hearted, and generous, should, at the «ame time, be subtle, vindic

tive, cruel, impatient of all social restraint, disorderly, reckless, and but

too often deeply criminal, is a riddle Ivlilch superficial thinkers gene*

rally solve by confounding man's original nature with the vices of mens’

wicked institutions, and taking for granted, that tho Irishman, unlike

every other human being, comes into the world restless and riotous, and
with an innate abhorrence of tithes, proctors, excisemen,Orange yeomanry,

and Courts of Quarter Sessions,—and not merely tetth that inherent love

of whatever is believed to contribute to hia happiness, and hatred of what
is painful, insulting, and it\jiu*ioiArtM&TCh characterizes every race of

,
men, from “ Indus to the PolsMM^writer, in this Magazine for last

month, has given us that saJ^Ktory clew to the anomalous national

character of the Irish, which has long been sought elsewhere, and always

in vain ; in the IrishmanV<tace, in his blood, in his passions,—every-

where but in the evils of«his condition.

“ It is,*’ he says, “ usual to exclaim against the ferocity of the lower orders, and
charge as an ineradicable stain on the national character, the frightful crimes com-
mitted in* those periodgcal paroxysms, God forbid wsltityitytdd not feel as deep a hor-
ror at those saogniiiiry deeds, as any other indhidppl ik the empire ; but if Wt wish
to understand the real feelings and motives of the Irish pep-art, ** must always hoar
in mind, that he considers himself engaged in a waa^srith the law and all its adhe-

• Tbajts AXt> Stout*s or tire Irish PEASANtHY—Curry & Co. Dttblin.*

Legends aj*d Sfou$£s OF HtFtAND*—By Samuel Lover. Wakcman, Dublin.
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rents, civil and military, Where he is perfectly justified in. using every sort of strata*

gem. AU his conduct must he estimated in that light. It is a state of open hostility

between two parties, whose business it is to deceive and kill as many as they can.

If he shoots a man from behind a fence, it is not an assassination, it is merely an
ambush,—if he intercepts a proctor, it is a party of the enemy cut off,—if six or

seven policemen are killed, it is 1 a brilliant infantry affair,*—if a house be burned

down, the peasant would think himself more justifiable than Sir G. Cockhum,
when, in the lafijt American war, tie reduced so many private houses to mins,—for

he perils more than that gallant officer ; he is exposed to two chances, the sword and
the halter.”

Here then is the maze unravelled, the -mystery cleared. With this

solution, the correct title the volumes mentione^in the higte, should be
“ Stories and Tales

, illustrative of the Condition of the Peasantry, dur-

ing the Civil and Religious Wars of Ireland and keeping this in view,

instead of denouncing the lawlffteness and ferocity of the people, our
admiration would be kindled, opd our sympathies engaged by tlie many
traits of devoted patriotism, gfgjrerosity, and fidelity, which have marked
the fierce and protracted struggles of that ill-used country. Ireland,

for centuries past, can only be regarded "as one vast arena of mortal
combat, having the organized force of the Conqueror lodged, in barrack

and bawn, and the native Gorilla troops scattered through every

cabin, farm-house, and village in the island. There have been inter-

vals of the sullen ' tranquillity of exhaustion, and others of hollow

truce ; but the elements of strife have then been merely neutralized, or,

at most, dormant. The fuel, though not always in a state of ignition,

lias been constantly accumulating, ready to catch fire fit the slightest

spark, or burst into spontaneous combustion. Ireland, in brief, has
been, ever since its conquest, , in nearly the same condition as this king.'

dom, during the worsjj of the remote periods of civil convulsion, and as

the Highland and Southern Border remained till a period comparatively

recent. The modern foraying Michael Colliers, and Captain Hocks of

Ireland, are the exact counterparts of our own gallant Johnny Armstrong,

and braye Hob Hoy. The principle of this perpetual conflict is also nearly

the same,—“War on the castle, but peace to the cottage”—spoil the

rich man's herds, hut spare the poor man's cow. The strife has, how-
ever, often been tenfold embittered by the rapacity and insolence of the
dominant faction; and by religious differences, artfully inflamed^ and
kept rancorous from the vilest of political motives, till the deep-ro6ted

principle of resistance to that authority, and those laws, which, to the
Irishman's imaginatSM, and too often to his experience, appear only

framed to plunderand insult, lias made many of the British people believe

that it Is impossible for him tolivwwder the regulated institution, of

society. They forget that nature him quick, strong pasijfPs }

and long misgovernment bequeathed3^® gathered inheritance of’ na-
tional degradation and individual sufferingsmisery and deeola^jth to

his hearth, and persecution and contempt In his altar—which lt
v

con.

cerns his mai^ood to revenge, and his dearest interests to redress. From
time to- time, "the gnawings and promptings^ these feelings have urged
him on to wild, headdomr resistance—the^imHies of despair goaded te;>

frenzy—the struggles^^he
;
iinfuriated maniac, whet, either will not e&K

GSnnot perceive.that hWfuribus efforts only subject him, to stricter patch-

ing and heavier chains, ^Jthin these last two years, these periodical

frenzy-fits have been^mbdned into that “ passive resistance/' oFwhich
thd eonc^ntrated energies indicate more serious, and, happier

consequences*, No one acquainted with Irish history wp, ‘wonder that

Irishmen have so often burst into open rebellion ; laments, that
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u
their efforts to better their condition, and redeem their disgrace, have
been so ill-concerted as only to recoil upon their bwn heads.—But our
business is with the domestic condition of the Irish people, and with the
singular and striking fact, that, though the soil of Ireland has been, for

generations, little different from an extended encampment, the social

virtues have still flourished under the shadow of altar, and within
the genial influence of the cottage hearth. The true secret, which re-

conciles the monstrous moral incongruity of the Irish character, is, that

those successive generations of Guerillas, under*their many fanciful de-

signations, ha\e always heen billeted at home^-among their wives, and
children, and chapels ; and that the ties of ki^&ed, and the charities of

neighbourhood—whatever is most humanizing, fh “ all the priest and all

the nurse have taught” to poor men, have been extended over them, and
tempered their violence, and Quietened their fierce blood. To the here-

ditary oppressor, and all leagued with him, the Irishman is ferocious and
vindictive enough ; and these dark passing often borrow strength from
the affections he carries into his own oirfflfe, while, without much discri-

mination, he wreaks on others the misery it tortures him to see endured
in his TiTTrriiyJff'

The pon^CWrtfBour among the Irish people, that on which an Irish-

man of the lower class concentrates gU his public virtue, is strongly in-

dicative of the social condition of hia country. It is fidelity, at all ha-
zards, to that tacit or covenanted letigile formed by tffe oppressed against

the oppressor. Every shade and hue of guilt may be forgiven, save fail-

ure in good faith to the common cause, or the meanness of betrayal.

The law is the common foe, and all are combined against it ; resistance

is the highest heroism—submission the meanest cowardice; and to deny
shelter and succour to the most guilty criminal, or to denounce the

blood-dyed murderer to its just penalties, is deemed the basest villainy

—

the only offence never to he pardoned—a stain on fdlhily an«h persona!
honour never to be wiped out—a Cain-brand, never to be* eradicated.

Those homely and familiar stories, which unlatch the door of the cabin,

and shew us the turbulent, lawless Irishman in the midst of his family-

circle—pigs, poultry, tramping priest, the beggar, and the beggar's dog,

the very cricket* chirrupping in chorus as all joyously share his open hos-

pitality and
v
surround the potato basket are valuable, as they help to ex-

plain those contradictions and anomalies, which, at a superficial glance,

perplex the moralist in contemplating the Irish character They teach mf

also, that he who cherishes the kindly affections revealed here requires pn-
ly, in his frank and loving nature, to be treated with Justice and kindness,

to become as good a subject as he is a husband, father, and neighbour.

Thfifc'gtories, which shew us the Irtish in all the goings-on of ordinary

li&jlft the fair, the wake, the ckffjrel, the bridal, the burial, and in the

tkrinmags, exhibit another affecting and important feature in the condi-

tion orfreland which ought to bo more dwelt upon, one which completely

makes out the proposition
#
of the writer, whose theory of the social state

of Ireland we have adopted. This is the condition and chjplifeter of the
aik. — ....

* * We do not remember to hav^'seen any of their national writers notice the super-
stition of the Irish peasantry, in favour of this lively^pare, whiQh they may 'he
said to domesticate. They love and protect It ; they fmSflt lucky, and delight tot

hear* merry chirrup, and see it come out at night to the warmth wA blaze of the

tfe&ftttfc whin Ma little portion of the blessed potat^p ftfaggp tbiW* down. GdUU
smith, vta tent an IrUk?heart in his breast, and carpi#Vfaito English literata**,'

undoubtedly tOfee from some Irish fifrwide his gay and beauttftil image,—
r The stick* chirrups on the h*artli.

The crackling feggot Aim.
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women ; who after ages of crime and suffering have rolled over and pol-

luted their native land, remain as pure, gentle, and affectionate, as “ when
Malaehi wore the collar of gold.'* The wives and daughters of those

violent and lawless men are seldom heard of in their brawls, save as

peace-makers, and never in their midnight atrocities. The character of

their sex appears tgo well understood, and too deeply respected by their

turbulent, reckless companions, to admit of their being made participa-

tors in the outrage and crime in which it is considered manly and gal-

lant for the men to engage. The mildness and gentleness of the female

character in Ireland, as contrasted with the dispositions to which injustice

has trained the men, waf/$fce circumstance which struck us most forcibly

on first visiting that cotftftry. It is at once a redeeming point, and a
thing of bright promise. The women must sympathize deeply in the

feelings of their friends and countrymen, for this is human nature ; but
the character of their sex remains entire, and their share of the common
wrong is felt and resented onfall women fee1, with submission, gentle-

ness, and patient endurance. They are often, in the hands of the parish

priests, the instruments of restraining violence, and preventing crime and
anarchy. Thus employed in service of humaqitv - *S^osophv may,
for once, admire priestcraft,

To the silent influence of ^Bdr'^omen, and the active and most bene-
ficial interference of the priests, fogy be attributed whatever degree of
moral restraint ancl forbearance ttib oppressed and infuriate peasantry
have exhibited. But for the chapel and the fireside, these maddened
hordesmust, long ere now, have converted their country into one wide-
spreaSrfeene of desolation and carnage ; and have either expelled their

conquerors or been extirpated themselves. Yet it is common for bigoted
ignorance and political cant hi clamour against the Irish Catholic priest-

hood, as the source of all the discontents of Ireland. A priesthood is at
the bottoi.i of mtfeh of this ; hut, assuredly, it is not the Roman Ca-
tholic. If it lie politically powerful, it is so only for good. The faith

may be erring ; but, in Ireland, many of its works, as taught by those

obnoxious priests, are of the most beautiful fruits of pure and elevating

Christianity; they are peace, long-suffering, forgiveness, charity. The
Catholic Church of Ireland is too poor to be corrupt in its practices ; and
if there be jealousy of the influence of its priesthood, and if the Pres-
byter or Episcopal would attain like sway, let him use the same means.
The Catholic priest neither works by miracl/s nor magic. His instru-

ments of power arajris zeal, piety, patience, sympathy, charity, renunci-
ation of self, and alfim>tion of the .whole man to those duties which find

neither their support nor reward on earth, save in the grateful affection

of his flock. To the direction which £he parish priests of IreldxuLJmve
often given to the maddened passions and feelings, which thdy wetirun-
able*wholly to eradicate, Britain has owed the pfcace and rif nnjliwfihii*

of this her right arm. To them Ireland will probably soon owefluMwe.
ful political and moral regeneration, of which the organized plan ortyxiet
but determined resistance, co-extensive with the island, gives at last so
consolatory a premise. We are tempted say this much by certain
dips in these “ Irish traits,’’ the spirit of tfhiob, though not bad, is xkdt

always one of wisd6fo1p$ healing. ’ ,

'

— ' 1 — »— ......... - l« 'll. ' .< .» i I

• A member of the pngeufCabinet, and a good Pfottefsot—who, , fo oar know-
ledge, made hfife legs hit oa&passes, and his own eyes and ears his itij$Att4fs' on what
It is so important to every British statesman to know-—the actual pqboltion of Ire.

» land—has often declared that the Catholic priests are the H)0*t important and use-

ful auxiliaries Government have in Ireland.

8
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WHEESHT

!

Genius of Silence ! whose step, as thou walkest over the earth, falls us

lightly as the descending snow-flake, invest me with thy mantle of down,
and provide me with a quill of softest plume, while V attempt to recount
all the properties and associations of thy shibboleth—

W

heeAut !

Every body must have more or less acquaintance with a provokingly

quiet set of people, who constantly look and moye as if they were saying

wheesht !—a velvet-footed race, with smooth/ goodly faces, who eat,

drink, walk/ and sleep—perhaps snore too—below their breath, and
would not for the world be guilty of what they call making a fuss. This
sot of people are always very anxious fhat things should be managed in

a prudent, quiet, unostentatious way. If they were going to have a ride

in a coach—supposing they could bear tiie rattle of such a thing—they
would have it drawn up six doors off, **

tc— lest fnlk

Should say that they weMjproud.”

They keep the doors within their house^p|rays well oiled, and the pul-

leys of their windows in the best StAte of repair, so that none of them
may; over be guilty of a single creak Ur rattle. Theft clothes are always

very trim about their persons,—or, to use a Scotch phrase, clappit

;

no
superfluous skirts—no majestic train—not so much as an useless lappel,

if it cjfti be avoided ; because sifth things tend to make a fusCdfetoight

even happen to pull down something that would make a crash, or a clash,

or a dash, or a splash, or something else ire aah. When they rise to leave

a room, it is perceptible that they are sedulous to glide away as smoothly,

and noiselessly, and unobservedly, as possible : they are evidently much
put about, that they cannot devolve through the key-hole, so as to save

the fluster of opening the door. “We must learn to walk circumspectly.

We must make no stir. Let us take things coolly. Let us do every

thing with decency and propriety. Allow no room for evil tongues. As
well not give people occasion to apeak. We’ll do very well iu our own
quiet way. Wheesht !” As these people move along, they keep a clear

look-out on all hands, afraid to come in contact with any thing ; and
they evidently would feel much convenienced, if Providence would see

fit to furnish them with antennas like the spider^or whiskers like the

cat, so that they might be admonished beforehand\1§ftthe chance of being

disturbed by any little object. If they saw a nut-sheft in the way, they

would go about to avoid treading upon it. “ Bad boys, to throw their

nuftSfebells down in the way !” If you were to come up behind one of

thotaJn the street, and, conceiving him to be one of your own hearty

haiL^p^well-met kind of acquaintances, give him a sound slap on the

showier, Mid ask him how he did, you would see him start like a Lapu-
tan philosopher under*the influence of the flapper, and perhaps next

moment faint, sink, and die pvray upon the street, unknelled, uncoffined,

and unknown, unless an address card happened to be fouftd in his pocket.

Bet see one trysted with an obstreperous bott^j^jnnall ale, with whieh
he i» foing to regale you as you drop in, some thifsty forenoon,

at his country t>ox. He brings in the bottkin ty* arms, nursing it all

the way as v
#*refully as he would a new-honfbflSm, He seta about the

business of.driving in the screw, with all the solemnity, and silence, and
YOt, j, L *
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decorum, with which a Druid could have set about the sacrifice of a

human being. The stopper is recusant ; it requires more exertion than

he can at any time think of making—for violent gesture is equivalent

to noise. It has to be transferred to your own less scrupulous care.

You make the cork fiy in a moment, and see what a water-spout of foam !

The quietist is pai^Jysed with the loudness of the report, and the fizzing,

cheeping, squeaking, spirting, and squirting which the liquor makes, as

you vainly endeavour to repress it with your hand. The echoes of the house,

that have slumbered for months, are roused by your calls for relays of

tumblers, wherein to receive the seemingly endless effusion of froth.

And after puzzling and noozling your way to the bottom of half-a-dozen

of these tumblers, in the vain quest of a mouthful, you leave the un-

happy quietist in agony for the evening—his ears rent with your jocund

remarks on the small ale, and all the rest of his senses shattered, and
torn, and disgusted with the scene of ravage which you have been the

innocent means of introducing into his parlour. It must be remarked
that these velvet people scarcely detest any thing so much as a hearty

laugh. They mark a cachinnator as a man to he avoided. Of men whom
they have every other reason to regard with esteem, they will remark,

—

“ Yes, he is very good—
a jfgw estimable man ; hut don't you think he

has a rather boisterous way^Mpuighing?” Your quietist never laughs,

even at the most amusing incident or witticism: he only treats you to a
soft noiseless smile. In tlieir conversation, they appear as if they were
at some pains to avoid using the harsh consonants, such as r and e: they
indulge chiefly in liquids and vowels, and do a great deal with such

moa^pilabic interjections, as ah, eh, ay, oh, &c. They often spgak upon
a respiration, instead of an aspiration, as if tlieir w ords made less noise

whpn bound inwards than outwards : they seem as if they wished to

swallow their very language, upon the same principle as a manufactory

consuming its own smoke, so that it might never more give any trouble,

or create any fuss, in the world. Sometimes, in company, they escape

the horror of making a noise with their tongues altogether. They si* a
a composed manner, perhaps looking into the fire, and only signify their

appreciation of what you are saying to them, by occasional inarticulate

sounds within their closed lips, or by a motion of the head to one side,

or by a mere transient glance of the eye. This is what they call having

a little quiet conversation ; and when the parties rise, it is always
observable that they display an appearance of vast edification.

These men of aspirate existence are often found in possession of small

public dignities, mfk as that of provost, bailie, or town-clerk in some
country burgh. Nothing can be done by such people—no step can be

taken, till they have thoroughly ascertained that it is to have a per-

fectly good appearance, and that there is no back-come or negative

influence which may derange it.
“ Wheesht

!
just let us keen*# calm

sough. We must proceed decently. Wo must walk with eircutiqjfeotion.

That business about the Port-brae—I'll just take occasion some night to
ca* in by John Ritchie's, and hear what lie %ays about it, and if lie

doesna seem to hae any objection, we'U see what may be done. In the
mean time, ye may throw yoursell in Mr. *s way, and hear his breathy
We canna be ower cautious. Dinna gang anes eerand. That would laftfc

ower set-Utie on the business. We'll see about it a', by and by. j

we'll see about it
; just he canny for awhile : wheesht F*

Or perhaps it is,

—

u That business about the clerkship thfe buird

:

my son John, he's a weel-doing lad. Mr. Jamieson, hurlate master.
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joost looked upon him as the apple o' his ee. He used to say he could
take a voyage to Cheena, and hae an easy mind a' the time, for he was.

sure that John wad hae every thing richt when he cam back. Served a
regular apprenticeship to a double-you-ess. Though it’s mysel that says't,

there canna be a candidate better qualifeed. ForShy ain part. I'm an
Uuld servant o' the toon. In that business, ye ken, o* the brig, I w as
never aff my feet—lost a gude deal o' my ain business by negleek—and
ye ken as weel as ony body hoo muckle fyke I've ha'en wi' the Puir's

House. I've just been considering whether John has ony chance. We're
anxious to soond our way afore we gang opy farther ; for we wadna like

to pit in for*t and no get it after a'. Ye'11 hae a vote ? [Here the person
addressed intimates many friendly wishes, but is not inclined to give a
distinct pledge.] Ou na—we canna expeck that, ye ken. It wad neither
be richt o' me to ask it, nor for you to gie 't. The toon's interest, abune
iC things ! But I just ca'd to let ye ketl hoo things stude. I'm by nae
means anxious for the place to John. But some o* oor freends wad hae
us to come forrit, and we did na like that they should ha' been at sae

muckle trouble on oor account, and back after a'. In the mean
time, ye’ll say naething till ye hear fwflpie. We're gaun to be very
cautious. We'U feel our way—WheeslR^^
Even to the humblest individuals connected witlf corporations, this

system of quietness extends. There is always a kind of valet or man of

the corporation's body, who hands about the circulars which cqjl the

members together, attends to th^ decoring, as Caleb Baldersto^Hpould
call it, of the hall of ^asembly, and lives in a den hard by, where he
“ keeps the keys." This man is always foifnd to be a most decided vo-

tary of the idea of wheesht

!

He goes noiseless afymt the place, like u

puff of Old Town smoke, and seems absolutely oppressed with g sense of

the decency with which it is necessary to conduct “ corporation business."

Yea, he cannot pronounce the very word, " corporation," without that

sinking of the voice and interjectional reverence of manner, with which

certain words of a really sacred nature are properly uttered in ordinary

discourse. He looks upon “ the corporation " as the greatest of all pub-

lic bodies ; if the government itself be greater, it is only greater in an-

other way. And the deacon, in his opinion—oh, no man can equal the

deacon. “ The corporation is very rich. We support twenty-three de-

keyed members and eleven widows, and we ha'e a right to put five c&l-

lants into the Orphan Hospital. We’ve our chalNEr frae James the

Sixth ; and our record—we've a grand record. It has flie Catholic oath

at the beginning,

—

( By my pairt of Paradise'—that ilk member swears

to, when he enters. If you wad be very quiet about it, ye micht gang

up stairs and see’t. Mak' nae noise, now. Wheesht
!"

Th^pis a kindred set of men, who act in something like the same

capacity to places of worship—old decent men—squires of the church's

body, who come in, as avlint-couriers of the minister, to lay down his

Bible on the desk, and who evidently are at a great deal of trouble in

keeping up a tremendously grave and important aspect, appropriate to their

<h$|e9. These old men appear in large entailed black coats* which have

been in the family for ages, and the skirts of which sweep (<*eleinnly by,

almost like the mainsheet of a seventy-four. Such persons might be the

very door-keepers of the Court of Silence—the high priests of the idea

of wheesht, ^Piey are immensely impressed with a sense of the great-

ness of the minister, though, perhaps, he is, in reality, no conflagiator

of the Thames ; and tlieir whole form and impression breathes of the

t i. 2
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solemnity of “ the vestry/' Anything that an elder says is to them lew *;

and if the minister were to address himself to them, they would feel the

honour so deeply, that they would not know what they were about all the

rest of the day. When they appear within the body of the church, they

do not, of course, say anything ; but it is evident that they mean a grefegt

deal by theis anti-disturbance aspect. “ Children, be all quiet ; public

worship is just about to commence ; it behoves all people to show an out-

ward decency in the house of God. I could give ye a word mysel* ; but

I leave it to the minister. All I shall say is—Wheesht /'**

Then there is a set of equally peaceable old men, who, in the coun-

try, act as elders, and stand, every Sunday, with a peculiarly mortified

and speechless aspect, beside the plate which receives the oblations of

the congregation— 1

f

grave and reverend seignors/ fixed as statues, with

their hands thrust into the opposite cuffs of their spencers,* And down-
cast faces that would not smile for untold gold. The boys, and even

older people, are almost afraid to pass them, they are 90 awfully solemn.

In one respect they are a kind of fuglemen. The countenances of the

worshippers in passing catch from them the contagion of decorum, and
instead of the easy, this-wK expression which they sported a few

minutes ago, while talking ilRne church-yard upon such terrene sub-

jects as crops and markets, display, in their pews, a gravity appropriate

to the plac£, but which could scarcely have been otherwise assumed.

In fact, these old grave men, if planted in the entrance to the cave of

Tro^bmius, would have been sufficient-to account for the miracle. Dur-
ing tne first prayer they are seen to enter the body of the church, and
plant themselves in a seat Hinder the pulpit, with a quietness and solem-

nity that would not be amiss among the special jurors of Rhadamanthus.
If you visit one in his own residence, some evening during the week, you
find him sitting in a small lonely room, with a large Bible fipen before

him, into which, as you enter, he quietly thrusts his spectacles for a

mark. You almost tremble to disturb so fine a picture of religious con-
templation. When he speaks, you find that he has a deep, guttural
voice, broken and softened into something inexpressibly smooth and
gentle ; a constant sutniriits of wheesht ! If you converse regarding

books, you find that, of all secular compositions, he likes Hervey's Medi-
tations, and (what he calls) Strum's Reflections. The subdued tone of
these works harmonizes finely with the tranquil pulsations of his soul

and heart. On a*$tonday afternoon, when the slight bustle which the
dismissal of the* congregation has made upon the street is all hushed
down into the soft and melancholy calm which ever rests that day upon
the rural towns of Scotland, if you drop quietly ih upon him, you find him
sitting in his backroom, in the midst of his family, with a stream of rich

’»

* Personages of this 'kind abound In the streets df Edinburgh, during the hour
between ten and eleven on Sunday forenoons, when they are all going to their Ye-
spective places of worship. One of them Was observed gliding gently along Prince’s
Street one forenoon, in company with some other “ decent people,” to whom he whs
evidently making a few quiet, solemn remains upon the subject of things in gehfcufi,

with, perhaps a particular reference to the gaudy Show Of ‘fine new hotttto fcfed ele*

gently dressed people, whom he saw arbund him. He was just overheard 16' walla
one observation $ but it was most characteristic 1 of the quiet tribe to which he he*
longed : “ Sin,” said he, with a philosophical glance from side to ride, “ there's

nae reality in naething now /”

This world is but a fleeting show,
For man's illusion given.
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light from the setting sun, falling upon his quiet grey head, and a large

Bible displaying its brighter treasures before him. He is reading a chap,

ter to his children, in the low, murmuring voice peculiar to him. The
whole scene is one of piquant noiselessness and repose ; for the children,

admirably trained, are all as quiet as doves, and, besides bis own voice,

there is no sound to be heard, excepting, perhaps, the soft occasional

wail of the wind, or the equivocal lull of the distaht waterfall. Should

one of the young people betray but the slightest mark of restlessness, a

glance from the old man, over the top of the spectacles, stills it in an in.

stant. There is something in the scene that seems to say,—“ Children

let us all be meek and gentle of spirit—let us all be reverent, and lowly,

and quiet ; let us sit amidst the stillness of the evening hour, and offer

Hp the silent vespers of a grateful and devout spirit—be every worldly

and profane thought banished—be ye holy and calm—wheesht
!"

There is a set of the generation of quietists, who are ever and anon
coming up to you in the street with a curious entrc-nous expression of

phiz, as if, like a grief-laden ghost, tHey were possessed of some secret

which they could not bring themselves to divulge. Now, for my part, I

have no curiosity after secrets. I would rather want the best of them
than be at the trouble of recollecting^tp keep them to myself. Yet,

these people do often seize me by tl^SHbton, and attempt to work off
u a great secret " upon me, in their quiet way, dribble by dribble, not-

withstanding all I can do to the contrary. “ Hawo you heard of any
thing within the last few days ? Anything about - ? I heard it

whispered last night, but I could not believe it. It was talked of to-day,

however, I know, in the Parliament House. And Gutliry, told,

knows all about it. For God’s sake, however, speak loundly about it ;

and don’t say I told you. It’s a very flclicate business. Wheesht \”

And so, after a*thousand insinuations, by whisper, wink, shrug, and

smile, thgy quit button, and leave you weltering irf astonishment, unable

to make out, for the life of you, what all this means ;*nay, perhaps, so

completely do you feel bamboozled by the tide of new and imperfect ideas

which has been let loose upon you, that you scarcely know that you are

walking on the earth for live minutes after. You feel ravished away, as

it were, into middle air, caput ferit alta eidera—not with elation, but

with botheration of spirit. Your imagination toils and pants after their

meaning through the great abyss of space ; and you hardly feel the

pressure of the real world around you for the afternoon.

Then there is a set of people, of the quieter sex~good neighbours,

mothers of families—who, when there is any sickness in your own house,

and the mistress of the house herself is not very well able to take care

of it, rush in unbidden, apparently upon the same instinct which brings

birds of prey to fields of battle, and immediately begin to assume a strange

kind of unauthorized directorate, as if they had been all their lives as

familiar with the scene as yourself. These kind persons leave their own
houses to Providence, all selfish considerations being abandoned for the

time at the call of whatfthey term distress. On coming home to dinner,

totally unwitting of the trouble which has befallen the family in your
• absence, you are surprised in limine, at the very door.step, by meeting
a quiet-looking oldish woman in her stocking-soles, who comes forward,

holding up her hand, after the manner of a judge administering an oath,

and only pronounces the single emphatic word—wheesht! You arc

beckoned in -a most mysterious manner into a side-room, and told to be

very quiet, for — has just fallen into a sleep, which the Doctor
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expects to do a great deal of good, and there must, upon no account, be

any disturbance. Though the bed-room of the patient is so far away,

that no voice, however loud, could reach it, this high priestess of silence,

still speaks thirty degrees below the zero of articulation, the sense of

the necessity of quiet being so weighty upon her mind, that she totally

forgets the state of the case in this particular instance, and even per-

haps if she were removed to the distance of several miles, would still fear

to give her yords full utterance. You soon find this discreet old lady

in full possession of you? house ; invested with the management of the

keys; arbitress of all matters connected with the childrens* frocks ; and

sole autocrat of the bread and butter. If you live in any of the streets

of the New Town, where hardly a cart or carriage is to be heard from

morning till night, you immediately find the street in front of the door,

strewed with tanners* bark, to deafen the sound of those rarely occurring

annoyances. Of course, if you live in the Old Town, where carts and
carriages are incessant, the patient is understood to have nerves accord-

ingly, and no bark is required. «Suppose the case to be one where the

mistress of the house herself is indisposed : for some time you find your
consequence as master entirely absorbed

;
you are a mere subordinate

where once you were principal ; the attentions of all the servants, and
also of the discreet lady, argali engrossed by the patient ; and you
come into, and go out of the- house, without ever being heeded or

regarded ; unless, perhaps, when you happen to make a, very leetle noise,

and then a troop of harpies, with the discreet lady at their head, fly upon
you, with open mouth and uplifted hands, and all the gesticulation and
expression which might properly accompany an outburst of indignant

remonstrance, but which, in this case, is a kind of dumb thunder, ending

all in the awful monosyllable—wheesht ! Then, there is an oiling of doors,

and a throng of women going through the house in thoir Stockings, or at

most in what are calW carpet-shoes, and a whispering and breathing of

wheesht ! for many days, till at last, through very contagion, you yourself

become as timid* as a tit-mouse, and almost forget the sound of your own
voice. Then the mysterious old woman, how beautifully she manages
everything I Her out-goings and her in-comings are all most becoming
and composed. The flame which you see her occasionally sending over a

plateful of brandy for the sick-room, is not more gently lambent than her

own pace, You see her a few yards off addressing herself to some
underling, and, although you hear not a whisper nor a breath, except,

perhaps, the ever-interjeoted wheesht, to your surprise her language

appears to be comprehended by the person spoken to, and lo and behold

it is immediately acted upon, The very children, albeit unaccustomed
to the reign of silence, are overborne and dashed down by the awful

influence of the everlasting wheesht, and are observed crawling, like so

many kittens, through a suite of apartments, where they erst performed

gallopades of the most outrageous description, If you happen to take a

peep into the sick-chamber, you see the mysterious woman standing over

the bed, with the air and gestures of an inspired Pythoness, pointing to

distant bottles and boxes, and doing every thing (speech excepted) to

make herself understood. If the wrong bottle or box be touched by the

servant, she writhes her whole body and countenance in an agony of

dumb negation ; but, when the right one is pounced upon at last, she

suddenly relaxes into approval* and her agonies cease. Suppose that the

patient at last “ departs/' the stillness of the household is not remitted*

in consideration of there being no longer, any one to be disturbed. It
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rather becomes more deep and solemn than ever. There is still the same
carpet-shoeing as before—the same ejaculating of whee&ht. The house
begins to look like an absolute sepulchre, and the mysterious woman
like some marble and unBpeaking cherub planted to guard it. She takes

a leading hand in the melancholy duties paid to the dead, and is always

able to recommend a person who makes grave-clothes—Mrs. So-and-

so—living in some close in the Old Town, first stair, fifth door up.

She can even do something in the way ofmournings for the survivors ; the
children will require this, and the servants that i so much crape for this

one’s hat ; so much black ribbon for that one’s bonnet. £ven after all these

matters have been arranged by her friendly intervention, she does not

yet depart. She must see after the wine and cake at the funeral, and
take care that every thing is managed with decency, and, above all

things, quietly. At last, when all is over, she soofs out at the door,

with a strange rustle of silk, as if she were saying, and* saying for the

last farewell time, the oft-repeated shibboleth of her kind

—

Wheesht !

THE DYING SUB-LIEUTENANT, IN ITALY—TO*THE TRI-COLOB.

Wounded on the battle-field,

The silent dead around me lying,

My brain awhile in stupor seal’d,

Now wakens to the sense of dying :

The bloody coil of fight is o’er, •

The twilight dew falls chilly round

;

I hear the far-off drum no more,

Nor the retreating bugle’s sound.

All is silent, all are gone

;

Near me in this hour are none
Save the speechless ; none to tell

How the falt’ring battle fell

;

No help to hind this shatter'd breast,

No help to stanch this streaming brow :

Thou alone of all the rest,

Only Thou, only Thou,
On the bloody herbage cast

,

Each bright hue bedrench’d in gore,

Faithful comrade to the last,

Abidest by me, Tri-color!

Midmost of the battle’s roar,

Stunn'd by sudden sabre blow
Of the onward-dashing foe,

And fallen on the plain $

Still my grasping fingers knew thee,

Still dune hard in dizzy pain,

Now this brood has seal’d them to thee,

Ye shall never part again,

Tri-color ! till life is o'er.

Since from Seine’s blue waves we parted.

Sworn companions unto death,

Young, and strong, and fiery-hearted;

Breathing scorn of life’s sweet breath,
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Proud of strength, and proud of beauty,

I a bridegroom—thou a bride,

Scarce the call and curb of duty
Check'd our wayward, wanton pride.

From that mom of blissful union
To this hour of anguish drear,

(Cherish'd well and sweet communion,
Fair and bright, tho' brief career!)

What quick scenes have changed around us

!

• What fierce ills our passion tried

!

Danger still together found us
Hand in hand, and side by side.

In the thickest throng of battle,

Where the drum’s alarum rattle

Sinks, drown'd amid the roar of fight,—
The charge—th’ encounter—and the flight :

Where tho fiery masses run
Forward to the flashing gun

;

Where, by broken rampart wall,

A foremost few fight but to fall,

—

There have we together been,

There, thro' rifted smoke-cloud seen,

The glazing eyes of dying men
Have open'd on the light again,

With one last gaze to worship thee,

Bright Token-Flag of Liberty!

r

Ah, me ! vain this thrill of pride,

Vain these thoughts of glory won,
To struggle with the quenchless ride

Of pangs that thro’ my body ‘tun

;

Thro’ blinding blood mine eyesight swims :

Yon blight blue arch I scarce behold ;

And feel these faint ‘unsinew’d limbs

Fast stjjtf’ning in the twilight cold.

Great God ! that art the Cause of all,

What frenzy of remorseless ire

Hast thou accurs’d mankind withal

!

What hunger, what insane desire,

What passion to destroy or die,

What rav’ning after prey or food,

That man should on his brother fly,

Like savage of tho unshorn wood.
And riot in his out-pour’d blood

!

One n\oment have I done thee WTong ?

Ah! Liberty, forgive, forgive

The sins of this blaspheming tongue,

Muriqurs by mortal anguish wrung :

Some men must die, that more may live

In freedom. Until men throw down
The tow’ring fane themselves have built,

That mightier Babel upward grown,
Stronghold of power leagu’d with guilt

;

'Till priest, till tyrant, hated names,
That brand the brow of earth with shames,

Are ras’d under thy feet divine,

Men must pour forth their blood like wine,

Their breath, as incense, at thy shrine.

Hear me, divinest Spirit, let

The holy kiss my lips now set

Upon thy bloody banner, wet
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With my heart's blood, a token be,
A parting sign, a pledge in death,
That dying 1 hold fast my faith,

And give thee worship. Liberty 1

• • • •

Even yet I am not dead ! These hours
Will never pass 1 How softly now

Yon moonlight down the valley pours
Itself, and o'er the mountain's brow

How beautiful this scene to those
Whose hearts and limbs in lightness move !

Ah 1 why did I the calm repose,

The happiness, the peace, the love,

That grew around me in my home,
Abandon after blood to roam P

Happy there, as morning found me.
Evening rock’d my heart to rest

;

There each pleasure circled round me.
Each fond tie my feelings bleSt.

Where he now the lips that form’d me
To those thoughts which freemen know

;

Where the happy looks that warmM me
With affection's fondest glow ?

Ah ! me, never more shall 1
*

Meet those eyes which bless’d me then ;

Speaking glance of sparkling eye
Never, Shall behold again!

Far away, oh ! far away,
Amid the pleasant ffblds of France,

Children of sweet folly* they
Strike the lute, and lead the dance

:

Even now, perchance, they speak of me.
With no sad fears or fond regret?

But proudly and exultingly,

As fighting for sweet Freedom yet,

And pledge my name in rosy wine :

While I am dying here alone.

With none to hear my dying moan.
With none whose hand to clasp in mine,
And give the last faint farewell token,

That love, while other passions fly

The heart's expiring agony,
Abides, till it's last string is broken.

Only Thou of all that's dear,

Tri-color, art with me here.

On thy bosom, gentle friend,

Soon these throes of death shall end.

Even now faint these breathings swell,

Even now slow these blood-drops pour

;

Farewell, pleasant world ; farewell, Tri-color I

P. W.
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USE AND ABUSE OF POLITICAL TERMS.*

Mr. Lewises known in society as the son of the Right Hon. T. Frank-

land Lewis, and in literature, as the translator, jointly with Mr. Henry
Tufnell, of two erudite and interesting works on classical antiquity,

Muller’s Dorians, and Bockh’s Public Economy of Athens. Mr. Lewis is

also the author of a little work on logic ,• to which Subject, stimulated

like many others of the Oxford youth, by the precepts and example of

Dr. Whately, he has devoted more than common attention, and was so

far peculiarly qualified for writing such a work as the volume before us

professes to be. This alone should entitle him to no slight praise ; for

such is the present state of the human mind, in some important depart,

merits, that it is often highly meritorious to have written a book, in itself

of no extraordinary merit, if the work afford proof that any one of the

requisites for writing a good book on the same subject is possessed in an

emLient degree.

Certain it is, that there scarcely ever was a period when logic was so

little studied, systematically, and in a scientific manner, as of late years ;

while, perhaps, no generation ever had less to pj$ad in extenuation of

neglecting it. For if, in order to reason well, it were only necessary to be

destitute of every spark of fancy and poetic imagination, the world of let-

ters and thought might boast, just now, of containing few Besides good
reasoners

;
people to whom, one would imagine, that logic must bfc all in

all, if we did not, to our astonishment, find that they despise it. But
the most prosaic matter-of-fact person in the world must not flatter

himself that he is able to reason because he is fit for nothing else. Rea-
soning, like ail other mental excellencies, comes by appropriate cu|$jju>0 ;

not by exterminating the opposite good quality, the other half of a 'per-

fect character. Perhaps the mere reasoners, with whom the world
abounds, would be considerably less numerous, if men really took the pains

to learn to reason. It is a sign of a weak judgment, as of a weak virtue,

to take to flight at the approach of every thing which can, by any remote
possibility, lead it astray. Men who, for want of cultivation, have the

intellects of dwarfs, are of course the slaves of their imagination, if they
have any, as they are the slaves of their sensations, if they have not

;

and it is partly, perhaps, because the systematic culture of the thinking

faculty is in little repute, that imagination also is in such bad odour

;

there being no solidity and vigour of intePect to resist it where it tends

to mislead. The sublimest of English poets composed an elementary

book of logic for the schools ; but our puny rhymsters think logic, for-

sooth, too dry for them ; t and our logicians, from that and other causes,

very commonly say with M, Casimir Perier, A quoi un poete esUil bon ?

* Use and Abuse of Political Terms. By George Cornwall Lewis, Esq. Student
of Christ Church, Oxford,—London : Fellowcs, 1832.

+ The greatest English poet of our own times lays no claim to this glorious inde-

pendence of any obligation to pay regard to the laws of thought. Those whom Mr.
Wordsworth honours with his acquaintance, know it to be one of his favourite opi-

nions, that want ofproper intellectual culture, much more than the rarity Of genius,

is the cause why there are so few true poets; the foundation of poetry, as of all other
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In undertaking to treat of the use and ^abuse of the leading terms
of political philosophy, Mr. Lewis has set before himself a task to which
no one but a logician could be competent, and one of the most important

to which logic could be applied. If, however, we were disposed for

minute criticism, we might find some scope for it in the very title-page*

We might ask, what is meant by an abuse of terms ; and whether a
man is not at liberty to employ terms in any way which enables him
to deliver himself of his own ideas the most intelligibly; to bring,

home to the minds of others, in the greatest "completeness, the im-
pression which exists in his own ^ This question, though it has a
considerable bearing upon many parts of Mr. Lewis's book, throws, how-
ever, no doubt upon the importance of the object he aims at. Ilis end
is, to prevent things essentially different, from being confounded, because
they happen to be called by the same name . It is past doubt that this,

like all other modes of false and slovenly thinking, might be copiously

exemplified from the field of politics ; and Mr. Lewis has not been
unhappy in his choice of examples. The instances, in which the confu *

sion of language is the consequence, and not the cause, of tl\£ erroneous
train of thought (which we believe to be generally the more common
case,) are equally worthy of Mr. Lewis's attention, and will, no doubt,
in time receive an equal share of it. m
Some notion of the extent of ground over which our author travels

may be gathered froq^liis table of contents ; which, with that view, we
transcribe:—
u L Government. 2. Constitution—^Constitutional. 3. Right—Duty-^Wrong-

Rightful—Wrongful—Justice. 4. LaV—Lawful—Unlawful. 5. Sovereign So-
vereignty—Division of Forms of Government. 6. Monarchy—Royalty King
7. Commonwealth—Republic—Republican. 8. Aristocracy—Oligarchy Nobility.
ft. Democracy. 10. Mixed Government—Balance" of Powers. 11. People Com-
munity. 12. Representation—Reprcsentative-u-Representafttvo Government. 13.

Rich—Middlq Class—Poor. 14. Nature—Natural—Unnatural—State of Nature.
lfi^J^berty-—Freedom—Free. 16. Free Government—Arbitrary* Government—

Despotism—Anarchy. 17. Power—Authority—Force. 18. Public
—Political—Civil—Municipal. 19. Property—Possession—Estate—Estates

of $£ji$iament. 20. Community of Goods.'*

'T^explain thoroughly the various senses of any one of these terms,

would require, possibly, as much space, as Mr. Lewis has devoted to

them all. His observations, however, are those of an instructed and
intelligent mind. They contain, perhaps, not much that is absolutely

new j;
s
except that ideas, which the mind has made completely its own,

always come out in a form more or less different from that in which they
went in, and are, in that sense, always original. Moreover, any one
who can look straight into a thing itself, and not merely at its image
mirrored in another man's mind, cap also look at things, upon occasion,

when there is no other man to point them out.*

productions of man’s reason, being logic. By logic, he does not mean syllogisms ill

mode and figure, but justness of thought and precision of language ; and, above all,

knowing accurately your own meaning.
While we are on this subject, we must he permitted to express our regret, that a

poet who has meditated as profoundly on the theory of bis art, as he has laboured
assiduously in its practice, should have put forth nothing which can convey any ade-
quate notion to posterity of his merits in this department ; and that philosophical

speculations on the subject of poetry, with which it would be folly to compare any
other*,existing in our language, have profited only to a few private friends.

* Mr* Lewis has very properly, in our opinion, spared himself the ostentatious

candour ofmentioning the authors to whom he was indebted, they being mostly wri-
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<Yct, highly as wo think of this work, and still more highly of the au-

thor's capabilities, we will not pretend that he has realized all our con-

ceptions of what such a work ought to be. We do not think he is fully

conscious of what his subject requires of him. The most that he ever

seems to accomplish, is to make out that something is wrong, but not how
that which is wrong may be made right. He may say, that this is all he

muted at ; ^nd so, indeed, it is. But it may always be questioned, whe-

ther one has indeed cut down to the very root of an error, who leaves

no truth planted in its stead. Mr Lewis, at least, continually leaves

the mind under the unsatisfactory impression, that the matter has not

been probed to the bottom, and that underneath inmost every thing

which he sees, there lies something deeper which lie does not see. If in

this we should be deemed hypercritical, we would say in our defence,

that we should never think of ranging Mr. Lewis in the class of those,

from whom we take thankfully and without asking questions, any trifling

matter, which is all they have to bestow. The author of such a work as

the present, is entitled to be tried by the same standard as the highest

order of intellect ; to be compared not with the small productions of

small minds, but with ideal perfection.

^fankind have many ideas, and but few words. This truth should

never be absent from the mind of one who takes upon him to decide if

another man’s language is philosophical or the reverse. Two conse-

quences follow from it ; one, that a certain laxity in the use of language

must be borne with, if a writer makes himself understood ; the other,

that, to understand a writer who is obliged to use the same words as a
vehicle for different ideas, requires a vigorous effort of co-operation on
the part of the reader. These unavoidable ambiguities render it easier,

we admit, for confusion of ideas to pass undetected : but they also render

it more difficult for* tiny man’s ideas to be so expressed that they shall

not appear confused
;

particularly when viewed with that habitual con-

tempt with which men of clear ideas generally regard those, anj^bf
whose ideas are not clear, and with that disposition which contempt;- J^ke

every other passion, commonly carries with it, to presume the exisw&e
of its object. It should be recollected, too, that many a man has a

teeming with important thoughts, who is quite incapable of putting

into words which shall not be liable to any metaphysical objection ; "that

when this is the ca§e, the logical incoherence or incongruity of the ex-

pression, is commonly the very first thing which strikes the mind;;vhud

that which there is least merit in perceiving. The man of superior Intel-

lect, in that case, is not he who can only see that the proposition pre-

cisely as stated, *is not true; but he who, not overlooking the incorrect-

ness at the surface, does, nevertheless, discern that there is truth at the

bottom. The logical defect, on the other hand, is the only thing which
strikes the eye of the mere logician. The proper office, we should have
conceived, of a clear thinker, would be to make other men’s thoughts

ten of established reputation. Such studious honesty in disclaiming any private right

to truths which are the common property of mankind, generally implies either that
the author cares, and expects the reader to care, more about the ownership of an idea
than about its value ; or else that ho designs to pass himself off as the first promul-
gator of every thought which he does not expressly assign to the true discoveVer. This
is one of the thousand forms of that commonest of egotisms, egotism under a shew
of modesty. The only obligations which Mr. Lewis witli a just discrimination -stops

to acknowledge, are to a philosopher who is not yet so well known as he totems to

he, Mr# Austin, Professor of Jurisprudence In the University of London.
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clear for them, if they cannot do it for thefeielveg, and to*give words jp
the man of genius, fitted to express his ideas with phUosophfcaLoeCnree^.

Socrates, in the beautiful dialogue called the Pbrodrus, describes hilxtwn

vocation as that of a mOntal midwife : not SO Mr. A. or B^ who, |nr*

haps, owes the advantage ef dear ideas to the feet of hishaving no idutt

which it is at all difficult to make dear. The use Of logic* it would
seem, to such a person, & not to help others, but to privilege hhtagftf

against being required to listen to them. He will not think it worth
his while to examine what a man has to day, unites it is put to hthl in

such a manner thf$ it Shall cost him no trouble St all to make it but.

If you come to him needing help* y6u may learn from hiM that you ate

a fool ; but you certainly will not he made wise.

It would be grossly unjust to Mr. Lewis to accuse him of any thing

approaching to this ; but we could have wished that his work could hsvfe

been more decidedly cited as an example of the opposite quality. We
desiderate in it somewhat more of whatfbecomes all men, but, most of
all, a young man, to whom the struggles of life are only in their com*
mencement, and whose spirit cannot yet have been wodftded, or his tern*

per embittered by hostile collision with the world, but which, in yoting

men more especially, is apt to be wanting—a slowness to condemn^ A
man must now learn, by experience, what onCe came ahnodt by nature to

those who had any faculty of seeing ; to look upon alb things with « bene*,

volent, but upon great men and their works with a reverential spirit

;

rather to seek in them for whaW he may learn from them, than far oppor-

tunities of shewing what they nftght have learned from him %> give such

men the benefit of every possibility of their having spoken with a rational

meaning ; not easily or hastily to persuad# himself that men like Plato,

and Locke, and Rousseau, and Bentham, gave themselves a world of

trouble if* running after something which they thought Was a reality,

hut which he Mr. A. B. can clearly see to be an unsubstpntiafphantom ;

fbekhaust every other hypothesis, before supposing himself wiser titan

my; and even then to examine, with good will and without prejudice, if

tiiefir error do not contain some gem of truth ; and if any conclusion,

aNch fts a philosopher eon adopt, may even yet he built upon the founda-

tion on which they, rt may be, have reared nothing but an edifioe of

sand. it.

:
^ch men are not refuted becaiise they are contacted ef using Words

Occasionally with no very definite meaning, or eveh of founding

argument upon an ambiguity. The substance bf correct reasoning huy
still be there, although there be a deficiency in the fblms. A vague

term, which they rftftv never have given themselves the trouble to define^,,

may yet, on each particular occasion, have excited in
f
their minds pre-

cisely thfe ideas it should excite. The leading word in an argument

may be ambiguous ; but between its two meanings there is often awferet

link of connexion, unobserved by the critic but felt by the author, though

perhaps he may not have given himself a strictly logical account ofit;
and the conclusion may turn not upte what Is different hr th^Awo
meanings, but upon what they have in common, or at iertt analq^p^

‘

Until logicians know these things, anfl act *a* if they knew them, they

must not expect that a logician and a captious man will ifeate %b be, in

common apprehension, nearly synonymous. Hhw, hi foot, eta it be

otherwise in the mind of a parson, who ksrbws ndt Very cleatiy what
logic is, but Who finds that lie San in Wo way give utterance fcohifecoB-

Vietion without infringing logical rules, while he is conscious all tty*.
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time that the "real grounds of the conviction have not been touched in

the slightest degree ?

It 'is only in a very qualified sense that these admonitions can be

applied to Mr. Lewis ; but there are so few persons of our time to whom
do not apply more or less, (and perhaps there have been but few

j&wny time,) that vse are not surprised to find them even in his case far

ftom superfluous. It remains for us to establish this by particular

instances.

Mr. Lewis, under the word right
, gives a definition of legal rights,

and then lays it down that all rights are the creatures of law, that is,

of the will of the sovereign ; that the sovereign himself has no rights,

nor can any one have rights as against the sovereign ; because, being

sovereign, he is by that supposition exempt from legal obligation, or

legal responsibility. So far, so good. Mr. Lewis then soys, that to call

-
.
any thing a right which cannot be enforced by law, is an abuse of lan.

guage. We answer,—Not until* mankind have consented to be bound by
Mr. Lewis's definition. For example, when Dr. Johnson says that a

man has not a moral right to think as he pleases, “ because he ought to

inform himself, and think justly," Mr. Lewis says he must mean legal

right ; and adds other observations, proving that he has not even caught

a glimpse of Johnson's drift. Again, according to him, whoever asserts

that no man can ha^e a right to do that which is wrong
, founds an argu-

ment upon a mere ambiguity, confounding a right with the adjective

right

:

and this ambiguity is “ mischievous, because it serves as an in-

ducement td error, and confounds things as well as words."

Now, we contend that Mr. Lewis is here censuring what he does not

thoroughly understand, and thgt the use of the word right, in both these

cases, is as good logic and as good English as his own. Right is the

correlative of duty, dr obligation ; and (with some limitations)Js co-ex-

tensive with thqse terms. Whatever any man is under aft obligation to

give you, or to do for you, to|ijhat you have a right. There are legal

obligations, and there are consequently legal rights. There are also

moral obligations ; and no one, that we know of considers this phrase

an abuse of language, or proposes that it should dispensed with. It

seems, therefore, but an adherence to the established usage of our lan-

guage, to speak of moral rights ; which stand in the same relation to

moral obligations as legal rights do to legal obligations. All that is

^pecessary is to settle distinctly with ourselves, end make it intelligible

to those whom we are addressing, which kind oflights it is that we mean

;

if we fail in whj$b; we become justly liable to Mfo Lewis's censure. It

*$as not totally escaped Mr. Lewis that there may be some meaning in

the phrase, moral rights ; but he has, by no means, correctly hit that

tftetfning. He expounds it thus,
—

“

claims rfecommended by views of

justice or public policy the sort of claim a man may be said to have
to anything which you think it desirable that he should possess. No
such thing. No man in his sound senses considers himself to be wronged
everjytime he does not get what he desires

;

every man distinguishes

between what he thinks another"man morally bound to do, and what he
merely would like to see him do ; between what is morally criminal,

a fit subject for complaint or reproach, and what excites only regrets,

and ft wish that the act had been abstained from. No system of moral
philosophy or metaphysics that we ever heard of, denies this distinction

;

though several have undertaken to account for it, and to place it upon
the right footing.
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If you may say that it is the moral duty of subjects to obey their

government, you may also express this by saying that government has &
moral right to their obedience. If* you may say that it is mo^al
duty of sovereigns to govern well, or else to abdicate, you may say

subjects have a right to be well governed. If you may say, that

morally culpable in a government to attempt to retain its authbifty,

contrary to the inclinations of its subjects; you may say, that the peopfi*

have a right to change thSSi government. All this, without ’any logical
inaccuracy, or “abuse of language/' We are ndt defending this phra-
seology as the best that can be employed

; the language of right and the
language of duty, are logically equivalent, and the latter has, in many
respects, the advantage. We are only contending, that, whoever uses
the word right shall not be adjudged guilty of nonsense, until it has been
tried whether this mode of interpreting his meaning will make it feense.

And this we complain that Mr. Lewis has not dema^

To explain what we meant by saying that almost everything which
Mr. Lewis sees has something lying under it which he does not see, we
have now to shew, that, in catching at an imaginary ambiguity near the

surface, he has missed the deeper and less obvious ammgmties by which
men are really misled. Two of these we shall briefly set forth.

Speaking morally, you are said to have a right to do a thing, if all

persons are morally bound not to hinder you from doing it. But, in

another sense, to have a right to do a thing, is the opposite of having*wo
right to do it,—viz. of being under a moral obligation to forbear from

doing it. In this sense, to saynhat you have a right to do a thing,

means that you may do it withfiut any breach of duty on your part

;

that other persons not only ought not to hinder you, but have no cause

to think the worsfl^of you for doing it. TWs is a perfectly distinct pro-

position from the preceding. The right which you. have by virtue of a

duty incuiqbent. upon other persons, is obviously quite a different thing

from a right consisting in the absence of any duty incumbent upon your-

self, Yet the. two things are perpetualljis|pifounded. Thus a man will

say he has a right to publish his opinions ; which may he true in this

sense, that it would be a breach of duty in any other person to inter-

fere and prevent th$a«ublication :—but he assumes thereupon, that ia

publishing his^pinioMpne himself violates no duty ; which may either*

be true or false, diuttjpding, as it does, upon his having taken due pains

to satisfy himself, mit, that the opinions are true, and next, that their

publication in this mannttkjmd at this particular juncture, will probably

be beneficial to the intertpifef of truth, on the whole. In this sense
qjf

the

word, a man has no righto do that which is wrong, though it may often

happen that nobody has a right to prevent him from doing it.

The second ambiguity is that of confounding a right, of any kind, with
.

a right to enforce that rightly resisting or punishing a violation of

Men will say, for ejpmple, th|kthey have a right to a good governmengp#.

which is undeniably true, it bemg the moral duty of their governory^^

govern them well. But #in granting this, you are supposed to hkVe

admitted their right dfcliberty to turn oui^heir governors, and

to punish them, for having failed in the performance of this wnijjjkv’

which, far from being the same thing, is by no means universally true;

but depends upon an immense number of varying circumstances, and is,

perhaps, altogether the knottiest question in practical ethics. This

example involves both the ambiguities which .wi have mentioned.
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We.have dwelt longer on this one topic than the reader perhaps will

approve. We shall pass more slightly over the remainder.

Our author treats with unqualified contempt all that has been written

by ]Locke end others, concerning a state of nature and the social compact.

In ibis we cannot altogether agree with him. The state of society con.

templated by Rousseau, in which mankind lived together without govern,

ment, niay never have existed, and it is of no consequence whether it

did so or not. The question is not whether itrtever existed, but whether

ther^is any advantage ‘in supposing it hypothetically ; as we assume in

argument all kinds of cases which never occur, in order to illustrate

.Ifcose which do. All discussions respecting a state of nature are inquiries

what morality would be if there were no law. This is the real scope of

Locke’s Essay on Government, rightly understood : whatever is objec.

tionable in the details did not arise from the nature of the inquiry, but

from a certain wavering and obscurity in his notion of the grounds of

morality itself. No#®T this mode of viewing the subject, we conceive,

without its advantages, in an enlarged view, either of morality or law.

Not to mention, that, as is observed by Locke himself, all independent

governments, Jd^felation to one another, are actually in a state 'of nature,

subject to moral duties but obeying no common superior ; so that the

speculations which Mr. Lewis despises, tend, in international morality

at least, to a direct practical application.

Even the social compact, (though a pure fiction, upon which no valid

argument can consequently be founded,) and the doctrine connected with

it, of the inalienable and imprescriptible rights of man, had this good
in them, that they were suggested bj a sense, that the power of the

sovereign, although, of course, incapable of any legal limitation, has a
moral limit, since a government ought not to take froq^aiiy of its subjects

more than it gives. Whatever obligation any man would lie under in a
state of nature, not'to inflict evil upon another for the sake of good to

himself, 'that game obligation lies upon society towards ijivery one of its

members. If he injure or l^est any of his fellow-citizens, the conse-

quences of whatever they may be obliged to do in self-defence, must fall

upon himself ; but otherwise, the government fails of its duty, if on any
plea of doing good to the community in the aggregate, it reduces him to

such a state, that he is on the whole a loser bj^flving in^a state of go-
vernment, and would have been better off if it tM, not exist. This is

the truth which was dimly Bhadowed forth, in howwever rude and un-
skilful a manner; in the theories of the sociaj^compact and of the rights
of man. It was felt, that a man’s voluntftf^fconsent to live under a
government, was the surest proof he could gt|j^of his feeling it to be
beneficial to mm ; and so great was the importance attached to this sort

of assurance, that where an express consent was out of the question,

some circumstance was fixed upon, from wh$h, by stretching a few points,

consent might be presumed. But the test is real^
f
where, as in imper-

nSetly settled countries, the forest is opwl to the Than who is not con-
tented with his lot. 'Ml

. Notwithstanding the lengtk to which our remarks have extended, we
cannot overlook one or two passages, less remarkable for their import-
ance, than as proofs of the haste with which Mr. Lewis must have ex.
amined the authors and even the parages he has criticised.

Thus, where Mr. Bentham recomntends natural procedure in the ad.
ministration of justice, hi

4
opposition to technical, Mr. Lewis observes,

that as it is impossible to suppose that any mode of judicial procedure
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should bo left to the discretion of the judge guided by no rules, the
word natural, in this case, “ seems to be a vague term of praise, signifyn

• ing that system whioh, to the writer,, seems most expedient/* 1

It sfiew*

but little knowledge of Mr.' Bentham's habits of mind, to account in this

way, of all others, for any phraseology he may think proper to adopt.
The fact is, as has been explained a hundred times by Mr. - Bentmfe'
himself,—that by natural procedure, he means what he also calls domes-
tic procedure ; viz. the simple and direct mode of getting at* the truth
which suggests itself naturally,—that is, readily.and invariably, to all

men who are inquiring in good earnest into any matter yrliich, happening
to concern themselves, they are really desirou^p ascertain. That tigs

technical methods of our own, and all other Systems of law, are bait

'

in proportion as they deviate from this, is what Mr. Bentham affirms,

and, u# will add, proves.

Again, when Mr. Mill speaks of the corruptive operation of what are
called the advantages of fortune, Mr. Lewis comments upon the strange,
ness of this sentiment from the writer of a treatise on Political Econo-
my ; that is, on the production and accumulation of wealth ; and hints;

that the work in question must have been composed wit%kn object simi-

lar to that of a treatise on poisons. Did it never occur to Mr. Lewis,*

that Mr. Mill's meaning might be, not that a people are corrupted by
the amount of the wealth which they possess in the aggregate, but that

the inequalities in the distribution of it have a tendency lo corrupt

those who obtain the large masses, especially when these come to them
by descent, and not by merit, or any kind of exertion employed in earn-

ing them ? •

To add one instance more, Mr. Lewis falls foul of the often quoted
sentence of Tacitupfp! “ that the- most degenerate states have the greatest

number of law1

; in corruptissimd republied plurimce leges ; a position

not Jonly noj true, but the very reverse of the truth, hs the effect of the

progress of civilisation is to multiply enactments, in ordqr to suit the

extended relations, and the more refined diversified forms of pro-

perty, introduced by the improvement of society." Mr. Lewis is a scho-

lar, and understands the words of Tacitus, but, in this case, it is clear,

he has not understoocUtbe ideas. He has committed what he himself

would call an ignoratitir&enchi. By a corrupt society, Tacitus (we will
1

take upon ourselves^o assert) did not mean a rude society. The au-

thor was speaking orthe decline of a nation's morality, and the critic

talks to.ypu of the improvement of its industry. Tacittis meant, that,

in the most immoral soci6&‘ there is the most frequent occasion for the

interposition of the legfi&tor ; and we venture to ag^e with Sim;

thinking it Vary clear, that the less you are able to rely upon conscience

and opinion, the more y°ujire obliged to do by means of the law—

*

a truth which is not onlyW the opposite of Mr. Lewis's position;

but stands fh n^logtapl relation to it at all, more than to the binomi^;

theorem.
*

^

These are the blemishes of Mr. Bewis’s work. Vet they do not in.

duce usto qualify our lngh opinion, both &£. the book and of its author*

It is gn abldg .and a usmil publication ; only, it is not a sufficient dtes£r*

tation on tKe use and abuse of the kading political terms.

We have often thought, tha#%||S^ally philosophical Treatise on the

Ambiguities of the Moral Sciencet^would be one of the most valuable

scientific contributions which #1mafP8f first-rate intellectual ability could

confer upon his age/and upon posterity. But it would not be so much
VOL. I.
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a book of criticism as of inquiry. Its main end would be, not to set

people' right in their use of words, which you never can be qualified to do,

so long as their thoughts,' on the subject treated of, are in any way dif-

ferent from yours ; but to get at their thoughts through their words,

and to see what sort of a view of truth can be got, by looking at it in

their way. It would then be seen, how multifarious are the properties

and distinctions to. be marked, and how few the words to mark them

with, so that one word is sometimes all we have to denote a dozen dif-

ferent ideas, and thajb men go wrong less often than Mr. Lewis sup-

poses, from using a word in many senses, but more frequently from

piping it only in one, tlm distinctions which it serves to mark in its other

.Acceptations not being adverted to at all. Such a book would enable aty

kinds of thinkers, who are now at daggers-drawn, because they are

speaking different dialects and know it not, to understand one another,

and to perceive that, witli the proper explanations, their doctrines are

reconcilable ; and would Unite all the exclusive and one-sided systems,

so long the bane of true philosophy, by placing before each man a more
comprehensive view, in which the whole of what is affirmative in his

own view would be included.

This is the larger and nobler design which Mr. Lewis should set be-

fore himself, and which, we believe, his abilities to be equal to, 4id he
but feel that this is the only task worthy of them. He might thus con-

tribute a large part to what is probably destined to be the great philo-

sophical achievement of the era, of which many signs already announce
the commencement ; viz. to unite all half-truth*®, which have been fight-

ing against one another ever since the creation, and blend them in one

harmonious whole.

SLAVONIAN POETRY."

The Slavonian race has played an important part in the history of eastern

Europe, and the Slavonian tongue is still the prevailinglanguage through-
out the extensive region, extending from the head of the Adriatic to
the Gulf of Finland, and from the Elbe to the Euxine and the Ural
Mountains. Lictle, we fear, is yet known of this people, or simple
and touching literature, notwithstanding the attention whicli has, from
time to time, been excited by some of its tribes,—by the wrongs and
sufferings of Poland, by the unwieldy and ill-cemented poif^of Russia.
That spirit of universal philanthropy wltfck has driven Dr. Bowring
through the greater part of Europe, everywhere discovering, with a pe-

* Cheskian Anthology ; being a History of the Poetical Literature of Bohemia,
with Translated Specimens. By John Bowving. Londqp : 1832.

Servian Popular Poetry ; translated by John Bowring. London : f827.
Specimens of the Polish Poets ; with Notes and Observations on tteiliterature of

Poland. By John Bowring. London 4

Specimens of the Russian Poets. Tra4j||pfbyJohn Bowring ; with Preliminary
Remarks and Biographical Notices. Second Edition. London : 1821.

Poetry of the Magyars ; preceded by aoKetchMpf the Language and Literature of
Hungary. By John Bowring. London: 1830.
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culiar and delicate tact, what is truly noble and in human na*
ture; under however rude an exterior it might be concealed, joined to
liis unwearied industry, have^enabled us to indicate'tms rich vein of
poetry and romance to the English reader.

It is difficult “ to delve the Slavonians to the root

a

fact, indeed,

which may be predicated of every nation under the sun. The names by
which their larger ire-unions are at present known are,—Russians,

Lithuanians, Poles, Silesi&ns, Bohemians, Moravians, Croats* Servians,

and Walla.chians. Each of these nations seem to have bj&gn formed by
the coalition, voluntary or by conquest, of certain tribes of the same
race. The names of the primeval septs thrq^r little light upon thwv
early history, and the varieties of dialect still less The Servian dialelt

approaches more nearly to the Russian, than to the Bohemian or Polish,

although the two nations speaking the latter are, in fact, situated be-

twixt the other two.

The portion of Europe inhabited by Slavonians was formerly much
more Extensive than at present. Towards the north-west, their ter-

ritory spread along the shores of the Baltic, occupying the whole of

Pomerania. In they south, they were, at one time, masters of Roumelia
and the Morea. Their ascendancy is yet to be traced in the Greek dia-

lect of Constantinople ; the accentuation of which is Slavonian, although

the words (perhaps even the vowel-sounds and consonants) are Hellenic.

The names of many places in the Morea are the same fiiat we find at this

day around Moscow, and in Pomerania. In the eighth century, the line

of country extending from the frontiers of Arcadia to Cape Taenarus
was known by the appellation The popular songs of the

Morea are, upon tlic whole, more deeply tinged with Slavonian than with

Grecian superstitions. •

Nor was it for extent of territory alone that the nations of the Slavo-

nic race were distinguished. Their courage and endurance were well

tried against the Saxon, in the mountain defiles betweeifBohemia and

Lusatia. When we explored, in 1825, tlft wild and beautiful tract of

mountain scenery, lying on both sides of the Elbe, between Dresden and
Toplitz, we found every glen swarming with legends of old Bohemian
warriors. And well did^the gloomy, narrow, labyrinthine valleys, at times

interspersed with some spot of rare and sunny beauty ; and well did

their yet gloomier designations, harmonize with the traditions of a nation

slowlyand sullenly retiring from the fields cultivated by Jbheir forefathers

—ever And anon galled
tyy

anger and shame, to turn round and dash

once more into the enemv*s ranks. The resistance offered to the Osman-
lee on the pine-clad Balkan was equally resolute and chivalrous.

This inf^^tive bravery is, however, common to all the human race.

There are no cowards but wh|j$ are such from want of practice. The Sla-

vonians had nobler virtues to distinguish them. Few are ignorant of the

long contest for Ascendancy between the Russian and Polish nations. The
character evinced by each ^luring th^struggle, deeply tarnished though it

be with, the err$& and vices of humanity, has much that commands our
respect. The tamelessVfreedom of the Pblish spirit, although it did at

times degenerate into oppression of the weak* compensates to the feelings,

if not to the understanding, thfy tppbulent and anarchical tendency of

tfcp nation's institutions and temjjkfc The susceptibility.shewn by the*

Russians of-being jk^led in$p any tfeing, is a happy predisposition of yet
slumbering faculties, which a\fait but the animation of a free spirit to

start up into a mighty nation. The limbs are arranged in seemly order
m 2
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and fair proportion ; and whenever God pleases to breathe his breatli

into its nostrils, His image will start into existence, mirroring its Creator

in deportment as well as form.

The name of Moravia is indissolubly united with one of the gentlest

and purest emanations of the Christian spirit that has been witnessed in

these latter times. The Moravian brothers have eminently distinguished

themselves by simplicity and gentleness. They have squared their lives

to that rule of surpassing love, which, shrinking from the infliction of

pain upon a v(orm, is yet capable of braving every danger in the dis-

charge of duty. On the snowy wastes of Greenland, on the far and fro-

zeh Labrador, do we find these men unremittingly busied in disseminat-

ing the true religion ; opposing to the most savage adversaries no other

defence than that deep brotherly love which suffers uncomplainingly, and
at times unnerves even ferocity by its contagious influence.

But the proudest page of Slavonian history is that w hich speaks of Bohe-
mia. The voice whichWycliffe raised amid the silence and solitude of be-

nighted Europe, was first echoed back in Prague. The martyr Iluss shook

the papal ascendancy to its centre in his native country. It wras the exiles

from Prague who, a full century later, first brought the doctrines of the

Reformation to Leipzig ; for even Luther, who had already commenced his

labours, was, at that time, so little awakened to a full sense of the impor-

tance of his mission, that he entered a formal protest against his being

supposed to partake of the heretical doctrines of the Bohemians. It w as in

Prague, next after Switzerland and Holland, that the world was shewn i*

w hat spirit the attempt of a tyrant to jtrainple on a nation’s law s and im-

munities, ought to be encountered. Tow ards the close of the 16th century,

the Emperor Rudolph was obliged to affix his signature to a justification

of the armed opposition of the Bohemians to his unconstitutional decrees.

In 1618 his successor endeavoured to trample down this charter. The
provincial delegates assembled at Prague, irritated by the rude insolence

of the imperial messengers, coolly tossed them out of the castle window .

The rest of Europe expressed astonishment at such a bold step. The
Bohemians replied, that the only thing astonishing in the matter was the

escape of the messengers with their necks unbroken, after falling from
‘such a height. Nor was it in the council hall alone that the Bohemians
acted thus boldly ; for two hundred years did they keep the field, in

defence of their civil and religious liberties, until, deserted and betrayed

both by leaders and allies, they w ere overpow ered by superior numbers.

At the present time a dimness seems to have come over the star of

Slavonia. Russia lias abandoned her energies to the control and direc-

tion of a despot, and has thus been enabled, not to achieve lmppiness for

herself, hut to destroy that of others. Poland and Lithuania nave been,

again and again, overthrown in their struggles to attain national inde-

pendence. Bohemia and Moravia have become the horn thralls and heri-

tage of the stranger. Servia, Croatia, and the other Slavonian pro-

vinces extending along the Turkish, Austrian, and Russian frontiers,

the scenes of incessant wars, have been left in a staVc of nature, ami
abandoned to the demoralising habitudes of plunder and bloodshed. But
to the believer in the imperishable nature of the human mind, this mass
of seeming corruption presents but tj^ppect of a fermentation into new
and purer life. The Creator has leftl hations as well as men to acquire

experience by the sufferings their own errois^hring^upGrt them. Mutual
‘calamity teaches in time mutual forbearance ;

and the unavailing pomp
and parade of military despotism works its own overthrow. Literature
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is working its way silently but rapidly amongst these distant nations.

Dr. Bowring’s versions of their modern poets evince line taste and a

generous spirit ; and we know, from personal observation, that the other

departments of human knowledge are sedulously cultivated in many a
little Goshen scattered over the benighted expanse of Slavonia. It is to

the working of this^vital principle that we look ultimately for the libe-

ration of Bohemia and Poland ; nay, of Russia, (for a mere, conquering

nation is always itself the veriest slave.) It is to this that we look for

the elevation of the ruder tribes in the scale of humanity ; and from our
hearts do we thank Dr. Bowring for bringing home to us, in so pleasing

a shape, so pleasing a truth.

From these considerations we turn with a feeling of pleasure to the

snatches of popular and traditional poetry sprinkled through the volumes
now before us. One character pervades them all, speaking as forcibly to

the common origin of the different nations as even their kindred dialects.

The district of Servia, to which European civilization can, even at this

day, scarcely be said to have extended, yields the richest harvest of abo-

riginal song. The Bohemian language, including the subordinate dialect

spoken in Moravia and along the Carpathian range, is next in fertility.

The Poles and Russians seem to have preserved fewest of those cradle

songs of infant civilization. Is this owing to their state revolutions, or

the*want of a zealous antiquary ? In Lithuania we kaow there yet exists

ji large body of traditionary song, and we invite our translator's atten-

tion to it. •

Dr. Bowring's beautiful description of Servian poetry will apply to

that of all the kindred nations. u IIow so much of beautiful anony-

mous poetry should have been created in w perfect a form, is a subject

well worthy of inquiry. Among a people who look^to music and song as

a source of enjoyment, the habit of improvisation grows up impercepti-

bly, and engages all the fertilities of imagination in its#exercisc. The
thought which first finds vent in a poetical form, if worth preservation,

is polished and perfected as it passes from lip to lip, till it receives the

stamp of popular approval, and becomes, as it were, a national posses-

sion. There is no text-book, no authentic record, to which it can be

referred, whose authority should interfere with its improvement. The
poetry of a people is common inheritance, which one generation trans-

fers, sanctioned and amended, to another.” Songs, in short, are thought,

over which the national mind has brooded, as,
*

i( Over her own sweet voice the wood-dove broods/’
*

They will be more monotonous, or in greater diversity, in proportion to

the simplicity or complexity of the national institutions ;
and, according

to the progress of the national refinement, they will exhibit delicate sen-

timent, or *rfide heartiness, or that vulgarity which creeps like a thick

scurf over a portion of every half-enlightened community. To these

influences are attributable the diversity of tone in Bohemian and Ser-

vian song,—the original materials are the same ; even the form is the

same. Oiib figure of speech pervades them all, to which we do not well

know how to give a name. In the Servian anthology we find it in the

commencement of the “ Step-Sistgirs

*

Near $ach other grew two venlant larches,

And, between, a high and slender fir-tree :

Not two larches were they— not two larches ;

They were brothers’ children of one mother.
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Again, in the “ Farewell

Full of wine, white branches of the vine-trees,

To white Buda’s fortress white had clung them.
No I it was no vine-tree white and pregnant

;

No 1 it was a pair of faithful lovers

From their early youth betrothed together.

%

In like manner in a Bohemian legend

:

A youth speeds o’er the mountain’s top—
Alas that youth no mountain cross’d :

A foe—a fierce and savage foe

—

His frown of darkness round him cast, &c.

Thus, even in the body of poetry, which, next after the Greenland songs

is the simplest that has come under our observation, we find an artificial

arrangement of ideas, frequently recurring, calculated to startle, to

awaken, and keep alive the attention. It belongs to the same class of

literary resources with the epigrammatic conceit, and the hurrying “ in

medias res ” of the epic. The paucity of such forms, and their frequent

repetition, is always a guarantee of antiquity in a poem.
In Bohemia the early establishment of the Christian religion, and a

permanent form of government, has so completely obliterated the early

national superstition, that only the most shadowy and evanescent traces

remain. The Servian, who, betwixt Majfiommedanism and Christianity,

Hangs as even

As doth Medina’s tomb ’twixt Earth and Heaven,

Vj

has retained a deeper impression of the belief of his fathers. We adopt

here the words of Bo**ring. “ Over all is spread the influence of a remark-
able and do doubt antique mythology. An omnipresent spirit, airy and
fanciful, making its dwelling in solitudes—ruling over mountains and
forests—a being called the Vila is heard to issue its irresistible mandates,

and pour forth its prophetic inspiration : sometimes in a form of female

beauty, sometimes a wilder Diana—now a goddess gathering and dis-

persing the clouds, and now an owl among ruins and ivy. The Vila,

always capricious and often malevolent, is a most important actor in all

the popular poetry of Servia. The Trica Polonica is sacred to her. She
is equally renowned for the beauty of her person and the swiftness of

her step :

—

f Fair as the mountain Vila/ is the highest compliment to a
Servian lady. ( Swift as the Vila/ is the most eloquent eulogium on a

Servian steed/* All memory of this wayward being, “ sparkling at once in

beauty and destruction/* seems to have ceased to haunt the Bohemians,
Russians, and Poles, although some careful enquirer may yet discover

her lingering among the Carpathian steeps, or skimming across the

deserts of the Ukraine.

Faint traces of some superstition connected Svith fountains and rivers

are visible in the poetry of all the Slavonian nations, but so disjointed,

that its real character cannot even be guessed at. One of the most
beautiful of these traces is in the Servian

SMILIA.
Sweet Smilia flowers did Smilia pull.

Her sleevelets and her bosom full

;

By the cool stream she gather’d them,
And twined her many a diadem—
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A diadem of flowery wreaths s

—

One round her brows its fragrance breathes,

One to her bosom friend she throws

;

The other where the streamlet flows

She flings, and says in gentlest tone—
“ Swim on, thou odorous wreath I swim on,

Swim to my Juris* home, and there

O whisper in his mother’s ear :

Say, wilt thou not thy Juris wed ?

Then give him not a widow’s bed, *

But some sweet maiden young and fair.”

A Bohemian song of the sixteenth century touches the same string.

The light brce7c is blowing
Around the King’s forest : ,

The maiden is hasting,

She hastes to the stream ;

She scoops with her Imcket
The fresh flowing waters :

But look to the maiden

—

The stream bears a nosegay,
A nosegay of fragrance,
Of violets and roses :

The maiden outstretches

Her hand to obtain it

—

She falls—Ah I she falls in

The cold running water.
O ! had I biA known it,

Thou beautiful nosegay

!

But known on the borders
Who planted thy beautieg,

In faith I would give him
A ring of pure gold.

•

The following, also Bohemian, is more explicit :

Overpower’d with weariness, I slept

Within the oaken grove

—

And near me grew, as morning woke,
A rosemary tree above.

I gathered many a rosemary branch,

And twined them in a wreath,

And threw it in the flowing stream,

The fresh cool stream beneath ;

And said, whoe’er this wreath shall see,

And save it from the tide,

That maiden shall my mistress be,

That maiden be my bride.

And morning came—and many a maid
Her pitcher went to fill

;

They watch’d the verdant rosemary wreath

That flouted on the rill.

Ludmilla saw the flowers, and stretch’d

Her hand to grasp the wreath,—
Poor dove she fell—the stream roll'd on,

*Twas silence all and death.

• « • *

Then let me mourn and let me weep,
And to her grave I’ll go,

And there eternal watches keep
Communing with my woe.
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And then my oyos *hall shed dark tour*,

'Till they are closed in death,

And time shall hang upon my bier

That fatal rosemary wreath.

The same idea occurs in a very old son#, which exists only i» the

Slavon ico-Polish as
rspoken in Volhynia.

r THE THREE FOUNTAINS.

There are three stars in the heaven’s blue deep,

And brightly they shine though silently ;

On the plain three silver fountains leap,

And there stood beside them ladies three,

—

A wife, a widow, a virgin maid

;

And thus to the rippling streams they said.

The wife hung over the fount, and there

Pour’d from her hand its waters dear.
S':u Wave of the fountain counsel me :

Do I a husband’s love possess '<

Will fondness and fidelity

Bring me the flower of happiness S'”

“ O yes! while in Virtue’s path thou art,

Bliss shall thine and thy husband's be

:

Should thy faith wax cold, and he false tl»y heart.

Thine shall be shame and misery.”

Lonely and gloomy the wido'v stood,

And mingled her tears with 'the gushing flood.

M Sorrow is mine! for what dark deed

Am I forced to vamler alone below ;

Has God, to punish my sins, decreed

That lftine should be helpless, hopeless woe r”

* u Rise, widow, rise with dawn of day,
u
Dry up thy tears and thy woes forget,

And pray to the River-God,*—humbly pray,

-$And he shall give thee a husband yet.”

At the neighbouring fountain sighed the maid,
’ And she took a wreath of flowers from her head.

4< The streams flow on, and the wild-winds sweep,

—

River-God
!
give me a husband soon ;

('lung to his bosom let me sleep,

And mine be the bright and blessed boon.”

“ Fling not thy wreath in the stream, fair maid

!

A noble youth shall be given tqgthce

;

Soon thou shalt marriage garlands braid,

And many the days of thy joy shall be.”

Of all the modes of divination recorded in history or tradition, this

is the most pure and beautiful—the fresh flowers floating down the

unsullied stream, forming a possible link between two young hearts,

each overflowing with love and yearning for an object. The interest

becomes deepened, where the object has already been selected, and the
mystic chaplet is followed with tearful eyes and a throbbing bosom, lest

the stream should bear it to an unwelcome destination. The danger
that lies in being over-bold, and daring to question futurity, seems to

« The original word is Dog, which means at the same time god and river. The river Hog was wor-

shipped by the ancient Slavonians, and still retains its sacred name.
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be hinted at in the fatal consequences of attempting to grasp at the
wreath. This pretty superstition seems to have been the fairest, as it

has proved the longest-lived child of the Slavonian river worship.

A superstition among the Servians respecting the cuckoo has made
that “ wandering voice," as Wordsworth beautifully and truly terms her,

a prominent feature in Servian poetry. “ The cutkoo, (kukavitza,) ac-

cording to Servian tradition, was a maiden who mourned so unceasingly
for a dead brother, that she was changed into a bird, and thence con-
tinues, without ceasing, her melancholy note." A Servian, girl who has
lost a brother, never hears the cuckoo without shedding tears.

—

“

I, a
poor cuckoo," is equivalent to “ woe is me !" The cuckoo retains its

place in Bohemian poetry, but the sentiment seems to have evaporated.

One legend of witchcraft we have met among the snatches of Servian
song

; but the witches are rather those of classical antiquity than our
Christo-Teutonic crones who have sold themselves to Satan—a being,

we may remark, unknown to the popular Serbian mythology. The
witches mentioned in the lines we are about to quote, more resemble tbe

witches of modern Italy and of Horace, than our island broom-stick
riders.

The aky is cover’d with stars aga

The plains are cover’d with flocks of sheep :

But where is the shepherd? On the pi afti

The Shepherd is lost in careless sleep :

The youthful Radoje sleeps :—Arise!

Awake! his sis^r Jania cries.

“ Jania ! my sister ! nay ! depart

!

My body is to witches plighted :

My mother has tom away nfy heart,

And my aunt my mother lighted.” c

We have now ranged through pretty nearly the whole of the Slavo-

nian metiipliysical world. A Russian song shall “ shut the scene."

It seems to hover between the allegorical and the supernatural. There
is a savage wildness in the imagination heightened by its fragmentary

nature. From our ignorance of the tradition referred to, it affects us

after the manner of a horrible dream, in which our fancies, assuming no
definite shape, are the more awful on that account.

Thou field of my own, thou field so fair

!

So wide, extensive, fertile there

!

Ad&med with gems so gay and bright,

With flowertf'and butterflies and bees,

And plants and shrubs and leafy trees,

Thou hast but one ungrateful sight.

See there upon the broom-tree’s bough,

The young grey eagle flapping now,
O’er the raven black that he tears asunder,

Whose yarni red blood is dropping under,

And sprinkles the moisten’d ground below :

The raven black—a wild one he !
•

And the eagle grey—his enemy

!

No swallow, gliding round and round
His homely happy nest, is found

.

But a mother is seen in the darksome vale,

Or sad by the raging ocean’s tide

;

A sister Bighs on the fountain’s side,

A lover weeps in the night dews pale—
The sun shines forth—the dews are dried.

3
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Turn we now from the world of shadows back to the green earth, its

loves, hatreds, and follies, its clouds and its sunshine. The relations

of life among the Servians are most simple and primitive, and the emotions

which their poetry seeks to awaken have a corresponding narrowness of

range. The love of a mother for her children, of a sister for her bro-

ther ; the innocent longing of the ripening maiden for a lover ; the

rage of rejected love ; the loathing occasioned by being forced into the

arms of another ; family dissensions ; and the universal theme of war

and plunder, almost exhaust the topics of the Servian poets. The most

beautiful and most rooted affection seems to have been that between

sisters and a brother. In a primitive state of society this is so natural.

The sister is accustomed to watch like a more juvenile parent over her

baby brother, or she looks up for protection to the young warrior. The
brother views with pride the budding beauty of his sister. Their

feelings are those of the strongest friendship, hallowed by the tie of con-

sanguinity, rendered^ftenderer by* the difference of sex. Theirs is the

warmest, purest, and holiest of human attachments. In one of the most

poetical of Servian traditions “ the Step Sisters/* the story hinges upon
the jealousy which a brother's fondness for his sister awakened in his

wife's bosom. The intensity and duration of a sister's love is power-

fully expressed in these lines :

The sun sunk down behind the gold-flowcr’d hill

;

The warriors from the fight approach the shore

;

There stood young George’s wife serene and still :

She counted all the heroes o’er and o’er,

And found not those she loved—though they were three :

—

Her husband George ;vhcr marriage friend, another,

, Who late had led the marriage revelry ;

The third, h£r best beloved, her only brother.

' Her husband lie was dead
;
she rent her hair

For him—Her friend was gone—for him she tore

Her checks. Her only brother was not there ;

For him she plucked her eyeballs from their bed.

Her hair grew forth as lovely as before

;

Upon her cheeks her former beauties spread ;

But nothing could her perish’d sight restore

:

Nought heals the heart that weeps a brother dead.

Equally intense is the expression of love : and characterized by all the
frankness of a simple age. The maiden honestly avows her wishes.

Thus :

—

*
The maiden sat upon the hill,

Upon the hill and far away,
Her fingers wove a silken cord,

And thus I heard the maiden say :

O with what joy, what ready will,

If some fond youth, some youth adored,

Might wear thee, should I weave t|p»e now

!

The finest gold I’d interblend,

The richest pearls as white as snow.
But if I knew, my silken friend,

That an old man should wear thee, I

The coarsest worsted would inweave,
My finest silk for dog-grass leave,

And all thy knots with nettles tie.

The danger of being sold to some old rich churl must in these tinv

Jjave been a sufficient bugbear to maidens : at least if we may judge by
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the frequency with which poets insist upon it.
“ Ajkuna’s marriage/*

and “ Youth and Age/* in Dr. Bowring's collection of Servian poetry are
instances of the most graceful management of this subject. But when
** the course of true love did run smoothly/' it prompted, as in all coun.
tries, the most delicate fancies. This little madrigal breathes the very
voluptuousness of

*

LOVE.

The youth he struck on the tambourine,*
And nought was so bright as its golden shccu ;

Of the hair of maidens twined together

Its strings, which he struck with a falcon’s feather.

The maid look’d down from the balcony,

And thus to her inner self said she :

—

“ O heaven ! what a noble youth i9 he !

Wouldst thou but give this youjh to me,
I would make of the garden pinks his bed,

1 would lay fair roses under his head ;

And waked by perfume, with what delight

Would he kiss the maiden’s forehead white.”

A more delicate sentiment, we will be bold to say, is not to be found
in the whole range of poetry, than the following:—

*

^ANXIETY.

I fain would sing—hufwill be silent now,
For pain is sitting on my lover’s brow;
And he would hear me—and, though silent, deem
I pleased myself, but little thought of him,
While of nought else I think ; to him I giv£

.

My spirit—and for him alone I live :

Bear him within my heart, as mothers bear

The last and youngest object of their care.

A fine sparkling antithesis to this devoted maiden, is found in a short

Bohemian song. The girlish fluttering triumph is beautifully expressed.

Mother 1 look round thee,

Round thee and see

All the youths struggling,

Struggling for me.

Fierce is the struggle,

Eager and wild

;

Does thy heart gladden ?

I am thy child.

The passions of this untutored race speak out devoid of hypocrisy.

A jilted youth does not assume a gay air, and pretend to laugh at his

misfortune : he honestly confesses his annoyance, by imprecating misery

on the cause of it.

S& What 1 shall I be a marriage guest ?

And shall I bid the maid be blest P

Hear then my marriage blessing, hear

No son her barren womb shall bear

;

* The Doctor has here been contented to commit a blunder in order to find a rhyme. Where did

he learn that a tambourine has strings. The gusle of the Servians is a fringed instrument.
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May every bit of broad site breaks

Bring with it wretchedness and woe,

—

For every drop her thirst that slakes

May teal's of bitter anguish flow I

The efficacy of sucji curses was an article of belief.

“ Wake ! O wake ! thou lovely maiden,

Why art slumbering now,
All the rosy wreaths arc fading,

Fading on thy brow.
II« thy heart's own love will marry,
He will break his vow I”

“ Let him many, let him marry,
I shall not complain,

But the thunderbolt of Heaven
SJiall destroy him then.”

Nay, they reached beyond the grave.

u Doth the earth, sweet son, lie heavy on thee ?

Heavy are the planks of maple round thee?”

From his grave the voice of Konda answers :

—

“ Lightly presses the green earth upon me,
Lightly press the planks of maple round me,
Heavy is the virgins’ malediction ;

When they sigh, their sighs reach God’s high presence

;

When they curse, the world begins to tremble

;

When they weep, cftn God is touch’d with pity.

*

Tlieir hatreds and jealousies are expressed in the same straight-for-

ward manner. cThey partake, too, of the simple character of the social

relations among which they have originated; The jealousy of a mother
or sister at seeing a new mistress introduced into her house, and many
others, which in our civilized time vent themselves in petty spite, afford-

ing subjects for the comic muse, led, in these days of ignorance, to terri-

ble tragedies. But from this side of the picture we gladly turn away.

What has been said of the Servian, holds also true of the Bohemian
songs ; and, indeed, our examples have been selected indifferently from
those of either nation. But in the latter, we find a more liberal admix-
ture of playfulness and humour. Thus in

confession.

But for my father’s angry talking,

I’d frankly own that 1 was walking
With one—whom he could not discover

—

-Frown he or not—it was my lfiver.

And if my father would not scold me,
I’d tell him what my lover told me

;

And what he gave—a secret this is

—

Scold he or not—.’twas love’s sweet kisses.

And if my father would not wonder,
I’d tear the secret’s veil asunder $

Wonder or not—my lover made me
A sweet and solemn vow to wed me.
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He vowecU-tinccTe aiuL$tgerihearted

—

E’en while he kiss’d me as we parted,

With thee he would not leave me longer,

But claim m& when the wheat is stronger.

We cannot better wind up these specimens of the Slavonian muse,

than by a description of a “ Slavonian donceress” from the pen of a

Magyar,—one of a race which, with all deference to Dr. Bowring, we
hold to be utterly alien to the Slavonians.

With maiden of Slavonian race,

Clad in light robes of flowing grace,

I danced—and got me in her dress

Entangled, by her flauntiness.

1 tried, but scarce could set me free,

And blushed at my perplexity

;

Involved within the folds far more,

And in the fringes than before.

And then 1 made a vow, and said

I’ll have no fringed Slavonian maid

;

- Hungarian plain-dressed girls lor me,
Hungarians chaste simplicity.

The charge is a serious one, ladies of Slavonia ; and we fear the pro-

minent figure which red boots and similar glaring articles of apparel cut

in your poetry bears it out. But why rest upon such evidence? Who
that has neared the Turkish frontier, but must remember the rich and

variegated colours in which totli sexes take delight, and their f3r|nges

which “ in number many be
!”

We have laid before our readers soma of the most characteristic, and

we believe also some of the sweetest fragments
f
of Slavonian piinstrelsy.

The old literature, of which they form a part, is not one in which poetry

as an art has been carried far. These snatches of poptic thought stand

to an epic or dramatic $oem, in the same relation that the dash of a

wave, or the tinkling ripple of the rising tide along the beach does to a

piece of music, in which not only is each note sweet in itself—the har-

mony of the whole enhances the charm of each. They are not poems,

but the materials out of which some master mind might one day have

constructed a poem, had not foreign violence dashed to earth the rising

structure of national genius. What has been thus rudely torn asunder,

may not again be united
;
yet is it a pleasing task to*gatlier together these

Sibylline leaves, to arrange them, and admire their beauty.

9
Age cannot wither them, nor custom stale

Their infinite variety.
f

They will endure as memorials of a people, for whom their doken<|hntg,

to whatever pitch of greatness they may arrive, shall have’no cape’ to

blush.
v
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I’VE WANDERED EAST, I’VE WANDERED WEST.

A Scottish Ballad.

BY W. MOTHERWELL, ESQ.

1’vb wandered «ut, I've wandered west,
Thro' mony a weary way,

But never, never dan forget

The luve o' life's young day. c

The Arc that's blawn on Beltane e’en
May weel be black gin Yule

;

But blacker fa* awaits the heart
Where first fond luve grows cule.

0 dear, dear, Jeanie Morrison,
The thochts o' bygane years

Still fling their shadows owcr my path,

And blind my een wi’ tears.

HMy blind my con wi’ saut, saut tears,

'And sair and sick 1 pine.

As memory idly summons up
The blithe blinks o' langsync.

Twas then we luvit ilk ither weel,

’Twas then we twa did part

;

Sweet time—sad timel twa bairns at schule,

Twa bairns, and but ac heart!

’Twos then wc sat on ac laigh bink.
To leir ilk ither lear

;

And tones, and look*, and smiles were shed,
Remembered ever mair.

1 wonder, Jeanie, aflen yet.

When sitting on that bink,
Cheek touchin’ cheek, ioof lock’t in loof,

Whpt our wee heids could think ?

WhetTbaith bent doun ower ae braid page,
WI* wb buik on our knee,

Thy Urn were on thy lesson, but
My lesson was in thee. i

O mind ye how we hung our hea^s,
HOw cheeks brent red wi shame,

Whene’er the schule weans, laughin’, said.

We cleek't thegithcr hame ?

Andmind ye o’ tne Saturdays,

(The schule then skail’t at noon),
When We ran aff’to speel the braes—
The broomy braes o’ June P

My beid rins round and round about.
My heart flows like a sea.

As ane by anc the thochts rush back
O’ schule time, and o* thee.

Oh mornin’ life! Oh mornin' luve!
Oh liebtsome days and lang.

When hinnied hopes around our hearts
Like Simmer blossoms sprang

!

O, mind ye, luve, how aft we left

The deavirr* dinsome toun.
To wander by the green burnside.
And hear its waters croon.

The Simmer leaves hung ower our heids.
The flowers burst round our feet

;

And in the glnainin o' the wud.
The throssil whusslit sweet.

The throssil whusslit in the wud.
The burn sung to the trees.

And wc, with Nature’s heart in tunc,
Concerted harmonies

;

And on the knowe abune the burn.
For hours thegithcr sat

In the silentness o’ joy, till baith
Wi very gladness grat.

Aye, aye, dear Jeauie Morrison,
Fear* tnnklit doun your cheek

Like dew-beads on a rose, yet nanc
Had ony power to speak.

That was a time, a blessed time,
When hearts were fresh and young.

When freely gushed all feelings forth
Unsyllablcd—unsung

!

I marvel, Jeanie Morrison,
'

’ Gin I ha’e been to thee.
As closely twined wi’ earliest thochts
As y* na'e been to me ?

Oh ! tell me gin their music fills

Thine cafraa it does mine;
Oh ! say gin e’er your heart grows giit
Wi’ dreamings o’ Langsyne ?

I’ve wander’d east, I’ve wandered west.
I’ve borne a weary let

;
*

But in my wanderings, far or near,
Ye never were forgot

The fount that first burst frae this heart,
Still travd^bn its way ;

And chanhds dcepftr, as it rins.

The luve o’ lifers young day.

O dear, dear Jeanie Morrison,
Since we were sinder’d young,

I’ve never seen your face, nor heaid
The music o' your tongue.

But I could hug all wretchedness.
And happy could 1 dec.

Did 1 but ken your heart still dreanvt
O’ by-ganc days and me.

* A SOLDIER'S TALE.

BY JOHN MALCQLM, ESQ.

I shall never forget the scene. The evening parade was over, and
our officers assembled in groups, were sauntering over the ground, dis-

cussing the news of the day, and planning schemes of amusement for thje

morrow. A short way in front were a body of pioneers, raising redoul^i
and forming iptrenchments ; and immediately in rear of our camp-groupd
were our German auxiliaries sitting before their tents,—some with

pipes* deeply engaged in the silent solemnity of smoking
; and .̂ others

raising a choral stave, and, in the wild and beautiful strains 6f their

country, singing themselfes^ome. The wood and watering parties had
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just returned from their labours, and the general bustle of the camp wa9
beginning to settle down into the low hum, preparatory to repose. Our
band of music, 'however, still lingered on the ground, playing some old

national airs, and delighting the lovers of Scottish song d>y whom it was
attended. The last sunset gleam, warm and gorgeous, was sleeping on
the hills, in glorious contrast with their sombre shadows, lengthening over

the land, like outposts of the night.
*

“ One air more befor#*We go,” cried an officer to the band, which was
preparing to depart ; and immediately it struck up the beautiful strain

of Durandarte and Balerma, breathing of love in death, in the light of

Roncesvalles, from whose field of fame we were then not far distant.

The effect of the music was heightened to a thrilling degree by the time,

place, and circumstances in which it was performed ; the plaintive and
flute-like tones sighing like a deatli-wail, and chording with the deep
bass of truriipet and trombone, which pealed forth, deepened, and rotmd
away in dying thunder through the calm.

The performance had just ceased, when we were suddenly roused from v

the reverie in which it had entranced us, by the trampling of a steed

bearing an aid-de-camp, at full gallop. Suddenly lie reined in his charger

before the tent of our commanding-officer, to whom he delivered certain

despatches ; and, observing that he had a long ride before him, imme-
diately resumed his journey, and setting spurs to his horse, was soon lost

in the gathering gloom of night. v ^

It is with a strange and thrill ingj&tfensation—when an enemy is imme-
diately in front—that the order for an advance before daybreak is heard
in camp, accompanied, as it always is, with the ominous serving out of

three days’ provisions, and fficty rounds of ball-cartridge to each man ;

together with the hustle of packing up the^heavy baggage—the noise and
hubbub in the camp—the deep and hollow roll of the great gulfs, drag-

ging ugsijom the rear—and the congregating together of the-officet*

their tents, preparing for the movement ; spme speculating upon die

results of the coming hatde ; some smoking cigars and jesting with

death ; some musing uplift absent friends, ruminating on the past or peer-

ing into the future ; and, perchance, a few—a very few thinking being?,

pondering on the final destiny of man, thejnystery of death, and the seareni

less secret beyond the grave. Having made our |>rief arrangements for

approaching events, and feeling the chill of night beginning to bo severe,

I quitted the tent along with my two messmates, Wade.and Fitzmaurice,

and we seated ourselves by a blazing wood fire, a few yards in front of our

canvass habitation. Our conversation, as might be supposed, turned upon
the expected events which to-morrow's dajsjp would usffe^in, when, ob-

serving that Fitzmaurice remained silent^and thoughtful, “ 1*11 lay a

bet," said Wade, “ that our friend here has a love-affair on hand ; %

and that there fit Some fair lady in England of whom he is jinking { for

I'm sure nothing less could make a soldier, and one of the Lights too/

look so melancholy upon the evening of a battle, with the stirring pros-

pect of a glorious affair* with the enemies of his country so near at

hand ” i
-

you have guessed rightly,” answered Fitzmaurice, with a faint

^jiile ;
“ the thought of a fair girl is indeed busy at my heart.* My pas-

*

||my3^ugh not unknown to her, nor, as 1 believe, unreturned, was y^fo—

•

cwf#§ to % sense of my dependent situation, and the uncertainty of A
soldier’s life**—never formally glared ; and though this seems all the

better und^ present circumstances, yet, stradge to say, I cannot help

.
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regretting not having spoken out, and made a confession of my attach-

ment/'

“Nonsense," rejoined the other; “if you live to return home you

will find her waiting you, and it will then be time though. 1 have

greater cause tbSK you to'be thoughtful, being already betrothed to the

woman 1 love most upon earth, and of whom to-morrow may deprive

me for ever. But* of®the fortune, of which you regret the want, I al-

most regret the possession,—for a poor man ts at least pretty surc^jpf

the affection of his mistr&s ; but it was so long before I obtained from

mine, something like even a reluctant consent, that 1 have since had

some painful misgivings, lest she may have been wrought upon by the

remonstrances of her friends, to accept what, in point of fortune, they

might consider an advantageous offer, and thus have been induced to

give her hand, where she could not bestow her heart. I own, however,

that this was a mere suspicion, perhaps unjust to her, and which I have
*

endeavoured to dismiss from my mind. 1 have merely mentioned it at

present, to shew that life is never free from annoyances ; and that the

wealth, of which you regret the want, has not conferred happiness on
me. And now, since we have been thus far each other's confidants in

these matters,—should we all live to return to England, you two shall

be present at my marriage, and give me your opinion of the bride
"

To this prospective arrangement wre readily agreed ; and in order to

prepaid fthr the approaching conflict, at an early hour we retired to rest.

To be awakened from a sound 4Mep, even to the ordinary labour of

life, is felt for tbe moment to be unpleasant,—what then must it be to

be startled from the deep repose of the weary soldier, to the work—not

but of death—from the dreams ortiappincss and home, to Ups

horrors of the bloody trade,—from refreshing rest into murderous tur-

the beat of the warning drum, wre got under arms, and ipdtthcd in

the shadow of fnight to the advanced posts, where wc remained under

cover of a stunted wood until daybreak, y,

At the first gleam of dawn, a signal-gun was fired, and w^e rushed on

to the attack. The fight was long and bloody,—but British valour, ardent

as enthusiasm, confident as faiUi, and obstinate as the instinct of the

bull-dog, was at length crowned with success; and the day which had
been lowering and tempestuous, was closed with victory and a golden

Oalm. The sound of the trumpet was succeeded by the song of birds,

and the roar of the battle by the vague and mystic lullaby of the coming
night. The remnant of our regiment had assembled on the slope of a

green hill, to which the stragglers of the Light Company were returning^

singly, am\ in pairs ; and I came up to the ground just as the last of the .

survivors seemed to have arrived.

He whojjte been a sojourner for long years in distant lands, knows
with what tremors and misgivings t*he home of his youth is approached

;

hut these are faint compared to the feelings with which the survivor of

the battle’s bloody day rejoins the remnant ofc his regiment, which re-

turns at night. With a palpitating heart I heard the calling gf the

muster-roll, and marked with breathless suspense, the pauses that &U*H
ceeded each familiar name—to which there was no reply. At length*

those of my two friends w ere called, and, with lightened heart, I Mjftffi

.the response of their w ell-know n \ oices. Our meeting was one of dAf$ht

and congratulation
; and, as the tents$}d not come up, wo bivouacked

beneath an old tree during the night.
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The succeeding events of the campaign 1 pass over, as not being in

any way connected with my story. Suffice it therefore to say, that the
conclusion of the war took pldce a ft# months after thi* affait ; and hav-
ing passed unscathed through 'fts $motts^ vicissitudes, Tty a more than
usual good fortune, we all three (hot in London, that great rendezvous
of military nien upon they* return from abfotfd.

#

We adjourned to the Old Slaughters Coffee-House in St. Martin’s Lane,
where we passed the evening ; in the course of fchich Wade adverted to

his marriage, which, he informed us, njfts to take place in a few days, and
claimed the fulfilment of our promise of being present at the ceremony

;

.it which we renewed our engagement to attend. Accordingly, at

the time and place appointed, we arrived together ; there were few per-,

sons present* and they were but indistinctly seen, in the dim light of a
curtained apartment. The bride was led into the room, deeply veiled,

so that we could not distinguish her features. Her head was bent down-
wards, and she seemed much affected during the ceremony, hut began
to regain her composure towards its close. As soon as it w as concluded,

she lifted her veil, and looking timidly upwards, disclosed a face of ex-

quisite beauty, beaming through tears. At that moment I was suddenly

startled by a deep, convulsive sob ; and, turning round, beheld Fitaw

maurice, pale as ashes, and staggering towards the door, through which
he instantly glided away. My first impression was,

#
that he fait sick,

owing to the warmth and closeness of the room ; but, upon observing

the simultaneous agitation of the bride, who seemed about to faint, a

suspicion flashed across my mind, that, in the new-married lady, he i&d
recognised the object of liis dwn attachment ; w'hile her violent emotion
seemed to indicate some secret intelligcnce^between them, and to fender
it probable that the fears which Wade had expressed to us, respecting

the stafRpf his wife’s heart towards himself, were but too welLfoun&nSL

However this might be, he did not seem to have observed FitzmaurWs
agitation and sudden departure, and probably ascribed the momentary
indisposition of the bride trfwrfe feelings natural to a young woman on
such an occasion. Meanwhile, the company hav ing partaken of some re-

freshments, the new-married pair set off upon their jaunt, and the party

separated.

Pondering upon the scene 1 had just witnessed, I returned to my
lodgings ; but, feeling the time tedious, 1 passed the evening at the thet-

atre. I retired to rest, rather fatigued, but could not sleep, so mu6h
were my thoughts haunted by the events of the day. As Fitzmaurlce

had promised to call upon me on the following morning, I waited with

impatience till the appointed hour ; but it Rime, and passed, and ho did

not arrive. A second and a third elapsed, and still he came not. I then

feared he might be unwell ; and, feeling certain misgivings respecting

him, I forthwith sallied into the Street, and proceeded towards his

lodgings.

Upon arriving there, find inquiring for my friend, I was informed,

that, on the afternoon of the preceding day, he had come home in a
of great excitement ; and, having hastily packed up his baggage,

yiiu\ discharged his bill, had ordered a hackney coach, in which he drove

#way—no one knew whither. There was something in all this ill-calcu-

lated to ease ;ny apprehensions, and I forthwith set oh foot an inquiry

after him, but I could obtain no clue to a discovery ; and, after trying

to trace oat his movements in vain, I gave up the pursuit, hoping that
vox* ft N
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time or chance would throw some light upon his sudden and mysterious

disappearance.

After the perils and privations of war, the news of peace had been

hailed in the oamp as tidings of great joy ; and, in common with others,

the return to my country, and the comforts of home, were pleasant

things to me. But, as soon as the novelty was over, the old instinct of

the soldier, the hankering after excitement and the love of change, again

began to return ; I became “ restless and wearisome,** and sought relief

in the vicissitudes of travel. <,

After wandering over the continent for about a year, I was recalled, by
matters of a domestic nature, which required my presence in England,

where upon landing, I proceeded towards London, and was overtaken by
dalfrness at an inn but one stage from the metropolis, at which 1 took up
my abode for the night. In passing up stairs, 1 was accosted by a
voice familiar to my ear, and, looking up, recognised in the speaker my
old messmate, Wade. Upon my inquiring after his lady, he informed

me that she was then along witli him at the inn, where they had just

arrived from a jaunt in the country, which he had been giving her, in

consequence of ill-health and lowness of spirits ; and that they w ere to

proceed next day to call on a medical friend of his, who had been
very successful in the treatment of nervous complaints, and mental de-

jection, and who then superintended a private asylum a few miles from
town, where many patients labouring under seemingly incurable melan-
choly, had obtained great benefit, and frequently complete recovery.

H© said he wished to consult the doctor respecting his wife, whose
health had not been improved by the means usually employed ; and, as

the residence of his friend Hiy only a little way out of the direct road

to London, he took my promise that 1 would accompany them on
their visit on the following day. Upon entering the br^jttjfet par-

lour next mowing, I was introduced to Mrs. Wade, as ftTViend of

her husband, who had been present on jthe occasion of her marriage.

At that word a hectic flush fevered her tfrak for a “ burning moment,”
but speedily passed away, leaving her paler than before. After a few
commonplace topics had been discussed, Wade asked me, if I Had lately

heard from Fitzmaurice, where Jie was, and what he was about ? A
r

deeper tinge than before again overspread 'Vhe face of Mrs. Wade, and
confirmed my suspicions. I answered briefly, that I had not heard of

» friend for some time, and was not acquainted with his movements.
e subject then dropped, and the conversation turned upon generalities,

until we arrived at the doctor’s residence, which was within a short walk
of the asylum he superintended.

He received us with a quiet kindness rather to be felt than expressed.

He was apparently about fifty years of age, of a grave hut gentle de-

meanour, with an eye which rested upon its object with a fixedness not

the less searching for the want of quickness and brilliancy. His voice

was soft and low, and there was altogether about him an air of repose,

as if the emotions of troubled minds, which he had so long witnessed,

had chastened down in him all human passion into quiet endurance anfjL

unchanging calm.

After dinner was over Wade made allusion to the state of his wife 3
health, and the doctor, after putting some questions and giving her some
general directions, stole a look at her unobserved, and then "rallied

her upon the unreasonableness of low spirits in a young mavrl^jfoman ;

and took occasion to advert to the bad consequences of indo)g|Bg in Any
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secret and unavailing grief, which, he observed, had often led to the

most deplorable of human maladies, even mental derangement—of which

he stated many melancholy cases in the asylum under his care; and
having thus excited our curiosity, in accordance with our wishes, he
agreed to gratify us with a sight of some of his patients. We approach,

ed the asylum through spacious and beautiful grounds, and having

passed its gates, were conducted by its superintendent to. its secret

cells. The fir*t which we entered was tenanted by a raging maniac,

who stood before us with fettered hands and visage fierce and fiend-

like, screaming curses upon nature, and shrieking out that there was
no God:—his eyes glared like balls of fire, and the hell that raged

within him had scathed, a once sanguine and athletic frame, into a gaunt
spectre—a ghastly and thunderstricken ruin. Though but in the sugti-

mcr of his years, his hair w as silver grey and streamed around his brow,

in w ild and wintry wreaths. His bold and reckless spirit, in the pride

of intellectual power, had dared to search the unsearchable—to ques-

tion—to doubt—to disbelieve, till at length lie sunk into the abyss of

atheism, and nature seemed such a fearful and inscrutable mystery to

his bewildered mind, that he became liorrorstruck at his own thoughts,

and went raving mad. Uis fits of blaspheming fury were succeeded by
sudden dejection, ai# trembling terror, and sore dismay, when he would
sink down on his knees and weep like a child. We gjjidly retired frotit

this aw'ful spectacle of a ruined spirit, an»l proceeded to the next apart,

ment, in which wc btficld a vktinj of the gaming table.

Heir to a handsoira fWtundr aim naturally ambitious, he had .associated

with the magnate*. « thJbJanJCayd “ vied in vanities” with the wealthiest,

and the wor->t of its sons. Muvnit means though great wrerc not equal
to his demands, and, aslianjml to retrench, he took to the gaming table,

where, witlftkopes deferred, health impaired, and fortune wasted, his

days andUHp^s fevered away in agonizing dreams, till at length he
was castront from the haunts of St. James's a beggar and a maniac.

Upon entering the cell we found him seated on the floor, where, in ima-

gination, he pursued a phantom game, and raising his head at our ap-

proach, he regarded us with a gaze of horror, and cryin/, with the \oice

of despair, “ Lost, all lost, and now for hell !”—struck his head with his

clenched hands; and fell bae]£ upon the floor exhausted with agony.

These frightful cases of excited insanity were too much for the nerves

of Mrs. Wade, and we were about to quit the asylum^ W'hen our caa^

iluctor proposed that we should see sdme cases of a less agitating de-

scription among the victims of melancholy.
<e My patients (observed he) who labour under mental dejection are

most numerous ; and sad to say, the cureless sorrow is chiefly incident to

the most amiable and highly-gifted of human beings,—for the glowing
fancy and the warm and susceptible heart are ever the first to fall under
affliction. Too keenly alive to the joys .and sorrows of life, they are

easily raised to rapture, or sunk into despair.” Saying this he ushered
us into a neighbouring cell, whose inmate was standing with his back
towards us, and his arms folded across his breast ; he appeared to be in

the deep abstraction of a distant dream, hut at length pressing liis fore-

head with his hand as if trying to recollect something, “ It cannot be

S
e exclaimed) that she is married ! her heart was mine, and how could
e give her hand to another !—but I have been unwell of late, and have

had delirioHS slumbers ; methought she was wedded to my fri&id, and
that I— v

^l0rr^e •

—

was invited to witness the marriage.” At these
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words, the speaker suddenly turning round, revealed, in the wan, grief-

worn visage before us, the wreck of my lost friend Fitzmaurice !—Scarce
pausing in his soliloquy, his gaze fixing and dilating upon the face of his

first love, “ It was—it was a dream, (he continued) I knew it was

—

and here she is herself come to convince me of her truth.—Angel of my
life, let me thank thee !” and lie sprang towards Mrs. Wade just as she

was swooning away into the arms of her husband. The doctor rushed

in betwixt them ami Fitzmaurice, and hurrying us out of the cell,

secured the door upon the unhappy man, whose cries came after us, as

we hastened back from the asylum. Upon reaching the doctor's resi-

dence, the carriage being in waiting, Mrs. Wade was helped into it by
her husband, who bidding us a hasty and incoherent adieu, leapt in

after her and instantly drove away.
* The sudden meeting with the object of her first affection in such

appalling circumstances gave a fatal shock to a frame already wasted by
secret care ; a rapid decline succeeded, and in a few weeks she was
released from all earthly sorrows.

A short time previous to her death, she made a full confession to her

husband of her previous attachment to Fitzmaurice, and of the over-

powering remonstrances of her friends, begging his forgiveness ; and

whatever the nature of his feelings might have been, he behaved to her

with unremitting attention till her death.

After the last "duties were paid to her remains he set off for the Con-
tinent, to seek, and haply to find, irwforeign scenes, excitement to life

and alleviation of its. sorrows.

PRESENT STATE OF SCOTTISH LAIRDS AND'¥*fEIR
TENANTS.

No class of men were ever placed in a more favourable situation than

the proprietors of land in Scotland, in the period between 177.5 and 1815.

Without any exertion on their own parta. their rentals were increased

fourfold, and the value of their properti'H in many instances rose in a

much greater proportion. The burdens on their lands, on the other

hand, were noi augmented in any considerable degree. The land tax

has remained the same in amount since the* Union—<£48,000 per annum,
a sum which is now equalled by the rental of the tolls in some counties.

Poor rates are all but unknown in the rural parishes. Tithes were gene-
rally commuted for a small payment in money early in the last century.

The land proprietor of England was not nearly so favourably situated.

His rental did not increase so much, and the tithes always carried off

the tenth of the amount, tPhile the poors rates rose from £1,531,000 in

1776 to \£6,292,000 in 1813. «

When the change of value in agricultural produce took place, at the
end of the war, it was many years before the proprietors were affected^
by it. The tenantry were deceived by the Corn Law of 1815. Thtiijr

thought that that measure would keep up the prices of their producer

,

and they continued for several years to take lands at rents which the
1

high ljjar prices alone could enable them to pay. In Scotland, almost
all leases of farms are for the term of nineteen years ; tenantry
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had, therefore, not the remedy of quitting their farms when they found
their rents were too high. They were thus placed at the mercy of
their landlords ; and the latter generally did not scruple to draw from
the tenantry, in the form of rents, the profits the latter had made
during the war. The farmers were in general in opulent circumstances

in 1815. So little attention has been paid to statistics in this country,

that any estimate of the capital engaged in any enfyloyment must ne-

cessarily be vague ; but after examining such data as can b£ procured,

we think the farming capital of Scotland in 1915 may be moderately*
taken at 4*60,000,000. Now, after much inquiry in various parts of the

country, we are convinced that at least two-thirds of this capital has
disappeared.

To those who have not paid much attention to such subjects, so great

a loss may seem incredible. But when it is considered that upwards of

eleven years ago it was proved, by the numerous witnesses examined
before the committee of the House of Commons, that a great part of

the agricultural capital had then been lbst ;
that the soil was rapidly

deteriorating, from the diminution of the stock of cattle kept on the

farms, and of agricultural capital ; that, after that period, the value of

produce fell very considerably, and that there has hardly been a single

year since in which any profit could have been made,—it will appear

that we have not exaggerated the extent of the loss. Of this large sum
of money a great proportion must have passed into tMe pockets of the
landholders ; for we have known instances in which the landlord has

received for many years more tl*an double the rent that the farm was
found to be worth when the ruin*of tfte tenant forced it into the market.

It is only of late years, therefore, that the land proprietors of Scotland

have begun to feel that change in the vahie of agricultural produce

which has pressed so heavily on their tenantry for the last seventeen

years.
,

But, notwithstanding all these favourable circumstance^, it is doubt-

ful if the present race of Scottish land proprietors are in more enviable

or generally in easier circumstances than their forefathers. Their rent-

* rolls are, no doubt, greatly augmented ; they possess finer houses and

grounds ; and many estates, which formerly yielded hut a scanty pasture,

now produce luxuriant crops ; but, in many instances, their debts have

increased in a proportion at least equal to the rise in their rentals.

With the increase of their rent-rolls expensive habits were contracted ;

and he who, at the beginning of the war, considered lihnself in a ra#k

of society little higher than that of his tenant, at the end of it, attempt-

ed to cope with the nobility of the country. Land had been so long in-

creasing in valpe, that many thought there were no bounds to the in-

crease. Henc^ in making contracts of marriage, and of family settle-

ments, the estate was valued much higher than it was worth ; the provi-

sions left to the widow and younger children were therefore exorbitant.

Many instances have occurred, in which the eldest son and heir had not

a share equal to the yoiviger children, after paying their provisions

;

although his father thought, when making his settlement, that he was

* leaving him an ample fortune. It is a rare thing to find a small pro-

prietor, who, by saving from his increased rents, has purchased lqnds

during the war. On the contrary, estates under £3000 per annum,
1 when not entailed, have very frequently changed hands ; the sales hav-

ing generally been occasioned by the embarrassments of the proprietor.

Few of tbgfe retained are free from debt, and many of them** arc so
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much encumbered, as to render a sale, in the course of a few years, ine-

vitable. Lands of the value of upwards of £300,000, in the single county

of Berwick, have been exposed to sale in the year 1831 ; and it is un-

derstood, that, in several other counties, lands in each, to a similar

amount, now are, or lately were, in the market. The rents of farms

have fallen in many instances already, and in all cases must soon fall

upwards of thirty per cent., as compared with those formerly paid. To
persons whose sole income is derived from a small estate, and who have

* been in the practice of spending their whole income within the year,—
such a diminution of their resources, when it comes fairly into opera-

tion, will, in a few years, prove ruinous. The expense of living has not

been reduced in any thing like an equal degree ; and it is very difficult

for a person to live on two-thirds of the income he has been accustomed

to expend.

Where small estates are entailed, the proprietors are in a still worse
condition. Provisions to younger children can, in most cases, be made,
at least toany considerable extent, only by saving from the rental. Money
can be borrowed on such estates, only by way of annuity on the life of

the proprietor ; so that a much higher rate of interest than usual must
be paid. Thus, at present, money can he borrowed on lands at three and
a half per cent. ; but an entailed proprietor cannot borrow under six per

Cent. In addition, he must pay the premium of insurance on his life for

a sum equal to that borrowed, that the lender may be secure in receiving

payment of the sum lent, when the annuity ceases by the borrower’s

death. The amount of the premium varies, according to the borrowers
age. At forty he may insure fo/thrfee per cent., at fifty for four, at

bixty for six, making the w hole annual expense at these ages respectively

nine, ten, and twelve per cfcut.

Nor is it in the value of agricultural produce alone that a great fall

has taken place. The rents of salmon fisheries, and the pricq of timber,

have decreased still more. The thinnings of plantations, which, during
the war, brought a considerable return, are now hardly saleable, and
will not pay the expense of cutting, unless the size be considerable. In
the north and west parts of the country a large revenue was derived from
kelp. Upwards of eighty thousand people were engaged in its manufacture,
and the total quantity produced amounted to about sixteen thousand tons.

By much the most considerable part of the rental of many Highland pro-

prietors arose from kelp shores. The price during the war was often

as high as £20 per ton : but since the peace it has fallen to £3, £i, and
£5, in consequence of the importation of barilla. Mr. Campbell of Islay,

fctated in his place in the House of Commons, in March, 1831, that kelp
was at that time perfectly unsaleable, and the proprietors were induced
to continue its manufacture only through ctibipassion to Hie poor people

engaged in it, who must otherwise have starved. Since that period, how-
ever, there has been more demand for kelp, though the price is still very

low. In some parts of the country the manufacture has altogether been
discontinued.

It has often been asserted, that proprietors of land, notwithstanding
the decrease in their rental, are in as favourable a situation at present
a9 they were during the war, as it is said that the fall in the rate of
interest, and in the expense of living, is equal to the decrease of rent.

But in the first place, it is not true, that the expense of living has
diminished one-third, and it is only of late years, that the rate of inter-

est has fallen. Up to 1820 or 1821, it rose very considerably, we have
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known cases of redeemable annuities of twelve or fourteen per cent, grant-

ed in 1817 or 18 18, being paid by land proprietors to a very recent period.

A very short calculation will shew, that even at the present rate of inter-

est, a land proprietor is in a much worse situation than he was twenty

years ago. Suppose an estate in fee simple, yielding at that time £2000
a-year, and, (what is a very common case,) that it is burdened to the

extent of one-third of the value, or £20,000. Then the following was

the situation of the proprietor during the war

-

•

Rental, - - - * - £2000
Interest of debt at & per cent., Z 1000

Free income, - - - - £1000

Value of estate at 30 years* purchase, - - £60,000
Deduct debt, - 20,000

Clear reversion, - - * - - 40,000

At present, we assume the rental is diminished one-third.

Gross income, - - - £1333
Interest of debt at 3£ per cent. - - 700

Free income, - - - -
# £63&

Value of the estate at 30 yeass* purchase, - £40,000
Deduct debt, 20,000

Clear reversion, only - #- £20,000

So that the half of his fortune has been lost, “while the expense of

living has certainly not decreased one-third. Suppose, again* that the

estate is sold. The reversion of £40,000 during the warVould bring an
income of £2000 per annum at 5 per cent., but the reversion of £20,000
at present will only produce £700, the rate of interest being 31 per cent.

The distress of the tenantry, both in agricultural and stock farms, is

greater than it has been at any former period since the commencement of
this century. Their capital has in general been exhausted by paying the
high rents contracted for when prices of produce were much higher than
at present. Their credit is much lower than at any period since the war

;

and gloom, anxiety, and discontent pervade the whole body of the agricul-

tural population. On all estates of considerable extent the arrears are
great. The rapiber of children of the tenantry attending the higher se-

minaries of ©nucation hij^diminished ; and, in some districts, the con-

sumption of exciseable commodities among the tenantry is falling oif.

The stock of cattle kept upon the farms has much diminished, a sure
sign of the diminution of capital ; and the soil is in consequence rapidly

deteriorating. Reductions of rent have not in general been given till

too late : for in the period which is allowed to elapse between the demand
for reduction and the complying with it on the part of the landlord, the
farm has decreased greatly in value by the deterioration of the soil j and
the exhausted circumstances of the tenant do not enable him to bring
his farm to its former state of fertility.

In Scotland the pastoral districts are . of much importance. The total
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extent of the kingdom is nineteen millions of English acres ; of which little

more than five are under cultivation : so that three-fourths of the king-

dom are occupied principally in the rearing of sheep. The distress in

the pastoral districts can easily be explained. On sheep farms it is

expected that the wool should pay the rent, leaving the carcase to dis-

charge the other expences, and for profit on the capital employed. Now
between the years 1/313 and 1827, wool fell one half in value, and sheep

and lambs to the same extent. Lord Napier has extensive sheep farm 4

in Ettrick Forest, which he managed himself for many years ; and he

stated before the Committee on the Wool Trade in 1828, that the produce

of a farm, which on the average, from 1806 to 1817, yielded £4*90 per

annum, only brought £240 in 1827. He was asked “ Are the Committee
to understand from your lordship, that the produce of at least half of

Scotland; and from which half of the rent is paid, has fallen fifty per

cent, in value ?” “ Certainly." The value of black cattle fell also con-

siderably, but never reached so great a depression as the produce of

sheep-farms. The average prices of the last fifteen years compared with

the war prices, shew a fall of about thirty per cent. Since 1827 or 1828,

the value of sheep and wool has risen considerably, and now approaches

within thirty per cent, of the war prices.

. We have been favoured with communications from the most import-

ant agricultural districts in Scotland, by persons well qualified to fur-

nish information to be relied on. But our limits only permit us to

advert to that from East Lothian, which has long stood at the head of

the agricultural counties. From a detailed statement made out by an

intelligent practical farmer, in order to shew the value of land in this

county from 1822 to 1832, compared with the period from 1805 to 1815,

we have derived some curious results. The statement applies to a farm

of three hundred and sixty acres of good land cultivated on the most

improved system. The quantity of produce is assumed to have been equal

at both periods, and the following are the results

-

War. Foaco.

Value of produce, deducting seed £3133 £2128

Expence of cultivation 1139 1052

Rent one boll three firlots of wheat 1311 910

Interest* and profit on tenant’s capital )

(L.3600) and for superintending farm J

383 165

It thi|S appears, that even where the rent is paid in grain, and the

produce has in egery respect been the same at the twoperiods, the profits

of the tenant have diminished no less than fifty-seven per^||pit., while the

rent has only fallen thirty per cent. It is cvijplft that the cultivation of

grain cannot long he carried on with such profits, for they do not amount
to thd ordinary interest of the capital required. No allowance for the

expense of living of the tenant and his family is made in the statement,

at either of the periods. But, unfavourable af this view is, the real

state of matters is much worse. The rents were not stipulated for in

grain during the war, but in money ; and no material abatements were
given till 1820, or 1822 ; so that during the period which elapsed from

1814, when the value of agricultural produce fell, till 1820, the tenant

was paying the high rent, while receiving the diminished price of pro-

duce, After rents were generally reduced, another evil of a most serious
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nature affected this county, as well as Fife and the Carse of Cowrie, though
in these districts not to so great an extent. Ever since 1826 the wheat
crop has been attacked by a fly, which occasioned a decrease to"the extent

of thirty-three per cent. ; and the loss from this cause in a farm of the

above description, exceeds £250 per annum. Thus there has not only

been a total loss of the capital expended on the soil amounting to £3000,
but also an annual loss of £85. In these circumstances, it is not won-
derful that tlio most gloomy despondency has seized the tenantry.

Many have lost all hope of living by their profession,—several have
emigrated to the Continent and to America,—and many are preparing

to follow them. We believe the emigration would he very general, if

the tenantry could get quit of their leases, and recover the capital they

have expended on the soil. Improvements by the tenantry in a

great measure, at an end. The quantity of lime manufactured in the

county, is only one-third of what it was twelve years ago. A great

number of bankruptcies have taken place, some of them of tenants who
were possessed of many thousand pounds at the end of the w ar. (hi an
estate purchased twelve or fifteen years ago, only one tenant, out of eleven

who were on it at the time of the purchase, now remain. All the rest

have become bankrupt. The soil is deteriorating from severe cropping

and want of capital ; and in many districts of the county, the high-farming
for which the county was formerly distinguished, is no longer to^be seen.

We are well aware that the distress in this part of Scotland, but more
especially in this county, has been attributed, in some measure, to what
has been called the expensive mode of living of the tenantry ; and, since

the high rents formerly given could not be obtained from the farmers of

East Lothian, those from other parts of Scotland have been induced to

pay high rents for lands in this county, on t)& representation or assump-

tion, that, by their more economical style of living,#they could afford to

pay higher jents. But we believe the expectations formed on this*ground

have been completely disappointed. There is no class of the community
who, in proportion to their capital, live at so small mi expense as the

tenantry ; and the farmers of East Lothian, Berwickshire, and Rox-
burghshire, are not ail exception to this remark. When a person, ac-

quainted only with the inferior districts of Scotland, first goes into these

counties, he is, no doubt, surprised at the appearance of the houses of

the tenantry, as w'ell as to observe that they do not themselves person-

ally engage in the labours of the field. But such persons do not consider

tlunrery different state of agriculture in these epunties from what they

have been accustomed to. We have before us the rent-roll o| an estate

in the North of £^000 a-year ; and there are upward&ef sixhundred
tenants, thus oWraging ajarat, payable by each, of only £40. In East

Lothian, the land rental orflKch, in 1811, was £180,000, there are, cer-

tainly, not four hundred tenants ; and we have heard them estimate^ at

a much smaller number. Then, as to capital, it is held that an arable

farm cannot be well cultivated unless the tenant has capital to the

amount of £10 an acre ; and, as the farms in East Lothian, as well as in

Berwickshire and Roxburghshire, consist of from three hUldred to five

hundred acres each, the tenantry ought to possess, and indeed at the end
of the war did possess, very large capitals. On farms of such extent

it would be absurd for the tenant to engage in labour himself. His
time is much more profitably employed in superintending the labour of

others. Men, with capitals] of from
g
£2 OOf) to £10,000 are entitled to

live in n decent style, more especially as all of them have received libe-
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ral educations ; and many of them have been educated as well as the

greater number of those who practise the learned professions. In' the

above counties we could point out many tenants paying £9000 a-year of

rent, and a few wlio pay as much as £5000. According to the data on

which the property tax was levied, these mens’ profits ought to amount to

from £1000 to £2500 a-year. Yet we believe that the tenantry in these

counties dp not generally expend in living, in addition to the pigs, poul-

try, &c. produced on their farms, more than a sum equal to the interest

of the capital employed in their cultivation.

The most serious consequences may be apprehended if the agricultural

distress continues much longer without alleviation. . It must speedily

affect aj^lasses in the community. “ In the increasing wealth and pro-

gredftvj&jlEill of the agricultural capitalist, the farmer, the steady pro-

gress of the landed body is dependent. Not a step can be made in agri-

culture, not an improvement, not a single operation of new power intro-

duced into the art of cultivation, which does not, if generally adopted,

by its unequal effects over the surface of the country, raise the mass of

rents. The property, the energy, the mental skill of the fanner, are

thus the mainstay, the sole permanent reliance of the landlords. Every

circumstance which diminishes the means, the security, and the hopeful-

ness a^jmergy of these agents of cultivation must be proportionally

detrlikiM^jt. to the best interests of the proprietors.”*

Nor is it the landed proprietor alone who is interested in the welfare

of the agriculturists. All other classes of the community, however far

removed from agricultural pursuits, are quickly and deeply affected by

the prosperity or depression of agriculture. One third of the population

of the United Kingdom is employed in the cultivation of the soil, or in

the management of herds tend flocks ; the highest and richest part of

the community derive their revenues from their labours ; and the annual

produce of the soil exceeds in value the productions of all jDther occu-

pations. *

The whole property created in Great Britain and Ireland, in the year

1812, was estimated, by Dr. Colquhoun, at £430,000,000, of which more
than one-half (£217,000,000) was the produce of agriculture in all its

branches. The whole property created by our manufactories in 1812 is

estimated $t £114,000,000, and by foreign commerce and shipping, at

£46,000,000.

Tho branch of industry, which, next to the cultivation of the soiL is

the most important to the country, is the cotton manufacture, thd^Sft-

nual vata^of which may amount to £50,000,000 ; hut the value of the

'-grain ehnsumfcit by man and animals in the United Kingdom, must
approach £100,000,000 per annum. I&j&py easihjf@>e shewn that

upwards of eight millions of people are (i^Pged in agriculture in the

United Kingdom. To these must be added the proprietors of the soil,

whose number, including their families, may be estimated at three hun-
dred thousand. Now, suppose, each of them to spend £20 per annum,
then £166,OOP,000 are annually spent by the*agricultural and landed in-

terest, whiliPonly £46,000,000 are received from our foreign customers.t

• Jones on Distribution of Wealth.

f The declared value of British and Irish produce and manufactures, exported in

1828, was £36,812,756.
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' Female letter-write^.

Phere"1# but one species of composition of which it may be safely

affirmed that many finer specimens have been lost to the world than
any that are preserved : it is that in wfieh women reign supreme,—do-
mestic and familiar letters. After centuries of scholarly regret, it is con-
solatory to believe that very few Iliads, and not one Macbeth, have ever
perished ; but what an infinite series of the records of noble and tender
feeling, th$ brightest effusions of mind, and the finest impulses of heart,

have the flames devoured, in the shape of letters ! The world does not
possess a single letter of Shakspeare ; but how many, for wh|*& it. would
barter rubies, must have singed geese at Stratford-on-Av’c^^iir. given
crispness to the love-locks of Anne Hathway ; for, notwithstanding Mr.
Moore’s gratuitous assumption, we deny, point-blank, that Shafegjpeare

is any proof that great geniuses make bad husbands. Whit a treasure
wire the epistles despatched by the nameless adventurer during his vigo-

rous early struggles, in London, and in Elizabeth's reign—when Sydney
and Spenser were to be met in the theatres. Bacon and Burleigh in the
courts, and Jonson and Marlowe in the taverns—when Leicester and
Essex triple tb* land, and Drake and Howard swept the seas

!
pre-

cious record were that which might form the first series of that

we regreit—the only one for which our grief is unappeasableiTl&i us hope
that the edition of the plays promised James Boswell in heaven may
have an appendix containing the lost letters.

Ilow often have we sympathized with the admirers of the new lleloise

for the destruction of Jean Jacques’s real love-letters, those written to

Madame d’Houdetot. Still we hope for thSir joyful resurrection. The
lady has not been many years dead, and French tetters appear written

on asbestos—fire will not consume them. Even we, though somewhat
faded from primal admiration of the Citizen of Geneva, would rejoice in

the epistles of which their enamoured author exclaims,—

“

If those of

Heloise have been found ardent—Heavens ! what would have been said

of these ! Sucli letters as mine to her were never thrown into the fire.

If they are ever made public, the world will see in what manner I haVe
loved.” It is perhaps much better the world cannot see.^ It is a cold-

hearted, restless, swiftly-changing world. If introduced but now to

Clarens, sweet Clarens, birth-place of deep love*

we rather suspeetjt would be with prodigiously diminishediMjtct. But
it is our own female letter-writers—would we had more of them—that

form our texff^if we can^ontrive to stick to it. One who knew a few

things has told us, that letters, of great men are the most precious

part of their writings.” Now, we rather think the “ Principia,” or
“ Paradise Lost,” fully more precious than the letters of the respective

writers; but had Bacon said this of the letters of clever and amiable

women, seldom dissentingffrom him on any point ofhuman
,

gyisdom, we had
at once respectfully concurred. Of the letters of men, even great men, we
have scarce enow to compensate for the volumes of dull, trite, trifling

epistles, or clap-traps for posterity, deposited before-hand in cabinets,

and brought to light by the vanity and cupidity of friends. The female

letter-writers [are totally exempt from these charges ; with a few deep

blue, and principally modern exceptions ;—Miss Seward, of Lichfield,

who inflicted on her friends what the public rejected ; or the learned
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Mrs. Montague, scdukmsly building up a literary reputation. " Tli^se

ladies we hardly alloi£fto be, in our sense, letter-writers at an.^^lge^
are authors who cultivate a particular branch of the profession, and xie-

lay publishing till their executors assume the obloquy of the task. The
female letters in which we delight are such as have slipped as undesignedly

from the heart as if the art of pSfeting had still been undiscovered—the

oif-hand effysions of*warm affection, undoubting confidence, sweetness,

gaiety, fancy, wit, pleasantry, playfulness—genuine records of the daily

business, interests, and pleasures of domestic life ; no matter how tri-

fling the details, so that they flow from the heart, Genuine letters of

this kind—and it is impossible to counterfeit their semblance—form the

most delightful kind of reading. Their highest perfection makes us

more envy'Franco her Sevigne and l)e Staal, than her Racine. Such

collectiens,;$re moijp improving than the most faithful autobiographies,

for thl^imlSt be truer ; and if they do not apparently go farther, they

yet allow deeper insight into the
#
character of the writer; unconsciously

revealing the varied tints and delicate shadings of individual mind, €$&

liibiting nature, in her free and graceful undress, the refreshing breeze

as well as the halcyon' serene. Autobiographies, though the nearest ap-

proach to familiar letters, want their charm as much as tlieir truth.

Thej^ely&Y# without intending it
; for the visual orb of .^e afeUst, the

most ^^ra&id clear-sighted that ever lived, will either glance oblique

from haiwPie&tures, or soften and varnish deformities. Autobiographies

are full-length portraits, generally intended for effect ; letters, such as we
mean, are part and parcel of a man's min l, and no writing has so lively a

power of realization. They place us in the midst of past generations, as

if we lived among them ; they lift the curtain which separates the illu-

sive from the true ; place us*uy the parlour fireside, or in the dressing-

room of the beauty ofr lost ages ; unlock the most secret repositories, and
give us a* key to the most hidden thoughts. To the constitutional re-

serve, and exterior coldness of the English national character, whether
in men or women, the medium of correspondence, even among near

relatives, is indispensable, were it hut to enable friends to understand

those sentiments- and motives of action which proud modesty never

eotild otherwise reveal.

With the complete writings of Swift, Cowper, Gray, and Burns, before

us, how little should we know of the hidden man, of the inner life, espe-

cially of the first two, save for those precious relics of their correspoifc£

dence, which more than supply the place of memoirs. But for his cara?
less lette^^he Dean of St. Patrick's might have been believed to de-

serve those harsh and cruel censures, which have been poured forth upon
parts of his life, faulty, indeed, yet expiated, as fir as possible, by puri-

fying repentance. How much of the inner character of this shrewd,

ambitious, morose cynic, is revealed, not in his studied correspondence

with Oxford, Pope, and Atterbury, but in his slip-shod journal to Stella,

and careless epistles to Dr. Sheridan!—How much of the agonizing depths

of his feelings is made visible by this one flaLh struck from his proud,

flinty spirit, on hearing of the last fatal illness of the person he loved so

dearly, and used with such strange unkindness, “ What have 1 to do in

this world ! 1 never was in such agonies as when I read your letter, (Dr.
Sheridan's) and had it in my pocket. I am able to hold up my sorry head
no longer /" This one heart-wrung sentence might have made his late

reviewers temper the vials of unmitigated wrath, which generous and
manly feeling has led them to pour forth on the memory of the Tory
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political parson. A woman might almost forgive him the injuries of her
‘sex, on seeing the proud man thus overwhelmed and humiliated. But
this is wandering from our subject.

Among the first pure specimens of female letters, are those of the am-
bitious and unfortunate favourite of Henry VI II., Anna Boleyn. Her
coquettish love-letters to her royal wedded wooer, display art and finesse,

of which so young a woman must have been incapable without prompt-
ing, though she had the advantage of early schooling in the French
Court. But her celebrated letter, written from the Tower, remains a
very extraordinary literd^ production, apart from the trying circum-
stances in which it was composed. It is one of the finest specimens of

mental self-possession and dignified propriety that we possess. Could
it, indeed, have been the unaided production of the calumniated aitd per-
secuted victim ? This, though questioned, is more^prob^Ub^jhan that

any one could hjive counterfeited so skilfully. Like the

to which we have referred, it goes far to atone for many sfitSanan^art-
l&ssnesses in the former life of the beautiful and coquettish queen. It

breathes the passive courage of woman in her hour of fiery trial, with
the sublime composure and elevation, which the approach of another

state imparts, in some degree, to the meanest creature. It opens like a

straimof solqpin music.
-

The epistles of the illustrious daughter of this victim krute,

who, to that character, added no small portion of
9
the TCHpPntensnal

ruffian,—are full of individuality and instruction. In the character of

Elizabeth were strangely commingled, the fierce, headlong, impetuous

blood of her father, with the coolness, finesse, and trickery of her other

parent. She was as coquettish and artful as Anna Boleyn, though on a
holder scale ; and as headstrong and domineering as bluff King Hal.

Her memorable letter to the Bishop of Ely, is a sample of the paternal

stock. also shews clearly how reformed protestant princes originally re-

garded the union of State and Church, and the uses o£ a hierarchy. A
more laconic and complete view of this mystic alliance need not he sought

for. This prelate had offended Elizabeth, by refusing to cede to her the

garden and orchard of Ely-House, after it had been iniquitously wrested

from him by a suit in the Chancellor's Court, in which no suitor k£&"any
chance with the Crown. “ Proud prelate !" says the royal virago

;
“ I

understand you are backward in complying with your agreement ; but I

,;vwould have you to know, that I who made you what you are, can unmake
'^you [Here is a lesson for the State-Church !]

—

“

and if you do not forth-

with fulfil vour agreement, by God! I will immediately qpfrock ydtu

Your's, as you demean yourself, Elizabeth Regina.” * So much for the

nursing-mother of the reformed faith. This is a pure specimen of the

style of King Harry. The crafty, politic, and hypocritical letters of this

Princess, in which the pride and cruelty of her father are blended with

the subtilty of her mother, (as in her correspondence with Sir Amias
Paulet, the custodier of her unhappy rival, Queen Mary,) are only dis-

gusting. But Elizabeth had many styles. In some of her epistles, there

are the freshness, and frankness of womanly cordiality, mingled with the
romance and high-spirit which made heroes of her courtiers, and her-

self their inspiration. Take her epistle to her favourite, Dudley Earl of

Warwick, while maintaining the town of Havre against the French. The
Virgin Queen had some worthless, hut never any despicable favourites.

In this point she excelled all her royal successors.—" My dear Warwick

:

If your honour and my desire could accord with the loss of the needfulest
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finger I keep, God so help me in my utmost need, ns I would gladly lose

that one joint for your safe abode with me ; but , since I cannot do th&t

I would, I will do that I may, and will drink in an ashen-cup, than that

'you and yours should not be succoured, both by sea and land
;
yea, and

with all speed possible ; and let this my scribbling hand witness them
all/' 0 #
Some of the letters of the ladies of the Protector’s family, are interest-

ing, but mainly from the juxta-position of the fair writers, and the rank

and political consequence of their correspondents. In the noblest strain

of the Norman aristocracy, is the well-knowq/Ietter of the high-spirited ;

Countess of Pembroke and Derby to Joseph Williamson, the subservient

minister of Charles II. The indignant epistle of the Countess of Not-

tingham to the unmanly and slanderous Danish ambassador, is another

noblerlQ||<l$^ of %roused and injured lady, chastising a craven spirit

with^Jjgj^: Ctw-quill, as effectually as ever did knight with his gaunt-

letted hand. But all these fall short of the mark of familiar femfl§$;
{

epistles : even those of Rachel Lady Russell, which long have, ahd|l

we hope, long will form part of an Englishwoman's qelect library—a#
not of the captivating female toys we mean. The collected letters of

this illustrious matron, are of greater excellence than attraction. They
are eii^ydidactic and religious epistles to her learned and reverend

corresm^^Bs ; or jthey treat of those matters of weighty interest, re-

gardingdpr'family, which the murder of Lord Russell had devolved upon

liis lady. Of the terrible scenes which developed her noble character,

when she shared the prison, and almost the scaffold, of her husband,

there remains no record in her voluminous correspondence. Affection

has preserved a few homely letters, belonging to the earlier and happier

part of her married life ; and kind hearts will love, and pure ones revere

them. They have, beskles, in some degree, the charm of which we are in

pursuit,—<they are domestic, familiar letters.

t

“ Lady Russell to Lord Russell ; written from Tunhridye, and addressed to London,
in the year 1678.

’ *

a toilsome day, there is some refreshment to he telling our story to our
besl^l^nds. I have seen your girl well laid in bed, and ourselves have made our
suppers upon biscuits, a bottle of white wine, and another of beer, mingled my
uncle's way, with nutmeg and sugar. None are disposing to bed,—not so much as

complaining of weariness. Beds and tilings are all very well here ; our want is

yourself and good weather. But, now I have told you our present condition—to safl&C

a little of the past—I do really think, if I could have imagined the illness of the

journey, it would have discouraged me : it is not to be expressed how bad the way is

from Seven Oaks ; but our horses did exceedingly well, and Spencer very diligent,

often off his horse to lay hold of the coach. 1 have iwt much more to say this

night : I hope the quilt is remembered ; and Francis must remember to send more
hiseuits, either when you come, or soon after. I long to hear from you, my dearest

soul, and truly think your absence already an ago. I have no mind to my gold plate :

here is no table to set it on ; but if that does not come, I desire that you would hid

Betty Foster (a house-maid) send the silver glass I use every day. In discretion I

haste to lied, longing for Monday, I assure you.

From yours,

Past ten o'clock. R. Russell.

Lady Margaret says we are not glutted with company yet
:
you will let Northum-

berland know we are well ; and Allie . j*

•f These ladles, the Countess of Northumberland ahd Lady Allington, were half-sisters of Rachel,

Lady Russell.
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It was thus flowed the domestic hours~ajj£ the affectionate wife, who, in

deep^flliction, was soon to prove herself Il%itting partner of a patriot

martyr. Such were the hearts which tyranny wrenched asunder.

But the most brilliant of our female letter-writers belonged to a suc-

ceeding age. Lady Mary Wortley had no prototype in this country, seTar
as the w4f|d knows; nor has she had any worthy successor. The lite-

rary reputation of Lady Mary res|Sfexclusively on her letters ; though she
versified largely, and scribbledW many subjects

j and, as a satirist and
lampooner, entitled herself to the t€ bad eminence" of the pillory, and of
having her ear-rings cropt, ^rere equal justice evesytagdt to the enno-
bled and the mean offender. As it is, she is fully qu£$jj$til, by her satires

and private letters, to take the place of honour between Mrs. Cefitlivre

and Aphra Bclin. Laying altogether aside Lady Mary's letters descriptive

of l^cr travels, which are lively, delightful, and, as all subseqiMplyBii^e-

rience has established, perfectly accurate ; her domestic famfufflr $$
though steeped in the worst ^ices of her.character, are full of attract

tkijtt They indeed want the best charm of a woman's correspondence ;

forjher ladyship could not impart what she did not possess, but they still

rank highly as epistolary compositions. There is nothing overstrained or
affected,—notiling of the blue about them. All shews facility pn^fKipn,
and good taste in composition ; with great moral depravity, jadpfljBiubt.
and utter and avowed heartlessness. The private letters of Mary
Wortley to her sister and other ladies, and those of the EarlljPvtlhes-

terfield to his son, are the deepest satires that ever were penned against

the English aristocracy : add to #icse the Memoirs of Doddington and
a few other volumes, and the picture is complete. Lady Mary Wortley
is an instance of that anomaly every where, ^save in the highest circles

of aristocracy, or among people of the lowest rank, liacknied by living in

the eye. of the world,—of a head far too crafty und mature for the

shoulders which carried it, and of a heart lustrums older than the

bosom in which it was presumed to exist. It is, however, doubtful if,

in a moral sense, a heart, often the most useless and troublesome commo-
dity in the world to a young lady of rank, ever formed any part of the,

anatomy of Lady Mary Pierrepoint. The letters of her extreme girl-

hood are quite as shrewd, perjetrating, and worldly as those of her

hairs. The story of her marrmlfe is well known. She ran away, wken
very young, with Mr. Wortley^ully more to spite her father than please

herself. The same governing motive influenced many .of her actions,

and in some instances counterbalanced her calculations. She was too

vivacious and self-willed to be always prudently selfish. Her first letter'

after her love-match is a curiosity—*
* * • * *

“ I don't know very well how to begin : I am perfectly unacquainted

with a matrimonial style. After all, I think it better to write as if >we

w ere not married at all." And so she does, ending her brief first epistle

matrimonial by saying, gaily, “ 'Tis dark, or I should not conclude

bo soon. Pray, my love, begin at the top, and read till you coitte t$

the bottom;" a degree of
#
conjugal attention she hardly expected. A

succeeding letter gives matrimonial counsel, by which Mr. Wortley did

not fail to profit. “ I am glad you think of serving your friends," (by

allowing himself to be elected for Newark,) “ I hope it will put you in

mind of serving yourself. 1 need not egjtarge upon tho advantages of

fftftijjp .-—every thing we see, &nd every thing we hear, puts us in re-
‘ mentbrance of it. If it were possible to restore liberty to your country/

(her ladyship and her husband were Violent Whigs,) u or limit the
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encroachments of the prerogative by reducing yourself to a garret, I

should he pleased to share swforious a poverty with you ; hut as the world

i-., and will be, it is a sortof duty to be rich, that it may be in oH0's

power to do good—riches being another name for power ; towards v the

obtaining of which, the first necessary quality is impudence ; and, as

Demosthenes said qf pronunciation in oratory, the second is impudence*
and the thin! still impudence. No modest man ever did, or ever will,

make his fortune. Your friend Lord Halifax, Robert Walpole, and all

other remarkable instances of Midden advancement, have been remark*,

ably impuden^njttfi Ministry is» like a play at Court ; there is a little

door to get irfsBUBa great crowd without, shoving and thrusting who
shall be fdremost. People who knock others with their elbows, disre-

gard a little kick of the shins, and, still thrusting heartily, are sure of a

good place. Your modest man stands behind in the crowd—is shoved

about by every body—his clothes torn—almost squeezed to death, and
sees a thousand get in before Jiim that don't make so good a figure; as

himself. I don't say it is impossible for an impudent man not to rise in

the world ; but a moderate merit, with a large share of impudence* is

moraprobable to he advanced than the greatest qualifications without

it. rrthis letter is impertinent, it is founded upon an opimnji of your
merit, which, if it is a mistaken one, 1 would, not be undeceived. It is

my intgMfest to believe, as 1 do, that you deserve every thing, and are

capable of every thing; but nobody else will believe it if they see you
gat nothing." How many statesmen have since acted upon her lady-

ship's maxims besides the old Dragon^of Wantley, who, if he did not

obtain great political power, at least put money enough in his purse !

It ft not easy to say whether Lady Mary's priv ate letters, those which
she durst not publish duringher husband's life, but w Inch she took effectual

care should appear* are more instructive on her own character, or as

pictures of high life. Take her coronation of George II. :—Walpole's of

George III., « or Sir Walter Scott's of George JV., are not to be com-
pared with it. It is written to her sister the Countess of Mar, as are

many of her best and worst letters ; not that she even affects to care a pin
for her relative ; she merely takes her up as a person to whom she might
vent her spleen and her wit, where bothhad a chance of obtaining eclat

:

The Countess of Mar was then living ii^JScobite exile in the brilliant cir-

cles of Paris. u I cannot deny that lwas very well diverted on the
coronation-day. I saw the procession much at my ease, and then got
into Westminster Hall without trouble, where it was very entertaining

to observe the variety of airs which all meant the same thing. The
business of every walker there was to rouceal vanity, and gain admira-

tion. For these purposes some languished, and others strutted, but a

vif&le satisfaction was diffused over every countenance as soon as the

COilgjPfet was clapped on the head. But she that drew the greatest num-
bly of eyes was, indisputably, Lady Orkney. She exposed behind a

mixture of fat and wrinkles, and before, a very considerable protuber-

ance which, preceded her. Add to this, the inimitable roll of her eyes,

and her grey hairs, which, by good fortune, stood directly upright, and
it is impossible to imagine a more delightfuhspectaele. She had embel-
lished all this with considerable magnificence, which made her look $0
big again ad u>ual ; and I should have thought her one of the
things of God's making, if my 'Lady St. John had not displayed aflrher

charms in honour of the day* The poor Duchess of Montrose crept

slbng with a dozen black &tykes playing round her face ; and my
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Lady Portland who is fallen «way since her dismission from Court,

represented finely an Egyptian mummy, embroidered over with hiero-

glyphics.” Such are the language and sentiments of a lady of the high*

est birth and fashion ; and her letters might have been written yester*

day. There is nothing antiquated about them, or ^r. Were she alive

now, she hoight, to-morrow, be a patroness of Almaqjt's, and send para,

graphs to the Morning Post. In talent and manners she would find herself

very Hke, only vastly superior, to the fair J *s anji L/s she might meet
there. As a favourable specimen of her talents, a real picture of fash,

iottable manners, and what besides might furnish a agAB|pm&tist with
exceRfent hints, we give a few more passages frotHHRiOfif brilliant

writer among the female nobility. Her ladyship neveFtmnMl oFnmuc
her pen to her sister hut on some piquant topic. “ 1 own," she
**

t enjoy vast delight in the folly of mankind ; and, God be prd&Bh
there is an inexhaustible source of entertainment. I will mention to you,

some suspicions of my own in relation, to Lord B***t, which I really

nevq| mentioned to any one
;

but as there is never fire without soma
smdre, these smothered flames, though admirably covered with whole
heaps of politics, were at length seen, felt, and understood."

ship relates the noble courtier’s dismission, and maliciously aads$$|P$ou
know we cannot help laughing when one sees him next ; and! own I

long for the pleasurable moment. 1 am sorry for another of$jfeur ac-

quaintance, whose follies—for it is impossible to avoid that word—are

not of a kind to give mirth to those who wish her well. The discreet

and sober Lady L****** has idst such furious sums at Bath, that it

may be questioned whether all the sweetness the waters can put into

my Lord's blood, will induce him to forgive her
;
particularly £700 at one

flitting, which is aggravated by many astonishing circumstances. This

is as odd to me, as Lord T m's shooting hftnself ; and another

demonstration of the latent fire that lies under cold countenanced— *

* * * * 1 find it is impossible to forbear felling ypn the

metamorphoses of some of our acquaintances, which appear as odd to me as

any in Ovid. Would any one believe that Lady II
A ** ss is a beauty,

and in love ? and that Mrs. Anastasia Robinson is, at the same time,

a prude and a kept mistress ? ^ and those things in spite of nature and
fortune. The first of these ladies is tenderly attached tQ the polite Mr.
M— , and such are all the joys of happy love, notwithstanding die

wants the use of her trin hands by a rheumatism, and- he has an ami
that he cannot move. I wish I could tell you lie particulars of this

amour, which seems to me as curious as that between two oysters, and

as wall worth the attention of naturalists. The second heroine has en.

gaged half the town in arms from the nicety of her virtue, which hjftfl

HQt been able to bear the too near approach of Senesino in

and her condescension in accepting Lord Peterborough for hefc^mtstok*

pion, who has signalized his love and courage on this occasym^ift

aft many ways as Don Quixote did for Dulcinea. Poor Setiwa^
like a vanquished giant, was forced to confess, upon his /kftftefl, thhi

Anastasia was a paragon of virtue and beauty. Lord Stanhope, a

,
4wgrf tp the said giant, joked on his side, and was challenged

jfyr his pains. Lord Delawar was Lord Peterborough'**secqnd i my

* .1 |"W I —Il l ^w***w*f.

* ThU lady w*a a ftWWatcd singer. ^^Peterborough married her,*2&MHth&t
eccentric hero was far advanced In tiffc.

vo?*. X* o
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Lady miscarried : the whole town divided into parties on that important

point. Innumerable have been the disorders between the two sexes on

bo great an account, besides half the House of Peers being put upder

arrest. By the providence of Heaven, and the wise Cares of his Majesty,

no bloodshed ensued ; however, things are now tolerably accommodated

;

and the fair lady rffides through the town in the shining berlin of her

hero, not•to reckon the more solid advantage of £100 a-month ; /which,

it is said, he allows her." By way of close to this sisterly epistlfi^ her

Ladyship says, “ I suppose you know our uncle Fielding is dead. I

*eg*«t hfon pfc#gi0iisly ” For vivacity and grace of style, this letter

W&gb$»feaX£ baSiwIitten by the brightest bet esprit of 1S&8. It is ncWver
portraiture of fashionable life, by one thoroughly skilled in its

ditto was, moreover, the mo&»t able delineator of its manners that has ever

appeared in its Exclusive ranks. Like all her letters, it shews an

mate knowledge of human nature, as it is displayed among the most pro-

fligate and frivolous members fof the aristocracy, great power of clever

satire, and poignancy of ill-natured remark. Here stop the equivoc$ me-
rits of Lady Mary Wortley's letters : and the odious qualities with which

herilondspondence is replete, the malice, calumny, impudence, HBfcial

trefiKiPy, and shameless grossness, are poorly redeemed by considerable

wit, and great brilliancy of style : and what we have given of her Lady-
ship’s *$hains, aie delicate specimens. There are parts of her letters to

the Countess of Mar, and other ladies of like rank, with w hirh we durst

n<ft venture to enrich these humble pqges. The picture they exhibit of

Hie individual, and of the Exclusive Caste, is any thing hut alluring.

WhenLEnglish purity declares itself revolted by the grossness of man-
ners displayed in foreign lLcratgre, let us remember our own national

blemishes. Our Lady Mary will go far to counterbalance the old letter-

scribbling Duchess of Orleans, the mother of the Regent. If the noble

Englishwoman lacked something of the disgusting grossness, which finds

its trie home at the extremes of social life, in courts, or in the ldwest

haunts of vice, she had tenfold the malignity of the princely (lame.

f.vThe voluminous correspondence of a woman of good fashion and
talents, Mrs. Montague—the Shakspeare Montague, who commented
on the Bard of St. George, not quite like William Huzlitt, but yet in

a good and reverential, if notan o’er-informed spirit,—occupies ^dlstin-
gffished place among ambitious female letters. The early effu^SSttS of
this lady, while Miss Robinson, are often smart and lively, though de-
formed by a perpeitfel hard-straining after effect ; yet they never once
attain the ease, grace, rapidity and clearness of the Lady Mary, who,
with her many dreadful faults, hjfed no affectations. She breathed in a
xegjpn above, as a nymph of Billingsgate does in one below them : affec-

tatifeh is the weakness of middle life. Still less is there in the set epistles

Of Montague any thing to persuade us, that a single one of^them slip-

pedfrom the writer’s hfprt, unstudied and unheeded—unthinking^! offset,

rtd then impressing the deepest. They are clever sketchy essgy^ trfth

an address ttd subscription, elaborated on the rule of Johnson^ episto-
lary canons, who, in letter-writing, lays downs the law,—that trifles

require exuberance of ornament,—that the building which has 1 HQ
fdTOngtljL, ri$t be valued for the grace of its decorations,-

—

pebble nftost be polished with cajpe, which hopes WM' Valued m £ fluu
jQftnd' Hit conclusion is better, “Words they
are intended to stand for thinw This is of a&st of
•the-ambitious and ornate wii^fwith ^Td^fay^ twSm-

»_
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Spondents, gmi of Ihe construction, among.others, of those letters,

which his Lichfield acquaintance. Miss Seward," indicted first on her
fiends, that the public might aftfeiwards be struck 'through their sides,

fitrt, even in the. most tiresome end afflicting of these letters, there is

an attraction wanting to other kid^u of writing. They all give7 Some
anecdotes of remarkable persons, some half pictt&^s of manners, and
transient glimpses into character. A volume of letters, in.which pro.

per hemes appear with any frequency, can never J>e wholly uninteresting;

and'one may extract pleasure and instruction, even from Miss Seward’s
weighty legacy to Mr. Constable the bookseller. In ltffifc Trijting^.lQ in

eybtyr 4>ing else, commend us, however, to worfy ||pP&re JA§fui*

the‘exuberance which throws up from the deep mines of nfflivi^Beliag

a rough diamond, together with the imbedding soil, and leaves qtyty.

leisurely to polish its pebbles. Of the letters which women could
write, and which, on our theory of the best letters never being pub-
lished, they often do write, we may obtain some notion from the letters

occasionally introduced by the female novelists into their narratives, and

^eir nqyels in letters. Those introduced are often fine specimqra
:
jp**

c and touching as the stories of Mrs. Opie; the one particular
a ruined girl, written under sentence of death for child-murdejj^|fe bCfc

heartless seducer, which it is not possible to peruse without heart-wrlng-

ingnity. No letters can be more beautiful in their affectionate tffld grace,

ful simplicity than those thrown into the tales of the Miss Lees ; or more
shrewd, humourous and characteristic, if not perfectly natural^ than those

in Miss Ferrier’s stories. Yet| though wonderfully true to We, these

are not real letters. Flesh and blood, the breathing substancejupfed the
immortal spirit, are not their endowmept. # And the faded chapters of

an old? blotted, and tattered sheet^traced by some fair hand over w|neh

the grave has lpng closed, shall speak with more pleading eloquence*

$b$fas <toce our chance to peruse—most delectable reading—abundle of

olAigve-letters, by a French lady, probably a pupil off Jean Jacques,

Written in all the abandonment of despair, and the ardour of iromantic

passion, to a man esteemed a hero in his own day—' le brave Cora
Paul Jpnes, from whom fortune was for ever tearing her. Those vqoe.

'itjgpt^pxclamations—those endless repetitions—articulate groans—for
1 her^raving words were little else—and cries scarcely intelligible, yet

4b arise from the agonized depths of the lieajt, were affecting enough
in their way ; but the tear-blots that half effaced the faint characters

were irresistible. What a picture of real passioi^|pd suffering did thotd

blotted scrawls exhibit, following each other by every post, while the

lost lover remained at fyest ! what a multitude of thoughts summon
up to contemplation—the least offrhem the forlorn French imijen
looked up in her closet, slee^ess, hopeless, on her knees

those passionate vows, and heart-breaking cries of bereavetS^fWrapd

despair, and shedding those burning, blisteiging tears, whose

TtNm$ when death has go long sealed their bright fountains.* Had tike

gq^hlessed us with “ the faculty divine/' as with the vision, we
had certainly indited very tenter verses “.To an old tear-stained love-

Jett< _
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Amon&the beat female letters we pp$s*as, ere a few of those of poor

Mery Wol^ ^f^^Ber descriptive letters from Norway and Swede*

are But, unfortunately, it happens of wom$n always,

as of t||l Majesty** Ministers lit present—faults in them are worse than

crimed. * This is somewhat unreasonable, and not very moral—but so &e
wo^id wills it ; andj till something better is devised, we submit. Friends
4< of eocial^ofder," we will rather have a low and imperfect standard than

none. We have, in English literature, other charming female letters, Of

wlritoh the writers are wholly unexceptionable ; a few by the too early lost

Mipi Smith, the young translator of Klopstock J and a very pleasing and
natural series by Mrs* Grant of Laggan ; those especially written in the

earlier part of her life, and to her early and real friends,—delightful

records of a life spent in virtuous retirement, and rich in life's host

blessings, those which flow from its purifying griefs as certainly as faopi

its enjoyments. This lady's studied letters of congratulation and con-

dolence, though they are likejy those that were most admired by her

friends, most handed about, and lent as a favour to copy, are, to our

feeling, only a little better, as female letters, than specimens^ the mrao
class composed by many other ladies. Heavy and sermonizing, and* If

sincere, not quite natural, are all such elaborations of ceremonious inter-

meddlement with the sorrows which the heart best knoweth.

We have one or two very pretty, and entirely natural letters of Mrt.

Mary Brunton^enough to make us long for more of such pledging Iran-

scripts of an amiable and intelligent woman's true mind.

Female love-letters are rare and choj/e productions. Sappho wrote in

vgree ; and- the Heloise of Abelard, in Latin. These passion-breathing

epistle* cob>e to female readers in this dark veil, yet they can see that

the world has no such love-lettfflv:

•

They live, they speak, they breathe what love inspires, ,

W^rm from the heait, and faithful to its fires. *

The halting prose of the simple translation has more power than^tko

polished verse of Pope, which seems an impertinence interposed between
the writer and the reader ; and, in love-letters, man is seen to yield tho
palm to woman, the impassioned ardent to the ardent tender The
national character of the Germans is most interestingly develop^ in

suhdry little fragments of familiar domestic correspondence of thf Ge*~
m&n women ; they are the antipodes of French female letters, and yet

the most charming, Jgntle, tender, and natural, that is imaginable. In
u Richardson's Correspondence/' there is a letter from the first wife of
Klopstock, the poet, which realize nearly aR we would be understood to

mean by a true feminine letter. The very imperfection of the language

gfv#s it additional captivation. Her offqgtiouate feelings and Innocent
happiness, make German idioms and broken English, like Ladf Morti-
mer's Welsh—

Sweet as ditties, highly penned,
Sung by a fair Queenih a summer's bower,
With ravishing.division to her lute.

We canned do better than edhe^nde with this ^extract of a womao^
love-letter, of the best kind. j 41 u*

* After having mk him two hours, 1 WHfobliged^8^lip evening in a com-
pany, which fufoer had been so wearisome to m& 1 cow'w speak, 1 could not
plftyf'I hpught 1 saw nothing but Klopstock. & *hw him m next Oaftftsut the
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following, and we we** fo^lf&teaafy friends. But the$>Wtfa df»*he'&pteted. It
woe an strong htoir the fceh* e£ hts*departure I He Wfeowgrffi from that
tty* our correspondence began to b* a very diligent one. etyved my
love to he friendship 1 spoke with my frty&d$ of notW fflepfiflBfc* and
shewed his letters. They raillied at me, and sa|d I was in love, S^jJla them
again, and said that they mast have a very friendshipjtess heart, ft they had nd idea
of friendship to a man hi well as to a woman. Thus it

1

contipiuetf eight
v»op£fac In

which time my friends found as much lore in K&pstoek’s letters ar>lxt«me. f>er-
ceived it likewise, hut I would not believe it. At the last Klopstock said plainly
teethe loUtd ; and I startled as for a wrong thing. 1 anfcwered, that it wafvfcOlffve,
but friendship, as it was what I felt for him ; we had not seen one another
tO love, (as iflove must have more time than friendship I) This was MncdteJfStty
meaning, and I had this meaning tiU Klopstock came again to Hamburgh.
h* did a year after we had seen one another the flist time. We saw,—we were
friends,—we loved ; and we believed that we loved ; and a short time after, 1 could
Oven tell Klopstork that 1 lo>e& But we were obliged to part again, and wait two
ybars for our wedding. My mother would not let me marry a stranger. 1 could
marry then without her consentment, as by the death of my father my fortune de-
pended not on her ; but this was an horrible idqp far me < and thank heaven that I
have prevailed by prayers ! At this time knowing Klopstock, she loves him as her
liMy son, and thanks God that she has not persisted. We married—an^ I am the
happiest wiffrfn the world. In some few months it will be four years that I

4am so
happy, and still I dote upon Klopstock, as if he was my bridegroom.
“ If you knew my husband, you would not wonder. If you knew his pdem, I

could describe him very briefly, in saying he is in all respects what he is as a poet.

Tfcisjtf 4dm bay With all wifely modesty . » . . But I dare not to speak ofmy
husband; all raptures when I do it. And as happy as I afa in love, so happy
am I in friendship, in my mother, two elder sisters, and five other women. How
rich I ami”

Lsbagkd; £am all raptures when I do it. And as happy as I afn in love, so happy
1 1 in friendship, in my mother, two elder sisters, and five other women. How

EIKftN BASlU&H :

Oil, HIE POURTRAICTURE OF HIS LATE SACRED MAJESTY.

Written on the Erection of the Bronxe Statue of George IV. in George Street,

Edinburgh, afew months ago.

Come—let us raise an effigy on high

To our dead Sovereign, lest his name should die.

The murderous cannon, in our mould, shall run—
Fit metal for The Lord’s Anointed One i

Set in his grasp the sceptre, which, of yore,

In iron days the perjured Stuarts bore s

With wreath of Upas be the temples crowne^.

And masker’s garb the motley limbs surround!
Now rear colossal Dagon to his placfe—

And one vast bloodstone be the mighty base 1

’Tls done. Erect the brazen monster stands—
And now the base the artist’s aid demands.

Th* inscriptive legdft we may then commit
To Southey’s muse, or classic Cioker’s wit.

Around that mighty base, in bold relief.

Set forth the epsigns of a nation’s grief.

O! let the sculptor’s cunninaJupd prepare

To btycon high his princely virtues there.

Let maudlin bishops sdbnic tears pretend,

And ban$gupt parasites deplore their friend

!

Pourtray him revelling in his tinsel bowers,

’MMl^ackered pinnacles, and band-box towers

Pouxmgifjl driving in#ttnents ofvice—
fW dfflyM the loaded dice,

The Sag rfttt design—/
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'The dying lamps, survivors of the nighty
That wave and flicker in the morning

[
tight $

The great Silenus, wallowing In his sfcyi,

With limbs collapsing, ai*d with leering eye 5^ *

While reeling ftmns their pirouettes display,

With nymphs that reel as merrily as they- >»» >

Away 1—-No mofji J**-The ivy twines bewVeh,
And modest foliage hides the sensual scene 1 ....

A tragic tale our sculptor's art must tell.

Twine, twine the cypress, for it suits it well.

It speaks of woman's wrong, of villain's art,

The broken promise, and the broken heai t.

On yonder couch, a mournful Queen reclines.

Oppressed with sorrow, and in sickness pines.

How joyed the land—how beautiful and gay
The princely pageant of her bridal day!
Alas! eie morning, ftom the genial hod
Gone is young Hymen—At6 icigns instead 1

Even to the grave, paalignant fiends pursue

—

And He, the pure and virtuous, leads the crew !

From scenes too foul to meet a maiden’s eyes.

With streaming hair, the youthful Charlotte flies.

She flieB indignant from the house of un,
For Comus waves his sorceious wand within

!

Deep tolls the midnight bell. A sable tiain

Wipds through the aisles of you funereal fane.

Spared her sire’s shame, her injured mothei’s wo,
O, weep not thus—’tis mercy gives the blow *

Again that bell ! Hus lifegs. SsUftdream is past.

And he is called to his atcouAt .it

And death has come. No kindicd hands assuage

Th* ignoble bugeiingsol iiuicrend age.

Immodest in mb the lUfkiiig head sustain,

And stifled conscience wakes, nor wakes in tain.

High o'er his tomb, 'midst plumes of peacork, set

False jewels in the pine hbeck coronet,

*And paper wreaths—fit emblems to supply
Of him whose life was one Incarnate Lie. .

S»e—foi tlieiv lights the outraged people plead!
What the reply ? The trooper spurs hi* steed

—

They fly—they tall, by brutal foice oppressed i

The dungeon cell and famine tame the rest.

For those sweet Patriots shall no space remain,
Who kindly forged a livet for our chain ?

Yc«£—

H

eaven-bom Pitt in speaking gesture stands.
And Melville iears aloft his spotless hands.
His patent ga& let Addington display

—

His scorpion la&, the courtly Castlercagh.

O, great quaiulte of statesmen ! fit to wait
On such a moharch, for his guard of state

!

Blest Pation Saint ! To thjVfeougomal shrine
Shall flock all worth} spirits like to thine.

Assassins, there, shall whet the deadly steel,

And sad Conservatives bepraise their Peel

;

Adore their Wethcrell's wit, their Ooulbuvn's sigh
Recount tb'* tears tMp flow from Eldon's ejoj

;

Gloat o’er their Sibtnorpc's incoherent dreams.
And groan, Amen ,

whilo Perceval blasphemes ;

For placeless, hopeless, briefless Twiss deplore,

And spin the same trite falsehood ten times o'er.

Jte-placemen, there, shall league with mixurifapy 5

*S0A lamp-light Circes lure the pasasra||^;
Despair and Crime shall consecrate the ptaee—
The rendezvous of all that's fwul and basef

• * * « ^ *
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POLITICAL STATS OP fHETHREE NORTHERN ENGLISH
COUNTIES.

In order to come to a correct estimate of the political state of the
three northern counties of Cumberland, Northumberland, and Durham,
it is necessary to recur to circumstances of long standing, and of
times past. In the years 1817, 1818, and-lBtf), until the passing of those
memorable and infamous enactments, entitled “»The Six Acts," there
existed, in great force, in these counties, an organization well known by
the name of “ The Great Northern Union." Its greatest strength ms
on the banks of the Tyne and Wear, and in the city and neighbour-
hood of Carlisle ; but its ramifications wero spread over the whole
three counties; and there*were few towns, of these counties, which
were not more or less, according to circumstances, in communica-
tion with it, or affected by its influence. The Northern Union, however,
consisted nearly altogether of the lower classes. The middle classes at

that time, no doubt, contained a body of persons strongly attached to

constitutional liberty, and averse to the reign of terror (for it was
nothing less,) which then prevailed. But they were attached, from long
habit, to the party known by the name of “ Whigs,” as distinguished

from Other grades of reformers ; and the whig leaders of this period cer-

tainly b#$ayed a want of spirit, which, if it were prudent, as perhaps
it was. Is to he distinguished by that epithet alone. Their conduct was
that of men who hj^^jtagome alarmed at the very storm they had
assisted to raise tli* honourable exceptions of Lords Grey
and Durham (then Mr. Lambton,) they joined the Tories, either openly

oi covertly, in the “ Conservative " mgrcieiPof that dkrk period. The
dungeons of government were crowded with victims, arrested “ on sus-

picion between whom and their prison, no “ Habeas Corpus Act” was
left to interpose. No public meeting, even under a roof, could' take

place without the license of a servile magistracy ; the press was sub-

jected to all but a censorship ; the course even of criminal justice was

warped and suspended ; and the blood spilt at Manchester “ cried from

the ground" in vain. By these measures, the spirit of the people was

for a time broken ; and the Northern Union was, to all appearance,

broken up, quelled, disheartened, and dispersed. It ceased openly to

show itself, and dwindled down to a size of comparative insignificance.

That bond of brotherhood was, however, in many instances, too strong

to be broken ; and exists, at this hour, in renewed and growing solidity.

That the conduct of the Whig leaders in the Norths alienated from

them the respect and confidence of the mass of the population, is unde-

ttiajjfc j and, in this state of alienation they remained, until the eventa

ikiti crowded upon the country during the latter part of the Wellington

administration, opened a door for reconciliation ; which the accession of

Loti Grey to power, and the proposal of the Reform Bill, might have

effected fully and completely, as it actually did partially and to a cer-

tain extent ; and had the Whig leaders4|uring the excitement ofthe gene-

ral election of the Spring of ifcll, cordially thrown themselves upon the

people, they might ha^| commanded, and continued to command, the three

counties of Northumberland, Cumberland, and Durham. Dp|bt and fear,

hftfyever,' intervened ;und thp election of the liberal Cfpdutdtes in these

districts, was less orfftg to the exertions and leaderaip of the Whig
party, emphatically so palled, than to the overpowering seal of the
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body of the people, which proved to be too strong to be resisted or con-

trolled for a single moment. The Reformers,, as by one impulse, formed

immediate committees throughout the three counties—money was libe-

rally subscribed—the people named their own candidates—the distant

voters pledged themselves, wherever they had the - means, to go to the

poll at their own expense—the central committees of the three coun-

ties corresponded, •and rendered each other mutual good offices. The
consequence was, that the Lowther, Londonderry, and Northumberland

ducal influence, vanished like a night-mare, as soon as the giant, so long

chained and torpid, began to move ; and the fortresses of Toryism,

so long deemed impregnable, were carried with an ease and rapidity

which astonished both the victors and the vanquished. So entirely

unexpected was the result by those who had not the means of knowing
the determination and unanimity of the people, that, until the events of

the election were known, it is believed that the Noble Premier despaired

of the success of his son, one of the present Members for Northum-
berland.

When the agents of the pretended Whig, Lord Tankerville, joined

the agents of the Tory Duke of Northumberland, in canvassing for the

Tory candidate, (which is the fact,) it Mas clear enough that, upon the

people, and nobody but the people, the success of the reforming candi-

dates depended. They threw themselves upon the people ; and in North-

umberland and Durham the whole was decided in a few days. In

Cumberland, the stronghold of the Lowthers, and in Westmoreland, the

struggle was more protracted.

The greet and valuable effect of these memoraDiw elections was, that

it taught the popple the secret of their own strength ; a revelation,

which having been once made, cannot be smothered or forgotten. A
Second consequence />f this knowledge, and of the excitement created by
itj m as* the rise of the “ Northern Political Union

a

Uniomformed up-

on the models of the celebrated Birmingham Union, and including the
elements of the great Union of 181 f), with superadded force, derived from
the open junction or known friendliness of a great portion of the middle
classes throughout the counties of Northumberland and Durham. There
were, no doubt, some secondary causes which aided in the formation, and
gave wings to the popularity of this association. The seamen of the
Tyne had been long in union for the regulation of wages ; and the col-

liers pf the Tyne^nd Wear, tired out by a long series of real or sup-
posed hardships and grievances, were adopting similar measures. When
men once begin to inquire, inquiry will not be confined to one channel.
When men once begin to contend against oppression, the resistance

speedily extends itself into a war against oppression of all sorts. These
men' have therefore begun to be politicians, and to look beyond the
mere circumstances of the moment for the real cause of many of their
privations. Throughout the rural districts of Northumberland and
Durham, a considerable spirit of independence had long been preserved
and cherished. Amidst these combined favourable circumstances,
therefore, the Union has gone$on extending itself; with little open
opposition from the Tories, and indeed with little opposition of any sort.

It has been objected to this and to similar ass^atiqps, that they re-
semble the clubs of the early French Revolution, and are therefore to
be deprecated. The objectors however fotpei that union only gives unity
of time and direction to the expansive power of pubHc opinion. Ifjmb-
Jie opinion be healthy, then union must be a benefit : if it be unhealthy,
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the contrary. Nor il'tt possible to prove that men can be fitted for the
enjoyment of free Institutions who are unfit to act in union for the at-

tainment of those institutions.

Be this as it may> the union of the people of the two counties of North,
umberland and Durham has gone on in steady, not to say rapid pro-
gress, and is every day becoming closer and closer. While the insti-

tution was yet in its infancy, its friends and associates dined together
on the day of the Coronation of his present Majesty, to the number of
sixteen hundred persons, who were accommodated in a connected series

of tents erected for the purpose ! And on the rejection of the first Re-
form Bill by the Peers, the meeting of the Union to address his Majesty
to retain his Ministers, consisted of certainly not less than eighty thou-
sand men, attended by fourteen bands of music, and carrying various

banners and devices.

That this combination has done great good, in promoting a good un-
derstanding and proper intercourse between the middle and lower
classes of these populous districts, is quite undeniable. Hardly a week
passes, without the acting council receiving addresses of thanks, on dif-

ferent occasions, agreed to by district meetings of the associates, or in-

vitations to attend these meetings. It seems in vain to deny, that such

meetings, by causing a pleasing intercourse between men who could

hardly otherwise have met, are producing great and lasting benefit.

By such intercourse, good feeling is not only promoted, but ability

drawn forth. The habit of properly discussing political topics is gra-

dually taught andJdfflMftj tkegeal bearings and effects of political mea-
sures are traced /"rod the advantages of an intelligent unanimity en-

forced and explained. There was a perioc^ when the “ Universal Suf-

frage,” and “ Annual Parliament” doctrines of Mr. Hunt were beginning

to take effect ; but this has, in a great measure, •been checked by the

enlightened policy of Lord Grey, in bringing forward so extensive a plan

of Reform. It may, generally speaking, be safely affirmed, that the

inhabitants, that the great bulk of the population, of the counties of

Northumberland and Durham, are unanimous in their support of the

Reform Bill, and irrevocably bent upon the attainment of their object.

That they esteem the proposed measure as final, is unquestionably not

the case ; and, though disposed to give it a fair trial, as it stands, it is

certain, that a proposal of the “ Vote by Ballot,” and of “ Triennial

Parliaments,” would find amongst them many advocates. It may also

be safely asserted, that though the correspondence between the inhabi-

tants of these two counties, and those of Cumberland, is not of that in-

timate sort as is their correspondence with each other, yet, in all mate-

riel points, they are perfectly agreed* The best proof of the unanimity

SI feeling, in the north of England, are the facts, that, any petition tor

Reform in Parliament, in the name of the Union, would certainly obtain

forty thousand signatures in the course of a very few days ; and that,

by the same means, the almost entire population of the Tyne and Wear
districts could be brought together to act in concert, at thirty-six bouts

notice, should the emergency call for a display of numbers.

* One of thesrpefnts of agreement, is tbs unpopularity of tbs existing overgrown

Church Establishment Its unpopularity in its own cathedral towns? is one of the

most striking arguments against the English Church* It is difficult to say whether

the Established Church is most obnoxious to the feelings of the people at Carlisle,

or at Durham.
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The Philosophy of Shaking Hands.

With all this steady enthusiasm, however, they are, especially the

Northumbrians, perhaps the coolest-headed set of men in his Majesty's,

dominions, and the least likely to be led into turbulence or violence.

Sltould the lleform Bill pass, they will diligently and perseveringly cul-

tivate it for its fruits,—equal laws and cheap government. Should it

(which^may Providence avert f) be again rejected, or be destroyed in

detail by the Peers, 'they will, with the same constancy, stand by those

who shall be the National Leaders through so arduous a crisis. This

is quite certain ; and it is in vain.to think of reaction or apathy. They
are irrevocably determined to have the Bill ; especially those towns to

whom representatives have been promised. They are determined to

have some voice in framing the system of legislation by which they are

to be governed ; and reject, to a man, with indignation, the audacious

assertion of the mitred and insolent Horsley, that “ the people of Eng-
land have nothing to do with the laws, but to obey them !”

THE PHILOSOPHY OF SHAKING HANDS.

Gentle Reaper,
%

if thou hast any philosophy in thee, give me thy

hand I Let us make a peripatetic tour over the town for an hour or

two. I have a theory to establish whijh but facts and
fair inductions, to confer a glory on its author **abow all Greek, above

all Roman fame.” ’Twas always a favourite notion.of mine, that there

existed some mystic mutual relationship between the hand and the heart

;

but never, till last night, after long, deep, and sweet cogitation on the

delicate phenomena of a parting squeeze impressed upon myjpalni, did

the mode of verifying thi9 great law of nature suggest itself. Now that

I have penetrated the mystery, and may, I presume, with all thc «mo-
desty of true science, shout my “ Eureka,” hie we away, gentle reader,

where mortals most do congregate ! You yourself shall furnish the tests

by which the truth and perfection of this immortal hypothesis is about
to be confirmed beyond all dispute, quackery, or cavil. You have only

to introduce me to any friend you may meet on our journey, of whom I

possess no previous knowledge ; and, no sooner shall 1 have joined hands
with.the stranger, than, as surely as the falling of an apple elicited the

law of universal gravitation, shall I, the humble, yet uncelebrated stu-

dent of nature, "present you with a full, faithful, and minute analysis of

his or her idiosyncracy and general character, fairly deduced from the
mere modus of manual contact . We shall go moat Baconically to work,
cool, calm, observant and unprejudiced, “ ab odio, amicitia, ira, atqtig

misericordia, vacui and, if successful in our experiments, as, doubt*

less we must be, the royal road to the knowledge of human character is,

at length, as satisfactorily ascertained, as, tl&t to Newhaven, or the
windings of the Niger. Phrenology may scratch his bumps, and go to

bed, with old dame Chiromancy. His occupfl^tOn and hers alike are'gene
for ever.

Well, most courteous reader, thus far m journeyfrl perceive you
look inquisitively in my face, to learn whripjttoperties, moral and intel-

lectual, my theory ascribes to yon tall, good-looking fellow, we just

«few left in front of the Register QJj&ce. By the way, I beg your par-
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don for alluding to hie stature or physiognomy ; for, on the honour of a
man of science, 1 shall borrow no auxiliary lights from these sources.

Those are qualities not dreamt of in our philosophy. Its supremeglory,
in fact, arises from a complete independence of all other sciences. It

acknowledges not a link of the quoddam commune vinculum, which Ci-

cero, in his half-enlightened wisdom, stated to exist between al^ifcpart-

ments of human knowledge. No,%o ; the hand, the hand alone, iB the
talisman by which we are to penetrate the arcana of character ; the five

fingers are the mystic symbols, by means of which an intellectual free-

masonry between the physical and moral world, pregnant with splendid

utilitarian results, is about to be illustrated for the first time. Grasp,

pressure, shake ; their duration, intensity, spontaneity, tenacity, with
all the je ne sfai quoi of mode and action which escape the vulgar un-
philosophical performers of the well known but ill-understood ceremony
of shaking hands ; these are the data on which our inductions shall pro-

ceed, at all times.

But now for the particular case befbre u«i. We have—let me see—
promptly proffered/full spread palm ; firm muscular gripe, without pinch-

ing ad do/orem, free swing of the arm from the elbow ; temperature
healthful ; spirit, soul, vitality, in the tout ensemble. Why, gentle reader,

if our science may be in aught believed, that tall friend of yours does

you credit. His heart is in the right place ; nay, he must needs be an

honest, unaffected, clear-headed, intelligent, maply fallow. Let me toll

you, ere we proceed further, we shall not meet with many gems of his

water ’mid all the imdlMidinonB mass, male and female, promenading

it in Prince's Street. He is a person I would fain see more of: not but

that, by the aid of science, I have searched him as with lighted candles

already ; of which you shall anon have Satisfactory proof. I am con-

vinced he loves his old friends warmly—-is more (pared than fearing of

his foes-yhis soul blends with a congenial spirit as one fiamq with an-

other. All is open and straightforward with him : he Jiates fudge and

subterfuge, and seasons not his talk with “ ifs" and “ buts," and “ so

to speaks.” He thinks aloud—-claims and allows the widest range and

latitude of opinion—talks in public companies as freely as to a solitary

crony—never studied those modifications of language and sentiment that

qualify for the court or the drawing-room—is temperate without the

patronage of Temperance Societies,, and social in spite of them : rigo-

rous in all the essentials of morality, he is more willing to lend the

cloak of charity to a frailer neighbour^, than to cast it dver the blemishes

that prying eyes may fancy they find in himself : he has more sterling

sense than philosophy—studies men more than bookstand women more
than either : is not likely to remain a bachelor long after the Reform

Bill has passed; but must have a wife who understands domestic, better

than political economy, and who possesses a great many good qualities

and accomplishments, without being too deeply sensible of her superio-

rity. With regard to his political faith, (for a politician he must be,

maugre all the petty tyfanjg who would lord it over “ meddlers in these

matters/') certes, ho is a Radical; that is, being interpreted, a rational,

a patriot, a political milMgn^ian, who believes it as possible to chain the

steeds of the Summer Ip
&eir ocean-stall, as to arrest the march of

human improvement by vft 4rft£s; aQd the clogs, and the too-long vene-

rated lumber of antiquit^f^But, lest I should fall into the philosophic

sin of presuming, too hastily, on the perfection of our science, I shall

sum up your tall friend’s char$atftfr by merely adding, that, in life-
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rature, I should consider him solid, well read, critical j possessing fire,

fancy, and energy, as a writer, probably attached to the grenadier corps

of some quarterly periodical, and, no doubt, ranking among the elite of

a certain " new Monthly/* that shall, for the present, be nameless.

Now, most patient reader, putting ail these items of character together,

and making due allowance for the jmntite and delicate data on which

so ample a structure has been rearea/ tell us, whether you are not as-

tounded at the exact accordance of the result with that of your previous

experience ; whether you have not felt irresistibly prompted to exclaim,

as we proceeded, “ How charming is divine philosophy I

1* *

Deeply convinced, much beloved and admiring reader, that such

have been the emotions of thy bosom, we joyfully pursue our course,

regardless of the taunts and base insinuations which wont to wait on
exhibitions of super-eminent merit. And, as for number two, it is a case

on which 1 have no particular desire to enlarge ; I mean the gentleman

whom we greeted at the door of —

»

.

*

g hotel. 'Tie an instance of
mere physical energy. There was no more indication of mind in that man's

hand than in that of a pump. As for heart, if he indeed possessed such

a thing, he surely would not habitually endanger the shoulder-joints of

God's creatures by such an unmerciful twi£ as that he gave me just

now. Thank Heaven ! he inflicted no second wrench, otherwise, instead

of thus calmly pursuing our experiments, Dr. Liston must have been

called upon to experiment sorely on me. Oh ! if the “ schoolmaster
"

should ever come athwart that fellow, I hope he will forthwith send him
to study “ Monro on the Bones,” that he may see the peril his friends

encounter when they meet him ! Ladies ! who have once met this two*

horse-power machine, I am*, certain ye would run into a gin shop for

shelter, rather than risk a second greeting. For my part, if it

shall ever be my lot <to come within his clutch again, I shall take care

to fortify my right arm by grasping it firmly immediately above the

elbow with the left hand ; and, in order to prevent accidents to that

useful member, the tongue, during the shaking ceremonial, 1 shall keep
the teeth together as hard as if I had “ locked jaw.” As for this maiv of

muscle's peculiar talent, it is altogether gymnastuvl opine ; therefore,

I leave the Six Feet Club to/ftupply the deficiencies of our sketch, with-

out discredit, I trust, to the philosophy we illustrate. .

Our third experiment is to ascertain the constituent elements of yon
rickety, cadaverous-looking personage, who hastened away from the
neighbourhood of No. 78, where Wf » met him, as if he had felt an incL
pient gripe of cholera in his nether mlm, when Tait's flaming affiche,

announcing the appearance of the “ True Edinburgh Maga ” caught hig

eye. Pho ! how clammy, cold, and repulsive was the brachial fin he depo-

sited in my hand, to be shaken, if 1 list, but too devoid of animation for

reciprocating the action. ; and, did you not obaprve, how deadly pendtu
Ions it fell down again by his side, after I had involuntarily shrunk from
its torpedo touch ? Why, this individual furnishes one of those obvious

proofs of our theory's soundness, which i$a||)? me marvel that the fame
now awaiting us had been anticipflyraong ago. I never sew
the man in my life before, except encgJto^l^ve. sneaking into *t«er«
tain hole-and-corner meeting ; and, J^^K^arBamentary phrase, /
hope, through the kindness of Providenh^MKail never see him agfrln.

But the vision of his whole walk and conversation is before me. By the
flambeau of science, the most occultmad cobwebbed recesses of his soul—
if soul he has—-are revealed, His^tSmitOms cannot be mistaken. ' Tis
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a case of toryJsm of the most malignant type—foul-handed, cold,

hearted, -moribund toryism. The diffusion of knowledge ank^irhat
he calls the hw orders of society, has infected the creature'am the
taint of premature decay. He cannot long survive the visttiphi of

growing knowledge and independence* The innovations which justice

and common sense arc daily ma&ug alike in Church and State mat.
ters, are verily appalling to a bemg like him, who, trimmed and dis-

ciplined according to the oteeds of ancestral wisdom, could not allow

himself to pare the nail of a1% toe, were it protruding through the upper
leather of his shoe, unless he could find some precedent in the family

records authorising the operation. * But, gentle reader, having, by the
mere touch of this creature's hand, detectefd, to thy satisfaction, no
doubt, the genus to which he belongs, it is unnecessary to spend time
with the individual—Non parliam' di lor\ ma guarda e pasta.

Are we now asked,to solve the problem of his idiosyncracy who conde-
scendingly vouchsafed us the left hand yngloved, with the atsance of a
thorough-bred disciple of Chesterfield ? A few words will suffice. The
youth having some certain powers of observation, and, being withal imi.

tative, acts his par^ Exactly as he saw the thing performed between Lord
Swagger and a tenant of his own, wrho had kindly accommodated his

Lordship with the loan of £5000
,
to pay his winter expenses in London.

It* is quite clear, therefore, that 'the lad has no claim to originality of

thought, his left-handed greeting not being a mode of his own inven-

tion. When we next meet, I shall put three fingers, and no more, in

his fist ; which must he allowed gn elegant and appropriate return.

*Now, gentle reader, it is almost high time that we shake hands and
part ; especially since the evening air, according to the non-contagionist

doctors, predisposes for cholera. Yet, how can I bid you good bye, ere

some investigation be made into that sweet psychological rarity, Miss

—

Miss—what d'ye call her, of Crescent, who, juBt notf, glided

away from us like a boreal aurora ? Ay, such are the objects of which

our philosophy is most devotedly cognisant 1 That little alabaster hand
“ saith more than thousand homilies/' or legislative orations either.

Those twinkling talismanic fingers send their harmonious vibrations

through the favoured «palm that touches them to every string of this

heart, not mute and insensible. TJiey are redolent of gentleness, liveli-

ness, suavity of temper, delicate ta&te^ and most exquisite fancy. Her
shake too, was not that conventional, weighed and measured operation,

which prudent mothers may find it necessary to teach less observant girls.

It was spontaneous, inartificial, I had almost said, divine ^altogether, such

as we may suppose the customary ceremony of angelic wings ltfhen they

bid each other good morning, on the spangled pathway that skirts some

downy cloudwreath, as stainlessly pure as their own celestial selves. I

am too old a man for changing my way of life ; and, moreover, the world

claims the philosopher as public property, and conceives itself wronged,

when those who are <( bory for mankind " narrow their sphere of action

te the domestic circle ; but, were it otherwise, I—I should .... —
Shade pf the mighty Newton I save from the common frailty of hu-

mairity, fthtapan who has tbtii fcpired, however feebly, to illustrate the

sublLmoiideiiciNll^baking hands,!
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I wonder when 'twill be our turn

A wfdding here to keep !

Sure Thomson’s “flame ” might quicker burn.

His “ foye” seems gone to sleep !

I wonder why he hums and haws
With ’kerchief at his> nose

;

And then makes one expecting pause,—
Tet still he don’t propose

!

I wonder whether Bell otfBe&s,

It is he most admires.

Even Mistress Maftch’em cannot guess—
It really patience tires !

He hung, last night, o’er Bella’s chair.

And things seem’d at a closej

?

<*v

To-day t’was Bess was all his ertire.

But yet lie don’t propose 1

He’s gone to concert, play, and l^all.

So often with them nny.
That it must seem to one 1 nd all

As binding as a vow.

lie certainly mean to take
One of the girls, and close

The lift he leads—the flirting rake t

But yet he don't propose !

*

I often wonder what he thinks
We ask him here to d& ;

Uoolly he Cocjcburn’s claret drinks.

And wins Atom Loo !

For twenty months he*&4&ngled on.

The foremost of &feir bepux.
While half-a-dozen else hab* gone,-— *

And still he don’t^ropoqej

N^mutter—'tis a comfort, though,
To know he will take one.

And even tho’ Bess and Bella go.

He still may fix on Fan

!

I'll ha\ e him in the family.

That’s sure J— But, why, y<*i look ”

—

“ Oh, madam ! Mister Thomson’s just

Got marti&d to his cook !
--»—'*
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SCOTTISH YEOMANRY.

Perilous times ate approaching; every prudent man will look to his
means of defence. The prep&ratibfe violence, and the system of in-

timidation, begun by the late soldi ministry, has not.been discontinued
by our Whig rulers. The military ore ostentatiously paraded, almost
daily, through the streets ofout principal towns, to shew the inhabitants

what is ready for them. Our slumbers are disturbed by the fife and the
drum. Troops are* marching and countermarching throughout the coun-
try, to convince the people that the Government is not defenceless.

The army has been increased by eight thotfsan^men. All this is pleas-

ing to the Tories ; who seem confident of regaining place and power, and
are anxious to ipcrease the means of coercion, by embodying corps of
yeomanry. With this object, the Tory periodical press has, for the last

year and a half, been flattering the yeomen. “ They are the true con-
stitutional force of the country," “ Britoj$$ to the core and the ease
with which they are t°

u squash " the radicals, is much vaunted. A new
system of sword eijffeise tain preparation for them. It is observed, that

it is unnecessary to tench them the whole exercise, as they will not be
opposed to cavalry, but merelyvto mobs, to men wined with staves and
pikes only, or, in some few instances, with the musket and bayonet.

One or two parts only ofijfche exercise, applicable to attacks on cavalry,

are, however, to be taught the yapmen. These cuts will be useful, it is

pleasantly remarked, wfcfti the Radicals get into a tree, or upon a wall.

ftVide United Service Journal.) Our present object is to review this part
* of the Tory forces, and to endeavour to poivt out the part the yeomanry
will act in the contemplated campaign against the liberties of the people.

By yeomanry, we or course do not mean that arra*y of wonderful horse-'

men mouifted on hacks w ith broken knees, hired at livery stables, or

withdrawn, for the day, from theditcher's cart or the baker's waggon,

which such places as Edinburgh and Glalgow occasionally exhibit in

their streets, rw the amusement EF children. It is impossible to conjec-

ture how such motley assemblages of advocate* and attornies, bankers

and bakerfc, butcherrAnd brewers^manuftocturers and millers, and so

on, through all th$ letters in the>alphabet, would act in apolitical strug-

gle. The fur helmet or laced 4&ckeffls the only bond of union in such

bodies. The uniform of thg different troopers is the only point of re-

semblance among them. These is rtf&ommon feelingin such a hetero-

geneous mass. They know nothing of each other ; theu never associate,

except when engaged, for a few days in the year‘s m whav*they are

pleased to term military duty. The influence of such bodies, in an ap-

peal to force, would amount, w&Mieve, precisely to nothing : the abet-

tors of corruption w<mtata$nd their efforts paralyzed by the friends of

freedom, in their respective troopsjk That many of these troopers would

willingly dye their a*bre* in the bleed of the reformers, we do not doubt.

They make a leftist that tjpy would. But, on the other hand, we are

well aware, that the most efficient part of si|0h troops—the part that

weald ne%*iefc£A of a campaign in a single week, because they were de-

bf thm* usual enjoymenti^-r-are stanch Reformers; most of tyem
8

radical, some even with republican principles.

aRgmfesing/ then, such coj^s, without farther remark, let us consider

the ittege of feeling among our r$al yeomanry, the tenantry—that part of

the pepubti011 which stands between'the aristocracy and the peasantry.
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This
4

is « most important class, not only but ftom

the hardy habits of its members, which fit thom ftpifcon becoming oft*

dent soldiers. The Tories remember, that, in Iwft/6n*tht tbtdfct of

Buonaparte's invasion, these men rose almost m**na$8e; .and that, fia

Great Britain and Ireland* ne&ijy fifty thousand wore erahodiedat G**6

time in yeomanry regiments, while, probably, as many mpr$ served on

foot. Various false alarms were qiade, perhaps for the fjtyspoee of see*

ing if any ^o)|pnce could be placed on sudh forced apd* the result was

most satisfactory. In'one *thstanee> evetf trooper except two* i»’ the

yeomanry of an extensive southern county, assembled in less than six

hours, although the alajjfc was given at nfttnight. When the Tories*

therefore, find $the wholliftdy of the people of the terras opposed to

them, when they refieet on the events at Paris and Brussels, and see

the small number of disposable troopgfjkhis country possesses—they look

with much eagerness to the yeomanry. They hope they wUl afford them
the means of coercing fte inhabitants of the towns, an<£lii&t, while the

army in their castles and barracks keep the people at bay, theyeomanry
will* cut off the supplies of provisions from the country, and starve them
into submission. ^ ^

This is, no doubt, a very pretty plan m a campaign for the pro-

tection of the sinaggres of the Lord Chaveses, and the pensions of the

Lady Julianas; brif it is drawn up without due investigation. The
authors of it, like all townspeople, are extremely ignorant Of country

affairs ; and even sucli of them as belong to fie landed aristocracy, have

kept themselves too much aloof from {f|8ir inferiors to know anything of

their sta(g of feeling. It is imagined that the same spirit which wa$$n
operation thirty years ago 4s still alive, that it will be as easy to raise-

yeomanry corps now as then, and that these coroa will lend their assist-

ance as willingly to putting down the people ana supporting corruption,

as they formerly did to repel the. foreign invader. It is* altogether

forgotten that*in thirty years generation of m^n fepring up, that

education has been greatly extended, and wy^the labours of the press

have diffused knowledge into the motft remote districts. ' The change in

the behaviour of ^^e^aristperacy to their tenai^jr is overlooked. At
the breaking out of the' fijd^FrifSji.. Revolutionise Scottish aristocracy

were so much alarmed at the severe Retribution tyrannical conduct
of the French noblesse to theif^rerip£s had brought down on their

devoted heads, Jthat they resolved to Jfyfeyery thjtaff they could ,to cotv

ciliate their tenantry. They eaq£y succeeded in tieir aim | for a smaP
degree of attention bestowed by a grelrmlh on his inferiors operates

wonderfully. Inkles, agricultural pursuits were then in ft Nourishing

state, the price of grain was yearly rising the currency was depreciated,

and the leases under which the Scottwatenantry always hold their farms

enabled for a time, to draw the wholft^mne^tof the rise. These
circumstances put the tenantry ii^good humour, and yepdered them
willing to oblige their lairds when t^ey&wishe^ to^e at the head of a
troop of yeomanry. * ^
But matters are noi?jfe a very different state. There is up foreign

enemy to repel. The Jroftmanry never contemplated that ti$y WjflWf tik
be employed as a body of armed potigapnen, ami fai; lew tie&JHSp
to^he engaged in civil war. They have discotWffed t^a( Rej
is not a word of so portei&op a meaning as they formerly
They now see that there archenemies athpme, moye dangerousJ&ipaiiy
abroad, because they are nearer head quarters, and their att$$Kft are

1
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more ittsldiqm. ~Tfee hdvirig IqeOvered 'from the terror
InsfEtoe# ItevdlMjtion, have for many years
cgtoe&de^^dtiWM&hanSlveCwh^Hheir inferiors. Attempts to eonci-

§§iat*b$e#made since The Three Days, but pith about
the aJufta Wieeew# asfcwselA 'attend' the civility<of a notorious pickpocket
toa JjmP oftei®# in thestreets of Ltmdojgp* ThJ&y comprehend the meaning
of tho Change of behaviour, see thdt condescension at home is the
more eflbet o^revolution abroad. Apsides, agricultural put^uits were
never in a«for« Jessed fetffe, Sinews 15, the tenadfefe have been
payipy^imthe dtfape of ren^Wthi^ l«Sfiordfe^ that cafro&Vhich had
cost them and their fathers half aJmlury of toil to realise. The re-

sumption pf cash *paymcnfPbperaw Withjjgw^severity on the Scottish

tenantry than m any other portion of tl^WmuniffpS' The» leases

prevented *the®F quitting their farms when the^ found their farms pot
worth the flfiftt* They were fofcml to remain, until their capital was
exhausted, and their effects «?old off to satisfy the landlord's demands.
They considCP^he change in the currency no||ff% less than a piece of
legal robbery,—a contrivance, by which the land proprietor*—the only
part of theScottish countrypopulationwhicWre represented in parliament—
raised their rents one thir&gpniig tlie currency of their leases. In the
face of such a measure, thip^reat with derision the assertion that they
are represented inpaihament bwjjieir landlords. Mferigorous enforce-

ment of the ganM^jews of Into ylfes, has been anotnel* cause of disgust.

It has alienated* the afl^tions of the whole body of the peasantry

from the aristocracy ; and^Some jqfcthe most resolute, who have suffered

from these laws, are *ggfer forftovonge. The tenantry are in a most
gkftttoy, ddbpofttteptt, and discontented mood ; and being in as bad a state

as they can well be, no men are more anxious for a change of system.

They kntfw anychaqg'gf&nust be favourable to them. No class of men
are mere thorough-fftfmg reformers. In some Counties, more thhn

nineteen out of.everjpt^pnty of th£$fermers signed petitions to parlia-

ment for ttffoltn^* Thepd^kition^^^'got up entirely by the tenantry.

From iiot me connty inj^wtland Sft ' theriWbeen a petition by the'ten-

&ntry»alone' against xefmti. A frfb of those who were in arrear of rent,

have been compelled^ sign such petitionw®re^pr€Sd by their landlords

or their fact&fe ; but tfts is no more^be p«$(fered an act of free will,

than the retiring 4*f»the SanctuarjrJaniftoid iihprisonment for their rent.

Some certainly refused to sign^gpy^ttition ; they said they would not

.humiliate^ei^lvfM^ addffcfltg a body which trerted their represen-

tations' wltfc Smu^we 1RB it with regnft? but it is right

that the Tories shou“kndwffle whole truth,) did nnt^acruple to say.

that ofttfete were far beyond remedy by a reform in^HPrepresentation

;

that revolution is the only cure
;
j«nd that reform is injurious, by retard-

ing its approach, j

With such feelil

by deludifqHpb people.m potions; nothing excites the ton Of the

tenantry mpr# than Tory project to embody them to put down
reform* Hence, tiff efforts to iStd^troops of yeomanry have been sin-

gt^Srly unsuccessful. In I&fe, it is now nearly a year 'since we read the

rtfooiatments of the officersm the Gazette ; WlfVe have never heard of

having been seen in the field. *®The Tories have had to

rthe uniforms of wnph of tfeftenantry as the state of their accogpts

i «T» Ifn7 rVti i ,V;T! /<j 1M

in a yeomanry uniform : his rqjjHs suspected to be in arrear.

it strentious exertion&have been diade in many counties, by men
W,*: p
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of the highest rank, and possessing o numerous tenantry, without their

having been able, in some instances, to embody a single troop. During
the war whole regiments might have been raised with half the effort.

The lairds have been told by their tenants that, on. the slightest prospect

of foreign invasion, they will rise as readily as they did in 1803 ; hut, as

the object is to organize a force ‘to protect the barons in their castles

against the consequences of their own misconduct and folly, they will

leave them* to defend themselves aa they best can. Beaidefcirthe military

mania which pervaded t{je country during the war hhs disappeared. The
very children have reased to play at soldiers.”

r
*

t

• We, therefore, assure our town readers that the Tories are much mis*>

taken w hen they think t&ejUMgi maker tools ofthe Scottish yeomanry, to

aid them to put nown fredaom. On the contrary, the yeomanry will he
found arrayed on the side of Liberty ; andnot oniy their aidmay be relied

on, hut also that of the peasantry, *|ftfcO will readily eplifct themselves
under the banners of tlimr masters and employers in any ntditicol strug^.

gle. The peasantry kiidig well the causes of their misegn£nd poverty,

and who are to be blamed for *t. Whatever, therefore, may he wanting
in the day of trial, it will not be men ; for the rural population of Scot-

land alone will furnish 250,000 able to beatjffttns.* *

KEEP HIM 1K)W%
“ John, what noise is that "”r tl It’s the man, mj loul.” « What does lie want

nnv 2” “He wants up.” “ Kup him down then, I e$y, keep lnm down.”
Story of a man disturbing a Com It

One day, when we stood third 2ft q&e first form at —*» school, the
master propounded some gmieral question 10 tlie clas% at which we all

dutifully stood dumb for a*Tew moments, sraptfely hoping or daring to
answer any thing so much apparently beyond our depth, and so entirely

out of the routine df Odfr lealons^ At length, a rather awkward-looking
boy, neAr the bottom of tbo-form^one of the il of boobies, who,
like the lower depths of the ocean* wfcre never in th^feast disturbed by
the resolutions that might he going onaaaarer the top, started forward,
and half scream0d4*n answer, ljhjd VirgfMfome Wfind responded him-
self, the class Could not have hew mottttas^oni^d than it was at the
Sudden ambitioifejfche rashness, the impudence of this boy, in supposing
that hpj forsootlv^SuF, should have known anything about it, when
the Comrripti Patres at the head of*tip? class, held our silence. An
uni|%8al tjtjtef of" Eh—eli !" got half ofthod^is literally pointed
at hfih thdanger of mingled scorn and raillery* m Kight Y* howgver,
shouted the master, to the infinitelygreater astonishment of all ; and,
in the turning of a leaf, our suddWy inspire l ididt was seated at the
top, while every one of hi# former superionqfrnd scoroers lost a place.
The \alue of a story^ this kind depends upon its truth: now* this

o^e is true
;

it is, bond fifte, a genuine anecdote of human nature. Mete
than this, wc can i elate, w lth an equally conscientious regard to

* Thcie aie at present 25,000 soldiers in Great Bntain, and 20,000 in Ireland*
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far from-^SfaulViing Qiat men are invariably or obstinately

o acknowledge merit where it exists. But we affirm that.

Jfapkim douM*

that the lout who thus strangely shone forth among 1

companions appeared to receive a kind of impulse from the event. His
ambition, formerly dormant, mm excited; he studied to retain his

elevated place, orfit least to Biojb buck as little from it as possible ; he
dually became oneiof the best scholarsin thev class, and he has since con-

ducted himself very respectably in a Ifc&ined profession.

The anecdote, we regret %p say, is of %oo extensive application in the

business offpl world. All, mankind^re in some measure a set of school-

boys,, crying “J&tfi** apd&jtfrinting the finger, whenever apy one endea-

vour to start out St tlrar brinks, even for the purpose of doing them
good. One would almost suppose that the first attempt offcn individual

to do a clever oTv* greaf^action Is felt as *a personal insult by all the

rest, or as a design io do them some injury* ff For hftn to set himself

Up in that kpiLof way !—-wh^ is he, forsooth ?—a fellow not fit to do
so and so,m #k>ne attempting^lpnd so—a forward puppy !” Or, per-

haps Tour creature—'led away by his ownjwmnity, he has published

a book—anwful piece of trash, of course—h|rls much to be pitied for

exposing himself in such a manner. Poor silly young man !” Or pos-

sibly :
—

“

Great vapouring fellow ! what could put it into his head that

he was fit to illuminate mankind on that subject—more fit to be a porter

than anything else ; I dare say, put him into a mill, he would have
strength enough to continue tuning it ; but for a fpOOw like that to pre-

tend to do so and so—he CttglfHo be sent to Bedlam—he must be put
down."

k

We are far
' ^

reluctant to

until that point be turned where it becomes a settled matter in fame,

and often even much later, merit is sternly and very generally denied.

The vast multitude^of the class of pretenders in all departments of

excellence may, perhaps account partly for this *cruel system ; but it

cannot account for iV altogether. Pretension is frequently sanctioned

in the end by fa?ae ; why, Ij^en, ought it so invariably tt> be sneered at

and disputed at the firsts It is a dreadful1

fact against all orders of

enlightened professional men, literary ami scientific men also, that the

merit of young aspirtmts is rarely acknowledge first by that class in

which they aim at placing themselvef. , It iifcfirsfc'perceived by the public

at large, or some unconcerned class, and then coldly and slowly allowed

by the profession itself. Indeed, thfi greatest disposition to keep down

is always manifested by those very persons from on account of

the similarit#Of their pursuits* and perhaps of their early circumstances.

Sympathy was most to bo expected. It is sumewhatUjke a struggle at

tfie Pit doOrl You are trying, perilaps, to raise yourself up to a certain

platform, where you will have a chance of getting in among the first.

You make repeated attempts ; topi your predecessors in tJ
fcg,

advantage

stand wide, and droe&vour, by every means, to prevent ytpfc elevation.

Your toes are Once or twice dreadfully pinched ; your hat is knocked down

over your eyes; arid *you» think yoiSfrself shockingly ill-used. You gain

your point at lost, and-^ph, the depravity pf human nature !—you

immediately begin to stand wide, tramp on toes, and knock down
v
the hat every one who tries to follow you ! Keep him down there,

•JM#”
J|j‘this is very bad in human nature, and ought to be corrected by

reetf&er ridicule. Nothing, we must confess, is so apt to excite our

gall *«y} to see some senior, who, perhaps, is established in the reputsC-

p 2
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tion of very moderate talents, tui mm? up his senseless nose at tlie effort

of some younger and more ardent spirit, whose Mings as yet have
scarcely been tried-—as if youth, in Chatham's phrase, * were a crime,
‘ and ambition a misdemeanor/ Some twaddler, for instance, of “ the

stove," who lives upon the fame of having writteii an article in the Blue

and Yellow, about the year 1808, sneering at the tastes and pursuits of

some young literary neophyte, 'whose writings are said to be making
their way ip the world, or some • sinecure editor by pHfession, who
assumes, and is allowed the credit of a great name, for nobody knows
what, unless hi* name be fendbred great by the endless string of initial

letters appended to it—at the genius of Rome half-fledged litterateur, who
is likely to be remembered a thousand years after Km. Or,—but we
dare not trust ourselves with the various members of the great ktep-him-

down confederacy; otherwise, we think there are some Envious, and,

therefore, const ion slip small men, wlrtnttwe could appal trtth “ their

ow'ii image/* v
In the “ Pilgrim's Progress/' there is a fine vision seen by' Christian at

the Interpreter’s House. It consists, at first, of a palace, with bright

Ones enjoying heavenly pleasures on the roof, and a crowd of 'devils

guarding and occupying the door. Whoever wants to get up to the roof w
must make his way through this demoniac gtiarda costa, who are pre-

pared to tear e\ cry intruder in pieces if they can. A strong man in ar-

mour comes up to a clerk who is sitting at #desk on the lawn. “ Put
down my name," says the stranger, who then fixes his buckler, grasps

firmly his sword, and dashes fearlessly into the throng of fiends. They,

of course, fall upon him tooth and cl*w
;

but, in a minute after, ho
emerges upon llio roof in triumph, and is joyfully received into the

heaAenly company. Bimjar, in this allegory, has unintentionally sha-

dowed forth the history of every young aspirant in letters. He is re-

ceived, at first, by a troop of fellow -creatures rendered fiendish by ma-
lignant passions—

‘

by envy, malice, and all uncharitableness and it is

only such determined spirits, as can encounter and survive this horrid

probation, that make their iray to fame. Those who have hitherto been
his compeers, see him go forward from their ranks with a howl of jea-

lousy, and a long-re^fmdjlng “ Eh!" of scorn: those who form the

class in which he wished to mingle, meet him with serried spears and
presented bayonets, amidst which he must throw himself, with the
chance of being trampled down, kUked, stabbed, spit upon,* and finally

togged out from the ranks, a lifeless and gory lmttp. Even those per-

sons who may have hitherto been his friends, are apt, oa this occasion,

to leave him to Idfr/ate-t-perhaps, to add to its bitterness. They either

see him stealing^ march a-head of themselves, which, to’^poor human
nature, is a most grievous thing ; or else they see him endeavouring to

rival them in something in which they have hithertojjeon eminent, and
comparatively alone ; which is also a very intolftlwle thing to man
born of woman. Hence it would ahn<$t appear as if these people felt

relieved and put out of pain, when they hear of hi* failure in what he
attempted. His non-sucoefts they candidly ascribe to his total incapa-
city. He might be a r&ffjpod drudging tradesman, “if he woul4 stick

to it but for so and st>, that it is quite a different thing. “ $eep lihft

down there, I say !”
.

*

It would astonish many of the innocent uncdrtscious reading pumflf
they knew what paltriness of/feeling, what jealousies, what a strong ill-

portion to keep-him-dowiuim pervade* the repitfriic of letters^^The
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man who publishes once in the three months despise# the man who pub.
lishes every month ; the man of a month holds light the man of a week.
There is an aristocracy of six shillings scowling at a populus of half-a-

crown ; and a populus of half.a crown sneering at a plebs of sixpence ;

even sixpences, we do not doubt, have their own thoughts respecting

cappers. There are many most usqful and popular kinds qf literature,

which the quarterly people would sooner die than acknowledge ; or, at

the utmost, if they do ever allude to*»uch"low things, it is with a
qqjzzing-gl^ss and kid-glove fastidiousness, similar to an Exquisite's deli,

cacy on the sutyec$ of any odious thing he may have occasion to look at

or handle. There is a certain man of three months, who, when he can.
not avoid sneaking of an author as yet unacknowledged by his equals,

gets overythe dilemma by giving him a different Christian name from
his own, or by misquoting the titles of his bnpks. He seems to think
that it would ruin him altogether were he tcFappear quite an fait with
the concerns and doings of such a low person

.

MVe should be loth to think our brethren of the quill the only offenders

In this w ay ; and indeed this big round world is full of them. In busy life,

a young fellow who claim# kiudred w ith the established has some chance
of getting on—he is smuggled in as one of themselves. Hut long and
heart-breaking is the wait&pg for admission within the busy circle, of him
win) has nothing but his own good lioad and heart to rely upon. Every
attempt to push himself forward is rewarded with a cool supercilious

glance ; no one condescends t(| extend a friendly hand to him. Every
man he addresses turns away to spe*ak with another. He gets embar*
rassed, stammers—they nod coldly to eachpothcr, and it is all up with

him. Oh ! if those who at the bar, or in any other department of mum.
dane business have elbowed themselves into plftce, would but think

how one smile of encouragement, oue cordial word, may sweeten long

years of fluttering expectation, and nerve to fresh exertions, they would
surely be more ready to,come out of tlieir shell of reserve.

This is no very pretty feature of human nature ; and yet, like every

thing else, it lias its uses. It tries and strgngt^^s $he sufferer ; and we
confess we have little tolerance for him who sinks under it. lie shews

a want of staining—he is a puny hot-liouse plant. Give us tlie brawny,

sturdy, spirited fellow, who feels his epurage and determination increased

by each rebuff. Such a man cannot be “ kept down.” . A cold look1 is a

sort of shower-bath* bracing his nerved; a rude rebuff, a wrestling match,

giving toughness to his sinews. Every new encountjei; adds to his skill,

strength* apd endurance, and paves the way for his fihft triumph.

$uch a fellow is our young and beloved bantling, Taits Magazine!

although, honest man, he lias little to complain of the world's tendency

to keeping-dov'n -toffy. On the other hand, the honest and htiKft’ty welcome

he has met with in every quarto 1* where it was desirable, makes us fear

he runs no small <^anc^ of being, spoiled. Our young Gargantua has

been as kindly dandled and fostered by his good gossips of the daily and

weekly press as ever was his great prototype^ $be hero of the immortal

Rabelais—and heartily do we pray that it may be with like good issue.

*Not buf some scurvy knaves, ,whose bad word is more to be desired

titim their praise, have. pretended to look askance on his sprightly in-

fancy, and made mouths at him behind bis back. By the wings of the

wind-mill of Myrebalais, they were best not repeat the joke; “ for,

“ though he be not splenetic flier rash,” yet nothing delights him more

than toJW back a lusty buffet with compound interest.
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INCIDENCE OF TITHES.

Tub time being obviously at hand for the accomplishment of a final and
universal commutation of tithes, it is necessary for our countrymen to

be aware hqw this odious tax has hitherto affected them, in order that

they may look on with intelligence, whilst means are devising for its

extinction. The cant of high churchmen, and those aristocrats to

whom High Church was useful, has, up to tlie present time, been this :~
Tithe is a part of rent ;—if abolished, the peasant would just pay so

much more to the landlord,—it therefore affects nobody ; it is Mother
Church’s landed estate, and nobody has a right to complain of it. Now,
it is our fortune to be entire infidels as to this orthodox logic ; so seep*

tical indeed as, in the first place, to deny the premises ; and, even grant-
ing the premises, still fo resist the conclusion. We deny that tithes

are a part of rent, or have the most distant affinity to rent : we deny
that their abolition would make the farmer pay one farthing more to his
landlord: and even, although we should assent to this preliminary pro*
position, still would we altogether disallow the Jesuitical inference, th#^
they are the imprescriptible right of Mother Church, that they oppress
nobody, and that nobody lias aught to do witli them.

First, then, we undertake to maintain, against all Christendom, and
eke Heathenesse,—that tithes are a bond fide tax upon the produce of
the soil,—that, like all such taxes, they

t
nct in raising the price of that

produce, and, therefore, in throwing the burden upon the consumer.
Were agricultural produce xpt tithed, we uphold, that it would just be
one-tenth cheaper than it now is ; and, consequently, that our tithe-fed
clergy are supported by this increment of price, extracted from every man,
woman, find child, within these realms, who requires food,—peasant, ho-
nourable, or noble. The true state of the case is obvious in the extreme

;

and, if we mistake not, it will now, for a few not very deeply hidden
reasons, begin to be recognised by many wholiave hitherto been afflict-

ed with a marvellously convenient dulness of intellect. A few plain con-
siderations will make Our whole readers understand it ; and, as the mat-
ter is one which affects us en masse, we^iave no hesitation in claiming
for it the attention it so urgently demands. To avoid every complexity
arising from the .vague vastness of the thing, let us suppose some other
article than corn subjected to tithe. Let that article be hats, and fancy
that we employ as much power in this manufacture, as produces one hun-
dred per week. iithed, ninety hats only would remain to the capitalist

;

and, is it not evident as an axiom, that he will act in regard of the sale
of these ninety, precisely as if they were his whole production ? That
he actually produced \en more, signifies not a whji. Ninety are his
whole efficient return ; and, from ninety he must extract his necessary
reimbursements. Now, these necessary reimbursements have evidently
no connexion whatever with the number of hats produced : they de-
pend solely upon the expense of men and capital required for the ma-
nufacture. The expense remaining the same, the reimbursements ne-*
eessarily remain also the same, whate^jgr the mere quantity of produce*
For the ninety hats then, he must just receive as. much money as he
would have demanded for the whole hundred, in case of his being free
from tithe ; and all that the tax thus doe?, is to raise the price of edch

hy one-tenth. Supposing £90 were lift adequate money return, it

ft clear, that, on the imposition, of tithe, he will make eaer^urchaser
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pay twenty shillings for a hat, which he would have Otherwise sold for

eighteen shillings. The wearer or consumer would thus pay just two shil-

lings in behoof of Mother Church ; and, were her tithes abolished, the

price would 60 far fall. On whom the burden falls, then, in this case,

is clear; and, if it is still contended, that the same thing will not hap-

pen* supposing corn the tithed article, it must be upon the ground, that

there is something about the mode of producing corn, in an-economical

point of view, which applies to no other manufacture.

Now it may be said, and said plausibly, that there is such a flfeouliaru

ty,

—

rent being paid by no producer but the agriculturist ;—w'hich re-

markable circumstance may alter all the bearings of this question. If

tithe is a part of rent, doubtless this peculiarity will altogether demolish

our reasonings; but we can slicftv, without difficulty, that the rent of any
manufacture subject to rent, would he precisely of the same amount,

whether the produce was tithed or not ;—and, to determine the mooted
point, this showing will of course suffice? Add, for this purpose, to our

original supposition another, odd perhaps, but easily granted and followed

Suppose,
.fir* t, that by increase of the number of wearers, more bats

tie to be wrauted than the foregoing one hundred ;
and, suppose, srcondfy'y

t no more could be produced, except at the expense of more than the

proportional labour. The state of things may be so unfavourable, that

double the strength of men and capital, which were adequate to produce

the first one hundred, may not he able to produce more than onejpb^
dred and ninety ; half the strength being employed in producing the one
hundred as before, and the lflew half only producing ninety. Sup-

pose again, that the rough material, or felt, were got from a quarry
and that the cause of the increased diftfculty of production is the

circumstance of all quarries being more difficult
#
to work than the one

at the command of the first manufacturer. If this quarry is upon a

third person's ground, it is a moral certainty that its proprietor will

address our said first manufacturer somewhat after the %llowing wise

:

—

«

J“ I see, Sir, your neighbour employs as many men and as much capital

as you, and is satisfied with ninety hats per week ; it is clear, therefore,

you could go on quite well, though you also had only ninety; and since

you produce a hundred, you ipust give me the surplus ten, and make
yourself equal with your friend, otherwise you shall no longer have the

use of my good and easily-wrought quarry.” To a moral certainty, as

wre have said, such language would be held, and just "on account of its

entire reasonableness the manufacturer must needs submit. The new
arrangement then would be as follows :—Each of ttyqAotive produced
would get the samo number, viz. ninety bats in return for his week^s

labour and outlay, and the possessor of the preferable quarry would

receive the ten as Rent. Supposing, as before, £90 to he the capitalist's

adequate reimbursement, and, as the hats, in order to afford it, must sell

for £1 each, £10 would be tho proprietor's money rent. Without one

iota of difference, does %11 this apply to the c ase of corn ;—rent aris-

ing and being determined, solely because we have to operate upon soils

of varied fertility. Let us now proceed one other step, and consider the

‘operation of Tithe.

The second manufacturer wh^fiproduces the ninety hats, after paying

his tenth or tithe, would have cighty-one remaining ; and the first manu-
facturer who produces the hundred, would, after tithe, have bnly ninety

remaining. Now the cause ojf^ent was the difference of the ‘quantities
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put*them upon an equality. The first manufacturer, therefore, cannot

mrirpay ten hats in rent, as that would reduce his clear returns to one

below his neighbour's. Rent will, therefore, be reduced to nine ; each

M&hnufacturer will retain eighty-one as return for outlay ; and the bishop,

cfr other hierarfeh, will receive nineteen . Rent thus appears reduced,
9
but

it is only rent in kin$—not rent in money or in value /-—for mark the other

consequence. For these eighty-one hats the manufacturer mu6t still

have his adequate return or his £90; and will not now* therefore, sell them
below Jfl, 2s. 2§d. sterling each. Every wearer is thus taxed in the

amount of 2s. 2§d. for each article he consumes ;
but the proprietor suf-

fers nothing, nor is his rent changed,—nine hats at this higher rate

amounting to £10, exactly as before.

Who then pays for the hunters and fox-hounds of Mother Church ?

Landlords or public ?—rent or price of corn ?—nobody or every body ?

Had our hard-working population not been to be gulled, and Younger
Sons Bishopped, there would not—at least for these many years—-have

been one man inclined even to put the question. Not in all the science of

economy does a more irrefragable truth exist, than that the tithing of

the produce of any one manufacture must just raise its price and imp&ae

a tax on its consumer. Except in so far as he consumes, the landlord^
nowise affected by tithe, nor is there one farthing of it drawn from reht-

sqgrces. The oppression, the just odiousness of our church tax, is now
$$fj||fore, apparent. Inasmuch as it falls upon the necessaries of food,

atfPWsimioh as an individual’s consumption of mere necessaries, varies

very little with his rank or wealth ; thtt burden of church revenues is

qlmost equally distributed over our whole population; or, in other words,

*traie is as near as possible ?o a poll tax.

We enter not here upon the question as to whether these revenues

are enormous ; we ask not, nor wish to inquire, whether the Reverend
Father brings to market a full return for the sweeping sum fie pockets.

These, in regard of our present purpose, are ulterior topics ; and we
unhesitatingly declare, that although it had already become evident as day,

and as such, been accepted by all men,—that those many millions of our

good money are worse ^han wasted, and every Hierarchy no better than a
night-mare, bestriding the human intelligence, impeding the course of

improvement, and marring human happiness, to the full extent of its

impotent powers ; we should yet consider the existence of that church,

and the yearly destruction of the immense revenue it absorbs, as evils

light as a very feather, compared with the revolting fact, that its sub-

sistence is drawn almost wholly from the earnings of the poor ; and that

bur Modern Priors, and Reformed Abbots, roll amidst a wealth, and wax
sleek and leering, upon benefices upheld by the toils of the wretched !

Every atrocity at all similar to a poll tax, haft been long banished from our
political codes, and lay-systems of finance.* Not unexceptionable these

last yet are,—nay, full of partialities, and running over with a very

* We, of course, allude to a direct or positive taxation only ;—that sort of taxation
which flows from commercial restriction and monopoly, is not included under the
foregoing condemnatory sentence. The granflkaX of this nature,—a tax before whose
magnitude all the taxes of our tax-blessed country shrinks into insignificance,—the
com law—is, of course, directly a Poll-Tax ; whatever we have said above of this
species ofjGaxation, we request may also be applied to it. At the %cry lowest com-
putation, ‘|t sweats our population, and, of ttm, mostly the poor, out of above

„ *19,000,000 anminltv

!
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superabundance of abuse ; but schemes for the maintenance of a revenue
to be paid in equal sums by the rich and poor, the child and the grown
man,—they have either in shame relinquished, or piously abandoned in

favour of Mother Church. To sound lovers of orthodoxy, to resolute

supporters of “ things as they are," it will doubtless afford satisfaction

to be informed, that by tables of British statistics, it may be made abun-
dantly manifest, that out of every twenty shillings of lithe-raised income,

fifteen are paid solely and exclusively by our labouring and indigent

population ! The beauty and philosophy of this unique arrangement wo
profess our utter inability to comprehend; but we wonder not,—for we
are none of the initiated. The acknowledged and absolute principle of all

modern theoretical finance,—that a man should contribute to the public

revenue something in proportion to what he costs, which again is not far

from being proportionate to his income, has always struck us as just,

humane, and generous ; but canon law is most probably upheld by Tran**

scendental logic ; and the Reform Bill hag left us no leisure of late for

Transceudentals. To Mother Church, it is njjt in her submissive children

to fnean any ill ; and, with much pain, does our reverent allegiance ven-

ture one question as to her conscientiousness, or a remark on her wise

regulation*. All cognizant of her \ irtue, and all steadfast in our obe-
dience, it yet strikes us as a strange thing, and, perchance, an awful,

when we look to the hordes of England’s semi-barbaric peasantry,

and calculate the money paid in support of her by the very macsHL
breakers and stack-yard burners, whose crimes evoke groans HBfrt

pampered prelates, and induce tupturnings of the pious eyeball it

is startling, we say, and solemn, to ask, why these men are now in>,

brutal ignorance ! or, after the methods of !iuman arithmetic, to com*
pare the value paid them in return, in the shape of sermons to

ears polite^ divine-riglit discourses, tropes, flowerif, and milky words

!

Doubtless, in the eyes of Mother Church, is the sorely defective

balance-sheet made up, by that mysterious Honour thought to be done
us by the Great, when they oppress and ride mankind. Not singular is

She ; as w o w ho look on the fantastic world from a commanding watch-

tow er, cun in good conscience aver. The warrior, or great king, whose
epithets fill all lands, applies to myriads doses of it indeed plentiful

;

and therefore thinks not of the sweltering misery and clotted gore

underneath liis
“ fields of the cloth of gold —the dead soldier's widow

must not weep since her king laughs, and his foodless ehildren are free

to expend their cries in huzzaing out their king’s name. What more
sweet sounding in The House at one time, than a West Indian’s harangu&l

and what more comfortable and complacent, Ilian a dinner by “ the

Interest,” to a negro-hating, white-loving statesman? The ground

below is terrible to common eyes, but then there is the compensating

Honour ! So rolls the car of Juggernaut crashing on ; and it is said the

grim god smiles, when the victim’s blood spouts above the chariot

wheels. Bland Hierarchsi! Reverend Fathers, meek and mild ! Do you
smile likewise? Does it increase the comforts of your downy couches,

that you know whence your luxurious ease has proceeded ?

So much then for the question of Incidence. We trust we have inquiry

ed to the satisfaction and good pleasure of all, whether or not church-

tax, in its present form, affects nobody ; and whether or not ifcis (* no
“ grievance.” To all intent* and purposes do we maintaif^ vgiat this

justly odious import acts as a Poll-Tax; and nowhere else! fe any esu.
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lightened land, can we meet at this day with one open, cherished and de-

fended relic of what is emphatic ally the finance of our most barbarous an-

tiquity. The very name of Tithes thus carries us to the days of ( ade and

Tyler, and, oddly enough, its coming extinction will be mainly owing to

the Cades ancTTylers of Ireland Faitlier jet, however, we have to do

with our friends Jhe Jesuits; and again we dare them to the combat.

Even allowing tithe to be a Rfnt-Tax, and, as such, the annual produce

of ceitam lands , it apy tiling but follows, as they aver, that none but

Mother ( hui ch has to do with it, that it < an he no gue\ ante, 01 is by

no one to be complained of. That all tins is tiue is quite possible, but

it must l>e established by anothei soit of showing, and does not follow from

these piennses. To a\oid complexity and unnet essaiy hypotheses, take

the case of the Scottish ( hurch, Tenuis in then piesent shape aie rent-

taxes, andtheiefoie appeir the flint neither immediate nm lemoto of

any one individuals oi class of imli\ iduals* mdustiy They, as well as

all such, nny be said to belong to nobody ,—hut only because they belong

to (i ay body.
r
l his peculiai chaiacter of rent-taxes will bo at once un-

derstood if oui rcadeis leler to the natme of lent. The rent of A 10, talk-

ed of above, aiose, as tliey will remember, and went into the piopnetor's

pocket, without any exei tion or mdusti y of Ins whatsoev ei bo it is with all

real rents And if, before tenuis ai c pi k< ii vsi n by individuals, gov ernment

f
'opi lated them, or pait of them as levenue, that pait of its revenue

d never he shown to aliec t any poison, or to intei feie with any spec ics

idustrv . All the blustering and halclt id ish about “ no griev nice, ’ le-

duces itself, we piesume, simply to w Jiatfw e h ive s ucl But the question le-

^fliairis quite open legal ding the malieiiible light of e\eiy citi/en of a fiee

Empire to see to the propA employment of that levenue,—its ustful and
impartial application. 1 lie re\ enue bung public revenue, is therefoie the

property of all, anH it matteis nothing as to its source If a mui feels

himself aggriey ed by an mjuuous 01 paitial dnection of the expenditure,

it is surely tlffe most miseiable of inockcues to tell him that the levenue

arose from ient-taxes, and theiefuic that he has nothing to do with it.

The absuulit) is at once demolished by the retort

—

Who thin has to do

with it 9—and it were most easy to demolish it a thousand times—to heat

and xe-beat the beaten , only not so desuable, inasmuch as we are alike

charjrOf our own woicls and tender of the patience of the leadci —But let

the moial of the argument we coinbat, not pass hei e without maiked obser-

vation. Oftendias the song of “ no bunion" been dinned into oui eais,

and oft flung with indignation at the prying and restless Dissentei,—

a

fact than which nothing could more clearly betoken a conscious lack of

more defensiblegrounds. In intellectual warfaie, the outwoiks sue never
defended, except there are prophetic bodings of the insufficiency of the

merits of the stronghold ; ami the stubbornness with which the adiocates

of our Establishments have stuck to this shallow sophism, is a memo) able

evidence, either of their convictions Or their fears, that the portion of

retenue m question is not at piesent expended with a proper breadth of
view towards the general utility ; and that Establishments, as they now
exist, might not fairly be supported, were then sustenance derived from
the population at large, or if the population at large “ had anything to
“ do” with their economy. More on this subject we shall impress at an
After time.*

* If, la^ foregoing papci, ue may seem to have spoken disrespectfully of any
set ofmen who differ fiom us, we beg it to be undeistood distinctly, thpt this disre.



BRITISH WRITERS ON AMERICA

Ii is much easiei to find fault than to drag reluctant beauty to the light

of day Any one can carp and caul / for to be able to*do this it is

only necessary that he should feel annoyed. But to feel the fine harmo-
nies of natuie,—to point out the sunny-side of society, requnes»kindred
susceptibilities, and the powei of expressing aptly* what has been gene-
lously conceived We heaitily wish tint it were in our power to impress
this truth upon the conviction of British tiavellers m general, and Bri-
tish ti ivelleis in America m paiticular John Bull does not like to be
put out of his way , and he is, moreoi er, convinced that he himself is a
model of perfection. A Frenchman is trivial , a German is loutish , air

American clownish, but John—absolute John—is gallant without fit*

volity,—^taul without sluggishness,—independent without ludeness, at

least ho believes himself to he so
r

l he consequence of this, again, is,

that, although at the he id of his own t ible, one of the w armest-hcarted
fellows th it ever looked and talked consequentially, ho no sooner steps

abroad th in ho begin*, to make himself unlnppv, censmelns neighbours,

and become at once impertinent md disigrcexble The consequence is,

that John is in a fin way to get himself voted a bore all the world
ovei It is chiefly it the expense of Amenca thit he has of

exhibiting this imiable ti ait of hsclnruter, ind, as ptiseveiingtB
such i line of conduct nny, one d iv or anothci. It id to linple isant coBP
sequences, we tJimk it high time^o appeil to his good sense, of which,

after ill, lie possesses moie than stnngeisiie ^icmed to give him credit

foi, lespeitmg the ibsuidity of lus < undue t In other words, we pro-

pose to oi eihaul, in a summaiy manner, one or two j>f oui late wnteis
on America •

* First on the list comes Captain Ilall—as good a fellow as
#
ov er stepped

between stem and stein—and a gieat fool into the bargain. A propen-

sity to theonse and smbble is with him an heieditaiy disease Jn his

case, this caioethes shewed itself at first m rathei a pleasing form,—as

fevers sometimes send a higher flow of spirits, and a more lustious flash

of the eye befoie them as herilds of then appioacli, 01 as the delate
hectic forebodes sickness at the core The C aptain's Loo-Choo, ana his

Cruises off the ( oast of South Amenca, are as nice Summer leading a*

any lady in the land could desne. The poor man began to fcike airs

upon his success, to talk big among the crowds that congregated to see

t

spect attaches solely to those who, while a certain opinion was the safest, chose ta

cling to it without examination as to its truth , and, as we may not unchautably add,

without any 1 egui d foi the truth w hatsoevei To the fetiucn “ the fitting is alw a> h the

true ,
” and they may, thcrefoie, take What they h ivc got It weie uncandid, how ever,

to disguise or conceal thetict, that manywhom we believe to be conscientious inquireis,

and accordingly reverence as sfich, likt w lse hold the opinion that Tithe is Rent-

Tax. We profess ourselves in this, as in most things, follow ers of Dai id Ricardo,

at»d nothing we have yet seen has shaken or tended to shake oui opinion of his accu-

racy. His views have hcen adopted and expounded by Mi. Mill, Mi. Macculloch,

Sir Henry Parnell, and otheis of our most distinguished economists. The leader Of

the hostile party appears Mr. T. P. Thomson ol Cambridge, who threw down the

gauntlet in his clevei pamphlet, “ The true Theory of Rent.” Some time hereafter

we may be tempted in all probability to take pirt m the wai, and to follqw out the

effects of the com monopoly ; meanwhile, let the foregoing aitirlc go fo*f$Twith no

other pretension than that of being a popular and approximate illustratfiwfc of what

we deem the truth upon a question becoming every day of more instant importance.
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that rarest of all lions, a sea one ; and to fancy himself destined for

higher achievements. Like all men of small and lively intellect, he was
extremely fond of forming theories respecting what he had never seen

;

and of defending them with particular warmth against every one who
epokc from personal observation. The cn,ste to which hb belongs are

eminent for thein vituperation of every thing American ; and he, know,
ing nothing of the matter, became, of course, a zealous patroniser of our

cousins across the Atlantic. The conclusion to which he came was cor.

rect ; but not exactly in the manner he understood it. The Americans
are not, in reality, the beings whom bigotted tones picture to them,
selves ; but to them they must always appear such. Our kind, warm,
hearted seaman was right in thinking they must have many good points.

His mistake lay in supposing that a person, nursed in his prejudices,

holding his opinions, could discover them.

Away lie posted to America, with his mind made up to find the iuha.

bHants such as he had often demonstrated they must necessarily be, and
prepared to be most extravagantly delighted w ith *every thing lie saw.
i( I knew how it would be/' said a gentleman and scholar of our

acquaintance, who chanced to cross the Atlantic in the same packet.
“ There was an exaggerated determination to admire every thing, that

could not fail to break down/' And so it proved. The Americans,

«
atever they might be in other respects, were not exactly the kind of

ngs Captain Hall’s restless fancy had pourtrayed them ; and the

ment he discovered this, they fell one hundred per cent, in lii9 esti-

mation. The land might be a very good land ; but it w as not the kind

of land he expected to see. This was one of the fruits of his sage deter,

mutation to go to America without consulting any of his predecessors.

Had such a restless gues«*er as he, been capable of keeping his mind a

perfect tabula rasa
,
the resolution would not hat e been so much amiss

;

but had he known any thing of his own character, he would have dis-

covered, that want of information could not keep him from prejudging

the people he was about to visit. The question was, whether he should

deduce his opinions from slender data or from none. He preferred the

latter alternative.

Soured at finding the realities ofAmerica did not at once fit into the nice

little pigeon-holes he had prepared in his mind for receiving them, in-

stead of setting about to reform his own pre-conceptions, he immediately

began % condemn, in good set phrase, every thing that differed from
them. The same amiable mood prompted him to retoiain a sturdy non.

conformist in* all those little trifles, which every man, who wishes to

Jive comfortably in a foreign country, acquiesces in. For example, in

.America (as in Germany), the dinner-hour is earlier than with us, and
It is a thing almost unheard of for travelled to dine elsewhere than at

the table-d*Jitite. “ But brother Jack? had ta'en the pouts/' afid must
have his dinner when and where he would ; and the consequence was,

great annoyance to the worthy bonifaces, ’Who had never dreamed of

such out-of-the-way doings, great discomfort to our traveller himself, and
an immense accession to bis bile. Another circumstance fairly overthrew
what remains of good humour he had left. He had blown his trumpet
pretty loudly, announcing both far and near, that he Was come ge

judge of assize to sit in judgment on them. What more natural than

for tlgt Americans, when they saw “ Vchield amang them talcin' notes,"

to evince some little curiosity respecting th<$ opinion he entertained of

them? Yet this the Captain immediately set down as a solecism in
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American manners , aggravated by the want of proper docility in

receiving his strictures, as if those who saw his half-knowledge, or total

misapprehension, were bound to acquiesce in all his pragmatical stric-

tures ! All his fairy castles had now dispersed in thin air ; and in a
mood, compared with which, Johnson, growlingly and reluctantly dragged

as a raree-show through Scotland, was gentleness and affability itself,

and Smollett (poor Sterne’* Smelfungus) the very milk of human kind*

ness. Captain Hall went “ dim-sounding on his perilous way,” pro-deter-

mined to walk through the land fro# Dari to Beersheba, and cry that

all was bairen. Indeed, he seems himself to be more than half aware of

this, his most blessed condition. One-half of his book is taken up with

apologizing for the the tone he assumes. He felt that he was express^

ing himself with too much warmth, but could not think of moderating

his expressions. It would have been undignified to reconsider, and
troublesome to re-write his book—so he betakes himself to little so-

phisms, to quiet his own conscience, and silence his revolted reader.

The truth is, that his facts do not bear«out his inferences. Captain

Hall has the feelings and principles of a gentleman, and could never
dream of stating what was not. But, unluckily, he glides from position

to conclusion, down the soft flowing stream of passion, instead of toiling

along the hard, dry high-way of logical inference. He is ei erywhere

kindly aqd warmly received. Every nook and corner of the 'land* every

domestic arrangement, is laid bare to his scrutinizing, peering, inquiajk

tive gaze. No concealment is attempted, but frankness is the order^|f

the day. And how does he proceed to his business of calm and impflib*

tial observer ? lie finds, in New Vork;, the most effective establishment

for extinguishing fires it lias been his lot to^meet with ; and his first

thought is to grumble at the firemen for making too much noise. He
examines, at West Point, an admirably organized military academy; he is

told that it has been the means of sending well instructed engineers to

every Quarter of the Union ; and he disapproves of it upo^ certain spe-

culative reasons of preference for a standing army, which it is intended

to supersede ; and demonstrates, upon abstract grounds, to his own
entire satisfaction, .that his informants must be mistaken. He visit*

several penitentiaries, and acknowledges that they are admirably con-

ducted ; hut then, in his opinion, based upon no knowledge of the pecu-
liar circumstances of America, the punishment of death is indispensable

in every well-regulated society. His objections never amount to art

assertion that the system does not work well, but merely tha#bis own
maggoty brain could fi&tch a better.

But, it is not in regard to America alone that the Captain has la-

boured to keep his mind free from all previous information ; he seem*

to have crossed the Atlantic with an ignorance of his own country, very

pardonable in a sailor, but tfbt at aU enhancing his qualifications to judge

of another. He instances many peculiarities of American society, which
he might have found fipurishing rankly and luxuriantly at home. He
goes so far, that he mention! as characteristic, that, on the Erie Canal, the

passengers are^in the habit of jumping out, and running or walking* a
little in advance of the boat. Did he ever travel, we wonder, in an
English stage-poach ? In the days of our youth, it was customary todrt

Something “ very near this," while the process of changing horses waA
going on. Again, the Captain attributes to the democratical institu-

tions of America, what he calls the rambling unsatisfactory character of
the legislative debates ; but; had ho ever visited St* Stephen’s, or overt
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a meeting of the freeholders of his native county, he might have wit.

neased an equally bush-fighting style of debate, under our monarchical

(we beg pardon, corporation and paper-vote) system of government.

Lastly, he instances as the result of a defect in the American frame of

polity, that the police is rather feeble in the back settlements. But he

does not say that it is more so than in our own, where, in addition to the

blessed supremacy of King, Lords, and BoroUghmongers, bowed down to

by every true Briton, the inhabitants acknowledge the additional and
no less awful rule of,Lieutenant-governor, Council, and Provincial As-
sembly.

From Captain Hall, whose volumes contain moro pretension, with a

comparatively less portion of solid information to excuse it, than any
we have lately perused, we turn to Mrs. Trollope* We have said, and
justly, that it is not of mis-statements that America has to complain in

the Captain case. It is because of the envenomed spirit, which always

discovers an unfavourable symptom in the mere trifle, that she is entitled

to grumble. Mrs. Trollope goes further; for, with double his quantity

of spleen, she is by no means particular about the accuracy of her state-

ments. But we are anticipating.

Mrs. Trollope sailed in the Autumn of 1827, for New Orleans. She
had left her husband behind, and was in company with Miss Wright, tin

amiable but weak-minded enthusiast, who undertook to demonstrate,

experimentally, the equality of blacks to whites in point of intellect,*—'

tired of the task, in a short time, ami traversed America, preaching an
entire revolution in the moral and religious world,—and finally settled

down into a wife. What Mrs. Trollop! *s views were in going to America,

is nowhere very explicitly stated. She ascended the Mississippi ; parted

in a pet from her philosophical friend, and settled, for rather more than
a year, in Cincinnati. She then crossed the Alleganies ; visited Wash,
ington ; and took up her abode, for a tittle, in a small town on the banks
of the Potomac. She afterwards visited Philadelphia, and finally am-
barked at New-York for England.

One remark forces itself upon us, on looking back to the very outset

of this tour, A lady, evidently not genteel—for she belongs most une-

quivocally t6 the silver-fork school—but accustomed to all the snug com-
forts of a Loridon life, transports herself at dftce to the back woods of

America. She has no employment but to sit and brood over the loss of

the buttered muffins, which find no succedaneum on her breakfast-table ;

and shells too' helpless to supply, by her own devices, the want of the

little amenities which custom has made indibpensable!'to her. The peo-

ple around lies: are almost exclusively emigrants, whom want has drawn
from their eastern home—busied in the first great task of securing a

livelihood. The lady has, moreover, quarrelled with her Utopian friend,

for having lured her to this uncouth lam$*bnd is dreadfully afflicted

with the sullens. Now, we put the even to a Quarterly Reviewer,

Was she in a fit situation, and a proper tempflfr, to judge of the refine,

ment of the Americans ? Take a parallel case. Suppose a Parisian

baduud to be transported at once from the Bouievards to the coast of
Merioneth, or to some valley in the distant Lewis, and forced, by dfu
eumstances, to spend a year there ;—would he be entitled to pass judgment
upon the tone of society among the educated classes of England ?

Let us follow the lady on her tour. She takes a flying glance at

Washington, where she is obliged to &tnftit a bettor tone of society pre.

vails. She then squats among the slave -holding buckskins of Virginia,
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And here, as formerly, at New Orleans she forged that all that is

worthy of blame is the consequence* not of democratical institutions, hut
of that moral blight, domestic slavery. Her last .visit is to Philadel-

phia; and here the picture is really pleasing. The heart of the woman
relents ; and the little malicious strokes which she at times deals out, are
equally applicable to our side of the Atlantic. The ladies of the Doreas
Society will find admirable pural^M# in ouy sermoti-liupting patrons and
promoters of repositories andcharitable sales of ladies' work. •Keeping
in view that Mrs. Trollope enjoyed such a transient glimpse of Arneri.

can polished life—that her friends and intimates were evidently of that

class whose minds^are more occupied with business than elegant accom-
plishments—that rher connexion with the fair preacher against Christi-

anity and wedlock, (fqjf they are no more tolerant on these points in

America than here,) must have clung to her like a plague-spot, shutting
against her the doors of the bulk of cautious, steady citizens—we
feci no-ways surprised at the virulence with which she writes about
a country, where she must have felt herself so awkwardly circum-
stanced. Indeed, her diatribes appear not only natural but pioper,

when wre learn, from the incidental statement of her soil's leaving her
*

to enrol himself at Oxford, that the work lias been compiled for the
pious and maternal purpose of recommending the son of sy orthodox a

mother, tp the paternal care of the heads of colleges.

So fardll has been quite proper. Mrs. Trollope is veiy angry with
America and Americans

;
and it is just and proper that she should vent

her spleen, like a true woman, in a hearty stfftd. It is not quite proper,

however, in her to tell fibs, or wlmt as bad, unaccredited stories,

for the purpose of giving greater finish to her invective. Scarcely one
of her anecdotes is given as the result of her o%n observation ; they are,

for the most part, picked up u$ that fountain-head of trustworthy in-

formation, the tea~t$ble. The Atrocious calumny against Jefferson itself,

is hazarded *on no better authority. Not a few of her stories we recog-

nize as old friends whom we have met before in the page*? of American.

Annuals. And even in what she saw herself, laying aside her spjenetic

microscope and viewing objects in their natural size, we recognise, as in

the case.of Captain TIall, many traits common to us wlthJtbp-Americans.

The proceedings at the4Damp Meeting are very foolish mdeed, hut not

without a parallel in tho annals of the Southcotian, llowitc, and other

heresies In our own land. The scene at the theatre in New York is

odd enough—but then Mrs. Trollope wras forewarned that no respectable

person could go to* that particular establishment. If ladies wil^go to

naughty places, what can they expect ? # t

We proposed at first to advert to the frequent attacks upon America
in the Quarterly Review ; hut it is not worth while. The character of'’

that publication is too w'eUJaiown. It was started to defend every old*

existing abuse against the vigoroi^attacks of the Edinburgh. Search

was made aiftong the magnates of the land and the dignitaries of the
church, but nti^onc of them was found able to advocate the cause of
his order. They fjere obliged to intrust their defence to a self-edu-

qwted shoemaker,—himself a living proof of plebeian capacity, as they
Were of the inadequacy of the institutions which gave them power to

embue them with ability. The last number of the work shews, as in a
mirror, the souls and tenets of its supporters. There is a hit of learn-

ing for the scholar, and a bit of fine feeling for the lover of humanity

;

and then, under tl^s gilding, there is a hitter nauseous pill of falsehood
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and sophistry* Mrs. IJroilope is weieompd with avidity ; bitter Inuendoesi

are appended to her semanis } every l%ht inW dark picture is struck

out, in ardor that one <ftnfused chaoikitt&ss alone may remain ; and the

few iketehds of American worth and virtue with which she has thinly

sprinkled hefr work, Are anxiously passed over in silence. Next, a

retainer of quality is introduced to tell us his adventures at Melton

J^whray, that we may become yet more eiiamoured of the land which

hOf such . a Delphos for the centre of its mvilizatiqp, The great end

pndr aim of his article 15 to tell us that he has twice followed the hounds,

and actually been admitted to the table of a “ noble bon-vivant." The
adventures of the evening are detailed with a minuterus and reverence,

which shew the writer would have previously deemed a voyage to the

Pole fhorter and of less difficult achievement t&ftD the journey he had

made upwards into good society. Admitted to the table of a " noble

bon~vivant !
9f

And it is upon the authority of such specimens of prosti-

tuted talent—of men who sacrifice every feeling of independence, and
the consciousness of powerful* cultivated, honest minds—who belie their

|eelings for the mean purpose of obtaining admission to a society which

^despises thorn,—that we are to credit all the idle tales we are told con-

cerning American rudeness.

The Americans need have no fear. Our countrymen have more sense,

than to tdke their opinions of blood-relations from the distasted ac-

counts of petty whipster book-makers, disappointed vixens*

toadies. They do not believe that America is more advanced in know-

ledge and refinement than Europe
; tyit they know that, with slightdi»

vergencies, both hemispheres arflj^ftb's respect nearly abreast of each

other. And they know, that both being yet far from the goal, their

generous Transatlantic rivals start unencumbered by many old prejudices

and social trammels, which we cannot here escape from. The Americans

have many asperities in the intercourse of daily JMp to rub off they

will do well to learn this even from the remarks of enemiefe. But they

have generoifb feeling, sound sense, mid, above a rising literatUTOr—

the only true softener and purifier of manners. It is not to our bullet*

headed and i^-fisted barons of the feudal time^ ^or to the silken

Sybarites ofJ&^age of the last Stuarts, that England owes {ter emi-

nence in minofctnoraR Germany had the ode—rude, boorish, coarse.

France had the other—rotten in their minds as in their hones. It was

the Steeles and Addisons of England who first reclaimed her lordly sa-

vages; and it*was our free institutions which awakened the genius of

these^pliable moralists. Let America remember tfcls ; and, instead of

hankering (as we fpar a few mal-contents still do,) after the aristocratic

‘flesh-pots of Egypt—after “ butter in a lordly dish”—let her look stea-

dily to the East, where only the true sun rises. The diffusion of know-

ledge, and a taste for art, be the great, the unremitted object of her

patriot labours.
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SCOTLAND TAXED
*

BECAUSE OF CHURCH-OF-ENGLANDISM.

Iv another paper of this 'ttumbefr*We have shown that tithes raise ifie

price of the necessaries of life by one-tenth. The tax thus laid upon us
by so clumsy a machinery is a poll-tax ; and we leave it for the con«
sideration of all conscientious men in the religious world, whether,
for religious purposes, a mode of taxation so barbarous ought any longer
to have existence in our statute book. Our countrymen have been
often grievously charged with exclusive attention to their own na$owest
interests, and a few of them perhaps justly. On our strong representa-

tions on behalf of tithe-oppressed populations, these latter will cross

their arms, make off with something in imitation of a Bond Street

swagger, and recommend us to leave the English and Irish witflP their

battle, as this is no business of ours. We can tell these Samantaii&U
differently. The tax is not confined to Ireland and England. Our own
church, it is true, is not tithe*#upported, and, gt any rate, is not a dear
one ; but, besides paying for it, we also are taved, because of the Eng-
lish Ataa iitER vur hies, just as severely as any Englishman or

IrUhtiSwmn the United Kingdom. Startling the fact may be,—new it

will appear to many,—but, faui ir is; and we invoke all Scotland’s

energies to deliver us from the extraordinary grievance? Mark how the

matter stands. We have said and tflroinfthat, because of tithe, the price

of corn is heightened by one-tenth. Now Scoyand, compared with Eng-
land and Ireland, in an agricultural point of view, is i trifle—a single

small corn field. The price current of England, therefore, necessarily

determines the price¥here ; and HMa a natural and immediate consequence,

that by whatever affects English consumers, Scottish consumers are /ilso

affected. The most ordinary method of considering the tithe question

brings this out as distinctly as could be done by scientific demonstration.

Is not every farmer and every smatterer in economics aware, that tithe

in England prevents an immense quantity of land from b4§fag*broken up ?

Remove tithe, then, anrt^he plough is instantly in action ; the increased

production of corn brings down prices, and the Scottish consumer obtains

his share of the relief. We by no means say that the quantum of tax or

revenue thus extracted from us goes to the pockets of the southern

Bishops, but it is nearly the same as if it did. What becomes d$R, and
whom every meal-eater is thus made to carry upon his shoulders, is no
inscrutable mystery. The tithe-raised price forces into cultivation worse

4

soils than would otherwise be brought under the plough. That Scotland is

farther cultivated than England is notorious, nor does she owe it to lief

*

Superior husbandry qfone. The efctra culthation increases rent, and

to our rent-holders, our proprietors—it matters little to the consumer

that their hafl&e wear no mitres—does one share of the tax regularly go.

When wo hear of Scotland having nothing to do with the tithe question,

we laugh. She has nothing to do with it, only if it is unimportant to

<%Ler that every meal-eater is taxed in oue-tenth the price of provisions*

We have brought forward this distinct statement for the purpose of

infusing all the energy of selfishness into our Northern fellow-country-

men's apposition to the continuance of this hateful impost under any

form; bat, be it declared, that for the miserable low-browed Patriotism

which be roused bv the call of friendship, or touched by & disin-
’ a
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terested sympathy—we have neither regard nor toleration. 4* To the

unworthy Caledonian who, in ignorance of the foregoing effect, folds his

arms and refuses help to generous England, we could almost wish, in

punishment, a perpetuity of' the burthen. His case would be no

anomaly in the moral world ; he would be frozen into a new and remark-

able illustration of the beneficent law,, that a man can never neglect or

overlook jiia neighbour, without, by his own selfish hands, inflicting a

wound upon himself.

ON A SHARP DEBATE IN A CERTAIN NOBLE HOUSE.

When “ Noble Lords ” wax hot with (( Noble Lords,
1 '

, How wisely they repeat, those <e Noble words IV

How grand to hear the tc Noble Earl " rebuke
The ignoble meaning of the “ Noble Duke !

n

Convict the i( Noble Viscount "‘#tf a lie

;

Give u Noble Barons ” all but a black eye

;

And prove the “ Noble Marquis, 11 in his mirth.

The saddest fool that ever walk'd the earth.

“ What,'1 asks the poet, “ can cimoble sots ?**

Fine words ’midst broken heads and flying pots.

IRISH MELODIES—No. 1

—

(New Series.)

Air—ce**Away with your Pouting”

Away with your twaddle and prosing,
Your speeches, and similies bright

;

The front of the Whigs Is imposing.
We’ll make no more of them to-nibht.
Oh ! push not the House to division.

Our weakness we’ll only display
j

I would not come into ccffiinon

With fellows who will have their way.

.Bad luck to the baronet, Hobhouse,
Of yore call’d the Westminster flower,—
Pray, did he not cruelly rob us
Of influence, places, and power f

From the first, ’twas his party's intention.
To o’erturn us ere ever we wlstj—
Alas! 1 had cousin*to pension.
And none of then!, then, on the list.

Exhibit no more of your dudgeon,
Rhetorical figure! dou’t sport

;

For Joseph, the Scottish curmudgeon,—
'Tit,figures alone is his forte.

And as for that spalpeen Macaulay.
Who out up xny beautiAil work.
You may search ftptn Aleppo to Salec,
Ere you find such h terrible Turk.

Farewell to our glories for ever,
From the summit of grandeur we're hurl'd j
For the Whigs have inserted a lever
Will alter the course of the world.
Like a true philosophical hero.
In this my unhappy condition.
I'll sit down, and revise “ Talavera,”
And publish a second edition.

No. II.

Ain—u The Meeting of the Waters.”

P« I there ne'er yraS a place to my mem'ry en-

Like the Awer-cover’d mound where no voters
appear'd ,

Contention and wrangling was never known

For the ball was untenanted—empty the chair.

For the hall, Ac.

Vet it was not ’cause harmony smil'd on the

Nor that concord for ages had resident been,
Nor that I, its proprietor, aye had my will,—
It waa something more sterling and beautlftil

It was something, Ac. [still

Twas its affluence. Influence, patronage, power.
That attended my step*, and enlivened each hour

;

It's weight in the senate, my joy and tuy pride,
Excell'd five Scotch boroughs that stand on the

Clyde.
ExceU’d five, Ac.

Sweet mound of Old SarumT tl»o' they've done
thee wrong!

} shall pour my regrets and my feelings in song j

And when on myjteath-bed I calmly recline.
May my ashes, chart* borough, be mingled with
thine. tJ

Majtmy ashes, Ac.

* —
T?

* When shall Scotland cease to be twitted with her Parliamentary selfishness

i

and almost proverbial abasement? The answer is,—when Scotland shall really
appear in Parliament. The forty-five nominees of paper voters, and little Town-
council oligarchies were about as properly her representatives as they were of the
Grand Dnchy of Warsaw. Latterly, however, the MOB broke in ; and, as usual,
did much good. The repute and actions of Mr. Hume recorded its triumphs ; and it

waa aflso the popular voice which Sore into St. Stephen's, across tlfc nocks of 'the

fret&ffftr fuming, village oligarchies, such industrious and independiM||^m^ten aa
Mr. Ross, Mr. Gillon, Sec. Ac.

' M
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PARLIAMENTARY PROCEEDINGS.
Reform.—The Reform Bill has con.

tinued to advance slowly since our last.

The Third Reading Was carried in the
House of Commons, by a majority of
llfi, on Thursday the 22d of March.
It was carried to the Lords, and bfjjphem
read a first time on Monday the 20th,
The Second Reading was voted by a
majority of NINE; and it now stands
committed for the * first day after the
Raster Recess. The speeches of the Op.
position Lords were less characterized

by elocmeqee, or by any novelty in ar-

gumenOplm by exquisite ignorance of
their rear position, and empty bluster.

Lord Ellenborough, in a speech which
set Cocker and Aristotle alike at de-

fiance, told the House that the Bill fis-

franchiscd u both tlie middle and lower
classes.” This enumeration leaves only
the Aristocracy remaining ; hut wc sus-

pect, had the object of the injure
been to enfranchise them exclusively,

his Lordship’s opposition would have
iften much less vehemeut. We have all

- along been unable to conceive any pos-

sible argument against the Scottish Bill,

but his Lordship has helped us to one.
u Under the Bill the Members for Scot-

land would he Presbyterians, distin-

guished for bigotry and a persecuting

spirit.” He concluded with the em-
phatic declaration, “ by rejecting the

Bill, inconveniences might he created ;

but none which might not he met by
a firm Government,” a speech which
shall not be forgotten. The Bishop of

Durham—a minister of peace, was also

of opinion, that “ the dangers of re-

jecting would be transient, and required

but the energetic exei&Ue of the powers
of Government, to be^disarmed of their

terrors.” The Earl of Wicktow gravely

argued, that since Earl Grey had ac-

knowledged the present Bill to he a con-

siderable improvement upon that of last

session* noble Lords “ were called upon,

by the prospect of still greater good,

and further improvement, to vote for

• the rejection of the present measure.”

Hark you 1 that great baby you seo

there u no.t yet out of his swaddling

clouted T|:e Marquis of Londonderry

bawled out, that “ he was not debarred
nor deterred from stating every thing he
heard by delicacy—(laughter^or any
other feeling ! ! ! ” This is honest, but
we can say no more in its fifcoUr.

Really, if the Marquis go on at this

rate, ’he must be kept at homc^ and not

allmvcd u to play the fool hut iu his

own house.” Whether he will ^ enttfre

to do so there, is questionable, for report

avers that vanes are turned by tempests.

Lord Maaisfield thought the House of

Commons, Imth in constitution and con-

duct democratical enough. He believed

that the Lords had tc on many occasions

found the House of Commons interfere

with”—^with what, in Heaven's name?—
“ with some of thmr schemes for public

improvement /” In other words, the

House of Commons stands, even in its

present %tate, too much in the way of
the Lords, and ought to be abolished!

The great danger of the Bill was, that

voters “ would require pledges £rom their

representatives which it was impossible

for them to give ;” as iftherc could be any
danger in a man begging for what can-
not, in the nature ofthings, be given him.
The great crime of -the rotten boroughs
was, that they liad '^pen the means of
sending to Parliament, Members “ too

licentious in the cause of liberty.” The
Duke of Wellington, with more debat-

ing tact than we gaye him credit for,

laid hold of a silly averment by Lord
Melbourne, “ that he did not RRpect any
relief to the distress ofcthe country fropa

this measure.” It is, however, of little

consequence what the expectations of the

noble Secretary arc, and of still leas

what the noble Duke pleases to infer

from them. Lord Winchelsea argued

against the Bill because he found all

its supporters viewing it in reference to

their individual interests. It slipped

out, however, that these supporters em-
braced every class of the community ; so
the noble Earl's observations are in fa-

vour of the Bill. Balaam-like, he has
blessed it. He added, that hie was “ as
much a Reformer as ever,” which is not
improbable; and that, in the event of
Peers being created, he |C would not
condescend to sit in jbhe House*” which

Q2
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would be no great loss. The Duke of
Buckingham attempted to be eloquent,

and even poetical, but only succeeded

in making a sad splutter. He called

Charles I. 44 a Citizen King ;
” told the

Marquis of Shrewsbury he was no gen-

tleman ; and lauded both Houses of

Parliament as perfect specimens of a
tc democratic aristocracy, and aristocratic

democracy.’ * Really, looking to the. po-

lite manners of the Lords, and the libe-

ral (in money matters) legislation of the

Commons, we incline to agree with him.
The Bishop of Exeter anticipated 4C se-

vere lessons ” from the nohle Lords op-

posing ; niul in this lie was not disap-

pointed. Some of his Lordship’s ima-
gery was so lewd, that the Society for

the Suppression of Vice are said to have
it in contemplation to prosecute efery

newspaper that reported it. The law
lords were as dull as usual. Earl Car-
narvon attempted to be witty at the ex-

pense of 44 Hen tell boroughs with barha r-

nus names,” as if he could have found
none such iti Wales. The crime of the

boroughs in question was returning

Charles Kov to Parliament,—we wish
that none of these corporations had hea-

vier faults to answer for. Karl Grey
opened in support of the measure. His
speech was, as usual, characterized by
lucid arrangement, felicitous anil nervous

diction. Wc think, however, without
being one whit less conciliatory, he might
have tnktn his stand on higher ground.
Lord Melbourne,, acknowledged that he

(lid not think the Bill would do any
good beyond quieting the people. 44 The
wish was parent to that thought."

What has such a cold friend to do in the

cabinet Y The Earl of Shrewsbury, not

so hackneyed in the jargon of the House,
told their Lordships some home truths,

which do not seem to have been parti-

cularly relished. Earl Radnor supported

his well-won character for manliness

and patriotism. The Marquis of Lans-
tlowne was the fi.-st to read the Bishop
of Exeter one of the 44 severe lessons” lie

had anticipated. With the most delicate

irony he complimented him upon his effi-

cient discharge of the office of recruit-

ing-officer for the Duke of Buckingham,
insinuating that he doubtless 44 did this

with all the sincerity which was so well

known to belong to him.” The speech

of the nohle Marquis was distinguished

hy its bold and just views, and the ex-

tensive acquaintance with modgfa* his-

tory which it displayed. Next evening
Lord Durham, in a speech of the most
overwhelming eloquence, recurred to the
subject of the Bishop of Exeter, and laid

bar© to the general gaze the mean, ca-

luranioos soul of the triple-turned rene-

gade. Philpotts had doubtless winced

under the fine sneers of Lansdowne, but

Durham’s storm of blows battered and
astounded him. Confused and reeling,

like a drunkard, he rose to explain ,* but

only involved himself further; for his

equivocation called up Karl Grey to give

him the conp-de-prnce

;

and we all know
his Lordship’s power in this way, when
put to his mettle. /The creature is not

likely to disgust the public by another

exhibition. To return to Lord Durham.
His speech was second to none in research

and eloquence, while, in firmness and de-

cision, it is, out of sight, the first deli-

vered during the ‘debate. The power
evinced by his Lordship of wedding the

eimLg&t self-possession and forethought to

all we energy which unbounded passion

lends to other men, entitle him to a high

place in the cabinet. He has more of

Chatham in him than any man now
alive. Hk mpst one *ay be our
Pn t me MiNisTER. Iami Goderich was
respectable. Lord Brougham has of late

been suffering severely in miud and body.

We now come to the 44 convertites.”

The speech of Lord Harrowby was ex-

cellent. That of Lord Wharncliflc Was
also statesman-like, but ought to have
betfn delivered when the Bill was last

before the House ; it contains nothing

lie did not then know. The Bishop of
London was satisfactory. These three

peer* will gulp and swallow the whole
measure. We have now gone over jthe

only important part of the debate ; jpr

the Duke of Buckingham’s notice of a
brail-now plan of reform, and the eulo.

giums passed upon it are rather too fat-

witted a ruse to have much of danger in

them. Wellington protests, and like

Juliet’s nurse, we do rejoice to hear it.”

Their Lordships have been left to 44 chew
the cud of sweet and bitter fancy ” till

after the Easter recess. If by that time
they have not made up .their minds to

pass the measure unniutilated, and Karl
Grey hesitate a moment longer to march
in a grenadier company of peers among
them, why then he will richly deserve the

impeachment with which he has been so

often threatened. We learn, from an
authoritative source, that the chief stand
of the Opposition is to he made on the

metropolitan districts. We have no
great fears on this head so long as the

Parliament continues to sit in West-
minster.

In.EJ.ANi).—On the 2d of April, Mr.
Stanley, in conformity with the first of
the resolutions moved by himself on the

1 3th of March, brought in a bill 44 To
facilitate the recovery of tithes in certain

cases in Ireland, and for the relief of the

clergy of the Established C|tji&h.” Its
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provisions arc i—That the Lord Lieu-

tenant be authorised to advance 00,000/.

tor the purposes of the act ; , that appli-

cations for relief by ecclesiastical persons

who have not received tithe tor the last

past year be made by memorial to the

Lord Lieutenant ; that when an ec-

clesiastical persog is declared cutitled to

relief under the act, his right to tithes

for the last past year ceases, and is vested

in the crown ; that whenever any ec-

clesiastical person has been declared en-

titled to relief, a proclamation shall be
issued by the Lord Lieutenant, enjoining

defaulters to pay their arrears to the

collector of excise in their district, within
one month, under penalty ot suffering

levy and recovery for the sums remain-
ing unpaid ; that the receipt of the Col-

lector of excise shall be a sufficient

receipt ; that ulterior proceedings, if ne-

cessary, shall be instituted in the Court
of Chancery, and that they shall be
summary; that intending petitioners

under the act shall give ten days want-
ing ; that monies paid under the act shall

be placed to the credit of the Teller of

tins Exchequer, and kept separate ; that

parties unjustly sued shall have their

costs pawl from the surplus f“und. Several

Irish members expressed their hostility

to the measure, but declined entering

upon details till the second reading.

In future we propose reserving our
history of the legislative aiul financial

measures of every session till its close.

We shall thus be enabled to communicate
to it a more systematic and satisfactory

character.

TiMITlSH ISLANDS.
The public temper differs from what

it was when wc concluded our last

monthly retrospect only in the accu-

mulated intensity of its silent vehemence.

No demonstrations of importance have

been made, during the interim, in auy
of the three kingdoms. Cholera con-

tinues to gain grouud languidly.

colonies.
A bill was introduced by Messrs. Rice

and F. Baring, oil the 23d of March,
“ to authorise the Commissioners for-

auditing the public accounts of Great

Britain, to audit accounts of tlus receipt

and expenditure of Colonial Revenue.”

The operation of this bill is of course re-

stricted to the Crown Colonies. As its

object is to reduce the number of unne-

cessary officials, and us it bears marks of

the wise system of gradual centralization

and simplification of accounts which his

Majesty’s Ministers have adopted, we
hail it with delight. It is to a pervad-

ing reform of our system of administra-

tion that the colonists, as well as the

mother country, must look for relief

from their real distress. To this they
are entitled, a fact which ought never 'tit?

be forgotten amid our squabbles with
them in vindication of the rights of their

black peasant! y.—A bill was introduced

on the 10th of April, “ To allow the im-
portation of lumber, and of fiih and pro-

visions, duty-free, into the islands of
Barbadoes, St. Vincent, and St. Lucia,
and to indemnify the Governors and
others of those islands for having per-

mitted their importation duty free.” We
would request the attention of the slav e-

holders to the fact, that all their real

grievances and distresses are readily$st-

ened to by the people of this country,

andwhen it is possible, promptly remedied
or ndievfd. That we extend the same
good will to llie sable victims of their

oppression is out of regard to the sacred

rights of the slave, not out of enmity to

the master. They shall ever liml us kind
kinsmen ; but whatever power circum-
stances may give us over them shall be
used to check them jn the career of op-,

pcession.

West Indies In our historical

summary for last "mouth we hazarded-

the opinion that a crisis was approach-,

ing in the history of our slave-holding

colonies. *lt may not be unnecessaiy

,

with a view to judging more accurately

of the progress of•evenIs, to recapitulate

here the late transactions betvvrgu these

provinces, and the general government.

-—An order *in Council "was passed on
the 2d November, 1831, for improv ing

the condition of slaves in British Gui-
ana, Trinidad, Saint Lucia, Mauritius,

and the Cape of Good Hope. This or-

der was intimated to the Governor of
these colonies by a despatch from Lord.

Goderich, bearing date the i?th of the

same month. On the JiOth of Decem-
ber his Lordship again addressed the

Governors of the Crown colonies, in-

timating the intention o{ Government to

bring forward, at the earliest possible

period, a fiscal arrangement for the • re-

lief of such of them as should be fouud

to have obtempered the Order, and of

such colonies, possessing Legislative As-
semblies, as should have declared its

provisions to have the force of law. A
< ircular of the same date, from his

Lordship, to the Governors of the West
India Legislative Colonies, conveyed a
similajjfljjttimation. He entered, in thaL
document, into a detailed defence of the
conduct of Government in substituting

this mode of enforcing an amelioration
iu the condition of the slaves, for the

course of authoritative admonition, which
had been pursued for nine years, \vWu
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out producing auy effect.—In a circular

to the same authorities, dated tW 16th

December, he requests each of them,

If the Assembly of his Colony be not in

session at the time of his receiving the

Order, to convoke that body, together

with the Council, at the earliest period,

for the purpose of taking so important

a question into consideration.—The
despatch including the Or^er in Council,

was received in Demerara on the 19th

of December. The Court of Policy met
on the 10th ofJanuary, 1832, and agreed

to memorialize the Governor on the ex.

pediency of postponing the publication of

the Order. Their memorial was pre-

sented next day. The Governor, hold,

ing that no discretionary power was left

him, issued a Proclamation in terms of

the Order on the 12th.—Sir Lewis
Grant, Governor of Trinidad, as soon

as he received the Order in Council, for-

warded a copy to Mr. Jackson, chairman
of the Committee of Proprietors, sug-

gesting that it might be productive of

beneficial effects, were the colonists to

anticipate in practice the changes pro-

posed. This gentleman replied on the

31st of December, requesting, in name
of the Committee, that certain provisions

of the order should he modified. On the

4th of January, the Cabildo £the muni-
cipal body of Port d’Espagne

)
memoria-

lized the Governor, requesting him to

delay the promulgation of the Order till

such time as they might receive an
answer to their intended petition to the

throne. The prayer of this memorial
was refused, on the ground that the Ca-
bildo, in arrogating the right to present

it, had exceeded its constitutional func-

tions. The Proclamation was issued on
the fitli ; copies being, at the same time,

forwarded to the commandants of quar-

ters, and the principal proprietors of su-

gar estates, whije, at the same time, a
sufficient number was printed for the use

of all proprietors and managers. The
proprietors motion the sixth, and peti-

tioned for a modification of some provi-

sions of the Order ; which was refused,

as out of the governor's power. While
these transactions were going on, the

slaves on two estates in the colony re-

fused to work, on the plea, that, at the

time of their removal from Tortola, ten

years ago, they were promised their free-

dom in seven years. Their story had
much to corroborate, but not sufficient

to establish its truth. The sl^jjjgkwere

tranquillized by the promise of an open
trial. Sir Lewis addressed Government
on the 18th, recommending compliance
with some of the suggestions of the pro-
prietors : whose conduct and language,
he has, from the first, described as being.

with one or two exceptions, highly cor-

rect and moderate.—The Order in Coun-
cil was proclaimed in St. Lucia on the

24th of December. This step was at-

tended with disturbances, partly ori-

ginating in other causes, which will be
found detailed below.—The Governor
of Barbadoes, in compliance with Lord
Goderich's circular of the 16th Decem-
ber, lost no time in convoking the

Council and House of Assembly; to both

of which bodies be transmitted copies

of the despatch. The Speaker of tho

House of Assembly acknowledged the

receipt of his Excellency's message on
the 17th of January, and intimated the

intention of the House to give the sub-

ject due consideration.—Sir E. J. Mur-
ray Macgrcgor's despatch, dated 28th
January, 1832, intimates, that the local

legislature of Dominico being in session

when the circular arrived, the Order in

Council had been immediately laid be-

fore them. Both the Council and House
of Assembly pledged themselves to give

it serious attention. The latter body
adjourned, to afford the members time
for mature consideration ; but the Go-
vernor expresses a degree of confidence,

that their resolutions will be satisfac-

tory.—In Grenada, both branches of the

legislature met on the 26th of January,
and appointed a Joint-Committee, to take
the matter into consideration. The
House then adjourned till the Cth of

March The House of Assembly of An-
tigua, intimated to the Governor on the

25th of January, that—“ It feels itself

compelled to decline, to entertain the

speculative opinions which have been so

authoritatively addressed to it on this

occasion ; involving, as they do, the in-

troduction of a code of innovations, ruin-

ous in their effects, being compatible
neither with the safety of the colony, nor
with a fair and equitable consideration

of the rights of property.” The Boat’d

of Council, in like manner, declared, on
the 2d of February, that u It feels itself

called upon to decline its compliance
with the determined and ruinous con-
ditions submitted by his Majesty's Go-
vernment to our unmodified adoption.”
—Sir George Hill writes from St. Vin-
cent’s, on the 28th of January, that he
has sumponed the legislative bodies for

the 10th of February
; and that he will

employ the intermediate time in “ ascer-

taining the views and dispositions of the
gentlemen of property and influence,

and in a sincere endeavour to obviate
such objections as they may oppose to

his Lordship's powerful reasoning in sup-

port of the proposed measures.” Go-
vernor Nicolay writes from St. Christo-

pher's about the same time, that he will
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immediately submit his Lordship’s com-
munications to the legislatures of that

island, Nevis, and the Virgin Islands.

-—Meanwhile, the West In^gjptnterest in

this country has not been idle. Mr. Mar-
ryat transmitted to Lord Goderich, on the

23rd of February, u Observations upon
the Circular Despatch, transmitting the

Order ini Cou&il of 2nd November,
1831,” agreed to at a meeting of the

Committee of Crown Colonies. This
document, although long and elaborate,

contains nothing new.—In the course of

February, accounts of the Jamaica in-

surrection reached this country. The
Privy Council was immediately con-

vened, for the purpose of determining

upon the best measures to be adopted in

such an emergency. The result was an
announcement, on the part of Lord Gode-
rich, to Lord Belmore, that the instruc-

tions, on the subject of Negro Slavery,

could not be revoked. His Lordship was
authorized, in case events had obliged

him to suspend the execution of the or-

ders he had received, to continue that

suspension until the restoration of gene-

ral tranquillity. At the same time he
was instructed to seize the earliest occa-

sion, after internal peace had been re-

stored, to direct the attention of the

Council and Assembly to the subject.

This despatch was followed up on the

10th by another, addressed to the Go-
vernors of the West Lidia Colonies, with
the exception of Jamaica and Honduras.

It alludes Uf the disturbances in the first

mentioned colony ; adverts to the intem-

perate discussions of last year as the most

probable cause ; and transmits a copy of

a proclamation drawn up for Jamaica, to

be used if necessary. This document

requests the Governor to warn the pro-

prietary body of the danger of publicly

imputing to Governmentresolutionsw hicli

it has never adopted ; to enjoin upon the

magistrates to convey the earliest intel-

ligence of every movement indicating a

rebellious spirit ; and to check the pro-

gress of delusive hopes among the slaves.

—TheWest Indians athomestill continue

to agitate. They convened a meeting of

the planters, merchants, ship-owners,

manufacturers, tradesmen, and others

interested in the preservation of the West
India colonies, on the 5th of April, which

was crowded to excess, A great many
long speeches were made, and twelve

wordy resolutions agreed to, the sum and

substance of which is as follows x—That

the West India Islands are a valuable

possession for Great Britain ; that the

conduct of this country towards tho

planters has been most unjust, and is

likely to draw down the loss of these

colonies; that the negroes are spoiled
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children, and would be mined by being
withdrawn from under the whip of the
overseer ; that a bonus ought to be given
to the planters for the promotion of da.
very ; and that the opponents of that sys-
tem arc lying fanatics.” We were no-
thing moved at bearing such sentiments
from the older and more hardened ad-
vocates of rlavei^r, but to see at their

head the nephew of Lord Daer 1 Is this

boy, scarce! escaped from the ferula, not
contented with blazoning his apostacy
from the principles of his family in his

constitutional seat, that he seeks an ul-

troneous occasion ofshewing at bow ear-
ly a period the heart may get hardened
to the sufferings of humanity?—On the
6th, the West India merchants of Lon-
don transmitted to Lord Goderich a pro-
test against the Order in Council. They
derfare, that the order of 2d November,
1831, is unjust, inconsistent with the par-
liamentary resolutions of 1823, and de-
structive of the right of property ; that
the enforcement of the order by fiscal re-

gulations is only paralleled by the at-

tempt to tax America, which occasioned
her revolution ; that property in slaves

ought not to be meddled with before a
fund is prepared for compensation ; that

they do therefore throw all the responsi-

bility of these measures upon the British

Govemnpnt, and protest against them.
Here, for the present, the matter rests.

The colonists are entitled to every pos-

sible alleviatioif of their burdens—to

freedom from the shackles of commercial
restriction. We claim for them the

same immunities we demand for our-
selves. But the slaves have the same
hold upon them. u How can they ex-

pect justice, rendering none P” The West
India interest is in a deep decline, and
nothing can cure it but the introduction

of a healthy Btate of society—liberty to

the peasant and free trade to the planter.

Jamaica—We resume our narrative

of the servile war in this colony where
we broke off last month. On the 6th of
January, Sir W. Cotton had felt himself

warranted to write to Lord Belmore
“ that the neck of the insurrection was
broken.” It would he in vain were we
to attempt a sketch of the numberless
small operations which ensued, having
for their object to trample out the sparks

left behind by the flame just quenched.

The Maroons volunteered their services

to hunt down their black brethren, and
were gladly employed. It is customary
for tips barbarians to substantiate their

tales of the slaves they have slaughtered
in the mountains by producing the ears

of their victims. The militia, recovered
from their fint panic, breathed nothing
hut blood. A negro woman, who was in
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company with a body of rebels, \vHeji

surprised by the militia, held up her
child as a flag of truce. She was im-
mediately brought down with a shot

;

and the monster who perpetrated the act

made it a matter of boast, that his aim
was so nice as to kill the mother without
hurting the child. The commander-in-
chiefwas obliged to isshc an order, forbid-
ding negroes, taken prisoners, to be shot
without trial. He seems, however, to have
been but indifferently obeyed. On the
12th of January, Lieut. Gunn of the

Trelawney regiment was tried by a court
martial for shooting a negro driver be-
longing to Lima estate, where the slaves,

although not working, had not joined
the insurgents. The deed was proved to

have been done in cold blood, no resist-

ance having been offered by the mau
when apprehended. The commander-in

-

chief had visited the estate a few hours
before, and promised the negroes protec-

tion. The court declared the charge “ not
proved.”—Pfeiffer, a Moravian mission-
ary, was arrested, accused of accession to

the rebellion, tried and honourably ac-

quitted, Burchell, a Baptist missionary,
just arrived from England, was arrested

on the 17tli of January, hut nothing was
found to criminate him. It appeared,

however, that some negroes had been
heard to say, u that he was

x
to bring

their freedom out,” and he 'received

orders to remain on board the ship in

which he sailed from England On the

21st, the .Governor summoned a council

of war, at which it was unanimously
resolved that martial law should be con-

tinued in operation.—On the 25th, cer-

tain Wesleyan missionaries waited upon
his Excellency, and preferred complaints
against the militia stationed at St. Anne’s
Bay.—On the 29th, Lord Belmore em-
barked for Montego Bay, it having been

judged expedient lor him to visit in per-

son the disturbed .districts. He found,

as indeed he had been previously in-

formed, by letters from Sir W. Cotton,

and the Custos of St. James’s, that affairs

were ripe for issuing a conditional

amnesty. He accordingly issued a pro-

clamation on the 3d of February, but
the overseers not having returned to their

estates, the ringleaders had npt been
ascertained with accuracy, and the docu-

ment was necessarily vague. It was
nevertheless so effective, that in a few
days the number of slaves absent from
their estates in Hanover parish, amount-
ing, at Lord Belmore’s arrival it^plon-
tego Bay, to 16*00, was diminished to 400.
This step produced a good deal of dis-

content among the whites; and their

mutterings increased when a restriction

was laid upon the trials by courts martial.

Although an immense number of half-

starved wretches had been, killed in the

woods, and shot or hanged by awards of

military tj$ftmals, although the gaol at

Montego Bay contained, at that moment,
500 prisoners, crowded into the court-

house, which, having been used as a pri-

son, was, in the words of the Jamaica
Royal Gazette, becoming so obnoxious,

from the noisome stench, arising from so

many unkempt and filthy human beings,

ns likely to create pestilence,” they were

yet unsatiated with gloating upon the

sufferings of their victims, and clamour-

ed still for blood. On the fith of Febru-

ary, the Governor, by proclamation, de-

clared, that martial law had ceased. He
issued, at the same time, a militia gene-

ral order, under the 48th Geo. HI. c. 4.

commonly called the Party Law ; by
which the Governor is entitled to order

out parties of militia in times of insur-

rection and rebellion. The object of this

step was to enable the overseers to return

to their estates, where the negroes had,

fur some time, been working without any
whites to superintend them.—On the 6th

of February, Lord Belmore set out upon
a progress through the disturbed districts.

He proceeded that day to Lucia. The
next to Sav:umah-la-Mar ; aud, on the

ytfr, continued his route to New Savajtyt*

nail. He everywhere found the prisons

crowded, and adopted the same humane
measures as in Montego. On the 11 th,

In* returned to Montego Bay by the west-
ern interior road, visiting several of the

estates which had been the scenes of vio-

lence, and addressed the negroes.—On his

Excellency’s return to Montego Bay, he
found that a new scene of disorder had.

occurred during his absence. A large

mob had assembled, and rased the Bap-
tists* chapel to the ground. He soon
after learned, that the Baptists’ chapels

at Falmouth, Lucia, and Savunnah-la-
Mar, had shared the same fate. - On
the 13th, his Lordship published a pro-
clamation against the rioters. No au-
thentic inteiPgcnce of a later date has
yet reached this country, but more se-
rious outrages against the missionaries

arc apprehended. Lord Bclmorc’s con-
duct has hitherto been everything that

could be wished. We trust, therefore,

that the same stem and inexorable jus-
tice, which has been meted to the slave,

shall be measured out to the freeman
likewise.—A curious example of the
temper of the slave-holders is afforded,

by the proceedings of a Court of Inquiry,
held in St. Anne’s parish, on the 23d of
January. A Mr. Watkis, one of the two
coloured members returned to the last

Assembly, was accused of the atrocious

crime of having remarked to an ac-
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quaiiitancc, Under the weal of secrecy,

“ that the insurrection to leeward was
some of the sweets of slavery/’

. Of course,

this gentleman was immediately sent to

Coventry : with a view to redeem himself
from this unpleasrnt situation, he de-

manded the investigation in question.

The charge was, however, completely
established agaiflst him, and he still suf-

fers the punishment due to his offence.

St. Lucia.—The proceedings which
followed the proclamation of the Order
in Council of 5th November, 1831, in St.

Lucia, have their rise partly in discon-

tents, previously rankling in the bi easts

of the planters ; to explain which, we
are under the necessity of going so far

back with our narrative as the beginning
of August last.—On the first of that

month, three members of Council ad.
dressed a memorial to the acting Gover-
nor, Lieutenant-Colonel Boron, request-

ing a reduction of public salaries, &c.

and desiring him to forward it to the

Colonial Secretary. Their request was
complied with on the l!)th ; Colonel Boron
forwarding, at the same time, a represen-

tation from Mr. Bustard, Chief-Secretary

of the colony, pointing out some inac-

curacies of the memorial. Lord Gode-
rich’s answer bears date the 5th of

v&nber. His Lordship promises that so

soon as a commission for a new Governor
shallhave been issued, arrangements shall

be made for conferring upon the Coun-
cil tc every proper authority for the ex-
u ercise of financial control.” An in-

sinuation in the Memorial, that the crops

of the island have decreased* in conse-

quence of the improvement in the con-

dition of slaves is disproved by reference

to the annual exports. Several sugges-

tions of the Memorial are adopted.—Be-

fore the representations of the Council

arrived in this country, the hurricane

occurred which swept so destructively

over Barhadoes, St. Lucia, and St. Vin-

cent. The same three gentlemen lost no
time in again addressing Government.

Colonel Boron in transmitting their re-

presentation, complained of a want of

courtesy evinced by the late period at

which it had been forwarded tohim. Lord
Goderich’s reply contained a gentle hint

that justice required that^all complaints

against the local authorities ought to be

communicated to them, with® view to

enable them to state their defence. Tins

despatch is dated the 17th of November.

The Order in Council of the 2d Novem-
ber was published on the 26th of De-

cember, with notice that the same M ould

1m in operation fourteen days thereafter.

Mr Hunter, the most influential man on

the island, with two others, waited up«

on the Governor on the 28th, requesting

permission to call a meeting of the. in-
habitants ; their petition was granted*
The meeting was held on the 4th of Ja-
nuary ; much violent language uras ut-
tered to » coihmittee appointed to me-
morialize the Governor on the expediency
of delaying the inforcement of the Order.
The medical practitioners resolved the

same day to cease practising i/ the Order
in Council were enforced, and the mer-
chants to funfish the planters with pro-
visions or clothing except for ready mo-
ney. The Governor replied to the me-
morial of the Committee of inhabitants
on the 6th, stating his inability to sus-

pend the Order in Council. On the 7th
of January Mr. Hunter threw up his

commission as assessor of the Koyal
Court. On the 9tli, the medical re-

porter to the Government resigned. The
island continued harassed by alarming
reports of huntings and insurrections of
the slaves up to the 16th of the month.
They all proved groundless, and are un-
derstood to have been invented for the

sole purpose of alarming the government.
On the morning of the 16th, the mer-
chants shut up their shops, and refused

to transact any business, until the Order
was suspended. On the 17th, the keeper
of the prison reported that he had only
two days provisions on hand. The slaves

found thcpisclves unable to purchase pro-

visions, and a rebellion was expected.*

The Governor Mumnonod a Council, at

which it was resolved, to dispatch a ves-

sel to Martinique for the purchase of
400/. of provisions. The Governor of
that island refused to sanction the trans-

port of any provisions, on the plea, that

certain nm-away slaves had been har-

boured in St. Lucia—an allegation ap-
parently groundless. The merchants, the

medical and legal practitioners seized this

moment of alarm, to harass the Gover-
nor with fresh remonstrances against the

heavy taxation of the*islaml. Toivards
evening, the Admiral on the Barbadoes
station, alarmed by the report of a slave-

insurrection, appeared Off the island with
two frigates, hut immediately set sail, on
learning that it was a false alarm. Next
day an unusual anxiety to dispatch a sloop,

the Jane, to Martinique, was displayed

;

and the Governor, fearing that the object

might he to dissuade the merchants of
Martinique from furnishing provisions,

laid an embargo on all the vessels In

* That such a result was actually contemplat-
ed bythe planters, appears from Kobert Han.'
nay's letter, seised on board the Jane. “ All
the slaves have been shut up since you left this,

and as tranquillity may reign but a short time,
while Quasny gets hungry. 1 see no harm why
we should not be prepared with * defcnciblcs ;•

and l wish you would sec the price of a pan
small pistols.”
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pent. A proclamation was at the same
time issued, declaring the combination
entered into by the merchants to with,
hold supplies illegal. At night, a boat

belonging to the Jane, attempted to

break the embargo. Letters from seven-

teen of the most influential persons on
the island to their forrespondenta in

Martinique* Were found on board. Their
tenor was, that the inhabitants had re-

solved to starve the Goveriiment into a
compromise on the subject of the Order

;

and, in all of them, the merchants of
Martinique were exhorted not to deal

with the Government envoy, and to ob-
struct and detain him by every means in

their power. On the 23d, the Governor
agreed to defer the payment of the

taxes complained against until the meet-
ing of the Privy Council of the Island,

which was summoned on the 30th ; and
the merchants re-opened their stores at

the same time. . Next day, the Governor
arrested Mr. Stephen Williams, a prin-

cipal merchant, Messrs. Voisson and
Kossac, second class merchants, and Mr.
Walker, a clerk to a commercial house,

with a view to their being proceeded

against according to law, for conspiring

against Government.—1 .ord Goderich,

in his despatch to the new Governor of
St. Lucia, approves of Colonel Bozon’s
proceedings. In the question oftaxation,
right is apparently on the side of the co-

lonists; hut their attempt to evade an
act of justice to the coloured peasantry,

by a lifle of conduct which rendered

insurrection, in 4heir own opinion, in-

evitable, is as wanton and flagitious a
ciime as can well be conceived. The
conduct of the French Governor in

abetting the colonists was most reprehen-
sible.

Trinidad In this Colony, as we
have Mated above, the Order in Council
was, after a modest opposition, submitted
to, and a petition for some modification of
its provisions transmitted to Govern-
ment. On the 30th of December, Mr.
Marryat, M. P., •transmitted a petition

from the colonists for an elective le-

gislature. To this petition, the Secre-

tary for the Colonies adverts in his de-

spatches of the 14th and 30th of January.
He admits the disadvantages laboured

under by the island in consequence of the

taxes being imposed by the executive; but
justifies the refusal of a constitution, on
the ground of so large a portion of the

population being in a state of slavery.

This is just. The home Government,
by giving the colonists a House of As-
sembly, would weaken its power of in-

terfering in behalf of the slave. As
soon as all the inhabitants of Trinidad
are equal before the law, they will have

an undeniable claim to a constitution.

To procure it, they have only to eman-
cipate their slaves. As they love cheap

Government, let them instantly com-
plete this act of justice.

CONTINENT OF EUROPE.
France would be, if her rulers pleased,

the head of the European constitutional-

ists ; as Russia, Austria, and Prussia, are

of the legitimates. These three powers,

each with a different form of govern-

ment, each with a different state religion,

yet all alike divine, look from their

eastern locality, with hatred and dig-

trust, on every land where popular prin-

ciples of government are asserted. Unit-

ed among themselves, they have delayed

tho settlement of the question between
Belgium and Holland, in hopes that the

chapter of accidents might turn up some,
thing in favour of legitimacy. The level

lands at the mouth of the Rhine and
Scheldt, arc still kept by this unworthy*
policy in a fever-fret of anxiety—That
rope of sand, the German confederacy,

seems likely to he blown apart. The
whole country is at present in a state of
high excitement respecting the Liberty
of the Press Italy is unsettled. The
Pcgie stands between France and Austria,

like Captain Machcath between his two
wives,

—

** How happy could I be with either.

Were t’other dear charmer away 1”

The only countries, where fhtcmal his-

tory has of late presented any very mark-
ed feature, are France and Russia.

France.—The cholera has broken
out in Paris, with a violence that makes
our visitation look trifling in compari-
son. Up to the 14th of April, there had
been 8,340 reported cases in Paris alone,

of which 3,226 had proved fatal. The
official reports, however, give no ade-
quate notion of the real violence of the
disease. The highest classes have been
attacked as well as the poor. Peers of
France, Deputies, Judges, foreign Ambas-
sadors, have alike fallen its victims.

The President of the Council has been
attacked, but is expected to recover. The
cholera may be considered as extending
through France, from Troyes in Cham-
pagne to Rouen, from Chateau-Thicrry
to EvrcauA, and from Campiegne to Or-
leans. It is also stated to have made its

appearance near Lille. The Faculty of
Medicine in France seems as ignorant of
any manner of dealing with this baffling

disease, as our own physicians.—.The
progress of the pestilence has not abated
the violence of party-spirit ; hut it has
thinned the attendance upon the Cham-
ber of Deputies most materially. Tlic
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opposition to the Ministers languishes of
course ; hud the legislative and adminis-

trative functions are discharged in the

most slovenly manner. The budgets have
not, up to the time of our latest intelli-

gence, been thoroughly discuBSed ; and, for

the same reason, that we defer the history

of our own financial measures, till the

close of the Session, we adopt a similar

plan with the French. A new com law
was definitively voted in the Chambers
of Deputies on the 31st of March. From
the 1st July, 1833, com of all countries

is to be subjected to the duties ; but these

duties vary in each of the four districts

of France. A surplus duty is imposed
on com imported in foreign bottoms. A
Bill, introduced for the purpose of re-

ducing the enormous bounties on French
Fisheries has been much mutilated dur-

ing its progress through the Chamber, at

the instance of the Deputies for the

maritime towns. On the 13th of April,

the Chamber was unable to proceed to

business, a sufficient number of mem-
bers not having assembled. On the

1 5tli it was adjourned sine die. A se-

rious disturbance occurred during the

Carnival at Grenoble. Some maskers
paraded the streets in characters in-

tended to ridicule the Ministry. The
magistrates, with undue precipitation,

called in the military, on the refusal

of the revellers to disperse, and several

lives were lost. The indignation of the

inhabitants urps raised to such a pitch, that

the soldiers were withdrawn from the

town. On the 23d of March, an older of

the day from Marshal Soult appeared in

the Moniteur, thanking the soldiers. This

was a most wanton and gratuitous in-

sult. The disturbance was caused by

the introduction of the military, and

ceased the moment they withdrew. An
attempt has been made to link this af-

fair with some alleged plot between the

Carlists and Republicans, but without

success. Louis Phillippe sits on a tot-

tering throne, but he has only to thank

himself and his advisers for this. The
people will not be satisfied until the ba-

sis of the representation be extended, nor

ought they. A chamber, as at present

constituted, is in no hurry to effect the

necessary reforms. It is in vain for a

monarch, wrho is neither a great soldier,

not possessed of a hereditary fttle to the

throne, to dream of treading in the foot-

Btcps of Napoleon or Charles. He must

throw himself into the arms of the na-

tion; there he will be safe, and there

alone. No doubt, the Carlist faction is

at work, but the nation thus reconciled

and united, their infamous machinations

would soon cease to be of any avail. The
reckless character of their incendiary

practices must be revolting, even to their
own friends.

Russia.

—

The doom of Poland has
been, for the present, consummated.
This unfortunate country has been de-
prived of her constitution, and incorpo-

rated with Russia. Of the ukase, by
which this rank violation of all interna-

tional law is decreed, the following are the

most important provisions : Art. 1. The
kingdom of Pdland is for ever re-united

to the Russian empire. (Prophetic and
blasphemous.) Art. 20. Our army in

the empire, and in the kingdom, shall

compose one in common, without dis-

tinction of Russian or Polish troops.

(Vain attempt; the Polish spirit may
animate the Russian, but cannot he ex-
tinguished by the pressure of his dul-

ness.# This is seeking to check a conta-

gious disorder, by surrounding the pa-
tient with a dense crowd of healthy sub-

j ccts.) Art. 25. The govenior of Poland
has the power of suspending every de-

termination of the administrative coun-
cil, that he fears may he displeasing at

head quarters. Art. 2G. The nomina-
tion of all functionaries is vested in the
Emperor. (These two provisions speak
for themselves.) The autocrat has got

the Poles muzzled and tied up, and thinks

he may now go to bed. There let him
slumber, fill a storm comes rattling over
the Caspian, to awake him.

CONTINENTS OF AMERICA.
There is little of importance in the

last arrivals from the United States or
Mexico. The South American repub-
lics shift and change with much rapi-

dity, that it is dangerous to predicate

any thing concerning them.
Brazil.—Among the many instances

wherein the commercial interests of Great
Britain have been either sacrificed or ne-
glected, owing to these interests having no
just, fair, and legitimate influence in the
representation of the country, there is,

perhaps, none more striking than that of
the present state of thelieavy commercial
claims wrbich our merchants have upon
Brazil, andwhi£h, although repeatedlyand
powerfully urged on the attention of the
Canning and Wellington administrations,

remain yet unredressed and uncompensa-
ted. As a shortnarrative of the facts of this
transaction, by which nearly half a mil-
lion of British property has been with-
held from its rightful owners for upwards
of five years, may interest certain of our
readers, and may shew them the absolute
necessity there is for such a reform in
Parliament being obtained as will afford
to the commerce of this country a greater
attention to its growing interests, we-
subjoin the following simple statement.
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^—lit consequence of the war wJiich bl oke
out in the year 1026 between the United

Provinces of Buenos Ayres and Brazil,

the port of Buenos Ayres was declared

by the latter power to be under a strict

blockade ; notification of which was pub-
lished in the London Gazette on the 26th
February of that yca^ For some consi-

derable time, however, after this block-

ade was declared, it wus maintained in

tlie most inefficient mannef ; so much so,

that vessels of all nations arrived and
sailed from the port of Buenos Ayres
without any obstruction ; and, indeed,

the Admiral (Lobo) in command of

the Brazilian blockading squadron was
compelled, more than once, to seek

refuge in Monte Video, then in pos-

session of the Emperor of Brazil.—At
the period this blockade was declared,

a very extensive trade was carrying on
between Great Britain and the Itiver

Plate; aiul as it was known that the

instructions to the Brazilian Admiral
were to warn off all vessels before ma-
king any capture, this, coupled with
the very inefficient manner in which the

blockade itself was enforced, induced the

vessels then loading in British ports for

Buenos Ayres to proceed on their respect-

ive voyages, the masters being instructed,

if the blockade was in force on their ar-

rival in the River Plate, (for it had been
repeatedly raised by the gallantry of the

small squadron .belonging to Buenos
Ayres, and commanded by Admiral
Browne/) to proceed to Monte Video, and
eitherwait there until the blockadeshould
be raised, ordischarge their cargoes as their

consigners might consider most advisable.

-^By the time, however, that these ves-

sels arrived, a more adequate force had
been employed by the Brazilian Govern-
ment to maintain the blockade, and they

were ail, as they respectively approached,

captured by the blockading squadron,

(in defiance of the Emperor's express

instructions that every vessel should

first be warned off,) and sent either to

Monte Video or hio de Janeiro, where
they were all condemned by the Courts

of Admiralty ; not for any attempt, or

even alleged attempt, to break the block-

ade, but on the above ground, that they

had sailed from Great Britain in the

knowledge of it. These sentences were

afterwards, in the great majority of in-

stances, declared illegal, ami reversed by

the Brazilian Court of Repeal ; hut, in

the meantime, some of the vessels ami
their cargoes had been sold under the

first sentence, and those that were after-

wards restored were all, more or less,

plundered and destroyed.—These ar-

bitrary proceedings, as may he con-

ceived, caused no small distress and

Register,

ruin to the merchants interested in the

trade to the River Plate, who called

loudly on the British Government to

procure them the restoration of their pro-

perty, or ample compensation ; hud, at

last, in the month of May, 1626, a me-
morandum or treaty was concluded be-

tween Lord Ponsonby, his Majesty's am-
bassador at Rio de Janeiro, and the Bra-
zilian Government, by which ample
compensation was stipulated for the pro-

perty so unjustly captured and de-

stroyed, and a commission named to

examine into and settle each claim ac-

cording to the terms of the treaty.

—

It soon fiecunie evident, however, that

the Brazilian Government had no real

intention to settle the British claims, and
recent instructions were given to the

Commissioners to protract, by every
means in their power, the settlement of
any one claim ; and so successful have
been the means employed, that, in point

of faet, up to this moment not one claim
has been settled, nor one farthing has
been received by any British subject for

the property of which he was so illegally

deprived so far back as the j ears 1826 aml
1627—Very different was the course pur-
sued by the Governments of France and
America, whose subjects were placed in

precisely similar circumstances as the

British. They immediately sent powerful
squadrons to Rio de Janeiro, with in-

structions to demand compensation for

the captured property, or to make repri-

sals ; the consequence was, that treaties

were made in Avgust, -1626, fixing the.

rate of compensation and mode of* pay-
ment ; and, in fact, the subjects of France
and America have long since received
fiijl compensation for theirpivperty, while
the losses of British subjects remain at
this moment uncompensated and unre-
drossed.—On the accession of the present
Ministry to power, numerous and energe-
tic remonstrances were addressed to them
both hy the claimants in this country
and their agents at Rio de Janeiro, stat-

ing the long-continued and successful

system of delay that had been adopted
by the Brazilian Government through
their Commissioners ; and that they had
no hope idtetever of ever receiving any
compensation for their property, unless
such measures were resorted to as had
procured, ior the subjects of France and
America, such prompt redress for the
losses they had sustained. The sub-
ject has also been repeatedly brought
under the notice of Parliament, by the

member for Glasgow and others; and,,
accordingly, it is understood that the
British Government transmitted, by the

Magicienne frigate, which arrived at

Rio on the 26th J)ccember last, in*lruc*
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tions to Mr. Aston, H. M. Charge d*-

Affaires there, to make reprisals with
tiu* naval force on the station, which is

amply sufficient for the purpose, unless

the settlement of the British claims was
immediately proceeded with in terms of
the treaty so long ago concluded by Lord
Ponsonby.—-In this state thequestiomiow
rests ; and the chief difficulty that pre-
sents itself is the mode ofpayment, as the
Brazilian Government, seeing from the

peremptory demands of the British Go-
vernment, that the settlement could not
be much longer delayed, applied to the

legislative assemblies during their last

silting for means to be placed at their

disposal to discharge them, and which
was, after many stonny debates, granted,

by empowering the Government to bor-
row a certain amount at the BAme vat

c

for which the last loan was contracted-^
viz. 62 while the stock is now only
worth 45, and likely to go still lower
should such an additional sum as between
400,000/. and1

500,000/., the estimated
amount of the British claims, he also

thrown into the market.—It may be
worthy of remark, that in several cases

where these captures were brought under
the review of our courts of law, in

actions against the underwriters, and
where the sentence of condemnation was
pleaded m defence, it was held out to

be tenable, as the principle on which
those acts of condemnation was founded

was wholly illegal.

STATE OK COMMERCE AND MANUFACTURES.

A Pit it., 1(133.

The two causes which we mentioned in

our last report, as mainly operating to

restrict commercial activity, namely, the

Cholera, and the uncertainty that pre-

vailed as to the fate of the Reform Bill,

still continue to produce a very unfa-
vourable effect. Not only is the foreign

trade of the country considerably injured

by the cholera, which has led to the esta-

blishment of quarantine against British

ships in other countries, but the home
trade is also 'depressed by the same cause,

added to the political disquietude which
prevails.—That the uneasiness and want
of confidence which prevail in the com-
mercial world are, in a great degree, to be

ascribed to the cause here assigned, is ren-

dered highly probable, not to say certain,

by the fact, that there is no other ade-

quate cause (except the cholera) for the

distrust that unquestionably exists. There
is no want of money in the market, but

only a want of employment for it. The
revenue is in a satisfactory state, and the

funds are steady. The character of the

circulation is perfectly healthy ; and the

exchanges with foreign countries are

high. The home market is not glutted

with inami factored goods, but notorious-

ly and very much the reverse. Yet
gloom and anxiety prevail ; speculation

is at an end ; the retail dealer buys the

smallest possible quantity of goods that

will suffice for his trade ; and the manu-
facturer keeps hi* stock as low as he con-

venientlyocan. The import trade is ne-

cessarily affected by this state of things,

and most artich‘4,of foreign produce are

depressed. The universal opinion of per-

sons in trade is, that the passing of the

Reform Bill would restore confidence and
activity ; and the very existence of this

universal opinion proves, that the sus-

pense as to that measure is a principal

cause of the present stagnation.—There
is no ground for despondency as to

the commercial condition of the coun-

try. A parliamentary paper, just pub-

lished, shews the amount of the foreign

trade of Great Britain and Ireland for

the years 1830 and 1831 ; and if wc add
friom official documents the foreign trade

for the years 1828 and* 1820, the result

will be very satisfactory as to Great Bri-

tain, though less so as to Ireland.

TWA I)E OF Olt$$T BRITAIN WITH FOREIGN PARTS.

Years end.
fd Jan. 0th.

Exports of British and Irish Pro-
duce and Manufactures fVom Orcat
Britain.

Exports of Foreign and
Colonial Produce fVom
Great Britain.

Imports into Great Bri-
tain,

Official Value. Declared Value. Official Value. ^ Official Value

£ £ ’ £ £
1829 52,020,150 30,152,708 0,028,054 43,530,187

1830 55,405,723 35,212,873 10,006,140 42,311,049
1831 00,402,037 37,ran,nog 8,555,780 44,815,307
1832 00,000,123 30,052,004 10,720,1143 48,101,001
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TRADE OP IRELAND WITH FOREIGN PARTS.

Yean end-
ed Jan-Mb.

Exports of British and Irish Produce
and Manufactures from Ireland.

Exports of Foreign and
Colonial Produce from
Ireland.

Imports into Ireland.

1829 J

1830
1831
1832

* Official Value.

£ .

768,304
747,318
648,228
593,810

Declared Value.

£
661,377
617,596
560,200
510,953

Official Value.

£
1,632,278
1,669,668

1,429,844

1,552,228

The above table will suffice to show
that the foreign trade of this$gountry is

steady and improving; and though it

may afflict Mr. Alderman Waithman to

see the growing disproportion between
the official and declared value of the ex.

ports, yet, ifhe will look at the constantly

increasing amount of imports which
they purchase for us in return, and at

the increasing tonnage of our shipping,

as displayed in the table we published

last month, he may take comfort, and
dismiss his crotchets.

The revenue for the quarter ending

the 5th of April 1832 is very satisfactory,

and might seem to disprove the assertions

we have made respecting the dulness of

trade. Unhappily, however, those state-

ments are universally felt to be true

;

but the state of the revenue encourages

the hope that trade would become brisk

and prosperous if the Reform Bill were
passed, and if the cholera should not

extend to the manufacturing districts.

Abstract of the Net Produce of the Revenue of Great Britain, in the Years and Quar-
ters ended on the 5th of April, 1831, and the 5th of April, 1832, shewing the in-

crease or decrease on each head thereof.

Customs:

Excise

Stamps
Post Office

Taxes
Miscellaneous

Total

^ Years ended April 5.

Increase. Decrease.

1831. 1832.

£
16,538,425

16,069,612

6,565,575
1,350,011

4,964,025

628,355

*
15,084,207

14,602,488

6,567,695
1,400,006

4,988,412
413,722

£

2,120
49,995

24,387

£
1,454,218

1,467,124

214,633

46,116,003
Deduct

Decrease o

43,056,530
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The deficiency on the year, ended 6th
April, 1832, compared with the previous

year, is almost entirely accounted for by
the repeal of the taxes on beer, coals,

printed goods, candles, hides, and cider

;

and the increase of 223,360/. in the

quarter just ended, shews the country to

have been, on the whole, in a prosperous
state. The decrease in the customs du-
ties for fite* quarter is, no doubt, to'be

ascribed mainly to the obstruction of
foreign trade by the cholera, especially

at the port of 1 ondon. The loss of the

coal duties, which, if continued, would
have produced 80,000/. to the quarter ; a
difference of 18,212/. in the corn duties,

as compared with the corresponding
‘

quarter of last year ; and an excess of

70,000/. in the payments of sugar draw-
backs this quarter, would shew the real

decline in the customs to be not 252,219/.,
but only 84,007/. -

The Foreign Trade of the country
is, as we have said, very injuriously af-

fected by the cholera. In some of tlic

countries of Europe, as in Spain and
Portugal

,
the quarantine is so long, and

is attended with such vexatious circum-
stances, that it has put an almost total

stop to exportation. Not only is there

a heavy expense incurred by the detri-

tion of the vessels, with the trouble and
risk of discharging the cargoes at the

quarantine stations ; but the manufac-
turers feel that their goods may probably

be delayed tjll the season proper for them
is past ; in which case they would have
to lie over for twelve months, with al-

most a certainty that a change of fashion

in patterns and colours would by that

time render them unsaleable. In France,
owing to the breaking out of the cholera

in Paris, with a degree of fury altogether

unparalleled in any other part of Eu-
rope, quarantine has been abolished as

useless ; and if other governments would
be convinced by the proof now afforded

(in addition to the experience of all

the other countries where it has ap-

peared,) that quarantine can no more
exclude this epidemic, than it can fet-

ter the circulation of the atmosphere
itself, then would be a general aban-
donment of these injurious npfcrictions.

The quarantine in Holland is still ab-

surdly long ; but at Hamburgh, and in

the ports of the Baltic, it is merely no-
minal. In the Italian States the term
varies, but it is notImmoderate.
The unsettled state of the question of

Belgian Independence, owing to the

fusal of the King of the Netherlands to

agree to the treaty, and the warlike pre-

parations making, both in Holland and
Belgium, seriously affects the trade to

the largest European markets for British

manufactures. The agreement of Eng-
land and France, and it is understood
also of Austria and Prussia, to the treaty
of Belgian Independence ; together with
the amicable assurances of Russia, seems
to leave but littje doubt that peace will
he maintained ; but even that little doubt
is sufficient to represfc commercial acti-

vity, and thfe markets of Germany, Bel-
gium, and Holland, are, in consequence,
reviving muA less than the usual supply
of British goods. The exportation to

Hussia will be affected in some degree,

by the recent augmentation of custom
duties in that country. The trade to
Italy, tlife Greek Islands, and the Le-

-vant, is, on the whole, steady and good.
The market of the United States

, as
mentioned in d$r last, has been over-

stocked with British goods, and the re-

action is now felt very unpleasantly:

accounts are received of failures and dis-

tress in that country, of the scarcity of
money, and a great fall in the price of
goods. It is difficult to obtain returns
from the States ; which is not to be won-
dered at, as our ports are now closed

against foreign grain and flour by the
h igh duties. 282,500 barrels of American
flour are in bond at Liverpool, and there

is no prospect of its being liberated for

many months. The system of our Com
Laws maftes the trade a complete lottery,

and it cannot but disgust the Americans,
and indispose thtgn to modify their tariff,

besides necessarily and directly operating

to limit the commerce between" the two
countries. •

The trade to British America has
lately been prosperous and increasing.

The population ofthese colonies is rapidly

augmenting, no less than 50,000 emi-
grants having gone out last year; and
as the emigrants soon obtain a comfort-
able subsistence, the demand for British

manufactures must be gradually ex-
tended.

. Mexico,
Brazil,

and Buenos Ayres,
are overstocked with British manufac-
tures ; and this cause, combined with the

unsettled state of the governments and
the insecurity of property, renders it in-

expedient to send goods to these markets.

The view above given of the generally

unfavourable state of the foreign markets
necessarily limits our exports, and op*
presses the great branches of manufactur*
ing industry.

London, though free from anything
like panic or alarm the ground of the
cholera, which has almost exclusively
confined itself to the Borough and the
south side of the river, still feels the
injurious effects of the disease on foreign
commerce. The export trade is ex-
tremely languid and unsatisfactory ; and

1
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h heavy fatter* ^Hamburgh, effecting

many houses, connec^ #ith that city,

ah^ cither

directly or ihd|^ei^f^ ha&a&ded distrust

to' depF^ioV 'ln the import trade,

especially litjfaltw produce, there is no
lift or spcciftatlon^thfe consumers buying
in the most sparing Winner. The wood
trade has *ever recovered from the de-

pressionwhich succeeded! in Autumn last,

to the brisk demand of ‘the provibus
Spring and Summer; and both European
and American timber is now selling

below the cost of importation. In fta,v^

hemp,
tallowy and other articles of Rus-

sian produce, there is also a total absence
of animation, although the stocks are"

unusually small, except of hemp, upon
which it was hoped Hiat government
would have reduced the heavy dutf of
4/. 13s. 4d. per ton ; but it is now
limlcr-tood that the petition of the

merchants for this boon to th<%$hippiug

interest has been rejected.

In the Corn market there has lately been
some indication of improvement ; but
the state of this trade will depend ou the

prospects of the ensuing crop, and on
the exlent of the supplies from Ireland

;

from which country the supply of wheat,

last year, much exceeded that of previous

years. The market for Colonial Produce^
after having been greatly improved, on
the arrival of the disastrous news from
Jamaica, has become nmch less brisk,

and the prices of sugar have slightly re-

ceded. A considerable demand for the

Continent occurred towards the end of

March, which raised the price of coffee ;

hut as the rise of this market has not

been met by a corresponding advance of

prices in the Netherlands and Germany,
there is less animation in the trade. At
the beginning of this mouth the stock

of British plantation sugar in London
and Liverpool was only 11,000 casks,

whilst, at the same time last year, the

quantity on hand was 17>700 casks; and.

at the end of Maych 1830, it Was 22,mS)
casks. The comparative quietness of the

demand can, therefore, only be accounted

for by the general circumstances of the

country. No announcement has yet been

made of the nature of the relief to be

granted to the West India interest by go-

vernment ; but nothing can effectually

relieve that interest, except the abolition

Of All restrictions on the lumber and pro-

vision trades ; and the relief of the West
Indians ought ndSjjfiger to be admitted
as a reason tor restricting, by unfavour-
able duties on East India sugar, the
agricultural and commercial improve-
ments of Hindostan.

Brffto come to our great branches of
doiflf$tic industry :—The Cottoy Ma-

NtJFACFURE is in a state of 'much less

activity than ^tf.Onr last report. Owing
to causes explained above, the demand
for Europe and America has been cur-

tailed
; yfiml the LondW buyers, through

.
whom the consumption of -the south of

England is principally supplied, are

doing as little business as pomiblc. The
trade of Manchester is, thefij^re, dull

;

and Glasgow has suffered more severe-

ly, as its manufactures could not until

lately be sent to Liverpool without un-
dergoing quarantine, (that being the

port where quarantine on coasting ves-

sels was longest enforced,) and as the

circuitous route of Leith and Hull is

" more expensive. All business between
Lancashire and Glasgow, which can he

put off, is in consequence suspended

;

ami thus the total amount of transactions

is greatly diminished. Too little is doing
to enable the manufacturers to make sa-

tisfactory profits. The spinners, as a
body, are working at a loss. Tower-
loom manufacturers are doing worse than
they were last month, their goods having
declined in price. The same is the ca«c

with the. hand-loom manufacturers, who
have reduced wages in order to meet the

depreciation in their goods. In vel*

vr ecus, which had been paying well,

the decline is considerable—about three

half pence per lb. The printers, whowere
fully employed in January, February,
and March, are now complaining ofwant
of orders.

At Liverpool the cotton market con-
tinues to be in a good state. An advance
of price took place on all qualities dur-
ing the month of March ; and, at the
close of the month, the stocks of cotton in
the different ports of the kingdom, were
less than in former years, being 201,850
bales in 1832,—200,400 hales in 1831,—ami 250,870 bales in 1830. Early in
the present mouth, large arrivals took
place, and a slight depression of price

was the consequence ; hut it is still sup-
posed that the crop arriving this year
will fall short of the preceding one.
The foreign trade of Liverpool flourishes

at the expense of London, owing to the
happy exemption of the funner place
from chol&a. The arrivals ahd sailings

of vessels have of late been unusually
numerous, and the merchants are in good
spirits. From this port 80 vessels, of
22,575 tons, sailed, for British America,
between the 1st of March and the 7th of
April ; and at the latter datr, ,25 ships,

4,83G tons, were loading for the same
destination. The quantity of goods ex- \

ported to British Aftieriea thigyear has
been much greater than in auy previous

year. A new article of commerce, name-
ly, East Indiajdour, is coming extensive.

2
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ly into use, far tins mAkmg of sfoo and
starch; it la chiefly t#^*ted bf thb Cal-

cutta Flour-MMa Company, and is found
to answer tetter than American flour,

which has hftferto been considered the

best for this purpose. The manufacture
of soda from common salt, for the pur-
poses Qjf bleachifig and making soap, is

now eat^ied on to a considerable exftnt

m LiV©ff>ool ; ami this article is likely

to compete with, if not to supersede, pot

and pearl ashes, for the above-mentioned
purposes, as it can be hold for about 21)/.

a ton, whilst ashes of equal strength cost

23/. or 20/. a ton. This new manu-
facture will he beneficial to England,
though injurious to the Canadas, whence
we now obtain so large a quantity of
a sites.

The Woollen M vnuuactuwe is in

a still more depressed state than at the

date of our Last leport, owing chiefly to

the failure of the foreign markets. The
maim l‘.i( hirer* of the West of England
are better employed than those of York-
shire. \t this season, trade ought to be

lively; both the London and country
buyers usually purchase largely, in this

month, to answer the spring demand : but
the buyers from London are few ; and,
though the i nuntry dealers have, of^lnte,

im leased their purchases, it is chiefly for

the lower and middling qualities, made
by the domestic mamifac turer, whilst

there is » very slack demand for super-

fine < loths^; and the mills of Leeds,

Huddersfield,
and Ilalifar

,

are but par-

tially employed. Many weavers an* out

of employment. The domestic manu-

NEW PLBI

Francis the First, an Historical Drama .

By Miss Frances Ann Kemble.
Murray : London.

Curiosity has been considerably roused

by the appearance of this work, so often

announced, so long deferred^The public,

or that small portionof it that cares about

such matters, was rather pleased with

this dextrous preliminary ghme at bo-

peep, and happy to witness, on any terms,

the modern mirage of a good tragedy.

Nor was it ever doubted or questioned

that the revival of the tragic drama,4n
Which so many had failed, was left to a
young lady scarcely of her teens. Ge-

nius, which, like the Wind of ^eaven,
bloweth where it listeth, might as readily

And Miss Kefoble in the Green-room as

voL. i.

foctutyrt are well employed. The blan-
ket and Amine) tfcftde, and also that of
baizes atid boekings, Afe greatly de-
pressed. •

* " \

Th$ Wool Trails het&tei^ly sym-
pathizes with the manufacture!

‘

English
Wools have declined a littte in price dur-
ing the month f the farmers still demand
the same prices, hut the stagers are com-
pelled to a^ccftt the reduction offered by
the^nanufneturers. The prospect of the

supply of wools at the clip is very good

;

vV)wing to the mildness of the winter few
sheep have died or beendisoased. Fo-
reign Wool is a little lower, which may
be, in part, ascribed to the season of the

year, when the new clip is about to <01110

in.

The Worsted Stuff Manufac-
ture is flat, but not worse than last

month ; the stoi ks in the hands of the

manufacturer and the retail dealer are

low. .The Bradford market has been
dull during this month ; and there has

been a smftll reduction of price in the

kinds not v\ anted, but those in demand
retain their price.

In the Iron Trade there if no alte-

ration; ninth in doing, to little profit

The reduction of w ages in the iron works
lias made the workmen much dissatis-

fied. yhe Lead and foppr.n trades

are equally dull ; the impoitation of

copper from South America has depressed

the English reaper trade.

The Hosiery and Lace Manufac-
tures of Nottingham and Leicester are

in a state of great depression.

T

1CAT IONS.

I’jBhakspeare holding a link before the

theatre. The play vfow acted ; the Lon-
don press was in a rapture, and the dra-

matic efforts of Coleridge, Byron, Mit-
ford, and Maturin, were, by some of the

newspaper critics, thrown to the dQgs.

As for Milnian or Knowles, they, Were
really not worthy of being named the
same day with Francis the First^
not Miss Kemble’s fault that

trance on the stag^ggme years agpjivas
announced by ai^jp^igious flotirfth' of,
penny trumpets ; and now, again, in a

*

higher walk, by a bray, anf twang of
Jews1 harps. It is not her %$Ijt that
foolish admirers, and injudicious friends,
have challenged comparison between her
and those with whom her own modesty

n •
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ami good sense never could have permit-
ted comparison ; or that she has been be-
puffed, bc-praised, and be-paragrapheil,
till the public, like the great goose it

ofteh shews itself, begins to take her
drama on the exact terms it did the
young Roscius when, much in the same
style, and by^ the self-saW means and
machinery, he was thrust before her
noble uncle John, to theAmusement off

the ill-natured, and the disgust of the En-
lightened and judicious. None of these

things are Miss Kemble's fault; and it'

is her merit tlj&t, having been born and
bred among n hereditary race of players,

.and of cultivated people connected with
the stage, she early put herself appren-
tice to acting and dramatic composition ;

and from her advantages, natural clever-

ness, and tact, has succeeded woiulerfulfy

in both Avalks ; and with the same dili-

gence may succeed much farther, and yet

leave the stock tragic pieces of ffife Bri-

tish Theatre much as she found them.
The language of the play is, throughout,

correct, smooth, and elaborately po-

lished ; and rather of a poetical cast

than poetical. The plot, or double plot,

is not very coherent, but the chief defeet

is in the characters ; and yet we should
have minded little what they had done,

provided it was well and bohlln done.

The Queen Mother is, we presume, the

leading female personage. She is of a

caste on which none of the great drama-
tists have ever ventured : one of those un-
natural monsters—a Potipbar’s wife—of
the existence of which, save in their fierce

Egyptian prototype, we could doubt alto-

gether, were it not for the strange pleasure

female writers take in delineating a cha-

racter the most unfit for dramatic, or for

any other good purposes. The charade
ter of the Queen Mother is, throughout,

wholly and only disgusting ; there is no
grandeur in her guilt nor terror in her

power. Since she was there, however, new
and deep tragic interest might have bcetf^,,

created by the conflict of passions between

the mother and daughter, whose aftec-

tionsare unconsciouslyplaced on the same
person. Of a similar circumstance, in

humble life, Coleridge has made power-
ful tragic use. The early scenes between

De Bourbon and the Queen are too

Ajnrnpf;, and the passion of the lady dc-

with a liaste lvhicli fully justi-

« t have someti|ijh0dd tastes. It appears
impossible to someoftheocst of our female writers
to weave a jgory together without some naughty
episode* at the very least Miss Porter, for exam

.

pie, imagine no perfect hero, nor one worthy
ofher (sMJtoP, till his virtue is exposed, and comes
jfw^y^^iUlatefrom the fiery ordeal ofthe temp-
tatieP ’pr one or more of the above monsters,-
the Irutipnar’s wives.

Register.

fies the Constable's scorn. That whidi

follows between .him and the Princess

Margaret is a deeper blot, as the character

of the Princess is finely imagined, which
makes us the more sorry tolose herj with-

out cither rhyme or reason, the instant

site has inspired us with interest, and in-

dignant to see her so vilfely treated* De
Bourbon, beloved by the Qufi#b is the

plighted lover of herdaughter, yet** a beg-

gar in his drink,” would not so brutally

have violated the holiest sanctities of na-

ture as does the chivalrous De Bourbon in

hurling the burning shame of the “ Royal
harlot” upon her innocent daughter,—
that daughter, his own chaste and tender

mistress. Of the Princess we never hear

again, and no wonder : we expected to

have the mother's part of her “ speak*

ing daggers,” or the mistress’s Lamenting

the treason of her lost lover, or the angels

soothing and protecting Franuoise, a gen-

tle maiden, yet u silly, sooth,” who falls

the scarcely resisting victim of the un-
bridled and unpunished licence of Fran-
cis. This isnotwhatwas wont to he called

poetical justice; but slight atonement goes

far in Princes. Are the ruin, misery, in-

famy, ami death, which the Climes of the

King spread around him, presumed to be

all expiated by the sentimental harangue
over the dead body of the lady with which
he insults the presence of her betrothed

husband? In conclusion, we have pleasure

in saying, that though very far from a
perfect drama,—Francis the Ifiirst is, all-

things considered, awonderful production

:

—it contains some fine scenes, and many
pleasing ones ; which, though they may
render the. play slow-paced and languid,

read well in detached portions. We had
marked out a few of the best portions

as specimens of the language and senti-

ment, but must be brief- The following

is the address of Margaret to De Bour-
bon in prison, whither she has come to

urj^him to escape, lie recks little of

his life, saying, there is none to inherit

his name. She replies :—

Hold there, my Lord!
Posterity, to whom great men and their
Fair names belong, is your inheritor.

Your country from whose Kings your house
had birth,

Claims of you, Sire, your high and spotless name f

Fame craves it of you for when there be noue
Bearing the Mood of mighty men, to bear
Their virtues also,—Fame emblazons them
Upon her flag, which o’er the world she waves.
Persuading others to like glorious deeds.

Oh ! will you die upon a public scaftbld ?

Beneath the hands o' th’ executioner!
Shell the vile rabble bait you to your death

!

Shall they applaud and make your Bite a tale

For taverns, and the busy eity streets!

And in the wide hereafter,—for the which -

Alt warrkni hope to live,—shall yourproud name
Be bandied to and fro by foul tradition.

Branded and cursed as rebels’ name ihould be ?
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The following description spoken by
Fronds at midnight looking out from
the door of his tent on the eve of the

fatal bottle of. Pavia, is pleasing, if not

very original.

How many arc there, sleeping on yon field,

Who shall to-morrow lay them down lor ever.'

How many heads, whose dreams are all of con-
quest, ’ *

Lie pillowed on their graves ! Where shall they

After the dawn, awakened by our trumpets.
Has drawn away night's curtain ?

• *

Now through the silent air

And the dark night, might Fancy dream she saw
Death stalking in the midst of yonder Hold,

Marking the prey that shall be his to-m rr >w

Why, how is tills ? my blood chills in my veins!
A shadow passes over me! shall l ?—
Oh, conscience ! lie thou still. It is thy hand
That strikes so cold upon my sense, - - *

I'll wake D'Albrct,
For now already through the twilight breaks
The dappled hue of morn, chasing away
Night's shadows, and these gloomy phantasies.
There is a freshness In the early air

That quickens every faculty, and makes
A keen enjoyment of existence only.

What, ho! awoke D'Albret! the day hath
dawned.

And the young morning, clad in saffron robes

Of glorious light, opens heaven's eastern gate,

And bids the sun good morrow.—Hark ! the
trumpet.

Clear as the lark's shrill matin note, doth sound
Through the blue vault—the hum of multitudes

Rises in the still air,—the clash of steel,
"

The tramp of trained feet doth beat the ground
In even measure. Steeds neigh long and loud—
And voices of command, whoop and halloo.

Ring through the tented linos ;
* •

The following sisterly lines arc pretty :

Oh, Lautrcc! blameme not ; wc twain have been,

“E'en from our birth, together and alone,

Two healthful scions of a goodly stock,

Whose other shoots have withered all—we’ve
grown

Still side by side ; I like some fragile aspen—
And thou a sturdy oak, 'neath whose broad

shelter

I reared my head : then frown not that the wind

Doth weigh the trembling aspen to the earth,

While the stout oak scarce owns the powerless

breeze.

Illustrations of Political Economy—
No. 2, the Hilt and the Valley—No.

3, Brooke,
and Brooke Farm. Fox :

Paternoster Row.

The Schoolmistress is Abroad!
This we propound as a discovery, se-

condary only in importance to that made

by the Lord Chancellor; and when lie

next repeats his declaration, let every one

couple ours with it. In complete .un-

consciousness of their scope and object,

we opened these small volumes—the Hill

and the Valley first. Their character and

tendency were so novel and singular,

that we fancied we began “ to gpy a creat

peard under themuffler.” Scotch shrewd-

ness was for once at fault ; and on read-

ing further, wc became convinced that

the Hill and Valley, and Brooke Farm

,

are as authentic as they are extraordi-

nary female productions, manly in prin-
ciples and reasoning, but softened and
adorned with mAny feminine graces and
felicities. In one wal'd, these tales are
Smith And Ricardo's theories ppt plea-

santly in action, and made level to

every capacity. May we not then
truly affirm that the Schoolmistress is

abroad ; and that here fte have her

teaching tip; Alphabet and primer, of a
difficult and complex science, by an in.

genious motherly contrivance of her

own, which surmounts its difficulties,

relieves its imagined duli^ss, and makes
study a pastime. Life in the Wilds,
which wc notice forms the first number
of this cheap and instructive series, we
have not yet seen, but presume it re-

fers to society in the rudest state of so-

cial accommodation. Brooke,
and Brooke

Farm familiarly applies the principles

of political ecouotny to agricultural af-

fairs—that is, to the manufacture of corn,

cuttle, and dairy produce ; and affords,

apart from this design of instruction, a

delightful picture of a small English

rural community in a rapid state of

progressive improvement. Tfye Hill

and the Valley relates the formation,

profitable working, and destruction of

extensive iron mines in South Wales

;

and illustrates the principles of capital

and production, the rights of labour, and
the value of machinery; also in con-

nexion with a•pleasing story, of which
the personages are the capitalists and
workmen. Though jiot quite prepared

to subscribe to every application of the

principles Miss Martineau expounds in

these volumes, we heartily and unre-

servedly bear testimony to the ability

with which she has executed the task
‘ she has so ingeniously, and with so much
boldness and originality,Revised for her-

self ; and feel sincere pleasure in direct-

ing the attention of others to what has
so agreeably surprised, and profitably

occupied our own. That the story-

liner may not fancy diimself entrapped,

and defrauded of his rights, we shall

first give an extract in the old beaten

way, before proceeding to the new track

so unexpectedly opened up.

There is not a village in England that I, love
so well as Brooke

;
but I was born and have Al-

ways lived there, and this is probably the jfeHIDgt'
why I see beauty in it ; ibr strangers da&iyn&it
pear struck with it. M
There is one long straggling street, WMjp the

blacksmith, the publMgn, the grocer, aBdthe
haberdasher live j thenhouses being separated,
some by gardens, others by cowsheds or pig.
sties. My father’s house stands a Httlo way out
of the village, just a quarter of a mile (tern the" Withers’ Anns,” the only public-houfe'lh the.
place. Our dwelling stands so far ita»m
the road, and is just so much planted.wptb**rQcs
and shrubs, as to be tVce from noise and dust

;

while it is not so retired as to appear ashamed of
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keeping company with the houses In the neigh,
bourhood. The children playing in the road
may see the ladies at week In the bow-window,
by peeping through the bars of the white gate

;

and if any little boy should venture in to pick up
his ball or recover his kite, he may chance to

meet the master looking after his fruit-trees, or
to catch a glimpse of the mistress cutting her
roses.

At the west end of the village street stands the

church, upon a rising groumrplnnted with ever-

greens, while 1h£ modest parsonage retires behind
it, with its little court in front, and its blooming
pear-tree trained against the walls. Beyond,
are a fine range of fields and some flourishing

young plantations; but in my early days they

wre not to be seen. There was, instead, a wide
common, skirted in some parts with very poor
cottages. No trees, no gardens were seen around
them. 1 remember how bleak and bare the
situation of those dwellings used to appear. A
pool of muddy water was before the doors of
some, and a dunghill was heaped up against the
wall of others Each had a cow-shed, such as it

was, with its ragged thatch, and its sides full of
boles, through which the wind whistled. Each
cottager possessed a cow which grazed on Vie
common, and wh.ch, though lean lYom being
only halr.ted, was the best wealth ot its master.
As each villager had a right of common, every
housekeeper possess'd a cow ;

and often in my
evening walk I met eight or nine of these mise-

rable cattle coming home to be milked, l.iltle

John Todd, the blacksmith’s son, used to drive
in several in company with Ins father’s. lie

took charge of Miss Black’s, the milliner, of
Wickstead’s, the publican, and of Harper's, the
grocer. With all these cows, there was no great
abundance of milk, butter, and cheese, in the
place; for no more milk was yielded (him was
wanted for each family. There were tribes of
children in most ot the cottages; and the grocer
had his shop-buy, the publican Ins stable-boy,

and the milliner her apprentice, to fetv' : so that
there was a demand for as much milk as the
poor animals could supply. A donkey or tivo,

and a few pig* and geese, were also to be seen on
the common, grazing or dnnk.ng from the pools,

or dabbling in them There was a pretty pond
of dear water near the pathway w hlch led across
the common ; and it vvas overhung on one side

by a clump ofbecclics which formed a pleasant
shade in summer, and were a relief to the eye in
winter when the ground was covered with snow
Behind this clump the common was no longer
level, but swelled into heathy hillocks, bright
with gone and broom, and the variety of plants
which usually flourish in company with them.
The view of the church and parsonage Iroin the
highest of these hills was particularly pretty when
the setting sun shone full on their windows, and
on the bench in the churchyard, where Use old
men used to go to enjoy its last beams 1 ha\ c
sat on that hilt for many an hour, watching the
children at their sports about the pond, or tend,
ing the cows; and have remained there with'
my father till no squad was heard but the
dying hum from a distance, and nothing was to
be seen of the village but the sparks from the
blacksmith’s forge—My lather agrees with me
that Brooke is one of the prettiest villages in
England.

Such is Brooke in its original state ; and
it is so pretty and engaging, that we
have not the heart to present its portrait

after the common was enclosed, the

flocks ami herds increased, husbandry
immensely improved and extended, the
cottages neat, substantial, and well fur-

nisbed^he population doubled, and the
peO|$o .katter fed, clothed, and educated

;

aftfyfifiL.by the enclosure of Brooke com.
consolidation of small farms,

thV profitable employment of one in-

telligent gentleman’s capital, and the

co-operation of the labourers.

Our next extract must be of a different

kind. Mr. Wallace, a partner in the

iron mines, and his amiable and elegant

wile, arc conversing with old Armstrong,

an eccentric character, who lives in so-

litude in a mountain cottage, with an
ancient housekeeper, as much within,

ami to himself, as is possible for a man
who lives on the verge of civilized life,

and retains a strong taste for newspapers.'

He keeps his money under his Led, from

distrust of mankind, and of commercial

security; and we are rather surprised

that the author does not show him mur-
dered some night, and his cash-chest

rilled ; but she might not have the forti-

tude to execute such extreme justice, and
as probably, thought him sufficiently

punished in having so much unproduc-

tive capital beside him, and, by the

state of defence he and his housekeeper

were obliged to maintain in their moun-
tain garrison. It is to this old gentleman
Mrs. Wallace puts the following in-

quiry :

—

“ I should like to know,” Haul Mrs. Wallace,
” what it is that shucks you so much in our do-
ings below."

Shtf could not have made a more welcome in-

quiry. Armstrong was eloquent upon the inele-

gance of smoke, and rows of houses, and ridge*

of cinders, and all the appearances winch attend
an iron-work, and appealed to his gutM: as a
lady of taste, whether such a laying waste of the
works of nature was not melancholy. Mrs.
Wallace could not agree that it was It was truu
that a grove was a finer object at this distance
than a cinder-ridge, and that a mountain-stream
was more picturesque than a column of smoke

;

but there ivas beauty of a different kind which
belonged to such establishments, and to which
she was sure Mr. Armstrong would not be blind
if he would only come down aiul survey the
woiks Thete was in the first place the beauty
ot the machinery. She thought it could not but
gratify the taste to see how men bring the powers
o-’ nature under their own com ml by their own
contrivances; how the wind and the flic arp
made to act in the furnace so that the metal runs
out in a pure stream below; how, by the appli-
cation of steam, such a substance .is iiouys passed
between rollers, and compressed and shaped by
them as easily as if it were potter’s clay, and
then cut into lengths like twigs.

Armstrong shook hi* head, and said this was
all too artificial for him; and that granting (as
lie did not deny), that nature worked as much as
man in these processes, she worked in another
way which was not so beneficial,—in men’s
hearts, making them avaricious, deccitlbl, and
envious.
“ 1 was going to say,” replied Mrs. Wallace,

“ that there is another sort of beauty in such
establishment, which 1 prefer to that 1 was
speaking of 1 know nothing more beautiful
than to see a number of iieople fully employed,
and earning comforts for themselves and each
other. If people obtain their money as they
want it, they are less likely to be avaricious
than if it came to them without exertion ron
their part; because the energy which they
give to the pursuit in the one case. Is likely to
fix itself upon its rewards in the other. I do not
know of any particular temptation to deceit or
envy where all have their apjiointed labour and
a sufficient reward without interfering with ope
another.”
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“ I have seen enough of the (ricks of trade/*
laid the old man.**
' You have been unfortunate as I have un-

derstood, said Mr. Wallace; but it does not fol.

low that there is kuavery wlierever there is so.

cial industry, any more than that every one has
such a pretty place as this to retire to m ease of
disgust with the world. But, as I was going to
add to my wife’s description, there appears to
me not less beauty in the mechanism or society
than In the inventions of art”

44 That is, you being a master, like to survey
the ranks of slaves under you.”

Not so ” said Mr. Wallace mildly, for he
was not inclined to resent the petulance of the
old man. 44 There is no slavery, no enforced la.

hour, no oppression, that I am aware of, in our
establishment. Masters and] men agree upon
measures of mutual service, 'and the exertions
of each party are alike necessary to the success
of their undertaking.”
“ If all men had followed your mode of life to

this day, there would have been no iron-work,
nor any other Bort of manufacture in existence

;

and life would have been barbarous in compari-
son with what it is ; and there would have been
few In comparison born to enjoy it. You would
ourself have been a sufferer. You would have
ad no spade and no scythe, no bucket for your

well, no chain for your bucket, no newspaper in
the morning, and no Farmer’s Journal in the af-

ternoon. Since you owe all these things, and a
thousand others, to the co-operation of capitalists

and labourers, my dear sir, it seems rather un-
gracious to despise such a union.”
” Well, sir, you shall have it your own way.

How many classes of producers do you reckon Y”
“ Speaking of manufacturing produce. 1 reckon

two,—the two I have mentioned
;
and 1 never

listen to any question of their comparative
value, since they are both necessary to produc-
tion.” •
“ I should have thought labour more valuable

than capital,” said Mrs. Wallace, “ because it

must have been in operation first. The first ma-
terial must have been obtained, the first machine
must have been made, by labour.”
“True. Capital owes its origin to labour:

but labour is in its turn assisted and improved
by capital to eiWh a degree, that its productive-
ness is incalculably increased. Our labourers

could no more send ship-loads of bar-iron abroad
without the help of the furnace and forge, and
machinery, supplied by their masters, than their

masters without the help of their labour."
44 Then the more valuable this capital iw, the

more abundant the material wrought, the more
perfect the machinery, the better for the la-

bourer. And yet all do not think so."
41 Because those who object to machinery do

not perceive its true nature and office. Ma-
chinery. as it does the work of many men, or that

which it would take one man a long time to do,

may he viewed as hoarded labour. This, being
set to wprk in addition to natural labour, yields

a greatly increased produce
;
and the gains of

the capitalist being thus increased, he employs
a yet larger portion of labour with a view to

yet farther gams; and so a perpetual progress is

made.”
44 Not without drawbacks, however, ’ * said A rm-

strong. 44 Do not forget the consequent failure

of demand.”
44 That is only a temporary evil : for when tlic

market is overstocked, prices fall
;
and when the

price has fallen, more people can aftbrd to buy
than bought before, and so a new demand grows
up. If printing and paper-making, for instance,

were still unknown, we should have no news-
papers; if the machinery were very imperfect,

they would be so expensive as to be within reach

of none but the wealthy
t
but, as the produce of

both arts is abundant, and therefore cheap, we
find newspapers in every alehouse ; and if it were

not for a duty which has nothing to do with their

production, we should see them lying in many a

cottage window. Thus, the public arc equally

obliged to the owners of |»rinting presses and

their workmen. These workmen are obliged to

the masters whose capital sets them to work

;
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and the masters are obliged to their men for the
labour which sets their presses going. All arc
gainers by the co-operation of labour and ca-
pital”

From these extracts some notion may be
formed of the object and execution of
these remarkable volumes. To their

author, Benjamin Franklin would hive
raised a statue, provided h» had ever
been betrayed into such a piece of ro-

mantir extravagance for any public be-
nefactor whatever.

A Historical Treatise on Trial by Jury,
Wager of Law, and other co-ordinate

Forensic Institutions. By T. 6.
Repp. Edinburgh: Thomas Clark.
1832 .

This is obviously the work of a man
extensively acquainted with Scandinavian
literature, and contains much curious in.

formation as to the origin and progress

of jury trial, and the other kindred modes
of procedure, by which, in rude times,

justice was attempted to be administered

in the North. The treatise, as Mr. Repp
infonn a us, was undertaken with theview
offurnishing information as to te whether
the verdict of the jury'in the north was re-

quired to be unanimous, or whether the

verdict of the majority was received as

valid and gonclusive ; and how far the

judge had any influence on the final ver-

dict when the jurors disagreed Y* To-
wards the discussion of those questions

Mr. Repp has examined about forty am
cient codes of Scandinavian law, and
has frequently directed his attention, to

other points relating to the antiquity or

authenticity of these codes, and to gene-

ral history, which will be interesting to

the legal antiquary. The nature and
history of the Norwegian, Swedish,
Danish, and Icelandic juries are suc-

cessively considered ; and the author has
shewn that in all these *cases the verdict

was decided by the majority of Voices*

The theory that the unanimity requited
'

iu English juries arises from the circum-

stance, that a condition, originally pe-

culiarly to the wager of law, lias been,

as it seems by mistake, adapted to, and
identified with, the regular jury, appears

to us extremely probable. But we most
refer those of our readers who sire curi-

ous on such matters to the work itself,

which they will find worthy of their; pe-

rusal. Mr. Repp investigates the a&tji-

quities ofjury trial in Scandinavia with
all the zeal that might be expected froili'

an ardent admirer of its expediency^ He
is an Icelander besides, and we may ad-
mire, though we cannot sympathize ill,

the vehemence of some of his natto&al

partialities.
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The Cabinet Cyclopedia
,
conducted by

Dr* Lardner and others. Vol.XXIX.
History of Spain and Portugal, voi. I.

London : Longman and Co., and John
Taylor,. 1832.

Wjp have much pleasure in recoin-

'

mending this first volume of a general

history of, Spain and Portugal. If the

.three remaining volumes he executed with
equal care and elegauce, tre shall have a
popular and correct history of the Penin-
sula, whfcn our literature has hitherto

wanted. That portion of the work now
before U9 extends from the earliest period

of Spanish history, down to the destruc-

tion of the Caliphat of the West in 1031 ;

and embraces, in a rapid and pleasing

narrative, a description of the original

inhabitants of the Peninsula
; the con-

tests of the Romans and the Carthagi-

nians ; the settlement of the Roman
power ; the polity introduced by it ; the

irruption of the Barbarians ; the rise,

transactions, and institutions of the Visi-

Gothic Monarchy ; and, finally, the Mo-
hammedan invasion and conquest of the

Goths, and the history of the Caliphat.

The author has shewn commendable in-

dustry in culling truth from the meagre,
contradictory, and often incredible rela-

tions of contemporary chroniclers and
historians. But we think 1L has been
sufficiently harsh in his estimate of the

Via}«Gothic polity, iq comparison with
that of the other European nations at the

same jferiod; and it may, perhaps, be
regretted that the knowledge of Dr. Sou-
they's projected work on the Arabian
and Moorish Domination, should have
induced him to compress his view of that

part of it contained in this volume,

Within, perhaps, too narrow limits. We
look forward, however, to the remainder
of the work with considerable eagerness,

knowing that the talents and learning

of historian' will there be exerted

Uj^jpi^jects of greater interest in many
but, above all, as illustrating the

oanwr rue, and'the more speedy ami full

development, in the middle ages, of the

principles of constitutional freedom in

the Christian kingdoms of Spain, than

in any other of the European states. We
must here protest against the author's

attempt, in one or two instances, to in-

graft factious sentiments or expressions

upon the discussion of matters with
which they have no concern. What
imaginable reason was there for bestow-
ing upon us a note in defence of church
esj^h&hments, to which the writer seems
to rank that tithes are a necessary ad-
jumi f Uncalled-for exhibitions of poli-

tical prejudice arc poor recommendations
of a historical work.

Potand, Homer, andother Poems . Black

,

Edinburgh ; Longman & Co.,- Loudon.

It would be easy to string together a

few smooth commonplaces to introduce

this volume, hut it is more just to give the

whole of the limited space we can spare

to the poems themselves. They are the

production of that most enviable of all

beings, a young poet ; and arc full of

promise, as much from the pure and
generous spirit they breathe, as finpm con-

siderable poetic accomplishment. . Po-

land, the longest piece, opens thus !—
Spirit or Freedom, shadow of the God
Whom nations worship when he walks abroad ;

Shadow, yet light, to whom wc turn our eyes.

When chafed by wrong or smote by miseries \

Guardian of truth, without whose aid our life

Would be a warfare of eternal strife—
Where hast thou hid thy face and veil’d thy browjf

The hearts of men arc searching for thee now.
Lo ! from its watch a glorious star is driven

;

There is a comet wand'ring through tliy heaven

;

Theic is a plague upon the shrinking earth
That threats thy reign with pestilence and death,
A deep and dark conspiracy of sin—— ”

This is still finer

-

O Europe! Europe! falsely named the wisp.

How couldst thou gaze on such a sacrifice ?

Well didst thou know the base and guilty wile,

A nd yet thy lips were smiling all the while.

Tell me, 1 pray thee, was the sight so sweet.

To view thy sister gasping at thy feet ?

Was it so very pleasant to thy heart
To see her blood vpon thy garments start t
Is that a stain so slight——
We would like to give a few lines

from an animated apostrophe to Prince

Adam Czartoryski, to whom the volume
is appropriataly inscribed, but pass to

the following invocation, which is in a

yet higher strain :

—

O ! that a new Tyrtsus would awake.
To speak aloud as never man yet spake ;

To scatter forth his passion like a shower.
With voice of glory and with words of power

;

To move the passive nations, till they reel

The startling justice of that high appeal.
Until the Murit, caged within the soul.

Were freed, and bounding onwards. .

•

Homer contains many fine descriptive

stanzas. Its close is impressively beau-
tiful. It will probably be the favourite

with most readers :—our own is the La-
mentfor Shelley. It is poetry ; and high
earnest of what may yet be expected

from the writer. Those who have heard
of Shelley's death, and obsequies, can
never forget circumstances so fraught
with mournful interest. They are thus

strikingly described.

Upon a bate and desolated shore,
whanfito tired waters jangle with thesheik.

The oKftung the wasted form it both *

Amongst Its ridged lines, and tuftedfttells.

There was he found. No toll of churi^Hyaid bells

Kings for his burial : no mourners keep
Watch o’er his coffin, till the iron nails:

Rivet hlijvdown—they laid him oil a heap.
Like an pld Roman chief; who sleeps bis wakeless

sleep ?
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It was a hot and tlumb'roufr Mummer,noon \
The sun was glaring like a pestilence

Up in the sky, and over the lagoon
No shadow fell. Thekindled pile, from whence

The smoke oozed oatf in breathings dark and
dense.

Threw a short shadowon the sand, spellbound
Was nature, and the quietude intense,
Broken out by theanortand crackling sound,
Anyone lone sea-bird's scream, that flew in

eircles round.

4>

if

The master f of the lyre stood near, his eye
Wandered, as when some doomed man doth
’ read

$

A prophet^ warnings of calamity

;

Ana one was there, who leant his throbbing
head

Against a tree,—his very heart did bleed
WiUrtn hnn, like a brother »s —Weep anew!

God shield |by spirit in its hour of need,
ThOU persecuted man ! tor it Is true,

And lent, ahd good, though some would pierce
it through and through

We take lea\ e of this volume, sincerely
iegiettmg that we can do such imperfect
justice to its incuts.* P

T wjra uyron qpa mr i^eign Hunt were
most the sole mourners at this *< strange *meri-
flee ” It must gratify the survivor 10 see, ftak
in a new gencrat|$i, and among a distant people,
there are ingenuous minds, that can think and
judge for thunsclvis, and calmly distribute retri-
butive justice

MUSIC.

Mitsical composition seems nearly at

a stand at home and akioad. The art,

i\o are told, is spreading its influent c

among the AmeiuaiH, who hate esta-

blished .in It.iLi.m Opera in New York.
The fame of Paganini is so far travel-

led, that a violm player at Calcutta

holds out as an attr.n tion, that he is an
tU t't of the Italian prodigy! Kven th<*

Brahmins are distinguishing themselves

as concerto players. Verafiaii, in the

service of the llajali of Sanjore, exe-

< utes the most difficult piano-forte pieces

at first sightly Don Pedro is making
himself no less remarkable by the ro-

mance of hia political venture, than by
his overtures, which h«rve been perform-

ing at Paris. One of these, in K flat,

says Ketis, is d'nne faclure correcte, et

annonce dans son auteur
,
unc connab-

sanee etendue dcs effets He l
1orchestre,

Wc fear* the ex-Emperor’s oveituies will

not be listened to by his oppqqgpt, even'

if musical, with iniuli gratification. But
we trusty,fbr the honour of the art, that

Mrcrt^B^has “no music in himself,”

andrfo, consequently, only “ fit for trea-

sons, stratagems, and spoils!**

The distresses of Poland have driven

her exiled patriots to turn their musical

talents to account in foreign lands. A
Poltel* girl, Mademoiselle Leonohka,
just ^taring her teens, said to be equally

interesting, on account of her misfortunes

and Ixfr skill on* the violin, hns been

giving concerts at Boimleaux.

The,* veteran, Plf. yf.

i

—a wflhposer

who tilt enjoyed an almost
4

tigt&raal

reputatiovn-^died lately in France? Many
persons will remember the time, when
Pleyel** compositions were the only

esteemed things ofthe day } although ho

has long ago Itjore im-

3

passioned and elaborate style of modern,
instrumental music. Several of his
works will, however, withstand “the
razure of oblivion.** He is uniformly
characterised by smooth intelligible Merit-

ing ; and his slow movements are full of
sweetness and grace.

Muzio Ci.ementi, the father.vpf
modern piano-forte music, has also” pqjd
the debt of ginture at an advanced age*
Besides his celebrity as a composer, amt
concerto-player, Ci.ementi was a flSwi

of scientific acquitements and general
information. Cramer, FiELIk . and
Bertini, were his pupils; and A4LK-
rrenner is indebted tS him for the
direction of his early efforts in music.

REVIEW OF MUSIC.

Songs of the Seasons.—The Music cdtoi*

posed hy the Author of the Musical
Illustrations of the Waverley Novels,
—Novei.LO : London.

Miss Flowers has atquired deserted
fame by her Illustrations of jp
lerley Novels. The present workfWjtl
add to—nay, completely establish

title to celebrity as a composer. Tl*
Songs of the Seasons are the result 0%
profound, well-directed study, and pure
refined taste. In style, they resehiw'
the works of the old English, m&stttft,

but are perfectly original ; and, ot bold

freedom of harmonic progression, and
flue-flowing melody, will vie with the
productions of any composer, living or
dead. Wc have our apprehensions, that
their Very excellence may mar cheir^p-

polarity. Modem taste has becigj^fal&l

upon Models ofso totally oppositrWde-
generate a*lfod, that it is quite unpre-
pared to apt^Riate a revival of the styles
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of Purcell and Arne. We hope it

may prove otherwise. The authoress

has onr best wishes, and we shaft $$oi£e

in her success, looking forward to many
#utar$

f
essays of her richly gifted powers.

ffyr^avourite Air?, in Robert 1e Dia-

arranged for the pianoforte,
by

A&OLfHE Adam. Airs de Ballet w
mto, >y(

HEEZ. London

:

MaVersIbeh’s Robert f$e Diahle has

been greedily seized upon, cut, carved,

and dished-up by composers in various

adaptations for the piano-forte. As the

opera is new to us, we prefer, at pre-

sent, the simple arrangement by Ad \m ;

which is nhlj executed, and gives the

player a good idea of this noble pioclnc-

tiou, so redolent of beautiful idea-, and
rich effects.

Farcin U. The words by I .men Bynow
The music by Flhdinand Reis.
London: T. Wrr.sii.

Tills is a well-expressed song ; hut so

very scientific in structure, that we fear

it will never be appro iated by amateur

jPHe Merry Moonlight Hm p. A con-

st composed by John Thomson,
Pa’i Kit son and Roy, Kclin-

if**11-

K-vkyvt exquisite sonp; .park-

Jinfe ftnd animated. It will bear com-
parison with tlie heat productions of its

Original and clever composer. When
known, uqs are convinced it v\ ill be a

general favourite.

* The Hour is come. A duet written by

T. Ai KiNbON, Fsq. Composed by
John TmxBirLi. J. Win is, Lon-

. dwu
AJ5WWP08ition that has absolutely

usfefeig to recommend it The nie-

mmds are trifling, and the accompani-
ments thin and ineffective. The words
deserve better music.

O yes, I often think of Her, A Ballad

.by Captain Charles Gray. The
' music by T. Reed. J, Willis, Lon-

don.

A clever ballad, both a» regards words

and music.

The Widow . A Ballad by T. HAYNES
Bayly. Composed by G. A. "Hob-
son. London : GoyLDiNo and Co*

There is tmth and feeling mixed up
with mawkish simplicity in Rally’s bal-

lads. The *ong before us is an elixir for

joung widows, resolved never more to

submit to the matrimonial yoke, agree-

ing, w e suppose, that

The instances, that second man cage move,
Are base iwpects ot thrift, but none uf love.

The niusii bj Hodson is of ,1 very Com-
monplace character.

Child of the West. A Highland Ballad,

written by F. W. N. lVvYirv. The
music by (r. A. Hodsoy. Gouldinc.
and C’o. London.

This is one of those wle cockney ef-

fubious that well deseive the fate of the

daw with borrowed feathers, m the fa-

ble—to he pecked at !>> eveiv person of

dibi eminent, foraspumg to the title it bo

piesumptuously adopts. We maivcl how
such trash c .111 be tolerated. The music
is wretchedly bad, and the pot try abso-

lutely ludicrous. A maid is addressed
“ Fair rhiel of the West.” The “ bon-
nic bonnie thistle rpais \ts head,” and
u nods to the purfllfe heather.” Protest-

ing, that a u canny cot byihe blue hill’s

side” is at hpr service, the fair cfvUl is

directed by her swain to look to Um Rlist

in the noitli, gathcimg u like thtifpirit

of song in its shadowy vest,” (w%y not

kilt ?

)

But the sumnnm honviii rfRaeir

fclUityiAto u dance oVr the Hlghf&uds
togcthariP' We advise the wlioje tribe,

man, woman, and boy, of the <pseudo
Scottish compot-eis, to join infli£j£dfiii£6f

A few skipband piiouettes, by i^^tbe
Cl blue hill sides,” wrould lid tft* j»orld

of these poisoners and pervertor* of gpod
old Scottish minstrelsy.

J Jetstone, Punter, lfl, St. jai
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“OUR THREE DAYS.

Jtfair grftt attf t (it Aamre,
jfHan ge&t aug (Sratid tn ©Hfomif,

3ud {fair ttid itrtm etm* •

We can think of no appellation so accurately descriptive of the week
which intervened between the 9th of May, when the resignation of

Lord Grey was officially announced, and the lGth, when that nobleman
w.i's again sent for by the King, as that which we have selected for the

title of this article. It is affectation to deny that the recall of the Reform
Administration, and the consequent salvation of tligir Bill, has been the

work of demonstrations on the part of the people, as intelligible, if not

#
as violent as the warlike operations of the Parisians. The douse of

Lords continued hostile to Reform, the King had been seduced to

falsify his pledges, the country was threatened with a military govern,

ment ; but the people of England rose as one man to vindicate their

rights, and the fetters preparing for them melted on the anyil of the

forger. Wherever the intelligence of the posture of affairs in the

metropolis arrived—and it was circulated through the kingdom with

unexampled rapidity—ttere was not a moment's hesitation, not a soli-

tary instance of indulgence in the aimless and impotent *anger expressed

by riots. The inhabitants assembled spontaneously en masse to peti-

tion the House of Commons to stop the supplies, hinting, in no ambi-

guous language, that this measure was but the initiative of a long cam-

paign which they had sketched out ! that did their first blow fall short,

they were prepared to follow it up by one heavier and more effective. It

Was plain that each man had calculated his own powers of exertion and

endurance, and assented to a plan of action in which a remedy had been

prepared for every repul&, and the position to be occupied after every

possible defeat premeditated. Fore-warned and fore-armed, Britain

stood ready for the struggle.
*

* “Thiough night we seek the sun,

Through fear to joy we run,

Through death we enter life,”

von. i. s
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The un-preconcerted unanimity of the people was most cheering in

more respects than one. It shewed that they knew their rights, and

the legal forms invented to guard them, as well as that they were pre-

pared to move in their defence. Birmingham and London cried at once,

“ Stop the supplies !” The sound was repeated across the level plains of

Lancashire and over the wolds of Yorkshire. Taking its way through

canny Cumberland and Northumberland, it was re-echoed by Salisbury

Craigs, and on the green of Glasgow, and spread from these central

points up every green tstrath and heathery valley of Scotland. The
shout had not yet subsided wlien^n echo, richly tipped with the brogue,

came ringing joyous and shrill across the Irish channel. In the black

north, Belfast and Newry did their duty. The boys of Tipperary were

gathering to the fun. Within the pale was held an honoured meeting.

Dublin sent forth her congregated citizens by tens of thousands ; and

among them one before whom our hearts bow down with devotion—one

who, in youth, periled life and fame for liberty, and for her consented

to waste his best years in exile,—one whose heart cherished the house-

less wanderer when every door seemed closed against her,—Archibald

Hamilton Rowan.

“ Give Sir Lancelot Thrclkeld praise

!

Hear it, good man, old in days I

Thou tree of covert and of rest,

For this young Bird that was distrest

Among thy branches safe she lay,

And she was free to sport and play

When Falcons were abroad for prey.”

v

It would be vain to attempt a record of all the generous patriots who
stood forward—of ^11 the burning words they uttered. Some chanced
upon a happier phrase than others ; but, in the essentials, all were at

one. Birmingham alluded to the provision in the bill of rights, which 9
vindicated the°title of the citizen to have arms*for his defence; Shef-

field reminded the King, in respectful, but manly language, that the
stability of the crown, as well as the peace of the country, might be
endangered by adherence to the whispers of incendiaries ; the Political

and Trades’ Unions of Edinburgh declared that they trusted in the na-
tion alone, and called upon the reformers of the whole empire simulta-

neously to petition the House of Commons, to l&ssume the office of their

fugleman and central committee.

We are truly proud of the commanding attitude assumed by our
countrymen on 'this occasion. They have proved themselves worthy de*

scendants of the men who resisted and vanquished Charles the First and
expelled his son. They have shewn that they possessed the devoted bra-
very, and more than the knowledge of their ancestors. There has been
no wanton destruction, there have been no vain boasting and braggadocio
threats. +. Assembled at every point in multitudes, such as have never
before been seen, they have not once allowed themselves to be hurried
into undue .transport by the contagion of sympathy. Their words were
weighed and valued—subdued, not exaggerated. Under the influence
of the most intense excitement, they struggled successfully to maintain
the ascendancy of reason; by the most violent efforts of self-cqptrol,
they repressed the instigations of hurrying and blinding passion ; they
looked round for a spot to plant their foot upon, from which it would-
be impossible to drive them. Their stem determination; and the energy
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with which they submitted themselves to the restraining voice of rea-
son, must have reminded the Duke of Wellington, rather disagreeably,

of the intense whispers of his officers whenever the enemy advanced on
the British lines,—“ Steady men, there ! steady ! down with your muz-
zles !

” and of the irresistible fbrce with which the repressed energy of
his soldiers, when the leash was slipped, thundered through the opposing
ranks. The aspect of the nation was like an approaching thunder-
storm, black, grim, sultry, suffocating, but breathless and Silent as
death. •

A sight of any of the numerous meqjings, held at this crisis, would
have satisfied the most infuriated Tory that the case of his party' was
hopeless. We were only present at one, but the features of all were
much the same. Standing on the declivity of Salisbury Craigs, we looked
down upon the hustings erected in the King's Park. The members of
the Committee were ascending the platform at irregular intervals, and
already a dense mass was crowding around its base, while dispersed

groups were crossing each other over the whole field, buzzing and rest-

less as insects on a summer evening. A low distant murmur was heard
in the direction of the palace ; as it drew nearer muffled music was dis-

tinguishable— The Land of the Leal.” Passing the corner of Holy-
rood, a broad black banner rose into sight behind the wall, and glided,

flapping onwards until, with its hearers, it emerged into the open field#

It was followed by the standard of the Trades* Union, bearing on a sable

field a bunch of rods—“ United, who can break us." And for upwards
of half-8n-hour, the procession—five men a-breast—continued to defile

into the field, advance towards aiffl encircle the hustings. As one black

banner, after another, arose upon the view, and was borne forward, till

the inscriptions and devices became legible, it sefemed as if the human
tide would continue to flow for ever. The cheers with which several

favourite mottoes and the tri-color were received, swelled upwards to

the spectators of the hill, one dense shattering volume of
#
sound. The

heart of a nation, devoting itself through the most perilous emergencies,

to persevere in a just cause, was in the sound as it slowly wreathed up the

hill-side on its way to approving Heaven. The view from the hustings

was yet more striking. On every hand extended a dense semicircle

paved with human heads, all shouldering to get near. The outward cir-

cle of curious spectators was very thin, every man was anxious to press

forward and take part in' the business. Fifty thousand faces looked

eagerly up at every speaker ;• some with their hands at their ears to

catch the sound more distinctly, others shading their eyes from the

sun, sad determination expressed in every brow. There wus not, as oh

ordinary occasions, a quick, gleesome interchange of remarks on what

fell from the speakers—the caustic gibes which a Scotchman can

scarcely refrain from, even when most deeply serious ; every man
seemed to check his breathing lest it might interrupt the stillness. The
movers of the resolutions wore also an aspect of anxious solemnity.

While revealing the whole exigency of the case, and exhorting to every

sacrifice, they, one and all, felt the necessity of regulating the deter-

mined spirit of the people. Their exhortations to preserve order were

received with reiterated cries of “ We will the names of traitor and

oppressors elicited hootings ofderision or deep-enduring hatred ; those of

the late Ministers hearty applause ; and every bold expression of resolu-

tions to brave the worst, was met with the triumphant rustling and

waving of banners, and with a hurrah, which, commencing beneath the
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hustings, spread backwards to the outskirts of the assembly; where,

after some preliminary questioning, it was taken up and tossed back to

the platform, on every side of which it dashed upwards like the waves

of the ocean. It was plain that the stern spirit of the Covenanter was

again breathing through the land ; that in -defence of a regulated freedom,

the people were ready to dare all extremities.

In the late emergency, the House pf Commons did its duty nobly. Even

before being called upon, it placed itself at the head of the national

movement. Lord Ebrington’s motion was simultaneous with the earliest

meetings out of doors. This was followed up by Mr. Hume's notice of

another and stronger motion ; jfnd by the prompt seizure of every occa-

sion which offered to resume the theme night after night. The party

in the House opposed to Reform maintained a wise silence, or only spoke

to some minor point, for the purpose of relieving their awkward con-

sciousness of insignificance. The liberal members—Ebrington, Ilume,

Duncombe, O’Connell, Macaulay, Gillon, and others—discharged their

duty to their country in a bold and fearless spirit, which entitles them
to rank with the Hampdens, Pyms, and Elliots, the fathers of our liber-

ties. The benefit conferred upon the country by the prompt and de-

cided measures of the House of Commons, cannot he over-rated. It

gave to the people throughout the country a common centre of disci-

pline and organization ; it reared aloft a banner, to which they were to

look in every unexpected eddy of the headlong fight ; it gave order,

purpose, and legality to their movements. The popular phalanx was by
this means rendered as united as numerous. The mass of the nation

was up, and ranged under their natural self-elected leaders—those

members of the Commons who really represented the interests of the

community. „

Let us now look to the band opposed to this multitudinous army,
stronger even in its good cause than in the myriads which swelled its

ranks: Up to the date of the memorable division of the
r
7th of May,

the ostensible
1 bar to the passing of the Bill had consisted of a majority

of the peers. But these men were only united in their enmity to Re-
form : in their notions of the best manner of opposing it there were
irreconcilable differences. Some daring natures were for maintaining
the usurpations of their body with a high hand, while some more timid
were for opposing to the torrent the more dangerous barrier of appar-
ent yielding. Again, hardened intriguers were anxious to wrest power
from the hands of the popular Ministry at the price of any concession, and
weak-minded, well-meaning bigots were prepared to brave all hazards
rather than qoncede. There was confusion in the camp, but of a nature
calculated to increase the stubbornness of resistance. Had the object of
the gang been to do anything, their disputes among themselves must
have shackled and thwarted their own projects. But as they stood
merely on the defensive, their mutual grudges served to exasperate the
savage doggedness with which they stubbornly placed themselves in the
way of the advancing force. 0
While the eye of the nation was upon these open demonstrations of

hostility—while every nerve was strained to overcome this palpable ob-
stacle, insidious foes, of whom no man dreamed, were busy at work.
The steadfastness and good faith of the throne, of which no one for a
moment entertained a doubt, was sapped insidiously. The scholars of
Mettemich—the husks, the dregs, the refuse of the Castlereagh faction—
had betaken themselves to means which had generally been found irre-
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sistible in governments where the people had no voice. A soldier, whose
youth had been polluted by the debasing example of the vice-regal court
in Dublin, whose manly pith bad been worn out amid the ruthless scenes
of war, whose whole life had taught him to look upon men merely as

counters to be hazarded in his reckless and unprincipled gambling—

a

diplomatist who had sold soul and body to the demon of legitimacy—

a

lawyer who had run the gamut of every political opinion—a blustering,

bullying George Dandin, who inherited a pension earned by his father's

perversion of the law—and others, their worthy compeers, seized the
opportunity, when the public attention was riveted upon the House of
Lords, to attack the King by domestic influence. Two of his royal

brothers were avowedly of the fraterni^. The Queen was generally un-
derstood to have a strong desire to enact the part of Maria Antoinette.
Another auxiliary force was found among those rapacious and misbegot-
ten brats, who, encouraged by the acquiescence of Ministers in a doating
father's fondness, had begun to nurse the most extravagant ambition, and
chafed at finding their avarice and pride restrained within decent limits.

With a few honourable exceptions, the whole of his Majesty's confiden-

tial relations were gained over to a nefarious conspiracy against the
people's rights. The underlings of the Court, whom Lord Grey's mis-
taken policy had allowed to remain about the King's person, were at-

tached to the faction, which sought, at all hazards, to regain office. The
Sovereign was thus beset on every side by reckless intriguers, working at
all hours—in the drawing-room, the table, in the nuptial bed—upon the

facility of a mind, naturally* none of the strongest, and arrived at that

period of life, when most men are willing to sacrifice everything for the
attainment of quiet and repose. The affection and confidence of the

King were alienated from his constitutional adviser^ ; and the faction,

in whose behalf this game was played, had regular intelligence df how
the work went on. •

Having, ih this underhand manner, succeeded in sawing away one of

Earl Grey's main supporters, they proceeded to trip him up in the man-
ner which they thought least likely to excite the popular feeling in his

behalf. A direct attack upon the principles of the Bill was not hazarded

at first. It was proposed to postpone the question of disfranchise-

ment to that of enfranchisement. There was a possibility of the peers

not in the secret, seeing the drift of this arrangement, while it escaped

the notice of the people. A delicate hint was given their Lordships,

that means might be found, not merely of delaying, but of.defeating the

resumption, by the people of their usurped power of returning Members
to the House of Commons. It was hoped that the large towns gratified

by the concession of the elective franchise, might grow lukewarm in

their desire of the abolition of rotten boroughs. Lord Grey's concilia-

tory policy encouraged them to expect a similar want of decision in

future ; and thus a bright prospect was opened up to the conspirators

of mutilating the obnoxious Bill—defeating and disgracing the Ministers

night after night—rendering them suspicious in the eyes of the nation,

as they had rendered them obnoxious in the eyes of the King—and finally

expelling them, dishonoured and unregretted, from office.

The web was spun with all the noiseless and cunning artifice of the

spider ; but its meshes proved as weak. It might have trammelled blue

bottles; but the wasps broke through. Earl Grey, with a decision for

which the enemy was not prepared, moved an adjournment of the dis-

cussion the instant he found himself in the minority. This was more
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prompt than his adversaries wished, or were prepared to meet. The
King was won, but the people had yet to be conciliated, or divided. No
tube was to be lost ; so a noble Lord rose in his place, and after indulg-

ing in a little polite wonderment at the Premier’s taking so much to

heart an opposition, which was in no way directed against the principle

of the Bill, proceeded to state, that his objection to the measure was

not becadse of its extending the elective franchise to £10 renters, but

because the privilege was not extended in some places to a yet poorer

class of voters. It was his intention to move, as an amendment on this

clause, that the old practice of scot and lot voting be retained in some

towns. This shallow device excited a grin of contempt over the whole

country ; but it was all that th^dull brains of our oppressors could in-

vent on the spur of the moment,
Lord Grey immediately demanded the fulfilment of the royal pledge

to make peers, and being refused, resigned without further delay. The
storm was instantly up. The mine had not been completely sprung, and

the principal intrenchments of the Bill, the popular affection, were yet

undamaged. But the faction had advanced too far to retreat. Lords

Wellington and Lyndhurst were sent for by the King, and undertook to

attempt to form an administration. But here an unexpected obstacle

intervened. The King had yielded much—more than a man of high

principle and firm mind would have dared to yield—but he possessed

the feelings of a gentleman. He shrunk from the idea of retracting a

pledge publicly given before the assembled representatives of the nation.

He insisted that the new Ministry should concede a measure of Reform
sufficiently ample to satisfy the people. It was much to ask at the

hands of men who had denounced all reform as unnecessary and dan-
gerous. Acceptance of office, upon such terms, could not fail to startle

the honest fools who acted upon principle—could not fail to expose the

intriguers to the nation in the light of men who had contended, not

from conviction, but for place. But “ the Captain's a bold man and
he shewed it on this occasion. He undertook the task of collecting co-

adjutors, and of carrying through the House of Lords a Bill—the Bill.

This he lias not dared, save by implication, to deny in what he called

his explanation in the House of Lords ; and this has been virtually as-

serted by Mr. Baring in the House of Commons,
Such infamous dereliction from even the hypocritical pretence of prin-

ciple was “ too much." The Ultra-Tories stood aghast at his impu-
dence. Peel felt that it was too soon to venture again upon the farce

of Catholic concession. Even Crolcer (et tu Brute !J declared, “ that

he had too much regard for his character to accept office under such cir-

cumstances. The exasperation of the people was redoubled on hearing
that the national liberties were about to he intrusted to the protection

of him who had declared all public meetings farces ; who had expressed his

regret that the people of Ireland would not break the law ; and who
now, to sum up the overwhelming amount oiT his iniquities, was ready to
carry through a measure which he had himself characterized as uncalled
for, revolutionary, and dangerous, in a protest, the ink of which had not
yet dried up. In him the outraged feeling of the public found a consum-
mate monster, whose iniquities their utmost loathing and abhorrence were
inadequate to do justice to ; a man who, for the sake of personal ag*.

grandizement, had driven the nation to the verge of civil war
}
a fiend ^

willing to goad a nation to madness, and then make its frantic excesses

# pretext for punishment to be inflicted by his own “hangman's hands,”
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Loud and emphatic was the declaration from all quarters, that they
would not receive even their rights from such a polluted source ; that
there was contamination in his very touch. A feverish rage and jealousy

burned hotter every hour
;
public credit was shaken ; his own creatures

shrunk trembling from the side of the genius of the storm, who still

stood, like Satan, unappalled, and untouched with sympathy ; the monied
incubus, upon whose aid he relied, confessed that it could no longer aid

him. Left thus alone, he was obliged to abandon the vain hope of

regaining the reins of government, and with his submission fell the last

hope of Toryism, never to rise again.

Were we to live to the age of Methuselah, we could not hope to live

again such a day as that which brought the news of Earl Grey's restora-

tion to office. The guard of the mail," with that joyous incontinence of
information which is always found in the bringer of glad tidings, blabbed
the pleasing intelligence to every one who questioned him. The light

mail-curricle bounded over the stones, and still, wherever it passed, a
joyous acclamation rose from the assembled crowd,

“ And ever with it as it moved along.’*

The houses poured forth their inmates, attracted by a shout which spoke
the very soul of joy. Every face beamed with involuntary and irrepres-

sible smiles. Young men threw up their hats ; old men danced the

Highland fling ; multitudes dispersed on all sides, their faces flushed, and
their eyes sparkling with joy, to be the first to diffuse the glad intelligence

through the town. Every man they encountered, with whom they had the

slightest and most casual acquaintance, was addressed—even some whom
they knew not, or towards whom they were observing that dignified

affectation of irrecognition which follows misunderstanding between

former friehds, were cordially greeted with the blithe news, fn that

hour of ecstacy old grudges were forgiven, and new friendships struck

up. Nothing was seen but shaking of hands—nothing heard but light-

hearted thoughtless laughter. Tories seemed to be annihilated for the

moment, lest their sad faces should mar the general flow of happi-

ness. Some of our friends, anxious to be thought more knowing than

their fellows, will pretend that they recognized the scowling brows of the

gang stealing through the crowd, and disappearing in hack lanes and
nameless alleys: but we do not believe them. We do ribt believe that

the most anxious search, prompted by the most huge reward, could fdr

the whole of that evening have ferreted out a Tory in «Edinburgb,—

-

the thing is impossible. In honour of the nation^ jubilee, a kind Provi-

dence had decreed that, for the moment, they should cease to exist.*

* Since the above was written, we have learned the reception of the news of Lord
Grey’s re-instalment in Birmingham. It was at once dignified and hearty, as became
the city in which Priestley struck the first note of the grand overture of Freedom.
The hells rung a merry peal ; the broad banner of England was sent dancing to the

breeze ; a deputation of 50,000 men, with music and flags, met Mr. Attwood a mile

from Birmingham, to accompany his progress to Newhall-hill. No Roman con-

queror ever was honoured with such a triumph, or deserved it half so much. To
Mr. Attwood and his Union we owe the first impulse ofjthe national movement ; and
to his temper and equanimity we owe much of its success. The leading reformers

oame forward to congratulate the meeting, in language beautifully harmonizing with
the truly Christian burst of praise and thanksgiving offered upon the occasion by the

Rev. Hughes Hulton. It has been the fashion of the Tories to represent the reform-
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And u with the morning sage reflection came/' not to damp our mer-

riment* but to substitute a more matured* elevated* and enduring cheer*

fulness. We felt ourselves free. A bloodless Three Days had been

achieved. In our first number we demonstrated that* although in form

and theory our constitution devolved the executive function upon a

King acting by means of responsible advisers ; and the legislative on the

King and 'the Houses of Lords and Commons* each possessing a voice

equally potential with the others ; yet in reality both the legislative and
executive power had* for upwards of a century* been exercised by an
oligarchy* dictating their parts to their puppets before the scenes.

Lord Grey's resignation brought the question between the people and
these its oppressors at once to an issue. The nation mustered and dis-

played its strength ; the boroughmongers strove to array their troops*

but found themselves deserted and powerless. Like the arch-fiend*

they

looked up, and knew
Their mounted scale aloft ; nor more ; but fled

Murm’ring* and with* them fled the shades of night.

They refused to join battle* not because they wanted the will—we have

heard them gleefully anticipate the moment when the question should

be put to such an arbitrement—but because they wanted the power.

They remain unconvinced ; because reason has no voice to the corrupted

heart. They have yielded up an unjust and illegal power which they
were willing to have upheld by brute violence* simply because they 6aw
an overwhelming force arPayed against them. Within the limits of the
law* by the law* and for the law* the people have conquered tlieir own
rights. To the original framer of the Reform Bill* whoever he may be

—

to EarlrGrey, who saw at once its fitness* introduced it, ajid with an
undeviating honesty in fine harmony with his long and consistent life of
patriotism* clung to it without faltering—to all the members of the
Cabinet who 60 firmly adhered to each other and their measure—all the

exuberant gratitude which the nation so spontaneously yields* is most
justly due. But for the people themselves we claim a large share of
the honour; for the sound sense displayed in their frank acceptance

and appreciation of the measure* and for the fearless* unswerving fidelity

with which they have supported it. Twice has Earl Grey been defeated

;

—once by the openly avowed self-will of the Lords* once by the in-

trigues of a parcel of worthless buzzing flies* gendered within the tainted

precingts of h Court ;—and twice have the people of England placed him
in a situation to renew the combat with advantage. The Commons have
earned their freedom a9 they earn their bread—

“

in the sweat of their

brows."

The nation* now secure of victor}7
* may well look back with compla-

cency and honest pride to its exertions. They were such as do credit

to the oldest and best-trained soldiers of freedom. They were the strug-
gles of veterans ; deliberate* all with a distinct aim* and without need-
less waste of strength. The people may* indeed* call themselves free ;

for* in asserting their own rights* they have shewn themselves morally*

ere as demoralized and devoid of religion. It is false. They respect freedom of opi-

nion | but among the immense majority of them will be found a stern sense odf duty
and deep lively religious impressions.

-

'
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as well as physically! free. No selfish motive—no wish to snatch a
larger share of profit than his brethren—no envy of his more for,
tunate neighbours animated one of the sacred band, but honest regard
for u the greatest possible good of the greatest possible number/'
After the first burst of exultant jubilation had subsided! we looked
round upon the spring woods where the green was creeping up to,

wards the summit of the trees—to the orchards where the blossoms
were peeping out like blushing girls, alluring^ the more sedate and
manly leaves to follow them—to hill and plain, where every herb seemed
to expand to the eye amid the temperate atmosphere—to the rip-

pling sea flashing beneath the declining sun ; and while the birds
rung out their “ sweet jargonings ” on every side, it seemed as if uni-

versal nature were celebrating the festival of an enfranchised nation.

We listened in fancy to the unanimous shout of generous devotion which
still pealed in our ears from yesterday—we felt nobler and more hope-
ful views of the destinies of humanity ^wakened—and we walked with
prouder steps, freemen among a nation who were and deserved to be
free. The arduous struggle in which we have been engaged, and the
burst of unfeigned sympathetic triumph which has bound us together,

have lent a cliivalrpus ami brotherly tinge to our sentiments, have in-

spired, with a degree of self-respect, all reformers, and breathed into

the whole people
t
tlie breath of a new life. Its workings will he seen

and heard of yet.

Nor have we conquered for ourselves alone, hut for Europe—for the

world. Miguel, William of Hcjland, the .autocrats of Russia and Aus-
tria, looked hopefully to the reinstatement Wellington at the head
of affairs, and Lord Aberdeen in the Foreign office. They tremble and
turn pale at the downfal of their allies. France sees in oqr success a

guarantee for her well-won freedom ; and the Rhone, Garonne, Loire,

and Seine" sparkle more merrily in the sun. Belgium feels assured of

her independence. The freemen of Germany, the noble*remnants of the

men of 1813, nerve themselves more confidently for their patriotic

endeavours ; and even the Pole sees a glimpse of hope break through

his dungeon gloom. But although all these prospects of futurity

should melt like hoar-frost beneath an April sun, the fresh impetus

which our spirits, buoyant in their release from thraldom, will give to

art, literature, and science, will diffuse its contagious influence. The
generous rivalry of France, America, and England, the three nations

in which the rights of man have been vindicated, will not remain with-

out effect, even upon those who are yet sighing in bondage.

It is timje, however, now that our first transports have somewhat

subsided, to regard our exact situation. We are free. A fair promise

of ameliorated institutions lies before us. But during our brief struggle,

powers once formidable have been exterminated or weakened ; new ex-

perience of the workings of our institutions have been gained, new
questions of vital interest have been suggested to many. The moral •

earthquake has submerged old mountains, and thrown up new. The
events of a week have changed the face of nature. The storm- which

has been so ’long gathering, has done in an hour the work of years. We
have passed into a new state ,of things, and new feelings have been

awakened during the transition. We propose to indicate a few of the

changes which have como over the spirits of men.

Our most gratifying conviction is, that the Tories, as a party, are >.

routed, dispersed, and stricken down for ever, By their late desperate
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game, they have removed the curtain which concealed from the, irreve-

rent eye of the world their dying agonies. No one, it is said, ever saw

a dead crow or a dead jack-ass ;
and had our old enemies been contented

like the honourable house of Milnwood, to go out like the snuff of a

candle,
1
* they might have exhaled without anjkperson nosing them. But

in the delirium of fever, they insisted upon" arming themselves for the

light white, the death-rattle was in their throat, and they sunk down
from sheer exhaustion before their contemptuously pitying antagonists.

The sceptre of power whs again held out to them, as if in retributive

mockery, but their palsied fingers sought in vain to clutch it. “ They
rest from their labours, and their works (sucli as they are) shall follow

them/* We are too humane to insult a fallen enemy ; but there is no
harm in pronouncing a funeral oration over departed greatness.
“ The Tories as a party, (we begin our harangue after the most ap-

proved fashion of the French academicians,) after existing for some time

in a state of suspended animation, again presented themselves to public

notice about the time that George 111. ascended the throne. Their

mental conformation bore a strong analogy to the physical structure of

the animal termed by naturalists the Sloth, which seem# framed for the

express purpose of clambering up and clinging to liigh|trees, never quit-

ting them while one green or succulent leaf or twigWemains, and even

then with reluctance. Their innato propensities soon prompted them to

aspire to the green and lofty summits of the state ; and so securely did

they nestle there, that they have never since been all tumbled down at

one time. Once or twice the Whigs did ^manage to creep up, but only

in consequence of a bargain that a certain number of their unclean pre-

decessors should remain ; in consequence of which, like the stork among
the cranes, they got as bad a name as their companions; and not pos-

sessing the same tenacity of place w ere soon shaken down.
“ The returns of the Tories are to be read in the chrouicteS of Bri-

tain during their ascendancy. They kindled up by their%ppression
the spirit of resistance in America, which led to the emancipation of the

colonies. They kindled by their treachery and cruelty the flame of re-

bellion in Ireland. They precipitated this country into a war which has
left us loaded with debt, and Europe exactly where it was. They have
been the friends and abettors of every tyranny, spiritual and temporal.

They have sought to govern by brute force, bribery ; sowing distrust

and dissension among friends, and encouraging sedition that they might
have the pleasure of punishing it. They sat like!%n incubus upon the

country ; and when their hold at last waxed faint, and they were shaken
off, Sinbad's joy at getting rid of the old man of the sea, or Christian's,

when his bundle fell off, was as a drop of water to the ocean, when
compared with the triumphant jollity of the nation, once more stretch-

ing itself at ease.
“ Their professions and practice have been a jumble of the most

revolting incongruities. They have ever profqssed the most devoted
love and loyalty to all kings ; but any one who ventured to emancipate
himself from their trammels was sure to be assailed with abuse, which
Billingsgate could not surpass. As long as the lower orders were con-
tented to remain rude, ignorant, and sensual, they were the darlings of
the Tories, reserved as a sort of sleuth-hounds to halloo upoirbvery man
who thought for himself ; but no sooner did they venture to reflect than

«they were called “ the swinish multitude,** cut down and trampled under
foot. The Tories were vastly religious ; but tbeir religion consisted in
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taking off their hats when they passed a church door, and expressing great
respect for clergymen, especially such as were wealthy or of good family.

A man who was earnest in doctrine, disturbed the equanimity of their

minds, and was estelhhi a suspicious character. They were huge ad*
mirers of every thih^pablished ; and this rather confused their notions.

In Ireland they were true-blue Protestants, arid friends,of the Revolu-
tion settlement ; in England and Scotland they were all for high-church
and the Stuarts; and whenever they looked abroad, they were impress
ed with a prodigious reverence for the Tope, whose* adherents they
ground to the dust at home. In their private carriage they were par*
ticularly fond of imitating the swagger of the old cavaliers : their con-
versation was a strange medley of gross licentiousness and superstition,

of drunken squabble and maudlin reverence for the law. Towards the
end of t^ir career, as they began to find themselves going down in the
world ; add their tempers, already none of the sweetest from the irritabi-

lity of their outworn constitutions, got gradually more soured, they
were, in their ferocious attempts at merriment no unapt representatives

of the old persecutor whom Presbyterian tradition represents as alter-

nately blaspheming and roaring out suatches of old bottle songs, while
his attendantl|kept shifting him from one tub of cold water to another,

in order to allay the flames already glowing within him. To sum up
their character, they were genuine descendants of the Giant Pope, whom
old Bunyan saw in his dreams, wanting his Herculean strength, but in-

heriting his frightful mask and apparel. They lived feared, and died
despised/' • *

And so we leave the Tories to their Jnftg repose. It is reported that

a few scattered individuals of the tribe still survive, liljjgj^attered In-

dian families, or hermit beavers, lingering amhl the settlements of the

Europeans ; and that our natural historians are anxious* to procure

a few s||ciinens to be stuffed and deposited in our museums, before, like

that anomalous bird the Dodo, the genus become altogether extinct.

Werfh it not that the filthy habits, and malicious and treacherous tem-
pers of the creatures might render them disagreeable inmates, we would
recommend the attempt to domesticate a few. They are imitative, and
amusing as a monkey. We have been told that the Queen held a levee

a few days after the return of Earl Grey to office. The Tory “ dames of

honour," in emulation of the peers who threatened to secede from the

House of Lords, refused to recognise their Whig friends. The two fac-

tions drew np in long unbroken lines on opposite sides of the state apart-

ments. This petticoat parliament irresistibly reminds us of a procession

of children, with branches and handkerchiefs, which we observed parad-

ing a neighbouring field with great decorum, the yg^ole time of the last

meeting the King's Park.

From the unhonoured dead we turn to the contemplation of the living ;

and here a fact of the most serious importance forces itself upon our at-

tention. * At the same ffiioment that the alteration in our elective system

strengthens the voico of the people in the House of Commons, the con-

duct of the j^ing, the aristocracy, and the bishops, has led not a few to

question the utility of such offices. From the very first moment that the

question oLReform was urged, the haughty insolent opposition of a majori-

ty oLtheTemporal and Spiritual Peers excited a strong feeling of enmity

among the people. Their pertinacity, and the recklessness with which

they have caught at every subterfuge, however mean, and have dared

every manoeuvre, however pregnant with danger tq the State, that promis-
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ed to avert Reform, has eaten into the hearts of many like a cancer. Still

it was hoped that with a reformed House of Commons, and a patriot

king, the remaining legislative body might be within its proper
sphere of action, and prevented from doing hanflnrthe enthusiasm of
the moment, the nation

4
threw itself with im^Pnconfidence upon the

Monarch, and seemed to forget that, after all,"kings were but men, and
liable to be biassed and turned aside from the right as well as others.
The late eyentsriiave somewhat allayed this over-trusting loyalty. We
do not think that they will leave behind them a permanent grudge
against our good-natured monarch : they will only restore him to his
natural level, beyond which an evanescent enthusiasm had for a time
borne him up. He is what he ever was, a frank jovial sailor, with
much kindness of disposition, and a large stock of that gossipping know-
ledge of domestic arrangements for which his father was famous ; withal
anxious to do what is right, and fond of popularity, but not very clear-
headed ; and like most 'elderly gentlemen with young wives, and a
large assortment of living reminiscences of eariy indiscretions, too easily
open to solicitation. The nation has had its eyes couched-: it sees him
in his true light; it appreciates him more justly, but it c$$not help liking
him. The danger threatens not him but his office. $fen to whom a
doubt on the subject never before suggested itself, now dare to question
the expediency of leaving the appointment to an office, on the firmness,
good faith, and comprehensive mind of whose occupant so much de-
pends, to the uncertain determination of birth. And not only has this
question been mooted, but throwing them bapk upon their former
doubts, it hauevived the enmity to a hereditary peerage and a political
hierarchy. XVT
We knowy^that by drawing the public attention to this fact, we are

incurring the reprobation of all the worshippers of “ Wheeskt<& « But it

has ever been ouf ereed, that in frank, outspoken discussi^dpthere is
safety ; that the pent-up thoughts of the heart alone are dangerbus.
No man in the physical world but the veriest child or idiot^
screen himself from danger by shutting his eyes. In the moral world
the case *s^till stronger

; for there we may trace almost every danger
to mutuaffuisunderstanding. We repeat therefore, in yet more explicit
terms, that late events have led men of the world, practical business
men, to look with complacency upon political opinions which have
hitherto been maintained in this country, almost f^lusively, by a few
Bettered and reebise scholars. From that* week in which a majority
of the Lords, by their opposition to a measure restoring to the Com-
mons the right of electing their own representatives, and by their profligate
indifference to the iriflhns they used to thwart it, placed^pon record their
belief that the interest of their order was anti-national—llbm that
week in which a king paltered with his plighted word—we date the ex-
istence of a republican party in the country.

0
Men of education and

refined habits admit that there is some truth in what the supporters of
aristocracy say respecting the polish which insensibly emanates from a
body of the community living for the amenities of life alike ; but they
feel that tirhen the existence of such a caste is to be purchased by tlgp
surrender of our liberties, and the sacrifice of our moral conviofjfons, this isu
PaK^ff too dear for our whistle.” To this conclusion we conscientiously

believe it must have come last. The power of the English aristd-
^raey was founded 6n their*hold of the nomination burghs and their im-
mense wealth. The former was in a great measure the source of the
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latter. The accumulated wealth of the fa&er was transmitted to the
eldest son ; while the younger branches of the family were provided for .

by the pension list, the army and navy, or the church. These halcyon
days are at an end

; provision must henceforth be made for cadets by
burdening the heir ; and kfidbo natural course of things, the property of
the Peers would in less tm^[ a century have been brought more upon a
level with, or even below that of wealthy commoners. The House of
Lords must have died a natural death ; and without Peers*to support
it, a hereditary monarchy could not long endure. But under these cir-

cumstances, the transition would have been gradual and tranquil ; the
diffusion of knowledge, morality, and true religion, acting as its pioneer.

The danger lies in the premature urging of the question. The nation
at large is not prepared to entertain it, and rash and untamed spirits

may seek to force on the discussion. Not with us lies the blame, but
with those whose conduct has alienated the affections and the confidence

of the people.*

One thing is certain—that much depends upon the conduct of the minis-

try. They must seek to know the time and to act up to it. It is a fear-

ful prospect for a nation, when “ the hour comes but not the man."
We repeat what we have already said, that to Earl Grey and his co-

adjutors for theiri/introduction of a reform so effective, and for their

honest adherence ¥b it, the country owes a deep and lasting debt

of gratitude. To the noble Earl in particular, who, in the course of a

long and active life, has never faltered in his allegiance to the cause, we
pay from our hearts the tribute which few statesmen have earned—the

declaration that we believe him to be a thoroughly honest man. Yet
doth he lack something. We could wish to *»ee him throw Jiimself more
frankly into the arms of a people who may be guided like ^hild by the

hand of kindness, but who bristle up at the first shew of^dercion or

mistrust. He must also act in future with more firmness and ^egision

;

he must reAmber who placed him where he is, and withwhose interests

%e is identmed. There must be a clean sweep of tta! Tories in office.

They j|i|St “ make way for better men.” It 19 no doubt a delicate mat-

ter '$& prescribe to a king, any more than to a private gentfeman, what
domestics he shall retain ; but In cases of emergency, delicacy must
be postponed, even upon so tender a point. We have experienced

the disastrous effect of having the king surrounded by the refuse

of an anti-national faction ; and in return for the homage and wealth

which he receives *&om us, we are entitled to demand that lie

will drive our envenomed enemies from hia presence. Lord Grey will

not do his duty to his country or himself, if, after the lesson he has got**

he leave Cf so much as a Tory cat to mew in his sovereign's palace.” He
must -also set about in earnest to alleviate the national burdens, to

free enterj^ize and industry from the fetters of monopoly, and to relieve

the press from its heavy burdens. He may rest assured that the nation

is no overgrown baby that cried its eyes out for reform, and having got

it, will sit down contented with the possession of the new toy. Reform
was ardently prayed for as a meansfor an end. Those who will hold

power now, mi^st give satisfactory proof that they are honestly and
energetically working for the good of the country.

In seeking^to press these facts upon the attention of ministers, we

* Of the Church of England wc say nothing at present ; proposing to invite our
readers to an investigation of its utility and efficacy in an early number.
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have no wish to insinuate a doubt* of their good intentions. But we
know, in the first place, that as wealthy men, they do not feel that need

of immediate relief which presses like an armed man upon the middle

and lower classes ; and, in the second place, that accustomed during

their whole lives to adopt measures for which they are responsible

in opposition, they are timid and hesitating when called upon to act.

Herein lies their chief danger. Irresolution is almost as bad as rash-

ness. While the latter plainly shews that a man does not know what

he would be at, the former shews that at least he has no distinct con-

ception Of it. Let Lord Grey
v

remember how indispensable it is for

him to gain by his conduct the confidence of the country. The Tory
party is now extinct ; and the nation may be viewed as divided into

reformers of a thousand different shades. The republicans are as yet

but few in number—we should say like the Tories, but that On the

one hand, we find the weakness of infancy, on the other that of dotage;

and if conciliated by fair evidence, that the Ministry are honestly do-

ing their best, will content themselves with standing by and giving

them an occasional jog on the elbow* when they seem to flag. They have
too much sense to object to a constitution on the pedantic ground of

dislike to its form, so long as it works tolerably well. But Earl

Grey will act wisely if he reinember the nature of the hold which the party,

at present ostensibly headed by him, possesses upon the attachment of the

Whigs of England. The name Whig has two significations. By some
it is affected to express their adherence to a knot of public men who
have assumed—perhaps we might say inherited—that appellation. By
others it is adopted as expressive of certain political Opinions. This in-

dependent class form an overwhelming .majority of English Whigs; and
they, as we^as the republicans, must be conciliated by deeds not words.’
u Measures, not men,” is their watchword ;

“ or, if men, because of their

measures.” Upon the boldness of Lord Grey's financial and economical re-

form depend th£ confidence to be reposed in him by the country, and our
safety from the violence of faction. Never were a people more completely
a nation of .brothers than we (with the exception of an insignificant

minority) are at this moment ; but distress ’and distrust can bftak asun-
der stronger ties than those of sentiment. We wait to see whether the
talents^f our rulers are adequate to keep these wolves from the door.

On one point we feel no misgiving. Britain is free, and will be happy.
No doubt therp will be occasional dissensions, and much angry and
violent hatreds for a time. A nation of freemen Cannot be brought to
observe the discipline of a Carthusian cloister. The best of friends get
savage and ridiculous over their wine, but without bearing a grudge or

feeling unhappy. Come what come may, our creed is, that all things

are working for gqpd : and we have held by it in more threatening times
than the present. ' We saw the Bourbons forced upon France by foreign

bayonets, yet we*looked forward with hope. We saw the allied sove-
reigns forfeit their promises, and, blaspheming the name of the Most
High, trample upon young freedom, still we despaired not. We have seen
Spain succumb to a despot, and Portugal to a brute ; and clung the
faster to our belief, as the mountaineer on the lone hill side grasps
the heather the tighter the more fiercely the storm rages. And we will
not abandon it now that the sun has at length broken from behind the
ploud. We stand, as it weft, on the fields drenched but fertilized with
rain, gazing at the bow resting one glorious extremity upon the trees
glittering with rain-drops, the other upon the blue and wayeless ocean.
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as it plows upon the black cloud sinking down the horizon, and we ad-
mire the power that can lend beauty even to the elements of destruction

—that enables the mind tfi mingle a cup of the richest pleasure out of

the remembrance of past misfortunes. Should other storms await us we
are prepared to meet them, convinced that, in the discharge of duty,

there is happiness under |Jie sternest trials.^

CULTIVATION OF*tfkE FANCY.+ .

Fob a mixture of broad humour, as broad simplicity, and wild fancy,

there is no writer of our age equal to Hogg* He is also a great master
of vraisemblance ; and we have often wondered how somf|^>f his tales in

prose have escaped the popularity of “ Chevy Chace,” the “ Babes in the
Wood/' and such universal favourites. Perhaps it is because there are
no children in the present century. A rea& child would now be a pro-,

digy.. There aredifferent sizes of human beings, from eighteen inches
to six feet six : but th$re are no children. They are all born like FalstafF,

with grey heads and great bellies, and are dandiifcand fine ladies as soon as

"

they can lisp. We never talk to children as we used to love to he talked
to fifty years ago, without^coming to shame. The little things draw up,

and show their accomplishment or knowledge of the world, in lieu of

the hon-bonnerie of fancy with which we thought to treat them* They
smile with pity at oil* talk of the Fairy Tales ; they are hut indifferently

informed of Puss in Boots ; thej^have seen liumb at the Play

;

they have forgotten the Arabian Nights. If we would talk to a».child

now, we must look out for a person in a wig somewhere near our own
years.

,
The last of the Babies will soon he going down to the grave at

the age of Ol^Parr. The only real nursery in the country^ the House
of Lords ; and they are spoiled children, unruly Brobdignags, educated

according to the direction of Mr. Long Wellesley “ to play h—11 and
Tommy " v4th the nation. With such a generation of old y&\mg peo-

ple, an author like Mr. Hogg is cast out of Ids lime. Had he written

a hundred years ago, how immense would have been the popularity of

his c Winter Evening Tales !' They would have beefi found in every

drawing-room, school-room, kitchen, and cottage. The history of Basil

Lee would have been a* familiar to the tongue as llobinson Crusoe, or

as was the history of Mrs. Veal when ghosts were in credit. But ghosts-

have gone out, supHstition is not understood, and romanc*? cannot exist

without it. To people who know what belongs to ghosts, as we do who
were born in the days or rather the nights of ghosts, what a ghost stoi*y

is that in Basil Lee ! How finely the scene is darkelhecl for its appear-

ance ! the wild solitary spot ; the hideous apparitions so horribly homely

and familiar ; the dead with the living, and foul with the grave's corrup-

tion I Contrast again this^bene of superstitious terror with the humour
and truth with which Basil's transitiQ^from rank cowardice to heroism-

* The early period of the month at .which we go to press, obliges to dose this

paper before we receive the latest intelligence. If any #iing of importanc&tfanspires,

we, will advert to it in an article at the end of the number.

+ Hogg’s Queer Book. Blackwood*
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is described. His acts of poltroonery are*misunderstood by the spacta-

tors, and pass for exploits of extraordinary bravery ; he Is

ttie praise makes him act up to the cfyaracter*erroneously contended in

him. The first part of the idea has been followed up in spine amusing1

articles in Blackwood's Magazine, The Life of Sir Frizzle Pumpkin. But
this is a caricature, Basil is ©pact to nature. In the same "Story, with

what exquisite truth and beauty; the affection^ woman is seft off against

the ingratitude and sordid*selfishness of man. The adventures of Tibby

Scott and her mate, m another story, would once have been nearly as

much relished by people of alt ages and degrees as John Gilpin* But ha*

even John Gilpin his htftffotir ifbw ? Do vie see him on the^walls ; do we
see “ Chevy Vhace,” or the “ Babes in the Wood,” or

*“ Death and

the Lady," fluttering in the wind as the streamers, the long pqftponts of

fancy, St tfyde Park corner, formerly Poets' Cornet^ where ballads hung
on strings, notoOf Apollo's Lyre, but such as displayed them for sale at one

penny each, tire present price of a magazine. No; the ballads are no more.

The voice of poetry lias ceasqd to cry in the streets. The stands have
disappeared. The little oljJ people of the present day, of ell qualities,

licentiate and vtduptuarize in Tommy
^
Moore, or garble With Bayly.

The pot-boys sing “ I'd be a Butterfly
;"

the trufint en-andJad* mur-
murs “*Fly from the oh Bessy, to me." Extremes meet,Aon© half

of the world is too wise, and the other too foolish. The young are wise

before their time, and the old boobyish behind tlicir time. We were
once acquainted with a dog who had a trick or hunting his own tail. He
Was the type of the latter half of the world. The other half, on the

contrary, would run tail on after aq elephant. is very fine to have
this forward spirit, and

w
to come to be wise very soon ; hut there is an

excellent old saying, that they wh# think themselves wise arc not so

wise as they think themselves
;
and, accordingly, it is good to cherish a

little consciousness of fooling, and, above all, to keep a little corner of

the iriind for fancy to play in : it needs not be much : in a'chamber the
size of a hazbl nut, she will make a theatre, in which the universe shall

be hut as ar stage property. *

To seethe necessity for this, look at the young men in our House
of Commons. You will find good abilities, solid acquirements; but
lumps of lead, in all that pertains to the imagination, and incapable of
those flights wtjjgph, though they seem but as the flutterings of sport-

iveness, often raise the mind to new views, and to strike on rich

quarries which otherwise would have escaped observation. They can
go through a lengthy laborious exposition ; but for the retort upon the
scoff or the awkward irony, the exposure of tbaqpfallacy by apt in-

stance, the turning the pointjof metaphor against the argument of the
speaker who has used it ; for all such strokes of ready wit and address

they are loggish a#* crocodiles, to whose irregularity of muscles HpaVen
has given qnly a right-lined faculty of rapacity. If we examine these
men with a \iew of exploring their defect, we should inquire into their

knowledge of “ Goody Two-Shoes ask iyhat conversance they had
with the “Arabian Nights *^hat was tlreir knowledge of Fairy
Tales*;" how their minds were struck with “Johnny Qilpifi and
whether their souls had ever answered, with tears, to the pathos of tfifc

“ Children the Wood" This would be an examination into the primer

;

and henqp we should asqpnd to the Pefrcy Reliqg, De Foe’s novels, and
Swift’s Gulliver.

*

Shame for us ! we forget In which jf the Fairy Tales it is, Jthat a
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good genius and an evil geniu&'have a desperate conflict, in which the
evil genius takes all sorts of forms, and the good genius metamor-

v phoses heVself into antagonist natures ; as thus, when the evil one be-
comes a rat,

v
$he -good becomes a cat

}
if the evil one soar* as a lark,

the good pursues as a hawk. >Oncfc> we remember, the OViJ spirit

becomes a pomegranate, and the gohd as a cock eats up all the seed*.

This is the type of *ihat au* accoinplNhed orator should be capable.

Whatever ftirnucfrror assumes, he should be abhj to command his genius
to lake thdtform of attack appropriate to tlie destruction of it,—to fly,

'to^dart, to pounce, to grapple, to peck,—in a*word, to s^oop +o conquer,

in^duy shape adapted to the victory. For this pui pose, uot enough

t
thfci,the mind is stored with knowledge, but the fancy mimCo exercised.

Error has its fancjpits skill jn ebOtygtag under^Im* nppe.iranre*; and the
soldiers of truth should be able to combat and defeat all its Protean
shifts. But nothing is though^ of now but solidity. A man’s liend must
be as grave aud MibstantiaFTuT a cannon ball ; goocjjfior a straight flight at

its mark, and no more. This is > illanous^ We woojdd be fit for more
than one thing. It is good to trifle and t-port, nncMtynw a faculty of
buoyancy as well rectitude of aim, nay, to play the fool occasionally ;

which Johnson satiety remarked, was tlie dear|pt jpiwlcgc of a mail df

acknowledged sense.

But how is a man rypw-a-days, to know how to play the fool ?»—
Where is he to And n 'master ? There were once on a time seven'Wise

men,—it were now a hard matter to find as many fools. The old original

British fool is losfr? like tlie capercailzie, it is aching tliat wa$. .The
world is getting on too fist; it i£ precocious j it^is advaifeing beyond
its strength ; it is becoming too wise to last ; it lias flung aw ay its toys

too soon, and is endangering its life with too sedate a manhood ere its

twenty-first century. A really wise man will be discovered by this sign,

that he chooses to w'ear soiflfc little foible or folly in such sort ^tliat his

friends and liis foes may lay hold d# it when they list, and make it a

handle for detraction or disparagement. The most dangor&ts thing in

the world is to be teres ct rot audits, enwrapped in excellence, as some
rash folks strive to be. What is the consequence ?—thatenvy*or malice

cuts bodily into them. They experience the fate of the tortoise, which
was carried mid-air, and dashed to pieces against a $fek by the eagle,

because it wras so inaccessible. Now and then a prndei^-jmf^^uld
commit some small fault or absurdity, on which his a

fasten and feed their self-complacency. Tlie Spaniards in tlioir bull-

fights, when the aflimal’s rage becomes dangerous, hold forth their cloaks

to themi and let them carr> them off ;
the bull rages, pushes and stamps

against the mantle, an<^the man escapes, !Su it should be with the

world, He must sometimes let it suppose it is trampling us under foot,

when it is only raging against some rag of * anity wre have purposely

loosened to it as it becomes really formidable. If Solomon were among
us, he would occasionally%djudicato like a London alderman. Homer
nodded sometimes, no doubt, for ve*jfr good reasons of liis owm ;<guid we
would advise every author to Ioha e some little blemish or blunder in his

work, upon wlifeh the critics can fasten, and show their parts, which it is

necessary fer them to do ;
for, otherwise, they will be constrained to

invent objections and disparagements, which may be far more injuri-

ous to his* fame. When a critic espies an undoubted fault, in the delight

Of showing his superior aeumefuand knowledge, it is wonderful what a

benignity possesses his mind
; and he feels a charitable and indulgent

VOL. i. T
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spirit towards an author who has laid himself so conveniently open to

attack. The same law holds in morals. Let a person be heard or with-

out faults, and all the world will be at his character to ransack the

secret vice ; but let it be notorious that he is vain, proud, too fond of

money, or of power, or what you will, and tribute is paid to detraction,

and he may pass on undisturbed.

What Has all this to do with “ Hogg's* Queer Bo$k some one asks.

We answer,—The inapt intimate connexion : First?
1

a queer article

Is proper to a queer book ; and, secondly, the moral of all this is,

that we should have a care of being too wise for the toys of the

world, and the sportive, the fanciful, or even the trifling. It is bad
for the mind, and, withal, dangerous to the reputation. A man who
finds that he has outgroup his tastft for ballads, stibuld put on short

coats*again and-a^slobbcring bib, anct try to restore himself to the wiser

state of ‘ childhood. We have heard of^qj^n of very superior minds,

engaged in the profession of the law, so foreign tov improvement
and adverse to any hbnest possessions, who have, on reading a profound

metaphysical treatise, rejoiced to find that their capacities of higher

intelligence remained to them. This was a good experiment as to one
faculty ; but to trjgariQther, they would have done well to revert to

some of the old trinkets of fancy, and see whether any delight could be
revived in their minds by their curious beaut ips, or any admiration

excited at the art and ingenuity with which they are worked. We
declare that we think very much the better of ourselves for the pleasure

with wkich we have fifead Mr. Hogg’s Queer Hook/ and for finding all

his grotesque imaginations and wild fancies, his fairy-land adventures,

and his ghostery, familiar and welcome to us as old friends. The stories

most to our mind are, ie Robin Reid,” <€ Jock Johnstone, the Tinkler,”
“ The,Laird of Lun,” and the <c Origin of the Fairies.” Qjir taste in

these tilings may be summed up in one of Ifle author's lines—

*

M The wilder ’tis, I love it better.

”

vvoiAi IVIL.L. l HE ARMY DO?

We answei^Fbnce, that the army will do its dutjj, But the essence

of military duty, as that is understood and defined in the Wellington
school, consists in blind, unreflecting, mechanical obedience to orders

issued by competeqjgauthority ,* and the best jftldier is the most perfect

automaton. Conscience, principle, natural feeling, affection, opinion,

judgment, rdRson, intelligence,—all, according to the .military martinets

of the present day, must be overcome by the force of discipline, and
merged in tliq instinct of obedience. The implied doctrine of the wolild-

be military despotism, is, that if^ft soldier be commanded to level his

firelock at the bosom of his father, his brother, his neighbour, or his

friend, he must obey, and pull the trigger when the fugleman gives
the signal. Tn a word, a soldier, according to the class of doctrinaires

to which we allude, is one whose profession it id to kill, according to
rule, and who is himself liable to suffer death if he refuse, or even hesi-

tate to act conformably to this principle when ordered to do so. But
the time is gone by when such violgftt, and we may add, unconstitu-
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tional notions con be entertained, far less reduced to practice in this

country. We have said that the army will do its duty,—.we even be.

lieve that it will do more ; but with us the citizen can never be alto,

gether merged in the soldier, nor the man in the mere military instru-

xnept : and hence, in considering the precise nature and quality of its

duty, the army will probably reflect that a man is not emancipated from
the eternal obligations under which every human creature lies to God,
and to the laws of reason, patriotism, and humanity, by being tricked

out in scarlet or blue, and provided with a firelock and accoutrement!.

We go farther, and say that the soldier has civil rights as well as the

citizen, that he is equally, or even more interested in good government,
and that nothing can ever justify him in lending his hand or his arms
to commit parricide on that country which he is sworn to defends

Reformers have been threatened by their adversaries with the terpiy

;

and the menace was not without meaning or force, considering that the

chief command of this incompatible body of men continued in the hands
of a mere lieutenant of the people's greatest enemy. But the blood,

thirsty miscreants who helddthis language, and who calculated upon the

army as the grand engine with which they might crush at will the

liberties of the country, did not stop to consider whether our brave'

defenders, who Jiave so often fought and conquered, even “ under the

cold shade of aristocracy," would consent to become passive instruments

or tools in the hands of the faction, by which the army itself, as well as

the country, has been so long domineered over and oppressed. They
relied on the natural effects of (discipline, and the instinct of obedience

which it engenders ; but they forgot that the question was no longer

about encountering a foreign enemy,—that the power of knowledge

has been communicated to the soldier as well as the citizen,—that (die

ties which bind him to the society of his country can never.be dis-

severed,—-that ho also has a stake in the hedge ; and thaj, though natu-

rally as fearless as the steel by his shftc, he could not but be chilled by

that t( cold shade ” which had intercepted from him the genial rays of

favour and of hope. They knew not that the army had long ceased to

be a brute mass, susceptible of impulsion, at the pleasure of ^those who

were invested with authority to regulate its motions ^ that although it

might be carried, or even forced a certain length, there vrks a point at which

action would cease, and re-action commence. They did not'?jj^edJ(|t|^|,

between the army and the people, the identity of ^interests Is coiJ^letQ*

and that every step in advance made by the latter, must, from the

very nature of things, be so much gained by the forlher. It was

as absurd and irrational therefore, as it was insane, to threaten a

country like this, struggling to disenthral itself %om the fetters of a

detestable oligarchy, with military execution. The bloody mandate

might indeed have gone forth, but m hands would have been found

to execute it. Well do the people know that the army are ti^eir

friends: well do the afmy know, that every improvement which

has of late years been effected, every>buse which has been cured, every

outrage to reason and humanity, which has been suppressed, in the coiu

stitution and discipline of the armed force, owes its origin to the gene*

. rows efforts of the people. There is not a British soldier so ignorant as

not to be perfectly aware who are the persons that have all *ulong pa-

tronised and supported the infamous punishment of flogging T there is

not a British soldier who has forgotten the long-cdtotinued And persever-

ing exertions igade to put an end to that degrading infliction, or who
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does apt feel grateful, even for the partial success which has attended

these efforts. The army is not so incurious or unobservant as military

dandies and despotical captains would have the world to believe. j

But this is not ajl. The army have a deep^and immediate interest in

the success of that jcause which tho people have determined to carry at.

all hazards, and at every fmteriftrd. If they have fought and conquered
“ under tlhe cojd shade nef aristocracy/* what SfaJuld they not achieve,

were the oligarchical monopoly broken down, and the avenues to promo-

lion thrown open to the ambition of every^private in the ranks ? Now,
this is onp cons&Juence which must follow from the success of the Re-

form Bill ;
because the victory of the people will never be secure as long

As the army continues in the hands of a faction essentially a^d invete-

rately adverse to the country. Its constitution must therefore be popu-

larised. This is a conservative measure without which all others will, in

the end, prove nugatory. IVe must have a national army, in which the

national genius will have full scope, ^ho traffic in commissions must
be destroyed. The law of seniority, which is the conservative law of

mediocrity, must be subjected to due limitations. The career of pro-

^
motion must be thrown open to all. Some, we know, will be ready to

exclaim against all this as terribly levelling and democratical, and to

denounce our statements as revolutionary. Our ans\$pr, however, is,

first, that the changes to which we point have now become wholly ine-

vitable ; and, secondly, that these have already been made in every effi-

cient and well-regulated army on the Continent, particularly in those of

Russia and Prussia, where bravery and talent furnish the only coin in

which promotion is paid tor. How, then, can it ever prove dangerous

to a free country, like ours, to adopt improvements, which even despo-

tisms have found practicable and safe, nay, eminently beneficial ?

No class of the community, therefore, will gain more by the success

„ of Reform than the army. And, is it possible, that the soldiers can l>e

ignorant of this ? On the contrary, they know it well ; and, judging
from some symptoms which have recently manifested themselves, it is

not difficult to foresee how they will act upon any emergency that may
occur, fn one word, they have resolved to be free. Hitherto genius,

in the lower ranks of the service has been completely paralyzed; and*

although our non-commissioned officers are confessedly the best in tho

worldf seldom, indeed, has one of their number been able to pass that

enchanted line which has hitherto separated their order from that of

the aristocratical imbeciles placed over them, and whom, in nine eases

out t>f ten, they in reality command. But the time is approaching when
soldiers only will command soldiers, and when the bravest and the best,

without reference |o the accidents of birth or station, will receive that

distinction which can never be either honeatly or beneficially conferred,

except on merit alone. In a fifa short years, or \^e should rather say

months, the French army threw out from its ranks Massena, Murat,
Jourdan, Soult, Lannes, Augereau, Bcssierefc, Kellerman, Lefebre, Ney,
Mortier, Suchet, Bruno, Victor, and a multitude of others, little, if at

all, inferior to these celebrated commanders ; nor can it be doubted, that,

were equal scope afforded in the British army, it would furnish, when oc-
casion required, men not less calculated to lead it to honour and to victory.

If> tten, it be*&sked, what the army will do, in the event of an ulti-

- mate coYlisiQn between the faction, which has so long domineered over
tfie country, and th^ nation at large, we answer, without any hesitation,

IT WILL MAKE COMMON CAUSE WITH THE PEOPLE.
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The world is a large debtol* to JVfiss Edgeworth. For lire last forty

years she has been an eminent instructress^ of Boeial

well-being, in the science of happiness.* ‘The grandchildren of those
whom she informed and benefited are now reaping tlie fruits of h^r
labours, in improved modes mental and of moral culture, and -in

increased knowledge. During ’nearly the same periojj[ she lias held the
envied place of the most high and popular of the fair preacher^ of the
fashionable world ; and, unlike most other great dignitaries, she has been
beyond all doubt the most useful and practical. That its improvement
has been at all commensurate to the great ability, tact, and eaimestness
of the lecturer, is to us extremely doubtful, and probably more so to
Miss Edgeworth herself. She has thrown away her finest lessons on a
class which, like the adder, turns a deaf eftr to the voice of the cheg&ier,

charm she ever So wisely ; and now leaves it, possessed, no doubt, of
greatly increased knowledge, and with but little more of that true
wisdom of which she is so distinguished a teacher, than when she fftrst

dedicated her talents to its improvement. Miss Edgeworth has had
to encounter, in full force, the torrent of corrupted manners, and the
passions and vanities which belong to a luxurious state of society ; and,

like every other dispassionate moral teacher, she feels tlie heady current

too strong for her calm resistance, and is doomed to experience that even
when intellect advances the most*rapidly, the passions remain ever the
same, keep the same whirling coil, and create tne same illusions; chang-
ing their "Outward signs and their objects of pursuit from the extremes

of the decorative shell or feather of the savage, to the ribbon or nick-

name of tli^ courtier, but never once abandoning the chase or slackening

in the mad pursuit. It is enough that Miss Edgeworth Iias^ucceeded, in

what she designed, beyond all her .compeers, and only failed where suc-

cess was impossible. She has meanwhile bestowed on the world many
admirable and delightful volumes, made her own age somewhat wiser

and better, and sown seeds of truth and wisdom which will yefc fructify

and produce more abundantly. To us, wliat she has intended is however

much less important than what, without intending it, she has accom-

plished,—and to that we turn. .
’

Miss Edgeworth formally disclaims the name of novelist. Her early

writings were didactic treatises happily illustrated ; in which, however,

we are glad to say that the liveliness and exuberant invention ttf the

writer occasionally ran away with, or fairly for a time overthrew her set

first purpose. But this not so frequently as could he wished; for she"

never long threw the reins to fancy. She aspired to be a teacher and

leader in the difficult art of happiness, to which she wished to conduct

her disciples by th6 broad and beaten path, keeping steadily in vievrthe

ancient and approved landmarks. Her pole-star is duty—not, however,

her—
Stern Daughter of the voice of God 1

but dutyy*o easily perceptible, so little involved in the storm and con*

diet of the passions, and so closely intertwined with immediate jinterests,

I

* Now publishing in monthly volumes, by Baldwin and Cnidock, London.
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that it scarcely requires stronger motive, than a tolerably enlightened

selfishness, to prefer and follow it. Neither Christian martyrdom, nor

high-souled heroism, are required in advancing on the secure path, by

which Miss Edgeworth leads her pupils onward to all manner of worldly

prosperity and happiness. She seldom or never magnanimously leaves

her favourites to a self-sustaining, self-rewarding virtue. All her pat-

tern-children are docile and tractable, and are, accordingly, rewarded

with hours of rational* plays, abundance of cherry-pie, and other good

things. Her model young women are well-informed, reasonable, and duti-

ful ; but far too prudent to get into any scrape, or entanglement of the

affections. They are thorough mistress of at least one agreeable accom-

plishment, handsome, and perfectly well-bred, and are sure to be pru-

dently and happily married to some worthy man, rather above their own
station in life, and with the approbation of all wise friends. In like

manner, her pattern young men uniformly prosper in their respective

professions by the orthodox means of industry, integrity, and persever-

ance, giving energy to moderate abilities ; and by a few odd freaks of

fortune, (in which Miss Edgeworth likes to indulge,) opportunely, but

honourably seized, and turned to advantage. There are other faults of her

preconcerted system—her system which she has the merit of often break-

ing through. If born in Madrid two centuries ago, : Miss Edgeworth
would certainly haye thought it right to believe, that a Queen of Spain

could have no legs, however her reason had rejected the absurdity. Even
now, she has, or had, some doubts of the virgin purity of young ladies

who openly commit waltzery ; and will not keep terms, nor allow good
husbands, to those who sfng Anacreontic (Mooreish, we presume,) songs.

Whilelabouring to destroy thoseprcjudices which d ivide nations, ahdnarrow
the human heart, she intimates considerable suspicion of what are called
“ French manners,” as if profligacy were not much the same everywhere,

and whether veiled or barefaced. She has, moreover, certain stiff conven-

tional notions of caste ; and while ridiculing the bulwarks and circum-

vallations of the fashionable world, sturdily maintains the lines of de-

marcation which surround the provincial gentry, and divide the kitchen

from the hall. Her rigid exclusion of the kitchen division of the hu-
man race from the nursery and parlour, shews neither an enlarged phi-

losophy, nor that expansive spirit of humanity which we should have
liked to find jn Miss Edgeworth. Her notions of vulgarity, too, are

often those of latitude and syllables ; her standard of thq vulgar not be-
ing what is mean, low, selfish, or narrow, in modes of thinking and feeling,

but a want of the self-possession which is supposed to distinguish persons
who have always lived in refined society, or of the indispensable Shib-

boleth of .pure accentuation of certain words. A kindred fault, is bad
taste in the style of her jokes, and obtrusiveness and pertness in re-

partee. Grace Nugent’s retort courteous, for example, the sweet,

amiable, unconscious, and proscribed Grace Nugent, is anything but the
rptort of a noble or a delicate feminine mind^ and wholly unworthy, we
shall say impossible, in Lady Clonbrony's “ sweet Grace.” From this de-
lightful creature, the step is natural to Miss Edgeworth's chapter of
moral «*md social proscriptions . It is young men alone her doctrines must
influence, if they are to have any power at alT; but, it is probable, thfeir

only actual effect has been, to cover with deeper shame, to load with
humiliation, the innocent victims of the follies and crimes

of those over whom fihe proscribed had no control. There are circum-
staqces in the domestic history of Miss Edgeworth's respectable family.
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which she can neither consider ungraceful in practice, nor wrong in
principle, since she has voluntarily assumed the task of relating them to
the world, which yet in the existing social relations of English life, must
be, and are, viewed by many with a repugnance and horror that would
neither be excited by the unfortunate circumstances of the innocent
proscribed young women, nor of their offending mothers. But conceive
how her clear understanding and sense of right would be revolted, by
the monstrous injustice of making the female offspring of a man (of her
father Mr. Edgeworth,) by his two wives, who were sisters, subjects of a
new moral proscription, condemned to celibacy, or separation from all

men endowed with delicacy of feeling, and a nice sense of honour.
Many civil disabilities and penal enactments have been abrogated since
Miss Edgeworth's volumes saw the light, and we are temptedl to say this
much, in the hope that, in this final edition, she may be led to revise
some of her former opinions, and re-examine the grounds of her female
proscriptions. They aro more than cryel ; they are unjust. To pro-
ceed with faults :—there is a slight tinge of pedantry, as well as df pru-
dery, in many of Miss Edgeworth’s works. The governess is obtruded,
bridling, and acting as fuglewoman to her pupils, from nine to nineteen,
who are somewhat prone to showing their medal of good behaviour and
advancement, and to what in Scotland is called trapping their less clever

contemporaries. This is about the sum total of our faults with Miss
Edgeworth ; and is set off by a balance which could well afford much
greater deduction, and yet leave us enough her debtors. It would be
unreasonable to charge this accomplished writer with not doing what she

never intended to perform. We can therefore^ only wish, that her views

of her task had been broader and more elevated,—that she had struck

boldly at the heart of systems, where she has only skirmished with the

outworks ; and looked to social evils, in their remote and irresistible

causes, as well as in their disastrous but almost necessary results,—that

she had done something to shew, that the stream requifed to be puri-

fied at the fountain head, if it is expected to flow in purity through the

many little conduits and channels of private life.

The higher moral agencies, religion, poetry, passion, have no place

in Miss Edgeworth’s system, which she appears to think they would

only disturb and counteract ; and romance has the least possible. Yet

the woman will sometimes break out, and push aside the formal instruc-

tress. It is then we not only like her best, but sit the most patiently at

her feet, delighted and edified disciples, and forgive her a thousand dry

documents, while she reads us one ftf Simple Susan.” At such times, we are

like her own Rosamond Percy, listening to the unexpected burst of ener-

getic passion, and liigh-souled enthusiasm in her sage sister Caroline

;

and, like that charming Rosamond, who by the way is very ndSr cheating

Miss Edgeworth into romance, we would try to keep up this high tone a

little longer ; hut she is too wise and sensible, know's too well what is good

for us, and so smiles at ou»childishness, and eludes us. But, is it childish-

ness ?—here is the doubt. A heroine or two, cast a little more in the

Shakesperian mould, might have her uses, though she did not carry a pair

of gold scales in her pocket, scrupulously to weigh the moral and mental

qualities of her admirer from day to day, and striking an impartial balance,

next consider how far it would be for the interests of her happiness to ac-

cept of him, making indulgent allowance as tare and tret, and even

discounting a trifle for drawback. This rigid proscription of all vehoment

passion and overwhelming feeling, of reckless generosity in man, and of

the all-sacrificing tenderness of woman, of heedless uhcalculating enter-
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prise, doing and daring, is unwke on Miss Edgeworth's own theory ; and
is besides, liable to an objection she would at once admit, of overshooting

the mark aimed at. Who, for instance, ever felt one particle of care,

fear, anxiety, or interest, about her most elaborately perfect heroine,

her self-sufficing, prudent Belinda, compared with the expansive sym-
pathy commanded by that most amiable of the erring—most enchanting
of the perverse—most fascinating of the capricious,—she who wins hearts

in spite of Miss Edgeworth, and of reason—erring, faulty, frank, gene-
rous, open-hearted Lady Delaeour. Miss Edgewoith ought either to

make her pattern ladies somewhat more attractive, a little more feminine
—weak we sliall not call it—or pardon her readers for lavishing their

affections on her more captivating and piquante naughty ones. If zeal

lor lier cre^d enables her to deal out justice and equity with stern im-
partiality, so cannot the sensibility of her readers.

It may be from this adherence to the principles of a system, that Miss
Edgeworth exclude 4 from all ber writings,—along with the strife and
tumult of the stronger passions, and the struggles of the high-souled,
self-sacrificing virtue, which Kicks not to earth for its recompense, every
sign of sensibility to the beauty of the natural world—that pervading
sympathy and ideality, of which even the homeliest narratives are
full ; which abounds in John Bunyan, and overflows in Robinson Crusoe.
Of this, her voluminous works arc literally destitute. A clear stage,

with a few tables and chairs, and the shew of a book-case, are all that
seem necessary to furnish her scene. there is, no rich romantic back-
ground,—neither foliage nor flowers, birds nor stars,-—neither sea nor
sky, nor the dear green errth, with all that it inherits of the grand and
the beautiful. Such adventitious matters, she appears to consider im-
pertinences in her pages, however brilliantly they may sparkle *ith all

manner of the artificial objects which engross polite society. This is a
melancholy blank, and a defect also, in one who refers so constantly to
the true and lasting sources of human enjoyment, as contrasted with
the factitious and fleeting. One more observation, and all that we
have further to say, is unalloyed praise. It may have been the Edin-
burgh Review, with which Miss Edgeworth has been for so many
years a prodigious, and almost the exclusive female favourite, which
has conferred on her a reputation, to which she is not now at any
Tgte entitled, of being the best, if not the only national painter of
Irish characters and manners. Neither her feelings, mind, nor ima-
gination, however, are Irish. She is a shrewd Englishwoman, of en-
larged understanding and rare talent, who cleverly, but sometimes not
very correctly, sketches Irish character and manners, as any other well-
informed Person long resident in Ireland might do ; with many cool,
minute touches, which would infallibly have escaped one, whose heart
ami imagination had warmed and expanded among the Irish people, and
-who, from childhood to womanhood, had grown up, nursed in their tra-
ditions, usages, habitudes, and feelings. Inc writing 0f the Irish, she
has neither dived to the depths of the author of the “ O'Hara Tales,”
nor soared to the altitudes of Lady Morgan. She has shewn no-
thing of the troubled tumultuous passion, and dark vehemence of the
former, nor of the vividness and abandon of the latter. There is little
about her that proves the true raciness of ^ie sod. Though her
heart, and good wishes, and excellent understanding, inay have been in
Ireland, her imagination and fancy are, so far as is seen in her works,
clearly absentees :—they are essentially English. An Irish popular
writer, who disclaims regard or knowledge of Brian Boru, the Milesians,
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Carolan, the Irish jig, and all manner of schanoas, can no more he called
national, than a Scottish author who should know and reck nothing of
Bruce and Wallace, the Covenanters, and the old ballads. Now this is

not meant to detract one whit from Miss Edgeworth. It is only setting
our readers right on what she never arrogated, though it has been so
lavishly, and, as we think, erroneously ascribed to her.

Laying aside Miss Edgeworth's objects, we come next to her actual
achievements, and her individual merits as one j>f the most copious and
popular of English female writers. She belongs to no school, though
a slight affectation of the Genlis was perceptible in her earlier writings.

She has had no imitators, save a few individuals in Ireland who have
never emerged from local obscurity. Good sense is her characteristic, and
entire and dextrous command of all her talents

;
great liveliness, with the

power of bridling in her fancy, and, within a certain and limited range,

fertile and copious invention, which, in details and fillings up, enables
her to finish her sketches with a thousand little incidental strokes,

every one of which tells. Along witli certain other arts of the novelist,

she generally disclaims an involuted fable, but has discovered less judg-
ment or forbearance in sundry little complications and unravellings forced

into the service in developing the characters of her personages, which
are often impossible, and which though probable, would nevertheless be
puerile. Her narratives present few striking incidents or situations of

any kind, and almost no extravagances. Those vagaries that do occur,

like the follies of all very wise people, are absurd enough.

In female character Miss Edgeworth is among novelists what Pope is

among the poets. Her gallery of female j*>rtraits, of the ordinary

women who walk about the work-day world in silks and satins, whether

in their fresh lustre or faded, is by far the richest we possess. Their

petty selfishnesses, ambitions, rivalships, pretensions, vanities, strategies,

and the follies of all kinds by which, without daring on deeper enormi-

ties, they fritter away tlieir own happiness and injure society, are seized

with the finest tact, and delineated with matured study. Miss Edge-

worth takes a fault of character as Miss Baillie does a passion, and

expands and illustrates it with a sagacity and subtilty of observation,

and a penetration into the springs of petty action, in which she is al-

together unrivalled. Take a few instances,—as the vice of bad-temper,

displayed in Mrs- Somers in the Tale of “ Emilie de Coulanges/* or

vulgar ambition, and the love of a despicable sort of notoriety and a&
ceptance in fashionable society, which is so often the besetting sin of

women, as pictured to the life in Lady Clonbrony with* her Hibernian

super-refinements—the Manccvurer, the frozen Tory court lady, the

fair Whig aristocrat, the scheming mother Mrs. Commissioner Fal-

coner—the endless variety of those “ Machiavels, the waiting maids,”

and a hundred other female characters, each individualized by her little

peculiar fault, or her small vice, which breaks no commandment, and

yet proves the bane and plague of domestic and social life, and the un-

derminer of all personal worth and dignity of mind. She is also eminent-

ly skilful in apposition. How finely is that divinest quality of the

female character, sweetness of temper, contrasted in the ingenuous and

affectionate Emilie de Coulanges with the tormenting irascibility of Mrs.

Somers ; and the fullblown purse-proud -ostentation of the vulgar Lady

Stocks with the aristocratic hauteur, only kept by politeness from in-

solence, in Lady Bradstone. Lady Geraldine is a charming, and natural,

and what is more, a really Irish character, the frank grace of which may
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well set off the blemish of a bad style of practical joking. Lady Dash-

fort, too, who is so clever and amusing that we own a sneaking regard

for her, and would be glad to put in a demurrer against judgment.

Habit and circumstance are all-powerful, but there surely is a strong

self-correcting power in an understanding like that of Lady Dashfort.

With her it might be too late for happiness, but not for virtue. Miss

Edgeworth's conclusion is no doubt true to general nature and to her

own wise mind ; and in .mending her book to our taste, we would spoil

her moral. But we must resist the temptation of roaming through Miss

Edgeworth's gallery of female beauties.

We have scarce space to dwell separately on the various names in

the rich catalogue of Miss Edgeworth's works. Belinda, her first novel,

still remains one of her most brilliant literary, efforts, though less for-

tunate in its subject than Ennui, the Absentees, and some of those later

stories, which first opened up the terra incognita of Ireland to English

readers. Belinda is an admirable picture of the London fashionable

world, as it existed when Charles James Fox was a macaroni, as the

dandy of his young days was called,—Sheridan, a wit, and the Duchess of

Devonshire, sole empress of fashion, literature, and taste,—when the

men drank more wine, and the ladies affected greater dash and brus-

querie of manners than would take, after their fifteen years Frenchifying.

The charm of Belinda is our beloved Lady Delacour, and with her re-

pentance and amendment of life its interest flags, if it does not termi-

nate. Yet she is only reformed—not tamed. She repents, not in sack-

cloth and ashes, but with a free conscience, fresh spirits, and that keener
perception and relish of ^enjoyment which buoys up vol. III. This
novel is otherwise fulL-of ordinary fashionable characters, rich in bril-

liant, pointed dialogue and easy wit. Such specimens as Sir Philip

Stukely^ and his Fides Achates, the other Siamese twin, could scarcely

be matched now in the clubs of the metropolis, at least in ignorance,

though we cannot be so sure of what a crack regiment of Hussars might
still produce. Sunday schools have been instituted since then, and have
reacted on the aristocracy. Sir Philip's declaration of love is one of Miss
Edgeworth's best scenes ; nor is it a whit exaggerated. There is more
pure romance in Belinda than in^most of the works of this writer ; but
it is not of an attractive kind, nor in any way intimately blended with

the characters, Clarence Harvey, with his universal genius, his extra-

vagant theories, and wild achievements, is, however, a true man of that
chaotic period, when the force of a tremendous shock had drifted old

opinions from 'their moorings ; when Rousseau had eloquently painted
social beatitudes, which Mr. Day, the friend of Mr. Edgeworth, at-

tempted t^ realize, and which M|ss Edgeworth amplified and showed
to be fallacious. Clarence Harvey and his adventures become, at

last, a little tedious,—ft fault with which his creator is more rarely

chargeable than any other three volumer whatever, Sir Walter him-
self not excepted ; for among her numerous merits, she deserves especial

praise for the time and pains she has bestowed in winnowing the wheat
from the chaff, which she, indeed, never gives us in the ordinary way,
mixed with more or less of the superior commodity, hut alone, and by
bushels ; which is the honester method, as people may be on their guard,
and decline it. ^
- The “ Tales of Fashionable Life" is the work on which Miss Edge-
worth’s reputation for brilliant talent must, permanently rest. They
are also those which best establish her superiority in the more solid and
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commanding qualities of mind and intellect. They do not require to be
commemorated ; they live pleasingly in the memory of every one who
has once perused them; not with the literary recollections which agitate

and excite, but among those which mingle with the daily thoughts, busi-

ness, and affections of ordinary then and women, furnishing them with
examples, allusions, precepts of conduct, and the most improving of all

«musefrients. Who can have forgotten JEimui, which Sir Wftlter Scott

has Happily complimented as the antidote of the misery it paints,—or

the Absentees
, which, taken all in all, i& probably the most delightful of

Miss Edgeworth’s stories, and the ' one above all others calculated to

produce most good in the circle for which these Tales are intended

;

with all, at least, in that qu*cle who have hearts to feel, aifft mindp to be
convinced and enlightener Would the Irish gentry only listen to p^gu-
ments So eloquen^jy put, appeals so patriotic, O'Connell need no longer
agitate for the repeal of the Union. Let us modify our opinion,

and confess that, ’fn the tale of the Absentee, the immediate results are

wiser and better than those evolved by the writers of boHSer and more
poetical fictions, whom we consider more purely national and Irish* and
whose warmth and vehemence, we are sorry to say, often impress far

more thaft Miss Edgeworth's considerate wisdom and calm benevolence.

Before tdking leave of this accomplished writer, we wnul£ return her
thanks fqr the generous estimate she has always made, of theinfluences

and moral value of literature. From her works of the size 9# Tom Thumb
to her most elaborate treatises, she has never shirkecfyher profession.

Literature has formed the business, the enjoyment, an^ theyjlory of her

awn life, and in season and out of season she exalts it ; and to its pure and

unttfoubled springs constantly directs eyery degre^jand age ofher readers.

Literature one of her main agents in accomplishing all her best ends.

Knowledge and study are, together with the cultivation of the benevolent

affections, her corrective for false ambition, her cure for ennui, her sub-

stitute for dissipating destructive pleasures, the means of independent

and honourable success in life, and a sure guide to the happiness which

is alone worthy of the highest human intelligence.

It is now time we were come to “ Castle Rackrent ”—the first volume

of the series, which forms so handsomq^a monument to Miss Edgeworth's

genuis. r
f, Castle Rackrent," a lively, and we are sorry to say too faith-

ful Irish portrauure, is yet hard, and over-coloured, and,
#
though true, jret

confoundedly to one side. Nor can wo allow “ Castle Rackrent " to esta-

blish Miss Edgeworth's title of a national writer. The delineator of

Hamilton Bawn, and the beauties and comforts of Quflca, could have

painted the 1 successive baronets of Rackrent with the samU truth and

humour. It is indeed quite in style of mingled satire and bur-

lesque ; but wb6 thinks the Dean of St. Patrick's a national Irish writer?

Yet poor old Thady is an exquisite fellow in hfe way, and Irish exceed-

ingly—we dare not deny it. Of the other part of this volume—" the

Essay on Irish Bulls "—the most satisfactory thing we ever learned

was, that, on publication, it was ordered for the Bath Agricultural So-

ciety by, their secretary. That learned body may have milked the bull

to same purpose. . To most other persons the Essay appears heavy, trite,

and pedantic. The foundations of Castl#Rackrent will totter under its

weight. This brochure, save a few chapters, perhaps the ninth and

tentb,*K in all likelihood, the composition of Mr. Edgeworth. It bears

few marks of the free, liVelv* and graceful pen of his daughter.
2 9 r *
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THE BOTHERATION OF THE PERSONNEL”

Nothing is more common than to hear complaints as to tlie cruelty

anil negligence of former age$, suffering men of genius to languish^kfc

poverty duriug their4iv£g*» an^ only appreciating them after they ar?r

aliRfe beyojm flattery and cemqjrjp. Each age seems to have some dread-*

ful case$;<Sfneglect wherewith to ehhrge its predecessor ; while, as if to

slwwr how very different tt is, it takes the greatest pains to heap post-

fyftnoii^ honotfrs upon the individuals neglect'd, in the way of erecting

moni^rnents to thqjr memories, patronising children at anniversary

fe^ts, and ranting a great deal of their poetry. No\j^ the fact is, that

each present age, all the time it is seeking to atone for the faults of

that which is past, is committing exactly the same errors, in respect of

existing med*of genius ; and is destined to he equally railed against ac-

cordingly by that which is to succeed it. What is the cause of this ?

1 think I can show. It is The Botheration of th'e
“ Pehs^onneIi !”

The bodies of men are, in general, of considerable use. A plough-

man, (pr^ld^tance, without a body, would make but a poor appearance,

between ^'shafts of his plough. A disembodied spirit would have lit-

tle effect, I*j$puld suppose, at the bar. And in the case of an army in

the field, I egtajU conceive nothing more awkward than for the men to

come in an irfmfer|nnal form. Granted, the bodies of men a^e, in gene-

ral, of very®considerable tise—in some cases, quit# indispensable; t#

literary men, howevfqgrthe body is only a botheration. It will ^be ac-
knowledged that, if, a man has a body, it must be, at hazards,

clothed, fed, and provided with a natural share of all physical enjoy-

ments. The bodies of literary men are as fond of a house to live in, a

bed to lie Inland food to eat, and liquor to drink, any bodies what-

ever : nay, 'it is said, that of some of the particulars of human enjoy-

ment, they are^more fond than any other class of men. Well, it must
be seen that these necessities, on the part of tne 'literary man, must lead

him into a great many circumstances and relations of a grossly real,

and not at all romantic kind. The appeal of Shylock in favqur of bis

tube—*

u Hath not a Jew ejes? hath not a Jew hands; organs, dimensions, senses, af-

fections, passions ?u fed with the same food, hurt with the same weapons, subject to

the same diseases, heal’d by the same means, warm’d and cool’d by the same winter
and summer®as a Christian is

i*”

—brought forward by the man of genius, instead of obtaining the syfn-

¥
* This phthse is by no means a satisfactory description of the creature of inspi-

ration and filling, which is generally meant by it. However, there ~4s no other
phrase? that could be adopted in preference. Indeed, it is soflhewhat remarkable that
tye English language is totally deficient in a proper epithet to pxpress a lii#h order
of intellectual' power. Genius sigq^es only a bent towards some particular pursuit.
The terms an able man, and a fmn of ability, arc vague, and may signify only
physical power. Wit was the old word for every kind of mental efficacy ; butit is

now applied exclusively to one. Ingene (ingeniuxn) was another word in usCTahiong
our ancestors, but devoted expressly to poctfcal power ; though obsolete, it is perhaps

3
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pathics of his kind, has no effect but that of degrading him in their es-

timation. It makes him out a clod, instead of a god, as they were
partly disposed to think him. He is detected in being only one of theoMfi

selves. Hence they never can fully or thoroughly appreciate him, til?

death shaft have sphered Ins spirit ih the skies, and left nothing of him
behind to meet their sight, but the empty trophy* of his title-pages, and
the green sod upon his grave. *

pPfe^n individual of that class of private «p(^ons who run erased after

literary men and other notorious creatures,, was once invited, along
with a number of kindred spirits, and ajso of native Uterajti, to break-
fast at a gentleman's house, where?" it lion of the first waterj 'from Eng-
land, was that morning to be exhibited. The individual I speak of Tyas

a lady; one who"* doted .upon “ hot-pressed, darlings," collected allo-
graphs, and thought ByAif Jflfe most interesting person of the age. She
looked forward to this breakfast with expectations of the most sanguine
kind, for the illustrious stranger was really a being of high intellectual

superiority, andbne who might be expected to speak nothing bttt ora-

culat wisdom. She went;—the breakfast began; the f*sst of reason
was for a while postponed to the feast of the body, ^ea and #>ffeo,

flowed; bufanf soul, “ not a pouring.” A preternatural quiet reigned.

Men ato and drank beneath their breath. Of words there were scarcely

any, and thoge entirely ^in aspirations ; for no one could^entttfe to hazard
n remark, even upon that least disputable of all subjects, tbe weather,

in the presence of such a great man. Time flew on, and still nothing had
been said by either the worshipped or the worshippers.- Tho whole object

of the meeting seemed as if*it were to bo nought. ^A.t tength/the open
anS greedy ears of our friend were regaldfl with one distract sentence

ftonfr tho mouth of the illustrissimo% It was,—fe gods !
—

“

1*11 thank ye
for some ham.” Heaven and earth! 1*11 thank ye for some ham! Did
ever dWine lips condescend to prononnc^guch gross and earthy w'ords,

r)l thank ge for soyne hum !—lot the wofA tho hreakfyst, ,the day, the

year, be blotted for ever out of the book o^iast things, ufl&r
This anecdote tends to shew, in a striking way, tlW^uisadvantage

under which intellectual greatness labours in its connexion with a bodily

frame. ’ It shews that a great author would attain much more considera-

tion in the world, if, like the Iflrd qf spring, according to the beautiful

idea of Wordsworth, he were “ but a wandering voice.*' The light seen

far above tbe billows by night might be a star, till we arrive at the ipot,

and "find it oqly a lamp,
sustained by whale oil, at the top of a tall

bftilding. So, judging of those who have delighted the world by their

writings, we might suppose them sparks slied from the bright mind o£

Pivinity itself*, till some day we learn that they are not*>nly beings of

the best word we know of to supply the deficiency. “ A clever man ” is a ipilgarfrm,

or, at ttfb best, can onfy express alacrity of mind. Talent is a word perverted

from its proper sense, in consequence of being used jiguratholy the well known
parable 9 it will scarcely be found in the sense of intellectual powrc in any work Of

more than,,thirty years standing. As for talented
,

an abominabunpidee of vul-

garity, which, "being found in any manuscript communication to Tait’s Magazine,
ought to mark at once the propriety of its exclusion. The ph^e of the las^ cqitury

Was a a man of parts ; hut how such a series of words could be seriously used to ex-

•prfess mental superiority, 1 cannot conceive.
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mere flesh and blood, but, perhaps, characterized by even an unusual

lithare of the failings incident to humanity.

mOf all the disadvantages alluded to, those afforded by personal aspect

Jure, perhaps, the most deeply felt by men of letters. Genius enshrines

itself sometimes in strange tabernacles ; and there is not wanting a theory,

that, in proportion to the approach to perfection in the mental, is the de-

parture from beauty in the external configuration. One minute part of thi^
theory may'felmost be considered as proved, and, if so, it would certairiM

give feasibility to the whole* 1b, that the depth of the upper lipjj

which, in beauty* ought to be very little, is found, by a tolerably exten-

sive observation, to be in genius vfefy gr&it. I am not disposed, how-
ever, to assign to tbc generality of men of genius more than a fair pro-

portion <>f ugliness. They^ave their share, and that is enough for the

present purpose. JTo be in the least degree inferior in looks to what
they are in mental accomplishment ; to be at all liable to a scrutiny in

respect of exterior, is enough to embitter the feelings .of many literary

men. The, whole person is an awkward sinus or outmot from the cen-

tral point of the intellect ; and, however useful, as before remarked, to

.mailmen, is ti them only a trouble and a coil. Suppose his failing lies

in diminutiveness of stature, what incessant mortification is he doomed
to feel in having himself measured day by. day against every gawky to

whom nature hajs been more kind. Suppose an extreme case. Imagine

a mere ort of humanity, a creature more like a toad than a man ; sup-

pose this individual has been gifted with a mind of the purest bright-

ness, with feelings of the most exquisite sensibility. No such wretch,

though his life fcer^ as pure as new-drivefo snow, could set up his face

as a lionizafile author. CouM he, fit only to he shuddered at by woidan,

write passionate sonnets, expressing^e emotions of hie literally crush-

ed bosom respecting disappointments in love ? No : the mind in such

a case, however brilliant, yAiwever magnanimous, would be ® utterly

destroyed by the
f
personnetjBf’e can all trace the effect which even a

slight lam^te had upon nro of the greatest of modern intellects

—

Byron.U In nR name, in his parentage, in his position in society, in all

the variod relations of life, the literary man is subject to grievous annoy-

ances, arising from the disproportion which always, more or less, exists

between his mental and personal status. His name may be so wretch-
edly commonplace, that Fame can never mouth it. A Byrpnic intellect

attached to any one of many hundreds of our British sirnames, is incon-
ceivable. I verily believe that if a second Shakespeare were born wjfch

the name of Mr. Lamb's hero, (Hogsflesh) lie would make not the least

way iq the world/ Nor is this a new idea. An ancient writer, whose
name I have forgot, asserts that no man could be a grq$t poet who had
not been born at a place which was calculated to make a respectable
sound in verse. On the same principle, I ^buld contend that, to attain

a decent share of distinction, either in this life or after it, a man must
possess a name not altogether wanting in euphony. As at least a nega-
tive proof of |his position, it may he pointed out that there i# not one
.great name i& the circle of British glories, literary or military, which
has a mean sound. HoMfjpany men, then, must have been born, with
every power to delight and benefit their kind, but whom tire unhappy*,
cireumstanedrof * paltry cognomen, or an thigainly form, ha¥e prevented
from being great

!

Then, again, as to the position of a man of genius irt the world. We aB
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know that wonders in this way have sprung from the classes of plough-
men, and shepherds, and shopkeepers ; and have enjoyed, to appears
ance, some share of general patronage. These men, however, are, after*
all, looked upon~without real respect by the more wealthy’people around
them. In this Country, where almost every pretension is reckoned up
under the magical letters L.L.D., a miracle of genius, who does not
assume a bearing of equality with the better orders of society, is looked
Upon as a quiz. He may be endured for a night at some lionising party,
but next day, and* in all further time, he is cut dead. The individuals
guilty of these unworthy feelings will be ready, I have no doubt, to
weep with those who weep over

J

the sorrows of this child of genius, when
he shall have been purged by death from all the dross of worldly cir-

cumstance, and can put them to no more ri$k of having to recognise
him as a rather humble acquittance. But till then who, except fhe
small class already alluded to as running crazed after live lions, will be
troubled with him

?
? I can hardly blame society for this, because, after

all, the ultimate posthumous character *)f the individual is a considera-
tion too vague to be of any avail against the immediate and common
principles by which the mass of men are actuated. It would be irifre

than could be expected from flesh and blood, to take up a plain-looking

man into one's phaeton in Prince’s Street, and endure the curious re-

marks of one’s fellows thereanent, for the reason that this individual is

likely to be spoken of with admiration, by persons who are to ride along
Prince's Street in the twentieth century. To hold a burning coal in

the hand, by thinking on the frosty Caucasus, were not a more severe

trial to the nerves. But, though I exempt society from blame, I do not

the less deplore the anomalous situation wliidh literary men hold in re-

lation to it—in respect of their reputation, so much exalted above or-

dinary men—in worldly circumstances, generally *o much below them.

It appease to me, that this contrariety of rdations is a perplg^ity too

much for even great intellects to bear wit^biiosophv.
#
The most able

and the most modest men, wanting in the OTfernal recommendations of

life, and yet possessing about them that which gives them importance in

distant lands, and will carry their names down into futurity, may hardly

contort themselves with discretion, under such strange circumstances

;

but run, I may sa
f‘,

a perpetual risk of shipwreck upon some point or

other ; or must at least get into such a state of irritability, from offended

amour propre, and a constant brooding over the discrepancies of their

personal and mental status, as to produce the most fatal effects.

To bring this strange discrepancy, as clearly as possible, before the

mind of the reader, I shall adduce a living illustration *in the persem of

James Hogg, the well-known Ettrick Shepherd. 1 hold it to be indis-

putable, that Mr, Hogg is endowed, by nature, with poetical gifts of

a ve*y high order. H e has, fl&yond all doubt, wrrijtten verses which will

never be forgotten while any other English poetiem compositions, as .yet

before the .public, shall remain. 1 say nothing for his somewhat coar$S

prose, jiorTor certain whole bushels of his verse. But I assert, that, at

least, one poetical volume is among the most beautiful, and likely to be

one of the rnost permanent, of the versified wo^s of the present age.

It Is granted?, then, that this is a man dMtined to be remembered, whilf

the mass of tkfe contemporary generation is gone by, as if ifhad never

been. But, aftttfe assigning to him this intellectual rank, I "would ask

how it suits with^hi# station in society ? * Are there not thousands*-*
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thousands fully capable of admiring his works, both while he is living*,

and after he shall be dead, and who would think it scorn to be suspect-

ed of not sympathising with the fate of Burns, of Kirke White, and of

(Jliatterton,—who, to recall the Shepherd’s own touching language, look

strange upon his untutored manners and simple attire ? Do not thou-

sands, who only a respectable place in society, which ninety-nine out

of every hundred men could fill as well, and who must, by and by, go

from theft place of temporary importance and authority, and be no more

heard of, think coldly of this poor poet, whose use in this world lias al-

ready been ten thousand times more extensively beneficial than their

own, and who, after his death, will scarcely ever cease to be a creature,'

or, at least a name
,
of some interest ? The cause of this is the per-

sonnel, and the /JCAvowwe^alone.

Altogether, considering the immense abstract importance of the lite-

rary class in the state, and the blessings which they are every day em-
ployed in diffusing among.4 their kind, it seems wonderful, in the high-

est degree, that their situation in society should still be, in general, at-

tended with so many disadvantages, and that their honours in life should

be so disproportionate to their consequence in the grave. This is more
especially remarkable in the case of the Newspaper Press. The in-

fluence of a few of the London editors over public affairs is so great,

that they must now enter into every question of (jovernmont. Yet,

even “ the private gentleman” of Printing-house Square has only a sa-

lary of a thousand a-year, while the rest have, in hardly any case, more
than five hundred. This humility of fortune, with their want of name
a$ individuals, renders their condition in theworld the most anomalous

that anywhere exists. It is still a generally accepted maxim, that no
man ought to trust altogether to his pen for bread ; which fixes the fact,

that that which may produce no less glittering a prize than im-

mortality, is insufficient to ensure a crust at the instant. The very

greatest of our modern litterateurs have found it necessary to depend,

for the daily necessaries of life, upon some trade, though it be one which

everybody can practise; and limit their exertions in behalf of the race,

and for posterity, to leisure hours spared by labour ! The greater part

of the golden mind must be devoted to the most commonplace purposes,

in order that its owner may obtain the gross objetfts of appetite which
he perhaps Apises ; while only a fraction pan be spared to a business,

every moment spent in which will, perhaps, be so much appreciated

hereafter, that posterity will curse the necessity which could spare no
more

; at the same time, taking no note of the like circumstances hap-

ping under its own eyes every day.
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Lol at the bar—for black offences tiled—
Base Empson stands, with Difdlev by his side

;

Once injured England's lords, pookprifiouers, now,
Dismissed by Hemy, as by William—Thou.

,

Pale trembling culprits !—when each plea is o'er,

And flue-spun sophistnes avail no more,
“ One boon,” they < ry, “ one little boon we t laim

:

Tell not our fate—0, publish not our shame
Forth unto England 1 England may foiedoom
Her ancient laws are laid in Etupson’s tomb—
To foreign lands—the nations will surmise

Our institutions die—when Dudley dies.”

They spoke in \am. They pi i ished oil the tree

;

And then prophetic mantle tails on Thee.
Scorned for their crimes—the land’s ulctitless foes—
’Twas thens to state ill-omened pleas like those.

And Thou, \\ hen Fieedoin’s stai begins to slime,

Baik'st at its ra>s, and mak'st such pleadings thine.

THE BANK CHARTER.

We reform the constitution of Englaud, and we do right
,
but let us ako reform the constitution of

the Bank of Fngland, foi mo t assuredly as long is it shill continue m its present state. It is the
greatest nuisance that ever disgr iced this or any oilier country —Ttvies, Sept 19, 1831.

‘It seems pretty generally to obtain belief in the cit>, that the question of the Bank Charter
mil come under the consideratiqjpbt Parliament in the 'Hbursc ot the present sesiioii. mML
we believe also, that an eager desire exists among all classes of the monied Interest that trite

may be the case, ami a remedy, as they trust, applied to Inc evils connected with the whole
London sjatern of banking All these are more or less to be traced to the exclusive privi-

leges ot the Bank C harter By preventing the formation of private banks fu or near the
metropolis with a greater number ot puttiers than <ux, some of thqpe e tabhshnienta got into
weak hands, and the futures which ensued during the pauic drove the best portion ot the
business to the Bank of England Hence the extent of the private accommodate which
the bunkers, through their knowledge of the parties, were able with safety to themselves loditfUae
among thur mmitxions, has almost u holly stopped, for in the large scale of tfc? Bank transaction#

all such discrimination is out of the question Almost nil the banking business is now in the hands
either of the great toipt ration and two or three discount houses on a large scale, who chiefly cm.
ploy momy plated at thur disposal by country tonntxions It is a remarkable fact, that Liverpool,

Manchester, Bristol, and some othtis ot the thief towns of England, enjoy a tar better and more
steady system ot banking than the metropolis is ible toboa-t ot The banking companies lately

formed there are ill ‘aid to be conducting useful and profitable business, Without any issues of their

notes, confining thetnselveain the circulation ofcommtrt i d lulls and notes of the llankqt England
During some late periods mmp specie was extremely -t rt c in 1 ondon, not! ing ot the sortweeurrod
in the places above rcferiWTo, but the rate ot intertst was equable and n odcrate. and in all re-

spects in the state most favourable to steady t oniiueri ul ope ations London, ftomdt* | ositiou and
other advantages, is fitted to be the gicv b mking ein| oi ynato the whole of Europe 1© cramp
and destrov these advantages Uv a mo nop >lv In ta\ ur ot on^latonration, is*an evil to the wh le

country, ot the magnitude of w hidi we shall hardly be quite seiinme until it Is removed limet,
lOlh February, 1832

w
•

The question of the renewal of the Charter of the Bank of Engluifd

involves the whole case of paper money, as it affects all the interests

of the community i because the management of the currency of L<#idon

regulates the baukmg busiuess, hs to issuing hank ngges, throughout the

whole kiftgdom, and thus comes home to e\ ery indivroual who deals witfll

a hanker. t
In this way it is that the landed interest is particularly concerned

in the decision which the legislature may come to upon the question

of the renewal of the Charter ; because, sound system of banking

shall be established throughout the cnuntW^English furmersjfcill then

f Emeson and Dudley, the profligate minutera ot Henry VII , when brought to their trial, had the
merit of inventing the plea o£tbe C onstitution being in dange^jo wvMhcmwlvcsfrom the gibbet

.
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derive the same benefits from the accommodation of banks that Scotch

farmers derive from it, and they will thus be better able to employ their

capital to advantage and pay rent to landlords. All persons also in

trade or engaged in manufactures, will obtain similar benefits from a

sound system of banking : so that the whole public is most deeply inte-

rested in full advantage being taken by the legislature of the expiration

of the Charter of the Bank of England, to substitute a more secure and

more useful plan of bankiug in the place of the present one.

'J'lie Bank of England wa& established in 1694, in consequence of

having made an advance to Government of £'1,200,000, which sum con-

stituted its capital. The term of the Charter granted to the Company
was from the 1st of August, 1694, to the 1st August, 1705, when it was

terminable on the re-payment of the sum of £1,200,000. No such re-

payment has been effected, renewals of the (’barter having, at various

periods, been made ; and at present it is in force until the expiration of

twelve months notice to be given after the lbt of August, 1833, and until

payment by the public to the Bank of the debt due to it.(l) This debt

amounts to £1 1,686,800.

Some writers seem to be of opinion that the only use of the issuing of

paper money by banks is the substitution of a paper currency for a me-
tallic one. “ The use of paper, instead of gold, substitutes the cheapest

in place of the most expensive medium, and enables the country, with-

out loss to any individual, to exchange all the gold which it before used

for this purpose, for raw materials, utensils, and food; by the use of

which both its wealth and its enjoyments are increased/*(2) Mr. Ri-

cardo, after gh ing this Ascription of Jhe me of paper money, proceeds

say, " The whole buvness which the whole community can carry on,

depends on the quantity of its capital, that is of its raw material, ma-
chinery, food, vessels, &o. employed in production. After a well-re-

gulated paper money is established, these can neither he increased nor
diminished by the operation of banking." lie further bays, “ Adam
Smith speaks

r
of the advantages derived by merchants from the superi-

ority of the Scotch mode of affording accommodation to trade over the

English mode, by means of cash accounts. These cash accounts are cre-

dits given by the Scotch banker to his customers in addition to the

bills which he discounts for them ; but as the banker, in proportion as

he advances money and sends it into circulation ih one way, is debarred

from issuing so much in the other, it is difficult to perceive in what the

advantage cohsists."(3) These remarks show that Mr. Ricardo was
somewhat disposed to deny that trade and industry could derive any
advantage from the accommodation which banks are in the habit of ufford-

ihg in discounts, and loans, or cash credits ; and this opinion has been
adopted by other writers on the subject of banking. On the other hand,

there are authors of the highest authority, who i^intain an opposite

opinion and whic(jt£& that which, to common observation, appears to be
Correct; namely, that banks do greatly assist trade and. industry by
the various modes of accommodation and assistance which they adopt in

carrying on their business.

Mr. McCulloch, in describing the Scotch system of cash-credits, says,
“ It is an exceedingly con$gpient mode of accommodating the public.—

(11 40 Geo. iii. r. 201.
(21 Ricardo’* Principles of Political Economy, p. 43K
(3) Ricardo’* Pimaples, Ac. p. 430.
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This plan* of making advances and giving of interest on deposits con-
stitutes the peculiar excellence of the Scotch system, and has certainly
been productive of great public advantage/' The same author further
says, “ A banker who issues notes, coins, as it were, his credit. He
derives the same revenue from the loan of his written promise to pay a
certain sum, that he would derive from the loan of the sum itself, or of
an equivalent amount of produce ; and while he thus increases his own
income, ho, at the same time, contributes to increase the wealth of tlio

public.”(4)

Adam Smith, in the second chapter of his “ Second Book of the Wealth
of Nations,” explains, at great longth, the whole subject of banking. He
says, €t It is not by augmenting the capital of the country, but by ren-
dering a greater part of that capital active and productive, than would
otherwise be* so, that the most judicious operations of banking can in-

crease the industry of the country. That part of his capital, which a
dealer is obliged to keep by him unemployed, and in ready money for

answering occasional demands, is so much dead stock, which, so long as
it remains in this situation, produces nothing either to him or to his

country. The judicious operations of banking enable him to convert
this dead stock into active and productive stock ; into materials to work
upon, into tools to work with, and into provisions and subsistence to
work for : into stock, which produces something both to himself and to

his country.”(.5)

The effect of the operations of banking in rendering capital more ac-

tive and more productive, as here explained by Adam Smith, is

not a matter which admits qf mqfh doubt, bemuse it is seen and felt in
all directions, in all the concerns of trade ; and, therefore, it may wlttf

safety be said, that paper-money is useful, not only as a substitute for

metallic money, hut also as a means of increasing trade and industry

through the operations of banking.

The grebt object now to be inquired into, and decided upon "By the

legislature, is, how these two uses of paper money can Be extensively

conferred on the public with security. If the history of banking in Eng-
land, America, France, Austria, Prussia, and Russia, is referred to, it

will shew that immense losses have, up almost to the present moment,
accompanied the paper money system ; and were it not for the Axample
of the successful plan of banking in Scotland, it would be nearly impossi-

ble to avoid coming to a conclusion, that there was something in the na-

ture of paper money, which rendered it impossible that* it could ever

be employed with safety in any country.

The Scotch system of banking contributes more than that of anf other

nation, to render capital active and productive ; and possesses, at the

same time, the prodigious advantage of almost perfect security against

loss from bank failures. The whole capital of the country is made active

and productive by the practice the banks act upon, $£$>aying interest* on

money deposited with them, even on very small sums, and of advancing

money on what are called eash-credits, to all persons of good character,

occupied in industrious employments, who can find securities. In this

way, the banks act as agents, or brokers, between all who want to lend,

and all who want to borrow ; and, by theyf^nterposition, benefit both

parties. It appears from the evidence given before the Select Committee

(4) Principles odP Political Economy, p. 135.

(ft) Wealth of Nations. Mr. M^ullochN edition, vol. ii. p. 77-
r 2
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of tlie House of Commons in 182G, on Scotch Banking, that the amounf
of deposits in the banks may be taken at twenty millions ;(G) arid it is

stated by Mr. J. G. Craig, that “ It is rarely known that the banks have
lost on cash-credits.”(7)

The great benefit that Scotland has derived fro%this system of bank-
ing, is acknowledged by several authors of great authority. Adam Smith
says that the trade and industry of Scotland, in his time, had increased

very considerably, and that it could not be doubted that the banks had
contributed a good deal to that increase. Sir James Stewart observes,,

in his “ Principles of Political Economy,” that it is
“ To the banks of Scot-

land the improvement of the country is entirely owing and “ That all

commercial countries, by imitating them, will reap advantages of which
they are at present deprived.”(8) The late Sir William Pulteney, than
whom there was no one more capable of forming an accurate opinion on
such a subject, said, in his speech in 1797, on the Bank llestriction-Bill,

that the remarkable progress which Scotland had made in her com-
merce, manufactures, and fisheries, \vas to be attributed to her banking
system. Mr. Kirknmu Finlay said, in his evidence before the Commit-
tee on Scotch Banking, he thought the facilities afforded by the hanks*

of Scotland were the principal ingredient of the prosperity of the coun-
try. All the witnesses examined by the Committee described the effects

of the practice of paying interest on deposits, as particularly beneficial,

by establishing habits of prudence and parsimony, and by leading to tho
rapid accumulation of capital. They represented it as giving to every

one the advantage of a saving hank ; and, with respect to the casli-

,
^credits plan, they shewedgthat it led to, promote industry and improve
Iffusbandry, and to introduce good moral habits among the lower classes-

of tradesmen and farmers.

When, in addition to what lias now been said in favour of Scotch

banking, it remains to be stated, that no gold has been in circulation in
' Scotland for the last fifty-five years ;

that there have not been any
panics or ruri%-on the banks; and that the whole loss suffered by the
public from bank failures, from the first introduction of paper-money, is*

no more than £‘36,341,—it will appear that this system of banking de-

serves to he well examined in all its parts, in order that full advantage
may be taken of so much experience, by those whose duty it is to direct

the course of the legislature in the measures to
;

be taken, in conse-

quence of the expiration of the Charter of the Bank of England.

The immense losses which the people of England have suffered by the

failures of banks, make it a matter of great importance to- shew in what
the difference consists between the Scotch and English systems of bank-
ing ; hut this may easily be done, because this difference consists in the

law's for regulating this trade. The only law on the subject in Scotland

is orifc for making hank notes payable on demand, pjid for preventing

baifk notes from«briing issued for a smaller sum than twenty shillings.

So that the trade may be said to be nearly free ; and it will be found to

he quite correct, from what will he stated in&tlie sequel, to consider this

freedom of the trade as the characteristic of the Scotch system and the

cause of its prosperity.

By the law of England, the principle of free trade has been wholly de-

# parted from, by prohibiting any banking company, except the Bank of
r %

((!> r. 124. (7) P. 288.“ (8) Vol. i. p. 368.
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England, from issuing bank notes, which consists ofmore than six partners,

ami by incorporating the. Bank of England into a Company with a ca-

pital of nearly fifteen millions.

In Scotland the diking trade has grown up and become established

oiuler the control of active competition and rivalship
; while in Eng.

land, the restriction on the number of partners in banking companies
has given unlimited power to the Bank of England over the currency.

Nothing can be more dissimilar in point of ftict than Scotch hanking
and English hanking ; and it will be found that the more carefully the
workings of the two systems are examined, the more evident it will ap-

pear that the cause of the success of the Scotch system is, that it was
(founded on, the principle of free competition and rivalship, and that the
cause of the failure of the English system is, that it was founded on the
principle of monopoly.
- The following accurate observations have been made on this poitU; in

n recent number of the Quarterly RevTew. (9)
“ An impression pre-

vails very generally on this side the Tweed, that the superior stability of

the Scottish banking system rests upon the proverbial sagacity and wari-

ness of the inhabitants of Scotland, and not upon any peculiarity inhe-

rent in the system itself. From this it is inferred that a circulating

medium which has been found safe among our northern neighbours,

.would be attended w ith danger and insecurity if adopted here. This,

however, appears to us to be a mistake. The security of Scottish bank-
ing arises from the genera^, principles on wl^h the system is organized,

and not from any thing which is"peculiar eithej to the character or habits

of those by whom its operations are conducted. If adopted elsewhere,

these principles would, we feel persuaded, be attended with similar re-

sults.” With respect to the English banking system the article proceeds as

follows No reasonable man can doubt that the imperfection of

system of banking as practised in this kingdom, has beea occasioned Ity

the impolitic monopoly conferred on the Bank of England. Under the

original provisions of the Charter granted to the Company, no bank
could be formed in this country which consisted of more than six part-

ners. This restriction is perfectly indefensible in point of principle £

and in practice, it has proved, in a high degree, detrimental to the in.

terests of the public, while it has not probably been productive of any

oreal advantage to the proprietors of Bank Stock.”
“ The inferior hanking system of England,” says Sir Henry Parnell,

“ has been altogether created by the very impolitic regulation® of the

English law. In the first place, by increasing the capital of the Bank
from L.1,200,000, its original amount, to L.14,686,800, its present

amount, and thus investing the Bank Directors with the power of^great-

ly increasing or suddenly contracting the currency as they think proper;

and in the second place, by imposing a restriction, by which no more than

•six partners can form a banking company for the issuing of bank notes.

In regard to the effect of the law which has prevented more than six

partners from joining in a company for issuing bank notes, it is obvious

4hat it has taken away, as to the Bank of England, the great check

over abuses in issuing paper money, namely, the competition of rival

banks ; and that it h®6 led to the establishing of weak banks in th&

country. If no such law had existed, according as the trade of tho

(9) No. 84. p. 478.
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country increased, large Joint Stock Companies would have been formed

for opening banks both in London and the country, by collecting a number
of shareholders. These banks would have issued paper of substantial

value ; they would have controlled each other, altfd they would have

found it their interest to prevent the establishing of weak banks. But
in consequence of strong banks of this description having been prohi-

bited, the demand for paper money which rose up with the increase of

trade, necessarily set ontfoot the establishing of that inferior description

of banks which have so much abused the power of issuing paper money.

This regulation, therefore, of the law, for limiting the number of part-

ners in a bank, should be considered as the true cause of that ruinous

system of banking which has occasioned such great embarrassments to

trade, and stich an immense loss of property.” ( 10)

An accurate acquaintance with the principal circumstances belonging

to a system of banking, such as that of Scotland, which from its com-
plete success and security forms so striking an exception to all other

places, is so essential in order to form a correct opinion upon the best

scheme for enabling a country to derive with safety the full advantage

of a paper currency, that a short description of these circumstances can-

not fail at the present moment to be interesting and useful.

The first bank in Scotland was called “ the National Bank of Scot-

land,” and was established in 1695, with an exclusive privilege of bank-
ing for twenty-one years. This privilege was not renewed, and in 1727

the Royal Bank was established ; and since that time other banks have
been opened, making, at present, the total number of banks 32, having
belonging to them 133 branch hanks. (11)
By an act passed in 1765, all notes of the nature of a bank note, and

circulating like specie, are to be paid on demand ; and the issue of any
promissory note for a sum less than twenty shillings is prohibited. This

Ufthe only law -relating to the trade of banking in Scotland ; so that, with

the exception of the restrictions imposed by it, the trade is free.

It lias already been stated that the whole loss which the public has

sustained by failufes of banks in Scotland, since they were first esta-

blished, amounts to no more than L.36,344. The cause of this loss being

so small in a country where paper money has driven all gold coin out of

circulation, and that during a period exceeding fifty years, would seem
to be a matter of difficulty to explain. But it is only necessary to

examine carefully the evidence given before the Committee of the House
of Commons on Scotch hanking in 1826, to discover that this cause

consists in the competition and rivalship with which the banks have con-

ducted their business ; and which have been the results of the almost

perfect freedom from legislative interference, with which the trade of

banking has most wisely been suffered to he carried on in Scotland.

As it was obviously the interest of the first, arid every new bank,

when established, to prevent loss of busings by any addition being

made ‘to the number of banks, this principle of self-interest led, on every

attempt to establish a new bank, to every kind of resistance and hosti-

lity on the part of the old banks. They always combined together to

£
___ - _

(10) Observations on Paper Monty and Banking, p. 32—36.

(11) Sec the Reports of the Committees of tooth Houses of Parliament, in 1326, on
Scotch Banking. These should be attentively read, as containing a great deal of va-
luable information, bearing on the question of English Banking, particularly the
evidence given before them. 2
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stop at put dow&the new bank. This they did, by refusing- to receive

its paper, and sometimes by collecting
.
together a large quantity of its

paper, and, unexpectedly and simultaneously presenting it, and demand-
ing payment for it jfWd, unless the new bank was possessed of suffi-

cient capital, and was managed with great skill, it could not establish

itself against such efforts to stop it ; so thnt it was impossible a weak
bank could come into existence ; or that bank notes could be issued in

Scotland, as in England, by every adventurer who chose to turn banker.

In this way, only a short time ago, when the Commercial Bank was
first opened, the most hostile steps were taken by the old banks against

it ; and it did not succeed in becoming a perfectly well established bank,
until after having successfully resisted this hostility for upwards of two
years ; and thus proved the extent of its capital, and its fitness to be
a bank. By this working of the private interest of the established

banks, the public have been fully protected from the evil of banking
carried on by persons wholly unworthy df confidence, either from their

want of experience in the trade, or from an insufficiency of capital. It

has been impossible that a weak bank could exist ; and the consequence
of none but strong banks having been established with sufficient capi-

tal, all conforming to the established regulations for carrying on the

trade, has been the very little loss from failures, which has already been
mentioned. % .

The great fundamental evil of banking, namely, over-issues of paper,

can scarcely take place in Scotland, under the several customs $nd
practices belonging to the Scotch system of ^banking. The paying of

interest on deposits is a most efficient check upon over-issues ; because

it creates an interest throughout the whole public to send back daily to

the banks all notes which are not wanted for immediate use. As also every

individual who borrows money on a cash-credit, is interested in reducing

his debt, by daily paying to his banker all the notes hew can spare, in

order to reduce the charge on it for interest, the practice of giving cash-

credits is a most efficient check on over-issues. But the operation of

the daily returning to the banks of all notes, for the &ikc of getting or

reducing interest, leads to the constant accumulation in each bank of

notes belonging to other banks ; and this has introduced the practice of

the banks making exchanges twice-a-week of each other's notes, and to

the payment of the balances of exchanges, by bills at par on London at

ten days* date.

Under this system of managing the business of banking in Scotland,

it appears, by the evidence given before the committees, that all the

notes of a bank come back to it very soon after they are issued, some-

times as soon as in one month(12) ; so that the inevitable consequence of a

bank issuing more than it ought to do, is to have a large balance,

against it on the weekly exchanges, and consequently large sums to

draw for on London. Aj, however, funds cannot be provided ii^, Lon-
don, on which to draw, without incurring considerable expense, the

over-issuing of paper by a bank is necessarily attended with loss ; and,

therefore, no bank can adopt a course of regular over-issuing of its

paper, as a scheme for making profit : on the contrary, every hank is

interested in avoiding it ; and thus the public is protected from this great
M

evil, which is the cause of all those other evils of panics, runs, and
failures, which have so often been experienced in England.

:< ^(12.) Evidence of Mr. Roger Aytoun. Report—House of Commons, p. 194.
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The great importance of fully understanding the causes of the prod-

polity of banking in Scotland, just at the present time, is a sufficient

excuse for making the following extracts from the evidence given before

the Committee of the House of Commons, in 1820^ These most clearly

explain, and fully support, what has now been stated respecting the
principal circumstances connected with Scotch banking.

Evidence of Mr. J. G. Craig, JV.S.—“ What is the ordinary check which Btihsirts

against an over-issup ?” <“ All the banks of Scotland have agents at Edinburgh,
who exchange their notes twice a-wcek, Monday and Friday. There is a sort of
general calling in of the notes oil these days, and the balances are paid by short-

dated hills on London. I know that the state of these balances is looked at by the

banks with the utmost jealousy and attention ; and I cannot doubt, that, if anything
in any degree wrong, were to appear in the course of these exchanges, the banks
themselves would instantly correct it, and force a bank acting improperly to alter its

mode of conduct.”

“Do you mean, that if the other hanks discoveredan at tempt at an over-issuing of
notes on the part of one of the hanks, they would endeavour to correct that?”——

.

“They certainly would, for their own safety, as well as for the public good.”
“ Do you think that this is a sufficient check against the possibility of an over-

issue by any particular bank P” “ I think no particular bank can over-issue.”
“ Do you think that, if all the banks were to combine, they could, by any means,

force more notes permanently into circulation than the transactions of the country
required ?” “ I think it quite impossible ; the notes u hi* h are not required for the

U$^,of the country would instantly be relumed to the banks.” (p. 2ti0.)

Mr. Alexander lllair says :
—“ I conceive It impossible there could he an over-

iwfrft of our notes under the system of exchanges.” * * * “If the notes issued by a

hank are over and above the amount the country could absorb in circulation, they

would necessarily' be paid into one of the other banks, and they would bring

them against the banker whd'issucd them, and he would he obliged to pay them by

a bill on London, which would be equivalent to his baling paid gold to the person

to whom he advanced the notes.” (p. 481.)

Evidence of Mr. Thomas Kinnear “ Is not the active check on an over-issue

the established practice of drawing at par on London ?” “ Virtually, the active

check ; or, I should say, the actual check. What prevents, in the notes issued by
the bankers in Scotland, any excess over the circulation fairly demanded by the

country, is, that twicc-a-week a hanker must pay the notes presented to him at the

exchanges in the currency of London ; and the rash credit system throws into the

exchanges all the spare currency of the few last days preceding.” (p. 130.)

But this system of exchanges not only prevents over-issues, but the

possibility of a bank being opened and established which does not pos-

sess ample funds to guarantee the public from loss by its failure.

Evidence of Mr. Jloycr Aytonn

T

—“ What security do you feel exists in Scotland

against the establishing of a weaker description of hanks, and thereby destroying the

character of thc^present system, with regard to its solvency and security ?” “ If

weak banka wegr to be established, our exchanges are so powerful and so frequent,

they could not stand it 4 in every six weeks, and sometimes in a month, we return

the whole amount of otir notes in circulation.”

“ Would there he a disposition on the part of the existing hanks to combine against

an attempt to introduce weaker banks ?” “ If we found there was a weak bank,

we would not receive its notes.” p. 194.

AHtfhat is stated in these extracts, serves to establish this fact, name-

ly, that' it is the private interest of the bankers, working under, and

with the force of competition and rivalship, which makes their trade

profitable to themselves, and, at the same time, useful and safe to the

public. This is a most important point to settle ,* because it is this suc-

cessful working of the principle of private interest when left free to

produce competition and rivalship irt* the trade of banking in Scotland,

which indicates the course which ought now to be pursued in England,

on the occasion of the expiration of the Charter of the Bank.
On quitting the subject of Scotch banking, and turning to English r
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banking, t very different state of things Is found to efcist. The failure

of the latter has been almost as complete as the success of the former.

Instead of a system of paper money , carried to its utmost extent, with
the greatest benefit, ^nd perfect security to the public, the use of

paper money in England has been accompanied with great evil ; miti-

gated, however, it must be admitted, in some degree, by the assistance

it has given to industry.
*

It has already been mentioned, that the Bank »f England was e«?t.u.

Wished in 1694. But the Act of the Legislature, which gave to English
banking its peculiar character, and which may he considered ns the font),

dation of all the misfortunes which have marked its progress i, the law
passed in 1708, which declared, that during the continuance of the cor-

poration of the Bank of England, “ It should not lie lawful for any body
politic, erected, or to he erected, oilier than the ‘-aid Governor and
Company of the Bank of England, or for any other pej>ens wliatso-

ever united, or to be united, in covenants* or partnerships, vxuodiug the

number of .six penons, in that part of Great Britain called England, to

borrow, owe, or take up any sum, *or sums of money, on their bills or

notes, payable on demand, or in any less time than six months from the
borrowing thereof." This enactment virtually established the monopoly
of the Bank of England of issuing hank notes in London

;
for though

hanking company of six partners might have issued them, such a proUtf^

has never been attempted, and could not have been successful vv itltytfi

chartered body like the Bank of Engl. -ml for its rival ami competitor. u
The following statement will h£ sufficient to shew, in a general mans

ner, th t the monopoly system has not w’orked well.

In 1 <>*»(>, during the great recoinage, the Bank of England was in-

volved in rounderable difficulties, and was even compelled to suspend

payment of its notes, which vveie at a heavy di-count. In 174^, the

alarm occasioned by the advance of the Highlanders linger the Pre-

tender, led to a run upon the Bank ; and, in order to gain time, the

Director* adopted the device of paving in shillings and sixpences.

The year 1797 is, however, the most important epoch in the history of

the Bank. Demands for cash, in the mouth of February of that year,

poured in upon the Bank from all quarters ;
and on the 26th of that

month, an Order in Council was issued, prohibiting the Directors from

paying their notes in cash.

Although it is quite accurate to say, that the Bank did not stop pay-

ment, but ceased to pay its notes in cash, in obedience to this Order in

Council, the transaction, in its true character, was nothing else hut a

stopping of payment by the Bank, and of the same nature exactly as

the stopping of payment by any other hank that brtike in the regular

way, and could no longer fulfil its engagements* to the public.

Whatever difference of opinion may have prevailed, and may still

exist, as to the proximate gausc of this stoppage of payment, whether a

panic in the country, or the great amount of advances made by tk£*bank

to government, the original and real cause of it, upon an extended in-

quiry into the whole question, will te found to consist in the legislative

regulations, by which one great bank only was established in the me-
tropolis, and by which weak banks were suffered to he established »

throughout the whole country. In ^|ie sequel it will be shewn, that the

working of these two elements of the English system could not fail to pro-

duce such sudden and immense drains for coin by the weak country banks

on the one great metropolis bank, as to render, from tfipe to time, the
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suspension of cash payments altogether unavoidable J Bfrj as In fact, to

establish this dernier expedient for getting out of an extreme difficulty,

a part and parcel of the system of English banking.

The next and last memorable event, which strongly demonstrates the

evil of the bank monopoly, is what happened at the latter end of 1825,

and the beginning of 1826 ; namely, so sudden a drain on the Bank for

gold, and to so large an extent, as to have placed the Bank on the very

point of a second s&spension and failure. Mr. Huskison said, on this

occasion, in the House of Commons, that “We had been within a few

hours of a state of barter/' Nothing, in point of fact, saved the Bank
from another stoppage of payment, but a supply of sovereigns, most liber-

ally afforded by the Bank of Franco. In this instance, although it may
be true that the proximate cause of the drain was distress of trade, and
panic creating runs on private banks, the original cause in 1826, as in

1797, was the vicious legislation for regulating the banking trade.(13)

The principal evils of the existing system of English banking seem
to be three :—1. The vesting of the uncontrolled government of the cur-

rency of the nation in the hands of twenty-four Bank Directors. 2. The
misapplication of the capital of the Bank in advances to Government, and
in other ways. 3. The Bank being at all times exposed to such a drain of

gold on the part of the country banks, whenever a panic occurs, ,as to

render it next to impossible to avoid stopping payment, and having re-

course to Government to interpose with an Order of Council to suspend
cash payments.

It is stated, in a w,ork already quoted, namely, “ Observations on

.
Paper Money and Banking,"

—

rf While trade was carried on upon a
' small scale, in comparison with what it is now ; while the paper of the
Bank of England \lid not exceed a few millions, as was the case prior to

the year 1780, and while but few country banks existed, the Bank of
England did«not possess the power of inundating the country with its

paper. But it is now an admitted fact, that the Bank Directors have
.the means in tlieir hands, without being subject to any control whatever,
of increasing or reducing the circulation, in such a degree as to produce
the greatest embarrassments to trade/'(l4) “ Though," says Mr. Ri-
cardo, “ 1 am fully assured that it is both against the interest and the

(13) The convulsion of 1825-G has been accounted for in the following manner; The
panic of 1825-6 was entirely produced by the operations between the Bank and the
Government. v In 1823, the Bank bought the (dead weight) annuity of £585,740.
In 1824, the Government reduced the 4 per cents., and to pay off the dissentients it

borrowed £6,000,000 of the Bank. Here, then, and as arising from these two trans-
actions, wras a vast creation of artificial money ; this gave rise to all the wild extra-
vagant speculations of 1824-5 ; then followed a decline in the foreign exchanges, and
the exportation of gold ; and to check this, and to prevent a second restriction act, the
Bank was obliged to call in its excessive circulation

;
and then came the panic. And

therefore the spring, the cause, the active principle which produced the mad opera-
tions of 1824-5, and the subsequent panic of 1825-6, is to be found in the transactions
between the Bank and the Government ; «uul the final result was, that the country
lost at least £‘30,000,000 of capital : not that this loss was occasioned by the panic,
hut in the operations which produced and laid the foundation of this panic ; and had
the panic not interposed to check us in our mad care^f, the loss would have been still

more considerable. Here, then, is a loss of £30,000,000, the cause of which we have
clearly traced to the operations between ^Bie Bank and the Government ; and after
this, let those wrho will, speak in favour of the Bank of England and a paper
currency.

(14) Page 94>
'**
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.wUh the Bag exercise this power to the' detriment of the public,

y^when 1 contemplate the evil consciences which might ensuefrom a
sudden and great reduction of the circulation, as well as from a great

addition to it, 1 cannot but deprecate the facility with which the State

has armed the Bank with so formidable a prerogative^15) Mr. Tooke
says, with great force and truth,—“ Next to the administration of the

State, there is no administration of any office so immediately and exten-

sively affecting the interests of the community as*that which is intrusted

to the persons (the Bank Directors) who are invested with the privilege

of issuing paper money ; and who, by the manner in which they exer-

cise that privilege, have it in their power to produce great changes in.
1

}

the property and condition of every individual in the kingdom. No man
or set of men ought, in my opinion, to be intrusted with that privi-

lege.”^) Mr. Henry Drummond says, in his pamphlet on Currency,—
“ The Bank of England possesses a formidable power over the proper-

ties of its fellow-subjects, which has bedh and can be productive of the

most ruinous effects, without the possibility of conferring one redeeming
benefit.”(17) Sir Henry Parnell says,

—

“

The Bank of England, in point

of fact, as it has been well described, in place of being what it was ori-

ginally intended to be, namely, a Bank for commercial purposes, is be-

come a great engine of State ; receiving the revenue, paying the inter-

est due to the public creditor ; circulating exchequer hills
; accommo-

dating government with immediate advances, on the credit of distant

funds ; and assisting generally in all the great operations of finance. It

not only influences, by the superior magnitude of its capital, the state

of commercial transactions ; but now, that paper has so far supplanted

coin, it possesses some of the functions of sovereignty, in addition to

those which belong to its trading character ; so tlfiit, while we call to

mind that* it possesses the means of assisting commerce and financial

affairs, it should not be forgotten that, in the same degaee, it has the

power of controlling and disturbing tliem.”(18) (19)

No impartial and reasoning mind can now hesitate to allow, that the

ruinous consequences of the depreciation of paper money, subsequent to

the suspension of cash payments in 1797, and of the restoration of the

value of the currency to its old standard, the necessary result of this

depreciation, ought wholly to be laid at the door of the Directors of the

Bank of England. It was their ignorance of the causes of depreciation,

and fluctuations of exchanges, that led them to act upon the rule which

they told the Bullion Committee, in 1810, was their guide in making
their issues, namely, to continue to increase their issues, as long as good

bills were offered for discount ; a rule the worthlessness of which has

been exposed by the entire abandonment of it by succeeding directors.

Again, a very great share of the loss sustained by the public, in 1825

(15)
* Principles of Political Economy, p. 431.

(16) On Currency, p. 124, •

(17) Par. 64.

(18) Observations on Paper Money and Banking, p. 96.

(19) Daniel Hardcastle sfjrs, in his pamphlet on Currency, (p. 62,) « That no
greater evil ran be imagined, than that ap establishment should have the power (not

by means of its capital, but by the expansion and contraction of its issues of mere
paper) either to raise or lower the money, value of all property, both real and perso.

iiid, to influence and regulate the transactions of every memb^pf the community.**
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.and 1826, is to be set down to the account of the Iki&k!Director** Mf.

Tooke says, that the Bank of England, precisely at that time*(1894,)

when there ought to have been a contraction, increased its issues three

millions ; and that “ this increased issue gave a fresh and powerful sti-

mulant to the spirit of speculation, and assisted in converting the inci-

pient delirium into absolute insanity.”(20) Mr. Mushet says, in his pam-
phlet on Currency, that it is to the increased issues of the Bank of

England, in 1821, he disposed to attribute the whole of the distress

in 1825. It is stated in an able article of the Edinburgh Keview,(21)

that the Bank Directors fell into a double error ; first, in attempting to

force the issue of their notes, when they ought to have foreseen a re-

dundancy ; and, secondly, in increasing their notes in circulation, for

upwards of a twelvemonth after the drain for bullion had begun to ope-

rate on their coffers. Mr. M‘C illloch says, in his edition of the “ Wealth
of Nations —

“

It is not certainly meant, by anything wliic£ has now
been stated, to insinuate that Jjreat loss and inconvenience has not fre-

quently been occasioned by erroneous proceedings on the part of the

Directors of the Brink of England. Their conduct in 1824 and 1825,

for example, was directly opposed to every sound principle.”(22)

II.—With respect to the second principal evil before mentioned, of

the constant misapplication of the capital of the Bank of England, in^ ad-

vances to Government, and in other ways ; whoever wishes to see this sub-

ject discussed in a very able manner, should read a pamphlet published in

1828, entitled, “ An Address to the Proprietors of Bank Stock.”(23) It is

stated in this pamphlej^ that the departure of the Company from the

principles of banking business, in making advances to Government, and
locking up its resources, lias been the fatal cause of the chief pecuniary

distresses of the nation ; and that, in reviewing the transactions of the

Bank«of England, the most prominent features of deformity son the face

of their affaire, is their connexion with Government ; which has caused,

—1st, Over-issues of Money ; 2d, Locks-up of their Resources ; 3d, Sus-

pension of Cash Payments. The following estimate is given in this

pamphlet of the outstanding demands on the Bank, and of the funds fbr

discharging the same, (in 1828) formed from different detached returns

made to Parliament.

(20) On Currency, p. CO.

<2l) Vol. 43, p. 225.

(22) Vol. 4, p. 306.

(23) Published by Saunders and Otley, Conduit Street. The following is taken
from the Preface of this work. “ The great powers possessed by the Bank of Eng.
land, and the abuse in the exercise of these poweiy, have led to consequences of

fetal injury to the country. As few persons
(

are aware to what extent these

wrongs have been inflicted, and how deeply, directly or indirectly, every individual

in the state is affected by them, it is desirable that information of what has
already occurred should be supplied ; and as these powers, with their inherent lia-

bilities to abuse, so far from being diminished, are constantly increased, either by
new concessions yielded, or fresh advantages usurped or aimed at, it is of the highest
importance that Public Opinion should exert its influence to arrest, in some mea-
sure, if possible, the fatal progression for the present ; and to prevent the renewal of
the exclusive privileges of the Bank of England, at their expiration on the termina-
tion of the Bank Charter in 1833.*'
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Demands for which the Bank ii liable .

Bank-notes in circulation, 20J millions,(24)

Balances on accpunt of bankers 1 , *

atod other individuals, / ** ao*

-

26 millions, due, on demand, to-

the public.

Balance of public money, 4 do., due, oil demand, to

Government.

^
30 millions due on demand.

Probable surplus profit due to theJ
3 milliong.

proprietors of Bank Stock, J

Total, 33 millions.

Funds for discharging the same—appropriated as follows -

Advances on (lead-weight annuity, 11^ millions.

on Exchequer bills, do.

on account of dividends, 1 do.

on mortgages, 2 do.

on buildings, 1 do.

Dead locks-up, 25 millions.

Bills discounted, 1 do.

Probable balance in hand, 7 do.

Total, 33 millions, as above.(25)

(24) The amount of notes now (1332) in circulation, is £13.150,000.

(25) The tollowing statement appeared in the Times of Sept. 19, 1831. •• How-
ever necessary it may he that an establishment which has the enti«*e direction and
control of the currency of the country, should publish regularly and periodically the

state of its affairs, yet, strange to say, this has never been required either by Parlia-

ment or the Bank Pioprictors ; and since the year 1819, we know nothing officially

of the affairs of the Bank. This defeit we will now endeavour to supply. We
have very diligently considered the subject ; wo have been assisted in our researches

by men of great and extensive information ; and having carefully put things toge-

ther, the following, we believe, will be found to be a pretty accurate account of the

present position of the Bank of England

Dr.
Debts,—v i7.

Bank-notes in circulation—£18,000,000
Private balances..——— 5,000,000
One to public offices——-.—.1,200,000

£2 1,200,000

N. B. This account, it will be seen,

leaves out the value of the Bank premises,

and which in the former account deliver-

ed to Parliament, was put, down at

L.l,000,000. •

“ From this statement it therefore appears, that so excellently ha\e the affairs of

the Bank of England been conducted, that in the period from 1819 to tlio present

Cr,

Credits,—viz.

Exchequer bills.———A.—£4,000,000
Deficiency bills.———— —,1,51 t(»,000
City bonds———*—————1,008*000
Mortgages— ———— 1,300,000
Public companies.. ——. 300,0(4
Dead weight annuity.— —11,100,00 1

Bills of exchange, advances on
k Exchequer bills, &c——1,700,000
Cash and bullion.————— 3,000,000

£23,900,000
Balance,.———— 300,000

£24,200,000
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s .
The pamphlet goes On to state,—“ It la dreadful to contemplate the

* consequences to he apprehended, should another £anio arise ; for Me
same causes to which that Of 1825 was owing, are in existence; and the

same effects may result, with the additional evils which may arise from
war producing loans and foreign expeditions, when the exchanges would
turn against' us? With only seven millions at their disposal, how are

they (the Bank) to answer liabilities for thirty millions, payable on de-

mand ? • They cannot call in mortgages and advances on buildings, when
their cusldmer’s drafts and their own hank notes are presented at their

counters. They eann^ dispose of their dead-weight annuity, or Ex-
chequer bills, at a mohient when they would become unsaleable, from
the very cause that

v
would occasion a ru$ on them for cash.”(26)

These quotations are made, not so much for the sake of imputing

blame to the Directors, as to lay the grounds for the inference that

such consequences are an inherent part of the existing system of English

banking. For, seeing, on the one hand, how great the influence neces-

sarily is, and must be, of Government over the Bank, and of what great

urgency the watyts of Government may, and often will l>e ; and, on the

other hand, seeing who the Directors are, and how incapable of resist-

ing that influence and the claims this urgency creates, it is morally im-

possible that the Government will ever cease to require advances, or

the Directors to refuse them, so long as the Bank monopoly is continued.

The misappropriation, therefore, by the Bank of its funds in other ways

than such as the principles of banking require, is a necessary evil of an

immense magnitude belonging to this monopoly.

III.—With respect to the third principal evil of the system, it is evi-

dent that the Bank is placed in a situation of great difficulty and hazard

by the liability imposed on it to provide a supply of coin, not only for

its own exigencies, but for those of all the country banks, which

keep but a small 'supply of coin in their coffers. They are all, how-
ever, holders to a greater or less extent of Government securities

;

and whenever any circumstance occurs to occasion a demand upon
them for coin, they immediately sell or pledge the whole, or a portion

of this stock, carry the notes they receive to the bank to be exchanged,

and then carry the specie to the country. Hence, when any suspicions

are entertained of the credit of the country banks, or when a panic ori-

ginates among the holders of their notes, as was the case in Vtd7 and
1825, the whole of them retreat on the Bank of England; and 700 or

800 conduits are opened to draw off the specie of that establishment

;

which may thus, it is obvious, incur the risk of stoppage, without having

done any thing wrong.

.As the panic in 1797 led to the suspension of cash payments, and as

oqjy a few years elapsed after getting rid of the suspension before

another panic placed the Bank within a few hours of being in such a

state as to be again under the necessity of calling upon Government to

have recourse to the same expedient ; the evil of a suspension of cash

payments is now proved by exporieflgjp to helopg to that system of bank-

day, the Diiectois have worked a diminution iutlio actual disposable capital of the

establishment of L.4,531,190 ; for in 1819 thircapital stood at L.4,231,190, and
now it is L.300,000 noise than nothing ; and when a few circumstances which we
shall proceed to i elate arc taken into consulciation, there is in all this nothing veiy
mai vellous.'*

(26) Page 22,
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ing which allows to one Company only in London, the privilege of is-

suing fcgwk notes,
'

As only the losses of the public, proceeding directly from the
errors ou tlie Bank Directors, have been mentioned. * It is now proper
to notice |huse which have been produced by the country banks. ' They
cannot be Stated in figures, but some notion may be formed of their vast
amount by referring to the failures which have taken place.

The number of commissions of bankruptcy which were issued against
country banks from 1792 to the month of February, 1826, is t\fro hun-
dred and ninety-four. The loss, therefore, whi^h the public has sus-
tained by this branch of our banking system, must have been enormous.
Although, however, this number of bankruptcies is indisputable evidence
of what injury may arise from the substitution of paper money for me-
tallic

; if all the facts connected witli the system of country banks were
duly examined, it would be found they do not establish a conclusion un-
favourable to the employing of paper money. The real evil has not
been any pestilential quality in the piece of paper itself, but the Jaw for

regulating the system under which bankiifg lias been carried on. It is

impossible to imagine how a more unwise law could have been passed
than that of 1708, for limiting the number of partners in a banking com-
pany to six. Of all trades, the trade of banking is that particular trade
which requires an abundance of capital ; such a capital as can scarcely

be got together except by a large number of partners forming themselves
into a Joint-Stock Company. This la4r

, therefore, made it impossible

that country banks could be established on a proper foundation ; and
thus led to the establishing, over the whole country, those weak banks
which have produced so much ruifi.(27) Lord Liverpool, in a speech de-

livered in the House of Lords on the 1 7th February, 1826, thus truly

described the system of banking which grew up under this law

The present system of law, as to banks, must noaPbe altered, in one

way or othep. It was the most absurd, the most inefficient ; it had nqf one

recommendation to stand upon. The present system wa$ one of the

fullest liberty as to what was rotten and bad, but of the most complete

restriction as to all that was good* By it, a cobbler or a cheesemonger,

without any proof of his ability to meet them, might issue his notes,

unrestricted by any check whatever ; while, on the other hand, more
than six persons, however respectable, were not permitted to become
partners in a bank with whose notes the whole business of the country

might be transacted. Altogether this system was so absurd both in

theory and practice, that it would not appear to deserve the slightest

support, if it was attentively considered, even for a single moment/'

Although Lord Liverpool did make some changes in the laifr in 1826, it is

rather astonishing, after having made this speech, that he left the cobbler

and the cheesemonger the power still to issue his notes without any check

(27) Mr. M'Culloth says in his®e network, “The Dictionaiy of Commerce,

^

which cannot be referred to without passing the highest eulogium on the industry

and talent which it displays,®at, “ in and 1826, when »o many of the En-
glish provincial banks were swept qfijk there was not a single establishment in §c6t-

lnnd that gave way. Their superior afitbility seems to he asiribable partly to the for-

mation of so many hanks with numerous bodies of partners, which tends to prevent

any company with a few partners, unless they arc known to possess considerable

fortune, from getting theii notes into circulation.*’—Sec head, Banks. (Scotland.)
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whatever. The changes he made, consisted in repealing the neitorictiorf

of the number of partners, except in London and ifithin a distance of

sixty-five miles, in allowing the Bank of England to esta^h^brancli

banks, and in abolishing in England one pound notes. But t$$g£ mea-
sures, it is quite obvious, fell vastly short of what was requisite^ be done

to correct the evils of the system. At best they were but me&gfb pallia-

tives ; for they left in full vigour the main vices of the system—one privi-

leged bank ih the metrop ilis, ami the power of opening branch country

banks, fro one wh^js conversant with the subject can doubt that, whenever
trade shall again become very prosperous (a circumstance that^as not oc-

curred since 1826,) the same ruinous results will flow fiom our banking

system as those wMrh occurred during^Jje commercial prosperity of 1821

and 1825. A general and extravagant spirit of speculation and over-trad-

ing will spread itself ; the Bank of England will increase its issues, the

country banks will follow the example. The spirit of speculation and

over-trading will thus be encouraged
; a re-action will ensue ; then a

panic, and a run on the country banks ; and then a simultaneous drain

of specie on ||be Bank of England, followed either by a suspension of

cash payments, or a hair-breadth escape from this standing remedy, as

was the case in 1826.

Tf the merits of the English system of banking be weighed by the

standard furnished by the ablest w riters, nothing can lie said in favour

of it. The goodness or badness of every system of legislation, we are

instructed by them, is to he measured by inquiring whether it answers

the end for which it was designed,—wisdom itself being but another

term for “ the skilful adaptation of means to ends.” Now, surely, suf-

ficient has been state'Lin these pages to show that the English system

of banking lias not answered its only legitimate end, namely, that of

enabling the public to employ paper money in a way both useful and
safe ; and, therefore, the conclusion to be come to is, that some other

means ought to be tried to secure this end. Hitherto the derangements

of our currency and banking system have too commonly been allowed

to arise and continue without due examination and consideration whence
they have originated, and without proper efforts to arrest their g»o-
gress ; and this may have happened, because mankind generally subfeiit

to sufferings without much complaint, when they are conceived to arise

from causes too intricate to be traced, or too independent of human
power to be controlled. But the vast importance of a proper settlement

of the question of the Bank Charter should lead to other courses, and
excite the most active and assiduous attention to the subject, and en-

courage every one to search for some sound principle on which to form

liis judgment.

4
\Ve shall now proceed to examine and explain what that principle

ahould be ; and in order to clear the way for this undertaking, we con-

ceive it proper to state summarily (although so||^|rhat of a repetition)

what are at this moment the provisions of the law under which the trade

of banking in England is carried otafe 9
W

* 1. The Bank of England is inc^SoraWn with a capital amounting to

nearly fifteen millions, by a Charter of the Legislature, with' the power
of issuing bank notes ,* and it is also culled uy a special act to establish

branch banks in the country for the saTO purpose.

2. The law prohibits more than six partners from forming a Banking
Company, for issuing notes, in London, and within a distance of 65 miles.

3
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3* All bank notes must be paid, on demand, in specie.

4* No note can be issued for a smaller sum than £5,

&< Every note must be stamped.

To use the language of Lord Liverpool, this “ the present system of
law as to banks, must now be altered in one way or other/* There
seems ' to be no second opinion as to the necessity of a considerable

change ; and modem publications have already prepared the way for the
examination of the following plans :—1st. To continue the exclusive pri-

vileges of the Bank of England, and introduce new restrictions upon the
country banks. 3d. to form a Government Bank from which all paper
money should issue. 3d. To give only to the Bank of England the
power of issuing bank notes throughout all England/ 4th. To repeal the
law restricting the number of partners in a Banking Company in London,
and to make the trade in London as free as it is in the country.

1. With respect to the first plan, ample testimony is afforded in what
has been stated in the preceding pages, of the inexpediency of continuing
to the Bank of England the exclusive privilege it now has, upon any
terms, and thus placing in its hand the absolute power of doing what it

pleases with the currency of the nation.

3. With respect to the second plan, of placing the issuing of paper
money in the hands of Government ; as the experiment of banking in

this way has been amply tried in many countries, and during a consider-

able period, and as it has completely failed in every instance, it seems
to be one which cannot be adopted. The object which the advocates of

this plan have in view, is to secure to the public the profit to be made by
issuing paper money. But it is clear that if this business were performed
by a government establishment of commissioners, clerks, &c. &c. there

would be incurred so large an expense in salaries, superannuations, inci-

dents, buildings, &c. &c. that a great deal of the prgfit which would be

made by private management would be wasted by Government. Besides it

is not likely that whatever might be the profit, any saving would "be the

consequence ; the profit would more probably be applied to*some new ex-

penditure, rather than to provide for an old one. The advocates of this

plan overlook the fact, that if the profit of issuing paper be left with

the bankers, it fructifies for the ultimate benefit of the public. It is

the fair return of a large capital most usefully employed ; it produces

a considerable and immediate accumulation of capital ; and thus in the

end renders to the State all the advantages belonging to increased na-

tional wealth.

3. As to the third plan, of appointing the Bank of England to supply

the whole country with paper, this is virtually the same plan as the last

;

for the Government would unquestionably govern the Directors, and do
what they pleased with respect to advances or extraordinary issues for

extraordinary purposes. As this plan would abolish all existing banks,

the derangement wottIA be so immense and so injurious to all commer-
cial and pecuniary transactions, that it would be impossible to carry

it into effect.

4. The fourth plan, therefore, of repealing the restriction on establish-

ing Joint-Stock Companief in London with an unlimited number of part*,

ners, is that which is peculiarlydeserving of attentive consideration.

If this plan were acted upon, the trade of banking would be made
free, subject to the conditions of bank notes being payable on demand
in specie, and of none being issued under the value of £5. The follow-

ing argument will show that this plan of a free trade will contain and
VOL. i. X
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establish that principle of security which is the end a proper plan obght

to reach. The way in which this plan will operate to produce this

principle, is by introducing into the trade of banking the same compe-

tition which is the cause of the prosperity of all other trades when left

quite free.

It may be stated as a general proposition, which admits of proof ac-

cording to the strictest rules of reasoning, that as the motives for em-
barking in the trade of banking, and the objects of those who undertake

it, are the same as * those which guide the carrying on of other trades,

the same rule of policy which lays down the principle of freedom as the

best for them, should also lay it down as the best for the banking trade.

The reason on which the freedom of trade is founded, is,
“ That the

greatest freedom of competition may be allowed in them, because every

individual may be supposed to be a better judge of what is advantageous

for himself than any one else ; and because whatever tends most to ad-

vance the interests of individuals, tends most to advance those of the

public :

M
or in other words, “ The private interest of individual traders

in seeking to realize profit on their capital, is identified with the public

interest ; and therefore may be left free to take its own coiufte without

danger to the public interest."

Now the private interest of a banker, when exposed to free competi-

tion, and conducting his affairs on sound trading principles, will always

lead him, in applying his efforts to realize profit by his business, to avoid

doing exactly all those things in carrying on his trade which would be

injurious to the public, and to do all those things which would he use-

ful to it ; for it is quite impossible that he can do any thing which

would injure the public, %hich would not in the first instance inflict an

injury on himself.

As an over-issue £>f paper is the source of all the evils which arise from

banking, namely, derangement of foreign exchanges, overtrading, sud-

den fluctuations in the quantity and value of money, commercial revul-

sions, panics, "runs, and failures, let us see how the case stands as to

the way bankers in London would manage their issues under a system

of free trade.

In the first place it is clear that no evil can arise to the public from
an over-issue without the bankers suffering first, and much beyond what
all other persons suffer. Profit must be at an end, loss must take its

place, and this to an immense amount, whenever a panic takes place in

making efforts to avoid failure and bankruptcy.

If for example the trade of banking in London were free, and six,

eight, ten, orctwelve banks issued notes ; as an over-issue of paper would
depreciate the whole currency ; as this would produce a fall in the ex-

changes ; as this would lead to the returning of the notes to the banks
for specie ; and as this would be attended with certain loss, and great

risk to the banks ; the interest of the banks, df^in other words, their

only chance of making a certain profit by their trade, would always

guide them so to manage their r<Hpect|ye tissues, ttiat the aggregate

average issue should never amount to an over-issue. In this way it is,

that as profit is the vital object of the trade of banking, the avoiding of

an over-issue must necessarily be a vita^principle among bankers in the

management of their trade. (97)

(27) Mr. Mushot says in His pamphlet on Currency, “ When the monopoly of the
Bank expires, and the trade in money is free, a better order of things may arise, and
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There fleams to be no reason to doubt, .that freedom in the trade of
banking would afford the public that precise quantity of bank notes
which it would stand in need of, just as effectually as it affords the ne-
cessary supply of the productions of other trades. No one can suppose
that Mark Lane, Smithfield, and Billingsgate, would be more precisely

supplied with the exact quantity of corn, meat, and fish, which the
twelve hundred thousand inhabitants of London daily consume, if the
supply was placed under the government of twenty-four directors of a
corporation, than it is at present supplied under the influence of a per-
fectly free trade in these commodities. Nothing, at the first view of the
subject, could strike^the mind of a person unaccustomed to consider it,

as so highly dangerous,* as leaving twelve hundred thousand people to

depend on free trade for their daily means of subsistence. Yet, however,
we all see that the simple motive of self, interest, regulated by free com-
petition, brings daily to London the precise number of quarters of corn,

bullocks, and sheep, and the precise quantities of fish, potatoes, cab-
bages, and even of parsley and horse-radjsh, that twelve hundred thou-
sand people have occasion for.

The reasoning here made use of, .will be rendered more clear and
forcible, by examining what would happen, if one London bank, after

several had been established, in direct defiance of its own interest, should

force more of its paper into circulation than its fair and regular business

required. The circumstance of each bank, in the course of its trans-

actions, receiving, in payments, the notes of other banks, would neces-

sarily in London, as it has in Scotland, lead to regular exchanges of
*

notes at short intervals. These^ would shew what each bank was doing,

with respect to issuing notes ; for it is quite certain, that if any one bank
should over-issue, that circumstance would immediately appear in the

increase of the balances due by it on making the exchanges. The con-

sequence of the other banks discovering, through the means of the ex-

changes add balances, that a bank was forcing its paper improperly into

circulation, would be, in London, what it is, in Scotland, namely, the

taking of measures by the other banks, prompted by looking to their own
security, to make the offending bank desist from pursuing its improper

course of proceeding. These measures would consist, in their refusing

to take the notes of the offending bank in payment ; or in collecting to-

gether a large quantity of its notes, and making a sudden demand for

the payment of them in specie ; or acting in other ways, which would be
attended with great inconvenience and loss to the offending banker,

much greater than any profit on a forced over-issue could compensate.

It cannot be said that the reasons here given, to shew that if several

Joint-Stock Companies were allowed to issue notes in London, there

would be introduced efficient checks on over-issues by their mutual

rivalship and competition, are not well founded ; because there is all the

experience derived ft*>m the Scotch system of banking, to prove that they

more paper and less coin may* beemploffed with perfect security to the public ; for

there is no reason why the competition of capital employed in banking should not
produce a steady and uniform result, alike beneficial to the public and to the capi-

talist. The circulation would be always full, but it would never be in excess. Any
attempt at excess would be instantaneously returned upon the bank that made the

experiment ; neither would there be ‘ any deficiency, as it would be the interest of
every banker to keep the circulation to the level of the value of money in other coun-
tries,” p. 206.

x 2
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are sound reasons. The principle of private interest there, working un-

der the control of a fair and free competition, has established a perfectly

safe plan of banking ; and the same cause would produce the same effect,

if set to work in England.

• If the power of forming Joint-Stock Banking Companies in London
were granted by the legislature, it is quite certain that at least from

four to five banks, each with a capital of from four to five millions, pro-

bably more, would be immediately established. Under such circum-

stances, can any one for a moment doubt, that the system of English

banking would be immehsely improved ? Instead of the management of

the whole currency of the country being in the hands of the twenty-four

Directors of the Bank of England ; and instead of its being contracted

and extended, by selling and buying Exchequer bills ; the combined skill,

trading experience, and forethought of all the directors of the new
companies, would be incessantly applied in keeping the currency in a

sound state, by diminishing or increasing discounts and other means of

accommodation, according as the state of foreign exchanges and other

circumstances indicated the necessity of contracting or extending the

currency, and of assisting or checking commercial speculation.

One most decided advantage, which would be obtained by having

several great banking companies in London, would be the dividing of

the business and responsibility of supplying the country banks with

specie. The London banks, when so exposed, would find it their in-

terest to connect themselves with the country banks, so as to acquire a

control, by advice or other means, over their proceedings, in order to

obviate drains for specie. The country banks, on the other hand, from

the assistance they would derive from the use of the paper of the Lon-
don banks, would be greatly relieved from having recourse to the Capital

for specie, and woul^ be less liable to runs from,the increased confidence

they would acquire from being connected with the London banks.

The' London banks, like the Edinburgh banks, would find ft their in-

terest to open' branch banks in the country ; these would be extended to

all parts of the kingdom, so that the whole, or nearly the whole, of the

paper money would in the end be under the management of the London
bankers, and of those Joint-Stock Country banks, which were supported

with a sufficiency of capital. In this way, all the cobblers' and cheese-

mongers' banks would be rooted out, and something like a sound and
wise system would at length he established in England.

Whoever contemplates what the future state of hanking would be,

with several banks established in London, possessing millions of capital,

and having tl&e whole of the country circulation under their immediate

control, in comparison with what it is now, with one London Bank, and
hundreds of country hanks issuing their notes, unchecked by any con-

trol whatever, must be willing to allow, that the opening of the banking

trade of London is a vast national object. To have the combined skill,

experience, and forethought of the directors of all the new companies

to govern the circulation of the kingdom, in dhe stead of whatever may
be the skill, experience, and forethought, which those respectable indi-

viduals may possess, who may happen to be, for the time being, the Di-

rectors of the Bank of England, will be an effective guarantee against

future derangements. Banking in England will thus be fixed on such

solid supports, that suspicion and panic will disappear ; and, with confi-

dence once established, the banks will be able to do what they dare not
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now do in England, namely, introduce universally the Scotch practice

of paying interest on deposits, and giving cash credits.

We shall now proceed to examine some of the objections that are com-

monly made to allowing Joint-Stock Banking Companies in London. It

is not unusual to hear persons arguing against increasing the freedom

of the trade^of banking in this way, by referring to the looses which

have been sustained under the existing system of banking in England,

as decisive against giving more liberty to the trade. But these persons

commit the error ofoverlooking the fact, that the existing system is one

of monopoly and regulation ; and they omit to take into consideration,

that if the system had been of an opposite kind, it is not only possible,

but highly probable, that no such losses would have happened.

Another way of opposing the opening of the trade of bankjhg in Lon-
don, is, referring to the banking operations of the United States of Ame-
rica. But it is only necessary to read the recent pamphlet of Mr. Gal-

latin, on “ The Currency and Bank&g System of America,” to see

that nothing like free trade in banking lias been allowed and tried

there. No paper money was issued before 1783, in America; except by

the Government ; and, therefore, the immense depreciation of it that

took place, cannot be charged at the door of free trade. Since 1783,

laws upon laws have been passed, by Congress and by the several States,

for regulating the trade of banking ; so that nothing can be more illogi-

cal than to produce the results which have followed from these regula-

tions, in argument against a plan for getting rid of regulation. The

true logical conclusion to come lo is, that, if free banking had existed

in America, instead of regulated banking, the ruinous failures which

have happened in America would not have occurred. Mr. Gallatin

says, that, “ from the 1st of January, 1811, to the*Ist January, 1815,

not less than one hundred and twenty new banks were chartered, and

went into operation.” Now, this single fact is sufficient tto account for

all the mischief; for, if the States’ Legislatures and Governments, have

taken upon themselves to create new banks after this fashion, it is only

in the course of nature that numerous failures and immense loss should

happen.

The authority of Adam Smith has been often cited, as being against

making the trade of banking more free. But, on examining what he says

on the subject, it will appear, that the restrictions he proposed were far

from fettering the general freedom of the trade. lie says, “ Those ex-

ertions of the natural liberty of a few individuals, which might endan-

ger the security of the whole society, are, and ought to i>e, restrained

by the laws of all governments, of the most free as well as of the most

despotical. The obligation of building party walls, in order to prevent

the communication of lire, i& a violation of natural liberty, exactly of

the same kind w ith the regulations of banking which are proposed.

A few pages following, %
A. Smith specifies what these regulations

should be in this sentence :
—

“

If bankers are restrained from issuing

any circulating bank-notes, or notes payable to the bearer, for less than

a certain sum ; and, if they are subjected to the obligation of an imme-

diate and unconditional payment of such notes as soon as presented,

their trade may, with safety to the public, be rendered in all other re-

spects perfectly free.” (28) Now, as it is not proposed to alter the law.

(28) Book 11. ch. ii. vol. ii. p. 92.
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which requires all bank-notes to be paid on demand in specie, or the

law which prohibits the issuing of notes under £5 in value ; according

to this opinion of A. Smith, the trade of banking in London may be

rendered perfectly free, in all other respects, with safety to the public.

Recourse is had to the writings of Mr. Ricardo, to try to shew that he

was an advocate for restrictions in the banking trade. But he, like A.

Smith, proposed only moderate regulations, and certainly $as no friend

to the monopoly of the Bank of England. “ He says,” as before men-
tioned, when speaking of the power of the Bank Birectors, “ When I

contemplate the evil consequences which might ensue from a sudden

and great reduction of the circulation, as well as from a great addition

to it, I cannot but deprecate the facility with which the State has

armed tlieBank with so formidable a prerogative.” (29). The chief restric-

tion proposed by Mr. Ricardo was, the requiring of all banks to give se-

curity. He says, in his pamphlet “ On an Economical and Secure Cur-

rency”—

“

In the case of the Bank of England notes, a guarantee is taken

by the Government for the notes which the Bank issues ; and the whole

capital of the Bank amounting (then) to more than eleven and a half

millions, must be lost before the holders of their notes can be sufferers

from any imprudence they may commit. Why is not the same princi-

ple followed with respect to the country banks ? What objection can

there be against requiring those who take upon themselves the office of

furnishing the public with a circulating medium, to deposit with Govern-
ment an adequate security for the due performance of their engage-

ments?”^) There canpot be found, iri the writings of Mr. Ricardo, any
opinion which justifies a belief, that, if he was living, he would be an
advocate for continuing the monopoly of the Bank of England. Those
private friends who* had an opportunity of conversing with him on the

subject, know he was strongly opposed to a renewal of the Charter on
any thing liketthe existing conditions. He would, in strict consistency

with his long-established principles, no doubt, if now ffving, be an
advocate for opening the trade of banking in London, subject, however,

to the regulation of giving security for the amount of the notes issued

by the new banks.

In proposing to open the banking trade of London, it is not neces-

sary to require that the Bank of England should cease to act as the
bank of the State. The functions the Bank discharges in this way are

of the greatest public utility ; and every praise is due to the Directors

for the manner in which they have at all times performed them. It

will, however/ be the duty of Government and of Parliament to make
a new and proper arrangement with respect to the remuneration to be
paid.

Before coming to a conclusion, it is of some importance to say a few
words to the advocates of the repeal of Mr. Peel’s Bill, and to landlords

in genera]. Let those who say so much good may be done through a

change in the currency, consider whether or not a great portion of that

good may not be secured by a good system of banking ; that is to say,

such a system as the establishing of opulent banks in London would
produce, by carrying their opulence into all the counties, by means of
their branch banks ; and thus affording assistance to industry in all

(29) Principles; &<:. p. 431. (30) P. 34.
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shapes, to farmers as well as manufacturers, by paying interest on depo-
sits, and giving cash-credits.

It is also of importance to say something to the tradesmen and shop,
keepers of London. Let them consider how much their situation would
be improyed, by having the opportunity of being accommodated with
cash-credit accounts at their bankers, on the Scotch plan.

With respect to what course Government will take, it may be said,

that there is no reason for supposing that ministers will wholly depend, in

forming a decision on the question, on their own stores ofscience, as deeply
read and profoundly thinking philosophical statesmen. They will probably
take a shorter course, of not entering upon a very elaborate investiga-

tion of general principles, such as the magnitude of the subject really

requires, but let their opinions be governed by the opinions of others.

Hence it is most important, that what is generally known to be the
opinion of the public, namely, an opinion altogether opposed to the
renewal of the exclusive privileges of t]ie Bank of England, should be
laid, without tjie least delay, before Parliament. The Government are
entitled to have full confidence placed in them for entertaining the best

intentions ; and, therefore, the public will be greatly to blame, if, by
their silence now, they throw away the opportunity of protecting and
promoting their own interest.

In one point of view, it would appear to be impossible that the pre-

sent Ministers can be a party in favour of renewing the restrictions on
the banking trade ;

they, who, for so many years, have not only been the

supporters, when in opposition Jto government, of the principles of free

trade, but who also have assumed, and rightly So, the credit of being the

authors of most of those excellent measures of opening trade, that were

passed by preceding administrations. On this particular occasion, they

should recollect, it was the administration of Lord Liverpool, that, when
bringing under the consideration of the Bank of England, in 1826,

the nature of their exclusive privileges, told the Bank, Such PRIVI-

LEGES ARE OUT OP FASHION ; AND WHAT EXPECTATION CAN THE BANK,

UNDER PRESENT CIRCUMSTANCES, ENTERTAIN, THAT THEIRS WILE BE RE-

NEWED ?"(31)

A new plea has lately been set forth by the Directors of the Bank of

England in favour of the renewal of their exclusive privileges, which is,

that a great commercial crisis would have taken place, but for the way
in which they have managed the currency since 1826. " They say that

nothing hut the peculiar sagacity, knowledge, and judgment, with which

they have feted during the last eighteen months, has saved the country

from jis great a commercial revulsion as that which occurred in 1825.

This intelligence, at the least, has much of novelty about it ; but it is

impossible that it can be true. The revulsion of 1825 arose from ex-

cessive overtrading, glut, and a total stagnation in the markets. But;

since 1825, trade has constantly been in so indifferent a state, that there

has not been any overtrading. It has been conducted more on real

funds than at any former period. ' The issues of paper by the Bank of

England and the country banks, have been moderate ; so that there is

not the slightest grounds for the assertion of the Directors, that & com-

mercial crisis was at hand. It is, no doubt, true, that the foreign ex-

(31) Letter from Lord Liverpool and Lord Goderich to the Governor of the

Bank of England. July 13, 1826.
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changes fell some months ago, and showed a tendency to be lower ; but

this may happen without indicating any serious commercial embarrass-

ment ; what it really does indicate, is a redundant currency, and a cur-

rency may be redundant without trade being at all the cause of it, or very

much affected by it. The proper correction of the late fall in the ex-

changes, was doing that which was done by the Directors of the Bank of

England, tramely, contracting their paper. It might have been a matter

of difficulty to accomplish this without producing some disturbance to

trade : but such occasional derangements cannot wholly be avoided, and
nothing can be said to show that they would be more frequent or greater,

if the banking trade in London was under the management of several

banks.

As to the boast of the Directors, that there would have been a great

commercial revulsion, without their sagacious proceedings, founded on
the peculiar opportunities which they possess of knowing better than it

is possible for any others to know, how to manage the foreign exchanges ;

this is of a piece with the cant of all monopolists. The India Company
say, u without our peculiar means of knowing how to manage the

Chinese, not a cup of tea could be drunk in the United Kingdom."
There is always a solemn assumption of some occult qualifications, when
a monopoly is attacked, most gravely set up to terrify weak minds from
trusting what is managed by it to be managed by the talent, industry,

skill, and capital, of the public at large. But, of all monopolists, the

Directors of the Bank of England should be the last to put themselves
forward as the protectors of the publicagainst fluctuations of currency,

commercial revulsions, panics, and stoppages of payment ; for, during the

last forty years, the series of evils of this kind which has befallen this

country, and in no very slow succession, if not wholly brought about
by the

t
Bank of England, has, most unquestionably, been in a^great part

occasioned, and, to a vast degree increased, by the great errors it lias

committed.

GOTHE.

“ Encore une autre 6toile qui file,

Qul file, file et dlsparait 1*’

Deranges

Gothe, the literary patriarch of Europe, has at last been gathered to

his home. We had designed the preparation of a notice of the life and
labours of this remarkable man, drawn up with a riper care than can be
afforded to a sketch so hasty as the present ; and would willingly have
deferred all remark until it might be clothed in a form corresponding

with the dignity of the subject. But we have been compelled to depart

from this resolution. Other voices have been uttering dispraise and
insulting remark over the grave of this great genius ; and we feel it a
duty to delay not for an instant the testimony of our strong dissent

from such invidious, and, as we are persuaded, unjust strictures. We
have indeed felt humiliated to discover these evidences of a narrow and
jealous spirit, which, we trusted, had been scourged from the precincts

of our literature, to defile them no more ; and are ashamed at the betrayal
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to the derision of other nations, of such impotent attempts to annul the
nearly unanimous decision of educated Europe. In order, therefore, to
disclaim all participation in such censures, and to assert what we believe
will be sustained by those who are best qualified to pronounce a judg-
ment, we shall now attempt a rapid sketch of Gothe'a literary features,
although fully conscious that, from his amazing versatility, he is, per-
haps, of all others, the writer whom it is most difficult to describe with
even tolerable fairness, in a few sentences.

Were we required to compress into a few wordls the “ characteristic”
of this great author, we should place it in the union of an active and
almost prodigal imagination, with an intellect, clear, subtle, and com-
manding. Or we might, perhaps, describe him more figuratively as a
great type of the peculiar genius of his country, in its fullest native
strength, and developed by a cultivation almost unexampled. For he
did not rest contented with the power of shedding forth his ideas in all

their wild and bright profusion ; it was his faith, on the contrary, that
Poetry, as the loftiest and most embracing of all noble arts, requires
from its disciples no light or perfunctory labour ; and to the demands of
this belief he moulded the entire form of his literary life.* In the
study of the human heart and intellect, in the discoveries of science, in

the wealth of nature, in the miracles of the pencil and the chisel, he
sought materials to extend or illustrate the principles of his art—a rare

and truly noble vocation ! In an age when, even in Germany, such
men are few, he continued throughout life, in spite of temptations

of no common importunity, the man of letters, or, as he loved to phrase

it, "the artist,” par excellence. And to the*constant variety of his

labours, to the decision with which he grasped, and made his own
every great interest of the human mind, no less«than to the power
aind beauty of his chief works, must be ascribed the influence,

unparalleled since the days of Voltaire, which he exercised over the

thoughts and literature of his country. His continued purpose was to

raise and ennoble the mental energies of his time ; and the mode in

whioh lie proceeded, if not successful, was surely worthy of ajarge and
commanding intellect. He maintained that the dissociation of mind
from mind in separate courses of exertion or production, was false and

empirical ; that the various developments of science, art, and genius,

when properly understood, composed, and were intimately interwoven

into one great and beautiful whole, of which the highest, because the

most ^niveipal, type is poetry ; and to the evolution of this philosophy

did he dedicate the incessant industry of a long life, an<b the creations

of his imperishable genius. All his pursuits, dissimilar and encyclopaedic

as they seemed, had thus, in his mind, a harmony with his great object,

and were followed as progressive steps towards the full education of his

powers ; which he thus alternately exercised as the poet, the naturalist, thb

critic, or the philosopher. It is our beliefthat this diffusion of his energies,

over a space too wide for human life to compass, has injured his success

in the highest provinces of his art. We have moreover strong doubts

• See the lately published “ Correspondence between Schiller and Gothe.” Cotta

:

Stuttgart. 1830. A work of rare and invaluable merit and instruction, as dis-

playing the advances of these great minds in the course of assiduous culture, which

they deemed indispensable to any deserving achievement in letters. What a lesson

for our seriptore* omni gena.
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whether the establishment of a true faith in the minds of his' country,

men, and the education of their tastes, had npt been better furthered

by a more frequent concentration of his poetical talents, and the produc-

tion of more examples in place of rules, than by any criticism or philo-

sophy of the belles lettres or art, how good and just soever. On this

point we have always in humility conceived that Gothe was in error.

A full discussion of the question, to which we may one day return, for

it is replete with high interest, would exact more 'space than we can

here afford. For the present, we can do no more than thus imperfectly

alludfe to the subject. But sojpae acquaintance with this feature of

Gothe's literary purpose is indispensable to those who would fairly judge

his writings.

We have already said that Gothe was a savant, a critic, a philosopher,

a novelist, a poet. It is as the latter, alone, that we shall now proceed

to commemorate him, being persuaded that in this character is he most
justly assured of immortality.

#
Even here, alas ! we can render him but

spare justice, on account of liis “ infinite variety/'

K
,
He ran

Through the moods of the lyre, and was master of all."

The task of describing him thus becomes almost impossible ; an ana-

lysis of his separate works alone could demonstrate the difficulty of ap-

plying to his muse any epithet but “ Protean." There is not more dif-

ference between Spenser and Pope, thtp exists between “ Faust” and
te Torquato Tasso or^again, between either or both of these, and the
u Iphigenia," or the " Herman and Dorothea." One great character-

istic, however, cannot fail to be observed in all
;
(a characteristic the

enumeration of which will startle those intelligent and learned critics

who judge of all Gothe’s writings by a Frencli-English TravSstie of his

boyish production, “ Wertlier.”) We allude to the almost passionless

calmness of the author. He appears as one who has sounded the depths

of human feeling and sorrow, but who has long ceased to struggle in

their vorfex. .. You cannot, for a moment, conceive of him, as afflicted

or agitated by the emotions which he describes so truthfully. And the

power which he neverthelss wields over the hearts of his readers, either

disproves or forms an exception to the Horatian precept. lie is not an
alien, but a compassionate or reproving spectator. The battle is rag-

ing in the valley, and he sings its progress and events from the crest of

an eminence jto which the smoke and hurry of the conflict caniiot as-

cend. It is surely this property,—the only cast of mind from which we
may expect a modern epic, (if that form of poetry, indeed, is destined

to be ever revived) which adds such a preternatural tone to the " Faust,"

while it clothes with severe beauty his tragedy of Iphigenia. The same
peculiarity, though operating through a wholly different medium, im-
parts to his domestic epic, “ Herman and Dorothea," much of its sin-

gular and exquisite attraction, its beautiful repose, and its simplicity,

approaching to the sublime.

The latter, which is the longest of Gotlie's purely poetical works, is

considered, by many in Germany, as the most perfect thing in their

language ; although we are doubtful whether, in the present feverish

state of taste, it would be much admired in England. The whole inci-

dent is confined to the progress and completion of a rustic love-affair,

in the depicting of which, Gothe has had recourse to a pencil which few
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hands but his could have used without failure. The unadorned fresh-

ness of his scenes, absolutely breathing the truth of nature, and replete

with the frank, manly, rlght-heartedness of the German character ; the
exquisite flow of language, and the harmonious purity of colouring

which distinguish this poem, more than compensate the absence of
striking incident or strong passion ; and we are persuaded that it is

destined to outlive many of its tumultuous and be-lauded rivals. Our
next mention must be of “ Torquato Tasso/* which, although cast

in a dramatic form, claims principally to be viewed in its poetical

character. It is, indeed, far from being adapted to the stage, where
its long-drawn and pathetic melody would lose half of its effect.

The subject need not be described ; it is suggested by the title. If we
were to select one from amongst Gothe's works, in support of our ap-
peal from the senseless cry against “ German extravagance,*' “ mysti-
cism/* &c. by which his memory has been already insulted, we should
certainly fix upon this ;—a production, iq itself, worthy to immortalize

the author, and written with a purity of style, and a profound, digni-

fied sweetness, which the subject of the song would have been proud to

imitate or to own. The moody, yet affectionate character of the young
poet, the impatience of his fine nature, under the coarse advances of his

aristocratical patron, the depth of his love, the desolation and heart-

sinking of his despair, yet tempered with almost feminine meekness
these are pourtrayed with touching, and even solemn fidelity, in lan-

guage that glows with beaming thought, or warbles a very swan-song
of despair. It is a noble poem,»full of delicate and significant traits,

and imbued with a deep knowledge of the humafi heart.

Of the “ Faust/* his other great work,—his greatest work,—the

greatest work, beyond all contest, that the present* age has produced,

we cannot
#
here speak. To bestow due examination, or even an ap-

proach towards an analysis of this extraordinary creation of genius,

would itself demand an entire essay. With great reluctance, therefore,

we abandon the subject for the present ; though we cannot do so with-

out first uttering a strong cry against the “ Travestie/* which Lq?d Leve-

son Gower has thought fit to term his “ Translation" of this poem. It

is no more Gothe’s “ Faust” than is Sternhold's doggrel the poetry of

King David. It is false, feeble, and utterly worthless. The task, in-

deed, was no enterprise for a literary lordling. There is, perhaps, in

all England, but one man, Coleridge, who is worthy to attempt it.

Some parts of the poem, and these containing rare beauties, we venture

to pronounce untranslateahle ; at least, as to an entire transfusion of

thought andexpression combined with the lyrical form and harmony of

the original. It is, nevertheless, a matter of deep regret, that Shelley,

whose translation ofthe "Walpurgis-Night’s Dream** is excellent, had not

endeavoured to render the whole poem ; much would have been lost,

and yet enough been preserved, to awaken the English mind to its won-
ders. It is worth learning German, to enjoy it in its native language

;

and we can promise to all who make the attempt, that they will confess

themselves rewarded for the labour, by this acquisition alone. What
would we not give to recall the intense, absorbing delight with whidh we
devoured its pages, as scene after scene first displayed alternate visions of

beauty and wonder before us. The high, mournful reflection, the

poignant satire, the inimitable simplicity (like the speech of the chil-

dren in Paradise), the profound tenderness, the harrowing pathos, in-

terspersed with the wild, grotesque, or terrible, which form an exqui

.
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site combination, the sum of this unequalled creation, enchain all the

faculties of the soul ; and the impression left on the mind is felt to be

one of those which, once planted, become a part of its being.

. As a lyrical poet, Gothe strikes by the copiousness and elegance of

his fancy, and that power which imparts grace and interest to “ trifles

light as air.’
1

This is, indeed, the prevailing character of his minor

poems, although in some of these, his ballads especially, the strain as-

sumes energy and bolf^iess, and at times, when the subject is superna-

tural, his language puts on a stern concise coldness, the effect of which

is absolutely thrilling. The rudeness of these, as well as the simple,

warbling sweetness of the former, is the product of consummate, though

concealed skill ; and it is not, until the attempt is made to translate

them, that the observation becomes thoroughly alive to the exquisite art

with which they have been created. The subjects of this branch of

Gdthe’s writings are myriads ; some descriptive, others colloquial, several

amatory, satirical, apophthegmptic (the last is a favourite way ofconveying

dry truths among the Germans), in fine, de todas las cosas y otras muchas
mas . In such a collection, where everything that fell, by carelessness

or design, from the author, has been preserved, much is of course but

little worth ; but let not the reader of the merest (seeming) trifle, decide

upon its merit, (particularly if he feci doubtful), until a second or a

third perusal. For there are a thousand little unpretending lays and
distichs scattered amongst his writings, which, on mature examination,

are found to be pregnant with a deep or original thought, such as others

would have enshrined in as many pagej as Gothe has employed words.

His mind was a river, the very sands of which are golden.

We have not yet spoken of his “ Elegies,” which were chiefly composed,

or at least conceived, during his travels in Italy, and not published un-

til many years afterwards, so that they may be supposed to rank

amongst the most complete of his works. They are principally descrip-

tive or erratic, and contain much lively and passionate poetry, hut with us

they are far from being such favourites as many of his other productions.

As specimens of the harmony with which the classical metres can be

reproduced in the German language, they are almost unequalled. In

hexameters also, is his translation, or rather modernization of that rare

old German or Batavian apologue, “ Reinecke-der Fuchs than which

nothing has ever appeared more genial, racy, or replete with sly, hu-

mourous wisdom ; to all which the version does more than justice, hav-

ing added no little to the riches of the original.

A few words must he given to his dramatic works ; they are of various,

but unequal merit. “ Egmont,” the hero of which is the nobleman of that

name, who, together with Hoorn and others, were victims of Alva’s fero-

city, in the days of the great Prince of Orange, is truly a noble per-

formance, yet far from a perfect one. The interest lingers, and the

close is attended with certain visionary spectacles, which we think ill-

placed. But it has one rare and redeeming* beauty—the character of

Clarchen, Egmont’s mistress—a creation such as few writers, save Shak-
speare, have equalled ; a lovely and timid girl, whom the depth of her

passionate devotion fills with a wondrous energy to speak and to suffer,

in the moments of her lover’s danger ; and when the despairing effort is

past, and in vain, she closes her fair eyes to a world that is become hate-
ful to their sight, and shrinks trustfully into the grave, as to a refuge

and a hiding place.
u Gotz von Berlichingen,” an early work, the scene of which is laid
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during the transition from the sway of the “ strong hand ” to the do-
minion of law and order,—though here and there trainant, and need-
lessly prolonged, breathes the strong spirit of the wild old times; and
the scenes of rude manners and stern conflict are relieved, by touches of
pure and beautiful feeling, which show like violets springing from the

knotty roots of the oak. “ Clavigo," “ Iphigenia,” and a host of minor
dramas we must dismiss with a bare mention ; the two above-named
alone claim much notice ; the Iphigenia, indeed, we would fain analyze,

in order to display the kindred, though not slavish spirit with which
Gotke has reproduced the classical form of tragedy ; different, how dif-

ferent, from the frigid caricature of French clasaicisme ! Nor can we
more particularly allude to the rhythmical pageant, allegories, operettas,

prologues, &c., composed for the theatre of Weimar, during Gothe's
reign as director. Thus far, though briefly, of his poetical works ;—of
his prose writings we have forborne, and must forbear to speak ; and
yet what indications have we not already given of the mental activity

and versatile powers of this extraordinary man !

There are few literary lives which afford materials for such pleasant

reflection, as Gothe's ; few have there been who have been favoured to

attain so much of their ambition,—almost none whose ambition was
equally high and extended. The history of authors is, in general, little

more than a dark chronicle of genius misapplied or unrewarded; of

effort choked by disappointment ; of talent defrauded of its harvest,,

until the hand that should have reaped, is grown cold ! Not such was
the happier fortune of Gothe. He lived to witness the recompense of

his labours, in the love of his countrymen, in the tribute of rank, the

deference of his literary compeers, and a reputation truly European.

Not without the endurance of toil and opposition, and obloquy, was this

high station won; yet the surrender of the reward
#
did not abate his

energies. To the last moment of his existence, his mind was ever pre-

sent to mfliffcnce and elevate the literature of liis country; and thef seed

that his hand has scattered, will, we are fully assured, produce a fair

and abundant harvest. The husbandman who sowed, is now no more

:

having prepared the field, and overshadowed it with broad and stately

trees of his planting, he has gracefully retired from the task, and be-

queathed the great work to be perfected by his successors.—But where

are they ?

On the right hand of the ducal coffin in the Chapel at Weimar,* lies

Schiller ; the left is now occupied by his former friend, and long-time

survivor :—a monument more noble than potentate ever before raised to

his ashes, surrounds the departed sovereign and patron of tjiese German
worthies ;—for the sanctity of genius is there, and will hallow that burial

group for evermore

!

Some words we must add in conclusion, respecting the treatment of

which, even in the present day, German literature may justly accuse

the English as a nation. The number of those who ore qualified to sit

as its judges is still limited, though daily increasing; but it is of the

strictures passed by parties owing all their knowledge of this rich and
various literature to the few meagre and ill-chosen English version*

which we possess, or ignorant even of these, that we loudly complain.

These individuals, who have never taken, the pains to learn before they

condemn, who judge by hearsay, and accuse on the faith of others, are

they who talk so glibly of c< German obscurity/' " false taste," “ hum-
bug,” and a variety of other slang epithets, wherewith they offend good
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taste and good feeling whenever the name of a German author is men.
tioned. It is really time that this folly should have an end, disgraceful

as it is to the utterers, and opposed to the candid and Catholic spirit

which all true men of letters should cultivate and inculcate. But if these

heedless scribes are incorrigible, and will persist in slandering what

they have never even attempted to comprehend, their readers should

be strongly warned to rate such censure at its true value ; to go them,
selves and judge, and not to suffer the dicta of a hasty or jealous critic

to fright them back. Of all whom we have ever known, who could read

the German language,Ve have not found one to whom its literature

was not precious. Need more be said in favour of an excellence, than

that it converts all who approach, and that its maligners are those alone

who behold it at a distance, or through the vapours of a distorting pre-

judice ? The time is past, when a little superficial sarcasm could put

the. claims of a strong and beautiful literature to rest. We may shut

our eyes, but we cannot obscure the vision of our neighbours :—they

are rejoicing in its light, and learning from its wisdom, and loving its

prophets and its bards. Shall we expose to their mirth the laughable

spectacle of an ignorance refusing to learn and yet claiming to dictate ;

of censures repeated by rote, and received with stolid acquiescence?

We hope not ; at least the utterance of our voice shall not be wanting

against tendencies so silly and pitiable ; and in so doing, we feel assured

of the approval and encouragement of most of the bright names that

dignify English literature, and of no small number of our readers.

' TO A TAMED DEER.

Why art thou here ? the breeze yet thrills

All sweetly on thy Highland hills,

Still radiant is the mimic wave
' That ripples o'er the silver pool.

Where thou wert often wont to lave

Thy form so bright and beautiful.

The trees yet rear their branches high.

That shaded thee from summer's sky ;

The little dancing murmuring rill

Is murmuring and dancing still.

With fairest wild flowers by its brink,

That seemed to woo thee there to drink

;

The plains with daisies o'er them set,

How green and fragrant are they yet

!

The earth is fair—the water clear,

Then why, thou Bright One, art thou here ?

Is it no pleasure, then, to be.

Like the wild breezes, fast and free ;

Like them, all urfcontrolled, to roam,

On every hill to find a home,
One moment on the mountain rise.

And dip thine antlers in the skies.

The next, more swift than thought, to sweep
Down to the valley, lone and deep.

And on its greenest spot to rest

With sunshine on thy glowing breast

!
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Away !—and lo ! thy form hath passed

As a bright cloud before the blast

;

And now from some stupendous height
Thy joyous eyes are beaming bright

O'er sunny mount and flowery plain,

Like monarch in his own domain.
Now leaping fearful crags among.
Where shade might scarcely glide along.

Now plunging in the sweeping tide.

Now spurning earth with step of pride.

All glorious in thy past career

;

Then why, thou Bright One, art thou here ?

Why art thou here ? those bonds reply

Scarce better than thy rayless eye,

Whose look of broken heart can tell

The miseries of thy prison cell.

Is it for heart so free as thine

Within these narrow walls to pine*?

Is it for thee, whose home hath been
Where'er a mountain stood.

Or nature spread a spot of green,

Within such bounds to brood ?

No, no ! thou Bright One, to be free

Was meant for none—if not for thee !

IRISH EDUCATION.
•

There is no method by which an idle and misdirected opposition

to a useful measure can be so effectually put down as by a plain descrip,

tien of the measure itself. If the opposition to the ministerial plan of

Irish Education had been confined to Orangemen, whether they declaimed

in Dublin, or exhibited their imported vagaries in Exeter-hall, it would
have been unworthy, of public notice. It would be a waste of time and
reason to argue with those who will not see the right, nor do they

require any statement of a case of which they are already fully aware.

Their misrepresentations are not misconceptions, and, however anxious

,to deceive others, they are not themselves in the slightest degree

deceived. But when the opposition to the plan has expended to Scot,

land ; where, notably as it lias been defeated in one instance, by the good
sense of the people of Glasgow, there is a possibility, or rather, from

what we have observed in our own good town, a probability, that it may
spread among a pious and well-meaning population, it is highly expedient

to let that population know the precise nature and tendency of the plan

they are opposing. If, when instructed on these points, men won’t see,

or can't see the truth, and will still persist in getting up meetings and
petitions against a measure, which reason and policy, and, not less than
either, religion, recommend ; on their wrong heads and foolish hearts

be the blame ! Nostram liberavimus animam.

It is not our purpose to enter upon the history of the Kildare-Street

Society's labours ; we have nothing to do with the Society's plans or
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their value, but in so far as a description of them is necessary to a

correct understanding of the scheme by which that society is about to

be superseded. We would merely premise, that those who look upon

the differences that exist between the two great divisions of the Irish

people—the Protestant and Catholic—as differences arising out of reli-

gious considerations merely, take a narrow and imperfect view of the

question. It may appear strange to our countrymen, among whom religious

controversy, though occasionally urged with great keenness, yet offers

no interruption to friendly intercourse, to find Catholics and Protestants

stickling with so muchqsertinacity for their peculiar opinions, not on the

subject df education only but on every subject, where ingenuity can point

out an occasion of dispute. The key to this general spirit of contention

is not to be found in the differing creeds of the parties, neither is it

referable to the influence of their priesthood, or their leaders, whether
Orange or Green. It is only to be found in the fact, that Protestantism

in Ireland is hut another name for the party in power, and Romanism
but another name for the party out of power. The struggle is one of

domination between those whO have long, almost as of right, exercised

it, and those who are no longer disposed to submit to its exercise. The
determination on the one side to retain command, and the determination

on the other to deny obedience, give magnitude and interest to the most
minute and trifling circufnstance, and make both sides contend for the

smallest advantage equally with the greatest, lest the voluntary abandon-

ment of the smallest should bring the greatest into hazard. The real

objection of the Catholics to the Kildare-Street Schools is, not that,

by their attendance there, the religion of Catholic children w ould be put
in danger, but that, by their recognitYon of a plan conducted by Pro-

testants, the dominant party in Ireland would be more or less recognised.

The real objection of the Protestants to the ministerial schools is not

that, by their attehdance there, the religion of Protestant children would
be erposed to danger, but that, by their recognition of the plan, the

right of the Catholics to a share in the management of Ireland would be
more or lesfr recognised.

Now for the Kildare-Street plan of education. One condition an
which any grant of money by that society is made, is this,« that the

Bible, meaning of course the ordinary version, without note or comment,
shall be taught in the school to which the grant is made. In the first

place this plan is opposed to the principles of the more zealous portion

of the Protestants. The exclusion of note and comment from the Kil-

dare-Street Schools has led to the separation of numerous Protestant

schools from the society. It is the more necessary to note this fact, because

the imputation of bigotry has hitherto been made against the Catholics

solely. Take the following evidence* of the Rev. Hans Hamilton, one
of the witnesses examined before the Irish tithe committee, now sitting.

Q. When did the falling off of the Roman Catholic children from
your schools commence ?

A. Some years since, when the priests began to be afraid of their

reading the Scriptures. I suppose for the last fifteen or twenty years.

Q. Were your schools connected with the Kildare-Street Society ?

A. No, not latterly.

Q. Were they connected with any society ?

A. No, they are under my own direction ; they were brought under the
Kildare Street Society for a time ; but we had at that time a Roman Catho-
lic schoolmaster, and it occasioned a great deal of interference on the
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part of the pried*. We could only hear the children read the Scriptures*
and tee could not explain them under the regulation of the Kildare^Street
Society.

Q. Then it was subsequent to your connexion ceasing with the Kil.
dare-Street Society, that the withdrawal of the Roman Catholic children
took place ? .

A. Yes.

Mr. Hamilton's it not a solitary case ; but we notice his testimony in
particular, because it clearly explains the real nature of the struggle to
which we have already adverted. He describes, it will be seen, the op-
position of the priests as commencing some fifteen or twenty years ago.
Now it is a matter of historical fact> fully proved by the evidence be-
fore the Irish Education Committee, that the real and substantial op-
position to the KiJdare-Street Schools, dates no farther hack than 1825.
Though tlio priests, therefore, had objected to them on religious grounds
for fifteen years befotfd, it was not until the peo^ came to consider
them in a political light, it was not until*the agitation which issued in

the return of Mr. Stewart for Waterford, and Mr. O'Connell for Clare

;

and ultimately, and by necessary consetpience, in the passing of the
Emancipation Bill, that it came to be considered as a subject, in the
decision of which, the antagonist principles of the two great parties

were at 9take.

Let us consider the religious argument urged by the Catholics against

the Kildare-Street system. In the first place, they object to the ver-

sion of the Bible proposed to be read either by Catholic priests or Ca-
tholic laymen. Into schools cdhducted on principle of admitting

only sucli portions of scripture Catholics were prepared to enter not
with content merely but with joy. Such schools they now have. Now,
what jg there in all this to offend the m»«*t strictly*religious in a Pro-

testant community ? In boKrding schools where the master is toco

parentis, we allow that any thing like a compromise between the dpc-

trines of the two opposing religions would hardly fail to ernninisb* if*0©t

to eradicate, in the children, a due respect for either. But ft a mere
day-school, where the sole, or at least the principal object is to instruct

the poor of the community in the arts of reading, writing, and aritfw

metie, what possible chance is there that the religious sentiments of a

child will he in gke slightest degree changed or modified were he never

to see the Bible sit all ? iSHie teaching of systems of religion is given up,

be it observed, even by the Protestant party, as wholly out of the ques-

tion ; printed note or comment is not more striq|jg|r, prohibited thau

is every thing approaching to oral note or comments Ard the peculiar

doctrines of Protestantism so feYKgft so easily understood, that they may
be collected from Scripture by He unaided investigations of a boy or

girl from six to ten or twelve years of age, who is scarcely acquainted

with the mere sounds in which they are communicated? If the instruc-

tions of the parent and of the clergyman be at present required to

direct the child in the right^path ; and if these continue to be supplied,

what reason is there for concluding that he will take the wrong on©

because he reads in school not the whole Bible, which he cannot under-

stand, but a few of those parts only respecting whose interpretation

there is no dispute among any of the various denominations of Chris-

tians ? It is said that the Government plan takes from the Protestant

that Bible which every Christian has a right to possess in Jts integrity.

It is a natural inference from the fact, that the truths of Christianity

rot. i. Y
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having been recorded, that mankind are bound to peruse -them ; and a*
in no part Of Scripture is there any limitation to this perusal, it seema
equally to follow that all mankind ought to be enjoined that duty. But
can any misrepresentation be more monstrous of a plain matter-of-fact,

than to say, that the Bible is denied to any Protestant man, woman, or

child, or the slightest restriction imposed on the reading or interpreta-

tion of it, by an arrangement which merely provides, that during- a few
hours of the day, and in a certain place, and for certain definite pur-

poses, extracts instead ,qf the whole Bible shall be employed ? Would

any man in his souses say that Milton and Addison #re denied to the

reading community because it has been found most conducive to the
pupil's progress that extracts only from the poetry of the one and from
the prose of tlio other should be used in our schools; most conducive

not merely'-to his progress in the art of reading, but to his accurate per-

ception of the beauties of style, and the pure morality that those mas-
ters exhibit ? Wc h^ye employed the terms Protestant and Protestantism,

and there is no dftft&er that we should bo mistaken by Irishmen when
we make use of these terms ; but to Scotchmen it is necessary to explain

that Protestant in Ireland means Episcopalian. The sympathy of Church
of England men may have carried them farther than strict justice autho-

rised in respect to the dispute between Irish churchmen and Irish Catho-
lics, but they have their excuse ; they are not merely of the same faith, hut

of the same household of faith. But what excuse have the Presbyterians of

Scotland for thrusting themselves forward in a contest between Episcopacy
and Catholicity ? YY

r
e had thought Hint most men who w ere read in

the history of the Kirk of Scotland, were ready to admit that if its in-

fancy was somewhat endangered by the persecutions of the Catholics,

much move was its manhood trampled upon by the persecutions of the

Episcopalians ; that if the ancient religion whipped us with rods, the

mMejrn whipped us with scorpions ; that €&e little finger of £harpo was
thicker than^the loins of Beatoun. Little love is, indeed, due from
Scotland to the one party more than to the other ; or rather, if there be
a straw draw between them, Episcopacy has even less claim to our
regard than Romanism. YVLence then that new-born affection to tho

former that inflames the learned Doctors of our native land? The re-

verend successors of the great apostle of Presbyterianism, who, iu his

zeal for simplicity of worship, turned away with not mpre disguised de-

testation from, the shreds, than he did from tike entire garment of the
scarlet woman, whose sworn enemy he was. Our established clergymen
have been repressrted as, for the most part, indisposed towards political

reform, and &s only restrained from expressing their hostility to it from
the sentiments so universally felt aid expressed by their parishioners.

We confess that this statement, wlfti appeared to us, when we first

heard it, to be an unfounded calumny, has received strong confirmation

from their conduct respecting the Irish schools. For, disguise it how they
will to themselves or to others, it is a matter of notoriety, that the
ministerial plan has been actively opposed in Parliament, and out of

Parliament, by one party only; the party t#bich, in Ireland, is yet more
decidedly hostile to the late Bill of Lord John Russell, than to the
circular of Mr. Stanley. Jhis consideration, were there no other,
might well give pain to any honest, well-meaning man. But this is only
one reason of many. The children at the Irish government schools will

be taught to read ; in the course of their reading they will have put
into their hands a series of extracts from Scripture, sufficiently copious

3
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to acquaint tbentwitlt the style and sentiments of the sacred volume

;

with all, in a word, that school-boys ever can learn in Ireland, or any
tohere else. They will have their parents to instruct them in the
catechisms of their respective churches ; and where the capacity of their

parents falls short, the clergyman of that community to which their

parents belong* What more i9 done in Scotland ? What more can be
done any where ? What more is required 9
That version, we need not observe, was made by Protestant* clergy-

men, which, perhaps, with an honest Catholic, would he sufficient cause
of objection ; but there is a much better one. It is not a version from
that text which the Catholic Church recognises as authentic... The
question of which side is right, in such cases, is of small importance.

The real question for a plain mail to answer, is, how can he blame his

brother for rejecting a book which he conscientiously considers to be
erroneous ? Here is hitch the first. The next objection is still more
important. The Catholics object not merely to our version, but to any
version of the Scriptures, which, in the disputed passages, is unaccom-
panied by the notes and comments of the Church. Now, before we con-

demn this as illiberal, before we speak over-confidently of the contrast

which it presents to our own practice, let us just for one moment con-
sider what that practice is. It is quite true, that the Bible, as read in

our schools, is unaccompanied by note or comment ; but it is forgotten

that the Bible is accompanied l>y a small, but exceedingly compre-
hensive comment, in which all the doctrines of Protestantism are

set forth. We give the Bible without note ; and well we may, when
we give the Shorter Catechism afcrng with it. The Catholics, therefore,

demand nothing that is not strictly conformable to the practice of

the Protestants. This is hitch the second. As we have already ob-

served, this is not a purely religious dispute. There are enow of

religious considerations mixed up with it ; but that, so long as JJiere

were no others, the question was one of, comparatively speaking, minor
importance is evident from the fact, to which we have alflSdy adverted,

namely, that, until the year 1825, there was no serious falling off in tli&;

attendance of the Roman Catholic children, at the Kildare-Street Schools.

When, however, we find, as we now do, not only religious but political

causes interfering with the Kildare-Street system of education, we can no
longer determine its value on religious principles solely. There is then

another element, the element of political expediency, let in^ and the ques-

tion must be tried in reference to that expediency. Let us consider the

Ministerial scheme in this point of view. It will be flawed by the stur-

diest stickier for Protestantism, that the object of a 'national education

ought to be the education of the nation, or, at least, of a majority of the

nation. There will always be a fw that go wandering about the high-

ways and bye-ways of human society, whom no compulsion of reason will

induce to join their fellows. But it will hardly be denied that a scheme

must be strangely constructed, and the wisdom of its planners must be

fairly open to question, which, on set purpose, excludes the majority of

the community from what ought to be, and pretends to be, a common
benefit. That the Catholics of Ireland are the majority no one in his

senses presumes to deny. We may estimate them, according to their

opponents, at three-fourths, or, according to their friends, at seven-

eighths, of the population ; by neither party is their predominance in

number' disputed. What, then, must be the wisdom of a plan of national

education for Ireland, from which the Catholics are excluded ? It may
Y 2
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be an exceedingly desirable thing that they Bhould become Protestants—
that they should cease to be the majority ; we don't at all question that.

But it is also exceedingly desirable, that, whether they are converted

or remain in error, they should be so instructed as clearly to under-

stand those duties that are required of all subjects, to what form of re-

ligion soever they may adhere. There are three ways in which this

might have been attempted. In the first place. Government, taking into

consideration, that three are better than one, might have said to the

Catholics .
—

“

Use the Douay Bible, and what notes you think fit. It is

true you will exclude m>m your schools the Protestants as effectually as

they now exclude you from theirs ; but the greatest possible good of the

greatest possible number is the only intelligible aim of an upright and
enlighteifed legislature ; and, if we continue to support the Protestant

schools, we have the least possible number, instead of the greatest. We
would please you both if we could ; but, since that cannot be, it is right

that we please those whom it is most our duty to please." To whatever
clamour such a resolution on the part of Government might have sub-

jected them, we are not aware of one solid objection to such an appro-

priation of the public revenue. A free state has no other rule, and can

have no other rule, than the will of the majority, nor any other object

than their advantage. On no principle, save that the majority must
command andPthe minority obey, can a free state be maintained. The
contrary is of the very essence of tyranny, by which we mean nothing

else but the subjection of the many to the few.

In the second place. Government might have cut the knot which they

could not untie. They might have saM to the Kildare-Street people,—
<f Your plans arc narrow and exclusive; you are hut a handful of the

community
; it is unjust to levy taxes on the whole of the public for

your peculiar benefit. We will withdraw the grant from you." They
might have said to the Catholics,

—

“

You have not hitherto been par-

ticipator in £he bounty of the State
;
you will not be placed in future in

a worse situation than you have hitherto occupied ;
and, to enable you

to bear it with more patience, the Protestants will be no better off than
' you are." That this method would have been more agreeable to the

Orangemen than that which has been adopted, we know from the tenor

of their speeches. But surely we need not say that to Scotchmen, who
have long enjoyed the benefit of a national education, no conduct could

have appeared more absurd, as well as unjust, than—-because of the reli-

gious bigotry, or political differences of two parties—to take from both

the only instrum^it that promised, in time, to liberalize and reconcile

them to oneanother. There remained for adoption a third plan, which,

neither exclusively Catholic, nor exclusively Protestant, was calculated

to embrace the whole of those, whether of the one faith or of the other,

whose narrow minds did not receive much more gratification by shutting

out a rival than by admitting himself. There was not between the two
parties, seldom as they agree upon anything, the slightest dispute touch-

ing the mode of instruction—the subjects on which instruction was to be

given, the discipline of the schools—in no one point was there the small-

est difference^but one, the admission of which, by the Catholics, implied

a submission to the ascendancy of the Protestants. The presence of the

Protestant Bible in the schools, was incompatible with the presence
there of the Catholic children ; but the presence of any portion of the

Bible which the unassisted understandings of children were capable of
comprehending, was not objected to.

4



ON THE POWER AND PROSPECTS OF THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE.

Amid the many changes which the political aspect of Europe has under*
gone during the last century, nothing strikes the historical student with
such astonishment as the present position and supremacy of Russia.

Of all the great European family, she was the last on whom the light of

knowledge fell ; her people thinly scattered ove^ vast forests and track,

less wastes, were sunk in the grossest barbarism. Ignorant of the
advantages of social union, she was necessarily powerless, and became
the ready prey of every invader. For many centuries her territory was
merely a hunting field for the Khans of the Crimea, and the Swedish and
Polish kings. In all the struggles, moral or military, that have con-
vulsed Europe, from the time of Charlemagne to that of Peter the Great,
Russia had no share ; the statesman, in forming his subtle combinations,

whether of the School of Machiavel or Otamstiern, deemed her no more
than a cipher,—her friendship or hostility being valued us lightly as
that of the wandering tribes of the Tartars. Rut Peter the Great; like

Epaminondas, had the glory of lifting up his country from contempt

;

though, with a happier fortune than Thebes, it fell not bvjns death. So
beneficial have been the changes he made in the internaflwmnistration of

the empire, and so perennial the seeds of improvement he planted, that,

despite the imbecility of some of Ills successors, and the questionable

policy of others, Russia has advanced to a pitch of power and aggrandise-

ment, unparalleled, in rapidity afid importance, pi the history of modern
states. From a petty barbarian she has become the acknowledged head
of despot power. Not a cabinet in Europe is without her political

agents, and throughout the great majority not a frfceborn thought can

burst into expression without withering beneath her scowl. The nations

feel that, on her fiat, their destinies are suspended, and^Wush that the

sons of the civilized should be the victims of savage caprice.

In the present troubled aspect of the world. When moral power
asserting its supremacy over brute force, and when the war of opinion,

which sprang from tho Polish Revolution of 1772, and still ravages

Europe, is drawing to a crisis,—that awful crisis that shall speedily

determine whether man is for ever toJ»e the sport of tyrants and trampled

in the dust ; or, the thrones of kings and the colossal fabric of feudality

are to be crushed beneath the chariot wheels of triumphant millions,—

a survey of the power and prospects of Russia is alike attractive to the

politician and the philanthropist.

As might have been expected, Russia has engaged much of the atten-

tion of public men, and no subject has called forth a greater diversity

of opinion than the estimate of her power. Surrounded by overwhelming

armies, possessed of every materiel of war but money, directing her

whole energies towards the increase of her might, and lowering upon
Europe from her throne of eternal Snow, she has dazzled the eyes of

the timid, and withdrawn their observation from her points of imbecility.

Others, however, of steadier gaze, have analyzed her constituent

elements ; have discovered that weakness is perceptible in the midst of

apparent strength ; that her strength is centred in her barbarism ; and
that the waves of knowledge have dashed across the Niemen and the

Dnieper, and are slowly but resistlessly approaching the very base of

the Ural chain, *
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In following out this inquiry, it will be necessary to exsmme^the sepiu

rate sources of Russia's power, and then to consider the internal or other

disadvantages which diminish or partially neutralize their efficiency.

I. One great element of strength is her population. Russia Proper,

with her broad belt ofconquered provinces, contains upwards of 50,000,000

inhabitants. They are constantly on the increase, to which many causes

conduce. The anxiety displayed by the Government ever since the

reign of Catherine II* to create an efficient marine, has tripled the

population of Petersburg1

, Riga, and Revel, in the Baltic, and Cherson
and Odessa in the Euxine. The encouragement given to agriculture by
Alexander, chiefly in the province of Moscow and the departments of

the south/ has bettered the condition of the peasantry ; and the magni-

tude of the demand for military supplies has given such a stimulus to

the arm-factories of Tula, and the other establishments for furnishing

the materiel of the army, as powerfully to have promoted native industry.

And now when the Gate of the Dardanelles has been thrown open by
Turkey, and the Black Sea, from a mere inland lake, has become the

right arm of the Mediterranean, the attention of Russia will be more
steadily directed to commercial enterprise, and the same solicitude and
capital that were bestowed upon Odessa by Catherine and Potemkin
will be expended on every port from the mouths of the Danube to

Trebizond. As the tide of population is rolling southward, as the

departments of the south are by far the most fertile, and as all the great

rivers of Russia disembogue themselves into the Caspian and Black Seas,

these circumstances, taken in connexion with the increased importance

of the Black Sea, render it highly probable that Cherson or Odessa may
become the seat of Government, and cause a tremendous accession of

/
population in the vfide range of provinces bordering on those seas.

II. ,Another mighty engine of power is the army, consisting, before

the late campaigns in Turkey and Poland, of nearly a million of men.
The loss sustained in these sanguinary struggles has considerably

diminished its numbers
;
but in a country so populous, and under a

government whose object is the possession of military power, its defi-

ciencies will speedily be supplied. To the improvement of the army

,
almost the whole time of the last three Emperors has been devoted

• The Russians make excellent soldiers; for hardy frames, brutal ignorance

and blind obedience to commaipi, according to the principles of modern
tactics, constitute the essentials of soldiership ; independent thought In

the soldier is a crime, and the point of perfection seems to consist in

his mind's approximation to inert matter. But, however suitable these

qualities may be in the soldier, others are desiderated in the leader.

The autocrats, therefore, in accordance with the invariably seductive

policy of their court, threw open their ranks for the reception of foreign

talent ; and so successful has the scheme proved, that the Russian army
is at this moment one of "tile best officered in Europe. Diebitsch, the

Balkan-passer, was a Silesian—Paskewitch, the conqueror of Erivan and
destroyer of Warsaw, is a Pole of Lithuania ; and Counts de Witt,
Pahlen, and Sacken, and General Toll, who figured in the Polish

massacre, are all Germans. The introduction of foreigners has had the
effect of elevating the professional character of the officers, and of
assimilating them with those of the other armies of Europe.
The recent establishment of military colonies in several of the southern

provinces has excited much alarm in Europe. As the principles of the
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system lmve been repeatedly explained to the public, it would be super-
flttous to descant on theo^ere* The embarrassment of the government,
arising from the expe&seof supporting a regular force, induced them
to attempt the creation of a soldier-agricultural army—an expedient
which will cost the crown little else than their arms and accoutrements.
An experience of ten years has proved its adaptation to the state of the
country: it now comprises from 60 to 100,000 soldiers—its numbers
are rapidly increasing ; and, like another Maelstrom, it is daily absorb-
ing new districts and villages. Many writers assert that it will career
enwards till it embraces the whole empire, and^calculate that in thirty

years it will place at the disposal of the autocrat 6,000,000 soldiers.

What stronger proof can' there be of the barbarism of the Russian peo-
ple, than that arms may thus with impunity be put into their hands ?

Where is there another continental sovereign, save the kings of Den-
mark and Sweden, who durst hazard such an attempt ? ft would bo
but the signal for his dethronement.

'

In calmly reflecting on the formidable power of the Russian army,
Europe has ground for apprehension. Such a mighty mass can, n&yetfba
an instrument of good. A thirst for dominion and a spirit of^jiggres-

sion have marked the policy of Russia ever since the^leath of HI.
From that time till the present hour, her eye has been alternately fixed

on. the south and. the west. "No struggle of rivaiyfactions in her cabinet,

no rebellion in her provinces, could^rrcst her untiring gaze on the
sunny vales of Thessaly, or the rq^gher but not less enticing fields of

Sweden and Poland. In this respect Russia resembles Ancient Rome.—

.

England, Venice and Holland generally seized upon distant possessions,

which entailed on them a vast expense of bio<{& ana: treasure without

adding materially to their aggregate strength ; but Rome^ threw down
the gauntletgbo neither Carthage nor Macedon, Until she had mastered

all her Tuscan and Samnite neighbours. Russia, in like manner, dis-

regarding remote triumphs, has employed her energies in extending her

limits—and their enlargement from the Dwina to the VHflila can attest

with what success. Her appetite for conquest is plated*—the spirit of

her policy is unchanged ; and her army, like an avaj^pche, still over-

hangs her frontier, ready to precipitate its terrific masses on the plains

of the south.

Ill, But the chief strength of Russia lies in her inaccessibility. Her
bulwarks are frosts and storms—mountains and mighty rivers ; not her

own native po#er, but' Nature's, prostrates the foe before her. While
every other land in Europe is vulnerable on all sides, she is unattackable,

except on her southern frontier ; she is backed by deserts endrieymoun-

tains, and all the horrors of the frozen zone. The acquisition of Fin-

land has protected her western flank, and the commanding influence she

exercises in the cabinets of Berlin and Vienna, and among the boyars

and hospodars of the trans-Danubian provinces seems to render her

impregnable along their wide territories.

- Independently of these epd seine other inferior sources of power pe$!b-

liar to her climate and condition, Russia as has already been slightly

adverted to, has acquired an adventitious influence of so transcend«&1fjk

nature, as to enable her, in a great measure, to subject to her wiR the

political movements of Europe. Whether from cowardice or indifference,

the central powers have ttood idly by for the last fifty years, and beheld

Russia aggrandize herself at the expense of thejr . peigbheurs. Her
perpetual wars with Turkey were dictated by ])iai of poorer, and
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her pretext for dismembering Poland was equally defenceless.. And
now, when Turkey is prostrate at her feet, and. Poland still lies bleeding

from her talons, these powers feel that the ^uur to bestir themselves

has passed for the present. Prussia and Austria are iocked in the coils

of her policy; partly from their common interest in a withering despot-

ism, and partly from a dread of her power. The others, panic-struck by

the frightful failure of Buonaparte in 1812, tremble to enter the lists

with her. Sweden and Denmark are too weak to baffle her,—the once

free and fearless Hanse Towns quail beneath her glance,—.and Germany,
the “ Heart of Europe,^ strong in intellect, and stronger^in numbers, is

powerless from disunibn. While cut up into petty palatinates, the limbs

of her giant frame can never acj^ in concert—they yet quiver from the

injuries indicted by the late wars,—and the thought of proud daring in

the bosom of a German is chilled by the remembrance that his loved

fatherland Jias been Europe's slaughter-house in nearly every conflict,

from the times of the first Ciesar to tliq^e of Napoleon. To the uprisen

df the times, and to Frapce—lofty and regenerated France—not

thatMPerier, but that tof Lafayette, the Continental nations must look

for dbn^rance !

*

, Af^fcjjris rapidjiurv&y of the sources, real or accessary, of Russia's

strength, it fells now to be considered in tlie first place, what causes

exist in her internal cognition to neutralize*them as instruments of eyil

together nations ; and next, what^will be the probable effect of recent

events in Europe, and the t&nseq^nt tremendous propulsion of the

public mind, on the power, and even existence itself, of the present

Russian empire. r.

I. Many powerffil causes of weakness abound, and amongst the fore-

most it cannot fail to be remarked that Russia contains within herself

the seeds of dissolution.^ She possesses not, like France ©£ England, a
homogeneous people, identified in blood, literature, and recollections; and
ever i*eady to merge into one mass when their common safety is imperilled.

Her best profiles have been tlie fruits of fraud or conquest, and they

Ore nearly alkof Sjjph recent acquisition, that supposing her policy

had been much g^ore conciliatory, sufficient time lias not elapsed even to

cicatrize the wounded feelings of the people and amalgamate them with
Russia Proper. Finland, Courland, Samogitia, the Polish provinces,

the Ukraine, Crimea, Astrachan, the Kuban and* Georgia, form a vast

girdle around her of smothered, but unextinguished hostility, ready to

explode at her 'first embarrassment. To gratify her rapacity, the Allied

Rowers in 1815 cleft Sgreden in twain, and threw tluf eastern half, -or

Finland, -to the Russian vulture. But nations’ sympathies cannot

be rent asunder ! The Finlanders have not forgot their Scandinavi&ft

origin, nor their brotherhood, in arms and religion, with the Sweden*
Among their legendary tales they chiefiy cherish the recollection of their

share in the wars of the Reformation. Their forefathers were the pith

and sinew of the arn>ies of$#ustavus Adolphus—and %?ir hearts still

leap with pride at the name of Lutzen^(tht^ sternest of all Europe's
battlefields) where the blue anjj^jyellow regiments of Finland and Goth-
land secured, by their martyrdom, the triumph of liberty, and commanded
thb reluctant blit resistless admiration of Piccolomini and Wallenstein !

The Autocrat knows well how the Finns wince under his sway, and he
confers superior honours and privileges on the Finnish life-guards to
ensure their J|deli^jr.^
Any proof of ^§ rgstivcness of Courland, Samogitia, Volbynia, and
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tho other western provinces wrenched from Poland at the three parti-

tions, the alacrity with which they fraternised with the Poles during

their last sanguinary struggle, renders superfluous.

The three provinces of the Ukraine, or Red or Malo-Russia, formed
part of ancient Poland, and fell under the Russian yoke within the last

two centuries. The Malo-Russians are not adscripti glebes, like the serfs

of Russia Proper ; they still retain many privileges derived, from the

Polish kings and the Tartar khans of the Crimea. Indeed, their capital,

Kiew, is rather Polish than Russian ; and, fronj the greater liberty they

enjoy, and freer communion &itli other nations, a spirit of independence
is cherished, highly unfavourable to Russian ascendancy. They, in com-
mon with the Bessarabians and the Tartar tribes of the Crimea, Kasan,
and Abtrachan smart so severely under military and fiscal oppression, as

to render them also impatient of Russian rule. And, m ith regard to the
Lesghees, and the other warlike hordes of the Kuban, the Caucasus, and
Georgia, the Autocrat is lord of no territory but what his armiqp cover.

Had Buonaparte, in 1819, not sanctioned the severities of his sohUefy in

Lithuania and the Ukraine, it is now generally admitted that tfeby and
the other conquered provinces would have coalesced with hP!l in the
grand effort of annihilating their common foe.

**

II. The gross ignorance of the people is highly prejudicial to the
empire. Of 50,000,000 inhabitants only 4,500,000 have received the

benefit of education, and even of - the latter, with the exception of the

nobility and higher classes, very few have received more than the pri-

mary elements. The peasantry tre blaves ; atfdp until#tlie death of Paul,

were immersed in snefi barbarism, that generation followed generation to

the grave without having imbibed a ray of additional ligHl. The Czars

knowing wqjt that autocracy and intelligence 'ctali? not oo-extet; and
the noble^ perceiving that ignorance was the safeguard of villainage,

concurred in the truly aristocratic principle of strifing f̂o,
foster rather

than dispel the clouds that overshadowed the people. The parochial

schools throughout the empire are more nomindf than real,—military

ones alone are cherished. The clergy, who might hafre proved subsi-

diary to the promotion of intelligence, rather narrow than expand the

little knowledge that abounds. All but the highest order are very igno-

rant even of their own theology ; and if recent travellers can he relied

on, the majority are barely competent to^peiform their customary rites.

The six universities can boast of able men, but all except Dorpat are

deplorably inefficient A rigorous censorship, and the subtlest esnion-

age in the world* destroy to a great extent their usefulness.' The Phy-
sical sciences solely are cultivated. In astronomy, botany, and' geology,

the Russian universities may compare with any in Europe ; hut these

are not the awakeners of man. The philosophy of mind is made a jest

of. The sublime doctrine of duty, that link* every human soul in that

sympathetic chain which embraces the last hamlet on the confines of
nature, is used only to subqprve*the ignoble end, that man is bom to be
the tool of a fellow man ; to bend to hfc nod, and live upon his emile*

Moral science is shorn of all that is valuable, and the corpus vm~
tuum thrown to the pupils.

In the culture of theology like p^iciples prevail. This department,
too, labours under a double disadvantage. Religion In Russia* asm a
few other lands, is not only under the controul of an establishment,

Ci That sacerdotal gain, but general loSa,”
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which either discourages investigation, or renders its ablest members the

mere gladiators of state-sanctioned dogmas, instead of inciting them to

carve out new fields of inquiry and grapple with error in all its tortuous

forms ; but even her own crude faith is inculcated in all its native bar-

barism. The theological professors being strictly prohibited from des-

canting on other systems, their lectures are confined to the narrow bounds
of their qwn creed ; and the student, instead of having the doctrines of

enlightened theology unveiled to his vision, and led onward, from hill to

hill, and Alp to Alp, is ^either flung back on the fantastic fancies of his

forefathers, or plunged into a heartless scepticism.

Nor is the law department of the universities better administered*

The Russian legislators having spurned the aid of other laws, their code

is neither enriched by the admirable principles of the Roman, nor has it

the steady consistency of the Feudal law. It is an indigested and indi-

gestible collection of the ukases of the Czars ; regulated by no settled

axioms, but imbibing its colour from the moral complexion of the reigning

sovereign. A legal chair in Russia is, therefore, a perilous position, besides

being exposed to a stricter surveillance. Instead of a course of lectures

comprising a clear development of the principles of universal law, and a
rigid Application of those principles to the peculiar laws of Russia, the

professors must darken the field of discussion and restrict themselves to

definitions, elaborate classifications and common-places. Should they

dare to follow out certain views, or touch, however lightly, on the impe-

rishable rights of man, they venture upon quicksands ; the eye of the

police is arrested ; they are hurled from their chairs, and exiled. This
is no exaggeration. T^o ^6r three of the professors of Wilna and Bor-
pat are at this moment rusticating in the wilds of Siberia.

The Univetf&ity of Dqrpat was remarked as an exception ; Dorpat being

a Livonian town, find the Lutheran and Catholic being the prevailing

creeds in Livonia, Courland, and Samogitia, the government felt it pru-

dent to relax^he shackles of the censorship. In it alone, therefore, are

professors of foreign creeds tolerated ; and as Public Law and Philoso-

phy could there he taught with comparative impunity, its influence on
the surrounding districts has been correspondingly beneficial. It is,

however, to be lamented that, since the insurrection in December, 1825,

on the accession of Nicholas, the privileges enjoyed by Dorpat have been
considerably trenched upon.

If this be a correct picture qf the educational establishments of Rus-
sia,* who can wonder qt the state of the people ? Tlie nobility may
comprise ^among their dumber many of the mbst accomplished men in

Europe,^butThey have proved themselves as indifferent to the mental

illumination of their countrymen as the British merchant-lords of India,

have of the Hindoos. Ljke them they seem merely encamped among the

people, not of them.

Another effect of populai^gnorance is the irresponsibility of the Crown.
That bulwark of a free country, the all-controlling power of public opi-

nion, has no existence here. In Russia there is no public mind ; the

serfii have no knowledge of public events, and even if they had, the police

would stifle its expression. Knowledge is the precursor of civilisation

;

civilization generates a love of liberty ; and a state of liberty creates that
grand tribunal which moulds to its jsrill the sternest purposes of kings

;

* Vide Quarterly Journal of Education for January, 1832.
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and which, when man shall have outgrown the garments of his present
political boyhood, will alone make and unmake rulers.

With a penetration worthy of Machiavel, the Gears foresaw that if the
administration of the empire were committed to Russian hands, such a
step would involve the necessity of educating the people. In order, there-

fore, to avoid an alternative, which might make their stability tremble,

they attracted foreigners to their Court. Talent was the stranger's pass-

port, no matter what his country or his creed. The success of the device

must have exceeded the expectations of the Czars, as the public boards
of -Russia, since Catherine's time, have exhibited a vigour of talent equal
to and often surpassing every cabinet in Europe. Switzerland gave her
for instructors such men as Euler, the Bernouillis, La Forte and La
Harpe ; Scotland, General Gordon, to whom Peter entrusted the govern-
ment of the empire during his absence at Haarlem, Marsha] Keith and
Admiral Greig, and the present chiefs of her three medical depart-
ments ; Italy and Greece, Pozzo di Borgo and Capo DTstrias, and a
serpent host of diplomatists ; and the proudest ribbons of the Orders of
St. George and St. Vladimir decorate the breasts of German adventurer*.
From strangers the Czars apprehended no evil, the probability being so
remote of their influencing the minds of the people ; while Cultivated

Russians, sprung not from the noblesse but from the popular ranks, by
settling in the interior, might become centres of light and intelligence,

and ultimately rouse the dormant spirits of their countrymen to a sense

of their condition. The Czars, therefore, fearing the effect, extinguished

the cause. -ft

III. Mal-administration throughout every department of the state is

also a main cause of weakness. In her relations with other states alone

is Russia's superior policy displayed. In the civil and criminal courts

justice is unknown, so universal have bribery and Corruption become.

The law itself, as has been noticed, being subject to perpetual fluctu-

ation, renders the judges irresponsible, and furnishes acjpak to crime.

For a serf to think of redress is idle ,* he cannot leave Ins cabin without

his lord's permission, and even if he could, he possesses not the sole

means of influencing the courts. Money, or its equivalent, determines

every case, and constant habit has banished the sense of shame. As bri-

bery and favouritism thus pervade every public department, the morals of

the people could not escape. The Russians are accordingly represented

by travellers as being so familiar with deceit and sensuality, as to look

Xn neither as wicked or despicable. Tub flagitiousness of the mercan-

classes has rendered them as proverbial -for dishonesty as thfe

Turk of Negropopt, or the Jew of Salonica,

IV. The great extent, and widely scattered population of Russia, enfeeble

her power. The strength of nations is measured by the relation which

extent, fertility, and population, bear to one another. Francd and England,

from the density of their population, and the, facility of' obtaining food,

could bring a force to act on a given point with a promptitude and momen-
tum impossible to Russia. From the wretched condition of the roads, (ex-

cept the great line from Petersburg, by Moscow, to Odessa),—from the dif-

fusion of her people over nearly a ninth part of the habitable globed
and the dilapidated state of her treasury, Russia has never sent beyond
her limits a force at all commensurate with her numerical etrengtii.

The best statistical tables extant, those of Adrian Balbi, published in

1888* make the revenue df Russia only a fourth of that and
little more than a third of that of France. This fact prove* her compa-
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rative poverty ; and when it is remembered that her public debt is vast

in proportion to her revenue, and that her paper currency passes in the

provinces for only a fourth part of its nominal value, her consequent

incapacity of moving and equipping huge armies, opens up a cheering

prospect for the interests of civilization.

Another cause of poverty is the weight and hulk of her products.

Such commodities as grain, iron, timber, and flax, cannot be brought

from the interior with a remunerating profit, except by rivers or canals

;

and even when transported to the coast, ' the want of convenient outlets

unavoidably restricts the amount of her exports. She has few canals™
her Baltic rivers are of trifling volume ; as the Baltic itself is frozen half

the year, and the White Sea, so perilous to navigators, her exports from

the north can never be considerable. Again, as her chief rivers run into

the Black Sea, which, until the recent opening of the Hellespont, afforded

her only an occasional exit, her export trade there wras nearly confined

to her Crimean and Asiatic provinces.

This indicates the cause of Russia's weakness as a naval power. Though
she possesses the most abundant materials for constructing a fleet, she

wants seas and effective sailors. The White Sea cannot be a naval sta-

tion, and the Baltic and Black Sea are only largo lakes commanded by
Elsinore and Constantinople. For the reasons above assigned Russia

never had a carrying trade
;
her trade is carried on with the capital, and

by the vessels of foreigners ; and, it is self-evident, that a ship of war
to be formidable, must be nourished and sustained by merchant crews.

Tfiir Russian fleet at Navarino, was chiefly manned by Greek seamen,

the majority of whom, c*n discovering Russia's designs on their country,

through her tool. Capo dTstrias, forsook her, and returned to their

islands. According to Balbi's tables, hef ships of war, though so easily

created, are, like her revenue, in the ratio of only one-fourth of the

British, and rather more than a third of the French. Dupin and Abbe
de Pradt, led^way by her military glare, have much over-rated her
power. They overlook the comparative impotence of her navy. Did she

dare to contend alone w ith England, the English fleet, without an effort,

could sweep her seas, blockade her harbours, and reduce her to per-

plexity, without employing a single soldier. And if, as wrould probably

happeri* should combine with Prussia or Austria, is England, sup-

ported ^v^a^Mgher morale, and a command of capital, the sin^W of

war, ever, if necessary, to subsidize any of the Continental
power's; limit Europe's bugbear to her own domain? Russia’s success

her weakness from the world has been admirable. HriT

unameT efforts have never kept pace with her pretensions; and Dupin
arid De Pradt seem to forget while trumpeting her resources, that her dis-

play of giant strength repulsing the French, was achieved by English

gold—yds, all would have been futile without the aid of her horrid cli-

mate ; gad had Napoleon not attempted in one season what should have
occupied two, he would infallibly have broken her sceptre in pieces/ The
imperfect medium through which she has generally been viewed, has
idways conduced to her advantage, but when closely surveyed; appre-
hension will disappear, as the spectre of the twilight vanishes before the
fight Of day. * *

These causes o&debility suggest the perfl to which Russia is exposed
from the altered spirit of the times. Since the downfal ofBuonaparte,
the immense qhaitge in public sentiment must^e,apparent to the dullest

observer. r The triumph of Waterloo,and the low execration of Napoleon,
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beclouded for a time the public eye, but the fitful sparkles from the ashes

of crushed nations, and the incessant increase of the current of opinion,

betokened danger to “ public order." The gangrened wounds of Genoa,
Venice, and Germany’s lesser states, became infectious ; but the brutal

severities of the tyrants, like the constant re-creation of the Lernman
hydra's heads, only multiplied their antagonists, till the truth flashed

upon them, that Freedom had a sanctuary from which the powers of earth

and hell could not expel her—the freeman’s breast ! The silent fit*

tration of knowledge, abhorrence of the extinguishers of liberty in

Piedmont, Spain, and the Netherlands, and the flagitious imprisonment
of Professors Arndt and Jahn, the creators of the Lundwebr of 1813, for

demanding from the Prussia^ King the constitution impledged as the
reward of their patriotism, were gradually rousing the public mind of
Europe, when a blaze of glory broke upon the world in the shape of the
French Revolution. Not a generous breast existing but throbbed with
responsive joy—joy at the triumph of right and intelligence over the
galling fetters of feudality. The triumph was not alone o\ er the Bourbon,
but over human passion: the moderation of the \ictors has no parallel

in the history of our race, and, it is to be hoped, has put an eternal

extinguisher on the maligners of popular morality. France, or embodied
liberty, like a second Samson, burst asunder the withes with which a des-

pot-conclave had bound her mighty limbs,—and her political deliver-

ance, will prove tlie precursor of man’s ! The rebound of France's
great act was instantly felt throughout Europe, and dormant masses of

mind were heaved to and fro, as the crude elements of nature wifeeu

warmed by the first sun’s liglflt. The Belgiap, the Switzer, and the

Pole, and some of the bold hearts that are nursed among the rocks of

the Appenines, seemed to start from the sleep of the grave ; and even
now, when Poland’s blood has gorged the Russhfti vulture, and her

mangled limbs have been scattered over the earth, the elements “ all

that is worthy in man’s little day” are stirring the bosoms of the Lom-
bard and the Venetian, the Hungarian and the German, and all whose
hearts lie withering under the pestilent mildew of tyranny.

Russia, beyond all other powers, has evoked the execration of Europe.

She is not only the champion of tlie crusade against liberty ; but her per,,

fidy to Greece and cruelty to Poland have gathered around h0Mf(fc^^ratli

of the world. Jjwh \
c

Thrice has Greece been betrayed by her. In 1770 ftfifr Rig

a

and his followers into rebellion ; but, after a shew of Count
Orloff, the Russian leader basely withdrew, and left them to

l<

fc. t«ider

mercies of the Ottoman. In 1800 she followed the same ftjArse, during

the struggle of Ali Pacha; and, in 1820, after having stimulated the

Moldavian and Roumeliot Greeks into resistance against Turkey, her

army coolly looked on from the north bank of the Pruth, and beheld

the last remnant of Ipsilauti’s sacred band butchered by the Tjuskish ca-

valry. Although Russia has always fomented disaffection m Greece,

her lest wish was that the Greeks should achieve their own liberty.

Her polity was to vest upon her arms, and patiently witness the exhaus-

tion of their energies ; and, when the cup of the Sultan’s vengeance was
full, to persuade them, by their affinity in Creed, to claim hCsT protec-

tion. It was in this dastard spirit that she Concurred^* CaWtingV Pro-

tocol of dth July, 1826e and has ever since been insUuiafcifcg her tools

into the Greek coundki perceiving, if her scheme were successful, that

Greece, though nominsE^free, would be virtually hers, For Greece she
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entertained no noble sympathy ; she merely coveted her territory, as a
fulcrum on which to rear naval power. She knew that the possession of
Greece would give her at once 30,000 excellent seamen, and lift her
aloft among the chief naval states ; but the dagger of Mavromichaelis, by
opportunely removing Russia's subtlest agent, has rescued Christendom
from a critical dilemma, and paved the way for John Coletti and his gal-

lant Roumeliots assuming the reins of power. France and England, too,

are now alive to Russia's designs, and find it their interest to regard her
with a watchful eye. ,

In regard to Poland, the annals of the world contain nothing so atro-

cious as the tale of her partition. All Europe's interests were involved in

her preservation. She might have been a wall of living Are against barbaric

aggression ; but her attempt to plant her institutions on a republican basis

set the seal to her doom. To avenge republican outrage despots simul-

taneously combine, though they are deaf as adders to wrongs inflicted by
their own “ order.” But Europe has reaped her reward. By blotting

Poland from the map of nations, she became a mere floodgate for Scy-

thian irruption ; but the marv ellous heroism of the Poles, in daring to the

strife the champion of Despotism,—the mere sufferance of whom is a brand

on manhood's brow,—and thereby offering themselves up as a sacrifice

for their own and human, liberty, has converted their name into a virtue,

and though.

“Not a stone on their turft, nor a hone in their graves,

They’ll live in the fame that inmtoi tally saves

and, as the remnant of the «cl f-devoted 'Tab ii were cherished by Rome,
so will the wreck of the Poles be hereafter. In defiance of public

treaties and solemnly plighted faith, the Autocrat has issued a mani-

festo, by which he obliterates the Polish name, and impiously invokes

the sanction of the Almighty to his deeds of blood. Where shimher the

fires of Gomoraha ? Where the thunderbolts of Heaven? If the cabinets

of Europe cower under this most scandalous of insults, their degradation

is complete. But “ Freedom's pulse in Poland's breast is not for ever

quelled her children are sweeping over Europe like an electric stream,

firing blood of every man of noble passion, and swelling the accumu-
lating of wrong. While memory retains the print of So-

bieskjumylHdusko's name, Poland shall never be forgotten. Their
ords till their country is upreared from *thu dust,

and ajb^^piound of which tens of thousands of swords shall leap from

th when her morn of retribution dawns !

Besi4$p the strong current of hostility against Russia, flowing from

these sources, the elements at work on the Continent have diffused their

influence beyond her borders.
;
J^er literature,has made surprising ad-

vances, considering her recent "escape from barbarism ; and the country

that can boast of such men as Pouchkin, Derzhavin, and Karamsin, pos-

sesses a guarantee of future enlightenment. Her armies comprise no fewer

than 50,000 officers, and, from their having mingled with those of West-
ern Europe, liberal sentiments are by no means rare among them. Bo

notorious is the liberalism of General Yermoloff, and the Georgian army,

(many of whom served in the army of Observation of 1813-14,) that des-

pite the difficulty of procuring reinforcements for, Diebitsch, not a batta-

lion of Yertnoloff*s troops was called into PolamL . Other facts powerfully

•corroborate this view. So dissatisfied were thS|mAted classes with the

Rendition of their country, about the period of Snn&hfter's death. that a
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conspiracy was planned for bis downfal, in which most of the influen-

tial officers concurred. It broke out at the accession of Nicholas ; and he
would assuredly have fallen its victim, had he not, with amazing* pre-

sence of mind, instantly bearded the rebels. The surface of society seems
smooth in St. Petersburg, but the tabes of discontent smoulder below ;

which the fact of the entire conduct of the Polish massacre having been
entrusted to foreign soldiers of fortune, tends to confirm.

If that moral power, which, amid the most appalling vicissitudes,

has erected its crest over the earth, advances, in the ratio of the last

fifteen years, the doom of Russia is easily foretold. That light which
has broke in on a part will soon pervade her whole soldiery, and point

out their true interest ; and, as the elephants of Pyrrhus of Epirus
scattered desolation, not through the army of Curius Dentatus, but
through his own, so shall those stupendous armies so sedulously fostered,

and so proudly confided in, beeotnc not the shield of her strength but
the instrument of her destruction.

Every liberal heart in Europe is a c>tadel of freedom, and, however
much apart, the rapid spread of knowledge telegraphs their sympathies and
multiplies their number ; and, when closer communion shall have rivet-

ted their units into battalions, and phalanxed them in might, let the

houses of Hapsburg, Komanzow, and Brandenburg beware ; let them
start, like Sardanapalus, from their dream of repose, for the Mede will

be then at the gate. The icy barriers of Russia will dissolve before the

fiery wrath of awakened man—the tumultuous burst of irrepressible in-

dignation will be the knell of despot-rule ; and what mankind have to

dread is, not the tyrants’ powe? tyf resistance, l^b the ri&k of the fall of

their colossal towers encumbering the earth uith their ruins.

MY NATIVE ISLE.

Oh 1 tell not me of f.urer lands,

Beneath a brighter <*ky ;

Of sti earns that loll o'er golden sands,

And flowers that ne\ei die

!

W
My tiative isle I ray native isle *

Though bleak and bare thou ha f

And scant and cold thy summer smile,

Thou’it all the world to me!

The flaMfcr that on thy mountains' brow.

When wintry winds assail,®*

Securely sleeps beneath the snow,

Its cold and kindly veil,—

Transported to a i ichor soil,

Where genial breezes play,

la sickly bloom will droop awhile,

Then wither trad decay.

,Such, such, thy sheltering embrace,

When aftmoffifErevan, I feel,

My&tfcer*s fathers* restingiplace,

Thougfc^ld, yet kindly etUU
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Shi the, floweret’s fate were mine,
IfttpofttiL frpm tine tq part

—

TO eiuk iA Stekening sk>to decline,

Tito t’an^er of the heart.

Lore’s dearest Itond^frieiidsliip’s strong ties.

That round my bosom twine I

Ail past Relight, all present joys,

My native Isle, are tlune t

If all WiO gonO) like summer’s dew,
before the moiT'iiwg hearts

;

Still fnendti, that pubs not, I bhould \ ioW,

In th} uild rocks and sti earns.

Ob’ may, they stftl, tliy ihangeful bkits,

Thy clouds, th> imds, hginine’
And the biin th it sail fl»> morning iisr,

Oliam on day’s decline’

M> n.ithe iblel my tiatnc isle

’

Though hleik md flaie thou he;

And s< int and told th\ Mimjmi simlp,

Thou’it all the uoild to me!

JEAN JACQUES ROUSSEAU/
l*

V V*
Jkan Jacques Rol«sf\u, his writings?, and his character, may, by some,

be deemed an obsolete topic, and belonging almost entirely to the pro-

vince of history. Any discussion based on tliem,therefore, may be con-

sidered unnecessary by a generation so peculinily absorbed by meie
matters of the moment, as that of which we form a pait. They, how-
ever, who scan events someuhat more closely, than do the c\er-hunied
and hasty purve^Ts who cater for the popular taste, see that the tem-
per of the present times the questions that are now being agitated by
large classes of the community, are bringing into existence modes of

thinktog remarkably analogous to many of those so eloquently pro-

pounded “by$|teusse«iu. A spirit of questioning every instituting, a habit

of bringing back society to its first principles, as described^n^^iohia-
velij are nflw becoming prevalent ; and as tills proceeding y^npKiubirly
carried <ftj_by the labouringpopulation, it is not remarkable that opinions

80 fef||rable as those held by Rousseau, to the apparent immediate in-

fOreaWpf $he poorer classes, should "now revived. In tbdse Opinions
‘ thq^e is much truth, as well as great and 41gajj$l error. This eftor, many
no wwriting are combating, wUnout being aware of the eloquent, ppwer

anAacute defence which it received during the kn»t eenjury. It dfiH

therefore, he interesting to all, and instructive to tnmy, to

know the circumstances which heretofore ledJto the adoption of fallacies

so potent, and from thence to gather a meanrror their^MAtlon. <The

trutk which the opinions of Rousseau contain, it is alwraughly iftijportant

* UhHMiMib Vis, et dm Ouvrages de jtejtfscdi ; Docwens
Autheutique*, e^dont une Paitie ebt rest6c inconWHjR^u* & vk J0& l

phi® 4®m Cw^rtporains dans leur amW 'Hdfuqp® dfgpt f

SUirir d® Ut<minWltfs.-(a Partly 1821.)



to learn. Though of the last age, be iqay ijiatjpuet the p*eaent> Th*gre*t
luminary 0f the eighteenth centwgr, still shine* bright, though placed
by the side of the great lights of the present tfm$.

'

The situation of France, political, ittOrnl, and literary, exhibited, at the
time of Rousseau’s appearance as a writer, a combination of phenomena
never before witnessed, and which probably will never again occur. The
government was a perfect despotism—Mmt a despotism that feared no
internal enemies -it possessed a consciousness of security, that? permit-
ted it to view without alarm, and almost without interest, the promul-
gation of all the various and varying opinions o/the swarms of literary

men, who for more than a century, had* flocked to the capital. After
the disputes of the Fronde were completely settled, and the uncontrolled
dominion of LouisXIV. was permanently established, there sprung up, from
causes which need not here be examined, a large and enlightened liter-

ary class in France. Out of the disputes of religion, arose the art of
popular exposition, from thence a refinement of the French language

;

and immediately consequent on this, wa$ an improvement in literature

itself.* This improvement became, alternately, cause and effect ; every
successful attempt raised the taste of the public, to whom the writers

addiessed themselves ; and the public, in return, demanded yet more
finished efforts on the part of the writers. The reading public became
enlarged. The aristocracy began to take delight in literary discussions,

and to indulge in the pleasure of protecting and patronizing litdrary

men. Tired of, and disgusted with the crabbed questions of'the school

theology, which, in the previous century, had kept Europe in a<Gonthnial

combustion, men now turned tliei** attention to the more pleasant paths

of literature. Although mere litefafhre appcared*during the firdfyears

of this remarkable period to occupy the general attention, by decrees
there arose discussions on?the gravest and most important gubjects. To
Corneille, Boileau, Racine, succeeded Diderot, D’Alembert, and Vol-

taire. Writers, either powerful themselves by station, or protected by
the powerful, began to hazard opinions (covertly indeed)“bn religion,

morality, and government. The government, fearing these attempts,

not having learned, by experience, the wonderful influence of discussion,

looked on with calm acquiescence. When, 'indeed, some peculiar in-

terest, or some individual was attacked, its aid in ^rsecution was sought,

and generally granted. There was not, however, on the jpart of the

government?|ny thing vindictive in this persecution ; and as soon as the

personalj^rpeculiar animosity was satisfied, the gbvernfiient relapsed

into quiet indifference. This indifference was, in fact, in the lapse of

time, changed for rather a favouring regard#* The works ofJfee»K*ajati
produced their effect on the gqyernment itself.t The persons composing

it, began themselves to be more humanized, and to take interest in this

new species of" amusement1

$ for literature was considered little move,

despots not having yet discovered the danger of the gam6. Iqteraty

men and philosophers became, like dancers, actors, and painters, a p*oC

it
* "Btonl&t lea sejatos suiviren t les lettres ; k Tart d’&rire seioignit Part de pen-

m ; gradation qui Strange, et qui u’est peut-etre que troj^naturelhu l’on

comraenpa * sentir lepri&Apal ^vantage du commerce des muses^critid fle vSMSfc les

hommes plus sodsMesjr en leur injp&rant le dr sir de se plaire $Wpp«r
des outrages dignes de leur approbation” (Rousseau 1 Discountsw? pro-

posit pat FAcaddfaie iW.)
4

^ Itglgheito*, fi>r*3puapie, MjfrUed and permitted the publication of fee w Emile.”
foi,. i. " Z



tested, bowsem Smsmg dm* The attacks of the

^received opinions, fire pleasant means o£excitement ; and ss no^wOll*
was expected, even a hit at religion, was thought highly amusing, TjjjS

discussions on music wejre quite as vehemently carried- on as discussionson

religion or morality, and occupied the attention of the government ex-

actly in the same manner, and to the same extent* The petulant dis-

putants, in both cases, were sometimes spnt to the Bastile, and subjected

to momentary displeasure ; but the views of the government were seldom

carried farther than the individual* As the literary' taste increased, the

importance of the literary class increased also } k
but their importance was

never considered, with reference to the people. The dread entertained

by any person, was not that the nation would be roused to rebellion, but

that an epigram, or a satire, or a lampoon might be composed, which, in

the eyes of his refined associates, would render him ridiculous* The
literary men, thus, in time, became the companions of the powerful, and
served to instruct as well as to amuse them. By degrees, philosophy

began to occupy attention. Society was now entertained by opinions on
physics, metaphysics, politics, morality, and religion, A tragedy and a
scientific article in the Encyclopedic became equally a subject of discus,

slon* Women would argue about the motion of Huio bodies; the manage*
ment of an argument on the nature of the soul ; the merits of an actor ;

the exposition d*un sentiment ; the vices of peculiar governments ; an
essay expounding the theory of Newton, or an epigram by Piron. Such
whs the fa^luon ; and k.o long as no evil resumed to themselves in the

shape of diminished power or profit, the powerful indulged heedlessly

in this whim, as in any other. ,

Th3fpriesthood, generally, did nftt delight in tho license Conceded to

the philosopher ; but>tlus was rather a personal than a general objection*

The satire q|jiich
1
was launched against religion in the abstract, not

seldom struck its professors with greater force than they desired. The
priesthood consequently opposed the philosopher ; but this rendered the
whole affair mere piquant to the lookers-on, and many of the noblesse

took peculiar delight in protecting the satirist against the persecution

of the priest. Rivalry, personal pique, and oftentimes mere malicious

pleasantry, induced this ^desire to protect. It was not that Mon. le

uMarquis de — « was jw enemy to religion or despotism, or that he desired

an overthrow of an esfaSHshed priesthood, or an established government,
but he perhaps "wished to wound Monseigneur l'Archevdque de this,

the Abbe de that. Or M. le Ministre of the other. Besides, to rail at

religion or despotism was by the canon prohibited ; to set at nought tho
a pungent plfbsure—making the old proverb true, “ that

stolen kisses are the sweetest/' This sta|p of things produced a curious

phenomenon in tlie opposition of opinions andhaonduct, and showed how
different is the effect produced by merely adopting opinions from that

which ,foll<#rs when we link to them our affections.* The vulgar have
an expressive phrase to signify their estimation of»$he former proceed,
iftg in a particular case, calling it lip religion. The lip philosophy of
the French noblesse was as extraordinary m exhibition as the world
ever witnessed.^They were in fact vehemently, and k> the narrowest,
most exclusive sense of the term, aristocratic. The opinions connected
with theirmm peculiar worth, in consequence of their station and birth,

were assisted indissolubly with their affectidhs. They were besides
s#*ehed to the existing government ; they desired—they thought pf no
other* Whatever they might say, whatever opinions they might &ier~



‘MMMUiii. w
^laptamaUe* mi wjjfat subject, they and ever? om else feh, that thbse
$fend leading feeling* could uevdr be shaken or called in question; fib

the vefy fc&fdihrfod 6f thus feeling, they said and did things the m*$t
extravagant ; adopting opinions of the widest democracy, venting the.
bitterest sarcasms against despotism, and superstition, and persecution.
As in the oasq of what has been termed the healthy hardihood of a
gentleman, the consciousness of a peculiar and unchallangeable standing
leads4 to great carelessness and freedom ; so in the case of the French
noblesse, the confidence they felt that their talk would never be sup*
posed capable of practical application, induced them to hazard any
opinion, no matter how wise, how benevolent. This same hardihood
made them protect the writers who amused them ; and the writers,
emboldened by protedtibn, attacked every thing which offered a defence-
less point. But various consequences arose from this proceeding that
were not at first foreseen.*'

¥
*

Amongst the noblesse themselves, there was a thorough overturning
of all established principles not immediately connected with their
peculiar interests as a class. They wgre not less aristocrats in conse-
quence ofthe prevailing philosophy ; but the? were in reality less devout,
less moral. They lost their old principles, which led to private virtue
but they obtained not new ones. They learned to despise their religion,

but they adopted no moral principles which, without the aid religion,

might lead to virtue. All the old safeguards were broken dawn, and po
new ones erected. Ties formerly the most sacred became despised.

Marriage was a farce : hortesty, as between man and man/ was obsolete.

The decencies as well as 'the 'rirtqes of lifer passed away, and* every
licentious desire had uncontrollable dominion.

Amongst the people the effect was widely differSit. A hlrge portion

of the bourgeoisie read add acquiesced in the opinions freely promulgated
by and tonpng their superiors. The nWality, which with the noblesse

was the mere whim of the moment, and which never touched qpr awakened
their affections, sank dgpp in the minds of the excluded classes. With
tUem they became ennobling feelings:—they were considered principles

to be acted on—to be cherished, and never to be forgotten. The indig-

nation that was pretended by the noblesse became a ruling passion with

the people ; they sighed fqr that freedom whiohthfie others merely talked

of ; and looked forward with impatience to the^time of* their liberation.

This difference in expectations led, necessarily, to wido.differences in

* “ The court itself had famu^gi the progress of the < Hera £6x1/ and had con-

tributed to the development efl&ts chief assistant, an increase of knowledge. The
most despotic of monarchs%taea this general movement of the publio mind, and
created a public opitUUU without wishing it. ny encouraging eulogy he provided

for blame ; because tSKnamlnation which was permitted in his fitrair necessarily

compelled him to irijjttggo another which was unfavourable. When poetry was
exhausted, discnsriollCommenced ; and the philosophers of the eighteenth ceatuiy

succeeded to the litterateurs of the seventeenth. Every thing became an object Of
their research and reflection ;

governments, laws, religion, abuses. They discovered

rights* they exposed the wants of the people, and signalized injustice. A strong gad
enlightened public opinion^vas formed, whose attacks the government wag Obliged

to suffer, and whose voice it could not stifle. This opinion, moreover, coont^id

themselves to ^^mussfoiis $ and th^ age of xefonns ym'
philosophy, as wA’the latter by the age of literature ahd the ft&e —iMfQienof

Hisl m la Rev. Fbn, Introd. -

*2
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point of morality. Putting aside the other discrepant circumstances, in

the position of the people and the noblesse, the single fact that the

one class merely talked liberality—merely dwelt for purposes of

^amusement and display on the great discussions of philosophy ; and that

the other really and deeply felt as well as debated the great truths

which those discussions elicited—this single fact was sufficient to make
the ideas which, in the one case, led to every species of vice, as neces-

sarily, in the other, conduce to the highest classes of virtue. To the

noblesse the arguments.of the philosophers afforded a ready refutation

of all the old laws of mbrality, and thus furnished a serviceable justifi-

cation of vice ; but with them philosophy created no immediate motive-*
none which to minds such as the nobles necessarily possessed appeared

worthy of consideration, to build up a new code of virtue, or to resist

the many temptations to pleasant vices which their situation offered.

They gleaned enough from the expositions of the philosophers to be
ready with a superficial answer to any preachment which might be made
to them; but they heard not, neither could they feel any lesson of

wisdom based upon the general happiness of their race. They thus played

with reasoning and philosophy, and quickly learned to despise them
botik Adopting no opinion with affectionate conviction (if we may use

such a phrase), they deemed all of equal value, or rather equally value-

less. Selfish objects became paramount. They sought for, they felt no
sympathy. Immediate enjoyment was their sole end, and contempt for

everything which they had heard called virtue, their predominating con-

viction.*

The situation of thejjourgeoisie being different, philosophy with them
produced different fruits. • While the reasonings of the philosopher

shook the asfoundatron of their old opinions, they raised up motives,

strong and constant in their action, to create a new and ennobling moral

codet The objects of desire whieflr these new ideas created, ^ere objects

to be obtained by union among themselves, by a demonstration of force,

and also of worthiness. It was requisite for J^iem to show, that they

not only desired their political and social liberation, but also that they

deserved, and could attain it. This was one and a powerful stimulant

to virtuous conduct. Moreover, being in the situation of despised sub-

ordinates, they were unable to permit tl^mselves the indulgences

which the aristocracy erijbyed. They had not wealth to command those

which required great expenditure, nor could they obtain protection for

such as were violations of the law. Inevitable ruin would have been
the necessary consequence of dissolute profligacy to the bourgeoisie . Their
*

,
£' 11

* Rousseau saw this evil, and attributed it to its rea|§*cause. The conclusion he
draws from thence is not comet ; but seeing no more than he describes, he could le-

gitimately dr$w no other. He says £ the preface to « Narcisfei .

w—•** Tout peuple qui
a des moeurs, efc qui par consequent respecte ses lois et ne veut point rafflner sur see an.
ciens usages, doit se garantir avee soin des sciences, et suf&titt des savans, dont les

maximes sentencieuses et dogmatiques lui apprendraient bientot & mdpriser ses usages
et ses lois $ ce qu’une nation ne peutjamais faire sans se corrdmprc. Le moindre change-
ment dans les coutumes, ffit-il m&me avantageux k certains 6gards, toume toujours m
prejudice des mneurt. Car les coutumes sont la morale du peuple

;

et dds qu’H cesse
de les respecter, il n’a plus de rdgle que ses passions, ni de frein que les lots, qui peavent
quelquefois contenfr Jes mdchans mais jamais les rendre bons. D’ailleurs quand la
phHosophie a une fois appris dun peuple 4 mdpriser ses coutumes, il trouve bfent&t le
aaigrat d*41uder les loiau Je dis done qu’il eu est des m&urs d’uri peuple comme de
l*hoiweur d’un homme : c*est un tr&or qu’ii faut conserve)*, mais du’ onne recoutre
plus quand on l*a perdu. ”

'
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minds were thus turned to other pleasures ; and those exalted enjoy,
merits which literature and science afforded, being easy of access, be-
came, in great measure, the portion of the despised class. Honesty
with them was also indispensably requisite. They were happily, not
placed in that trying situation, in which to be a villain, is not to be de-
graded and punished. With them, in short, there was no impunity for
vice; there was every inducement to virtue. The new philosophy there*
fore gave them a new morality,—gave them new rules for the guidance
of their conduct ; and the conduct thus prescribed, was more virtuous
than that which their old principles had enjoined.*

The influence of the state we have been attempting to describe upon
the writers themselves was equally marked, and exhibited a still more
curious complication of phenomena. The license they enjoyed, and the
carelessness they saw ,in the government and aristocracy regarding opin-
ions, gave them a hardihood in inquiry that was eminently conducive to
original conceptions, and to the thorough investigation, as far as depend-
ed on courage, of every important question which their curiosity led them
to discuss. This investigation, however, was uniformly bold and ingenious
rather than profound. Their object generally was to strike ; by new views
to acquire reputation for talent and ingenuity ; to amuse and captivate

rather than to instruct. Addressing themselves to the aristocracy who
sought amusement, living by their favours, and dependent for enjoy-
ments and pleasures on their protection, it was natural that they should
adopt a tone, and pursue a method of investigation, that should please

an idle set of inquirers. This state of things, while it was productive

of good, in permitting a perfectly free discussicfi, and in leading the
writers to cultivate the faculty of clear and forcibly exposition, was no
less productive of mischief, in inducing with many a carelessness re-

specting opinions, in leading to superficial rather than profound inves-

tigations, and in rendering the literary class the sycophants o£the
powerful. m

One of the most striking circumstances in the philosophy of the

day, and which circumstance was partly owing to the peculiar situ-

ation of the writers, was, that almost all the discussions then carried on
were of a negative, and not a positive description ; went to prove the in-

sufficiency and the inaccuracy of existing theories and doctrines, and
but seldom (and never to any important extent) to establish and build

up new ones t The consequence of all the reigning disputes therefore

was, to induce a general state of scepticism, on almost all the leading prin-

* £-
’

* This is one of many proof?, past and existing, that the same opinion being

adopted by persons in different states of mind, and different circumstances, WiU
lead to widely dSfferen%vconduct. The reason % that to action, the will is requi-

site; and the *U If wafer the dominion, not merely of one feeling, buFof the mam
,

of feelings as compounded of our ideas, hopes, fears, and desires, and as guided and
modified by our habits. Among other proofs of this, the prevalent state of feeling.;

among the more enlightened of the young men of the day, is one fraught with ip-,

terest to ourselves. It is needless to shut our eyes to the fact, that old feeling^

are now, in many cases, going out of fashion. Party morality, for ej^mple, h^t
been $>mpletely exposed, anj the interests of the aristocracy laid bare to ev$n

;ftC
least discerning mind. The more acute of our young men feel ashamed to a^<
knowledge themselves dupes to old saws on this head. They see through the filmsy

veil ; hut they have not acquired, in place of the old errors, any new ennobling feeli-

ings Their selfishness is now absolutely blazoned ; and they deem this perception of

their own interests, and neglect of that of others, the deepest wisdom. „

f We speak here bf the momt sciences.
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* ciples of the moral sciences. It must be remembered that religion was
exhibited to these men under one of its worst forms—one peculiarly

liable to attack, leading, as it almost invariably has led, where free dis-

cussion ha$ been allowed, to disbelief in religion generally. In the
Sixteenth century, the dominant idea (to use a modern and somewhat

: iha^ctirate expression,) was reformation in religion. In France, after

years of.dreadful confusion and misery, all expectations of reformation
were crushed. Hopes of amendment departed ; but not with them the
perception of error ih tfye existing dogmas and institutions. To amend
being impossible, the next object was to abolish—to overturn religious
feelings and opinions generally. Thus, one large section of the field

of moral doctrine became unsettled : as regarded religion, the academie
philosophy came into vogue. In Government the effect was nearly the
same, the cause being nearly similar. The despotism of Louis XIV.
was too firmly established to admit the most distant expectation of sub-
version, or even of amelioration. All that remained was quiet acqui-
escence in fact, and the indulgence of satire at its expense. Its evils and
errors were, from time to time, exposed, and warmly commented on ; but
substitutes for the Government itself were seldom if ever thoughtJlif.
Again a species of sceptical, or academie ’philosophy, was here in
vogue.

Subjects which, like the science of jurisprudence, required exceedingly
accurate and consecutive thinking, offered little to attract men impelled
by the motives of the French philosophers. They contented themselves
with signalizing the more crying evils of the laws, and the administra-
tion of justice, while they left the sterile path of jurisprudential science
for more indefatigable inquirers. No attempt worthy of the slightest

consideration was ever hazarded by them to unite philosophy with law,
or to frame a set of means to obtain the end which, in their general de-
clarations, they conceived to be possible. They left law to lawyers, and
indulged invobjections to the existing system—objections well con-
ceived, and oftentimes singularly well enforced,—but here their voca-
tion ended :

—

“

Mepriser la science, et n'estimer que Tesprit, e'est
le gout presque universel du sifccle present,” was the statement of
H Aguesseau in the year 1709. He has eminently well characterized
the intellectual character of his time, and its consequences, in another
passage of the same paper ;* to which we must refer the reader, since
our limits will not allow us to extract it.

The above is necessarily a very general description, consisting entirely
of, assertions, which to be proved, would require a history of the period
spoken of. That history cannot here be attempted. The reader there-
fore must himself make what farther inquiry is necessary ; or disbelieve,
or trust the statement here given, without additional evidence. The
succeeding observations will take for granted th^fesc^tibn as above
attempted.

The immediately succeeding object proposed is,-to bring before the
reader a correct, and, if possible, a vivid conception of Rousseau’s cha-

* racter, mental and moral. To this end a short sketch of his early life
and education will be attempted ; so much of his history being brought
forward as will servo to illustrate the character of his mind, as wdl as

• Treixi&ne Mcrcuriale, prononede a la St. Marlin, 1709. La Science du Mari*.T
r
°“: *• Vonv&e*, 1010, p. 168. See also Septleme Mercurials,
iMd, p. 119, 127. .4 •
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‘to show how that character was created. This, with a general descrip-

tion of the effect produced on him by the then existing society of

franco, will be all that can be accomplished within the space Of the

present article. The system he proposed as a substitute for the ope lie

saw, with the application of that system to the present time, will be a
subject of subsequent inquiry.

In the year 1749, the Academy of Dijon proposed the following ques-

tion :—•“ Has the Renovation of the Arts and Sciences contributed to

purify or corrupt Society ? "* Rousseau answered this question : his essay

received the prize, (was couronnS) ; and he suddenly, at the age of forty,

acquired a great and unexpected reputation.

The view he took of society was new and startling. He propounded

many important truths ; followed to their legitimate consequences opi-

nions generally expressed; and by his consistencywas led to enunciate a
crowd of extravagant errors. If we consider the character of the man,
however, and the society into which he«was thrown, his conclusions, his

feelings, his conduct, though strange, will appear the necessary conse-

japnce of his situation.

Rousseau was possessed of an exquisitely nervous temperament, a weak
anfme, unsettled and delicate health. The education he received was

peculiarly calculated to heighten the sensitiveness he received from na-

ture,—to raise to morbid acuteness what, for his own happiness, ought to

have been checked and carefully regulated,—to make him, in fact, the

slave of warm emotions. His station, his wayward fate, continually

wrought upon this sensibility,*and drove hiiq, eventually to madness.

Had his infancy been differently passed ; had his subsequent youth been

happy and tranquil ; or had he, when he appeared in the world, fallen

upon different times, he would, perhaps, have been*a less useful exam-

ple and instructor of mankind, but he would inevitably have bepn far

happier hfmself. They whom nature has gifted with an apathetic tem-

perament, who have passed their infancy and youth in the calm even-

ness and carelesness which youth usually enjoys, cannot penetrate the

deep mysteries of such a mind as Rousseau's. Ilis feelings they cannot

comprehend,—his views they cannot appreciate,—his joys and his sor-

rows they cannot measure. He is as to them a being of a different order,

endowed with different senses, framed in a different mould. Things

which they perceive not, strike him to the quick. Wliep they begin to

feel, he is overpowered by emotion. His joys are bright glories that

never shed a radiance on their dull souls ; his sorrow is an overwhelm-

ing despair, incomprehensible by their apathetic temperament. The hard

and horny hand of the labourer will grasp a hot iron with impunity

;

strip that hand of its skin, and the very air will be intolerable. The

differences iifclhe jnosiA sensitiveness of various men are equal in their

extent.
,

The fatllfFQUvespPSCques married, early in life, a woman whom he

passionately loveft She had been the companion of his infancy and

youth ; and aftw many trials, and much opposition on the part of her *

relations, she became his wife. Rousseau's father was an humble citi-

zen of Geneva, poor, and a watchmaker,—his mother was the daughter

of a clergyman of some fortune and pretensions.+ “ Fate, which seemed

• Le Rdtablissement des Sciences et des Arts a-t*il contribud & dpurer on A cor-

rompre lea Maura?

f Confessions L. 1. It is with pain that we attempt a translation of the exquisite

language of Rousseau. The attempt is made, however, because thought necessary.
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to oppose their passion, served only to increase it. The young lover

being unable to obtain his mistress, gave himself up to grief. She ad-

vised him to travel in order that he might learn to forget her. He tr&vel-

letfebui without obtaining his object. He returned more in love than

eirnir. . He found her he loved still faithful—still kind. After this trial

nothing remained but to love one another for their lives. They swore

to do so,——and heaven blessed their oath. * * * * My father, after the

birth of my only brother,.departed for Constantinople, where he became

clockmaker to the Seraglio. During his absence, the beauty of my
mother, her wit, and her talents, attracted many admirers ; amongst

the warmest of these was M. de laClosure, the French Resident. His

passion must have been warm, since, at the end of thirty years, I saw

him weep when speaking of her. My mother had other safeguards,

however, besides her virtue. She tenderly loved her husband. She

pressed him to return. He quitted all, and came back. 1 was the sad

fruit of this union. Ten months after, 1 was bom infirm and ill. I cost

my mother her life. My birth was the first of my misfortunes.

“ 1 know not how my father supported this loss ; but 1 do know that^ta

was never consoled for it. He fancied that he saw her again in

without being able to forget that I had taken her away. He never em-
braced me but I felt by his sighs and convulsive embraces, that a bitter

regret was mixed with his caresses. They were but the more tender.

When he said, ‘ Jean Jacques, let us speak of thy mother/ I was accus-

tomed to answer, *Wc are about, then, to weep, my father.' The words,

themselves, drew tears
t

from him. Ah. 1 he exclaimed, render her to

me again—console me Jor her loss—fill up the void she has left in my
soul. Should I love thee thus, if you were only my child. Forty years

after her loss, he died in the arms of a second wife ; but the name of

the fiyst was on his lips—her image was at his heart/'
" Tels furent les auteurs de mes jours/' exclaims Rousseau/" De tous

les dons que le del leur avoit departis, un cceur sensible est le seul

qu 'ils me laisserent ; mais il avoit fait lour bonheur ; et fit tous les

malheurs de ma vie.”

Educated in his infancy by one so accustomed to yield to, and give

outward demonstration of his emotions,—being by his nature him-
self prone to the same state of feeling—it is not wonderful that he
should have this tendency increased, till it became actually a morbid
excitement. To add still more to this dangerous excitation, and to in-

crease its evil consequences, his father pursued a yet more extraordinary
codrse.
“ I felt,” says Rousseau, “ before I thought. This is the common lot

of humanity. It was mine more than that of most men. I am ignorant
of what I did until five or six years of agq; I IflJQw not Jmw I learned
to read. I recollect only the first things I rfogfoftd tlQ^effect upon
me. From this I date an uninterrupted con^nt^eRfeil^^yself. My
mother had left behind her some romances. My fath$jr and myself were
accustomed to read them after supper. The object, at" first, was to ex-
ercise me in reading by the aid of amusing books ; but the interest we
took in them soon became so lively, that we read them by turns with,
out interruption, and passed tfhole nights in this occupation. We
could never leave off till we reached the end of the volume. Sometimes
my father, hearing the swallows in the morning, would say, with shame,
Let us go to bed ; I am more a Child thap you.”

Oil this Rousseau makes the following judicious observations .
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“ In a short time I acquired by this dangerous' laethed> not only an
extreme facility in reading and understanding what <>1 read, but also a
knowledge of the passions singular at my age. 1 had yet no idea of
thingsj when all the emotions were already known to me. I hatj^jon-

ceived nothing, but had felt every thing. These confused emtiwfens

which I felt successively, had no effect upon the reason which I had not
yet acquired ; but they formed for me one of a different stamp, and gave
"tae romantic and bizarre* notions of human life, of which reflection and
experience have never cured me.” 9

. They who have not felt in themselves, nor witnessed in others, the
consequences of this too early excitation of the emotions, would hardly
be prepared for the fatal effects which almost necessarily flow from it.

As in the case of Rousseau, it is almost certain that views of life will be
framed upon exceedingly erroneous data, will necessarily be utterly

false, and the expectations consequent on those views will be doomed to

inevitable disappointment. But a still greater evil will arise. To the due
framing of the man, it is requisite that the child should grow up in a
certain carelessness of spirit. The natural mobility of a child requires,

for the full development of the mental as well as physical powers, to

have complete play. To train his infant limbs constant action is requi-

site. Watch a child, and see how unceasing is the motion requisite to

keep him in a state of comfort ; confine him for a moment, and he is

uncomfortable and unhappy. In the early days of his infancy, unable

to move himself sufficiently, the nurse keeps him in constant motion

;

having acquired strength he swings about his #rms, kicks with his little

legs, crawls, and throws himself into every possible contortion. The
boy runs, leaps, and keeps himself in one incessant turmoil. It is not re-

quisite to explain, or to attempt to explain these facts; to state why
this motion is needed ; suffice it that it is needed. But the action of

the chil(! is never spontaneously a continuous action ofjpne sort. Put
him to turn a wheel, and you would ruin his health and stop his growth.

His motion is all un-consecutive, (if we may use such an expression,)

first of one kind, then of another ; now he runs, now he walks, now he
falls on the ground, now he climbs ; he claps his hands, he throws a

stone, he pulls, ail in a rapid but irregular series. He is like a monkey
under the dominion of an ever-active nervous excitement. His mind re-

quires the same sort of treatment. He requires to have, a constant, and,

to a great degree, an irregular series of mental feelings. They must
not be consecutive feelings. He should have no emotions which continue

for any long period ; and no emotion should be raised which is not* sug-

gested by the present physical nature of the child. Long consecutive trains

of reasoning are, for the most part, a perfect mystery to him. His atten-

tion flags
; his memory is incapable of keeping before him the various

links of th$ iffiain : if he attenqitsit he becomes fatigued; and his mind,

like his b6dy, is, by such training, prevented from becoming vigorous

or healthy.* Precocious emotions are yet worse than precocious reason-

* Let it not bo imagined that all mental exercise in childhood is condemned.
What is desired is, that it should commence almost imperceptibly, should increase

with the"increasing powers $ till, at length, the greatest labour may be attempted.

But that in no case should the mental exercise be beyond the power of the mind.
As in the case of the body, it is possible not only to give it too much, but also too

heavy aid too steady work ; so,%ot only may you task the mind too long, but you 1

may also task it too heavily and too steadily. To make a child of six years old work
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ings. The one merely weakens the intellectual power, the other its m
man for misery. To accustom the child to emotions, is to rob him of

the glad carelessness of infancy; to rob him of this, is to deprive his

mincj^Of that elastic spring which is in life the grand preserver of hap-

pincW; that elasticity which enables us to rise up after disappointment,

and begin a new race—to keep before us bright prospects—to hope
firmly and steadily. As life wears on with the best regulated and
strongest minds, this elasticity becomes less and less, and eventually*

breaks down. To bring us' into life without this springing hope, is to

render life a blank and barren waste. A child who has passed his in-

fancy in anxiety and care, is ever a melancholy man ; and whether this

anxiety arise from fictitious subjects, or from real causes of sorrow, is

immaterial. To take the most assured way known to mar all hopes of

happiness, would be, not only to create this anxiety in childhood, anS
thereby create a morbidly melancholy temperament, but also, at the

same time, to heighten the sensibilities, and thereby render him more
deeply affected by every passing cause of emotion' A mind thus

framed, subjected to adversity, will ever render its unhappy possessor

exquisitely miserable.

But the education of Rousseau’s infancy was admirably adapted to these

ends. He was in the constant habit of seeing a person whom he loved in

deep distress : an affectionate and quick-feeling child, would by this be

kept in a state of constant anxiousness ; and, to heighten his sensibility, he
was led to sympathize with the ideal sorrows of heroes and heroines of

romances. That the chiljl was deeply interested in their fortunes, is

evident from the fact, that he spent whole nights in following their his-

tory. This of itself is sufficient to prove the exceeding sensitiveness of

his original, or natural temperament.* It proves, moreover, that he was
moved by passions not belonging to his age—that he acquired feelings at

variance with Jiis physical state. These, in fact, were his earliest recol-

lected impressions. Now, if any one will for a moment recall to his re-

collection the enormous influence these earliest impressions always pos-

sess—-the indelible traces they leave, he will quickly understand why
these played so important a part in Rousseau's after life ; he will under-

stand how they increased his sensibilities ; rendering him as quick to

feel, as if his actual nerves had been laid physically bare by the scalpel.

With an obtuse ami apathetic child, there would probably have resulted

but little mischief from such a treatment. He would possibly have sym-
pathized but little in the distress of his parent ; and he would not have
understood or felt the ideal miseries and pleasures of the heroes and
heroines who absorbed the attention of Rousseau. Instead of reading.

a whole day, is to give it too much work ; to make it turn a wheel for an hour, would
be to give it too steady work ; to make it lift a weight of ten pounds, would be to

give it too heavy work. So to keep a child all day at his task, (as it is called,) to

keep him an hour at one sort of task, to make him read Locke, are instances of
the three mischievous proceedings in his mental training.

* Rousseau gives the following opinion of himself:—“ J’avois done de la religion

tout ce qu* un enfant & l’dga oil j’dtois en pouvoit avoir. J'en avois memo davan-
tage,car pourquoi ddguiser id ma pensdqP Mon enfance ne fut pas d’un enfant. Je
sentfs, je pensai, toujonrs en homme. Ce n’est qu'en grandissant quejc suis»reptr6 dans
la classe ordinaire : en naissant j’en dtoit sort!. L’on rira de me voir me donner mo-
dsstement pour un prodige. Soit, mais quand on aura bien ri qu’on trouve un enfant
qtt'dtur ans les romans attachent, intdmssent, transportent.au point d’en pleurer 4
chaudes larmes ; alors je sentirai ma vanitd ridicule et conviendrai que j’ai t6rt.”

Confessions, L. 11.
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be would have dept ; instead of weeping he would have yawned. In a
highly sensitive temperament, the constant object should be to moderate
early emotions, to promote a careless joy in childhood, and to ward off

the anxieties that will inevitably press upon the man. It must be,, re-

membered also, that the health of Rousseau was exceedingly delicate.

That craving desire for action, which besets a robust child, must with

him have been comparatively weak. He must by this time have been
rendered more than commonly conscious of his thoughts. The sensa-

tions of ^vitality, all pleasant sensations, those joyous feelings of exuberant
life and spirits, which run in a glad tide through the frame of an active,

healthy child, must with him have been weak, perhaps unknown. His
life began with thought and emotions, (sentimens,J rather than sensa-

tions.* They who have received this dangerous gift, have usually proved
the great lights of humanity ; but life too often has been to them a bur-
then and a misery.

The reading romances, says Rousseau, finished with the summer of

1719 : he was then seven years old; and^to them succeeded studies better

adapted to his age. Amongst liis grandfather's books,, he found works
containing much useful knowledge, and treating on subjects in which he
could take an interest without opposing nature, or awakening a too pain-

ful excitement. “Plutarch, above all, became my favourite reading.

The pleasure 1 took in reading him, again and again, cured me somewhat
of my passion for romances

; and 1 soon preferred Agesilaus, Brutus,

Aristides, to Orondates, Aftamenes, and Juba. By these interesting

studies, and the conversations they occasioned between me and my father,

were formed in me that republican and free spirit, that haughty and
unconquerable character, impatient of restraint and of servitude, which,

throughout my life, has tormented me in situations least proper to give

a rein to my feelings. Unceasingly occupied with Rofhe, and with Athens,

—living, if 1 may so express myself, with their great men,—born jnyself

the citizen of a republic,—and the son of a father, whose strongest pas-

sion was the love of his country ; I was inflamed by his example. I be-

lieved myself a Greek or a Roman : I became the person whose life I

read ; the story of such of their acts of constancy and intrepidity as

struck me, made my eyes sparkle, and gave force and vigour to my voice.

One day I related, at table, the history of Scevola, and startled the be-

holders who saw me stretch my hand over the fire to represent the action

which he had performed."

He thus spent the early years of liis childhood, indulging rather

in intellectual than physical pleasures. His ideas were, even as a
child, exalted and refined ; and he was ever subjected to kind, to affec-

tionate treatment. “The children of kings could not be more care-

fully tended than I was, during my early years ; idolized by all who
surrounded me; and, what is much more rare, always treated as

a beloved, never as a spoiled child." This happy state continued but for

a short time. While it lasted, however, it was eminently conducive to

the creation of a gentle, refined, generous, and sensitive spirit. In his

* This assertion is not opposed to what Rousseau himself says, when he says, « Je
aentis avant de penser.” He means by this, that his emotions came before his reaton*

ings. All that the text meanB to assert, is, that the ideas of Rousseau were, in Ms
youth, a much larger portion of his existence, than in ordinary cases. Boys usually

have many sensations and few thoughts—Rousseau had many thoughts, and com*
paratively few sensations.
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old age, he runs ovfcr, with a garrulous affection, the list of his ear*.

liest mends ; and, at the distance of fifty long years, speaks of them
with a love still fresh and ardent. He passes over the story of his happy

infancy, with a lingering and devious step ; dwells with doting fondness

otiTeafch little incident ; and paints, with inimitable grace and truth, this

oink of the few happy periods of his wayward life. They who have watchi

ed the progress of education, either in themselves or others, must have
observed, that the times which have left on our recollections vivid im-

pressions, whether of pleasure or of pain, have also tended greatly to the

formation of our character. Affections and habit are ever stronger than

the mere deductions of reason in guiding the conduct of every human
being ; but the affections (and under this term we include any habit of

strong continuous emotion,) are, for the most part, created in those

times of excitement, which leave behind them permanent traces of their

past existence. In Rousseau, the earliest, and, consequently, the most
fruitful in their consequences, the strongest impressions were all of a

beneficent, gentle—almost femininely gentle description. The softness

which these early impressions imparted to his character, was never after-

wards destroyed.

Telles furent les premieres affections de mon entree a la vie ; ainsi com-
men90it a se former ou a se montrer en moi ce coeur a la fois si fier,

et si tendre, ce caractere effemine mais pourtant indomptable, qui flottant

toujours entre la faiblesse et la courage, entre la mollesse et la vertu,

m'a jusqu'au tout mis en contradiction avec moi-m&me, et a fait que
1’abstinence et la jouissance, le plaisir et la sagesse m'ont egalement

ecliappe.” <.

Unfortunately this quiet life was destined to an early termination.

His father quarrelled' with an officer. The officer's nose bled, and he
accused the father 'of Rousseau of drawing a sword in the city. This
officer being allied to some of the council, had interest sufficient to

determine th*. authorities to send his opponent to prison. The father of
Jean Jacques refused to go unless according to law they sent his accuser

there also. This was not done, and he therefore expatriated—leaving

his son to the care of his maternal uncle. Rousseau was for some years

still treated witli great kindness, and grew up the same sensitive child

he had commenced.* At length he was sent to the office of a “greffier,”

a species of law officer or register. His master, however, soon sent

him home, saying that his uncle had promised to send him a clever boy,

but had in reality given him “an ass." Jean Jacques was then ap-
prenticed to an engraver ; and here began his misery. By his education

he tiad been imbued with romantic and elevated notions, had been
tenderly treated, subjected to little discipline, and by no means prepared
for drudgery, or application to mere mechanic labour. He was suddenly
thrust into a shop, and all his old associations and feelings were rudely,

not to say brutally, assailed. He who had been the cherished child of a
fond father—the peton of his neighbours, and the little and favoured
lover of pretty women—lie who had indulged in high-flown love and
patriotism—who dreamed of Brutus, and fancied himself a Roman—was
at once made the apprentice-drudge of a watch engraver. TJie painful
story of his degradation we need not follow. The brutality of his master

• Every parent would clo well by carefully reading his description of his life,

under the care of R. Lambercier.
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drove him into vice, and eventually exiled him from his country, Th$
poor boy ran away from his master ; and at the age of sixteen commenced
that wandering unsettled career which ended only with hie life. The
reflections of Kousseau upon this event should be present to the mind of
every parent and every master. How seldom do men recollect, that the
children they govern are but miniatures of themselves ; that they feel,

as men do,—that injustice, neglect, and contempt, sink deep into their

minds ; and that misery is as much misery, though it be the portion of a

'

being not four*feet in height, as if it had fallen to the lot of a full-

grown man,
^

»

“ Before I abandon myself to the fatality of my destiny, let me turn
my eyes to that fate which awaited me, had 1 fallen into the hands of a
better master. No situation was more suited to my temper, more fitted

to render foe happy, than the obscure and tranquil condition of a good
artisan, particularly of certain classes, such, for example, as the engravers
of Geneva. This condition, sufficiently lucrative to give me an easy
subsistence, and not enough so to lead to a fortune, would have bound-
ed my ambition for the remainder of my days ; and leaving me leisure

to cultivate honestly moderate tastes, would have retained me within my
sphere, without offering me the means of passing beyond it. Endowed
with an imagination rich enough to adorn with its chimeras my condi-

tion,—sufficiently powerful to transport me at will, in thought, from
one to the other, it mattered little of what condition I really was.
“ The distance between my own situation and that of the first castle in

the air that I might build, was not so great but that I could easily arrive

in idea at the point I imagined.* From this single fact it followed, thqt

the most simple condition—that most free from troubles and care—that

which left my mind most at liberty, was that whieh would have suited

me best, and which was, in fact, precisely my own. J should have pass-

ed in the bosom of my family, my country, my friends, and my religion, a
peaceful and quiet life, one that agreed with my character, and spent

in a uniformity of labour that aecorded^with my taste, and a society

that accorded with my affections. I should have been a good Christian,

a good citizen, a good father of a family, a good friend, a good artisan ;

in short, a good man. I should have loved my condition, and perhaps

should have done it honour ;
and after having passed an obscure and

simple but an equal, happy life, I should have died peacefully in the

midst of my friends. Soon forgotten, doubtless, I should at least have

been regretted as long as I was remembered. In place of this," he

exclaims, “ What a picture I am about to draw ! Let me not, however,

anticipate the miseries of my life.* I shall but too much occupy Iny

readers with this unhappy subject."

With a mind fitted for a quiet and peaceful state, full of sensibilities,

which, under happy circumstances, would have prevented his passage

through life from being the dull journey of a stolid traveller, but which,

in an unsettled condition, would necessarily expose him defenceless to

a host of miseries, poor Rousseau left his home, his friends and his coun-

try. Without money, and without the knowledge of any art by which

he could earn it, a mere child in years, and more than all, in experience,

he was thrown upon the wide world, to battle for himself. Is it wonder-

ful that under such circumstances, he should have been guilty of many
errors—that temptation should overbear virtuous resolves—thfct a sus-

picious and even misanthropic spirit should eventually arise in him ?

2
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M W&imi judge him harshly who have not been subjected t» the

tame partitas trials. He who has gone through the ordeal, and come
oat uriscathed—As may be permitted to indulge in bitter rebuke, but
assuredly will be the last to exercise his right. However faulty Roufe.

seen limy have been in particular cases, his mind was nevertheless saved

from corruption by his accidental acquaintance with a very remarkable

as well as a very amiable woman. Every reader who knows any thing of

Rousseaii will know that we allude to Madame de Warrens. There is

hare not the slightest intention either to apologize for, or to palliate, by
a consideration of the manners of the time, the connexion that took
place between her and Jean Jacques ; all that is desired is, that the

effect of that connexion on the mind of Rousseau should be understood.

That mind has become a subject interesting to mankind at larga; a
subject connected with matters of the most minute, most extended
import, involving now the destinies not merely of a nation but the

whole European world, now the most minute regulation of our nurseries,

now the most important questions in the business of education. What-
ever tended to produce this powerful instrument deserves the deepest

attention.

While*under the care 6f hi& relati&ns, the education of Rousseau was
peculiarly pure, simple, and gentle. Living in a country famous for

almost prudish manndh, under the care for the most part of women in

the middling ranks of life, it was natural that his mind should be kept
free from all libertine ideas—that he should he accustomed to strict

decency of thought «ind of language ; a stranger as well to the profli-

gacy of conduct, then prevalent in Frae-ce, as to the moraj debasement
which that profligacy engendered. Happily for himself he was not u*p

by enjoyment ; neither had he hi,s capabilities for kind and exalting sym-
pathies destroyed by the heartless intercourse then in vogue amidst the

polite circles of 'Paris. Chance, after he left his home, kej>t him free

from debasing connexions ; and under the roof and guidance, and in the
society of Madame de Warreps, he enjoyed in youth what few men are

permitted to dhjoy, the most perfect intercourse with an educated and
delicate woman. There are few things which in thg education of man,
in what is called civilized life, have so powerful a tendency to “ petrify

the feelings," to degrade and brutalize their characters as their early

connexion with women dispossessed of modesty and never endowed with

education. The link that binds man to woman should not be merely
a physical passion. That can as wejl have for its object the base as

the good—the lowest as wyll as th# most exalted jpf her sex. That
requires no delicacy of feeling, no gfqercfeity of sentiment, no tender-

ness, no benevolenc# That, if it be single, destroys the necessity for

these. A youth overflowing with sympathy, seeking, from the dictate of

his nature?, a soul warm with the same feelings, the same thoughts ; look-

ing for one*on wkoih he may rest his floating visions of happiness, who
may heighten by sharing, may extend, and render definite by participa-

tion, the host of vague«vet noble imaginings which possess him ; this

youth, thus waftn, thus*Bensitive, thus noble, who wants but one new
emotion to render permanent the^good that is yet unsettled, is let

loose to his own guidance, and exposed to the worst temptations, and
^subjected to fatal and 1 sickening disappointment. He meets not what
ho hopes. Where he sought rdfftiemeht he meets tfith coarse vulgarity,—'

where sympathy, utter and degraded selfishness ; no answering passion

3
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eate emotion* are mocked at ; a revulsion takes pbu»—disgust eqo»
eeedg—he snatches the sole good, the sole enjoyment within hi* reach
—he becomes careless as to any other. His sensibilities fade-r^bi*

generous tendencies are destroyed ; and the passion best fitted* if

well directed* to render him benevolent and happy* being perverted in
its course* brutalizes and hardens him. To this miserable ordeal Rous-
seau was never subjected. The most imaginative visionary* °the most
romantic lover* the most dreaming enthusiast that has ever communi-
cated his secret thoughts to the world* he mefe with one* whatever were
her failings* who could fully appreciate the wild and tumultuous crowd
of emotions which possessed him—one with whom he had been accus-
tomed deeply to sympathise—whose tastes* manners* thought* and Act-
ings were those of a highly educated and delicate woman. * * v *>

After many wanderings and strange adventures* he was established
quietly in her house* and continued to live #?ith her fyu some ypa^s*
passing his time almost wholly in her an* employed in the assi-

duous cultivation of lus mind. Music ,became a petition with him*
from it he hoped eventually to obtain his subsistence.
“ Not finding himself sitffidwtfy' learned, hot belaying that he

was endowed with talents that^Would enable lftufto shinp ig %be
lie of letters* or to make his fortune by< this me#|to* he thought th<$*'he

might obtain his end by^music* wh*c^ he particularly sfcgdied. r$ind
l
*ag

x

its signs defective, he conceived \fie Pfojaptl of amplifying them—be.

lieved that he hud succeeded, and set off tq^jjaris .with |ps new system.

This was in 1741. He wty then twenty-nines He was* yet
t
to remain

ten years in. obscurity:,
t

H*»****«<***«
* * *“ Apprentice to a grejJHfr. jgn eH^dfbr* lacquey*, valet da^&bambre*

seminariste, interpreter to#ffi archimendrite* secretarycm cadastre,mjisic

master* tutor-—$$ch were the professions he exercised, one after anbiher

;

separating them by intervals consecrated to occupation# of his owj*

choice, to tuuvbhy to idleness, to promenade**' to reading; ho who waq,

one day* without cgpsing* to be the sport of^ortune—to force mothers
to fulfil the mqfft holy of their duties—to teach men tg depend on'

their own labour and industry—to hear a brave * ana generous nation

request that he would compose /or them a body of laws*—a nation which
has become the victim, and has undergone the humiliating yoke of her
more powerful euemiea-^lie who was to give tq morals a'cljaim hitherto

unknown—gad w|j^ in dhort to efieefa& revolution in education*

in manners* in the arts, and g* jgHtics.V ^Memdbes, gul. i. pp. 41* 42.)
If We now consider^£he temperament which Rgtsseau received frpjftr

nature* end carefully consider his education* it will not bq very difficult

to understfihd the character he possessed. He says of«j>imsel£p tbpt*

previous to his knowledge of M. Zain, who was the original ofthe Savoy*
ard Vicar*

—

“

Dtmsljprdre successive de mes gouts et de mes id^ea* j’avcia

toujours eU tropTaut ou trop has ; Achille ou Thersite* tautqtJb<^os*,efc

tantdt vaurien/' (Confessions* 1. iii.) Of me rom^Stic part qf Ju#
character* at the period of his denature for Paris* he wMPttt cureCfcr*-

of the unworthy pari&ttle remainW; still* at tfter period# of his li£$»

early depravatiqn ofgome of his ideas was.sometimes manifest. Uq WM
exceedingly sensitive,* proud, hatfilg th#^e^ appearance of subjection*

timid* and* to use q French phrase peculiarlyJfOted&sed (Us, mmr§ ton*

nStee. .His virtues* and his ideas of virtue* had been gatheredfinest
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entirely from books ; and of authors he consequently had exceedingly

exalted notions* Occupied inteiisgly with his own thoughts and feelings,

he had little quickness of observation, so that, although ho had been

placed >n situations to obtain Experience, he was, in truth, little ac-

quainted with mert,—he was a novice in the world. Fancy 9Uvh a n?an

thrown upon the brilliant society of Paris ; living’, for ten years, in that

society, a person of little consideration, though inwardly conscious of

the wonderful powers that belonged to him. It is easy to conceive the*

treatment he received, and to understand the effect produced by that

treatment upon his protyl, sensitive, and timid character. Ills views

respecting the morality of the society he beheld, could, without diffi-

culty, be foreseen, as well aw the consequent opinions he entertained

respecting Ijhe circumstances by which it whs produced,

It has been above stated, that the society then existing, in spite of

every outward shew of liberality, was, in essence, highly Aristocratic.

This was soon made manifest to Rousseau, by the most insulting con-

duct on the gjprfc of, some of the persons with Whom he came in contact.

In 170, ho accepted* tile situation of ^ci rotary to the French Embassy
to Venice. ^Jpfe.was ill-treated by the ambassador ; and insulted, on his

return to Ppris, by Madame de /Jufienyul, 4he mother of the ambas-

sador. %
v

*

Ia seconde eirconshgnce esfc relative a Madhme deQe/enval qui \oulut

Tenvoy^r diner £ foffice,* 11 pit avoit tfepuis trop long temps oublie le

chcmin pour le reprendre ; Amalgrd ltfddfreW clans laquelloil so trou-

vait, it allait soriir iorsqUO* Madame de *11rug Lie, fit oxpliqucr sa mere.

A boh retopr de, Venice, lbfut trts inal reyn do Madame de Bezenval,

qui ne fi# jamais se mettre danaja tetc qu’ fut possible qu’ uu anu
basaadcur eitt tort^ aver son speretaire' * Jean J.ieqiies fut tollpinent

piqud defect accueil, qu* en sortfnt^fle c^e/ olio, il lui oerhit uno des

forces et vivos lettfes qu’il ait peut-etre eerftes. C'eut ete une piece do
comphraison fort curieuse ; mais pour la cunsener, il aprnit fifllu porter

a notre littexture un interct quo ne pouvait a\oif une etrangcre, qui

ne trouvait rien de beau jLins ce monde que ties parchemins, et rien de
meritoire quo le merite dWfgSeu\.*’ (Vol. i. p, 1.9, Memoires-)

‘

These instances of marked ami open indolence riimiiftahcd necessarily,

as Rousseau becaAc known as a remarkable and powerful w liter; still,

wherever the leaven of aristocracy remains, no matter what may be the
motives to conciliating, flattering, and careful conduct, there will there

ever be an under current, expressive of insolent superiority. The mis-

tress, even to her lover; the very baAom* frierftf “ wh£ wears you in his

v Rousseau was not' tlic only person who was insulted after this fashion, Ma-
dame Roland ftfes given a graph if account of a piece of sinnlai insolence. One of

the moat remarkable things connected with this statement by Madame Roland, is an
ohjtervatio;! Which will be found lespecting it in a tale by Miss Edgeworth,' called

“The Good French Governess.” Miss Fdgeuorth h,%^ ^ak^B tfpon heftelf to sneer
at the indignation,&1t by Mttfome lioland on the occasion. Now, Mbs Edgeworth
is a woman ot senna; and ought to have been able to conceive tlupp such indignation

Was Jfielf, not ‘hernuse there was any real dugadatiou in being to dme with the

servants, hut becpuT the perfcbn who ««eiit ner there thought U was so, and yet sub-
jected,her to the indignity^ Let Miss Edgeworth tsnc> herself in an Irish noble-
map*!) hpuse, and command by‘the hoA& to go dine da

v
th© servants' hall

;

would she not deem this conduct ibittcr affront ? Add in What can Mi*s Edge-
wofth claim viupeiiorityWpr Madame Roland? There are thousands, and ourselves

among the number, who would place her infinitely beloifr that remarkable woman.
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heart of hearts

;

M he who will acknowledge the superiority ojf hit
friend in every moral and intellectual quality ; Who bestows on him
his most unbounded confidence ; who, in the hour of heed, will trust to
him; who, if he want aught done demanding courage, high feeling,

4

talent, will seek first his plebeian friend,—this same man, if tlxe spirit of
aristocracy be in him, will not merely mark the superiority which he
himself would enjoy, from his accidental distinctions, but will set over
this, liis bosom friend, men whom he himself despises, and that, too, merely
because they also derive lustre from their station ; will, ever and anon,
draw a line between himself ahd his friend, in the very hour of confi-

dence and sympathy ; will, with apparent unconsciousness, hut, in reality,

with careful forethought* quietly let drop some pregnant hint—some allu-

sive assertion destructive of ali equality,,and, consequently, destructive
of all friendship. In the, outset of life there are fw u so learned in

human dealings” as to possess a knowledge of this.strangq propensity;

None, however, with one spark of hpnest prkle, but must have acquired
it, if lie lias been thrown into such discrepant station. .Rousseau dis-

covered it too late for his happiness. Besides the'gallim^insults? which
such associations inevitably induce, there wj^ anothcVJovfl, which) to
Rousseau, was equally' intolerable. This was*the dependence in which
the writers of the day were placed oy siome powerful friend. This Waaf

every day becoming more necessary, hinc£ the opposition to the prtifftuii

gation of opinions was becoming evfery (lay more warm and vindUrtivei'

Some of the consequences of perfect, free<l(gn were beginning to he plainly

understood. The real power of the priehtliobd'was already shaken to its

foundation ^ and Voltaire, e\er tIfo most powerful of their adversaries,

was obliged to truckle 'to the government and aristocracy, in order to

escape the consequences of priestly rage and vindictivtffiess. There was
beginning to be a very veheAenf cry of “ religion is iir danger ;* 'and nq

one dared, while attacking superstition, to attack, at the same tiniPj the

aristocracy, lest thoy should he deprived of the old means of defence.

This cry of the priesthood became, at length, so efficient, that Voltaire

was content to purchase safety by expatriation ;
his friends being no

longei* able to defend Him against the virinpit hatred of his priestly

enemies. * k

To this truckling Rousseau hud a hitter repugnance.* Seeing

the" mischiefs resulting from the Government, from the reigning

tone of manners, as well as fgom ^religion, he determined to expose the

one evil as well as the other, and bppulsed the idea of dependence upon

a profligate society. * TjArc were others who ^entertained the same opi-

nion, (Diderot for example ;) but* who, ftfes imprudent than HoussegU,

saw that it was more Conducive to their purposes notHo come to an open

rupture with all evil doers in consequence. Diderot wisely withdrew*

in great measure, from the society of the aristocracy, and^by his frw*

gaiity, was ever independent of them. Rousseau, vehement and timid*

feeling a burning indignation, made no scruple of openly avowing R ; and"

consequently raised a host of enemies, before whom he fled in|ie Obscu-

* Montaigne hod before felt the same disgust. “ 1 lov^1 ’ he says* « to duscottwd

and argue, but it is with ftrw persons ami for myself ; for^o fcerre as a spectaclefa

the great, and to make a parade of one's kWvlotgc and talent, 1 djxnii a conductjibd

business unbecoming a man of honqwr.” “ Car dc servitude spectacle aux gtande, it

falre A I’envi parade de wm +-c«pr|t, et dc?son cnqhat, trouve quo c>st*W nvdhw
tr^s-me&^ant a un honunc d’honpcuT.V
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rlty and exile. Diderotsm by far the wiser and more magnanimous
course ; but Diderot had been educated in the world, was not possessed

of the vehement temperament that was the curse of Rousseau, and was

a man of much more calm and equable fortitude. The virtue of Dide-

rot equalled the simple grandeur of Socrates. Rousseau’s mind was a

most unfortunate compound ; he had too much sensibility, or too little

Courage. Had he felt less warmly, he might easily have avoided the

storm ; had he been more courageous, he would have braved it. Byron,

like Rousseau, was driven from society ;* but Byron did not sink under

the attack. He tumid round upon his ^pursuers ^ and, by a spirit of

vengeance, was buoyed up to a fierce and effectual resistance. He fought

his way back to the world, and regained the favour he had perhaps de^

servedly forfeited. Had Rousseau possessed the vindictive spirit of

Byron, with the steady perseverance and courage of Diderot, he might

have read his enemies a lesson not easily forgotten. That lesson trat

read a few. years afterwards ; but it was written in blood.

j.

THE FOURTH ESTATE.

Ilofroiiifei—for ever honour and gratitude to the Fourth Estate ! Who-
ever in the late final conflict and issue of our fate may have faltered or

hung back, wliercvqy cnay have lurkeft the wavering or the treacherous,

the phalanx of the press have stood shoulder to shoulder. They have

shewn the firmness of adamant with the rapidity and power of lightning,

and have contributed more to the national triumph than any other

cause, save the people themselves. The Tories are accordingly biting

the dust bprith the words on their lips !
—

“

The base press '*—

“

The
incendiary, the treasonable press !" They have no reason to love it.

* When a trite-hearted oM, Tory, of the time when Toryism was not yet

Completely debased and Cntified with unnatidhql feeling, self-seeking

corruption and jobtypry, when Johnson founded the Fourth Estate, how
little did his philosophy comprehend the nature ofthe stupendous power
which, amidst poverty and difficulty, he was stealQ$lly laying ; or that he
was forming a mighty focus into which* the scattered rays of truth were
to be gathered, and reflected back with mcreasetf brightness and intensity.

J
The Fourth Estate, as the press is described one of those pregnant
jokes Which sometimes turn out solemn lamest, must* henceforth act as

.the alternate curb or spur of the other three, and
1

as their corrector and
counsellor. It already aids each in holding or adjusting that nice con-

stRutiopal balance which determines the general welfare. Its advice,

if attended to, would have saved Charles x. his crown, and secured

to William IV. his popularity. It ought to be a Catholic King's

«
* Byron/ indeed, brought down on himself tbe clamour of sopiety, by his own

misconduct. fyusseSu could accuse himself of no vidons set. These two men were
alike only In the degree dttheir sensibilities. It cannot, however, hut be acknow-
ledged* that tbe clamour raised against Lord Byron, was altogether beyond what the
public ware justified in raising on the evidence they did or do possess. Byron’s
$rjSs», if crime there was, is still a mystery. There are few men that mtgfit not be

by dark insinuations; tfor the hoflour of hu&an nature, it is to be hoped
Pfrt bn wpponentB hare tome reason for their accusation.
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private confessor, and half the keeper of an English monarch** mu
science. To the people it already gives a supplementary body of
active representatives, over which they* have the sole control. It is

what the pnlpit and the daily holdings-forth were, in former periods

of trouble, but with power and activity immeasurably greater.

Had the infatuated intriguers of the Opposition,'with the legal Achito.
phel now execrated by his owfi party, whose counsels have so signally
been turned to" foolishness, read, however imperfectly, the signs of the
times, manifested from day to day in the newspapers, though they could
not have redeemed their power, they might have saved their forfeited

character, and escaped the stigma and brand which neither Copley's
robes nor the Duke's laurels can now hide.

The direct and indirect influence of the newspaper press, from the
tact, ability, and integrity with which it is at present conducted, and the
astonishing facility and rapidity with which it reports the debates In
Parliament and the proceedings of all public assemblies, and indicates

every change in the public interest, is a 'stronger safeguaid of freedom,
and check against corruption, than all the statutory enactments that
ever legislative wisdom devised. All that it requires is sufferance—to
be let alone in the workings of its magnificent power. What a launch
forward it has given the public mind within the last eighteen months

!

Let its enemies hear it—

“

hear the truth sublime"—Mind never ,retTO-

gades. It may be crushed—annihilated ; but it cannot recede. It would
be as easy, in this country, to re-erect the worship of the to

raise again the old errors which the press lias lately been srpowerkl an
arm in levelling.

Since the Revolution of the Thh£e Days, and the pjgople’atftrst general
election in 1830, but especially sine* the declaration of Wellington, fol-

lowed by Earl Grey's broad-based satisfactory me*stfre, the newsphpejr

press has been the consistent and powerful champion of Reform. .That
fractional part of it which, from interest and oM habitude**, hfS clung
to the Tory party, is hardly worth naming. Of the thirteen Londqa
daily papers, ten are instruments of Reform^ The three on the other

side, are of limited circulation, and would^ almost insignificant save
from the publicity given* to them by their opponents. No Tory of com-
mon sense ever reads a Tory newspapefr. He encourages, but leaves

them to gull those who choose to be gul)ed. Of fifteen weekly papers

in London, twelve steadily/ boldly, and, like the daily prints, with as-

tonishing powe* and talent, advocate popular rights, and defend the na-
tional honour. In the great manufacturing and commercial tftwn* of
Liverpool, Maft&Nester, Glasgow, Dublin, Leeds, Newcastle, &C, ’the

proportion of liberal prints is about equally great as in the metropolis.

There is in Edinburgh, the late stronghold and high place of Toryton
rampant and unmitigated, but one paper which respectable Tories acknow-
ledge—the venerable Advertiser—which is so confirmed in the old use

and wont of admiring, and absolutely adoring, the general system, and
all the little minor systems, and their satellites, and every Hitter* and
shred belonging to them, that it is an equal wagdr its type would^un-
less strongly constrained, “ voluntary movejnto harmonious number^*
singing paeans to the days that we have seen. * /

* *

In a few towns of England and Ireland, the clergy, and Tory squires,

and Orangemen, have lately fried to stem the torrent^IfcmmParting-
ton's mop to the Atlantic—by getting up jamt-stoc^ newspapers. Vbm
forced mushrooms of the dunghilktf corruption navq, in some instatfmk

4 a a2
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died already and must all perjsti, as soon as the subscription funds are

exhausted. The actual state of public opinion, and the immense majority

of Reformers among persons who buy and read newspapers, could not

be referred to any surer test. A writer in Blackwood’s Magazine lately
'

adduced its sales as a proof of the popularity of its politics* forgetting,

by the way, that it regularly claims superiority from literary talent.

A good logician never brings forward two causes, where one is equal to

the effect. But no matter ; and, admitting that it is for Tory politics

it is bought, and neither for talent, nor habit, nor the morbid curiosity

of persons of opposite opinions, nor the natural consequences of .time and
chance perseveringly improved in the half lifetime that it has been before

the public,—but solely politics. And what then does this prove? thf^^
the Tory driblets, however greedily swallowed, are but as a drop in the

stream to the daily outpouring of the liberal press in London alone* This

“magnificent power”—the Briareus-handed—the Argus-eyed—the my-
riad-voiced—the true “ Orator of the human race”—never felt all its

giant strength till now, and ndver, used it to such npble purpose. For the

use to which it has applied its influences, it is entitled alike to the

thanks of the government and of the people. With shades of difference

of opinion about men and modes, it lias stuck stanchly to the main

cause ; dispelling error, detecting, and exposing intrigue and falsehood,

restraining popular violence, directing the heady current of opinion,

rousing, stimulating, combining the living masses on which it acted so

electrically ; thinking, and watching, and feeling for all, with a generous

. self-devotion which is unparalleled, save by the patriotic exertions of

the Parisian Journalists during the T^hree Days. From the highest to

the lowestJ*every
w
individual connected with the press, in whatever ca-

pacity, appeared animated by the same enthusiasm, and acted as if the

cause depended off his singla efforts. And in this mighty crisis much
indeed depended on activity and . combination in wielding the moral

force ' bf tKe Fourth*Estate. We have fought and triumphed, but

must never forget how much of the victory is owing to the prodigious

efforts and zealous co-oj£fation of the public prints. They deserve .

well of their country. Next t^me we shall J^e sending them public votes

. of thanks, and they deserve a monument now. In the meanwhile, a

sheet of Golden sentences, selected from the newspapers published between

the 8th and 17tli of May, ought tqbe hung on the walls of every free-

man's dwelling. The newspapers h%ye theiT own grievances, and must
have suffered disappointment at the failure of the Ministry to redeem
a pledge in their behalf, implied if not expressed ; but they have magna-
nimously deferred their individual interests to th^Ppublic good, and

. uttered no murftmr ; though we may guess that to havfe bought over

this powerful engine, or bribed it to neutrality, had such been pos-

sible, a Tory government would have granted it any pecuniary immunity.
Notwithstanding the coarse and incessant vituperation which the Tories

direct against the whole press—for their own fractional part is not worth

notied^-it is certain that up to ^the hour when it was etident that the

e&use of the people \&s betrayed, its counsels were (togettor with firmness

and unanimity) patience aqd submission to the !hw. Till the fondest hopes

of the nation were contemned and baffled, no newspaper had sanctioned

by its approval even the passive resistance " of suffering goods to be
distrained rather than pay taxes to the goyerrliShent of the oligarchy,

the clubs, the coteries, and the sword. ' Few of them had even coun-

selled the making of peers up to the infatuated vote of the 9th Oc-
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tober, nor subsequently, but as a measure of dire necessity. Their
Lordships have taken care to cure the press and the public g£ this

squeamishness ; they have taught us to admire unmaking fully asrmuch

as creating. The press has indeed latterly spoken out in a tone of just-

ly-roused indignation, and with an effect which may afterwards draw
more profound reflection to its oracles. Its suppression by gagging

bills, fines, and imprisonments, would necessarily have been the first

work of an administration of force. Persecution of the press has even

no# been impotently menaced by the bafHed intriguers, but the Times
,

single-handed, laughs Lord Lyndhurst to scorn, and holds at nought

Earl Winchilsea, and the strong-willed flinty Duke. The vipers bite

•the file.

The eloquence and literary talent displayed in the leading news-
papers, is to us less remarkable than the clear-sighted, profound,

and statesman-like views >of their conductors. Night after uight,

day after day, what a torrent of forcible reasoning have they, at this

juncture, thrown out ; how many errors and blunders have they ex-

posed apd corrected, and in the egg crushed how much of incipient

villany. The editor of a London daily paper act^ continually and on
the spur of the moment, as a judge in the Jrigliost resort ; and summing
up, and pronouncing upon every great interest agitated in Parliament

and in the country, is but one of his dhties. He stands in the situation of

an influential and somewhat accredited agent," acting between the people

and the government, and is, in some measure, expected to indicate the

course to be taken by each. Whin the Government is in sympathy
with the people, as, thank Heaven, It again is, lys functions are super-

seded to a considerable degree, but the slightest revulsion restores the

press to its fullest tmdl most important uses, as tjie guide and enlight-

ener of the governed, afrd a potent dheck on misrutfe.* Even in times of

its abridged influence^ it is to the House df^Commons what the people

are to itself—the Mrs. Grundy, whohelps to.keep all right. Th&Lords*
House, unfortunately fdt itself, is too closely enwrapped in*ts panoply

of dignity, to regard Mrs. Grundy's opinions but as those of a vulgar

character, quite unworthy its notice. It prfefers the conservative wis-

dom and enlightened spirit of resistance, displayed by its emblem Dame
Partington. r>

m
Our praise has’ been j£iven to the ilbral sublime of the press, to its

manly honesty, patriotism, and indcffl&ndence. It ought also to be liber-

ally bestowed on itfiK rapidity of movement, which, in thirty-six hours,

apprised the northern capital of,*the ominous transactions in London

;

and, up to the 17th, laid onJie breakfast-tables of the inhabitants bf
the metropolis^ an exposure the midnight intrigues plottings in

the recesses and purlieus of t^e palace, long before the actors were
again awakened to per&ct their mischief..

With such a power as the newspaper and periodical press, even in its

present hampered condition, it is impossible to perpetuate misrule in

Britain so again, we say,—Honour to The Fourth Estate ! *» has
DESERVED <$F ITS COUNTRY.



THE CONTRAST.

See yofl this picture ? Such the once bright look

$ Of that worn aged woman, bending low
O’er the large pages of that Holiest Book,

With dull fixed eye, and pale lips moving slow.

What earnest Jind you in that ruined shrine

Of weary, wasted, poor humanity,
Of the Aili loveliness so like divine

¥
Of form and face, she wore in days gone by ?

Is this the figure, wrought in truest mould,
Whose natural graces owned such power to move P

Is this the brow—the glance—whose mirror told

Nought dwelt within but Joy, and truth, and love P

•

And more than all, is thiB the mind that drew
Thought, fancy, feeling, from the meanest thing P

And its own mystery of enchantment threw
O’er other hearts, till echoed every string I

This is strange contrast—but how such things are,

Bewilder not thy watchful wondering heart

;

For 1 will shew thcc contrast deeper far,

And more enduring—yet4hou wilt not start.

*
Amid the spirits of departed wdrth,

Who now in sainted glory lifted high,

Look down upon the busy fields of earth

Front {Jhelr effulgent chambers in the sky

Methinks already, throned in light, I see

That feeble matron’s soul to heaven upborne—*mA floating seraph, blessed, pare, and free,

As golden cloudlet on a summers moral

And even when dazzling in her life’s best hour,

Bloom on her cheek, and beauty on her brow,
Oh 1 was she^not a weak and worthless flower

Compared with all she fs in glorymow 1

That form, so peerless once, was but of clay

;

That heart, thff* warm, was mortal in Hs fleeting

But radiantfaow in heaven’s eternal day,

Each moment s> it flies is aye revealing

More and more clear the spirit’sperfect mind

;

Whose holy eye our noblest divings her*

Views hut in sorrow, and compassion kind,

And o’er faelr stain lets All an Angel’s tear 1

, Oh, «ud}ess mystery of Almighty Power I

That from the acafttopars the giant tree,

v
And grsftts to Faith flw* triumphant dower,

The crown that neTfHftdewof Immortality
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Our apprehensions have proved too well-founded. The waverers—or
the traitord, to give them their true name, for the Wavering was a pre-
tence to cover their treacherous purpose—by conceding the second read-
ing, drew the Ministry into the snare. The Bill carried ovejffiat point,

and the principle finally admitted, the King would not recognise the
necessity for"a creation of Peers, The Tories, who throughout hhd been
encouraged by a knowledge of the King's real dispositions, and at* the
critical moment had private intelligence of hi* resolution, tried their

way in the attempt to put t^e Bill out of joint, by postponing the dis-

franchisement to the enfranchisement clauses ; calculating, that if they
were thus permitted to dislocate the limbs, the treatment of the crippled
thing would pass into their hands ; or that if Lord Grey unsuccessfully

resisted, he might be represented to the King as a wilful, impracticable
man, stickling for a point of mere form, against the opinion pf a majo-
rity disposed to put the measure into a ehape for success, and bringing
defeat upon himself by his unreasonable pertinacity. They reckoned

^correctly on every circumstance but the eveqjt. They judged most ac-

curately of the King ;—no wonder, as the Court instructed them ; they
had a perfect understanding of the hidden effect of the amendment for

reversing the order of the Bill, and merely putting it on its head instead

of its feet ; but they were not prepared for the readiness with which
Lord Grey comprehended the design, or for the firmness with which he
limited its operation to the 4>ne defeat. The Minister applied to the
King for the aid of the prerogative, or the acceptance of his resigna-

tion. The choice was the choice of kings. It was no part of the plan

to drive Lord Grey unblemished from office, and to pass him into oppo-

sition with all the honours of popularity. The design was, to put him
through series of concessions or defeats, to exhibit him in every pos-

ture of feebleness ; to make him suspected of dishonesty, or dgpiTed for

impotence ; to show him as an incapable, powerless champion, or a be-

trayer of the cause to which he had pledged uncompromising devotion*

They desired not to destroy the Minister with a blow dealt in open hos-

tility, but to kick and cuff him, and make him an object of derision,

contemptuous pity, or angry suspicion.* They would have treated him
as Mirabel is treated by the bravoes in “ The Inconstant one changing

snuff-boxes With him, horn for gold ; another fancying his coat, and ren-

dering his own thread-bare garment in return ; another insisting op his

wig, and substituting his own scratch ;—from this, it comes to one tread-

ing on his toes, and * second tweaking his nose, and a third winding

up all, by asking "by whose sword he would prefer to die, as that

was an issue on which they* Were peremptorily fixed, notwithstanding all

the previous agreeable trifling. Lord Grey has suo marte delivered him*

self from such toils ; and instead of his disgrace, which was so ardently

desired by the cut-throat party, another is disgraced, whose sense oftha

effect, when he ‘arrives at it, will not conduce to the favour of those

whose shabby intrigues have been the direct causes.

The explanations of Ministers have left considerable obscurity about

the King's conduct towards them respecting the creation of Peers.

There is, however, no doubt that his Majesty had promised them the

aid of a creation ; and *s ** little doubt that « knowledge of that

promise induced the Lords Harrowby and Wharncliffe to make a pre»
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tence of yielding, by which they drewJiqrd Grey into the snare of owing

the Second Reading to tWr treacherous adhesion, instead of to the rein-

forcement, which surely lie should have insisted on as necessary to the

safety of the Bill. From flie facts and. statements aif present before us,

we infer that an opportunity has* been lost,.
,
Supposing that the ^per-

formance of the King's promise could at % tilde Eaye been had, yet,- if

the demand had been sooner made,, the denial or ’ evasion would have

sooner closed the career of thp Ministryx Is it not therefore clear that

the call upon his Majesty for the fulfilment Of his engagetiftents could

notliave been made till after the defeat on the 7th £ and*is it hot possible

tlipt, if. made at an earlier period^ arid before incessant intrigue and
importunity had been allowed their full scope, compliance might have
been hiwl? .To say the least, we, fear, a chance has been thrown away;
and in war or monarchical politics, no leader; however skilled or fortunate,

can afford to throw away a chance. Jt is not improbable that Lord
Grey was the dupe of Lords Jlarrowby;and ^Whqrncliffe, and really gave
them credit for the conversion they professed; though, when he saw the

denouement of the plot, he "could with sufficient clearness perceive

the absurdity of expecting that men wpuld lose any opportunity of giving

a death-blow to a measure which they professed to believe destructive

of the state, and fraught with the ruin of society. We think, therefore,

that there must have been an indiscretion, a failure of sagacity on the

part of Lord Grey ; and without this supposition it is indeed impossible

to understand the gratitude he and his colleagues express in their

explanations for the conduct of his Majesty towards them. Lord Grey
acknowledged the support and confidence that he had uniformly expe-
rienced; Lord Broughain the repeated proofs of confidence. Now the sup-

port and confidence so acknowledged were precisely the things which failed

on the application on the 8th, and therefore we must infer that \he same
particular demand Ikid never before been made on them.

It is very probable that Lord Grey had the wish to require the per-

formant^, of the King's promise at an earlier period, but was thwarted
by,* difference of opinion in the cabinet. If the King's engagentbnt
was to make Peers, when the necessity should be apparent, and cer-

tain Lords in the administration had their doubts of the necessity, or
their aversions to the expedient when the Premier was himself convinced
of the necessity, we know ndt how he cqpld make the application

to his Majesty, without first (which perhaps he should have done,)
remodelling the Cabinet, so as to bring it into accord with his

views. The King would not have failed to have information of the dif-

ference of opinion, which would have caused him to ask the question,

whether the Cabinet generally concurred as tojhe necessity, * and the
Premier would have been obliged to admit ttyat he was in the minority.

This may have been the hitch that caused 1i delay, in which the King’s
purpose was worked upon to yield, Here, therefore, was an indiscretion,

—a fault of Lord Grey, at so critical a juncture, when any risk was to be
preferred to the chance of losing the opportunity of obtaining the per-
formance of the King’s promise. It may be, however, that Lord Grey
thought the promise he had so binding, that Qathing but death could
deprive him of the benefit of it in time of 4iqed. Even in that view,
against death he should have bfifen prepared

“To make assurance doubly *

And take a bond of Fate.’*
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In thkr one partforil&r, the prudence of Lord Grey's course may be ques-

tionable ; but there is not a doubt; there lies not now the shadow of a
suspicion on his honesty of purpose, and unalterable devotion to the

public cause.

As little doubt; On the other hand, is there, as to the honour and
.the prudence of aiiother great actor in this catastrophe. .The honour
and the prudence are both neg&tiye, beyond question. If a know,
ledge of the disfease be half the cure, the world should not laWnt the

insults and injuries which instruct it in the nature of vicious powers.

Every page in the 'experience of mankind, teaches the same lesson

;

and almost every country in Europe presents the living examples in

proof of it :—Portugal, Spairt, France, Belgium, Polahd, all attest the

same truth, and shew the one cause always working the one effect.

- Here the indignation hoik over against the evil counsellors
; and the

reptiles are held up to scorn and execration, who have instigated*the

mischief. These things ever "have, and ever will be at work ; and in

railing against them, we wa&te otir wrath upon the branches, instead

of going to the root of the evil. Kings will always have their creatures,

and tmktf%reature* will possess them. In one reign, they will be of one
sort ; in another, of a different quality. On great occasions they sig-

nalize the malignity of their influence ; butf the misfortune is, that we
should ever be liable to, or at the mercy of, such influencer

15th, In the House of Commons, last night. Sir Francis Burdett
said t€ The Royal mind was open to reason—(stupendous compliment

!)

The King had no* private views ; he never had any. He had always

said to his Minister?, Do that you think right, ^without considering me;
do what is for the good of the country, and let that be your only guide.”

Did his Most Excellent Majesty, with a mind open to reason, say this

when his Ministers, applied to him for a creation & Oh, no ! He gave

them fuU liberty to act, according to the host of their judgment, for the

public good ; and only withdrew his permission and his confid^pie, when
they asked that which was necessary to give effect t& their plans.

What, a miracle of patriotism ! He gave them full liberty to go out

to battle, and only refused the succours requisite for victory when
they were called for. And who is it that makes this discovery, that

no blame attaches to the King for convulsing the country by with,

holding the promised airport from his Ministers? Why Sir Francis

Burdett ! In the House, on the 1 1th, he contended for the King's

prerogative to enfranchise or disfranchise places at pleasure; or, what
is the same thing, on the ground of their flourishing or decaying; a

fact which could no^bo disputed with the King, however notoriously

against the truth his exercise of his prerogative might imply the case

to be. The Constitution of the House of Representation would thus

fee subjected to the Crown.

k
^Wtl^bfadame Roland was right. The vocation of kings to reforma,

ion is always to be mistrust#!. William, when Duke of Clarence, was
a blusterer ; he wap often out of favour with the King, his brother

;

always abused and vilified by the Tories ; and, on the other hand, pet-

ted at Holland Hourtf. The Duke of Wellington deprived him of his

appointment of Lord High Admiral, which, we believe, he loved dearer

than his life. Was it this act which carried a secret conviction of the

Duke's judgment to the mind of the Prince, and has made his Grace
of authority for wisdom? When his Royal Highness was called to the
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throne, the Tone* bewailed the event as a' national calamity. They tra-.

duced him in every conceivable way, and brought against him a blacker

charge than any that applies to the memory of Nero—they said he was
vulgar. Stories were circulated of his conversation which would have

disgraced a scavenger. His manners were described as not only offen-

sive to taste, but to decency. All this by the Tories ! In one of the

Annuals especially devoted to the Aristocracy, “ The Keepsake," Mr.
Theodore'Hook wrote an elaborate satire on him, under the title of “ The
New King." These affronts on the one hand, and the affectionate re-

spect shown to him by tKe Whig party and the people, it might have
been supposed, would have inclined him to a decided course against

his aspersers ; but it was observed throughout, with no small degree

of suspicion, that his Majesty’s associates were Tory. At the fetes

given to him, it was noted that there were very few Reformers pre-

sent; sometimes not one. It is highly probable that the contempt in

which he wa9 held by the Tories was never known to the Kurt; but
be that as it may, a king is a Tory animal, and he will be kindMjto the

offences of his tribe, than to the good offices of those hum opi-

nions inconvenience his exalted notions of Royal dignity. rJgmf
The whole truth flashed upon the world, when the King, TOepatriot

King, the Reformer, sent for Lord Lyndhurst, on the resignation of his

Ministers. This showed indeed which way the wind blew. Not a word
need be said here of Lord Lyndhurst’s character. The name speaks

every thing. And this was the King’s choice of an adviser! The
King knew that he could fiot renounce Reform, that*he might as well

renounce his Crown; Reform was therefore to be a condition of the

new Ministry, an extensive Reform its profession . Lord Lyndhurst
was pitched upo^ as the servant of all work, to assist in the orga-

nization of such an administration. There is a very expressive phrase

which the Tories use to express what is plainly termed qpostacy.

They “ Such a one 1 has listened to reason or, “ he will not

refuse to listen fat reason** Lord Lyndhurst, knowing himself, had
also a pretty true conception of the character of his worthy confe-

derate, the Duke of Wellington ; and as he had listened to reason in the

King’s closet, so he judged, that the Duke would listen to reason in the

same place. Reform had appeared to both a cureless mischief in Par-

liament, but a different view was to be had offit in his Majesty's cham-
ber. There is a great deal in what is commonly called u putting one
thing and another together." Reform, separately considered, seemed
intolerable to these noble legislators, but, joined with office, it did not
look.so had. At all events, be it what it might, there was no .denying

the King’s wishes,—at least not when they pointed to office. They did

not, indeed, withdraw their opposition in the House, to prevent the

King’s embarrassment, and signify their respect for his professed wishes
but they could not refuse compliance with his desire, that they should

undertake office, though reform and revolution, and anarchy and de.3

struction, should come of it. The Duke, in fine, listened to reason ; and
he and the other convert have suffered, in consequence, the common
fate of listeners,—that of not hearing any goodipf themselves. Here
ended the listening to reason. The Duke went into the market ; but
dog’s meat was not to be had at any price he could offer. The very

turn-spits reminded him, that they had a character ; and declined his

overtures, rejected his offers. It was most diverting, above all, to see
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the prudery of Peel, the airs he put on when setting off hit own scru-
pulousness against the Duke's backsliding*. He was not boastful, far
from it ; but he took care to impress the grounds of his resolutions in
such a way, as to mark most distinctly whertf the frail one had fallen,

and where he made his stand. Not that he blamed : oh no ; he commend,
ed, extremely commended, the good-nature of his friend, and only fear-
ed lest his own particularity,—the nicety of his virtue,—the punctili-
ousness of his morality,—the different notion he had of saying black
one moment and white the next, might be turned to the reproach of
the more facile party. We are firmly convinced, that Cato himself
could never have felt the pride of honesty to the same degree as Peel,
when he found that there was a man in England who would, do for office

what he would not do. He bowed his head in humility, lest it should
sweep the stars from the skies. lie was oppressed with a sense of his own
virtue. He had passed the mark of apostacy. He was made an honest
man of. The Duke had the bottle-imp all to himself. The story goes,
that as a certain person, not highly favoured by nature, was walking the
streets, a stranger joyously accosted him^ and tendering a very band-
some snuff-box, said, “ Sir,—I have the greatest happiness in handing
you this box ; it is yours/'—

“

Mine ! how do you mean ?"—“ Yes, Sir,

it is you™ ; that box was presented to me as the uglies^man in Eng-
land ; and I was bound to keep it till I met with an uglier, and tl^pn to
transfer it to him. I have travelled long and far ; I have seen many ;

and yet the box bus stuck by me ; but now, at last, I see you, and re-
cognise claims to it surpassing mine, as a Satyr to Hyperion. I rejoice
in acquitting myself of my Obligation, and 3hink I may congratulate
you, my good Sir, that the box is your's for ever." Something like this

was the joy of Peel, when he saw the Duke in posse&ion of the King's
commission to organize a Reform Ministry.

* a

17th. »It was soon clear, that it was as eas^for the Duke to mise the
devil as a Ministry. The Thanes flew from him- HetfouhlViot, like

Matthews, play all the parts ; and it was evident*to the most greedy
place-hunters, that he would play nothing4jut the devil. The Great Cap-
tain therefore flashed in the pan. lie was “ alone in his glory, " and had
the mortification of being obliged to tell the King, that the man of his

choice could not, patch up t Ministry. The King found himself in a
false position. The county was without a Government, and never so
well governed ; its indignation intense—its spirit high—its resolves
stem and fixed—its temped calm. The appearances left no choice, and
Lord Grey was again sent for ; but the nme occupied in treating, de-
notes the difficulties that were yet to be overcome. Up to the close of
this day, all was doubt; and it was feared that the Trimmers would find

pretexts for coming in, at any sacrifice of consistency, " to protect his ’

Majesty from being forced," as th$y term the coercion which saves a
man fromfelo de se.

18th. Lord Grey declared in the House, that he had the assurance of
adequate means for th^ success of the Bill, and that the Ministry was
restored. The wrath of the Tory Lords was now changed to wailing.

The night before, thmr insolence had seemed the intoxication of success
They now howled with rage. There was to be a% end of the independ-
ence of the House, and the world was to go to wreck. They raved of
the enormity of nominee peers—'they, who saw nothing amiss in nominee
members of the Representative Chamber

!
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Thus for things have worked well. The country has made a grand

demonstration. The faction has made a signal exposure. The people

have manifested what they can do. Their enemies have found out

what they cannot do. They have taken nothing but contempt, by their

abortive attempt. The Whigs are now reinstated ; and surely with

improved wisdom, if wisdom is to be had in the school of experience.

The last fortnight has indeed teemed with instruction. Lord Grey

has seen how vain have been all his endeavours to conciliate the ad-

verse faction ; how idle is? the attempt to cajole the wolf, or buy off

the rapacity of his nature, fie must also observe that he has no strength

but in the people,—by them he has been supported, by them borne on

to his triumph. Let him not for a moment mistake the nature of his

force—it is all derived. He is but as the pot of brass which floated

d6wn the stream with the earthen pot. The earthen pot came into col-

lision with the brazen one, and was dashed to pieces. Let not the brazen

pot misconceive the cause of this victory : it was undoubtedly of the

better stuff, but the stream lent' it the force which smashed the viler

vessel ; and if it steers out of; the current, and runs itself on the shore,

with the conceit of a capacity for tilting, it will soon And that, instead

of being a potent conqueror, it is but an empty, armless, legless, motion-

less, lifeless thing, stuck fast in the mud.

Nothing is as yet known of the terms on which Lord Grey has

returned to office, and some are doubtful whether he has the power of

creating peers. We think it utterly impossible that he can have again

charged himself with 1i is grave responsibilities without this condition.

For what did he resign? Not surely to. sulk for a week, and succumb.

Nothing but the assurance that the tuning-key is in his hands will in-

duce the faction to withdraw their opposition ;
and Lord Grey must per-

fectly well know tfcaf any,prospect p£ the success of the Bill without a

creation, must include the gertaihty of his having the power to tjarry it

by one. Vhe ^oubt^ unreasonable as we think it, -on this head indicates

the poor opinion wMch is entertained of the sagacity of the Ministry.

As an addition is absolutely necessary in one quarter, so a clearance is

as indispensable in others. There must be a complete fumigation. The
country is overrun with troublesome insects, which must be driven from

their nests and holds! A thorough sweeping is necessary, and the

broom should first be employed about the Coprt. Having been so gear

an extremity as we have been this eventful week, every one sees how
necessary to safety it is that the enemies of the people should be dis-

lodged from the various “ coins of vantage ” they have been so blame-

ably permitted to occupy.
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The month of May, 1832, will be a
land.mark in the history of this island.

The whole country had been in a fer-

ment during the Easter recess, with
meetings assembled for the purpose of ex-

pressing their satisfaction with the second
reading of the Reform Bill, and their

earnest adjuration to have it speedily

passed into a law. These assemblies of
the people were more in number, and at-

tended by n)ore dense multitudes than
had ever previously been witnessed. At
all of them, it was unequivocally declared

that nothing would satisfy the nation
shortof thcfull measure introduced by Earl

"

Grey in its three great provisions, enfran-
chisement of large towns, disfranchise-

ment of close and nomination boroughs,

and the extension of the franchise to the

10/. renters. The quiet, steady ardour of

the reformers of all classes, shewed that

their resolution had been screwed jo* the

sticking place. The national mood was'

silent, not exactly irritated, but such as

not safely to be tampered with. On
Monday the 7th of May, Parliament re-

assembled, and tliq anti-rcformeJs imme-
diately unmasked their battery in the.

House of Lords. Earl Grey, on^noving
in Committe, the adoption of the disfran-

chising clause relating to schedule A. pro-

posed that the number 56 be not specified)

but that their Lordships do come to a suc-

cessive vote on each individual borough as

part of the clause. Lord Lyndhurst rose

next, and reminding " nolle Lords,”

that although by voting for the Second*

Reading they had pledged themselves to
ft the three principles of disfranchise-

ment, enfranchisement, and extension of

suffrage,” they were not tied down to

the exact amount specified in the Bill.

His Lordship maintained that it was ne-

cessary to ascertain, in the' first place,

the number of places to which the fran-

chise was to be extended, as that must be

the limit of disfranchisement ; and, on^

that ground, moved as an amendment
the postponement of the first and second

clauses. The amendment; was supported

by Lords Harrowhy, Bexley, Welling.

ton, Winchilsea, Whamcliffe, Ellenbo-
rough, Harewood, and Carnarvon, on
the ground that the object of the amend,
ment was not to defeat Schedules A and
B. These noble orators instituted sevc.

raj most suspicious defences of their in-

tegrity and fair dealing—no person har-
ing, at that moment, called either in

question. The Duke of Newcastle, With
the high feeling of an English gentleman,

honestly aVowed he supported the amend-
ment, as he would do any thing likely

to frustrate the hill. Lords Grey and
, Brougham explicitly declared that they

would regard the success of the amendment
as fatal to the Bill. Lords Radnor and

f

Holland held the same opinion : the lat-

ter most felicitously shewing that the pri-

ority of disfranchisement was a principle

of the Bill. Lord Manvers felt himself

•tied dowjfcby Ms vote, on the Second

Reading. Lord Clifford, a supporter of

the Minisfry, who addressed Jjie House,

for the first time, after an fll-timed and
'ineffective speech, vTeft his party exactly

where they were. The result of the discus.

sion was :— *
- Contents (for the amendment) 151

Non-contents - - 116
* '

> H ____
v

Majority against Minister* 35
Immediately afterthe yotewas taken, Earl
Grey moved, that the further consideration

of th%Bill be postponed till Thursday.

Lord Ellenborough seized the opportu-

nity of narratiug the mutilations of the

measure which he and his friends con-

templated j—113 members were to be

taken from the close and nomination bo-

roughs, and distributed among the placets

to which the franchise was to be extend-

ed. It was not proposed to raise the 10/.

qualification, but, on the contrary, to re-

tain, in some places, that of scot and lot.

His Lordship exposed great anxiety to

hast&i the settlement of the Reform ques-
tion. Lord Grey treated the empty hy-

d

pdcrite with the most dignified scorn, and
insisted upon postponement of further

proceedings for the present. With the

result of this first discussion in Commit-
tee, the country was rather pleased thain
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otherwise, The object of the opposition

wao transparent. They vainly hoped,

that, by postponing the question of dis-

franchisement until they had allayed the

clamours of Manchester, and other large

places, they might adventure upon the

rescue of some of their pet boroughs.

They also cfepected to win the Huntites,

by the prospect of scot and lot voting.

The country, instead of being divided by
such paltry shuffling, only fett its con-

tempt for a faction increased, which could

have recourse to such mean subterfuges.

Lord Grey likewise had embraced the op-

portunity of stating more strongly than

he had ever done before, his resolution to

abide by the 10/. qualification. The most
implicit reliance was placed ou the firm-

ness of the king ; and the general feeling

was, satisfaction that the enemy find

shewn his teeth where he had no power

of harming. An immediate creation of

Peers was looked tor as a matter of

> course. On the 8th, Lord Grey and his

colleagues came unanimously to the re-

solution of instantly soliciting from the

King a creation of Peers, sufficient to en-

sure the success of the Reform Bill. Im-
mediately after the brtaking up of the

Cabinet, the Premier and the Chancellor

proceeded to Windsor.
#
Thl King affect-

ed to hesitate, on account of the great

number requisite. The Ministers beg-

ged, in the event of hi» Majesty’s not re-

solving to adopt their advice,
4

to tender

their resignation. The King desired till

next day totteliberate. Ou the morning of

Wednesday it was intimated that the re-

signation had been accepted. The affecta-

tion of delay was a mere farce. It ha's

since been ascertained that the King had
five days previously come to terms witli

the opposition.^ This betaking of kingly

faith—for Karl Grey had at one time

the royal pledge
f
to create pears—was

effected by the working, of a most con-

temptible knot of intriguers upon the

facility of a well-meaning weak old

man. The Queen had been from the first

inimical to reform. Her sentiments were
shared by the royal brothers Gloucester

and Cumberland. There had from the

first existed betwixt the Queen and the

FitafClarcnces that civil dislike which
legitimate spouses and illegitimate chil-

dren are wont reciprocity to cherish.

Circumstances had occurred yet more to

embitter their mutual feelings of ani-

mosity. It happened, however, tftet the

unreasonable ambition of theeldest bastard
and the greed of the others were net
sufficiently yielded to by Ministers, and*
the result was, that the two factions of
court-flies joined in the end, like High-
landers of old, “ against all honest men

who had purses in their poekets and
breeches on their hinder ends.*' With
such instruments, an ambitious oligarchy,

ready to creep into Office even at the ex-

pense of granting reform, which they had
denounced as unnecessary or dangerous,

or passing the Bill which they had called

revolutionary, did not disdain to work.
The King was now besieged incessantly,

wearied nature at length gave way, and
he falsified his word to Earl Grey. In
this baek-sta&r's intrigue, the Earl of
Munster played the leading conspirator,

thereby justly earning the title bestowed

upon him by the Quarterly Review—“a
good Tory,1 ’ which in common English

means a bad citizen. It is but justice to

Col. Fox and Lord Errol, the King's

sons-in-law, to add that they stood aloof

from the whole of this miserable petticoat

diplomacy, and have acted throughout
honourable and consistent parts. The
unlooked-for intelligence was received by
the nation in a manner that makes us
yet more proud of our country. The
proceedings of ttijg House of Lords were
only looked tojpftmlcr to ascertain from
Earl Grey^ tffihaelf that he really had
resigned. 'Not another thought was
waited upon those who had insulted

us ; but every man in every district of the

Qpuntry proceeded at once to act. In the

House of Commons, Lord A1thorp had
no sooner announced the Ministerial re-

signation, than Lord Ebrington rose to

give notice of his intention fo move an
address to the King, on the state of public
affairs next evening. The motion which
he subsequently laid before the House for

its adoption, was ns follows :

—

“ That an humble nddress be presented

to his Majesty, humbly to represent to

his Majesty the deep regret felt by this

House at the change which has been an-
nounced in his Majesty’s councils, by the
•retirement of those Ministers, in whom
this House continues to repose unabated
confidence. ^
“ That this House, in conformity with

the recommendation contained in his Ma-
jesty’s most gracious speech from the

throne, has framed, and sent up to the
House of Lords, a Bill for a reform hi
the representation of the people, by which
they are convinced, that the prerogatives

of the Crown, the authorities of both
Houses of Parliament, and the rights

and liberties of the people are equally

secured.

“ That, to the progress of this measure,
this House considers itself bound ~ftivduty
to state to his Majesty, that his 'tabjects

are looking with the most intense anxiety

;

and* they cann&t ditguise ftomhis Mqjer-

ty their apprehension, that ahf successful
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attempt to mutilate, or Impair ita eA-
eieucy, would be productive ofthe greatest

disappointment and dismay.
“ This House is, therefore, compelled,

by warm attachment to his Majesty's
person and government, humbly, but most
earnestly, to implore his Majesty to call
to his couucils, *Stch persons only, as will
carry into effing, unimpaired in all its

essential provisions, that Bill for the Re-
form of the representation of the people,
u hich has recently passed this House.”
The debate which ensued is characte-

rized by those who were present, as

partaking of the solemnity and the in-

terest of the occasion. u We lia>e sel-

dom,” says the Titnes, M attended a dis-

cussion in which the House showed
greater attention to the sentiments ad-
dressed to it by the different speakers, or
in which the speakers seemed more im-
pressed with the momentous nature of
the crisis which their words and their

votes were destined to effect.” When the
gallery was cleared for division, the num-
bers were :

—

For LonlEbiingtod^ygiption, 288
Against - - 208

Majority in favour of the motion, 80
Of the members who usually vote frith

Lord Grey's Administration seventy-eight

w ere absent chiefly out of London ; eight

paired off ; twelve left the House without

noting; and three voted against Lord
Ebringtonh motion. The <Vhole nation

was up acting simultaneously, and in co-

operation W'ith the House of Commons.
There was no cold hesitating pfluse

:

every man was ready for action. In
London, the National Union met on

#
Wednesday eveniug, the evcrflng of the

resignation. The Union received an ac-

cession of one thousand two hundred

members that night. It was resolved

—

That the betrayal of the people’s cause

was not attributable to Lord Grey or

his Administration, but to the base and

foul treachery of others ; that meetings

ought to be held ip, every county, town,

and parish, for th* purpose of concerting

measures for averting the national dan-

ger ; that a petition be presented to the

House of Commons to vest the supplies

in commissioners until such time as the

Reform Bill pass into a law. Several of

the speakers declared that they had not,

and would not, pay taxes until the Bill

was passed. Preparations were made
the same evening for holding meetings in

every .ward and parish of the metropolis.

On Thursday the Court of Copimou Coun-
cil met In Qultthall, resolved to petition

the Cotnmons to stop* tlid supplies, and

ruminated a committee of fifty members

to watch the progress of Reform. On
Friday the Livery met at GuildhaUy*afid
the electors of Westminster at the Crown
and Anchor Tavern. The resolutions

adopted at both these meetings were sub-
stantially the same with those passed
by the Common Council. At the Crown
and Anchor Mr. O'Connell*was loudly
called for, and addressed the meeting
in a strain of overwhelming eloquence.

The inhabitants of the borough of South-
wark met on Saturday in such num-
bers, that an adjournment, to St. Mar-
garet's Hill was necessary. Here .also

the Supplies were attacked. A strong
symptom of the public feeling was called

/orth by the speech of Mr. Ellis. “ He
could not bring his mind to believe that
his most gracious Majesty, King William
1V. lwd given up his people. (The speaker
paused slightly here, as 4f expecting a
chfeir, hut the silence the meeting
was most marked, perfect silence hav-
ing succeeded to the hum Which ge-

nerally prevails in large assemblies.)

He could not' bring his mindHo believe

but that his Majesty wished well to

the country. (The same silence.) It'

was to the base advisers who had al-

tered his Majesty's mind that they
must attribute thr frustration of Hheir
h$pes» (A solitary hear!)** The Par-
liamentary district of St. Mary-le-bone,
St. Pancras, and Paddington, met on
Monday, to the number of 20,000 and
upwards, Joseph Hume, Esq** in the

chair. A true English •aadtfrcss to the
King was agreed to* WhBst these larger

meetings were convened in the metro-
polis, the inhabitants of every parish and
ward were assembling for the same pur-
poses, and the National Union sat every
night. The whole .of London was up.
The intelligence oFEarl Grey's resigna-

tion reached Birmingham on Thursday
morning. Byfelqyen o'clock a printed

placard was frequent in the windows:
“ Notice I No taxes paid here untilthe
Reform Bill is passed !

** In the course

of the day, npw&rds of five hundred gen-

tlemen who had hitherto held aloof, en- <

rolled themselves as members of the

,

Union. At four in Jjie afternoon, the

inhabitants of Birmingham and the*eur-

rounding towns met at Newhall-Hill.
No placards, raregular citation had tape
issued, but their numbers could not pos-

sibly be less than 100,000. The spue
they occupied is six acres, andwas densely
filled. A petition was addressed t*, the
House of Coramqps which, in addition
to the usual prayer stop t^e. Sup-
plies, contains the following remark-
ably sentence ;

—

u That your petitioners

find it declared in, Ike BiU of. Rights,
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that the people of England may have

gjpi# ft* thlif defence—(here the speaker

watt inftltpptttd by tremendotis cheer

tfigy which lasted ftr seveial mmutes,)
suitable th their condition, and & al-

lowod hy law; and your petitioners ap-

ptehendi that this great right will be

put tti ftrtif generally, and that the whole

0i the people of England wiH think it

necessary to hare arms for their defence,

fa ttfder that* they may be prepared fbi

any circumstances that may anSt'.** (He-

itevtai chewy.) The Union aftm wards

decWevPfts sittings permanent, and nam-

ed, a deputation to take the petition ex.

press to London, and communicate to t^e

Common Council and the City Wist*

minster the defcei initiation ,of Jhe people

Of Warwickshire and Staffordshire, to .tul

them In the common cause. The dele*

gates, Messrs* Scliolefleld, Pmkos, pnd

Ckeen, were ftUpvted to the vcige of1 the

town iy the cheering of &Sbi*mblc d inulti-

ttidte; at"Coventiy they w ere enthusi isti-

cally welcomed ; at the meeting of the

Comnfcpn* Hail, of the flattens ot Wist-

mihster, and, of the pailiaim ntaiy dis-

trict Of Mai r-le-bpne, they Writ vvaimly

assured ot lespect and fellow-feeldig. By
the inconceivable exertions of the rir.il

tiuhif
the newts^iead hke wfldfiio

through the countiy. M un-hosier Re-
ceived the intelligence on Thorny fbie-

noon. At 12 o’clock, <a meuing was held

iu the Town Hall, at a huh it w&ftgteed

to petition the Commons to stop the hup.

plies. Infbe (ouise of tom houn, the

petition ba$£feceived upvvauh of 25,0th)

signature!.
,

publu meeting has sun e

been held at Mamhestei, at wlmh time

could not be fewer tli in 4.0,000 pei sons
(

present. The Pitlumentaiy Reform

Union of Liverpool passid lesolutious on
tenth, declaratory ot their 'intentio i

to lend tlien aid, to giye effeit to the

town meeting. On Monday the 14th,

19.000 inhabitants assembled to declare

their confident e m Ea^Giey, and to pe-

tition for withholding the Suppln a. Sin f-

field, Wakefield, and Leeds, each lose, m
succession, a» the doleful inessengei passed

through. The Noithcin Union w as at

its post. Glasgow and Paisley mustered

extempore meetings, of 60,000 enih. A
second meeting was held at the former

qty, at which tliere cou^not be less tlian

140.000 persona present—ns solemnly

determined as ever were their Whigga-
xnore forefather^ and as sure <o siu -

cee4* A* Kdmbuigj^the Political Ujfiftn,

and the Tiades’ Ut^on publibhed de-

clar^tyms on Splurday^ that, uncertain
trheft to attribute blame, they looked tor

- HlHo safety ot the nation alone in the si-

^«w0taneou9 exertions of the House of

Commons, and the whole nation; and

that they were ready, under existing cir-

cumstances, to co-operate with the rest of

the inhabitants in petitioning the House
of Commons to stop the supplies, refer-

ling to each man’s private judgment what
further steps might be advisable, m the

event of failure. On Tuesday the 15th,

the Hefoi mers of Edinburgh met in the

King’s Park, in number fiom 40,000 to

50,000 stiongtf A multitude of sable

banners, with most intelligible devices,

weic on the field. A rnoic ordeily,

intelligent, and resolute meeting, we
never witnessed. We have attempted

to give a faint bketeh of the progress

ot the hoiy cioss noithwaid, (borne

by a goo l-hiimbiiiecl young editor in a
i liaise and foui) ; but tue excitement was
the sapie, add ladlntcd with the same
el£cti i< ityinevei v dnu li.m round London.
Kent, Suvs'V, Hampshne, lb von, Glou-
CQstei shite, weie hustling fm the hav.
England cued aloud as with one voice;

and tiom the othei side ol the channel

was hca.d a kind ot lush who, deilaiing

that Pat w is teady foi a tussle. The ac-

count of the tempo stninl up m the

count! v by late mcuumtes i oiled back
upon I ondon, and added to the feveusli

agitation of the inh ib't Hits. Despite ot

all these sigm, the mad attempt to foun a
nimibti j out of the i uenuob of the Bill

was attempted. All the nooked michi-
nations set at woih aie not, peihaps
never may be, uni ivelled. 4t is, how-
eve**, cm tain that the Duke ot Welling,
toa und itoo\ to collect a mmistty, and
lftlfcfe be any imam ig in wouls, hints,

and my *t< nous phrases, Mr. Baling was
at hist willing to acuptorhie under him.
It would he too much to accuse the Duke
of all tint lus been l ml to his clii»’ge;

but he stands ac f used— md'Jufhci to w lth-

out eontiadic turn-— of having been pre-

paied to come into office resolved to pass
the Bill, could he have found enough ot
coad) iilois icady to brave the national
indigoHum in furtheiance of such a ne-
iiiious scheme, l'lw suspicion of such
an firiaiigetneut added fuel to tlie flame
aheady bo fieicely hiuning. It nau known
tint many of the Scotch Giey*. wore the
badgeoJ theBirmingham Union. The troops
stationed at Newcastle had openly de-
c laied their resolution not to hj*o upon
the peq^le. A similar dcclaiatiou was
understood to have been made by those
marched to Glasgow about the time the

Bill w ns hist throw n out. A lieutenant in
* a yeomam y regiment was subjected to a
court martial for questioning the law laid

down by Chief Justice Tmdal at Bristol,

declaring that under the circumstance*
described by the learned judge he would

1



neither draw hii sword Mr all©# thote

under his command to dd so. Tfcf con-

stemation of the mercantile world in*

creased. The funds—that most mysteri-

ous of all juggles—kept "pretty equable
throughout the ferment, though latterly

even they gave symptoms of depression.

A great number of the small fundholders
sold out, and in many instances the price

was carried directly to the Bank to be
exchanged for gold. Orders for' remit-

tances of gold began to pour Sn from tbe

country bankers. During* tljrec days,

upwards of a million and a half waajjaid
in gold at the Bank—.a large proportion

in sums of from dJO/. to 100/. A depu-
tation from the Bank is understood to

have waited upon the King, for ihc pur-
pose of requesting an older in Count il to

suspend cash payments, ana grant sm
amnesty. Meanwhile, the House of Coni-

lujf to .tract the m*#, ,j$et toat UW
was an attempt to fetote tottoficn, hS'jt?

remittance of 12,080 fta&lu for ft* berjft.,

fit of cholera patients.' government1

of a wealthy nation (Very drtttadly HxA
humanely toe$ we think,) rtfWt,
tmvagant ' a* present from a
^aherlunsiq*Wife;

m
hiid Cbatdkphrmd.

embraced the opportunity- of writingn
pamphlet on the subject, which, of courjse,*

nobody read. This happened ab&ft th#
l^nd of April, was forgot beforMhe 1st o?
May, nor seriously

#
thdnght of tHl the,

second act of?the pantomime vpcaUedt it

to peopled memprics. On th&
v

8fWh.'®£

April, ahoul flf ip the mqi^ing^tft^CaruK

mtUrty, whpdrnd, for some tu

mons did its duty manfully. * Messrs/ tackling about, ykehens aftput to l£y,

Duncombe, lluuie, 0‘Connell, Gillon, set^themselves in motion. , Jfcyeral wpM?
Macaulay, defended the cause of the men forced the'Cure of

people with eloquence unsurpassed in the
* * rf A ‘

best days of our history. The ac-

counts of the temper and demonstrations

of the people, whh h poured in man tor-

mittingly, from every quarter, backed
tlieir efforts. The truth was at last forced

on the unwilling intriguers—i HE spiiyi
or the Nation >was boused, and,
STRONG rN THE JUSTICE OF THE
CAUSE, ALL OPPOSITION' WAS BOOT-
LESS. Mr. Baring dropped a pretty in-

telligible hint, that no member of the

House of Ciftnraons would tdlgp office un-

der the Duke—Sir. G. Murray, Met,sin.

Peel and Goulbum absented, by their, si-

lence. Mr. Huinc, seconded by *Lonl

Morpeth^ suggested conciliation. Thet on-

sequence was, that Earl Grey received

a communication from the King on Tues-

day, ^although the Earl of Munster hq£,

the day before, been going about every-

where, saying, his father u would rather

go to Hanover, than take back Lord
Grey.” Thus, by the'orderly determina-

tionof a people knowing its rights, has one

of the basest intrigues ujton record been

frustrated ; and thut| through the purblind

conduct of those who would trllknplc down
every spark of public spirit has the flame

of democracy been kindled more fiercely

in the land. Enough is known to shew
the baseness of the Faction ; but edi-

fying disclosures still await us.

CONTINENT OF EUROPE.

FRANCE.—Since the prorogation of thq^

Chambers, nothing of importance has oc-'

curred. M. Pericr is no more; but up

to the moment of our writing, the new
Ministerial arrangements are unknown.

VQJ0**.

open the door of ‘Hie tower, and
a white flag on the top. A mob of from*
2000 to 3000 qjersonq proceeded the *

havfn to lopk out fflfr a gtlfrmboAt,Via
which„they expected th^ftbehess and M.
Bqurijioht, Tiiey m*peSftedly shouted
V •Henry V. Several smafften bo-,

die^dSpeiNed fhemsebrePthrough tlienar-
row^ greets of the old town. An attempt
was made to attack the guard at Hffr*Pa-

lais dujjustice.” By half-past eight every

man oWhe National Guard was at his

post. Shortly after, the white ftag was
torn down from the tower »ff& Laurent,

and replaced by the tricolorif^jly mid-

'

diiy tranquillity was restored, SW Old or
two of the leadeis were arrested. All this

lime there was q$f appearance of the steam-
boat or the Ducliess. *t)n the third of
May a French criiisgr. captured an Italian

steam-bod|t with a RWy on board, wjbo
was at first mistaken /or the DueNfes,
but pndfed evemmlly only one of her
suite. And thuS*Boscd the last crusade

of the lady, whopPhfter the Three Days,
walked in boots and breeches from St.

Cloud to the place of embarkation. What
comes next ? The news of the defeat of
Lord Grey occasioned more alarm than
ten thousand such squibs. The Parisian

funds fell immediately. On the other

band, cholera has abategL a much more
formidable invader than "the Duchess* n
Holland and Belgium—

-

fyepara-
tions for an appeal to arms have not been
interrupted by eithqjr ofInese nations, not?
wfflvtanding the ratf&ation of the Tre^y
of London. A s&fllalous infringement
upon the rights of nation* was perj$tested
by the governor of Luxemburg* crik*- the
16th of April. A b*$& of mffilins iTFjris

2B
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pay wlied upon M. Thorn, a Belgian se- Hanover, prohibited the publication of
tutor, on the Belgian territory. He is the debates, and forbade both Chambers
•till detained in the fortress. The inha. to send an address to the png separately.

hUanta of the’town are indignant, but A more effectual gag to .the jmWib voice

held in check by the Prussian garrison coaid not easily be invented., The nation

Ifhich occupies the fortress in the name groans for reform! . ,
'

of the German Confederation, and by the G&eece.^About the commencement
Patch maid chausse. The matter is still of the present year a* majority of* the Ah*
potihd. • sembly collected* at Nauplla, seceded; to

- Congress of ministers, Megara, where it established a prori-

ffpm tfie different German .states, was sional government. The President No.
held at Berlin about the end of April, taras issued a decree on the 18th of 3a*
Tjbe subjects submitted (o its conside- nuary, accusing Augustin Capo dTstriai
ration were arrangements for improving of having caused the election of deputies
the orgdnizatjon of the army of the Con. under the terror of an armed force ; of
federation ;—-Qyertures, on the part oj. having drawndmes of troops, and erected

Prussia, to induce the Southern, andgpch batteries around the seat of the National
Northern states as hate not yet acceded, Assembly, and of having by these means
toad*# her protecting system 5 the object destroyed the legitimate government. For
flf which is, to encourage the internal ma- these offences he is declared a usurper, and
nufactures of Germany, jjy the imposition every person in office and authority is cal.

of heavy dirties on French and English led upon*$o subvert his power ; he is con-
goods ;—aqav proposals for placing £he signed to the proper tribunal, and all au.
periodical pjress irnder stricter control^ thorities, civil and military, are enjoined
throughout the territories of the Confede- to aid in carrying the decree into effect,

ration. The government ofBavaria, baf- On his pari, the Coun^ addressed a pro-
fled in all its attempt to put down a libe- clamation to the Greeks, announcing that
raijournal* and the association formal to the Allied Sovereigns had recognized the
support it, is KL present projecting im. National Assembly; and, in their infinite

prOvements in ./education. Since it can- bounty, promised them a Sovereign (not
not drive newspajMjp trom the eountty, fo yefc out of the nursery, but this fact is

ip determined tUpjrihall be fead. TW® is passed over in silence.) The same docu.
spirited. An advertisement uppearedjntely ment promises an amnesty to all who
bn mjp pf the journals of Rhine-Bavaria, claim its benefit within ten days after
advising the inhabitants to be on their publication, with the exception of the
guard against spies. The chieSnnagis- assassins of the late President ; and warns
trate ofsprier has since published an offi.' all OttomMs to quit the territories of
rial annodficerient that the paternal go- Greece within a fortnight. On the 8th
Ytramei&of the country disdains to use ol April the Congress at Megara met In
spie*~4t only uses means to acquire in. extraordinary session, sent a protest to
telligeoee of the grumblings of the people, the three protecting powers, against the
The Chambers of Hanqwr opened their imposition of a foreign sovereign, a child,
session on the 80th Apru. More than and ignorant of the language and customs
any country in Germany, that kingdom is aLthe country, upon liberated Greece. It
cursed with a poor/ self-willetjtf arrogant wls, at the same time decreed that all the
aristocracy. They have no monarch to troops at the command of the Assembly
keep them in order. Lriifedditiorilffo this, should march against Capo dTstriss. By
Count Munster, in 18®, of his own so- the latest accounts, the self-constituted

verrign pleasure, intwpiced the system President had been forced to take refuge

Of two Chambers previously unknown in in the Ionian islands.
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STATE*OF GOMMERCE AND MANUFACTURES.

May\

Tint history qf’our Jwwfe during the past

month is found' in the history of Our
politic** doe subject of intense and all-

absorbing interest * heft AUed* the public
mind j and the hopes and fears^ the alarm
and Rexultation, which hare alternately
pm-vailed Xvith regard to the rights and
liberties of the people, as involved in the

principles of the rulers and the success of
the Reform Rill, hare acted as the regu-
lator of* commercial operations. For a
considerable part of the month all has
been agitation—a constant and rapid

fluctuation between joy and grief. The
counting-house, the shop, and the loom,
have been deserted, to attend public meet-
ings, or to converse in the uew&.room and
the club. The -temporary interests of
individuals were postponed to tip highest

interests of the state. As a necessary

consequence of the perilous excitement
which prevailed, not only the disposition

to attend to business was wanting, but
employment itself failed. When mer-
chants and dealers are deterred from buy-
ing, the manufacturer must cease making.
Commerce can no more flourish in the

midst of political agitation and alanp*,

than vegetation can appear in the crater

of a volcano.

In the three weeks which elapsed be-

tween the Second Reading of the Reform
Bill in the House of Lords, on the 13th
of April, atdl the defeat of Ministers in

the Committee, on the 7th of May, a de-

cided though gradual improvement took

place in all the great branches of tra&b

and manufactures, which had previously

suffered from the suspense of the public

mind as to the fate of that measure. It

bad been universally felt that the peopjp

would not endure the destruction or mu-
tilation of the ministerial plan of reform,

and the peace of the country could not

therefore be regarded as secure, until the

Bill was secure. Th$ majority in favour

of the Second Reading) though small, re-

lieved the public from a load of anxiety,

and was considered as affording promise

that Ministers would be able to carry the

Bill either by a creation of peers or by
the effect of their success on those lords

who have the well-known instinct of the

•animal which forsakes a falling house.

This political cause combining with the

ordinary revival of trade in spring, the

effects were highly favourable. Confi-

dence began to be established $ a general

feeling prevailed that public tranquillity

would be preserved; and, as a natural

consequence, buyers purchased more freely,

and manufacturers were encouraged to

extend their operations. The London

18&2.

dealers, who for softie Hum past had
scarcely been seen in the markets of
Lancashire and Yorkshire, again
their appearance ;

‘ and, for about three
dreeks, a gradual improvement in trade
was realized. The restoratufti of confU
dence was proved by the rising of the
funds. • * *

Our trade with*the continent of Europe
improved at the saidr time, and from the
same cause. The Second Reading of the
Reform Bill, being regarded as a proof
gf the stability of the Grey Adminlstra-
tion^and as excluding all immediate
hopes of the Wellington and Aberdeen
policy resuming its sway in the flfefiglish

cabinet, the plenipotentiaries of Prusslaf
Austria, and Russia, hastened to ratify

the treaty of Belgian independence. All
Germany, as well as Belgium, -experienced

,the beneficial effects. The apprehensions
of war were laid? aside, and German
orders flowed in upon the English manu-
facturers.

The defeat of Minisfcera on the Reform
Bill, their resignation consequent oh the
refusal of the King to create Peers, and
the communication opened by his Ma-
jesty"with Loft Lyndhdtat and the Duke
of Wellington, prodneed an explosion of
popular indignation, and a manifestation

of resistance, suclf as this country had
never wfore witnessed. All England,
-Scotland, and Ireland was up hi the atti-

tude of constitutional opposdtiffn. Where
meetings were never held before, they
were held now. The House of Commons
was on all sides petitioned to stop the sup-

plies. The peqple themselves threatened

effectually to stop thern^ by refusing to

pay taxes.

The effort on trade was that of a stroke

of the palsy. Disturbance, if not revolu-
tion, being dreaded, confidence and credit

shrunk up like the sensitive plant ; spe-

culation was at ad&md ; no more business

was done than was absolutely needful to

supply the wants of the nation ; half
completed bargains were broken off by the

purchasing party; mnrkets which were
proceeding when the news arrived, were
suddenly stopped ; manufacturers declined

buying the raw material of their goods,

and many closed manufacturing; ret&tt

dealers bought only as much af they
needed for the supply of their pressing,

wants.
w

,
if London, mercantile transactions

weire brought to an absolute stand. If
an earthquake had shattered the dqy,
there could not have been a more genera!
suspension of business. The fond* foil,

notwithstanding great opertions to keep
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them up. Money became scarce and very
valuable. The stream *of cash which
usually flows in upon the banks was at

once checked, every body being anxious
to keep as much as he could. On the

Saturday and Monday, whilst the Duke
of Wellington was endeavouring to con-

struct an administration, a run took place

on the Badk of England for gold, and in
those two days not less than 600,0001.

was drawn out. At the4Savings' Banks,
notices fo withdraw Investments were
given to an immense Amount. The break-
ing out of the Cholera did not so complete-

ly paralyze trade, as the resignation of
Earl Grey. *
At Liverpool, Manchester, Gl$$gow,

Leeds, and all the great manufacturing
and commercial towns, nearly the same
^fleets took place as in London. Orders
both for manufactured goods and raw ma-
terials were countermanded to a great ex-

tent. The buyers who had gone down
from London to lay in stocks of cottons,.,

woollens, or worsted stuffs, returned with-
out purchasing. The banks received lit-

tle or no money.
The foreigu trade was equally affected.

German buycra%uspended their purchases,

auguring that the return of the Duke of
Wellington to power would encourage the

members of the Holy Alliance to attnek

France, and to restore Belgium to the

King of the Netherlands. The momentary
elevation of the military statesman to

office will not only have its effect on all

the great courts of Europe, but will be

distinctly 'YelP by the shopkeeper of the

remotest towns of Bilesia and Poland.

Had the cause continued, the effects

would doubtless have been dreadful, even

if no sudden revolt had brought matters

to the decision of the sword. Happily,

the political circumstances which pro-

duced the stagnation of trade, were of

short continuance. On Tuesday the 15th,

seven days after his Majesty had accepted

the resignation of his Ministers, and six

after the Duke of Wellington had been

entrusted with a commission to form a
new Government, the Duke found him-
self compelled to resign his presumptuous
undertaking, and Earl Grey was recalled

to the Councils of his Sovereign. Never
perhaps did such universal exultation

burst from all classes of the people as

tfhen this intelligence became known.
The nation felt that it had by its own
energy saved the Reform Bill and the

^Ministry, and averted the evil of a Wel-
lington Administration. Even the Tories
rejoiced—at least those engaged in trade*—
that the only Ministry in which the na-
tion placed confidence was restored, and
that the frightful consequences of strang-
ling or mutilating the Reform Bill, wcie

averted. Confidence now took the place

of alarm. „
The run upon the Bank for

gold immediately ceased. The Funds
rose. Mpney began to flow again in its

usual channels. The bargains which
had been broken off were now resumed
and completed; and the operations of

buying and selling went on as before.

The hesitation of his Majesty to com-
ply with the demands of his Ministers,

and the necessity of the case, by giving

them power to create Peers, arrested the
tidfe of joyful exultation in the country.

But at length the patriotic firmness of the

Cabinet prevailed % the required promise
was given ; grid it was no sooner an-
nounced in the House of Peers, than the
declaration of the Earl of Harewood
showed that Ministers had completely
triumphed,' and that no efficient opposi-

tion could now be offered to the passing
of the BfU.

This perilous crisis having passed, and
tranquillity and confidence being restored,

there is every reason to expect that trade

will now become regularly good. For
many months past, the stocks of the mer-
chant, the retailer, and the manufacturer,
have been kept at the lowest possible

amount, and speculation has been nipped
in. the very bud. An impulse will now
be given to every branch of trade. Both
domestic and foreign buyers will come
freely into the market. Money will be
more plentiful. The spring demand will
have its full effect on the manufacturer.
Exportation and importation will in.

crease. The Cholera having ceased in

1 .ondon, and clean bills of health being
now given from that port, the shipping
interest and the exporting merchant will

feel the most sensible benefit. The re-

tailers from the country will also again
visit the metropolis, to buy in their As-

sortments of goods.

Having noticed at so much length the
great political causes which have affected

trade in all its branches, little remains to

be said on the minor causes which have
been in operation, seeing that all shrink
into insignificance compared with those

Already mentioned.

There seems good reason to hope that,

when the Reform Bill shall have passed,

trade will become steady, and perhaps
brisk. Speculation, even of the most or.

dinary and legitimate kind, having been
*

so long repressed ; stocks of goods being
now universally low among both retail

and wholesale dealers, and nothing hav-
ing occurred to limit the resources of the

country, it may be confidently anticipated

that the return of tranquillity will be fol-

lowed by a revival of trade.

In London, the disappearance of the

cholera will cause a favourable reaction.
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Country buyers were beginning to fre-

quent the London market, when the re-

signation of Earl Grey threw all into

confusion. They will now return with
confidence. The Import Trade from the

Baltic, the North Sea, andlhe Mediter-
ranean, has been in the most depressed

state ; nor can any better representation
be made of the demand for Colonial Pro-
duce for exportation. The prices of Su-
gar and Coffee have suffered a slight de-

cline during the past month.
In the Cotton Market there

4

has
been a decline of prices, owing to the

large arrivals from “the United States

;

but an improvement waS realized after

the recall of Earl Grey. The demand of
the manufacturers was extensivOuntil the
political agitation began.

The Suippino Interest, especially

at Liverpool, is in an improved state

;

ships are now paying better than they
have done dor some time. The great

number of emigrants from England, Scot-

land, and Ireland, has afforded profitable

employment for a considerable quantity
of shipping

; and this is likely to be the

case every spring for many years.

The Woollen Manufacture has
'sympathized With all other trades;. It

revived after the Second Reading of the
Bill, and became nearly stagnant after

the^hostile vote ip the House of Lords.
ThC Blanket Manufacture, and that of
low woollens, which had been greatly
depressed, 'were considerably more active

during that* interval ; as was also the
Worsted Stuff Manufacture. 4 The im-
provement in the manufactures caused a
slight advance in the price of combing
and low English wools.
The Iron Trade is as dull as ever

;

no improvement in prices, and not so
, much doing. Lead is selling very freely

at aa advance of 20s. per ton.

The Finance Accounts, published by
older of the House of Commons,'‘’Contain,
as,usual, the details of the Imports add
Exports for the last year, and the two
preceding years ; and also several returns
of Shipping. As they cast much light

on the improving or declining state of
many branches of trade, we shall extract

the principal articles :

—

EXPORTS.
Value of the Produce and Manufactures of ihg United Kingdom, Ex-

ported from Great Britain to Foreign Parts, calculated at the Official

Bates of Valuation .

THE PRINCIPAL ARTICLES. •

SPECIES OP EXPORTS.

Apparel, Slops, and Negro Clothing, .

Arms and Ammunition,
Brass and Copper Manufactures, . .

Coals and Culm,
Cotton Manufactures,
- — Yam,

Earthenware,
Fish,

Glass,

Hardwares and Cutlery,

Hats, Beavers, and Felt,

Iron and Steel, wrought and unwrought,
Linen Manufactures,
Machinery and Mill Works, ....
Plate, Plated Ware, Jewellery, and)
' Watches, J
Salt,

Silk Manufactures,
Soap and Candles,

Stationery,

Sugar, refined,

Tin unwrought,
and Pewter Wares, and Tin Plates,

Woollen Manufactures,

Total. Official V%lue of the Ex. ‘I

ports of the Produce and Manu- >
facture of the United Kingdom, . )

Tears ending 5th January
a
*

^

_

1830. 1831. 1832.

£ £ £
387,604 384,213 308,546
278,637 245,497 468,679
860,315 997,379 969,971
312,854 435,590 436,008

31,810,468 35,395,400 33,682,475
5,458,058 5,655,£69 5,674,600

96,928 93,188 97,409
184,136 276,958 190,685
128,206 125,179 116,726
765,757 802,021 967,793
165,974 171,869 135,910

1,746,245 1,867,062 1,979,415
2,856,564 3,101,031 3,662,945
250,061 208,736 105,505

175,615 194,401 188,245

349,543 345,414 328,046
220,436 435,045 439,076
199,378 237,522 229,616
187,438 167,679 177,698

*

1,294,773 1,652,210 1,636,677
121,261 111,052 79,457
232,241 247,617 228,115

5,361,997 5,551,644 8,187,979

55,466,723 60,492,637 00)090,123
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IMPORTS.

Value of Imports into Great Britain from Foreign Ports, calculated at

the Official Rates of Valuation .

THE PBlN'CtPAL ARTICLES. -

Ashes, Pearl and Pot,

Cochineal and Granilla,

Coffee

Corn, Grain, Meal, and Flour, . . .

Flax and Tow, or Codilla of Hemp and )

Flax, J
Hemp undressed,

Hides raw and tanned,

Indigo, *
.

Iron, in bars,

Madder, and Madder Roots, ....
Molasses,

Oil of Olives,

.Palm,
Train, Spermacetti, and Blubber,

Rice,

Saltpetre,

Seeds—Flax and Linseed,

Rape,
Silk, Raw, and Waste, *

Thrown,
Manufactures of India, ....

, af Europe, . . .

Skins, not being Furs,

Spelter,

Spirits, Br&ady,
* Geneva,

- — Rum,
Sugan,

Tallow,
Tar,
Tea,
Timber,
Tobacco and snuff,

Turpentine, Co&mon,
Wines, .

yool, Cotton,

, Sheep’s,

Yarn, Lined, raw, .

Total Official value of Imports into 1

Great Britain, ...... j

1830. 1831. 1832.

£ £ £
197,023 286,122 279,838
231,837 255,380 180,747

2,372,650 2,543,852 2,649,008
3,500,432 3,270,744 4,671,353

1,845,582 1,892,748 1,879,043

287,864 378,325 434,398
829,436 983,496 792,666
876,425 1,121,061 983,343
147,971 148,154 170,162
412,826 375,153 542,200
261,574 158,373 218,439
152,117 365,045 551,092
179,945 213,458 164,760
430,039 368,404 480,164
215,144 132,661 165,449
109,166 88,595 107,864
223,737 205,999 315,798
48,864 68,426 52,060

1,1>45,363 1,647,194 1,557,018
254,165 496,977 757,712
170,415 124,599 159,421
424,689 409,724 446,402
206,877 186,828 238,103
210,952 221,379 191,032
269,663 224,827 198,581
11,860 14,192 15,169

597,843 593,101 675,599
6,279,655 6,382,129 6,935,985
1,145,488 1,076,967 1,062,234

57,340 122,084 108,180
3,054,439 3,189,774 3,164,892
657,534 578,169 674,747
204,963 278,186 305,247
130,163 119,744 158,539
789,679 719,421 762,283

7,289,145 8,720,270 9,616,087
678,195 881,354 929,855
165,580 100,247 96,046

The table of Exports exhibits the rapid

increase in the exports of Silk Manufac-
tures, whilst there is scarcely any increase

in'the quantity of Foreign Silks imported
into Great Britain. These facts illustrate

the wisdom of the modification of the du-
ties on raw silk and silk goods, effected

by Mr. Iluskisson.

The Manufacture of Linen* and that
of Hardwares and Cutlery, are rapidly on
the increase.

The constant extension of the Cotton
Manufacture is evidenced by the rapid
increase in the importation of Cotton
Wool.
The Woollen Manufacture also.appears

to be flourishing, both from the increased
importation of Foreign Wool, and the in-

creased exportation of Woollen Manufac-
tured goods.
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tf-EW P.eflU^K>ffS.

It strikes us, on looking back to bur two work wlll~be of unspeakable use to-
former numbers, that, considering the the merchant who will here flnda atom of
space we are able to afford to this topic, valuable information respecting every ar-
there is an appearance of pedantry in the tide of merchandize, and theit* depots, and
formal arrangement of a series of re- at the same time such views of tho prin-
views. On the present occasion, ' there- ciples which regulate trade, as will teach
fore, we propose to ran over with the rea- him to conduct hisoperations like rational
der, in a rambling, gossiping, chit-chatty adventurers, not blind hazards ; the man
sort of an article, the books^vhich have of general information, who knotivs the

'

accumulated on out table in the lapge^ advantage of having beside him a book
last month. They are not so muupousias of reference when questions are publicly
they would be in less stirring times, when agitated, which interest all, but, wit*
men need the stimulus of romantic tales, which his peculiar habits of life have not
and rumbling poetry, to stimulate them made him conversant ; the lawyer, whose
amid the tedium of life's routine. Now- notions of the law-merchant will ba eon-
adays, good, ^cent.books, over which one fu&d enough without a general idea of
can nod of an evening, after the fatigues commerce ; the statesman, one half of
of the day—Works which, with all the whose business it nowis to discuss metf-

dulness of science, have none of its atten- cantile questions. It is the fashion to *

tion, filtering accuracy, and profundi^ clamour against Mr. M (Cuiloch as a—sermons, in short, and* “ Sketches Of theorist. He is, it is true,' a man who
the Edinburgh Clergy,’* are more in re- having got hold jof & great leading prin-

quest. We have here slipped out the ciplc, takes care not to let it go again
name of a book, which we proposed But we have known few who so careful-

hoarding to the end of our article, in or- ly check their inferences by a constant

der to serve as a sedative, should any of appeal to facts.

its neighbours stir up our bile. Smce KlosteriAsim 1$ what a leap from the
we have, however, let the cat out of th6 veriest world of prole to the romantic
bag—discovered, in other words, that we and high-fantastical, and yet the name m
are possessed of such a treasure, we may all : for in form •Klosterheim is only a
as well say, now that it is a sort of tedious though somewhat ^extravagant

'

“ Travellers Guide*’ to the General As- history, and in essence as somnif&biu as

sembly, adorned with handsome cuts ; opium itself. The MasqiwW but ap&or
and, like its landlouping prototypes, use- copy of Abellino, although a remarkably
ful as describing, not only what is, but close one. They stand almost in the

f

what has been. Unluckily, in the pre- relation of substance and shadow.
,
The

sent case, the latter is tho more pleasing author has evidently no acquaintance with

object of contemplation. the writings of the age and country in

The next volumcf upon which we lay which he lays his scene ; there is a want
v

our hands, is a much-more serious mat- of stirring life in his characters. From
ter ; it is, indeed, the most valuable work the names and allusions, it is evident that

we have seen for many a day. We do his principal sources Have been Wallen*
not believe

,
that anv man ever existed stein, Schiller’s, and Thirty Xears* War

with such qualifications for compiling a —two works of genius, but the very last

Dictionary of Commerce, as Mr. M cCul- to be relied upon by a^y 4 author who
loch. To do justice to his work, it would wished to assume the feme of‘any age

be necessary to have a separate review for but that in which they Utoere composed,

every article in it. He has brought into Every thing that passed through Scfcil-

active usfe, the st®ft*s he lias accumulated ler’s mind became assimilated to Mm-
during the labours of a life dedicated to self. We are not astonished at finding'

the study of the abstract doctrines of va- Mr. D. Quincy at fault in big} attempt

lue and exchange, and the patient inves- to write a novel. He is essentially defi-

tigation of every fact that might elucidate, cient in imagiu^tipu. Fine, cljfer, logi-

inodify, or correct his conclusions. The cal intellect*]i%tfie quality of nis mind.
When he attempts to soar, he becomes” ^ vague and. cloudy. It is not genuine. en-

« Sketches of th| Edinburgh Clergy. &c. Edin. thusi&sm, but the fumes of opium which
burgh: John Arnlmon
+ A Dictionary, Practical, Theoretical,

Historical, of Commerce and Commercial

nation ;
illustrated with maps. 1W J. H. N

loch, !.sq. London ; Longman & Co.

1 Kiosterhefth ;
or the ItfaMuc



rRythow^s ^ithin him.* Jm- fttoM- w* calculate,, are two imports-

KWf«A btwilderitig, we have^knew* * gfrpf worn beyond the broad Atlantic,

him t out in proportibn as Hl| jnlnd, fcif- .TOPAnmiql Register contains the history
uuMaa x aa _

a

d i a.... Ta.I.xx.4. Daacomes si#«ieuti^ (dear V> attempt the

f

delineation o£character, -Che myifjte clouds
disperse, and as far as poetical feeling is

concerned? he is shorn of his beams. In
endeatonrinf to Radicate our opinion of
this book, 'and the cause of its failure, Adopted.

of the first year of General Jackson's Pre-
sidency^

^
it is not remarkable for. elegance

ofcomposition ; and is evidently the work
of what wos once called a FederalisUxwe
know ,not what new name- they have

With all mseiasses, however,
we have been reluctantly forced to touch ,%he author presents us with a pretty fair

upon a subject ; painful at the best, but sketch of the state ofparties at the last pro-

.Which £Dust have beets more to, hatt ifert stdential election, aim6fthe first fermation
r
Rlr. D. Quindly insistefupon blazoning
it in flfcft title-page.

RoBE&feCHAgiBERs* fc the

fatigable man of his day. ^Not havi' o v

honour of his acquaintance, we shouu
be loth to venture upon a rash hssCT-

lion ; but we suspect that he has sixteen

hands, is polydexter, and constantly em-
ployed writing with them all at once.

Jhere is a charm too about everything
he writes, for hts style is original, de-

cidedly his ojvn. It has a familiarity,

and bonhommie^unaffected graphic p#fe er,

of the two which have straggled for as-

cenbaucy beneath thd hero of New (Me-
hta* Their watch-words qfe the different -

roi^r^tious put by each upon the powers
awayded^ to the gene\al government, by
the Act of Union, in thematters of inter*

n*Limprovement and regulation of com-
merce. As We are expecting some arri-

from America, we d« not enter at

tt, eyen cRfsorikf, into the merits

of the question, ft sdeuft to u&th&t the

greater proportion of men of education
and bonhommie^unafTected graphic p#b er, mul debating tactare ranged in support of
and a win of sentiment windings times commercial restrictions ; but that beneath
through the most grotesque forms. Those
who know Chambers meiely as a pleasing,

gossiping narrator of old legends, know
half hi# worth. He has a quaint

eye to the world about him; we would
advise no one who indulges in hobby-
horse equitation, and cannot “ bidea good-

humoured gird,” to affect his society. The
;book to which these remarks are utterly

'inqpgtycab$ videlicet, that of which we
otmjy, to have been speaking, his history

or Our most distinguished countrymen, is

published by an enterprising Glasgow
bookseller, who has of late been in the

ham dispensing an immense quantity

if-^matter through the country, in

portions, by the hands of in-

dustrious flying stationers. Many Are

the lone, bright-blazing fire-sides, from
John o’Groattf to, Gretna Green, (we in-

tend, some day, to publish a disser-

tatiotr on*4he temperature of Scotland,

powerful leaders, a band of sturdy right-

thinking, though rather rambling advo-

cates, fight the bqg|ue of fiee-trade. Ame-
rica seems, of late, to lure* beenimport-
ing; the diplomatic and economical notions

of Germany, to a greater extent than is

altogether beneficial. The American Al-

manac is the most valuable statistical

register with which ue aie acquainted in

any country.

Laying aside these useful 'turner,£ our
hand rests Accidentally upon an ornamen-
tal imjiortation from the same country.

The binding (to begin at the beginning)
is all that could be wished, and so is the

paper and typography. We are sorry we
cannot say so much of the engravings.

One and all of them evince a whnt of the
true feeling of air artist. They are the

productions of a strong-minded, dlflfcrera -
people, determined to risq in th$ picto-

rial art, without having any very defi-

ing fcis most scwfcherly and marrying#* nite idea wherein its beauty consists—re-

eling point,) who have solved tcTtake heaven by storm. Our
friends over the water need not bristle up
at this datum; for, with a few excep-

tions, (and these themwlves ^ptists) we
hold the same harsh ojmiion of our loving

couutrymaft. Many uf the lyrics are

r his works. And better

l scmrvhem than these records of

l has been achieved by the intellec-

T worthies of their native land. The

^ : is worthy flh occupy a place oh the

dusty wdhdow-broad between “ Wallace
Wight” pnd the Bible^Newspapers wear
out in thfir percgrinaflpfcyftund the pa-

rish, and are cphemenaSfm every sense

of the word.

lives of Illustrious and
y IT Chamber?nan. jfcy 3

#0w . Inackie and^on

Distinguished Scots.
With rails Gla^

1 V' '

f American Annual Register ,for 189D-98
Boston : Gray & Bowen : Glasgow, John Reid.
& Co.
The American Almanac: and Repository of

Useful Knowledge for the year 1838. Button
Gray & Bowen : Glasgow, John Reid.

X The Token : A Chrtstm&and New-Year’s
Present. Edited by 8. G Goodrich: Boston,
Gray & Bowen, 1838.* Glasgow, John ftrid, A



W
pretty; but, somehow*, none of them
mem native to thesoiU Tbejf »rem eeho,

repeating what has been heard fmu this

side of the Atlantic- The*|»rose sketches

are equal to any thing we have seen in

our own annuals. The line* we are about
to quote are pleasing and. profitable read-

ing for an autumnal evening.

FROST.

By F. T* Gofld.

The ftost locked forth, one still, clear m#ht,
1

And he wM, «* now shall 1 he out of sight,

So through the valley and over the height.
In silence rll take my way

* ^ ,
44 I wdl not go on like that blustering train.

The wrodand the miow—and the hail arid the rain,

Who make so much bUbtlc, and upiac in vain,
But I'd tie as bugy as they.

Then he went to the mountain, and powdered
its crest.

He climbed up the frees, and their houghs he
dressed.

With diamonds and pearls, and over the breast
. Of the quivering lake, he spread

A coat ofmail, that tt need not fear
The downward points of many a bpear, *
That he hung on Its margin, nr and near,

Where a rock could rear its head.

He went to the windows of those who slept,

And over each pane like a fairy crept

;

Wherever he breath’d, wgprevor he stept.

By the light of the moon was seen
Moit beautiflil things. There were flowers and

trees, ' •
There were bevies of birds, and swarms ot bees—
There were cities, thrones, temples, and towers

!

and these
All pictured in silver sheen!

But he did ono thing that was hardly fair,—
He went tmthe cupboard, and hading there
That all had forgotten for him to prepare

“ Mow, just to set them a-thinking,
1*11 bite this basket of fruit,*’ said he.
41 This bloated pitcher I’ll break in three!

And the glass of water they’ve left for me
Shall tchick to tell them I’m drinking !’*

In short, the volume is well deserving

the pleasant fate of being deposited as a

native offering in Jhc Loudon s of the

feiries of New-York, whose charm* bet,

at first sight, the bard of Tucuman in

such ferocious raptures

:

*

At first hal&raaddenod in the blaze of charms, \
I wished to clasp all Broadway in toy arms.*

What next? A subject well worthy
our attention, especially when returning

from our exclusion, real or imaginary, to

America—our mercantile uavy.-f it is

rather an Awfcward confession for A re-

viewer t* make, and, therefore, we tell it

fawvnerry) win*
of % if

& the public lu the atrtcfct wm&jkt
biit, in good soc

* * * * ' *

reef, ana tack
^

su’fec^BS/'weJinow^tle <

scarcely itfore than is pjcessary*to enabU
us to (Go^iiguish between a cmfker and a
cancel* built vessel. We are) therefore,

exactly the Bort of person (or'persons) to

whom Mr. Ballingall tells u? he makes
his appeal—those whohave.no practical

knowledge of the question.' With all the
decorous gravity of a Sir Roger de Cover-
^ey, thcqpfore, dp Vo adjudge, u that
much may he said on both sides.

1* Wq
highly approve of some of his suggestions?]
hut we douht t^at * easels so

f
soBaly and

compactly burtt as he proposes, would
“ yield less, and consequently suffer mpre
from the strain produced by pitching in a
heavy sea than those constructed After the
pi'evmt fashion. Seriously, however, we
recommend to the attention ot alf inter-

ested in the matter, a work evidently the
fiuit of painful and continued experiment,
reuiiudmg them that Britain has been
reproached, and justly, for want of due
attention to the improvement of ship-

building.

A history of the progress of steam-fibr-

riages, by an enthusiast," and, conse-

quently, au honest man, follows most
appropi lately in the wake of the se-

venty -tour *ve have just been speaking
about. This book we can honestly

commend to any one who wishes *<5

make himself wquaiuted^with the pre-
cise stage ot perfection to which these in-

vention* have been brought, and the means
by wliicli they have attauftod it.' We fear,

however, that we cannot altogether sym-
pathize with his sanguine expectations of
the result of the adoption of steam-car-

riages ; neither do we lay so much weight
upon the Report of the Committee of the
House of Commons as he does. The gen-
tlemen w ho composed frogem to have he&t
utterly destitute of theTfculty of putting
cross questions.

Back to the world of ^poetry and ro-

mance. Here conics Sheridan Knowles,
with a playf worthy ofdhe yyiXd old days
of Shahspeare. He is. the only infill of
our day who seems to have anynotion of
drama tic dialogue. The reader may take,

as a specimen, the following between. the
Hunchbank and a young gcutlenum vjrho

has taken his part m a quarrpl. It solves

the most difficult problem of dramatic art.

• 44 A tale of 'Tucuman, ’’ a poem hurriedly

dashed off, foil of Inequalities and ruggedneas ; yet

evincing refinedand generous feeling, a clear head,

much information, and that nervous vivacity

which always,44 makes a spoon or spoils a horn."

4 The Mercantile Navy Improved, &c Ac. By
James Ballingall. lamdon : \\ Moir^m..

* A Historical and Practical Treatise upon Ele-
mental Locomotion, by means ofAtom-Carriages
on Common Roads, Ac. By Alexander Gordon,
Civil Engineer London t B. btewart-

f ihe Hunchback. ByJames Sheridan Knowles.
London

:

jgoxon

3CVOL. T.
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at once spirited and interesting in itself,

and serving to forward the action.

WALTER.

I'll follow him l

Why do you hold mo ? ’Tis not courteous of you !

Think’at thou 1 fear them? Fear! I rate them
but

As dust! dross! offhls! Let me at them !—Nay,
Call you this kind ? then kindness know I not

;

Nor do Lthank you for’t! Let go, I say

!

• CLIFFORD.

Nay, Master Walter, they’re not worth your
wrath. •

WALTdt.

How know you me for Master Walter P By
My Hunchback, Eh !—my stilts of leg* and arms.
The fashion more of ape’s than men's ? Aha

!

So you have hoard them too—their sa vage gibes
As l pass on ,

—

“

There goes my I.ord I” A ha I

God made me, Sir, as well as them and you.
’Sdeath ! I demand of you, unhand me. Sir.

CLIFFORD.

There, Sir, you’re free to follow them ! Goforth*
And I'll go too : so oil your wilfulness
Shall fail whate’er of evil may ensue,
la’t fit you waste jour clioler on a burr ?
The nothings ofthe town ; whose sport it is

To break their villain Jests on worthy men.
The graver still the fitter ! Fie for shame I

Regard what such would sjy ? So would not I,

No more than heed a cur.

You’re right, Sir ; right.

For twenty crowns! So there’s my rapier up!
You’ve done me a good turn against my will

:

Which, like a wayward child, whose pet is off.

That made him revive under wholesome check,
1 now right humbly own, and thank you for.

if ,

^
CLIFFORD.

No thanks, goodblaster Walter, owe you me!
I’m glad to know you, Sir.

' * WALTER.

I pray you, now,*
4,“

How did you learn my name? Guess’d I not
right?

Was*t not my comely hunch that taught it you ?

I own it
CLIFFORD.

WALTER.

Right, I know it ; you tell truth.

I like you fort

CLIFFORD.

But when I heard it said

That Master Waiter was a worthy man.
Whose word would pass on ’change, soon as bis

bdnd;
A liberal man—for pchpmes of public good
That sets down tens, where others units write $A charitable man—the goal he does,

That’s told of, not the half ; I never more
Could see the hunch on Master Walter's back.

WALTER.

You would not flatter a poor citizen ?

CLIFFORD.

Indeed, I flatter not!

WALTER.

WALTER.

Your name is Clifford—
Sir Thomas Clifford. Humph ! You’re not the

- heir*
Direct, to the fair baronetcy ? He
That was—was drown’d abroad. Am 1 not right ?

Your cousin was't not? so, succeeded you
To rank and wealth, your birth ne’er promised

you.
CLIFFORD.

I see you know my history.

WALTER.
Ido.
You’re lucky who conjoin the benefits

Of penury and abundance ; for I know
Your father was a man of blender means.
You do not blush I see. That’s right! Why

should you 9

What merit to be dropp’d on fortune’s hill ?

The honour is to mount it You’d have done it

;

For, you were trained to knowledge, industry,
Frugality, and honesty,—the sinews
That surest help the climber to the top,
And keep him there. I have a clerk. Sir THomas,
Once serv’d your father; there’s the riddle ft»T you.

Humph I I may thank you for my life to-day.

CLIFFORD.

I pray you say not sa

WALTER.
But 1 will say so!

Because I think so, know so, feel so, sir!

Your fortune, I have heard, I think, is ample

;

And, doubtless, you live up to ’t ?

CLIFFORD.

’Twas my rule.

And is so still, to keep ray outlay, sir,

A span within my means.

WALTER.

A prpjlont rule.

The turf is a seductive pastime!

( LIFFORD.
Yes.

WALTER.

You keep a racing stud ? You bet ?

CLIFFORD.
#

No, neither.

’Twas still my father’s precept—“ Better owe
A yard of land to labour, than to chance
lie debtor for a rood!”

WALTER.
’Twas a wise precept
You’ve a fair house—you’ll get a mistress for it ?

CLIFFORD.
In time.

WALTER.

In time! ’Tis time thy choice were mode.
I’st not so yet ? Or *s thy lady love
The newest still thou sec'st ?

CLIFFORD
Nay, not so.

I'd marry, Master Walter, but old use—
For, since the age of thirteen. I have lived
In the world.—has made me jealous of the thing
That flatter’d me with hope of profit Bargains
Another would snap up, might be for mo
'TUI I had turn’d and turn’d them ! Speculations,
That promis’d twenty, thirty, forty, fifty.

Ay, cent per cent, returns, I would not launch in
when others were afloat, and out at sen!
Whereby I made small gains, but miss’d great

losses:

As ever then 1 look’d before I leap’d.

So do I now.

I like your face

:

A frank and honest one ! Your frame’s well knit,
Proportioned, shap'd 1

CLIFFORD.

WALTER.

Thou’rt all the better for it!

Let’s see! Hand free—heart whole—well fa.

vour’d—so!

Good gir!
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Sir Thomas, 1 can help thee to a wife.

Hast thou the luck to win her ?

CLIFFORD.

Master Walter!
You jest!

WALTER

I do not jest —I like you I mark—
I like you, and 1 like not every one!

I say a witc. Sir, can 1 help you to,

Ihe pearly texture of whose dainty skin

Alone were worth thy bnronetcy * Form
And feature has she, wherein move and glow
1 he charms, that in the marble cokl and still

Cull'd by the sculptor s jealous skill, and join’d

there.

Inspire us ! Sir, a maid, before whose feet

A duke—a duke might lay his coronet.

To lift her to his state, and partner her 1

A fresh heart too f A young fresh heart. Sir, one.

That Cupid has not toy'd with, and a warm one

Fresh, young, and warm! mark that! a mind to

Wit, Sir, sense, taste ,
a garden strictly tended—

Where nought but what is costly flourishes

A consort flaking, Sir I fhou sbalt see her

CLIFFORD.

I thank you. Master Walter ! As you speak,

Methmks I see me at the altar foot.

Her hand fast lock'd in mine—the nng put on.

My wedding bell rings merry in my ear

,

And round me throng glad tongues that give me
joy

To be the bridegroom of so fair a bride!

WALTER

What* sparks so thick? We’ll have a blaze

anon!

servant (entering ;

1 he chariot's at the door „

* WALTER

Sir 1 homos, it shall bear thee to the bower

Where dwells this fair, for she* no.city belle,

But e’en a Sylvan Goddess.

CLIFFORD.

Have with you.

Walter.

kou'll bless the day you serv'd the Hunchback,

fair !
(Exeunt)

Mr. Know lea tolls us that hcuasspui-

ied on to tiy this tomedy by the fail-

uie of “ The Beggu of Bethnal-Green.”

This is tine spirit, and as was to be ex-

pected, has commandi d success. We will

not say a woid moie about the play, but

insist upon all oui readeis perusing it.

What next? “An Anglo-Saxon Glam-

our, &c. &c. &c.," (a title as long as a

preface), by WllUam Hunter, Pshaw
trash!

* A translation from the Fiench ; and
a work attei our own heart. In a senes

of unpretending letters, we obtain as com-
plete a notion of the mde peninsula of Ca-
labria, and its ruder inhabitants ; of the

classical associations which haunt its

shoies ; of the oiganwation of the distuct

under Muiat ; of the brigand haifrits and
their savage reprisals, as if we had tra-

velled thiough the land, and been an ac-

tor in the scenes disci ibed.

Professor Rossetti’s Tieatise on the Anti-

Papal Spint of the Italian Classics, •{* is as

fan a candidate foi the black list of the

Vatu an as we have met with. It 19

staitling enough to find such hold expres-

sions m the best and eailiest wnteis of
Catholicism’s own land. How could the

Papal pouei stand such home attacks?

The trTith is, that the oiigm of the storm
m Geimany saved it at home. It became
a point of honour with the Italians to

support a church ofwhose supremacy their

proudest city u as the seat. Had it not
been for external pressure, the Old Lady
who 6ittcth upon seven hills might have
been paddling about in a steam-boat like

the Duchess de Bern, to get a distant

peep at her loved land, and stn up six

tailors and an ex-colonel to revolutionize

the country.

We know not what tricking spuit has
ananged our books in such 4 manner
that there should iftnain nothing but
u Flowers of Fable to bear ^ up #

the

Pope’s skuts. Neverthelesss &o it is \ this

elegant and well-selected little flSok is the

last we shall mention for a month* to

come. It is worthy of all piaise.

* t alabrla during a Military Residence ofThree
\ ears, 111 a benes of Letters By a General Officer

ot the French Army, from the original Mb Lon-
don Effingham Wilson

f Sullo Sptnto Anti-Papalc eke produsse la Ri-
forma, e sulla segreto Influenza ch’ eserclto nella

lcttcmtura d'Luropa, e spec lalmente d'ltalia. His.
gumoni di Gabriele Rossetti Londra Ireuttel.

Wurtz, c Richter »

X (lowers of (able, Ac Embellished with one
hundred and fifty engravings on wood London

.

Vizetelly, Branston, & Co



MUSIC.

The foreign and home journals are alike

barren ofany information at all interest-

ing to our musical readers. Th6 convul-

sions of political strife, and the horrors

of pestilence are yet too active to permit

the unalloyed enjoyment' of music ; for

not turbulence and excitation, but

Soft stillness and the night,

Become the touches of sweet harmony.

Among the recent publications, the

Songs of the Ocean
,
the words by Smith,

and the music by Mulish, deserve no-

tice. Sentiments congenial to the sons of

the deep are here united to nervous and
inspiriting strains. The work, which
consists of ten pieces, is well entitled to

the popularity which its designation alone

will be a passport to. 0 Domine Deus,

the prayer of Mary Queen of Scots, by
Marielli, is a solemn nnd effective com-

position. The accompaniment of the

solo part is ingenious, and skilfully sus-

tained. An Introduction Rondino for

piano-forte and flute, by the same author,

is pleasing, and of easy execution. A
new edition of the Vocal Music of the

late C. . W. Bannister,
in the course of

publication, and of which several num-
bers are Wore us, contains chiefly Bacred

pieces adapted for two, three, and four

voices. They are well calculated for

choirs in dissenting congregations, and
also for practice in private circles. The
style of composition is that of the best

English church writers.

J. Johnstone, Printer, 19, St. James's Square.
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F0R1ES, THE WHIGS, AND THE Ct)URT.

Thebe are no men in the world comparable to the Tories in resigns-

tion, excepting always the resignation of places, for which they are by

ne means remarkable. The Catholic Relief Bill was pronounced by the

sage Eldon, the extinguisher of the sun of England. Religion was to

cease with it ; idolatry to begin. The Pope was to take possession of

Lambeth Palace
;
O'Connell to seize the crown

; and martyrs to be

broiled in Smithfield.—But hold ; lbt us not falsify the prophets—it was

not O'Connell who was to seize the crown, but the Duke of Wellington,

then charged with keeping George the Fourth in duresse in Windsor

Castle, for#lesigns of " the loftiest and the most atrocious ambition," in

which he was said to be secpnded by the arch-apostate and arch-traitor

Peel ! Who can forget that memorable day, when one^ Mr. iWcomb
set off for Windsor, with the orthodoxy of the empire yf a glass coach,

and the hope of comforting and encouraging the enthralled monarch to

save the Faith and the Constitution ! But even that gjlabd effort fail-

ed ; the champions of Protestantism took nothing but dust of the

road by their motion, and the Faith and the Constitution were in due

course destroyed. Yet the Tories survived ; and what is stranger stilly

three short years after the utter demolition of the Faith and the Consti-

tution, they took to themselves the name of the Conservative Party, and

set at their head the destroyers Wellington and Peel. ^When we look,

back to the vaticinations of 1829, it is inconceivable what the Conserva-

tives oftbe last year can have proposed to preserve. Having bewailed the

ruin of dl things, what pretext had they for concerning themselves de qw*
busdammiis in peril. But this is their genius. One day they cry all is

lost, and the next mdlment they are full of zeal to preserve. Before the

passing of the Reform Bill, chaos would follow it. Instant anarchy and

revolution were in its train. A #ild democracy was to sweep away pro-

perty and institutions. Nothing, it was affirmed, could stejsp the devas-

tating rush of those most dangerous of human beings, the Ten Pound

Householders. But hardly had the Bill become law, before we had again

occasion to admire the resigned mood, the accommodating temper of

the Tories, who, instead of reckoning on the comffig together of heaven

and earth, coolly Began to speculate on the next election,̂ and to pro-

mise themselves all softs of advantage from it. Instead of supposing,

now, that the hew law must prove a besomtf destruction, they calculate

on making It a very cpnvenient tool for their peculiar purposes,

vot. i* 2 1)
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Thus, after the consummation of the alleged revolutionary measure,

fraught with inevitable ruin, we find the Tories as active and confident

as ever, and exerting themselves as if the world would last their time,

notwithstanding the Ten Pound franchise.

The Court is not so easily reconciled to the authors of the change as

the Tories are to the change itself. The King's refusal to give the royal

assent in person to the Reform Bill sufficiently denotes his dispositions.

Had he given the assent in person, it would not have been av conclusive

proof of his approbation, it might have implied no more than the policy

of making a virtue of necessity,—but the denial of the acceptable act of

grace which prudence would have dictated, indicates a deep-seated aver-

sion, which has its vent in petulance after the will has been compelled to*

submission. With this bitter tide Lord Grey will have to struggle.

Long have the more knowing Tories seen, that the Reform Bill was
the Whigs’ tenure of office. Long, among themselves, have they^ re-

marked, that until the Bill should pass, there was no prospect*of. turn-
ing out the Ministry. They /Ire now full of Jiopea, Tjlstiis notdcfteivfr

ourselves. LordPGrey is hated at Court. He will either retire in dis-

gust upon the passing of the Irish and Scotch Bills ; be dismissed after

a series „of petty compliances with the dictation of the Court and the
exactions of favourites j or he will be Minister in spite of the King i If he
retire, the Ministry mesthe patched up with Tories or Radicals ; for an
unmixed Whig Government there is not the material which would have the
support of the country. If it be soldered with Tories, it will l»e the figure

of clay with claws of brass which cannot hold together. The great majori-

ty of the Tories, the great majority ot the Whigs, and all the Radicals,

will be against it. If it recruit from the Radicals, the extreme party

will soon absorb the middle, and we shall in a short time have a fair

tiial of the democracy, without any sudden transition. But suppose the
second case, that Lord Grey continues in power, hoping to avf>id rupture

with the/’ourLWy opposing himself to the reform of abuses in Church
and State. Thlfonly effect will be that he will lose the support of tho
people, and fajflwhen he is helpless—friendless and disgraced. The
Whigs shouldjjjPthat tlieir policy ifc to stand and fall, if fall they must,
on popular grroral, in which case tlTey will be restored as before by the
efforts of the^eople. They have kept office for months against the
Court, and they may continue to keop it ^igainst the Court, and only
becrau^t they have made a handsome point of difference with the Court.

They will be dung out the moment they cease to have a popular quarrel

with the Court.**A bill for Triennial Parliaments, an extensive Church
Reform, a sweeping plan of retrenchment, would renew their lease. The
moment the Court has them without a national object, it thrdtfcr them
out* There is n^reconciliation for them,—the Tory courtiers will take
care of that, aidM by the tenacity of resentment, which has fUm re-

marked in the breasts of Kings from the time of Il%mer to the present
day ; and whenever they think they can propitiate, they will surely

destroy themselves. Carrying on his 41present popularity. Lord Grey
may be minister in spite of the Court. The position may nofc~i>e *.
pleasant one to a man of the aristocratic reverences ; but he will have
to consider that by holding it on such terms, he prevents the infatuated'

fronwprecipitating things and rushing on destruction. No good citizen
desires extreme changS to be suddenly made ; buj those .who would at-
tempt to oppose themselves to the easy but irresitfcitd# progress, will be
hurled to a destruction they would not be brought to in the course of the
movement they madly endeavour to stay. Inhere is no anchorage in rapids
and, in all streams, steerage is obtalhed by going faster than thflfcurrent.
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RULE BRITANNIA.

NEW VERSION FOR THE REFORM FESTIVAL.

Light—light
Reveals the dim horizon,

Glancing on stream and spin?

;

Old London's shroud

Of smoke and cloud

Seems a sheet of celestial lire

:

In the unaccustom’d gleam
Of an earthborn beam.

High Heaven’s own lamps expire

!

Rule Britannia 1 lift high thy radiant brow !

* Count not the craven child of thine,* whose heart^|xults not now *

Calm—calm

With red revolt around

—

In the sweep of Europete stoftn

—

Unaw’d stnd high

Was thine empress eye,

Unmov’d thy majestic form ;

When, witlj bloodless hand
On a sheathed brand,

Thy \oice decreed Ret onm
! ^

Rule Britannia* &<*.

,
Swift—swift

As II operand Fear can speed/

Through earth the tidings go :

Proud Austria's bird

Hath cowering heard.

And broods on approaching wo.

The Russian bear

To liis. sanguine lair,

Steals savagely an<f*slow.

Rule Britggmiu, &c.

France ! France

!

Sister of our strivings

!

Fate through dust and gore

One hour may drag

Thy rainbow flag,

The gallant tri-color

;

Y et stint not thou

Frank chorus now
To the song from a friendly shore*

—

Rule Britannia ! &c.

, m
a ^

* We claim the poetical attribute of prophecy for the foregoing sttihza, Whi< h w t >

written before reading the subjoined extract from ttyj Journal du JIane •—‘ T1 e

news that the Reform Bill had receipt tltc Roynl*kssejit having anived ^sionln b\

2 t> 2
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,

'

Fly! fly!

Ministers of darkness 5

Parasite—pest of kings 1

Fly, superstitious slaves !

To her inmost caves,

To the screen of her vampire wings ;

While joyous and free

Over earth, sky, and sea,

The myriad-paean rings
• Rule Britannia !

THE BANK CHARTER.
*

Since the artido qn this subject was written, which appeared irf
“ the

last number of tftil Magazine, the House of Commons has appointed a
secret committee “ to inquire into the expediency of renewing the

Charter of the Bank of England, and into the* system on which banks
of issue in England and*Wales are conducted.”

The making of the Committee a secret one, is a circumstance calcu-

lated to arouse suspicion, with respect to the intentions of government.
On a subject of such vast importance to the public, the inquiry ought to

be of .the most opeu^ character. All
t
the proceedings of the Bank of

England, during th% possession of its monopoly, should be fully dis-

closed, and the means afforded for every one out of, as well as in. Par-
liament, to judge correctly upon the good or thetevil, which has been pro-

duced by the Legislature having vested in the twenty-four directors of

a trading company, the unlimited powers to do whatever th£y thought
proper with the currency of the nation. «

This secrecy must necessarily fetter the inquirers ; for it is impossible

that those members of the Committee, who may be disposed to do their

duty to thp public, can obtain that assistance, wlpch they ought to be
able to command, with respect to collecting information, and finding

out proper witnesses, and enabling them to give the evidence required,

without the power of freely communicating tjie proceedings of,the Com-
mittee, 1and the evidence given bdtfore it. If evidence be given by a set

witnesses in favour of the continuance of the monopoly, it will not

b4 possible to rebut it, except by telling to other witnesses the facts and
opinions on which their testimony is to be applied.

The suspicion arising out of this secrecy, that the renewal of the mono-
poly is a plan deckled upon, is greatly strengthened by the choice which
has been made of Hie members who compose the Comrnittee. The'num-
ber who are& natural allies of the Bank, as Directors or ex-Di-

the English pacifist, became, in our town, the signal for a little fete. The . houses

were immediately decorated with their respective national flags. The vessels in the

harbour hoisted their colours in sign of rejoicing ; and the post of the National

Guard joined, oil the same flag-staff, the English and French flags. In the evening,

the band of the National Guard met, of its own accord, to give a serenade to the

English Consul,^ As the flags of the two nations were floating together, so the

patriotic airs of both countries were intermingled. The Marsellois followed Rule
Britannia.” *
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rector*; bankers in London; or as belonging to “ the

monied interest/* of London ; or as country bankers, is very large ;—while

the number of those members who are independent of Government and

advocate free principles, is very small. The speech of Lord Althorp in

proposing the Committee, intimated an expectation that the Committee

would be able to make its report in time to admit of a Legislative mea*.

sure being passed in the present session ; and enough has already tran-

spired to lead to a belief, that there is a strong party in the Committee

that desires so to conduct its inquiries as to secure this object.

Such a course of proceeding is one, howevbr,»which, if taken, cannot

fail to be considered as highly objectionable. It is quite impossible that

the conduct of the Bank of England, and the system and consequence

of the country banking, can be properly investigated in the shoyt space

of time which will intervene before the termination of the session.

Much less is it possible that the opinion of the public can be consulted,

and a law be passed with that decent deliberation which the great im-

portance of the subject requires. •

Under these circumstances it is evident the pubHc^should be on the

alert, and not feel satisfied with leaving the question of renewing the mo-

nopoly of the Bank wholly in the hands of the Committee. Those persons

who are of opinion that the conduct of the Bank ^f England in 1824 and

1825, contributed to the convulsion of that period, and who also feel reason

to believe that excessive issues, and sudden contractions of Bank of Eng-

land paper produced the preceding convulsions in 1818,
1815, 1797, 1793,

and 1783 , should come forward, and by petitions to both Houses of Parlia-

ment, and communications to members of the committee, help to stop

a crude and hasty legislation. The influence the Bank exercises on all

those who are extensively engaged in trade in London, iw of such a na-

ture as to deter them from expressing or acting upon their own views

of the impolicy of the monopoly ;
so that the public interest will inevi-

tably suffer, if those who are independent of thaAnfluence, whether in

London or the country, hold back, and leave the business wholly to the

committee.

A question in which the agricultural, mining, manufacturing, and

commercial interests of the nation, are so deeply involved, ought not to

be made the subject of legislation in a House of Commons, which, by its

own act, has pronounced itself not to represent public opinion. It

should be postponed till a new Parliament shall be called^ when it may
be expected, that instead of the small number of members now in

Parliament, who are competent to deal with a subject requiring so

much knowledge of financial and commercial science, a great many of

the best informed men of the kingdom will he found to have seats m
the reformed House of Commons.

With respect to the motives of Government and of the Committee,

no kind of imputation is meant to be insinuated. If tbgv are favour-

able to a renewal of the Bank monopoly, there are sufflnent grounds

for their being actuated by the present intentions ;
but, at the same

time, the point to be decided is of such a nature, and the reasons for

referring it to another House of Commons, are so palpable, tfiat this

appeal to an active interposition by the public cannot be considered as

improper or uncalled for. If Government should surrender itself into

the hands of the “ monied interest ” of London, and, by its influence,

hurry through, at the end of the session, a law for giving a new char-

ter to the Bank for twenty-one years, such a measure will he so glar-
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v ffte tand of Castes.

ingly ' wrong, so contrary to the usage of postponing all important
questions when the termination of a session i9 ^approaching, and so re-
pugnant to the feeling and interest of the public, that it Mil have no
claim to be considered as imposing an obligation on the new Parliament
not to .repeal it. Although granting a, charter, nothing like a chartered
right will bo conferred ; and therefore it will be the duty, as no doubt it

will be the disposition, of the reformed House of Commons, instantly to
repeal »sucli a law.

TIIE LAND OF CASTES,

BY TIIE AUTHOR OF “ CORN-LAW RHYMES.”

Said his wife to the cobbler, u The sun shines *0 fair

On the black chimney top there, just opposite, love ;

Let us walk to’anls the fields, where fine folks take the air,
And rusticate sweetly by brick-kiln and grove.”
So the dame clonn’d her slut-cover, he his cravat,
And off they went, chatting of this and of that.

They left streets of villas all blooming behind,
And bricks, pil’d' in masses, preparing for more;
And above them beheld, with their backs to the wind,
The beautiful smoke, which seem’d proud to pass o’er
New villas so rural and red in a row,
Which stare at the great, as to warehouse they go.

Thou they paused, and looked eastward on old Sheffield, plac’d
Black-red in the light, like a coal on the fire,

And sittv, not three yards off, beflounc’d and belaeed,
The fiddler’s wife coming, like daughter of ’Squire,
With her big-bottomed gown, all of satin 1 ween,
Like a fresh heather besom, deep purple and green.
«i.

%

When fiddlers salute you, expect some good news

;

They are prophets of good, and they evil eschew

;

They worship the happy, and seldom abuse
Their terrible power, when thry say, How d’ye do ?

When fiddlers salute you, expect, without fail.

That your wliiz7ing small stingo will soon be stout ale.

In all the professions, law, physic, or war,
Great men may be known by their strut to and fro ;

But greatest of men is your fiddler by far,

For fiddlers are noth ed by footmen you know ;

They are known to the butler,-*-they drink with him tool
Yet the fiddler’s wife curtsied, and said, How d’yo do Y

She smiled at the cobbler, then said, How d’ye do ?

And no more ;
pass’d him by, as a bug might a flea ;

Oh, hVBfcart, how it beat J would it knock a hole through ?

Oh, what could have happened ! what could the cause be ?

When fiddlers salute you, expect, without fail,

That your whizzing small stingo will soon be stout ale.

She simper’d, she curtsied, she said, How d’ye do ?

And, for once, gave the wall, which she’d no right to keep $

He thank’d her for nothing, of course, as was due,
Touch’d his hat to the lady, and look’d like a sheep
’Tis said by tye sages, that nothing is new ;

Yet fiddler met cobbler, and said, How d’ye do

!
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Th* cobbler grew thoughtful—said he, t( Hath aunt Sue
Gone to Heav’n, and bequeath'd us of shilling* ecorfes three?

Then I'll set up a salt-box, a mustard-pot too,

And the fiddler himself will be visiting me $

Tie certain g>e curtsied and said, How d'ye do ;

And I hope it’s an omen about my aunt Sue."

Then, thus spake his lady, “ Dear Joseph, though yet

Wo know not for truth that aunt Sue has gone home,
Let us order three herrings, and get into debt

On the strength of an omen, the best that could come

;

We'll be dunn'd like our betters, come paper,,come gold,

And bid at the sale, when our salt-box is sold."

Hurra, for the land of the high and the low,

Where the low ape the lofty, and pride fears no fall,

While tenpenny Jem sneers at ninepenny Joe,

And the only man safe is the lowest of all;

Though Dick, from the broker's, looks big as a prince

On Tom, from the broker's a Saturday since

!

•

Hurra, for the land, where the scab of to-day

Claims kindred with ulcers just sixty years old,

And new pus turns pale, lest the knife cut away
Some ancient olfeton, gore-clotted with gold,

And vital and lousy, with venom that makes
The dust which' it drops upon turn into snakes!

But, day of the banquet for long-trampled worms

;

When millions, all hissing and fang'd, will come forth,

Oh, ne'er may’st thou dawn upon horrible forms
That will sweep o’er the isle* like the wing of tllte north.

Drink horror for wine, under far-flaming skies,

And quench tliy red light in the glare of their eyes

!

MRS. GORE’S FAIR OF MAY FAIR.

Tiie Fashionable Novelists proceed on the exact principle of the

manufacturer of the celebrated razor strops. They make novels to sell

;

and more novels, because there was a quick demand for the last; watching

sedulously, meanwhile, the shifts and changes of taste, and the turn of

the market, and generally going beyond the mark, lest they be suspected

of falling short. The principle is as fair as it is intelligible : it is applied

invariably to every other article of foppery and luxury in this county,

where the trade in frivolities is still tolerably free, and why should the

Fashionable novel prove the only exception ? We cannot, therefore,

join in the outrageous outcry against even the humblest of the ingeni-

ous artists who labour in this profitable vocation, 0£ think there is

more justice in running them down, than the clever jeweller or uphol-

sterer who varies his articles to tempt, or suit the taste of the town ; or the

French milliner who invents some preposterous head-dress, and christen-

ing it after a Fashionable of the first-water, tempts the vanity of her of

lustre regarded in Almack's as less pure. As well might we blame the

theatrical manager wlio brings forward elephants, or jackasses, where

Shakspeare and Sheridan were wont to be, as the novelist who studies the

taste of his customers. The upholsterer may, in his individual tastes,

be as classic as Anastasius Hope ; the milliner very plain and moderate
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in her own notions of head-gear ; the manager an enthusiast for M&c-r

beth and Othello :—what then ?

They who live to please, must please to lire

And so the drama is overturned, and fantastic borings and inconvenient

couches are introduced, though nobody can be blamed, save those who buy

them, nor they either, if they can afford the expense. *When, as in the in-

stance of Mrs. Gore, the artist is evidently equal to the accomplishment of

something better and more enduring ; when, 'nstead of the fantastic fop-

peries and contemptible' .extravagancies of fashionable society, he might

give us pictures of general life, and sketches of the first specimens of hu-

manity, one does regret to see him tied down to employment so little con-

genial to his taste, and scarcely consistent with what his reflection must
whisper is the right and the proper as well as the lasting and the noble.

What then, again ? Are not painters and sculptors of genius, and of the

greatest accomplishment in their art, doomed to devote a very large pro-

portion of their time to being the mere mechanical transmitters of foolish

faces which the next generation will as certainly send to the garret, as the

present must, perforce, admire and bepraise ? Who thinks of abusing

Chantrey, or sneering at Landseer, because the one models an Aider-

man, whose face might be nearly what the blind French lady imagined

of Gibbon's countenance ; or the other painted a group of puppies at the

command of the greater puppy, their master ? To the plain puppies their

could indeed be no objection. To make the comparison fair they must
be canine figuranti, decked out in hoops and furbelow's, w'ith bags and.

swords—dancing dogs, in short—the Exclusive* of the puppy world, which,

we do admit, considerably deepens the ridicule and disgrace of the un-

fortunate artist.* He may however retire upon the substantial consola-

tion of a better market price than if he had painted the stag-hounds in

Waverley. But pounds, shillings and pence, are not an element of

critidism. We are sorry for it, since they are otherwise of some account

in this most generous and disinterested of possible worlds, and the

main-spring of many valuable literary productions, besides Fashionable

novels.

At the head of her class stands Mrs, Gore, an eminently clever female
writer ; and search Johnson from A to Z, scrutinizing every word denote

ing a quality, or the shade of a quality, and we shall find none half so ap-,

propriate and comprehensive as

—

clever. Mrs. Gore writes of the Fashion-
able world, not for it. It is a region so thinly peopled, that its own consump-
tion is scarce worth takinginto account. Norcan it rrlisli such gross earthly

food. It is living a Fashionable Novel, and leaves to inferior mortals
" to monster its nothings," and to write and read its life. The consumers
of Fashionable Novels would be small indeed, save for those fascinated

hordes which, battalion after battalion, press forward upon its borders,

eager to break through tftyp guarded fence, and in some few instances,

and with many rebuffs and scratches, succeeding,—and those distant thou*
sands of wondering, sighing, good simple souls among the rural or pro-
vincial population on whom a puff is not thrown away even in the
nineteenth century ; who still believe, as sure as they do Mr. Rubrics
sermon, that the fictitious Lady Dashaway must mean the real Lady
Smasliaway

; and that the Duke of Derbyshire in the book is mon-
strously like the live Duke of Devonshire at Almack’s of Crockford's

;

and who unfortunately have somehow grown up in the belief that it

yastly concerns them to ascertain this point, some .as leaders of local
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fashionable sects, others as simple believers. These are the persons
that take off the great staple of Mr. Colburn’s manufactory, the
numerous caste to whose vanity, credulity, and envy, (for there is

a soupqon of this^amiable quality which it is necessary to bring into

activity,) the Fashionable novelist ministers ; revealing the glories of

the charmed sphere through a smoked glass—repelling at once anil

attracting. Mrs. Gore, as we have said, is the cleverest among these
ministers of an intoxicating pleasure, and among the physicians df ennui.

She does not affect beforehand purposed mingling any thing
like serious instruction with her amusements * but it sometimes falls

in her way, nor is the lesson less effective from being given in the
tone of badinage or satire : every wise preacher must Suit the taste of

his flock.

The central point of Mrs. Gore's narratives is Almack’s—her year,
“ The Season"—her world, insolent Exclusives and dissipated Co-
terieists. Her first grand line of circumvallation is the boundaries of
May Fair and its dependencies. Thence she radiates to the distance

fit for a Fete Champetre, and next to the seats and places of such
of the higher aristocracy as have the distinction of being Fashion,

ables ; or descends to the villas of Fashion’s commercial aspirants,

any where about twenty miles round London, as rapidly as a travelling

chariot and foiyr will carry her, rarely diverging to the right hand or

to the left, on the great highway, or the briery or primrose by-ways of
humanity. Sometimes the scene is shifted to that portion of the French
metropolis which corresponds to May Fair, as far as it is possible for the

Gallic and British capitals to correspond. Her characters are as limited

in variety as is her scene in extent. Super-superfine fine ladies of the

day—diplomatic manoeuvring mothers, with their lfhole heart and
genius bent towards fashionable establishments for their daughters, and

daughters, seconding their intrigues and petty schemes, with the full

consciousness of being principals in their success. Vapid men oflhigh

unimpeachable fashion, and their imitators ; and of the genu^Almack's,
the varieties, pompous, lofty, supercilious, insolent, and so forth,—young
gentlemen about town, and middle-aged ones in the House. The business

of course is like that of more vulgar and sublunary worlds, dres-

sing, dining, dancing, scandal, airings in the Park, mornings in Bond
Street and the Arcades—how like yet how different !—But the grand

game to which every serious faculty is bent, is Fashionable distinction,

and as the means of this, matrimony; and in this game the women strive to

out-wit the u available ” men, the mothers to ward off te detrimentals "—a
word by the way which has gone to the shades—and the attacked men
to guard against the artifices of dress, manner, and character, brought

to bear against their fortunes and freedom by the attacking ladies ; or if

that will not do, to back out with the best grace they can.

The limited boundaries of the field Mrs. Gere has selected for her re-

searches, and its high state of cultivation, may be unfavourable to variety

ofspecimens of indigenous plants ; for the ladies and gentlemen to whom
we are presented in her different works are all wonderfully alike. In one

department only is her cabinet peculiarly rich ; in toadies, both male

and female ; and in petrifactions and fossil remains of Fashionables.

At a plot Mrs. Gore does not often aim ;
and she is right. However

such an affair might have been managed in the days of Fielding, it i6 gene-

rally bungled now. Iler narrative gets on at a rapid, rambling, lively

pace ;
nor does she conceive herself obliged,—no modern writer does,—

*
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to bring up the threads of her discourse* or to square her characters
on any exact principle of coherence or consistency. A young lady
may be gentle, loving, and angelic in heart arid disposition to-day

;

and by her mamma giving her a few dips in Fashion's stream, she comes
out case-hardened to-morrow. Many of her personages also are un-
substantial and shadowy. Her hand is not sufficiently steady and
commanding to bring out the features of a character with a few bold
dashes and masterly strokes, and she or her readers have no patience for

repeated minute touches. This—where we^form any definite notion of
them at all—involves he* personages in inconsistencies which might revolt
a logical mind, that cannot be persuaded to take a new step till it is sa-
tisfied ahoutthe last ; but, as it does wonderfully well with novel-readers,
there can be no serious objection.

With much liveliness and acuteness, pointed dialogue, sparkling
antitheses, and epigrammatic turns, her personages u come like sha-
dows so depart.” We meet them in society, sit next them at din-
ner, dance with them, think rthem rather agreeable, but give them
no abiding place in our memory, and feel small desire to cultivate
their acquaintance farther. They may be all that is attractive and
amiable, but for this we must take Mrs. Gore's polite assurance; the
belief has no place in our own conviction. We remember them as the
flirt in the pink, or the modest pleasing girl in the white frock, but we
cannot recollect their names, for we are dreaming of other heroines.
The fault is Mrs. Gore's ;—she has no time, or she takes no pains by
bringing us more together, to place U9 upon an agreeable easy fdoting.

She throws open to us ^he doors of a brilliant suite o'f apartments, where
elegant amusements, gay converse, and animating play are going for-
ward ; and with the slight introduction of fashion, leaves us to spend an
agreeable night, if we choose, and forget all about it next morning.
This is, perhaps, essential to the Fashionable Novel, to coipplete its

resemblance to its prototype, Fashionable Life.

The first acts of Mrs. Gore's dramas are generally occupied in these
descriptions and developments. The closing scenes exhibit the heart-
less intriguer completely foiled, baffled, disappointed, wrinkled, impo-
verished ; bankrupt in all desirable possessions—

“

the engineer hoist
with her own petard.” Is it worth while to bestow so much pains and
talent on this worthless fragmentary portion of humanity ? Yes ; for
the reasons given above, and also, that while many are harmlessly
amused a few may be instructed. Were it not„ that Mrs. Gore tracks
home the same foibles and vices to Bloomsbury Square which she scents
in the centre of May Fair, she might be accused of being tacitly in league
with the radicals to depreciate the current aristocracy ; but the false
views and paltry objects of commercial grandees, ambitious of fashion-
able distinction, find no more favour in her sight than the same things
when graced' with a coronet, and hidden under the strawberry leaves.

The present three volumes, The Fair op May-Fair, contain six
stories. The Flirt op Ten Seasons is an abridged fC Mothers and
Daughters.” The Separate Maintenance is a ri/accimento of “ Pin-
Money and The Special License, in its great outlines, approaches
“ Women as they Are.” But though*the leading features have a strong
family resemblance, the details are dexterously varied. The little occur-
rences, incidental developments, passing remarks, and traits of penetra-
tive sagacity into the paltry motives of mean minds, discover a more
matured tact, a more experienced cleverness. Mrs. Gore has likewise, in
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compliance with the expostulations of her critics, or on the prompting
of her own good taste, laid aside the scraps of -French, and odd-ends of
Italian, with which she used to sprinkle and garnish her dialogues ; but
having erred on the one side, now mistakes the reverse of wrong for

right, and surrenders a means of giving smartness and point to conver-

sation .apt to subside into the insipid, which she employed with qnequalled

facility. In dialogue she excels. It may not be very natural perhaps,

hut neither is the Opera, where people sing out their loves, hatifeds, and
orders for dinner

; yet tbe:$gst step got over, every body finds it answer
wonderfully well, provided only the words sungput he not dull or tedious,

which Mrs. Gore's words, whether said or sung, never are. The follow-

ing conversation, from the Flikt of Ten Seasons, passes at the mansion
of a worthy old Dorsetshire Baronet, of a kind of which we fear the breed
is extinct even in that fine county. The fair interlocutors are the Lady
Caroline Ilchester, the daughter of a Duke,—an aristocrat and a fash-

ionable of the first class, the purest blood of Almack's, and Mary Ray-
mond, a beautiful right-minded girl, wfyo lias understanding enough to

value her own natural advantages, and sufficient spirit to despise the

insolent airs of the- “ Ladyship." By not over-valuing dukes, Mary
Raymond finds one at her feet—rejects, and accepts, and is a duchess ;

while the Flirt, in vulgar phrase, loses her market. This is on the ortho-

dox principle of Mrs. Lovechild’s good books, giving the lump of plum-
cake to the good hoy. By-and-by, Mrs. Gore may get the length of

shewing that the plum-cake only gave the good boy a surfeit ; that liis

own plain bread-and-milk was quite as pleasant, if not more so. There
is nq curse so heavf as that of “^every granted prayer.” Mrs. G$re evi-

dently sees the canker, though she contents herself with nibbling at the

wart ; and while she keeps working with her scissors about the fibres

and off-slioots of the Upas of polite* society, indicates, that she knows
where to hit the tap-root, and could give it a smart blow if it suited her

purpose. But we neglect the Lady Caroline.

44 You have a brother in the Guards, I think, Miss Raymond ?— I often meet
him at Almucks, and the sort of public places where one meets every body*”

44 On the contrary, my brother never
—**

44 Exactly !—Very tall, with red hair, lie would be a very good waltzcr if he

had the least idea of time, hut—

V

44
1 assure you that Henry—

”

44 They would have it last season that he was going to be married to Lady Ger-
trude Mildhurst ; but I have very good reason to suppose he was. only flirting with

her married sister ; and

—

44 You are quite mistaken in—’*
44 Ah I well—I dare say l was wrong. Lady Gertrude is a very pretty girl ; a*rtl

though by no m&ns in a good set, and too English in her tone, she is tolerably po-

pular, independent of the attraction of those fifty thousand pounds, which Mr. Ray-
mond,—Captain Raymond—Captain is he P—found so irresistible.”

44 Believe me, Lady Cafolinc
44 No 1 I really never trust to sisteigy exculpations. Adela Richmond and I set-

9

tied one night at Lausdowne House—” • &
44 Adela !—then you know
44 Very true 1—I see yoft agree with us that a younger brother is just as excusable

in attaching himself to an heiress, as a younger sister to an elder «on. Adela de-

clares that the very notion of being a Mrs. Henry, or a Mrs. Charles, would drive

her to distraction.” *
44 Drive her to distraction! ” retorted Mary; 44 my cousin Adela’s proceedings—”
44 Your cousin ? ”—cried Lady Caroline, now really anxious for a Jaeply. 44 It

Adela a cousin of yours, and of all these Langdale people?—-1 never should have
guessed it.” ^

44 Not of all these Langdale people,—if you mean—”
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“ Sir Richard and her ladyship, and their learned son P
"

# “ Adeht Richmond is my mother’s niece ; the Raymonds are relations on my
father's side.**

“ Ah ! very true. 1 remember hearing her sfiy that it was the destiny of the last

generation of Miss Raymonds to marry in some unfortunate way or other ; and that

she had made up her mind to amend the matrimonial destinies of the Germaine
family.”
M b hope she may fulfil her intentions,” observed Mary’in a tone of pique. “And

yet—” . ,

'

v“ She has every chance that beauty and fashion can give,” said Lady Caroline

snocrftigly. “ One of my younger brothers took it into his head to fall desperately

in love with her as soon as s^c came out ; and Mamma was sferieusly uneasy about
it. • Bdt I pacified her hy the assurance, that so long as an heir apparent waste be

had in London, Horace ran no danger ; and, just as I predicted, * she refused him at

the end of the season, in company with half-a-dozen other despairing swains, not one
of whdin filled up the measure of her ambition.”
“ Not one of whom had managed to engage her affections, I conclude,” added

Mary gravely.
J

.

“ I rather fancy Adela has no affections to engage,” observed the impartial Lady
Caroline. “ Either her heart was already gone, or she was born without one. ”

u I will answer for it that she had one, anil a very warm one too, when we were
all children together. But Lady Germaine is a very worldly woman; and perhaps
may have rendered Adela as calculating as herself.

“ Perhaps so ;^t remains to be proved whether they calculate wisely. They seem
to forget that human life is precarious ; and that when Lady Germaine's jointure

goes, Adela will only have her pretty face and a few thousand pounds to push her
on in the world. An only child, and without any opulent connexions, what on earth

would become of her in the event of her mother's death I
**

“ Poor girl!” said Mary, shuddering at any allusion to the death ofn mother.
“ And yet she has been rash .enough to refuse Mr. Browze,—that great huge vul-

gar man with a Yorkshire estate as large as himself ; and, Sir Hector Mackenzie,
who brought back that noble fortune last yeai* from Calcutta! ”

“ Indeed!—then after all,” said Maiy, secretly reverting to the girl and boy at-

tachment between Adela and her brother Harry, £< my cousin may not be so heart-

less as I thought ; after all she may prove herself superior to the temptations of a

mercenary match.”
Heartless?—Why what do you imagine to have been her inducement in reject-

ing Sir Hector and Browze ?—Affection for my brother Horace, or some other chi-

valrous knight with the horrors of a small competence to allure her to St. George’s

Church ?—No, no 1 my dear Miss Raymond,—I cannot believe^ that so much unso-

phistication’of mind exists even at Langdale.—

”

** What could have been her motive,” inquired Mary.
u Her mother's, you mean ;—for my friend Adela had little voice in the business.

Why of conrse to form a better connexion. Lady Germaine has been manwuvring
to get Stoneham to he? hous^all the spring ;—and young Lord Westerham appeared
really struck by Adcla’s beauty ,—and Colonel Rpwford, Lord Rawford’s eldest

son, is always dangling after her. In short, she is the fashion and Lady Ger-
maine fancies she may marry whom she pleases. Rut* both mother and daughter
ipay find themselves mistaken. Marrying and flirting are two very different modes
of amusement.*** *
* “ Marrying and flirting are two very different modes of amusement!” exclaimed
young Dechimini, with most provoking mimicry, having entered the boudoir on
tiptoe without the smallest deference to the dignity dfr the two young ladies.

“ Raymond!—will you believe that Lady Caroline has actually decoyed your fair

cousin into tins lonely chamber to impart a ldfeon in fashionable ethics."

Burford wSa furious that a Mr. Dechimini, an undistinguished individual with
a plebeian name, should presume to “ Raymoij^l *' him, spr degrade Lady Caroline

lldcrfield to the level of his cousin Mary.
* jjL

doubtless, many more brilliant passages might be selected than the

episode of the worthy Rubrics ; hut w#shall for once venture to gratify

those whojjrefer the finest spirit of humanity to thrft of fashion even in

a Fashionable novel.

No human creature experienced any thing like real affliction on occasion of Dr. Doc-

ket’s decease, (a man who was found to liave been hoarding for fifty years the pro-
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ceeds of his various „ benefices, for the satisfaction of adding a wing to thq obscure
college of which he was a fellow, to be called the Docket Wing,) but because they-
foresaw the installation of the Reverend Doctor Fagg, and the consequent banish-
ment of the Reverend Eliab Rubric, the curate who, for twenty years past, had pre-
sided over the wants of the poor, the faith of the wavering, the happiness of the
whole parish. He had, in fact, laboured solely and abundantly in his vocatidh,
with the exception of collecting its tithes. The tithes were for the dunny vicar, and
the Docket wing ; a salary of £115 being deducted for-the pittance of Rliab.
The Raymonds girls, familiarized by their works of benevolence with thS state of

the parish,—aud the good old dowager, ^instructed by painfuhparental experience in
the temporal and spiritual doctrines of Dr. Fagg,—were naturally moved with cojn-
miseratlon towards the people of Langdale.' But all discussion was useless* The
living had long been promised to the tutor of Sir Burford, the protege of the Duke
of Dronington^.. Intelligence of the death of the incumbent was duly dispatched to
Bologna, where the Baronet and bis shadow were residing ; and they now began to
expect the arrival of Nicodemus’s small travelling valise and sgpg little person, to
take possession of the Vicarage* *

•

fc

.

It was a doleful sight to Harry Raymond and his sisters to encounter poor Mrs.
Rubric, or one of the Curate’s fine, hard, healthy-looking boys, in their daily walks,
and reflect how soon they were likely to be ejected from the decent happy little tene-
ment in which they had so long resided, and which they had so often rendered a -

stronghold of defence to their poorer brethren. The gaffers aud gammers of Lang-
dale, trudged songloss and discontented to work, pondering over the prospect of losing
the comforter of their sickness, the strengthener of their hopes, the harbinger of their

future compensation ; and Rubric himself, in his rusty Buit of curate's grey, waa
often seen scudding with the evening shadows along the meadows and coppices skirt-*

ing the village, as if bidding farewell to the scene of his pastoral labours,—to the
wilderness wherein lie liad so long folded his flock.

There is something humiliating, something painful, in the sight of a scholar,—

a

servant of the altar—a man with furrows on his browfand the scars of fifty years
of worldly suffering in his heart, drive* forth like a hireling to seek liis bread ;

—

bidden to resign all intercourse with those for whose Bins he has offered up his inter-

cessions to heaven,—the shorn lamb he has sheltered in his bosom, the straggler he-

lms recalled from the waste and the wayside to the fold of God ! Rubric was too

meek to complain, too proud to weep ; but he looked at his children, and the walls
in which they had been born to him, and which once he trusted would shelter them
till the accomplishment of their maturity, in the silence of a deep-felt sorrow.

Poor Mrs. Rubric already began to count her moveables ; to gather Together her

napery and the well-worn garments of her family ; to wandcf round her tiny gar-

den with a heart swelling mightily towards the gooseberry-bushes that had so long

furnished lier parsonic wine-press, and the crooked quince tree overhanging the

pond, that had supplied lier annual marmalade. There was not a double daisy

putting up its pert head along the oyBter-shell border, which did not (as Words-
worth sings) inspire her u with thoughts too deep for tears.”.. She wanenired from
the little laundry to the little parlour, from the little p&rlour to the little kitchen ;

and fazed upon her washing tub# and saucepails, saying, a* the Imfyan tribes* on re-

tiring to the back settlements, ejaculated to the bones of their ancestors, “ How can.

we say unto you, arise and follow us ? ” Every stir in the village, every rumbling

of wheels in the direction of the Pig and Whistle,—the chief hostel of Langdale,-***

filled her with aldrm. She lived iu a perpetual presentiment of the advent of tlie^

Reverend Nicodemus Fagg.
One evening,—it was tlm very evening appointed for Henry Raymond’s return to

town,—a stirring October evening, when the autumnal winds speak with a loud

voice among the branches, and the swiping eddies of crisp sere leaves smite sharply

against the windows,..and Rubric and his wife were sitting dejectedly beside their fire ;

she, occupied with that everlasting implement of the penurious housewife, a darning-

needle ; he, pondering with spectacles on nose over a folio Chrysostom, bequeathed *

him by the dunny Vicar, not 4< to smooth his band in, ” but as a handsome testi-

mony of regard for twenty years’ services. Both were silent, both sqd. But on a.

sudden Mrs. Rubric paused, with the ravelled muslin in one hand, and the “ glitter-

forfex ” in the other :—she heard a sound, a tumult, a rumbling of wheels. u * Tin

the Doctor I ” she faltered in a faint voice. u * Tis the Vicar I” responded herhus-

band iu a grave one ; and rising with ilignity he prepared, like Foscari the Doge, to

look upon his successor. <

When, lo 1 a tap louder than any the crackling leaves the sycamores cot# pro-
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duce, heal’d at the parlour window ; the garden door was hurst open with

mighty violence ; and, rushing into the little chamber, there appeared—(no ! not

Nicodemus! we ask pardon tor the interruption)—Harry Raymond and his three

sisters ; their fine eyes sparkling, their handsome checks glowing with the evening

air, their white teeth appearing through smiles of uncontrollable gvatulation.
a Margaret must read the letter,—Margaret is the cause of it all !

” cried Jane.

Hearts and Diamonds is formed on a fresher pattern ; but the

most interesting’ and instructive, although the most painful tale, is the

Divorcee:. It is the essence of a hundred dark and painful stories. It

also enshrines one of Mr$. Gore’s uniques ;—Jane Esthope is more than
a counterpart to the Nabob Orme of The Flirt of Ten Seasons. How
beautiful is the affectionate intimacy of the girlish Mrs. ^llanhy with

this Israelite indeed !—how affecting the contrast of the last over-

shadowed hours Dfthe victim of Fashionable folly*, spent with the same
generous and guileless being. We choose our extracts from the days of

poor Amelia’s innocence. She is the very youthful wife of an elderly

and excellent man, of ample fortune, who had chosen her out of a large

poor family, and became the benefactor of all its grateful branches ; which
ail'droop and wither with her fall.

When first poor Jane was pointed out at Church to Mrs. Allanhy of Allanby, her
mean stature, dufile cloak, and straw bonnet, said little in her favour. It was not
likely to occur to the girlish Amelia (still dazzled by the glittering prospects of ten
thousand a-year) that much of the happiness of her future life could depend on so
unimportant a person. She had not yet learned how soothing, how necessary, is the
balm of sweet counsel, evenj& those who are clothed in purple and fine linen, and
fare sumptuously every day.wshe did not dream that the formality of Allanhy Hall,
and the awful dignity of the three Carmycliaftls, would very soon induce her to slip

away unattended and unnoticed ; and hastily traversing the two fields separating the
western lodge of the Park from Mooreroflt, the farm-house to which shortly after
her marriage she had been ceremoniously introduced by her husband, seat herself
cozily in Jane Esthope’a ingle-nook, to talk to her,—nol not talk,—to gossip with
her, concerning her mother, her brothers, and sisters ;—listening in her tufn to Jane’s
history of her yesterday’s churning,—of the smut in farmer Brown’s barley, and the
stoats which had wrought such devastation in Goody Denham’s poultry-yard.
To he sure there was something in Moorcroft which might have attracted visiters

from even a more cheerful home than Allanhy Halil The farm was constructed
within the ruins of the ancient Abbey of Allanby, on the precipitous banks of the
river Greta ; taking, in its internal arrangements, the imposing form of its Gothic
precursor. The hall, as it was termed, (a chamber uniting both kitchen and par-
lour,) was rormed out of the refectory of the monastery,—the Gothic recesses of which
were converted into presses, the receptacles of Jane’s household stores, her homespun
and homemade. The ruirfh of the old cloisters still formed, the boundary of her lit-
tle domain ; her bantams roosted on the grim effigy of an early Abbot ; and the her-
bary which rendered her honey the boast of the neighbourhood, and her medicine chest
tSie general resort of the poor, exhaled its spicy fragrance under the self-same south-
ern wall which sheltered of yore the early esculents of the luxurious monks. Her
grapes clustered round fancifully carved capitals of Saxon columns ; her China roses
blossomed between “ a fleur-de-lys, or a quatrc-feuille,” o^fcoary granite ; her bee-
hives were ranged beneath the arch of a retiring window, once rich with a gorgeous
variegation of deep-stained Flemish glass ;—and the ppved court, from whence her
dovecote sent up its flight of fantails, cardinals, and capuchins, into the clear blue
sky, was consecrated by a tessellation of emblematic cross-bones hnd skulls, crown-
ing the “ hie jacets” of the Franciscan brotherhood Of Allanby.

Thft modem tenant of this romantic abode, remained, in defiance ofits associations,
one of the most matter-of-fact persons in the world. * * * Even among the poorest of
her neighbours, she was only “ Jane Esthope^ No one ever thought of disguising her
by the name of Miss, or Madam the heroine of Miss Baillie’s tragedy, u the noble
Jane de Montfort,” was not held more proudly superior to commoUforms of respect,
than the little crooked, bright-faced being, who came smiling to her gate to welcome
the young wife of Allanhy ; and who, having seated her in the \yicker chair of cere-
mony, rejoiced in the sight of her beauty and the sound of her sweet voice, without
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remembering how honoured was her lowly dwelling by the presence of the Lady of
the Hall.

Without sufficient discernment of mind to comprehend the mcritoriousness of Jane
Esthope’s character,—of her cheerfulness under prolonged sickness and habitual in.
flrmities, of the tender mercies which limited her personal comforts, and taxed her
slender fortunes,—Amelia was soothed by the sight of her radiant countenance, and
the influence of her cordial nature. Many a lesson of wisdom did she unconsciously
imbibe from the lips of one who was herself acquainted with only two sources of in-

struction—the Book of Truth and the face of nature. Mrs. Allanby became Wiser and
better during a half-hour’s visit to Moorcroft, than after a whole day’s schooling from
the literary Priscilla or the controversial Lucinda. She was only aware, however, of
becoming happier ; for it was to Jane Esthope alone she ventured to prattle respect-
ing her sister Stretton’s apprehensions that her little boy had got the measles,—Mrs.
Madoc Williams’s anticipations of an heir-apparent that was to precede the hope
of Allanby,—and her own anxiety that some tidings should reach her parents con-
cerning the safety of the Orion frigate and its secoud Lieutenant, which, for two
years past, had been cruising in mysterious silence in the Indian seas.

It was one bright day in April, after an absence of four or five, (a long absence for

one who was in the habit of at least a five minutes’ parley over the gate every morn-
ing of the week,) that Amelia passed the threshold of Moorcroft ; and without inter-

dicting Jane Esthope’s occupation, who was busj^sorting flax for distribution among
the poor, seated her-elf beside an open casement round which the gay flowers of the
mc'/ereon and corcorus were already clustering.

<f I have not been here since Thursday,” said she in a mournful tone. u We have
had a terrible large party at the Ilall.”

“ I met a carriagc-and-four with the Tuflton aims the other day, as I was return-

ing from the West Lodge poorhouses,” observed Jane, who had never in her life

entered the Hall as a guest, and had no more notion of being invited there than of a
presentation at Court.
u Lady Sophia Tufton and her family were with ndjHfarec days; and we had my

father's cousin, Sir Vavasor Kendal an^J his son, bcsidesseveral other people.”
“ A large pleasant party ?

—” *

“ Yes I Lady Carmychael thought it very pleasant. I heard her tell Mr. Allanby
it went off * vastly well considering but I don’t know,—it seemed very stiff and
unsociable after our Batli parties.” *

u Bath must be a very gay place,” said Jane ;
u they toll me it is almost ns large

as Edinburgh.”
* J

(t It is a very beautiful city; and yet when I happened to mention to*oiie of the

Miss Tuftons that I had never been in London, and bad lived at Bath, she seemed
so surprised ; and said to her sistgjp,^1 1 did not know people lived at Bath ; I fancied

one only went for the season.* And the next time I was alone with Lady Carmy-
chael she begged me as a particular favour never again to mention that I was brought

up at such a place ; or tftftf I never lived in town. ( People will find it out quite soon

enough,* she said ;
‘ and it would vex my brother to know that the Tuftons had

been sneering at his wife
“ But did they sneer?'*
u They looked a^cacli other, but said not a word.”
« Sir Vavasor Kendal must have been aware you are not a Londoner.”
<£ He knows very little of us ; and yet but for his introduction of Mr. Allanby, L-*

should never have seen Westmoreland,” said Mrs. Allanby with a deep sigh.

“ You must love him for that !” cried Jane, glowing with the minor patriotism of

love of county.
u He seems very amiable and gracious.”
(< And were his sons with him?—Colonel Kendal is one of our members, and is

thought a very great mam.” W , , ,“ So he Seemed.^He sat whispering every evening with the Miss Tuftons and
Lady Sbphia, till I almost fancied they were laughing at me.”
« Dear, dear Mrs. Allanby,—laughing at you ! How could you fancy su<£i a

thing ?’* skid Jane, Sghast at the notion.

“ Indeed it was only my cousin Vavasqg who condescended to take the least notice

of tac. I rememberJie came once to Bath, and used to dance with my sister Bose,'

when I was a little jirL And he asked me so many questions about hpmo ; and

remembered all my brothers. L like Vavasor very much. I walked with him

every morning; 1 almost thought of bringing him to visit you.”

« I should have been very glad t0 see him.” *
a But I sometimes think, that if Lady Carmychael and her daughters knew of
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my coming here so often, and how happy I am at Moororoft, they would want to

come too ; and they are so very disagreeable 1**

“ Surely, they will soon be leaving the Hall?”
“Yes; 1 heard Miss Lucinda tell the Tuftons they should meet In town after

Easter ; and Vavasor seemed surprised when he found we were not going too. My
cousin assures me 1 should be enchanted with London. But T am satisfied 1 should

fi*el still more lonely there than at Allan by ; for I know nobody in town but my
brother Bob, whose time is taken up with business ; and here 1 have you, Jane,—
whom, nhxt to Mamma and my sisters, I love better than any body.”
“ You are very good to say so,” said Jane Ksthope, warmly ;

“ but in London you
tvould soon gain plenty of-fine friends.”

Amelia sighed :—those sh9 had acquired since her marriage gave her little anxiety

to increase the number. et I want no new friends,” said she. “ Perhaps next year

some of my brothers and sisters may be invited to Allanby, and it will not be so dull

then,—1 shall have iny baby to show them. How delightful it will be to bring Jbliem

all here some morning ! Helen draws beautifully, and will make me a sketch of

Moorcroft. Poor Helen lost her little girl :—I shall be quite grieved for her, Jane,

when she first sees mine.”
“ But is yours to be a little girl?

—

We in the village want an heir for AUauby
Hall.”
“ Oh ! no, no,—a dear little girl/ who will always he with me—never leave me.

1 shall wish for no company then. Dear, dear Jane, think how happy 1 shall be

when ” * • *

“ When you find that I have at last discovered your retreat!” cried a voice from
the window. “ Pardon me for venturing hither; but those two ferocious dragons,

the Miss Carm) chads, informed me you were wandering somewhere about the park,

and I gave my liorse leave to follow you.”
“ lie was very clever to find his way to Moorcroft,” said Mrs. Allanby, blushing

deeply as the fate and figure jrf a very fine young man of five-and-twenty appeared
at the casement ;

<< I hopejBSghave tied him at the gate, so that he may rifet tram-
ple the flower-beds. Jane,1ms is my lousin Va>asor.”

The “cousin Vavasor,” who, years afterwards, when poor Amelia had
regularly graduated into a fashionable beauty, becamo her heartless

seducer, without even the excuse of sharing in that love, of which her
bosofh was so full.

In conclusion, we give Mrs. Gore's rapid summary of the delig^ for

which so many men and w omen “ walk vain shew, and disquiet

themselves in vain." .

And in what, may w*e venturi* to inquire, consisted the J*$Wrse °f gaiety ”’fcpptt»

rently so warmly appreciated by both mother and daughter j^Lwhat were their ha-
bits, their occupations, their means and measure of enjoyment ? To rail for the first

four mouths of the season at the dulness and emptiness of Jown ; to fume, fret, and
scold for the four ensuing, at balls, or rumours of balls; from w'hicli they fancied

themselves designedly omitted ;—to grumble during the bright dgys of June at the
multiplicity and incompatibility of their engagements ; and amid "the fading plea-

'Smres of July, to grasp at every dying flower till its leaves were crushed,—tip re-

double every effort, every matrimonial manoeuvre, till disappointment became dis*

Nor were the minor cares and occupations of Adela more edifying or rifcore satis- *

factory. Up till daylight, morning after morning, vet ever hurried away from the
ball-room in “ the sweet o’ the night,” lest the grcyVrilight should prove a ‘danger-*

ous visitation, a revealer of defeatures, a beacon-lignrto thmmv^jgy
; chained Jo a

mid-day couch, day after day, by headache and the apprehension not pf personal fa-

tigue, but ofa careworn countenance;—all the labours of heavy.—all thejmifyftof
designing, ordering, inspecting and altering, ball Areas after dre4 ^JilMhe
dread of being surpassed by the addition of a flounce, feather*?* spangle* by g$jjl&

mischievous rival ;—all the apprehension of appearing either before or
fashion,—of offending Lady This by copying some irresistible ufgtlHarity SroSuAV* i

turn?, or Lady That by flying into a contrary extreme ;—all pcPlpk
selfish, contemptible vexations and toils of a mere yingman of the, World,
gathering round her young head ! To attract, to enslave, tMgpy§ *

occupied every thought of this immortal and responsible beiilpv
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SOCIETY IN ENftliAND.
*

The object of tile following series of papers will be to,convey a cor.
rect idea of that very curious and complicated phenomenon, English So-
ciety. While making this attempt, it is not intended to pursue a regu-
lar plan. The subjects will be laid before the reader, much in the same
order in which they suggested themselves to the writer ; and provided
that the portrait, on the whole, be a correct likeness, it matters little in
what order the various features are delineated.

By the word society here is intended the various relations in ifhlch
the different members and classes of our people stand to each other, in
the character of neighbours. The immediate object in view is to de-
scribe merely what we may term social, as opposed to political, and
mere family relations, feut since the social are powerfully influ.

enced by the political relations, the former in fact taking their impress
or character in a great measure from the latter, political institutions

will, of necessity, be frequently subject of remark. But this is far from
the chief aim in view. There are faults in the social structure as now
existing in England, that no mere ppktical revolution of reform could
alter. If to-morrow we had the moire perfect government the wit of
man could devise, we should be, in spite of this great amelioration, an
unhappy people. There are feelings now existing in all classes of so.

ciety, from the highest to the lowest, which, of necessity, would poison
the happiness of any nation. As a people, we seepi, in fact we are, igno-

rant, that happiness is our “ being's end and jffm* Our thoughts have
been so intensely directed to the jneans, that tmrend has at length been
totally forgotten. These ^jces in the system, time and long travail in

the education of all clashes alone can cure. To signalize these, and
suggest modes of reform, is the great object of the following series of

papers. The effort, however humble its execution, is In itself great,

and unluckily, (that 1ft, for the community,) it is new. Social ouglit to

go hapd in hand with political reform ; but the evil in the case of tha

hitter is palpable to most while the deep and deadly cancers of

the former require careful and narrow search to be discovered ; not be-

cause they are insignificant, but because a more intimate knowledge pf

social life, and social morality is necessary, to be able to distinguish the
diseased from the Healthy structure. The evil is of silent, though ex.

tensive influence. It* starts not to view in striking and individual

misery, but, in slow growth, infects the whole mass of Isociety. Gra-

dual decjjty takes place, happiness departs, misery takes its place ; various

are tjio causes supposed, various the reforms suggested. But since the-

one are wrongly attributed, the latter are vain ; and we go on from one

generation to another, bearing the burthen of our miseries about us, com.

plaining, qjpd yretched. and bequeath a still more miserable existence to

bqr successors. The evilpfhowever, if known, is not difficult of cure.

Alliha|gis required js, that we should determine to be happy in spite of

the nfppinem of our neighbours. If we could once learn in what the

elements of re&xHkppiness consist, it would not be long before we our.

selves Were happjjS
^

NO-^-THE ARISTOCRACY IN THE COUNTRY.

swing of the year^l#— having worn out my body by over-ex.

mind, my medical advisers commanded me
* 2RvpL t
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to leave Londpn, . and its various and varying excitements. In obe-

dience to their orders I went out of town, and as quiet was my
object, took up my abode at , a small village on the Hamp-
shire coast, I well knew that my good countrymen would not thrust

upon me their society ; being, as I was, a stranger, and living after a

very modest and moderate fashion ; indeed, living as I did, I might, had
it been' my wish, have remained for the whole of my life in perfect soli-

tude, untroubled by any impertinent, or any kind-hearted intrusion.

The object I sought was therefore certain, since 1 took no introduc-

tions, and was luckily not personally known to any of the immediately

surrounding gentry. •

As my health gradually returned, my solitude became irksome ; l was
not strong enough to study, and mere light reading, as it is usually

termed, is by no means a continuing source of amusement. To travel

over the heaps of literary rubbish which are now, in defiance of every

warning, impudently thrown out upon the highway, to annoy and ob-

struct the traveller, is a painful labour. Canting, flippant, supercilious,

heartless, superficial ; wanting all the higher excellencies of learning

and of thought ; wanting even an attractive manner, from the haste and
carelessness with which they compose, our mere litterateurs of the pre-

sent time, if they truly represent the public mind, serve to give oue no
very favourable impression respecting either the mental or moral en-

dowments of our countrymen. There was no solace in the world of

amusement they offered.

Friendship, however, brought me the mental occupation I desired. I

could converse though IpSould not study ; and friends were soon found

who kindly lent their aid to lighten the burthen of my existence.

Among others w as a young American, whom Pshall here call Pierrepoint.

It were useless, not to say impertinent, to give his real name.
Pierrepoint had' not been long in England. A fewr months before he

had Jeft the United States with the intention of travelling over Europe,

and the fy;st place he came to naturally enough was England. Like
most Englishmen and their descendants, he was possessed by the pride

of birth ; and though proud, and justly prbad, of the institutions of his

country, which acknowledged no such distinctions, and the almost ne-

cessary tendency of which is to induce every citizen to think lightly of

them, he yet felt and could not repress tin aristocratic pride in being

descended, not from his own country's worthies (and there are none
greater) but from an old Norman family established in England at the

time of the Conquest. The institutions of America cannot effect the

whole of the education of her citizens. English literature, English
'learning, politics, philosophy, all play an important part in that educa-
tion ; and the more instructed, in the ordinary sense of the term, any
one of her sons becomes, the more likely is he to be enthralled by the
influence of that literature and philosophy. With some marked excep-
tions, English philosophy and literature BreVristocratic. These excep-
tions also, are just the writers most seldom studied dr appreciated. The
general current of thought, the ordinary trains of association fostered by
English writing, are of an exclusive aristocratic description. Locke,
Milton, Hobbes, Sydney, Bentham, and a few others, may be found
whose works breathe a different feeling ; but who, now, ever even reads
these ? Still fewer is the number of those who study and understand them !

In America our ordinary literature is chiefly studied, while the more re-
condite and exalted portions of it are less kno^rtt than even in the coun-
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try which gave if birth. Pierrepoint was' well read in all those more
common portions of our literature, and being of an imaginative charac-
ter, was more than ordinarily under its influence ; more so than he well
knew, or knowing would have acknowledged. On the other hand, the,
brilliant though short history of his own country had wrought deeply'
upon his mind ; while her institutions had trained him to the doctrine,

feeling, and practice of equality. These terms may appear strange, per-
haps incongruous—they nevertheless have been advisedly selected. The
doctrine of equality is, that the feelings, the happiness of one man,
shall not only in law, but in the every-day intercourse of our lives, be
allowed and deemed of import equal to that of any other man. The
feeling of equality is, having this doctrine made as it were a part of our
nature—-just as the opposite opinion is in England, and was in France
under the old regime, ingrafted on the hearts of the aristocratic classes.

When, in the same quick, certain and unchallenged manner, in Which the
fostered child of aristocracy entertains contempt and recklessness for
the feelings of his poorer fellow-creature, a man feels that his poorest
neighbour’s well-being must be respected just as if it were that of his
richest, then that man has, what I call, the feeling of equality. When
all his acts mark this feeling, when he not only admits it in words, but
by his conduct .in all his relations with others, proves that he admits it,

then he practises the doctrine of equality. My young friend, thanks ter

the institutions of his country, had received an education w'hich made
this doctrine, feeling, and practice, a part of liK very nature. He was
thus far a republican in heart as well as in naragk

Pierrepoint came to me early in June. TnSr weather had been for

some weeks genial and w arm ; the face of the country w as in the highest

degree beautiful, and the happy joyous nature of the season threw' a life

and radiance over the landscape that can seldom be found in our cold,

dull, cheerless climate. As we rode through the green lanes, and swept

by the many lordly dwellings, w ith which this part of England is pro-

fusely studded, my Companion would break out into rapture atrtlie sin-

gularly beautiful, and to him novel scenes the neighbourhood afforded.

Turning to me as we passed one of those splendid abodes, more magni-

ficent than any we had yet seen, he said, “ You R , have been in Ame-
rica, and know the character of its scenery, and therefore can w'ell ap-

preciate the pleasure I feci at the exquisite novelty before me. Look
at that noble house, with its sweeping boundless lawns, its avenues of

massy foliage. How exquisitely quiet, simple, yet magnificent ! Your
aristocracy at least shew taste in this portion of their establishment.

l)o you think,” said he, with a sort of doubting and hesitation, “ that •

this is more beautiful than the giant scenery of my native land My
answ er Was, That to me they seemed not objects of comparison. England

(at least"*such portions as I have seen) has nothing that can be called

scenery ; that is, no natura^pcenery. The beauties of her landscape ard

not derived from the outline of the country ; from the hues which the

light throws over it, or which the mere atmosphere imparts. We have
not here as With you the spelling outline of gigantic mountains—-no
magnificent forest here exhibits a gorgeous panoply of foliage—no
majestic rivers roll through interminable plains—no fiery atmosphere

clothes the whole heaven in purple and gold. All you see, or nearly all,

is the sheer result of art and wealth. Those trees have been planted

In the beautiful order in which you see*them. Their Very existence is

tt proof of enormous riches. They occupy much space, and capital
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that has been idle a century. Those lawns have been rendered even,

sloping, and Bmooth by the labour of hundreds of hands ; and that noble

dwelling, which seems the palace of a prince, has been a voracious gulf

swallowing up hundreds of thousands of pounds. Beat down the house

;

let the trees alone grow that would spontaneously arise ; let the lawns

become wild, and then take your pencil, and see how poor, uninterest-

ing and insignificant the whole would appear/' "You speak, R. as if you
almostjdesired such an event No, indeed. I, like you, am too fond

an idolater of all this beautiful landscape which you as a man of taste

could not fail to admire. But unfortunately all its loveliness, (which at

times I gaze upon for hours, until I almost lose, in my admiration, all

other considerations,) is linked in the mind of every thinking man with

associations of pain, and misery, and degradation."—

“

How is this? I

see no reason for such."—

“

Ay, that is because you know not the so-

ciety into which you have come. Stay with us a few months longer and
you will think as I now speak. Do you see yonder board nailed to that

stunted fir tree ? Do you sec its threatening with A prosecution in

large letters, according to law ?

—

persecution

,

it should be. Do you see

in the hedge there, a sort of gap apparently lately stopped up ?—that was
a footpath used by the poor. Those two things, insignificant as they

may seem, are painful evidences of the radical vice of our social mo-
rality. You admire, and so. do I, the quiet patrician solitude of the

beautiful domain before us. There is more of real magnificence and
dignity in that exquisite repose than if a troop of feudal retainers were
seen in waiting at the gates. But that solitude is obtained in this case

by oppression,—is debirld not for the pleasures it might bestow, but on
account of its evclusiueness.” “ You speak in riddles now,” said Pierre-

point, laughing ;
“ I shall begin to think that your malady has reached

your head. What can you mean ? I see nothing to indicate this.” No,
indeed ; the outsitie of things with us seldom betrays what lies below.

Doqbtless by the aid of your fervid imagination, and Washington Irving's

romancinqr, you have peopled yonder house. Let me give you a picture
of your thoughts. The owner, you fancy, a man of great wealth, in-

fluence, fine taste, and benevolence. One who, though he be a sort of
feudal lord, yet exercises his power in no evil mannei. You suppose
him beloved by a large tenantry, who look upon him with a species of
filial respect. You fancy him and his family (a family composed of ge-
nerous youths, and elegant gentle-hearted girls) in daily intercourse

with their poprer neighbours, giving advice where needed, assistance

more substantial in money, or even personal attendance to the very
jpoor. The sick you suppose to resort to this house for aid, and com-
fort, and instruction. In short, you have fancied a neighbourhood of
which this family is .the centre, guiding, cheering all, and beloved and
respected by all. Now answer truly,—were not your cogitations of this

complexion ?” " You have, I think, somewhat exaggerated my thoughts,
though certainly your guess has a semblance of truth. Indeed it is not
surprising* that I should have some such fancies. A man of wealth has
in this country power to do what you have described ; and one would
suppose that having the power, he would be tempted, from mere per-
sonal interest, so to exercise it. This house I suppose was built to be
inhabited ; and if we live in a neighbourhood, it is but natural that we
should make ourselves agreeable to that neighbourhood. Now what
way more suitable or likely to he adopted than tho one you have de-
scribed ?' « In faith you exhibit no slight ignorance of English society.
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English feelings and manners. As a counterpart to your romance, I will

giro you the true history of this hous^, and ex uno discs omnes.

—

“ Its present owner is Lord A—> who not long since came, on the
death of his father, into the possession of immense wealth. This father

commenced life in some humble capacity ; but by his industry, frugal

habits, talents, and good fortune, camp to be partner in a flourishing

mercantile concern. The old man was not, however, content with mer-
cantile gains. During the late war he was useful in the raising of loans

to the then minister, and was paid accordingly* Some way or another,

old B—*s stock-jobbing speculations always proved successful. Some
said he was peculiarly clever in foreseeing events ; others thought they

*

were told him by the minister, in order that they might be turned to

good account by the stock-jobber. However this may have been, B—
grew exceedingly rich, and amongst other large property, he bought the

place you see ; or rather foreclosed a mortgage he had on it,—the

'former owner having been a foolish spendthrift about town. The house,

by the aid of builders, and planters, and landscape gardeners, and a host

of other functionaries, was made the beautiful place we now admire.

As for old B—*s taste, it never extended beyond the binding of his pri-

vate cash book, or the shape and size of his office table. When the old

man died, which he did full of years, and glorying that he did not spend

the interest of his interest, his ambitious son, Mr. G. B—,
jun. suc-

ceeded. Now the young B— loathed the recollection of his father's

life. He had by times been sent to Oxford, fas afterwards a young
man about town, and soon after seturned for the Jjorough of C—> then

among many in the possession of his father. He wished, he craved,—he
would have given half his fortune to have been deemed one of the aris-

tocracy—one of the exclusive class of society. To become so, he strained

every nerve, and exercised every art his ingenuity suggested. Vulgar

people, ana he is one of the vulgarest, feel there is no way to rescue them-

selves from being confounded with what they term low people, but by

haughtily shunning and insulting them. They have not that true dignity

which quietly but certainly draws the only line thata man of sense requires.

But with these nouveaux riches, and lately gentlemen, there is a painful

recofrection of their own elevation—that is, of their having been elevated.

It is ever in their minds, is the Rpring of all their actions, and a curse

which renders their wealth a torture. Well, B— had this dreadful

malady, and applied to his Majesty for an earl's coronet to cure it,

much in the same way that poor wretches did formerly for his touch to

relieve the scrofula. He was thus lifted among the nobles of our land ;

*

but neither our nobles, nor in fact any class of our landlords, possess

that feudal spirit which you have spoken of. Most of them have arisen

in this way ; and you cannot suppose that men possessed of the dread

I mention, would dare to hare any intimate intercourse with a class so

far beneath them as their tenants." “ Beneath them !” interrupted

Pierrepoint, “ why beneath them ?" " I cannot tell you why,** I answered*
“ I state a fact however. The tenants, that is the farming tenants, no
matter how educated, no matter of what wealth or talents, are deemed
by our aristocracy far beneath them. Let me proceed however. On all

new men, and comparatively speaking the rich of our country are all

such, their privilege does not sit easily ;—i%> is maintained by a struggle,

and the great instrument by which it is preserved is exclusiveness. As
this same exclusiveness runs through English society, you ought to

understand what is meant by it. Let us begin with the aristocracy

2
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themselves. These, from the mode in which they are kept up, and con-

stantly increased, are naturally enough separated off into small classes

or coteries. The highest circle is peculiarly rechercht, that is, exclu-

sive—few, very few are the happy mortals who are admitted within its

magic boundary. You, as an American, would, I think, be most unrcr
lentjngly excluded, unless indeed you can lay claim to being a direct

descendant from some native prince—some one of the red rulers of the

forest. Randolph of Ronnohe was here some time ago. I do not know
how he succeeded, or Whether hetried to be admitted; but since, as 1

understand, he lays chum to be descended from Pocohantas, (never

mention the name of Capt, John Smith, her husband,) 1 fancy if his

request had been well stated, he might have seen what black art these

very exclusive persons do actually practise, The second class not being

admitted to the first, revenge the affront on all such as they deem
beneath them; they in tlicir turn become exclusives; and thus the aristo^

cracy itself consists of many grades or classes. Many are the nobles who-

are as sedulously excluded from the empyrean regions of D— house, as

would be Mr. John Anybody the sugar-broker. Thousands of poor

wretches spend their lives in attempting to become of such privileged

set, sacrificing happiness, honour, and fortune to this their stupid ambi-

tion. This high-ininded feeling descends, however, to the remaining

portions of society, until at length you find the wholesale dealer exclud-

ing him who retails his goods
;
and not long since I saw an instance in

which an enraged scavenger denounced them low fellows the dustmen .

I have not yet learned whether the dustmen exclude any body,*
“ Thus, exclusiveness being the grand point in life, it must be shewn in

every possible shape ; and, alas ! that it should be so ; it extends to

shutting up their beautiful houses, and still more beautiful grounds, and
retiring from all social intercourse with their poorer neighbours. Some
few there still are who have enough of kindness and true dignity not to

practise this barbarism. The exception does them honour, while its

rarity is a stain upon their order."—

“

But you seem, I think, to attribute

too much to this boorish conduct. The people are only cut off from the

pleasure of seeing the beautiful specimens of art which these houses

contain, and of wandering through very beautiful grounds." Therrffc no
very great harm in this, was Pierrepoint’s observation. " Ay—you speak

like an American. The citizen of your republic needs no defence but

from the law,* requires no assistance from the mere sympathy of his

richer neighbours. There is no great man who has power to oppress

•him, neither is he so poor or so ignorant as to depend for his happiness

and even comfort upon the benevolent, good feelings of anybody. Far
different is the condition of large masses of my poor conntrymen. This

man of millions here, could crush, and utterly ruin, ay, banish a hun-
dred of aay of the poor wretches round him. They lie prostrate before

him. The law is a dead letter as regards them, and may be twisted, or

evaded, or fought off by the noble here, to any purpose he may desire.

It is of the highest importance therefore that this despot should have
kindly feelings towards the poor, and be plaeed in such a position as to
be acted upon by their good and evil opinion. This cannot be the case
while he dies their society. If, as in the olden time, he. came down upon

* “La mauievc etemelle d<* tmit grntilhomme en France e’eet dees croire wj^rieUr
a ecu epiax, et cgal * ses superieuw;” . - V <
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hie lawn when it was covered with the peasants dwelling round hit

estate ; if he mingled with them, knew their faces, and their families

and fortunes, he could not avoid being interested in their welfare,

desirous of their good, and to a certain extent dreading their ill opinion.

The acts of atrocity that are now daily committed as regards them,
would not, could not then be hazarded. Moreover this man is a law.

maker, wholly independent as to continuing such, of any votings of the

people. It is doubly necessary therefore that he should be placed under
some moral, since there is no legal, check upon his conduct. There now
exists neither the one nor the other, and what* is the result—a hatred

between these rulers and the remaining members of the community that «

I fear can never he allayed. ‘ War to the knife * will some day he de~

dared by the people, and then the descendants of this narrow-minded

aristocracy will bitterly me the conduct of their ancestors.”—

“

You spoke

just now,” said Pierrepoint, after a short pause, " of the practice of the

olden time, and you spoke in a tone so resembling that of admiration,

that you surprised me. You so peculiarly a friend of movement
“ What, then, you fancy that because I wish men to improve, and fancy

that they do improve, I can see no good in the past, or, seeing, cannot

admire it. What was good then I am perfectly willing to acknowledge,

and I lament, bitterly lament, that reformers have seldom been so dis-

criminating and reasonable as, while destroying bad institutions, to

retain the good they often contained. I know not whether the men
ought to he blamed for this however. Tis perhaps often impossible to

effect so desirable an end. Just as now, it would seem almost impossible

to cure the evils of our present society, without Overturning the whole

fabric. However, without attempting to determine this question, cer-

tain it is, there was some good in the feudal bond, which the present

condition of those same classes of society formerly held by it do not

now enjoy* The good to which I allude, sprang from the sort of social

duties which that bond imposed on the lord. The relation between

him and his vassal (for that is the word) was .not a mere money rela-

tion. It extended far over the whole social intercourse of the two

parties ; and while it created a curious sort of religious respect on the

par#of the vassal, it gave him great and irresistible claims to kind

offices from his lord. When that lord*in place of a turbulent marauder,

became a»quiet ’squire or country gentleman, the same feeling was often

retained by both parties, and much good at times resulted from it ; and

from thehce those pictures have been taken of old English hospitality

and genefous retainership which have so captivated the imagination of.

thousands. But ’tis now extinct. The tenantry of a landowner are

now mere capitalists, not farmers. A farmer in my sense of the term,

is he who lives upon his farm, cultivating it not merely with an*eyo to

the per centage he gains on the capital expended, hut with a view to his

whole happiness. One who employs his capital in agriculture, because

from thence he can gain a large return per cent., and thp moment
,
he can

find more profitable employment in other branches of business, removes

it : this is not a farmer after my fashion, or after the olden fashion. The

old-fashioned farmer cultivated his farm in hopes of a comfortable sub-

sistence, and happy mode of life. He looked to thrive, hut he did fiot

determine whether he did so or not by the balance at his bankers, but

by the comfort in his dwelling, and of thole in and around it; He was

a person bound to the soil, by a tie which he never thought of breaking.

While this was the case, tenantry were for ages descendants from fore-

fathers who had tilled the self-same farm; and there might be, and
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sometime* was, a very intimate intercourse, between them and their

landlords. Capital has now, however, been turned to farming, as to

other speculations ; and the misery which the philosophic eye of Gold-

smith foresaw and lamented by anticipation in his unrivalled “ Deserted

Village/* has come to pass. The small farmers have disappeared, mid
while our produce has thereby increased, our happiness as a community
has sensibly diminished. That narrow-minded race, the mere political

economists, laugh at this. They have yet to learn that the accumula-

tion of wealth is not all that is requisite to make men happy.”— If/*

said my friend, “ you ffing your shafts thus plentifully around you,I
suspect you will some day rue your hasty zeal. None seem secure from
your attacks : if at any time men should care about what you say, they
will make common cause, and hunt you out of society. Be good enough,
pray just now, to leave the political economists to themselves, and inform

me what the farming population actually is. You have just told me
what it i9 not/*—“ The farming population, as you term them, are of

two sorts—viz., capitalists and' labourers. The first is a very small, the

other a very numerous class. Of the middling class who live in the

country a very small fraction are farmers ; so that when we hear an out-

cry raised about the agricultural interest, it should be remembered
that thereby cannot be intended the interests of all, or any thing like

all, the country population. However, the farmers are now usually men
of large capital, who hire large tracts of land from the landowners,,who
are in fact the aristocracy. Between these two classes there is no
sympathy—in fact, they cordially hale one another. If the farmer can
pay his rent, he cares not much for hVs landlord, and if he cannot, he
does not remain a tenant/*

"But since there is no connexion between the landowner and the

labouring farming1 population, how is it that the former can be charged
with, oppressing the latter?” asked Pierrepoint.—“That is* a mystery
not very^difficult in its explanation. We indeed hear much talk

respecting the manifold advantages the country derives from the
aristocracy living on their estates ; and the game laws have been pre-

served in order to have these useful persons to perform a great

service to their nation. We give children sugar plumbs to make #feem
good—we permit the aristocracy to have the singular privilege of shoot-
ing at peculiar kinds of birds in the hope of rendering them patriotic.

One reward is not less puerile than the other. However you are de-
sirous of learning how the aristocracy can be charged with oppression.

You wish to know how this boasted utility takes so different % com-
plexion. Truly may it be said that they have, by their precious influ-

ence, rendered the country a hell/* We had now reached a sort of
wild common that spread for some miles before us. On it grew nothing
hut furze or heath. To the left the belt of trees enclosing Lord A/s
grounds about his house, was so continued by new plantations as to take
in a large portion from this wilderness. “ There," said I, pointing to the
enclosure, “ is ah instance of one of the ways in which oppression takes
place. If you look some half-mile along this waste, you may see a. small
cluster of mud cottages ; and you will perceive, when we reach them,
that by dint of toil the poor inmates have managed to make for. them-
•elves, around their paltry dwellings, neat, and not unfruitful gardens?
They have rescued these sin^fe spots from the great wilderness around

;

hy labour, for the expenditure of which no capitalist could, be re-
paid, they have rendered these barren spots means of great comfort to
their families. They arc what you would term / that i% they
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have settled themselves there without leave, believing, and truly tee,
' that the little spots they occupy can be useful to lio one else. A few
years since just such a little colony was on the spot of the wilderness

now enclosed by this new plantation. This nobleman, he whose influence

is to render such essential service to the country, fancied, that since

these grounds could grow cabbages for the poor cotters, they would grow
grass for his deer. Without hesitation he gave an order for thfe imme-
diate ejection of his poor neighbours, pulled down*their houses, rooted
up their little orchards, scattered their fences^ *hnd made the spot such
as you see it. Supposing that his grounds were rend&ed prettier by
this ; supposing that the miserable wretches had no title to their land •
but the sweat which they had shed upon it, while labouring to render it

fertile; suppose all this, would a kind-hearted man, one who had the
smallest shadow of benevolent feeling ; would he have so heartlessly de-
secrated the hearths of ten or twenty families ? The same feelings of
attachment clung to the humble dwelling of the poor cottager as are
linked with the roof-tree of a rich man ; feelings as hallowed and in-

tense in the one case as the other. Thus to rend and tear asunder all

the many tender associations which are joined with one's hearth, how-
ever lowly and humble it be, exhibits a wretched criminal callousness to

the misery of one's fellow creatures. Do you think these acts do not
sink deep in the recollection of the peasantry ? Do you believe that there
wiU. be a child of the parents thus turned abroad upon the world, who
will not treasure up the remembrance of this foul deed, and sigh for a
day -of ample revenge and retribution? We shall see the counterpart

of this fearful tragedy some day in the towering flames that will shoot

forth from the high pinnacles of these lordly palaces. We read, and trem-
ble as we read, the fearful history of the destruction,of the chateaux in

France, by an enraged and long-abused peasantry : who shall say, when
we may see what we have shuddered to read ?" We had now reached

the little cluster of mud cottages to which I had before pointed. “ Now,
hero is another instance of the good feeling of these lords of the soil.

I have given you one specimen of their utter recklessness as to the

misery of their poor neighbours ; here is an instance of their unsparing

rajflteity. These poor cottages, as you see, are built upon a perfect bar-

ren, and each little garden seems an oasis in the desert. None but

wretches, reduced to a fearful state of want, would have attempted to

cultivate this place in hopes of deriving nourishment from its produce.

Its ownelr would have let it remain in its primitive rudeness and unpro-

ductiveness to the end of time. Yet the moment that the gardens sp-*

peared to thrive, the trees to blossom, he sends to demand a rent of

the miserable inmates on pain of instant ejection. Could you believe

this ? A man of millions to clutch and claw, even from these half-starved

peasants* The soul absolutely sickens at such grovelling baseness/*
" Bad—bad, indeed" said Pierrepoint. “ These are strange illustrations

of the usefulness of aristocratic influence. It may he said, however, that

there are individual instances, and that the conduct of the is dif-

ferent."-—“ Oh, yes, any thing may be said ;
proof of the proposition^how-

ever, would be found difficult. Let it be asked is this man shunnedby
his elass for thus acting ? Not at all. His brethren land him: he is a
great man of the county, high in trusty and possessed of enormous
power* If his class looked upon him with a proper feeling, they would
shun such a wretch as they would a pestilence* But they do not—they

dare not, because they have all, or nearly all, similar acta to overlook.

Beside*, the morality of his class includes not a consideration of the
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welfare of the poor for the poor's sake. When, indeed, the misery of

the people does evil to themselves, then, but not before, do they pay at-

tention to their condition."—

“

Still,*' observed Pierrepoint, “ these ore

acts of individual oppression. They cannot, by their nature, extend to

the whole poor. Can the aristocracy be charged with a system of general

oppression ?”—

“

Certainly. But observe as to these individual acts. They
are significant marks of the feelings of the rich, and lead us to expect
that the whole tenor

v

of their conduct would be in the same spirit ; and,

remember, *lso, we are speaking of the influence of the aristocracy upon
the people. Now acts of this sort are quite sufficient to generate hatred

~ between the one class and the other ; and anything so doing must be
pernicious in its influence. We are a people divided against ourselves,

and we are so through the influence of the aristocracy. But as to a ge-
neral system of oppression, it can be easily shewn. The whole comforts
of the people, in so far as they depend upon the legislature, are gradu-
ally, constantly curtailed. I could, as an example, have shewn you in

our ride, fifty footpaths stopped up. This is no slight evil. * No matter
how useful to the poor peasant, however ; the moment a land-owner dis-

likes one of these short cuts, he invites a brother land-owner and brother

magistrate to dinner ; and after dinner, they, in their magisterial capa-

city, determine that the said footpath ought, for the general welfare, to

be closed ; and closed it consequently is. Is there a common in which
the poor man's cow, or ass, or geese can feed, the surrounding land-

owners fix their eyes on it, and determine to enclose it ; that is, to take

it to themselves. A bill to enclose the^, common is brought into Parlia-

ment. The poor man has no one to represent his case, to set forth his

grievance ; the thing passes as a matter of course, and the poor man
is robbed according to law. For, by a curious rule, he who has already

got the largest quantity of land gets the largest share in the division ;

and lie who has no land, which is the position of the poor, gets none.

So that the poor man's cow, &c. are at once deprived of the means of

subsistence. But, here, again, the mere political economist steps in and
says, this is no great evil. The misery of the poor arises from their

numbers, and commons and waste lands only put off the evil day. But
why, I ask, anticipate the evil day ? and why, above all, do any thing

to exasperate the poor ? Why shew them that you are careless of their

welfare ? Why do any thing, not absolutely necessary, which they deem
an oppression ?* Why do injustice ? It is of the highest importance that

the minds of the people should be directed to the lasting and most
"powerful cause of their misery ; but this can never be done while these

petty acts of oppression are being practised. They point to these, and
to them attribute their wretchedness. Go to a neighbourhood where a
common has been enclosed, and the cry of all the poor is, “We were com-
fortable when we had a common ; but the rich folks grudged us the

use of it, and took it away." And, then, if they do not mistrust you,

follow curses deep, not loud. But the catalogue of oppression ends not
here. I know not whether you have happened to see any returns of
the prisoners in the county jails ; if you have, you must have observed
that something like three-fourths of them are thrust into these dens of
iniquity for poaching. *A man with a half-starved family knocks down
a wild bird, (which he cannot be made to consider private property, and
which, I am prepared to shew is not private property ;) and for this act

he is sent to jail, and his family to the workhouse. This, from the

numbers incarcerated, cannot be considered a rare and singular occur-

rence. It happens daily, nay, hourly, and has served more than any-
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thing else to ruin our peasantry, and to raise up that civil, or rather*
servile war, which is incessantly raging in the very entrails of the
land, between game-keepers and the peasantry. The evil is enormous,
manifest ; and for what is it borne ? Why, that some few fools, young
and old, should have the pleasure of shooting at partridges and phea-
sants, that require no more skill to be hit than wtould so many barn-door
fowls. You will see employed in this ridiculous game, statesmeh, gene-
rals ; ay, and judges, the old fools ! and for this petty boy-like amuse-
ment do they ruin the land. “ This is the influence of the aristocracy in^

the country."—

“

This," said my friend, “ is a subject with which you*
appear familiar. * Have you ever, in your cogitations, thought of the re- -

medy or remedies for the evils you describe Yes, oftentimes ; but
they must be reserved for other times. Put spurs to your horse, and
let us make the best of our way home, for yonder is a thunder cloud
sweeping this way, that will drench us in a minute should it catch us."

A distant rumble made us quicken our pjice, and just as we arrived at
our door, the heavy drops fell at distant intervals, deep into the dry
dust of the road. The wind was hushed, and the heavy sea rolled slowly

and sullenly, and without the aid of wind, high up on the shore. Ere
we had got well housed, the rain fell in torrents, the wind blew a hur-
ricane, the dashing sea was covered with flying foam ; there came flash

upon flash of flerce and almost blinding lightning, while the deep bel-

lowing thunder drowned the loud roaring of the waves, and seemed to

threaten a vide and universal destruction.

THE SPRING DAY.

Tiie cold March winds are over and gone ;

The warm Spring weather begins to breathe

;

The Earth is putting her Summer robes on.

Purple above, and green beneath :

A single cloud may scarcely lie

On the face of the soft and glassy sky,

The breezes help them so lightly by.

So—9tand upon this bridge with me,

And look on the sweet scenery.

Look on yonder castle-wall

That overhangs the water-fall,

With battlements old and grey,

—

The velvet slope—the tufted mound—
Where the cawing rooks wheel round and round \

And the water, with a pleasant sound,

Goes wandering on its way.

It is the very prime of Spring 1

And, far-off in the meadows green,

Where the lambs are gambolling

O’er the spft rich carpeting,

What a flowery pomp is seen 1

On every tree—the smallest bough
Hath some budding leaflets now

;

Every bank is rich with greenness,

Every cottage shines with cleanness j

And every, girl in her window sets

Primroses and violets.

Did you Sear a raveh croak

On the top of yonder oak P

Lo I he sits in all his glory,

Perch'd upon his pulpit hoary*
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All alone, and all forlorn,

On this sweet and merry morn,
Saying sad and,.solemn things*

He hath seen a hundred Springs ;

Hie rusty feathers are worn and old

;

Hie heart iB dead, his blood is cold,

And he can feel no joy :

• . The balmy Spring’s delicious birth.

The awakening smiles of the cheerful earth.

With thfc voices of all thing^that live,

m Singing for happiness, only give

His melancholy soul annoy.

Out upon his heartless lies,

And evil-boding blasphemies

;

Slanderer of God’s fair creation 1

Like a fanatic he looks,

Preaching death and condemnation
To yon sinful congregation

Of harden’d, unrepentant rooks

;

Thro’ the sweet sunshiny air

Of this morning bright and fair,

Sailing so merrily here and there,

Building their nests, and cawing away,
And joying in God’s own sunny day 1

SOME LATJJ PASSAGES IN THE LIFE OF JOHN BULL, ESQ.

So Jio, there !
“ Wlbo waits ? " cried ’Squire Bull, t'other morning,

thumping impatiently with his heel on the floor of the upper chamber,

where he now sat every day with Madam Reform, Warwickshire Tom,
that gallant North Country Knight, Sir James of the Riccarton, a few

ofchefr particular friends, and a good deal of company. This rough way
of summoning his varlets was a fashion with John, and no one took it

amiss of him* “ ’Tis a clerk I want," said John, as he pored on a
Black-letter Ebony-bound tome of The Chronikles of George Buchanan;
“ Find me, if within the four seas, that same droll fellow who penned
the account of my famous suit with Lewis Baboon in Hocus' time. The
rigmarole of this Black-letter knave is about as full of lies, touching my
late rumpus with Rustyfusty, as it is of crabbed pot-books.”

'Squire Bull 'was respectfully informed that the person he wanted bad
for some time been dead—and had left neither kith nor kin, nor any
'thing in the world to resemble him. John was exceedingly sorry to hear
it, for he had set his heart on having him to write out a true relation

of his connexion with Madam Reform, aud the late family quarrel

with The Most Mighty and Potent Prince Rustyfusty. “ It will be some
time before we see his like among you, lads," said he nodding to his

own bookkeepers ; and he ordered one to go to his friend the School.,

master, and request him to Jook out for a clerk,—but he was abroad.

Several were recommended on the spot, “ There's my excellent friend,

Provost Pawkie," quoth Mr. John Galt, who was now cuitling favour
with John, “ a better or more veraweious Chronicler, your honour could
not find for love or money.”
A caddie entered in hot haste with a neat written on gilt blush

embossed paper, from Mr. Lockhart of the ^Spfferly,~who, though not
allowed the entree, contrived to have pretiy early information of what
th© 'Squire was about—warmly recommending his friend, the Ettrick
Shepherd, who, he doubted not, would prove an admirable historical
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Clerk, uniting, as he did, so fine a vein of original fancy, with a bold,
fertile, and undaunted invention. [" Lie* through an inch board,**
grumbled John.] The note went on—" I would have solicited the
honour of the patronage of the worthy 'Squire Bull—whom it gives me
pleasure to congratulate on his late triumph—for my own pen*'— 1" I'd
be d—d if you'd got it though," said John, " till you mend your man.
ners. Clever chap though Lockie—will stand a second skimming, an give
him time to settle," and the 'Squire crushed the billet in his hand, as
you ever saw Chuny crunch a cocoa nut.

"Never a word to say for any friend of yoifrs, Will?" cried John,
nodding encouragingly and kindly, with his own gruff graciousness, to a
Saul among the people who had just come in,

" All busy at home, 'Squire. Hav'n't a spare hand for love or money*
Getting on famously—up to 60,000 next month. But when the history
does come out be sure we'll give it a hitch. No truer friends to your
cause, 'Squire, going than we."
" Thank ye ! thank ye ! Glad to hear of your success too. No fear

of you: keep good articles, but above* all be honest in your wares.
That's the main thing for a young trader.—- 1 see it,” continued the
'Squire, with a sly twinkle of his eye. " You may take down your little

finger now. Proud as a bride of hers on the wedding day—eh ?” And
the 'Squire laughed good-humouredly, and, waving farewell, desired his
love to Sister Peg and all friends in the North.

If we were to judge of the glut of clerkship in England by the num-
ber of applications and recommendations made to the 'Squire for this

small office, it must be tremendous, and will require a Parliamentary
committee. John was very doubtlul. Two-thirds^were Scots, one-third

Irish, " Hang it, Tom, man," said he at last, unlike Solomon, and
finding that in the multitude of counsellors there is only puzzling;

"Hang it, man, can't you find me e'er a homebred Yorkshire lad who
was eye-witness of these same passages of our history ? I don't irfind

clerkship a jot, if he be honest and tell the truth of me. Thesprinter's

devil will make out his pot-hooks somehow ; and Bentley (he does it

every day for the New Monthly) can help the spelling."

About two thousand names of applicants were thrown into the

'Squire’s hat. He shook it up thrice, and drew Mr. Southey’s man—
" John Jones' footman ! and poet !" " I'll take him on the Doctor’s

word,” quoth John. " I'm -sick of the bother," Doubtless the 'Squire

might have chosen better, but this was no new thing with “him.

CHAPTER I.

Shewing how 'Squire Bull had long been vexed with a bad Wife, and haw
he resolved to make a clear House of her.

* * * * But no sooner was the breath out of Gentleman

George, than Mrs. Bull * took to her bed far gone in the black jaundice,,

and benumbed all over ; aftd> after languishing for a few weeks, mightUv

disturbed, as she pretend<^% the vulgar and uproarious hip-hipping aha
holloaing of Bill Bosugwpw new head-steward, which gave her the

headache, she yielded 3BH&£ghost, to the great contentment of John,

but the deep regret of tn^^^er servants, and particularly of Hookey,

* Parliament: the House of Commons.—Edit.
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with whom she had been hand and glove throughout her whole married

life, and indeed more at his command than became an honest woman, or

else she was belied. She had been strongly suspected of Papistical

notions, for which the old gentlewoman,* John's mother, at one 'time

loved her as the Devil does holy water.

This old lady, who had got liberal notions in her latter days on certain

subjects, readily winked at a little sly flirtation between her son's wives

and That Most Mighty and Potent Prince, Rufus Gules D*Argent D'Or
Gryphon Weveril Rustre Rampant Safiant Millrind Flory Rendsinister

Watcrboujet Maximus fSustavus Adolphus Guttedesang Guttedelarme

Heptarch Oligarch Tudor Plantagenet Cheveron Rustyfusty, which soon
afterwards drove John mad ; though his mother, a charitable woman,
hoped it meant no ill, as Old Bags assured her it had been the immemo-
rial custom of the manor; and, moreover, kept peace in the family ; and,

as Sir Rueful Waverer, and Hecklepins, and the Pettifogger, and the

Welshman, and Mad Charley, and the Yankee Rat vowed to God, gave
John's children an air of gmfy.eel breeding they never otherwise would
have had. But she abhorred, like the devil, the Scarlet whr—re, her
husband's divorced wife, whom Bluff Hal had turned out of doors;

and who, now she had got a crotchet into her head, set on Pat Murphy
to rob her of her jointure, by proving a better title ; a likely story

truly, but it served the old lady to maunder about. The truth is, she

began to suspect that John, who was fallen into great straits from one
cause or another, grudged her monstrous jointure as a dreadful burden
on the estate, and no end to it; for, give the old dame her -will,

she would live for eyer, and, like mquy old folks, become every year
the more cross, greedy, and grasping. And now she was nervous,

forsooth ! and not a hush could he heard among the neighbours, or

straw turned in the streets, but she would bawl out for the watch, and
call “ Murder! murder ! my jointure ! my jointure ! Hookey and John
Bull, the Unnatural villain, wish to turn his old mother out of door%,

and rob her of her jointure ! Bags ! Bags ! Canter ! Canter ! help

!

help !" And then she would pretend to tremble all over, and to be threat-

ened with the falling sickness, to excite compassion in the crowd, till

John was well nigh distraught with her tricks ; and, what between his

wife's doings with Rustyfusty, his mother's greed, his debts, and his ex-
travagant saucy servants, he was indeed in as sad a taking as ever was
honest unfortunate gentleman. “ Was there ever so unlucky and ill-

used a man,"' he would sometimes say to himself, “ and all through the
misconduct of those about him. My estates eaten up with Jew bonds,

mortgages, and money brokers ; my tenants ruined, and running off as

fast as their legs can carry them, to take service with my greenhorn
brother, Jonathan. My labourers on the parish, starving and in rags,

and not permitted to buy them a quartern loaf for their hungry chil-

dren, save at three prices, from that old villain, the Most Mighty and
Potent Norman Prince Rustyfusty, whom, moreover, I suspect of being
intimate enough with my wife." It was not without good reason that John
indulged these suspicions. Sometimes he would find au anonymous letter

below his pillow, which he strongly suspected came from his relation.

Madam Reform, who had the honour and interest of John and his family
much at heart. One of them mentioned, to the number of fifty .six, the
names of the owlet corners, old houses, and sluts' corners, where Mrs*
Bull openly gave Rustyfusty the rendes^OUt.' Sometimes Madam at-

tempted to call herself, but the serving-men faere either sure to deny the

* The Chimit of England.



’Squire, or to say. he was busy, and could sec nobody ; though oftener

they would huff her off, and threaten her with, the ducking-stool, for an
impudent baggage, whom Mrs. Bull and the ’Squire’s mother both mor-
tallyElated to see near him. At times, in his extremity, John would
privately send a message to Madam Reform, calling her his best and
only friend and so indeed she was, and, as many B&id, his real mother

;

and that the cunning old woman with the huge jointure had only some
musty connexion of gossipred with the family, and had stolen him on
that stormy night of his birth. This family tradition indeed looked feasi-

ble, 'inasmuch as the one never thought of any filing save to plunder and
pillage him to make up her own pack ; while Madam Reform sought
only to keep his estate clear of encumbrances, and make the tenants^
comfortable and happy. “ Had you taken my advice years ago, ’Squire,”

said Madam, when she got smuggled up the backstairs to see John, after

his wife’s death, <k you would not have been in this strait now. But tkis^i

not the time to upbraid you ;—better late thrive than never. Act like a
man of sense and spirit now. Assert an Er$ishman’s privilege to Choose
a wife and Have- a wife ; ay, marry, and Rule a wife, in spite of the
beastly custom of the manor, and of the ravenous tusks of That Most
Mighty Potent,” &c. &c.

Hang him, old fox,” interrupted John, “ don't mention l^s name
to me.”
“ Well," cried Madam, smiling, “ act like yourself now—this is your

time. There’s Bill Boswain, your new steward, a jovial, hearty, free,

outspoken fellow, with more honesty, if less skill, than if bred apprentice

to the trade—he won't flinch yoq, I dare be sworp. But trust nobody
is my advice. Look out yourself for an active, stirring lass for your
wife, who Will keep a strict eye to the servants, range from cellar to

garret of a morning before breakfast, and carry the keys of the store-

room herself ; instead of taking up with those drabs of quality who
dfespise you, pretending, like your last wife, to be cousin of That ftffost

Mighty and Potent Prince, &c. &c. though little other thanliis cast-

off mistress, long before you saw her face ; and, if all tales be true, on
very gracious terms with him afterwards.”
u The b—li,” growled John in his throat. “ But now the turf’s above

her rotten carcase. I’ll shew that tinsel-jacket knave what it is to make
or meddle in my matters. Let me but catch, were it but his little finger

in my house, or nfear wife of mine, and, by the Lord ! I’ll not only kick

him out of my premises, neck and crop, but make his own eobwebbed

roost rattle about his ears !" And John puffed and blew in admiration

of his own valour and manhood.
“ Well said. Joint, my hearty !” cried Madam ; and Bruffum, and Old

Greysteel, and all Jerry’s men, were laughing and clapping John on the

hack. “ Stick to that, man. But it will help you much, at the same time,

if you choose, prudently, an honest, spirited lass, who can stand her own
part at a pinch. The best of wives are not the worse of being looked after

;

but there is something in breed and education too. Get out to the far

parts of Middlesex j beat up about the wolds of Kent ;
go a suitoriug

down into Yorkshire, and bring us up a healthy, rosy lass of decent kin,**-'

and devil-may-care for her gentility ;—one who has been bred in an
honest why, and who, if needs must, can handle a pitchfork, and even
her Broom at a pinch, in making a clean house of the vermin." John
chuckled at this proposal ; and his friends took leave, wishing him “ Good
speed in his wooing —and, had he listened fully to Madam, doubtless

he had sped better ; but as you shall hear, his hotir was not yet come.
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CHAPTER II.

How John brought his new Wife np to Town
,
and how she turned out

While in the country, a maid, or pretending to be such, tho new Mrs.

Bull, shewed "some good properties, and made many fair promises. But
the truth is, the ’Squire, was too honest and unsuspecting to deal with

womankind, especially if ever his mother. Sly Bob, or Hookey, got her ear

beforehand with him. The first thing that misliked John was Mrs.
Bull taking a master on Hookey and Bob’s recommendation, to teach

her Manners, forsooth, and be her major-domo ; nor tras it long before

||^e fell a«gadding, and privately coquetting with Rustyfusty, (who was
never far from John’s house,) though she was not nearly so shameless and
brazen-faced as he* predeceJfer, the jilt and Papist. Bufrno sooner did

John begin to expostulate with her, and mention his suspicions, than

she flew in his face like a firebrand ; and not many nights afterwards,

having got an inkling from Madam Reform of what was going forward

in his hguse, he fairly caught Hookey and Sly Bob smuggling the old

fox. That Most Mighty and Potent, &e. See. up stairs to Mrs. Bull's bed-

chamber ! You may guess if John was in a rage or not ; and whether

he stamped and swore, and threw his best wig in tho fire, and fell to

kicking his wife, and calling her all manner of names in a very beastly

fashion indeed, till llookey bristled upjor “ the innocent, traduced lady,

who did nothing sure hut follow the custom of the manor ; and that, with

every external observance of decency and decorum which became the

’Squires wife, and what more would the jealous hunks look for?” and
as John raged on, he threatened to pinion him ; and they would certainly

have had a bout at fistycuffs then, if the ’Squire, subduing ftis passiobf,

had not secretly resolved to consult Madam Reform, and send the

rogues a-packing at his own convenience. So Bob and the others piade

it up at this time, and made llookey and John Bhake hands.

Now this Hookey, you must know, had been recommended to John’s

household service as the most specially honest downright fellow going

;

and being an old drill-sergeant of dragoons, and one, moreover, who
hated all JPater Nostering and mummery, who so likekgto keep the trou-

blesome old woman, John’s mother, in famous order when she took her
tantrums and tirrivees, and bring her to reason about her cruelty to Pat's

children ; and perhaps reduce her jointure a swingeing sum, which he
made no secret of thinking a most iniquitous extortion, and far more than
any old woman needed. The old lady would at one time as lief have seen

a spider in her dish as llookey her son’s manager, whom her servants

would call the “ Pig-headed Dragoon but there was great chopping and
changing after this, and who but he, with the old lady ? His real name
by the parish books of Killmaulhavoc, was Atty O’Bradley, alias Hook-
nose,—but among friends and familiars Hookey for shortness. He had
lived abroad, flogged and shot away at the black Pagans and niggers in

foreign parts till he saw black white and white black, and lost the
little of Christian bowels he ever had, which was not much Kss after
all. A pretty fellow you may say for a Christian gentleman's service,

save, perhaps, as head-gamekeeper, which at first he was* He, indeed,
at one time, as good as confessed that he knew no more of his Cocker
than of the Rubrick and Psalter

a

fine head to manage for a gentleman
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’ Who had outgivings and incomings, vetf confused books, and a
burdened estate. But Atty now said, though 'his book arithmetic was
bmall, be was capital at the Rule Of Thumb. It had been^the privilege of
Gentleman George, an indolent, luxurious old* coxcomb/ who minded
nothing but himself, nor that properly, to dppoint the book-keeper, and
he had taken a mighty fancy to this Hookey, whom he had bred and
trained j[ot John's expense) for the great prize-fight to, which that

staggering, upstart blade, Nap, once challenged the whole ring. Hookey
bad shewn both pluck and bottom there, no doubt of it ; though the
affray cost 'Squire Bull a swingeing sum, knocked up his trade for many
a day, and lost him many of his best customers. “ But it was all"for

their noble master's honour and glory," as the rascally serving-men**
were wont to say when they went snacks with those Who filched his pock-
ets ; and this the simple 'Squire lqng believed, and was at first mightily,

tickled with the notion of the great man he was become, for&oth ! thfe

very gentlemqn whotti of all others the najghbours looked up to ! and
whom it specially behooved to bring Nap*to reason, and take the shine

out of him. And the knaves would paint 'Squire John at full length,

with a balance in his hand, weighing the world ; or set him a-straddle

with a pair of bandy legs across it, as if he were Big Sam : not but that

John had as proper legs as another, hut the attitude made him* ridicu-

lous. It was a high fasce to see John puffed up with—

“

how the neigh-

bours all looked up to him for justice which, to say truth, was the com-
modity John mibst needed at home : and to hear the rogues who had his

ear telling him that it would be a sin and scandal if so great a man, and
a man of spirit like 'Squire Bull, should for one moment permit the fancy

old Lewis Baboon’s tenants had got, to set Nap in that worthy gentle-

man’s elbow-chair, and let him manage his estates. What would Lord
Strutt, alias Blubberlips Bay ? and Esquire South, otherwise Signor Ma-
caroni ? a*fd old Lord Peter, his mother's gossip, though She deniedJit ?

and Black Will, Corporal Fred's grandson ? and the Lai^lord of the

Black Bear ? and Don Fernando ?—who were all willing to lend a hand in

taking the conceit out of Nap, if John would only furnish their servants

With victuals and liveries, and a trifle for drink-money. And then the

old gentlewoman, his mother, Who, if a mouse but stirred, thought her

j

ointure in danger, would set upon him, crying, there would be neither

aw nor gospel Mt in the parish, unless her dear son John lent a hand
for tfer friend Lwis Baboon. Well did she of old knew the tricks of

villain tenants ; and their next attempt would be none other than to

burn her Prayer Book, and tear up her hearth-stone, under which one

might have fancied she had buried her gold, such a fuss she kept up
about it. Rustyfusty also, and Mrs. Bull would never be off John-—
rf You a man of spirit !" they would cry ;

“ you are not worth your own
long ears, to allow thaf%psetting whipper-snapper, Nap, beat the ring;

and rob you too of all your best customers, who now eat his radishes

instead of buying your turnips, by whkh you made so handsome *
penny 1"

“ Go ft John, honey !" would Mrs. Bull cry, “ just this once f mi
rile would kiss and coax him ; and being a very good-natured fellow,

though something rough, seldom grumbling till the reckoning oame tb

be cleared, he would give signs of yielding; and then it was, « Who but

he so able to bet against Nap ; what were' a few scurvy guineas to a sub*

stantial merchant* and eertated gentleman like ’Squire Bull, respected by
everybody, and well to pass in the World !* And Master John, whowas

01* x* b F
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not without a spice of vanity in his extraordinary competition, would

next be tiokled with what mighty bruisers and cock-fighters the old

'Squires, his forefathers, had been; and how. their yachts had beat the

world nftt sailing matches on the river,—at all which he would .chuckle,

and draw his purse once more, though it was now in a gallopping consump-

tion. Hut while John had a stiver of money or credit he never could

refuse j and he obstinately shut his ears against all Madam Reform's whis-

„
jpers and warnings. If he ever came to a stand, then Billy Pitapat, or Dr.

<&lop, or Derrydown, (the same that found it easier to hang himself at

last one morning than clear up John's books,) would hold a grand pala-

ver—Pitapat beat the world at a palaver—and Mrs. Bull would

Jthrow he$ arms about his neck—

“

What man,” they would cry, “ have

you no credit ? Carry on with spirit, 'Squire ; double your stakes if

would not see all you have spent^already thrown to the dogs

.

and

. the roguei #ould tip the wink to eaefh other, John little suspecting they

went snacks withjiis enemies, and helped llustyfusty togobble up the

oyster, while they? with a hypocritical air, handed him tne shell, mak-
ing him believe the glittering stuff with which it was lined, was, so to

speak, pearls and diamonds that would yet retrieve his fortunes. u Lend
Black Will t'other guinea,” they would say, “ to get him a pair of

decent breeches with which he 'can appear in the ring ; and you'll see
r how handsomely he'll back your man Hookey, cdtlier as bottle-holder or

bruiser and John would be worried into compliance, though it was about

the very last guinea he had. If Madam Reform, who had nearly given

him up herself, at any time sent Tod Charley, or this present Allworthy,

or Bruffum, or any of old Jerry's boy/* to remonstrate, John would look

serious and glum at times ; but again, let him but hear he had gained

& cock-match,a£ind up in the skies he was, ordered a grand dinner, and
.*Bt all the house Shells a-ringing. Cash and trade running low, was the

onjy thing that brought him fairly to his senses. As often, too as the

.tenants ^grumbled at audit-day about the hush-money, and bribes, and
gold snuff-boxes, and smelling bottles, and tweezers, and what not, given

to grooms and helpers, and their wives and sweethearts—not to mention
the rack and manger at which the upper servants lived at all times, and
the perpetual pillagings of That Most Mighty and Potent Prince Ilusty-

ftasty, the mortgage interest, the old woman's jointure, and all the rest,

John would take a hurooursome, stingy fit, button up his breeches pockets
4pn his few remaining pence, which he would jingle, sqime his toes, blench

his fists, and growl through his set teeth—" If I give another rap I'll

be d d.” The rogues about him would pass the sly wink, " Never
mind, we'll compass Master John for all this.”

What the deuce is it to me, as Madam Reform sensibly observes,”

wohld Jcfhn mutter in soliloquy, as he took a turn in his empty ware-
hftises, “ though my neighbours Nap Stork aftid Lewis Baboon go to
loggerheads. If the ring and Lewis' tenants will have Nap for champion,

let them have him with a pox for John was not over-fond of Nap, on
,
the score of teas and groceries, and afterwards shewed him about in the

/ jqron cage, which was but shabby—though he was ill-advised then, and
abused by favourites as usual, and by that knave Rustyfusty* “ 111'not
pay d^yn another stiver in this affair-—so I won't I—if I had one,” added

• the foor 'Squire, looking sheepish enough as he felt his empty pockets, in

.
which the devil might now have danced a hornpipe any day.—These cross

,
humours would get him a respite for eight-and-forty* hours or so, and
then the rogues would be at hhp again, Rustyfusty still the loudest.
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w Ho ! Master John, my good friend/' he would cry in his swagger*

ing way, “ what crotchet has taken you now^r-you, whom an excellent,

virtuous wife, and the countenance of my family, have made .he looked
up to at church, market, and Quarter Sessions?" and Dr. Slop or Old
Bags would chime in, “ But for your honour's four quarters, there would
not be a maid unravished, or a hen-roost unpillaged in the village, by the
villain Nap's men ; who will certainly be .over the pond in a washing-tub
some morning, take my honest word for it, and set the Thames on fire

about your honour."
" A fine example to our own tenants, John,"*would Gentleman George*

cry, or honest old Farmer George, as it might be, “ to allow my worthy^
cousin Lewis Baboon's tatterdemalions use him so, and to say who shjMF
be stewards or who not—-changing them as they please, forsooth

!"

Now John, who was not without a bottom of good sense, besides^
strain of humour of his own, when his poor head was not muddled with
their lies, would leer round and reply, “ Something, mayhap, to you/
lads, but devil a rush to me." John's mother would then rebuke him

%
for blasphemy and for profane swearing.

But though John, when provoked and hard run for cash, took these cro^s

fits, he was still much attached to his wife and the old gentlewoman
his mother, and the head steward and his family, and they could, to say

truth, by blowing in his ear, make him believe black was white/*

and roll him round their fingers. Though a plain frugal man
he took a pride in seeing his servants drest in handsome liveries, and
mounted and lodged ; and plenty of beef and plum-pudding in liis

and a foaming tankard to whoever called the way. Though he had no#
laid down his gilt coach, and walked a-foot, ana was reduced to shqVt

commons himself, the annuities he "gave to those past their service,

though they might have pillaged him all the while they were in it, wage
indeed, JVjadam said, quite preposterous for a private gentleman. But
true it is, “ No man will thrive unless his wife let him and we haae
seen the kind of wife John had. Besides, most of his varlets were of

gentle blood of That Most Mighty and Potent Prince Rustyfusty £ fpd
what for their High Mightinesses could be good and grand enough ? They
cunningly made the poor bubble believe his own respectability and cre-

dit with the neighbours, and on 'Change, depended on the splendour^d
handsome appearance of his chambermaids and menials !—and menials

they must not b# called no, no—they were all book-keepers or secre-

taries, or house-governors, or what not. John's brother'Jonathan, #ith

whom, through the good offices of Madam Reform, he was again on

ing terms, would often have a hearty laugh at this, and twit the Old *j3$xjge,~

as he called him, with his ridiculous vanity, crying “ Handsome that

handsome does, brother John /' and Madam Reform, though well wat$^e4,

and hounded away by4he lacqueys of her old admirer Pitapat who^tad

jilted her in his youth—though to say truth, she never cared a doit for jp6
hollow-hearted knave—would still find opportunity to whisper, when t|iff
met accidentally in Palace Yard or thereabout, or down at the Gunsmiths
Shop, “ Next to a good wife, 'Squire, get ye servants that understand

can do their own business,—there was gentle Georgy, who was a really$&e

spirited Iqd, till the older rogues corrupted him,—he who g^p
down a Mack eye t’other morning,—he plays you the flute pr$)jpty

enough, but of what use I pray is fluting to a book-keeper ? get ye

gal industrious youths about you, who can keep their accounts in order,

and above all, have been bred in the fear of God and in honest principles.”
*

2 r 2
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Madam, who did not like at this time to say much against Rustyfusty,

as they still lived on fair terms, and in the same neighbourhood, was some*
what guarded; but Jonathan would roar over the pond in his loud pipe,
“ To the dogs with your vermin of tag-rag knights of the shoulder-knot^

bastards, trulls and cater-cousins of That Most Mighty and Potent
Prince tyistyfusty,who condescends—ha ! ha! ha! 'Squire ;" and Jona-
than would shake his sides with laughter, and then say more seriously,
* I'm sorry for you, John, ill as you used me in my youth take a green-
horn’s advice, man—nqver pay. a knave book-keeper for doing what a
helper must do for him for fourth part of the pay.”

X Though John pretended to hear only about half of this, and sometimes
thought Jonathan a forward jackanapes thus to school his elder brother,
he had his own sad ruminations, poor gentleman. But let Hookey heat
{Nap at another sparring bout—for Hookey was not yet become a regular
bruiser,—then all was well again, and his wife and the varlets would vie
with each other in crying cut, “ Oh 'Squire John, the luck you have !—
blind so noble a spirit !—what are trifles to you, who have every thing so
4lgpidsome about you,—hall, and park, and pleasure yacht, and the whole
neighbourhood bursting with envy and admiration of you ! Look to that
Vulgar, low-lived, peddling, ploughman, penny-saved.penny-got fellow,

Jonathan, with never a silver tea-spoon in his pantry, nor a genteel
servant in his hall ; nor yet a chaplain to say grace to his pudding !—
What would he give to be in your worship's shoes ! Look at your fine

f

Rbrary too, and your gilt pictures and medals, what can he shew like

ta&se, 'Squire ?” John was sometimes silent and rather pleased ; but if in
l humour, he would shout, “ Let him take them all and be d d,

—

at Mighty and Potent Norman Prince Rustyfusty, my most honoura-
* cousin, and my b h of a wife into the bargain.”

V Hush,” for any sake, would Mrs. Bull cry, and shut the windows lest
the neighbours should hear, and then would shew John the gag; but if the

was on him, he would only bawl the louder till fairly heard across the
Ifcgrring pond ; and the neighbourhood thereabouts would swear he was

to play the devil with his wife at last but next morning all would
he mum. Some pitied him, and others laughed at him,—for said they,
"Why does not a great, bellowing, lusty fellow like that take help at
hie elbows.” But it is easy for strangers to talk, and every man can
manage a bad wife save him who has got her; and Old Nick himself
nfpfor shewed more cunning, than those who got around simple John,

meanwhile went on, betting and grumbling, and grumbling and beft-

the sparring-match, for which he had now told down every farthing
of4** ready cash. “ Carry on with spirit—down with the dust, man!”

1 the cry. “ Double the stakes—now is the time ! What a hand-
yon is, your honour has got in the great lake, to which your

hip's cousin the Mo&t Mighty and Potent Prhtce Rustyfusty, and your
IpMsour s poor servitors, may send their goslings to grass, and thus save
(fee grass on the estate at home. Think of the whole box of spices, drugs,
and dye-stuffs you took from Nic Frog* t'other year. And these they called
¥ John's objects/'t and made him cock-sure of getting the keeping of the
fitftt lock of the great eastern canal,* on which he could clap* toll, and
make hig neighbours pay down smartly in custom. John would chuckle at
"tlds notion ; and a hundred and fifty of them, at least, applied before*

The Dutch. a British objects!”
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hand for the places of keeper, and deputy-keeper, and deputy-keeper's

assistant, and under assistant to deputy-keeper's under under-assistant."

"Time enough/' quoth John doggedly, “ to sell the skin when the hear
is hunted." But they settled it all among themselves, with the entire

approbation of That Most Mighty, &c. dec. and immediately began* to
draw their handsome salaries, and a trifle for outfit*

r '

But I question if all their arts could have kept John from tunning
demented about this time, had it not been for an odd device fallen* on,

by Pitapat, Madam Reform's man-sworn lover- He was something of
a precise knave you must know, who affected to keep a conscience ; so

for some time before his death, for every guinea or broad piece he ab^
etracted from the 'Squire’s till, what does he, but solemnly deposite anmgf
brass-farthing in a sink in the garden, pretending they would take root,

and “fructify,” and grow into double joes or golden guineas at leaslf^

and make all John's debts square yet. “ At the Day of Judgment !"
-

shouted Madam Reform, bursting with laughter ; and John's mother's

chaplain rebuked her for her abominable •blasphemy, and threatened he%^
with the stocks. Poor John was surely off the hooks about this tinrl|^|

for the honest gull believed the wild story, and with tears in his eyes,

tened while Rustyfusty told him of the eternal obligations of himself *

and his family to ct the Immortal Pitapat now no more.” And the old

gentlewoman said this was true religion, and bade John return thanks/
and diligently improve his mercies ; and another hundred and fifty^of

Rustyfusty's cousins applied for the places of watchmen of the Sink*

and deputy-watchmen and deputy-watchmen’s assistants, and under jS^

puty-watchmen’s assistants, and* night-watchmen, and deputy nights

watchmen, &c. &c. &c. : and Rusty appointed them forthwith, all wttjh

handsome salaries on which they entered immediately. And hencefonlt

as often as John came to a dead set, and the duns grtftv troublesome, 0$
the mortgages were threatened to be foreclosed, his face would brighten

v

up for a moment or so,*when the varlets would cry, “ Cheer up, 'Squirt*!

remember the Immortal Billy's holeful of farthings.” “ Not yet fill!

though, John would say. “ Ay, but always filling, and fructify*

ing, when you are sleeping, ’Squire !” A drowning man or a bankrupt will

catch at a straw. John would give a faint snigger, and sometimes bcjg

for any sake to have a peep into Billy’s sink to see the miraculous

growth,—but catch them there m

y and if he grew suspicious and obstre-

perous, his wife would interfere, and his mother say it was rank^in-

fidelity.
# ’

But all this happened long before Hookey got the management^"
John’s household,—of which, as I mentioned, he was likely to make so

pretty a job,—and while he was yet a sparrer ; and also before Sly 'Bab,

in another of John’s had pinches for money, took a fancy that he#*©
should be another Immdrtal ; and being in his own way a mighty natttitijl

philosopher, he discovers that the reason John wanted money was frtrtfe*

having too much ; so what does he but burn all the 'Squire's small chan$$
one fine winter’s morning, to make charcoal, with which he wA
to reduce some nostrum trash to the true aurum potabile, and thus flft

both John’s pockets royally. I need not tell you that Bob has beM*
raking in his crucible from that day to this, though deuce a bit*of g&t
has he seen yet ; but he is still looking out. “ Capital hit for you 0t§|

of Bob’s,” quoth Bruffam $o Madam Reform, when he gallanted belt

once down to Newcastle. “ I am particularly obliged to the lad,”

swered Madam.
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CHAPTER III.
’

Shewing haw the great Prize-Fight, on which John Bull had betted so much,

being won, he found leisure to rip ‘up old Sores, and began to hold more

frequent Communings with Madam Reform, and at last to see through

ikti Roguery of his Servants.

w
I aald‘before, that after John got embarrassed, being really an honest

man he often took a stingy fit, and thought of his creditors ; but I am
afraid I cannot well caH him honest much longer, when he began to

think that the Jew brokers had charged him a swingeing premium, and
^took damnably high interest. But the old gentlewoman, who had a fellow

feeling with Jew or Pagan where it concerned her jointure, would cla-

mour away, and call John little better than a swindler. Heaven knows
the poor 'Squire wished to give every one his own, and keep day and
way honestly, however poorly, but he grudged their abominable usury.

The few coins he still possessed, he now thought it safest to keep in his

'/faceeches pockets, instead of laying them out even in wares for his shop.

it was all one ; for by the connivance of his wife, Rustyfusty's people

v4pould be at him, even in his sleep ; and let him hide his breeches under

the bed or under the bolster, or anywhere, no matter, there would their

fingers be.
“ What is the use of all this work ?" they would say angrily ;

“ John's

estate is certainly well dipped—What then ? Is there not a handsome re-

version. It will last our time any way,—and after us the Deluge. Be-
sides, is there not the immortal Pitapat's charming device of the

farthings, John's Philosopher's Stone1." The 'Squire wqb in a sad

Way about this time, changing his manager every other term, scold-

ing his wife, cuffing his under servants, and dieting his labourers on
bread and water,—all to keep square with the Jew brokers, pay
bis. mother's jointure, and make both ends meet; but it would not

&U do. If he intimated any wish to examine his books, or restrain

bis servants' junketings, then his wife shook her head, and said he
was gone off the hooks fairly now.—It was in this case we found him at

the beginning of this our history,—gloomy, testy, humoursome ; his wife

just dead, and her successor found to be no better than she should be ;

Hookey playing fast and loose, with that Most Mighty, &c., and John
without a true friend on earth save Madam Reform—a friend in need,

as he now called her, and cursed himself for a ninny in not having in-

sisted on bringing her into his house lon$r before. But guess ye the

hiOaballoo that got up when Ally Croaker, Silly Billy, the Whipper-in,
the Cad, Slangwhanger, and a posse of the gossoons, squirters, clialkers,

broadside writers, and others of the fry kept in Ilookey's half-pay out
of John’s pocket, gave notice that Madam's lads had been seen lurking

in John's neighbourhood with letters and billetdoux ; and that she might
be daily expected herself, to attempt to gain access to John, and try to

ntlieve him from the durance in which he was kept. Hookey treated the
^formation with great contempt. “ Let the jade only dare set her nose

:

p|s way !—as for the nincompoop, John, let him keep quiet—or he,

iptookey, should fihd a way to make him ! His house, the blustering

ninnyhammer, never bad been better managed, nor half so well.” Sly

Bob, and the other lads bred in the parish, knew John's trim better, and
disliked this vapouring in Hookey ; who, you must know, was the most
jelf-sufficient, conceited, pragmatical fellow on earth, and, save in sparring
*where he kept a cunning fence, the most ignorant,-—never seeing a
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draw-well till Ha was plump over head and ears into the midst of it,

the rest cursing His rashness arf they wallowed below him, while he'd
be crying to the wenehes to hoist him out. Bob warned him again
and again, with tears in his eyes, saying how bitterly he now repented
crossing John about opening^the Gunsmith's shop.* On this warning
failing, the understrappers tried to get up a small game of their own,
and to turn the tables, and raise the waters on John. So if Mrs. Bull

gave an assignation to Rustyfusty out in the country—-they would be
sure to say, “ Well it sets you, 'Squire John, to complain,—just fresh

from Madam at the Free Mason's Tavern, or Jerry’s and then Mrs.
Bull would pretend to be jealous, and search his pocket for love-letters,

or order the post-bag to be rifled ; and make the house-steward Bet some *

old beggar-man in the stocks, pretending that he was one of John's
go-betweens with Madam and Brummagem Tom. A fine house they kept
of it ; and every soul, down to the fat scullion who stole the dripping,

against the master, who now saw that nothing less would do than
bringing in Madam, by force, in open day.

When the greedy old gentlewoman his mother heard this for c«^
tain,—very unlike Hookey, and always smelling more danger thini

there was, off she pulls her mob-cap, and flies about all the chapels
in the neighbourhood, with her hair dishevelled, howling and wring-
ing her hands; and afterwards appeared in the open hall to confront.

Madam, holding her silk apron to her eyes, while Old Bags sup-

ported her on the right side, and Toby Philpots on the left, alternately

holding a smelling bottle to her nose, as if she were in the last extremi-

ty,—as she panted and screamed qjoud, “ Oh, John Bull
!
perverse, wicked

John Bull ! thus to vex the venerable mother, who suckled you at her

breasts, and bred and reared you to man's estate; andwhowith the Immor-
tal Pitapat, and The Most Mighty and Potent Prince. Rustyfusty, made
you whatyou are, the envy and admiration of the whole neighbour-

hood." But if you had seen the looks she darted across the roorif to

Madam Reform,—who stood with Greysteel, Bruffam, the gallant north

country knight. Sir James, and other of her friends,—as if she would
have torn that comely lady's eyes out. “ Don’t you see," she exclaim-

ed, “ that Philip Baboon's men (whom will they have next for steward

I wonder ?) have turned off saintly Charles and faithful Poll, the best of

serving-men. These vile knaves will be for certain over the pond to

tear up my hearthstone, and burn my prayer book ; helping Madam's
tinker-cousins at Brummagem, and blackguard Pat's bully champion,

roaring Dan, and your father's sour-faced daughter Peg, who hates

me for exposing her early intrigues with Jack ;—yea, steal my Bible, -

so they will, and pull down my house about my ears." “ Seize your join-

ture, you mean, old lady,” cried John; for much as he had once rever-

enced his mother, he was fairly out of patience now with her violence

and her avarice, which was at the foundation of all her mad freaks. The
old gentlewoman would then try the other tack, and cozen and slobber

him, and hang upon his neck, and call the ’Squire “ her dear deluded

jbon, who had been seduced away by Jack Wesley, papists, and blas-

phemers, but, above all, by that jade Madam Reform, from the arms of

his faithful, affectionate, virtuous wife, and her, his true and loving

mother."—

“

Go home, go home, old lady, and don’t expose yourself In this

way," John would say ;
“ reform your bouse ; keep fewer of these awag-

*

Franchise of Birmingham.
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gering, tearing blades, rod canting knaves about you ; read your prayer,

book, teach tbe children their catechism ; keep your petticoats clean ;

aij4 if you keep quiet) no one shall touch a hair of your head, or a fa*,

thing- of your jointure ; but don't think to bubble me longer." But it

was- not come to the worst with the dowager yet, as yon shall afterwards

see, Even his mother’s greed and tantrums, and the bad tongue she

lpt loose on all his friends, were less to John about this time, than the

damnable impudence of his wife and the upper servants, with Hookey at

their head, who plainly told him, since it was come to this, Madam
Reform should never crook her knee within his door; and that at the
point of the knife they would maintain the right of That Most Mighty

* and Potent Prince, Rustyfusty, to choose wives for John Bull, visit them>
when, where, and how he pleased ; and all the other good old customs of
the Manor.” “ The custom of the Manor !" cried Winchy. “ Custom
of the Manor for ever !” echoed Old Bags ;

“ we'U go to death—and
qll for John's good—for the custom of the Manor.”
John was rather stunned at first by their outcry; but he looked

round,—and there stood Greysteel at his hack. Bill Boswain stanch,

add Madam Reform posted strongly, with her best Broom in her
hand, and Brummagem Tom at her back. Now this same custom of the
Manor was something too bad to be described in decent company ; nor
was it an old English custom any way, but an odious right claimed by the
Most Mighty and Potent Prince Rustyfusty, because of his high Norman
bldbd,—though 'Squire Bull was of as good blood as he any day, and far

better flesh. So the quarrel grew from less to more, till Rustyfusty,
breaking through all bounds, swore he would kiss John's wife before
his face, thrust his Ifands into his strong box, break up his cellar and
buttery hatch,—yea, saddle him, and bridle him, and mount him, and
spur him, and ri<}e«him to the devil, if he. Prince Rustyfusty, so

pleased ; and that he, John, might go whistle !—Now, of all^ the days
of the year, this fell out upon the 7th October, in the year of our
Salvation, 1831, But had you heard how John roared, and rampaged;
and flew through the streets, without stockings or shoes, wig or cravat.

It was, indeed, with great ado that Madam and Tom got him to keep
within bounds,—bidding him, of all loves, be quiet, for all that Hookey
and Sly Bob wanted, was to swear the peace against him, and clap him
in a strait-waistcoat ; and then if he complained, his mother would call

his sick groans by her old name, and advise him to be gagged forthwith.
John wiped his brows, and took a cooling draught, and owned it was
all too true. And, turning round, with the tea* still in his eye, he said

- to BUJ Boswain, “ What ! ho ! Bill, will you see an old friend, who has
been the best friend you and your father's family ever had, used in this

beastly way?” And Bill, who was a fine, slap-dash, devil-may-care sort
of fellow, eried at once, “

I'll stand by you, honeBt Jack, till the last

gasp and with that he gave his trowsers a knowing hoist, and turned
the quid in his cheek. John's heart was at his mouth in a moment, for
any kindness touched him to the quick ; so little had he been used>
lately, poor man, to even bare justice in his own house. “ It sha'n't

,

be the worse for you and yours, Bill, for this,” said the grateful man.
ft If there's a better silk gown than another in my warehouse,, your wife
shall have it.” " Bill, and John, and I, against the world,” shouted
Greysteel ; and Tom's lads and Madam Reform said they would hold the
dowager at the staff's end, and drub Rusty's whole rapscallion gathering.
But many things fall out between the cup and tkp lip ; and though John

WW in sight of land, strong squalls arose ; and sorry am I to say it, but



every mischiefthat came againsthim might, mote or lew closely, be thicod
to hie own mother. Madam Reform, the knew of the old, had never ifeen

ajriend of hers ; and now ehe fell to kicking, and scratching, and biting,

end using all manner of bad names—calling Madam an atheistical French
harlot, who had put love-potions in her dear son's gin, and kept him
roaring drunk ; and had collogued for years with Tod Charley, Scotch

Joe, Lord Peter, Dan, the Devil, and Tom Paine," who she dreaded had
set him upon rummaging his father's charter-box, and looking fato the
old title-deeds, to see if there was no clause to restrain her pride and pro-

digality, and compel her to come handsomely down for the parish-poor.

It was here the shoe pinched, and the least mention of title-deeds threw
her into fits, when the best names she gave her son were papist and rogue, *

with a threat of the stocks against all his abettors, or burning with brim.*

stone matches. Pat Murphy, John's half-starved, merry brother-in-law,

was also frightening the dowager about this time, swirling and flashing his

shillelah in her face, till the fire flashed from her eyes ; while he swore
“ he'd be hanged and quartered, before he gave the greedy old woman,
who was nothing to him or his save a plague, were it but a pig's ear
to make her a silk purse, so he wouldn't. It was the shame of the
world, so it was, to stuff the lap of the rump-fed runnion with the pigs,

poultry, and potatoes, rared by the swate of his brow, while his own
darlins wanted bread."

John desired him to keep a civil tongue in his head,—the old gentle-

woman, whatever were her faults, was his mother any way—at least iflie

said so ; but deuce a bit of him for all that, would blame Pat for com-
plaining of her cormorant stomach.
“ The auld lady had aye a crop for all corns," puf in Peg, John's frosty-

faced sister, who lived in the bleak moorlands, and who had never been a
favourite with her step-mother, especially since shq fell a-hankering

after Jack* in her maidenhood. And as often as John Bull and his mo-
ther came at any time to high words. Peg would snigger in her sleffve,

and slily remark that “ The auld leddy had kythed in her true colours

at last. For her part, she ne'er saw a hair to draw between her and Lord,

Peter ; and, by her troth, she, John's leal and loving sister Peg, meikle as

he lightlied heb, was e'en overjoyed to find that John was beginning to

see through the auld dame's tricks, who had vexed and divided their

Israel for mony a lang year the pridefu', upsetting, ambitious, good-

for-nothing auld hussy, who was aye at the bottom of setting John
against his ain kin, and tearing and dividing their father's house—con-
niving with ilka steward to harry the tenantry, and poind for the kain,—
and never did a hand's turn that could be called usefu' wark ; but would *

sit with her gold watch at her side, and her rings on her fingers, dinked

out—becking and bingeing wi' her curmudgeons and jennyflexions—

mair like one of Lord Peter's painted harlots than the douse matron, for

which she gave herself out, pretending to great nicety and 'havings,

and to be come o* the true auld stock, though her ain very grandchildren

were beginning to jeer at her greedy gaits, and to pluck her gown, crying,
* Mair o' your awmouses, and less o* your benisons, grand-dame.’

Peg was sure to run scant of breath as often as she got upon her step-

mother's virtues ; but before John, who only remarked gruffly, u She

gets little off you, any way," could say more, taking no notice of the

rebuff. Peg went on,—“ And hark in your lug, brother mine—it’s just

* Lord Peter, Martin, and Jack :—the Pope, Luther, and Calvin.
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as true that she has an auld hankering after Lord Peter at that, if all

tales he true, the Most Mighty and Potent Prince Rustyfusty is e'en

o'er sib to Mrs. Bull, your ain liege lady." v •

John growled like a bear with a sore head, and knew not of whom
first to fall foul ; for he could have fought with the wind in this vein—Peg,
Pat, wife, mother, and serving-men. But it was with her who lay in his

bosom, fiesh of his flesh, and bone of his bone, he was really most enraged,

especially when he saw that those who lately had liveddn his house, like

eat and dog, were now all combining against him, and in a league to

support the old villain Rustyfusty. Nor was he quite pleased with Peg's

jeers, whom he called a musty old maid .—<“ And better sae, brother

mine, than in your pitiful case, or than be buckled without either my
ain privity or consent, by our Laird, to that cocblin, clocherin, daized,

doited, donnerit, do-nae-gude, feckless, fuzionless, pecbling, pingin,

plouterin, potherin, asthmatical rotten body, Borrowstoun ; wha just

does as your mother and the great folks up bye yonder bid him, and
would sell country and kiri, mq> and mine, and his birthright to boot, for

a mess o' pottage ony day."
(< By the La', Harry," cried Pat, “ Peg spakes like aDublin counsellor;"

foywhenPegranon with a string of such learned, long-tailed words, Pat
always believed she must be talking Hebrew, or Latin at least. “ No, no,*

brother," she continued, t€ dour and din as ye have sometimes called me,
I'm a likely lass yet—scarce i' my prime ; and, by the blessing of Pro-

vidence, wha rules aboon a' !" (Pat crossed himself, and Peg turned up
the whites of her eyes, which was her fashion of signing the cross—at
another time she would have rebuked, Pat’s idolatry, but she kept her
thumb on it now—)

“ on my eident endeavours. I'll first dance at your
wedding, John ; and next have a wiselike goodman o’ my ain, or ever

this year o' grace; aughteen hundred and thretty-two, be out ; wha will

haud my part, and his bairns' part, and keep the crown o' Jthe causey

witii the best o’ ye; but whether it shall be Jamie, or Johnny, or

Francie, I'm no that free to confess yet.—I was ne'er rash,—and they

are a' gude—though Francie I'm wae to learn is sore troubled of late

wi' a shortness o' wind*”
€t Spoke like your father’s daughter. Peg,” cried John. “ Give me

your hand, lass ;—the broad blue bonnet for ever ! Let us stand by each

other till both are righted. Pat too, my noble fellow —and before the

word was out, down came Pat's open hand smack into John's broad fist

;

and again he flourished his shillelah, and shouted, “ Erin go bragh !" And
Peg, though not given to “ phrasin,” as she said, kissed them both ;

and bade them “ Quit them like men, and father-bairns, in this great

battle of Armageddon that was drawing nigh ; for, why ? John's tulzie

was Peg's cause, and Peg's brangle was Pat's victory.” And they took a
kind leave of each other,—on which John gave the bell such a tweague
that the rope came in his hand, and the lazy varlets in the hall thought
the house was on fire*

But we have rather cut before the point in this, our veritable history

;

for all this fell out long before the famous seventh of October, to which
we alluded ; and while Hookey and Sly Bob were still in John's service^

though by this time he had more than a month's mind to turnthem a~drift

;

and had now rung to put the question for the last time, point blank, yea
or no, if they would respectfully lead in Madam Reform, and lend a
hand at his divorcing his wife, and resisting the custom of the Manor*
But of all this you shall hear in our next chapter*

2
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Uoto John Bull new thoroughly ripped up all hie old Sort*, iand, discover-

ing the Knavery of hie Servants, fairly kicked them down Stairs.

Hookey entered briskly, and with an air, and Sly Bob, with his hang-

dog look, skulking behind, but seeming as obstinate as a mule for all

that; for it was Bob’s way ever to be in extremes—now as dour as apig,—
and again he would fetch and carry, and do whatever mean office he

thought would recommend him to John and the ^children. • John, while

his blood was up, took courage, and bade Bill Boswain tell Hookey
plainly he had resolved to bring in Madam Iteform, and set her on the

dais ; and if Master Hookey could not bow his pride to show her the -

way—why, then ? -of Greysteel he had got the' best of characters/*

Up got Hookey's game feathers, and off he tore his livery, in a huff, and

down he thumped it, pretending John called his honesty in question

about the house-books.* I don’t speak of the house expenses now/*

quoth the 'Squire, u though they are higK enough, in all conscience, for

a man in my case.. You have done me honour, too, in the cock-fights

and sparrings—at least they tell me so—though, body o’ me, if I rightly

understand it. But what then ? I think I have paid you handsomely,*^

besides the paddock and annuity, and the great silver-gilt tankard, though

that's neither here nor there.. But my house is my castle, and my wife's

my wife, and I'll bring in Madam—ay, and set her in the best place, too,

if I so please ; and if you don't choose to make her welcome, why, the

door's before you/' " Marry, I’d break her neck sooner l brimstone

hag,” cried Hookey ; and Sly Bob, though he often called her as bad

himself, winked, and pulled his sleeve ;—but he paid no regard. u Do
you think that we, the servants of Gentleman George, who beat the

world at egek-fighting, would demean ourselves to sit«in the same room

with that drab, and her tatterdemalion Brummagem followers/' “ O,

'Squire, my beloved master,” cried Bob, "is this your gratitude to fho

brave Hookey ? I speak not of my own poor but honest services
”

“ Burningallmy small change, 1 suppose?"growledJohn,—"Yourhonour's

champion,” Bob went on, shamming deaf about the small change, " who

beat the ring for you ? Though stiff and scant of wind for a fall himself

now who can train your honour's hounds and young game cocks like

brave Ilookey ?” John had lately begun to have a dim notion that the

only use of game-cocks was to eat barley. Keep no pullets that don't

lay eggs,” said Madam Reform. « You have more dogs than you have

bones for,” quoth Scotch Joe, of whose judgment the 'Squire had lately

got an immense opinion. He therefore looked sulky and dogged ; and

Bob tipped the sly wink to Ally Croaker, to put in a word to gloze oyer

Hookey's obstreperous humours.

“ Fie, 'Squire Bull,” cried Ally, in his saucy forward way—for Ally,

you must know, had sometimes succeeded in tickling John with a scurvy

jest, at frugal Joe's expense, and others of Madam's followers ; and had

taken it upon him to name a young, blackguard, foul-mouthed, hempseed,

pampered gett of his own, after the 'Squire. “ Fie, John—what the

good jeer, man ! you roar more like a bull of Bashan than the respect-

able Citizen Bull, the envy and admiration of the whole neighbourhood;

so blest is he in a wife and mother, and in l*ami dufamille,—That Most

Mighty and Potent Prince, Rufus Gules ifArgent IfOr Gryphon W*~

veril Rustre Rampant Saliant MiUrind Fhry Bendsinister Waterboujet

* The Civil List.
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Maximus Gugtavu* Adolphus Guttedesang Guttedelarms Tudor Plant**

genet Cheveron Bustyfusty. That battered harridan. Madam Inform, has

set your honour’s worthy puddle,head a-seething with her damnable lies

and tale-bearing, against your worship's faithful attached servants, my
friend Sly Bob there and others, who would shed their blood for you."

And here Bob piped one eye, while, with the other, he winked to Hookey,

now was the time to mollify John Bull's humour about Madam.
“ Plfiase the pigs," quoth Bob in a whisper, “ I shall henceforth walk

warily ; remember what came of it, when 1 formerly rashly committed my-
self, by crossing the 'Squire about the rendezvous Mrs. Bull gave the

Most Potent, at the Ears ford, and refusing to open the Gunsmith's shop,

•on which he had set his heart ; but what's ordained must come to pass.

1 fancied the ball at our foot, then again he winked to Atty : but the

stiff drill sergeant would not, at'that time, move a peg to save the world,

nor take the least notice, though no one better understood Bob's half-

meanings and half-and-half manoeuvres ; so Bob was obliged to speak for

himself. “ Bid 1 not, to please you, 'Squire, blast my own good name,

which was better than precious ointment ; and, which 1 shall rue to

my dying day, offend the venerable lady, your honour's mother, with

whom till then I was a mighty favourite, in that untoward affair of.

healing the scald head* of Pat's children?" John said nothing, but

twirled his thumbs. “ Monstrously against my conscience to vex that

best of ladies," continued Bob, “ When your honour comes to your
worship's senses, sorry will you be to have grieved that pious, venerable,

and most worshipful matron, by your rash and dangerous dealings with

Gaffer Grey and Madam." “ Gammon," quoth John, doggedly twirl-

ing his thumbs faster'and faster.
“ Whose prayers, your mother's, I mean, you should humbly request

on your bended k/iees, Mr. John,” said the house chaplain, “ to open
your deluded eyes, instead of giving yourself up to the seductions and
blandishments of a strange woman. I name no names ; and Heaven for-

bid I should judge uncharitably, or unlike a Christian
;
but, infatuated

man as you are, if you ever have another day to prosper, or if you long
escape the mollygrubs and the cholic."— “ Gammon !" cried John, more
loudly ; and Ally like a rogue in grain as he was, tipped the knowing
wink to some of the others, and made a dismal face aside at the chap-

lain, and at chop-fallen Bob, and laid his linger to his nose.

-
“ Gammon !" sighed Bob ;

“ but it don't become me to bandy words
with my honoured, though deceived master. Service, God wot, is no
inheritance ; 1 shall retire to my poor cottage in the Lower Row, and
dibble in my cabbages ; but your honour will^surely, at parting, give me
a character ?"
“

I'll be d—d if I do,” roared John ; and fairly rumping Bob,
he turned fiercely on Ally, who, graceless rogue, was sniggering at the
doleful plight of his fellow-servant, though in the very same scrape

himself. Bob would have slunk off with his bleeding nose ; but John
cried gruffly, “ Stand still. Sirrah, till you hear a piece of my mind at

parting,—1 have a damnable long black score to clear with you and
your fellows." And out John whips his Black memorandum-book^~-the
same with prhich he had been furnished by Aulay Macaulay, Jerry's boys,

.
and Scotch Joe and others of Madam's clerics, as a help to his memory

;

for the 'Squire hpd a bad head for figures without book ; and thus, in. a
rumbling tone, like thunder at a distance, he preluded—u I that might

* « The healing measure/



have lived ill honour and credit, my estates dear, iiriy tenants Happy,

my books in order, my trade brisk, plenty in larder and cellar, and a
good something in the strong-box, to be brought into debt and danger,

and to a morsel Of bread ! First and foremost, you set me to loggerheads

with Jonathan, for no fault on earth, save that, though frugal, he
was a lad of spunk and mettle, and would not beck and binge to the

b— *h my wife, nor allow That Most Mighty and Potent Prince.Tudor
Plantagenet Rustyfusty whip his long fingers into his pocket at his good
pleasure; But you would punish him, I warrant you !—you would not

let him be taught to Parley voue, and make his •congees by our dancing!

master. He should never be allowed to learn to make his bow, or to

dapce the Allemande,
and the Minuet de la Cour to his dying day.—The

Devil's ofrn hornpipe ye have made me dance.—And now who but
Jonathan? keeping his pleasure yacht on the lake with the best;

his warehouses full, driving a brisk trade east and west ; his word
going as far on 'Change as my bond—and our Most Mighty and Po-
tent Cousin entrusting the pillage he 1ms made of me to Jonathan's

safe custody.”* Bob would again have slunk off, dreading the twin-

kle of John's eye ; but Ally, who knew he might go home to his own
parish and hoe potatoes for the rest of his life, for devil a new place he
would ever get if he lost John's, resolved to stick to his skirts Kke a
burr, knowing him to be a good-natured bubble, and hoping his temper
might fall ; so he held Bob fast. “ A pretty house 1 have kept, and a fine

trade driven," continued John, more calmly ;
“ first, my head-steward

and his family must roll in their gilt coach, kept in wine and walnuts,

and decked out in cloth of gold ; but that's the wa$r of the world, and I

am bold to say, I never grudged it to them ; only I expect a little grati-

tude, and to have something of my own way in my own house ; though I

scarce think it of good moral example, whatever mf mother may, to

have their J>rats and trulls carousing in my hall, devouring my beef and
pudding, and swilling my beer, lording it into the bargain over my poor

tenants, and laughing in my face.”
“ And sure what's their bit and their sup, to a noble and generous

'Squire, like your honour," cried Slangwhanger, making a respectful bow
to John, while aside he thrust his tongue into his cheek, and Jeered to

Aliy.
'

“ My very errand, hoys," continued the 'Squire, “ must all make hand-

some figures,” forsooth !
—

“

All for your glory and credit, /Squire," said

Slangwhanger ;
“ only think of Philippe Baboon's people, or Don Pedro's

servants, and the pretty barmaid of the Black Bear, crying, • What
smart liveries 'Squire Bull's footmen sport,—what rare treats and junk-

etings they give when they come abroad !' As often as the Most
Mighty and Potent Rustyfusty, or the baggage, my wife," continued

John, unheeding the interruption, “ despatch them on sleeveless er-

rands, while, I believe in my conscience, their real business has been,

plotting and colleaguing with all manner of rogues against Madam, my
family, and my honest neighbours ; till now, whatever mischief or breach

of the peace goes on, ( Out upon John Bull/ my neighbours cry, ‘ he"

and his varlets are at the! bottom of this. Twas he egged on the Bear-

baitings Which have destroyed and ruined that poor friendless noble

orphan of Hackum ; he, poor lad, to whom nothing is now left but a gooil

heart/—till,by Derrydown aridthe Norland's doings," Johnwent on, “my

* How much have the British aristocracy in the American funds?
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honest name stinkb.-*-And Hocus * or Hookey, Lewis or Nap, it is still

John Butt must pay the piper, dance who .will. But now I tett you, ras-

cals,” roared John in a new paroxysm, « the Devil's to pay, and no pitch

hot. Ha ! ha ! ho ! ho ! ho !” and with' that seizing Bob and Ally in his

frenzy, by the nape .of the neck, he knoits me their heads together,

and makes them spin out of the house ; shewing rather more respect to

Hookey, who strutted past with his arms a-kimbo, and his eye cocked,

as if he said, “ Demme, whose afraid ?"

Ally, a sharp rogu$, soon recovered his feet, and despatched his

Scotch caddies, English, errand-boys, and Irish gossoons, to every quar-

terA bidding all the gang, high and low, assemble immediately at the

Hole in the Wall, Charley's Lane, and at the Poodle Dog ; but the

graver sort, as the resetters and the old gentlewoman's *particular

hangers-on, were to meet at the Mitre. And a fine turn out there was.

In the meanwhile, John unbuttons his red waistcoat, wipes his brows,

takes another cooling draught, and sends a pressing message to Greysteel

to go down to Bill Boswain, and forthwith consult about affairs. He hoped
Bill would not take it amiss, he said, bitf; he particularly wished Greysteel

for house-steward. You may guess the 'Squire's family was in a fine state

by this time. All the house at sixes and sevens,—the husband of one

Ktyjid, the wife of another,—the fires out,—no dinner cooked,—nobody

caring tp go to market,—and if an order dropped in from a customer

no one to attend to it. All the sober decent part of the tenantry, be-

sides the journeymen, apprentices, and respectable young wenches, took

part with Greysteel, and were enraged at the ill-usage of their master ;

and there they went, parading up au,ji down; before John's door, rat-

tling marrow-bones and cleavers, and waving flags and flambeaux, shout-

ing, “ Down with Hookey. No Hookey !—Greysteel and Bill Boswain
for ever ! Longdive Madam Reform and her Broom !” and so forth

;

while, on the other side, the footmen, sturdy beggars, shqbby genteel

vagrants and drabs, and all the tag-rag and bob-tail of Rustyfusty, led

on by Ally’s gossoons, would squirt kennel water, screech on cat-calls,

and bawl, “ No Madam Reform ! Hookey for ever ! Long live Bill's

wife*”

The sooner peace was now restored within doors John thought the

better ; and being an honest plain-dealing man, lie owned it was but fair

to give his wife, bad as she was, a last opportunity of speaking her mind,

and making the best explanation of her conduct she could ; so he sent

his new servant Allworthy to her, in the face of open day, inviting his

relations Peg and Pat to be present, and see fair play, as it was rfn affair

which concerned the whole family.-—*' Are you, Mrs. Bull,” quoth Dr.

Russell—after reading the catalogue of her sins—“ willing to confess

your faults, to take Greysteel's advice, to swallow my prescriptions,

and cast yourself on the mercy of your injured husband for what is

past “ And,” added Allworthy—very respectfully, and more civilly

than so perverse a jade deserved ;
“ do you forswear from this day forth,

all unlawful,intercourse, public or private, with That Most Mighty and
Patent Prince, Rufus Gules D*Argent D*Or Gryphon Weveril Rustre

Rampant Saliant Millrind Flory Bendsinister Waterboujet Magcimus
Gustavus Adolphus Guttedesang Guttedelarme Tudor Plantagenet Hep-
tarch Oligarch Cheveron Rustyfusty f As in duty bound, I give him
all his titles,—and, in his own place, no one more respects that il-

lustrious Prince and, moreover, Ma'am, are you disposed to reeeive.

* The old name for Marlborough.—-Edit.
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aft become* a dutiful wife, Jtf* Worthy tody, Mafam Reform, your hus~

band's best friend, and tq e$te$*ain her han4somely-**-aye and until,

with the help of Greysteel, Attorney #ruffam, and others, all matters

and janglings are acciHmmodated^between you end your true lord?

And, in the first place, and in token of your sineemty, do you now
give your free consent to have razed certain rotten tenements, to the
number of fifty-six, heretofore used for purposes Which I will not of-

fend your ladyship's delicacy, by more plainly naming?**"
“ Marry," cried Pat's Dan, “ As my cousin,^Jlarry Ridding, says,

some people's ears are the nicest parts about Jhem,” and Scotch Jqe
nodded approval. But Allworthy, disregarding this ill-bred interruption,

with the greatest delicacy and decorum proceeded, and with the very
*

greatest politeness also :—and then bowing, requested the lady to take
her own time, no hurry, but to say Ay or No to the first proposal ; and as

she looked hesitating and demure, as if she wanted courage, up gets Sly

Bob and Bletherall, whom some called Mad Charley, to speak for her ;

and had you but heard \that an injured angel of light Bob did paint heINf *

Then up got the Cornish Chuff, and gives him a shove, crying “ Let me
speak and Ally and Bletherall all at once arguing, bullying, and swear-
ing, till no one knew what to make of the real character of John's wife.

Rustyfusty, her gallant (for cake and pudding, as John sometimes asst

in her teeth,) you may be sure sent his forward sparks to battle for the
" innocent lady,” and the good old custom of the Manor ; and Rusty va-

poured away about John’s worse than moonshine madness in parting with

such a treasure. The old gentlewoman sent, among others, her favourite

orator, the Clerk of OsfGnforde* and all to maintain the hereditary

and indefeasible right of that Mighty and Most Potent Prince

Tudor Plantagent Rustyfusty, to cuckold John Bull as heretofore :—for

that, as Greysteel observed, was the plain English of it; and the sum and
substance ofAvery palaver held at this time between Mrs. Bull's champions
and her husband's friends Allworthy and the Doctor. “ Why waste work-
ing hours on the baggage ?” cried Dan and Joe. Allworthy however still

took his own mild civil way, but for all that, again put it plainly to her,

quietly and fairly ;
w Ma'am do you say Ay or No “ What say you

Bob, love ?” she whimpered privately ; her handkerchief at her eyes, now
dreading immediate divorce, and being sent down to the country. €xChar-
ley is mad, and the Chuff and Oxenforde next to it—what say you?" Bob
at this time was in one of his dour fits.

te Say No” quoth Bob. u It is

necessary to the proper support of your character and dignity." “ No,
said the lady faintly. She says Ay, cried one,—she says No, bawled

another and the hall was in a fine uproar ; John without side the door

with Tims the clever printer's devil and Chrome, thundering and roar-

ing “ What does the jade say?" “ Stuff all this," said Greysteel, crying

down from the second pair. “ Out with her," shouted Madam Reform

;

and to do Bill Boswain justice, he lent her a kick with right good will,

as it seemed, which sent her tumbling down stairs in a couple of hurries.

Scarcely need 1 tell you that John Bull did not wear his weepers long

for this minx. No sooner a widower than a brisk and jolly wooer ; but
being still raw in the ways of women, he resolved to walk by MqjSfan

Reform's counsel this time at every step, and take daily advice of Ubs
and Chrome, and every sincere friend ; and, above all, to start for the
country before the old gentlewoman, his mother, or Rustyfusty should get
beforehand with him. For unnatural and monstrous as it seems, it^is

but too certain the old lady would again have palmed off one of Rusty-
fusty's painted harlots on her own son for a modest virgin.
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<p*'Wd%Hg*g'lo *«11 of all ttirir trtdhT Utat«Jdhn, by the kind.

mm ef ,hp *o trap this time* tad, fcy the help of Peg end

tyho left fie stone uuturtf^ in his Service, he pieks up a fresh,

cotqely, 4pirited^jftpui#^ lass, with’seething vof the genteel air of town
b*eedltig^o4»«aft<htfith a breath* as sweet as a haycock :—now, you must
Icifew, hisJotfner yffe }iad a breath smelt like « hunted badger.

Up jo tdhvrt comes the 'Squirt and his young bride to hold their honey*

maoh, John ih high glee, add the family delighted ; but he was
taken tt little abacl*,**J own, when she also chose Master Manners for

i&r gentleman usher ; from prudence, as she lisped, and being but a young
thing, and inexperienced. “ Look to please your husband, my dear,"

whispered Madam Reform in her private ear, “ and set old saws at de*

fiance." But, on the whole, John was pleased. Dan told her roundly

to get up betimes, if she wished. to thrive, and not turn day into night

like the lazy lag-a-bed that was before her ; and Scotch Joe often ad-

vised her to clap a label on the hall-door, “ Nobody admitted but on
Mirtnesa” She, howev er, took her own way.
“ Wulgar, hawkward, draggle-tailed wretch, how unlike the late

lady
!

" would Ally’s boys cry ; and as often as she appeared abroad

the squirters were at her ; and every word she spoke out of joint, be-

si<j£s a thousand lies, were proclaimed by Hookey's^ old broadsiders

and chalkers. “ Who but she now," some would cry ;
“ but let Madam

once gq); fairly into the house, and we’ll soon see lier darling Brumma-
gem Tom * take the pet * ife’s place !”

In the meanwhile, you may belie\e the other party were not idle.

Every day they wouj/l meet at the M^tre and^he Poodle, pretending to

smoke their pipes and swill beer, but all the while planning how they
might set John and Madam Reform by the eais ; make Bill Bobwain jea-

lous of Brummagem Tom ; ’Squire Bull suspect Greeted ; and scare all

tlje old women and children ofJohn’s family. Sly Bob, an old feneckdrawer,

first tried his hand on the young wifo with fair oozenmg speeches, but
her virtue was proof ; though, it must be owned, John looked pretty

sharply after her, as often as she showed any disposition to be skittish,

as once she did in a course about the Tower Hamlets .—<“ Make me a
jotting of all she says and does," whispered John to Tims ;

“ keep an
eye on Bill Boswain s backstairs, too, my good lad,—who can trust son

of woman, when the mother that bore him lifts her heel against him ?"

But when it was seen that Mrs. Bull’s virtue, with good looking after,

was proof against all the blandishments and arts of Rustyfusty, the

crocodile tears of the old gentlewoman, John's mother,, and the tricks

of Bob and Hookey, John's pride knew no bounds. At every spirited

rebuff she gave them, John would light up his house, or give her a din-

ner or ball. Jn short. Bill Boswain, by this time, was the best fellow on
earth with John, Greysteel a treasure, his young wife a jewel, and
^tf&dam Reform would be triumphantly brought in, in a few days rtfew.

But many a thing falls out between the cup and the lip, as I sagely re-

marked before ; and when the 'Squire thought himself nearest port, there

ftMre squalls and breakers a-head. To these our history must now
fk; and wjiat other should they be than John's old plagues in Bill's

M$g»t&irs, and the intrigues of Ids discarded serving men with Prince

ICksty. The truth was, the 'Squire should at ozvee have kicked out the

whole kit ; but he was the most unsuspicious man in the world, and
Besides, looked to Greysteel turning them out next term.

^

(To be continued,J

* The Political Unions.



THE THREE ®AYS OF -FRANCE*

“ Cent peuplemcliverir

Ihanteront, cn brisant purs fen,
44 Honneur aux. enfans tie la France l'

4—BerangcH

Friends of the freeman's hopes, upraise
A glad, exulting strain !

A" spirit, as of ancient days.

Glows on our earth again !

Seek ye no more in mouldering urns
Its ember-* few and cold ;

Look up ! the fire ye worship burns
More brightly than of old !

Imperial France ! this costliest gem

—

This one best boon of Heaven,
Was all thy trophied diadem

Yet lacked—and now 'tis given !

Proud \ictors in a hundred fights.

Lords of the lyre and pen

—

Now nobler name, and loftier rights

Are yours*, enfranchised men !

Old mfn of France ! whose tearful eyes

Were lingering on the past,

Itejoice ! £our race of victories

Is nobly crowned at last

!

Now' may ye lay the silvered head
To sleep, in thankful trust

That Freedom's foot, alone, shall tread

Above your honoured dust.

«

Bright Youth of France ! for gifts like thine

Fame bears no common meed ;

Firm soul, that grasped the great design

;

Strong arm, that wrought the deed !

Fair hands shall twine thy soldier-wreath.

Grave sires thy civic crown,

—

And every land, where Virtue breathes.

Shall hail thee as her own l

Fair girls of Franco ! your loving snares

Well may ye proudly spread,

To bind such lion-hearts as theirs.

With Beauty's silken thread !

As you would guard your virgin charms
From coward, churl, or slave.

With welcome smiles, and open arms.

Receive the true and brave

!
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And ye ! the beardless warrior-host

!

The chiefs in infant years

!

Well may glad France your glories boast.

With proud, triumphant tears !

God's help reward you ! gallant wights.

And bless the arpis ye wield

Thus early for your country's rights,—

Keen sword, and stainless shield I

Lo ! Hist'ry's muse her sleep hath burst.

To snatch her ancient lyre.

And f$h your triumphs, as she nursed

TJhe old heroic fire !

The spirit of a thousand years

Is kindling in her glance.

And swells her accents, as she hears

Your deeds, young hope of France r

Brave hearts of France ! in every time.

Land, language, class, or creed.

Wherever lives the hate of crime.

Or love of lofty deed

;

Wherever Freedom's martyrs weep,

Or Freedom's altar flames.

All lips shall burn, all bosoms leap.

At mention of your names

!

If avght of good, devout, and high.

In lasting praise endures

;

If aught of glory shall not die,

O gallant men ! 'tis yours !

Strong trust ye claim, and grateful pride

From those your strife hath freed

;

And nations watch you eager-eyed,

And bid your swords “ God speed !”

Be wakeful ! though the blast should pause.

The storm may rave again

:

Be merciful ! so pure a cause

Should wear no spot or stain

.

Be hopeful ! from the risen sun

The darkest clouds will fly :

Be glad ! for surely ye have won
A name that shall not die

!

Aye ! breathe a prayer, yet low and deep r

The tears that nations shed

Fall on that mound, whose dust ye keep

O'er Gallia’s patriot dead !

Well rest the brave l yet living still.

Their spirit's voice shall be

;

Through every age the words shall thrill—
w We died—and France isfree !”

2
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TIIE UNDYING ONE.

People are so afraid of death, that they have verily undertaken to

persuade themselves it is a blessing. Nature gives all their sophistry

the lie. %uch swaggering speeches as—“ I could encounter darkness

like a bride/' only indicate a very faint predilection for matrimony.

The truth is, that no one ever died with good will, except in a fit of

absence, forgetting what he was about. In the drunkenness of war,

love, or a contested election, such things may lfe ; but, in the darkness

of night, in the hour when nightmares reign, more correct notions pre-<«

vail. Then shuddering, we reflect on all the vague attributes of the

monster, till strong fancy paints his clutch silently extending itself

round our neck, and we jump from the bed to avoid him. Fuseli, when
he wished to penetrate the very soul of art, supped upon raw pork

;

and to those whose unimaginative eyes are unable to penetrate the rest-

lessly changing, grim and fantastic Clouds^ bodying forth images of hor-

ror in the “ valley of the shadow of death/' we recommend some pounds
of Welch Rabbit, and a corresponding allowance of Edinburgh ale, to

endow them with “ the vision and the faculty divine.”

Among other dainty devices for reconciling themselves to that un-
amiable bourne to whicli all men are reluctantly dragged backwards
by the coat-tails, some one—we know not to whom the bright idea first

suggested itself—conceived the notable scheme of depicting the lot of a
man destined to live for ever, in such forbidding colours, that no person
should again sigh for such a lot.* This was holding up a great ugly

mask, with lighted candles instead of eyes, to frighten a child over a
precipice. The fancy is oriental—native to those realms where princes,

between voluptuousness and indolence, grow more ttan half unman-
ned. The* records of these times have perished ; but I would give*a

trifle to know the success of the invention in its birth-place : whether

any fat-witted satrap, stretched out in all the horrors of indigestion,

listening to the low monotonous hum of his story-teller, was ever so

frightened by this phantasm as to order for instant execution the first

traitor who uttered the treasonable wish, “ Oh, king ! live for ever
!”

This was the first origin of “ wandering Jews.” The type seems in-

deed undying
;
^et the individual enjoys but a brief span, as may be tes-

tified by a round dozen of them, who, even within our remembrance, have
passed a short life, and a merry one, in the world of letters. They are

perishable as meaner fictions. “ Salathiel 1
” where is he ? The race

does not however become extinct. The fantastic brain of an age, in no
degree imaginative, but desperately desirous of being so, produces a new
ephemeris of this kind daily—a tiny phoenix springing into existence be-

fore its predecessor is fairly reduced to ashes. An effete fancy ever

regales itself with horrors, as hoary sinners have been said by whipping

to seek a restoration of wantonness.

There is a gross sophism at the root of all these hideous imaginings.

The eternal mortal—if the words include not a contradiction—is uni.

formly unhappy, but not from a necessity of his nature. His misery is

caused by some accidental circumstance. Ahasuerus buffers for a crime.

The Strulbruggs of Gulliver are moral petrifactions ; they outlast, not
outlive, their fellows ; they are imbedded in new generations, like fossil

remains in the deposites of a secondary, or tertiary formation. St. Leon is

a contradiction. His sufferings arise from a morbid temperament, the con.
' 2o2
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sequence of a disordered stomach—-which no person gifted with the power
of renovating his frame could he subject to. Some quack cheated the poor

man with an imperfect elixir. His anticipations never could have been

realized, for they sprung from the false idea that sentiment and sym-

pathy, the fluttering bliss of the inexperienced heart, the light bloom of the

human plum, must endure throughout his whole undying existence. They
are evanescent in their nature—they have never been known to survive

even to the full life of threescore and ten. The man of countless years

must have outlived thdm, but he must also have outlived all relish for

them. Had he really obtained the true elixir, he must, in the possession

of perfect health, (for disease is nothing but decay), have carved out new
pleasures for himself. Poor St. Leon suffered under an interminable

consumption, a never-ending decay, an infinitesimal declension of his

powers. His melancholy eloquence is the voice of old Tithonus, detailing

every stage in the process of his exhalation into a grasshopper.

By one, and only one poet, since the world began, has the idea of
an immortal human being been rightly conceived, and his name is un-
known. It lias “ died upon the harp-strings it has been (< written in

water." We speak of the author of Punch. That worthy is the true

personification of a healthy mind in a healthy body, insensible of

decay, and without any assignable commencement of his career. Our
earliest acquaintance with him found him of full-grown stature, and
in the most perfect possession of his faculties. To this hour we can

trace neither increase nor diminution in either. Ilis flow of spirits

is incessant, and full of the jolly exuberant luxuriance of health. “ He
cares for nobody—nb not he he knows his superiority over mortals,

feels that ho is alone in the world, and like a young eagle soars

and stoops in pi^rnd consciousness of his solitary dignity. The ties of

mortality are not for him, but for beings who stand upon an equality

With each other. Sympathy lie cannot feel for those puny beings who
wither and die in a day. lie helps himself to what he fancies, and makes
the most of the moment. At times he amuses himself by counterfeiting

the weakness of humanity. He calls for the physician, and after puz-
zling him with a strange complexity of ailments, and quivering for a good
half hour beneath his loose doublet with the earthquake of a concealed

laugh, he kicks him out of doors with contumely and derision. He
kisses a pretty girl, and knocks her head against the wall when lie is

tired of her ; ho carouses with a hero, and extinguishes him when his

company ceases to yield him amusement. The wife and child of to-day
he treats as he did the wife and child of yesterday. The former is a
mortal, and has grown old and decrepit, while Punch is still “ lusty

Juvcntus.” She suffers the fate of Semclc, who aspired, though unequal,

to match herself with Jove. The weak sons of clay grow alarmed at the
exuberant jollity of this more powerful nature, and seek to entrap him
by their feeble laws and police establishments. Punch asks no better

fun than to lead them into the fool's paradise of believing that they have
him secure, and then to Tbound off with a goblin outcry of “ lost, lost,

lost,” * leaving the hangman dangling in his stead. The black enemy

* It is the fashion of the day to confess minor plagiarisms, in the hope that readers
may be kept from looking out for greater. *There can be no doubt that the u goblin
page” in the “ Lay of the Last Minstrel,” is both in body and mind a close copy of
Punch.
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of mankind grows jealous of such impunity, but is soon taught that he
has met with rather more than his match. And thus Punch goes on
from day to day, flirting, fighting, and feasting, making a mockery of

“ grave saws and modern instances/' wearing in derision, or tearing

asunder the terrible trammels of law, as a child might a chain of dan-

delion stalks, trampling in his invulnerability upon all weapons, laugh-

ing, capering and screaming with excess of happiness, ineffably blest in

the mere consciousness of an existence bubbling up like a redundant

and perennial fountain, of a life which “ has murmured on a thousand

years,” and which for unknown centuries will continue “ to flow as now
it flows.”

The history of Punch is unknown, and his lineage is a mystery. It

is probable that he belongs to what natural historians term the Caucasian

race, for such a jolly nose as he wags must be sought for in vain among
Mongols, Negroes, and Malays. Again to hazard a guess upon the strength

of his language, its marked resemblance to the intonation of the llabbis

while officiating in the synagogue, would* lead us to suppose him a de-

scendant of the family of Shem. It is certain that effigies of Punch,
glowing in the same refulgent beauty which still lights up his counte-

nance, have been found among the sepulchres of the Pharaohs. It is also

generally understood that his earliest appearance in Europe was made
at Venice. These fragmentary indications of his origin afford grounds

for little more than what Sir Thomas Browne would call “ a wide solu-

tion hut, as relating to such an extraordinary character, they may not

he altogether devoid of interest. Whoever wishes to inquire more
deeply into the matter may consult«thc forthcoming volume of “ Transac-

tions of tlic Edinburgh Antiquarian Society,” where he will And an

abstract of the various authorities in a paper which was lately rewarded

by a vote of thanks and a diploma of honorary member from that

eminent bcvly. Indeed the president was pleased to declare that for

industrious research, and correct appreciation of the value of evidence,

it was second only to the secretary’s inquiries into the history of tho

Hebrides.

But to return to Punch. His popularity is evident from the crowds

that every where follow him. We have not heard' of any occasion on

which his horses were taken from his carriage, and their places supplied

by human beings, (a circumstance which may be accounted for by the

fact of there being no horses attached to the unpretending vehicle in

which he travels
;)

but wo know that no orator addresses a meeting in

the open air with half so much effect. Nor is this to be wondered at

when we consider that he unites in his own person the qualifications of

so many public favourites,—the squeaking voice of one, the swelling

paunch and fundamental feature of another, the rampant vollocking

gesture of a third, and the imperturbable impertinence of a fourth.

His repartee too is of the right stamp, always personal, and more

remarkable as evincing the boldness of him who dares to utter, than

the ingenuity of him who is capable of conceiving it.

It is not wonderful that the great and wealthy, whose vitiated^alateu

envy so often the “ simple pleasures of the poor,” should have sought,

at times, to monopolize the pleasures of Punch. His debut in the fash-

ionable world was rather unfortunate. He was invited to the table of a

noble lord, where the novelty of the scene so discomposed his thoughts,

that he found himself unable to utter a word ; and was, in consequence,

after repeated exhortations to make himself amusing, kicked down
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stairs. He was afterwards more successful, and lias been received with

smiles by royalty itself. In their favourite style of joking, and still

more in their sentiments regarding the important topics of love and
marriage, there is a strong similarity between Punch and our late gra-

cious Monarch,—the “ first gentleman in Europe." That illustrious

individual was not, however, remarkable for the permanence of his

friendships. He held with old Fritz of Prussia, “ Lorsqu’on a avale

le jus, on jette l’orange." Many suffered from this foible ; only three

avenged themselves -Moore “ damned him to eternal fame Brum-
mel cut him ; and Punch delivered a series of lectures (Cobbett is sup-

posed to have taken the first hint from him) in every town and village

of the three kingdoms, with this legend inscribed above his pulpit,
“ Who has had the honour of performing before the Prince *Regent."
“ Lord ! what fools these mortals be," Punch might well say to him-

self, as secure in his immortality, and inaccessible to mental anguish, he
reeled with unceasing laughter through the land, making game of the

treatment which had brought 'Sheridan to his grave.

Punch is, however, too general a favourite not to have had his enemies.

Ben Jonson has commemorated the persecutions he suffered at the hands
of the Puritans. At this day the Capuchins in Naples have not aban-

doned their attempts to preach him down. He was the victim of one of

the first ordonnances of Charles X ; and, I have no doubt, that sym-
pathy for the oppressed hero made the Parisians more ready to rise

against those which were soon after directed against themselves.
“ These things are my amusement," says Punch ; and he says it in good
faith, not like Pope, crushing a btfndle of abusive pamphlets as he
spoke.

What the future fate of this gifted individual may be, it is impossible

to divine. The age now opening upon the world promises “ a free field

and no favour ” to every man ; and where that is the rule of the game,
genius and stamina, like those of Punch, must get the upper hand.

Already a sphere had been left vacant for him, by the Dutchman re-

moving his broad bottom, as the crab drew in its claw to make room
for Augustus. But Leopold stepped in before him. The crown of Greece,

however, like that ofBelgium, has gone a-begging, and with still less hope
of finding a wearer. Surely there can be no comparison between the

claims of an experienced and travelled character like Punch, and those

of a mere child. Young Otto, too, is a German; while to judge by the

fine Aristophanes-like spirit of Punch, there must be Grecian blood in his

veins.* Besides, Punch has every requisite for making a constitutional

monarch. He has a more popular manner than Louis Philippe ; and un-
like another king “ we daurna name," he never allows words to be put
into his mouth, or the strings which set his legs and arms in motion to be
pulled, except by the legitimate showman. He is, perhaps, if any thing,

too compliant, as a story we picked up in the course of our historical re-

* The following passage in the clouds of Aristophanes is applicable to no created

being but Punch

•&$* S xpitrlt ovrofft hmviks

syiiftrat rns yvurlf, ttkXoc, irtfforeu

in trsvri rtrvgajf /csv«f.

Punch's favourite expression of scorn and indignation is as characteristic and no*
torious as that of Napoleon.
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searches will testify. During the American war, of independence, a party
of loyalists were assembled in a coffee-room at New York, perusing, with
due devotion, the King's speech. An individual, strongly suspected of
revolutionary principles, took upon him to deny that the speech was the
King's speech, and thus he, lawyer-like, argued.—*" I remember, when a
boy, being at a puppet-show where Punch was, as usual, very angry
with his wife Joan. He abused her, doubled his fist, and frequently
lifting up his leg, menaced her with sounds resembling the deep notes of
a wind instrument. However, Punch's exertions did not so exactly Imi-

tate nature, but that the difference was perceptible, till in one of his

paroxysms, the sound we heard was so much more mellow, deep-toned,
and energetic, that a sailor near me called out ‘ B—st me but that's toe*
deep for Punch !' So, gentlemen, you may, if you please, call it the
King's speech ; but I say it is too deep for Punch."

THE IRISH YEOMANRY.

Therb is nothing which excites such astonishment in an Irishman

conversing with an intelligent Englishman or Scotchman, as the pro-

found ignorance which, in a short time, they betray of the real condi-

tion and feelings of his countrymen. It is not that many do not employ
proper words,—it is not that they do not condemn the complication of

misgovernment which oppresses Ireland, buff the ideas they attach to

these phrases, in vigour and warmth, fail far short df the broad evil of the

reality. All is in that country on a larger scale, and of a more deadly ma-
lignity of type. When distress is said to prevail amoqg the lower classes

in this couptry, it means a diminution of comforts ; in Ireland it signifies

a fearful aggravation of misery. The ordinary level of human subsist-

ence is so low, that any depreciation produces at once severe physical

suffering through the mass of the population. When commercial em-
barrassment is said to exist in Ireland, the English and Scotch mer-

chant takes it for granted that it is precisely similar to that temporary

suspension or diminution of profits which he himself experiences ; but

there a large majority of people in business are threatened with instant

ruin. So precarious is their ordinary situation, so shaken is the frame

of business, and so nervous its condition, that every -passing cloud

strikes them with an electric shock. The exhausted poverty of the

country, the small capitals, communicate to periods of embarrass-

ment, a character which, as yet at least, they are far from having ob-

tained in England. Rejected bills, blasted credit, and its immediate con-

sequence (in Ireland, where all is one gigantic system of credit and fic-

titious wealth,) bankruptcy are the certain result of any lengthened

crisis. It requires to have travelled through the country to conceive

the numbers who are thrown on the world during one of those convul-

sions.

Another subject, on which much discussion has taken place, and the

broad facts therefore of which might naturally be supposed to have

been ascertained, affords a further and pregnant instance of that fog

of misconception and prejudice which settles on the best intellects, when
Ireland is concerned. We allude to the Repeal of the Union. Our
Irish readers will be amazed, when we inform them, that a large pro-
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portion of honest, serious, well-meaning men, actually believe this ques-

tion is of no older date than the summer of 1830,—that repeal and se-

paration are synonymous to $ie mind of every repealer,—that it owes

its origin to no other cause than the restless ambition of Mr. O'Connell,

employing it as a lever to raise himself into power,—and that it excites

no national interest, being adopted solely by the party that adheres to

the fortunes of the great Agitator. These, we assure them, are the clear

persuasions of educated persons in Great Britain, upon whose sanity,

were the Irish people to summon them before the Lord Chancellor,

Brougham would instantly pronounce with the indignation naturally ex-

cited by this insult, to men of such admirable intellects, and such ex-

tensive information ; and however our good friends of the Green Isle

may be shocked, it is necessary that we set before the Scotch and Eng-
lish public the enormity of their error. Repeal, then, is emphatically a

national question. No less than five-sixths of the Irish people have de-

clared themselves for it. With six out of eight millions, which Ireland

nearly contains, it has the obstinacy of a conviction, and the intensity

of a passion. It is by its bearing on Repeal that any question is tried.

'

The conclusive test of its merits is, whether will it injure or advance

Repeal ; and, beyond all doubt, it was on the decision of that interroga-

tory, that the devoted adherence of the People to Reform turned. With
a single exception, all the liberal Journals of Dublin advocate Rej>eal;

and their popularity bears an exact ratio to the energy, firmness, and
power of their support. Those who think this a question of yesterday

know little of the foundation of its influence, the rapidity of its growth,

or the complication of its .intertexture with the history and feelings of

the people. They dream, if they imagine, that anything short of the

most prompt, judicious, and healing legislation has a chance of loosen-

ing the strained embrace of that affection, with which, at least, six mil-

lions clasp it to their hearts. Mr. O'Connell is more held than he holds

to it ; and, however sincere we may suppose the gratitude of his coun-
trymen, it is certain that the main motive for the establishment of the

annual tribute, was an intention not to pay him for his advocacy, but to

enable him to devote his undivided energies to its success.

As to the date of its origin, and the interested motives attributed to

Mr. O'Connell, it is sufficient to observe, that the very first public act

of his long and splendid life was one of strenuous opposition to the
Union, and that he has now dared to avow an unabated hostility to that

measure. Three years before Emancipation passed, the writer heard him
declare at a public aggregate meeting, that Emancipation was but the step-

ping-stone to Repeal. The sentiment seemed to kindle a ready train of
feeling in the assembly ; and loud cheers followed the expression of it.

As, indeed, at that time many Protestants proposed to give Emancipa-
tion to the winds ; and of these, the most prominent was Lord Cion-
Curry.

It is maintained by many intelligent persons, that the consequence of
a Repeal of the Union would be separation. This is-not the place to dis-

cuss the subject ; but in justice to the people of Ireland, we must ac-

knowledge that they reject, with indignation, the charge brought against

them of seeking to dissolve the connexion between both countries—that
their leaders admit the madness of a war with Great Britain, which
would he the result of such an attempt,—and that they urge the fact of
Ireland's having continued for centuries in connexion with England
under the bond of an independent parliament, while the Union is a re-
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cent innovation, which, for the space of its existence, has crowded with
almost as much of misery, insult, and bloodshed, the last thirty years,

as fills the whole of its previous history. *

But not to lash the reader round the whole circle of Irish grievance
and British ignorance, we will exemplify both by a rapid exposition of
the subject which is ostensibly, at least, our more immediate topic.

What interest, what sympathy, is displayed in Parliament, or out of it,

on the subject of the Irish Yeomanry ? What writer, or speaker, in

these countries, with scarce an exception, shews even a remote know-
ledge of the nature, distribution, cause, or policy of that force ? Who
is sensible that it is a nucleus of danger to odrselves, and that it bore
a direct relation to Reform, of serious consideration. Take any mai]^
and he will probably tell you, it is a national force, fairly selected from
the general population, and that its establishment is in accordance with
the principles of the present Government. There never was a grosser

error. It is a force emphatically anti-national, the very condition of its

existence is hostility to the nation,—it is selected (generally speaking)
from a single sect,—and it is directly in thh teeth of the principles, the pro-

fessions, and the interests of this very ministry which called it into a mis-
chievous activity. The Yeomanry of Ireland—to say that they are anti-

Reformers, would give a faint notion of the hatred and contempt they ex-

press for Lord Grey's government. Their leaders are the violent ultra-

Tories who oppose the Ministry, not on Reform alone, but on every ques-

tion, foreign and domestic, by which honour can be gained to it, or peace

to the country. With the one ominous exception of tithes, there is no
vexation of opposition tactics, no virulence ofr contumely, that they have
not heaped on the Ministry.* Nor would tlicir Opposition have rested

there. On the memorable 15th of May last, when the Duke of Wel-
lington had unbuckled his sword, to throw it into the scale, and it be-

came necessary to calculate the chances of the approaching contest

somewhat#narrowly, near 30,000 Irish yeomen were set down, and most

correctly, as ready to act against the people. Such was the admirable

policy of Mr. Stanley, that he had clothed, armed, and equipped that

force against his country. Reform, and even himself. Had not the gi-

gantic demonstration of the empire crushed the heart of the Tory fac-

tion, the exhortations of the Evening Mail, calling on the Orangemen
of Ireland to arm, would not have been without effect ; and the country,

for a short time, (for it could have been but a short time,) would have had
reason to admire the foresight, prudence, and policy of the Irish Secretary,

which had erected this convenient point d*appui for our deadly enemies

;

yet such a result would have been in strict accordance with the revival

of the yeomanry. No one who has not been in Ireland can easily con-

ceive the mischiefs of that measure, and the almost universal detestation

it occasioned. If we were asked to assign the particular point on which

the Irish people feel most acutely, we would at once answer—the revival

of the yeomanry. The reader may probably be. startled when he is told

that this single step was the revival of party spirit in a form of great

inveteracy—that it was a breach of solemn faith—and that it was a

direct recurrence to that policy of division which, from its wickedness

and cruelty, has acquired bad eminence in infamy, and been by none

* See the Conservative Club at Time's, in Dublin, or the Education Meetings in

Exeter Hall, particularly what the Morning Fost would once have called the K To-
your-tents-Oh-Israel Speech” of Mr. Shaw, the Recorder of Dublin.
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more loudly denounced than by the very individuals who employed it on
this occasion. These assertions, however, are literally true, and un-

fortunately susceptible of easy proof. For that purpose it is merely

necessary to recall the circumstances of the time.

In 1830-31, when the question of repeal began to be extensively

agitated. Government resorted to two modes of crushing it, perhaps the

most unwise and unworthy, to use a mild term, that ever were resorted

to by a ^Government professing a regard for liberty, honour, and true

religion. A statute existed, so atrocious, that it was tolerated only as one

which never would be employed, (we mean that for the suppression of

the Catholic Association),' the nature of which may be conceived when
we state that by it the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland—that single indivi-

dual, whoever he might chance to be—was authorized to disperse any

meeting in Ireland, on any subject, under any circumstances, which it

was his will and pleasure to be offended with on any account whatever.

This statute, which the Whigs, of course, had condemned, was the iden-

tical one under which Mr. O’Cpnnell was seized at his house, with no
more regard than is ordinarily shown to a common felon, and borne off

to the police office along with six other gentlemen of character and

respectability. It was under this statute that so many meetings for

several days were proclaimed down by the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland.

No one had charged “ the conspirators ” with a riot, with a single illegal

act or sentiment ; their guilt consisted in a very doubtful violation of

this statute, which at one blow annihilated liberty in a whole nation.

We offer no opinion as to the policy of a Repeal of the Union. It may
be the most necessary or* most mischievous act in the world ; but we
would be false to every principle and instinct if we approved of the

means employed to stifle it. If the Irish people were right in their

views, they ought to succeed ; if wrong, they ought to have been con-

vinced of their error. The folly and injury of such a measure ought to have
been proved to them ; but conviction or content never was the result ofpro-

ceedings so arbitrary and violent. The only consequence that could

fairly be expected was a deeper sinking into the popular mind of that

unfortunate suspicion which similar courses had engendered in that

people, and a more inveterate adherence to the very question which
it was intended to extinguish. The Government therefore prejudiced

their own cause in the eyes of indifferent observers, and were far from
recommending it to their immediate opponents. Let the reader, in the
spirit of the great Christian rule of morality, place himself in the same
situation,—let him suppose a discretionary power vested in one man of

suppressing every reform meeting through the kingdom,—let him sup-

pose the Birmingham Political Union, " the front and stay of the battle
"

a short fortnight since, dispersed by a mere proclamation under so

iniquitous a statute,—he might then adequately conceive the injustice

and irritation of the course pursued in Ireland. But it is unnecessary to

draw on his imagination :—sixteen years since a reformer was subjected to

deeper indignities and more cruel treatment. The Manchester massacre
is an everlasting monument of such policy, and 1832 of its consequences.

The second mode, however, was even more mischievous than the first.

The yeomanry were revived, and with it all that fury of religious dis-

sension which it was the object of Emancipation to compose. Ministers
considered, or affected to consider—in either case unwisely, in one
wickedly—the body of the Irish people as rebels, and appealed to the
exclusive loyalty of the Orangemen. The effect was instantaneous.
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Party spirit sprung from its ashes. The Orange faction, seeing their aid
domination thus placed within their grasp, and by the men who had
always condemned Orangeism, grew more violent and insolent than
ever. To them it was a matter of total indifference under what pretext

they obtained power, whether by purer religion or purer loyalty. They
saw that the old policy of setting one party against the other, to prevent
the necessity of doing justice to either, was revived, and that Emancipa-
tion was therefore in reality repealed. Along with these new hopes
returned all the old watchwords of party, .all the virulent abuse
poured out on the religion, feelings, and persons of the Irish people

;

and, what was much more deplorable, there returned that appe-
tite for blood which a long fast had exalted into the keenest stings of
sanguinary desire. Brooding over defeat, and the loss of that power
and patronage in which they had rioted so long, the sudden heat of
favour called them into an activity the more dangerous from their

former torpor. The yeomanry, composed in general of the low and
violent Orangemen, feeling themselves,to be held in leash against the
people, and inflamed by praises from Parliament and a large portion of
the English press, thought the hour was come for full revenge ; and that

they were determined to gratify on the first colour of a pretext. The
police being in general strictly Orange, shared the feeling of the yeo-
manry, and were in fact the authors of the first massacre. At Castle-

pollard “ a stone or two fell on the bayonets.” There was no evidence

to'*prove that the police were in danger ; and, what is conclusive, not

a single policeman was produced with the slightest mark of injury on
his person ; but the excuse was tgiven, they turned round and fired by
threes into the middle of the crowd. This premeditated coolness alone

would prove the deadly animus of that force. But what reply can be
made to the declaration of their chief constable, Blake, on the morning
of that day—that he would keep them in their barracks, they were

violent party men, and could not be trusted ? We never heard a candid

man answer that.

The massacre at Newtownbarry, which followed close on the heels of

Castlepollard, was still more bloody and unprovoked. The small num-
bers of the police might, by possibility, have been urged as an extenua-

tion in the latter case, but the yeomanry force at Newtownbarry was,

every thing considered, overwhelming. There were several corps pre-

sent, amounting to between one hundred and fifty and two hundred

men ; and the fullest previous preparation rendered them still more for-

midable to an unarmed people. Over these dreadful tragedies we wil-

lingly draw a veil ; and if they are alluded to, it is only for the purpose of

exhibiting the consequences which have attended the revival of the Irish

yeomanry. Mr. Grattan said, with perfect truth, in the House of Com-
mons, that the blood of the victims murdered at Newtownbarry and Cas-

tlepollard might be traced to the door of that House. It was the re-arm-

ing of the yeomanry,—the praises lavished on their exclusive loyalty,—

the encouragement of them for the purposes of coercing the body of the

people, and the inevitable result of such conduct : viz., that they should

regard the people as their natural enemies, with whom they might,

under the orders of Government itself, be soon committed in open civil

war, that produced those slaughters. It is true the Ministry never con-

templated this result; but if arms are placed in the hands of men whose

passions they had excited by the most inflamed torches that can be
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applied to the human mind ; if they taught them to regard the mass of

their nation as little better than declared rebels, it could scarcely be

expected that the yeomanry would not break out before the proper time

had arrived. Nor could Government plead that no warning voice was

raised against the measure. On the contrary, they were besought, in

terms of the most anxious adjuration, to abandon so fatal a course. The
liberal Irish members, those gentlemen to whom, on the question of

reform, <this nation owes so deep a gratitude, pointed out the conse-

quences, and declared that they would cheerfully vote for an increase of

the army, if necessary,' rather than tear away the bandages from the

wounds of their country, by introducing anew all those hateful divisions

which had shaken public and private peace ;
planted social life with

innumerable malignities and bitternesses ; degraded justice into a violent

partisan
;
poisoned the springs of religion ; and, spreading as it rose

from the corruption of society, split the national mind into a hundred
rifts, and completely withered the general prosperity, by souring the

affections and tempers of men, and rendering them incapable of any
attention to industry, any concert, union, or enterprise for the improve-

ment of their common country.
>
Unfortunately, Mr. Stanley (for to the

same statesmanlike conception, it is believed, the Arms Hill and the revival

of the yeomanry are due) was deaf to all exhortation, and the conse-

quences are before us. Party spirit is now as violent in the Orange mind
as if Emancipation never had been carried. In the tone of their organs

there is no difference, except, perhaps, an increased propensity to fierce

and foul libels on every thing sacred and dear to the people. What is

the cause of this ? It is that the solemn contract of emancipation has

been violated by the rdVival of the yeomanry, and a flattering prospect

held out to the Orange party of regaining their old ascendancy. We
are perfectly aware

c
of the seriousness of the accusation ; hut, again wc

repeat, that however the Education System has been conceived in the

spirit of that covenant, the revival of the Orange yeomanry for the

purpose of coercing the majority of the nation did, in principle, directly

abrogate it.

What was the meaning of Emancipation ? Was it not, that hence-

forward all distinctions of sect and party were to be abolished, and a
small minority no longer permitted to lord it over seven-eighths of the

nation, and usurp all the powers, privileges, dignities, and emoluments
of the State. The pretext under which the Orange party possessed

these—was religion. It was beneath this cloak of falsehood that the

iniquity of the policy was concealed. The moment, therefore, that the
Ministry placed the vast majority of the Irish nation under the ban of
the empire, and armed the Orange party to coerce them, that mo-
ment the spirit and substance of Emancipation was violated. What
mattered it to them whether it was for religion or loyalty, or both
united, they could attain it. They were not such fools. To some it

might have been pleasant to make religion the test, as it would wound
the feelings of their countrymen ; but the far greater number w^ere per-
fectly indifferent, if it were made to depend on the cut of a coat, pro-
vided a political Stultz were found to invent one which would effectually

exclude the majority. This is the real clew to all the sound and fury on
the new Education System. Had party spirit continued to subside at
any thing approaching the ratio which governed its ebb up to the revival
of the yeomanry, there would have been only the most insignificant
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opposition to a measure, which all would acknowledge was in strict ac-

cordance with Emancipation : and this letter being irrevocable, as was
the universal opinion of friends and opponents, minds of even the most
stubborn obstinacy would have yielded to what seemed an overruling

necessity.

It is imagined by some persons, that the yeomanry is a national force—*

a sort of national guard. Now we cannot, from the parliamentaryreturns
(•because any specification of the number has been omitted in each) exhi-

bit the proportion in the various provinces of Ireland ; but there is no
doubt that the large majority is confined to Ulster. Before Mr. Stan-
ley's administration, the yeomanry amounted, in round numbers, ty
17,000, of whom 14,000 were raised in Ulster ; and, at present, when
they are 31 ,

000, we are inclined to think the ratio has not been much
departed from ; but whether it be or not, makes the least possible dif-

ference, as even in Leinster, Connaught, and Munster, Orangemen are

the bulk of the various corps. They form a small body of janis-

saries in every county. It might be argtied, that the yeomanry is a fair

representative of the people, because a considerable body exists in Wick-
low, for instance ; and it might be plausibly said, that not only the

county itself, but every borough in it, returns reformers. Nay, one of

the county members is a Catholic, and was an Agitator, a member of the

Association, and a friend of Mr. O’Connell's ; but the fact is, that the

yeomanry are chosen from the small Orange party that exists in the

county, and Newtbwnbarry itself is situated in Wicklow.

Never did fancy beget, or ignorance conceive a more gross mistake, than

the notion that the yeomanry ar? a national forc£ It is totally alien to

the fact, the policy, and the express declarations of Ministers. The
population was disarmed, and the moment the yeopianry were armed,

the only defence the people possessed against the yeomanry, besides

their bravery and despair, was the regular army. Admirable policy

which renders the idea of a standing army popular in Ireland ! Admi-
rable policy, which renders its employment necessary, and thus ma\gu

tains, under their very noses, a force which may be turned against the

liberties of the English people ! The Irish popular members said,—“ If

coercion be necessary, if you are determined to have an armed force, let

it be the army of the line, which is free from party spirit, and which

does not hate the people ?”

In our opinion, party spirit is of a more intractable nature than before

1899 ; and the cause is this. Emancipation was resisted and driven for-

ward as a final measure, as one that was to decide for ever the question

of ascendancy. Upon it each party staked its last hopes. Accordingly,

when it had at length been carried, the Orange party were irresistibly

inclined to peace. There was nothing to contend for—emancipation

was final—the seal of the King, the representative of social faith and

justice, had been set on it, and to stand out in longer opposition, con-

veyed a suspicion of the soundness of a man's understanding, rather

than impeachment of his niorality. It seemed a foolish opposition to

Providence. Party spirit subsided with wonderful rapidity. A change

directly opposite to that which Virgil describes as wrought on the Fury
took place ; the fiend that just now encumbered the earth shrunk into a
feeble, wrinkled hag ; but, at the touch of the Whig Ministry, a sudden
metamorphosis occurred, and she sprung up again into the frightful fea-

tures of the demon. The Orange party were convinced of their mis-
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take. Foolishly they had imagined there was some force in law—-some in

solemn covenant—some in policy. To them it seemed totally beyond

even the proverbial daring of human imagination that the Whigs would

raise up the ascendancy which their own hard-hearted and hard-headed
*

leader, the Duke of Wellington, had been compelled to overthrow. It

never entered into their conception that the last measure, the disarming

of the people, and the arming, of themselves, would be resorted to ; but

finding out the grossness of the error which attributed common consis-

tency to their enemies, * finding that Emancipation was a mere pieee of

waste paper, and that the domination of the minority was a thing not

merely possible, but in actual existence, their views and opinions re-

turned,%itli the violence of recoil, to their former position.

We would appeal to Lord Grey himself ; and ask—Is it worthy or

prudent to revive such a system ? Will tyrannical statutes or religious

dissension give bread to the population, or improve any one branch of

industry ? He must be sensible that the yeomanry would have acted

against the people in May ; and it is strange that such a fact can fall

on his consciousness without raising some train of reflection. But does

he imagine that the English people will tolerate it ? If so, his conduct

amazes us ; for it certainly seems to indicate the most philosophical ap-

preciation of the tendency of public opinion, and the error proves the

amount of its momentum. A new relation has grown up between the

people, whoever they are, and an affinity much too strong for the rotten,

worn-out traces in which the Tories so long drove them. An affection-

ate disposition, the result of common interest, and dangers braved toge-

ther, is plainly visible in the mind of the British towards the Irish

people; the readiness with which the latter threw aside, at the ap-

proach of the battle, their griefs and resentments, had something in it

that could not fail fo touch a proud and generous heart. He must be a
careless observer who cannot perceive that England requires 6nly to be
well informed to do justice to Ireland. Goodwill is a soil in which
knowledge bears abundant harvest, and where there is a real anxiety to

learn, the power is sure soon to follow. Our Irish fellow-citizens are

certainly to be blamed that they have not calculated the effects of mis-

representation—of steady, cool, deliberate falsehood, employed to mis-

lead them on the subject of their feelings, condition, and opinions; and
if our exertions can remove any part of that mass of ignorance which
alone neutralizes the good disposition of England towards a country

eminently meriting affection, and capable of high prosperity, but afford-

ing, as it stands, an example of the unintelligible power of man to defeat

the beneficent designs of Providence, in which, by a reversal of nature,

salubrity seems only the guarantee of disease, affection of malignity,

and fruitfulness of famine—we will be amply rewarded.



THE MAID OF ELVAR.*

Never were three beings more essentially different than Bums, Gun*
ningham, and Hogg. The latter alone, is, properly speaking, the poet

of nature ; the others have enjoyed an education, not dictated by,others,

but prompted by their own aspirings, yet still an education, in the strict-

est acceptation of the term, better than what fulls to the lot f of nine-

tenths of those who call themselves the educated classes. Hogg, on the
contrary, if we can trust his own account—and there is much in his.

prose writings that bears him out—owes to persevering and bungling at-

tempts of his own the “ gifts ” of reading and writing, which we all kifow
“ come by nature and farther, his scientific acquirements do dot seem
to extend. His prose writings are a thorough jumble ; the style help-
less, the matter a strange mixture of scraps of observation, downright
absurdity, and details, which while their truth to nature forces you to

read them, are alike revolting to common sense and good taste'. Some-
thing of this may at times be found in his verses, but his lyrical and
legendary poems are free from all such taint. They rise upon the ear

with a wild and witch-like music, they awaken fancies of unearthly

sylph-like or starry beauty. They are abstractions from every thing
gross and hum%n ; the essence of pure poetic voluptuousness. In this

department he is*unapproached even by Bairns. It strikes at first as

anomalous that one so highly gifted should, absolutely want the power
of discriminating between the bfcst and the worst of his own produc-

tions ; but the solution of the riddle is easy. The intellectual power, the

power of reflection or of judgment has never been trained ; his poetical

power is the free gift of nature, and hovers about and Adorns a soul other-

wise left ih native rudeness, as the meteor gleams along the marsh, or

as, in the witch legends of our native land, the most dulcet and thrilling

notes of music mingle and sink or swell on the breeze, and the most

ecstatically beautiful and delicious illusions of sight, taste, and smell,

are evoked for the delight of poor, stupid, tattered and dirty crones.

Hogg, save in the moment of inspiration, is a very common-place man ;

under its access he is the only genuine denizen of Fairyland now alive.

He has drunken of Elf wine, and been gifted with the elvish flute, and
yet remains the same lout as ever. He is a product of. nature, not a
responsible being. We must regard him as a flower or shell, prizing his

beauties, and shutting our eyes to hi* defects, and holding him account-

able for neither. Properly speaking, James Hog£ is not known to the

world. When people speak of him, they think of the Shepherd of the

Noctes, a being of more powerful genius, but not jby a hundred* degrees

so curious and instructive a specimen of humanity.

Burns again, and Cunningham, are neither men entitled to be judged

of by so lenient a standard, nor likely to be benefited by its applica-

tion. They stand in a higher rank of literature—among those whose
genius has been sedulously cultivated, who have pursued their art with

a wish to render their attempts more and more perfect, and who havq

caught from their labours a more free and ^majestic gait. Bums in

particular laboured most assiduously.
.
He received the rudiments of

The Maid of Elvar, a poem. By Allan Cunningham, London : Mofcon.
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education from a man who had enjoyed the benefits of a classical educa-

tion* and was by him early familiarized with the technicalities ofgrammar
and prosody. His father initiated him into the practioe of arithmetic.

This slender foundation we find him continually labouring to extend

with a view to rearing upon it a solid structure. While yet a lad* he

reads and re-reads his volumes of rude songs* and the ruder metre of
“ The dlistory of Sir William Wallace/* scrutinizing their harmony*

and gradually forming his ear for versification* exercising his judgment

upon the value of their'imagery and sentiment. At Irving we find him
struggling to master mathematics. Throughout his life, we tjrace a

yearning after thte acquirement of different tongues. The district in

which he was bocn *was
4
vexed in his youth with fierce theological strife*

the first indications of that restless and questioning spirit from which

sprung the political storm which roared and thundered around the close

of his career. These controversies stirred up thoughts of a deeper na^

ture in his miml* troubling the repose* but elevating the character of‘his

soul; Ajid this training, imperfect* it is true, but still more systematic

than falls to the lot of mo->t men* was bestowed upon a mind* manly,

generous* delicate* and powerful. Burns* sense of the beauty of external

nature was quick and intuitive. Ilis power of seeing the characters of

men* of catching at once whatever was excellent, or base* or ludicrous about

them was unerring. lie possessed that strong physical constitution which

gives energy to the utterance of thought," and an imagination wide in

its grasp and versatile in its application. He was, 'in short, fitted to

become a model to his khnl ; but the relations of society in which he

was placed, destroyed him. He Was above his .sphere, and although un-
wearied in his industry, could not succeed in it. Ilis literary attempts

introduced him to another,* but those who moved in it, could not fancy

a being born below them possessed of human feelings. E\^en Dugald
Stew’art expressed a most unphilosophioal and insolent wonder at finding

a peasant capable of pondering over the workings of his own miml ; while

the dull prosers on Belles Lettres were elegantly astonished that a

Splaeknuck

,

picked up between the “ riggs o* barley,*' should be able to

Write grammatically. The children of fashion -again found a charm in

his conversation which their emasculated souls had never before dreamed
of ;

“ he carried them off their feet.** He >yas sought after by the

learned, the elegant and the gay ; he was shewn new pleasures and
taught new wants ; and when the novelty of liis first appearance was
over, and the fickle taste of those who lived merely for the moment
grew tired of him, he *was dismissed to his original poverty and obscu-
rity. “ The illustrious of his native land** regarded him as a thing
luckily thrown in their way tx> contribute to their amusement, but knew
not that* it had a fyeart and desires as weUTas themselves. A more shame-
ful outrage was never perpetrated against “ God's express image/* It is

not our purpose to dwell upon, still Jess to extenuate what may have
been Burns* subsequent failings ; but when the day arrives to fix the

doom of all* he may boldly stretch forth* his hand towards his lordly

flatterers and desertess, and say, “ It was 4h0ir doing.**

Cunningham, we are now nearly within *sight of. Our subject is more
akin to Bums than IloggJ though different from both. More happy than

4
* Jfh® glow of liis swarthy eye, which struck even the most unobservant, expressed

hia powerfully impassioned character. ,

'

I
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the former in hie fortunes, end, we believe, aUo, leas exposed to danger
by his original temperament, bis life, since he 'first attracted notice, ex-
hibits the steady progress in worldly comforts of a shrewd pains-taking

man. His mehtal development has advanced with it step by step. Hia
taste has become

7

more refined and natural as years have matured his

judgment ; and his circle of thought and’ imagination has widened with

his experience of the ways and -deimngs of men/ In most of his ballads,

published by Cromek, we find a painfully stilted and conventional style.

But genius sparkles through, “ Ye're our pure, said the voice o
h

(Jod,

for dwelling out o' Heaven/* is*a# idea, that startles and puzzle^ We
feel uncertain whether it bdlongs*to tTfe sublime or the extravagant Yet
we feel that it expresses the struggling of a strofig *Mad seeking Off

achieve something great. “ Galloway Tam/’ and^seifie othersj, are

emanations of that strong, masculine humoufc, ztvhich rescues Ufee sentfc

mental bard from the Slough of Despond of mawkish tenderne'di' and
prettiness. The description of the maiden whose frame was so delicate

that “ the blude-reid wine** tinged her fajr throat as it trickled dowr^ is
'

within the region of beauty ; and in the whole range of poetry, we’tfave

not found a happier expression of the ennobffig nature of love (Bocac-

cio's Cymon not excepted) than in the song of “ the Gardener Lad.'*^

My love is &et on a lofty spot,

Whine I daurna mint my lian*

;

%|t I’ll,water, and watch, and kiss the (lowers

O' iuy honme ladle Anne.

The next step in Cunmngham*s progress is hi*> “Mark Macrabin,”

which appeared originally in Blackwood's Magazine. The defects of

this work ar<* an'unnatural elevation and stilted monotqjjy of style, and
sometimes a want of truth to nature. But no man evbr read it without

feeling that the whole soul of genius was, there. We sit on the brae-

side amid the cool settling down of the dew, listening to the distant

lowing of cattle ; or we rest beneath the bright moon at the foot of Lag
Castle, and think of the times of the persecution. A strange medley of -

characters flit across the scene before us:—the gipsy desperado, the

fair enthusiastic Buchanites, the witch-wife, the (’ameroiiian, tho?gaHant

reckless hbeitine. It i<* true that their r ha 1 acteristic lineaments are uQt
always very well defined f that their motions are constraincfand their

veins bloodless, but the pageantry of their array has something aifout ft

gorgeous and striking. The author strikes every moment upon south string

which responds the music of the heart, and all the beauties of earth and
sky are lavishly squandered to form nttiijg frame-#brks for his pictures.

The glamour of poetry is lulled into tfio^afr, and although at tintifes a

doubt suggests itself, whether the object upon which tve gaze with such*

delight be a trim garden of a peat hag, w e yiefiS oimftflves spell-bouna

to the witchery.
u Richard Faulder” and “ Sir Marmaduke Maxwell” belong to the

same period, and offer nothing to detain us at present. His novels/how-*1

ever, present the mind of ARan in a more advanced state of development.

The works to which we haVe hitherto directed the reader's attention, are

the product of a naturally vigorous mind, not yet possessed or very cleajr

conceptions of its own aim, working upon the legends of 'its native land.

In u Paul Jones'* and ttir*Michael Scott/' wre trace the consequences
of an acquaintance witii the literature of the day more extensive than
accurate. The politico-metaphysical character of the age has exteif&ed

vol. 1 . 2 H
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even to Allan. He Las been introduced to a wider and more diversified

world; he has caught the trick of examining his own nature, and “ sighs

among his play-things,” The nature of society and the structure of em-

pires have become familiar speculations. But the images with which his

fanc^ is filled are still those of his boyhood. In <( Paul Jones ” we again

encounter our old friends, the dissipated Scotch Laird, the witch, the

Comeronian, storms, phantom-ships, murder, and mirth-making. But
an allegorical sense has been attached to these outward forms, and an

attempt is made* not .always unsuccessfully, to body forth the fierce

struggle between the aristocracy and democracy, which still animates

Europe The feudalfeelings still surviving amid altered circumstances

;

the untftmed spirlt high aristocracy shaking itself down from its pe-

destal ; the meanness which unawares clings to generous spirits assert-

ing thekr ^aturuk equality With men of rank ; the hollowness of forms

dung to merely from dread lest worse should come in their place ; the

dogmatism of ignorance, which fancies itself enlightened, merely because

it disbelieves,—all may be encountered at times, and dashed off with the

han&'of no common artist. In *‘ Sir Michael Scott,” wo find the same
ingredients,—the same endeavour to give utterance to abstract opinions

under the mask of fictitious narrative, executed in a more sustained

tone and comprehensive spirit, but mystified at the same time for the

muss of readers by a large dash of witchcraft. The ladies expected a

fairy tale, and choked upon a politico-philosophical romance, diversified

by esoapades of the most soaring and extravagant imagiifttiori. Both of

these works in short must ever remain caviare to the multitude ; but for

those who can give a looife to fancy, who can find pleasure in the con-

templation of the beautiful, who love to regard a half-trained Hercules

wrestling with “ a load might bow strong Atlas,” they must ever pos-

sess a deep and lasting interest. The mind through which such concep-

tions pass, is like the night when the first dawn breaks in upon it/

—

when masses of shade and faint glimmerings shift and heave like the

surface of a chaos,—when form seems one moment discernible, and the

next is lost in the vague gloom. Bright and glorious day is coming as

sure as the laws of nature are immutable, but as yet darkness has only

been49X(^anged for confusion, which to some minds is the more disa-

greeable object of contemplation.

nextffcndertaking of our author was the “Jjives of British Artists.”

Iifr thi^
v
work a marked and progressive improvement of his style is

visible :4t has "approached nearer to that state of perfection in which
the words are as a transparent rjiedium through which the sense is dis-

tinctly seen, or of thenqgrelves attoactftig the attention, if at all, as the light

murmuring of a brook exprepi.ve of its ward lapse. In the first

volume,, Allan attempted t<im>e philosophically critical, and in this

endeavour we cantfo#?say>* that he was completely successful. The exact

and the^itical are not the most prominent features of his mental

character, nor would he perhaps be so well qualified for a poet if they

were. In the succeeding volumes he has confined himself more to the

task o£ compiling a .pledling narrative, interspersed with such remarks
as might occur to a rffen of vigorous intellect, whe lays no claim to the

character d a systematic thinker. Thfty are eminently ancl unob-
trusively beautiful. We speak of them merely in a literary point of
view, leaving to the student of hjstory and*biography to judge of their

accuracy. ^
“*SThe Maid of Elvar” is Cunningham's latest work, and to our taste



of all that he has published the most unvaryingly delightful. The story
is simple ; not so much a reflex ofreal life, as a series of adventures, such
as a poet is naturally inclined to wish and dream out for himself, while
lingering “ adown some trotting burn’s meander.” The youthful hero
is of humble parentage, but alike distinguished in war and arms. The
heroine is an exquisite beauty of noble birth. They meet, and of course

love. The maid, driven by chance of war from her paternal hall, seeks
refuge, under a feigned name, in the cottage of her lover’£ parents,

learns to love him better, and gains the assurance that she is loved for

herself alone. “ The course of true love never did run smooth,” and
Eustace (for such is our hero’s name) is obliged to bring back bis bride

o'er the border by force of arms. They visit her castle, and here a
delicious scene occurs, reversing the incidents of Moore’s “ You remem-
ber Ellen.” A dark mysterious palmer interferes, and declaring him-
self to be the lady’s long-lost father, forbids such unequal alliance as

she contemplates. Eustace is discovered to be of noble blood, and all'

ends happily.
m

Now we most .earnestly entreat of our readers not 4o judge of the

poetry by the outline of this somewhat nursery calibre of plot. This
simple invention is only the author's excuse for embracing id' one
extended description all the poetical features of his native district, and
all the varied features of its varied year. We, too, claim the green
vale of Nitb as the home of our infancy—its sounds and sights are

graven on our memory, and intermingled with every thought. And here

we have them all truly and lovelily mirrored in the murmuring and
flashing stream of the poet’s qpng. We stand-in fancy once more on

the hills of Diinscore, looking down upon the fertile valley, and hearing,

amid the breathless silence of an autumnal noon, the gentle rustle of

the grain as it falls before the sickle. Wo wander*at will in the fresh

morning* through the tall dewy grass, wreathed with fantastic knots of

cobwebs sparkling with watery gems ; or in the hush of even-tide, when
the stars come out one after another, and the reaper's horn is heard,

and the scent of flowers rises sweetly through the cool air, the evening

sacrifice of inanimate nature. The brown upland varies with the green

valley, and the charms of spring with those of summer. Allan lias roam-

ed the land “ from bald Corsincon down to nestling Barnhourie,” noting

every beauty, and his heart has cherished them amid the drought and

bustle of the crowded city ; and here we have them in numerous verse the

treasured musings of many a year. These glowing pictures of his own
beloved home will yet become a constant inmate of the peasant’s bc-cob-

webbed window-bole ; they will be thumbed, while the busy sun shines

through the mottled reek, to while away the lingering minutes which

must intervene ere the huge goans of reeking porridge, beneath which the

table groans, have lost superfluous heat. Old*men and women will nod
their heads, and spread their palms upon their knees, and laugh loudly

at descriptions of their revelry, which no one could pourtray who had not

shared in them ; or they will assume an air of serious edification when
the Sabbath stillness is described. The eyes df the lasses will gleam with

clearer light beneath the spell of verse ; and youths will burn for an
occasion to display “ the might which slumbers in a peasant’s arm/’ Let
him who knows not Nithsdale read the “ Maid of and cease to

be ignorant ; let him who does, dwell upon its pages as he would on the

picture of an absent friend.

But Allan must be allowed to speak for himself. The first appenr-
2h2
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ance of the heroine is mo*t bewitching, and the acen$ in which we find

her is worthy of so fair a being,

xxv.
fie came unto a small and pleasant bay--*

A crescent-bay haff garlanded with trees,

Which scented all the air ; whose blossoms gay
Were rife with birds, and musical with bees

;

And danced in beauty in the seaward breeze

;

While o’er thf grove ascended Elvar Tower,
A mark by land,* a beacon on the seas

—

With fruit trees cfowned, and gardens hung in flower,

Propt round with fairy knolls and many an elftn bower.
XXVI.

Even as he stood, there came from Elvar Hall
A peerless one, with handmaids hemmed about—

r

Fair Sybil Lesley, lovesome, straight and tall.

Sweet as a lily ere the bloom bursts out

:

A seaman looked and scarce suppressed a shout—
A shepherd saw her and looked down with awe

;

EveifflRalph Latoun, a warrior tried and stout,

Seemed moved somewhat when he this vision saw,
Which with the rising sqn came down the greenwood ahaw,
** XXVII.
Fair Sybil comes : the flowers which scent her feet

Bloom for her sake alone ; the polished shells

Raise as she touches them a sound as sweet

And musical as the breeze breathed on bells ;

Her hand waves love, and her dark eyes rain spells,

Her mouth, men might mistake it for the rose

Whose opening lips afar the wild lae smells s

Her hair down gushing in an armful flows,

And floods her ivory neck, and glitters as she goes.

The return of the triumphant warriors from the fight is equally beau,

fiful, although different in character.

XXXIX.
The ripe corn waved in lone Dalgonar glen,

That, with its bosom, basking in the sun,

Lies like a bird ; the hum of working men
Joins with the sound of streams that southward run,

With fragrant holms atween ; then mix in one

Beside*a church, and round two ancient towers

Form a deep fosse. Here sire is heired by ton,

And war comes never : ancle deep in flowers

In summer walk its dames among the sunny bowers,

XL.
Upon the morn of which 1 sing, its church
Sent holy sounds Jnto the brightening air,

And men with hoftry haffets sought its porch,

And ancient dames and damsels passing fair ;

The melody of hymns, the voice of prayer,

Rose high to heaven for our afflicted land.

Miles Greeme knelt down, and sad his snowy hair

He stroked, and prayed, that God’s own helping hand
Would Scotland dmd his Son shield from the Southron brand.

r XLI.

He rosd£hnd homeward by the slumbering stream
Walked with the mom-dew glistening on his shoon.
The sun was up, and his outburstIng beam
Touched tower and tree and pasture hills aboon 5

The stars were quenched, and vanished was the moon;
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fceHiI lowed the hefds, and thetflad paxtrMfo cry
Made corn-fields musical as graves at n£0$

k

Birds left the perch, bee following hdb hummed by, >

And gladness reigned on earth, and brightest claimed the skjr,

xui.
<e Song to the bird,” be said, “ bloom to the bough,
Fruits to the earth, and fragrance to the mom,
Flowers to the bee, to Winter siqet and snow.
To Spring her lilies in the sunshine bom :

To Summer berries, and to Autumn com,—
Fowls to the air, fish to the silent Btream,

Speed to the roebuck, echoes to the horn, «

Motion tp water, light to the moonbeam,
To Age sad doubts and cares—to Youth his golden dream

XLIJI.
“ To Youth his short and sunny 'dream—alas t

How bitter, bitter must the wakening be !”—
Just then, descending through the woody pass.

Which joins the valley with the uplands, he
Saw Eustace Grome, with all his comrades free—
Men came and gazed, and left the com unreaped,
Gray Miles for gladness was nigh fit to flee ;

He cried, “ God bless thee I” high his old heart leapt*

He tried to run—for joy he could not—but he wept.
XLIV.

He wept—.but 'twas with gladness and great joy,

For dearer far than conquerors* trophies, hame
Came his sole child, his heart's delight—his boy.
He stretched his arms, and faintly named hiB name,
And said, “ Hast thon come from a field of fame ?

How went the fight ? a wmrior stout and fell

Is Ralph Latoun—a spirit like the flame
*

That mounts and bums—I mind his father well

—

O, I have much to ask, and thou hast much to tell.**

xlv. •

«“ Aye, thou mayest die. Miles Graeme, as soon’s thou wilt*

Thy happy day is come,” John Lorbume said,
t€ For ne’er was stout hand laid on weapon hilt

With such good will as our young leader laid.

Lord Selby tried the sharpness of his blade

;

From Ralph Latoun he made the red blood rain.

With Eustace Graeme, and the good saints to aid,

We won green Nithsdale to our Queen again.”

He spoke and gladdened all—an hundred hearts were fain*

xlvi.
And as he ceased they shouted. Shout on shout

Made all the glen of green Dalgonar ring;

Fast from their homes, as from their hives gush out

The bees, when on them bursts the blooming spring,

Men start forth first, and high their bonnets fling

—

Dames follow, glad in all men’s joys to share

;

The foot of dowie care has found a wing,

And gray fourscore roused from its dreamy hfr
Comet forth to swell the joy and fill with song the air.

XLVlI.

And plucking holly boughs and pulling flowers,

The maids and matrons forth to greet him go.

Upon hit head to thick the fragrant showers

Fall* that Eupheme hit mother scarce can know
The ton for whom she dreed the birthtime throe.

Her joy found every form but that of words,

Her breast could scarce contain her heart’s o’erftow—

She murmured low, “ The praise be all the Lord’s

And good Saint Bride's, that saved thee from the Southron swords/'
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XLvnf.
No gentle oath a peasant swore. a Saint Bride (

Believe her not t no more in gods of stone

Shall 1 put tru&t ; amid the battle’s tide

I called on her, for fierce Latoun rushed on
And would have sped me, when a nobler one

Than any saint of metal, stone, or tree, ’

Stopt the dread Southron—Eustace Graeme alone.

Henceforth sole saint to Simon Bum shall he.”

He laughed, and threescore youths laughed louder still than he.

XEIX.
u Mock not the saints, my children,” said the dame.
Though now to mock them men so fiercely preach—
But liumhle be of heart, kneel at the name
Of holy things ; far far beyond the reach

Of our blind knowledge, God sits high to tea^h

With pest, war, thunder, lessons dread and deep

;

We are hut scattered pebbles on the beach,

O’er which eternity’s dread waters sweep.”
A bandsman sighed, and said, c< Aye, as we sot^we reap.”

A delightful catalogue raisonnde of the beauties of the Vale of Dal-

gonar occurs in Part V.
M

XXVI.
Vale of Dalgoitar, dear art thou to me I

Dearer than daylight to the sick at heart

;

Hills rise atween us and wide rolls the sea,

Only to prove how passing dear thou art

;

’Tis with my feet not with my heart ye part.

Dear arc your fairy dales and flowery downs,
Your woods, ybur streams where cSlvcr fishes dait

;

Your martyrs’ graves, your cot#., your towers, your towns.
Gray 9ires and matrons grave, with their long mourning gowns.

« XXVII.
And fair, O vale ! thou didst to Sybil look.

What time the west wind wafted from afar
The shepherd’s song, and from the rustling stook
The farm-lad whistling filled his tumbler car

;

Flies swarmed—among them leaped the mottled par.

The sun dried up the dew* and loud and clear

Homs rung cm Compel and horns rung on Scaur

;

Men stooped them to their tasks, and far and near
Hands moved, and sickles shone beneath the ripened car.

XXVIII.
Hall looked o’er hall and cot o’er cot arose

;

Hill towered o’er hill, green brae succeeded brae ;

Wood waved o'er wood, and white as winter snows
On knolls around the shepherd’s hirsels lay.

The village smoke curled in long wreaths away,
The scent of herbs and flowers filled all the breeze;
The black coclwcrowed upon tho mountains gray.
The flocks ca^^lowing forth to lawns and leas,

And tongues pfUftyr bairns hummed thick as s warming bees.

XXIX.
A hedge of hawthorn, mixed with holly, swept
Aroundeach garden, screening every cot

;

Among them all a bleaching rivulet crept,

Where webs lay white as lily without spot.

The parish-kirk, through reverend elms remote,
Stood ’midst its grave-stones, rpw succeeding row $

O’er alrthe distant city’s steeples shot 5

Bright in the sun, the Solway slept below,
Where sailors charmed the wind, yet still their ships swam slow.

The Sabbath of Cunningham may vie with that of t^ahame.
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mit.
fh« Sabbath mom

Is sweet—all sounds save nature*# voice is stilt *

Mote shepherd’s song-pipe, pints the harvest horn *

A holier tongue is given to “brook and rill.

'Old men climb silently their cottage hili,

There ruminate and look sublime abroad ;

Shake from their feet as thought on thought comes still.

The dust of life’s long dark and dreary road »

And rise from this gross earth, and give the day to God.
xxxtn.

Dalgonar kirk her warning bell hath rung,

Glade, glen, and grove sound with the solemn strain,

Wide at the summons every door is dung,
And forth devout walks many a hoary Bwain,

Their spouses with them $ while a gayer train

Their daughters come, and gladden all the road.

Of laughing eyes, ripe Ups, and ringlets vain.

And youths like lambs upon the sunny sod,

Come light of kfttirt and foot, and seek the house of God.

XXXIV.*
It was a gladsome thing, up hill and glen

Upon the mom of the Lord’s-day to look

;

For every place poured forth its stately men,
And matrons with staid steps and holy book.

Where’er a cottage stood, or stream’d a brook.

Or rose a hall, or tower’d a castle gray,

Youth left its joys, old age its care forsook s

Meek beauty grew, and looked sedately gay,

Nor at her shadow glanced as she went on her way.

9
XXXV.

There Eustace came as nature comes, all claA

In homely green, and much with hoary men
He came conversing, and sedately glad.

Heard stories which escaped historic pen,

To live with hinds on hill or pastoral glen ;

And much they talked upon their kirk-ward way,

Of ancient heroes, who by flood and fen.

Triumphed or fell to English swords a prey $

Then paused, and held their hands toward their tomb-stones grey.

XXXVI.
Before them walked young Sybil, as a beam
Strayed from the sun upon creation’s mom

;

Pure as the daylight in the running stream

By which she walked, sweet as a rose new bom
To summer. “ Eustace,” thus said John of Some,

#

« What maid is she, who goes thy mother by $

Comes she to watch the fold or reap the com ?

See, now she glances hitherward her eye,—

Afl ay ! 1 read her look, and understand thy sigh.”

XXXVII.
« Ye read both wrong, perchance. All woebegone,

On Roodmas eve she to my father came t*^

Thus Eustace said, “ and with her orphaifflMSan

Won so his heart, that to my mother hame
He took her. Sitting by our chamber flame

I found her—while her cheeks with blushes dyed,

She‘told her sorrows; and she told her name s

And a* she spoke, the rose and lily tried

Which best became her looks.” “ Peace, peace,” the old man cried,

XXXVIII.
« And heaven forgive us, if to think and speak

Of heaven’s best works In pureness be a crime.’

He spoke, and passed the churchyard-gate, and meek
Trode with a foot religious through the clime,
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Where mortal might had closed accounts with time ;

And every footstep measured kindred dust.

There poets slept ’neath unmelodious rhyme $

There misspelt prose of matron fame took trust,

The rough grave-digger's spade stood there red o'er with rust*

XXXIX.
Filled was each seat, and thronged was every pew ;

A sea of foreheads, tresses waving gray,

r White necks, and eyes of heaven's divinest blue

Were there. Arose the preacher up to pray s

A learned and bold man of the elder-day,

With Rome he warred and struck her idols blind.

And wooed much tin and levity away
From lord and peasant, bondmaiden and hind ; «

And poured o'er all the strength and fulness of his mind*
XL.

And well and wisely preached he in that hour
Of virtue’s glory, which can never fade

;

And sweetly sung the people, roof and tower
Rung with the mournful melody they made
Their heart and soul lent'matrou and lent miff;
The wild were awed, the souls of sinners shook :

Her swelling bosom cambric-zoned, she laid

Fair Sybil o’er the blessed inspired book :

Faith glowed upon her brow ; heaven lightened in her look.

XLI.

And there were eyes the sacred page forsook,

To gaze enraptured on the stranger fair ;

Hearts with love's fever for the first time shook.
And even the preacher in his parting prayer,

Shut his dark eyes, and warned men to beware
Of beauty. * Midst them like a star she shone,

Or a pure lily bom in May-mom air,

Or rose the moment of its opening : none
Could look op her but wished to look on her alone.

XLII.
All looked on her, save Eustace Grirme, for he
Had his heart full of other love ; when, tall

And fair before him Sybil rises, see

Whiter than snow she lets her white veil fall

O'er face and form, and walks forth ’ mongst them all

:

Eustace looked up, and looked up with a start

;

He thought her sure the maid of Elvar Hall,

And love of her rushed through him like a dart

;

But ere three burning throbs were numbered by his heart,

XLIII.
He saw * twas Sybil. Straight he y gan to muse
On tales of yore, when high-born dames did pass

From tapestried halls unto the greenwood boughs.
And trimm’d their ringlets in some fountain glass;

And supt and sting with shepherd lad and lass,

To cool their bosoms kindled with love fire :

Or with the hjtfgambs, seated on the grass,

Twined garllflHWhile the birds' assembled choir
Sung over-head orlove, and kept alive desire.

The extract we have just made is appropriately introduced by a Satur-
day evening seei!t, which weds the Sunday J;o the week, as delightfully

as the Cottar's Saturday Night. Though out of Its due order, here
it is.

nr.
Sweet sang young Sybil, and sweet smiled Kupheme,
And every song there were kind words between

;

Till nigh the hill the sun's bright border came,
And poured its fire slant on the summit green x
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On iTUf field were busy labourers seen,

—

On every toad there tolled thfe tumbler-car %

Whips smacked, steeds snorted, Cist the pitchforks sfabeu

Moved, and the corn-ticks, *neath the twilight star.

Rose fast, and harvest-horns rung o’er the hills afar.

- rv.

Sweet was such sound to those who toiled since morn,
Maids hung their sickles in the standing stook.
And from their ringlets plucked the bearded corn

;

Or from their hands the stinging nettles took,
And laved their foreheads in the running brook,
And gave their hot necks to the dewy air ;-j-

The dewy air its glittering diamonds shook.
Bright and profuse amid their snooded hair,

And cooled the grass, and gemmed white feet and ancles bare,

v.

The horses loosed from labour gambol round,
Drink in the streams or browze the tender grass ;

Cows leave theirpastures, o’er the moistened ground
Their adders dS

jijft
white fragrance as they pass

;

To where with milk-pail stands the•bare-armed lass,

And every vale and hill am haugh pours home
Its people ; nigh each farmei’s door a mass
Of rustics stand ; slow moving others come,

Enjoying eve’s sweet air on rivulet bank, and holm.
VI.

This was the last night of the week, and joy
Was in the land, both man and beast were glad ;

The air was balmy, from the heavens high
The clear moon chased off ©very vapour sad

;

The groves with rooks as thick as leafs were clad,

The honey dew the hare licked: from her feet ;
•

The Bhepherd freed his right arm from his maud,
His plum-tree whistle dipt in odorous weet,

And from the green-hill Bide sent down his ditty sweert.

• til.

From earth to glowing heaven is full ofjoy.
Meantime within the spense young Sybil sits,

Her white hands labotiiing in her new employ,
Her mind seems elsewhere, see, she works by fits.

From task to task the eyedant matron flits,

Her yarn hanks reckons, cheese lays on the shelves,

Sets forth her supper-table, nor demits

Till her hearth-stone might be a throne for elves,

And in the polished presses men can see themselves.

VIM.
“ ’ Tis Saturday at e’en—cease, maiden, cease

Thy thrift,” Eupheme said, “ and our gladness share *

This sacred eve brings the blest mom of peace,

Tim day of duty and the night of prayer,

And gives that rest to which all flesh is heir

;

The dumb brutes know, the wild birds hail

Rejoicing sounds fill the nocturnal air,

The bee with nectar drunk reels from the fl

And heaven is in the breeze, and God is in the shower.

IX.
“ So cease thy thrift, young Sybil, and rejoice.”

And as she spoke, were heard the door within,

Her husband’s first, and then her ae son’s voice,

Accompanied with the low and tittering din,

Of snooded maids, and bandsmen of the bin.

Pair after pair came gladsome o’er the floor,

On Sybil looked and sate—a foiling pin
Had made a noise ; with palms outspread, demure,

Miles prayed, God bless the food he gives the meek and poor.
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The poem Abounds with passages of equal beauty. Those which we

hare selected may enable the reader to judge of Cunningham's claim to

rank beside Burns and Graham* But the whole texture of his song is

full of thoughts like

violets dim,

And sweeter than the lids of Juno's eyes,
f Or Cytheres's breath.

Such are

... —— moor, mountain, glen and brake,

On which the sun takes such delight to shine

As if it glittered for the landscape's sake.

Or:—
And like a sunbeam o'er the mountain, lo I

As swift, and scarce loss bright, see the entiypiast go

!

Or:—

For, like the lark, my muse the daisy's flower

Loves best, and by lone fairy fountains flung,

Sings of domestic love in her rude country tongue.

Or :—

Ah 1 Sybil's sweet : can sweetness e'er dissemble

—

The nnsunned lily on its slender stalk,

When breezes rise and silver d^ws assemble,

Shakes, as tWJr song shook her, and put her in a tremble.

Or:—
True gentle love is like the summer dew,
Which falls around when all is still and hush ;

And falls unseen, until its bright drops strew
With odours, herb and flower, and bonk and bush.

O love, when womanhood is in the flush,

And man's a young and an “unspotted thing

!

His first-breathed word, and her half-conscious blush.

Are fair as light in Heaven, or flowers in spring,—
The first hour of true love is worth our worshipping.

But we must have done. We are as well aware as any critic in the
land, that there are faults in this poem. The Spenserian stanza, at

least in our author's hands, is ill adapted to the expression of jolly

ehainless humour ; and Allan, in attempting to be quaint* is at times

merely abrupt. It is, moreover, true, that we are willing to back him
against any man in tW^three kingdoms fbr the manufacture of break,
jaw lines, when he iHpthe humour; and of his skill in this kind of
workmanship we himfhere specimens in abundance. Take the poem,
however, with all its drawbacks, it is one that will live. It does not
bring him to fihe level of Burns, whose place is a little lower than
Shhkgspeare, but it entitles us to apply to him the lines addressed to

another Scottish poet:—

There’s ane—come forrit, honest Allan,
Ye needna jouk ahint the ballon,

A child sae clever

:

The teeth of time may gnaw Tanttalian,

But Thou’s for ever.



ON Til* DECLINE AND FALL OF THE PITT SYSTEM.
*

I

It is to the young men of England that this paper is principally ad.

dressed* It is chiefly meant for those entering upon life and its active

business. In order to understand and appreciate properly the scenes

which they must shortly see, it is necessary for them to understand the

'situation in which their country is, at this moment, placed. A true

knowledge of that situation includes a knowledge of the events and cir.

cumstanccs which led to it. The decline of the Pitt System may, no
doubt, be properly said to have visibly begun in 1815, the very period
of its apparent triumph. The seeds of destruction, however, which it

all along carried within itself, were sown long before ; and to that ante-

rior period it is necessary to revert to give a complete view of the causes,

moral and political, which have gradually brought to its downfall one of
the most extraordinarysystems of misrule that ever—Protean as the
shapes of tyranny have been—appeared u])on the face of the earth.

The system termed, in modern times, the Pitt System, is neither more
nor less than a system under which a corrupt knot of the aristocracy

shall govern England, by the application of money in various ways—by
possessing rotten boroughs—by direct bribery—by patronage—-by pre-

tences of religion—by restrictions on the freedom dt publication—and
by a hired press, whose duty it is to veil the transactions going on by
means of lies, sophistries, pretexts, and misrepresentations of every kind,

possible or conceivable : this corrupt knot or oligarchy, of course, re-

paying itself for its expenditure, 2nd enriching it&lf besides out of the

plunder of the people subject to its sway. This system, like the “ Med-
lar,” was, no doubt, “ rotten ere 'twas ripe.” Sir Robert Walpole.

Whig as lie was, beyond question brought “ the Upas ” to a flourishing

state of cultivation and verdure. Like certain vegetables, of which Dr.

Johnson speaks, it even then “ smelt of the uncleanly pains which had
been taken to rear it and even then, to those who look narrowly at

the signs of the times, it will be apparent that the seeds of destruction

were beginning to germinate. After the expiration of the American
war, however—that unholy, but, in its ultimate effects, thrice-blessed

crusade, undertaken in part to satisfy the cravings of a half-idiot, half,

despot, whom the followers of Pitt have delighted to honour as the

"good old King,” hut chiefly to extend to the Colonies that system of

aristocratical plunder for which England seemed too narrow a field—the

eyes of the people began to open, and to see clearly that of which, till

then, they had obtained onl^limpses. The cry for a “ Reform in Par-

liament ” was now loudly made ; and the roll of the reformers of that

period exhibited names as illustrious in rank arfktalent as any which

they have since owned Chatham, Burke, thd^Duke of Richmond;

and, lastly, Pitt—doomed to be the Judas Iscariot of the reform of

which he was the apostle ; and to die, if not by his own act, yet t>f deept

chagrin and anguish, at the failure of all his plots against tbatu jflf#

which to destroy, he had sold body and soul—honesty, health, andj^ood
fame. He had said, in the days of his youthful sincerity, that/under
the existing system, u no honest man could be minister.” He became
minister himself, and exemplified to the letter the truth of his own apho-
rism, the only good one he ever uttered. His constitution, however,
was not naturally adapted to his new diet, and his death was one of in.

digestion, evidently brought on by a surfeit of corruption and port wine.
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neither ef which could alleviate that slow agony, which the rignel die-

comfiture of all his schemes entailed upon that most unfortunate man.

It is not probable that Pitt took $fte helm with any motives beyond

those of common ambition. The American War had ended in .the esta*

blishment of the Federal Republic of the United States ; and Tiad left „

England crippled^ mortified; and saddled with a debt of £^0,000,000,

at that period; deemed enormous, as indeed it was. The privations,

however; occasioned by it did not very sensibly or materially affect the

industrious classes. The country rapidly recovered itself; and during

the conclusion of the interval between the war with the colonies and
that with France in 1793, enjoyed comparative ease and prosperity. Thevj
young Minister was economical, and, to a certain extent, popular. . He ^

had, to he sure, become a renegade from the cause of reforjn } but the

knowledge of the necessity of that reform was, at that time, nearly alto-,

gether confined to a portion of the higher classes. There was no dis- *

tress to goad on the people to Inquire. They were at ease for the time.

Employment was plentiful; taxes moderate; poor-rates comparatively

small; the circulation was principally 'metallic ; wheat varied in price

with the seasons, but the average was thirty-six shillings to forty shil-

lings the quarter, or four shillings and sixpence to five shillings the

Winchester bushel ; butcher's meat was sold at from twopence half-

penny to fourpencc^per lb.
;
and surplus population was not discovered*

The nation was well, and it looked no further.

In the year 1789, however, the French Revolution broke forth in all

its strength, and blazed out, like a volcano in the night, shooting its light

into the sky, throwing its vivid dashes far and wide, and rousing men
from their sleep. The French nation had, for centuries, submitted to

a despotism, compared with the profligacy of which, the rule of the

English boroughmongers was mildness. The extravagance of the court

had, however, at last rendered it completely decrepit as well as odious ;

and the people, taking advantage of the languor of the monster, now
become helpless through the effects of repletion, transfixed it, and, with
one blow, rescued themselves from its pressure. Liberty became now,
for the first time in Europe, for centuries, no longer a name. The ex-

citement was*wonderful. The nations began to awake ; and the conster-

nation of the English corruptionists, now trembling for their ill-gotten

plunder, became great in the extreme. They intrigued against France
-—they stirred up the continental despots against her ; and, at last, in

desperation, plunged themselves and their country into the abyss of the

war of 1793. There is little doubt that Pitt was forced into this dread-

ful measure by the corrupt aristocracy. But the citadel of his wavering

virtue having been once carried, he gave himself up to his seducers, and
threw himself into thq^anns of corruption, with an ardour which throws

a doubt * upon his feiUter professions, such as they were. This, then,

was the commencement of the Pitt System, under that title ; that is to

say, of the system of preserving corruption and public plunder in Eng-
land at any price; and of waging an interminable war against freedom
and popular government.
In commencing their crusade against France it happened, fortunately

for mankind, that the despots miscalculated egregiously the resistance

they were to meet with, and that Pitt’s early economical habits still hung
about him. They only learned by experience of what gigantic efforts a
nation unanimous and determined to be free is capable. If it be an un-
erring rule that success in war is ever to be ascribed to the especial fa-
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Tour of Province, the event* of the whr against the French people
loudly gave the He to the vituperation* of their enemies. In vain did
the apostate and eecretfy pensioned Bhrke denounce France, and blot
her, 0$ he -said, from the map of nations. In vain did the English
clergy (arrays Onemies of liberty) make1

' their churches resound with
polities, alia, under pretence of preachings the Gospel of Peace, stirrup
the nations to blood and slaughter. Their curses only seemed to

#
recoil

upon themselves, and to fall upon the heads of those whom they would
fain have aided by their prayers. The league of despots only served to
destroy monarchy in France. The unfortunate Louis and his worthless
wife were, in fact, brought to the scaffold by their brother kings ; and the
massacre of those who could not emigrate to fight against their country
was, Hxi reality, caused by those who did both. As the war proceeded,
the successes of the French armies became more and more signal. They
turned the tables upon their enemies ; until, in the memorable year of
1707, Pitt, who had begun the war in the full expectation of conquer,
ing the soil and people, and destroying the«resources of France, found, by
a bitter retribution, England menaced with invasion, her resources ex-
hausted, and the Bank unable to pay its creditors ! This was the first

great crisU of “ the System " The balance trembled ; and had not the
desperate expedient of the Bank Restriction succeeded, Toryism would
even then have probably tottered to its ruin. The experiment of issuing

a paper money, not convertible into gold, was to be hazarded, however, or
the war against liberty was at an end. It was tried—and it succeeded,

Pitt had, before the stoppage of the Bank, denounced the French paper*

money—the “assignats”—as fraught with ruin; id he had even re-

sorted to the expedient of Jbrying them, in order to bring them into

discredit !* He was now driven to rely upon a similar expedient, and
to issue a paper the value of which was based upon nothing but the ig-

norance of those who were contented to receive it as money. The time

was favourable for the purpose. The war was popular with the million,

whom the successes of the French arms and the excesses of their Govern-

ment had excited and alarmed to a high degree. The subject of paper-

money was, at that time, understood by few ; and upon those few safety

enjoined silence.

During the “ reign of terror ” that then existed in England, it was a

sort of " constructive treason ” to venture to doubt the solidity of the

resources of the country, or to approve of the resistance pf France to

those who would have forced a despotic government upon her. The in*

convertible paper was accordingly artfully introduced ,* the “ restrict

tion ” against paying in gold*eing, at first, for very short periods, the

limits of which were gradually extended, until the people became accus-

tomed to see the Bank paying one piece of paper with another ; and the

country was at last inundated with an inconvertible currency, by a manwho
wished to have “ Public Credit ** inscribed upon his tomb f He was very

near the inark, however, for “ Public Credulity ” might have done. The
rise of prices, and apparent ease 8nd prosperity which followed this ope*

ration, contributed effectually to deceive the people* They were

buted to some myeterioue change for the better in the circumstttffiSjfc Of

the country. The apparent dearness of all commodities was attributed

• The participation of the Government in this scheme has heeti dmiedyfhlsriy,

however. It Is known chat a part, at least, of the paper used was ottesd by their

agepts, and manufactured at Langley Mill, in the codnty of Durham.
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solely to the war, and not to any depreciation of the value of the cur*

rency, which was strenuously denied, and for -many years altogether

disbelieved. Nor was it, under the peculiar circumstances of the coun-

try, easy to prove it. The command of the seas, which England pos-

sessed, compelled the continental nations to obtain their supplies of colo-

nial and other produce through her medium, under various devices of

smuggling and neutral flags, and this kept the exchanges in such a state

that the value of the British currency, as compared with that of other

countries, was partly hidden and kept out of sight The few persons

who saw through the whole were called “ jacobins.
” The increased ease

with which taxes were raised, and the $»reat apparent profits resulting

from the continued rise in prices, endeared the juggle to both the landed

and commercial interests, which seemed equally to benefit by it. To the

Minister it seemed to open a mine of endless and unbounded wealth ; and
there can be little doubt but that, in this really accommodation paper of

an insolvent Government, bethought he had discovered means for carry-

ing his system to an extent beyond even his wildest dreams, extraordi-

nary as were the delusions of these disgraceful times to England as a
nation. From this period the absurd and ruinous (not to say wicked)

system of loans—that is to say the system of borrowing millions, to sink

them at simple interest, payable for ever, if the debt be unredeemed—
went on as if both the governors and the governed had laboured under a
temporary frenzy. Paper-money is dram-drinking to those who issue

and employ it ; and the Minister and the nation now drank of it to an
excess of debauchery, the effects of which seventeen years of nausea and
repentance have failed to remove, ui»d which will only he removed by a

process somewhat analogous to that of JDr. S.nigrado. The extravagance,

the corruption, and the waste of money at this period beggar all de-

scription. Not only were the enormous and unceasing Joans raised upon
such ttfTnis, that great fortunes were uniformly realized by the contrac-

tors ; but, in the appropriation of the money borrowed at so dear a rate,

in the name of “the nation/* the nation was plundered double-fold.

Army, navy contra&s, and contracts of all kinds were taken sometimes
at extravagant rates, and almost invariably executed with articles of

the worsj description. The torrent of corruption was too strong and wide
to be stemmed. Government clerks rolled in wealth, the produce of

bribes for “ passing
”

the objectionable goods ; and, as the douceur was
demanded in all cases, an honest contractor was driven from the mar-
ket.* The extent of this system of peculation can never be accurately

* The following anecdote strongly proves the strange state to which the Govern*
meat offices had then arrived. Towards the beginning of the war of 17^3, the old
house of B——s and C — y were contractors for the delivery of goods to Govern-
ment. The contract writ honourably executed, when Mr. 11—s, the senior part-
ner, received an unsigned note, stating, that, until a* certain douceur was paid, the
goods eould not he pasted. B— s, who was wvfl known to Pitt, having had fre-
quent intercourse with him on East India affairs, waited at once upon the Minister,
and shewed him the letter. The reply was this :

—“ Mr. B s, in saying what I

do to you, 1 know 1 am speaking to a sensible and honourable man. 1 know that
most improper practices prevail ; but, in the present situation of the country—-in the
niidet of catch a war as this—I cannot stop to inquire into them. I advise you to
pay the money P This doctrine B s,' who was an old Whig, of the « Wilke and
l.iberty ” school, could not stomach. He stood out. The goods were passed ; but
this was his first and last “ contract. ” Pitt outlived B—s ; but after the death
of the Minister, the surviving partner, Mr. C y, related the circumstance, and
from him the writer had it. He fmirabiU dirtu 1

)

Was a Torn, and Ofie of Pitt’s
admren t
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known ; but it is clear that an immense amount of the money borrowed
was never really applied to the service of the public, or, in truth, re-

ceived by the country.

In order to reconcile, in some degree, the feelings of the more sane
part of the community to this enormous waste and expenditure of the
public money, the “ heavefuborn minister” resorted to a juggle, which
in the impudence and success of its quackery, puts Doctor Graham and
Paracelsus, Cagliostro, and George Psalmanazar to shame. This was
the now exploded bubble of the “ Sinking Fund/' Dr. Price, a political

writer and calculator, had shewn upon paper, that a penny lent out upon
what is theoretically termed “ compound infdrqpt," would in a series of
years amount to an enormous sum. Upon this blessed notion, Pitt Is

said to have founded his “ Sinking Fund and what is more extraordi-

nary, he found the mess of the nation ready to believe in its efficacy.

Whether Pitt was himself deceived, or only deceived others, cannot be
decided ; nor is the decision of any consequence. His honesty can only

be defended at the expense of his intellect, and his admirers are wel-
come to either side of the question. So infatuated however was the
English natiori, that it was generally believed, that while Pitt was bor-

rowing millions upon millions with one hand, he was doing a wise thing
to put aside with the other a trifling modicum of the sums borrowed,

and pay an expensive set of commissioners to buy stock with it, and to

lay out the dividends they received in the purchase of more. He and
his gulls either would not, or could not see that debt can only be re-

deemed out of surplus income or revenue ; and that any taxes applied,

under the notion of compound interest, to the payment of dividendMpon
stdtek held by commissioners could, at best, only be^ part of that sur-

plus revenue, let it be called what it would ; and that the expense of the,

commissioners was a dead loss. They could not see that nations barrow

to aink thc+money—individuals to employ it beneficially ; and that tfut of

the profits of such beneficial employment, 41 interest,” properly so called„

» paid.

From this time the war with France went on, until the short truce of

Amiens, with unabated violence, and amidst various and wonderful »

events. The success of the paper money system in England produced,

as all such systems at first do, some actual good, and the appearance of

boundless resources. Bank notes for sums as low as one pound were

issued ; and the number of country banks from about two hundred, rose

to eight hundred. The rapid rise Of the prices of agricultural produce

and of rents, encouraged agriculture and the tillage of unenclosed lands.

The discoveries in machinery aided the other causes in pushing ntythjifgc-

tures to an extent beyond the dreams of projectors,—-whilst the supre-

macy of the seas enabled England to maintain % monopoly of supply,

which took off the products created by her industry and ingenuity. The
events of the war, however, stiere the reverse of this picture. TWe a$hs
of Franee triumphed amidst all the changes of her Government. The
Continental despots were, one by one, beaten ; and at last under Buona-
parte, it *eeme£ as if England was, by the retribution of Providence^ to
be consumed by that firq, which she had been, beyond a doubt, the{great
instrument of kindling. The war became a sort of contest of life or

death on the part Of this country ; and it seemed to be a matter of ex-
treme doubt, if doubt were left, whether she was ever to emerge from
the difficulties that ctitopassed her. In the midst ofUfchis mortal strife in

the year 1806, Pitt died, with an exclamation in<feis nsfeuth, which shew-
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ed that he had some sense of the dreadful situation in which he and his

party had placed the State. His successors, however, trode religiously in

his footsteps ; and the conflict went murderously on, until the ambition of

Napoleon wa9 buried in the snows of Russia, ana the madness of one
campaign put the imperial soldier in the poWey of his enemies* Through-
Out the Jatter part of the contest, it w as observable that the Tory party

lost eyery day in opinion and moral strength. During the empire of

Napoleon, it became necessary to paint despotism in the most hideous
colours, and here the liberal writers had the best of the cards. They
joined in the vituperation >gf despotism of all kinds ; but they included
despotism at home with -French despotism. The comparison was not in

evert/ point favourable to th$ former. With the romantic episode of the
return from Elba and the carnage of Waterloo, the War Concluded ; and
Napoleon was, against the Law of Nations, finally iftimured in St. Helena.
This was the acme, the last great triumph of the Pitt System. In their

own phrase, et the play was over,# and the Tories " went to supper,”

drunk with joy, and, .is totally as possible, oblivious of the reckoning.
* From this hour the visible and palpable decline of the system”
began ; and it shewed itself instantaneously. As soon as the war ended,

the artificial circumstances in which, for so many years the country was
placed, became suddenly changed. The war expenditure of course ceased.

The captured colonies were for the most part restored, and the nations

began to import for themselves most of those productions which they
could only before obtain through the medium of England. Ki\al manu-
factures sprung up over the Continent. Ships sailed under the flags of

all nations ; and England pressed to the earth frith taxes, had now all

over the world to contend with commercial competitors free from the

Vtlogs and trammels with w'bich she was hampered. The e\ents of the

revulsion were in* strict accordance with the circumstances which pro-

duceorc The country banks, which had sprung up like mushtt-ooms over
the whole country, felt the depression, and the weakest became insolvent.

The weaker manufacturers fell with thenft and a rot of bankruptcy
began to spread over the land. The adherents of the Pitt System were
willing to attribute thin disastrous state of affairs to any cause but the

right one. Let them, however, have been as willing as the) would, their

ignorance, as the sequel shewed, would have been more than a match for

their rancour. The change was, with a mixture of truth, attributed *o
the “ transition from war to peace,” which was in fact the proximate
cause ; and this notion served to veil and account for the miseries of

years,*, . What were the facts? The alteration in the commerce of the
foriMqtwhich took place, narrowed the scale of transactions, and ren-

dered the circulation of the quantity of paper money which circulated

during the war, impo&ible. This of course affected the price of agricul-

tural as well as other produce, anc|^ the agricultural added to the com-
mercial distress, still further narrowed tne quantity of circulating

medium.
As the great commercial and manufacturing establishments were cur-

tailed in their operations, such portion of the currency %s they distri-

buted in payment of wages and otl^r sums divided into sm$U portions,
were drawn in ; and in a ratio corresponding with the^iiminhtion of em-
ployment and circulation of money, the jgoor rates increased, The
causes alternately acted and reacted upon each other. TlWjleclinp ih
prices went on, and^e poor rates greiy. ?*

The ministers tKbir adherents now podded beyoiid measure, and
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as blind as bats, attributed the distress in agriculture to « over-prodde-

<

tion," and the increasing poor rates to “ over-population.” There tfetfe

at once too much m^at and too many people. Corn bij^s were to lessen

the one and emigration the other ! Taxation was not admitted to have
any thing to do with the jpplter, and it* was kept up at the highest pos-

sible rate. WithHhese delusions, the middle classes were retained in

adherence to the ministry and the system. The murmurs of the lower
classes, whose distresses now made them londly demand reform, were
repressed by force,—by the military outrages at Manchester and
the “ Six Acts.” In this perturbed state of affairs, there naturally arose

a growing dislike to the inconvertible paper money, which ought «fey

Pitt's law to have ceased in a twelvemonth after the peace. The cry for

a return to te the ancient standard ” increased, and the ignorant minis-*

ters, deceived bv some fallacious appearances, consented to return to

payments in gold. This sealed tlieir fate and that of the system. Dur.
ing the Bank‘"Restriction, the muss of gold coin in circulation had been
gradually melted and surreptitiously sold to the goldsmiths and others,

who thus became unexpectedly, and at a rate of great apparent cheap-'

ness, possessed of a huge mass of “ illegal ” bullion. To such extent

was this carried, that for years there was no open or quoted price of

bullion, and this at last caused for a time a depression in the exchange?

able value of bullion in this country below its natural value. When thO

war ended, a great reduction in the quantity of paper money took place ;

and the values of gold and paper were, by these co-existing causes

brought near together for the time. Upon a calculation that the price of

gold in the paper money of a country always cflrrectly measures the

value of that paper the measure was determined, affe from that moment
the remaining hours of the system were counted. WJien the period for

carrying the bill of Peel into effect arrived, the mistake was discovered ;

but it was^too late,
*

In 1822, the bankers prepared for the extinction of the notes for sums’

under £5, when the pressure occasioned by the drawing in of this papey

became so excessive, anil the fall of prices so alarming, that the minis-r

tors faltered and respited the small notes, as they thought, for a

period of about ten years. This, however, was beyond their power.

The pouring forth of the paper after the respite, the sudden rise in prices,

a** * the immense commercial transactions to which they naturally gave

rise, at Inst swelled the importation^ goods into the country so beyond

bounds, and put the exchange into such a state, that the drain of gold

from the Bank of England became excessive and continuous ; andjfco pjrfc

.

vent a second .stoppage, a sudden reduction erf its circulation was of

necessity effected, which ended in the panic of December, 182.5, and ren-

dered the total extinction of small notes in 18§9 unavoidable. The
spring of that year, when, under the Duke of Wellington’s admWiist^H-

tion, the small notes were finally withdrawn, saw the death-blow given

to the system. The immediate fall in prices filled the gazette with com-

meveial bankruptcy, and agriculture was equally affected. The deprefc

sion of manufactures and commerce narrowed still further the circulation

of money ; ^employment declined,£he poor rates rose, the pressure of

the taxes became every day greater. The starving labourers cried aloud

for belief- The fires blazed through the southern counties. In the

northern jpountles discontent was at its height, pie Bourbons weye
* drive# outV tfta exasperated French people.* StiM the Duk# shut his
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eyes and ean, and sternly denied Reform.* The event of the king's

dinner in the city, at this critical moment, let in a sudden light, which

shewed the alarmed commons upon what a barrel of gunpowder they

were sitting. They drove the Duke from his place just in time to prevent

the match being put to it ;—and Pitt and his system were gone for ever.

Happen what will, neither this race of folly and wickedness, nor any

thing like it, can ever again he seen in England. To those who have

succeeded to the minglers of this cauldron of “ toil and trouble," every

allowance is certainly due. They have undertaken a task such as few

men ever had to encounter. They have succeeded to the government of

agnation loaded with a debt of eight hundred million pounds—with a

i poor rate, whieh has from 1793 gone on increasing, until it has reached

very nearly eight millions a-year, with agriculture, commerce, and

manufactures, all alike ruinously depressed, with a decreasing revenue,

and with a circulating medium four-fifths paper, every day contracting

itself further and further in consequence of the general pressure. To
the government of this mass 'Of elements of misery and mischief have

they succeeded ,* and were they gods, let them be assured they have

Titans to contend with.

To those who would really understand the state of the country, and

the difficulties with which its ministers have to contend, the whole may
be described in one homely sentence. Let him who reads it understand

it as he would, if applied to everyday events, and with that understand-

ing, apply it candidly to the present national circumstances. The fact

then plainly is, that the Tories have left the concern in a state of com-
plete confusion and embarrassment, alid that Lords Grey and Brougham
are chosen assignees?

SONNET.

Amid the sweep ami whirlwind of the sword,
Ney

—

thou wast nurtured. Thou didst never lento

As Politicians do, to turn, and turn,

And turn again, and seive another Lord.
Thy heart would not acknowledge sue h .1 word.
Thou was’t no slave—and could’st but inly spurn
At base submission. On thy lonely urti

Thus be it writ,—let hist’ry thus record -

“ Sprung of the brave ; to Courtiers unallied ;

lie was my master—though un-diadeni’d.
Nature, thy fealty may not be stemm’d ;

I could not strike upon another’s side.

I was condemn’d a traitor,—and so died ———They may first die—who, yet, may be condemn’d !”

• The following extract of a letter from an intelligent friend of the writer, well
depicts the present state of the country. It is written at Peterborough, April 5.
<f Sheer want of demand, which may be traced to stagnation in every branch of
commerce, has at length reached even the necessaries of life. The custom of trades-
men has been to order goods for their Spring, their mar/, and their fair sales ? at
which period, it was the good old custom from time immemorial for every good
housewife to lay in a six or even twelve ntonth’s stock of necessaries of every descrip-
tion. * Mart prices for ready money,’ are exhibited in every town, and in almost
every shop window. The luring bait thus held out of expending ready money to
advantage was not lost upon every prudent head of a family, even in times when
economy was not so much ofpn object. Alas 1 the mutability of our affairs has been
gradually reducing this gopd old custom, till this year it has become a mere shadow*
and the greater part ttf the mart stocks remain in the warehouses l*

9
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Hear, lady 1 hear my latest song.
I’ve lingered ’mid the festal throng
Crowding th^ father’d halls this night ;

Have borne the averted brow, the slight
Repelling the unwelcome guest

;

And have beheld my foe caress'd.— *

Yes 1 while thy brother’s eye did trace,
Coldly and distantly^ my face.
As if I were one all unknown

—

While even thou, beloved one.
At distance stood’st, nor deign’d to lend.
One kind look to a former friend :

1 saw the hated lenegade.
Who, for fair Freedom’s cau«»e betrayed.
Dares claim thy hand, with kindly glee
Received—as I was won’t to be.

Oh, Godl it Whs a tortuiing lnnr,
And almost reft me of the power
Of iny habitual self-command.
In the cold shade myself to stand.
And see him In tKc sun expand.

Oh, lady list I the horizon's edge
Is whitening into tlay ;—the sedge
Is bending to the herald breeze ;

—

The little birds among the trees.

Still dreamiug, rustic in their sleep ;

—

More chilly o’er my Whnv doth rieep
The morning air ;—my good steed, bound
To our own try&ting tree, the ground
Paws eagerly;— I hear the sound
Of wakening life ; and ere the sun
kooks o’er yon hill, I must begone
To see, as sun-dowel's raise their head
To greet him, banners rise and spread
Above a serried field of spears,
Close-rustling like ripe harvest’s ears.

In mercy speak ! the cloud is riven.

The thunder-bolt between us driven ;

And a blark gulf is yawning wide.
Our earthly courses to divide.

Thou can’st not wed the man whose hand
Is armed against thy father’s band.
Yet, ere I plunge amid the rout
That reels and staggers round about

;

And seek the elements of strife,

Revelling in passion’s fiercest life,

To grasp, to sunder, and control ;

Fain would I know that in thy soul

t
fy memory is not loathed. Yet, why
tartle thy maiden modesty ?

And bid avow, at such an hour.
With crims’ning check, thy fondness’ power

!

Still silent 1 Yes, thou art unmoved ;

And unrequited, I have loved.
• Tis well 1 what I suspected long,

Is true ;—I have not done thee wrong.
The timid blush—the downcast eye

—

The averted face—the choked repf^—

•

Ne’er spoke love’s reciprocity.
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The ardent love expressed to thee

In its full voiceless ecstacy,

WaB hut an argument for scorn.

My wo shall now he better borne

:

Since though we arc for ever parted,

I—-only I—am broken hearted.

’Tis well ! when 1 my steed bestride,

Bounding and quivering in his pride.

Upon my death-chili’d heart shall rest

But half it3 wo since thou art blest.

Hear me ! From stoutest foem^n’s arm '

Ne’er have I shrunk in low alarm ;

Yet, when thy father's stalwart form.
Like tall ship driven before the storm.
Speeds on before the lagging war.
I’ll mark his crest and keep afar ;

Although my heart with ardour glow
To ’counter with the worthiest foe.

Some half-regret thou yet might’st feel.

Were 1 to bleed benfath liia steel.
"*

I dash love’s sadness from my brow,
And I am all my country’s now :

My tongue shall plead her cause—my steed

Foam in her vanmost rank—my head
Marshal her battles. Passion’s flame
Is dead within me. I will tame
All earthly throbs, and my whole heart

Concentre on the patriot’s part.

Subdued, resigned to Cod's high will,

I’ll task Mrhate’er I have of skill

High plans of empire to devise.

In which man’s native liberties

Shall be with order reconciled ;

Watch them as mother’s love a child ;

Strike—not in anger—at their foes.

Motived by that sublime repose
Which still upholds each mighty mind.
Heroic model of its kind,
Where truth has bnilt her lofty throne.
Companioned by deep love alone.

• * * •

Sadly resigned upon his 9tecd

lie sprung and urged him to his speed ;

Unknown to him a gentle flower,

O’er which had breathed his words of power.
In silence wither’d from that hour.
But who of him would further know.
Turn o’er with reverential awe
Our English history’s brightest leaves ;

And where the muse the story weaves.
Of one who in that time's unrest
Most deeply probed the human breast

;

With most unfaltering energy
Nurtured our England’s liberty;
And ’neath a sad-browed countenance
Nourish’d a spark of young romance,—
Of him whose solitary glance
Of soft contentment and delight
Beam’d forth upon the scaffold’s height ;—
He reads of the youth who rode forth to the slaughter.
Convinced he was scorned by the Cavalier’s daughter.
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THE PRIEST’S HORSE.

Proflcies nibil hoc, caedas licet usque flagello,

Si tibl purpurea de grege currit equua.

Martial. Lib. xir. Epig.

It is not many weeks since I dined with a Roman Catholic family

in the neighbourhood of Dublin. I had been but a few minutes in the
drawing-room, when I found that the centre of attraction “ the observed
of all observers/* was a very old gentleman, whose dress, appearance,

and demeanour, at onee betrayed him to me as one of the old Catlftlic

clergymen of Ireland. Father, or, as he was most generally ^termed.
Doctor Reilly, seemed to be in age not less than seventy years ; and the
abstraction of liis manner, before dinner, as to every thing passing
around him, would induce the belief that he had already attained his

second childhood. His face was of thab pure, rich, bright scarlet, which
can neither he imparted to the countenance hy the consumption of an
extra-quantity of whisky punch, nor its still more vulgar find stupifying

predecessor, port-wine.^fo, it was a tint " more exquisito still/' whiejr

claret, that sober, sedate, 'cool and delicious liquid, can alone communi-
cate to “ the human face divine." The dress of the clergyman was
evidently as antiquated as his complexion. The head was surmounted
hy a little, close, brown wig, divided by a single curl, and which ap-

peared to be pasted to the pericranium on which it was fixed. Around
his neck was a neat, hlaok siik stock, over wjiich a milk-white mus-
lin hand was turned. II is black coat was cut in the manner of the

primitive Quakers ; his dark silk waistcoat had large flaps which nearly

.covered his “nether garment," and that was fastened »t the knees by

large sifter clasps, while thick silk stockings embraced his plump little

logh
;
and, then, his square-toed shoes were nearly concealed from the

view by the enormous silver buckles placed upon them. I was assured

by several, that the little old gentleman, whom I had not hfeard give ut-

terance to a single word, was one of the most pleasant men l could

meet with ; and that after dinner, lie would amuse me extremelf. I

could perceive no outward mark of genius about the Reverend Doctor

;

he took no notice of the conversation that was going on around him ;

and the only demonstrfition of intelligence I could discover in him, was

the somewhat hasty glance he occasionally turned to the door, (as each

new visiter was announced,) as if he expected that the welcome news of

“ Dinner the table'

”

was about being proclaimed to him. To me he

ap^ared like the canon in Gil Bias, as one disposed to partake of the

good things that might be laid before him at the festive board, but nei-

therinclined nor oapacitated to increase their pleasures hy any contri-

butron of wit or fancy.

Dinner, that grand epoch in the history of the day, was at an-

nounced ; ladies, even in an Irish assembly, were forgotten, and twenty

hands were stretched out to the Doctor to conduct him to the dining-

room. At dinner, I heard nothing of Doctor until the first flask

of Champaigne was uncorked ; and then thfee broke upon the ear a mel-

low, little voice, in which the polished brkme of the Irish gentleman,

softened dowr^by the peculiarity of a FreXh accent, could be distin-

guished. The voice, 1 was told, belonged tmhe Doctor, who was just

then asking Mrs. », our hostess, t#jtake wine with him. At
each remove the voice became stronger ; and*by the tipne that the des-
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sert was on the. table, the tones of the Doctojjj^voice were full, loud,

and strong, and it was soon permitted to sweep,* uncontrolled, over the

entire range of the society. The puny punsters became dumb, the

small talkers were silent ;
and no man, “ nor woman either,” presumed

to open their mouths except to laugh at his Reverence's anecdotes, or

to imbibe the good things which my worthy friend Lr had set

before them.

I have heard story-tellers, in my time, but never felt the pleasure in

listening to them, that I did in attending to the anecdotes of the Re-
verend Doctor Reilly. Tiio manner, the look, and the tone, added, I

know, considerably to 4tlie effect ; but such are the gifts of a good story-

teller, and they can neither be transferred to paphr, nor communicated
by an ojral retailer. One great charm too, for me, in all these stories,

was, that the narrator was, some way or another, concerned in them.

There was, to be sure, egotism in this ; but then, it was an egotism that

gave a verisimilitude to every thing he told, and you believed that he
was not mentioning.any thing which he did not know to be a fact, how-
ever strange, extraordinary, or improbable it might seem to be. Amongst
the other stories told by Doctor Reilly was the^following, which I have

Endeavoured to report verbatim et literatim, as I heard it.

**’ “ Never, my children, never borrow a priest's horse—it's an unlucky

thing to do, for many reasons. First, if the priest's horse is a good
one, he does not like to lend it. Next, if it is a bad one, and the priest

says he will lend it, the moment you a*k for it, you may happen to

break your neck, or your leg, or may-be your nose, and thereby spoil

your beauty. And, lastiy, a priest's horse lias so many friends, that if

you are in a hurry, it will be shorter for you to walk than to wait for

the horse to pay its visits. It is now more than fifty years since I gave
the very counsel, that I am now administering to you, to Kit MfGowran,
one of niy parishioners ; but he thought, as may-be many of you think,

that the priest was a fool, but lie found the difference in a short time,

as may-be most of you will before you die.

v‘/
As well as I recollect, it was in the year 1789, that I was parish priest

of I^ixlip, and at that time Kit M'Gowran was, of a farmer lad, one of

my wealthiest parishioners, lie had land on an old lease, and might have
been a grand juror now, if he had minded the potatoes growing ; but

instead of that, Kit was always up in Dublin, playing rackets and balls,

and drinking as much w hisky in a w eek, as would float a canal boat

through a lock. For two or three years, Kit was but little seen in the

parish, though I must say to his credit, he always sent m% my dues

regularly, so that you perceive he was not a reprobate entirely. I was
sorry to hear the neighbours talking bad of him, and was thinking of
looking after him some time or another, when I would have nothing jglse

to do ; when one day. Kit came into my house dressed out in the piiA of

the fashion of that time. He was then what they called, I believe, a
maedfroni, and was the same sort of animal, that is now termed a dandy.

He had a little hat, that would not go on a good ploughman's fist ; his

hair was streeling down his back and over his shoulders ; the buttons on
his coat were the size of saucepans, and the skirts of the coat hung
down behind to the small of his leg ; he had two watches, one on each
side of his stomach, a waisfcAat that did not cover his breast, and light

leather small-clothes that 0me down below tho calf, and* were fastened
there with bunches of ribbons, that were each as big as cauliflowers,

Kit I saw was in great spirits, and had evidently some mad project in
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his head ; but that, you know, was none of my business, if he did not
choose to tell me of it. I had not, however, to ask him ; for he men-
tioned at once what brought him to his parish priest. Poor Kit laboured
under a great defect, for he stuttered so dreadfully, that you should
know him for seven years before you could understand a word he said to'

you. He had a tongue that was exactly like a one-nibbed pen,—which will

splutter and splash, and tease, and vex you, and do every thing but
express the sentiments of your mind. •

“ Kit told me, in his own way, that he was going to bo married the

next day to a Miss Nelly Brangan, a rich huckster’s daughter in Dublin,

who was bringing him a large fortune, and tfiat he had accordingly, as

in duty hound, comedo me for his f mr-tifi-catf and as a propitiation

to me for the bad life he had led, he gave me a golden guinea, and a very

neat miniature of the same coin. 1 could not refuse my certificate to

such a worthy parishioner ; and after wishing him long life and happi-
ness, and plenty of boys and girls, I thought Kit would be after*bidding

me good morning. Kit, I found, had |till something upon his mind. I

asked him if I could oblige him farther. ‘ Why, Father Reilly,’ says

Kit, * that is a mighty purty little black horse of yours.' e It is in-

deed, child,’ I answered; ‘ but it is very apt to go astray ; for it left

me for a week, and only returned to me last night/ * Ah ! theif,

Father Reilly,’ says he, *
it would be mighty respectable to sde me

riding up to-morrow morning to Miss Nelly Brangan’s shop-door with

such an elegant black horse under me. May-be you’d lend me a loan of

it ?’ ' Indeed, child, I will,’ I replied, c but I would not advise you
to take it ; for my horse has a ^ray of its own, and I have many friends

between this and Dublin, that may-be it would sooner see than go to

your wedding/ c Oh ! as to that,' answered Kit, € if it was the

devil himself, begging your Reverence’s pardon, 1*1 make him trot

*

so lend «ne the horse and I'll send it back to you to-morrow evening/
* Take it then Kit,' said I ;

r but I warn you that it is an uneasy

beast/
“ It was not until eight o’clock the next morning that Kit M'Gowran

came for the horse, and in addition to his dress the day before, he had
.a pair of spurs on him, that would do for a fighting cock, they were bo

long and so sharp ; and a whip that was like a fishing-rod. 4 Well,

Kit,’ says I,
‘ when are you to be married?’

(< 4 At ten, your Reverence/ answered Kit, ‘ at ten to the minute/
(t ‘ Then, Kit, my boy/ said I, f you should have been here at six to

be in time, since you intend to ride the black horse.'
“ € Oh ! bother !* said Kit ;

* sure I am only six miles from town, and
it’s hard if I don't ride that in an hour,—so that in fact. I’ll be before

my time, and that wont be genteel ; for may-be I’d catch Nelly Brangan
with her hair in papers ; and she wont look lovely that way, I know, what-

ever charms there may bo in the butter-cool of gold guineas that the

darling is going to give me.’
#u c Well, mount at once/ I observed, < though I would advise you, if

you are in a hurry—to walk/
<e I had hardly said the word, when Kit jumped into the saddle, and

gave his horse a whip and a spur—and off it cantered, as if it were in as

great a hurry to be married as Kit himself. I followed them as fast as

I could to the top of the hill, and there was Kit cutting the figure of

six like any cavalry officer with his whip, and now and again plunging

his heels into the horse’s sides, and it kicking the stones before and
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behind it, and tattering over the road like lightning. In half a minute

they were both out of my sight, and I thought that if any one could get

to Dublin with the horse in an hour, Kit M'Gowran was the man to

do it.

“ For two miles of the road Kit went on gallantly. He was laughing

and joking, and thinking to himself that 1 was only humbugging him
in what I said about the lior&e, when in the very middle of a hard gal-

lop, it stopped as if it had been shot, and up went Kit M‘Gowran in the

air, his long whip firmly fixed in his hand, and his long coat flying like

a kite’s tail after him, and the words, f Who had the luck to see Don-
jiybrook -fair/ in his mouth ; and he had not time to cease saying them
nhpn he was landed head over heels in a meadow, seven or eight yards

from the centre of the road ! Kit was completely puzzled by the fall,

he could not tell how he got there, or what caused it, or why he should

be there at all, instead of being on the horse’s back, until he looked

about him, and saw the creature taking a fine comfortable drink at a

little well by the side of the road, w here I always stopped to refresh it.

Kit after scratching his head, and his elbows, and the back of his

eaat; and indeed they required it—for they were a little warmer than

when he set out—went over to the horse, mounted it, and rode off again

on his journey
; but I give you my word he did not gallop so fast nor

use the whip so much as he had before the horse took a sup of the well

water.
“ The horse rode on as peaceable as a judge, and as if it were a poor

priest, and not a rollocking young layman that w as on its back ; it went on
so for about three quarters of a mile further, but when it got that distance

Kit began to wonder at' the way it was edging over to the right side of

the road. Kit pulled to the left, but the horse still held on to the right

;

and while they werq arguing this point writh one another, the day-coach

from Dublin kept driving up to them. The guard sounded life horn, as

much as to say, ( Kit M‘Gowran, don’t be taking up the entire road

with yourself and your horse.’ Kit knew very well what the guard
meant, and lie gave a desperate drag to his own (the left) side of the

road ; but the horse insisted jupon the right
,
and tiie coach driving up

in the same line, the leaders knocked up against my horse, and sent it

and Kit into the ditch together to settle there any little difference of

opinion that might be between them ! IIow long Kit lay in the ditch he
could not rightly tell ; but when lie got out of it, he went to look after

the horse, and about five yards nearer to Dublin than where the acci-

dent had happened, ho found the little darling taking a feed of oats,

which it always got from one of my parishioners, w'hen 1 travelled that

road ; and now that he is dead and gone, poor mail
!
(Tim Divine was

his name,) I must say I never got any thing else from him. Kit waited

patiently till the horse had eaten its fill, and he then looked at one of
his watches, and it told him that it was ten o’clock, and lie then looked

at the other, and it as plainly shewed him that it was nine to the minute.

Kit knew how his watches went, and he accordingly guessed that the

truth lay between them ; so that he found he had but half an hour to

go a distance of four miles at least, to where he was to be married.
“ Kit determined if he was to break his neck in the attempt, that he

would be in Dublin to the minutp he had promised, so that the instant

he was on the horse’s back again, he began cutting, and whipping, and
spurring the beauty as hard and fast as his hands and legs would go—
his legs particularly were working as fast as the arms of a wind-mill on
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a stormy day. The horse was not at first disposed to resent any indignity

that was offered Co it, particularly after the good feed and the good drink
that it had got, so that it trotted on pretty quickly for half a mile or

so ; but Kit still continuing to whip and spur it, it first let on to him
by one or two kicks, that it was displeased ; but Kit not taking the
hint, it staggcd entirely. Kit lashed more furiously than he had done
before—the horse curvetted about the road—it reared—it pranced—it

kicked—it went in a circle round the same point fifty times. Kit leather,

.fid away with his long whip upon its ears, and nose, and the horse back,

ed and backed, until it at last left Kit back at Tim Divine's door, from
which he had started about an hour before ! *Tim was astonislfbd to see

the animal so soon coming back to him for. another feed ; but having
been informed by Kit of the way be had misbehaved towards it, Tim
became the interpreter for the poor dumb creature, and told the rider

that the best manner of managing it was to let it go as it liked.
“ Poor Kit resigned himself to his fate ; that he should be late at his

own wedding, he saw was inevitable
j
he was now too much tired to

walk, and with’ a sigh he flung the reins on the horse's neck, and en-

couraged it to proceed again towards Dublin. It set off a second time
from Divine's* door ; but ceased to gallop, to canter, or to trot—on it

went at a most discreet pace, and as Sober, and as melancholy as if it

felt sorry for disappointing him, or that it was travelling with myself to

a friend's funeral.
“ Kit could at last hear the town bells striking one o'clock—he was

at Island-Bridge, and within view of Dublin—he could see Patrick's

steeple pointing up into the sky, and looking as stiff and conceited, as

if it were rejoiced at the annoyance of a Papist, while the arches of
“ Bloody-bridge” seemed to be laughing to their full extent at the im-

pudence of such a young fellow riding into Dublin sipon no less a horse

than thft favourite pony of the parish priest of Leixlip ! So at least.

Kit was thinking, when the creature remembered that I always stopped

a day or two with Mrs. Robinson, a kind, good-body of a widow woman,
that lived at the end of the bridge. In there it plunged ; to the nar-

row little hole of a stable, never thinking of my friend Kit on its back,

and in entering the door, he was sw ept clean off its back, andlteft

stretched upon a dunghill, witli his nose, face, and hands, all scratched,

by the new-daslicd wall against which he had been driven*! He cursed,

but that he found did not cure his hands ; he swrore, but that he per-

ceived did not improve his appearance ; so that he soon desisted from

such modes of venting his passion ; and after washing bis bands, putting

a few plaisters on his face, rubbing the dirt off his small-clothes, and
coaxing the little horse out of the small stable, he again mounted, and
rode off for Dublin,—a far uglier, and less consequential personage,

than when be had cantered up the hill of Leixlip that morning.

“ Kit was now in Barrack Street—he was, at two o'clock, just four

hours after the stated time in the city !
‘ Now,' thought Kit to him-

self, e my troubles are at length all over, and I have only to make the

best apology I can for my unaccountable absence to my darling Mrs,

M'Gowran, that is to be my little bride—the wealthy Miss Nelly

Brangan that was* Such were Kit's thoughts, when he heard two
men talking behind Jiim

—

e< ‘ Paddy, isn't that tbahorse we were bid to be on the look-out for ?

'

,f * By dad, Dennis, if isn't, it's very like it ;—and do you see the

4
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follow that'* riding it ? He is miglity like the chap that was hung for

horse-stealing at the last assizes.*
" * So like, Paddy, that if it isn't him. I'd take my oath it's one of the

same gang. The horse, you know, is missing these five days ; and do
you see the patches on the robber's face—that's to disguise himself. A
decent dressed man wouldn't be in a fight, like one of us, Paddy, when
we get a sup in our head.*
“ ( Thtft's true for yon, Dennis ; and see, it has lob-ears, wall-eyes,

bald-face, and a docked tail;—it's the very horse. By my sowkins, we'll

seize him,—he's a robber.*
“ ‘ To%e sure we will, Paddy,—he's a robber, and an unchristian rob-

ber 4oo, to steal from a priest ! Knock him down, Paddy !'

“ f That I will, and welcome, Dennis!'
“ Kit was in the act of turning round to see a robber seized, when he

felt his arms grappled by two stout frieze-coated countrymen, who both
exclaimed in the same moment

—

f Where did you get the horse, you
robber ?

'

“ Poor stuttering Kit stammered out, 1 1—I—I—g—g—g—got it—
it—it—

•

“ c Where, you sacrilegious thief?'
(< * In L—1—1—Leixlip,' said Kit, after many minutes, and twisting

his tongue, like a ha'p'orth of tobacco, in his mouth, to make himself
understood.
u * Oh ! the villain, ' said Paddy, f he has confessed it.'

u ‘ Yes he has, the scoundrel,' exclaimed Dennis; ‘ and do you see the
confusion of the fellow—he can’t speak, he is so frightened at the
thought of being banged. Drag him off the horse, and take him to the
police office.'

“ In a minute Kit 1 was torn from the horse. A crowd collected around
him, who were immediately informed by Paddy and Dennis, that they
had seized a robber, who had e stolen a priest's horse, and was going to
sell him in Dublin.' Poor Kit Mas instantly assailed by tlie mob—his
two watches dragged out of his fobs—his new coat torn to pieces—his
little hat kicked to nothing—and his pantaloons covered with mud.
Several times he attempted to say that he had got a loan of the horse

;

hut the people were in too great a rage to attend to his stuttering, and
he was dragged into the police office. Paddy and Dennis preferred a
charge of horse-stealing against him ; and he was such a dirty-looking
blackguard, that the police officers at once hand-cuffed him, advised him
to plead guilty, and removed him into the bleck-hole, where he passed
the night

!

“ Put this did not end the misfortunes of unlucky Kit MfGowran ; for
Miss Nelly Brangan, after inviting all her friends to a wedding dinner,
and a large evening party, was determined that they should not be dis-

appointed. She waited patiently for Kit until the dinner was dressed,
and then—bestowed her hand and fortune upon one of her neigh-
bours, a Mr. James Devoy, who was to be bridesman to Kit; but
who, in his absence, resolved to discharge those duties for which Kit
had been particularly engaged.
“ This, my young friends, I hope will be a warning to you. Never bor-

row a priest's horse, lest you should lose by the loan, a wife, a fortune,
your liberty, two watches, and a new coat."

3
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THE TWO DAYS AT PARIS.

The first shock has passed away, and Louis Philippe’s throne is still stand-
ing ; but would it be any better thap the boldness of a blind, rash mind,
to affirm that the second will not shake it to its foundations ? If the
advanced guard of Liberty be so powerfqk what can resist the courage
and numbers of the main body. If from fifteen hundred to two thou-
sand “veterans of tweTity,” for the space of two days, could defy, and
for a time foil the immense military force directed against them, then
what calculation would express the insignificance of the chancqp of
despotism against the whole French nation ? In the heart of Paris, sur-

rounded by a population paralyzed into indifference, by the total unex-
pectedness of the insurrection—witli scarce any concert—with no arms,

but such as those detached posts stormed by them could supply—a hand-
ful of boys, commanded also by hoys, braved, for two days, forty thou-
sand soldiers of the line, twenty-two thousand National Guards, with
cavalry and artillery, led on by generals who have entered half the capi-

tals of Europe as conquerors. What a notion must we not entertain of

their gallantry, devotion, and skill ! What a charm is there in the name
of liberty that can inspire such efforts'! In the First Revolution, when
France precipitated twelve hundred thousand men to the frontiers, her

existence, as a nation, was at stake. A horde of ferocious barbarians,

breathing slaughter in manifestoes from which every man of humanity
recoiled in horror, were about to invade her soil, w ith the avowed pur-

pose of imposing, at the point *>f the bayonet, tyranny thirsting for

revenge ; but^ there is much reason to believe, with the real one of dis-

membering her, as they had a short time before dismembered Poland.

Freedom, also, in addition to its natural sweetness, possessed all the

charms oftnovelty, and all the diffusion of an epidemic. A sacred visita-

tion had touched them. But here, though we will endeavour very

rapidly to show* that the real difference lay only in the stages of feeling,

and not in its. radical nature or probable issue, yet circumstances were

by no means so favourable. The samo obvious necessity did not exist

to silence doubts, and give to reflection the energetic instinct of self-

preservation. Austria is arming, Prussia is arming, the advanced post

of Poland has been stormed, the Italian flank of the Holy Alliance has

been covered by the complete extinction of liberty in that country ; and
the spirit which enabled Napoleon, from that base of operations, to maxch
cm Vienna, has been perfectly suppressed ; but yet the danger is remote.

There is no treaty of Pilnitz as yet concluded—there is no Austro-Prus-

sian army on the frontiers—no Duke of Brunswick has issued a procla-

mation—vbut, above all, the death of Casimir Perier, and the notorious

feebleness of his successors, had rendered, as it seems to us, almost cer-

tain the appointment of a Ministry Anxious for the national honour, and
possessing energy to meet a conjuncture in which boldness and decision

are mere vulgar prudence. These circumstances, along with the prox-

imity of the late revolution, of which the lava was not quite cooled, ren-

dered the people of Paris willing to give Louis Philippe another chance,

and indisposed them to a rising at this particular moment, The Two
Days undoubtedly show a want ofvprudenc#-of due estimation of men's'

feelings ; but who, worth the name of man, will not pardon something to

the cause ? Who will not he touched by the youth, the bravery, and
the generous spirit of those actors, whose fault was but the excess of

honourable feeling ? It is difficult not to pfprticipate in the emotions
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which the actual sight of their heroism called up. “ I saw them,” says

an eye-witness, u fighting with an energy and determination, yesterday,

which made all of them appear heroes. They Btormed almost every

guardhouse in Paris, and succeeded in taking all the muskets, sabres,

and ammunition that they found there. It was chiefly with these that

they fought in the streets. It is not to be expected that such high-

spirited men will sit down qu&^ly under defeat.”

We know that by persons n*om whom better things might be hoped,

these scenes are represented as a Carlist insurrection, or mere insu-

lated movements of a few'# frantic enthusiasts. But he must be very

regi^dless of the progress of opinion,—very incapable of estimating the

irritating influence of degrading conduct on a people like the French,

of whom it is a literal truth to say, that they prefer honour to a thousand

lives, and forgetful of the circumstances of these very days, if he can

continue to regard them as any other than the premature expression of

general feeling. Carlists may have mingled .in it, and considering the

contemptible nature of that fin tion, they may extm with perfect .safety

have been employed as tools by the Revolutionists ; hut to treat this as

a Carlist scheme, argues a degree of innocence upon which Louis Phi-

lippe's police could scarcely calculate. Sifted of every particle of truth

that could be excluded, as the Government accounts are—for it is almost

unnecessary to remind the reader, that all the opposition Journals were
suppressed—yet so palpable is the real State of things, that notwithstand-

ing all the zealous mutilation they have undergone, its real features can

he distinguished. We see it was an unexpected explosion of national

discontent, a premature outbreak of opinions shared by the mass of the
people, though not as yet in all their intensity. This is plain from the

reluctance of the National Guards to act, from the notorious tardiness

of their turning out at the word of command, and from the fact that

of 100,000 men, no more than 122,000 at this awful conjuncture did

eventually take any share in the proceedings. Even of these, it would
seem, the majority belonged to the neighbourhood of Paris. f( Few
National Guards,” says the person already referred to, “took part against

the people. They had no taste for drawing their swords upon their fel-

low citizens.” But if there be any doubt on this subject, let the reader
recall the policy pursued by Louis Philippe siuce his accession, let him
put himself into the situation of a true Frenchman ; and whether he he
a lover of freedom, or a Tory acknowledging that the French people

woyld naturally look with anxiety to their mere security, he must feel

that they have ample cause for alarm. Disregarding all considerations

of honour, which, nevertheless, in dealing with the feelings of this nation,

arc of the greatest moment,—forgetting the infamous treachery that

ruined Poland,—forgetting also the blustering insolence, and then the
sneaking meanness in the case of Italy, along wdth the Ancona expedi-
tion, which would be the very apex of ridiculous policy, were not our
contempt in some degree suspended by wonder at its unintelligible na-
ture ; let him look round the* Continent of Europe, and see what ally

will France have in the cAse of an invasion. IVill she have one man
to welcome her troops in Italy,'" when Austria m total defiance of the
principle of non-intervention, has had perfect leisure to weed out every
individual of manly feeling.^When Dm oonduct *f the french ministry
too, by their wretched boasting, has called out the friends of liberty

from their hiding places, only to make them be picked off by Austrian
riflemen with the greater precision ? Never did any Government take
more effectual step^ to hetray every man who possessed the slightest
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community of feeling or interest with it, and perhaps never did nation

exhibit at the same moment more astounding proofs of incapacity, as if

to deprive itself of even the miserable character of ability in knavish-

ness. Europe has seen it with amazement submit to the fiiht Austrian

intervention, just after it had pompously pronounced the system of non- >

intervention, and resent the second, by sending a body of troops sufficient

only to make it ridiculous. The Italian patriots must be unfit Jot the

ordinary business of life, not to speak of th$*egeueration of a country,

if they compromise themselves by the slightest intercourse with that

force, or place the leas# reliance on a ministry capable of such policy.

When the matter comes an issue,—that is, when tho<e soldiers bpvc
been witnesses to the last outrages of the principles which placed th&ir

master on the throne,*—there will not be a man there who would provide

a billet for a French trooper, should*that country become the theatre of

war.

The same policy Will be pursued towards Germany. Every liberal of

spirit and talent will be encouraged to cpme forward, until Prussia and
Austria have secured every person who could be of the slightest service

to the cause of freedom. - ^
As to Poland, if there be truth in assertions made in the face or the

world, and, as far as we know, never reflated,—perhaps denied would be
the correcter terni^-^perfidy was,added to deeper misconduct, which ingra-

titude had already made of a dye stffficiently dark. We know that per-

sons will talk of non-intervention, but waiving the \iolation(bf this prin-

ciple by the despots of the Holy Alliance, it ever seemed to us a policy

full of danger and injustice^ Frwice, circnmstancgd as she is. It might

be very well to assert it, if there wereujfome great overruling power in the

heart of Europe, to control and punish all deviations from it ; but when
those who alone possess the requisite power are the vefy states which are

likely to violate it, does it not appear somewhat too generous a re-

liance on tlicir disinterestedness to expect that they will upply the rod^

to their own shoulders ? People of plain understanding would deem it

rather preposterous to app^pl from the accomplice to the accessary, or

demand that the robber should do justice on the thief. But doubtless,

should Nicholas resume ^he invasion of France, which Poland delayed,

Louis Philippe might v^y wisely humour the Russian bear before the

Austrian wolf. It is right to calculate on such things. It is also pro-

bable that these despots, flushed too, as one of them is, by the* blood of

Poland, will permit a kingdom to remain which holds out to her sub-

jects the most tempting exhortation to revolt ; which establishes—aiS&

in a people that has always exercised immense influence over continen-

tal opinion-**-* prineij^e of, the most decided and activeKestility to tlieir

authority. Their aftect^dht^must be strongly inclined towards it by the

additional considerations? that it has already projected Belgium into an

independent orbit, and is the re$k spring of those demonstrations in

Germany which full o&peril to^egitimates,

The mean position of the Jfr^ch G^emment in the eyes of foreign

states might have rane palliation, if it were employed to purchase do-

mestic peace. But th>e policy of Louis Philippe is of a piece at home and**

abroad. Arbitrary ^oceedingSj^p^secutions of the press, and intestine

war, are its rriiits. ^be^consetapnce. is^& general discontent. JThe
people finding that its government crouches to Austria and the Carnsts,

that it may be terrible to them jr and taught by that broad., rude, but

unerring common rule that belongs to a people, that their liberty is

periled by the successive ruin' of every person in foreign countries from
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whom thfey could expert assistance in cade of a general movement
against them, begin to contemplate their situation with ala^m an&vdj&r'

gust, but are willing to change measures, if possible,^ without a ^hahgo
of dynasty*. This Seems the state of France, and the late insurrection

is one of the breaker^ that precede the storm.

Both parties may, from it, gather excellent lessons, for their future

conduct. Louis Philippe; jiow that the gulf, on the edge of which he

has been playing his “ faflhstic trick*,” has-been revealed to him, may
retrace his steps, and endeavour to assume a policy racrre in accord,

anca with the wishes of, his subjects, their hdhour, their security, and
lii&own professions. We own, however, that the measure we have tgken
of* his diameter is radically wrong, if he show* himself anything but a

true Bourbon. The steps taken subsequent to tin? insurrection, the de-

claring Paris under martial law, the determination to try by court--

martial offences committedprevious to its establishment, the seizure of

the journals, and the rest of the proceedtoig#*are edheeived in theSineal

spirit of tyranny. Will one ,of the %brasrest, freest, and proudest na-

tions in t%e world submit to him ? No, ncver4 >

bypm the Two Days, the French patents will perceive the folly of con-

spiracies marching too fast for the mass of 4hc population. The
day of conspiracies has passed W,tind given place to open legal combi-

nation. To succeed, it is simply necessary that thd people he aware of

what is going on, that a community^ feeling, by discussion, continued

for a certaitiglime, be established among them,—that they he separated

from their enemies, and know whom -to trust and whom to fear,—then,

possessing a strength which is superior to* %11 resistance, by a general

movement they overthrow despotjgrn at once. This was the course pur-

sued before the Three Days. Every' man understood the real state of

things :—he saw the stakes, and the parties that played for them—an
isolated Government, and an united people. One concert governed the

whole nation ; the ordinances werU*putflislfcd, and (’liarles X. fell. But
r,
1hll was the reverse on the last occasion. There was little previous dis-

cussion, no concert, no broad gcneraj^fUeliiut; and therefore, when the

explosion took place so suddenly, it was quite unintelligible to the bulk.

_
of the people. They doubted, tliey^Jicsitated. and at last they acted

against the very men by whose side they woqja have shed their heart's

blood had they been prepared for the occasioh. Conspiracies in the

present state .of the world are suspicious. They generally argue either

bad objects, or weak heads on the part of those who form them.*Know-
ledge has changed the face of politics, ana made general discussion and
the general will, the lever of liberty. Let theTrcnch form political

unions. Let tHftm expose the shuffling meaijjiess^f their Government,
its perfidy, its incapacity, i£s arbitrary spam 5, and either it or Louis '

Philippe must be changed. They cannot surtdy fdll tojsercen e the man-
ner in which we, by political uniofl|, broke the Tofy mind. It is an
example worthy of imitation, '^Jjtose capital ^adv&nj^ges belong to that

course. It effects change by tjtyp forefrra opiniqp alone, without vio-

lence or bloodshed. * It clearly separates both partes into two masses,
1 and exhibits at once the immense disparity of ^ir strength. It gives

the people all that they want, concert and 4>rep^ption,^pnd makes the

nation feetas a single indi^ual ; aq^pastlywit^stroy^the supports of
despotism, for by general discussion continue* forborne time, the nobler *

feelings of the soldiers prevail, and le army is melted into universal
enthusiasm. Honour therefore, and gAtHudeJo thq* man who, a few
years since, conceived and established tiie system

.
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MEPHISTOPHELtes amu tjujs student.

SffVD. I strive toi penetrate the cloud in rain,

For power of thinking leaves the o’er-wrouglit brain.

The mighty city^s feu4hM,as this 100 room,

t
Wliere piy fai&t taper"Scarcely breaks the gloom.
AH—-All is still, as if this feverish land
Ware cherish'd by a firm, paternal hand

;

Yet, wh^i the sun casts his first level beams
On dewy uplands and their silver streams—
The biid first stirs it in the nightly screen,

Where still tire russet mingles with the green

—

The crested plover with elastic gak
Again struts churming round hislAiorous mate—
From broken cfarpums an outraged throng will start,

With vengeance rankling in each manly heart

;

While those^who waked the teApest, bend before

The awful omen of its coming roar.

Would some far-sighted spirit at my call

Arise JNI0 shew me where the bolt will fall 1

Would, even.4ftp demon, n mad career
- Led liquorish FauStus.—

* ;** * At

Mepii. ( Tapping him onRflie shoulder,) Gently 1 I am here.

Stud. And who art thou? Just Heavens! it is the same.
Passionless eyeftg}pw ^ith unholy flame ;

The narrow forehead's furrow’d with des|lhir ;

Long upward ears, fade nail his frizzled hair ;

Mocking the presage of his brow austere,

T|jp sensual goat-lips quiver with a sneer ;
*

The nose depressed, the broad uncJovcu chin,

And the cheeks gpffe^ouJ»with the table’s sin

;

A narrow chest, -wi Ih swelling paunch which joins.

And spindle shanks wedded to rounded loins

—

The fiend of mockery lust untamed
Is here, heforo my wish is fully framed.

Detested wiytch I Ill’s latest subtilest birth !

Still does ttypf;presenedtoad the groaning earth 3

MePH. I leave the earth ! Iffpleases me too well.

Tate® and insipid are the vaults of hell.

Our tortures lose their former piquancy

;

* Wp’ve lived so long together we agree

:

And oufNlelight in fiendish caterwauling

Grows faint, nor seeks relief in angry brawling.

While harejra daintiest luxury is cloying $
*

itMen talk q|r>ridding while their^im’s destroying—

.

Bacft views hiueighbour’s structure with a frown,

Then leaves hisown in haste to tear it down

;

The other, on thejeif dime errand bound,

Couriers his foe&Nnym the Neutral ground

;

To work'tfmr gtwKkks, cu4b, and beastly biting

Exhaust them : they’ve forgot why they were fighting.

Oh 1 lusty sight for sud| as me
The foily*bf those six feet babes to see.

<*8ince tefcslwiml globs tt£Cnt spinning from the hand
Of itslcrettorafew I*ni$fcnown cotta stand

;

Their trifains pmglif the vertigo, and along
They reeled right meMly, with drunken song

;

Np;y kissing, mfqjching now, grand actions scheming,

Valh and ttfegilegr ^§,jvarm maiden's dreaming.
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Stub. And is thy falcon eye so much at fault ?

Think’st thou that Time’s great march is but a halt 'r
1

Dream’st thou that from the flame in which all things
Hoar into smoke, no fire-eyed phoenix springs ?

Thou can&t not aid me if thy hounded view
Sees not destruction generate things new,
And the astounding elemental strife

Tear but away what would obstruct new life.

Me pit. I like youv creed :—.’tin pretty -close allied
To that which drew old Faustus to my^side.
Were T but sentimental, ^ could sigh
O’er our mad nights of waggish re\elry.

He ponder’d long like you with pensive looks.
O’er strange machines and cumbrous musty books;
But, wearied of tlicir emptiness, his chain
Ho broke, and sought the fresh green uorld again.
He leagu’d himsqjfwith me, and my wild gladness
Soon banish’d from his brow each troee of sadness.
From realm to realm we loved ; andVvci y wheie
Turning things topsy-tuny, mock’d despair.

* Order’s a solemn, dull, and tiresome thirig ;

4

But, in confusion, meirimcntdjjites wing ;

And lie who soars with her tame fools clerics.
While endless luughtGd$fetyikc&> his jollf^idcs.
Permit me of my ait to shew a sample

—

gage my head you follow his jftlMsilfle.

Stud. Faustus was sad at times-.— .

Mepii. I had forgot
Until 1 winded out each bahy thought
That twined, like himining ivy, tound his mind.
He would relapse at tunes ; and sadly blind
To hit/ own good, and nursing human pain.
Frame brave resolves to be a fool again.

Stud. Then he became as you—— V #

Muru. WoArifle time.
Darkness disperses—morn is in its pAme.
The freshness of the dawn will do you good.
And the cock’s clarion stir yopr sluggish Jblooil.

Stud. Your grinding tectli give your fafg words the lie.

You would evade my question—Fiend, reply

J

Tfrll me how Faustus died ?

MErir. £ike other fools M
In sage observance of right godly rules.

Stud. False as thou art, for once thou’st spqjca the^ftruth.

Meph. “ False,” (t Fiend,” and “ yar,” pxSIty words in sooth
My friend, when you convdSSfc with gentlemen.
Use language more polite. If thutt^gain '

You seek to move my ^£&per, I uPjjart
And leave you to your own to^bifey heart.
Like some great statesman, both to foes an$ ft&nds,
I tell each truth that’s like to serve my endl.
Listen ! I knew a lad, whodid inherit
Kindly affections ttd a dariiur spirit
Thoughts that could question, fancies wa{ cOttld soar,
A face not beautiful, yet such |s bore

“

The express image of the inner man.
He loved a maid—bear with ran—
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Though your averted look disgust displays,

I needs must laugh at my own sounding phrase
lie loved a maid, with tresses dark as night.
Parting above a brow of dazzling white.
With every thought that stirred her gentle frame,
ller colour eloquently went and canic ;

The lustrous love that from her eye would flee,

Next moment changed to merry mockery

;

In girlish ecstacy she gambolled round,
A thing of air that trade not on the ground.
You’ve read the human heart

:
perhaps ran tell

How the fool yielded to her magic spell.—

Such things are past my knowledge. But 1 know
She wedded with another, and the blow
ltuin’d his peace forever. In the round
Of > ice he sought it, but he never found.
At last he sagely turn’d to musty lore,

And smiling nursed the canker in his core.

Stud. Peace, fiend!

Meph. Not yet—the challenge was your own ;

Beneath my truths your soul shall wince and groan.

Now, mark me further. Still that love you hold
With warmth,Eternity can Hot make cold:

While she regardless of you—fancy free,

R’en lovelier in hr^nxatron dignity

Than in her flush-df youth, secs at her hoard
Pi vc comely striplings and her warrior lord.

And now prepare to hearken to a tale

Will turn your grey lot^s white. I know jour frail

And silly race can bear to lose a love,

But not to know her worthless. Your bright, dove
This very night hath sought another nest

;

By a young beardless stripling she’s caressed.

The world’s cold sneer chafes sons alike and sire,

And her curl’d darling dies to glut their ho.

Stud. Oh, God! Oh, God!

What 1 He who loved the rays

Of truth, thus weakly fainting ’neath its blaze ?

The red Simoom’s behind, whose arid glow
Shall wither every thojigli^ofjoy you know.
Love is the baby’s plftything ; man relies

In his ripe years on manly sympathies.

He seeks the strengthening converse of a mind
Noble in principle, in thought refined

—

Of beluga to whom thoughts and powers arc given

That like a village-steeple point to heaven

:

Point—hut ne’er reach it. Human goodness seems

To our sharp ken like evanescent dreams.

One friend you had whose bounty unconfincd

Scattered its largess as the liberal wind
Of Autumn strews the brown leaves in your path :

Yet he destroyed your, fortune—not in wrath

—

But by a grasping selfishness when want
Knock’d at his door, and his rich means grew scant.

Another was all purity—he would
Controul each feeling, and he sternly good :

And he, though love’s fair flowers endow’d his cot,

Tasting the wine-cup, dwindled to a sot.

A third

Stud.
2 Kvoi. r.

Oh ! hide his fate—in mercy spare!
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Mevh.

Stud.

Mepii.

SfUD.

Mepii.

Stud.

Mepii.

Mephistopheles and (he Student .

Mercy my nature knows not. As the air

Feels not the odour that it wafts away,
1 cannot feel the pangs my words convey.

Enough 1 I would hut teach you that in lies

Is found the only happiness you prize—
That the fond sage, like passion’s veriest slave,

Finds all his happiness in visions brave.

Lust is one rich throb, virtue is another,

Like as one rosy cloud is to its brother.

When first the spring in loveliness has broke
O’er earth, each weed is glorious as the oak :

When wintcr
#
o*er the earth has cast its blight.

The thistle’s wither’d stem offends the sight.

So man or woman in the budding spring

Is a voluptuous and a beauteous thing ;

But when the sinews shrink the blood grows cold,

Peevish and hateful are the silly old

Your glorious youth like the broad Rhine doth pass

To ooze in driblets through a dull morass.

What maddening power is in his eloquence.
Which chains my reason while it shocks my sense ?

His sneer repels—his dark eye fascinates

;

And, like the serpent on the bird that waits.
He stands expectant till my falteringword,
Drunk and bewilder'd, claims him for my lord.

To you I speak not as to common men ;

Once have you ’scaped my lure, and would again.

I claim you as my equal. You have tasted

The Dead Sea fruit of vice—-beauteous but blasted ;

Experienced grown, I offer you the joy
The only one that’s lasting—.to destroy.

Leaden I I follow.

For the Devil’s sithe
The ripe world nods—we’ll labour and be blithe.
All Europe’s bent upon a desperate game,
lake minerals fermenting into flame,
Whose subterraneous billows shake the plain.
And topple down palace and fort like grain,
When the mad wind roars o’er the awe-struck world—
Or, from the apex of some mountain hurled,
In fiery torrents or in dusty death,
Whelm every creature that draws vital breath

—

The nations fretted cankered with oppression,
Mature revenge ’gainst tyranny’s transgression.
Degraded by long years of slavery.
It is not in their nature to be free.
The sea-beach where kings sought to plant their seat
Has run to quicksand ’neath their trampling feet s

The sluggish and absorbing mass they’ve made,
Will suck them in with all their vain parade.
But when the people’s vengeful tocsin chimes
’Twill punish crime by fiercer bloodier (firimes.
At home—

-

I hear thy rushing wings at hand,
Fiend ! settle down upon my native land.

I felt a restless mood at fall of night,
And like a hat wheel’d ’mid the thickening light.
Above the setting sun, purple and gold,
Thick clustering clouds in massy volumes roll’5

;

1
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Beneath, their reflex on the heaving sea
Lay like the pillars of eternity.

’Twas silence save when ocean’s viewless swells.
Broke with light tinkling among tiny shells.

I hover’d o’er the billowy hills of Spain
Where stilet and guitar alternate reign

—

Germany whence etcnial pipe-fumes rise,

In dense and whirling eddies to the skies,

—

France, too, that land of restless hot-brain’d fools.

Whose cannon—their sole argument—ne’er cools

;

Where night and noon a ceaseless noise pervades
Of musquetry and rising barricades,—
And every where ’mid twilight’s drowsy rest,

I found hate festering in the human breast.

These veering beings suit not my great ends.

Who cuff to-day and are to-morrow friends :

Here on this sea-girt isle I rest my wing
Where mischief once a-foot takes its full swing.
Long have your factions muster’d for the fray

:

The youngest babe will find it last his day.
The long despised and trample^ multitude
Are frenzied with oppression—wild and rude ;

Your rampant nobles with their swords alone.

Would guard that veil which hides their power—the throne

;

The “ middle-class ” which thinks itself perfection,

Sees *inid the burly with, Unfeign’d dejection,

It’s wealth, its only idol, melt away:
And as the vile dross melts, ’neath the same ray,

Its patriotism withers and declines.

The lurid light of civil contest shines
'

Prospective o’er the land ; which, in hush’d wonder,
Breathless aud sultry, listens for the thunder.

The sickly frame of your brave constitution

Long pining, nears convulsive dissolution :

The Iuav lias loosed its hold on every mind

;

Your Monarch’s weak and changeful as the wind ;
'*

Your Ministers still strive their acts to frame.

By that which lives no longer save in name.
Soon will the impatient people’s red right hands
Grapple each other’s throats, and draw their brands

;

While, ’mid the desolation, overhead

In the blue sky, my quivering wings I spread

The fitting lark of this most glorious day
And gladly shriek a wild and witching lay,

That shall appal, y^t mad them to the fray.

( The crowing of cocks is heard without, and rattling of the

first market carts along the street. Countryman sings
.

)

When the dark thunder cloud

Broods o’er the land,

Firmly ’tis grasp’d

By a fatherly hand.
The temple down batter’d,

The pavement may strew,

But CTie air is refresh’d,

And the flowers spring anew.

Stud. The nightmare phantom fades in morning's light,

And with him dies the madness of the night.

Forgive, just God, my impious fever dreams

!

Bathe my hot brow in truth’s composing streams!

And, when the approaching tempest rattles o’er,

Teach me to wait the issue and adore

!

2 k 2
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A TALE OF SHEFFIELD. >

THE STORY OP GRYSELLE I>

In that year of the last century, which was fatally distinguished by

the promulgation of Sir, Robert Walpole’s general scheme of excise,

Wadham D was the master of a pretty large manufactory in

Sheffield. It stood at the upper end of a croft which formed j>art of the

well known Castle-Hill, and before it was a gentle fall, whereon the

grass, notwithstanding the soot which fell upon it, retained a continual

freshness. At the foot of this fall, and nearly at the point where the

streams of the Sheaf and the Don mingle together, Wadham 1)

had erected a dwelling for himself, his daughter Gryselle, and his son

Guisnes, who composed the whole of his household. The manufactory

of Wadham 1)—— was the object of suspicion to the whole town

;

and as it might naturally be supposed, he himself, from some cause or

other being generally shunned and hated, that suspicion took a colour

and character most fatal to the tranquillity of the whole family. It was
remarked by the workmen, that the wares which they made had no
names ; they were to be sure, like dibbers and spades, hoes and rakes,

but they were simply called by numbers ; and, as it was shrewdly ob-

served, they could noU be made for the* culture of Christian earth, but

to cast up, in large quantities, the dry light soils of distant Pagan lands.

The master of the manufactory, however, pursued his course ; neither

ho nor His cliildrdh mingled ill any way with the ordinary sports or
business of the town ; and it was remarked, that his only* pleasure

seemed to be sitting by the streams which bounded his dwelling, breath-

ting forth clouds of tobacco smoke, and uttering, at intervals, strange

foreign curses against the air and soil of England. Wadham D —

—

gqjpveyed the produce of his workshops, in the third week of every
^jftioon, to some port, on the west side of the Island. His pack-horses

usually returned after an absence of ten days, so that it was generally

known his wares had no distant journey. #On these occasions they came
back laden witlj small casks of sugar, a kind of black berries, and the pro-

duce of distant lands. These casks of sugar were the beginning of much
strife and sorrow to Wadham D — and his two children. It has already

been noticed that he was beset by a general hatred ; and it may be
added, that dislike appeared so naturally to arise in the minds of the
$pung, who could not have entertained any sinister prejudice against

him, that a child was never known to approach him of its own will, nor
a dog to fawn upon him, though he offered the animal ever so many
messes of pottage. In person he was tall, but Reared to be weakly

;

his features were strictly regular, but every one declared that his co'un-

tenance was hideous. lie was said to be forty-three years of age, yet
his bare, burned, and furrowed brow and cheeks declared that he had
numbered the days of a patriarch. Gryselle, whose person Mras still

more remarkable and contradictory, will be afterwards described.
One summer’s night, (it was after a quarrel of unusual animosity had

taken place between Wadham D and some of itis neighbouring
townspeople,) an occurrence took place which let loose' at once the
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floodgates of popular dislike, and swept away the master and the manu-
factory together# Boys and girls, and other half-educated people, little

and gfeat, generally look upon injuries done to bad people, or to their
enemies in particular,^ with a half-satisfied conscience. So it was with
the children and their parents, who lived in little dwellings around
Wadham D- 'g shops. The urchins drove nails into his casks of.

sugar, and if, by a successful act of piracy, they could carry home a
small lump or two, the ill-judging mothers seldom remembered that a
commandment had been broken, or that they, the guardians of their off-

spring, had smiled on the commencement of cpme, whose goal was dis-

grace, ruin, and perhaps death. On the night alluded to, a crowd of
youthful pilferers had made a gap in the sides of a cask larger than*any
which had been seen before. They were engaged in a noisy scramble,
when suddenly a shrill scream issued at once from their little clear

throats, and the contents of every apron fell to the ground as they drew
back affrighted. So unusual an occurrence presently brought all the dames
from their evening toils, and each anxious mother half out of breath, de-

manded of her little one what was the matter. “ See,” they exclaimed,

each pointing.with tiny fingers, “ see, mother, the hand of

The women drew cautiously near, and directing their eyes to something
which lay on the ground in the midst of the children, gave, in their turn,

a loud cry of horror, and ran off, followed by the entire party. As
might be supposed, the men were quickly summoned ; and presently the

smithies were deserted, and crowds of men, with hammers and other

tools still clenched unwittingly in their brawny bauds, surround-

ed the place. “ What scare is this ?” they demanded ; when a boy, more
daring than his fellows, pressed his way between their legs, and pointed

to the hand of a man, half hidden in yellow sugar, as it lay on the-

ground. They took it up ; and one of them held if out, wi|fc averted

face, between his finger and thumb. “ It is the hand of a man,—the

Wry fingers and hand of a man and fellow-creature,” said Allan Ditcli-

field. “ I know it well ; see here, comrades, are the cuttings of the

band which lias been bound round the wrist ; the thumb here is stark;

and, look ,ye, these two fingers have been masht up, with some tool or

other " As he said this, the faces of his brother workmen gathered 'a

frown darker than the sweat of labour which hung upon them, and many
an arm unconsciously raised Ho its shoulder the hammer or the axe,

which, in the sudden alarm, had been carried from the, forge. “ Bless

you, this is nought continued Allan ;
“ I have seen twenty such hands,

when I was in the Indjees, lying on a bit of grass not bigger than a

quoit race. When they pull the poor blacks up with their triangles, if

the sun should burn hot and long upon 'em, the bones crack, and they

part at the shoulders and wrists, like bands strained and scorched, and

down they come upon the ground, dead and quiet.” A thrill of horr'or

ran through the assembled workmen ; they spoke not to each other ; but

they looked in one anther’s faces, and, on a sudden, as if actuated by

one common impulse, they whirled their hammers in the air, and giving

one loud hurrah, ran off in a body to the manufactory of Wadham
]) . Presently the narrow Sheaf was burdened with broken casks,

and the deeper and broader Don carried down with its ample current

all the merchandize which the last train of pack-horses had brought.

It may be well to explain how it happened, that a body of men, them-

selves suffering tnany of the hardships which the poor natives of Guinea

undergo in the islands of the Western Ocean, so suddenly felt them-
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selves called up, wildly yet honestly, to shew their indignation against

Wadham D—. They concluded, of course, that if he were not him-

self the accursed owner of slaves, it was from them and their forbidden

toil that he drew all his wealth ; and for aught they knew, some of the

nameless instruments which he made might have severed the hand which

they found from a body already tortured. The workmen, in the times

alluded to, were also taught, that it was a gentle craft to work in iron

and steel ; and, inasmuch as mere doctrinal and preceptive teaching was

less in fashion in those days than the present, and honest broad princi-

ples of general benevolence and universal fraternity, were preached by

the public ministers of instruction, so the apron men of Hallam cared

littK for the consequences of an act, which, however it might be con-

demned by the law, would be acquitted in their own consciences..

WadhamD— disappointed the fears of his enemies in the manner

in which he resented the outrage on his property. He assumed the air

of a man who had suffered the martyrdom of a fair fame, and who scorn-

ed to reply to the false or captious charges of a slanderous or Ignorant

world. It is not known that he made any judicial complaint whatever.

Upon the coming of the next moon, however, many days before the ful-

ness of her light invited the owners of the carrying horses and mules to

ascend the hills in the cool and quiet time of night, troops of unknown
conductors and their beasts entered the town. On the following morn-
ing, all the strangely shaped instruments of agriculture, and curiously

wrought irons, beneath which the floors of the warerooms groaned, were
gone ; the tools used in their manufacture were gone also, or destroyed.

The workmen came at Jheir accustomed»hour, and found the doors open

to receive them ; but the aids of their craft,—the furnace, the anvils,

and the presses, wherewith they used to fashion things of which they

knew not^the nam6s, had disappeared, or lay in useless fragments on
th

'
ground.

L

The father, the daughter, and the son departed at the same time, and
having few acquaintances whom they cared to tell of tlieir migration,

and still fewer friends who would complain they had not been bade fare-

well, they speedily arrived at the new habitation which they had pro-

vided for themselves. In these days the skirts of the town were com-
posed of unfruitful commons, and beyond them, on the side which was
chosen for their abiding place, rugged and rocky grounds, interspersed

with dry and useless heaths, made a wild and solitary region, which even
at the present time astonishes the unaccustomed traveller ere he has left

behind him the smoke of the town’s fires. Within a few gun shots is

a low tenement, yet bearing on its dwarf wall an imitation of the tur-

retted roofs which were raised by the English gentry during the un-
happy time of the great civil wars. The windows which on either side

illumine the two principal apartments, are so contrived'that the morn-
ing sun may enter and gild the feet of the indweller. On one side are

seen a few buildings wherein to store the produce of the corn fields, and
on the other, some thin and stunted sycamores, which promise, but
give not shade. Before the house is a small reservoir, lined with the
stone which lies cold and bare all over* the surrounding grounds, and
which is kept continually full by exudation from the moors which lie

higher and beyond it. Behind all was a garden, now daimed and swal-
lowed up by the kindred waste, which was entered only by a small back
portal that opened from the house itself.

It is necessary, as it may afterwards appear, to be thus particular in
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the description of the dwelling chosen by Wadham D — , for himself
and Gryselle and Guisnes, his children. It is also proper that Gry-
selle, the heroine of the story, should be described as truly as pen can
describe that which owns no likeness in nature—no similitude amongst
the multitudinous changes and visions of the wildest and most daring
imagination. Gryselle had passed the twenty-third year of her life,

when her father abandoned the means of acquiring farther wealth, and
sought covert amongst the almost inaccessible, and certainly \insought
for wilds, within five miles of the town of Sheffield. Her person was tall,

and in the estimation of the million, most majestic. Her features were
inexpressibly regular, and charmed the sculptor, whose anxious care and
tempered chisels never produced the animation of a human fate so

matchless in form, so perfect in disposition. Her eyes were of the colour

of which invented words are silent. Some happy artists have fallen on
a poor resemblance of them, by giving to their pictured beauties large

deep black orbs, upon which* a bright light appears suddenly opened, and
suddenly, fiercely, and malignantly returned. Her bosom was that be-

coming a very young maiden, but her step was fearless and matronly.

An aged man who had looked upon her intensely for a few minutes, was
once heard to exclaim, “ Alas, fair maid, thou art a meteor which may
burn, but which cannot cherish ; all men will admire, none love thee

—

wonderful is thine outward working, within—empty, empty——heart-
less.” Such was Gryselle. Her brother Guisnes was her elder by a year

;

one of those men of even temper and chastened aspiration, who, if they

be not led through the travail of life appear absolutely to stand still.

Such, with one or two dull natives of the counjry, kept as serving men,
were the 6olc inhabitants of the lone house on the Dore Moors. The
seasons continued to chase each other, and the bosom of the earth was

soft and fruitful, hard . and sterile, as the rosy feet of spring, or the

harsh strides of winter passed over it
;
yet Gryselle witnessed the coming

and the departure of the sun without emotion. She stood erect on the

dark heath ; and the created world about her, and the endless chains of

beings by which she was surrounded, raised within her, nor wonder, nor

prayer, nor praise. Two years passed ; and the father, the son, and the *

daughter lived on, as trees of the unknown Indian forest, advancing to-
'

wards the last winter which would leave them sapless and leafless.

About this time, the Pretender, as the royal Prince Charles Edward
was called by some people, caused much uneasiness to George the Second

and his court at London. They had been advised not only of his pre-

sence in Scotland, but that many warlike lords, and wild clans of half-

naked men, inhabiting the borders of the two countries, were preparing

to fall on the low lands with shouts of war. Soon afterwards the central

and northern parts of the kingdom swarmed with the king's troops;

and General Wade, the favourite English officer of the time, pressed

forward with many regiments of foreign mercenaries, with the intention

of crushing at once, at whatever cost of blood, the infant rebellion.

Derby and the neighbouring country, lying nearly in the midst of the

kingdom, were filled with troops ; and it was in these districts that re- -

emits for sudden and limited service, were eagerly sought. In this de-

partment of the service, then immeasuzably more esteemed than in lat-

ter times, one Captain Monckland had the supreme direction. The fea-

thered cap and the light sword became this man; and -as he moved
about, gaily dressed in the trappings of his rank, the young men and

women followed him with gazing admiration, which seemed, as it were,
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drawn from them by a being possessed of some unknown strange power
of fascination. Monckton, by design or chance, found himself early

one morning with a few of his followers, before the long windows of

Gryselle's apartment. It is unamusing to trace the course of acquaint-

ance, affection, and passion, between two beings, from whom great events,

pregnant with good or evil, pain or joy, are destined certainly to pro-

ceed. Monckton and Gryselle met ; he was struck with the singularity

of her beauty ; he gazed, and the colour forsook his cheeks ; again he

looked, and awkwardly complaining that the sleeping winds of the moors
had chilled him, suddenly retired.

From that moment Gryselle was a changed being—a fire arose within

her* which all the tears of the world's sinners, all the dewB of heaven
could not extinguish. Hitherto she had been as a stranger on the peo-

pled earth, and wandered in the crowd of life, as one armed against the

pains, and despising the pleasures and sympathies, of mankind. But
now she was changed a fierce passion, sometimes falsely called by the

hallowed name of love, quickened her blood, maddened her pulse, and
moved her hitherto placid faceVith strange and changing expression.

Meanwhile, the beauty of the damsel haunted Monckton by day and by
night, and he bowed down to it in fear and adoration, as his imagina-

tion suddenly called up that first gaze, from which he had so suddenly,

and, as he now thought, unconsciously retired. lie remembered that he
was a soldier, and that the soldier’s libertine course, to see, to desire,

and to possess, had been his, in many a bloodless tent and field. Yet a

strange sensation—it was not respect, he would not acknowledge it was
fear—came upon him, whenever he thoqght of the maiden of the moors,

and he was careless to repeat his visit for some days. Without, how-
ever, any mental arrangement with himself to venture once more to the

cottage of Wadi 1am I) , Monckton, a second time, directed his

eyes towards the apartment occupied by Gryselle. She was tharo, and
had sat within it every minute, and hour, and day, which had elapsed

since Monckton first entered it, wasting and sickening with desire for

his return. As soon as she beheld him, she sprung out of the long win-
dow to the lawn, and welcomed him. Her hands seized his, she turned

her eyes hotly, for a moment, upon his face, hut, in the next, a sense of

the pride of her sex returned, and, retiring a pace or two, she saluted

her guest with the noble and stately courtesy common to the dames of

those days. The manner of his reception was not without instruction to

the gay and experienced Captain Monckton. His visits were repeated,

though at intervals ; and Gryselle was happy, if delirious and fevered

hope permit the desiring heart to taste of joy. The hinds about the cot-

tage were also blessed in the new being of Gryselle. She had hitherto

cared to speak to them only when some service required a word or two

;

but now, in the season of love, she bestowed on them kind salutations,

as they entered upon, or departed from, their daily toil. Once, as she
was pacing the little lawn,' from whence she could distinguish the ap.

proach of Monckton at the greatest distance, she observed one of her

labouring women striving, in the intervals of her work, to restrain the
wild gambols of a child At her side. Gryselle drew near, took up the
wayward infant, smiled upon it, kissed it, and pressing into its little

palm a small piece of gold, commended it to the love and care of its

mother. On this occasion only is it recorded, that the beautiful, the
dark-eyed Gryselle, betrayed an outpouring of " the milk of human
kindness."
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The few months of a summer passed away, during which the news im-

perfectly reached the sequestered moors, that Charles Edward and his fol-

lowers had entered Derby, and had quickly departed, without offering

insult or injury to its inhabitants. With the confirmation of this intel-

ligence, came the notice that the King's troops would presently fal]L back

on the south. Monckton himself, was the first to acquaint Gryselle

that the Government was anxious to relieve the loyal inhabltqnts of

Derbyshire from the pressure of the military billets to which they had

been subject, and would speedily disband or remove the army. The
maiden sickened at the news: the smile whigh had sometimes given

motion and life to her delicately formed mouth, was not seen again;

her eyes returned to their original expression, and her lover behefil,

once more, that remarkable aspect, still and cold as the look of a statue,

from which he had retired with shuddering and fearful admiration. She

knew that Monckton would depart with the troops, and she knew that.'

his departure, without the hope, nay, the certain promise of return,

would to her be death in it9 most abhorred form—death, lingering

yet certain. As the day approached on which the camp was to be broken

up, the deportment of Gryselle became most awful, and even frightened

the stolid retainers on the farm. Wadliam D himself, albeit un-

used to extend his inquiries, or bestow his sympathies on any human

ailment but those of mere physical suffering, could not help question-

ing his daughter, “ Why she did not use the nights for her proper rest,

as she was wont to do ; and why she had neither ears nor eyes for any

thing which wras said or presented to her ?” The day of departure at

length arrived,—Monckton appeared early to pronounce farewell ,* and

as none of the scanty household cared to cross Gryselle, they entered

the house, alone, and almost unnoticed. Contrary, however, to the

whispered expectations of the servants, they remained together nearly

the whole of the day. Before the evening, Wadham D > his son

Guisnes, and the whole household, with silent wonder and gratification,

beheld Monckton and Gryselle part from each other with embraces of

quiet and satisfied affection.

The lips of the maiden again deepened with the colour of life, her

eyes were once more turned from the mid air, or the earth, to living

objects ; but, as it -seemed, that she might still be as a mystery and a

wonder to all who beheld her, her tongue seemed to desert its office,—

her looks betokened ease enjoyed, and coming pleasure anticipated ; yet,

but forhousehold necessities, she spoke not a word either to man or woman.

The cold autumn, which blesses the moorland wastes, had some time

departed, when Gryselle, by an express post sent from the town, re-

ceived letters from Captain Monckton. Their contents, as it appeared

from her deportment, simply conveyed assurances of the fulfilment of

expectations before cherished, and neither unusual joy, nor singular de-

pression, followed their perusal. The night on which the post came

and departed, brought one of those early falls of snow which are com-

mon in the wild uncultivated heaths of the north. The whole of the

following day the white storm continued to fall gently on the ground ;

and, as is common, perhaps necessary on such occasions, the husband-

men and women remained sitting by the fire in dull and drowsy con-

t
verse, and the windows and the doors of the cottage were sealed. The

*

second night of the storm came on, and Wadham D—— arid his fa-

mily rose up and departed to their several chambers, as was their cus-

tom, without exchanging with each other greeting or blessing.
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£arly next morning, the silence of the moors was broken by horrid

cries of “ murder ! "—Murder ! murder ! resounded over the level waste,

and supernatural echoes repeated the fearful word a thousand times,

wide through the thousand acres of the surrounding heath. The near*

est acknowledged road from the scene of these dreadful exclamations,

was the beautiful path of the Abbey Dale, about two miles distant to*

wards .the east ; there, as it happened, where the snow had fallen in less

quantity, a straggling party of discharged soldiers were pursuing a toil*

some march to Sheffield. The alarm of blood, raised in the stillness of

the early morning, readied their ears, and the youngest and most vigorous

amongst them, turned aside to follow the sound. With dangerous la-

bour they pursued their course, and led upon the nearest track, by the

shouts which, at intervals, were still repeated, they rushed through the

open and unguarded doors, until they arrived at the little portal, which,

at the back of the dwelling, opened into the garden. Here were assem-

bled the affrighted beings, whose throats had trumpeted through the

waste the horrid cry of murder. In the midst of.them lay the corpse of

Wadham D — , his head reposing on the bloody knees of Guisnes,

who sat upon the ground, with naked feet and half-clad body, pressing

and soothing, in idiotic grief, the pallid forehead of the dead. Before,

him stood his sister Gryselle, dressed and furnished as if for a present

journey. Her eyes streamed tears as from overflowing wells, but her

bosom was motionless, and her closed lips parted not to burden the air

with one sigh.

The men who so strangely had been attracted to this scene of blood,

knew nothing of tho thoughts of horror and wonder which filled the

minds of the serving-men who stood around ; and like fellows accus-

tomed to witness or investigate the most horrible crimes, they busily

set about examining the murdered man, and the extraordinary circum-

stances under which his scarcely cold body had been discovered. They
found that he had been killed by a single blow, which had fallen on the

back part of his head, and had left a large and ghastly aperture through
which the stream of life had been rapidly exhausted. They observed that

the stroke of murder had not fallen upon him in the circle of blood

wherein he was found, but that he had received its full and mortal force

in a distant part of the garden. Droppings of gore, and marks of naked
feet, led them to the place of violence. Within a single pace of the

precise spot, -on which it seemed the body had first fallen, they found
the footsteps of a man. That these marks had been made by the homi-
cide, whoever he was, the sagacity of the whole party determined at

once. Presently the feet of all present were scrutinized by the strangers,

but the shape of none of them corresponded with the impressions left on
the snow ; and, as for Guisnes, who, still half-dressed, sat on the cold

snow, and, with vacant sadness, supported the head of his lifeless father,

he was not an object of suspicion with any one. From the garden, the.

accidental ministers of justice spread themselves through the house,

unimpeded by the affrighted servants. In a little while one of the party
hastily called out to his companions, and the disbanded soldiers pressed
into a chamber, from which, it appeared, a man had suddenly arisen.
“ Behold," said he, “ the instrument of death, and, I doubt not, part
of the very gearing of the murderer.” In the corner of the room which
was nearest the door, lay a large country-shaped axe or bill-hook, and a
pair of shoes fitting for a grown-up man. “ These,” continued the dis-
coverer, “ will we impound in the name of the. King, and may Heaven



send the innocent a speedy deliverance.'* They were quickly conveyed
from the misty chamber into the better light which the garden afforded

;

and the discharged soldiers presently delivered, as their unanimous ver-

dict, that the axe, which was still bloody, and retained on its uneven
edges some of the dead man's grey hairs, was the instrument of his

death, and that the owner of the shoes, which exactly corresponded with

the foot-marks before remarked, and which, moreover, had recently

been damped and stained by snow, belonged to the perpetrator of the
murder. The name of Guisnes D- * was now whispered from
one to another ; and, ere the affrighted man himself heard it pronounced,
the strangers had summoned him, and in the name of justice, declared
that he was their prisoner.

The unhappy man, without uttering a word, turned his eyes implor-
ingly on his sister Gryselle, who had remained standing unmoved on the.

scene of death, as if she had been an image set up by some cunning hand.
With a ready and unfaltering voice, she replied to her brother's look,
(t

It is true, that this bill thou hast bfeen used to handle ; and true

it is also, these thy shoes, which were found within the chamber in which
thou sleepest, are still damp with the fresh snow of the morning

; yet,

doubtless, thou art innocent of the sin of thy father's death." The
effect of this speech was to draw the people nearer to the distracted

Guisnes ; and just at the moment in which he was about to rally his

terror-struck senses, and assert his innocence of the deed, they closed

in upon him, bound him fast with the military belts which they wore,

and placing him on horseback in the midst, led the way again to the

interior of the country. • •

Gryselle stood before the now untenanted house, and beheld her

brother turn and writhe his body, as he sat constrained on the saddle of

the horse which was driven onward in spite of his supplications. She

stood still, and beheld him striving in agony to attract her notice; and

she moved not from the spot until the distance between them had

softened his strong and piercing shrieks, and rendered them undis-

tinguishable from the cries and chirpings ofthe wild birds, which floated

as little specks over the limits of the horizon. Gryselle then, with a *

rapid step, re-entered the dwelling, summoned to her the youngest of

her male servants, and delivering to his hand a sealed pacquet, directed

for Captain Monckton, despatched him on his journey, after many in-

junctions touching his speed and faithfulness. This business done,

she quitted the habitation of her slaughtered parent by the first door,

briefly said to her domestics, who stood round with vacant looks of

terror, that she supposed they would shortly receive directions for his

proper burial, and upon her palfrey, followed the course which had been

already taken by the captors of her brother.

In the disturbed days of this most barbarous history, judicial com-

missions sat in various parts of the country, emptying by the potent aid

of the gibbet, or the felon slave-ship, the gaols which had become too

full to admit the usual delivery by the circuit judges. One of these

commissions, consisting of three lawyers, supposed to be most learned,

and known to be much favoured and trusted by the court, was sitting

in the ancient judgment-hall of Derby. They took cognizancer of all

criminal charges, whether appertaining to ordinary men, or proceeding

from the privileged people of military or clerical rank. Before such a

tribunal Guisnes P—* - was arraigned for the murder of his father.

In the meantime Gryselle also, but in freedom, with apparent
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honour, and amidst general commiseration, entered the town. In this

place had been erected, by one Edmund Large, a man as remarkable for

his tenderness as for his wisdom, noble alms houses, as an asylum for

the widows of clergymen. In this society of poor gentlewomen, Gryselle

was received with the respect commanded by her now supposed fortune,

and with the touching pity and silent commiseration which the blow that

had already fallen on her family, and the other dreadful one which
awaited it, irresistibly drew from hearts already touched by the bereave-

ment of death. But the silent stupor which marked her demeanour
from the moment she entered their half-sanctified domicile, troubled

and amazed them. Themselves the creatures of grief and tenderness,

ttiey invented excuses for the conduct of their guest ;—her eyes knew
no tears—'the words father, mother, had never been uttered. In the

morning and evening services, which they had carefully framed to con-

vey balm to a spirit so fearfully and fatally smitten as they believed hers

to be, she never joined ; and as the long and careful watchers of her
midnight couch looked upon her immoveable face, or listened to the

quick but regular utterance of her breath, they wondered and trembled
as they did so, that the maiden offered up to heaven no prayer for

peace or pardon.

The young parricide, as he was called, was now put upon his deliver-

ance. The trial did not greatly command the attention of the people.

Crimes of great atrocity were at this time more common in England
than at present^ and there was nothing in the retired and almost

unknown family of Wadham D to render him or his of much public

account. Guisnes sfeood at the bar of guilt, arid the various witnesses

entered the box which had been prepared for them, described the cir-

cumstances under which the person had been arrested, and departed
without farther observance or question. His occupation throughout this

scene was to gaze with searching eyes around the hall of justice, and to

turn, again and again, intense looks towards its public gates. At length

the forms of justice were completed, and the chief commissioner recalled

the unhappy Guisnes to sensibility by demanding of him, in a sonorous

voice, to which the prevailing silence lent power and solemnity, “ What
he had to offer, that man should not shed his blood, even as he had shed
the blood of man ?

** The moment of knowledge and self-possession

which had visited Guisnes was brief indeed ; at the repetition of the

word <( blood*.* he fell forwards, faintly exclaiming, “ Gryselle ! Gryselle !**

There was nothing in this trial to make its mortal termination necessary

to the great, or desirable to the wicked ; it was neither a court’ affair, nor
was it prosecuted at the command* of any rich or powerful man ; and
the 'commissioners suspending for a moment the proclamation of the
prisoner's sentence, inquired who it was he had called bpon ? Upon
this invitation a young pleader arose, and said “ that the prisoner had
called upon his sister Gryselle, whom he would fain have in court,

though it was very*generally known that her testimony, if delivered

truly, would make much against him.'* The judges paused for a mo-
ment ; and the sergeants in attendance ‘ were commanded to produce
the maid, if she yet lingered within tlieir jurisdiction. The abode of

Gryselle, and her misfortunes, as they were deemed, had for some
days been the common talk of the town's people ; and the errand of the

commissioners was speedily ’done.
The daughter of Wadham ]> was conducted, or rather passed, by

the official attendants into the body of the Court. Guisnes arose from
2
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the ground, and made a convulsive effort to reach her. The commissioner
who had before spoken, again addressed him, and required that he should
put to the witness such questions as he opined would serve his case*

The accused again rallied ; raising himself to his full and natural height,
and grasping strongly the heavy bar of wood which separated him from
the spectators, he turned towards Gryselle. “ My sister/’ said he,
“ they charge me with taking the life of our dear father,~say, dost
thou not know me innocent—dost thou not know me guiltless ?” The
mind and body of Guisnes seemed to sink under this last effort, and of all

the people present, he alone perhaps was unconscious of the replication

which followed the question he had proposed. Gryselle stood with her
looks directed upon that part of the Court-house, which was determined
by the accident of her first position ; as her brother spoke, her eyes,

which, when she entered, seemed by mere muscular exertion kept at ftfl

gaze, closed suddenly ; her lips moved once or twice as she was about to
speak, when suddenly a terrific shriek filled the crowded area, and she
fell into the arms of one who had watched her extremity, apparently
without life.

Guisnes was forthwith convicted of the murder. The virtue of the
sister, who refused to utter the thing which was not, 'even to save the
life of a beloved brother, was the theme of piouH admiration ; and on
the following morning, the body of Guisnes swung in the air, and groans
and execrations were the last human sounds which reached his ears.

Gryselle speedily left the kind widows, who had desired to administer

to ,her woes, returned to the farm on the moors, discharged her servants,

engaged others, and, as the county's term is, mor$ likely ones in their

place ; displaced the old substantial furniture which her father had ori-

ginally brought to the place, and in its stead purchased goods of richer

materials and more admired shapes.

All now,%t the house on the moors, was bustle, if not gaiety,—life, if

not pleasure. The new servants, with a laudable activity, which they

had acquired in the fine town establishments from which they had lately

been discharged, spread over the country the important secret, that their

lady, Gryselle, was shortly to be married to a noble Captain of great

fortune and illustrious family. Months continued to pass, but no lover,

no captain of the maiden’s fierce desire and hope was seen approaching

the little green before the dwelling. Years passed, and no Monckton
was seen pacing with ardent hasty steps the heaths of Bore.-——

—

Gryselle, in the world’s calendar yet young, grew old and haggard ; her

servants one by one discharged themselves ; the gay and modish fashions

of the hangings and furniture were despoiled by neglect, and at last,

the farm and its mistress became the feared things of the surrounding

peasantry. For three years succeeding this period, the house sheltered

but one living creature ; none but the boldest of the country borderers

could be tempted to fulfil her weekly orders for strong wines and
meats fetched from the adjoining town; and it sometimes happened,

that when, on succeeding nights, loud unearthly screams had disturbed

the neighbouring cottagers, Gryselle was abandoned by the whole di$«

trict—if not forgotten, at least left for. long periods without aid or
attendance.

One night in this region in which the elements of the air so com*,

monly contend, there happened a storm, which was chiefly distinguished

by frequent flashes of dark blue light that seemed to open the very bosom
of the skies. Some children who had fled from the open wilds, to gain
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the shelter of the valleys, declared that the storm seemed to them, as
they looked over their shoulders, to be all upon, and in, and round
about the house of the murdered Wadham D . In the morning, a
band of cottagers, without previous concert, and without betraying to

each other their thoughts and expectations, commenced a slow walk to

the moors. They remarked, however, with surprise, when they first set

foot 09 the heath, that the lightning had not scathed it, and they ven-

tured to express a hope that its fearful fires had expired in the upper
air. Presently they approached the place, which hitherto they had not
ventured to name, though they had all journeyed to it with mechanical
correctness. The doors and windows they found shattered and lying in

fragments on the ground. Within, they were assailed with the smell of
sulphur and fire, which appeared to have destroyed the stuffs and other

OOft furniture of the chief apartment. They passed through the little

portal which led to the garden, and their course was arrested by what
appeared to be heaps of thin muslin carelessly thrown on the ground.
They raised them, and beneath, and partly enveloped in them, was
Gryselle D- >—

, long since dead, and then blackened and stained with
blood, which lay dark and dry on her bosom, and updn her arms.

The country people fled from the scene of judgment, as one of the oldest

amongst them declared it to be.

In due time the authorities of the district proceeded to the place, and
the neighbourhood was officially informed, that Mistress GryselleD——

,

the heiress of the fortunes of her father and brother, had been acci-

dentally killed by a stroke of lightning. The surgeon who presided at

the investigation, declared that she had been struck on the left side,

just on the region *of the heart, and that the stroke had been so deli-

cately given, that though it touched and affected the ventricles of the
seat of life, yet t‘hat she must have lived many hours after she fell. He
further said, that the lightning had first touched her at the extremity of
the garden, and that she must have crawled in agony, with her face

touching the earth, to the very spot, where, as he had heard, her father,

years ago, had been murdered, and there expired !

,
# * * * * * *

* * * * * * *

This tale of facts requires little commentary. Gryselle had become
violently enamoured with Captain Monckton ; in the confidence of love,

or in the daring of lawless passion, she had acquainted him with her

desire to be affianced to him. The soldier, little prompted perhaps by
his heart to give a warmer answer, pleaded the hazard of his profession,

and the poor and uncertain gains which an unstable Government afforded.

Further, he obliquely intimated, that when her fortune or his own seem-
ed equal to the costs which he attributed to matrimony, he would fulfil

the dearest object of his wishes. From the moment of this declaration,

the heroine took her course. Stealing one morning into thflpunguarded

room where her brother slept, she put on his shoes, which were carelessly

laid by the door, and arming herself with an instrument which he had
been accustomed to use, silently followed her father, as he took his

accustomed morning’s walk, and with a single blow cleft his skull in

twain. She returned, unheard and unseen, and having replaced the axe

and the shoes^etired to her chamber, dressed herself for a journey as

has already been shewn, and awaited the alarm which would presently

be made by the stirring servants of the house* The joy which she

thought awaited her, as the wife of the man she loved, sustained her
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with a demons strength throughout the trial. Enabled to offer herself
as the possessor of the whole wealth of the family, she did not*dream
that her hopes and expectations would break beneath her. The news of
the dreadful fates of the father and the son, did however reach the ears
of Monckton, And instinctively he lied from arms, which, for aught be
knew, were stained with blood. The desertion of Gryselle's servants,

and the tales of her strange conduct which were reported about the
moors, arose from her madness and horror of mind, when, abandoned, by
the world, she had leisure to sum up the enornjity of her crimes, and

v

the little sum of pleasure which they had purchased*

j

THE COMING ELECTION.

Beforb these lines greet the eyes of our readers, the Scotch Re-
form Bill will have been added, like its* great and worthy predecessor

the English Reform Bill, to the statutes at large—an appendix of more
value than the whole of the rest of the work. When describing ft, in

our first number—little anticipating the hazard in which its intriguing

enemies were about to place it—we ventured to prophesy that it would
suffer but few changes in its passage through committee. Our prophecy

has turned out true ; though, since the period when it was uttered, we
have had occasion to entertain no small doubt, of the reality of our in-

spiration. The few changes which it has suffered may be very briefly

stated. • •

The district of Cowall, which was meant to be joined in the represen-

tation with $ie County of Bute, will remain with Argyle. The only

alteration respecting the boroughs, consists in the inclusion in the bill

itself of a Schedule descriptive of their respective boundaries, instead of

making the boundaries the subject of a separate bill, as was formerly

proposed. In the machinery of the registration there are a few alter-

ations. It was intended that the claims for registration, in tj^e case

of county electors, should be given in to the sheriff-clerk/Jand the

details of the registration were imposed upon that officer, for whose
remuneration a very small fee—sixpence for each elector—was assigned,

the real remuneration being provided for in a more general way, under
the name of," necessary expenses,” by a separate clause of the bill.

The smallness of the fee, or the amount of the labour, seems to have

alarmed the sheriff-clerks ; the task of registration is now transferred

to the parish schoolmasters. The necessary-expenses-remuneration

clause remains as it was. Instead of ah appeal, in case of alleged

errors in the registry, from the sheriff to the judges on circuit or the

Lord Ordinary, the appeal is now made to lie to the sheriffs “ liable in

attendanceon the several circuits of Justiciary.” If this new court of

review should, from any cause, fall short of three, the Judge of Circuit

is empowered to nominate one or more sheriffs, or advocates of more than

four years standing, to act as members of it. If, from accident, the

number should fall short, after the Court of Review has been regularly

appointed, then the President of the Court of Session is empowered to

nominate one or more advocates for the purpose of completing it. In
the counties of Edinburgh, Lanark, Fife, Forfar, and Aberdeen, where
the number of electors is expected to be very great, the President of

the Court of Session is empowered to appoint assistants to. the several

Sheriffs and Substitutes, in order that no uncalled-for delay may take
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p&ofe lit ftimb&g the registers of tliese dbutitfes* A> 4<htttionftl clstide

'pa th^taBj^hich limits the qualification oTcounty members to the^eld-

©et son# of Scdtdi peeVg, and to persoftfi poseeasing In England, Scotland,

'or Ireland a landed or heritable estate of not less thqn £Soq a*yeitr> or

being heirs to such an estate, confirms, at the same time, to' all person*,

at
'

present qualified to be returned as members for counties, the enjoy.*

Ihent of such a qualification during the period of their natural jives/

A provision added to the county-qualification clause enacts, that sub-

,
tenants a^d assignees pf sixty qnd twenty years Ieasehplds, shall be en-

titled to vote only ff in« actual occupancy of the property^rdm which

they claim a sight of voting. There is also an additional* provision* to

the borough-qQykification clause, giving the right of voting to persons,

resident within borough if they be owners of houses or otfceif property to

tike amount of £10 or upwards, although they do not occupy pioperty of
that amount. This, it will be seen, removes one of the objectioK&that

we formerly urged against the Bill, namely, that there w*r*a descrip-

tion of property which it left wholly unrepresentable—if we may coin a

word—either in town or county. W? are by no means satisfied that

owners of feus within borough, to the amount of £10 or upwards, should

not have a vote for the county where the borough is situated ; nor,

indeed, why, in any particular, however minute, which goes to extend
the franchise, the Scotch and the English bills should differ.

We mentioned, in our last notice, that objections had been made to

the qualification of the established clergy, and that an attempt, it was
understood, would be made to deprive them of it. This very foolish

attempt has been mode, and, as it deserved, has most signally failed.

Mr. Andrew Johnstone, member for Crail, was tbte person that moved
the disqualification of nearly one thousand of the mq»t respectable

electors to he created by the Bill. He prefaced Ins motion with a state-

ment, that no one who knew him would for a moment imagine that he
was influenced by any hostility to the Established Church. We know

Athe honourable member, and firmly believe that he was not actuated by
any sqeh hostility ; we are also assured that he was not actuated by
any h^plity to the Bill ; but we deem it extremely clear, notwithstand-

ing both these admissions, that his motion had a very mischievous ten-

dency. But enough of this.

We have now the bill, the whole bill, and a little more than the

bill ; and the question is, what are we to do with it ? Her% is an instru-

ment of great power and nicety delivered over to us—how are we to set

about using it ? For it requires no ghost to tell us, that, in the hands
of a skilful and patient artificer, the rudest implement may be made to

produce better work than, in the hands of him who has neither skill nor
patience, the most highly finished will. It is a small step towards the

political regeneration of Scotland, to give a qualification to Ten Pound
leaseholders and Ten Pound householders, and to burn papdRvotes and
turn adrift deacons and delegates, if the electors be incapable or unwil-

ling to exercise their newly acquired rights with freedom and discretion.

We can believe that very thany of the electors under the bill are pos-

eessed of a fair portion of that shrewdness of principle by which our

countrymen are commonly distinguished ; we also believe, that they will

not be found slanting in those powers of discrimination for which Scots-

men have long been proverbial. We are quite sure that in neither of
these particulars—and this is an exceedingly great comfort—will the new
.electors be found inferior to the old. It is one of ^ie goods of the Scot-

tish Reform Bill, that its probable issues, in one respect, differ entirely



'SM'ComiufrStetpn. m
ilnfr thow Hie issues jrf the Mtter^in tl^Mtim^tion
-*£ a4ew—-a >ye fcaijt^may be evil There ,<*** much good
to theEnglish system as it stood* That gqod, according, ta the reaspm.
ings of the conservative party, is hazarded, under the Reform act, with-
out an equal add assured substitute*, But no party, not even the Duke
of Wellington himself.has ventured to stand* pp in defen?^ of the 9cpt-
tish ey^terh. . A change there cannot, in the nature of , t^ngs/ be detrl
jnentql for the Father of Evil could not make the system florae. But,
though the electors Uhder the Bill cannot be wojrae than the el&tors be-
fore the RilC—najm thqpgh^we may lay" it down a» demonstrated, wfltlf-

oiifr the trdfcble of going over the slips of a proof, wKacli the least i%
Struoted, of our readers cq^ go over wittibut our assistance, that they
will be^bettqr ; yet*this consideration ought not to keep us from endea-
vouring so to enlighten them, at» to ‘procure from their exertions, not
comparative good merely, but superlative, to make them not only better
voters than their predecessors, but the bq&t of all possible voters.

Popular elections are, Ileavfjpi knows, «a novelty in our land. What
may have been the character of our elections, before the management of
the common good was taken out of the hands of the community, we have
too few historical lights to enable us to discover ; but, in our days, and
the days of our fathers, and of our fathers* fathers, their character haw
been notorious enough. Old Sir John Dalrymple, at our first great
meeting, said he had never before seen a hustings m Scotland ; and we
need hardly add, that of the fifty thousand men that he addressed, there
was not one, that was not in the same predicament. And had the grey
cliffs that overhung the assembly been gifted wi^h a tongue to declare

their experience o* six thousand years, we rather think it would have
been found jp coincide with that of the thousands that were gathered
under their shadow. The novelty of the circumstafices in which they
are placed} will be a drawback on the efficient performance of their high

duties by the new electors. In England this will not be the case ; there is

hardly a man there, who will receive a vote under the new law, that has

not, att&ome period of his life, possessed a vote under the oltl^At tlffe

same time, it is good to reflect, that, if our countrymen have been
hitherto unused to the power of electors, they have been happily exempt
from its temptations. The English constituency will retain a large alloy

of the baseness and prostitution of the old system,—the ignorant, slavish,

priest-ridde% and squire-ridden forty shilling freeholders?—the drunken
dissipated and bribe-craving freemen. We have none of all this. The
miserable remains of the borough electors are too insignificant to affect

the mass of the new voters. The county electors will be equally lost

among the feuars and farmers, with whom they are now assimilated.

In the absolute freshness of the Scottish constituency we place our high-

est hopes. We doubt not that it will operate long and beneficially.

The diffi4bty which strikes us as the greatest, and, indeed, the only

important difficulty of our position, is to find fitting materials on which

to operate.

Up to the present time, our MemberS'J'h&ve been selected after a
fashion that most of our countrymen are pretty intimately acquainted

with. In the counties, they have consisted of one of three classes 1st.

gentlemen of large landed property, the votes of whoseeestates were, of

themselves, sufficient to insure their return ;—2d. persons, who had

trafficked largely by themselves and their relations, in fictitious votes,

and were enabled to effect by their means what others effected by real

vot$s ;—3d. the nominees of these two classes. We helieve we do not,

vol. i. 2L
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in slighted degree* ^xagggratq, when we pay, ‘that thei;e has not

'be£»i'Ofio WivicWk^hoseri^Q represent any dounty in Scotland, in the

nfofrery o| ni^n^wtlwr^y, trepaus& of his popular qualities, or because of

Ids the,ta$k* * la thq boroughs there has been'a little more
va^iestyv’,

Ji
,

«^|y-«iqV‘thixty
4i
years *gp, with a few exceptions, the borough

nj$r$tyers w4$^^£alarljg ifcbmrqated by the*Dundas family, as in Edin-

burgh aiiVa fe^v ^her plapes they still fire. Lord HOpetoun, the Duke
•of Buccheudh* 'L$rd 'Lauderdale, Lord Rosslyn, Lord Galloway, and a

few others, have always^commanded, in consequence of^the position of

thlir respective estates, a. large influence in pertain boroughs. In one or

£wo cases, boroughs were politically open, that is, they were purchase-

able by whomsoever chose t& bribe highest^ Previous to Mr. Hume's
return, any thing like a popular borough member, in ythe ordinary mean,
ing of the term, was unknown.* During the last election there were

several really popular returns, among which, one of the most honourable

to all parties, was the return of the worthy and liberal-minded proprie-

tor of Raith for the Kirkaldy district. Such men as Mr. Fergus6on,

Mr. Gillon, Mr. Kennedy, Mr. Johnstone of Straiton,* and a few more
of the present borough members, cannot be too highly prized ; but what

are these to so many ? Among the county members the choice is still

rniore limited.

It is absolutely necessary for a member of a borough, and for a mem-
ber of a county equally to be possessed of leisure, as well as independ-

ence. He who has a business to wait upon in Glasgow or Edinburgh, to

say nothing of Perth or Dundee, or Aberdeen, cannot abandon that

business to clerks or warehousemen, while he is attending to the affairs

of the nation, at three, four, or five hundred miles distance. It is the

difficulty, that purely mercantile, or manufacturing capitalists, must ever
experience in quitting, for anylengthened period, theirwarehouses or their

manufactories, that has thrown so large a portion of the reptesentation

of the country into the hands of landed proprietors, who are tied to no
locality ; and of lawyers who, in the prosecution of their profession,

must, q£ necessity, spend a large portion of the year in London. Now,
if in England this difficulty be so much felt, that, with the exception of

merchants residing in the metropolis, almost the entire representation

is made up of country gentlemen and barristers, a fortiori must it be felt

in Scotland. A merchant from Birmingham, or Manchester, or even
Liverpool, may contrive, without any injurious sacrifice, % attend to

his duties in Parliament, because the distance is not so great as to pre-

clude him from attending to his private duties also. He can visit his

home once a month, or even once a week, if any extraordinary occur-

rence call for his presence. lie can spend his holydays there. During
the Parliamentary session, numerous opportunities, arising out of the
nature of the business pending in the House, will be afforded him of
giving to his private affairs the benefit of that personal superintendence,
without some portion of which no concern, small or great, simple or
complicated, can long hope to prosper. But, putting aside the expense
and the fatigue, the time required for their accomplishment renders re-

peated journies from London to Scotland, during session, wholly on-
practicable. Whoever is chosen to represent either county or town of
that kingdom, igust lay his account for an absence, with one .break at

• Mr. Johnstone seldom figures in the newspapers. The reporters can make no-
thing of him. They complain that he enunciates indistinctly, and that he speaks so
broad, that they cannot understand him. Indeed Mr. Johnstone's Scotch is quite
awfm\ But if he he seldom in thd right place in the debate, he is always in. the
right place in the division.
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the utmoetj end that a small dm, of si* 6t Tor m#mW.
ships, under the Refond Act, wiflbe Ad honor*** 4kftinctioifc Be 'that
accepts of ope must bis content to workhfefd iitd' ckrtety, to ha absent
from no debate or division of local or «general' fhtex&st* OAAmcVd.plea.
sure, to give up business, ay, even to file service Nrf
his constituents ; and, having done all this, to lie ac0ottnt®4 hpt pn up-

’

profitable servant.

It will be a task of no small difeculjy, to find In Scotland igfty-three

men who possess even the first requisite of a meifiBer ; bi# the difficulty

is prodigiously augmented when we go to seek for thk other and equally
important requisites. It will hardly he de^ed, that of these, ho/iesjy is

one. Now, most unfortunately, the combination of honesty and inde-
pendence of circumstances is far from being a common one, for not only
are there many honest men that are "not rich, but there are a pretty
considerable number of rich men that are not honest. Then, again, ta-
lents are as necessary as honesty. And it is a melancholy fact, notwith-
standing the rapid march of intellect, daring the last twenty } ears, not-
withstanding all the labours of the schoolmaster abroad and at home,
men of talents are still far from over numerous. If anyone wish to dis-

cover how very scarce heads worth a penny a-piece are, let him go
into the market and handle them. If he find one, of ten thousand, thrft

is a whit sounder or clearer than a “ fozy” turnip, may we never turn
up our little finger again as long as we live.

It may thus be perceived, that even in a population of two millions

and a quarter, it may not be the very easiest thing possible to find fifty-

three men who are at once wealthy, and honest, smd clever ; ami if we
had fifty-three suflh men, ready ticketed, there would still be another
quality which not one of the fifty-three might happen to possess. We
must havg members that think as we ourselves think, and are ready, on
important questions, at least, to do as we bid them. Election would be
a mockery without that. Now wealthy men, for the most part, lend but
a deaf ear to their neighbour’s counsel, even when they understand it

;

and honest men will very frequently insist on choosing their own way ;

and clever fellows have a knack of thinking for themselves.

There are a great many grave questions that a reformed Parliament
will have to handle ; and one of these, which requires handling, at once
vigorous and skilful, will fall to be discussed in the very first session.

It is one against which, perhaps, more prejudices are arrayed than were
arrayed against the Reform Bill; it is of so great magnitude, and of

such permanent interest, that did reform lead to nothing else than its

equitable settlement, we should still account reform well purchased,—
we allude to the Corn Laws. The other greatest question that our En-
glish neighbours will speedily have to discuss, and that our Irish neigh-

bours have well nigh discussed already—the Tithe question—will cost us

hut littl^trouble to solve. If we select for our members, as under any
circumstances we shall, good true-blue presbyterlans, the tithes may be
left to their "best discretion, unadmonished by one word from their con*

stituents. The Com Laws constitute the grand struggle—a struggle

between current and fixed capital, between personal and real property,

between those who live by their own, and those who live by their neigh-

bours’ labour ; between the producers of bread and it* consumers. Its

decision involves not merely the interests of classes, but the establish-

ment of principles. On it will depend the questions of free trade and mow
nopoly ; whether we are to proceed with the one, or to fall back again

uppn the other ; in a ward, on its settlement depends whether Agricul-

ture and Commerce are to be equally contrfbutive to the good of the
* A . A
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community ; or whether Commerce is to be supported for the. s^ke of
the nation, and Agriculture for the sake of the landlords. It adds cOn-
Siderably to the difficulties that stand in the way of our choice of fitting
members, that we are called on to choose them from among a class,

wjiicb are, almost to a man, so blinded by prejudice and by interest on
this question/ that their sentiments on 'it alone are sufficient to dis-

qualify .them. Our merchants and manufacturers cannot abandon
their business.; our advocates cannot* abandon their clients, in order to
pl^ad the cau^p of their countrymen in St. Stephen’s. We have none
but country gentlemen to<rely on ; and how many country gentlemen are
there, supposing them to b^ in all other respects deserving, that will
give us that pledge which we are confidently assured the majority of
every constituency in Scotland are prepared to exact, namely, that they
will forthwith consider the Corn taws with a view to their speedy if not
immediate abrogation ?

We have endeavoured to point out the lets that are opposed to the
wholesome exercise of the mighty privilege that reform has bestowed
upon us. There is the inexperience of the electors themselves, so much
the more to be lamented that even honest mistakes, committed now,
will continue to he mischievously operative for a number of years to
tome ; there is the difficulty of procuring representatives that combine,
in a sufficient degree, for the proper discharge of their duties, the
elements of pecuniary independence, moral honesty, and clearheadedness ;

there is, lastly, the additional difficulty of procuring men, who, with
these requisites, may he willing to give satisfactory pledges that, oil the
question of the Corn Laws, which wtf put down as the etperimen turn
cruets by which to test a member’s* fitness, they will use their power,
not to oppose, hut to support the interests of their constituents.
Let us see what are our means of mastering these obstacles, for master
them we must.

We do not mean, in this paper, to point out the nature of that
machinery by which the electors must seek to effect their purpose.
That combination of effect and unity of design are absolutely necessary
to give their final triumph to the principles of reform, wc suppose no
reformer will deny. That this is to be effected only through the medium
of societies, call them political unions, or call them reform clubs, or
any other name that may he most acceptable to the general ear, by
which the power of the electors can lie accumulated and directed so as
to render it effective, no sensible reformer will deny. In our estimate
of such societies wo differ, toto co>lo

, both from ministers and their
opponents ; with this difference, that the contempt which' we cannot avoid
feeling for the arguments of the former, we extend equally to the
motives of the latter. On this subject, however, we consider it unneces-
sary to dwell at length, because we purpose, in a future number, to
recur to it. Neither shall we touch at present upon the claims on our
countrymen’s notice of particular individuals, to which also we intend
to advert at some length, as opportunity and our materials,* of which we
anticipate both an ample and accurate supply, may serve. For this
number our remarks must be general.

In the first place, we would impress on our countrymen—-and our
advice is not so exclusively appropriate that Southerns as well as
Northerns may not hearken to it—the propriety of doing nothing hastily.
It is not very probable that the registries will be finished before the
beginning of October

; (those of Scotland are limited to the 16th Sep-
tember at the earliest, after which there will remain the appeals from
the Sheriff’s judgment ;) tfce dissolution, therefore, can hardly take place
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before the middle of that months probably not before November, or even
latter, ' The electors have ample time to look around them, to consider
not merely the best men but the best means of obtaining them. Let
their maxim be “ hooly and fairly.”

In the second place, we would give them one word of counsel as to
the class to which, with a vic^ to the future representatives of "the
country, they would do well to direct their attention. It is essential

that representatives be independent, but it is not by any means* neces-
sary that they be of the highest, or approaching to the highest class of
society. We do not know what changes upon the old system of can-
vassing the reform act may produce in Englaml ; we trust it will pro-
duce a great change. We trust it will be no longer necessary to squftn-

der a fortune in order to ascertain the sentiments of a county, or to
contest it, as it is most properly called. But whether John Bull must
still have his coach to carry him to the hustings, and his beer barrel
when there, in order to induce him to vote even for the candidate that
he prefers, we entertain strong hopes thaj our countrymen will manfully
despise to give or to withhold tlieir voice from any such contemptible con-
siderations. We hope they will perceive that whether a candidate
pay for his seat under the name of necessary or unnecessary expenses,
that, in meal or in mult, he will look to get that payment out of his seat,

ay, and with ample interest too ; that if he bo compelled to buy his

constituents, it matters not under what form or pretence, he will not
scruple to sell them again, whenever an opportunity of doing so with a
profit occurs. We therefore take it for granted that, on the mere prin-

ciple of self-interest, no extravagance of expense#will be permitted in

the canvass or election of a member, or, indeed, any expense at all ; for

it would bo worse than contemptible in six or eight hundred respectable

individuals to charge their representative with a p6tty bill, which a
few shillings from each would suffice to pay. The only extraordinary

expenses of a member, then, will be his expenses in London. To what
will these amount ?

We do not speak of what a man may spend, but what a man, moving in

the rank of a member of Parliament, must spend, when we say, advisedly,

that a member, unincumbered by any family, may live in London well,

and enjoy all the decencies of accommodation that his station requires,

for ten or twelve guineas a-wcek ; that, consequently, the utmost addi-

tional expense that a seat in the House need entail, including a journey
to town and down again, will not exceed £300 a-year ; that he who is in

possession of £800 or £1000 a-year, and is willing to devote six months
of his time, and £300, or, at the utmost, £350 of his income to the ser-

vice of the public, may be justly entrusted with that service.

The late Alexander Dawson, member for Louth, lodged in a very

plain and humble mansion in Downing Street, where we have very little

hesitation in saying, that his expenditure did not greatly exceed the

estimate we have here given ; and yet a more independent or respectable

member never sat in the House of Commons. Nor have we any reason

to suppose, that his case was peculiar ; we believe there are several of

the most uncompromising members that Ireland has sent over, who do
not expend above three or four hundred pounds, in their attendance

upon Parliament, and that have not more than three or four hundred
pounds to devote to that purpose. Indeed, though it may appear para-

doxical, it is true, nevertheless, that a man of moderate fortune will

commonly be found more independent than a man of large fortune. We
do not allude to his independence of his butcher and baker, which, by
the bye, is a species of independence to which your very wealthy men
do not always aspire or attain. It is necessary, for the honest and un-
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controlled assertion of opinion, that a man be independent of “ Sir Paul

and my Lord/' as well as of his tradesmen. We know nothing which

more tends to repress the aspirations, and to trammel the exertions of

an honest well-meaning man, than an extensive connection with the

higher gentry. And where shall we find an individual of fortune and
family, whose connections do not ramify, after a fashion that it would
puzzle any thing below a garter king to trace or disentangle ? At a

Reform Meeting at Liverpool, the other day, a member of the Political

Union, speaking of the Pension List, exclaimed, as thousands had done
before, against the pension granted to that “ old baggage*' the Duchess
of Newcastle. The “ old baggage'* happened to be the aunt of Lord
Molyneux, the Reforming Peer who filled the Chair at the meeting I

Ex uno disce omnes . They are all alike ; there is not a radical among
them that is not cousin, once or twice removed, to all the Tories of the

Peerage. How can we look for more than lip-service from such men }

Blood is thicker than water. It is absurd to expect that a man should

war with his own flesh, in vindication of the grievances of people that

have no higher claim to his affections than a vote at a borough or coun-
ty election. No ; if we look for honest straightforward asserters of our
rights, we must select our members, not from the clubs, nor from the

the candidates for clubs, we must neither choose sprigs of nobility, who
have no rule of thought or action but the dictum of their clique; nor
wealthy parvenus, who are content to suffer the domination of the aris-

tocracy, if the aristocracy will be content to suffer their company. We
must choose from the middle classes, from those who approach in for-

tune, in sentiment, i\i taste, in judgment, to ourselves, if we wish to be
well, and truly, and heartily served.

It is needless to shew how very greatly, by taking our representatives

from the middle ‘ rather than the higher classes, we shall increase our
chances of procuring fitting persons from the increased number of the
class whence the selection is made. But we would extend the number
of candidates yet farther. It may appear strange, that we, who, to pa-
rody the master of parody, have Scotch heads and Scotch hearts, and
who walk upon Scotch legs—and “sturdy bearers, gude be thankit!" they
are—should recommend our countrymen to travel beyond Maiden Kirk,

in the search of representatives ; but, in defect of members at home, we
do so truly and warmly. While we had neither voice nor vote in their

appointment,
r
though it mattered little whom our close councils and

paper freeholders made choice of, it was still a small comfort that our
members were Scotch ; it was good to reflect, that they were bound to

the country by one tie at least, though but a slender one. But now,
when we are to have men of our own choice, we think it would be an
act, we will not say of narrowness of mind, bqt, what is equally bad, of

extreme folly, to take an unfit man, and to reject a fit man, because the

unfit man was Scotch, and the fit man was English. No, no ; let the

one thing needful be sought for. In the first place, let us get men of

right hearts and right principles, who have sufficient intelligence to dis-

cern the interests of the country, and sufficient zeal to prosecute those

interests, through good report and bad report, in season and out of sea-

son ; who will be turned from their purpose, as little by the frowns of a
minister as by his smiles. If two men so endowed should, in any case,

present themselves to our notice, where only one was wanted,—if, on
examination of their merits, we should find nothing but the Tweed be-
tween them, why then, we do not say that we would not throw the tar-

tan into the scale, “ to cast the bauk just,"—^and this is really all that

we think a sound-thinking man would be called on to do.
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POLITICAL HISTORY.

Great Britain.
Our historical department was occupied
last month with a narrative of the crisis

which threatened this country with revo-

lution. On the evening of Friday the
10th May, Lord A 1thorp announced to

the House of Commons that Ministers
had again accepted office, after receiving as-

Surance that every power would be placed
in their hands, which should be found ne-

cessary to secure the passing of the Reform
Bill unmutilated. The discussions on
the English Bill in the House of Lords,
subsequent to this communication, were
mere matters of form. Few of the

amendments proposed were even pushed
to a division. The obnoxious clause,

giving members to the metropolitan dis-

tricts, was carried by a majority of 55 in

a house of 127. A creation of Peers ^gas

not resorted to for the purpose of carrying

the bill: at the earnest solicitations of

royalty, a sufficient number of noble
Lords absented themselves from the House
to leave mfliisters a majority on the third

reading. The few who remained, how-
ever, expressed, in their speeches, the con-

centrated . venom of all the absentees.

They resembled a parcel of cowardly curs

assembled round the gate of an inn-yard,

to hay at a hackney coach driving off.

—

The royal assent was given by Commis-
sion on the 7th of June ; very few noble

lords were in attendance. One member
of the Commons, Sir Robert Inglis, al-

though expressly invited, refused to at-

tend the Speaker on the occasion. The
emptiness of the Upper House, and the

absence of the King, seemed to strike a

damp over the feelings of the members of

the House of Commons ; for, on their

return to their own chamber, there was
no expression of joy or triumph, no ex-

change of congratulations even among the*

warmest supporters of the bill. It was
ftlt that the boon of freedom had been re-

luctantly conceded; that it had become the

law of the land with the unrelenting and
avowed hostility of one body of the Le-

gislature. The contest which ensured

its success had left behind deep, perhaps

irremediable wounds.—The conduct

of the King, since the return of Lord

Grey to office, has been such as to afford

rcasdnlffile
#
ground for alarm amid these

circumstances of exasperation between the

Peers and the rest of the country.* He
HAS NOT ADMITTED ONE OF HIS MI-
NISTEUS TO U1S PRESENCE EXCEPT
UPON OCCASIONS OF PUBLIC CERE-
MONY ; AND, IN PRIVATE, HE IS CON-
STANTLY SURROUNDED BY COURT-
FLIES, AND THE MOST VIRULENT
RETAINERS OF THE CONSERVATIVE
faction. Allowing that his Majesty
still continues true to the cause of Re-
form, this pertinacious fit of the sulks

shews, that the royal feeling of indignation

against the nation, that will not conform,

in every thing, to his wishes, has been

awakened within him, and that evil coun-

sellors have succeeded in giving it venom
and endurance. This coldness to his con-

stitutional advisers is au insult to the na-

tion by wliouf they are supported. It

moreover leads men’s minds to one of two
ugly conclusious :—either the King, by
refusing to communicate, in a free and
friendly manner, with Ministers, impedes

public business, by his indulgence of a
contemptible pique; or, if the business

proceed equally well without him, he is a
superfluity in the Constitution, and a
Ministry chosen by the nation, according

to legal forms, with a President at their

head, might manage affairs equally well

without him—thus saving 11s a great deal

of expense, to say nothing of our being

thus freed from all danger of convulsions,

hazarded to pleasewomen and parasites—
The conservatives, however, are deter-

mined to make hay while the sun shines

;

they reckon, confidently, upon being in

place at the time of the dissolution of

Parliament, and possessing the power of

influencing the elections. From their

paltry intrigues there is little to dread;

they may buzz and dance in the sun-

beams at Windsor, like so many flies

hovering about the axle-tree of A rolling

wheel. Stop the movement they cannot.

But they may make its progress uneven
and dangerous, if Reformers do not con-

tinue united among themselves. There
arc differences of degree and opinion

amongst us, hut it is unsafe to argue these

iintil the common enemy: is crushed. By
dividing upon these questions, at present,
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we would ape the infatuation of the Whigs
at Bothwell Brigg,—calling for courts

martial when the bloody cavaliers were
gallopping in upon them. There are

symptoms of incipient disunion among us,

and both parties are to blame. The
Whigs, whose motto is “ fair and softly,”

hesitate to declare what kind of reform in

the law,, the army, and the civil offices,

or what extent of retrenchment they con-

template. The honest men among them
wink and nod mysteriously, and say be-

neath their breath, u We will do great

things, never fear us, but take care, lest

thes&* fellows over there (pointing to the

Tories) find out what wc are after.”

The jobbers among them, and heaven

knows they arc not few in number, are

unwilling that their party should com-
mit themselves by a pledge to remove
any definite abuse, lest it should here-

after appear that the nation were not

aware of its existence, in which case

it might be retained for their advan-
tage. They therefore encourage their

more worthy coadjutors in this foolish

and dangerous affectation of mystery. The
radicals on the other hand, (among whom
wc are proud to be classed,) are disgusted

with this prudish coquetry, and who can
blame them Y But wc blame some of the

more ardent spirits, who, instead of calm-
ly despising such small game, and waiting
till the total rout of the conservatives
leaves it safe to appeal to the nation for

its judgment betwixt us and our timid
brethren, would precipitate the question

between us from feelings of wounded pride

at the attempt to hood-wink and treat

them like children. Union is still the

word; for our proud, heartless, bigoted

oppressors are not yet totally broken up
and dispersed :—These then are the dan-
gers to which wc are still exposed, al-

though our good bark has weathered the

first burst of the hurricane. A petted and
angry king, surrounded by desperate and
unprincipled intriguers,--an exasperated
faction, unconscious of its exhausted state,

like a Sampson ready to pull down the
roof on its own head, so that it may crush
its enemies along with it,—timid, resolute,

and rash reformers, linked in unsympa-
thizing union, each with paltry jealousy
suspicious ofthe other’sviews and motives.
When we consider the immense multitude
which must co-operate, if tranquillity is

to be preserved, the liability of men to ar-
rive at false conclusions, and their head-
long fury, when once passion is awaken-
ed, we can scarcely conceive a mine more
fit fbr springing. Our political atmosphere
is close, sultry, and ominous of danger

;

the thunder-storm which is to purify it

toby be tremendous. Meanwhile let us

turn and see hew ministers, those men to

whom our national destiny has been en-

trusted^ are conducting themselves in this

critical period.—The Scotch bill has pass-

ed through the House of Commons with

little opposition, and the country has de-

clared itself' satisfied with its provisions.
•

From that quarter there is little danger to

be apprehended. [But Ireland seems to be

the rock a-head on which our hopes are

again to he shipwrecked. The timid and
hesitating spirit with which justice is con-

ceded to that unhappy country, is as appar-

ent in the Whig ministry as in any of their

predecessors. It will be necessary, in

order ty take a fair view of this part of

our subject, to recapitulate briefly the

circumstances in which Ireland is placed,

ami the events which superinduced them.

The consent of the Irish nation to the in-

corporating Union was obtained under

false pretexts, by means of promises which
were not fulfilled till the year 1829, and
even then with paltry expressions of spite

at having been forced to perform an act

of justice. The gift of freedom was pre-

ceded by an act putting its boldest cham-
pions under the ban of law ; and the act

of Emancipation itself was stained by a

personal blow at Mr. O’Connell. The
Catholics were admitted to Parliament,

bift the majority of their constituents,

members of their church, were disfran-

chised. This healing measure, the only

wise enactment regarding Ireland ever

passed by a British Parliament, was a
blow, it is true, to Protestant ascendancy;

but it was dealt with the light wanton-
ness of a maiden punishing her lover for

being over-bold—it proceeded from the

dulcis Amaryllidis ir<c. It has moreover
been in a great measure counteracted by
Mr. Stanley’s bill for disarming the pea-

santry, and the re-embodying of the yeo-
manry, as it had to a considerable degree

been rendered nugatory by the establish-

ment of the constabulary force. Of a
later date the attempt on the part of
Ministry to prop up an anti-national

church has added to the cup of bitterness.

This line of policy towards Ireland, per-
severed in by every successive ministry,

has taught that country that by her own
efforts alone can she obtain admission to

the equal benefits of the British constitu-

tion. England has to a certain degree
possessed the indispensable right of self-

legislation ; but Ireland has, from first to

last, been governed upon the same princi-

ples that dictate the measures by whieh
Russia, Austria, and Prussia, keep their

serfs in order. In addition to this galling

consciousness, every Irishman feels that
even tbe attempts of the British govern-
ment to benefit his country—.few and far
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between it ie true—Jiave uniformlyevinced
the moat gross and shameful ignorance of

its condition. These are the sentilnents

which induce the independent Irish mem.
bers to look twice at every favour offered

them by a government of which Mr.
Stanley is a member, and to call for such

modifications of the Irish Reform Bill as

will render it a real, not a mere nominal
amendment of their representative sys>

tern. An honest and enlightened mi-
nistry one should have expected to find

most anxious to listen to the opinions of

such men—opinions rendered more weigh,

ty by the numbers and unanimity of those

who concur in them. And yet the con.

duct of Ministers in regard to the Irish

Bill is very different from what their pre-

vious consistency and firmness might have
led us to expect.—Mr. Stanley moved the

second reading of the Bill on the 25th of

May. His speech, which was directed

chiefly against the allegation that the

Bill was to receive the support of the To-
ries, was coldly received. The Protestant

bigots could not be expected to approve
of a harangue which advocated perfect

equality of rights in men of all religious

persuasions, and the liberal members for

Ireland listened with cold and silent dis-

trust. A motion that the Bill be read a
second time that day six months was made
by Mr. Lefroy, and seconded by Lord
Castlereagh. Their only argument was
the danger to which the Established

Church would be exposed by the measure.
A rambling discussion ensued between
some members, in the course of which
Colonel O’Conolly accused Mr. O’Con-
nell of a wish to separate the two coun-

tries. This attack called up the Mem-
ber for Kerry, who, after explaining, for

the benefit of the grown babies in the

House, the distinction between a repeal of

the Unionand a separationof the kingdoms
detailed, iti a most powerful and impas-
sioned speech, his various objections to

the Irish Reform Bill. Adverting to Mr.
Stanley’s allusion to a letter, in which Mr.
O’Connell maintained that the Bill would
be supported by the Tories, Mr. O’Con.
nell shewed, that although the principle

of the Bill was such as he and his friends

could not but approve of, its details were
such as must in a great measure neutral-

ize its beneficial effects. Mr. Stanley
had himself called them conservative.

Mr. Shiel, in a statesmanlike speech, sup.
ported the great agitator; while Captain
Gogdon accused him of being “ the repre-

sentative of Whitefoet and Black feet, and
of the midnight incendiary and the mid.
day assassin and Mr. Dawson used the

Captain's cast-off figure of speech about
the Protestants drawing the sword and
throwing away the scabbard.^ Sir Robert

Peel was dubious tfhat course be ought
to pursue, hut in conformity with the
old whist-player’s maxim, “ when in
doubt take the trick,” made up his mind
to vote against the bill. Mr. Stanley
wound up this display of imbecile in-

tolerance by adjuring the Orangemen to

vote for the measure as having a tendency
to defeat the schemes of ML O’Connell.—

.

When on the 14th of June, Lord Althorp
moved the resumption of the considera-

tion of the Irish Reform Bill in com-
mittee, an (fttempt was made to postpone

the discussion on the ground that ^he
necessary information respecting the limits

of the burghs had not been sufficient

time in the hands of members to enable

them to come to a determination. Mi-
nisters however persisted in going on;
and Mr. O’Connell rose to move, that the

House agree to instruct the committee in-

to which it was about to resolve itself, " to

restore the elective franchise to persons

seised in fee, and occupying freeholds of
the clear yearly value of 40b.” It was
maintained by the Irish members that

the Reform Bill conferred the elective

franchise upon a very inadequate number
of voters, and that, as the 40s. freehold-

era had been ‘deprived of their political

rights at a late period, and by a violent

stretch of powei^ it was but just to put

them on the same footing with their

brethren of England. The motion was
rejected by a majority of 49 in a house

of 196. Mr. O’Counell subsequently pro-

posed afiother instruction to the com-
rnittce That the elective franchise

be restored to persons seised of an estate

for three lives, reservable for ever, of the

yearly value of 40s*, provided that the

rent did not exceed £4 per annum, of
which one-third was to be profit; and
provided also that the renewal fee did

not exceed £2.” This suggestion was ne-
gatived without a division, but the house
was not yeUkUowed to go into Commit-
tee. On the question being put by the

Speaker, Sir Robert Heron proposed that

it be an Instruction to the Committee, that

the additional member proposed by the

draught-bill to he conferred on the Uni-

versity of Dublin, be given in preference

to any, the most Protestant, if populous,

city in Ireland. The Hon. Member Com-
plained of the injustice of giving to a
constituency of 200 pereons, the same
number of representatives as to the large

and populous county of Cork. Mr.
Crampton maintained that the number of
voters in the University would amount
to 600, but the accuracy of his statement
was called in question, and he did not
defend it. Mr. SMcl contended that the
additional member given to the University
would only encourage a spirit already too
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predominant ill that Corporation ofattach,
ingmoreimportance toitspowerofcreating
members ofParliament than its legitimate

task ofcreating Bachelors of arts. The ad.

dition to the university representation was
defended by Lefroy and Croker for the Or.
ange faction, and by Crampton, Attorney.

General, and Stanley, Secretary for Ire-

land, two members of a reforming minis,

try, on the ground that it was necessary

for the support of the Protestant interest

in Ireland. “ Honest ” Althorp begged

the House to support the proposal of the

bill as necessary to ensure the success of

the measure. It is apparent from the

tone of the speakers, that Mr. Stanley,

reformer though he may call himself, is

tainted with the principles of Protestant

ascendancy, and that he and some others

of the Cabinet, have forced their coadju.

tors to truckle to the Orangemen—ti line

of policy alike dishonest, unsafe, and dis-

graceful. The Irish members cannot, as

honest men, receive such a measure as sa-

tisfactory. Ireland cannot see in it se-

curity for due attention being paid to her

rights. Ministers will be shrinking from
their duty to the country if they perse-

vere in opposing the claims of Ireland,

and will justify that country in demand-
ing a repeal of the Union. We do not
look upon such a step With the compla-
cency of some of our friends. To speak of

the power of a crown and a church com-
mon to both, to bind two nations having
separate popular legislatures, is. a farce.

After the rights of the people have been
established, Britain and Ireland must be

two nations, or they must be thorough-
ly incorporated. Separate parliaments

would be eternally going to loggerheads.

But Irishmen will act unjuBtly to them-
selves, if they do not insist upon our in-

corporation being one of perfect equality *

and we will be short-sighted fools if we
insist upon any .other terms. 1 /ord Al-
thorp and other conciliator^ gentlemen
may speak of the necessity of concession—is concession ever to be made by the

side of truth and justice, and by it alone ?

Ministers will do well to attend to Mr.
O’ConnelPs suggestions, for he has deep-

ly and soundly considered the subject.-—

The only other domestic events of import-
ance in the annals of the last month, are

the victories of the Irish over the tithe

system. It is plain that tithes will

never again be paid in tbe green isle;

and it remains for Scotsmen, in parti-

cular, to say whether they will submit to

pay their share of a tax levied upon them
by government for the support of a
church with which they have nothing to

4o, and which nine-tenths of them re-

gard as unscriptural. The money ad-

raneed to the Irish clergy is levied indis-

criminately upon the whole nation, and
not a farthing of it will ever be extracted

from the tithe-payers of Ireland.—Al-

ready the prospective electors are bestir-

ring themselves on all hands throughout
the country.

COLONIE8.
A British resident has been appointed

at New Zealand ; his salary is nominal-
ly to be defrayed out of the revenue of
New South Wales. The income of that

colony already falls short of its expen-
diture, and the burden will fall in reality

on the mother country. An amicable in-

tercourse is understood to exist between
New Zealand, and New South Wales;
but, latterly, the colonial authorities have
been much troubled, and trading inter-

course disturbed, bythe escape of runaway
convicts to New Zealand, where they con-
tinue to perpetrate the most atrocious

crimes with impunity. The urgency of
the case induced Lord Ilowick to apply
on the 7th of June for leave to bring in a
bill “ to enable the Governor and Legis-

lative Council of New South Wales to

make provision for the prevention and
punishment of crimes committed in the

islands of the Pacific Ocean.” Keeping
in view the principles of international law,

the measure is somewhat anomalous, but
the necessity of the case is undeniable.

—

Newfoundland is at last on the eve of ob-
taining justice. The under secretary for

the colonies obtained permission on the

7th of June to bring in a bill for transfer-

ring the application of the revenues of that

island to a legislative body to be created

there, under a commission issued by his

Majesty. The commission had already sug-

gested the most advantageous constitution,

and the object of the bill was to give the

sanction of. Parliament to the transfer of
the management of the finance of the co-

lony from the minister for the colonies to

the representatives of the inhabitants. The
bill also provided for continuing certain

acts relating to the internal affairs of New-
foundland, (which would expire within
the year,) until the new legislature should
otherwise provide respecting them. The
fishery acts were likewise decreed to

continue in force for two years from the

present time. The reader will find a re-

sume of the statistics of Newfoundland in

the critical notices of New Publications
in our first number.—The Committee on
West India affairs have presented their

report, it does not admit of doubt, that

the Planters, and all connected with them,
are in a state of severe pressure. It is

also true, that part of their distress is

owing to the restrictions laid upon their

industry by our still highly artificial sys-

tem of commercial policy. So far as the
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cdnceeskm of perfect freedom of trade can
aid them, they are entitled to assistance.

But it is also certain that many of their

complaints are groundless $ and that the

true prigin of the disease is their persist,

ing in playing a losing game, and mo-
destly calling upon this country to pay
their losses. They insist upon raising

more sugar than there is a market for,

and then complain that they cannot sell

;

they persist in an injudicious system of

husbandry, and wish us to make good the

deficiency of their returns. The question

of Slavery is not one of pounds, shillings,

and pence. If any person has a claim for

compensation, it is the slave who has been

over-wrought and under-paid. What the

holder may lose now he formerly made in

exorbitant profits. Let the Planters

open, as the Mexicans did, an account of

debtor and creditor with the slaves, for

their respective prices, and allow them to

work themselves free. As to their other

sources of loss, rational retrenchment,

and exchanging a gambling speculation

for the rearing of more marketable pro-

duce, will soon remedy them all.

CONTINENT OF EUROPE.
The affairs of Holland and Belgium are

still unsettled. The constitutional apigit

of Germany, the aspiration after a union

of the small states into one great nation

with free institutions, continues its now
no longer silent working. But our in-

terest centfes at present on France

—

There has really been an insurrection

in favour of the exiled Bourbons. La
Vendee, that ancient citadel of honest

bigotry—that Highlands of France, has

again been forced to bare its weak bo-

som to the national bayonets, in order

to gratify the lust of power of a Billy,

selfish, and contemptible race. Sub-

sequent to the Marseillois attempt at

insurrection, the district of La Venddo

was kept in an unsettled Btate by pa-

trolling bodies of Chouans, whose preda-

tory excursions rendered travelling in-

secure. Ou the 23d of May an attempt

was made to rear the white flag near

Parthenay, on the part of some needy

lawless men, headed by two individuals

formerly in the Bourbon guards. They
were captured by the sub-prefect ; and a

detachment of the 63d regiment was can-

toned in the disturbed district. Several

arrests took place on the 25th and 26th,

and the National Guard shewed itself

every where on the alert. On the 27th

a rencontre took place between someChou-

ans and a body of troops of the line and

national guards, which was stubbornly

contested, but terminated in a victory for

the patriots. By a royal ordenrtance of the

1st of June,* the airondisiement of La-

val, Chateau GoatUif, and Vinrfi, were de-
clared subject to martial law. It was soon
discovered that the priests were deeply
implicated in these comffiotions, and se-
veral were arrested, as well as different
individuals of the resident nobility (cAo-
telains.) Some persons, and among them
three subordinate ofiicers of the King’s
household were arrested in Paris; accused
of participation in the Carlist manoeuvres.
A number of forged notes had been for
some time in circulation, and some were
filially traedi to the possession of a noble-
man who was known to have paid several
visits to Holyrood. The emissaries of
government were, in the meantime, ac-
tively engaged in La Vendde tracing the
origin of the insurrection. On the 30th
of May a lieutenant of Gendarmerie,
with a detachment of 26 men, accompa-
nied*General Dermoncourt to the Castle
of La Carline, which they found already
surrounded by a detachment of 50 men
from the 32d regiment of the line. These
troops were searching for deserters, and
their report of some suspicious circum-
stances about the castle, induced the ge-

neral to institute a search. M. Laube-
pin, the proprietor, who was represented
as absent, was discovered hiding in a
secret chamber. A number of papers
were found in the apartment, sufficiently

indicating the existence of a treasonable

correspondence, together with some arms,
a military dress, hnd several pieces of
white cloth marked with black crosses

and fleurs-de-lis. The most important
document was the scroll of a letter from
LauAepin, warning Madame that she
had keen led to entertain exaggerated
notions of the 1 support she was likely to
meet with in La VendAe. The writer
represented the inhabitants as possessed of
only a small quantity of arms, and unable
to compete with the friends of the new
system unless the attention of government
were distj|teted by foreign aggression.

From the letters of the Duchess it ap-
pears that orders had been distributed

throughout France to the partisans of the
exiled family, commanding them to take
up arms on the 24th of May. She com-
plains that these orders had not been
.complied with in La Vendde. The letter

of the old Vendean, and another from a
nameless young enthusiast, shew that the
leaders were unwilling to move : they
saw the hopelessness of the struggle, hut
the Duchess would listen to nothing but
her own will, and declared that Bhe would
regard the cause of her family aa loot

were she obliged to retire. Bourmont,
who had landed with the Duchess near
Marseilles, and accompanied her to La
Vendde, was convinced ofthe insufficiency

of the preparations, and urged her to
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reimbark, but in vain. As regent during

her son's minority, she issued proclama-

tions : one to the army of Algiers, pro-

mising the decorations which had been

withheld from it ; another to the French

nation, announcing that the country was
oppressed by the expense of an unneces-

sarily numerous standing army; and a

third to the adherents of her son, declaring

that he would be their companion in arms .

On the 4th of May, the King of the

French, by the advice of his Ministers,

declared the four departments of Maine
andJLoire, La Vendee, Loire Inferieure,

and Les Deux Sevres, within the circle of

which the Duchess seemed to confine her

motions, in a state of martial law. The
soldiers of the line and the national guard

pursued with unremitting ardour the

straggling bodies of Chouans. The courts

martial commenced their sittings about

the 9th, but were for some time exclu-

sively occupied by preliminary investiga-

tions. By that time the armed bands had
been beaten at all points, and many were
voluntarily surrendering themselves. The
Duchess of Berri was understood to bo

still concealed in the district ; but repeat-

ed defeats, the exasperation of the public

mind against the claims of her family,

and the patriotism of the national guards

had blasted the hopes of her adherents.-

The war was at an end While these

events were occurring in the West, the

capital itself was the scene of disturb-

ances, not perhaps of more importance in

themselves, hut from the line of policy

into which they have deluded the King,

likely to prove the origin of more m^fked
changes. On the 28th of May upwards
of forty members of the Chamber of De-
puties assembled at the house of M. La-
fltte to affix their names to a declaration

of the principles upon which they bad
opposed the measures of Government dur-
ing the preceding session; including a
detailed account of the princigal subjects

discussed. The main charge against the

advisers of the King, was their departure
from the principles of the Revolution.

They were said to have acted as if the

dynasty of Louis-Philippe were but a
continuation of the system of the resto-

ration, while, in truth, his throne was
based on the triumphant principles of
the great revolution of 1789. This ac-

cusation was followed up by strongly
expressed disapprobation of the main-
tenance of the same extravagant ex-
penditure as under the former dynas-
ty; of the delay in the institution of
popular schools ; and of the mode of or-

ganising the army. The signature of
General Lamarque, then on his death-
bed* was appended to this document
by proxy. He died on the evening of

the 1st of June. That same day the Go-,

vernment, which had been for some time

keeping a jealous eye on the proceedings

of a society which assumed the title of
“ LesAmis dn Peuphy” ordered the doors

of their place of meeting to be scaled up.

Some of the members conceiving this pro-

cess to be illegal, broke off the seals, and
opened the doors. Several other mem-
bers came in, and business was about to

be commenced, when the sergens de villa

rushed in, arrested all the persons pre-

sent, thirty-one in number, and convey-

ed them to the prisons of the prefecture,

where they were detained au secret.

This unconstitutional stretch of power
naturally produced a strong sensation in

Paris. Tuesday, the 5th of June, was
the day on which the remains of La-
marque were to quit Paris for the hero’s

native district. His son was auxious that
the departure should take place private-

ly, in conformity with the General’s
wishes. The importunities of friends in-

duced him to alter this intention. Go-
vernment regarding this us an overt act
of defiance, an attempt to give greater

eclat to the funeral of an opposition de-
puty than had attended that of Casimir
Pericr, and likewise afraid that the ene-
mies of the established dynasty might
stfek to turn so large an assemblage of
people to account, ordered no funeral
honours to be paid to the deceased beyond
what were his due as a general and mem-
ber of the Chamber of Deputies. The
Ecole Polytechnique was forbidden to at-
tend. Considerable bodies of troops were
assembled at various points, as a precau-
tion against a rising of Les Amis dn Pen-

pie. Every means, however, had been
taken by the friends of Lamarquc for se-

curing an imposing attendance of na-
tional guards, and other citizens. The
crowd, both of foreigners and natives,
which followed the remains of the liberal

deputy, with banners of all kinds, was
immense, notwithstanding the rain which
fell during the early part of tlio day. The
refusal of the piquet at the Etat Major to
present arms while the procession was
passing, excited the discontent of the peo-
ple. The refusal of the Duke of Fitz-
James to uncover when the body was
borne past him, was the signal for break-
ing the windows of the house in which
he was. Opposite the Port St. Denis a
scuffle took place between one of the ser-

gei^T de ville and a Decord of July, in
which the latter was wounded. All these

events took place before the procession
reached the bridge of Austerlitz $ and are
of consequence, as indicating a degree of
irritation against the authorities on the
part pf many who took a part in the fu-
nereal ceremony, and a promptness to
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take offence on the pftrt of the govern-

ment forces, unworthy of those whose of-

fice it was to preserve peace. Opposite

to: the bridge of Austerlitz, a scaffold had
been erected, hung with black, and cano-
pied with flags, for the accommodation of
the orators, upon whom had devolved the

duty of pronouncing the eulogium of the
deceased. Just before- the head of the

procession reached this point, a consider-
able number of young men from L’Ecole
Polytechnique, who had succeeded in

making their escape by scaling the walls
of the school, arrived upon the ground,
and were received with loud acclama-
tions. The speeches pronounced over the

body, on account of their warm eulo-

giums of the political sentiments of Ge-
neral Lamarque, were received as cen-

sures of the Government, with that ap-

plause that evinced a stronger feeling

of the political object of the meeting

than of its funereal character. While
the ceremony was proceeding, several

disputes had arisen between the indi-

viduals forming the outskirts of the pro-

cession, and troops assembled to over-

awe them. Mutual insults had led to

such a degree of excitement that Lafayette

concluded his speech by calling upon the

people not to sully by an act of theiij

the sanctity of the occasion. He im-
mediately afterwards entered a hackney-
coach, from which the people took the

horses to draw him to his home in triumph.

By the time 1 .afayette reached the Place

dc la Bastile, the mutual exasperation of

the people and the soldiery had reached

its height. The coach in which he was,

had just passed, when a body of cavalry,

without any apparent new ground of of-

fence, charged the unarmed mass follow-

ing it, and, first discharging their pistols,

proceeded to use their sabres. The cry

“ Aux armes / ” was immediately heard

from the crowd ; and, like a spell, it in-

stantaneously brought to the spot a man
on horseback, who had made a conspi-

cuous figure in the procession,* carrying

what some represent as a red flag, with

the inscription “ Liberty on la Mort,”

and others as the “ Bonnet rouge.” The
rappel was beat at all the guard-houses,

but the disarmed guards, taken by surprise,

were unwilling to side with either party;

and a great number of them retired to

their homes. The majority joined the

troops, but a few, it is said, made common
cause with the people. Within a few mo-

ments from the first attack of the military,

barricades were formed at the end of the

Bridge of Austerlitz, at the entrance of

the roads on each side of the canal, and

across the quay. The contagion spread,

and barricades were formed in the streets

of St. Antoine, St. Denis, St. Martin,

Montmartre aud St. Croi. A few at-
tempts were made to unpate the streets
but without effect. The populace broke
open several armourer's shops in the em-
ployment of Government, and made them-
selves masters of the powder magazine on
the Boulevard de l’Hopital. The young
men of L'Ecole Polytechnique, who had
joined the procession, found on their re-

turn the gates closed upon them. Some
by the aid of the citizens scaled the walls,

but others remained excluded, and were
thus forced t£ take a part of the proceed-
ings of the night. The Rue Montmaatre
and the Rue St. Denis were the scenes of
the most obstinate contest ; owing, how-
ever, to the waut of concert and organiza-
tion among the people, the troops pressed

rapidly onward suppressing the revolt.

A violent fall of rain aided materially the
iTstortition of order. By midnight the
firing on both sides had almost entirely

ceased. The King arrived fiom St. Cloud
late in the evening, held a council of mini-
sters, and reviewed the national guard
on the Palace du Carrousel. During the
night seals were placed by order of the
Polico on the presses of the Tribune,

Quotidienne
, and the Courrier de l'Eu-

rope. The numbers of the National
,

Courrier Francois, Journal de Commerce
,

and Cormire
,
containing the narrative of

the distufbances, were seized at the post

office. The first sten was a literal execu-

tion of the Ordoimaificc, for issuing which
Charles X. was forced to make room for

the monarch of the barricades. The shops

continued shut during the forenoon of
Wednesday ; all business was at a stand.

The Bourse, it is true, was open and crowd,
ed, hut nothing was done. Paris had the

appearance of a city taken by storm, lit

the course of the afternoon, the people

again attacked the soldiery at the Place de
la Bastile and along the Boulevards, but
were repulsed after a shqrp contest. Se-
veral meetings of the deputies present in

Paris, were held at the house of Messrs. La-
fltte, in the course of the day, and a depu-
tation, consisting of Messrs. Lafitte, Odil-

lon-Barrot, and Arago, were appointed to

wait upon the King. On Thursday morn-
ing three ordinances appeared in tho Mo-
niteur. By the first, Paris was declared

in a state of siege ; by the second, the ar-

tillery corps of the national guard was
dissolved ; by the third, the pupils of the

Polytechnic School drere disbanded. The
declaring Paris in a state of siege wae
justified by no better authority than a
decree passed by Napoleon in 1811. But
even the harsh precedent wae exceeded,

fo.r its effect was declared retrospective.

Amid these unconstitutional proceedings

the funds continued to advance, but this

was attributed to Government's bringing
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its secret resources into the market, in or-

der to force up their price. The libera!

deputies in vain persuaded the King' to

convoke the chambers and proceed by
constitutional means. Friday and Sa-

turday were spent in domiciliary visits

of the police, and increasing exaspera-

tion On the part of the people. Govern-

ment bhgan to reap the fruits of its

tyrannical conduct in the absurd reports

that were propagated respecting its mea-
sures, and the ready evidence which they

met with. An attempt was made by Mi-
nisters to force. medical men to give evi-

dence respecting all wounded persons un-
der their care ; but this violation of the

sacred duty of the physician was so

strongly protested against by that respec-

table body, and excited such horror and
loathing in the public mind, that it was
desisted from. Forty of the most ‘'emi-

nent members of the bar published an
opinion, that the attempt to give retro-

spective effect to the Ordinance, declaring

Paris in a state of siege, was illegal*

Thus, then, Is Louis Philippe’s govern-
ment at present circumstanced. • The Car-
lists are a nonentity, too contemptible to

be noticed. The republicans are a growing
party, consisting ofmen with clear definite

notions, and, in general, all the energy
of youth. The mass of the population of
France is tired ofcommotion, and longs for

a firm and settled government, but cares
not for the present King. He has not the
military glory of Napoleon, nor the le-

gitimacy of the Bourbons, to dazzle the
nation as to the rea| nature of his title to

the throne. His personal character is, to

say the least, not fascinating; and the

memory of his father is repulsive. Yet,

under these circumstances, seated on a
throne, the blood Bhed to cement which,,

is not yet dry, he dares to suspend the

rights of the citizens—to delay the con-
vocation of their representatives—to in-

sult their favourite opinions—and to sub-
stitute military despotism for regulated
freedom. “ As he has brewed so let him
drink.”

STATE 0> COMMERCE AND MANUFACTURES.

, June, 1832.

Tranquillityhaving been restored to the

country by the passing of the Reform Bill,

the natural fruit of tranquillity, commer-
cial confidence, has already considerably

revived. A sudden and rapid improve-

ment of trade, after so long a period of dis-

quietude, was not to be expected ; and the

season of the year at which the important

event has happened, namely, the begin-

ning of summer, being generally one of

dulness to the manufacturing and trading

classes, has tended to lessen the immediate
effect of a restoration of confidence. Ne-
vertheless, a very decided improvement ir.

.the feeling of commercial men is manifest,

and an impulse, distinctly perceptible,

though not strongly marked, has been

given to several branches of manufactures.

An incubus of dread has been removed
from the breasts of our manufacturers and
merchants^ and they exhibit the relief they

feel in brighter countenances and return-

ing activity.

The favourable circumstances which we
have noticed in former months as pro-

mising a revival of trade, still continue.

Very small stocks in the hands of the
country dealers,—moderate stocks in the

warehouses of the merchants and manu-
facturers,—a perfectly sound and healthy

%tate of the circulating medium,—the ab-
sence of every thing that could produce
a fallacious prosperity:— these circum-
stances, combined with the vast resources
of the British population, and the com-
manding power of British capital, promise
a gradual recovery from the depression
which has now for several months charac-
terized our commerce. The manufactur-
ers will soon begin to prepare for the fall

trade, and it may reasonably be hoped
that the latter part of the year will wit-
ness a return of commercial activity.

The spring trade to Germany, Russia,
and the north of Europe has been good.
The Leipsic fair fluctuated in the most
remarkable manner, owing to the unset-
tled state of English politics. It began
with activity; the news of Earl Grey’s
resignation And the Duke of Wellington’s
commission to form a ministry, which
were every where felt to involve confusion
in England and war cm the Continent,
struck a panic into the buyers $ and busi-

ness was nearly suspended, till the recall

of the Reforming Administration gave
assurance that peace would he preserved;

after which the fair again became brisk,

and English goods sold extensively.

The export of British goods to Russia

I
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has Hitherto been little affectedby the late

unwise augmentation in tjie customs du-

ties of the Empire4 and it may be expect-

ed that the reduction of the duty hemp
to a mere nominal amount, which has

just beenannounced byMr. Foulett Thom-
son, will, by increasing the import of that

article, increase in a corresponding degree

the export of British goods to St. Peters-

burgh and Riga.

The severe (quarantine restrictions esta-

blished in Spain against British vessels

and goods, have beepjo far relaxed since

the cholera spread m France, that the

trade is rc-opened, and considerable orders

are executing for that market.

Portugal still continues closed, more
however from the fear of aid being sent

in any shape to Don Pedro, than from the

dread of infection. If the expedition,

which is on the point of sailing to Portu-

gal, should have tho success which every

friend of liberty must earnestly desire, and
the tyrannical usurper should be hurled

from his throne, the interests of British

commerce will be greatlypromoted. There

has of late neither been personal security

for our merchants, nor protection for their

property, in Lisbon and Oporto, whilst all

the obstructions have been thrown in the

way of trade which despotic jealousy and
brutal ignorance could suggest. The re-

sources of that country have been dread,

fully oppressed, and the important trade

it has so long carried on with England,

and which might be much further extend-

ed, has been wantonly sported with. This

adds another to the innumerable existing

proofs, that tyranny is as much opposed

to commerce, as commerce is in its influ-

ence hostile to tyranny. Freedom and

trade, the two great agents in civilizing

the world, arc natural and inseparable

allies.

The United States’ market, overstocked

with the largest exportation ever made in

one year of British goods, continues very

bad ; and tlic projet of a new tariff, in

which the duties are materially lowered,

will have the effect of increasing the stag-

nation, as the lower scale of duties can-

not come into effect till the 3d of March,
1833. We cannot too often repeat, that

the exclusion of American flour, by the

operationof the EnglishComLaws, is a for-

midable obstacle to the revival of the de-

mand for British goods, and will prevent,

as long as the cause continues, a steady,

satisfactory, profitable, and pleasant in-

tercourse between the two countries. The
States, which are the principal consumers

of British manufactures, have little else

to return to us besides agricultural pro-

duce ; when we receive that produce into

our ports they always buy largely ; When

we cease to receive it, their purchases
cease.* There is a close sympathy be-
tween the productive classes of the two
countries both in prosperity and distress;

and we cannot inflict distress upon them
by a system of alternate allurement and
repulsion, without equally injuring our
own interests, and making an intercourse

which should be a bond of union a source

of mutual irritation.

There is rather more animation both
in the import and export trade of Low-
don than there has been for some time
past, though still considerable languor
prevails; nor is money by any means
plentiful, and discounts are confined in a
great measure to first-rate paper. The
shipping interest is still much depressed,

but it may bo hoped that it will find re-

lief from the reduction of the hemp duty,
both*y the increase of the Baltic trade,

and by the diminished cost of cordage

and sail-cloth, which that measure will
occasion. The market for Colonial pro-
duce has been in a tolerably good state,

and sugars have slightly advanced in

price. The Com trade is steady.

The Cotton Manufacture, after

enjoying for some time much prosperity,

has, for two or three months past, suf-

fered considerable depression. The mar-
ket has been slightly improved since the

passing of the Reform Bill, as the buyers
who left Manchester without purchasing,

on the resignation Earl Grey, have
since returned, and bought the goods they

were in want of.

The trade of Liverpool necessarily

sympathizes with that of the manufac-
turing districts, and it is therefore

“

present dull. Unusually large arrivals

of cotton (nearly twice as great in May
1832 as in May 1831) have combined,
with the slack demand, to depress prices

;

but as tho manufacturers hold light

stocks, and as the consumption is still

large, some revival of demand is hoped
for. The appearance of the cholera in

this great seaport has had less effect on
trade than might have been anticipated.

The inefficiency of quarantine regulations

has in many countries led to their relax- m

* A better Illustration ofthis generaftruth cannot
be affbrded than that contained in the comparative
imports and sales of American flour at Liverpool
in the first five months of 1831 an#of 1832. In
the first five months of 1831, 255,000 barrels of
flour (nearly all American) entered the poTt of
Liverpool ;

320,r<X) barrels were taken out ofbond,
and only 5000 barrets remained in bond on the *
31st of May. In the corresponding period of 1838
only 32.800 barrels of flour were imported, only
30.50A were taken out of bond

; and on the Slat
of May no less than 290,900 barrels remained in
bond. Can we wonder at the Immenseexporta at
British manufactures to the United States in the
last year, and at their diminutive amount In tho.
present year?
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Atiou ; and in America vessels are subject

only to inspection, or at most to a very
short detention. There is, however, an
unwillingness to export goods at present,

owing to the uncertainty which prevails

as to the quarantine regulations of other

countries, #here the periods of detention,

though generally abridged, are very often

changed.

An expedition, partly scientific and
partly commercial, will sail from Liver-

pool in a few days, for the mouth of the

river Niger, with a view to improve the

discoveries of the Landers, by opening a

communication with Central Africa. Per-

haps nothing will be more likely to pro-

mote the civilization of that vast and tor-

rid region, than this discovery of a great

navigable stream, which will enable mer-

cantile enterprise to carry a knowledge

of the arts and productions of Europe in-

to countries hitherto the most inaccessi-

ble, and to tribes the most wild and bar-

barous.

The Woollen Manufacture is in

a languid state, as regards fine cloths.

The markets of Leeds and Huddersfield

are very heavy ; which is, however, not

unusual at this period of the year. In

low woollens, flannels, blankets, and
baizes, a very sensible improvement has

taken place, which is feft beneficially at

Rochdale, Dewsbury, and Halifax. The
worsted stuff trade of Bradford, and the

neighbourhood, is also in a good state,

especially for the middling and low qua-

lities of goods. In consequence of the in-

creased activity in the manufactures made

m Jrom English wool, both combing wools

and short wools, of inferior kinds, have

advanced In price. A strong expectation

is entertained in Yorkshire, that the au-

tumn will bring a general improvement
i% trade.

English Customs—New Sche-
dule of Duties Mr. Poulett Thom-
son, Vice-President of 1 the Board of

Trade, has brought a bill into the House
of Commons, making very numerous al-

terations in the English Tariff, the prin-

cipal of which is the reduction of the

duty on hemp from 4s. 8d. to Id. per

ewt. Most of the other alterations pro-

ceed on the same principle, and will be

productivc«of as much advantage com-
pared with the importance of the articles

which they affect, as that on hemp. A
multitude of preposterous duties, which
have no other affect than altogether to

prohibit, or to restrict to the lowest

amount the importation of the articles

on which they are placed, without even
the pretext that they are imposed for the

protection of domestic industry, are swept
away by this wise measure ; and duties of

Roister.

the most moderate kind, or in several

cases, no duty at all, substituted for them.

As a general principle, the hill allows

articles coming from British colonies to

pass duty free. Gums, bark, drugs, oils^

and dyeing wares, are relieved from ab-

surd imposts. Russian dressed hides, in.

stead of paying 5s. per hide, are to pay
Is. That excellent and nutritious article

of food, cocoa, the consumption of which
is chiefly limited by the heavy duty of fld.

per lb., will, in future, only pay 2d. per

lb. When the dutg^on coffee was reduc-

ed (in 1808) from Is. 7|d. per lb. to 7d*,

the effect was to increase the consump.
tion in one year from 1,069,691 lbs. to

9,251,837 lbs. ; and a similar effect is

not unlikely to be produced in the con-

sumption of cocoa.

As specimens of the absurd system of
former Finance Ministers, and of the ra-

tional system ^adopted by Mr. Thomson,
we may mention that the duty on alkanet
root is reduced from 4/. 14s. 4d. per cwt.

to 2s. ; on almonds, (bitter,) from 1/. I Is.

8d. per cwt. to 4s. ;
on benjamin, or ben-

zoin, from 11/. 4s. per cwt. to 4s. ; on
camphor, (refined,) from 41. 13s. 4d. per
cwt. to 1/. 8s. ; on caoutchouc, (Indian
rubber,) from 21. 6s. 8d. per cwt. to Is.

;

on carmine, from 4s. per oz. to 6d. ; on
elates, from 41. 10s. 3d. per cwt. to 19s.

;

on gamboge, from 9/. 6s. 9d. per cwt. to

4s. ; on gentian, from 21. 16s. per cwt.

to 4s. ; on gum arabic, from 12s. per
cwt. to nothing ; on shell-lac, from 20
per cent, to nothing ; on hoofs of cattle,

from 20 per cent, to 1 per cent. ; on cas-

tor oil, from 1/. 8s. per cwt. to 2s. 6d.

;

on quicksilver, from 6d. per lb. to Id.

;

on sal ammoniac, from 1/. 8s. per cwt.

to Is. ; on sal limonum, from 26/. 12s.

per cwt. to Is. ; on anniseed, from 3/.

per cwt. to 5s. ; on hemp seed, from 21.

per qr. to Is. ; on spelter, from 10s. per
cwt. to 2s. ; on marble, from Is. per solid

foot to nothing ; on tapioca, from 10s.

per cwt. to Is. ; on woad, from 3s. per

cwt. to Is.

These, to be sure, are not very im-
portant articles, but the principle of the

changes is excellent; and we may per-

haps hope that, in the course of time,

the same principle may be applied to

sugar, tea, timber, tobacco, and, above
all, to corn.

New American Tariff.—We have
alluded to the Bill reported to the House *

of Representatives by the Secretary of the

Treasury, containing a new Tariff for the

United States. As nearly the whole re-

venue of the Republic arise* from the

Customs Duties, and as the liquidation of
the National Debt this year will place

the Government in the situation of-hav.
r

ing a very large surplus income bevond

2
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its wonts, the reduction of the duties be-

cones IndispiMble. The manufectur-

Inf interest, which the Government has

sought to favour, by preposterous end

mischievous restrictions on foreict goods,

will now be compelled to see tin tempo*

rary protection afforded to it in tome de-

gree withdrawn. It is manifest, how*

ever, from the outline of the new Tariff,

that duties will still be levied on English

woollen and cotton manufactures, as

heavy as the wants of the State will al*

low to be exacted. The highest rate of

duty is still attached to that class of

goods. Nevertheless, the duty even on

them is greatly reduced. Some kinds of

woollens are at present subject to a duty

of from 70 to 100 per cent, ad valorem}

according to the new schedule, 30 per

cent, is the highest rate to be charged.

The reduction in the duties on hardwares

and cutlery is very groat, and will still

further increase the prosperity of those

flourishing branches of English industry.

It is doubtful whether the Bill will

pass during the present year, as it has

been introduced near the close of the Ses*

sion of the Congress. If it should, it will

certainly be modified—not to the advan*

tage of the English manufacturer—and it

will not come into operation till March

in next year. If the Bill should not be-

come law this year, it will be liable ft)

alteration according to the result of the

Election for President of the United

States, -.the three candidates for that

office, General Jackson, Mr, John Adams,

and Mr. Henry Clay, holding very diffe-

rent opinions as to the policy of propping

up the manufacturing clasp at the expense

of the commercial and agricultural das*,

es. Mr. Clay is understood to defend the

restrictive system, and Mr. j^kum (bar.

Ing altered his views since Ms own Pre-

sidency,) to oppose it; General /ackson

takes a course between the other two.

A regulation is introduced Into the Bill,

limiting the credit hitherto given by the

Government* of the United States for the

customs duties ; at present, the duties ate

paid by the importer in instalment) at

eight, nine, and twelve months ; the new
Bill requires them to be paid one-half in

three months, and the other half in six

months
;
and, in the case of woollens, the

duties are to be paid in cash. The effect

of this change will he to make the trade

more safe and steady. Speculators and

adventurers avail themselves of the pre-

sent system to make large and hazardona

importations, trusting to realize the price

of the goods before they are called upon

to pay the duties to Government ; thus

they trade on no other capital than the

government credits : it Is needless to say,

that .this system produces gluts of the

markets, and ruinous fluctuations of

prices. The adoption of the English sys*

tern will cause the demand to flow more

steadily, and in safer channels.
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!

THE author of the article oh the w Coming Elections M anticipated no change in the

provisions of the Bill, nor did any other reasonable being. The Tories however

knew better. They knew the horror with which English prejudice looks upon

every deviation from the standard of English law 6r custom ; they knew the timid

eagerness with which ministers always seek to scuttle out of the way of a tolerably

strong opposition; and in despite of the most strenuous remonstrances of the Lord
Advocate, they have persuaded Lord Altfforp, who is goodness itself, and consequently

“ open to conviction,
1
* to addpt a clause rendering a certain qualification necessary

onjthe part of all candidates for the honour of representing Scotch burghs in Parlia-

ment. The mean, thief-like manner in which this new proviso, hitherto unknown
to the constitution of Scotland, has been smuggled in, at a period so late, that the

most prompt measures on the part of the reformers of this country to raise their

voice against it can hardly enable them to obtain a hearing, was, of itself, a suspi-

cious circumstance. And the dirty disreputable look of the blackguard, now that

we have got a sight of him, sufficiently accounts for his sneaking anxiety to avoid

observation. Here he is :— *'

w And be it enacted, that from ami after the passing of this Act, no person, except

the eldest son or heir presumptive of any peer of Parliament, shall be eligible to

represent any County or Burgh or District of Burghs in Scotland, who shall not be

the proprietor of a landed or heritable Estate, in some part of Great Britain or Ire.

land, of the value of Six Hundred Pounds a year for the Representative of a County,

and Three Hundred Pounds a year for the Representative of a Burgh or Distriot of
Burghs,

or be the heir apparent or presumptive to such an estate : Provided always,

that all persons who at the time of the passing of this Act were qualified to be elected

as representatives of any such County, or who were then, or before the First of
March one thousand eight hundred and thirty-one

,
entitled to obtain such qualifica-

tion as hereinbefore provided, shall continue to be eligible as such Representative for

the term of their natural livc9, and so long as they retain such qualification : Pro-
vided also. That after the end of this present Parliament, no member for any such
County shall be required to be qualified as an elector within the said County; and
if any person who shall be elected or returned to serve iu Parliament for any County
or Burgh or District of Burghs in Scotland as aforesaid, shall not, at the time of
such election and return, be qualified as aforesaid, such Election and Return shall

be void: Provided also, That it shall be competent to any other candidate, or to

any two registered vffters at such election, to require any candidate for any such
County or Burgh or District of Burghs to take au oath of his being the possessor of
Buch qualification,

11
*

’SVc have been pretty well accustomed in this country to vague, clumsy, and re-

dundant legal expressions ; and yet a tolerably extensive acquaintance with acts of
Parliament, does not enable us to parallel this specimen of the beauties of British

legislation. The most ignorant attorney in the country would be ashamed to father
it : it must be the concoction of some booby of a Clerk. What is meant by *< en-
titled to obtain such a qualification as hereinbefore provided ?” The qualification
“ hereinbefore provided 11

is the possession of a certain amount of property, and that
every person is “ entitled to obtain 11

if he can. Or is it meant to restrict the quality
of eligibility to such persons as were possessed of the “ qualification hereinbefore
provided at the time of the passing of this act,

1” or were “ entitled to obtain it
11

« then or before the 21st of March, 1831 ?** Is it intended to exclude all who were
entitled to obtain it between “ then and the 23d of March,11 and all who shall in
future obtain it ? Again, it is said that these persons, whoever they may he) shall be
eligible “ for the term of their natural lives, and so long as they retain such quali-
fication ;** but no specification is given of the time for which they may retain the
qualification after their decease. Beside such a gross tissue of blunders, the mere
awkwardness of the next proviso sinks into insignificance.

So much for the external form of this by-blow, the fruits of the amoro# dalliance
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of a young and timid reforming Ministry, with some old hoary Scotch corruptionist.
Let us now examine the spirit which looks out at the squinting eyes of the brat. In
the first place it is not a simple provision that no men shall be returned to
Parliament who have not a sufficiently ample income to place them above the
suspicion of following the trade of Member of Parliament as a lucrative pro-
fession. Such an enactment would only have been impertinent, uncalled for, and
useless. If electors are capable of exercising their franchise, they will not he
such blockheads as to overlook the suspicion that attaches to an idle man who has
no visible means of subsistence. Besides, if there bo truth in‘the calculations of our
friend who has been addressing the electors, in a previous page, and we havp entire

reliance on his accuracy, the sum fixed upon in the clause will not secure that in-

dependence which it professes to have in view. The rate is too low. It is ati At-

tempt to turn parliament into such a genteel poor-house as we have sometimes
met on the Continent, where the inmates may live luxuriously upon public pick-
ings, provided they bring enough of their own to secure them against absolute
starvation.

The character, however, of this precious clause, is much worse than that of such a
provision aii we have been considering. It is equally foolish and vastly more knavish.
It provides that the property necessary to give the qualification shall be ofa peculiar

kind, “ A landed or heritable estate” is the word. The or, here, cannot be meant
as alternative, implying landed (one kind of estate) or heritable (another) ; for a land-
ed is an heritable estate. We do verily believerthat the duiulerpates who manufac-
tured the clause, conceived the bright idea of allowing none but country gentlemen
to serve as members of Parliament for Scotland. The term, “ heritable,*’ however,
includes lands, houses, erections within burgh, and bonds for money lent out upon
landed security. Still our thanks are equally due to those, who, by this ingenious

device, sought to perpetuate the dynasty of the paper voters, and of “ the lairds

that amiable race which blends in happy union the ignorance and prejudice of the En-
glish squire, with the time-serving andselfish greed of the packman. Their object was to

render a bonnet laird eligible to represent Glasgow, while the wealthiest and moBt
intelligent merchant in that city might be excluded from the right of aspiring to

claim the suffrages of his fellow-citizens. We were to continue faithful vassals,

finding our honour aud glory in “ doing the laird’s bidding” and in striving to put

a good face on the matter, even in cases as extreme as that in which the High,
lander, lingering at the gallows foot, was clapped on the back by his faithful spouse,
M Tat’s a braw man, Donald : just gang up and please the Laird.”

The scheme was right simple
; but, as Burns says,

»

“ Hie best laid schemes of mice and men
Gang aft agley

aud so with this. The ignoble proprietor of sundry tenements in the Gallowgate of

Glasgow, or of a vulgar manufactory or distillery, (the Duke of* Buccleugh’s horror

at cheap whisky will revive at this thought with tenfold force,) is unfortunately as

eligible as the thickcst-skulled heir of entail of a couple of waste muirland farms.

Still there is room for gratulation : the expiring tyrants have left to their faithful

and obsequious servitors, the “ men of business,” or (t doers,” a rich reversion of

employment after their own hearts. These dii minores of our Scottish elective my-
thology

t
were constant attendants upon the great Jupiters,—the county-voters

;

and not unfrequently (as in the case of Gilbert Glossin) aspired to an equality

with them. Their souls are now desolate. The days are gone for ever, when
the agent strengthened his employer’s political influence, by splitting up his su-

periorities into paper votes, and filled his own pockets at the same time. No longer

will lie deal out the red gold to the bailies and deacons of royal burghs, from

a measure which, like"
7
that of All Baba’s brother, was greased at the bottom

to retain a few broad pieces for the owner. But he will find a melancholy plea-

sure in going through the juggling processes which must immediately be invented

to elude the provisions of the clause. He will be a kind of Caleb Baldershlne, re-

joicing to deal in dirty work, although his former patrons can in no way be benefited

by it. A similar provision has long been the law in England ; but it is a mere dead

letter. We never heard but of one man who was kept out of parliament by its

means : an eminent political philosopher, whose slippery character was so
r well

known, that no man would trust him with his title-deeds even for an hour* Our Scot-

tish lawyers will be found equal adepts at evasion. The only use of which this addi-
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tion to the bill possibly can be, is to offer an additional motive to equivocation and

peijury. It is dangerous to tamper with the sanctity of an oath ; and he who intro-

duces an appeal to it on any occasion, when it is not unavoidable, stands not very

far removed from the suborner.

We have not insisted upon the inadequacy of wealth as a standard of capacity.

That truth is too obvious to need elucidation. Viewed in every light, this volun-

teer clause is hateful, and would he oppressive but for its feebleness. It calls for the

most strenuous opposition on the part of every Scotsman. If he is not in time to re-

monstrate with the Commons, let him clamour in th^ears of the Lords. Agitate, if

necessary, on the subject from John o* Groat's house to Gretna.

TheVe is something very suspicious in the anxiety which the Tories have of late

manifested for lending additional graces to the bantling of their adversaries. Their

busy interference with young Hopeful has tfie same amiable motive that usedtomake
fairies endow the children of those who had offended them with specious but destruc-

tive gfrts. They are like gipsies trying to steal a child, disfigure, and pass it for

their own. Their anxiety for the purity of Parliament, testified by Wyndford’s and
Baring's hills, lying as they do on their political death-bed, smacks of the odour of

sanctity in which Mother Cole sought to live. The loudness of their ffelm-singing

is suspicious : we think we see them scanning our pockets with the tails of their

eyes. They had better far “ die game,” for their whining and snuffling only excites

disgust and contempt. We feel involuntary respect for a gay bold-faced villain, but

we ldftthe the scoundrel who affects the penitent with an eye to a reprieve. It is all

in vain : our injuries have been too deep and lasting to be effaced from our memory
by a few fair words. The Whigs are now on their trial before their country, and
may be condemned ; but the Tories are damned beyond redemption. For the con-

tumely and oppression which bo long bowed us down, we owe them a hatred and scorn

as lasting ; and it shall be paid even to the uttermost farthing.

J. Johnstone, Printer, 10, St. James’s Square.
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There are two problems in political science, which now, for the first
,

time in England, demand some consideration. The people at length

have a voice in the choice of their representatives. If they wish those

representatives to be efficient ministers towards attaining good govern-

ment, it behooves them seriously,—1st, To inquire what are the simas

by which they may learn who is, and who is not, worthy of their comG-.

dence ; and, 2dly,—To settle
#
what degree of confidence ought, under

the existing circumstances, to be awarded to the persons whom they

may choose for their representatives.* In ordey to solve these two

very perplexing questions, it is requisite distinctly to understand what

these circufeistancea will be. We must know the difficulties to be over-

come, before settling the qualities requisite to overcome them. These

difficulties are either such as belong necessarily to the situation of a

legislator at all times and in all places, or such as attach to it in pecu-

liar times and peculiar places. Our immediate business is with the lat-

ter class. Tift peculiar difficulties which will surround the legislators of

this country, in the immediately succeedingjbimes, we. desire at this

moment particularly to signalize. At a d|jwquent stage of the in-

quiry, the former class of difficulties will require to be at least some-

what generally described.

England has, for ages, been under the dominion of an aristocracy.

Tfee spirit of that aristocracy pervades every rank of her people. Their

dominion is a moral, as well as a political dominion ; thus, though their

political power may be sensibly diminished, they may still, nevertheless,

retain much of tneir moral influence, and infect society with the feelings

which that influence engenders^Among the most pernicious of these,

is a longing desire for the favour and good-will of the ^ftstocratic

class* merely for its own sake, or for the sake of the rajferas, in the

shapgeof profit, which that class may hold out. It is remarked that the

really powerful class, the rich bourgeoisie of France, at the present day,

pant for the rotice of the remnants of the old no’blesse that yet Unger

* Thjgdiscuttiodftf this second question we reserve for another opportunity.
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Within the Faubourg St. (ierm&ix Tfiee$ nobles are poor anil insignifi-

cant; BtUTjfte presfi^e qf, their rank, t\i& old spirit of aristopraoy, sways

tfie minds tit their plebeian superiors : tli# Lafitt^es, the Periers of the

. ChafliSeVAntkl, tafrilotan*ii» theiflie&rts, under the influence of roman-

ths the. wfetched descendants of the Montmorenqteft. the

(

'Pretnotlples, the,RoehVfpiusaulta of anci^t limes. It is'tlifli^ult, even by

*neantf*of’a conuiQsioli, like thfc fevolution of France, then, to eradicate

fe^)iitg4» once thoroughly implantbft*in the l^Ws^f a whole people.

Thesold deg^dation ^ ,the
#
bourgeoUi%*thfl old tyranny of the aristo-

cracy, sftll are seen in these slight but p^gnant indications. In Eng-
land, tie slavish fefcling is now at its height. It is difficult to conceive

a state moi$ degraded than .the present condition of the popular mind
oil the subject of social and political distinctions. The most powerful

intellects of the community share in the general debasement, and mark,
by their crawling subservience, the degree of mental prostration to which
the whole people have arrived. The change in the powers of govern-

ment dptely to take place, will, for many years, but little affect this

state of mind. There will still exist tlj£ same strong desire that now
exists, for distinction, based on condition, and not on personal worth,

—

distinction deyved wholly from position, and not from individual excel-

lence. There will still be the same contempt and hatred of all below,

the same adoration of all above. We shall still, as now, be servile arid

haughty, cringing and tyrannical ; envious of, while fawning upon, and
subservient to our superiors ; ill-treating, despising, yet dreading those

ttjfom wre deem and call our inferiors. Such would be the case, even it

the aristocracy were utterly deprived of tlieir political power. Unfortu-

nately that will not he the case ; they w ill still be able to earry on a
war with the rest of the community. While their moral influence will

he nndiminished, their political power will yet be enormous ; and this

power, as hertofore, they will employ to the detriment of t|gp large ma-
jority to whom they are opposed. They w ill stilljpe able to hold out
many attractive rewards to all who will he of their party, and visit,

witl^much painful contumely and hatred, such as stand against them as

their enemies. From this state of things there will result partiafele-

nients of mischief, that will be active in the comingperiods of our
history.

From reasons, morecjgpavwhich are too obvious to need exposition,

the duties which every maiPbwes to the whole community, have hitherto

either been incompletely conceived, or utterly .disregarded. Ther^ has
been a constanfffollowing out of selfish interests, no matter Jhow Inimi-

cal to the general welfare ; till, at length, the best men among us deem
themselves worthy of all praise, if they merely abstain from evil, dnd
do good only when not in the slightest degree disagreeable to them-
selves. Braving difficulties and dangers, undergoingjbuffering, or even
privation, for the general welfare, is wholly obsolete—is laughed at j|f

recollected. Suffering “ for conseiencelBke ” affixes a stigma ; is deemed
deserviflPaf rebuke and censure ; separates a man completely from all

that is deeMd respectable in society ; ruins and degrades him even in

the eyes of the most upright men of the community. The plksent
time is peculiarly distinguished by its prudence. The te«t by which all

parties try all men is their prudence, though the word signifies very^

different matters among different people ; among those, however, who
are deemed the patriots of the day, it means the powejLof accomplishing
some benefit to the community, without risk, difficu^r, or treble, to
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yourselfT When such U the coilduQt|»suclv th'e morality

wliet is likely to be that of persons ofYar inferior wbrljjjr^

abstaining from doing good, wften^roqhlesogie or <wgeroUfi*%ra jgp^ be*
the extent of their proceedings* JThey hayedon^th'ejr will st&^»* iwt fhe*
evil that is profj$pbl$ to themselves. There has been, there Will be
exhibited a thorough recklessness

y
oWall Invests,* but selfish interests ;

and* for many years to cqme? the whole political meralfty of jfublic*neu

will be such as to jftTmit this selfishness* without tfyp slighi^VjfeeUflg
of moral debasements Habits arenot easjjy Hestro^ed ^thS int^re will*

therefore, be but a reflex of ttfl past* and^generations p^js awaybefore
the people be cured of their carelessness respecting public virtue ; agd*
by a necessary consequence* before those whom they employ i^ftl deem it

requisite to practise it. This state of mind will he another fruitful ele-

ment of Mischief,

Hitherto the subserviency of public men lias, with some few excep-
tions'hereafter to be noticed* been to the governing aristocracy, the
people come into power* however* another class of sycophants* viz. the
sycophants of the people* will Ufeeome numerous and dangerous. The
popular favour unfortunately will* in the coming times* be a thing to

be gained rather by flattery of popular prejudice* than Ify the honest

dischafge of a difficult duty. The interests of the people will carefully,

no matter how unnecessarily, be set in opposition to that of the aristo-

cracy ; and suspicions engendered, which the conduct of the aristocracy*

an well as their position* will almost certainly foster. But the suspi-

cions of the people will be turned by this class of sycophants* not merely

against the aristocracy, but still more carefully against the enlightened

and high-minded patriots of the time. No sooner will these commence
any real attempt to educate the people* an attempt directed to eradicate

any of thq many prejudices they entertain* and thus* by consequence*

to overturn all power in the hands of ignorant demagogues,—than a cry

a ill be raised by these*latter. They will vehemently and artfully decry

all these beneficial efforts: they will find pretexts for declaring these

real f^nds to be covert enemies of the people* acting in concert with

their open ones. The fears of ignorant declaimors will make them ever

on the alert agaftftfct the increase of knowledge. They will have an in-

stinctive feeling* that knowledge among the pcoj^ will be their ruin

;

and they will* consequently* be its ever steadj^H^bnents, The people*

naturally jealous from old experience, and even from the existing power

of the aristocracy* will he^but too prone to listen to thedPmischievoue

advisers. Ilftherto* (and the habits formed on past circumstances will

not be easily eradicated*) the people have been accustomed to judge of

their friends by their adherence to, and support of* one or two great

principles* and the measures founded on them. These principles have

been of such paramount importance* that all other circumstances con-

nected with the character of their jgpfessed supporters have been passed

over with neglect. Being plain and simple* little or no knowledge was

necessary to understand and declaim upon them. Knowledge there-

fore* of%high description* has* consequently* never been required in the

supposed champions of the people's rights* and certainly has never been

possessed by thehf. Moreover* as the advocacy of the one or two great

qtftfetlona hitherto agitated has been the sole test of moral worth* it baa

often happened that* under the guise of patriotism and virtue* there

have Inrke4.the basset motives* the lowest and most vulgar desires* the
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tttitti dhgjrated morality. Many pseudo-patriots may nofe be found—*
h%h, too, itfpopular estimation, merely for their apparently fierce defence
of popular^rights—who at heart are vain-glorious, selfish, turning pub-
lic interest^ to private advantage, dishonest, ignorant, and cowardly.

Our unhappy position has called into existence this race of very doubtful

Utility, and the coining events are fikely to perpetuate and increase the

tribe.- - •

' Thi* class will thereafter be peciiliarly mischieibus. Hitherto they
have had little powef to bad ^urpose^ %ince the people, in reality, pos-

sessed no influence in the Jffa^tical part bf legislation. We have, up to

tty* present moment, been in a state ef warfare, in order to attain one
great obj&t, viz. power in tne government of ourselves—power which
hitherto we have had no opportunity of exercising. Our means to this

great object have been rather the expression of feeling than of thought,

little having been done beyond giving voice to our wishes. The task of

niches thought, was merely to create in the public mind a belief in the

necessity of a popular participation in the business of government ; sel-

dom, perhaps never, to explain the vdfrious modes in which the power
desired is to be employed. The people have not been called on to come
to any practical decision in the selection of their representatives—to

support any direct legislative enactments, beyond that which confers on
them the privileges they demand. Soon, however, the most difficult

questions of legislation will be submitted to their consideration ; and
they necessarily will bo called on to decide, in their capacity of electors,

on the merits of various practical plans respecting these questions. This

determination will rfquire knowledge. The mere power of talking, the

application of a few cant phrases, the hackneyed sayings ofby-gone poli-

ticians, will he utterly useless. Patience in inquiry, capacity of under-
standing, habits of study and reflection, must be possessed bv those who
wish rightly to decide on the great points of political science, soon to be
introduced to the people. In short, a long course of education will be re-

quisite, both on the part of the people and their representatives, before

the powers, which reform w ill confer on them, can be turned to t^jpir full

amount of good.

Take as an example the improvement of the law. $>Fancy the people

thoroughly persuadedjof the evils resulting from the present system, and
determined to refofl whole mass of mischievous incongruities of

which the law is composed. Where is the maifwho could guide them in

such a worfl£ Can he be found among the Ifunts, the Waithmans, or any
other set of blustering demagogues now existing ? Are nob all these men
ignorant, loquacious pretenders to legislative science. Is there any one
of them that has any thing beyond a power of noisy declamation ? (Many
of them, indeed, do not even possess this faculty^! Could they safely

he trusted with the management of any one branch of law which de-

manded investigation and new regulations ? Conceive Mr. Hunt, qjr Mr.
Aldetman Waithman, called upon to draw up a new code of procedure.

We shfpld, at once, if such a thing was permitted, be deprived, for

years, of all hopes of amelioration. Suppose either of thesq worthies

called upon to explain the probable effect of any one general regulation

of the law respecting property. Not one of them could do any thing be-
yond spouting or writing a few commonplaces, or hazarding vaatous
wandering guesses about the matter ; and yet there is not one of them

,

that does not funcy himself fit to undertake the office of^a represen-
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tative, and capable of legislating fur a great people. If the people, in

future, listen to such vain pretensions, they will bitterly rue the folly of

which they have been guilty**

If these views, respecting our future condition, be correct, it is cer-

tain that the qualities required in the representatives of the people

need to be of a high and very rare description. These qualifications

will be probity, capacity, courage,—and the greatest of*these is qoqrage.

They must be honest and courageous enough to despise, as well the

blandishments, as the contempt and hatred, of the aristocratic classes.

They must dare to oppose the people, when tfye people are wrong; and

to brave the ill opinion, even of honest men, when those men are igno-

rant. The motives, however, to obtain these high qualities^ unless the

great body of the people be wise in the awarding of their confidence,

will be exceedingly weak and inefficient ; while those to pursue selfish

ends and purposes, will be strong and numerous. The feeling of oppo-

sition between the two great parties in the state becoming more vehe-

ment, and the strife more violent, the -need for partisans will become

stronger, and nor art will be loft untried to gain them. Thus the pro-

bity of public men will be more tried than before. Not only will they

have to resist the ordinary temptations which now beset their path, but

they will also have to meet new and more potent solicitations than any to

which they have hitherto been accustomed. In an atmosphere, pesti-

lential as the present, surrounded by disgusting spectacles of successful

profligacy, awed by no outward manifestations of rebuke, left almost

entirely to their own feelings of honour and probity by which to guide

their course; tempted on one sidetjy the blandishments ofan artful aristo-

cracy, lured on the other by the yet more powerful, though somewhat

coarser, flattery of the popular party ; haunted by jealousy, ever subject

to suspicion ; liable to have the purest motives misrepresented, the wisest

suggestions brought as evidence of dishonesty,—the public men of the

coming times have an ordeal to undergo, which will render virtue on

their part almost miraculous. It jp for the interest of tho whole com-

munity, more than of any one portion thereof, that the difficulties of

this sftuation should be lessened. Their interests will best be forwarded

by virtuous representatives \ and their efforts should be directed to the

end of rendering all tho circumstances which surround these men, such

as will create in them virtuous desires. This^ht^ can only do by mak-

ing their own approbntitm the reward of intelligence combined with ho-

nesty and courage ; and, in order to do this, they must jp themselves

instructed. If they themselves be ignorant, they will be ever liable to

be duped ; they must trust to professions/ since they will be unable to

try a man by his conduct. Being ignorant and prejudiced themselves,

they will be guided by ignorance, by prejudice, and by knavery in others.

What they ought ttfttesire in their representatives is, appropriate know-

* While pointing out the ignorance and inefficiency of this classM persons,

there is no intention of enhancing the worth and knowledge of the present

legislature of the country. Every attempt of these to reform abuses has been

marked by signal incapacity and igndrance ; but, as they seldom have made such

attempts, they have not yet succeeded in throwing dlscr&it on the cause Of re*

fbtm generally. When, however, the spirit of reform shall really he powerful among
the legislator of this country ; then, if there be failure in attempts to do good, an im-

pression will be created that the existing abuses are, by their nature, incurable and

necessary; and this failure will be certain if the present ignorant race of public men
undertake the task of reform.
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ledge end honesty ; and to create these, they must refuse their confi-

dence to ettck as do not possess them. But now comeB the question.*

By what signs are the people to distinguish who is, or who is not pos-

sessed of them ? It is clear that 4 the people generally will not themselves

possess the information requisite for a legislator ;—can they then, without,

this specific knowledge, discover whether others have acquired it ? It is

also certain, that the people of a district cannot know every act of any

man's life who shall offer himself to be their representative. By what
means, then, can they determine whether he is worthy of their confi-

dence ? The answers to tjhese questions lead to results of the highest

practical importance.

Ih the case of a physician, or surgeon, or soldier, or sailor, or lawyer,

—although it is utterly impossible that the whole community can acquire

the specific knowledge requisite for each, and thus all of them become
physicians, surgeons, soldiers, sailors, and lawyers,—it is very possible,

for them to acquire, (and very necessary that they should do so,) at least,

a general and accurate conception of the subject-matter which formB the

science of which these separate classes are supposed to be cognizant.

Take, for example the case of a surgeon. Every well-educated man in

the community might easily acquire a knowledge of the field which the

surgeon should go over to attain the information requisite for a sur-

geon ; and knowing the field, he might, and’ would ‘easily learn what
course of study must be pursued by any person desirous of acquiring that

information. That this sort of knowledge is quite within the reach of

every man, is, we believe, obvious, and not likely to be denied : that any
one who possessed it would be more competent to judge by the previous

habits and conduct of a given individual, whether he were likely to pos-

sess the knowledge requisite for a surgeon, appears implied in the state-

ment as it stands. But the thing that is so advantageous in the case of

selecting a surgeon, would be equally so in that of choosing a legislator.

A general knowledge of the information to be acquired by a legislator,

and of the means of acquiring it, would be an excellent aid in deciding

on the merits of a given individual. This knowledge is within the

reach of every man in the community ; and ought to be acquired, if we
sincerely desire to have efficient legislators in our representatives. As
90 man can become a surgeon, physician, lawyer, or sailor, without

specific instruction, so no one can be a legislator without the same sort

of definite or specific education. Of this important truth, the community
will be aware only when they themselves have become informed in the

manner here described ; and then they will derive one most efficient

“guide to their decision of the intellectual aptitude of any one offering

himself as a legislator, from the mode in which such person has been
educated. This insisting on specific education in a representative, may
be deemed the most important practical determination which the com-
munity, as a body, could possibly form. If it were generally acted on,

the happiness of the nation, in as far os it depended on the legislature,

would almost be ensured : ignorance would certainly, in a very short

time, be excluded from the government, and dishonesty would also

quickly follow in the train of ignorance. To take care of our bodily

health, specific instruction is thought absolutely requisite a quack in

medicine is thought a mischievous pretender. But can any one believe

that the many intricate workings of the political machine require not
thehr proper government, equal sagacity, equal knowledge ? Does any
ntie believe that the vast field of legislative science can be travelled over
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with greater ease than the more narrow one of medicine ? The opinion
could only be entertained by such as labour under a profound ignorance
of all that a legislator is called upon to know.

Before any one, moreover, can with propriety and common modesty
*

present himself to his fellow-countrymen, to act in the grave character
of their representative, he ought to be able to point to some specific

evidence of his fitness. He should be able to say, “ This have I done—“ this work I have composed on such portion of the science l>f legis-

lation ;”,—“ I have contemplated with care this class of enactments,
those peculiar phenomena —

“

I bring this as evidence of my capacity
for the office I seek.” It ought always to be Remembered, that electing
a person to the situation of representative, ought never to be considered
as doing the individual a favour, or rewarding him for his past conduct.
If it be desirable to reward a given individual, let some appropriate re-

ward be given ; but no sensible man ever thought of expressing his

gratitude to another by choosing him as his physician, or of calling in a
friend to set a broken leg, without first

#
assuring himself that his friend

possessed the knowledge requisite for the task. If we seek a lawyer,
we ask respecting his knowledge and capacity, and endeavour, if possi-

ble, to obtain some evidence
.
respecting the one and the other. But

where is the difference between the case of a legislator and that of these
other servants employed by us ? If there be any, . it is, that as greater

evil may be done by a legislator than by any other, his aptitude ought
more specifically to be examined, and more convincing evidence required

% establish it, since, in choosing a representative, we influence, not

merely our own welfare, but that of all our fellow-countrymen : and,

since the post is one of duty, and not of reward, we should carefully ex-

clude from our minds all private affections, and all considerations but

those connected with the aptitude, moral and intellectual, of the indi-

vidual t<f fulfil the duties of the task which he undertakes.

These opinions are, it is true, diametrically opposed to the present

conduct ofthe people, as well as to their estimation of the sort of obli

.

gation which the office of representative ought to impose. But this

whole estimation seems founded on one great radical error ; an error,

indeed, arising out of the circumstances under which a representative

has been hitherto chosen. The office has almost invariably been solicited,

the vote of the elector being courted as a favour, and deemed a personal

obligation conferred on the candidate. This is thoroughly to miscon-

ceive the relative situation of the parties. There ought to be no favour

on either side. The elector ought not to require solicitation, for it is

emphatically his interest which is concerned in the proceeding ; nor

should the candidate demand as a favour, the vote of the elector, and

thus assume that to be his interest, which belongs peculiarly to another.

A government is not chosen, ought not to be chosen, because it niay

please the persons composing it. The business it has to perform is the

business of the people, and these are, by supposition, the electors. Mr,

Grote, in his excellent pamphlet on “ the Essentials of Parliamentary

keform,” makes the following observations on this subject,—observa-

tions resulting at once from an accurate conception of the principles, of

government, and a thorough understanding of the present feeling^ of

society. Though relating, specifically, to another part of the subject,

Hiey incidentally become exceedingly pertinent to the present matter.'

. “.So long as voting is open, therefore, the votes of the middling and of the affluent

will be determined, i\i the majority of cases, by some one of the innumerable varieties •
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of private influence; norig the ballot less essential to purify their rotes than to'

liberate those of the poor. I duly appreciate the beneficial effects of the private

sympathies^ and of that readiness to oblige and to requite, without which life would

'be a desert ; but if the business of voting is to be subservient to a public end, it

ought to be abstracted altogether from the Bphere of their interference. Is it at all

less detrimental to the main purpose of voting-^-the advancement of the wisest and

best men in the community into the Legislative Assembly*—that I should vote to

please a friend, to return an obligation, or to conciliate a customer, than that 1

should sell my vote for 10/., or for a place in the excise ? It is melancholy to con-

fess, that, on this important topic, the morality, both of rich and poor, has yet to he

formed ; nor can we hope ever to see it formed, except by means of the ballot. Most
men consider their vote merely as a means of. rendering service to a Mend, and dis-

pose of it exactly on the same principles as they would bestow any other favour.

How abominable would be the course of justice, if they forgot their trust as jurors

in the same cool and systematic manner ; if one man thought himself authorized to

solicit, and another to grant, a verdict in favour of plaintiff or defendant 1 Yet the

function of voter is no less a public trust than that of juror ; nor would the mis-

chief of.corrupt juries, prodigious as it is, surpass that of corrupt voting. It is fruit-

less to admonish men on the pernicious tendency of what is daily before their eyes,

80 long ob the misleading influence is left in full vigour and application ; but if the

door be once shut against such influence, there is nothing to prevent voting from
being assimilated to other public trusts, and from becoming really conducive to its

peculiar and all-important purpose.”*
u I had the opportunity of being present, a little before the French elections of

June, 1830, at a private preliminary meeting of French electors, in one of the arron-

di6semcnts not far from Paris. About thirty electors met to estimate the chances,

and to concert measures for the success of their candidate in the approaching contest.

They called over the electoral list, and each person present pronounced respecting

those whom he knew, or those who lived near him, whether they were likely

to he supporters or opponents. For Mich as were not thoroughly known, nttem|£S

were made to guess at their political sentiments, or at their private partialities. But
never was the slightest hint' started of winning over a questionable voter by solicita-

tion and intrigue, or of approaching his bosom by those invisible bye-paths, which
an English electioneer so skilfully explores. Such artifices appear to have been

considered in France too degrading for any one, except the agents of Charles X.,
who did employ them as much as was practicable, and who of course spared no paina

to nullify and elude the ballot.”

Hitherto the inquiry has related to the circumstances influencing the

intellectual fitness of the representatives ; to the signs by which that

fitness may he discovered. An inquiry not less important is, into the

means of determining their moral fitness. Here it may be asked, are

there not classes of men whom the people may more particularly trust ?

And if so, are there any signs or marks belonging to these classes, which
peculiarly distinguish them from their fellow-citizens ? The answer is,

that there are no such classes. Individuals may be trust-worthy above
others ; but classes cannot be pointed out, as at all peculiarly entitled

to confidence. This assertion is diametrically opposed to the prevalent

• The duty ofa voter to the puhlic has been banished, not only out of fact and society, but also out
of political reasonings and conceptions. Hcncc the extraordinary difference in the public seotiment
between the promise made by a voter to support a particular candidate, and the promise made by a
Jurorm deliver a particular verdict To be known to have made such a promise as juror, would suffice
to brand a man with Infamy; but, assuming that he has been guilty enough to make ft, and that he
repents prior to the verdict, will it not be generally considered that he commits less evil by breaking
his promise, than by consummating an injustice ?

rru~ :“J:— * ,-‘-J s- ’*—*- J —'—*
the violation ofsuch a proir

1" —*—*“ " —
Were voting considered

but it la considered a
voter Is, that he shall . .. ,

raised to (he ballot, on the ground that It would permit him to violate bis promise without detection.
Objectors on this ground forget that no promise, Interfering with the due execution of aptitmc trust.
can be innocentlvmarfe : and that, with respect to culpable promises, the desirable object t* to prevent
them from ever bang asked or ever made, not to ensure their strict observance after they are raad*~

'

to preserve men from ever entangling themselves in that trying position, wherein they can only choeJP
between violating a promise or forfeiting a trust. Now it is obvious that electors are much less likely
to he called upon to promise when they vote secretly, than when they vote openly

j and where few
raises ate asked, few promises can be broken

t so that the feet which the objection assumes, that prow
raises will be habitually broken, is realty untrue, while the end is also attained, of removing one great #
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opinion of the day. Riches/ station, and high birth, are supposed, to a
certain extent, to be guarantees for good conduct. The testimony of
experience is, that neither riches, nor station, nor high birth, deserve
consideration, as unconnected with a given individual. The tempta-
tions to error are as potent in the case of the rich as the poor man ;

the man of high as of humble station ; of exalted, as of obscure lineage.
The ruling party hold these opinions peculiarly obnoxious, and so .strong
is the sentiment prevalent on this head, that all the biographers both of
Mr. Canning and Mr. Huskisson, for example, laboured hard to make
out a gentleman's ancestry for the one and /or the other. It was
thought by the aristocracy the very height of presumption in these
“ new men," to pretend to the situation of Premier. ic He is noboay,"
was the potent exclamation. “ His father was this, his mother that;"
The son of an actress, prime minister of England! The idea is

monstrous ; it is the portentous offspring of the French Revolution

;

“ of the large and liberal cant of the day,”* and deserves to be con-
sidered as one of the most horrid atrocities of that atrocious commotion.
“ Let him know his station,” was the universal exclamation of our
nobility. The cry was uttered by every member of the class ; by the mere
stripling at college, who had caught it from his grandmother ; by the
dashing youth, who perhaps bestowed the great sentiment on his fellow
the groom ; by the senator, who, being no longer able to shoot, hunt, or
satisfactorily to maintain a mistress, hobbled to the House as a means
to dissipate the ennui of the last few months of his crapulous existence.
“ Let him know his station,” rung like a knell in the ears of the plebeian
assertor of aristocratic dominion. * His last hours were rendered miser-
able by the legitimate consequences of the principles which he had spent

,
his life in supporting. He obtained the just reward fjpr his exertions.

But are
#
not riches a guarantee ? Let the men of the time answer

this question. Look at the men now on the political stage. Are not all

the great leaders of the aristocracy abounding in wealth? and who
is there among the whole class, that is by liis riches secured from
temptation to do ill ? But is not a high or respectable station some safe-

guard ? If by a high station be meant such as the world renders homage
to, tho answer must be as before—it is no safeguard. If it merely mean
that state which necessarily implies certain virtuous habits, then, in-

deed, a station may be some safeguard. But virtuous political habits

belong to no class. The better educated persons of society seldom are

guilty of private peculation, or stealing, or murder ; but political pro-

fligacy of the most shameless sort has been, and is daily practised, by
all who have had, and have, political power

;
political immorality not

being counted a vice by any class of the people of England, within whose

‘reach the possibility of perpetrating it has ever been placed. Again, it

may be demanded, is not a competence an indispensable requisite, £pd
some safeguard ? Unfortunately the word competence is an ambiguous

expression ; what in one man’s opinion is a competence, will not min-

ister tjp a tenth part of the wants of another. He has a competency who
can live according to his desires ; if those desires entail little expense, a

large/ncome is not needed ; if he be accustomed to expensive pleasures*

then, a large income may not be a competence. No sum, therefore, can

be deemed such ; none can be assumed as a rule. In every $ase we are

dlhreii to consider tbe individual himself, to learn his peculiar habits,

h!s peculiar qualifications. These must be evidenced by his own acts,

* A phrase, be it remembered, coined by Mr. Canning himself.

/
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and nut by the station he holds in society. Be he of humble birth,
“ ditfiildelivered by a drab/' it is no matter. What are his feelings as

marked by his conduct ? what is his capacity for the office of a represen-

tative, as displayed by his own proceedings? These are the proper

questions. Riches do not ensure a man's integrity ; neither does his

poverty. If he have been honest, it is probable that he will not under-

take a task he is unable to perform ; and if he have shown himself wise,

prudent, and instructed, it is evident no one so well as himselfcan judge

of his capacity, as dependent on his circumstances.

We are thus in every qase driven from any hope of obtaining evidence

respecting the moral fitness of an individual for the office of a represen-

tative, from a consideration of his class, to a scrutiny of his own cha-

racter and history. And that this scrutiny may be efficient, it should

be thoroughly unsparing. Before any one can demand confidence in his

public capacity, he ought to exhibit worthiness in his private life. He
who is dishonest in his private dealings, is likely to be so in all others.

Every candidate should therefore be prepared to submit to the most mi-

nute and searching questions which bear upon his moral worth : and the

public ought unhesitatingly to call upon every candidate to go through

this wholesome ordeal. These statements, again, are diametrically op-

posed to the common feelings on the matter now under discussion.

Those who have hitherto set the fashion on these topics, having had a

direct and powerful interest to ward off all really efficient scrutiny, the

general opinion, though diametrically opposed to the general interest,

ought not to create surprise. One of the necessary and most pernicious

consequences of an ilL disposed government is a general depravation of

public morality through the ignorance which it endeavours to engender
and perpetuate. One of the most marked instances of this mischief, is

the mistake generally fallen into in the very case before us. There has
been a constant endeavour on the part of those who have borne the cha-

racter of representatives of the people, to induce a belief that scrutiny

is generally unnecessary, in most cases indecent,—that all inquiry into

private character is an unwarrantable invasion of privacy, evincing an'

utter absence of decorum and proper delicacy of feeling. New circum-

stances call for new proceedings. It. is time to throw away all such false

notions of delicacy, and without scruple to canvass every part of the

character and conduct of every man who offers himself to the people in*

a public capacity ; to pursue this inquiry not by stealth, not by covert

questioning, but by open, direct, unflinching examination.

In order thoroughly to exhibit the various motives by which a repre-
sentative may be influenced, and from thence to frame practical rules by
which to tell his probable moral worth, it would be necessary to dissect

the existing society, to strip it of those various coverings by which its

maygy mysteries are veiled from public view, and to follow in all its com-
plicated windings the curious texture which binds the whole together,
and which, by connecting all parts, renders each subservient to every
other. But the present object is merely to point out the necessity under
which we labour, of thoroughly investigating every public man's charac-
ter ; to insist upon the necessity of specific qualification in all such per-
sons ; not to explain every step requisite in carrying on the inquiry.
This inquify will be completely effective, only when it shall compel all

public men to go through a legislative education ; and before this can ’fce

done, it is necessary to learn what that education ought to include. But
this greut preliminary subject cannot be treated in the midst of a dis-
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mission like the present ; while any thing but a complete investigation

* would be time thrown away.

In our next number we shall proceed to the second subject proposed
for inquiry ; viz. the degree of confidence which the people, under their
present government, or any that they would be justified in expecting,
ought to award to their representatives. At present we shall .only re-
commend all electors not to pledge their votes to any candidate, with
whose private character and general principles they are not well ac-
quainted, and whose conduct in Parliament, when a few particular ques-
tions, which they deem of essential consequence to the welfare of the
community, shall come to be discussed, they cannot distinctly foresee.

AURI PANEGYRICON.

K«w t*) Ai u rt yifi 9 temj x*Xov
VH n yfallen.

Shall I not laud thee, Sovereign Lord of Earth,
Hope of all hearts, Arch-priest of every creed

!

Thou only Good, sole test of right and worth
The statesman's alchymy, the warrior's meed,

Gold ! thou World’s-God I—whate'er their race or name,
For thee the nations sweat, and pray, and bleed

And is no voice yet clamorous for thy fame ?

Then let this offered strain thine ingrate votaries shame.

Fie on the thankless satraps of thy reign 1

Fie on thy silent priests ! for more are thine

Than ever watched Ephesian Delia’s fane,

• Dodoma's whispering oaks, or Mecca's shrine.

Shall these be mute, sole idol—of all days,

Whose zealots cool not, or whose rites decline ?

Far he the thought ! one voice, at least, shall raise.

Though more in %we than love, a paean in thy praise.

Are not men's, hearts thy realm, and all that springs

Beneath blue Uranus, thy wide domain ?

And kings, and laws, and empires, shadowy things,

Savo when thy touch doth give them life ? In vain.

Shorn of thine aid, Truth strains her heavenward eyes,

Proud Honour calls, wrouged Virtue doth complain ;

No pilgrims kiss their feet, no prayers arise

To bless the beggared shrines thy wiser sons despise.

And comes bright Genius earthward, from the sphere

Where, evermore, from seraph-harps uprise

Immortal strains, which angels stoop to hear,

And solemn voices tell Heaven's mysteries ?

Here, in thy vassal-world, 'tis his to own
A God he knew not in his native skies

And yield his strength to fetters, though he groan

;

* And soil his wings with dust, and crawl beneath thy throne.

Or doth he scorn thee? L-o ! his tale is told,

—

His days are numbered—dark they are and few 1

Sharp Hate doth pierce him ; and Suspicion cold

Freeze his glad spirit like a poisonous dew ;

And though awhile he weave his laurel wreath,

Making sweet music ’midst a hostile crew,

Early the sounds arc quenched. With faltering breath

He owns thy vengeful power, and seeks relief from Death!



Let him to dust-unwept for and unknelled

1

Such are not for thy world, whose hope and aim
Vague gleams of shadowy Heavens, or dreams of Eld,

Or poet’g fadeless crown, or sage's fame,

Lure from thy sway :—a wild, fantastic kind!

Chasing in grief and gloom an empty name,
Till misery bids them wake ; though but to find

How little worth their guest—their trusted skill'how blind

!

Greater than Jove
!
(for Jove confessed his will,)

That tyrant of young hearts, the winged Child,

Sits at thy feet submissive, and his skill

Plies at thy best :—with glittering bribes beguiled,

Hath sold his birthright ; on thy palace-gates

Hangs up his painted quiver, and has piled

His arrows round thy footstool, where he waits

The signal of thy nod, to loose hiB eager fates.

No more, inviting such delicious wound,
As in the flowery time, when Love was free,

Soft bosoms tremble at his pinions’ sound

They know him for thy slave, and pray to thee I

Taught by thy love, sly Eros doth disdain

His early sport, but claps his hands to sec

His cousin Hymen drive a motley train

Paired by his new deceit, and struggling in their chain.

Lo ! Wisdom visits where thy chosen sit,

In solemn pomp, to judge the needy tribe :

Pale Genius kneels, and Learning doth submit
To scornful pity, or opprobrious gibe

;

While those, thy Delphic ministers award
Unerring doom, and laws and rtccds prescribe—

Wo to the beggared sage, or shivering hard!
While Justice frowns aloof, and deems their sentence hard.

And millions throng to kiss the golden rod,

The willing herd whom force and favour drive

;

And some there he, who dare blaspheme the God,
And -scorn the labours of the fretting hive ;

—

And, waxing eloquent in strong*disdain,

(As madmen with the might of torrents strive,)

Press through the gaping crowds that yoam for gain,

Look upwards, and around ; and, questioning, thus arraigu

u Dark king of many signs, mysterious Sleep 1

Night, Nature’s mourning for a sunless skyl
Ye wild, majestic waters ! winds that sweep
Through winged clouds, untracked by mortal eyel

Eternal hills, Heaven’s pillared gates 1 and ye,

Bright host of Starry eyes that glow on high !

Speak 1 doth this mean and slavish creed agree
With all ye symbol forth—the Infinite—the Free ?

“ Most lovely earth ; and was it to sustain

This pismire toil ; which, bending o’er a heap
Of shining dust and pebbles, straws and grain,

Makes for a shrine the mud where it doth creep

;

And, blind to broader paths or fairer views,
Crawls, dull and grovelling, to its last poor sleep—

Thy countless stores of scents, and sounds, and hues,
Gush forth, and sing, and glow P—was this their noblest use?

“ Accuse these Helots, sacred dead 1 whose words
In memory’s solemn pages shine enrolled 1

Was this the spell that taught your thrilling chords
Their deathless tones—their poet-numbers hold ?

Did drossy streams defile the liquid springs
Wherewith your eyeballs sprinkled, did behold

Riches of endless space, and angel-wings
Covering the face of Heaven 1 Were such your precious things P
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c< I know, bright recompense for wafet and scorn,

* Proud f$$rd pf fair glories, deathless fame 1

TheWt of n&Wer good thou wilt adorn j

Andfhine Own heirs wilFhallow and proclaim,
When tSyjy itho'WKcked their toil—the worldly crew—
Shrunk to the kindred dust from whence they came,

Lie silent apekunsung ;—tlieir guerdon due,

To feed the sullen soil from whence tlieir blessings grew 1'*

Bailer I thy wSrds are frantic, and thine eyes
Crazed by a phantom-worship t Cease—no more

!

At last, though late, fond rhapsodist, be wise

;

Bow to the god—the golden calf adore^
Heed not what poets sang or sages taught 5

Sell friendship, lore, thy faith, thy soul, for ore ;

Or, if thy stubborn will disdains the thought,
Go! hide thee from the world, and hoard what thou hast sought I

QUIZZING.

Among the noun-substantives still lacking in our vulgar tongue, to
designate the follies and vices of modern manners, is one to define the
perpetrator of that commonplace—the professor of that fashionable art,

called by the learned, mystification ; by the gossips, quizzing ; by the
French, persiflage. We know of no English term in which to embody
the “ persifleur ” of the Parisians ; and the deficiency is the more to be
lamented that, although

“ Wc have not got the word
,
we have the thing,"

in all the efflorescence "of its odiousness.

Noftiinp can be more arbitrary than to fix the limits of a living lan-

guage ; and those who are fond of setting up Dr. Johnson as a Canute
to keep back the advancing waves of philology, are, in fact, the mere
Tories i$t literature, whose " Hitlerto shalt thou go and no farther,” is

gradually becoming drowned in the stir and tumult of the march of
intellect. It might have excoriated the ears of Dr. Parr to hear from
the lips of an Hungarian innkeeper the Latin for a beefsteak and oyster

sauce ; or to hob Ahd nob with the Waivode of Athens, in modern Greek.
But to say that the English tongue shall stick fast in an age unenlight-

ened by gas, un-waterproofed by caoutchouc, and unconscious of rail-

roads, air-mattresses, Roman punch, patent coffins, paraboue-clogs,

sinumbra lamps, Rumford stoves, japan blacking, and Conservative

Clubs, is a manifest absurdity. The “ well of English undefiled” is not

wide enough to float a steam-boat ; and Steele and Addison, were they

to exhibit their flowing perukes at the Travellers' Club instead of Tom's

and Will's, would have instant recourse to the slang dictionary for

the extension and multiplication of their parts of speech.

Quizzing, however, is by no means a modern art or science ; and dis-

dains to be classed with the shampooing, or transfer-varnishing, or ori-

ental*3tinting, or mazurka-ing of the year (of the Lords) 1838. The
persifleur of the Chauss£e d’Antin, is but the ec scorner ” of the Scrip-

tures ; and the hoaxer of -the Lowther Arcade, the mad wag 'of East-

Cheape. During the prevalence of household fools and court jeste% it

is probable that there may have been a monopoly of the trade ; a privi-

I@P by courtesy attached to the motley coat, such as now invests the

Mr. Merryman of Astley’s amphitheatre. At the utmost, a private indi-
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vidual was admitted to participate in thy tight itff* friends,

and the world in general, on the, first day of A^tih «&« $ttcpeediqtf

,

year. _ , .

But now that every man is Jiis own jester/y*e >peculiar*department of

personal mockery, or quizzing^ is open to th# gefcer^jjJ practitioner ; and
from the toddling old nurse who instructs ou? inftugt ^experience iihtffc

the moon is made of green cheese, to the Chancellor of thejJJxpheqner,

.

who persuades our adult credulity that the firm of John Bull and Co*
*

have no title to appear in the Gazette,—we are dupes through life to A

general mystification. The King's Majesty quizzes the nation in an

annual speech on the opening of Parliament ; and the nation returns the

compliment by addresses without end or aim, from one end of the year

to the Other. Parson Irving quizzed us from the pulpit, and Eldon

from the woolsack. St. John Long quizzes us out of our lives, and the

Anatomy Bill out of our bodies.

Quizzing was an art much practised among the Ancients. Diogenes

was a persifleur

;

the “ PhrygPan-slave
99

a quizzer of great and origi-

nal genius. Scarcely a Roman emperor but quizzed bis subjects ; and

the sneers of Cicero went almost farther than his oratory. The nick-

names so lavishly in use in Heathen times evidently originated in “ the

seorn of the scorners while, in modern ages, even kings have been
“ damned to everlasting fame ” by the audacity of some master of the

art of quizzing. " Louis le Lutin,”

—

u Louis le Cliauve,"—“ Louis

le Begue,”—

“

Charles le Tdmdraire,”—•" John Lackland,”—

“

Edward
Longshanks,”

—

tc William Rufus,”

—

<c Albert the Bear/’-—“ Henry the

Fowler,” and fifty otlter princes, great and small, may be cited as tra-

ditional victims to the malice of some Theodore Hooke of former centu-

ries. Bon-Key,—Sir Bobadil Birnie,—Goose Goderich, are not more
eminently martyrs to the practice of quizzing than Tarquin the Proud,
or Harry Hotspur.

Various, and variously offensive, are the branches of thijkfa^onymoiis

or cacophonous accomplishment ; froft the unpardonable fiagrancy of the

practical joke, to the merry conceit of an ironical compliment; from
the commonplace manoeuvre of filling our mull with Cayenne pepper,

to the dexterous anatomization of ourselves, our works^our ancestry, and
posterity, in the pages of a smart periodical. To-day w e are flayed Alive

by the persifleurs, who change the “ hot
99
and “ cold” labels affixed to

the water-courses of our bath ; to-morrow, by the jocund jesters of the

Review
! %

It is surprising what extensive use lias been made of this curious

weapon in the conflicts of senatorial war. Of all the orators who ever
quizzed the House of Commons, Canning was the mightiest. While he
flourished the dagger of lath in their faces, or made a lunge at their

ribs, the country gentlemen were never sure on which side of their

mmith to laugh ; and half-affronted, half-mystified, vainly attempted to

cover their confusion by Falstaff’s declaration, that they were not really*

dupes ; that,

By the Lord ! thjty knew him
As well as He that made him I

£he same vein of Parliamentary irony, or quizzing, has been worked
by Croker ; but the “ Arrah now ! honqps !—are ye sure ye kno^Jhe
heads of yer mother's sons from so many rotten praties ?” fe very differ-

ent from the gra\e and courtly bantering of Canning's Lord Grizzle-ism.
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tfftd tAestSft35fcftt^3 tAhf Ches|ei*ftefd) was tire most graceful of

queers,—HdWfjp ^wqjbole tfie most mhlijcious,-
—
‘Bolingbroke the moat

profbundf* Vojtaire ^uftqsecr mankind in 'seventy volumes,—Byron in

sixteen oafit#s,—Hope aricl jftckford kk* chffihis and turbans^ and Bul-
ger iif a sttit of StiiklrtT superfine. Wt? all know how Ulysses quizzed

tjtff Cjfclop, Ad the fath#s of the twelve tribes of Israel their common
father. TJje tirusades were, in truth, a noafx invented by the Papal See 1

to divert the eyes of Christendom from its exactions and enormities ;

the South Sea bubble was a chef-d'oeuvre of quizzing, and Law, the^ro-
jector, the most expert per&iflear of his day. Ilis late Majesty was sur-

rounded by merry jesters addicted to this pernicious prrmqAty. By
one he was quizzed into setting up the pepper-box minardtSwChe Pa-
vilion ; by another, into the creation of that wilderness of^ay-stacks,
the umquhile cottage in Windsor Park. A noble hoaxer, of singular gra-

vity, persuaded him to exhibit himself in rytund maturity in the exposure
of the philabeg and tartan ; and a persifleur, the most imposing, passed

off the gudgeons of the Virginia Water for John Doreys and red mullet

at.*the Royal board.

Quizzing is, however, hut a weed among the flowers of rhetoric. It

is the most heartless of the daughters of mirth,—the hollow vizarc?

found by the fox in the fable, a goodly face of merriment but without

brains. The systematic banterer pursues a mode of attack as paltry as

it is fatal ; crushes us, like Pyrrhus of old, by flinging a crab at our

heads ;
or poisons us, like the last *Duchess of Burgundy, by a pinch of

snuff tendered with an air of gallantry. A sneer, whether verbally or

physiognomically conveyed, is the simoom of social life ; while tl|g sun

still shirtfes in our faces, we see every thing around us tlroop and wither

under its influence.

All quizzing is not however of a malignant nature. We have ama-

teurs and professional quizzers ;—some who resort to the excitement of a

hoax as a relief from their own dulness, even as others are actuated by
“ the dear delight of giving pain/* But even the most innocuous quiz-

zer is an offensive person. Ilis pleasantries manifestly proceed from a

sense of superiority, or a desire of humiliating his superiors. A noble

persiftfur, having raised a false alarm of a surprise of the enemy, to put

to the proof the valour Sf Turenne—“ Young man,” said the Marshal,
*r had I betrayed the slightest symptom of poltroonery, your life should

have atoned the hoax.” Mpiy mockers by profession provoke moreover

the fate of the lying boy who shrieked for help under the fangs of the

wolf. They have dealt so largely in jest, that no one can believe them

to be in earnest. There is an old French comedy entitled “ Le Per-

siflvnf” of which the hero becomes ro renowned for quizzing, that when

at lengjji h^refers his suit to the object of his affections, nothing will

persuade her that he is not bantering her by ironical professions. T®
Dialogues of Lucian exhibit a classical hoaxer of a similar description ;

an4 mqre Jlmn one of Boccaccio's heroes is the dupe of a clever

mystification.

But of all human ffhizzing, ancient and modern, plebeian or patrician,

nothing equals that nowfll triumphant^practice In the lists oflitecfe

ture. From Zoilus tcr^he penny newspapers, never has there

critieiem, penjgd or spoken, sottitterly pungent as some ol tlfe grave

laudatory articles, by%hich authors are now quizzed down to zero in the

popular reviews. Satan Montgomery is bantered wjgh the name of

Isaiah^ Mist Landon by a comparison w i %.ocnefoucault ; and
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Don Trueba, with Pigault le Brora. This is a refinement in "cruelty.

It is twining the rack with flowers, and Jpnging a man with ^a pord of

gold. The sentence of the reviewer shodM, be a Yea^yea; and nay,

nay !”* A Barmecide's feast of fame is a Supererogation of malice. We
hold that all authors so derided have a right t# call upon their critics*

to make good their words ; an^ build up thegpisionary qustles of their

Fata Morgana
,
(like London bridge in the nursery songjiwith “ gravel

an<f stone or rather, “ with silver and gold." A heavy mulct hhould

be fhposed on literary Quizzing.

BN THE PASSING OF THE REFORM BILL.

BY THE AUTHOR OF CORK-LAW RHYMES,

Tune.— 1f( Rule Britannia

When wo-wom France first sternly spread

Her banner’d rainbow on the wind,
To strike rebellious reason dead,

The Kings of many lands combined ;

Did they triumph ? So they deemed

:

Could they triun$h ? No, they dream’d.

From Freedom’s ashes, at their call,

A frrm of might arose, and blazed ;

’Tis true, they saw that phantom fall

;

’Tis true they crush'd the power they rais’d

;

But in conflict with the wise,

Vain are armies, leagues, and lies.

Not freedom, no, but Freedom’s foe,

The baffled league of Kings o’erthrew 5

We conquer’d theiffpthough slaves can show
They conquer’d us, at Waterloo :

Mind is mightier than the strong 1

Right hath triumph’d over wrong 1

By sordid hists to ruin led,

Come, England's foes, ye self-undone

!

Behold for what ye tax’d our brifed

!

Is this the Mont Saint Jean yeVon ?

Hark ! the Rabble's triumph-lay

!

Sturdy beggars 1 who are illy ?

Fools! call your Czar! hire all his hordes!
Arm Cesar Hardinge! league and plot

!

Mind smites you with her wing of words.
And nought shall be where mind is not

:

Crush'd to nothing—what you are—
Wormlings ! will ye prate of war ?

Ne paltry fray, no bloody day,
That crowns with praise the baby-great $

The deed of Brougham, Russell, Grey, „
The deed that’s DONE(fwe celebrate t

Mind's great charter ! Europe Safll

!

Man for efr unenslav'd 1 #
Oh," could the wise, the brave, tl^ust,

Who suffer’d—died, to our chains,

Could Muir, could Palmer, from tip dust,

Could murdered Gerald hear our strains—
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THE FAMILY OF THE COLD FEET.

BY THB AUTHOR OP THE “ O'HARA TALES.”

So were called a highly respectable Irish family ; and the appellation

Is continued to their 'descendants of the present day, in consequence of
the concluding circumstances of the following true narration. Incre-
dulous some readers may be after having perused our paper to th* end,
notwithstanding our intimation that it deals with facts. Should such be
the case we cannot help it ; and shall orily add, that while the occurrdlfce,

for which we apprehend most question, has authenticated parallels in
many countries over the world, its truth, in the particular instance be-
fore us, has been vouched to the writer by a member of

—

The Family
of the Cold Feet. Ay, and cold, cold were his own feet while he told
the chilling story ; so inveterately, so #inheritedly and innately cold,

that the blaze of the jovial fire to which we sat, during narrative,
could not impart to them the least warmth ; and cold, cold were his

children's feet—all except one, who obviously took after her mother,
as well in constitution as in face and personal conformation ; and cold/
cold had been his father's feet—as cold, while he lived, as when he had
been dead three days, and decidedly cold all over ; and his grand-
father’s, and his grandfather's mother's—which respectable lady brought
the inconvenience into the family. And now we begin to tell in what
manner.

* *

Antony Nugent, at four-and-twenly, was a tall, well-limbed, fair-hair-

ed, iWldy-cheeked, blue-eyed, and half-educated Irishman ;—a younger
brother, top, though on that account scarce a whit less dangerous to the

heart's ease of many a blooming girl around him. He lived with his *

brother, the baronet, in the old cut-stone mansion, called Upper Court,

having nothing to do but hunt, fish, fehoot, cock-fight, dog-fight, badger-

bait, ferret-chase the rabbits in the warren, and, above all, dear women,
make love to you. Profession he would none of ; taking fees, either as

attorney, barrister, surgeon or physician, was very much beneath Mis

family consequence ; he might have put his fine broad shoulders into a
red jacket, indeed, (or rather long and broad skirted red coat, as was
then good military exquisitHm,) had there been spirited wars going on
all over Europe : but it waq a time of profound peace, and he candidly

admitted that he did not like the trouble of drilling, and parading, and
mounting guard, when very little could be expected to come of it ; and
he had much rather stay at home, amusing himself as a country gentle-

man on his brother’s grounds.

This sounded in many ears as quite an independent resolution ; but

that it really was so may be questioned. There was little doubt tha(g£

at a very early age, he had, with great facility, disposed of, among the

pleasures of the Irish metropolis, the few thousands which fell to his

share, as a younger brother, according to his father's will : so that when
he spoke with a toss^f his head, or (< staying at home, amusing himself

as a country gentleman onjfris brother's pounds,” he must havetingqpf*

though perhaps it neve** struck him, at his brother’s expends Mo tW
bargain. Sir Roger was fond of^pm, however, and one of a clasa of men
of that peculiag(igood nature, besides, who can countenance the expensdk

of those they are fond of, or, as he would himself have said, “ used to,"

VOL., i.
2
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at the risk of their own personal independence ; and so, Tony did"very

'

well ; ay, just as well as if he had been elder son born, ai>d wrote him-

self Sir Tony.
Wcll,*lovc-niaking, it has been declared, was, above* all others, hia

amusement on his brother’s grounds, and in the neighbourhood. For it

he would, in truth, give up fox, hare, the river’s side, the rabbit-warren,

a cock-fight, a badger-bait—^my other thing ; and of this he boasted, as

he ought to haveHone, to more fair* faces than two or three, and was

estimated accordingly—for a season at least—by each of those to whom, in

turn, he made thh avowaj. in strict confidence. Nor was “ Master Tony”
—{tr, more expressively with reference to his virtual reign at Upper

the young master,”# at the tenants called him—particularly

select in the indulgence of his pastime. His “ grand passion,” or uni-

versal ty^sion, asserted and proved itself in a very efficient kind of way,

from the cottier's” comely daughter up through the family of the small

farmers, of the “ strong farmer,” of the gentleman farmer, and ;of the

still more genteel farmer, till it had achieved its utmost flight, pro-

portioned to his opportunities, at the fireside of the next 'squire, local-

ly “ squar^f' baronet, bishop, or, haply, real lord. For Tony certainly

had the blessed taleqt of making himself agreeable, and therefore^wel-

come, from the mud-cabin to the family seat. We have called him half

educated,—that is, he pretended to Virgil, and hinted at Euclid ;
still he

had been a member of T. C. D., and he could smatter on, amusingly,

among the very best society of his "county ; and in rhyming, which he

devoted exclusively to songs in praise of angling, hunting, fishing, wine,

and women, Tony \*a« considered a "master. To enable the reader to

form some opinion on this point, a^ell as to further illustrate the ruling

bent t>f his mind, a song is subjoined, which has been copied byMme of

his cold-footed descendants, from the family archives, at our solicitation.

Since with varying charms they inflame us,

To change us from one or from two,

Dear creatures they never can blame us,

If what they insist on wc do t

So away with all fears of displeasing,

In easing

The tearing they (loom us to know.
Their wrath we arc suie of appeasing,

If we love them, and pay as w£go \

In a garden,' like bees, we may hum on,

And Bip what we wish through its bowers—
And why should not the garden of woman
Be free as the garden of floWers ?

Oh 1 if one is my rose, daffadilly,

Sweet Willy,
Or lily, another I call—

Nay, sometimes, lest our taste should grow chilly,

Why not snatch a leaf from them all

!

Now. any sagacious reader will perceive that so much had not been said

atpfl&/Mr. Tony's characteristics, fraless that thg£ must have a good
dq^td^do with the origin and^perpetuation qf

“ cold feet” in his family

;

and Mteh^dndeed, is the fact, as we hasten to make evident* The house
of a neighbouring gentleman had lore been*Untenanted, save by the
trusty servants in whose care he hadieft it. Mr. NegjUe lost a well-
beloved wife, in her first confinement, and immediately after quitted his
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home and country to seek forgetfulness of sorrow in foreign lands. The
innocent cause of her mother’s death, his infant daughter, he deposited
in safe and respectable hands, to be nursed through the firsft years of
childhood; and when Esther Neville gained her sixth year, lieHtoent for
her from England, to which country he had just returned from the con-
tinent, and thenceforward assumed his natural right as he# protector.
For some time she was educated in England, afterwards in France and
Italy, and ultimately in England ftgftin ; and in her nineteenth year her
father came back with her to his native country, to instal her, as her
mother's successor, in his paternal mansion ; announcing his determina-
tion never to re-marry, and proclaiming her heiress to Iris considerable
estate, and funded property. * * •
Antony Nugent for some long weeks before her arrival within ten

minutes ride of Upper Court, had been rather at a loss for a new object
of adoration. He soon * got Sir Roger to accompany him to Mr. Ne-
ville's on a welcoming visit ; fell in love with Esther, ten seconds after
lie had seen her xand having contrived to stay for dinner, while his bro-
ther returned home, told her as much before he left the ^ouse that
evening.

*

Let no one be astonished at this despatch. It was his way. He
couldn't help it. No, no more than a connoisseur can help expressing

raptures at the first sight of an old picture, although he may have seen
hundreds, quite as Told, before it. In very truth, Tony could not recol-

lect the time since his sixteenth year, that he had once been able to curb
the avowal of his perfect love for any and every woman or girl the

least interesting, by whose side he found himself tHte necessary number
of hours. And we pray, in liis behalf? that no ill-natured person will

suppose it was because Esther Neville happened to be* an heiress, and
he a younger brother, that he so soon declared himself, in the present

instance. No such thing. Heiresses were by no means new to him.

He had been at the knees of one or two before, and given them up in a

few months, weeks, or days, as it might be, for the untiring pleasure of

once more manifesting his mighty love for the sex, in the case, perhaps,

of a pennyless fifth or seventh daughter. No, indeed ; the least mer-

cenary lover on earth was Tony. And in some degree to account for

this, considering his own pauper state, and a rapid growth of nephews

at Upper Court, perhaps it is as well to surmise that, in making fervid

love, like a lusty sun, to eve#^ flower in the female garden, he had not

as yet ever thought of becoming entitled by marriage, to the goods and

chattels of one individual woman. But why he should not have done

so we are utterly unable to explain.

And hoy sped his as yet newest of all wooings ? How did Esther Ne-

ville take his sufficiently abrupt attack ? Not as she ought to have done,

had she much experience of the world, or of the various sorte of fools

of it. Out of select English boarding schools, or of continental cou«

vents she had lived but little ; and romance substituted in her mind a

wholesome and most necessary knowledge of mankind and of woman-

kind. Of such a man as we have* sketched Tony Nugent, at fou^KML
twenty, she had dreamed, as well as of her own powers of

the death at first sight; not forgetting lps really fervid and aeemipggr

unchangeable manner in< giving he? so quick a proof of^dratgoed ©pi*

nUpi of herself. In truth, although as the most romantic woman is

bound to do, Esther made no response to his first startling speech* Tony*

had not repeated it, with pretty additions, mote than four times, when
202
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she did* and vows of deathless fidelity were forthwith interchanged ; and
in the stolen walks they enjoyed among the wild and solitary scenery adja-

cent to Mr. Neville's house, plans of future happiness, of happiness that

never tiitild, would, should, or ought to tire, towered up, like that same

wild scenery, before and before them, till it faded into rich and beautiful

vagueness in the distance. And this was as true of Tony Nugent as of

Esther Neville. lie felt as enthusiastic and as sincere as she did. Yes

—

not a doubt of it. He felt, in fac% ns he had felt a hundred times

before, just like a man in love for the very first time ; and he could

have sworn to the world, as well as to his own heart, that it was utterly

impossible he should ever look with the slightest interest on another

wbman. *

In fact, the ardent, quick-tempered Esther, was in her paradise^-*

Fool's Paradise. Once or twice only, she thought it odd that, in all

their schemes for perennial blisses, her lover never happened to allude

to the married state. But, on reflection, this could mean nothing at

all ; or, if any thing, it illustrated his delicacy, and^so helped to raise

him in h$r estimation, if that were possible. It struck her, however,

that she might as well tempt him a little on the point ; so, one even-

ing, when, as usual, she had stolen out to meet him by the river's side,

Esther, after expressing her tremors at the idea of being missed and
asked after by her father, added, “ but our little uneasiness on that

head, dear Tony, will soon be removed,— I mean, when you propose

for me at home.”
“ Propose for you, at home, dearest Esther ?" he repeated, staring at

her with great simplicity, and, a disinterested observer might have added,

something like quandary, or stupidity. In truth, it was the first time

the idea had presented itself to his mind. And here we again express

ourselves posed, and unable to make out the peculiar mental economy
of our hero. Such as we have found him, however, we give him to the

world
;
and that's all can be said on the subject.

A quick flash from Esther's dark eyes met his strange stare ; and she

demanded, sharply, u Why do you repeat my words ?”

" Repeat your words, Esther ?—oli, ay
; yes, to be sure—what a

blockhead I am— ! ha ] ha ! don't be angry with me, gra-ma-chree
,r

here he slightly interrupted his speech by a, little act

—

cc but, as I over

and over told you, my darling,—looking straight into your beautiful

face” (it was not beautiful, only deeply interesting) “ always makes
me forget what I am saying—ay, or doing, either,”—and here he re-

peated the little act before alluded to.

Esther echoed bis laugh; and, though nothing more distinct was
said on the subject, all seemed well. On their way homewar however,

she thought Tony a shade graver, or more reflective than usual ; and
she lay down that night with the germ of something disagreeable in her
mind.

The next evening, Tony sent her a message, as usual, and they were
again alone, in a convenient, lover-like place. Esther came out; deter-

to watch him ; and having made this resolution, she, doubtless,

ff&em have found in his words, looks, and manner, something she sus-

pected him of, had he been as innocent as a babe. Truth must be told,

however# Tony really was a changed, or, at least, a changing man.
Why 1 He no more knew, at present, than he had known, on siipjlar

occasions, many a time and oft, before. Once, only, during the even-
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tag, did he appear much Interested ; but the occasion for his alteration
of demeanour was no comfort to Esther's heart.
w When my cousin Mary comes to see me, dear Tony, we must, at

once, make her a confidant," said Esther.
“ Certainly, Esther.—Does she come soon ?"
“ To-morrow—some time of the day."
“ Indeed ? and that is soon —his handsome eyes beamed bflghtly,—though, alas ! for poor Esther, they turned away, with a kind of a

happy, speculative expression. “ I'm so glad for your sake, I mean.
Your cousin will be such company to you !"

“ Thank you, Tony/’—Esther was quite put out ; she could make
nothing of him.
“ Is she older or younger than you, Esther ?” demanded Tony, still

in a calculating way.
“ About my own age/*
“ And like you ?—any family resemblance ?’’

“ Not the least :—I am not very tall ; She is tall : I am a brown girl

;

she is a fair one—”—

“

With blue eyes, light hair, and a good complex-
ion?" interrupted Tony, vivaciously. “ Yes, as is usual, with very fair

women,”—'“ Very fair, you say ?** again interrupted her waning, waning
lover,—bewitched with the novelty of the contrast between his late mis-
tress and his future one.
“ Yes, Tony Nugent, very fair, as fair as heart can wish,” answered

Esther, now just beginning to apprehend.
“ And only abo'ut nineteen, like

9
yourself,” cried Tony, not noticing

Esther's expressive manner, in the anticipating joy of his simple heart ;

“ and a bounding, bouncing, charming girl. I’ll warrant ; all smiles and
laughter, and pleasant conversation! Yes, I remember you hinted as

much to me» before; didn’t you, Esther?"
“ Perhaps—why do you keep rubbing the palms of your hands together,

Mr. Tony Nugent ? I don’t find the evening so cold.”

No use in continuing the scene between the lovers, on this occasion ;

Tony arrived at home to rave as much about Esther’s cousin, as he had
done about Esther’s self, before her arrival at Upper Court. Esther

locked herself up in her chamber to hate the merry-hearted Mary,
whom she had loved, during their first acquaintance in Dublin, on her

way from England, to her father’s house, and ever since, till this even-

ing ; and, even towards her beau-ideal of lover, and of constant lover,

Tony Nugent, her heart began to change, and change badly. Unamiable

ingredients had naturally mixed themselves up with the whole of Esther’s

character ; and the course of her education and experience had not since

worked them out of it. As a child, she was self-willed, almost daring

in the attainment of whatever she had set her heart on, and resentful,

if thwarted in gaining her object. Nay, worse, she coqjd brood

over her disappointment, and unrelentingly nurse a spirit of retaliation

towards its author. Judicious direction of her mind and feelings, might,

doubtless, have done much towards subduing, if not eradicating these

' infirmities, during her growth from child into girl ; or the realfy^jpod

portions of her mind and heart, their generosity, and even roittangft,

might have been cultivated and enlarged so as to weigh down their

dangerous tendencies. Such, we repeat, had not however been the case

;

and, now, at nineteen, she was, therefore, a passive victim to the un-

amiable temptations of her nature ; at the impulse, too, of the greatest

disappointment any woman can feel, and w^ich Esther Neville felt to an
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intensity of which few women are capable. In fact, befoire the summdr
morning's sun danced dazzlingly through her window, on her sleepless

6yes, Esther had vowed a vengeance upon the unconscious Tony Nu-
gent, for his buoyant spirits, the previous evening ;

nay, she had plan*

ned it, and only waited to receive full proof of his delinquency, with a

fit opportunity, in order to carry it into execution.

And'Tony did not keep her long waiting. He was in Mr. Neville's

house when Mary O’Neil entered it, and scarce stirred from her side

the whole evening. Esther had to suffer the scene of a laughing, witty,

hilarious flirtation betwefen her cousin and her quondam lover, while she

sal?neglected, looking out at the beauties of nature, through the old bow-

window of the sombre drawing-room. She did suffer it, however, silently,

and, to all appearance, contentedly ; and, at length, she left them alone,

—to reconnoitre, however, from an adjacent room ; at the door of which

she had not stood a long while, till her cars heard the words of perfidy

from Tony’s importunate lips, and then something else from them, with

the aid of those of the laugking, almost scoffing Mary O’Neil, which

sounded to Esther like a poisonous reptile’s hiss.

And, now, she took her measures, her first ones, at least. She

wrote to Mary's brother, a brave, though fierce old campaigner,

quartered with his regiment in a town near at hand. She sought

her father, in his library, and conversed with him some time. Theft

Bhe bad to adapt her manner and looks to her purposes, before

re-entering the drawing-room, where the new lovers still sat in

happy twilight.—“ 4
I)oes she laugh at him still ?** thought Esther,

again eaves-dropping at the door. “No

—

now her voice is gentle

enough, and if she does continue to reject his quickly conceived, and as

quickly told lovd, 'tis in maiden murmurs only.—Good ! very good !—
Mary O'Neil, he shall be mine yet—mine, though it were 'but to shew
him how I loathe him, when he is so !"—And, so meditating, Esther

tripped into the room, in seemingly high spirits, rallying the happy
pair, and congratulating herself on having been the means of making
them known to each other. Mary laughed, and protested, and remoi^.

strated, and asked “ IIow could such nonsense enter into her dear

Esther's head ?*'—And Master Tony, wliat did lie say or do ? Was there

no appearance of disconcertion in his manner ? no consciousness of

being, at the least, a very gay deceiver ? no awkwardness in the

presence of the woman to whom, a few hours before, he had been swear-

ing, in good round oaths, (as became his rank and bearing in those 1good
old times,) entranced adoration and immortal fidelity ? Not a trace of

anything like all this : and for a very sufficient reason—namely, because

he did not feel it. Ilis heart accused him of nothing at all. He stood

'quite self-acquitted to his own conscience, or rather he had never been
at its bar for an instant. He was but following his nature, his vocation.

In a word, the matter did not, could not trouble his mind, had never
done so, and was very unlikely ever to do so. And hence, upon Esther's

re-appearance, he only joined in Mary O'Neil's laugh, and chuckled,

and rubbed the palms of his hands together, in the way Esther scarce

liked, (if he would recollect himself a little ;) and really and truly

thought it all exceedingly pleasant and natural, and just as it ought to be*

About three evenings after, Tony and Mary O'Neil were seated in

. a very, nice little place, out of doors, doing their very best to be mutually
* amiable. It was a miniature, a fairy valley, abruptly entered, at one

J?oint, very near to that where they had chosen to repose themselves
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after their romping walk, by a zig-zag path, down one of its sides—the
side, too, opposite to where they sat. A little wailing brook—so littfe

that it fretted itself in wailing against the mere pebbles which qbstructed
the would-be perfectly even course of its insignificant existence—was at
their feet ; their couch was one of the inlancTsweeps of its mossy, and
daisied, and butter-cupped bank ; and the sky-lark was bravuraing his
last evening song for his wife, over their heads.—Could there be a
better boudoir for two lovers ? They thought not.
u But can I believe you ?” murmured Mary, as Tony's doomed head

rested on her shoulder, and his arm encircled «her waist ;—“ this time,
your first time ?” m
“ I vow and swear it, dearest, dearest darling, by the round world,

and the blue sky over it !—by your two- eyes !—and by this—and this—
/'

“ Stop, stop !" whispered Mary, struggling ;
“ there's some one look-

ing at you.”

Tony followed her glance with his own. On the top line of the
sweeping ground opposite to them stood three figures. Esther Neville,
leaning her right arm on her father's, and her left on a dragoon officer

of about forty. “ My brother Peter !” half shrieked Mary, starting up.
The new comers stood a moment, observantly ; during which Esther,

turning her face alternately, from one to another of her supporters,

pointed expressively towards the lovers. “ What do they want here ?"

asked Tony, rising. Esther, her father, and Captain O'Neil, descended
the zig-zag path to the brook, crossed the tiny stream by stepping-

stones, and were soon with their friends.

“Hope you're well. Miss Mary O'Neil, since I saw you last/' said

the militairc. Mary could only run to him, and embrace him. “ Good
evening, Mr. Tony Nugent, began Esther.” “ A kind good evening,

Esther,” answered Tony, “ though I thought we wished each other that

before.” “ I want to make you acquainted with Miss O'Neil's brother.

Captain O'Neil/' continued Esther. “ Thank you kindly," responded

Tony.
“ My service to you, sir,” said the Captain, bowing low, while the

broad skirts of his braided buff coat stuck out at either side. “ And
mine to you, Captain,” answered Tony, quite cheerfully.

“ I may as well make you a little better known to one another,

gentlemen,” resumed Esther, haughtily taking her father's arm, while

her bridled passion made her brown cheeks pallid, and her slight lips

ashy-coloured. “This, Mr. Antony Nugent, is a brave and distin-

guished officer, who, as yet, cannot count a stain on the honour of

one member of his family, male or female, and who is determined

he never shall. And this, Captain O'Neil, is the young gentleman

who has been trifling with the affections of two of your relations,

in the short space of a few weeks ; the presumptuous beggar, who
began by swearing himself my admirer, and who prevailed on me to

conceal the dishonour from you, dearest father; and who, the very

hour Mary O'Neil came to see me, repeated the same oaths to her*—*

(Mary shrieked out at these words)—and repeated them, again and again,

until at last she allowed him the degree of intimacy we have witnessed

from the top of that height yonder.”

A bad kind of business, Mr. Antony Nugent/' remarked the grave

and gruff Captain. “ I protest—I declare, Captain, I don't know, I

oan't see what all this means,” said Tony. “ Then we must only try

and clear your eyesight, sir.—low, wish to . have nothing to say
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further in the matter, cousin Esther ?” “ Me 1" repeated Esther*

scoffingly, “ 1 scorn the poor adventurer as 1 do the dust of the road

I have come to find him for you.” " Very well,” rejoined the Captain,
w you need be in no passion, my dear ; I only asked you to declare your

mind to his face—just to^give him a hint that, although my own sister

is second in the case, I should have seen you righted, before her, if such

was your will, taking into account that you were first in the case. Very
well. And so, Mr. Antony, 'tis with Miss O’Neil’s help you are carry-

ing on the war at present ?”

“ Sir ? what do you say, Captain ?” asked Tony.

‘'.That is, in plain words, you are very much devoted to my sister.”

“ Devoted ! I adore her on the knees of my heart ! and have told her

as much, no doubt, a thousand times !” assented Tony, joyously.

“ Indeed ; and any one might have guessed as much who had seen you
together here in the open country, and in the broad day-light, as 1 did,

a few moments ago. Very well, sir. You do my sister and me a great

honour.” *

“ Delighted to hear you say so !” cried Tony, pouncing on his hand,

and shaking it.

“ Very well, Mr. Antony. All very well so far ; and of course you
agree that, particularly after the scene here between you this evening,

which any common peasant may have witnessed before your friends came
up, the sooner such matters are brought to an end, the better for all

parties concerned.”
" I—I must really say,” stammered Tony, “ that I should be very,

very sorry to bring things to an end so soon between me and my darling

Mary .” His heart merely failed him at the thought of giving her

gxp so exceedingly soon ;
“ but, if you afford me a little more time, and

let me look about mo a little, perhaps, with good opportunity, 1 may
soon be able to oblige you.”
“ I can spare but very little time, sir,” replied the Captain, looking

dangerous. “ My leave of absence extends but to three days.”

Well, Captain, well, even in three days a good many things may
happen.”
" But the business ought to be completed, sir, before I go back to my

regiment.”
“ Well, and perhaps it may,—who knows ?” assented Tony cheerfully,

ami with great self-reliance.
" Come, come, sir—I don’t understand you at all, nor your foolish

manner either. In one word, Mr. Antony Nugent, are you prepared to

marry Miss O'Neil this evening, under Mr. Neville's roof?”
“ Marry !” ejaculated Tony, in unfeigned surprise. But he was

soon made more familiar with the new-formed idea, on having the Cap-
tain's alternative suggested to him. Not, indeed, that he was as much
a? coward as he was a half-witted country gentleman. Had he disliked

Mary, it is probable he would have stood and fired his four or five shots

for a chance of escaping her ; but* on the contrary, liis passion for her
still remained as strong as any he had ever felt for any other woman,
chiefly, perhaps, because as yet she had not quite fully avowed her
adoration of himself, and he wanted that habitual gratification, at any
risk. In short, with the nature or extent of his new engagement only
very vaguely established in his mind, and while poor Mary, notwith-
standing a growing preference, objected on the score of Tony's perfidy
to her cousin, as well as on account of the r&pidity of the proceeding.
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married they were that evening, in Mr. Neville's house,—her brother
emphatically bullying her into compliance by threats of a foreign con.
vent, to hide, as he said, the disgrace she had brought on her family.

It should before now have been said that Mary O'Neil was an orphan,
her father and her mother both dead, and ^therefore that she stood
greatly in awe of a brother so much her elder.

“ I wish you joy, MaryNugent,'* whispered Esther, directly the marriage
ceremony had been performed. Mary half started at the emphasis with
which her cousin spoke ; it seemed to hide a dangerous meaning. Then
she began to wonder at Esther's zeal in so precipitately providing her
with a husband, in the person of the very man whom, but a few days be-
fore, she had permitted to pay attentions to herself. And the reader's

surprise may also be aroused on this point, recollecting Esther's mental
resolve, while meanly eaves-drooping at the drawing-room door. Marry-
ing Tony to another woman seemed, indeed, a strange step towards
making him her own property. But we shall soon hear her explain the
crooked and unique workings of her imperfected mind and unrefined

heart.

How Toiiy was to support a wife, now that he had got one, together
with some other little human beings who might follow the event, to say
nothing of himself, dogs, horses, cocks, ferrets, and two or three ser-

vants, at4east, to look after his whole menage ; this was a question which
occupied his brother-in-law the captain, his host, Mr. Neville, and (in

a very slight degree) himself, to a late hour the night of his marriage.
“ As for me,” said Tony, laughing gaily, " every body knows that,

since my last Dublin trip, I have’been living on Divine Providence, like

my friends the archbishops.”
“ Your brother may assist you," observed Mr. Neville.
" Rogejr has not a sod that isn't mortgaged twice over,” answered

Tony ;
“ and I believe I helped him, the first time, my own self,” he

added, again laughing—not a false, forced laugh, but a very sincere

hearty one.
“ I live on my pay alone,” said Captain O'Neil, “ having been a '

little improvident, like yourself, brother Tony, in my younger days, with

the wreck of the paternal property which my dear father's tastes, as a

country gentleman, properly supporting the family consequence, left me
to take care of. Your wife's little fortune remains untouched, however

;

and, with it, suppose we purchase and stock a snug farm for you ? Care

an$l prudence might soon make you and Mary rich, and cut out some-

thing for the little ones ; and 'tis no disgrace to a gentleman to farm

his own lands.”
“ Done !” cried Tony, striking the table with his knuckles. “ Dis-

grace ? not a bit ; 'tis a most honourable occupation,—and that's the worst

can be said of it. And as to care and prudence between my darling

Mary and me, now that we are to be turned out on our own accounts;

never fear, Captain ; never fear, Mr. Neville. But now I want to go

look after her, and ask what she's doing ; so good night,—and here'a bur

own noble healths. Good night—hurra !'' And, bounding like a stag

over the backs of chairs which stood in his way, Tony sallied forth on

his self-imposed mission of discovery.

Two days after, the new-married couple, accompanied by the Captain,

left Mr. Neville's house to take possession of their own. Esther Neville

did not appear to wish them good bye,—her father said she was indisposed.

Nor had she appeared to them since the moment after their marriage;
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when she wished Mary joy in rather a remarkable manner. *'And her
father all along gave the same account of her absence ; but it was not

the true one. Esther did not stay in the house ten minutes after leav-

ing the drawing-room that evening. Ordering her carriage, she departed

in it for the abode of a lady, a relation, in the neighbourhood ; and home
she did not return till Tony Nugent and his wife had quitted her father's

house.
,

Let us jump over about a year-and-a-half, and visit farmer Tony in

his own house, just to see what “ cure and prudence" had done for

him in the mean time. He and Mary are sitting to a good turf fire,

facing each other ; and that's one feature of comfort, certainly. Toby
has a huge jug of strong beer before him,—and that's another. But he is

ill-dressed, and so is poor Mary ; and he looks five years older than

when last we saw him, and not so handsome, to say nothing of respecta-

ble ; and she looks delicate, and worn, and drooping ; in fact, she is but

lately risen from her lying-in bed, with the premature loss of her baby.

Glance round the room. Fowling-pieces, fishing-rods, nets, and other

weapons and implements of field sport, irregularly placed over the chim-

ney, hint that Tony is yet able, or recently has been, to follow some of

his old pastimes ; hay, a fox-hound rolled up before the fire, and a fre9hr

brush stuck into the muzzle of a fowling-piece, proclaim, thtft, if his

hunter is not yet in the stable, he very lately might have been found
there. But what shall we say of the torn, and worn, and crumpled car-

pet on the floor ? and of the rickety, almost shivered deal table beforo

him ; and of the one mean, thin, gauky tallow-candle which flickers oil it ?

and of the broken chairs, and the damp white mould which in many places

covers the paper on the walls of Tony's parlour?

few words of tho conversation between him and his wife may assist

us to answer :
—

“

Never mind, Mary duck ; keep never minting, and
all will go right in the long run ; and if you would just stop talking to

me, in that way, about this woman and that woman, and this girl and
that girl, you would leave me more heart to look about me, and keep
things together.”
“ Very well, dear Tony, very well ; only I'm told you had a fine time

of it while I was up stairs, the last three weeks. But no matter. What
we are now to do for common food, or even tho old leaky house over our
heads—that's the question."

“ Well, and so it is, darling," assented Tony.
“ You take it very quietly, Tony dear."
u And to be sure I do, Mary pet."
“ But what do you mean to do ? There is not a shilling left of the

thirteen hundred spared out of my little fortune, after purchasing the
farm, to help us on—is there ?*

'

“ Not a stiver, my love."
“ And our stock is driven, almost to the last cow, for debts incurred

in the meantime?"
" You speak the blessed truth, duck."
“ And we owe more than they have sold for,"
" Indeed and we do, sure enough."

,

u And no one will give us a loaf ou credit any longer."
“ So they say, darling."
t( Then where are we to get the loaf?"
“ Buy it—out of that, my dear anil, to Mary’s utter astonishment,
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Tony emptied a goodly-sized leathern* bag of golden guineas on the
table.
u In fclid name of goodness, Tony, how have you come by that ?"
“ Esther Neville's attorney gave it to me."
“ Esther Neville's attorney," repeated Mary, in consternation.
“ Yes, love. You know since the old man's death she has all his great

riches at.her own •disposal.”
“ Yes. Well, she lends it to you ?"
“ No such thing ; but, as I was talking of mortgaging our little pur*

chase, she heard of it, and so sent the attorney to me, and the business
was soon settled."
u Soon, indeed," replied Mary. Then she added to herself: “ Veil

might you wish mo joy, Esther and dismal and fearful,*tlio&gh vague
forebodings pressed on Mary’s mind. " How soon must you repay Esther
Neville, Tony?" she resumed, after a pause, during which her tranquil
husband was whistling a hunting-air, and playing with the heap of gold
on the table. •

" Esther offered me my own time, darling ; so, to make sure, I named
this day twelvemonths

; and there’s what the little attorney called a spe-
cial deed of agreement between us, that the land and house are Esther's
if we are not quite punctual. But little fear of that :

‘ care and prudence'
will enable us to meet the debt in six months, not to talk of twelve."

A stout, comely serving-wench here bustled into the parlour, much agi-

tated, and bawled out : “ Misther ‘Antony, there's Kitty Larissy, the
smith’s daughter, from the other side o’ the river, is afther sendin’ in a
little brat of a gorsoon, to ax yod to stop out to spake to her. I wondher
what makes her ashamed or afeard to come up to our dour her ownself,

instid o’ snakin’ about the house in that way." .
" Divvje’s in the little fool, what can she want of me?" demanded

Tony, bundling out of the room with a very bad grace.
u You're the best judge o' that, yourself, sir," answered the serving-

wench, stumping after him in evident dudgeon,—and dudgeon of that

peculiar kind which might have had its source in outraged though ten-

der feelings.

“ Twelve months arc soon passed over and again, with permission,

we approach Tony's house upon the day appointed for the re-payment of

Esther's loan to him.

Something unusual occurs within. The road, as we come near, is

covered with country-people ; groups of them also recline on shelving

ground over it ; and all are grave, and converse in whispers. Looking

to the humble mansion, we see its window-shutters closed. Entering its

little court-yard, Sir Roger Nugent's old lumbering carriage appears at the

door, with, behind it, those of some of the neighbouring gentry, and Sir

Roger’s servants wear long white hatbands and scarfs. Immediately

before the door two chairs confront each other at some distance ; and at

either side of it stand two mutes in black cloaks, holding long blaek

poles in their hands, surmounted by folds of white linen.—-Death is in

the house ! The country people have flocked in to attend the funeral

—

a duty considered almost sacred among them—and to vie with eack

other in bearing the coffin on their shoulders to the church-yard. Ann
now they know they have not to wait long , for the two ehairs have just

been placed before the door to receive the coffin in a few moments, while
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the clergyman prays over it before it is lifted up and borne to its desti-

nation.

The pause, though short, is intensely awful. The country-people

crowd up to the house, scarce uttering a breath. Hush ! hark ! that

wild low wailing of women within the house announces the closing of

the coffin-lid. Do not the hoarse moans of men mingle with it ? Again

hush ! The corpse is brought out. Two clergymen, an old and. a young
man, Issue through the door bareheaded, and murmuring prayers; white

scarfs across their shoulders, and white flowing bands on their hats.

Then, carried upon men's, arms, who confront each other, appears the

coffin—poor Tony Nugent and his brother following it as chief mourn-
ers, their eyeg

£
reddened and cast down, and th$ir lower features hid in

the collars oPmeir black cloaks ; other mourners, friends and neighbours,

also appear in black cloaks, and, for the present, the procession is ended
by women in close white mantles, with hoods gathered round their faces,

whose wild lament now swells higher and higher on the ear, and is

answered, suddenly, by the ejaculations and cries of the hitherto hushed
crowd before the house. The coffin rests awhile upon the chairs ; every

head is uncovered, and every knee bent, while the clergymen pray over

it. Then four strong men place it on their shoulders ; the clergymen
still precede it ; the widower and his brother stUl follow it ; Sir Roger's

carriage and servants come after ; then the friends and their carriages

;

then the women in white,—and all pass through the country-people,

abroad, who form irregularly in their train, to the amount of perhaps a

thousand souls, men, women, and children ; and in this order the pro-

cession moves on, near-the hank of a slfining placid river, and through

the windings and inequalities of a road running almost by chance between
sweeping hills at ejther hand ; the continued wail of the women echo-
ing from height to height, and along the surface of the watqr.

It was late of an October day when the funeral left the house. But
the church-yard could soon be gained ; it was not a quarter of a mile

distant. Before arriving at it, however, the weather suddenly changed,
as if to try the sincerity of the multitude of voluntary mourners. Hail,

rain, sleet, and wind burst and blustered around them ;—no creature of
the assembly turned back.—The coffin was carried into Sir Roger's fa-

mily vault, the mouth of which, in the middle of the uninclosed church-
yard, was always covered over by a little oblong building of brick and
mortar, surmounted by a marble slab, except when a tenant approached
it ; and then the slab was removed, and one side of the oblong broken
down, to afford free passage for the descent of the corpse, down a few
narrow stone steps. These circumstances it is advisable to mention :

and notice is also invited to the closing events of the evening in the
church-yard. The deluges of rain and sleet, and the roaring of the
wind, increased rather than diminished at the moment, when, in the
somewhat premature gloom of the hour, the coffin was being conveyed
down the steps into the tomb. There was bustle, and confusion, and
anxiety, and uncertainty. The steps were slippery from the sleet ; the
bearers ofthe sad burden missed their footing

;
Jhey and it were precipitat-

ed into the depths ofthe vault: and the results of the accident soon appear-

r
ed to be some dislocation of their limbs, and a giving way of the screws of
tho coffin-lid. For the men, help was at hand ; for the other mishap,
persons were to be sought after ; the evening grew darker and blacker ;

the storm augmented its rage ; and, at the advice of all friends present.
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Tony Nugent consented to return home, and wait until morning to h&Y e
the coffin screwed down again, and the mouth of the vault rebuilt.

We now rapidly approach the close of our true history. Sir Roger
and the elder of the clergymen accompanied Tony to his house, to stay

the night, and console him in his bereft situation. They found the doors

closed ; and this the servants, who had all gone with the funeral, pro.

nounced strange, inasmuch as they had been left opeli, and, indeed, the

house emptyj" after the departure of the body for the church-yard.

Tony knocked ; the door was opened by Esther Neville's attorney. The
widower started, stared, and turned pale. The attorney drew him aside

and said.
—

“

Miss Neville, herself, sir, is in the parlour, and wishes to

peak with you alone—quite alone.—I am not sure if her head is pght

;

and what she exactly miens to do 1 cannot guess ; but sljriBsigts on see.

ing you without a witness.”

Tony looked still more confounded for a moment ; but a happy thought
seemed to relieve him a little ; he whispered to his brother and the

clergyman what was going on, and stept into the parlour.

Esther Neville was seated at the fire* in the riding dress of the day*

A solitary candle scarce gave light to the apartment. To Tony's great

comfort she smiled when he appeared, and held out her hand to him—
saying .

—

“

I am glad to see you in my house, Tony Nugent.”
“ In your house, Esffter ?”

" Don't you remember what day of the month it is to-day ?’*

“ Yes,” muttered Tony; “ and now I guess what you mean, Esther

Neville.”
** Perhaps you do not. Can ypu redeem your land and house ?”

“ No, not if one gold guinea could redeem them for me.”
“ Then they are mine, you know ; and, as the weather is bad, I intend

sleeping here, to-night, ^ith some servants, and my attorney. They
will confHve a bed for you, at Upper Court, I suppose ; or perhaps you*
friend the clergyman may oblige you.”
“ Thank you, Esther ; I'll go and see.”

"Stop a morirenfj dear Tony:” he started, and turned round, she was

again smiling at him : " sit down, and let us have a little chat, some-

thing like old times.” He did as he was bid ; she drew her chair closer

to him.
" Ah, those old times, Tony ! when you vowed and swore you loved

me dearly
!" *

" And I did, Esther !” gasped Tony, his happy suspicion before enter-

ing the parlour now growing into almost a reality. " I did ! as truly as

ever man loved woman !”

"'Twas for a short time, however. You soon gave me up for an-

other.”

" Ah, dear Esther, a foolish frolic ; did not mean giving you up ; and

you were to blame, yourself, for separating us, really.”

“ And perhaps I was, dear Tony. But that can't be helped now, yott

know.^Let us go on. instead of looking back. Whatever attracted you

to me, a few years ajgb, is still in me ; and I am still a very young wo*

man, not yet two-and-tuffinty.”
* “ 1f*o he sure you are, my dear Esther ! and improved, if possible,

every Way ! and more worthy of true love than ever !"

Did Tony mean and feel what he said ? He did. Esther again was' a

contrast to all other wdfaen he had adored since their angry parting

;
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and—with the tomb unclpsed over Mary O'Neil—-and worse—her

coffin unscrewed—he did mean and feel what he said.

They continued their conversation together for more than aa hour.

Esther’s revenge over the paltry mind and heart of Tony Nugent lay

within her grasp. She sent him to call in his brother, the clergyman,

and the attorney. She invited them to be seated, and spoke as follows.

"Mr. Attorney—whatever I say, do not interrupt me. You have as-

sured mO there are no means of staying your proceedings against Mr.

Topy Nugent, and that his house and lands must pass out of his posses,

sion, and he once more become a pauper. But 1 have found means.

I do not scruple to say, gentleman all, that he and I were once sincerely

attached to ea$h other, and that an old love is now renewed, and as

truly as eve^What being the case, there can be nothing very extraor-

dinary in ounitcoming man and wife, and, for his sake, as soon as pos-

sible. Should we delay a single day—a single evening and night, I

mean—

I

must become the ppssessor of his only earthly property; and,

sudden—and, perhaps, something else—as the resolution may appear, 1

have consented to marry him, this instant, to save him from the humi-

liation of offering himself to me as a mere beggar.”

Tony winced at the tone of her address. It was a little unlike (though

he could not exactly say how or where) her honied words to him, a few

moments before. And so was the expression frf her face, though he
could not define that either. Esther paused a moment, being interrupt-

ed by loud shouts and cries, seemingly of deadly terror, which passed

by the house. They subsided, and she continued.
" Yes, Gentlemen, there he stands, Tony Nugent, my old lover ;

Tony Nugent, who, partly out of a return of pure, disinterested affec-

tion for me, partly from a very natural desire of keeping a roof over his

head, presses me-—” (there, again, thought Tony, why, 'twas she

pressed me!) “ to marry him this instant—in this house—the house of

death—death’s taint, and almost smell in it,—pah ! and while the

late wife of his bosom is scarce yet cold in the grave ! But these facts

should only increase my love and gratitude, since tflle^only show how
great is the ardour of his passion. Here I stand up, then, dear Tony

;

and when 1 am your wife, you and your friends shall hear a few more of

my opinions about you.”

They stood hand in hand before the clergyman ; every one but Esther,

even Tony, looking stunned and confused. She afterwards declared her
plan of revenge ;—to have married him, in order td prove to the world
the base folly and littleness of his nature, which, under the circumstances
she had herself enumerated, could permit him to accept any woman’s
hand, either for whim, or self-interest, or both ;—and then Esther would
have spurned him to her feet, drawn his own picture to his face, and cast

him off for ever. But the sweet cup of revenge was fearfully snatched
from her lips, even while they touched it. All in the parlour were sud-
denly startled by a very low hoarse moaning at one of the windows, of
which the shutters fastened inside. They listened, and feeble

v
fingers

seemed scratching at the glass ; and then the wSk, inarticulate voice

passed round to the back of the house, accompanied by a trailing jioise.

A moment after, shrieks and howls of utter terror arose in the kitchen,
and Tim Ryan, Tony’s man-of-all-work, clasped round the waist by a
stout serving-wench before mentioned, broke into the parlour, as mad
for the time as any two poor creatures in Bedftm. " Thonomondmut /**
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began Tim ; and he only was able to speak* or rather stutter* “ God
forgive us for cursin' !—bud—here it's afther us, hot-fut !”

s.

His master and friends rapidly questioned him ; he toofc little notice.
u And the jluoul's in me, for a bom fodl, tWun and open the back,

dour, to let it in ! only that you heard it Winny, and was afeard, and
made me go out to see—Murther l—don't ye all hear it !" The trail-

ing noise remarked outside the house, was now more distinct, coming
along the passage from the kitchen. “ Murther ! and do ye mand to Stay

here 1—Let me go, Winny ; and help a hand to pull open this winder!"
He began to unfasten the shutters,—“ Oh, your reverence, won’t you
they an' lay it, Sir !—Let me go, Winny, I tell you l

,#

But Winny did not let him go ; and they emerged together through
the now fully open window.

Almost at tftO OMme moment, Mary Nugent,
#
clad in hdP^&ve-clothes

rent and soiled, and with her hands and feet bleeding, dragged herself

oil her knees to the threshold of the parlour door ; and there, after half

praising herself to give one corpse-like look at the group within, fainted

and fell across it,
“ a weary weight."

*

Our story is told. Esther Neville had only half her revenge ; and
when recovered from the terrors of that night, she made amends fbr

having ever wished to wreak any. She shared her fortune with Mary*1

and Tony, who lived together, a tolerably happy couple, during more tbansr

twenty years after—thanks to a false step and bad screws—the father

and mother of sons and daughters—all as much alive all over their little

bodies, as if their mamma had never been waked and buried before-

hand,—all over their little bodies, except in their lower extremities,—

a

deficiency transmitted to them by Mary Nugent, who, in that respect,

never was able wholly to rewarm herself out of the chill of the tomb,
and who thus became the founder of “The Family of- the Cold Feet "

SONG—BY Mrs. GORE.

Wouldst thaw Cross the wefty sea, Willie,

Wouldat ux>u quit the threshold stone,

Where thy young feet totter’d in infancy,

Ere burmother’s days were dono ?

—

Her last sad look of this world of woe
Was ta’en from that threshold stone I

Shall another hand than thine, Willie,

Bind up the gadding vine,

That strays so wild o’er the casement pane,

Where the woodbine-blossoms twine ?

Our mother’s care first train’d them there,

Where dft noon-beams fiercest shine.

*

When thou’rt far away o’er the seq, Willie,

Rude hands will soon molest

The bnaoding bird that, year by year,

Returns to yon dear old nest :

—

Dearly our mofirer lov'd to welcome

That faithful summer guest

'
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What though the world go haul, Willie,

Ahd English bread be scant,

There's a heartful cheer In our own dear land,

* That no other earth can grants
The piame teuns with brightest flowers,

But it was not thy childhood's haunt.

See yonder the fair hill-sidty Willie,

Where the early harebells wai t ;

See yonder the lirmgiote’s quiveimg scieen,

See yondei the Wildwood <«i\c ;

See yondei the till gieen giav> that springs

On our moth i\ kuk-yaid glare 1

*

JWJy thou’lt miss them all, Willie,

the bouncllebis forest plain,

when the log-hut shilteia thy burning head,

And there’s none to sooth thy pain ;

And curse the ua\mg lust of gold,

That tunpttd thu o’<i the main.

Thou wilt think of oui old loof tiee, Willie,

With its thin, guy, culling bmoke ;

Thou wilt stem to sie the spung gush foith

Fiom the loots of its sheltering oak ;

And seem to lu ir the soli inn uotds
That oui dying mothti spoki

.

And thou wilt oust thy fickle foot, Willie,

And the horn whtn thou wist boin,

And y earn foi the meanest household thing

Thou hast left behind m stoln

Go not, Willu T—’twould gueAe oui motliCL

To ste me lieic foiloiu.
•

We aie but two m the world, Willie,

But om ,
so thou dost not loam ;

But who can tell what chantt may bide

Wheie the ioiilng hieikns foim

—

Trim up the hearth \—my hrotho stays

In our own dcai fathei’s home 1

v-

THE PlfNISllMENT OF DEATH.
4*

BY TIIE AUTHOR OP ANTI-DRACO.

The growing repugnance of the public mind to the punishment of
death, is one of the strongest possible proofs of the advancing civiliza-

tion of the nge. There were times when our legislators might have
made every offence which is cognizable by our Courts of Justice, a capi-
tal crime, without incurring the animadversion public opinion ; and,
they certainly did make great progress towards that Draconic perfec-

tion of criminal legislation. In the worst period^ indeed, of* our legis-

lative history, there were some men of superior minds, whose clearer

judgment estimated this sort of legislation as it deserved, and tfhose
moral sense revolted at its wickedness, while their intelligence abhorred
its barbarism. But, such men were isolated

1

in their generation : their

sentiments found no response in the public mind : their opinions had no
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practical result. Tie people had lost ihe hotter ihstincte vrtueh are gome*
times found to supply tile plane of mofr&l instrtictiorPin ttie simplicity of
the savage state, without havin^^e^uifed thosfc correct notions and onL

,

tivated sentiments wJdch un advanee<$i*tate of civiijgation teq^ep. ig-
norant and narrow-minded pretenders to a knowledge of the/* Sfeienoe Of
government,” had brutalized the mind by'Investing justice with
tho attributes of revenge ) rather, they hut} deposed from her seat
that “ august and godlike” power, and enthroned in thd^emple dedi-
cated to her naige, the destroying spirit of vengeance. Hence, the peo-
ple became dreadfully familiar with judicial blayghter; and from the ha-
bit' of seeing legal murder Committed in the name, and attended
all the solemnities of justice, their natural feelings ceaseAftidbe shocked'
hy such deliberate outrages against reason, morals, ^wdv^iumanity.
Thus vicious legislation debauched the human heart and understanding,
and corrupted the sources of moral improvement, under the pretence of

H

repressing crime

!

By the enactment of Jaws which confounded all distinctions of moral
guilt, and which* rendered the life of man of so little value as to make
its destruction, by judicial process, an ordinary and familiar occurrence,
the legislators themselves became criminal ; and, though their person#**
were beyond the reach of temporal punishment, their deeds cannot escape
exerration. It is necessary, as a warning to others, who may be dis-

posed tb exercise legislative power without regard to the eternal princi-

ples of justice, that the conduct of their delinquent predecessors should
ho arraigned before the tribunal of enlightened opinion, and that the
judgment should pass upon their memories which dooms them to a fame
no less ignominious than immortal

!

It is a melancholy and disgraceful fact, that the ancient criminal law
of England, the work of the legislators that flourished among a primi-

tive people, was far more considerate, with regard to human life, than
the more modern enactments relative to cijinc, which have emanated
from the “ collective wisdom” of society since it became conceited of its

advance in civilization. Sir William Meredith, in his eloquent and
Affecting speech in the jear 1777, upon a hill for creating a new capital

felony, remarked upon the small number of offences which were punish-

able with death hy the ancient common law of England ; and observed,
“ such was the tenderness/ such the reluctance to shed blood, that if

recompense could be ^siibly made, life was not to be tombed adding,
“ there does not occur to my* thoughts a proposition more abhorrent

from nature and from reason, than that in a matter of property, when
restitution is made, blood should still he required. But in regard to

our whole system bf criminal law, and much more to our habits of think-

ing and reasoning upon it, there is a sentence of the great Roman ora-

tor which I wi&h^those who hear me, to remark. Exhorting the Senate

to put a stop to*executions, he says, € hnne tollite ex civitate judices

!

hanc pati nolite diutius in hac repnblica versari, quee non modo id habet

in SO mali quod tot elves atrocissime sustulit, verum etiam hominibus

lenissimis ademit misericordiam con.suctudine incommodorurn V Not
more effectually in Rome than in England,

?

djd the exterminating spirit

of barbarous statutes, eradicate from persons, Rurally of the mildest

disposition, the septimgpt of mercy, by the familiar practice of judi-

cial SLAUGHTER.”

Let us hear what,Judge Blackstone says upon this subject—a man
#

who was never accused of a deficiency of6ff conservative" prudence, or

VOL. i. 2 P
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of a propensity to find fault with the acts of established power. In his

commentary ga the laws of England, he .says,*—

“

We may observe that

: > sanguinary laws are a bed symptom of the distemper of any state ; or,

at JedSt, qf its weak constitution. The laws of the Roman kings and
tfce twelve* tables of the Decemviri were full of cruel punishments. The

* Porcian law, which exempted allcitiasens from sentence of death, silently

abrogated them all. In this period, the republic flourished. Under the

Emperors, severe punishment revived, and the empire fell.” The same
writer quotes the preamble of a statute passed in tfi^ first year of Queen
Mary, the enlightened^eptiments of which, with regard to criminal law,

4pay well put itffchame the spurious knowledge of the science of penal

legislation, which distinguishes the labours Of Sir Robert Peel and other

conceited adiOnsts in criminal jurisprudence in this “ age of intellect."

That preamble sets forth, “ that the state of every king consists more
’* assuredly in the love of the subject towards the prince, than in the

dread of laws made with rigorous pains ; and that laws made for the
preservation of the Commonwealth, without great penalties, are more
often obeyed and kept, than laws made with extreme punishments.” Our
laws against crime are characterized by the inversion of this. sound priru»

^Hfeiple ; it being the opinion of their equally humane and sagacious au-

thors, that the more they shocked human reason, and the natural feel-

ings of mankind, the more effective they would be ; contrary, to the

maxim of Montesquieu and of common sense, that “ the very acerbity

of justice deadens its execution." When Sir Robert Pefcl undertook to

amend and ameliorate the criminal law, he seemed afraid of nothing so

much a9 the limiting the range of its sanguinary operation. One of his

greatest efforts of improving liberality, was to raise the value of the life

of man from forty -shillings to £6 ; though, if we take the difference of

the value of moneyin the reign of Queen Anne, when the first hanging
statute for stealing privately in the dwelling-house was passed, and the

reign of George IV., it will be found that life was cheaper

,

even after

that amended law of Sir Robert Peel was passed, than it was when the

offence was first made capital. Some obsolete statutes of blood, indeed,

Sir Robert Peel cut away: they were the withered
y
.bi*anches of the san-

guinary system. The lopping them off did not impair, but rather invi-

gorated the baleful Upas that threw its pestilent shade over the temple

inscribed with the name of Justicm ! Was this the person to catch the

mantle of Romjjjy, and lead the march of legal reform in the path of his

beneficial example ?

Of all the ages that have passed since our free Saxon institutions'

were first desolated by the tide of the Norman conquest, the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries, but more especially the latt£$, were more pro-

lific of sanguinary statutes than any which had preceded them. This

barbarism struck its roots deeper into the soil, and flung a deeper gloom
of shadow over the land, in the ages when the magnificent genius of

Milton, the severe reason of Locke, the sublime intellect of Newton,
poured forth the riches of political, moral, and physical science, than

when the mighty mind of Alfred, in the obscured twilight of knowledge,
• laid the foundations of our Constitution. Nor did any one appear %o civi-

lize the spirit of the lagrs wffen our language and manners were polished

and refined by the wits and moralists of what h#$ been called thg ^Au-
gustan age of England," which followed the more enterprising and mas-
culine era, when Bacon broke the chains that enslaved the humankind

,
jo the dominion of what may he called an intellects*! barbarism; and.
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as was said of Plato of old, brought down philosophy from heaven to
dwell with men ! One would have thought that the conquests' of such
genius, the acquisitions of such knowledge, would have had the effect,

not only of improving the mental powers, but of giving a purer percep-
tion to the moral sense. One would have thought that they would not only
have had the effect of fendering man “ more mild and sociable to<tnan,”

in the ordinary intercourse of society, but also of ameliorating those in-

stitutions of society which sprang up in comparative^ barbarous times,

and remained stationary, while the human mind was pursuing that
career of civilization to whiclrithe Art of Printing opened the way, end
for which it furnished the great impelling power. It wa§x£Ot so, as far as
the institution of criminal justice was concerned. Disproportion as
every other science was cultivated and advanced, that branch of the
science of government which relates to the repression and punishment
of crime, seemed to retrograde ami become continually more savage, and
more like what Lord Bacon calls tlie*wild justice of revenge. In his

time, Blackstone complained that, among the variety oi actions which
men are daily liable to commit, no less than one hundred and sixty had
been declared, by Act of Parliament, to be felonies deserving of de<$k.

The greater number of those statutes were comparatively recent ; and
upwards of sixty more were added to the black catalogue of capital

crimfes, between that time—the middle of the eighteenth century—and
the beginning of the nineteenth ; since when, a re-action has taken

place, and reason endeavours to restore to justice her appropriate UW
tributes, and to vindicate her outraged rights*

*

It is a maxim as true and as worthy of all acceptance in England, as
in France, that “ une hi rigoureuse produit des crimes” Those who hold

the doctrine that the legislature may justify the infliction of whatever

degree of severity is, or appears to be, necessary for the prevention of

crime, prostrate their intellect and moral sense before a sanguinary chi-

mtera ; for it is not more cruel than chimerical to confound the sritaHest

offences with the greatest, with the hope of deterring from crime. We
must be careful not to mistake the power which the legislature sometimes

assumes, for the just authority which it has a right to exercise. If the

exterminating code of a single Draco be odious, absurd, and impracti-'

cable, it matters not in the eye of reason or morality, that five or six

hundred disciples of the Draconic system of legislation, have collectively

voted a code as indiscriminate in the sanction of judicial murder ; it will-

be equally odious, absurd, and impracticable. Laws that shock the sen-

timents of nature, confound the moral* distinctions of guilt, and which

endeavour to abolish those earlier laws, which were imprinted on the

human heart by that Creative Wisdom that made man in his own
image—are not the less criminal, because they have been enacted by a

number of individuals, instead of being the work of a solitary legislator.

When life, the gift of God to man, is taken unnecessarily, whether

the crime be the act of one, or the joint act of many, it is the same

crime still. A legal form, and the legislative solemnities by which the

human sacrifice is accompanied, cannot bless the act against which thffc

decree of the Almighty has gone forth. Such forms and ceremonies cart

secure the perpetrators' against the temporal consequences, but cannot

relieve them from the moral guilt of murder.

The right of indicting the punishment of death at all has been ques-

tioned : and well it may ;—for, when we consider that the legislature can

hare no powers but what it derives from society at large, and society has
2 r 2
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no other powers than what ar$ derived from the individuals who com-
pose it, which individuals, it is not pretended, have any power over hu-

man life, it does seem difficult to account for the legitimacy of that

commission, which the legislature assumes, to destroy the life of man.

But, waiving that question for the present, we may safely say that it tfas

a deplorable error—an error the result of gross ignorance and vanity-
in the legislature to believe that it had a warrant to make what offences

it pleased incur a forfeiture of life. Lamentable have been the conse*

quences of that criminal usurpation of a boundless authority to massacre

indiscriminately, under the forms of law. So possessed had the English

legislature become with the notion of its omnipotence in legislating upon
crime, that it sent forth the sentence of extermination equally against

trivial violations of the rights of property, as against crimes of violence

and blood. To such extravagant lengths had the unaccountable appetite

for the destruction of their species impelled English legislators at various

times, that offences which were regally nothing more than civil trespasses,
and ought to have been treated as such, by compelling the offending

party to make restitution , or to pay a moderate fine, or suffer a certain

term of imprisonment, have been added to the fatal list of crimes pun-
ishable with death. Such, for example, are the offences of wilfully

breaking down the head of a fish-pond ; maliciously throwing down, or

even partially destroying the rail, chain, post, or bar of a turn-pike gate;

cutting down an apple or cherry tree in an orchard ; or any ornamental

tree in a garden or avenue ; or any hop-binds, growing in a hop planta-

tion ; the wilful breaking of any tools used in the woollen manufactures,

without the consent of the owner ; tlie^i&aliciously cutting or destroying

any manufacture of Knen cloth or yarn, when exposed to bleach or dry.

There were even local acts inflicting death for particular trespasses.

To damage the Bridges of Brentford Or Blackfriars, was a clergyable

felony : but to damage Westminster, London, and Putney Bridges, were
caprukl crimes. The word damage, it need scarcely be observed, has a

most vague and comprehensive signification. The act of a boy chipping

a bit of stone off a balustrade, would, under any one of these statutes,

subject him to the same punishment as if he murdered his father ! It

lias been observed of some wild animals, that, once they have tasted

human blood, they never relish any other food ; and the English statute-

book has afforded abundant evidence that the passion for enacting san-

guinary laws, increases with the indulgence of it. The acts which we
have alluded to, and several others, which for minor offences against pro-
perty, or even for civil trespasses, pronounced the doom of extermina-
tion, were so outrageously repugnant to all proportionate notions of pun-
ishment, that, as civilization advanced, they fell into disuse ; but many
of them long remained on the statute-book, as a disgraceful notification

to all the world, of the barbarism which our legislators dare not enforce,

and with which they were reluctant to part. It was no part of their le-

gislative creed, that laws should be so framed as not only to be capable
of being obeyed, hut to be deserving of being respected. But how could
the criminal code of England be entitled to respect, when it ordained
that the vagrant soldier or mariner that should wander without a pass
from a magistrate, should suffer death !—that the boy of fourteen years,
who kept company for one month with gipsies, should suffer death ; that
the man or woman who was guilty of the undefined crime of heresy,
should be burnt alive; that the man or woman who was guilty of the
impossible crime of witchcraft, should be hanged; that a malicious tres-
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passer upon certain descriptions of property, should perish on the same
scaffold with him who h^fl^ain in wait for the innocent, and deliberately

steeped his hands in th<H)lood of his human prey !

great part of the intemperate and vindictive spirit of the English law/'
is to be ascribed to the practice of our legislators acting upon some tern,

porary excitement, or, as Lp^d Bacon describes it, on u the spur of the
occasion.” It will suffice to illustrate this by one or two examples.
There was a statute passed in the reign of Ilenry VIII., by which it

was enacted, that persons convicted of poisoning should be boiled to death.

It must be admitted that, atrocious and malignant as the crime of poison*
ing is, it does not become the character of justice, even if it be right to

exterminate the offender, to take a fiend-like pleasure in protracting the
agonies of death, and to display a horrid ingenuity in torturing the wretch
whom she cuts off from mankind. It is surely enough that he dies, with*
out his death being made the occasion of exhibiting the cruel and re*

vengeful feelings of the legislator, by examples which teach cruelty to
the people. In the present instance, we•cease to wonder at the eccentric

barbarity of the statute, when we find that it was made under the impulse
of strong public indignation, in conscience of the atrocious crime of a
person named lloos, who was cook to the Bishop of Rochester, and who,
by putting poison into a pot of broth, part of which was served up to the
Bishop's family, and the remainder to the poor of the parish, destroyed

several lives,* though we by no means vouch for the cogency of the

proof, on which the charge of so enormous a crime was sustained. We
know that sometimes families have been poisoned by accident ,* as, for

instance, by an ill-cleaned copper vessel. However this may be, no
doubt of the man's guilt was entertained. The novel and dreadful sort

of punishment which lie underwent, was inflicted by a special statute,

passed for the occasion, and of course subsequently to the commission of

the crime ; and the boiling to death was intended to bo a sort of retalia-

tion, because the crime had been effected by boiling f He suffered the

punishment by a retrospective operation of the act. This statute^ow-
ever, did not king exist, to convert the proceedings of a court of justice

into a sort of culinary process ;
for, in the first year of Edward VI., it

was repealed. Only think of a British Parliament sitting in consulta-

tion upon a proposition of boiling a human being to death, and that by a

law made after the crime had been committed ! They could only have
surpassed this by beiug actually present at the execution of their own
sentence, and by taking care that the lingering torments of the diabolical

cookery were not abridged by any merciful rapidity of operation on the

part of the person whom the sheriff appointed to stir the fire, and preside

over the horrors of the judicial cauldron. The sentence was executed in

Smithfield. There was the fire lit—the cauldron raised—and the man
boiled, by act of Parliament, to the great edification of the people ; who,

if they learned nothing else from it, learned, at least, that atrocious

cruelty was a legislative virtue, which the vulgar might not, therefore, be

ashamed to practise. It is bad enough in a legislative body to become

ridiculous by its follies, but it is still worse to deserve the abhorrence of

all enlightened minds by its inhumanity. If any thing could diminish

the public indignation against the culprit who was convicted of so heinous

a crime, it was the greater enormity of having recourse to such a mode
of punishing it. We may fairly infer that the deliberate and shocking

cruelty of the legislature, excited disgust even in that rude time, when
we find that one of the first acts of the popular reign of Edward Vf., a
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few years after, was to erase the monstrous penakv of “ boiling to death
M

fer ever from the criminal law of England,
There is a species of manslaughter, and taoonly one which, by our

law, until a very recent period, was punished with death. In other wordfe)*

\ particular statute made a species of homicide upon sudden provocation,

and without malice aforethought, express *** implied, punishable like

murder. »It is the species of manslaughter by mortally.stabbing another,
upon the impulse of a sudden quarrel. This was one of the capital laws
which had been made under immediate excitement, and upon the “ spur
of the occasion and it

c
outlived the circumstances which gave it

births The act was passed in the second year of the reign of James the
Second, in consequence of quarrels which frequently arose between Eng.
lishmen and Scotsmen on national pique, which ended in stabbing. Lord
Raymond says the offence consisted in the manner of doing it ; because
the Scots carried small daggers, and frequently, upon differences arising

at table, stabbed others unprovided. Blackstone sa^, “ the statute was
made on account of the frequent quarrels and stabbings with daggers
which took place between the Scots and English at the accession of
James First ; and that being of a temporary nature, it ought to have
expired with the mischief which it was meant to remedy ; for, in point
of solid and substantial justice, it cannot said that the mode of kill-

ing, whether by stabbing, strangling, or shooting, can either extenuate
or enhance the guilt.” This statute introduced the anomalous absurdity
into the law of putting an offender to death, not because he killed his

adversary, but because he did it with one sort of weapon instead of an-
other ) so that lie musf be hanged if hi stabbed on a sudden quarrel to
the heart, but experienced a milder punishment if he knocked out his
brains with a hammer. Such absurdities do legislators commit when
they make laws only for particular cases, and, under the influence of
some temporary excitement, forget the great principles of uniform jus-
tice I

When Sir Robert Peel, pretending to thoroughly revise and reform
the forgery laws, brought in a bill perpetuating the punishment of death
for the forgery of promissory notes, bills of exchange, and all negociable
securities for money, he described how the laws came to be made capital
originally for offences of this nature. He mentioned, on the authority
of the state trials, the circumstances of the discovery of the extensive
forgeries committed by a person named Hale upon a Mr. Gibson, a mem-
ber of parliament, about the year 1728, which led to the new capital
enactment ; for, by the ancient common law, forgery, like other frauds,
was but a misdemeanour punishable with fine and imprisonment. Sir
Robert Peel stated, that he had no doubt, that to the indignation arising
out of the gross frauds of the forger Hale, this new capital law was at*
tnbutable. This then was another of the hanging statutes made under
momentary excitement, and “ on the spur of the occasion.” Nothing is

more dangerous than for the legislature to make laws under the insti-
gation of passion, which always clouds the reason, disturbs the judg-
ment, and disproportions the penalty to the offence. A father should not
punish his child in anger, but wait until it cool, when the chastisement
will be measured, not by miscalculating passion, but will be restrained
within due bounds by the wholesome restraint of sober reflection. Sir
Robert Peel, in stating that the hanging law against the forgery of pro-
missory notes and bills of exchange, was the result not of deliberate
yeasoiv but of momentary indignation, Adduced an Argument for the



*Sfe#l$tion of the W in the same breath in which he proposed its con*
tinuanee. It was as mnjfcas to state in the preamble of the act “ where*
as the penalty of death w’as first affixed to the forging gf requisite secu-
rities for money, not upon a calm and reflecting view of the nature of
the offence, and the general principles of justice, but through the inv»”

pulse of sudden indignation and the unthinking dictation of the pas-

sions ; therefore it Is right and proper the said penalty of deafh should
continue to be the law of England for ever.” What legislative,,logic

would such a preamble betray !—and this was the identical logic of Sir

Robert Peel on that memorable occasion.

So much for laws made under momentary excitement, of which we
might give many other instances ; but as an illustration of the danger of
legislating on alarm, or passion, or sudden impulses, without any regard to

general or fixed principles, the instances tfhich we have adduced will be
sufficient. They serve to show that collective bodies as well as indi-

viduals, depart from wisdom, in proportion as they submit themselves to

the guidance of the passions. #

It is now some time since the Marquis Beccaria anounccd the great
but simple truth, that “ Crime is mo^e effectually repressed by the cer-

tainty than the severity of punishment yet to this day, how many &re
there of our statesmen and legislators who do not understand a maxim
which reason suggests and experience confirms. We have judges at the

present time who are not as enlightened on this subject as Judge Black-

stone was in the middle of the last century ; as was lately evinced in the

debate in the House of Lords on Mr. Ewart’s bill for abolishing the

penalty of death for the offence of horse-stealing, cattle-stealing, and
stealing privately in the dwelling-house. We have no doubt that the

forthcoming discussion on the bill brought in by tfce Attorney-General

to repeal the capital penalty in all cases of forgery, will elicit new proofs

of the utter impossibility of reason or experience having any effect in

dislodging the absurd prejudice^ipf the legislative and judicial conser-

vators of the sanguinary system. To them and their arguments, if. argu-

ments they may be called which are destitute of all shew of reason, we
will take another opportunity of adverting, when we come to remark

upon the practical operation of our hanging laws, and to examine the

secondary punishments which it is necessary to substitute for the penalty

of death. In the meantime, we cannot close this article better than by
quoting the opinion of the enlightened commentator on the laws of Eng-
land, as to the inevitable tendency of the severity of our laws to prevent

that certainty of punishment without which no laws can be effective.

He says, “ So dreadful a ljjjst (of capital offences) instead of diminishing,

increases the number of offenders. The injured, through compassion, will

often forbear to prosecute. Juries, through compassion, will sometimes

forget their oaths, and either acquit the guilty or mitigate the nature of

the offence. And judges, through compassion, will respite one half of the

convicts, and recommend them to the royal mercy. Among so many
chances of escaping, the needy and hardened offender overlooks the

nudjbitude that suffer ; he boldly engages in softie desperate attempt to

relieve his wants or supply his vices ; and if, unexpectedly, the hand of

justice overtakes him, he deems himself peculiarly unfortunate in falling

at last a sacrifice to those laws which long impunity has taught him to

contemn,”
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STANZAS

UPON RAPHAEL’S MADONNA ALLA SEGGIOLA,

A COPY WHEREOF, EXQUISITELY PAINTED ON DRESDEN CHINA, ADORNS THE

BOWL OF THE AUTHORS PIPE.

Maiden, sweet and lowly,

Mother of God most holy,

A wonder of unearthliftts and harmony doth rest

About thee and thy child,

Oh 1 Virgin Lady mild,

And the infantine adorings of your little stranger guest.

He bringcth his young duty

To the homage of thy beauty,

And with fondest adoration would behold that new-born blossom $

Rut the Godhtad in surprise

Turns away its tender eyes, ^
And is clinging to its chosen home of shelter in thy bosom :

And thou dost all the while

With a most holy smile

Bend down on b<jth those trustful looks of heav’nly-pledgM security ;

Ah 1 never mortal thought,

By tint or chisel, wrought
*

So sweet a dream of tenderness, divine delight, and purity.

I may not bow before thee, .

.
Nor with bended kneejylore thee,

Lest cold ones of the wiser creed miscall such raptures folly ;

Yet may I sue for grace,

By gazing on thy foce,

And feed with those calm-brooding eyes my pious melancholy.

Ah ! why not bend in pray’r

Unto a thing so fair,

A vision of Buch loveliness as day did ne’er inherit?

Altho* within their spell

Reality not dwell,

All worship of things beautiful is halm unto the spirit.

Ah l why not make confession

To this more sweet expression

Of mercy and benevolence than angel looks*might borrow?
How can I not believe

These eyes have power to grieve

With very drops of pity for man’s sinfulness and sorrow ?

I, wSUe this balmy weed
Into the air doth speed,

It’s light-blue wreaths of frankincense devoutly floating o’ey thee

;

With quiet heart, world-weary, .

^ Thtls chant my Ave-Maiy,
And tell my simple rosary o'er of pleasant thoughts before (bee. .



A ’SQUIBB, A WHOLE 'SQUIRE, AND NOTHING BUT
^

A ’SQUIRE.

To subdue our aspirations to the limit of our fortunes is supposed to

be one of the hardest tasks of philosophy. It is always adduced as a

fine example of moderation, that Ourius Dentatus, the ex-consul, boiled

his own cabbages ; and that Marlborough, in his disgraced old age, en- *

joyed himself at sixpenny whist. But what are all these to the humility

which contents itself with a sphere so contracted as that of a bumpkin
of twenty descents, with a landed estate of five thousand a-year ? What
so circumscribed as the limits of his pleasures ? what so mean as the

march of his ambition ? He begins and Ads a ’Squire, a mere 'Squire,

and nothing but a 'Squire.

The curate who preaches him into a doze each summer Sunday after*

noon, may possibly live to be an archbishop ; his butler's son, young
Lees, (a godson of his own, supported by his aid at a neighbouring gram*
mar school,) may, at some future period, achieve the woolsack ; the vil-

lage apothecary, who drenches himself and his horses, may, by the

overturning of a ministerial carriage at his door, eventually become the

king b physician and privy purse ; every contemned individual of his ac-

quaintance may “ achieve greatness or have greatness thrust upon

him while he, unlucky wight ! is condemned to live and die a 'Squire,

a whole ’Squire, and nothing but a ’Squire!

Born indeed of a long race of•Squires, ’Squiredom in its utmostbooby-

hood appears his predestined fate. Stuffed with the heavy porridge

which constitutes the nourishment of the infant ’Squireling till he is old

enough to toddle after Robin groom to the watering trough, and get

kicked dh the head by 'Squire Seniors favourite pad nag, he is sent off

a year or two afterwards to a qgighbouring cub-school, in high-lows, a

leather cap, and Holland pinafore, to scrawl text hand copies and eat

bull’s eyes—to pass his holidays in the stable-yard, or pelting frogs in a

duck pond ; and at twelve years old, after six months' discussion on

the comparative eligibility of the various public schools of the Kingdom,

is at last secured by his tender mother from all chance of un-'Squirifica-

tion, by the sentence of terminating his education " with a few young

gentlemen under the care of a neighbouring clergyn&n." Two years at

the obscure college, where his father and grandfather drank punch and

queered the Dean before him, complete his course of mental darkness.

At three-and»twenty he is an accomplished fox hunter, jockey, and

cricketer ; can scrawl through a letter, tolerably legible, to the 'Squiress

his mother ; and detect a gross error in the balance of accounts between

the 'Squire his father and his land steward. He has invented a fret-

trap ; and unplumed half the poultry yard in the manufactory of ar-

tificial flies. His heart already overflows with the small patriotism of

love of county. He looks »- —

s

hire, he talks - shire ; drinks

——shire ale, and eats —shire cheese. He is a » —shire 'Squire, a

whole —shire 'Squire, and nothing but a —shire 'Squire.

At length the elder 'Squire reposes under the family pew, over which

is duly appended a tablet with two fat-faced cherubjfus puffing, at tfc

angles, to inform succeeding congregations that Giles Gosling, Esq. of

Gosling Hall, was a “ tender father, a sincere Christian, and true

friend.” And all the acts of Giles Gosling, and all that he did, are they

not written in the columns of the county newspaper ? how he gave his
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vote and interest for sixteen successive elections to four success

members of the noble House of Dumps ; how he was a hearty Tory and

an experienced farmer ; how he introduced early Dutch turnips inU
the county of——

;

how he loved to take his ease in his inn, and his

pipe at his Whist Club ; how he lived and died (of — shire ale)* a

'Squire, a whole 'Squire, and nothing but a 'Squire ?

We now arrive at the accession of Giles Gosling, the twenty-first,

whose opening address from the ’Squirearchical throne, promised stanch
,

allegiance to the principles of 'Squiredom,—church and state (including

an assize dinner to the judges, and visitation dinner to the Bishop) ;

a moderate rise of rent on his estates, and a moderate fall of timber

;

a new frontage to the old house of Gosling, and the old backing of the

new house of Dumps ; a ptffctest against Sunday-schools, or Monday-
schools, or schools of any day or denomination ; all ending with three

cheers from the three representatives of the three black professions

—

the village apothecary, the village curate, and young Lees, the law

student, who had been sent for to grace his patron's inauguration. And
now the career of ’Squiredom lies open before him ; and all the toils and

cares of little greatness accumulate on his head. The march of

'Squirearchical intellect insists on enrolling him in its goodly company.

Dutch turnips have given way to Ruta Baga. Whist Clubs and tobacco

have become obsolete ; and a Reading-Room and True Blue Club occupy

the great red house in the market-place, where of yore his sires sat

drinking fat ale and discoursing of fat cattle. His brethren of the

quorum oppress him wjth squabbles concerning turnpike bills, and the

erection of a new county jail ; during the progress of which he becomes
acquainted with Mr. Pilaster, the great builder, (we beg his pardon

—

architect—-the race of builderB is extinct,) by whom he is seduced into a

pair of wings to Gosling Hall. After three years of brick ana mortar,

and scaffold polqs, these spreading pjpions are found to overshadow

the old grass plot. A modern lawn is pronounced indispensable. Mr.
Pilaster's gsteemed friend and coadjutor, Mr. Spruce, the improver, is

called into the council. Shrubberies are planted, a flower-garden laid

out, a steam hothouse, an oak.leaf pinery, and cast-iron green-house

superadded, for a mere trifle ; which, with the other mere trifle of

Pilaster’s folio of accounts, necessitates the fall of a thriving oak coppice,

within thirty years of its maturity. But- what signifies the loss of an
old wood ? Two new proves of Gothic chimneys raise their tall heads

on these Pilaster wings, which threaten to fly away with the estate.

After a conference with young Lees, his new man of business, poor

Giles discovers that nothing is left for him but mortgage or matrimony.

He accordingly invests his last few floating hundreds in a new phaeton
and pair of piebalds ,* sets off for Doncaster races ; follows “ a fortune

"

to Harrowgate ; wooes her through the regular routine of Fountain's

Abbey, the Cave at Knaresborough, and the Dripping Well ; and finally

succeeds in driving back a Mrs. Gosling to Gosling Hall. He resolves

to become a 'Squire, a married 'Squire, and the father of future ’Squires.

Matrimony is, at best, “ An old way to pay new debts -and he
would have done better to begin with mortgage, where he.was sui% to
end. Mrs. Giles' thousands were tied up, his own acres loose; and,
after all, he was obliged to have recourse to Lees of Lincoln's Inn, for

the means of furnishing the new wings, in a style besoming the preten-
sions of Mrs. Gosling, and her twenty thousand pounds. No time was
to be lost, Giles was already pricked from among his 'Squirearchical
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brethren, to fill the onerous office of High Sheriff. Shrievalty, the
crowning honour of ’Squiredom, demands new liveries, and a coach and
four. The mortgage was signed in haste, and repented at leisure ; and
searely were sessions, and ’sizes, and hanging days at an end, when the bells

peeled, and the bonfires blazed, in honour of the birth of a new ’Squire,

ling !—One of the tall chimneys caught fire in cooking the Christening
dinner, and Giles Augustus Frederick Gosling was all but done brown,
like other Christian martyrs, in the conflagration. The honour of the
family mansion demanded immediate reparation; and its perplexed
patriarch, who would now willingly have cut both wings, was compelled
to file a second bill with Pilaster. A coalition ensued betweeif the
builder and the ’Squiress ; and the ex.Sheriff was not let off without the
addition of a new Gothic dairy, a new Gri&ian boudoir,, and two Swiss
lodges. He would almost as soon have tempted the penalty of the law
(against bigamy), by more matrimony, than the penalty of the law (as
per bill delivered) by more mortgages., Lees suggested the screwing
system. The Gosling rents were raised ; and next week the Gosling
plantations were on fire in three places, and a flock of sheep lying with
their threats cut in the home paddock ! Arrest, imprisonment, trial,

condemnation, and transportation, completed the catastrophe ; and
Giles began to find himself an unpopular 'Squire, a very unpopular
’Squire, and nothing but an unpopular ’Squire !

And now come the dark reverses of ’Squirearchical fortune. The
exciseman passed him without touching his hat ; Grist the miller rode
by and made no sign ; and Loom, the radical, stocking-weaver, rose

and quitted the reading-room, (even with three columns of the Times
still unread in his hand,) whenever the lord of Gosling Hall entered it.

A battery of sneering paragraphs was fired off at him in the Oppositions
county paper ; and a national school, with a facade as glaring and:

,

dmnsy as that of his own company of local militia, was built up within
r itone's throw of his ledgategmtas. His lodge,—Mrs. Gosling’s pet Swiss

lodge, overgrown with clematis till it lboked like the devilT tq 4

to be confronted by a thing like a Dutch guard-house, with staring'

inscription in front concerning the voluntary subscriptions' of the
'

nobility and gentry, surrounded by a cabbagery, and cinder walks bor-

dered with oyster-shells ! Mrs. Giles grew hysterical, and Lees im-

mediately recommended his patron to let the hall. He even offered to

become his tenant at a moderate rent ; and the ’Squiress, being ambitious

of a winter at Brighton, and of seeing her nape advertised among the
ft inquirers'at the Palace,” Gosling was moved to assent. Lees was now
an M.P., the Curate a very venerable, an archdeacon, and Dr. Squill

“ an eminent medical practitioner ” at Leamington Spa. But our hero

was still a ’Squire, a whole ’Squire, and nothing but a 'Squire !

No sooner, however, was he banished front shire, than he began

to yearn after the ' pleasures and duties of his calling,, while Mrs. Giles

paraded her sensibility on the subject at divers tea-parties on the Marine

Parade and Brunswick Square. Her album was filled with melting
“ Stanzas on Bom^” and “ Lines on quitting a favourite horse-chest-

nut*'’ Master Giles whimpered after his pony anefrabbits y and W4d$lS-
;

posed of in a salt-water seminary on the Steyne for soorbutfeyoung

noblemen. But his banished -sire had tie album in which to Vent his

maladie de pays.* He still drank shire ale, and ate —-- shire

cheese, in tender reminiscence ; while a friendly Correspondence with

ffis quondam bailiff at the hall, to inquire touching the show of young
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birds, the show of wall-fruit, the harvest, the hay, and all'' other

mattery which concerned Humbug Lees, Esq. M. P. (who was no

'Squire) far more than himself,—betrayed that his heart, for mind he
had none, still anchored at Gosling ! The cat, metamorphosed by Venus
into a nymph, still pricked her ears at the scratching of a mouse belfind

thb arras. Giles, transmogrified by mortgages and matrimony into a

Brighton lounger, was still at heart a 'Squire, a whole 'Squire, and no-

thing but a 'Squire !

The happiest day of the week was that on which the arrival of his

favourite county paper carried him back to that beloved town-hall with

its Venerated quorums, and that time-honoured market-place, where
erst his decrees were rendered, and his fat and lean kine bought, sold,

and exchanged. His eyes were seen to fix greedily on every record of

larceny, or every mulct incurred by the sinners of the petty sessions

;

by every narrative of a colossal cucumber, or double-bearing^pear tree ;

of a baker’s wife the mother of Jthree thriving bahes ; or a cow the mo-
ther of a calf with six legs. All shire was holy ground to Gm&ng.
A —shire calf was not a common calf ; nor a shire cucumber a

common cucumber. When the spring shone brightly^o*#• prome-

nades of the two cliffs, his heart was in the green meadows of Gosling,

with the May fly waving its little body over the stream. When Sep-

tember sent back the citizens to Cheapside, and brought forward an in-

flux of “ rank and fashion” in their place/ liis heart was amid the pre-

serves of the Hall ; he saw visions of percussion guns, and dreamed
dreams of his favourite setter. Nay ! one moist misty morning in

November, as he was stewing over a alow fire, on a visit to an invalid

dowager, “ a change came o’er the spirit of his dream.” A vision pas-

* sed before his eyes of the shire hunt,—as it were of the Spectre

Huntsman and his train ; a view-halloo burst from the blusterous lips

Lof Gosling, which broke two cups of eggshell china on the mantle piece,

and the tympanum of the noble valetudinarian. “ Mr. Gosling!” ex-

claimed her ladyship’s tall grim toady, ringing a peal of dismissal, “ al-

low me to suggest that this is not a dog-kennel. Heaven preserve the

poor dear Countess from another visit from a ’Squire, a whole ’Squire, and
nothing but a ’Squire !”

Hope, like a silver eel, lies hidden in the mud at the bottom of every

cup of human bitterness. Master Giles Augustus Frederick Gosling, at

the bread-pudding academy, which brought him in contact with a dozen
or so of sickly lordlings, was laying the foundations of a very bad con-

stitution, and of what is termed a “ very good connexion.” All that

Pitt did for his school-fellows is well known ; all that the young Mar-
qhis of Woods-and-Forests might be tempted to do, was still to be cal-

culated upon^Mrs. Gosling could only dream of a Baronetcy, the ’Squire

of aCommissionership. G. A. F. G. was instructed to omit no oppor-

tunity of conciliating the son and heir of the Duke of Sinecure ; and,

accordingly, he went through a whole course of Cascarilla draughts for

the noble young patient ; and a dogging and imposition for the noble
young tm-patient ; robbed orchards for his eating, and broke bounds to

procure ginger beer #r his drinking. The event was fatal. The con-
sumptive lordling fell sick for lack of physic, and died ; the plethoric

'Squireling fell sick from redundance ofphysic, and died also. The second
boy,-Joe, was now promoted to the prospects of (Gosling-'Squiredom. His,

thane, which had been hitherto as that of a Shetland pony, was accord-

dlngiy trimmed into a courtly crop. The pack-thread in his shoes As
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exchanged for galloon, and the 'Squires* began, for the first time, to call

him Joseph, and bear the sight of him.

Not *0 the 'Squire !—Joseph II. had been paternally dear tohipi, while
still * ragamuffin ; but, as the spruce heir of Gosljptg Hall, he hated to

look hpon hit freckled face. Six years further from the attainment of
his majority ‘than the unfortunate G. A* F. G.,—the hope deferred o|^
cutting -off the entail of his estate made his fatherly heart sick. Till hi#
son became of age, no chance for Giles of getting rid of mortgages, or

mortgagers, or mortgagees, or, worst of all, of the vile Humbug Lees,

Esq., M.P., who was now about to start for the county of , on
the popularity i>f his battues at Gosling Hall, and his liberality to dhe
hunt concerning the Gosling, fences. Before Joseph's arrival at man's
estate, the 'Squire's estate must necessarily become a wilderness ; not a
pheasant nor a hedge remaining. His time is now passed in, what he
eajls, “ cgmlfcig up to town/' (where he appears only to Ij© run dpwn,) in

order to “ step to Grays Inn, and consult his new man of business

"

(the brother of his Brighton apothecary) Concerning the trespasses, and
misdemeanours, and ungrateful injuries of the lessee of Gosling Hall.

All, howevjg^ is unavailing. An income of two thousand five hundred
per annum (still remaining to the 'Squire from the wreck of baddimes.
Pilaster, Spruce, Lees, and law,) fails within an annual thousand to cover

the expenses of his mansion in Regency Square ; and poor Gosling, of

that ilk, is gradually becoming a ruined ’Squire, a despised ruined 'Squire,

and nothing but a ruined 'Squire !

,— —.— **-.

THE BANK CHARTER.

A pamphlet lias just been published on the banking question, which

well deserves to be read/ This pamphlet explains in detail what

the power of the Bank of England is, over the currency, the ,com*

merce, and government of the country, and also over the funds. It

exposes the abuses which have taken place in the exercise of this power.

It explains how little advantage trade has derived from the Bank of

England. It refutes the objections which have been made to the

Scotch system of banking ; and it concludes with a reply to a pamphlet

published a 9hort time ago, entitled “ An Historical Sketch of the

Bank of England." The “ Plain Statement " may be recommended as

a useful tract, in consequence of its containing copious extracts from

the works of Mr. Tooke, Mr. It. Mushet, Mr. Henry Drummond, and

others, upon currency and hanking. The reader therefore will easily

acquire a great deal of information, and that of the highest authority.
^

The following quotations from this pamphlet will show how immense

the gain has been which the Bank has 4nade of late years by its

monopoly.

« The directors of the Bank of England say their conduct is guided by the most
disinterested regard for the public, and that they so exercistfdhcir great power onhU
occasions over the currency, as never to enlarge or contract it, without having jot

*«A Plain Statement of the Powers, of the Bank* of England/* fee. fcc. by
Ridgway.
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their object the support of commercial and public.credit ; such statement!

colour of bona fide reasons
$ such reasons as any on! can me upon for the

an opinion really held. Allegations like these bear upon them the appeaj
|
iro>flf

pretexts, or pleas, invented and set up to defend opinions which adt^fij ottll

maintained, from other ifcpnsider&tions than those of their truth or falsehood?*^
*

“ A due attention to the particular condition in which the Bairit fas plXtdM^
each of the above-mentioned cases, (in 1783, 1793, 1797* 1815, 1818, 1335), Will

'Jjteave np room to doubt that the real source of the misconduct of the Bank was the

motive of realizing the largest possible profit on the Bank capital. * The extracts

show, that in 1790, and 1624, it was a mere question of profit, and that the incre&s-

ing of the issues by the Bank was a scheme to diminish its treasured The immense
gain which was the result o( the management of the Bank, during the period of thp
Bapk Restriction, is evidence that it was planned for the purpose of turning that event
to the best account. The Directors may be as honest and upright men, as every
body is ready to believe they are ; but they cannot avoid feeling, from their situation,

as the representatives of the proprietors of Bank Stock, that it is their first duty to
protect their constituents from a loss of property, by doing all in their power to pre-
vent anyvdiminutiou in the established rate of dividend on Bank 9&k^ The
prietors of Bank Sfiock have no other object, when they purchase it, than to inrfkc

the most of their money ; and wher they select Directors, they choose those persons
whom they believe will best promote this object. Whenever, therefore, Budra,state
of trade shall again arrive, as that which existed in the beginning of 1 824/is it Con-
sistent with common sense to suppose that the Bank Directors coul^Wlthstand the
tempttftfem of making a large profit, by discounting extensively, and by other means
of increasing the issues of their paper ? Would they throw away the opportunity of
making good their dividend of eight per cent., on being told that tlic appearance of
prosperity was delusive, and that sound principles required that a disposition to place
confidence in it should be checked ? They would, assuredly, enlarge their issued,

and thus do all that lay in their way to promote speculation and over-trading ; and
if they did, in what part of the baking system do the means exist of controlling
them, and of protecting the public find theiT imprudence ? Surely, to leave matters
in such a state, and to suffer the couutry to be exposed to an evil of this magnitude,
is quite inconsistent with the right course of conduct of a wise government.”
“The Supplement*of the Kncjclopetlia Britaimica, gives an accurate description of

the profits of the Baulq to the year i8H> ; and is well deserving of the attention of
those persons who see nothing in the conduct of the Directors but unabated exertions
for the public good.
u 1 From all these different causes, from the increased Circulation of its notes, And

from the vast accumulation of public business, the profits of the Bank appear to hare
been prodigiously augmented in the course of the late war ; so that its average divi-
dend, including the bonus from time to time added to it, will be found to amount,
from the year 1797, to nearly 10 per cent. :* and it is ealculatcd, besides, on data
which admit of no considerable error, that the sum of undivided profit, must, in the
mean time, have increased to the enormous amount of £13,000,000. Out of this
fund, the Bank advanced to Government, for the year 1816, a loan of £6,000,000

;

and, at a Court of Proprietors, held in May, 1816, it was resolved to make an addi-
tion to the capital of the Bank of £2,910,600, the effect of which was to raise the
capital of each proprietor of £100 stock, producing £10 per annum, to £125 ; and
to increase his interest proportionally, namely, to £12, 10s. per annum. The great
Jfrofit realized by the Bank, since the suspension of its cash payments, has produced
a corresponding rise in the value of its stock. Throughout the year 1797, the
average price of_$ank Stock was about £125 per cent.

; since that period, it has
been gradually fmftroving in value, and its market price now, (1816,) amounts to
aMrat £262 per cent. The original capital of the Bank has thus acquired, since the
year 1797, an additional value, equal to nearly £16,000,000 , which, added to the
estimated increase in the sum <m its undivided profit, amounting, according to Mr.

* The usual dividend of^
10 per cent. Between 1709

-Stock was? per font, prior to 1707 : in April, 1807. It was raised te
1807, a bonus was paid in addition to the dividend as follows

:

June 1799, L.IO on anttSr L 100 Stock.
May 1801, L.5 NavyVpe* cent, ditto.
Nov. 1802, L.?} per cent, ditto, ditto.
Oct I8W, 1*6 per cent cash, ditto.
Oct. 805 ‘L 5 ditto, ditto.
Oct ISOftffes ditto, ditto.
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4w.> to £9,699,359, makes a sum of £25,500,$£9, the actual tat-

| y*ta« of the Bank capital during the last nineteen years.’1 * *

lc& following is an account of all distribution! made by the Bank of England

^ the proprietors of Bank Stock, whether byVnoney payments, transfer of 6
» amftities, or otherwise, under the heads of bonuM* increase of dividend, and

iaoratyp of eapjfal, betwixt the 25th of February, 1797, and the Sist of March, 1830

;

i^addition to*the ordinary annual dividend of 7 per cent, on the capital stock of
that corporation, existing in 1797, including therein the whole dividena paid singe
June, 1816,-on their increased capital ; stating ^ie periods when such distribution^

were made, and the aggregate amount of the whole.

tn June
, 1796—-

®
*£10 per cent, bonus, in 5 per cents f797, on £11,642,400, is.

May, *1801-0.

£9 per cent, ditto, in Navy 5- per cents ditto,.

November, 1802

—

£2, 10s. per cent, ditto, ditto, ditto, **.

October, 1804

—

£5 pos^oH^Casli ditto, ditto,

October, 1805—
£5 per cent, ditto, ditto, ditto,.

Octo1% 1806—
£5 per cent, ditto, ditto, ditto,.

Fiom April, 1807, to Oct. 1822, both inclusive

—

Increase of Dividend, at the rate of £3 per cent, per annum, on
£11,642,400 is, 16 years, .* ******

From April, 1823, to Oct. 1829, both inclusive

—

Increase of Dividend, at the rate of £1 per cent, per annum, on
£11,642,400, is 7 years,

Tii June, 1816

—

Increase of Capital, at 25 per cent. is.*. *.*.

From Oct. 1816, to Oct. 1822, both inclusive

—

Dividend, at the rate of £10 per cent, per annum, on £2,010,600 in-

creased Capital, is 7 years, ~ .**— *—
From April, 1823, to Oct. 1829, both inclusive

—

Dividend? at the rate of £8 per cent, per annum, on £2^910,600 in-

creased Capital, is 7 years

£1,164,240

582,120

291,060

,*.*.#3 582,120

582,120

582,120

m
5,588,352

814,908

2,910,600

1,891,890

1,629,936

Aggregate Amount of the whole*. -£16,619,526

Annual Dividend payable on Bank Stock, m 1707, on a Capital of

£11,642,400, at the rate of £7 per cent, per annum,—... — 814,968

Anuual Dividend payable since June, 1816, on a Capital of £14,553,000,

to October, 1822, inclusive, at the rate of £10 pei cent, per annum,*. 1,455,300

Annual Dividend payable from April, 1823, to the 3lBt of March, 1830,

both inclusive, on a Capital of £14,553,000, at the rate of £8 per cent,

per annum*...*.***.***.*.***—*.*—~***.**.**.*.***.***r***.~~~**~*—-*—*—*.*.~~ 1,164,240

Baxk of England, 1

26th April, 1830.f (

WILLIAM SNEE, Dep-Acc.

#*.
The Bank Committee has been going on with its examinations, tfut

from what has transpired, notwithstanding its secrecy, it would appear

in a very desultory and unprofitable manned
No well-digested or settled scheme of inquiry seems to have been pur-

sued ; the natural consequence of a great error committed, in the first
4

instance, by Government, in proposing to the HSmse of Commons to
appoint a committee to inquire mttfj$|p expediency of renewing the

• Supplement to the Encyclopedia Britannlca^nl li. p. 79.

f Taken icpm Mr* M*Culloch*s Dictionary of Commerce, page 88.
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charter, without any petition having been presented to the House by
the Bank to ask for the Renewal. The Government should have toaUed

on the Bank, if it desire^ *to have a renewal, to present a petition' as

the basis of moving for a committee ; and as such a petition muHt.haVe

stated some reasons for continuing exclusive privileges, "the Commit-
tee, when entering upon their examinations, would have been led into a

right course of inquiry, by the necessity of investigating the grottnde on

which these reasons were fouifted.

If the^Bank do not present a petition, praying for a renewal of the

Charter, and if the Committee, under such circumstances, decide that

tho.Charter ought to be renewed, this curious result will take place,

namely, that the House of Commons will put itself in a situation of ask-

ing a favour of the Bank, when, in the natural course of things, and

without a great blunder having been committed by the Government, the

party rq$lly receiving the favour, and that a favour of an hpmepse mag-
nitude, will be tile Bank.

STANZAS, WRITTEN IN ST. GEORGE’S CHAPEL,
WINDSOR, JUNE, 1832.

My foot is on the grave of kings, each idol of his day ;

Where is the canopy of gold should wave o’er royal clay P

Where are their ermin’d mantles now, the gems that brightly shone P

Nought but a stone is o’er their heads, aipl dust upon the stone.

Monarch!? 1 abjure the hierarch’s lore, and con your lesson here.

Truth preachetb fyom the voiceless grave, and wisdom from the bier.

Not with your ushtlgj| marshalling—not while your courtiers smile

—

Alone, with God to guide you, come, and tread this holy aisle.

A shadow flits athwart the nave I Say ! which of all the crowd
Whose lives were twin’d with George’s life, whose hearts his smile made proud,

Which of the gartered throng that lent its brilliance to his crown,
Bends grateful o’er his grave to call absolving mercy down P

la it a brave and loyal knight,—a statesman stem and gray,'

—

A gentle lady, veil’d and fair, who yonder steals away ?

No J ’tis the deaf old Sacristan, whose palsied footsteps tread

The cold and hollow solitude still echoing o’er the dead 1

Those fretted stalls, time-stain’d and dark, this chancel dim and gaunt,

At intervals wake to the sound of hireling pray’r and chant

;

But on the tomb no pious hand affection’s offering flings—
Gliers hallow’d cypress roots not in the stony grave of kings

!

The compenrittog hand of Heav’n on each his meed bestows

;

To one it graiflf the diamond’s blaze—to one the dew-gendh’d rose ;

To one the gorgeous couch of care—to one the pallet rude,

Where sleep, a downy halcyo^ broods in holiest quietude.

.So when some hoary village sire is summon’d to the Lord,
Mute round his bed his children stand, to catch each parting word

;

And, year by year, tfKfongh after life’s long task of toil and care.

Snatch a sweet interval of rest to kflfiP his grave-stone fair.

But by the plum*4 and gilded couCh where mortal greatness lies,

Loud moans the practis’d courtier, loud the well-taught mourner cries ;
A nation's sable vest puglaims the nation’s grief profound.
And scutcheons glare, ana heralds stalk, and anthems peafcaround.
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Yft mm ntitd back Ike stone upon that yawning sepulchre,
Okep eloa’d and donethe pageaxiift gulfte, and hid the glittering bier,

Stem Time atenge* on the dead their vain amumpipma past,
And royal jjnet i^merg’d in dust and nothingness at last

But though denied tV embalming tear of social charities,

From kingly clay a phantom fair may Phceuix-like arise ;

Q||r History’s page, like Alfred's name, redeeming lustre shed,
And in a nation's weal, still claim a requiem%r the dead

!

AN JMPROVISA-TORY EFFUSION.
W i

*f 1 am Tory enough to believe that great good may often be eftbeted bv commencing with an admit,
won, that almost everything long sanctioned by*authofity is probably right.”—Cam aiw Ha li/s

Fragments, Second Series, vol. u p 56.

It is recorded of a country gentleman who had heard Mr. Burfle ^Oliver

one of his most splendid orations, in the sentiments of which he perfectly

coincided, that he arose and compressed his own intended eloquence into

the following pithy sentence

“

I say ditto to Mr. Burke." Having
in this example an authority, which I consider to be a thousand times
better than an argument, I shall beg leave to ejaculate “ Ditto" to my
motto ; for as I feel, when quoting* from Captain Hall, that “ none but
himself can be his parallel,” I should deem it presumptuous in a little

Tory moth like myself, to provoke a comparison with p political Mam-
moth, who, as the showman said of his elephant, hffche biggest in the

whole world except himself. After some well-graced actor leaves the

stage, we all know how difficult it is for an inferior performer to win
the attention of an audience, unless he present himself as an avowed
imitator of his predecessor. Be this my end, as it is sure to be my best

recommendation to the enlightened anti-reformers who may honour my
lucubrations witle a perusal. True it is that my gallant prototype was
not quite borne out by the results of the experiment, when he recom-
mended to Charles the Tenth the celebrated Ordonnancee

,

the violation

of the Charter, and the assumption of despotic power by main force.

But what does this prove ? That the noble Captain was mistaken ? No
such thing. It only shows that the whole French nation were wrong.

A grand coup d'etat is to be measured by its principles, not by its con-

sequences ; and thus weighed, the French king will stand fully vindl*

cated ; for the Bourbons, from the very foundation of their dynasty, had
always been tyrants : and the decrees in question were tfciBtefore abun-

dantly “ sanctioned*Ty authority." None but such incurable rebels <8

the French would have dreamt of resisting tlwm.
“ Stare super antiquae inas” is the only solid roundation on which a state

can support itself, so as to defy all improvement and reform, which are

but other words for revolution. Never was there a rasher assertion

than that of Bacon, when he declares that a frowaft retention of cue*

tom, after the necessity for it hath is the worst of all innova-

tions. Sir, there is always a necessity for this^fetention of our good
old customs, which may easily he shown by logical proof. As It will be
admitted that the intellects of mankind are in alH%es pretty nearly the

same, it follows, as i matter of course, that when once the world has
vot<. i. 2 4
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arrived at- years of discretion, the opinions then prevalent upon all the

great interests of the human race, together with the laws enacted in

conformity with those sentiments, will comprise an aggregate of wisdom,

resulting from an experience ' of centuries, which after ages can never

hope to surpass or improve, any more than an individual can expect to

eclipse, in his latter years, the strength and intelligence of his manhood*

This it is that constitutes the wisdom of our ancestors, from whose 4feh-

erable, titpe-hallowed, enlightened, and ever-to-be profoundly reverenced

institutions, we cannot deviate, without incurring as many dangers as

the benighted traveller, who leaves the beaten track, to flounder amid
bogs and pitfalls, in pursuit of an ignis fatuus . Though I cannot boast

the novelty of this illustration, I am proud to say that it is " sanctioned

by authority," which, as Captain Ilall has so successfully shown, is much
better than originality.

It wilTbe objected, I know, that if a strict invariable adherence were
given to this principle, the world would always remain stationary. And
why should it not? Why should we drive it out to sea, to run the

risk of storms and rocks, when we are snug in port, or safe at an-
chor ? .When a few have obtained possession of place, power* and profit,

and are comfortably enjoying the loaves and fishes, while the millions,

or myriads, are quietly pursuing their useful labours, as slaves or serfs

;

how can such a state of things be possibly improved l Such a condition

has been “ long sanctioned by authority/ 1 and must, therefore, be right.

Only observe, how completely this magical word, "authority/ sets

the privileged classes at their easq, and keeps the drudges in sub-

mission, with their noses to the grindstone ! Shakspeare was aware of
this, when he said, “ Thou hast seen a farmer’s dog hark at a beggar,

and the creature" pn from the cur : there, then, thou might’st be-
hold the great image of authority ;—a dog’s obey’d in office.” What
a comfort it is, that a human pauper can thus be kept in awe by an
Inferior, and every way contemptible animal ! It is a Goverment secret,

well known to Kings and Ministers, and to those passive-obedience

framers of the Cliurch-Catechism, who teach us to honour and obey
our pastors and masters, and all who are set in authority over us, with-
out hesitation or inquiry. What tho’ they be usurpers, heretics, or
infidels ? They have authority, and that is enough ; for this word in

politics, is equivalent to precedent, in law ; that is to say, it supersedes
our own opinions, and judgments, and makes us hear, see, and reason
with the ears, eyes, and faculties of the by-gone generations. And
very properly so, for who but a fool can doubt the wisdom of his an-
cestors?

Had Captain Hall and I, the Tory Mammoth and moth, been living at

the introduction of Christianity, I have no doubt that we should have
opposed it, vi et armis

;

for both Paganism and ftidaism had €t long
been sanctioned by authority,” to say nothing of their having the be-
stowal of the loaves and fifties, a not immaterial item in the account.
For our defence, I can only appeal once more to Shakspeare, who tells

us, that man,

“ fimt in a little brief authority,

Most ignorant qffehat he’s most assured,

His glassy essenraflike an angry ape,

Flays stfch flmtastic tricks before high Heaven, *

As m^fce the Angels weep."

With which exculpatory plea, I and the Captain, (Ego et rex mu*,)
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throw oumlves upoft the mercy of the Court,—Mo unusual or Unprofitable
stop with thorough-paced Tories.

*
For the continuance of the dark ages, gr| should also have been stanch

sticklers ; for our governing principle would hare reminded us, that
they had endured for a .thousand years, no trifling evidence of their
adaptation to the wants and the happiness of mankind ; and we could
never have forgotten, that during the whole of this period, the wisdom
of our ancestors had been hallowed by all the sanctions of religion and
royalty. On behalf of my colleague and myself, I will frankly express
our regret at not having lived, during these evCr-to-be-regrq£te<J
thousand years, which constituted the millennium of Toryism, and the
golden age of priesthood. Under the gallant and immutable Captaid
(Teuero, duce et auspice Teuero,) 1 should subsequently have combated
against Martin Luther and the Reformers, (whose very name, fills me
with unutterable loathing) ; for had not Popery also existed for a thou*
sand years ? was it not “ sanctioned by authority ?'* had it not im-
measurably enriched the Church ? that sure test of its Christian utility ;

and was it not expressly ealculated^teyts claims, to a divjpe origin,

and an infallible priesthood, to knAe pfbple in subjection ? that
equally sure criterion of its politicalx^jmy. Oh ! that the world were
wise enough, universally to adopt the tranquillizing doctrine, that <s what-
ever is, is right provided always, that it has been long “ sanctioned

by authority.' 1 Then should we have escaped all the convulsions and
struggles that attended the abolition of the Feudal system, with its

wholesome villainages, and its pleasant rights of •jambage, and similar

immunities, so beneficial to the privileged classes. Then would witch-

craft still be flourishing through the land, to the salutary hanging of

some thiijy or forty thousand paupers per annfrm, whereby would
have been prevented that burthensome poor’s rate, and superabundant

population, under the evils of which we, of the better orders, are now
groaning ; while religion would not have received that vital stab which
was predicted by the Clergy, when they preached, as they did, almost

universally against the repeal of the witch-burning statutes. For Cap-
tain Hall and rftyself, 1 beg to put on record, that we fully agree with

Dr. Henry, More, and Cudworth, and Bacon, and James I. and Judge
Hale, and other eminent and enlightened men, constituting part and
parcel of the wisdom of our ancestors, who stigmatized as atheists all

those who wrote against witchcraft ; for was not its existence sanctioned,

not only by Scripture, hut by the authority of a thousand years* judicial

condemnations ? Good Heavens ! my Tory blood boils in my veins when
I see how impiously and presumptuously reformers and radicals Will

shut their eyes against all past experience, and abolish laws that can

sub-pcena ten centuries to prove their propriety !
' *

Then, Mr. Editor,—to resume my list of the advantages we should

be enjoying, had we never rebelliously shaken off authority,—we should,

in this our current Anno Domine, decide differences by the judicial duel,

instead of an expensive law-suit ; and try criminals by ordeal, and tor-

ture, and inquisition, and Star-Chamber process, instead of waiting for

the assizes ; and cure the king’s evil by royal touch, instead of feeing a

physician ; and make our fortunes by aetiology, and the transmutation of

metals, instead of toiling and drudging for a whole life. And then, also,

to jump over a thousand similar benefits, and come at once*to modem
times, we should be living under tyat happy and enviable stale of law,

when the Corporation and Test Acts were unrepealed, and the Slave

2 a 2
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Trade in full activity, and the Catholic disabilities unremdved. All

these had the sanction of “ long authority and Captain Hall and I,

though no great friends of liberty, take the liberty of asking the who}a*

world, what has been gained b^their abrogation ? Was there ever a pe-

riod of such universal convulsion, disaffection* poverty, sickness, and

misery,.as the present ? And is it not flagrant, that all these misfortunes

are mainly, if not solely, attributable to the abolition of these good old

customs, to our want of reverence for the “ wisdom of our ancestors/*

to the prevalent mania for improvement and innovation ? Of all such

pitipble delirations, the crowning insanity is this acoursed, this suicidal

Reform Bill, which, as Captain Hall and I verily believe, will exclude

our party from power for at least fifty years to come, and, by means of

Russell's Purge, will convert the whole country into a purgatory for the

Tory faction. It serves us right ; we are punished for the sins of our

ancestors. Had they stuck to James the Second, their legitimate mo-
narch, whose acts were “ sanctioned by long authority —had they loy-

ally and manfully resisted the Revolution effected by William III., we
should have escaped the horrorsj^tohat worse Revolution with which we
are menaced by William jKJ

Assuredly Providence insan||grthose whom it has doomed to perish,

or we should never thus madly rush upon certain destruction, having

4>efor& our eyes the appalling, the awful, the tremendous, judicial pun-
ishment entailed upon the Americans, by their rebellious rejection of

long-sanctioned authority. Who can read Captain Hall's or Mrs. Trol-

lope’s account of that* unhappy people* without shuddering? True it is

that with a mere handful of men, they originally asserted their rights

against the most powerful nation in the world, and never sheathed the

sword they had drawn in the cause of liberty, until they had achieved na-
tional independence. True it is that, with an unprecedented rapidity,

they have extended their territory, and redoubled the number of their

subjects, until, with a daily increasing population of twelve millions,

they have become a great, flourishing, and puissant empire. Equally un-

questionable it is that they will very shortly have no national debt,

which Captain Hall, with whom I am ever proud to agree, tygpsiders a
great misfortune. It is admitted, moreover, that they are a religious

- pdbple, without paying tithes
; that they have few taxes, no game laws,

no poor’s rate, a beggar being unknown in their whole territory ; while

they are so united among themselves, as well as so proud of their repub-

lican government, that it would be impossible to discover„in any one of

their provinces a single disaffected person. The democrat who can see

a$y thing enviable in all this, is welcome “ to wonder with a foolish

face of praise/’ But every medal has its reverse ; and I call upon my
fellow-countrymen,—the most thinking people in the world,—to mark
the per^contra side of the aocount, as stated, without exaggeration, by
Captain Hall and Mrs. Trollope. In the first place, their government is

a republic ;—they have no king, no peerage, no law of primogeniture—
no entailed estates, no titled and enormously endowed hierarchy, no
pension list ,* in all iriiich vital and important points, their inferiority to

the mother country will be instantly recognized. Does not Captain Hall
furthermore tell us, that, instead of the slavish deference and respect,

to which he had been accustomed on board his own ship, and which had
been “tepg sanctioned by authority,” the lowest Yankee comported him-
self with an air of equality and independence that was absolutely into-

lerable? Does not Mrs. Trollope assure us, that, in America, it is im-
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possible to treat the “ helps/' either male or flhnale, with tliat insolence
and arrogance, to which servants so abjectly submit in our own free and
happy country ? Were not her governess notions frequently shocked by
observing, that the ladies, whose invariable chastity she readily acknow-
ledges, neither dtessed according to the most approved fashion of Bond
Street, nor conducted tftfemselves, in several matters of minute etiquette,

with that refinement and disciplined politeness which distinguish the
best circles in England ? Both travellers having made the ingenious die. f

covery, that America being a new country, has none of the characteris-

tics of an old one, justly complain that the tourist sees no picturesque
ruins ; that the people, universally preferring the useful to the orna-
mental, cultivate such arts only as connect themselves with trade, ma-
nufactures, and commerce ; and that, in consequence of this plodding and
mechanical turn, they cannot boast any such architectural chef-d*auvre
as Buckingham Palace, or the Brighton Pavilion ; while they have no
artist to execute such dainty devices as were painted by Strokling for

our late King ;—no sculptors, who can Chisel out a decent Venus no
Poet Laureate, who receives a salary for writing nothing.

These grave charges, which are th| Inl and %ont of American offend-
ing, according to the indictment of travellers, whose names I have
mentioned, stand at present uncontradfftted. I believe them to be irre-

fragable, and I trust, therefore, that we shall hear no more of the.

Yankees, except as a nation whose manners, habits, and institutions,

ought to be viewed with profound abhorrence, by such a loyal, civilized,

seavant-spuruing, sprucely dressed, and almost universally, silver-fork-

using people as the English.

As these observations have been scribbled with an extemporaneous
haste, and as I glory, not less than my colleague, thfi gallant Captain,

in the party to which we both belong, I feel warranted, Mr. Editor, in

subscribing myself

An I siprovisa tory.

PADDY FOOSHANE’S FRICASSEE.

Paj>dy Fooshane kept a shebeen house at Barleymount Cross, in which

he sold whislfy—from which his Majesty did not derive any large por-

tion of his revenues—ale, and provisions. One evening a number of

friends, returning from a funeral—all neighbours too—stopt at his house,

u because they were in grief/' to drink a drop. There was Andy Agar,

a stout rattling fellow, the natural son of a gentleman residing near

there ; Jack Shea, who was afterwards transported for running away

with Biddy Lawlor ; Tim Cournane, who, by reason of being on his

keeping, was privileged to carry a gun ; Owen Connor, a mareh-of-inteL*

lect man, who wished to enlighten proctors by making them swallow

their processes ; and a number of other (( good boys/' The night* began

to “ rain cats and dogs/' and there was no stirring out ; so the cards

were called for, a roaring fire was made down, and the whisky and ale

began to flow. After due observation, and several experiments, a space

large enough for the big table, and free from the drop dowtipifcras dis-

covered. Here six persons, including Andy, Jack, Tim—with his gun
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between Ms legs—and 0*%n, set to play for a pig's bead, of which the

living owner, in the parlour below, testified, by frequent grunts, Us die*

pleasure at this unceremonious dimeal of his property. One bey held

several splinters to light them?* another was charged with the sole

business of making more, and drying them in little bdmdles at the fire.

This, however, did not pievent him from making many sallies to discover

the state of the game* A ring, two or three deep, surrounded the

players, and in their looks exhibited the most keen interest. This group

formed what might be termed the foreground of the picture. In one

corner were squatted five»boys and three girls, also playing cards for

pins:1 But, notwithstanding the smallness of the stakes, there were innu-

merable scuffles, and an unceasing clamour kept up, through which the

treble of the girls was sure to be heard, and which, every now and then,

required curses, loud and deep, from some unfortunate player at the large

table, to silence. On the block by the fire sat Paddy himself, convulsing

a large audience with laughter at some humourous story, or at one of

his own practical jokes, while his wife bustled about, beat the dog, set

pieces of plates and keelers to receive the rain wherever it oozed through

the thatch, and occasionally stopped, lualf-provoked and half-admiring,

to shake her head at her husband. Card-playing is very thirsty, and the

hoys were anxious to keep out the wet ; so that long before the pig’s

head was decided, a messenger had been dispatched several times to

%illarney, a distance of four English miles, for a pint of whisky each

time.* The ale also went merrily round, until most of the men were quite

stupid, their faces swoln, and their eygs red and heavy. The contest, at

length was decided ; fiut a quarrel about the skill of the respective par-

ties succeeded, and threatened broken heads at one time. Indeed, had
Tim been able to effect the purpose at which he diligently laboured, of

getting the gun to his shoulder, it is very probable he would 1 ave taken
ample satisfaction for some dreadful affront offered him by Andy ; who,
on his. part, directed all his discourse to a large wooden gallon at the

other end of the table. The imperturbable coolness of his opponent pro-

voked Andy exceedingly. Abuse is bad enough ; but contemptuous
silence is more than flesh and blood can bear, particularly as he felt that

hg was running aground fast when he had the w to

became quite furious, and, after two orawHMwttB^tarted
up, and made a rush towards liis wooden adversary ; but the great slip-

periness of the ground laid him on the fiat of his back. This gave time,

so that several interfered, and peace was made ; but the harmony of the
night was destroyed. At last. Jack Sliea swore they musk have some-
thing to eat ; damn him but lie was starved with drink, and he must get
some rashers somewhere or other. Every one declared the same;
and Paddy was ordered to cook some yrhkins forthwith. Paddy was
completely non-plussed;—all the provisions were gone, and yet his gbests
were not to be trifled with. He made a hundred excuses-—** 'Twas
late
—

’twas dry now—and there was nothing in the house ; sure they ate
%nd drank enough.” But all in vain. The ould sinner was threatened
with 'instant death if he delayed. So Paddy called a council of war in

the paMour, consisting of his wife and himself. *
** Agrah, Jillen, agrah, what will we do with these ? Is there any meat

in the tub ? Where is the tongue ? If it was yours* Jillen, we’d give
them enough of it ; but I mane the cow's,” (aside.)

'°Swf the proctors got the tongue ere yesterday, and you know
there an*t a bit in the tub. Oh the murtherin villains ! and I'll engage
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Hdno good for «% ggr,white br#od and the whisky. That
it fatty pton 'em I” <WJ
*Amen ! Jillen ; but don't w.r^a«n. After all, where's the meet ?

I'm stire that Andy will kill me ifVK don't make it out any how *—and
he hasn't a penny to pay for it.^rou could drive the mail coach,
Jillen, through his breeches pocket without jolting over a ha'penny
Coming, coming ; d'ye hear ’em ?"

" Oh, they'll murther us. Sure if we had any of the tripe I sent,

yesterday to the gauger." -

“ Eh 1 What's that you say ? I declare to God here's Andy getting
Up. We must do something. Thonotn an dhiaoul, Mfakve it. Jillen^ run
and bring me the leather breeches ; run woman, alive ! Where’s the block
and the hatchet ? Go up and tell 'em you’re putting down the pot."

Jillen pacified the uproar in the kitchen by loud promises, and
returned to Paddy. The use of the leather breeches passed her com-
prehension; but Paddy actually took up the leather breeches, tore away the
lining with great care, chopped the leather with the hatchet on the block,
and put it into the pot as tripes. Considering the situation in which
Andy and his friends were, and the appetite of the Irish peasantry for

meat in any shape—“ a bone " being their mmmum bonum—>tfce risk *,

was very little. If discovered, however, Paddy's safety wai much
worse than doubtful, as no people in the world have a greater horror of
any unusual food. One of the most deadly modes of revenge they cdft

employ is to give an enemy dog’s or cat’s fiesh ; and there have been
instances where the persons wfoo have eaten it, on being informed of
the fact, have gone mad. But Paddy's habit oT practical jokes, from
which nothing could wean him, and his anger at their conduct, along

with the fear he was in, did not allow him to hesitate a moment. Jillen

remonstrated in vain. “ Ilould your tongue, you foolish woman.
They’re all as blind as the pig there. They’ll never find it out Bad
luck to ’em too, my leather breeches ! that I gave a pound note and a
hog for in Cork. See how nothing else would satisfy ’em 1" The meat
at length was ready. Paddy drowned it in butter, threw out the pota-

toes on the table, and served it up smoking hot with the greatest

gravity*
«#yJ— says Jack Shea, “ that’s fine stuff. How a man would

dig a trench after that." 1

“ I’ll take a priest’s oath,” answered Tim Cohill, the most irritable

of men, but whose temper was something softened by the rich steam
*< Yet, Tim, what’s a priest's oath ? I never heard that,”
(< Why, sure, every one knows you didn't ever hear of anything of

good."
“ I say you lie, Tim, you rascal.”

*Tim was on his legs in a few moments, and a general battle was
about to begin ; but the appetite was too strong, and the quarrel was
settled ; Tim having been appeased by being allowed to explain a
priest’s oath. According to him, a priest's oath was this:—He«was sur-

rounded by books, which were gradually piled up until they reached fats

lips. » He then kissed the uppermost, and swore by all to the bottom*

As soon as the admiration excited by his explanation, in those who were

capable of hearing Tim, had ceased, all fell to work ; and certainly, if

the tripes had been ef ordinary texture, drunk as was the party, they

would soon have disappeared. After gnawing at them for tfbme time.
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« Well/’ gays Owen Connor, “ that t mightn’t !—but these'ftrejjie

quarest tripes I ever eat. It must tfrbtie waff very ouldP

%By J—— says Andy, takingygmiece from his mouth to which be

had been paying his addresses for^pd last half hour, “ I’d as soon be
eating leather. She was a bull, tiffin ; I can't fihd the soft end at all

of it.”

And -that’s true for you, Andy,” said the man of the gun ;
“ and *tis

the greatest sliame they hadn’t a bull-bait to make him tinder. Paddy,

was it from Jack Clifford’s bull you got 'em ? They'd do for wadding,

they’re so tough.” *

“ i’ll tell you, 'Hmp where 1 got them
—

'twas out of Lord Shannon’s

great cow at Cork, the great fat cow that the Lord Mayor bought for

the Lord Lieutenant—Anda churp naur hagusheh *

“ Amen, I pray Clod ! Paddy. Out of Lord Shandon’s cow ? near the

steeple, I suppose ; the great cow that couldn't walk with tallow. By
J } these are line tripes. They'll make a man very strong. Andy,
give me two or three Hbbhera more of ’em.”

" Well, see that ! out of Lord Shandon's cow : I wonder what they

gave her, Paddy. That I mightn't !—but these would eat a pit of potatoes.

AnyJtqy, they’re good for the teeth. Paddy, what’s the reason they

send&tfh the good mate from Cork to the Blacks ?”

Bu£ before Paddy could answer this question, Andy, who had been

endeavouring to help Tim, uttered a loud “ Thonom an dhiaoul! what’s

this ? Isn't this flannel ?" The fact was, he had found a piece of the

lining, which Paddy, in his hurry, had not removed ; and all was qon-

fuslon. Every eye wa4 turned to Paddy ; but with wonderful quickness

he said, “ 'Tis the book tripe, agragal
, don't you see ?”—and actually per-

suaded them to it.

“ Well, any how," says Tim, “ it had the taste of wool.”
“ May this choke me,” says Jack Shea, “if I didn't think that 'twas

a piece of a leather breeches when I saw Andy chawing it.”

This was a shot between wind and water to Paddy. His self-posses-

sion was nearly altogether lost, and he could do no more than turn it off

by a faint laugh. But it jarred most unpleasantly on Andy’s nerves.

After looking at Paddy for some time with a very ominous look, he
said, “ Yirroo Pandhriy of the tricks, if I thought you were going on
with any work here, my soul and my guts to the devil if I would not
cut you into garters. By the vestment I'd make a furhurmeen of you.”
“ Is it I, Andy ? That the hands may fall off me !”

But Tim Cohill made a most seasonable diversion. “ Andy, when you
tiie, you'll be the death of one fool, any how. What do you know that

wasn’t ever in Cork itself about tripes. I never ate such mate in my
life ; and 'twould be good for every poor man in the County of Keihry

if he had a tub of it.” *
Tim's tone of authority, and the character he had got for learning,

silenced every doubt, and all laid siege to the tripes again. But after

some time, Andy was observed gazing with the most astonished curiosity

into the plate before him. His eyes were rivetted on something;
at last he touched it with his knife, and exclaimed, “ Kirhappa, dar
dhia !”—[A button by G—•.]

u What's that you say ?" burst from all ! and every one rose in the
best manner he could, to learn the meaning of the button.
— -
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* May it never come oufr of hU bo^y I



f< Qh> the yilhup of th$ wo$fl ^roared Andy/ *&tan pisoned 1 Where's
the pike ? For God\ s#e#i^pron for the priest, or I'm a doadrman
with the byeephes. WUpre is B—n yeer bloods won't ye catch
him , and I pisoned ?” ftiPt

The fact was, Andy had met of the knee-buttons sewed into a
piece* of the tripe, and it was impossible for him to fail discovering the
cheat. The rage, however, was not £pnfined to Andy. As .soon *s it

was understood what had been done, there*was an universal rush for

Faddy and Jillen ; but Paddy was much too cunning to be caught, after

the narrow escape he had of it before. The moment after the discovery
of the lining, that he could do so without Wspidgui, he stole frpm the
table, left the house, and hid himself. Jillen diorhe same ; and nothing
remained for the eaters, to vent their rage, but breaking every thing
in the cabin ; which was done in the utmost fury. Andy, however, con-
tinued watching for Paddy with a gun, a whole month after. He might
be seen prowling aloug the ditches near the shebeen-house, waiting for

a shot at him. Not that he would have scrupled to enter it, were he
likely to find Paddy there ; but the latter was completely on the #AucA-

raun , and never visited his cabin except by stealth. It was in one of
those visits that Andy hoped to catch him.

BRITISH TAXATION AND EXPENDITURE/

Tiie Black Book and the Finance Accounts do indeed make an extra-

ordinary exposure of the manfter in which thd people of this country

are plundered. No one can peruse the details without being heartily

sickened. Is there no such thing as public principle ? Is the only

incentive to virtuous actions base filthy lucre ? Blackguards in the

street get up sham fights, that they may pick the pockets of the bye-

standers. Do the debates in Parliament, the altercations which nightly

take place, the opposition of one party to the other, differ from these

sham fights ? A they not really got vp to enable both parties to put

their hands into John Bull's pockets, while he is standing with them '

unbuttoned, looking at the squabble ? At present there may possibly

be more honesty in Parliament, for the members are better watched

;

but if we go back for a very few years, we will find that almost all the

leading Parliamentary orators were paid in one shape or other out of

the public purse. There was no distinction of parties. Either was

willing to lay hold of anything. If they could not be Lords of the

Bedchamber, they had no objection to the sinecure office of Poors

Keeper; if they could not get £1000 they would take £10. Where
pensions or sinecures are concerned there is no feeling of shame. Every

one grasps all that he can, and is then on the watch for more plunder.

When he finds he will be allowed no more in his own name, he has

probably a bastard, or a whole family of them, or a cast-off mistress or

two, to quarter on the people ; or having reduced his sisters to destitu-

tion by squandering away their patrimony in profligacy, he uses hhs

Parliamentary interest to have them inrolled in the state pauper list.

* The Finance Accounts of the United Kingdom op Great Britain
and Ireland, for the Year 1831, ended 6th January, 1832.

The Extraordinary Black Book. Second Edition. Efiinghum Wilson. 1832
[We earnestly recommend this taok to the attention of all who wish to bee the

maimer in which the geople are plundered. The second edition is much impioved. 1
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It la remarkable tb&tflthen, otharwise-tff, fcigh hoj»jn; *pd integrlty,'»and

who would consider their character* railed %efe they to receive toiditey

from an individual without its being justly due, pocket public money
without scruple or hesitation ; but for the people, there is neither mercy
nor commiseration. In the expenditure of public money, it is a first

principle that services done to the public can never be discharged. In
the vulgar apprehension, the labourer is worthy of his hire, but then

when the hire is paid the obligation of the hirer is held to cease. No
one feels an overwhelming load of gratitude pressing on him as long
as he lives, because he had once a servant for half-a-year, who did his

duty ip a creditable manner, or could even brush his trousers without

picking the pockets. These services were precisely what he stipulated

for, when he took the servant into his house ; and the servant, on the

other hand, bargained for his wages, and when they are paid, all engage,

meat or obligation between the parties comes to an end. But it is a
very different matter with the public servants. To take the public

money is an obligation conferred on the public, and if any thing is done
by the receiver, the nation feels itself under a load of obligation which
it can never get rid of. One might think that the Dutchmen who
ugh^tiuth King William in 1688 might now possibly have been paid,

harijjlX^p in the muster roll for a century and a half. But, no. The
heirs oPTne Duke of Schomberg, who was killed at the battle of the

Boyne, still receive, and will receive till the next revolution, £4000
a-year as a hereditary pension. If the Duke of Schomberg was not the

most valuable soldier that ever fought, he has proved at least one of the

most expensive. The pension given his heirs, improved at 5 per cent, coin-

pound interest, would have amounted by this time to nearly £20,000,000
sterling, and as we have always been in debt since 1688, the granting
of this pension has had the effect of burdening the country to the

extent of £20,000,000. The Duke of Marlborough’s victories have
cost the country as much, for his heir to this day receives £5000 per

annum, because the great Duke did his duty to his country, for which
he was in his own lifetime splendidly rewarded. y
But before proceeding to consider farther the expenditure of the

public revenue, let us see from whom it is collected ; for if we are not

mistaken, its collection is fully as objectionable as its expenditure. Now
it would be thought that those who have the greatest stake in the country

—the richest people—should contribute most to pay the expenses of the

Government. It is evidently of most consequence to them that property

should be safe, that internal convulsions should be prevented, and attacks

from abroad resisted, for they have most to lose. In particular, the pro.

prietors of land should contribute in a higher proportion than any other
portion ofthe community, as their property is the most difficult to protect.

Persqpal property can be easily removed, or concealed; money can be sent

to another country ; but there is no removing the land ;—the proprietor

of it must remain where he is, and the whole produce of his estate is

sure to be swept off by the foreign enemy, or the rebel. liis only chance

of safety is to have a government sufficiently strong to keep enemies

and rebels away from his estate. To the great bulk of the community,
a change of dynasty, a foreign conquest, or a rebellion, does not present

the prospect of much inconvenience. The only property worthy of con.

sideration which belongs to the body pf the people, is the pbwer of their

^ands, and their knowledge of different trades, and handicrafts. The
middle classes depend mainly on professftjfol skill for the means of their
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subsistence- Any wdtetfag* thyriiddle and lower cl***N might fudpr?
from revolution, or foreign congest*Would only he temporary, and would*
be amply compensated by their being relieved from the National Itebt,

and, consequently, from an immense load of taxation, and by the rOr
move! of the numerous restrictions on trade and commerce, which at
present greatly restrain honest industry. The landholders, therefore,

have an interest infinitely greater than that of any other class, in the
stability of government ; and any change is always dangerous to them.
We find, accordingly, that in almost all countries the land is considered
the chief subject of taxation. At this day, in Asia, nearly the whole re-

venues of the Prifice are derived from the soil. The land is held in
small portions, by a perpetual and transferable title* but under an Obli-
gation of paying, annually, the Government demand, which is increased
at the pleasure of the sovereign, and seldom amounts to less than a full

rent. In France, thefonciere, or land tax, formerly yielded £10,000,000
out of a revenue of £35,000,000 ; more lately, the proportion was eight

to thirty. The scutages on knight's fees, the assessments of hydage
on other lands, and the subsidies so often mentioned in English history,

were, in reality, land taxes. The cess, or land tax, in Scotland, before the
Union, was the principal source of the public income. Of the total revenue
of £110,000, it amounted to £36,000—exceeding either the customs, or

excise. At the Union, it was fixed at £48,000, and it has never been in-

creased ; while the excise, in 1822, amounted to two millions and a half.

But do the landholders of Britain now pay for the support of Go-
vernment, in proportion to their interest in the stability of the Govern-
ment? Certainly not. The total gross public income of the United

Kingdom, for the year ending 5th January, 1832, was L.54,250,439, of

which not one fiftieth part,—L. 1,1 67, 167, was raisedJby the land tax ; and

even of this sum, a considerable portion is paid by houses. Of the

L.54,000,000, no less than L.38,500,000 were derived from the customs and

excise, being raised from articles of indispensable necessity to every

person in the community, nearly L.2,500,000 from the Post Office—not

one farthing of faliich is paid by the peers, or by Members of Par-

liament ; and about L.7,500,000 from stamps ; which revenue is almost

wholly paid by the middle classes. The only stamps a great landed

proprietor ever uses, are for receipts to his tenants-—a branch of the

stamp revenues which does not yield, in whole, L.250,000. But even

of rogeipt stamps, a grocer, in good business, uses more than the pro-

prietor of a dukedom. It is impossible to pass by the revenue of

stamps, without pointing out the gross injustice suffered by thjr mercan-

tile and monied classes, by the iniquitous probate and legacy duties,

ii.2,000,000, sterling, are annually withdrawn from these classes by this

InquisitQ^al tax. By means of it, every man’s affairs are, upon his

death, pryed into, and ransacked by the officials of Government. The
rules for levying the tax are so arbitrary, that no account can be passed

without great trouble ; whereby the expense incurred to law agents be-

comes, in many cases, most serious. Even although a man dje insolvent,

his affairs must be investigated, and an account rendered ; and if he has

any personal effects, though quite inadequate for the payment of his

debts, an inventory of them must be lodged, written on a high ad valo-

rem sta4f>. The price of the stamp may, no doubt, be got back, but

the difficulties are so great, and the expense is so considerable, that,

in most cases, the attempt is abandoned in despair* But can any thing

be more monstrop, thiuiwat the succession to land should be altogether
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instances, and In some to the extent bf ten per cent, of the amount.

The,only other branch of the revenue of considerable amount is

Hie assessed taxes, which yielded last year <£5,228,937. Our readers

will say, here- at least the aristocracy are reached ; but stop a little.

In the first place, the tax on horses raises nearly half a million;

but upon what horses is the tax levied ? Why, upon all horses.except

the most numerous class—the husbandry horses,—those which cultivate

the estates of our land proprietors. These horses were taxed during

the war; but when the prices of agricultural produce fell, the landlords

found it more convenient to repeal this tax than lower their rents ; that

is, (hey took the money out of the pockets of the people instead of their own .

More than one half of the assessed taxes consists of inhabited house

and window duties; and the unfair manner in which these are levied is

well known. There are houses in Edinburgh which are assessed for the

inhabited house duty at £400 a-year ; many at £300, and a very great

number at £200 ;
yet the magnificent palace of Hopetoun, which must

have cost £200,000 or £300,000, i9 only rated at £100. Gosford House,

the noble seat of the Earl of Wemyss, is assessed at £80, or at about

the same rate as a house of six or seven apartments in the New Town
of Edinburgh. The same inequality ancl injustice prevail in England.

The whole assessed rental of England and Wales is £11,154,109, of

which, that of the single county of Middlesex is no less than £5,143,340.

In London and Westminster there are four hundred and eighteen

houses rated at £400 and upwards ; in all the remainder of the kingdom
only twenty ! In the -County of Chester, which contains Eaton, and
many other splendid residences of the first class, there is but one man-
sion assessed so high as £300. In Westmoreland, which contains Low-
tlier Castle, there is no assessment which is so high as £200. In York-
shire, extensive as that county is, and splendid as the numerous seats it

contains are, there are only four houses rated at £300, and one at £400.

In all Wales there is but one assessment which reachep £110, and only

eighteen amounting to £80. The far-famed Blenheim, whose proprietor

has a hereditary pension of £5000, is rated at only £300 ; Alnwick Castle

and Belvoir Castle at £200; Althorp at £110; Lambton Castle, Kaby
Castle, Brancepeth Castle, Wyndward and Ravensworth, all in the county
of Durham, are each rated at £70. But enough. Would it not be much
more simple, as well as more honest, to exempt the artstoeracy frormtaxes
altogether ? This was the plan in France before the Revolution ; and we
are convinced that, if our aristocracy would give up their places and pen-
sions in exchange for the exemption, the country would be a great gainejH
But it is a principle which runs through the whole of our taxational

that the richer one is, he pays less in proportion than ^the poor"
man. Thus, to take the case of the window duties. If a man has
sixteen Windows, he is charged 8s. 6d. for one additional ; but if he
lives in a palace containing one hundred and eighty, he may have as

many more as he pleases for Is. 6d. each. If a poor man borrows £50,
he must pay £1 for a stamp for his bond, or two per cent on the loan.

If a rich man borrow £50,000 he only requires a L.25 stamp ; whereas,
a stamp of L.1000 ought to be used were he to pay at the same rate as
the poor man. Any sum exceeding L.20,000, however largd? may be
borrowed without using a higher stamp than L.25 for the bond. The
same injustice runs all through the stamp laws. A receipt for L.2 re-
quires * two-penny stamp; but a receipt for*L.1000 does not require a



stamp of the price of one,thousand pence, hut*pnly,of^e price^r$h#
hundred and twenty pence, or 10s. ; and ho higher stamp is required'
for the paper on which any receipt, however large, is written. Again,
the stamp for the protest of a bill under L.SO is Si. ; a stamp for a bill

of L.500 and upwards is only IQs., though, at the same rate, such a
stamp ought to be 50s for L.500, and so on, proportionally, for larger
sums. But it is needless to multiply examples. The whole Bystem of
licenses is another mode in which the middle and lower orders are
fleeced ; the higher classes entirely escape this burden. The distinctions

made in the same profession in this matter are amusing. The attorney
is taxed at all hands before he is admitted ; and has, after all, to paj for
an annual license at the rate of L.12, The barrister is admitted to his
profession without paying one-third of the stamp duties his fellow-prac-
titioner pays ; and during the whole remainder of his life he is profes-
sionally free from taxation. The latter learn, from their profession, to
be talkative and clamorous, and some of them are in Parliament. The
attempt to tax them would produce much cry and little wool ; the
grumbling of the former does not reach the ears of ministers, and so
they are a fit object for plunder. The profession of a barrister is of an
aristocratical nature, and it is useful in the support of abuses,-—it does
not like innovations, and delights in precedents ; hence another ground
of favour and exemption from taxation.

The principle, “ Tax the poor, but let the rich escape/' is apparent
in every branch of the revenue. Let us look to the Customs. The cham*
paigne, claret, and burgundy of the rich, pay fourteen per cent. Port
and sherry, of which the middle classes occasionally obtain a few glasses,

and one in ten of the working classes tastes once in his lifetime, pay
twenty-eight per cent.

;

but brandy pays five hundred per cent. Yet,

these articles are all equally the produce of foreign countries. Tobacco,

almost the only luxury of the poor man, is taxed nearly a thousand

per cent .

;

and an act of Parliament has been lately passed, to prohibit

its growth in Ireland, lest the poor should obtain the weed untaxed. It

may be pretended, that this tax is imposed to prevent him expending

his money on the luxuries, rather than the necessaries of life. Let u&
see how the latter are managed. By an act of the 6th year of the reign

of our late Sovereign George the XV., of blessed and pious memory ;

and, we may add, as is done in the old Scotch statutes*/* whom God as.

soilzie," the importation of beef, lamb, mutton, pork, and swine, is al-

together* prohibited. By other statutes, foreign bacon, butter, cheese^

eggs, Ac. are heavily taxed on importation. All this is for the benefit of

the landholders. They content themselves with excluding only nine-tenths

of tjjhe corn we might purchase, for two- thirds of the price which it costs

in {his country. The tenth is permitted to come in, only because no in-

genuity haS^et been able to keep it out ; but not until half a million is

annually exacted as a tax on its importation. The corn laws cause the

inhabitants of Britain to pay probably thirty or forty millions annually

more for their food than they would otherwise do. The revenue derives

half & million from this source—the landholders the remainder* Whet
good it has done to our lairds and their tenants we explained in a take

number. Their present state and prospects prove the truth of several

old proverbs about ill-gotten wealth. *

We mutt now have convinced every one, that it ie the Unrepre-

sented and. unwashed who pay the taxes, and that it is, therefore,

but reasonable they should have something to say in their expend!-

1
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tttfft* &*&, ¥f ett? one i# incredulous .we hate plenty of toOffc bVi-

deuce at hand. In Scotland; proprietor! of estates of £Sd© dr ffittfO

a-yesr are; in general; freeholder!; and, in many counties, the votfcfs,

who have no property whatever, but merely a superiority, outnum-

ber the real proprietors. Yet, the total number of freeholders in Scot-

land does not amount to two thousand five hundred. Suppose, then,

we have two thousand landed proprietors in Scotland, that Ireland has

three thousand, and England fifteen thousand, We have, in the United

Kingdom, twenty thousand proprietors of land. Give each of them a

family of five persons and seven servants, and we have, in all, a quarter

of a million of land proprietors, with their«/amilies and servants. The
number of fund holders, receiving dividends of £2000 a-year, and up-

wa^ts, appears, from a late Parliamentary return, to be two thousand

four hundred and thirty-four ; and the incomes of £1000, and upwards,

derived from professions, merchandize, and trade, were found, under the

property-tax returns, to amount to three thouband three hundred. Al-

lowing to each of the fundholders, professional men, merchants, trades-

men, a family of ten, including servants, we have fifty-seven thousand

three hundred attd forty persons ; so that the aristocracy of the United

Kingdom, with their servants, taking the term in its widest ’sense, hard-

ly exceeds three hundred thousand,—one^EioHTicru part of the whole

population ! It is in this proportion, therefore, that the taxes on con-

sumfftfon fall on the class who despise the whole remainder of the com-
munity as an ignorant rabble. Farther, the duties of customs are col-

lected almost entirely upon the necessaries of life. Thus, the net pro-

duce of the customs fcf England and ‘Scotland, for the year 1831, was
£10,810,000 ; of which one-fourth was levied on sugar, half a million on
coffee, half a million on corn, and a million on timber. Tobacco and
snuff, the luxuries of the poor, yielded tno millions and a half. Wine,
the beverage of the rich, only one million and a-third. llum and brandy,

which is consumed principally by the middle classes, yielded three mil-

lions to the revenue. Butter, cheese, wool, &c. which must be con-

sumed by the classes not aristocratical, in the proportion of seventy-

nine to one, make up the remainder of this revenue. Of the re-

venue of Excise thirteen ^fifteenths are derived from malt, British spi-

rits, tea, soap, and licences, which again must necessarily be paid, almost
entirely, by the middle and lower orders.

*W8hen all these facts are considered, it will appear, that of the
whole revenue of Great Britain, not one fortieth part h paid bp that

eta** ibho have alwap* had the sole administration of affairs

;

some-
times changing it from one party to another, but never allowing the
people to interfere. Matters have been managed as might &ve
been expected. The aristocracy have plunged us in an enorx^lu!
national debt, equal in amount to the value of the^Vhole lafid

of Great Britain. They have caused millions of our fellow country*
men to pectsh in the field, and have brought the country to the verge
of revolution. They have taxed every body and every thing. The^
have starved the people, by prohibiting the Importation of food, and
have oppressed—and impoverished them by the payment of pensions ah4
sinecures, to their worthless retainers. They have disgusted the Wholifr

body of the population with the government. No one can be sure, that,

hefono the end of this present year, the Constitutional Monarchy 6f
Britain will not be replaced by a republic, or by a military despotism*.
Ibv Is* amaaing how twenty-four mHIiottS* of men can allow themselves
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to he trodden under foot* and plundered by a privileged das* to con.
temptihle in wealthy in Intelligence* and$jn numbers.
Let n? newdak* a glance at the expenditure ef the immense revenue

of fifty-four millions wrung from the working classes. By the express
eion—working-classes-—we mean all that part of the community—the
79-80thg—who live by their industry,—excluding all land-proprietors}

fundholders sinecurists, and pensioner^of either sex, and whatevjer may
have been the services by which they have earned the means of now
living in idleness and sloth. The interest of the national debt, and the
enormous expense of management paid to the Bank of England absorb
nearly twenty-nine million^ The expense collection, £0, 13*^ 3d.
per cent, amounts to upward! of three millions and a half. The smy
and ordnance require no less than eight millions and a half ; *mm
equal to the whole public revenue at the accession of Geo. 1 1 1.^though
we have not 100,000 men on foot. How a foreigner must stare at such a
statement. The king of Prussia maintained an army of 325,000 men in

1819, though his entire revenue was only seven millions and a half.

But on the continent, the system of quartering the brothers, sons, mis-
tresses and bastards of the aristocracy upon the country is as yet in its

infancy. The expense of thO* navy, again, exceeds five millions and
a half—an enormous sum oPmoney certainly, but ^#11 greatly under
the amount of the sums expended on the army and ordnance, though
the navy be the proper defence of England, and the naval foiffi oan
never be used as an engine for depriving the people of their liber-

ties. It is perhaps on this account that of late years the army has be-
come the favourite force. But the singular circumstance that half the
revenue of Britain—a country which has ever boasted of its freedom**—

a country in which the military force is kept on foqt merely by toler-

ance, and^which tolerance is granted only for the short period of a year,

should be expended on the army and navy, demands further investiga-

tion. It will be found that a very large portion of the above sums are

paid fiot to those who are actually in service, but to those who do no-
thing ; to the loungers in blue surtouts in our streets. One can easily

understand that at the end of the war there should have been heavy
allowances on account of retired full pay, half pay, civil superannua-

tions, &c. What the precise amount in 1815 was, we have not the

documents at hand to ascertain; but in 1622, it was ^,289,087. Now
as the war had been at 'bn end for seven years, the receivers of^Mtee
millions must have been pretty well advanced in life. Let us suppose

the average age was forty-five, then by the year 1830, it appears by
the Carlisle Table of Mortality, that one-ninth of the number must
have died. These deaths ought to have reduced the dead-weight, as it

is cabed, upwards of half a million ; but instead of any reduction, we
find it increated by no less than X74,553. IIow does this happen ? Why,
the scions of the aristocracy are appointed to ships and regiments, while

t}ie officers who fought and bled for their country during the war an
left to starve on half pay ; and the officers who are in the eervioe<et*

so disgusted by seeing beardless boys advanced, while they remain sta-

tionary, that they retire in disgust. “ The cold shade of aristocracy*

blasts all their prospects.

The enormous salaries of the higher offices of the crown absorb a

large proportion of the revenue. The author of the Black ^ook
enumerates nine hundred and fifty-six individuals whose incomes de-

rived from the public purse^amount to £2,181,9% avenging £9281
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each. The fen&ioa roll anlouftts to £805,022 per annum ; the BUM*
cures to £356,555. The Dulg& of Sussex, Reformer as he professes

himself to be, has £21,000 per annum, because he is a Roy$l Duke ; yet

his Royal Highness has his two children by Lady Augusta Murray
quartered on the public for £2634 additional. The Duke of Cumber*

land—tanto nomini nullum par eubgium,—receives L.21,000 per annum,

and is allowed £6000 more to educate his own son ; and the Duchess of

Kent has of course the same sum for the education of her daughter.

We shall take a few entries from the Black Book. The pensions are^of

course all for meritorious public services. “ Arbuthnot, Harriet, pension

L.938.” Fitzhum, Madam^ension L.40. The pension granted dicing his

viceroyship by Marquis WeRdfeley who can perhaps explain it.*' His Lord*

sMjlsdil perhaps state at the same time the cause of the difference, in the

purnc estimation, of the two ladies, which is in the proportion of twenty*

three to one. Fitzdarence, Misses, pension L.2,300.* These are his Majes*

ty's natural children by Mrs. Jordan, the actress, who, it is reported, died

from downright want and misery. The male scions of this connection, as it

is delicately expressed among the higher ranks, are, an Earl and three

Lords,—so cheap is nobility in Britain ! The daughters are married to

Lords and Honourable.*. One of their hrittands, we are sorry to say, is

our countryman. had hoped his SootJrprido and Presbyterian edu-

cation, would have enabled him to eschew such scions, even of Royalty.

To tHCTnacliinations of the illegitimate son of an actress, a vagabond
by Act of Parliament, joined to the influence of our illustrious Queen,
the daughter of the mighty house of Saxe Meiningen, are the twenty-

four millions of the United Kingdom - to ascribe the attempt to defeat

the Reform Bill, and the temporary resignation of Earl Grey's ministry.*

The powerful state, of Saxe Meiningen has a territory of three hundred
and eighty-fire square miles, fifty-four thousand inhabitants, a reve-

nue of £35,000 ; and a military force of five hundred and forty-four

soldiers. It is about the size of the county of Peebles
; and the whole

'

revenue would not pay the duty of the tobacco and snuff consUjni
in ten days by the people of Britain.—But to prooeed,

—

It would require a volume to point out the absurd purposes to which thtf

revenue of the country is applied. Among the numerous article* by which
the country is impoverished, are the Colonies. Thus, among others we
find the expensed Sierra Leone for the y$*r, £9730 ; of Newfoundland,

£«Wtfl ; and or tne miserable settlement at Fei&ando Po, £37,154. We
shall conclude this part of our subject with two entries from the appendix
to the Black Book. The people of Britian are taxed for payment of ther

following sums :—

*

fr Fees on the installation of his Serene Highness
Augustus William Maximilian Frederick Lewis," (what a fine name)
“ reigning Duke of Brunswick, Knight Companion of the Most rfoble

Order of the Garter, £439." Now, as to the nobility of the Order of
the Garter we know nothing, but we are ready to admit, it is much
more respeftable than some of our other British Orders. A xftan may
appear in the insignia without blushing. But we cannot conceive why
the people of Britain should pay for giving the “ reigning Duke of
Brunswick,** who seems to have a full stock of Christian names and

* &» proper to mention that Lords Errol atid Falkland, and Colonel Fox, who

.

affc married to three of Mrs. Jordan’s daughters, resigned their posts in the House*
Jmwwhen Earl Grey's resignation was accepted
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titles* another plcknartte, If^e could hot 'pay the expensW the nick-
name, and his lieges of Bpmswick would not disburse the needful, there
was nd need tor saying,any thing more about the matter. King William
the Reformer, might have kept his proffered honour in his pocket till

lie found a customer who could pay the fees. But that the job should
have been carried through, and the exponse charged against us, is ut-
terly monstrous. The next entry is et to pay the fees on the nomination
of-Count Munster, to be a Knight Grand Cross of the most Honourable
Order of the Bath, JL.330.” This is the eldest scion of poor Mrs.
Jordan,-*who was permitted to die in misery ; %ind this Count Munster,
(in Germany the stable biff's are Counts)! Was created by the Whig
Ministry, to their eternal disgrace, an Earl of the United Kingdom*
The return he has made for his dignity every one knows. Now, if the
country was to pay any thing for his Lordship, the money should have
been laid out in purchasing letters of legitimation to white-wash his
bastardy as far as it was practicable. Can any thing be more contemp-
tible than the eldest son of the King allowing his father’* suffering and
deluded subjects to pay a miserable bum of L.330 for a paltry gewgaw
bauble which liis Royal progenitor chose to confer on him ?

But let us return to more sfpious matters

:

A Fop’s a featlior, and a Chief’s a rod,

An honest man’s the noblest work of God.

A question is often asked, what proportion of a man’s income is taken
from him in taxes ? Now, the total income of the people of Britain may
be estimated on data which we have not room to specify, at £260,000,000.
That of Ireland we may asbume at L.,j(),000,()00,—nuijriiig in all for the
United Kingdom L.300,000,000. Of this sum more than one-sixth is

drawn directly by Government. But that is not the whole. The local

taxes amount to a very large bum. The poor’s rates in England exceed

L.8,000,000. Other local taxes and contributions probably amount to

L.10,000,000 more. Then, ns wx have already explained, the higher and
richer clashes are exempted in a great measure from contributing their

proper share of the national taxation. When thebe different circum-

stances are taken into \ iew , it will hardly be disputed, that one-tliird

part of every man’s income, ii*$he middle and lower c^pvses of society,

is taken away by the tiuf collector. Every man who works nine htyurs

a-day is employed during three of these hours to enable him to pay his

taxes

—

Sir vos non robis vellera forUs ores. Whatever may have been

the case in Virgil’b time, the fleecing system is in full operation now.

To conclude, let us give one word in answer to an argument often

brought forward by the Tories. It is said that no harm can arise from
taxation, or from sinecurists, provided the money be spent within the

country. Now, in the first place, if the money he once paid, we have
no security that it will be spent in Britain. The Bishop of £logher is

abroad as well as many other of our aristocracy, no doubt for good and
sufficient reasons, and they, of course, spend in the countries where they

reside, all they receive from their native land. We are not going into

the question of absenteeism at present. But let us take a simple Case.

A farmer is due L.60 of taxes. He sells twenty quarters of wheat for

L.60, and pays the money to the collector of taxes. The collector jgpys

the money to the Government, and the agents of Government having

received the money to be expended, and having occasion, for the subsist

ence of the troops, for twenty quarters of wheat, go to the farmer and
von. r. 2Ri
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pay him back his money, receiving In return tho*wheat. Now, how doee

the fanner stand ? He is precisely as he was when the tax collector

left him, that is to say, he is poorer by twenty quarters of wheat than

he was before that functionary paid him a visit. This 1b too obvious to

be insisted on. The effect of sinecures and pensions may be explained

with equal simplicity. Suppose ten men were plated by themselves on
an islahd, and that the fertility of the soil was such, that each man could

only produce by his labour one quarter of wheat, and the seed for next

crop. Now, suppose each man consumed the quarter of wheat in the

course of the year, and no more, things would continue in the same state

from year to year, as long „ as the men ottold continue to do the same
quantity of work. Let us see the effect of making one of them a pen-

sioner or sinecurist, and so withdrawing one labourer from the field. The
first consequence is, that instead of ten quarters for ten men, only nine

arc produced. Each man, instead of having a whole quarter for his an-

nual consumption, has now only nine-tenths of a quarter. But then the

sinecurist would probably exact the same quantity of grain as when he
wrought. In that case, the working men would only have eight-tenths

of a quarter each for their subsistence, and, at this stage, distress and
misery would probably begin. -The sam#Jpriiiciple which holds in these

simple cases holds in all others, however complicated.

Omr limits do not permit 11s to enter into the numerous and incalcu-

lable evils which taxation occasions by interfering with trade and indus-

try. The injury it does is not only occasioned by taking money from the

people, but by preventing tbeir receiving it. The continual annoyance of

being watched by excise officers, for example, and the waste of time occa-

sioned by giving notices, and by waiting till the expiry of the prescribed

period, at which the tradesman is in safety to commence his operations,

add much to the expense of the manufacture. This again lessens the

consumption, and it thus happens, that a maker of exciseable commodi-
ties, who, if never interrupted, could employ ten men, only requires five,

and the other five arc either paupers living on the poor's rates, or robbing

passengers on the high-way.

LORD MAHON’S WAR OF THE* SUCCESSION.

“ Eb fat," exclaimed an elderly Aberdonian dame, when informed

that Lord Aberdeen had attempted to play the part of an author ;
“ ee

. fat do ye think ? Our peer feel body o' a lordie has written a buik !” A
similar sentiment, more courteously expressed, lies, we suspect, at the

bottom of much of the admiration lavished upon aristocratic writers.

There may not be much in a book, but still it is wonderful that a lord

should hifere had the wit to write it. This is not exactly the case with

Lord Mahon's new work, which evinces powers of research, arrangement,

and lucid narrative, such as would not disgrace even that class, which,

while cringing to the exaggerated claims of aristocratical arrogance,

seeks to revenge its painful feeling of meanness by modestly laying claim
to an exclusive title to intellect. “ The War of the Succession/* if not a
work of the very highest historical talent, is still far above mediocrity.*

• History of the War of the Succession in Spain. By Lord Mahon. London :

Murray.
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It furnisher us, however* with a strange, exhibition of that medley of
smartness, talent, moral short-sightedness, half-information, and self-
satisfaotion, which in our day go to make up the mind of a young noble-
man, The old are either downright Pomposos, whose characters have
at least the beauty of consistency, or they are fine specimens of the old
English gentleman. But the young are, with few exceptions, what we
must occupy another paragraph in attempting to describe, •

Their minds (we speak of the best of them) have been sedulously cul-
tivated, but the education of the heart has been neglected ; and where
that is the case, the intellect remains for ever,dwarfish and shrivelled,
like the leaves of a stunted tree growing on an arid and ungrateful soil.

They have been taught to believe from infancy, that one of the chief
purposes of life is show and parade. Their manners are refined even to
fastidiousness, and they indulge in a morbid feeling of distaste to what-
ever is coarse or vulgar. Like sensitive plants, they shrink from the
contact of any hands more rude than those of their own kid-glove
fraternity. Thus confined by their owft feelings, within the narrow
circle of tlieir own caste, they grow up in utter ignorance of the
powers, thoughts, and feelings, of all the rest of society. Their ha-
bits of superciliousness grow* inveterate. They acknowledge that
men have arisen among the lower orders superior in genius to any
of themselves, hut these are rare exceptions ; and the works of£ven
such gifted individuals are looked upon as destitute of a certain finish-

ing grace, an elegance and freedom of touch, which it is the exclu-

sive privilege of the Patrician mind to bestow. All the rest of the

untitled sons of Adam they believe to be refefrrible to one of two
classes—the men of plodding industry, or the ferocious rabble, who are

to be deterred from bloodshed or pillage, only by constant watchfulness

and intimidation. Habits and prejudices such as we have been describ-

ing, seem to have been rather strengthened than otherwise by the late

addiction of our young nobility to literary pursuits. Their idea of phi-

losophic scrutiny of human nature does not yet extend beyond the

power of uttering a smart ill-natured sarcasm. Their study of history

lias inspired them with an admiration for, and, in some instances, a desire

to emulate the statesmen of past centuries. They are struck with the

dexterity and boldness of those ready-witted intriguers, who, because

they were thrown by chance upon the surface of an unblinking mass of

human beings, and were tossed to and fro by its fierce but brief and

aimless heavings, fancied that they controlled the workings of a state.

Utterly ignorant of the great aims of legislation, and the modes of giving

it effect, our would-be rulers think to make themselves statesmen by

aping the worn-out routine of pettfcoat intrigue, which secured place

in the court of Louis XIV. It is no wonder that such a bias should

have stimulated a great majority of the younger nobility to the reckless,

paltry, and insane opposition which they have offered during the last two

years, to the great measure for securing the liberties of Engibnd.

We have been induced to wander from the immediate consideration

of the work before us into this discussion respecting the prejudices of

its author and his noble compeers, by the prominent station which they

occupy in the book. They perk themselves into our faces in every page

;

they tease us like the continuous under-toned murmur of a herd of dies

persecuting the traveller on a sultry jday. We find ihe dhildish obsti-

nacy of a girl of fifteeA represented’ as firmness of character, because

she is a princess ; nor does the fact of her abandoniiig'all her resolutions

SU2
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with silly and cowardly haste the moment danger approaches, in the

least degree open Lord Mahon’s eyes to her true character. An act of

most disgraceful perfidy committed by a favourite hero of the noble

historian, only “ seems by no means worthy of an honourable enemy."

No harsher sentence is pronounced, although no symptoms of repentance

or anxiety to offer reparation were ever evinced. But then the offender

was a lord

:

“ That in the captain’s hut a choleric word
Which in the soldier were fiat blasphemy.”

In <a similar spirit Cardinal Portocarrero is dubbed an eminent states*

man, although his talents, sufficient to secure ascendancy at court by
means of intrigue, proved incapable of turning the power he had
acquired to the benefit of his country. Another favourite of Lord

Mahon is the Princess Orsini, an intriguante whose ambition no height

could satisfy, and whose passions no years could cool. Having lavished

all his sympathy and admiration upon worthies like these, it follows of

course that he has none to spare for the people. Ilis sneers at them are

incessant, and smart sentences like the following are perpetually recur-

ring :
—“ The populace of cities, like young tigers brought up tame,

may go on many years without any symptoms of ferocity ; hut if they

only once taste human blood, they acquire an appetite for it.”

Sentiments and judgments such as we have now been adverting to

might have been passed over with silent contempt at a calmer crisis,

or in a man whose views could have lijtlc influence upon the destinies of

his country. But having just escaped from revolution, we are still stand-

ing giddily oil the brink of the chasm, any thing hut certain that some
untoward accident may not even yet precipitate us into it. The quarter
from which we anticipate most clanger is from our young mdrility, and
that because of the preposterous notions in which they have of late been
indulging* They will he called upon to co-operate in legislating for

the country with a House of Commons, not consisting of their own
nominees, sympathising with them or truckling to them, but represent-

ing to a greater degree than ever hitherto in England the will and con-

victions of the democracy. And they are preparing themselves for the

task l»y nursing the most absurd and exaggerated notions of their own
superiority. They are jealously endeavouring, by all the petty arts

which they learn from memoirs, used to prove successful in the courts of

arbitrary princes, to counteract the wishes of a mighty nation, awake to

its own rights and power. They are exciting hatred in the breasts of

many who are inclined to receive them with open arms. Instead of

training themselves to a worthy diSbharge of the great duties which are

fere long to devolve upon thorn, they are labouring by the meanest
chicanery to debar others from participating in them. They put their

trust in court ladies and the Duke of Wellington, and refuse the chapped
hands held out to them by the honest and industrious. Wo have eagerly

seized upon the opportunity afforded by the publication of a book so

deeply imbued with all their worst errors as that of Lord Mahon, to

address them in the voice of expostulation and warning.

This is, we confess, to give a political tinge to our criticism ; but in

'a country where political opinion is the life-breath of the mind, this is un-
avoidable. It is the duty of every citizen to advocate, on every occasion,

tl»e principles to which he Is honestly and from conviction attached.

I$ he allow himself to be so far blinded as to deny the existence of
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genius and imagination, or to attempt to underrate them, because they
are engaged in supporting the cause to which he is opposed, he is a fool
and a bigot ; but if he allow one opinion which he believes to be un-
tenable or dangerous to receive their dazzling sanction without seeking
to expose its fallacy, he neglects his moral duty. Besides history and
politics are inseparable, the partisan inevitably gives a colouring to
facts. Lord Mahon goes further ; he is perpetually seeking f}>r oc-
casions to introduce political lectures. Do the unaided inhabitants of a
city, gallantly defending their hearths against a foreign soldiery, allow
their passions to hurry them into excess ? The opportunity is selected
to utter a sapient discourse on the evils of democracy. Does a pripce
prove ungrateful? Occasion is immediately taken to sneer at the
proverbial ingratitude of republics. The change of ministry in the
reign of Queen Anne stirs up the historian to record Ills horror of a
creation of peers, and elicits the following somewhat curious confession
of faith *{e

I cannot but pause for one moment, to observe how much
the course of a century lias inverted thedmeaning of these party nick-
names ; and to remark how much a modern Tory resembles a Whig of
Queeu Anne's . reign, and a Tory of Queen Anne's reign a modem
Whig.” The likeness really does not strike us.

Apart from these considerations. The History of the War of the Suc-
cession in Spain w'ill reward a perusal. It contains a narrative of an im-
portant era in the declension of Spanish power and wealth. When
freedom of opinion and commercial eriterprize first began to animate
Europe, Spain promised to run as fair a career of improvement as any
state in that mighty brotherhood.* The different kingdoms into which
the Peninsula had been divided were at last united under one monarch.
Each had, how ever, maintained its ancient institutions, and this circum-

stance, however adverse to the organization of an effective police, or the *

expedition of justice, was yet productive of this advantage, that it re-

minded the people that the laws under which they lived were their own
free choice. The ancient constitutions of the Peninsula, moreover, recog-

nized popular rights, perhaps, to a greater extent than those of any other

part of Europe. 'Hie men were, withal, brave and enterprising, prompt
to undertake, anil stubborn to persevere. Their contests with the Moors
had superinduced a strong portion of bigotry, hut wider dealings with

the world, and the progress of knowledge would have softened its re-

lentless character.

Much nonsense has been written about the causes of the sudden check

received by this gallant nation in its career of improvement. There is

but one, the niglit-mare influence of priest-craft and despotism combin-

ing for mutual support. The extensive dominions of Charles V. en-

abled him to over-awe any portion of his Spanish subjects who might

have disapproved of his condnct by an array of foreign troops, and his

grasping and ambitious policy forced him on many occasions to disregard

their rights and immunities.’ Ilis son, a morose bigot, whose only aspi-

ration was to be as a god upon earth, succeeded him upon the Spanish

throne, with greater wealth, although with less extensive territories,

and with a people whose stubbornness had been already tamed in part.

The Inquisition had, even before his time, begun to extend its grasp

over the free Castilian, who had lent his aid to establish it as a safe-

guard against the errors of the Jew and the Modr. A prince of Philip's

character and pecuniary resources, identified in interest with such a fear-

ful institution, was sufficient to extinguish freedom of thought. In forcibly
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forbidding the free utterance of opinion, he fondly thought he was giving

repose to his country—the repose of the churchyard. This alone, no mis-

directed love of gold, paralyzed the energies of Spain. The rich current

from America streamed exclusively into the court, and was absorbed in

that dry desert. The people felt not its influence. In this state of moral

torpor the nation continued during the remaining period of the Hapsburg

dynasty, dwindling as its masters dwindled. The last scion of that

house expired at the close of the year 1700 : the next fourteen years

elapsed in a struggle, between two rival candidates, for the throne which

he had left vacant—a period as instructive, as any recorded in history,

to those who seek to appreciate justly those frames of government from

which mankind is now in the process of emancipating itself.

The year 1700 was the mid-day of that system, under which kings se-

lected such kingdoms as pleased their eye, and fought with each other

for them ; and the people were understood to have nothing to say in the

choice of their rulers. No sooner, therefore, was it understood that

the last hour of Charles II. was approaching, than the sovereigns of

Austria and France took the field, with the view of adding the dominions

of the childless monarch to their own overgrown territories. The dying

king, feeble through life both in mind and body, was beset and harassed

day and night, by emissaries of France soliciting the reversion of his

crown for the grandson of Lous XIV., and by the creatures of the Emperor
importuning him to bestow the rich gift upon the Archduke Charles.

Fatigued with their incessant importunities, the old man at last dictated

and signed a testament in favour of Philip of Anjou. " I am now al-

ready nothing/* he exclaimed with a sigh upon taking this step ; and
Lord Mahon pertinently adds, “ at what period of his life had he ever

been otherwise ?”

.

* The Prince, to whose guardianship the interests of the Spanish nation

were thus confided, was, when he ascended the throne, seventeen years

of age, entirely ignorant of the condition and social relations of his new
kingdom, and almost of its language. As the great object of Louis was
to make Spain virtually a province of France, and as he knew his grand-
son to be weak, and unable to act except by the instigation of some
stronger mind, his first object was to obtain the means of perpetuating
his power over him when removed to a distance. For this purpose a
young and beautiful wife was selected for him, and {in experienced
matron, attached to the interests of France, and capable of swaying a
silly girl, was placed in her household. If this chain failed to bind Phi-
lip to his grandfather, the fault lay in the mismanagement of Louis him-
self ; for Philip was the doating slave of his wife, and she was ruled in

every thing by her gouvernante. The first use made of his power by the
French King was, to obtain for his subjects a share of the Spanish mono-
poly of South America. The young monarch and his wife were enjoying
the splendour of their station ; their ministers were caballing against
each other ; and Spain was getting on in the best way it could without any
efficient government.

Meanwhile, the English and Dutch grew jealous of the privileges

bestowed upon the French ; and in strict consistency with the then ac-
knowledged rules of international law, proposed to invade Spain for giv-
ing to others what they did not pretend to have any right to claim for
themselves. To this cbnfederacy, the Emperor acceded ; and the pre-
text for invading Spain put forth by the allies was, their resolution to
assert the rights of the Archduke Charles, and to dethrone Philip ; who.
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as they alleged, had succeeded in virtue of a forged will. The combined
powers, however, inquired as *

little after' the wishes of the Spaniards
themselves as the King of France had done. An armament, fitted
out by the Dutch and English, failed in the attempt to take Cadiz,
less from the resistance offered by the Spaniards than from the
blunders of its own commanders. The Archduke next made some
demonstrations on the frontiers of Portugal, with an army composed
of British, Portuguese, and German troops* The Duke de 'Berwic
succeeded in preventing him from entering the Spanish territory,
until he was recalled in consequence of a court intrigue. The in-
vaders then crossed the frontier, but Castile «nd Andalusia stood firm
to the cause of Philip. Lord Peterborough, in the meantime, carried on
a vigorous partisan* warfare in Catalonia and Arragon, and ultimately
succeeded in attaching the inhabitants of these provinces to the cause
of Charles. The war continued to be carried on for ten years without
apparently nearing any important result. The Dutch, English, Aus-
trians, and French incurred great expense, and lost a multitude of men.
1 he Spaniards saw their towns destroyed*—their country desolated, and,
stung to frenzy, they wreaked on occasions a vengeance on the intruders,
too horrible to name. These atrocities were repaid with still greater. At
last Louis gave up the idea of supporting his grandson, and retreated
from the field. The Archduke succeeded about the same time to the
throne of the Holy Roman Empire ; and his allies became as jealous of
him as they had formerly been of Louis. He was deserted by them, and
soon after obliged to relinquish the contest. But worst, the unhappy
Catalans, who had been induced to join his standard, were abandoned to

the vengeance of Philip, which was dealt out ruthlessly, and in over-
flowing measure. When at last admitted to grace, they were amerced
in their few remaining privileges. And this fourteerf years compound of
the farcical and horrible is called by Lord Mahon, “ a war undertake!!

with justice, and waged with resolution—a war fruitful in great actions,

and important results.”

Lord Mahon mentions, in his dedication to the Duke of Wellington,
“ I have carefully consulted the MS. papers and correspondence of Gene*
ral Stanhope, who was, at one period, commander of the British army in

Spain, and afterwards First Lord of the Treasury in England. These
papers fill no less than fifteen or sixteen folio cases, and serve not only

to communicate new facts, but to throw light upon others that were
doubtful or imperfectly known.” We cannot help thinking that his

Lordship, had he undertaken to compile a biography of his progenitor,

illustrated by copious selections from these letters, would have engaged
in a work more commensurate to his powers, and, consequently, more
likely to prove honourable to himself, and advantageous to society at

large. As it is, we cannot, nor are we inclined to, deny his claims to

the same degree of reputation which a discerning public has already

awarded to his two great compeers. Lords Levesou Gower and Por-

Chester—that of clever little men, who have a prodigious ambition to be

great, and who insist upon spoiling clever bookmakers, (themselves

videlicet9J by converting them into feeble politicians.
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SOME LATE PASSAGES IN THE LIFE OF JOHN BULL, ESQ.

CHAPTER V.

(Continued from last Number.)

Shewing what Company daily resorted to the Mitre and Hole-in-thc- Wall,

and the plotting against 'Squire Bull which went on there .

Ally, as was said, sprung his rattle from the Hole-in-the-Wall, and
a queer squad came tumbling in :—Jews, old clothes-men, young thieves,

and old resetters, and a whole lot of broken attornies, and scurvy

Hangers-on about the old woman, John's mother. The old lady came
herself clandestinely in her sedan-chair, escorted by her chaplain and
Old Bags; and hard at their back, clawing up his breeches, Bletheral,

in such reeking haste that he had not taken time to change his linen.
“ Slack in the girths, Charley," cried Bags, botching and laughing, as

he hobbled about to find the old woman a chair, in which, when he had
placed her, as a peacemaker he introduced Hookey, whom she now kissed

on both sides of his face, saying he was the lad for her money, and that

she freely forgave him his late slippery trick about Pat's children, as he
had now spoken out, and roundly too, to John about her trifle of

jointure, particularly what she drew from Pat’s hogs. And Hookey
made believe to return the old lady's fond embrace, though some said

his stomach rose at her slobbering. To say truth, next to Brown Bess
herself. Hookey loved a pretty girl as well as most men of his age, and
few believed that, in his heart, he cured one fig for the old gentlewoman.
Bags, with tears in his eyes—for ho was a fountain of tears—now
inquired how she felt herself, and she replied, wonderfully comforted
and refreshed.

u Did the gallant Hookey explain how lie set the Yankee Rat in the

place of your linmble and faithful servitor, to the great prejudice of him
and of John's family?" whispered Bags.
“ Tush !" cried the old lady, peevishly ;

“ Hookey will make you all

right."
“ Good, very good," sighed Bags, his eyes glistening ; and with that

in rolls Braggadocio, Chanticleer, Old Hecklepins, Sir Dismal Waverer,
the Cornish Chuff, and a few more, with Signor Bullyrook, who swaggers
up to the head of the board, sets himself in the best chair, thrusts back
and cocks his dragoon castor, slaps the table with his open palm, sets

his arms a-kimbo, and bellows out that he, Tempestoso Bullyrook, sim-

ple as he sat there, would swallow Gaffer Grey, and Madam Reform,
and make but one snap of her Broom,—ay, as ever Tom Thumb did the

Red Cow I

“ As the Red Cow did valiant Tom," said Bags, laughing quietly;

for he loved accuracy in language.
“ All my eye," muttered the Chuff, gruffly.

“ Did ye mutter, sirrah !" cried Bullyrook ; and Bags, w’itli brimming
eyes, besought the noble signor, and also the worthy esquire, to temper
their noble valour with a few grains of discretion.

“ All there were friends alike to their own households in the first

place, which was their duty as Christians ; but, above all, to the cus-
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tom of the manor ; the Old Gentlewoman, and that Most Mighty and
Potent Prints Rufus Gules Argent Or Gryphon Weverel Rustre, Ram-
pant Saltant Millrind Flory Bendsinister

, §v. §c. §c. Rustyfusty. He
vowed to God, that, than he, their poor servitor Old Bags, one of the
best and most honest men, though he said it, neither New Broom nor
Old Broom, nor Birch Broom, nor Hair Broom, would make a cleaner*
sweep, give him but time and elbow-room ; and if the gallant IjTookey

believed that Yankee llot, or Black Rat, or Scarlet Rat, or any change
ing colour or complexion of Rat, knew better how to gnaw and nuzzle
about the old cobwcbbed holes and bores of John Bull's cabinet than he,
or had a keener scent, they were in a damnable mistake. He was an
old man, the more was the pity, and could not much longer now {the
more the pity again) keep from taking possession of that handsome
estate in the Fortunate Island, which the old gentlewoman had freely

voted him, along with many other trifling items ; but he was still, as in

gratitude and duty bound, willing to keep out of possession, and serve the
'Squire her son at the old rate. Thougji some had said, in another
place, that he ought to have laid up more of his treasures in the estate

alluded to, he considered such observations highly out of order. lie was
an old man,, a very venerable old man, who, but for wealing a buz wig
in undress, would be crowned, he’d have John Bull to know, with the
glory of grey hairs ; and, careful as he might have been of liis small

vails, and the Christmas-box into which the old gentlewoman's chaplains

had sometimes dropped a mite—that he would not deny—it was cruel,

papistical, ungrateful, and highly out of order, and quite and clean

against the custom of the manor, for llookey to plage the Yankey Rat,

—

for whom, any where else, he had the highest respect,—in his shoes ;

while he, though gouty, had,—praise be blessed ! health and strength,

and entire^good w ill to w ear them himself and here he lifted up his *

voice and wept at the ingratitude of men.
(< And he buried in them—his shoes," muttered one.—“W orthy, honest,

faithful soul,—with what good nature, long-suBering, and equanimity, he

has borne every one's misfortunes, save those of his dearly and only

beloved Old John of Newcastle !"

“ Maudlin !—blarney and drivel !" muttered the Chuff. “ Now, gen-

tlemen to business ; for what are we here ?" and, slapping the table,

he scowled round. The tap-boy at this instant brought word that one

was without wishing to come in to consult the old gentlewoman ; but

would not sit in the same box where Hookey, Toby Philpots, or Sly

Bob sat.

“ The new clerk of Oxenforde, dear Bob's successor, something of a

precisian,” said the old woman ;
ff but I shall manage him* He don t

much affect dear Sir Dismal, or IJeckelpins either ; but I must make you

all kiss and be friends, like good boys.” Bob, who had among his other

fits, fits of the grace of shame, would have slunk off now to dibble in the

cabbage, as usual, saying, he had a touch of a megrim from his deluded

master's abominable ignorant ingratitude, meaning the rap John had lent

him at parting over sconce and knuckles. But what by the cozening

of Toby, the wheedling and the fair promises of the old woman, and

the flattery of Rustyfusty’s agents, the peace was soldered up al this

time. The kiss went round,—the pipes were filled afresh,—the beer-

pots replenished,—groats a-piece tabled ; when Ally sprung to his feet,

crying, u You sit palavering here, my masters ; but I'd have you know
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that if Madam and her Broom once get fairly hefted in John’s house,

'tis all up with us. Have is a good dog, but Holdfast is a better.”
“ Spoke like an oracle,” was cried in four different brogues—the

Derry dialect conspicuous above all. “ Our last chance is to give out

that John is mad ; stark staring mad ; mad as a March hare—more by

4oken the fit seized him in March.”
“ And that the pretended Madam is a painted French Jezabel, who

has bewitched him through the power of Dan, the devil, and strong

waters,” cried Bletheral.
“ Right, Charley—not forgetting John Wilkes, Guy Faux, and Tom

Paine. These were pretty fellows in my day,” said Old Bags ;
“ the

best"playing-cards in Pitapat's pack.”
“ John must be made aware that if she—devil confound her !—and

Gaffer once get in, it will be the blackest day ever the tenants saw ; and

that she will get over Nap's old knaves, rob the hen-roost, break into

the cellar, bring in a vermin of Irish trampers, lousy Scots, and Brum-
magem tinkers, into the best parlour, and fire off the blunderbuss at who-
ever shall say, * Madam, what do ye ?’”

“ I'll make affidavit to it all,” cried Old Bags—

“

a pestilent, plaguy,

troublesome jade, who will be poking her nose every where, and whom I

never yet met in the course of my long and venerable life, without mak-
ing a point of conscience to have her gagged, or commending her to the

parisli-beadle's staff. See the rumpus the vile harlotry has made in

Lewis' manor first and last ;—rummaging the boxeB of the poor servants,

and stripping them of their honest vails, a horror to be heard of in a

Christian community.” *

“ True, Bags, my fine old Trojan,” cried Ally ;
“ vails, as you have

chorussed a few times now ; but don't weep, man. Marry, hang her,

jade 1 to vex your honest soul so ; but to this affair on hand :—The
'Squire, after all—and 1 have had some twenty-five years’ experience of

his sweet humours—is but a big, blustering, rollocking nincompoop

;

very apt to be hypochondriac, and afraid at times at his shadow in the

water. What between fleeching and frightening, his fears of his duns,

and the horror of the cholic. ”—[“ For which I'll make him fast a

couple of days—to cool his humour,” said the old lady.] “ I bet a
tester we frighten him into taking us all back again, within the month.
In the first place. The Most Mighty and Potent Prince Rustyfusty, as

often as Gaffer speaks of Madam, must swear he mistakes the woman,
and is surely non-compos. We must all quiz Gaffer and his Broom, and
try to make the ’Squire laugh. Get him to guffaw, and he's your man
for the time. There's Punch and Judy tickle him up with that— *
* * Bolting whole yards of Hog's puddings ;—that's a jest

never fails with the 'Squire, as good on the hundredth repetition as at the
first— * * * “ If all this won’t do, set him
on to smash a stained window or two of Prince Rustyfusty's old sa-

loon ; and so we swear the peace against him, clap him in the strait

waistcoat.—Lord, liow he will bellow and kick, hand and foot
!”

“ Gag him if he roar,” cried Hecklepins.
“ Lock up the press,” cried the Pettifogger. “ Put him on lower

diet.”
" The steel diet, the cold iron,” cried a distant voice, “ with Huffing

Ilal to administer it. Mrs. Bull, gentle soul l will fear being packed
off to the country ; she'll soon yield quietly to the brave Hookey—irre-

1 *
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sistible among the wenches of all sorts, from Bill's tack-stairs downwards

;

and why not with John's wife ?”

" Or, if not, throttle her replied Chuff.
“ Bravo I" cried a few voices ; but Sly Bob said never a word.
“ Gemmen, I say," cried Bullyrook; but here Hookey prevailed;

and Signor Tempestoso sat down, choking and spluttering in rage.
“ Why, look ye, gentlemen," said Hookey, “ I am short and pithy.

I have done this same 'Squire some service ,* and you see how the huck-
stering, crop-eared, cuckoldy knave repays me. Not that I care
that ! for his pitiful service ! But, demme ! I'm an old campaigner ; and I

won't be beat off the field for nothing. Bill's wife and the wenchesJook
to me ; and I'll be hanged if I baulk them. So if this swaggering 'Squire

of yours. Master Bob, gives me more of his jaw,—as 1 said before, if he
won't be quiet, there's a way to make him.” And with this Hookey,
with his game looks, claps his hand on his toasting-fork.
“ Bravo !” again cried they all ; but Bob still sung mum. “ Bleeding,

blistering, and the steel diet, and we will soon cow 'Squire John !" It

was understood that Hookey was to shave the 'Squire's head during the
grand assault.; while Huffing Hal, with his “ solid jaw" was to pinion

one sturdy limb, and the Moorcock another. But as they went on.

Hookey, who sometimes shewed a little wisdom in his anger, on con-
sulting Bob's glum looks, cried, “ O, Lord, no, boys ! I would not for

my best Snuff-box, hurt a hair of the head of the ’Squire, provided he
behave like a reasonable creature,—and kick out Gaffer and Madam when
I bid him."
“ And uphold and respect the Ancient and imprescriptible rights of

my noble cousin, that Most Mighty and Potent, &c. &c." said Smatchct
Storm-in-a-gutter, in his conceited way, whom Hookey would have

brained, ^itli a dozen of the same sort,—or spitted rather

—

“ For deuce a

drachm of brain they had among them," Atty said ;
—“A pert jackanapes,"

muttered the angry drill, “ who takes upon him, as Orator Mansie's

heir-at-law."
“ That must he clearly and fully understood," cried a dozen of the

Rusty faction.

“ Before I lend my countenance," cried the Raw Duckling, with the

mighty air of a goose lowering her head to pass under a gateway. “ Who
shall be John's servants is one thing,—and for that matter I vote for

Hookey,—but the immutable rights, and ancient privileges of us of the

blood of that Most Mighty and Potent &c. & c. &c. &e. &c. is, I opine,

another.”
“ O ! of course, of course,” cried Ally ; for Atty O'Bradley disdained

to reply at this time to the greenhorns. I ndeed, Bill's serving-wrenches had

dandled and slobbered him till he wTas become as saucy as any page of the

back-stairs, and as humoursome as my lady's lap-dog. Ilia fellow-ser-

vants often said they had dogs’ lives with his saucy, domineering ways

;

but, as Bob sighed, “ what could they make of it.”

“ Of course, of course !” cried Ally, “ what is sauce for the goose

cannot in this case be sauce for the gander. No dog in John's house shall

dare bark, were it but at the shadow of that Most Mighty and Potent,

&c. &c. But hear the Most Noble Gloriflukum, whose words being few

are precious."
“ I don't often bother ye, gentlemen," said Gloriflukum ;

“ and this

"SamejiFair of John's wife don't much concern me personally, who live

among the hills, and, being a married man, have little to Say to the lady
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Bat hang me if I lik'6 to see sport spoiled* What the Thane is after

is a poser to me ; but, I presume, he means to repent, and turn saint on
our hands. I don't well know the outs and ins of it that's the truth.

It is not in my line ; but it's a deuced unhandsome and ungentlemanly

thing for any one gentleman to interfere with another. If this crop-

eared cur of a ’Squire have a wife with taste enough to prefer my Most
Mightyr and Potent cousin ?"

“ But if she don't prefer ?” interrupted one.
“ O, hang it, that's another affair.”

“ Not a whit of it,” cried the Pettifogger, afraid of Gloriflukum's

blunders. “ Is it not equally expedient for the happiness and pros-

perity of the 'Squire's family, and equally the custom of the Manor

;

which, unless it were, heaven forbid I should stand up -

“Whew !" cried Ally, whistling the thieves whistle through his

fingers,—when in bounced a squad of tattered knaves, which made
Bags instinctively clap his hand to his breeches pocket, and the old

gentlewoman became alarmed for her reputation. “ These, gemmen,”
said Ally, “ are our excellent and approved good friends—my runners,

and setters, my fetchers and carriers, my pets and lambs ; of which the

chief distinction is, that while some lie every day for our service, others

don't much above once a quarter or so ; but then it is a bounce I pro-

mise you! * * * * * * * * “Here, Teddy, my own darling; be it

your care to dress up some drab in a masquerade habit, like a Bess of

Bedlam, whom you are to drive about holloaing after her as the true

Madam Reform. Some of the ’Squire's old aunts will be sure to believe

you ; especially if you get Blacklegs add his rapscallions to shout after,

and bear her shoulder high through Muslin Lane, and that way. You
Jiffy, my precious, bo sure you let off a few squibs and crackers o’

nights under John's window. If the old nurses can be got to squeak
rape ! robbery ! the day is our own.—How the budge Dons stare,” con-
tinued Ally, turning aside to his own knaves ! “ But down with the dust
gentlemen of Prince Rustyfusty ; table the yellow boys! All they aregood
for, and d—d slow at it ;*'—he whispered to his pets.—“No carrying on the
war without the shiners, my dear boys.” Bags became deeply affected,

“ Not a spare coin had he—he was an old man, a very old poor man who
could neither work nor want ; but to his best advico gratis, and the
prayers of his dear friend, the old gentlewoman,”—“ Tush !'' cried the
Chuff impatiently ; and a hat was sent round, into which Braggadocio,
Swaggerer,theRawDuckling, and the other heirs of Prince Rusty, dropped
a few small coins, saying they would settle the score again. It might be
marked to them. “ News at paying it,” whispered the Whipper-in.
This forced levy was divided, share and share alike, it was pretended

;

though the plausible grave knave in the black shabby-genteels fared
best.

“ There's the making of a clever Attorney spoiled in that last chap,"

said Ally.—“ Whereabouts picked up ?”—“ At the Burking of Gentle-
man George's wife. The lad has a fine natural genius for resurrection

work ; almost a passion. I have known him grub and prowl about a
charnel-house when the stench was intolerable to every Christian nose,

for the pleasure of having a kick or fling at the mouldering bones*
He's none of your nice ones.”
“ Faugh, pshaw !” cried Sly Bob, in a fit of real disgust. “ Goules

!

Such brutal obscene tricks, my dear Ally, hurt us needlessly wjjj* the
1

'Squire. They are, as I said of Lovelocks and his tame elephant, some-
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what ‘injudicious jests.’ Obstreperous1 and misled as John Bull,
my dear master/ is," lie is a Christian at bottom, and has bowels; and,
moreover, odd notions about decency- and humanity.”—Ally looked as
black as the north.-—“ While the 'Squire's cocks fought well, and cash
was plenty, he sometimes gave himself airs of admiring genealogies and
Scotch pibrochs, and all that stuff, though marrow-bones and cleavers.

Or a change on the steeple bells, are nearer John's true mark in music."
“ Any thing but a Bob Major," quoth Ally briskly, recovering the

face Bob suddenly lost. “ Whatever your grave worship may*be pleased
to think of my comrade, a ’cuter lad than hq now padding off is hot in
your bands; and nothing comes amiss to him. He'll chalk you up* five

hundred * Down with Gaffers ' of a morning before drinking his first pot,
and snuffle you through a long-winded homily, once a quarter or so, in
what you would swear was the very voice? of the old gentlewoman's own
chaplain,—I promise you he has the trick of it ;—tip you a chirp to
the blowens, and turn you off a broadside between hands. Now you
have him the German Doctor, trying (with the horn) to make John
swallow what he calls antidotes to Madam's poisonous nostrums, as grave
as if he were the chief of Greta himself ; next (commend me to a fellow

to whom nothing comes wrong) playing the puppets to Punch in yon
Fair booth ;—now the Jack Pudding himself, diverting the 'Squire till he
got sulky, into broad grins, with legerdemain and hocus-pocus. How the
grinning ninny was wont to roar at the tricks we got up to amuse him ;

but since this last damned crotchet took him, the devil himself can't make
him laugh. The ’Squire with his sharp wits found us all out too

so he did ! It was all devil's money that we conjured into his pockets.

There came no good of those pancakes we made in his hat in the

way of filling his belly,” the 'Squire told us in his own bright fashion.

The foreign jugglers did it better. <c Nowr that's a cursed lie of

Master John's.”

Ally did not mention that the Squire found out that these shews, and
crowds had been got together to cover picking his pocket of crowns

and half-crowns ; besides favouring the regular thieves, who grabbed at

his fob, and often filched his snuff-horn and Bandana.
“ Hold your peace. Ally, and know 'tis your master you mock," said

Bob ; who, among his many‘fits, sometimes took a High and Mighty honest
fit, by way of change ; a symptom with which Ally himself was never

once troubled, and which he would tauntingly call the mule-twist,*

Bob's father having been a weaver. “ Neither you nor your chums
were born or bred in this parish, and can't know the humour of the

'Squire ; he may laugh at yon cogging knaves, bnt depend on’t they'll

get more of his kicks than his halfpence in the end."

Ally, who conceived his own hempseed, the ’Squire's name-son, included

in Bob's lecture, muttered " You be hanged !” and wheeled round to

Atty O'Bradley ; who, however, seemed much of Bob's mind. Give

Hookey his will, and the whole legions and tribes of ballad-mongers

and caterwaulers of all sorts would have been tramped off to measure

their feet by the rounds of the Tread-mill, or beat hemp in Bridewell.

To his own long experience of actual business, a tight, sharp-eared,

black-eyed chambermaid, about Bill’s back-stairs, or a little Fretfch

milliner, was, whether with John or his wife, or anyone else,,an agent

. y -— ' '"V" • »-r--

* A particular kind of yarn we believe.
*'
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worth a score of them. Had he not himself, who, God wot, knew no-

thing about metre-verse, tripped up Gentle Georgy, that mighty ballad-

monger, with one whiff.—" Give me a lad that will look sharp, and do as

he is bid—none of your hurdy-gurdy knaves for me.” And Hookey

would grin at the presumption of Ally's small clerks, and to see them

blow out and swell, in spite of their pretended reverence for Prince

Rusty and all his family, if their small wares were overlooked at mar-

ket. " What, after all, were your Raw Ducklings andStorm-in-a-gutters

to lads of spunk and mettle like them ? They had a devil of a mind to

cut Rusty and the whole /concern, and take John by the band/*
w«Ally, my good friend, you’ll particularly oblige me by keeping your

scullions expectant in the kilchen henceforth,” said Hookey, in his

game way. " Meanwhile, Bob, a word with you and Atty stalked to

a private box of the tap-room, and Bob sneaked after, while Ally made

faces at both.

CHAPTER VI.

Shewing what passed between Hookey and Sly Bob ; and the Dancing and
racket in Bill Boswains back-parlour.

There was dead silence while Hookey lighted his dhudeen ; for, like

the ghosts. Bob would never, at such times, speak, till spoken to.

"All up with you*now, Bob,” quoth Atty;

—

“puff! puff! puff
!”

for, short of wind at all times, his meershaum often eked out his meaning.

He saw clearly through Bob, all save a few odd crannies and corners,

at which clear-sighted Bob never could have guessed. Lil.e a goose

with its head tucked under its wing, which fancies itself invisible, he
was always sure 'Squire John did not see him ; yet Hookey had a sort of

good opinion of him too, as one who knew something of John's matters

;

now Ally he heartily despised, and would call him " The Talking Po -

tatoy

"All up with your worship,” quoth Bob;—"as how? puff! puff!
puff !*\ for Bob dearly loved to blow a small cloud about him, like his

betters ; whence he would talk forth like a Heathen oracle.—" As how ?

—as if you did not know all that goes forward in John's tabernacle.

How will Rusty and the Old Gentlewoman stand the brush of Gaffer and
Madam, in their second sally ?” *

*. Bob sighed. " If there's a Gaffer Grey in John's house, there's a
grey mare in Bill Boswain's stable,” said he, at length and Atty
nodded, “ Ilit the nail.”

Bill was, at one time, you must know, all for Madam, and for humouring
John ; but now he would shake his head and say, he feared she was not
the woman Gaffer gave her out for ; nor quite the thing. He'd let Mrs.
Bull and her fight it out between them* His wife knew Madam of old

for a plaguy meddlesome breed-bate, who had made a sad rumpus Hear
her father's small cabin in the Oak Forest. He hoped it was not all

true ; but it was said ; the smart Bar-maid of the B9ack Bear had sworn
it to his wenches. His wife had the honour to be a cousin-german of
Prince Rustyfusty, and had a monstrous bad opinion of Madam.” .

4, " So far good for Bill's lady,” said Bob; " but if that raw, ignorant,
peevish, green-sickness country wench, John's new wife, persist in giv-
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ing herself airs about her Virtue, forsooth ! and squeak and sing out as
she has lately done, if the Most Mighty and Potent offer her* were it
but a civil salute?” . «
" Why, then, suppose a little gentle violence, Bobby

; just to colour
decently what many guess to be the young woman's secret inclination,
if she durst speak."

*

“ Oh, Lord I” cried Bob.
“Gadzooks, with your squeamish stuff about hurting her constitution

;

don't you see Gaffer will have Madam up stairs, for good, before you
can say Jack Robinson, if you don't look sharp;” and with that a thun-
dering knock comes to^fche box-door, and in rushed the Pettifogger* Sir
Dismal Wavcrer, and Neddy Lovelockl; and after them came Toby
Philpots, and a lot of gossoons.

,

“ There y°u swill at your ease, and.Madam and Gaffer ail but up
stairs ; and what is one poor dfd gentlewoman's Resistance, though sh*
do employ tooth and nail ; and an aged and cripple Prince, who, though
he has the face of a lion ” •

*

u Has the heart of a mouse/' quoth Atty. Puff / puff! puff!“ Call you this standing by your friends, and making tip for past
shortcomings?” cried the Welchman. And there was fighting Winchy
in a corner, vapouring and squaring at his own shadow on the wall, and
blustering out, “ Say black is the eye of Bill's wifi# and I'll box any
man for a farthing !” and this lie would bawf out every now and then,
in the midst of business or prayers, no matter which, without either
rhyme or reason. In rushed Ally, his eyes like coals, and his hair on
end. •

" UP • all up !—all my pains thrown away ! John's wife and her
virtue-^-the devil (Unfound both !''—-And to it they went, calling each
other an/thing but gentlemen. 4,
“ Orator Mansie is of my mind,” quoth one. a Keep the jade out by

all means." m
"Sir Dismal and Ilecklepins think with me,” cried another. **Make

believe to let he* come in, and crush her to death between the stair-

doors.”

But just in the nick of time arrives a dirty gossoon, from Bill

Boswair/s back stairs, with a few hen scratches on a bit of the whity
brown, allowcd for singeing the geese, put forth to Hookey, by her called
Soldier's Joy, one of hiB favourite wenches, saying,—

Cheer up, Champion ! Bill's wife is our own ; and Lumberoourt
Lackland; the Cheesemonger and his wife, the young Monster, the
getts, and all the powder-monkies ; and as for your own loving, stout-

hearted wenches, they will scratch Madam’s eyes out ere she get in, and
serve her Gaffer with the same sauce.

“ Dear Hookey's, to command,
.

" Jenny DmVBti.
“ P.S.—Pretty Bar-maid saw Missis to-day.
" Second P.S.—Bearer will tell more/'

Here was cheering and clapping of hands.
“ Draw the gossoon a half-pint, and score to me /” shouted old Bags,

and they all shouted, and laughed, and clapped hands again at the
generosity of Bags, and then the gossoon was examined.
“ All our wenches would see Gaffer at the devil,” said he. ** A low-

lived, pitiful, puritanic, snivelling rogue S—He I—a pretty steward, in-

died ! Never a hop or junketting since he got the place Wneither beer
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iu hand, whije Jim# Bend* a hasty message to the 'Stripe, telling hriiw

how Oddly matters were looking. k ,

*

4

1 tro^Jolm’s house was in a fine mess this same night i JJws, and
Chrbnie, and Specify, and the wjiole, dying * up stairs and Stairs^

and all the lads flourishing their marrow-bones, and roaring aqtjung
civil to Bill Bhswain. Off 'jrurdo sends a caddie hot-foot, to let Peg
lcitow wliat was going forward ; and she kilts me uglier tartan petticoat,

fillS her lap with stones, sticks h£r dirk in«her kerchief to he at hand,
puts a ltytle oatmeal in her pock, and stood reacj^ for* tlie brulzie ; and
ne'er to cry “ a barley! in John’s cause," she said .

—

“

Is Jlubtyfubty clean
dementit ?" quoth she. ‘ (’an Bill Bo’swain be flredhiiBg? Do they
ken who, when all comes to is master o* th^ house ? Cefctes, they
w'ho play bowls with^my brother John, when his beard'sj^ble£z&, m^y
look for rubbers : and I'm sure (she muttered Quietly) Ise no grudge

’

*f
the Auld Lady get a clamehewit in tlyfcbygoing. It might no* ^et me

to ^t ii*$ny hand
; bht if Pat, poor fellow', put the redding stroke,

would but look like a ju&t retribution."
^Pat was already hallooing and laying about him, for practice. John

owned W^was greatly obliged to them; but while his^wifp ^+ood
faithful terhim, his own hand should keep his own head. Taxd lovingly
and truly did Mrs. Bull in this night of ealaihily act by her husband.
I told you that Gn#ysteel, persisting in Madam not Swing he*,prayers
backwards, had rather chfllen to stand with her at th$*Soor, or,go down
stairs, and that same long night Mrs. Bull never closed her eye $ and
next morning early she sendsjjff a message to Bill Boswain, as good as
bidding him do hiMufy, or dread her husband's displeasure. Whatever
former wiges miglit liave done, she was resohed tu do her duty as be-
came a faithful anjl loving helpmate, in resisting the vill inous attempts
of that arch ktove that had impoverished and iiibu]|ed her husband's
family for generation*.. Farther, she begged to say, tluffe till she saw
what turn matters took, she was resolved to keep the keys of her bus*
band qgjfctrong box herself ; and if Hookey and Sl^y Bob took the

,
place

alter that, let them provide for the nouse-kceping. The tenants, more-
over, swore they would not pay a farthing of rent till they saw how
the money went—they® id reqgjgfco 'Squire Joli^'p, and not to Hookey's
order|^ “ Wliat a termagant !” said Bob ; but the family were in rap-
tijjps writh her; and when the 'Squire hegrd of the noble spirit and fide-

lity °f kis wife, he kissed her before the whole house, and vowed that
wft*e unmarried to-morrow, he would be ready to take hack to hi6

the ®°ttr faithful creature who had stood by him in his adversity,
“ Whatever Bill," said he

—

ff But least said is soonest mended."—John
4pnew well w}iat [i was be a married man himself. ^ >

But we left Gaffer Grey at Bill's fore-door, " May it plea&e you,”
said he, “ to settle the 'Squire's affair,—the sooner the better now.
Prince Rugty pretends that without your certificate he can't believe you
wish Madam in—a scrape of your pen will do it :—here's a jiice clean-
nibbed one ready. If not, I must throw up my place ; there ate but two
ways for me." Bill's wife gives Bill a jog on the elb$w to speak up, as
Hookey and the Old Gentlewoman had desired him. “ Don't you see
Bill has got my Mistress's handkerchief tied round his finger for his whit-
low," c^ed one wench .

—

“

It's very bad for his IMbfch Jo keep? poking
and scribbling," cried another. " It hurts his nerves ; 4e never can
*le$p afte^it." u My business is with Bill, Ma'am," quoth Greysteel

‘ “ Ayv
' quoth Bill sheepishly, " J'll let you know all afoul it
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betimes in the morning ;** -and thinkJtag'Gdffer Jiad shewed off, oufpope
Hookey's long runm from a closet at the hlacf of the back-stairs, where
jfcjte wejkhep Kept theiypails and dusters. Gaffer saw him well enough,
but did not think jt'worfhlvhiltf to' take any notice/tmt making his bow
respe&fhHy, he walked off as stiff as a poker. ’ Bill’s fag* Ibokgd blue
and tWitchy ; and wishing to be civil, he cries, “ You'll surely take
a morstel of Bubble and Squeak with us ere you go ; viny wife has it juist

ready/* No, thank yc/'^ays Gaffer, (( my business lies with 'Squire

Bull, and admits of no delay. But as she has so much good compaify to-day,

your lady will perhaps mend your commons/'
#
Mrs, Bill’s maids affected

to giggle; and onS wench cries “ You'll surely sell Hookey a bargain of
Broom, Gaffer,—as you have no more need of it yourself." “ My Broom,
Ma'am, c6n speak for itself," replied Greysteel. Art#so it did, and boldly
too, as the story gifes;* and to tho consternation of the intended pur.
chasers. But this ismore like the old-world tales of witchcraft and ne!JJ

croinancy than thin^Pfchat fall out in these gospel days ; especially When
jillflirts in back-stairs put in their oar ; for which reason it is omit ted i#*

this veritable history. Certain it is, however. Gaffer brought off his

magic Broqjn, a staff at his need, and a rod in pickle. v
A rare junketting went on in Bill's back-parlour this same night. No

word of Bubble and Squeak now ; but gulravaching on chi|)e, and turkey,
and every thing John's larder had of thebest, andan extra cupgoing to cure
Bill's dumps ; forthough the wenches and young gallants looked swaggering
enough. Bill's heart misgave him as often as he thought of his promise to

John, and of the dismissal of Gaffer. Perhaps too, he missed John’s honesfe

hip-hipand hurraover his cups, crying as he’d done of late, “ Here's to thee,

honest Bill, my hearty, thou art the flower of the flock, and vety pride of

thy father's family !" For a time it seemed as if poor Bill really lo\ eil

John, andtliked to see him happy, prosperous, and good-humoured ; for

though not among the deepest of heads, Bill was an honest fellow, and
had a shrewd guess that John had been scurvily treated. You mpy say,

if this was so, how did* matters geiwSo far out of joint and I shall tell

you. Besides the wenches, there never werJ so many “ dour devils"

about any one mans' business. Bill had it of bloo^—John too was dour at

a time—Sly Bob took*the mule-tv ist^^himself and Gaffer wag^dour,

—but Hookey was ten dours ; and had moreover set his heart omTwiving

Gaffer Out ; to compass which, he would even bring in Madam!
Even now while the light-o’-love damsels were dancing round him at her
dirgie, as theyfanciedhe was ponderinghow to please John’s wifejn the first

place, and play Blue Beard with her afterwards. “ "tl^hat noisSwthat ?"

quoth forlorn Bill, as the flddler's screeched, the beakers flowed, and th(^

dancers thumped around him, all at Master John’s expense too. And
forward dances a sharp wench, and claps his quilted night-cap on his

pate, bidding him take a nap.
—

“

That's not my poor 'Squire Bull's or-

dinary voice," sighed Bill. It was indeed Mrs. Bull's peremptory mes-
sage to himself ; but he must not hear of that till Hookey was consulted.

But I treffy worse noises came ere long, which made them all hear on
the deafest sides of*their heads,-—a pack of forward baggages and thank-
less varlets, eating at John's expense the good white bread divided by
Greysteel, and coUeaguing with the discarded knaves at the Hoie-id-

the-wajU to turn hiiWJut ; carrying every eaves-dropping tale thg^could
to those rascals.

ts You may swear these cogging knaves and brawling gip^esVill nil be

against you and the 'Squire," said Tims tl e cloy gr printer's devil to Cfctf*

2 s 2
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fer ;
“ as long os their vailb depend on Prince Rusty having liis will of

John's \ri{e,*

John said he left all to Bill as head-steward, though it irked him to

see such cattle kept in his pay. “ When is Bill* going to turn off >the

head^spieksaper ?" Chrome would say ;
" I don't above half like Mas*

ter Hobkey's chiufeis having charge of your bull-dogs and birding-pieces."

" %ovar own very varlets impudently say, Madam shall never get up
stairs," quoth Tims.—" Some Howe, or no llowe, they'll shove her off.

—So they say.—It may be my fidgety humour, bat I don't above half

like the hang-dog look of Bill's wife's dismissed tea-kettle boy. What
is hf) hanging on for, pray, about the back-stairs ?

* No good I guess.

I wish to my heart Gaffer would appoint honester bailiffs to those farms
of yours,—too intinude all with the gamekeepers : handy-dandy rogues of
Hookey's one and all of them, and all in place still," John would shake
His noddjjp ; as much as owning, poor soul, that he wlmm it most concerned
was not in the secret, and had, indeed, next toWthing to say in the

<i$|natter, if lie were. • t

" Why, pray, did Bill Boswain and his wife not ^at custard with Al-
derman Templebar,one ofyour honour’s best tenants? Is ifbec^se Ilookey
cannot, in going there, be tied to Mrs. Bill's apron-string, or Bill's slob-
bering bib? Hfcns would say, for he was saucy enough sometimes.

—

"Why,—instead of eating a lunch, which the Aldegman would give
them hospitably and handsomely, as lie has given to as'good in his day,
drive past his door, as if the foul Fiend was $t their heels? Is it be-
cause Hookqy hates John's best tenant as the devil does early mass?
Why this cursed ^Hookey has bewitched them ; they seem to think more
of him, than of you 'Squire and all your generation."
“ Lord, Tims, what can I tell ! I only see wliat is what. I have my

own thoughts too. Is it not hard enough that I can set my nosr nowhere,
but this Hookey casts up in my dish—the devil for ever confound him

!

But let me first knock the brains out of Prince llusty, my good fellow

;

and, I warrant me, I manage Hookey" "You must not say knock
down, 'Squire ; that’s cleft against law, whatever it may be with gospel.
Your business is to kiclf him out, and keep him out, of your house, which
is your castle ; but by no maiAr of means to speak of knocking down,
unles&fcie resist with tooth and nail, and you have the law on your side.
Your wifekeeping yourkeys,however, andyourtenants takingcaretowhom
$ey pay rent is another guess matter."—" Lord, Tims, you are mighty
Particid&k His Serene Highness, himself, in his rages, says, 'tis all
one tojgp!/'^ "Her should know best, quoth Tims.” A sharp spark as

^any going, 1*11 assure you this same Tims ; up early and down late, hb
ears on hb nock, and his eyes glancing and prying every where. Prince
Ilustyfusty hated him like the Old Ono. Now you'd find him in Covent
Garden, pricing Scotch reds, then down to Billingsgate to cheapen
mackerel, and whip round to Bill's back-stairs, to see what the maids and
varlets were after, A fine poking he kept into their sluts' corners about
this same time. Now he'd be at the Old Bailey, seeing a score fellows
sent to be hanged off a morning for filching John’s di&clouts or such like,
and then off to inquire what Old Bags was about. He was a mighty fre-
quenter of the playhouse, too ; but often pretendedJo be at such places,
when Really skulking about the Hole-in-the-wall,W under the benches
at the Mitre, with his Wellington ears on his pate,—as much tip to all

h roguery as if, a sworn brother of the ken An honest lad though,—find,
though ne\ er forgetting the main chance, true as steel to John, who ad-
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mired him and hie helpers exceedingly,‘though ty was Gaffer's weakness to

pretend sometimes he did*not know him, when he met him in the street.

It was about this time the followers of the 'Squire and of the Most
Potent came to be^known as the Steels, and the Rusty*; a name which
they retain to tffls hour ;—and ever after that, as often as they j^et at

foot-ball, or in a tap-room, to they would fall; and the Steel*

would beat home the others, who would squeak from their holes and
corners, “ Long Live Prmce Oligarch, and hi* Champion, the brave

Hookey’*—“ No German Sausage ; No Grey Mare* the Steel* would
roar ; and out they would sally, again, with their quarter-staves, and
scour the Btreets, leaving their marks, when provoked, in broken sconces,

and bloody noses, till Rusty's varlets durst not venture out at last, even
at dusk.—But after a storm comes a calm ; and a' bright day was now
dawning on ’Squire John, as you shall by and by learn in the concluding

chapter of this our veritable history.

THE TWELFTH OF AUGUST

BY A HILL-SIDE PREACHER.

There is only one pleasure worth living for, and that is grouse shooting.

The week which commences with the 12th of August is not only a pe-

riod of unalloyed bliss, but a littlq oasis in the desert of life, upon which

one's thoughts may dwell for the rest of the year. From August to

January we prattle of our mighty deeds, and recal every spot, every

moment, every little event, with the fond minutenesS of a lover. We
brag of the dozens we bagged on the 12th, when our feet are on the

fender, and the balmy port glows like a huge ruby, in the light of the

winter-fire, and the thudding and howling of the wind without, tells of

the snow-drift whirling in huge, dense whirlpools, amid the inmost moun-
tain glens, the scenes of our summer sport, and whelming everything

that draws vital breath.

Again, from Januarf to August, we indulge in the brightest anticipa-

tions. As the spring advances, we watch the weather, and calculate, with

alternate hopes and fears, the chances of the breeding season. Under

the pretext of a fishing excursion, we fiy off to the mountains, where

we wander about with fishing-rods and dies over our sliou^jters, but

in reality watching the feathered denizens of the heather. ' ftot but

that we at times abandon ourselves to the feeling of the season. In

the foreground the young sprouts of the heather are springing up,

like so many live emeralds, amid the black spaces left by the m«<r-

hurn. Further away, a surface of intermingling black moss, and brown
heather, and green grass, swells and sinks into a thousand huge hum-
locks of hills and winding glens, losing themselves in the blue dis-

tance. Overhead, is a canopy of cool, grey clouds, through the inter-

stices of which a Tong hazy beam of light may at times be seen stretching

to the earth, like the sail of a gigantic windmill, casting a spot of bright-

ness now upon th& side of a distant hill, and anon upon some silver

stream, rippling ana swirling over the rooks and pebbles. The efiund of

happy life is abroad on the mild air: for the bee bumbles among the

moss ; and the grdtn plover, with its elegant crest, stalks*afc a little

tance, churming its amorous note; and the black-cock rustles, with
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drooped pinions and spread tail, 1 in humble emulation of the gigantic

pride of the farm-yard. Further away, high in the air, the wliaup

wheels in devious circles, screaming with ecstacy.> The burns, too, con-

tribute their notes to swell the harmony, either bubbling and simmer-

ing, rjghly brown, through the long grass and heather/or, broader and

more pellucid grown^ singing over the stones, “ wi* a pleasing din.” It

is impossible to look at their cool, glassy surface, without dropping in

the hook, and the moment it touches the water, a sharp-set trout gob-

bles it down, and spins above the surface, or tug-tugs at our limber

wand ; and, in a few moments, is lying, fresh and plump, on the yet

curling brackens, which line our willow fishing-creel. And amid such

sights and sounds, we spend one day of dreamy bliss, mending our mo-
rals, and fitting ourselves for the enjoyment of the 12th of August.

The interval which must still elapse before the advent of that bright

day is generally spent in town. Often, however, do our hearts yearn

after the heathery hills ; and every inhabitant of the district whom busi-

ness forces to seek the noisy streets, and every traveller whose route

has lain through it, is strictly catechised, regar«M|MH^k|ra2^^s the

young brood. The state of forwardness of the pouts^fflPfcfcccssivo

moisture or drought of the season, the growing ascendancy of the black

cocks, whom the advance of tillage is throwing back upon liis dwarfish

kindred, much in the same way that the warlike Indians of the coast

were driven among the ruder tribes of the mountains, by the progress of

the white-faces—are eagerly and reiteratedly canvassed. As the wislied-

for day appj?paches, our fears and hopes assume an increased degree of

intensity, arttf shift and vary with more rapid interchange. Not only

the weather, and the conflicting testimony of men from the mountains,

unite to perplex uk—dreams of poachers now begin to haunt our sleep :

—-but this is a new chapter.

We are no game preservers. In the low country ifc is possible to in-

crease the number of beads of partridge to an almost indefinite amount,
but only by immense exertions, and at the risk of alienating the labour-

ing peasantry by the savage strictness witli which an odious law is en-

forced, and rendering the farm^s sullen on account of the extra quantity

of grain stealers they are forced to tolerate. But to preserve the heath-

game—the very word is a mockery. It is too wild and free a product to

be nursed into plumpness, and too sturdy to be materially diminished by
the fair shooting of the scanty human population within its limits. It

is only the insane attempt to preserve it that has rendered it scarce in

certain districts. Two or three gentlemen take a lease of the shooting
over a Highland farm ; and anxious to astonish their lowland kin, by the
number of brace they bag the first day, take strict precautions to pre-
serve the game. They entertain shrewd suspicions that every hairy-

houghed kilted herd whom they see stalking over the braes and through
the mosses, has a long single barrel at home, and that his sheep-colley has
been trained to stand to a hare or a moor-foul :—nor does their suspi-

*. cion wrong liini. So, to scare all interlopers they engage a regular York-
shire-bred game-keeper to watch over their interests in these parts.

York asks no better. He instals himself in the shooting box about the
beginning of winter ; runs up accounts forwhisky wijji every person wlio
will trust him; tries to seduce half-a-dozen fair-haired encoded lasses,

hut fails like a grim tyke as he is ; quarrels with every honest lad in

Me district ; claps up an acquaintance with the ^iard of the coach
srhich passes nearest to his domicile ; sets to work when the dogs Are
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Rent up to him for training about the beginning of August, and picks off

every feather and clout he can clap his eye upon, despatching tl\em to
some Edinburgh poulterer by his friend the guard ; and endeavours to
poison the earsvOf his masters against alfthe honest folks in the neigh-
bourhood. The truth comes out, at last when some part of his%mduct
begins to excite suspicion, and th#Whisky bills come pouring in ; and the
rascal is dismissed, but not until he has harried the country-side of its

game, and destroyed the peace of the neighbourhood, and lined his own
pockets well. And this is called preserving game ! Nonsense, let the
decent farmers and their herds gratify the propensities of nifture by tak-
ing a chance shot, and they will respect your rights by leaving eflmigli

and to spare. No huckstering peddling game-merchant will then approach
your chase, and the muir-burn will be kindled at the proper season,

and with due precaution to prevent the destruction of eggs.

We lose patience when we think of the absurd importance attributed

by ^squires to the preservation of gaijie, and the exquisite folly of

he oppressive law* by which they seek to enforce it. We know of no
tter receipt for converting a sturdy honest peasantry into a knot of

lawless desperadoes than the game laws. It is not easy to show how a

landlord has a greater right of property in the partridge which scratches

its nest together in the hollow of his corn-rig, than in the crow which con-

structs its more solid edifice among the branches of the stately trees which

surround his mansion. It is still more difficult to explain why he should

have this right, and not the farmer, at whose expense the bird is reared.

The peasant reasons thus when*he is fined or iqiprison^ for ffclung a

chance-sliot at a bird ; and his natural passions drive him on to tease

his persecutor by repeating the offence. The consciousness that he liar,

been imprison lessens his self-respect ; and the companions he meets with

there still further undermine, by their loose conversation, his tottering

virtue. And here the self-indulgence of that very class whose greedy mo-
nopoly of pleasure exposed him to contamination spreads another snare for

him, the wives and daughters of the men who punish him for poaching

tempt him to the offence by offering a high price for game. He yields to

the lure, and makes a farther advance towards crime by beginning to

practise for gain, what the universal consent of those to whom he has been

accustomed to look up as to his betters, half-persuades him is wrong. He
is now entered as a free brother of that guild of from hand-to-mouth

livers, composed of the lower and more disreputable class of horse-

dealers, travelling-tinkers, fellows who frequent race-courses with thim-

ble-boards and wheels of fortune, dog-breakers,—the black-legs in short

of the lower world. He is punished again and again ; and every fresh

infliction confirms him in the habit of defiance to the censure of the indus-

trious portion of the community. At last, with a heart thoroughly seared

and selfish, placed in a situation beneath which he cannot fall, he com-

mits some deed which sends him to the hulks or the gallows: and the

fair-haired boy who once lay of a Sunday among the tedded grass con-

ning the bible, or tripped, holding by his grandfather's hand, to the

humble parish church, or leaned between his fathers knees when the

family circle gathered round the huge peat-fire of a winter evening,

imbibing unconsciously habits of shrewd inquiry, and sentiments of

stubborn honesty, is a lost and miserable wreck, a thing well nigh divest-

ed of humanity* And they whose thoughtlessness caused this min, turn

up their eyes when they hear his name, and wonder how men can "be-

come such villains.
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This is no overcharged picture. There is not a village in Scotland

where we could not point out one or two individuals advancing rapidly

along the dreary path we Wve attempted to describe. And what ought to

strike our Nimrods with deeper remorse, many a one of them has been first

taught to love field-sports by some neighbouring laird, who, finding the

boy, sharp-eyed and ready-witted, praised and encouraged his cleverness

at finding game, and liired him day after day from his tasks or his toil ;

and, as soon as he had taught him the pleasures of idleness, “ whistled him
down the wind to prey at fortune." But a day of retribution has come.

These men are now organized into bands who assist each other. They
have their game-depots and hucksters in every district, who stand in

connexion with all the black-fishers and irregular shots of the neigh-

bourhood, and with their brothers in trade throughout the kingdom.
They are prompt to defend each other with the strong hand, if need be,

and when any one falls into the gripe of law, a common purse is made for

him. Some other time we may give an account of the field labourers—
one of the mercantile miners of the concern is at present most dis-

tinctly visible to our imnd's eye.

We cannot accurately determine how many years have passed over our
heads since first Jock made his appearance among the honest in-

habitants of——> like a thing that had dropped from the moon. No one
knew him or whence he came ; he was a loutish looking elf, and stam-
mered most dreadfully.* During the fishing season he was constantly

to be seen with a huge black fishing-rod in his hands, in the use of

which be seemed tolerably expert. Gradually people began to discover

that, notwithstanding Ills seeming silliness, Jock always managed to sell

his trouts, even to the most experienced haggler, at a high price. One
spring he betook himself to dealing in singing birds ; and we have reason
to remember this stage of his career, seeing that he once, in the days
of our inexperience, managed to dispose of a partridge pout to us under
the specious designation “ of a p—prime young laverock.” A suspicion

began about this time to take hold of the minds of the county gentle-

men, that Jock was not altogether ignorant of the cause of the increased

abstraction of game from their preserves. Being narrowly watched,
ho was once or twice entrapped, and deep and dire were the oaths of
vengeance he swore when the whisky was in his head, and the wit out
of it. Suddenly, however, he appeared in a new character. A bonnet
laird in the neighbourhood, who was understood to be possesed of the
mystic ploughgate (the quantity of land required in Scottish statutes to
be held by every son of Adam who shall dare to draw a trigger
upon a partridge), deputed Jock to "shoot over,” as the phrase goes,
his kail-yard ; and Jock took out the license accordingly. The kail-

yard must have been extremely well-stocked, for from that moment
Jock has never failed to dispatch daily during the season, huge boxes
of game to the capital, and across the border, to say nothing of the
splendid variety that may be seen at all times in his store room. Ill-

natured people add, moreover, that he is no great dab at a mark. He
now, thanks to his success in trade, swaggers along the crown of the
causeway, in a light-coloured, big-pocketed fustain jacket, and a jaunty

* He was the established flouting stock ot the country lasses on a market-day.
Even then, however, he exhibited some turn for moralizing. “ Eh ! hear to him
manting,” said a buxom wench, one morning, with a basket of butter on her arm.
** Folk sudna mak fools o’ gomerals,1* replied Jock.
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Kilmarnock cowl, btriped alternately blue and red. > The hesitation in
his speech has also manifestly decreased when he ^oes not speak in
anger or in drink. Even from the first there "Was an* aristocratic air
about Jock—something of that careless roll in his gait which Byron
affected to cover his lameness. It was also remarked that he evaded
mysteriously all questions relating to his parentage, and never could
learn to speak to any man except upon terms Iff the most perfect
familiarity and equality. Birth, however, like murder, will come out.

It so happened that Jock was entangled in a .law-plea with a noble
landed proprietor, celebrated for the strictness with which he enforces
the game-laws. Our hero was victorious, but it struck him that there
had been something unhandsome in the behaviour of his adversary, and
he determined to take a noble revenge. One day his lordship was
standing before a shop door as Jock was passing with a burden of hare,
skins : the occasion was too tempting, and the malcontent affecting to
reel, made his burden rattle on the Peer's face. Sacrilege like this

could never be allowed to go unpunished, and Irak was immediately
Committed to gaol by the horror-struck Provost, too chanced to be pre-
sent. Next day Lord was attending a meeting of Justices of the
Peace, when an old crone handed in a petition, announcing herself as
the mother of Jock, discovering that he was a natural son of the old Duke
of Q , and praying for his enlargement. The gentlemen present
laughingly interceded with his Lordship in behalf of his new]y,discovered
cousin, and the culprit was set at liberty. A few days after this, Jock
was met by one of the intercessors, swaggering as usual under the in-

fluence of his morning. “ Bless me, Jock," saiff our friend, “ what
tempted you to insult your cousin." “ 0—cousin," hiccuped Jock,
“ d—n him ! He’s no o’ our side o* the house at a*.” •

But enough of Jock and his long-legged understrappers. We have
no particular interest in tho preservation of game, not having the good
fortune to have been born among the lords of the soil ; and the more
dangerous feelings that have been engendered by oppressive game laws

may be cured by thobe who excited them. Still, on the approach of the

12th of August, when we reflect how narrow a patch our southern moors
are, and how accessible to Jock’s well-organized band, we do feel mis-

givings oil the subject of poachers, and wish them all most heartily to

the devil.

All such unchristian thoughts evanish, however, the moment we take

our place on the night-mail, on the 11th of August. Our gun-cqpe has

been deposited with anxious care beneath the inside seat, our small

portmanteau in the front-boot, an^ our two faithful veteran pointers

are looking anxiously down from the space intervening between the

coachman’s box, and the passengers* seat. The glare of the lights, the

shuffling of quick passing feet on the pavement, the rattling of boxes,

and the swearing of men, joined to their unwonted situation, have

brought them to their wit’s end. “ All’s right !" cries the guard. We
spring to our place, and seize the chain attached to their collars ; tan-

ta-ra goes the horn ,* rattle go the wheels ; the vehicle plunges back-,

wards and forwards like a ship in the short seas, then gives a tremend-

ous jolt upwards, and bounds forward over the stones ; the poor brutes,

maddened with fear and astonishment, set up a lamentable howl, and
attempt to precipitate themselves from opposite 'bides of the coach. Coax-

ing, threatening, pulling, cuffing, and patting, our tongue mid arms ate

alike exhausted ere we reach the outskirts of the town. There our
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canine fritods^elax^a* little in *Jieir convulsive efforts; and keeping a

sharp eye* on their^otLpns, we wrap our huge boat-cloak closely round

us, and rolkh<tanding(y toward beneath a bright moon, stooping at

times through a fleecy cloud, and casting partial gleams upon tree,

tower, stream, and the ground haze which encircles the base of the

distant hill. All is silent around save the barking of the village curs,

awakeiled by our rattling wheels ; and we drop by degrees into a soft

reverie.

Tn this state we continue, with slight interruptions, till we reach the

gorge of the hill-country. “ If we have rain to-night it will meet us

here/* says the experienced guard ; and scarcely arc the words out of

his mouth till we see an ugly cloud raise its lubber length over the brow

of the nearest hill, to look down upon us, tfcen. perceiving our defence-

less situation, stretching itself out like a man yawning, till its head is

interposed between us and the moon, and lastly, like the malicious Ktihle-

born, throwing itself down upon us in one huge unbroken gush, while

from a thousand glqni as many currents of wind, wakening at once, lift

their voices, and rusri howling down upon the very point where we are,

eddying, struggling, roaring, and sobbing around us, and dashing oceans

of spray in our faces. Vain are umbrellas—these feeble guards against

town-bred showers—in such a situation. Their only use would be to

bear us off the coach like parachutes, in order that we might he depo-

sited, after riding the ring of the blast, with broken bones, upon one or

other of these cairns. Vain too is even our seven-fold cloak, for the

dogs are at their mad work again, aijd in our efforts to keep them at

our feet, our form is exposed defenceless to the tempest. The coach

.

man bends forward his head to shelter his face from the opposing blast,

the horses alternately stagger on, or stop to turn aside from the storm,

and thus, slowly and cheerlessly, we toil through the gloom. We ha\e

felt pleasure in pressing forward against a tempest like this on foot

;

our spirits rose, and we shouted aloud, and dared ^he spirit of the

storm to increase his efforts, as an old Scandinavian challenged his Odin
to mortal grapple ; but, shivering and helpless on the top of a coach,

the contest is unequal :—we are fairly cowed.

Thank Heaven, day has dawned at last ; the rain has ceased to fall ;

the exhausted wind howls heavily and sullenly up the strath ; the watery

dark grey clouds cling to the summits of the hills, their white fringes

stretching at times down the brink of a gully ; the earth looks drenched
and battered, and the fir trees look doubly black, llalf-an-hour brings

us to the inn where we learn that our impatient comrades were off the

moment the rain was over, leaving % stout sheltie to bring us to the ren-

dezvous. Our pointers are fit for no work to-day, so they must to the

stable. Next moment, having slipped into dry garments, slung our shot-

belt and powder-flask across our shoulders, and taken our good gun in

our hand, we spring upon our diminutive steed ; and before the aston-

ished ostler is convinced that the reins have been twitched from his

hands we are clattering up the hill-side. What a view from the top !

On one side brown undulating moorlands stretch away to the foot of the

central range, on the other a bright river winds through green holms
to Yes ! the clouds are rising ! There is the first flash of the
Solway through the ground mist. Gradually the day brightens till old

Saddleback shews himself in the distance. “ The noon will look, on a
aultry day," and we must therefore be at work the moment the wind has
whistled the rain-drop from the heather. Thi^ i« better than the
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contests and strugglesof mfen—even though a return b\\\ begfehe object

:

so let us dbaunt to the clatter of ourqpalfreyVfe$t*an allegorical fare-

veil to contention*

Here part we, my comrades

;

The struggle is o’er,

And X care for our martial

Pastime no more.

Let who will seek a pleasure

In drill and parade,

Since the danger is over

1 throw down my blade.

Ere the rigour of winter

Hath thgpfcd on the hill,

I’ll lure the brown trout

From the moss-coloured rill

:

’Neath the deep glow of August,

Across the brown heather^

My pointer and I

Will bound gladly together.

Yet though listless 1 loiter

In liamlct or hall,

Let your bugle-notes summon,
I’ll bound to the call

:

Though enraptured I wander
By mountain and gltn,

Let the cause need a champion
I’m with you again.

No man willingly parts with one of liis flogs on a day like this it is like

abandoning one half of his prospects. The reader will not wonder there-

fore thaf all our persuasive powers arc tasked to obtain sueh a favour.

At last one of our friends, with that reluctant growling assent which is

so commendabkto as furnishing the obligee with an exact gauge of the

amount of his <mligation, tells us to take old foot-foundered Wan, and be

, AYe thank him, but accept only of the first clause of his gracious

permission. In grouse shooting the sportsman's skill is displayed more

in selecting his range than in bringing down his game. All our friends

are adepts in this difficult branch of the science, and the only hesitation

arises from a most vile affectation of reluctance to appropriate the best

beat. After the churlish reception our request for the loan of a dog

met with, we feel little inclined to stand on ceremony ; so having ascer-

tained the precise spot where we aie to lunch, we throw our gun into

the hollow of our elbow, and calling Dan to our side, march off whistling

the “ rogue’s march." After last night's rain the birds will sit high

and dry : the wind too is threatening to fall, and any swovff that may

keep stirring till mid-day will be caught by the brow of the hill, so set-

ting our long legs in motion we dash through the rain-begemmed lady-

fern, occasioned bushes of whin, and long tangling knots of heather up

to the brae-face where the shorter and more compact heath reigns do-

minant. A few looks of mortification at having left it in our power thus

to take the lead are sent after us, and then each man takes off his several

wav.
“ Dan, my boy, there’s little chance of any thing sitting on this broad

bi*>wn back of the hill ; so just hold steadily over for yon scattered lumps

of grey stone. Yes, that was a shot down below us in the glen. They’i e

got the first, but if you hold out we’ll have the last of them. This is
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life to be forward whether you will or no by the elastic heather,

to feel the free breeze playing round about you, and to hear the boom-
ing of the bee *^9 he sweeps past you

,
with a long circuitous flight, or his

rustling amid the heather-bells at your feet, overpowered at times by the

distant bleat of lambs. “ Ha, Dan ! I told you there was something

there
!”

Our soliloquy was, ip effect, brought to an end by seeing the old

boy brought up all of a sudden. He was driving straight on in a care-

less gentlemanly fashion, as if he did not expect to find any thing, some-

times dipping his nose down to the ground, sometimes heaving it high

in the air and snapping at a fly, then casting a look over his shoulder to

see whether we were following. All at once a bide gale brought a whiff of

game across his nostrils, and looking earncsthfe over his right shoulder,

his paw which had been raised to advance still protruded, and his tail

pointed as stiff as a poker, he stood gloating on the tainted breeze. We
were some hundred yards in the rear, and between us lay an expanse of

ticklish-looking black ^ow-moss, with tufts of bent and heather sticking

at long intervals above the surface. It was an ugly looking spot of

ground, but we had not practised in the Bog of Allen for nothing

;

so taking our gun mid-ships, and holding it horizontally in our loft

hand, we fetched a run, and springing from one knoll to another, in the

twinkling of an eye, stood by the side of old Trusty, who still remained
motionless as one of the gray stones around him. To whirl the lock

into our right hand was the work of a moment ; the next we touched
Dan with our knee and chucked him onward. Slowly, his belly touching

the ground, and his whole frame quivering with delight, he crept for-

ward like a snake, till, with a triumphant crow, a patriarch of the moors
sprung up, aud holding himself edgeways to the wind, whirled down it

upon whistling wing. Instinctively we cocked our gun; then thrust

the thumb and fore-finger of our right hand into the waistcoat pocket,

which, on such occasions, we carry filled with snuff; ne^took a hearty

pinch, watching the increasing distance of our victim, and lastly

brought the weapon with noiseless speed to our shoulder, fired, and
dropped our bird. A boyish feeling crossed us—we could have rushed
forward to seize the prey, but one look at the old veteran who had im-
mediately downed to chftrge, recalled us to ourselves. Dan would have
despised us for ever. So affecting an equanimity which we were far from
feeling, we carefully reloaded our piece ; and after fixing our copper-

cap with more than our usual care, walked slowly forward to pick up
the bird.

Shooting like every tiling else, only needs a beginning. Once your
hand is in, you go on confident and successful. Dan and we raised, and
scattered, and tnmned many a pack that day ; but, of all the birds that

fell to our share, none was like the first bird, and the death of none raised

in our bosom such a proud palpitation of the heart. As we followed our
game with absorbed attention, heedless of every thing else/ the sun rose

higher and higher, and the hills around us grew more barren. The slight

breeze which had hitherto befriended us died entirely away. The bent and
heather grew hot beneath our feet, and we slid along their sapless sur-
face. Adust gaps yawned between the patches of burned up herbage,
lined with dry crumbling peat. Dan could no longer nose the birds, and
the crackling beneath our footsteps warned them prematurely of our ap-
proach—they whirred away long before we were within shot of them. In
the hollow of the hills every ray of the sun was beat back upon us—the
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air burned as in an oven. No shade was near, qnd disagreeable medi-
tations on coups de soldi began to irftrtfde^themselves. At every step we
slipped back nearly as far as we had advanced. It seemed as if wc were
spell-bound in the native valley of the Fire fifing, and about to be trans-
muted intonne of his salamanders. It was, therefore, with no feeling short*
of ecstacy that, after scrambling with infinite labour up a small ascent,

we descried the place which had been assigned as the locality of our
noon-day meal. Swinging our flask, which stffl more than half full,

hung suspended from our side, we uttered a devout aspiration after a
safe termination to our journey, and poured the whole contents os a
libation, down our throat. *

This cynosure of the eyes of so many broiled sportsmen was indeed a
luxurious dining-room on such a day. It was a little circular hollow
among the hills. One-haff of the narrow bottom was coveted with a
translucent tarn, terminated at one end by an overhanging beetle-browed
rock, at the other by a thick grove of stunted alders. The other half
consisted of a plain covered with short, soft grass, half encircling the
water. Nearly opposite the centre of the lake a rill trickled down a nar-
row cleft in the hill, giving luxuriance to crowds of beautiful wild-flowers

which clustered over it. Two or three broad gnarled oaks threw out
*

their branches from either side of the fissure, casting a cool shadow
across the lawn. Beneath this leafy canopy, when we arrived/was spread

a broad white'table-cloth, heaped with cold pies, ewe-milk cheese, but-

ter, crisp oatmeal cakes, tongues, fowls, &c. &c. Sundry bottles of ex-

cellent wine were cooling in a little pool just above the junction of the

rill with the lake. Our comrades were squattingjn the most diversified

attitudes around this good cheer ; and the whole ground was cumbered
with guns, hags of game, dogs panting with their Jongues lolling out,

and one^or two sumpter ponies holding down their heads, and twisting

their ears when a fly tickled them, after a most mulish fashion. But
the most welcome sight that met our eye was a huge glass of porter.

Never, no, no^even in a painting by William Simpson, was it our lot to

behold such a glorious contrast as that between its rich transparent brown
and the creamy coronet on its brow. Without saying* “ by your leave,"

we snatched it from the hands of him who was conveying it to his mouth,

and emptied it at one long, leisurely, and luxurious draught. His growl

of disappointment fell unheeded on our ear. Next moment we were el-

bow deep in a beefsteak pye.

Great allowances must he made for sportsmen on a hot day ; but whe-

ther the reader be inclined to make them or not, we must confess so de-

lightful was our resting place, that no one felt inclined to stir till long

level lines of light told the evening was about to close in, and some of
,

our seniors began to be haunted with dreams of fqftire rheumatisilfs^

Our ponies had by this time arrived, and commending our arms and
game to the care of the attendants, we mounted^and made for the inn.

The contents of the watery cupboard, above alluded to, had been trans.

ferred to a more general receptacle ; nor had our heads escaped the be-

witching influence. “ A spur in the head is worth two in the heel," Was
never better exemplified. We scoured, like the " wild hunt," across the

quaking hogs, making for our destination as the crow flies, singing,

screaming, and hallooing. The frightened moor-fawl whirred away from
beneath our feet. The plover circled round our heads, adding her wild

wail to our unearthly chorus. The outlair stirks cocked their tails, and
made for the hills, routing as if the brize was on them. The collies

1
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howled, and whined, and cowered beneath their master's mauds. The
tumult waxed louder and louder as Ve held on through peat-bog, across

ditch and oyer dike. The terrified inhabitants were congregated at the

inn-door, as if expecting to see a destroying angel sweeping down, on

•the cold blast, the herald of a rain storm, which already was whistling

around us. A universal burst of laughter received our leader—a stout

senior, who had already reached his grand climacteric—as he galloped

into the* yard, brandishing his whip, and shouting, “ I*ve won the broow”
tc Atweel laird,” said the grey-headed landlord, “ it was daft in us to be

frightened by ony hullabaloo that's kicked up as lang as you and your

freends are here.”

Scarcely were we fairly housed till down came the rain. The rising

wind sobbed, and wailed, and whistled round the house, shaking the

lowly tenement as if it wished to force an entry. As we stood at the

window, we observed white sheets of water borne past by the gale, and

portions of the thatch lifted and twisted by its force. From this cheer-

iest* contemplation we were summoned to a blazing peat fire and a hot

supper; and, long after the “ wee witching hour,” we retired to bed,

where a balmy sleep, deep, breathless and dreamless, closed our 12th of

August.

TO C. S. AND S. S.

On Qie Death of a Favourite Pointer.

Poor Gyp is dead ! a better hound
Was never bred on English ground.

Awhile shall pity lend

Her tuneful help to tell his praise.

And mourn in unaffected lays

Your single-hearted friend.

I know not if his breed were good ;

I know not if of Spanish blood
His sire or grandsire came ;

But Gyp himself right well 1 knew,
A gallant pointer stanch and true.

As ever bore the name.

None of that tiny crouching race,

Of feeble form and tott'ring pace,

(Tho' thence he drew, 'tis told,

His subtle nose and instinct fine ;)
Gyp owed to some far mightier line

His limbs of giant mould.

A strain perchance of that old breed,

Whidfr like the lightning-footed steed,

Frond England calls her own ;

That erst while in the Britons' war
Kept watch beside the sithc-wing'd car,

And tore th* invaders down.

In matchless speed enduring long,

Nor thicket high, nor covert strong,

Against his bound avail'd ;

Ofcourage never known to yield,

His spirit would have kept the field

If e'er his strength had fail'd.
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He should have liv'd in that old time
When the bay’d boar, in sport sublime,

Back on the hunter sprung ;

When stag for hare, whfen wolf for fox
Were chas’d, and merry England’s oaks

With the Kentish bugle rung.

•* #

He should have ranged in days far back
With bofti Llewellyn’s tuneful pack,

Thro’ Cambria’s woodland green ;

*

He, and that faithful hound* that died,

Slam by the slumb’ring prince’s side,

A gallant pair had been.

To see him, when at dawn of day
Mad for the sport he broke away

!

What limbs of buoyant might 1

What sallies of < ontrolloss glee

Bunt fioin his mouth ! an ecstasy

—

A phien/y of delight.

•

Then mark the almost reasoning brutf

With cautious step, and nose acute,

Ply the rough stubble round :

Now missing the warm-P(ented track,

He tries, with heedful cunning, back
O’er the still hopeful ground :

Sudden he stops ; with stirless tail.

And sidewaid nose that snuffs the gale.

Trance-like behold him stand,

One pausing step in dir delay’d

—

He seems a dog of marble, made
By some bold sculptor’s hAnd.

Now chang’d the scene, for not alone

Do sportsmen grieve that Gyp is gone ;

A tenderer heart is sore,

And gentle eyes, that once on him
Delighted dwelt, with weeping dim,

His bitter loss deplore.

For he was sprightly, full of play,

Yet gentle as a mom of May,
And harmless as a child

;

And though a lady’s fev'rite care,

Was not as fav ’rites sometimes arc*,

By too much favour spoil’d.

How well he knew that lady’s voice 1

IIow would his noble heart rejoice

To hear its pleasant tone 1

With what a mild upbraiding look,

He answer’d the unkind rebuke,

When bidden to be gone!

With gladden’d spirit bounding free.

And fierce, but not unruly glee,

He at her summons came ;

And in his speaking eyes she saw

Fond meanings of delight and awe,

Whene’er she named his name.

* Gelert.
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Oh ! she will miss him more than they

Who oft from mom till closing day
His untir’d speed did prove

;

If she should seek, she may not find

Another friend so true and kind
To cherish with her love.

Poor Gyp, although ho cypress wave'

Above thine unregarded grave,

To mark a sacred spot ;

Altho* upreared in holy pile,

No letter’d slab record awhile

Virtues elsewhere forgot ;

Altho’ no monumental state,

Proud mockery of man’s darker fate,

Lie heavy on thy breast,

Thou hast a better meed ; the tear

That mourns a dog must be sincere—

N(^ matter for the rest 1

LOUIS PHILIPPE OF FRANCE.

It is the fashion in England to attribute all disturbances in France

either to the Republican or the Carlist factions. If to detest the govern-

ment of Louis Philippe be Republican or Carlist, then ninety-nine out

of one thousand throughout all France are Republicans or CarlUts.

No king ever ascended the throneb under more favourable auspices

than Louis Philippe ; and though he had often conspired to wrest it

from Louis XVIII. and Charles X., it is very certain that the revolu-

tion was made without any reference to him. No one thought of him.

The nation had gained a sudden and unexpected victofy ; it found itself

without a government ; it was a body without a head : liberty was as yet

unstained with crime, but anarchy was to be dreaded ^within, and the
hostility of the northern powers without.^ In this crista, the Duke of

Orleans was proposed as Lieutenant-General of the kingdom. His prin-

ciples were sounded ; and, according to his professions, they were such

as the most ardent lover of liberty could desire. It was but one step

made to ascend that throne against which he, had conspired for sixteen

years ; and the step was not difficult, for he had won all hearts by liis de-
clarations. His avarice and his intrigues were all forgotten, in his ap-
parently sincere declarations ; even the honest Lafayette was the dupe
of his cunning, and exclaimed in the simplicity of his heart, “ This is the
best of republics/* To mask his game, Louis Philippe cajoled Lafayette

:

they were like t^o young lovers ; not a day passed without three or four,

and sometimes more letters passing between them. Louis Philippe call-

ed the General by the most endearing names—his father, his tutelary

angel, the father of his country, the patriarch of liberty, and as " va-

riety is the very spice of life that gives it all its flavour,” the Citizen

King took care to vary the patriotic epithets as much as possible.

He told the General, that the standard of liberty planted in France
should wave over every capital in Europe ; and when they presented
him the tri-coloured, flag, lie pressed to his heart with rapture—*“ Those
glorious colours under which he had formerly fought." He did not tell

them, and they forgot to remember, that the tri-coloured flag is the livery

of the family o^Orleans^ffJue, white, and red; and that he was there-
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fore glad to see the country wear. hi* Jittery* once more, and the excla-
mation was consequently taken as a proof of his patriotism.

Lafayette, as is well known, will never fancy all right until he see*
all the world republican ; his royal pupil even went farther than him-
self, and declared his readiness to assist every nation that would rise

against its government to assert its liberty. The General now unfolded
his plans relative to Belgium, Italy, and Poland ; and the King express-
ed not only his entire approbation of the scheme, but also that he would
be ready to second their efforts with all the resources of France. This
turned the General's head, and he fancied the King a republican indeed.
He now went to work under what he supposed*the King's sanction. In
the meantime, the citizen King was most earnest in his assurances to
the foreign powers, that the only difference they should find would be
the mere change of name—Charles X. for Louis Philippe ; that he should
observe the same policy as his predecessors ; and that if he appeared to
go hand in hand with the people, it was only to prevent their rising,

and once more disturbing the peace of JSuropo. He assured them at

the same time that the “ rebels" who counted on the assistance of France,
should be disappointed. The refusal of one of the ambassadors named,
to execute the Jesuitic mission brought the facts to light ; afl$^a-
fayette being made acquainted with them, accused his royal pupil of

treachery and bad faith, and cut his Majesty.

The mask soon dropped off entirely, and the people saw in Louis
Philippe a greater enemy of liberty than Charles X. Intrigue filled all

the avenues to the throne ; none but those who would lend themselves
to the King's views were received into favour : honest independence was
certain of proscription. lie was a Buonaparte without his brains. He
set his face against all projects of laws which had for their object the

good of thp people. In his character of King, and successor of Charles X.
he considered hiniself as the heir-at-law of the old monarchy ; and as

his only pleasure was to amass riches, whatever tended to scatter them
royally abroad was suppressed^ and he put the money in his own pocket.

The game in the royal foreS* was killed; any person was allowed to

sport in them on paying his Majesty a fixed price for every head of game
killed, accofding to its value ; all was sold even to the library and phi-

losophical flHfcuments of the pages. Napoleon had resolved that his

pages shoulcNKCwell-educated young men, and he appointed professors

with a good library, and a cabinet of philosophical instruments ; the in-

stitution was preserved by Louis XVIII. and Charles X. ; but it was
evident, from the catalogue, that it had remained as Napoleon left it.

Louis Philippe thought it a pity that so much property should not be

turned to account, and brought it to the hammer. But what most die-

• The first revolutionary flag was green 5 but on the Duke of Orleans declaring

himself one of the most zealous partisans, assuming the cognomen of Egalite
, and

declaring that he belonged to the Tiers Etat, and not to the Nobless*, they as-

sumed his colours. He affirmed that he knew that he was not the son of the Duke of

Orleans, but of the Duke’s coachman. His assertion, however dishonourable to his

mother, and consequently infamous on his part, was no doubt true $ the family like*

ness of the coachman has descended to Louis Philippe, and the gallantries of Us
grandmother were well known. On a quarrel with her hust^d, she said, « You
fancy yourself a very great personage, hut I am greater thaa^you $ for I can make
princes without you, and you cannot make them without me.” It is in allusion

to these facts, that in many of the caricatures, LouiiL Philippe {^represented as a
coachman. *

01. t.
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gusted the nation was, that he was allowed eighteen millions of franc*
to support, the. dignity of the throne, and did not spend one-fourth of it*

It was alsd ascertained, or at least currently believed/ that he sent the
rest, as well as his private income, out of the country. Certain it is,

that he has neither placed it in the French funds nor kept it by him.

Louis XVIII. and Charles X. were accessible^ the claims of suffer-

ing indigence. They and the other members of the royal faioily gave
very large sums in charity ; the Citizen King gives nothing : and what-
ever be the nature of the petition, the uniform printed answer sent, after

a delay of two or three months, is,— our demand has passed under
the King’s eyes, and has been referred to the minister of

—

Lafayette, during his ministry, made respectful representations to his

Majesty against the increasing proscriptions and destitutions which daily

took place at what was considered the royal pleasure. Former despots
left to their ministers the care and the odium of preparing lists of pro-
scription and destitution. The Citizen King knew that business was
never so well done as when a man attended to it himself, and saved his

ministers a great deal of trouble in this respect.

The press, the invincible bulwark of modern liberty, did not suffer

the^royal atrocities to escape unnoticed
; prosecution on prosecution fol-

lowed. The courts would invariably have condemned ; but fortunately
the trial by jury had been established, and the government was almost
invariably defeated in its schemes of vengeance. The detestation be-
came universal, and his fate is sealed. His throne totters, and must fall

ere long. Despised by every power in Europe, for his cringing meanness,
and his known treachery ; detested throughout all France for his despotic
tyranny, and violation of all those principles which placed him on the
throne,—he only owes his being still king to the difficulty of supplying
his place by one on whom the nation can rely with confidence. The
recent events are to be deeply lamented, as ill-advised and unconcerted ;

but be it remembered, that the blood of martyrs is the seed of the
church, and Louis Philippe will ere long be taught, that it is not either
the massacre of unarmed citizens, or the placing the capital in a state
of siege, that can secure his throne against the execrations of thirty-two
millions of people, resolved to be rid of a Royal Tiger.

MISS MARTINEAU’S ILLUSTRATIONS OF POLITICAL
ECONOMY.

The ladies seem determined to make the science of Political Economy
peculiarly their own. Our first instructor in this difficult branch of
study was Mrs. Marcet,t and a clearer or more judicious teacher we
have not *$$ce encountered. Miss Edgeworth too has occasional dis-
sertations,'' ifhich shew what she could have done in that department
had she applied her mind to it. And now Miss Martineau comes
forward to embody the most abstract, but at the same time most

* Votre a passde sous les yeux du Rois, et a etd renvoyd au ministre de -

*j* Conversations on Political Economy. By a Lady.
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important principles of the science, in narratives whf&^have all (ha
value of truth and all the grace of fiction. After all, ^^blieve that
there is something in the female mind which peculiarly fits it for
elucidating, in a familiar manner, the intricacies of political economy.
The economy of empires is only the economy of families and neigh-
bourhoods on a larger 'scale. Now woman is eminently the best family
manager. Let profane ones sneer if they please—we give it as our
deliberate conviction that there never yet was a well-regulated house
in which the lady was not the master. Woman alone can exert the
strictest economy, unblemished by the harsh

#
heartlessness of avarice*~

she alone can enforce a martinet discipline in household affairs, without
communicating a sense of oppression. There is a delicate tact about
woman which enables her to see at once on what side a recusant is to
be attacked, and an ever ready observation which nothing escapes, and
a gentleness which nothing can resist. She lacks the strength to take
an active share in the concerns of an empire, but her experience in the
business details of her own miniature state enable her to read lessons

worthy of serious attention from all who take an interest in public

affairs.

This we think is the clue which leads us to the secret source of the

excellence of Miss Martineau’s works. Iler’s is, no doubt, even inde-

pendently of the quality to which we have been alluding, a highly

gifted mind. She can put forth, when it suit3 her purpose, an intense

and passionate power, and the next moment whisper an overmastering

spell to the gentlest feelings of the heart. She can pourtray the beauty
of heart and mind without degenerating into a sitficly sweetness, and the

workings of the darker passions without overstepping the modesty of

nature. She possesses a quick sense of all the more delicate beauties

of animate and inanimate nature. And throughout everything she has

written, there breathes a calm undertone of sustained philosophical

cheerfulness. The sentiments and opinions contained in her books shew
how lovely a thing the mind of woman may become, when allowed

fairly to develope itself. With all man's power of endurance, it has

a gentleness and delicacy he never can acquire. It is most fitly typified

by the ancient statues of the ideal class to which the Apollo Belvi

dere belongs* where the artist, by harmoniously blending the propor-

tions of the male with the softer contour of the female, has succeeded

in expressing that gentle power which i^tfie truly godlike.

Miss Martineau says in her preface trust we shall not be sup-

posed to countenance the practice of making use of narrative as a trap

to catch idle readers, and make them learn something they are afraid

of. We detest the practice, and feel insulted whenever a book of the

trap kind is put into our hands. It is many years since we grew sick of

works which pretend to be stories, and turn out to be catechisms of

some kind of knowledge, which we had much rather become acquainted

with in its undisguised form. The reason \*hy we choose the form of

narrative is, that we really think it the best in which Political Economy
Can be taught, as we should say of nearly every kind of mdral science.

Once more we must apply the old proverb, 4 Example is better than pre-

cept.* We take this proverb as the motto of our design. We declare

frankly that our object is to teach political economy, and that we have

chosen this method, not only because it is new, not <ugy because it is
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entertaining^ Jj/rf because we think it the most faithful and the most

complete.^flpB these views we entirely coincide, and would further add,

that nanp^es, like those constructed l>y Miss Martineau, by showing

how completely the abstract doctrines of Political Economy come home

to every man's “ business and bosom/' how necessary a knowledge of

the results of the economist’s analysis of society is to the comfort and

independence of every individual, will prove more effectual than any

means that have yet been proposed, to removd the silly prejudices still

entertained against this indispensable branch of knowledge. *

Six numbers of Miss Martineau's series of narratives are now lying

before us. We.will not say that each rises in importance above the

other, because the fundamental principles illustrated in each are

alike important. Neither will we say that the latest-published tales

evince a more intimate acquaintance, than the earlier, with the science

of political economy ; for with this study Miss Martineau has evidently

long been perfectly familiar, and a most skilful dialectician she shows

herself to be, in camassing its knotty points. But in the rutlictical de-

partment we trace a marked and progressive improvement. Her charac-

ters, and the scenery which surrounds them, arc in every new number
dashed off with a bolder and more graphic pencil ; and the doctrinal dis-

cussions are more assimilated to the common conversation of every day

life. Some readers may at first think otherwise, seeing that the author

has retained all the technical phraseology of the economists ; but in doing

this we are decidedly of opinion that she has acted judiciously. If it is

of importance that all classes of society ‘•hould become familiarized with

such discussions, it is $lso of importance that they should be accustomed
from the first to conduct them m precise and definite, that is, in tech-

nical language.

We have not space to analyze all Miss Martineau's tales. , A brief

resumt must satisfy the reader whom we earnestly advise to refer to the

volumes themseh es.
*4

No. I. is entitled, <( Life in the Wilds.” It is the narrative of the

adventures of a small settlement in the Cape Colony, which has been
plundered by an incursion of the natives, and left, except in the respect

of mental cultivation, in a state of nature. The author follows step by
step the progress of this desolate group, by it-> own unaided exertions,

from utter want to a state of comparative comfort, and renders its sim-

ple annals the means of illustafting the most important doctrines rela-

tive to the origin and distribution of wealth.

No II. is entitled The Hill and the Valley," and is intended to il-

lustrate the doctrine of capital. In the course of the story, however,
many moral lessons of the deepest importance are incidentally, perhaps
unintentionally inculcated. The two most prominent characters are an
old man of the name of Armstrong a hale healthy lover of nature, who,
from a distrust of men, Jives in a hermit's seclusion ; and a strange way-
ward strong-minded person of the name of Paul. In a former number
we presented our readers with some extracts from this tale.

No. III. “ Brooke, and Brooke farm," is a pleasing picture of the pro-
gress of agricultural improvement—a bright and sunny picture of the

3
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rural districts of merry England. It is merely a further elucidation of
the doctrine of Capital.

No. IV. " Life in Demerara” grapples with thornier subjects,—with the
questions of the comparative productiveness of free and slave labour, the
possibility of man’s acquiring n right of property in man, and the effects

of slavery upon the character both of master and *dave. Thesc*weighty
topics are discussed fearlessly, yet temperately, in no sectary or un-
kindly spirit, yet with the most stern adherence to truth. The follow,
ing scene shews that the author is capable of rising to impassioned sub-

J^Jncre was a mass of cloiflTS towering in a dTsfant quarter of the heavens, not like
frplle of snowy peaks, hut now rent apart and now* tumbled together, and bathed in'"

a dull, red light. The sun, too, looked large and red, while the objects on llio sum.
mits of the hills woie a blimh cast, and looked larger and nearer than usual. There
was a dead calm. The pigeon had ceased, her cooing : no parrots were showing off
their gaudy plumage in the sunlight, and not even the 1mm of the enamelled beetle

was heard. •

f‘ What is the moon’s age?” asked Mr. Bruce of the overseer.
“ She is full to-night, sir, and a stormy night It will be I fear.*’ He held up his

finger and listened.
f< Hark!” said Mary, “ there is the thunder already.”
“ It is not thunder, my dear.”
“ It is the sea,” said Louiva. “ I never heard it here but once before ; but I am

sure it is the same sound.”
c< The sea at this distance!” cried Mary.
Her father shook his head, muttering, (e God help all who are in harbour, and give

them a breeze to carry them out far enough ! The shore will be strewed with wrecks
by the morning. Come, my deal 9, let us go home before yonder clouds climb
higher.”

The whites have not yet become as weatherwiso, between tfie tropics, as the ne-

groes ; and both fall short of the toresight which might be attained, and which was
actually jJbsscssed by the original inhabitants of these countries. A negro cannot,

like them, predict a storm twelve days beforehand ; but he is generally aware of its

approach wmie hours sooner than his master. It depends upon the term*, he hapj

to be on with the whites, whether or not lie gives them the advantage of his oft

rations.

Old Mark «ent liis daughter Becky to Mr. Bruce’s house to deliver his opinion on
the subject; but all were prepared. No such friendly warning was given to the

MitchelsoiH, who, overcome with the heat, were, from the eldest to the youngest,

lying on couches, too languid to lift up their heads, or think of what might be pass-

ing out of doors. Ca«sius, meanwhile, was leaning over the gate of his provision

ground, watching the moon as she rose, crimson as blood, behind his little plantain

grove. Every star looked crimson too, and had its halo like the moon. It was as

if a bloody steam had gone up fiom the earth. Not a breath of air could yet be
felt ; yet here and there a cedar, taller than the rest, stooped and shivered on the

summits of the hills : and the clouds, now rushing, now poised motionless, indicated

a capricious commotion in the upper air. Cassius was watching with much interest

these signs of an approaching tempest, when he felt himself pulled by the jacket.

M May l stay with vpu?” asked poor Hester.

« My master and mistress dare not keep at home, because our roof is almost off

already, and they think the wind will carry it quite away to-night.”

“ Where are they gone ?”

“ To find somebody to take them in ; but tbey say there will be no room for

me.”
« Stay with me then ; but nobody will be safe under a roof to-night, I think.**

« Where shall wo stay then ?”

« Here, unless God calls us away. Many may be called before morning.”

The little girl stood trembling, afraid of she scarcely knew what, till a tremen-

dous clap of thunder burst near, and then she clung to Cassius, and hid her face.

In a few moments the gong was heard, sounding in the hurried irregular manner
which betokens an alarm. .

7

« Aha!” cried Cassius. “ The white man’s house shakes, and he is afraid.”
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“ What does he call us forP" said the terrified child. u We can do him no
good.**

“ No; hut' his house is stronger than ours ; and if his shakes, ours may tumble
4own, and then he would lose his slaves dhd their houses too. So let us go into,the

field where we are called, and then we shall see how pale white men can look.’*

All the way as they went, Hester held one hand before her eyes, for the lightning

flashes came thick and fast. Still there was neither wind nor rain ; but the roar o(

the distant sea rose louder in the intervals of the thunder.

Cassius suddenly stopt short, and pulled the little girl's hand from before her face,

crying, “Look, look, there is a sight."

Hester shrieked when she saw a whole field of sugar-canes whirled in the air.

Before they had time to fall, the loftiest trees of the for^t were carried up in like

manner. The mill disappear a h^rod^uuyMr^ra^ ; there was a^ggrating

I roar, a rumbling beneath, a rushinfrorove. Tire hurmStne was upon thernnHwl
its fury.

Cassius clasped the child round the waist, and carried rather than led her at his

Utmost speed beyond the verge of the groves, lest they also should be borne down and
crush all beneath them. When he had arrived with his charge in the field whither
the gong had summoned him, slaves were arriving from all parts of the plantation to

seek safety in an open place. Their black forms flitting in the mixed light,—now
in the glafe of the lightning, and now in the rapid gleams which the full moon cast

as the clouds were swept away for a moment,—might have seemed to a stranger like

imps of the storm collecting to give tidings of its ravages. Like such imps they spoke
and acted.

f< The mill is down !” cried one.
“ No crop next year, for the canes are blorni away 1" shouted another.
“ The hills are as bare as a rock,—no coffee, no spice, no cotton 1 Hurra!"
“ But our huts are gone : our plantation grounds are buried !" cried the wailing

voice of a woman.
“ Hurra I for the white man’s are gone too !" answered many mingled tones. Just

then a burst of moonlight showed to each the exulting countenances of the rest, and
there went up a shout, louder than the thunder,—« Hurra! hurra! how ugly is the
land J”
The sound was hushed, and the warring lights were quenched for a time by the

deluge which poured down from the clouds. The slaves crouched together in the
middle of the field, supporting one another as they could against the fury of
the gusts which still blew,"and of the tropical rains. An inquiry now went round,

was Horner ? It was his duty to be in the field as soon as the gong had
^pjjpded, but no one had seen him. There was a stern hope in every heart that his

roof had fallen in and buried him and his whip together. It was not so, however.
After a while, the roaring of water was heard very near, and some of the blacks

separated from the rest to.see in what direction the irregular torrents which usually

attend a hurricane were taking their course. There was a strip of low ground be.

.
tween the sloping field where the negroes were collected and the opposite hill, and
.through the middle of this ground a river rushed along where a river had never been
seen before. A tree was still standing here and there in the midst of the foaming
Waters, and what had a few minutes ago been a hillock with a few shrubs growing
out of it, was now an island. The negroes thought they heard a shout from this

island, and then supposed it must be fancy ; but when the cloudy rack was swept
away, and allowed the moon to look down for a moment, they saw that Borne one
was certainly there, clinging to the shrubs, and in imminent peril of being carried

away if the stream should continue to rise. It was Horner, who was making
his way to the field when the waters overtook him in the !0W ground, and drove
him to the hillock ‘to seek a safety which was likely to be short enough. The
waters rose every moment: and though the distance was not above thirty feet

from the hillock to the sloping bank on which the negroes had now ranged
themselves to watch his fate, the waves dashed through in so furious a current

that he did not dare to commit himself to them. He called, he shouted, he scream,
ed for help, his agony growing more intense, as inch after inch, foot after foot, of
his little shore disappeared. The negroes answered his shouts very punctually

;

but whether the impatience of peril prompted the thought, or an evil conscience* or
whether it was really so, the shouts seemed to him to have more of triumph than
sympathy in them ; and cruel as would have been his situation had all the world
been looking on with a desire to help, it was dreadfully aggravated by the belief

that the wretches whom he had so utterly despised were watching his struggles, and
standing with folded arms to see how he would help himself when there was none to
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help him. He tdrned and looked to the other shore ; hut it was far too distant
to he reached. If he was to be Bayed, it must he by crossing the narrower galley t

and, at last, a means of doing so seemed to offer. Several trees had been car.
ried past by the current ; hut they wer£ all home on headlong, and he had no
means of arresting their course : but one came at length, a trunk of the largest*
growth, and therefore making its way more slowly than the rest. It tilted from
time to time against the hank, and when it reached the island, fairly rtuck at the
very point where the stream was narrowest. With intens^gretitum^^fratitudie
which two hours before he would have denied could ever be felt towards slaveatf^
Homer saw the negroes cluster about the i-oot of the tree to hold it firm hi
tion. Its branchy head seemed to him to be secure, and the only question now *59
whether he could keep his hold on this bridge, whilg the torrent rose over it,

in fury at having its course delayed. He couM but try, for it was his only ghance,
'*The beginning of his adventure would be the mmt perilous, pn account of the boughs
over and through which he must make his way. Slowly, fearfully, but firmly ha
accomplished this, and the next glimpse of moonlight showed him astride on. the
bare trunk, clinging with knees and arms, and creeping forward as he battled with
the spray. The slaves were no less intent. Not a word was spoken, not one
let go, and even the womeiMvould have a hold. A black cloud hid the moon
just when Homer 9eemed within reach of tlje bank ; and what happened in that
dark moment,—whether it was the force of the stream, or the strepgtfcvofrthe temp-
tation,—no lips were ever known to utter ; but the event was that teftflaassy trunk
heaved once over, the unhappy wretch lost his grasp, and was carried down at

the instant he thought himself secure. Horrid yells once more arose from the pe-
rishing man, and from the blacks now dispersed along the bank to see the last of
him.
“ He is not gone yet,” was the cry of one ;

u he climbed yon tree as if he .had
been a water-rat.”
“ There let him sit if the wind will let him,” cried another. u That he should

have been carried straight to a tree after all 1”

“ Stand fast 1 here comes the gale Again 1” shouted a third.

The gale came. The tree in which Horner had found refuge bowed, cracked,

—

but before it fell, the wretch was blown from it like a flake of foam, and swallowed
up finally in the surge beneath. This was clearly seen by a*passing gleam.

“ Haifa I hurra 1” was

The scene of Nos. V. and VI. is laid in one of our Hebridean iMSfafle. ;

The former, “ Ella of Garvelocli,” treats the knotty question of rent'f

the latter, “ Weal and Woe in Garveloch,*’ is an elucidation of the doc-

trines of population, of its increase and proportion to food. This last of

Miss Martineau’s publications that has reached us deserves the widest

circulation, and the most serious perusal. It is full of weighty truths,

on a question more misapprehended than any which has been canvassed

in our day—a question to which an erroneous answer, if it meet with

acceptation, is pregnant with instant and awful danger. In this slight

critique

,

it is not our intention to plunge into such an important discus-

sion.

To conclude, we look upon Miss Martineau as entitled to rank high

among those gifted females whose writings have of late years so*emi-

nently benefited their country—the Edgeworths, Marcets, and others.

The country is now free ; but the just use of that freedom depends upon

the moral and intellectual advance of the people. We do not think that

the question of emancipation ought, in any case, to be postponed to that

of instruction. The slave never can be educated. The freeman may
act wrong, but the slave cannot act right. We struck with our fetjow-

countrymen for freedom, without stopping to inquire whether they were

capable of using it prbperly, because it was their right, which no man
was entitled to withhold from them. Now that theb chain, ha* either

been removed, or so corroded, that no power on earth can ever again

render it effective to rivet us down, a yet nobler task remains—to aid
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in freeing men from the self-imposed fetters of ignorance and prejudice.

Every fellow-labourer shall be received with a hearty welcome ; and one

so able as Miss Martineau is richly entitled to the most cordial it is in

eur power to give.

THE DESPOTS’ CHALLENGE TO GERMANY.

Whoever commits, one criminal act must go on : in the career, of guilt,

there is neither halt nor retrflK. This is the true origin of the atro-'

eious protocol just published by the Diet of Germany. From the first

moment that the German Sovereigns broke faith with their subjects,

and withheld the free constitutions, by the promise of which they had

allured them to take a share in the war of liberation in 1813, they

entangled themselves in a series of perplexities, which obliged them to

stride from one act of iniquity onward to another, until their measure
of crime should be full, and the patience of men fairly exhausted. We

. have our doubts whether the bold step, to which we have alluded, may
*lead immediately to this consummation, but it helps them onward ; and
although provoked at their rascality, we hail it with delight, as a har-

binger of the day of retribution.

One thing is certain, that, if there be meaning in language, or faith in

man, the German Sovereigns, at the downfal of Napoleon, stood pledged

by the most sacred promises, to bestow“upon their subjects constitution-

al forms of government. It is a weak expression to say, that they post-

poned unduly the performance of these promises ; every sentence of the

treaty upon which the German confederacy rests shews a determination

J
n I iHi 1

1

iffhaw H I miHfcfll 1 1 If|itefrfc8tegpording to that deed, con.

sists of a number of states, each possess?^ to a certain extent, the

of internal legislation, but forming one body as regards their in-

tercourse with other nations. It is declared, that every sovereign who
is a member of the Confederation shall, at his earliest convenience, give

to his subjects such a constitutional form of government as is not incon-

sistent with the principles of the constituent treaty. The exercise of

the legislative and executive powers reserved to the federal body, is

vested in a diet composed of the representatives of the several sove-

reigns, the number of votes assigned to each being proportioned to their

extent of territory. Among other powers reserved to this assembly,

are the right of enacting a common law for the regulation of the press

in all the states, and the determining and proportioning the burdens to

be imposed for federal purposes.

Now, be it remarked, that this document assumes^that the sovereign
alone has the right of determining what share of power he shall allot to

the people, and that the people must receive his concession as a favour,

not as a right. Next, it leaves him the exclusive judge of the most pro-
per time for making this concession ; and affords him a prospect of sup-
port from his brother kings, should his subjects turn impatient. Lastly, it

reserves for kings alone, without any intervention of even a remonstrance
on the part of the people, to determine how far the utterance of thought
shall be free, and usurps the right of imposing heavy taxes, indepen-
dently of the consent of those who pay them. The principle upon which
the frame of government rests is false and despotic, and its first enact-
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merits are worthy of the polluted source from whence they spring. But
there is yet more behind. Austria and Prussia form of themselves a
fourth part of the votes in the Diet : Austria and Prussia have territo-

ries, money, and soldiers, which, not lying within the boundaries of the
Confederation, may, without violating the Articles of Union, be employ-
ed in hostilities against it : Austria and Prussia, by blandishments . or
threats, can compel a majority of the weaker states, with which they
have been bound up in unequal league to do whatever they please^
In other words, Austria and Prussia, two bigotted members of the Hol^’
Alliance, are absolute and uncontrolled masters of Germany.

3

This humiliating truth has been keenly felt* by the Germans, on gtany
Occasions, but never more bitterly than o$ the emanation of the u Pro^
tocol of the 22d sitting of the Diet of the German Confederacy, holdetf

on the 28th of June, 1832/* Tho circumstances under which this docu
ment was published, are briefly these. There have existed in Bavaria,

Wurtemburg, and several other states, for some time back, legislative

chambers ,* but, as their respective sovereigns held them pretty tight by
the hand, Austria and Prussia did not at first think it worth their while to

remonstrate. Of late, these two powers have been anxiously watching the
course of events in Poland ; and, relieved from their keen gaze, and en-
couraged by the success of the French, the patriots, in different states

of Germany, have been asserting their rights with greater boldness. In
Wurtemburg, Bavaria, Baden, and Darmstadt, the liberty of the press

has, by judicial decisions, and the activity of affiliated associations, been
successfully vindicated. Saxony has forced an imbecile and bigoted

monarch to delegate his power ttf more trustworthy hands, and has or-

ganized a national guard. The second chamber of Hanover has elo-

quently asserted its right to control the public busdens, and remon-

strated against Count Munster's infringements of the constitution. In

Hesse Cassel, important concessions have been wrung from the brutal

despot who disgraces the throne. Throughout the whole of Germany,

westward of the Elbe, the constitutional spirit has, during the last* year

and a half, been rapidly gaining in strength and extent.

But the downfal of Poland has now left Austria and Prussia free to re-

turn to their nightmare task of stifling the freedom of Germany. Their

first measure is to address to the Diet an overture, in which they take

•the Sovereign# who have indicated an inclination to make concessions

^^pOpfikirjKi^on, roundly to task. And it is a most important fact,

that althouPflftany of these Princes are known to be friendly to the

rights of the people—although one of them is the limited Monarch of

Great Britain, not one of them has dared to refuse acquiescence in the

measures proposed by their task-masters. A committee has been in

consequence appointed to watch over the proceedings in every German

State, and to report to the different courts. The members of the Diet

have moreover pledged themselves to uphold the following doctrines.

1st. The Sovereigns of the confederation are responsible only to each

other , and it is the duty of each of them to reject all petitions from his

people, that the rest disapprove of. 2d. The Sovereign alone, with the

advice of his brethren, has the right to determine what taxes ought to

be levied ; and any resistance (tacit or otherwise) to his impositions,'Jus-

tifies the armed interference of his allies. 3d. Entire Freedom of speech

is not the right ofany legislative Chamber : the Sovereign is the jtidge of

how far they may be allowed to go. 4, The Diet alone has the privilege

of interpreting its own acts. We will venture to say that a more cold-
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blooded Had systematic despotism, or more complete in all its parts,

than is sketched in this outline, never existed.

Will Germany submit to this tyranny, this attempt to give abso-

lute sway over the thoughts and actions of men, to one or two pur-

blind individuals, by spies and bayonets—-the mere mention of which

»

makes an Englishman's blood boil ? We know not. Our expectation

on this rhead is not unmixed with anxiety* We know that there are

among the Germans, many who spurn the exploded fooleries of their

half-feudal, half-Turkish system, and long for the union of their country

into one mighty state, governed by rational laws. We know many a
strong hold of freedom, in which the sturdy sense of the burgher re-

volts against the gross licentiousness and caprice of his tyrant* We
know no land more fertile in cool heads or dauntless hearts than Ger-

many. But we are, at the same time, aware that its rulers have for

centuries acted upon the principle of divide and govern, and that local

prejudices, and those of caste

,

are nowhere more inveterate. The ima-

ginative character of the Germans, too, makes them cling to old associa-

tions, and gives kings and priests a strong hold even upon the most

sceptical minds among them. It would grieve, therefore, but not sur-

prise Us to learn that this unholy protocol had been received with tame
submission, or with impotent outbreakings of anger in isolated and un -

supported districts. But such a state of things cannot long endure.

These bloated and presumptuous fuols have dug their own graves. It

is not in hitman nature to endure the continuance of that system of

espionage and repression of every free utterance of the heart which tho

Sovereigns of Germany are attempting to enforce. There were hitter

hearts enough in the land before—patriots, whose honest hopes had been
blasted,—‘ffeung and ardent spirits, whose best years had been wasted in

dungeons,—mothers “ weeping for their children,” who had died for the

monarch, andonly brought chains upon their country. They will now find

apt scholars for their lessons of revenge. A storm is gathering which
Will, ere long, sweep the puny apes of monarchy, and their tinsel state

from the land. As sure as there is a God in Heaven, there are those

now alive who will live to see, at least the western half of Germany
erected into a republic, “ one and indivisible.” But we will return to

this subject next month.

A JOHANNIC.

The story goes that a traveller in the back settlements of America,
where the roads are sometimes rather deep, observing a hat by his path,

attempted to hook it up with his whip, when, to his great surprise, a
voice issued from beneath the hat, gruffly saying, “ What are you doing
with my hat ?” “ Doing with your hat ! why, who, and where are you,

in the name of wonder ?" “ Why, where should I be hut under the hat
on my head, resting myself a little on my journey. The roads in this

new country are not very good ; but I have got a capital clever cob under
me, who has carried me well through, and we are restingourselves here, to

fetch breath ; for it is the first bit of sound bottom, to make a stand on,

that I have found for the last hundred miles ?”
t %

This case of repose adumbrates the present j^sture and circumstances
of John Bull. He has come to the first bit of sound ground, to make a
stand on, that has been gained for the last hundred years ; he has a*
good cob under him in the Reform Law, and is taking breath, and bless-

es
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ing himself on his happy footing and pleasant circuiflstances, only up to
the chin in mud.
Who will say that John is a growler, always extracting matter of dis-

content ? Whatever he may have been, he is the most sanguine, confid-

ing, of human beings, provided only he has a Lord to look up to ? a
Lord, we mean, of Parliament, and in place. As nurses may divert a child,

so may this incarnation of reason be played with ; if he he cross or fret-

ful, crying for the moon or any such matter, hold up a doll to him in

the shape df a Lord enacting patriotism, saying what a fine thing it is,

and he falls a crowing with delight. The pocgr innocent never dream*-

tfoat it is stuffed with bran, and moved by a wire. The honest truth is

that John is a tuft-hunter, a great worshipper of rank, wherever there

is any degree of decency of character connected with it. Ill usage, how-
ever, rouses up a spirit that lurks in an innermost recess of his bowels :

but it mulst be moved by a degree of kicking and cuffing, which it is

amazing any being wanting the organization of an ass can bear ; and,

after all, it emits a scorching flash, and* straight is dull again. He is

like the Medecin malgre lui, who was thrashed into assuming the doctor,

and prescribing for disorders ; or he is still more like the bull, in whose

name he delights, ordinarily heavy, slow, ruminating much on little

grass, sedulous to make beef of himself, with grave aspect, and sober

gait, perpetually cropping. But he is overdriven ; the goad"has sieved

his side : his blood is leaking through a hundred wounds : his legs are

weary ; his stomach empty,, ignorant of fodder : he becomes heroic ; he

darts out his tail, he stretches out his neck, and bellows defiance to his

tormentors ; he rouses his mettle, lifts his legs, 'his head, and on

to the charge ; he tosses and tears, and scares the whole world with his

rage and power. When, however, the fury has taken *its cori^te, we see

him agaiif in his gentleness, with the slaver oozing from his mouth ; and

a child may prick him on his course, provided it be with the mild per-

suasion of a tenpenny nail, instead of the exciting stab of a pike.

We like our first simile best, and shall return to it as the more exact

and respectful withal. John is up to his chin in mire, rejoicing that he

is at last in the right way, and with solid ground under his good steed.

He has* no notion of his begrimed circumstances. Because he has been

^wprse, he thinks himself well ;
because he has been floundering and

Jfrlashing onfor many a weary mile, escaping from being swallowed up,

b&jgs, in the bog of boroughmongery, he is for resting satis-

fied, neck deejf,*bn the comfortable bottom to the slough reform. Up

and be doing, man ! get out of the mud ; lift yourself from the muck in

which you have been moving. Granting that you don t sink to perdi-

tion in it, yet is it not good to stand up to your head in. Make a better

use of your cob ; free him from the clogging mess through which he has

had to struggle his way ; get into sweet air and on firm ground. Because

you have been so long journeying through morass, don't suppose that

the political element is a mud bath, with a slab at bottom to prevent

foundering.
*

We have had ^prodigious triumph. By the showing of our own side,

(a sort of evidence we always prefer taking,) the People, the

Aristocracy, and the Government, mustering altogether about nmetfeett

millions and a half, faSVe prevailed .against the boroughmongery; *Ad

the parson*, and the red-tape outcasts, whose combined force* are said

to have amounted, on the largest calculation, to about fifty thousand

persons of the worst principles and characters. Thus we have conquered,
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after a desperate straggle of about eighteen months, at the odds of nearly

400 to 1 : and this without having our victory stained with bloodshed ;

for this excellent reason, that there is no finding any body to fight

with at the odds of 400 to 1. The scholar of Hierocles, seeing a great

crowd attending the funeral of his child, apologized for bringing out so.

small a body to so large a multitude. Our excellent Ministers (we

always^ call them excellent, because we don't know anything else to say

of them) ought in like manner to have apologized for achieving so

moderate a reform with so stupendous a victory. We have had sixteen

shillings worth of sack to one pennyworth of bread ; we have had' the

spirit of twenty millions of people to an aristocratical Reform Bill.

We have been at the devil's employment of shearing hogs, and have

had much,cry and taken little wool
;

yet are seats in Parliament to be

stuffed with it.

A member of the Collective Wisdom, after a fiat, unmeaning speech,

such as is commonly made in that Robin Hood Debating Society, sat down,

devoutly muttering, in a modest ecstacy, Non nobis, non nobis Domine
,

sed nomini tuo gloria . Tims too, John Bull, after over-ruling the rebel-

lion of his little finger, and having with much travail and ado, obtaining

this small advantage, sets himself down to rest, with the conceit that he
has snatched the very sun out of the firmament, and set it to chase the

spirits of evil and darkness from the House of Commons. We tell John
that he has done nothing at all—at least nothing worth talking of

;

that all remains to be done which is worth a boast, or the celebration of

a rush-light ; and that those who magnify his achievements, and lift his

head to the stars^ure fooling him for roguish purposes, to set him asleep

on the conceit of his glory. When a child docs not cry for lollypop, or

when he pvts one Joot before the other, without tumbling on his nose,

the nurse cries, “ There’s a man !" This is the sort of pmise with
which Mr. Bull is slobbered over, till he believes that he has exhausted
all the exploit of which the world is capable ; and that nothing remains
to be done, but to sit down and marvel, and brag of it ; when, in truth,

he has only taken his first step without falling on his nose, and, as the
nurse would add, “like a man !’* We can tell John that if he do not
mind what he is about, the Reformed Parliament will be as like the cay*

rupt one as one pea is like another. He is now suffering the same seed
to be putin the ground, and it will bear the same fruit. Is it not exas-

*

perating to see how he allows himself to be talked over by worthless v

men, whose game is to persuade him that he obtained everything by the
blotted, bungled pit of paper, called the Reform Act, and nicknamed the

JSHafar Charta

:

and that, consequently, he maf send persons of any de-

gree of demerit—sticks and stones, so they have fine names, and fine

fortunes—to Parliament, without any sort of ill consequence. The men
who so extravagantly cry up the victory are the men who desire that no
use may be made of the victory ; who would create an impression that

all is done—that the devil is dead and buried in Schedule A., and there
is no need of care and watching, and girding up the loins for battle with

the Spirit of Mischief. Whenever we hear a man enlarging on the tri.

umph, we know that he wants to set the eyes of the pidple in the back
of their heads, that he may take advantage of their breeches pockets.

He would have them look back, instead of mov*|brwards. What is vul-
'

garly called bamboozling \s in high practice just now.
It w provoking to see the delusion successfully practised on the peo-

ple. A candidate makes profession of all popular objects, and his stupid
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hearers roar applause. He further explain? himself, after haying thu|
obtained the advantage of a prepossession in his favour, and he so limits,

and qualifies, arid restricts his resolutions, that they are reduced to a
nothingness, which, if offered in the first instance, and without the
cheating preface, would have been spurned as insulting. After the ear

of John Bull has been sweetened by flattery and geiieral acquiescence,

it would seem that any thing may be addressed.to it without jteril of
examination*or offence. Mr. Tennyson, candidate for Lambeth, affords

a remarkableinstance of the success of this practice. When asked hi*

,

opinion ## a number of subjects, he declare himself of the populfeF

nynd in the general, and then began prancing about in large exception*

and limitations. He professed himself friendly to the liberty of the
press, but said not a word of reforming the libel law ; he pro&fised hfttitf,

self an advocate for tbft abolition of taxes on knowledge, but with this

damning "reservation, “ provided it can be done with safety to the re-

venue/ 1 And this passed ! The man, who declared that he considered

the safety of the revenue of more importance than the means of giving

intelligence and moral improvement to the people, was not scouted from
the hustings. Had he, however, commenced with so monstrous a pro-

position, instead of closing with it, after by general professions he had
honied the ears of the audience, the effect and his reception would have
been far different. For wliat is the revenue but for the good of the people ?

and is it to be raised by means which are baneful to them? The taxes On
knowledge which keep the people in darkness contribute half a million

to the revenue. For the u safety pf the revenue,” then, take something

from the enormous sum provided to support the “ dignify of the crown :

f#

reduce a regiment or two of cavalry, cut down the diplomatic service,

utterly useless as it is for the most pait; cancel thfi foul fobs in the

pension lifct : and by this arrangement raise the dignity of the people, An

object of incomparably more importance than that vile pretence, the
t: dignity of the crown.” But where are the men to be found to do

these things in the Legislature ! Ah, where ? There is the rub. John

Bull does not yet feel the nature of his difficulties. He is about to play the

new game with the shabby old pack familiar to the sharper’s hand and eyes.

The knaves and shufflers are dressing themselves up in new pretences,

and they are likely to succeed for lack of competition. We want

public men. The existing number too scanty, and, for the niost part,

too hackneyed in tho foolish or vicious old courses, for choice. Men
must be brought out ; and the people must correct their false notion that

the notoriety of wealth, hjgh station, or of the busy-body playing patriot

at public meetings, is essential to a candidate. Judicious recommenda-

tions from men justly possessing the confidence of the people would do

much to bring ability from the obscurity of private circles into public

lift* : but such recommendations we grieve to see already given with a

culpable negligence, which will soon bring all recommendations into

mistrust.

(To be continued in our next.)
, *
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THE DAYS OF THE WEEK.

Sunday is the first day of the week, according to the Christian ca-

lendar ; but, in human feeling, it is the last day, as the Sabbath used to

be. Monday is, to all intents and purposes, the initial day : it ie the

day oil which the business of the week commences, while Sunday is the

day on which that business terminates, as it ought to do, in, compensa-

tory repose. On Monday morning, every man rises with the fanse, that

he has alt the week before. him. His feelings are agreeable or otherwise,

as h may happen, that he rejoices or not, in the secular employment
which has fallen to his destiny. If he loves his labour, he braces him-

self for the struggle with the buoyant satisfaction of a warrior, who puts

on his armour in the full expectIftpaa of conquest. He looty forward

upon the six coming days, as the farmer glances over the extensive field

of ripening grain, which he is about to make his own
; it is all the bet-

ter that the time is long, as. In the other case, it is all the better that

the field is large. At ten, as he tucks up his sleeves to commence his

work, it is with a resolute formality that he does not feel, in such ex-

tent, on any other morning. And in he plunges into his sea of toils,

either loving them for their own sake, or closing his eyes to their irk-

someness. In the case of him who does not love his task, then Monday
is, indeed, an unhappy day, though it is still possible to get over a good
deal of its infelicity, by exerting a dogged resolution. There is no class

pf individuals who are more liable to feel the horrors of Monday than
the poor sclioolb^s, * In their case, the vacation of Saturday and Sun-
day has produced a considerable derangement of ideas ; it has taught

them the
i

$weets 6f idleness ; the habit of going monotonously on with
their school duties, has been partially disturbed. Their lessons, also,

though sure to have been learnt on the Sunday evening, instead of Sa-
turday, (for to this extent all boys that I ever knew were Sabbath-break-

ers,) are invariably less perfectly learned than on any other day. Hence,
on no morning do the unfortunate wretches crawl so unwillingly to

school as on this morning. So far as my recollection serves me, Monjipy
always seemed to bring a colder, rawer, and every way less comfortable
morning than any other day. The school looked still more of a Tar-
tarus than usual, and the master always seemed a good deal less gentle

of aspect. Our raws, which had all been partially cicatrised during the
joyous relaxation of Saturday, and the hardly less pleasant vacuity of
Sunday, were torn open with a pain proportioned to their progress
towards a cure, and, like galled horses in the first few miles of a jour-
ney, we felt the whole forenoon more intolerable than perhaps any
other two days. I have known scliool-boys, who were so deeply im-
pressed with the horrors of Monday morning, and the dread of what
was to ensue from unconned lessons, and questions which they could
neither answer nor understand, that, even in advanced life, they eonti.

nued to experience a gloomy feeling during the early part “of Monday,
and, to use their own phrase, never felt altogether safe till pretty late

in the afternoon. Monday is perhaps the busiest day qf the <whplp week.
There is always an accumulation of business, and possibilities of busi* *

ness, during the previous days, which is wrought off on this day. It is

a day of tough, unintermitting, substantial business, from end to end
without a “ cry-you-mercy ” in it all. % Like a wheel going so fast

the spokes are unobservable, a man works on and on throughout Mr
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day with *© little idleness that he hardly knows he is working, tilk,

surprised by the sound of the dinner-hour, he lifts his half-drowned head
from his ocean of troubles, and looks round him' in amaze at what he
has gone through. Even on Monday evening* the hard-working character

of the day is not altogether relaxed. A mah would scarcely select Monday
out of the other days of the week to indulge in a visit to any place of
publio amusement, or in seeing an assemblage of hi^friends. goes
back to the counting-house or the shop at the earliest hour possiblfi,

and satisfies himself that all the manifold businesses of the day are
properly seen to and wound up.

Tuesday is a half-brother of Monday. Wlp hardly have so much
t<f do on this day as on the preceding one, and we are not in-
clined to do so much. It is a respectable hard-working ,day too,

but not just so thoroughly so a&*lt$fyday. The excessive ifctivity. OF
Monday tells a little upon TuMKjr, and, though hardly conscious

of it, perhaps, we use it partly as a kind of foil to our labours of
the preceding day. In dignity Tuesday ig inferior to Monday. It has
that inferiority in consideration which a second brother has in compa-
rison with the eldest. Monday is a full, complete, independent day, of
twenty-four hours, not a moment less. It is good for work from
the beginning to the end/’' But Tuesday is an imperfect day. It

is overshadowed and reduced in domain by the umbrageous fulness

of Monday ; and we hardly think we are out of the great first

day of the week till we are half-way into the diminutive second.

On Tuesday evening, one does not think it just so necessary as

on the preceding day, to go away and fuss oryi's^pclf about busi-

ness. It is a good night for going to the theatre ; off having a friend

into one's house, or going a sauntering through
1
" the .streets* The day

was a kiqp of broken day at any yate ; and so what matters it thaiVe*
spend the evening rather idly.

Wednesday again is a complete day of business, but in a more mo-
derate way than on Monday. Starting up from the recreancy of Tues-

day, we resolve to exert ourselves manfully, and see a great many
things put to rights. But it is not by any means such a day of tuck-

ing up of cuffs as Monday. We must not be idle to-day ; but nei-

ther mhst we put ourselves very much about. No enthusiasm in

business on Wednesday ;
unless, by the way, it be a market-day, as

often happens ; and then, of course, its natural character of a respect-

able festinaJente business-day is considerably altered for the busier.

Still, however/*though a rather bustling day in this case, there is no
objection to bringing hom8*a country friend to dinner, and enjoying one's

self with him for the remainder of the evening ; in which event, the

relaxation of the latter part makes up for the over-exertion of the early

part of tjie day ; and thus the proper equilibrium is restored, and the day

rendered exactly what nature has intended it to be, a day of moderate

activity. On Wednesday evening, we begin to feel that we have got a good

way down the inclined plane ;
or, as a Scotsman would say, the brae of the

week ; it is beginning to have a middle-aged feeling. We have still a good**

deal to' 4o—we must be very busy to-morrow and on Friday ; but, yet,

there is certainly a good deal of the throng of the week past. This feeling

increases on Thursday, which is generally a day very much like Wed-
nesday as to its degree of exertion. We now begin to put offgonsidfer-

able and extraordinary pieces of business till “ the beginning oftnh week"

that is to say, till next Monday ; for, as already mentioned, that is
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the day for ai) grea$ exertions, Wednesday and Thursday are tie ledst

cdtosplcuQuq^ and distinguished days of tile week. They ere remote

from both ^fends, and are lost in a manner in the turba dierum—4he
crowd of days. A great deal of the business of the week, however, is

done on Wednesday and Thursday. Men are then warm in the harness,

and school-boys too ; and on they go in their respective duties, in a

regular equable manner, with neither a very regretful retrospect to the

vacation of last Sunday, nor a very solicitous prospect towards the

coming joys of the next. On Thursday night, dry land first begins to

appear. On this evening, as the boy cons his lesson for next day, a

pleasing idea of Saturday* comes into his mind. But one day mrfr inter-

venes between Kim and play. He looks over'Friday towards tile hour

of emancipation, like Moses looking from Mount Pisgah towards the

promised land. *• Friday,” he thinks to himself, “ thou art still Another

day of toil and restraint ; but 1 will endure thee as I best nur& fbr the

sake of the happy day whicli comes after.*' Thursday evening?# a space

of time which people spend any way

:

it is an evening of no Character.

People are now beginning to feci a serene indifference about things.

The week is pretty well through. We'll see about any thing of import-

ance on Monday or Tuesday next. Johz^you^leed not post up that

ledger for a day or two yet. If anybody calls for me, say I’ve just

gone to take a game at golf.”*

Friday, however, is a day of decided character. The week is now
wearing towards a close. We must attend, no doubt, to business, but

not so very busily as either on Wednesday ^or Thursday, We'll do
very well if we ju^t gee that nothing goes wrong. Friday is, in fact,

a day consecrated to hmguor. Its decisiveness of character arises from
its being properly or no character whatever. There are more fes-

ntttye assemblages, perhaps, on Friday than on any other day of the

week., People have an unconscious^perception that Saturday is tho
best day of the week in which to awaken from a debauch, because
it is a day of no particular exertion,—therefore Friday is the day
for the debauch. Not to say that the thing is calculated upon, for

no one ever allows himself to think, on sitting down, that he is to

exceed in any way. The caution is a matter of unconfessed in-
stinct. People begin no business of considerable magnitude On Fri-

day. They put off all such matters to the beginning of the ensuing
week, when they will have a large expanse of unbroken days before
them. Things are all getting easy and slip-shod, and unceremo-
nious by Friday night. We have all the week before ns, you know,;
the artisan and the school-boy go home from fneir respective toils on
this evening, with a tranquil satisfied feeling, as if the coleur-de-row of
Saturday had tinged the previous hours with an Aurora of its own dye.
Saturday comes at last—the voluptuous sunset of the week. To awake

upon it, and feel, through the skirts of a departing dream/*$ftt it it

Saturday, is one of the most delightful sensations which men (excepting
th£ altogether idle class) can enjoy. We spring into the wiping World
with a “ whoop and a call,” like boys bounding out to play. Tfhe Ititt

salutes us through our windows with a merrier gleam ; the birrff old us
a blyther good-morrow from the trees. Of course, if ther# is to be a
day of better weather than usual in the week, it is sure to fall on'Satur-

The reader is requested to excuse this local allusion.
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day, in order that we may the itfofe fully enjoy our relaxation; We
long to get breakfast over, that we ztiby dash into the sunnyness of out-
of-doors, and breathe the free communion of nature. If any part of the
day is to be spent in duty, how it is grudged ! How painful to see the
glowing hours—eleven, twelve, one, two—passing by, and ufc not enjoy-
ing them J There is, however, a material difference between the Satur-
day of Scotland and the Saturday of England. In the latter tountgjr,

especially among the busy classes, Sunday is almost exclusively the only
day of relaxation in the week. It is made to serve there as both a day
of devotion and a day of pleasure. Now in Scotland, where Sunday is gene-
rally given up more entirely to devotion, or at least to a decent seclu-
sion, Saturday is necessarily intruded upon for part of its time, which is

given up to recreation. Confining our attention to Scotland* we would
say that Httjg business of importance is transacted on that day. People
are too much agog with the expectation of the afternoon's pleasures to
apply th&ir minds anxiously to great concerns. As for the children, they
burst forth from the restraint of school, with the effervescence of pent-
up small beer, or, we might rather say, the vigorously dispersive qua-
lities of the Congreve rocket. From the focus of the school-door, at
eleven o'clock, they fbdiate^ into a thousand various paths of pleasure
and fun, thinking that they will almost have time to go round the world,
ana be hack before night. Every moment is worthy and precious in
their eyes, and ca*e must of course be taken to spend it well. The de-
licious draught must be drained to the laBt drop, and no part of it to
pass without having given its relish. But is it to the pupil alone .that

Saturday is thus £ Nn T his iiljMffected staidness,

while his eye is ever and anon cast hurriedljjfBiSSTigK the trelUsed

window, that the master longs for the hour of dismissal fully

as the bojgg. What ! is not this thg Dominie's day, or the^ue.jiWBF
mtnica? Yea, verily; and what would that life be—that monolitiPre

chopping of the mind into bits for babes—that wearing agony—were it

not for this delightful exception from its miseries ? Then for the poor

sous of labour—what a day is Saturday for them ! See them pouring

out at six in the evening, from their various dens, all rejoicing in the
prospect of that blessed relaxation which God himself has granted from
his*own stern decree, “ That, by the sweat of their brow, his creatures

shall earn their bread." That evening the village group congregated
around some neighbour's door to tell the news, sends forth a meriw
laugh. The maiden, passing here and there on inexplicable errands,

crosses their eyes—a brighter and happier vision. The very cows, as

they come in from the loaiftng, utter more gladsome and familiar sounds,

as if participating in the human joy. Although just released from six

days of incessant toil, so complete is the general rebound, on account of

the anticipated relaxation of next day, that there is no period of the

week whe&the poor man feels himself less oppressed with labour. He
could dance now with a far lighter heart

—

d fortiori, far lighter heels,

than On Monday morning. Saturday night goes down with the cup and
the song.4

Sunday rises amidst the universal hymn of Nature to Nature's Qo4*
Aurora on that morning seems, as if she had borrowed the glotibus

robes of Religion to deck her more lustrously forth. She walks up the
east with a statelier step, and pours down upon our heads a more per-

fect effulgence. There is not a work-day movement, nor a work-day
sound, to mar the general solemnity. But nature's own sounds—the

VOL. t. 2U
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whistling of the birds, the hum of the bees—or, whet U nM less beau-

tiful, the far tinkling parish bell,Valuing of the approach# hour of

prayer—these all come with a greater force upon the ear. 'The-time of

worship arrives, and the humbledenizens of this world enter thb

pies of their Creator, to consecrate their affections to him, and soothe

every rough feeling away under the blessed influence of devotion. W§re
th$re nothing but old habit in this practice, it would still tye delightful

arid meritorious. To think that the prayers which are read were com-

posed by the Fathers of the Church, some of whom perished for their

faith atjhe stake, and have, ever since, been used by a large class of

individuals endeared by country or by relationship ; or to reflect, that

th$ psalms which we sing, (supposing a preshyterian place of worship,) are

still the same which were sung by the ardent and steadfast Covenanters^

amidst the wildernesses to which they were driven ; to think \Jat the Great

Book itself contains the communications which God, in long pest ages,

condescended to make for the benefit of his fallen creatures, together

with the glad words which he afterwards vouchsafed for their redemp-

tion ;—these are ideas which come over the mind on this occasion, to ele-

vate and purify it above its ordinary state. In the evening, the same

repose reigns unbroken, and men at last faty. asleep in the hush of na-

ture, as if they were never again to rise.

TiHTi noMnmuFTniniii unniii

THE FOOLHOOD OF THE REALM.

TWib mighty are falling with greater celerity than we could have ven-
tured to predict. For many centuries past the office of Court Jester

has been abolished in Great Britain, and we find that it is now no lon-

ger admissible among the privileges of a British subject, for every man
to be his own fool. In certain countries of Europe, as well as in many
Oriental provinces, fools are looked upon in a sacred light. A horn
natural is called the Child of Providence, endowed with general im-
munity, fed at the general expense, and watched over as an hostage
fwfai the Creator. We have often been tempted to fancy that this su-
perstition was latently prevalent even in England. That Fools were
reported in London as secondary only to divinities, and rendered eligi-

ble to the highest offices of Church and State. But if so great an abuse *

ever existed, it is past and over ; henceforward let no envious fool cast

an eye upon the wig and gown, the stole and mitre. There is no longer
safety for them, even in numbers. The mad Doctor is abroad ; and it

is plain that the destinies of the renowned Monsieur de Pourceaugnac
urgently impend over every individual citizen of this distracted empire !

No ! Let no more geese cackle in the Capitol ; they will either be stuf-

fed with sage in their despite, or penned up in a ^ell to figure hereafter
under the crust of a St&sburg Pie.

We have all learned from the fate of Miss flagster, to how severe
an ordeal our whimsies and impertinences may be subjected ! We may
be called to account by a jury of our own countrymen for ignorance of
“ Waverley," or admiration of “ Eugene Aram ;» for an error of literary
judgment, or a blunder in our army estimates. We can no longer be
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as stupid airtffr like, or as silly as We, please, or as pleases our kinsfolk

and fcftutilAilnce* Aldermen thepoafilves shall be plummets over us,

and’&$rd Mayor? ohdckle at our imbecility. Miss Rosa Matilda, (not

Ishfe of (he Morning Post of Della Cruscan Memory,) having been tempted
to admit that she preferred the Zoological Gardens to Family Prayers,

has written herself down an ass fof&e remaining forty-nine years of
her mortal pilgrimage; and, moreover, is chargeable with a yum of

£10,000 for registry of the fact. The law expenses of this in-Delioate

Investigation amounted to £500 per diem; and all to prevent a
silly little lady (not a whit more witless than th$ fashionable Foolhood
to be found daily thronging the counters of Howell and James netween
the hours of four and seven) from pleasing her own silly fancy.

3We
have many congratulations to offer to my Lord Brougham and Vaux.#If
he could prove himself entitled to the guardianship of all the giddy dam-
sels who do not know that two and two make four, in addition to the
mighty Foolhood already consigned to his jurisdiction, we fear that the
Wards of Farringdon, both within and without, will scantly* avail to

contain the persons of the Wards in Chancery. Moreover, we beg the
ladies of fashion will henceforth take heed to their words, that they
offend not with their* tongue ; that they will gossip less loudly in the

Ventilators, and comport themselves more discreetly in the gallery of

the»Lords. Let them look to the mace and seals, and tremble

!

THE DRAMA.

Who does not remember the pungent epigram .written by4fwilS dur-

ing his days of idiotcy, on seeing the new Magazine in the Phoenix

Park ?
*

Oh! solid proof of Irish sense

!

Here Irish wit is seen

;

When nothing’s left for our defence,

We build a Magazine !

How ably might this be parodied^in illustration of the fact that the wits

of Modern London, unable to furnish forth a single play, act, scene, or

line, which Congreve or Farquhar would not blush to hear repeated, have

clubbed (under sanction of the name of Garrick,) for the purpose of

devouring the good things they can no longer indite ; of quaffing snjttlp-

ling champagne, instead of sparkling pleasantries ;—and, thougby^»*^
are no longer virtuous, persisting in the digestion of their “ cakessEo^
ale !” The unhappy Drama, (almost asha&ied to know herself,) a mi-

serable pauper, who has been ptifesed from parish to parish, pressed during

the war, and turned adrift in her rags in time of peace ; pelted with

mud by the editors of the fifteen daily and thirteen weekly journals of

London,—now sentenced to the wprkhouse, and now to the peniten-

tiary,—-fe at length condemned to the peine forte et dure of a Parliament
tary Committee ! Note farce-writing dunce, not a ninny, not a candle-

snuffer, but has been- called to speak to her character,^and prate away
his own ! The majors and the minors fieing non-secutive and incapa-

ble of conclusion, hffipAcome to a confusion awhile the Garden and Old
Drury have been plaUp Polly Peachum and Lucy Lockit, and certainly

not for their own benefits !
* Certain senators, having first premised that

there axe no dramatic authors extant, insist upon bringing in a bill for

their protection. A patent manager protests (not the bill) to the hon-

ourable House, that Editors of newspapers damn the patent Theatre*,
2 u 2
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only because the patent Theatres have damned their plays ; and a

patent playwright petitioned for the retention of the License** lest

he and his confraternity should grow too licentious. We are grow-
ing rather sick of Thespis qptt hifroffspijng. People write about plays,

and talk about plays, and legislate about plays :—do every thing in

short except go and see them performed. The truth is at length appa-

rent, that the great interests ofmankind are stirring too busily around
us to admit of our being pleased with Ranger’s “ rattle/* or “ tickled"

with Ophelia’s “ straw/* At the prdfent moment, “ All the world’s a
stage /Land all the me^nd women (teirpound voters and all) " merely
players.

*

THE MAGAZINES.

Our brethren are waxing pugnacious during these present dog days.

We do not like to see the monthly magazines assume the aspect and
attitude ofpowder magazines ; and least of all, to observe the Comic be-

coming Tragic in its tone and influence. • Poole, the author of Paul
Pry, and Hood the author of all the funniest fun that has been said or

sung for the last three years, have been severally addressing the Athe-

ncsum as the Mr. Speaker of the house of Literature ;—and moreover as

they choose to do it in character, the comical dogs have made as many
wry faces as though they were >#ompeting with each other through a

horse collar. Like Zany Kibaubs^ however, they protest that it is " all

fun.” We must admit that thette par nobile fratrum have strongly

reminded fcs of another noble couple, two dancers wfl once saw in a

pantomitflfi, who, having to perform what is called a double hornpipe

after a desperate squabble behind the scenes, w ere compelled to set to

each other, with the indispensable stftge smile, while^as it in spite of their

'^grisni^g, certain sentiments were audible to the prompter, thr*t assur-

edly did not suit the word to the action. With their arms entwined in

a graceful attitude, thqy were heard, mutually, to wish each other at a

spot unmentionable to ears polite. Poole, as the great Liston can testi-

fy, is uiifrivalled in the art of gibbettingtiimself, by inditing silly letters to

the public.—lie is fond, like Acres, of swearing c< by his valour /'—but
the gentleman doth protest too much ; and we therefore own ourselves

inclined to back Hood’s manhood against the field

PENNY WISE.

\The vast increase of che^ periodicals has attracted the notice Of

the^tax-makers ; and an ukase haft been%sued, purporting that nothhi^l

is to be said which has not been said oefore, under penalty of a tribute

of fpurpence, lawful money, to Caesar. (t Every thing in, the shape of

news” say the Commissioners, “ jqust be stamped/’ We feel strongly

inclined to tell these gents that they gre—— »<> — ! and with-

out stamp or penalty! for, although “ news’* to
V
v Diem, w* are provided

with evidence t£,show that the samq*has been said a thousand times in

print, and out of print ; and tliat they might just as well affix a stamp
upon every copy of Baconjp Apophthegms.

THE FINE ARt!?

Caledonia has maintained the dignity of the Thistle, this yeaiy through-
out the exhibitions of the jpetropolis.

a
The finest picture in the Suffolk
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Street collection was Hbrvfcy's “ Covenantors.*
1 The bestlandscape In

the British Institution Nasmyth’s; the best jjoetical Study Fraser’s

« Antiquary p and; at theTtoyal Academy, u itnox* Wilkie aqd Knox
redeemed the igribminy of the poorest* exhibition ever witnessed at So-

merset House. A servile imitation of Seuter Johnny (by an Academi-

cian) offers a new testimony to the meHts of Tiom's ; and
“ HUncan’e

Horses,” by Longh/nSw evidence of "bis owir, Dyce, too, has mads

greater way than wd ever Vemernher during a first season.

i *W

THE*l>ERIODICAl^.
f

Hobs, different are tfte destines of the dwellers with the deep, %n
those otNjheAwellers in the deep ! Of fishes that swim, it is said that the

smaller exjrfonly to be made the prey of the greater ;
whereas, among

the periodicals the gudgeon is edSitled to devour the great whale, and

the eticklebagxmsfatten upon the porpoise. We of the Monthlies are

privileged to dismmnher ancfrfall to upon*the QuarterlieqdfoThe Weekly

Journals pounce upbn our own substance, and lighten thUr darkness by

pretended extracts from, and pretending criticisms upon our pages. The*

daily papers quote theSveekly ; the evening array themselves in the

rays of the morning ; and Nqhereas in these days of steam and machinery,

there appears every prospetet of an bffhrly, or even half hourly news-

paper, we have it in contemplation to ret up ee The Minute Instantaneous

Advertiser,” in order to pluck itV itl^en feathers, and pluip© ourselves

with its wings.

SIR WALTER.

Let no one say tbi& the age of chWalry is Neither Roncegyallesj

nor the itound Table^lould^aye furnished a firmxdisplay of courtesy than

that fybich greeted our literary veteran, among fbqrude rabble of Jer-

myn Street After all, the ferule is as potent .fTherh^r of manors as

th^nknightly lance. The same nrnb which hootedFieldufcg to tljg vessel

that was to convey him to Lisboa^fco die, stood silent, ana reverential,

and uncovered, to watch the departure of the infirm author ofWpverJey,

for his own, and, we fe^y, ^Sjafe|^home ; and, unless the schoolmaster ya

to be thanked for this toanifeit amendment of minor morals, Wb kjw^r

not where our gratitude \s due.

ADDRESSE

mwas profenelj^ut wlttll^?aiA&P?oltaire, that the Almlfffrealone

had bafience enough to endure the praises of mankind. It Is Unques-

tionably a fadUlty inherent in royalty, to listen, with gravity, to
i the ri-

diculous addresses latt at the foot «f its august throne, and striking

dumb the eldiueidfe of the never-safficiently-to be-panegyrlzed Morning?

Post “ From $fe inhabitants of Dander cum Noodle, to expnm^ * ,

r

abhorrence of the late wicked and Sreasojpble attack utfto >*M Majesty s

sasred person !” Sepely the Dunder cum Noodleites must apprehend

that his Majesty’s estimate oflheir loyalty Wat a very low ebb; when

they think ifneceiary^o n«ke a public disavowal of sympathy or.col-

lusion with a drunken njfflan, with whom not even Cooke of Leicester,

or Bishop of SutgSm’s Hall, is likely to be accused of fellowship. Such
. . 5*. m ftiir firrcuma Sovereign is

or BishopJW surgeon b xxau, w ~ « r . .

addresses deserve to be Rejected Addresses ; orour Gracious Sovereign is

much less to be pitied fer his laptftetion. thalrabr the hlunderlng-loyslty

of his subieqts.
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SUMMER.

The sununec—the summer is coming l

Froitf ‘Heaven, ail glorious and bright 1

With joy in the wav$ of her gift&en winjfh
With sunshine, with song amldelight V

Prepa^ye her home, oh, Earth

!

AnaTCiMflfce with rich roses your bowers

;

And make ye her couch where viole|s have birth,

Wongst fragrant and ni^-bloomiigg'^wers.

The summer—the summer is coming I

She smiles in the clear,**tarry sky ;

The spring, like a herald, hath sped on before.

To tell that the bright one is nigh I
w

r- i*

The summer—the summer is coming
Forth from her Atant climes !

And the oak gives his blessing with arms outstretched,

That have blessed her a hundred times.

The Ocean that u^&omed her first.

As she beamed osar mountain and plain,

When in Eden her rorliest loveliness burst.

Yet breathes her a welcome again.

But the billows all quietly H&,
Their Jpice of contention is mute ;

Their swell is soft as dffond lover’s sigh,^
And their fall like the tone of^ lute^

The sk^ are with silver cloudB graced,

Ream upwards in many a pile

;

The Heavens and Earth,, their beauty embraced.
Are sleeping in eacb&ther’s smile.

A

SONNET,

BY THE AUTHOR <#&“ CPR^LAW RHYJ&tS.”
%

Freedom I thou art not like the Summer friend

Who brings good news before misfortune comeg.
And never afterwards. SlaHs, fawning, blenr

1

Smiles with deep hate ; and flowers that grow on
Veil the mute horror and the worm below
ButjJtke the poor man’s dog, though spunraf’yet Uue,
ThoVitill retum’st, aA in love with wo,
When all else fly. Welcome as evening's dew*
To thirsty plants/thy ever-pleasiuq^brm
Comes, a best friend to him that wuigrth one

;

The captive*s bow of promise in the storm.
The angel of his dreams. When health irfone,
And hope interr’d, his last tear flows for thee

;

He starts, and ca^g thee Death 1 but, lot the chant d i* free
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POLITICAL HISTORY.

Great Britain. portfrnment ofmember^ too few had been
The most important discussions in given to Scotland. This is a rich joke.

Parliament, during the month whi<h has from one who has strained every nerve to
jus>t elapsed, arose out of the Scottish Re- deprive that country of the accession she*
form Bill, the Irish Reform Bill, and the has gained ; and was evidently intended
m&iaftre proposed by Mr. Stanley, for set- to furnish his creatures who may stand
tling the question of Irish Tithe*. ft® counties or burghs, with a hustings*

Scottish Reform Bill.—The pro- clap-trap. For some time after its com-
posal to introduce a qualification clause Sgitmeut, the progress of the Bill was most
into the Scottish Bill, against which \%e unaccountably Blow. On the 9th of July,
were just in time $o raise our voice last s, the 12th clause only was disposed of. On
4nontli, was received with a burst ofWig- the 10th, however, their Lordships to0ifc

nant contempt by the whole country. In heart of giace, and bolted the whole mea-
consequeuce of their conviction of the una- sure without more grimace. It was read

nimityofthissentimentySjMinistersatonce^ a third time on theroth, and, after hav-
withdrew the clause. After a short dis- ing been sent to the Commons to obtain
cussion on this subject, and oflS at two their approbation of some verbal amend-
trivial amendments, proposed by different ments, receiwJ the Royal Assent by Corn-

members of the Commons, and rejected, mission, on Tuesday, the 17th of July,
tlje Bill was read a third time on Wed- Scotland, therefore, has at last been eman-
nesday, the 27th of June, amid load cipated, and has taken her proud stand
tfiecrs. It was earned to the Hoyse 6f beside England, waiting till Irelanc^ins
Lords next day, by ftie Lord Advocate, them, to enter upon a new career,

and read a first time without*npiadt. Irish Reform Bill.

—

The process

On Wednesday the 4th of July, the Lord of freeing the Green Isle is ill a more
Chancellor movted that the BUI he read a hopeful state than when w&%fased our
second timo/—a motion to which no op- last monthly retrosmyt. The path-
position was offered. An attempt was way ofiJhis part of theTtaeasure has been
made, however, by the Earl of Hadding- more worny than that of the bUl which
ton, to insinuate a petition for compensa- proposed to amend the Scotraftp}ective

tion for the loss of their superiorities, frou# system
,
on this account, that fllfe coitn-

those " gentle beggars,” the late county tiy for which it was intended, was not

constituency of Scotland. There can be no satisfied with its provisions. The com-
doubt, that the extensiopLpf the right of jpencraent of its career had likewise

suffrage will seriously curtail the “ waya^ been most inauspicious. The proposal to ,

and means” ofmany of these gentry; butp
1

give an additional member to the close
1'

in their clamours for redrojl, they quite^ ascendaucy torporftti(*jM?f Trinity College 4

target that the scrambling way in whuW had ^een crammed wwu the reluctant

they have hitherto reod&ed the public throats of the independent Irish members,
money, is contra bonos mores, is stigma- along witlp more than an average dose of
Used by the laif, and&annot receiW its Stanley's petulance. Ministers assumed,
protection. The modest request Acoun- on this occasion, the unwonted position

tered the contemptuous neglect which it of Orange ascendancy men. On Mon-
deserved/ Jfr electioneering finesse of the day, the 18th of June, Mr. O'Connell
same noble Earl met$rith a similar re- moved an instruction to the Commit-
t option. He complained, that, in the ajj^ tee on thp&rish Bill, to establish a 5/.
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qualification fi*r Ireland. * His motion will buy the; distrained chattels. The
'was ,lost by a Jhajority of 177 to 44. clergy of Ireland,' who had preached pa-
When the Committee resumed, on the tience to the starving peasantry under
25th of June, Ministers were in a more every privation and oppression, took
complying moo 1. Mr. Stanley announced alarm the moment that the shadow of the
their intension of extending the franchise wolf darkened their own doors. Scarce-
to all leaseholders, for 21 years, at rents ly had tithe been refused in three pa-
of 10/. ond upwards. On a suggestion rshe?, than government Was pelted with
from Mr. 0‘Connell, resting upon the eng- petitions from every quarter of Ireland,
tomary length of leases in Ireland, twenty begging for insurrection acts, increase Of
years was substituted for twenty.one, and the eonstabulaiyforce, troops ofdragoons,
this amendment of the Bill passed with- and every protection that men* in the last
out opposition. On the 6th of July, Mr. stage of panic, could bawl for. It was
Stanley suggested a amendment evident that the interference of the Legis-
of the Bill, with a view to the accommo- lattfre was necessary ;‘but here a difficulty

dation of electors. By the first draught, Arose. The independent Irish members
a large number were compelled to travel maintained, that a self-condemned and
to a great distance, to give twenty-one nearly expiring Parliament was an ini-

days notice to the Clerk of the Peaco.be- proper assembly to legislate on so vital a
fore they couhl register their qualifier- questidti, and requested that its considera-
tions. The Secretary for Ireland pro- tion should be postponed until a Reform-
posed, that the notice should be served ed Parliament had been assembled. It
upon the High Constable of the barony in was objected to this, that the clergy were
which the elector resided, and that the starving in the meantime,’—a ludicrous
Constable should be bound to transmit exaggeration. Ministers, therefore, per-
the notice to the Clerk of the Peace. Mr. sisted invoking immediate measures. They
OcConnell approved, and the alteration may have been accused, at times, of ti-

was adopted. Mr. O cConneIl subsequent;- midity and vacillation, when there was
ly proposed thp annual publication of the any hazard of irritating the illiberal par-

_ #
voters, to prevent fraud, as in England, ty

; never when there was danger of dis-
Lord Althorp wished to try first how the gusting the people. Mr. Stanley sub*
plan, which was a novelty even in the last mitted an outline of the Government plan
mentioned country, would sifrceed. The to the House of Commons, on Thursday
report of the Committee was brought up * the 5th of July. He declared an inten-
on Friday, the 13th of July, and the Bill tion of intiodueing tlnee bills .—the first

read a third time on Monday the 16th. rendering tithe-composition compulsory
It was earned to the Locate and read a and permanent ; the second establishing,
first time on Thursday the iOth. in every Irish diocese, a corporation, corn-

^ question scarcely posed of the bishop and beneficed clergy,
second in Importance and urgency to that who would collect and distribute the funds

Parliamentary Reform, as far as regards of the joint body; and, in that way, re-
Irefaud, is that of Tithes. That country move the parochialiclcrgy from all colli-
has declared, that it will no longer submit sipn with their parishioners; the third
to such aheavy, unearned, contumelious making such provisions as would enable
load. Urimr the old system the poor cot- the corporations thus lbnifed to make pur-
tier was ground jfi the earth. Under the chases of ldfid out of such sums asshould
Composition AcrTne wealthy fanner finds be paid for the redemption of tithes, Jg-
his burden doubled or tripled. Th$ minds cilities being afforded for such redemp-
of the''

__

ded, as well as the uneducated^ tiom j In further explanation of tie first
have roused to inquire into the na-’ v&ill, Mr. Stanley stated, that his object
ture of the impost. Men who, on rcli- was, to make the income of the clcrgy-
gioiis grounds, object to the payment of man increase in proportion to the rise of
Tithes, and men who oppose them on eco^ price, not to jdta increase of produce,—.
immical principles, have now found wil- ihe composition being varied according to
ling auditors. O cConnell has taught his Evaluation made every$even years. The
countrymen how vindicate their rights object of thepompositiun Act was to ren-
in a legal and omiBtitutional manner, ^filler the landlord upon whom the burden
The consequence is, that over, at least, of tithes ultim*f|ly fell, the actual payer,
one-third of Ireland,---throughout Lein- But. as there were generally in Ireland
ster, in the western district of Ulster, and severe! persons befgreen the owner of the
in different parte of Connaught,—the peo- fee and^the occupier, he proposed that the
pie have resolved that the Tithe leviers last lessor, paving an interest beyond that
may take it if they can. The orders to of a tenant at will, sWmtd ^.responsible
pay are not complied with, the distresses for the payment ol ihe composition ; and
executed arc not resisted, butaao person yyhen the lease of the person so held re.
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sponsible should have expired, the whole settlement of the question is left to a. re-

charge should fall on the holder imine- formed parliament, Aa soon as that 'body
diately above him. By this arrangement, > meets, ministers will be obliged to declare
at the expiration of the existing leases, themselves ; at present they have .the

the actual landlord, that is, the person apology of standing between an inimical

ultimately receiving the profit-rent, would court, and an uncertain Parliament,
be the actual payer of the tithe. The Come when .it may, the question of
Hon. Secretary added, that it was pro- Church Reform in Ireland will bring
posed to give the tithe-receiver an action us at once to issue with the Lords,

by civil bill in the county courts, in ltyp and shew whether they - are inclined

Of the old mode of distress. In condu- honestly to co-operate with the people's

sion, he observed, that although he looked representatives for the good of the na-
upon these three bills but as parts' of one tion. In ‘regard to Ireland, it only re-

ifteasure, he did not consider them so mains further to observe, that Mr. Sadler
closely connected that one might not pro- in the Commons, and Lord Roden in. the
duce beneficial effects without the others. Lords, have both been making a parade
On Mr. Stanley's moving for leave to of their favourite quack-mediciues. They
bring in the two first-mentioned bills, may save themselves the trouble. Ire-

Mr. James Grattan moved as an amend- land has been too long under the hands
ment the following resolutions :

—

f { That of St. John Long politicians to be bene-
it is essential to the peace of Ireland that fited*by the application of their cabbage-
the present system of tithes in that conn- blades.

try should cease and determine ; that in
.

Flogging Soldiers.—Next in unr
coming to this resolution, the House re- portance to these leading constitutional

cognizes the right of persons holding vest- questions,among the matters lately brought
ed interests, to compensation

; that it also before Parliament, isthe caseofSomerville,

recognizes the liability of landed property a private in the Scots Greys. During the

in Ireland to contribute a fund for rcli- interregnum occasioned by Lord Grey’s re-

gion and charity, but that fund should be situation, a report was spread that some
differently collected from what it is at privates belonging to that regiment had
present, and should be lighter in amqunt

;
joined the Birmmgham Union. The story *

that the mode of levying and distributing was promptly and anxiously contradicted

the said fund should be left to a reformed by one of the officers. Somerville was
Parliament.” An adjournment of the induced by this to-write a letter, which
debate which ensued, from the Thursday subsequently appeared, in the columns of
on which it took place till the ensuing The Weekly Despatch,

from which what
Monday, was, with great difficulty, ob- follows is an extract :

—

u As a private in

taiued by Mr. O’Connell. When that the Scots Greys I have certainly thg means
day arrived, the adjourned debate, instead of knowing fully the opinions that per-

of being resumed, was postponed till Fri, vade the rank in which I serve. It was
day. It would seem as if suspicion had surely true that a few sent their names
already gone abroad 4that Ministers had to the roll of the Political Union ; but
begun to waver in their determine- let no man think that those who refrain-

tion to force their measure through cd from doing so cared less for the inter-

the prcaeht Parliament ; for the an- ests of their country. I for ogp made no
nouucemeut that the resumption of the such public avowal of my opinion, for I.

debate was to, be postponed, drew forth knew it to be an infrin£&nent of military

the most pitiable whining from the Pro- law ; but l was one who watched with
testant ascendancy faction. On Thurg- tumbling anxiety the movements of the

day Mr. Stanley announced that he\ people of Birmingham. We knew well

had relinquished all intentions of bring- the position in which wc might be placed,

ing on the second and third bills in should events require the physical action

the present Parliament.^ And on Fri- qf the community ; for, while we ventur-

day his original^motiqo for leave to bring ed to hope that any collision between the

in the first bill was carried in opposition civil and military forces would be pre-

to Mr. Grattan's amendment, by a ma- vented by the moral energies of the former,

jority ofJ)2 in a house ofJ.50. It is ap-.
;
we co^ild not help fearing that the lawless

parent that a reform of fe$nost searching might take the opportunity of tumult to

nature impends over the Irish Church, commit outrages on property,—-in which

The opposition to th&ppayment of tfj&hes case we should have certainly considered

continues and spreads. One tithe meeting ourselves, as soldiers, bound, to put down
has already been held at which » Deputy such conduct. But against the liberties

Lieutenant of a county presided. The of our countrymen we would have never,

language of the opponents of the establish, never, never raised an arm ! The Duke
ment grows daily bolder ; and the final of Wellington may assure himself that
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military government shall never be again

set up in tbit country/* No name was
attached to the letter : but a report got

abroad, on the arrival of the Despatoh in

Birmingham, that Somerville was the au-

thor. A day or two afterwards, Somer-

ville, although a recent recruit, was pick-

ed out of the ranks, and ordered to per-

form upon an unbroken horse, an exer-

cise difficult to accomplish even with the

best-trained animals. Having failed, he

was ordered to try again, hut declined.

He vyps, for this act of disobedience, im-

mediately placed in confinement. He was
in a short time sent for by Major Wynd-
ham, and interrogated respecting the let-

ter he was reported to have written. On
Somerville's admitting that he was the

author, and vindicating his conduct, he

was dismissed by the Major, witfy the

emphatic words—

“

But, my lad, you are

now where you will repent of it.” Five

minutes after this preliminary interroga-

tion, Somerville was arraigned before a

court martial for the disobedience of or-

ders before-mentioned, and sentenced to

receive two hundred lashes on hi's bare

back. Within two hours one hundred
of the number awarded were inflicted, in

presence of the assembled regiment ; after

which, he was remanded f.o confinement,

to await the remainder of his punishment.

It is customary when a soldier is punish-

ed, for the commandiftg-officer to address'

his assembled comrades on the enormity
of his offence ; on the present occasion

Major Wyndham directed his discourse

almost exclusively to the libel of which
Somerville had confessed himself the au-
thor. As if still further to corroborate

the opinion that ‘Somerville was punished

for the letter only, a private who, next

day, refused to go to school at all, was
sentenced only to twenty-four hours* im-
prisonment. The illegality of the trans-

action was heightened by the mean and
dastardly spirit which attempted to cloak
its malignity under the form of justice.

The question was twice brought before

the notice of the House of Commons by
Mr. Hume,*—on Tuesday the 18th of

June, when he presented some petitions

for inquiry into the transaction ; and on
Tuesday the 3d of July, when he tabled

a formal motion for inquiry. His broad
honest statement of the case was met with
a- profusion of holiday and lady tqrms,

not only from the gallaut Major’s brethren

of the epaulette, hut (we are sorry to

say it) from some of his Majesty's minis-
ters. The public has since been given to

understand that the dismissal of Somer-
ville has been granted, and that an in-
vestigation is to be made into the facts of
the case. Thanks to Sir John Cam Hob-

house, Lord* Hill will be forced to allow

a thorough sifting of the matter. .The

question involves a vital principle. If

a standing army be at all necessary,

(and one much less numerous than

what at present eats us up, must soon

content our rulers,) it is of the utmost

importance to the country that justice

be done to the men who compose it,

and that they be encouraged to entertain

generous and honourable sentiments. A
standing army is merely the leaven to

leaven the anomalous mass which, in the

event of a war, must be pressed into tlfe

service. A finer body of men than our

British soldiery is not to be found, but

this is in despite, not in consequence, oj

the treatment they receive. The man over

whose back the lash hourly hangs, can-

not fail to have some lurking feelings of
the slave about him. The man who is

made to feel that no length of s» fice, no -

degree of merit can raise him above a
very brief career of promotion, while
high command is accessible to raw igno-

rant boys of noble birth, must either be

a dolt, or one who, in his secret soul, re-

volts at the injustice of such an order of
things. Dolts our soldiers arc not, as

every one must kuow who has had an op-
portunity of remarking the admirable
manner in which regimental libraries are
conducted,—of hearing the shrewd re-

marks of soldiers canvassing the propriety
of purchasing a work, or criticising it af-

ter perusal*—or of conversing in general
with the non-commissioncd officers. The
British soldier cannot long be withheld
from asserting his rights ; a free career
must be opened to merit, however 1wim-
ble its origin.

Russo Dutch Loan.—Respecting
this loan we have only to remark, that
it has been twice under ,the discussion
of Parliament, and we are threatened
with sundry repetitions of the same
infliction. The object of this perti-
nacity on the part of the Opposition
was well described by Mr. II. Vernon
Smith, as being merely to enable them
“ to make a splash on the hustings.” •

State of the Country -This
subject leads us by a natural transi-
tion from the business in Parliament
to the state of the country at large.

There is a promise of a most abun-
dant harvest to cheer, and a consider-
able increase of cholera to depress us.
—In Ireland the tithe-question seems to
absorb the entire' population.—In Eng-
land and Scotland the candidates for seats
in the new Parliament, are already keen-
ly engaged canvassing the prospective vo-
ters. In England, tlic excitement is
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great, but wants the zest ofnovelty which
attends it in Scotland. We could relate

many amusing anecdotes of electioneering

adventures in a comity where the prac-

tice is almost unknown, and by men new
to the trade. To scatter them at present

might be interpreted into a desire to in-

fluence the elections by placing individual

candidates in ridiculous points of view.

We may, however, indulge in a laugh
hereafter when the present has passed in-

to matter of history. One striking fhct

regarding the canvass now pervading
Scotland, is, that no one candidate has
yet dared to come forward, openly avow-
ing an attachment to the Tory party and
its principles. Even in Edinburgh, which
has always been regarded as the centre of

the Tory power, and its chief stronghold,

the Conservatives have not dared to push
forward a candidate in their own name.
A portion of those who signed the last

anti-reform petition, calling themselves
** a meeting of .the inhabitants of Edin-
burgh," have put forward a candidate

under the pretext that those already in

the field “ are either dependent upon the

present administration, or are its known
adherents and supporters,” (which they

know to be only half a truth,) and that
“ it is necessary that immediate measures
be taken to secure the representation of

the independent and constitutional prin-

ciples, as well as of the great monied and
commercial interests of the inhabitants of
Edinburgh.” The number of signatures

affixed to. the resolutions of this meeting

is about 370, of which, more than one

half are lawyers. A large proportion of

the remainder are medical men and lairds.

Upwards of thirty are electors. And is it

come to this ? Are the faithful remnants

of the band which once mustered so

strong waxed so fewP Are they so well

aware of the odium attaching to the very

name of their principles, that they dare

not avow them P It is in the counties,

however, that the strangest aberrations

of moral sense have displayed themselves.

Some of our squirearchy have declared

that they will esteem it a personal insult

if any gentleman presunfe to canvass their

tenauts. Others confess that they are de-

termined not to grant any reductions of a

rack-rent to any tenant whose vote shall

displease them. The consequence of these

illegal and unconstitutional declarations,

has been the formation of an association

in Edinburgh for the protection of the

tenantry, and meetings of the tenants

themselves in some parts of the country.

There is, however, only one efficacious re-

medy for the evil—.THE BALLOT.*

This will not be the first time that we
have to thank the blundering tactics of
our enemies for the attainment of an
important right.

CONTINENT OF EUROPE.

The relations of Holland and.Belgium
continue still undetermined. Italy and
Spain are yet asleep. It is to France,

Germany, Poland, and Portugal that

events of importance are at present con-
fined. *

9
France—The disturbances in the

West are dying out, although the Du-
chess of Berri still lingers in the country
in the vain hope of being able to resusci-

tate them. The French government pro-
fesses ignorance of her << whereabouts
and jve know that up to a late period (if

not still) her friends at Holyrood were
kept in a state of intense anxiety by their

utter ignorance of her motions and inten-

tions. Paris has continued tranquil since

the time to which our last month's nar-
rative brought down the history of events.

Every thing, however, tends to confirm

the opinion that Louis-Philippe conti-

nues to reign by sufferance alone. The
great mass of the people are indifferent to

him. An attempt was made to elicit a
showof devotion from the National Guard
on the occurrence of the disturbances of
the 5th of June. A report was industri-

ously circulated that the rising of the peo-
ple was caused by the machinations of
the Carlists, and the Guard came flocking

in from the most remote districts. It has
since been ascertained that the riots ori-

ginated solely in an attack made by a
body of soldiers upon the people, at the

moment that their passions were excited

by the ceremony in which they had been
taking part ; that they were unpremedi-
tated—the result of no conspiracy. As
soon as this was known, the indifference

of the soldier-citizens returned; nor could

all the eloquent appeals of the Moniteur
re-awaken their enthusiasm. Thus cir-

cumstanced, Louis-Philippe seems re-

solved to rest upon Soult and the army.f

• Similar means of intimidating tradesmen have
been resorted to in Edinburgh by at least one
Tory. If this conduct bepersevered in no consi-

deration shall deter us from publishing his name.

+ Thc French army comiats at present of 19
Marshals (of whom one. Grouchy, Is honorary-,)

160 Lieutenant-Generals, of whom 130 are ip ac-
tive service, £5 on the reserve, and 5 attached to
the King ; 2TO Major. Generals, of whom SOB are
in active service, 64 in the reserve, and 7 attached
to the King and Prince-Royal—The army m
composed as follows
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He has not yet filled up the office of presi-

dent of the council left vacant by the

death of Pevier. Dupin was nominated
for it, but his scruples respecting the le-

gality of the ordinance, declaring Paris

in a state of Siege, and the disinclination

of Soult, are understood to have'offpred

insurmountable obstacles. Meanwhile
the meeting of the Chambers has been in-

definitely postponed, and the adherents to

the declaration of the Opposition (the

compte rendu) increase daily.,, Without
a reform of the elective system, how-
ever, the voice of the people will not be

heard in the Chamber of Deputies. Thus
circumstanced in regard to internal weak-
ness and the growth of opposition, the

arbitrary proceedings of the French
Cabinet have received a severe shock
from another quarter. Paris having* been
declared in a state of siege, two court

martial were appointed to try the riot-

ers. As mentioned in our last, forty of
the most eminent members of the bar
had given an opinion unfavourable to the

legality of these proceedings. They vo.

liiutcered their services to the accused.

The strong sensation thus created in the

minds of the Parisians was heightened by
the reflection, that if the capital was con-

tinued in a state of siege until all the

trials were ended, the prolongation of
that situ&tio nmiglit be indefinite, for upv
wards of 1(500 individuals had been arrest-

ed. The sittings of the courts commenc-
ed on the 17th of June. The prisoners

placed at their bars were in general of

the lowest classes, and the evidence against

them singularly defective. The members
of the tribunals, as if aware of the odious

nature of their powers, manifested the

greatest reluctance to convict. Some were
however found guilty, all of whom ap-
pealed to the Court of Cassation. The
first case of appeal from the sentence of a
court martial-lthat of Geoffrey, a painter,

condemned to death for his share in the

transactions of the 5th of June—came on
before the Court of Cassation on the 29tli

of the same month. Odillon Barret ap.

1 z

07 Regts. of the Line, of SOCOmen each. . . .101,000
21 — of Light Infantry, 2400men ehch, 50,400
1 Foreign Legion 5,0 0
3 Regta. of Engineers, of 2000 men each. . 6,000

11 — of Artillery, of 1000 each. 11,000
2 — of Carbineers, of900 each 1,600
10 — of Cuirassiers, ditto 8,000

of Dragoons, ditto 9,000
of Lancers, ditto 4,800
of Chasseurs, ditto 11,200
of Hussars, ditto. 4,800
of Chasseurs of Aftica (incomp.), 60q

Tota
l*
**dusiTe ofthe Trainsdir Artillery7and Engineers, and the Gendarmerie, f314^00veterans, Ac. jIhe troops at present in Paris have been lately

exercised in a new system of tactics for itormimr
houses and turning barricades

*
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peared for the apiwliant { Dupin having

declined to take a share in the proceedings,

the task of defending the conduct of Min-
isters devolved upon theAdvocate-General.

At the dose of a lengthened debate, the

Court retired, and after three hours de-

liberation, pronounced as their judgment:
—-Thatneither the Charternoranylawpas-
sed subsequently having established any
rule for tbe declaration of martial law* or

the appointment of courts-martial, the ex-

isting lawsand decrees can onlybe executed
in so far as they are consistent with the

text of the Charter: that the acts under
which Paris was declared to be in a state

of siege, are* contrary to the Charter; that

Geoffrey not being a military man is not

amenable to a military tribunal ;
“ that

nevertheless this tribunal by implicitly

declaring itself competent, and undertak-
ing to decide upon the merits of the case,

has exceeded its powers and violated the

rules of its jurisdiction, and article 53 of

the Charter; the Court therefore quashes

and annuls the proceedings, and declares

that Geoffrey shall be detained and sent

before the examining officer of the tribu-

nal of Paris.” The delivery of this judg-

ment was received with loud and continu-

ed applause, and cries of u Vive la Corn* de
Cassation.” The Moniteur of next day
contained an ordinance declaring the siege

of the city of Paris raised, preceded as

usual by a report of the Ministry recom-
mending the measure. On the present

occasion the reason assigned was the res-

toration of tranquillity. The judgment of
the Court of Cassation was alluded to, and
application to the legislature for power to

repress armed insurrections recommended.
Ministers at first had it in contemplation
to resign ; Iqjt upon more mature deli-

beration determined to face the Chambers,
postponing their meeting, however, to the

month of October. The only step taken
since these occurrences is the promulga-
tion of an ordinance authorizing negocia-

tions for a loan of 1 50,000,000 of 6 per
cent, rentes* It is provided that a sink-
ing fund shall accrue from the 16th of
November next, from a sum equal to tbc

hundredth part *f the nominal capital of
the rentes.

Germany.^—

S

ince the celebration of
the festival of Hambach in May, Austria
and Prussia have been busily though
silently at work. The associations for

the defence of the press had been declared

legal by the tribunals of Baden, and con-
tinued to gain strength in that Duchy,
in Wurtemburg, in Rhine Bavaria, in

Frankfurt, and Hesse Darmstadt. , A
bloodless revolution had taken place in

Saxony. The diet had met in Hanover,
and displayed an independent spirit. The
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diet of Hesse Cassel was likewise Bitting,

and had extorted from the Sovereign the

organisation of a national guard, and
was aboht to demand a law regulating the
press as liberal as that of Baden. Old
Bavatia and Nassau were also in a state

of ferment. It was indeed high time for

the bear-wardens to be on the alert.

The convention of ministers from the dif-

ferent states, which met at Berlin, have
hatched a pretty project for quieting the
disaffected

; and the diet which sat at

Frankfort during the month of June have
g}ven it to the world. It is the old speci-

fic :—Germany is to be kept in awe by
Austrian and Prussian bayonets. A short

time will show whether it retain all its

original efficacy.

Poland.—

W

hat is by courtesy cal-

led the government of this wretched coun-
try is following up, in a kindred spirit,

bythe celebrated Ukase, which, in defiance

of every principle of international law,
struck at its independent existence. It

has been ordained that the Journal of Law,
and all the ordinances of the administra-

tive council, shall henceforth appear with
the Russian text beside the Polish. This
method is to be extended to the whole ad-

ministration of the country ; and would
have already been put in execution but for

the want of a sufficient number of Rus-
sian civil officers acquainted with the rou-

tine of the Polish administrative system.

The principal functionaries, in all the civil

departments, are Russians; the inferior

offices only are attainable by Poles ; and
even those, only by such as are according

to Russian notions, purified. These per-

sons, not being acquainted with the Rus-

sian language, are allowed to make their

reports in French or German, but never

in Polish : that language is proscribed at

head-quarters. The prohibition of every

thing Polish extends even to dress and de-

corations. The trials of the patriots ex-

cluded from the amnesty, are conducted

with the strictest secrecy ; a Russian ge-

neral presides ;
there are six judges un-

der him, three Russiaus and three Poles.

The latter are :—Szaniawski, late head

censor of the press; Alexander Potocki,

grand ecuyer, and Wycrechowski, the

public accuser of the patriots at the fa-

mous state trials under Constantine. The
public accuser is Poklinkowski, a spy of

the secret police. The same Ukase that

ordains the trial prescribes the sentence

that is to be pronounced on the accused.—.

The Poles have been obliged to defray the

expence ofrebuilding the fortifications that

were destroyed. Already - 10,000,000

of florins have been extorted from them
fer this pnrpose; and, under different

pretexts, large additional sums have been

raised under the form of loans from the
bank. * The Polish troops who laid down
their arms to the number of 50,000, him
been conducted into the Interior of Rus-
sia, to be dispersed among regiments of
other nations. A new levy of 25,000 hai
been ordered, which will yet further thin
the young population of Poland. Up to

the beginning of June, only 150 Polish
soldiers had entered the Russian service

voluntarily.—The Russians are too busy
trampling upon the people to attend to the

maintenance of a good police ; and, more-
over, their tyranny drives men to desperate

courses. One body of insurgents has ta-

ken refuge in the forest of Bialowicz, and
is said to he possessed of twelve pieces of
cannon. The forest of Swietokrzyz is full

of deserters, who attack and plunder all

travellers. Even in Warsaw, the princi-

pal patrol has always a piece ofcannon in

its train. Meanwhile, Russian families

monopolize the first floors of every house,

and the little moveable shops and provi-

sion waggons of the barbarian tribes are

encamped around the statues of Sigis-

mund and Copernicus. “ How long, oh,

God!’*

Portugal After a great deal of
portentous preparatory cackling, Don
Pedro is at last in Portugal. He sailed

from Terceira ^ith a fleet under the com-
mand of Admiral Sartorius, of two
frigates, three corvettes, three brigs, four

schooners, fifteen gun-boats, sixty-five

transports, and a steam-boat. The army
consisted of7500 men, of all arms, tolera-

bly well equipped and disciplined. Don
Miguel somehow managed to obtain infor-

mation of his brother’s intended motions,

which ultimately proved to have been
correct. Anticipating a landing at Opor-
to, and aware of the weakness of his

partisans in that quarter, he gave direc-

tions to .the servants of government there

to retreat with the archives and every-

thing else of value upon Amarantc, with-

out offering any resistence to Don Pedro.

At Lisbon meanwhile he made the most
strenuous exertions to prevent the ap-

proach of the cx-Emperor from attaining

publicity. His efforts’ were, however,

counteracted by the zeal and activity of
Don Pedro’s partisans, who inundated the

capital with anonymoushandbills, addres-
sing themselves to the peculiar tastes of
all classes, and exposing the falsehoods of

Miguel’s Gazettes. On the evening of
Sunday the 8th of July, Don Pedro
arrived off Oporto, and next morningland-
ed his troops at the village of Matozinhos,
on the north side of the Doura, in good
order and without opposition.

. He imme-
diately marched upon Oporto, which
he entered without opposition. The gover-
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nor, Miguel's troops, and tlic police fled

across the Douro to Villa Nova, and sue-

ceeded in partially destroying the bridge

of boats. From die situation which they

occupied, they were enabled to annoy
Pedro's forces considerably in the course

of the Monday. The small vessels were
in consequence employed to land 3000
men, under cover of the guns of the

steamer, for the purpose of driving them
from their post. In this they were sue.

cessful ; the Miguelites after a brief con.

test, flying to the interior. The t>porto

volunteers are reported to have been most
active in repelling the invaders. Several

regiments of the line were understood to

be favourable to Don Pedro, and the 9th,

14th, and 19th have already joined him.

STATE OF COMMERCE AND MANUFACTURES.

July, 1832.

Wk have scarcely any alteration to re-

port in the state of tradp. The middle of

summer is always a dull season withtaer-

chants and manufacturers, at least in the

home trade; and the picsent year does

not form an exception. The extension of

the cholera to the great manufacturing
districts of Yorkshire and Lancashire, and
its appearance in several of the midland
counties, is decidedly unfavourable to the

home trade ; and, in all foreign countries,

except in the north of Europe, the qua-
rantine restrictions are rather aggravated

than relaxed. The probable continuance

of this scourgein ourmanufacturing towns
and seaports, casts a gloom over the com-
mercial horizon, which nothing but the

hand of Providence can dissipate. The
probability of an abundant harvest, how-
ever, is an encouraging feature in the

prospects of the country. If realized, it

will undoubtedly give a considerable sti-

mulus to trade, and an important relief

to the whole body of consumers and pro-

ducers in the nation, especially to the

working-classes.

In London there is a general stagnation

in trade. The cholera still prevails there ;

but it is difficult to say whether this has
much effect on trade, as clean bills of

health are granted to ships. The export

trade is excessively languid, and there is

no animation in any branch of the im-

port trade. Yet, though complaints are

universal, there is no despondency ; a re-

vival is still expected in the autumn, if

peace is maintained on the Continent.

The unsettled state of the Belgian ques-

tion still vexes our merchants, as well as

our politicians.

The Cotton Manufacture is in a
dull state, and just now profitless to the

manufacturer, though not many work-
men are out of employment. The coun-
try trade is flat, as the summer fashions
are over, and the full fashions have not
yet begun to employ the weaver. Power-

loom cloth is now lower in price than was
ever hitherto known ; but, as this article

has never been depressed for any long pe-

riod, its 'recovery is expected shortly to

take place. The hand-loom manufactur-
ers are doing better than for some time
past, and the wages of the weavers, which
had been excessively low, have recently

advanced, both at Manchester and Black-
burn, for common and low qualities of
plain cloth. The export trade is bad to

every quarter. To the United States, it

is particularly unfavourable, partly from
previous overtrading, and partly from the

uncertainty in which the merchants have
been placed by the discussions relative to

a new tariff. For the last mor th or two
the returns of produce from that coun-
try have been made to loss ; and this cir-

cumstance has increased the difficulties of
those who carry on the trade. All the
markets of South America continue in a
bad state, from the precariousness of pub-
lic tranquillity, and theTieavy stocks of
goods on hand. Buenos Ayres, however,
is in an improving condition ; the long
and desolating civil war in the Ar-
gentine provinces having ceased. The
trade to the Mediterranean and the East
Indies, is dragging, as the exports have
exceeded the demand. The cotton spin-
ning branch has long been a losing busi-
ness, as it is believed that the spinners of
yarns for exportation have not, for two or
three years, on the average, been able to
realize prime cost. The natural remedy
for this state of things is about to be
adopted; the spinners have, insome places,

agreed to work only four days in the week,
and thus the supply will adjust itself to
the demand.

At Liverpool trade has been by no
means so much depressed, as, from the
existence of cholera in that town, and the
dulness of the manufacturing interest,

might have been expected. The sales of
cotton have been very considerable during
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themonth, anilan advanceof price hasbeen restriction. In either case it will offend
realized ; the consumption appears to be a very large number of the population,
almost equal to that of 1831. The mar. Indeed the protective system has already
ket for colonial produce has been good, sown the seeds of dissolution in the
and there has been an advance in the price Union. No system but one of entire free-

of sugar. * dom would be free from thisdanger ; and
The Woollen Manutactur® is in from that system the Americans have de-

ft languid state in Yorkshire ; but? in the parted too for to retrace their steps, with.
West of England, owing probably? in a out inflicting severe loss on numerous
great degree, to .the excellence of the ma- classes.

nufacture, trade has revived and become The Portuguese merchants are looking
brisk. There has been a slight decline in with intense interest to the result of the
the price of English wool, of middling struggle wjiich has commenced at Oporto,
and low qualities. The worsted stuff and Before this shall have reached the hands
blanket manufactures are less active than of our readers, the contest may he cle-

at the date of our last. The season will, cided. The interests of freedom and trade,

in a considerable measure, account for the of Portugal and England, would alike

state of the woollen trade. be promoted by the success of Don Pedro.
The Corn Trade is very flat, and His failure would place the English mer-

prices are declining, owing to the highly chants in great hazard, and would lead to

favourable accounts of the crops from all new* and more insolent and tyrannical

parts of - England, Scotland, and Ireland, aggressions on the trade with England.
as well as from France, Germany, and
the other countries of Europe. There is Waithman’s Comedy of Errors.
every prospect of a splendid harvest. —Mr. Alderman Waithman has again
The general opinions we have expressed brought forward his annual resolutions,

in former numbers, that there will be a re- to prove that our foreign trade is carried

vival of trade in the fall of the year, un- on every year to an enormous loss. Those
less it should he prevented by the cholera, resolutions prove a degree of ignorance

or by disturbances in foreign countries, and obtuseness in the author more extra,

remains unchanged. ordinary than even his industry and per.

The American Tariff is still under dis- tinacity. Thers is, indeed, in the public

cussion in the House of Representatives, accounts of our trade for the last thirty

A Bill has been lately introduced by the years, prima facie ground for astonish.

Committee of Manufactures, as an amend- ment ; but it requires a wonderful igno-

ment on that of the Secretary of the Trea. ranee of the principles of commerce to

sury. It is the result of six months* de- believe that this country can really be
liberation, and an examination of the carrying on a losing trade, of yearly in-

manufacturers ; and it is more unfavour- creasing extent ; and the fact that Mr.
able to free trade than the former. The Waithman, himself a tradesman, can

duties on woollens, for example, were close his eyes to the circumstances which
fixed at thirty pqr cent., ad valorem

,
(ex- account for and explain the apparent

cept on the low qualities,) in the bill of anomaly in the trade returns, shows into

the Secretary of the Treasury ; but the what egregious blunders practical men
new hill proposes to raise them to fifty may fall, from force of prejudice, or wil-

per cent. The report with which this bill ful contraction of their sphere of vision,

is accompanied, is the production of Mr. The Alderman in his resolutions states

Adams. It is»an elaborate vindication of the undoubted facts, that in the year

the protective system ; which is defended 1788 the official value of the exports of

with the usual declamatory arguments British and Irish produce and manu-
against allowing foreign labour to inter, factures was 18,556,891/. whilst the real

fere with domestic labour. Neither as a or declared value of the same was
composition, nor as a piece of reasoning, 31,952,836 ; and that in the year 1831

is this production respectable. It is im- the official valuehad risen to 60,090,123/.

possible to judge whether the congress will whilst the real or declared value was
adopt the greater or the lesser amount of only 36,652,694/. It will be seen thus

*

Years. Official value. Real or
Yearly excess of

real value
Yearly excess of
official value

declared value. over official over real.

1
£ £ £

|
£

1708 18,558,891 31,262,836 12,696,945
|

1831 60,090,123 36,652,694 23,437,429

This statement shows that an extra- alue indicates merely the quantity

ordinary change has taken place in prices, of goods exported, without any reference

Our readers of course understand that the to their actual worth; the quantities
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being reduced ter a money amount, ac-

cording to a scale fixed nearly a hundred
and forty years since, and never altered.

The real or declared value is the money
price, according to the declaration of the

exporters, and approaches to the actual

worth of the exports, though it is by no

means accurate. Thus far the Alderman's

knowledge extends, and on this he founds

the conclusion that Great Britain is now
giving nearly three times as many goods

,

and consequently (he maintains) three

times as much labour, to foreigners, for

the sime price, as was given in 1798

;

for, whilst the official value—measure of

quantity—has increased in the propor-

tion of from 18 to 60, the real value has

only increased from 31 to 36. This

lamentable state of things, under which

so many millions “ of the labour of this

country are annually given to foreigners

without any equivalent is ascribed by
the silly Alderman to “ a complication of

circumstances, such as the introduction

offoreign goods, the rcductiou of the cir-

culating medium, the mode of administer-

ing the poor-rates, and the allowing

foreign labour to compete with our own
in the markets of this country /” Such

stuff is actually talked, such motions

made, by a London tradesman, and a

member of Parliament,* in the British

House of Commons! Two out of the

four causes assigned for the evil com-
plained of are identical, and their force

may be estimated from the fact, that the

whole amount of u foreign labour allowed

to compete with our own in the markets

of this country, in the various articles of

cottons, linens, silks, woollens, and linen

yarn, amounted in the year 1829 to the

paltry sum of 1,410,489/., out of a list of

imports of 42,311,648/.

!

One simple fact is enough to prove

what a good-for-nothing accumulation of

figures Mr. Waithman has made. The
imports into Great Britain increased from

25,122,203/. in 1798, to 48,161,661/. in

1831. Whatever, therefore, maybe the

nominal price of our exports, if they pur-

chaje fbr us so great an increase of im-

ports, we need not be concerned. If wc
do not receive money, we receive money's

worth. The quantity of cur imports

having nearly doubled, we may take

comfort even though the nominal price

of our exports should have increased only

In the proportion of from 31 to 36.

But, says the Alderman, whilst our

imports have doubled, the quantity of

labour we export has been more than

trebled—so that still we are losers. We
beg the Alderman’s pardon ; the quantity

of labour exported has not been trebledj
Therein lies his main blunder. He take®

fbr granted that the lame quantity of
labour is requisite to produce i certain

quantity of goods in 1832 aa In )$6§;
and

also that the raw material of which the

goods are made is as dear in 1832 as in

1798. Why, this is to overlook the very
highest feature of the commerce and
manufactures of this country, namely,
the great extension of the cotton manu-
facture, the mechanical improvements by
which labour has been abridged in that
manufacture, and the fall in the price of
the raw material.

In 1798, the official value of the cottons

and cotton yarn exported from this coun-
try was only 3,602,488/. The real or
declared value of these goods is not
known, as the custom-house records con-
taining it were destroyed by fire up to the

year 1814 ; but it is evident that the real
value must have greatly exceeded the

official value; for even in 1814, though
many improvements had been made in

the manufacture since 1798, calculated to

cheapen the production of the article, the
real value of cottons exported, still ex-

ceeded the official value ;—the real

value in 1814 being 20,185,045/., and
the official value 17,810,215/. But
what was the state of things in 1831 ?

The official value of cottons exported in

1831 was 38,357,075/., and the real or
declared value only 17,182,936/. ; excess

of official over real value, 21,174,139/.
Now we have seen that the excess of offi-

cial over real value in the whole exports

of the country is only 23,437,429/.

;

therefore the cotton manufacture alone
will account for almost the whole of that

prodigious discrepancy which alarms and
haunts the Aldermanic gommeral.

“So much the worsen for the cotton
manufacturers,” Mr. Waithman will say;
“ a most abominably used and starving

class they must be.” Not so fast, worthy
Alderman ; for first, though the cotton

manufacturers do not get nearly so high
a money price for their goodl as they did
formerly, yet they do not pay one-fourth
part of the price for the raw material
which they paid in 1798. We find from
the tables given by Mr. Tooke,* that

in 1798 cotton wool from the West
Indies, including Surinam and Berbice,

was from 2s. Id. to 3s. 4d. per lb.

;

whereas, in the Liverpool Price Current
of July 16, 1832, West India Cotton*!!
quoted at 6jd. to 6}d. per lb., and De-
merara and Berbice at to 9£d. per
lb., which shows a reduction of more titan

three-fourths in the price. „ In 1793,
Bowed Georgia Cotton fluctuated between

• Took* on High and Low Price*.
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ft;H£ rift pier lb, ; In t&te, it
' ft Quoted from6|d. to 7dd. per lb. ; show*
toig agaltfii reduction of more than three-

* fmrme. In 1798, Pernambuco Cotton
‘wpa few. 8s. 2d. to >. fid. per lb. ; in
1682it is from 8}d. to 9|d. per lb*; being
'9 reduction of more than three-fourths*
fn 1798, Bengal and Surat Cotton was
from la. 8d. to 2s. 2d; per lb ; in 1832,
it is 44d. to fid. ; being a reduction of
four-fifths. Now surely this great re-

duction in the price of the raw material
was worthy of some slight attention in
the Alderman's calculations.

But this is not all. The mechanical
improvements since 1798 have been very
great. We cannot state their effect so
precisely as we have the reduction in the

feaw martial ; but
1

the following atithfen-

titfttnd accurate comparioou of the cost of
spinning cotton in the years 1812 and

,
1630, furnished by Mr. Kennedy, one of
the first cotton-spinners ofManchester, to

the East India Committee, may afford

some idea how important a saving there

has been under this head in the cost of the

manufacture. Iu looking at tho figures

under the head “ labour per lb.,” it will

be remembered that the saving is calcu-

lated, not from a reduction of wages,, but

purely ffom the better application of the

labour, (the wages being calculated on the

same stale,) and that this saving was ef-

fected in little more than half the period

under Mr. Waithman's review :

From this table it appears, that in little

niore than one-half the time included in

Mr. Waithman*s comparisons, owing to

the fall in the price of the raw material,

and the improvements in the spinning

machinery, the cost of cotton yam is re-

duced by from one-third to onc-lmlf. Add
to this the fall in the raw material from
1798 to 1812, the improvement in ma-
chinery during the same period, the intro-

duction of power-looms to weave the

yam ; and nearly the whole of the vast

difference between the official and real

values of the cotton exports is accounted

for, without supposing any thing in the

slightest degree unfavourable to British

industry.

The woollen manufacture, which fur-

nishes the next largest item of export,

presents a similar fall in the price of the

raw material, and a considerable, though

bjrtio means equal, improvement in the

processes of manufacturing.
We have thus, without pretending to

the skill ofan Qftiipus, solved the riddle,

which has so long perplexed the muddled

— 1
- -

1
1

brains of Mr. Alderman Waithman. Wo
are very far from denying that the manu-
facturing and commercial interests are

oppressed. They suffer from our, heavy
taxation and poor rates; they feel the

competition of foreign rivals iu foreign

markets, though scarcely at all in the

home market; they complain justly of
depressed profits : but the wild and pre-

posterous conclusions of Mr. Waithman
are as groundless as the sad thoughts
which spring up in the mind of an Aider-

man suffering under the indigestion that

follows a city feast.

Iu the debate*on these resolutions, Co-
lonel Torrens made a long and fallacious

calculation, to show that a trade with any
country, which involved the payment of

bullion for what is purchased, is much
less profitable than a trade in which com-
modities are directly bartered for commo-
dities 1 We tittle expected to hear from
Colonel Torrens an argument no fallaci-

ous in itself, and so inconsequential ; and
the applause it gained him from Mr
Attwood, Sir Richard Vyvyan, and Mr.

• Wages are <, _
,

and children* in 1812 and 1830* i

same rate, or at 80d per day for every person
L

saving being entirely in the better application of labour.

VOL. X.
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Robinson, who caught at it with the ut-
most avidity, must have led him to sus-
pect its correctness. If the argument
were sound, it would still be inconse-
quential, because England does not, in the
regular course of trade, pay bullion to

any country, neither to- France, to Russia,
nor to Poland ! she pays for the balance
of her imports over her exports with those

countries, by bills on Germany, Holland,
and other countries to which her exports

exceed her imports. The attempt, there-

fore, to build up a prejudice against the
French trade on such an argument, is

most absurd. But the argument itself is

delusive, and the reply to it was given in

one sentence by Lord Althorp :

—

u If

the expense of getting the bullion falls

not upon tbs country which buys, but
upon that which sells, the trade carried

on would be attended with loss to the

selling country, and, of course, it wouM
not be continued. I see no reason why
bullioffshould differ from all other com-
modities, and why the cost of procuring
it should not fall upon the purchaser."
We have net thought it useless to ex-

pose the egregious commercial errors com-
mitted by members of the Honourable
House, especially as no sufficient answer
was given to Mr. Alderman Waithman in

the House ; and as his blunders are re*

tailed with improvements by the Sadlers,

the Attwoods, and their disciples of the
public press, and thus scatter delusion

over the country.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

Owing to the omission in our last

number of our monthly dissertation

on this topic, an unusual number of

books have accumulated on our table.

Poetry—verse at least—is most rankly
luxnriant. Nourishing 0 as we do a

secret penchant for the science jofyeusey

we first turn our attention thitherward.

Our readers may nof be aware of the

fact, but nature certainly meant to make
us poetical, although an unhappy inability

to find rhymes and scan verses has frus-

trated her kind intentions.

First come two translations from
ASschylus*—a precedency which we con-

cede less out of regard to the translator

than his author. Wc thought Captain

Medwin had been murdered by the West-
minster Review, for his u Conversations

of Lord Byron,** and are extremely happy
to find that wc laboured under a mistake.

The times have been
That, when the brains were out, the man would

die.

And there an end $ but now they rise again,
With twenty mortal murders on their crowns,
And push us from our stools.

—We welcome the gallant Captain again

to the land of the living, for we always

looked upon him as more sinned against

than sinning. The gist of the argument

in the Westminster is this :—“ Captain

Medwin represents Lord Byron as having
said so and so ; now so and so was not

• Prometheus Bound, translated from the Greek
of JEschylus. By T, Medwin, Esq, London

:

Pickering.
Agamemnon, translated front the Greek of

dEscnylus* By T. Medwin, Esq, Loudon

:

Pickering.

f

the case ; ergo Lord Byron never said no
and so ; and per consequence, Captain Med-
win in asserting that his Lordship said so

and so—fibs.” We deny the necessity of
the inference. His Lordship might have
fibbed ; and this wc believe really was the

case. His Lordship was fond of mistify-

ing, to use a gentle phrase ; and on the

score of personal valour he certainly did

swagger, most abominably and suspicious-

ly. Still we must allow, that Medwin
deserved, to a certain extent, the castiga-

tion he received. He is evidently one of
those men who are determined to attach

himself to men of genius, although it

should be (as Johnson said of Boswell) in

the character of a tin canister tied to the

tail of a mad dog. A school friendship

gave him something to say with Shelley,

and, therefore, he insisted upon boring
Byron. He now comes forward, like an
honest man, to urge his claims to noto-
riety on his own bottom. He is evident-

ly an elegant scholar, but not the man to

translate iEschylus. We scarcely recog-

nize our old friend in his paraphrase. In-
deed, Flaxman is the only man who has
yet succeeded in expressing the sense of
the old roysterer. Let our readers only
look at his illustrations.

If our friend P. W. have not a finger

in the “ Country Curate’s*
1 rhymes/ may

we never eat ducks and green pease again.
There is real poetry in this little book

;

and many home truths are told in a terse

and pointed manner. The picture of the

village is extremely inviting.

f The Village Poor House. By a Country Cu-
rate. London : Smith, Elder A t o.
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Our village bat tfeassntlook,

4«^reWor.w.
which wind* In many a flow’ry nock.

Dn either side, so clean and white,
A row of cottages you see,

And jessamine is clustered o'er

The humble trellice of each door.
Then left to clamber free,

And shake its blossoms far and wide
O'er all the whlte-wash’d cottage side
As dying evening sinks away,
The old church tower, erect and gray,
Catches far up tho parting light.

And halfgrows holy to the sight.
(n truth it lias a reverend grace,
As if It were some sacred place

;

Calm, silent, shaded, and serene,
Some blessed spot where God has been.

And ever as livelier leaps tha champaign?,
Still merrier grows the jester's strain.

Ha 1 ha!—how his puns would fall flat and dead,

If his auditors' souls were faint for bread;

.

How shuddettngly from hla quips they'd start.

If hunger and thirst were gnawing the heart?
Music?—a lady's jewell'd finger

Fondly seems to love to linger

O'er tne harp's enamour'd string.

Ere she opes her lips to sing

Rosa—posies—bliss and kisa.

Every hand is raised in praise

Of the sentimental lays,

And tears, ay, tears—ore seen to pour
O'er the mock miseries of Moore I

What wonder, then, after gazing upon

a scene solFair and wretched, “ frontmorn
to dewy eve,** the poet should thus con*

elude ?

The Village looks equally lovely at

the “ shut of eve.”

Sweet Village—I can scarce conceive
A lovelier scene or balmier eve.
Softly the fading sun-beams fall

On each old cottage gable wall.
And bathe them in so soft a light,

.

Mellowed by distance to the sight.

And veil them In so pure a ray,
You scarce believe them built of clay.

But this Eden is tenanted by sufferings,

as witness.

WILL SOMERS’S SONG.
My mother she was frail and old.
And I her only child ;

Our home was desolate and cold.
And vainly still I toll'd :

They taxed my strength—I gave It free

;

And what was all they gave to me ?

A pittance that would scarce find food

;

And even in Winter’s snow.
Was any left to purchase wood
To warm «ny mother ?—no 1

Cold, weary, weak, and wanting bread,
1 thank'd my God when she was dead.

I cannot fawn as others do,
I cannot feign a tear

:

I hate the flinty-hearted crew,

Their coin] Great God of Heaven I tis ours!
They stamp it In our sweat j

They task us till our failing powers
Make young men old, and yet,

When at their niggard boards I’ve stood.
They've grudged to me the price of blood.

I've tried, in stubborn pride, to steel

My heart 'gainst their control.

And now they'vo chafed me, and I feel

The tiger in my soul.

Back, back a hundred-fold they'll pay
The years ofmine they've made their prey!

The 'Squire has covers many a one,
1 know the pheasant's haunt,

None who has courage and a gun
Need fear the pangs ofwant—

Hussa I tis hunger claims her right,

The covers shall be thinned to.nlght.

Contrasting with this homely but spi-

rited picture of suffering, we have the

heartlessness of affluent, we will not say

high life, for foppery is rapidly feeling Its

way downward in this “ Land of Castes.”

There's s wit at the Parson's board today.
How fast he speaks, and the party how gay!
The gentlemen roar—at a college joke,

And Uie ladies blush—at an equivoque—

How peacefully our village lies,

In this calm midnight hour, J*
Thus sleeping, ’ncatn the moonlight Kies,
And girt with silent power,—

The power to waken thoughts ofbarm.
Which all its beauty fails to charm,
WIrf in a scene so fair os this.

Should sadness mingle with our bliss?

And as the placid moon-beam falls

On these low dwellings’ silvered walls;

And tenderly the midnight air

Breathes softly round me like a prayer.
Why should one wandering thought intrude
Of misery, or of aught save good r

I know not,—yet while here I keep
My watch o'er its unconscious sleep.

That Village fills my heart with fears.

And dims my eye with bitter tears.

How few of all whose childhood Btray'd

In its green copse or winding glade.

Trace upward Memory’s iron chain
To childhood, save by links ofpain I

How few who do not curse the spot

That binds them to a servile lot.

And break hope’s pitcher ere the tide

Of courage or ofyouth be dried

!

What must the mother's hand have done.
That steels the bosom of tier son,—
Bids gloomy rage and hatrod swell

Where filial reverence should dwell f
She spurns him from his earliest youth.
She bars him from the light of truth.
In darkness’ cell confines him deep;
Gives Prejudice the keys to keep.
Untaught, 6he asks him wise to be,—
In chains, she bids him to be free.

She scorns his prayer, and mocks his moan.
He asks for bread, and he receives a stone.

These extracts convey but a faint notion
of the book, which is well worthy ojf

pentsal. Although the transitions from the

beautiful and tender to the ludicrous or

the fierce, are sometimes harsh and start,

ling, there is much real poetry in this

little work.
Barry Cornwall* has given us two good

songs in his little volume. The first is a
welcome present—some simple and deeply

felt verses to the air of Cathleen o’ More

;

for which we thank the author with our
whole soul. The other is what follows

THE CONVICT'S FAREWELL.

CHORUS.

Row us fast ! row us fest

!

Trial's o'er and sentence put

:

Here's a whistle for those who tried to blind
And a curse on ail we leave behind us

!

us.

• English Songs and other Poems, by Bam
Cornwall. London; Moxon.

J
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Farewell, juries, Jailors, friend*,
(Traitors to the dose t)

Herb the Molt** danger ends.
Farewell, 1bloody foes!

Farewell* England J We are quitting
Hoar thy dungeon doors

:

Take our blessing, as we're flitting—
“ A curse upon thy shores!” •

Farewell, England—honest nurse
Of all our wants and sins l

What to thee's the felon's curse ?

What to thee who wins P
Murder thriveth in thy cities.

Famine through thine islo

:

One may cause a dozen ditties.

But t'other scarce a smile.

Farewell England, tender soil.

Where babes who leave the breast.
From morning Into midnight toil,

That pride may be proudly drest

!

Where lie who's right and he who swerveth
Meet at the goal the same

;

Where no otrignath what he deserveth,
.riot even fir empty fame

!

Is—May your heart be never clear
From tax. nor tithe, nor wol

May they who sow e'er reap fur others,
Tne hundred for the one

?

May friends grow false, and twin-born brothers
Each hate his mother's son I

May puns and forms stilt fence the place
Where justice must be bought l

So he who's poor must hide ms face.

And he who thinks—his thought 1

May might o'er right be crowned the winner.
The head still o’er the heart

;

And the Saint be still so like the Sinner,
You'll uot know them apart

!

May your traders grumble when bread is high,
And your farmers when bread is low •

And your pauper brats, scarce two feet high.
Learn more than your noBlcs know.

May your sick have foggy or frosty weather,
And your convicts a)l short throats,

And your blood-covered bankers e'er hang logo

.

ther.

And tempt ye with one-pound notes

!

And so, with hunger in your jaws.
And peril within your breast,

And a bar of gold, to guard your laws.
For those who pay the best

j

Farewell to England’s wo and weal

!

. . For our betters, so bold and blithe,
May they never want, when they want a meal,
A Parsm to take the Tithe

!

Mr. Montgomery is a persevering man,
and a bold man.* He began Flell,

and baa how “brattled up the brne.”
He still retains, however, the smousf of
bis infernal origin ; for on turning from
the sacred name which forms the title,

we find perked vis-a-vis on the opposite

page—“By the same author, Satan. 1 ’

Mr. Montgomery is more a man of poetic

sentiment than of iinagination . He finds
it a luxurious pastime to compose verses

swinging backwards and forwards in his

elbow chair (we confess a similar predi-

lection, only we substitute a pipe for the

verse making.

$ilvestrcm tenul mUsam nuditamur arena),

* The Messiah. A Poem In six books.
Robert Montgomery. ILondon : Tttrrill.

By

imagines that the world will take the

same pleasure in reading them ; and when
he is told they are dull, begins to fancy

that there is a conspiracy against him,

and rails at all the first bom of Egypt*

The “ Messiah ” is the best of his works ;

but he must learn to spin shorter yams—
not to beat hiB leaf-gold over so tre-

mendous an expanse.

The next volume* that comes to hand
certainly wears the external semblance

of poetry—its contents are conscientiously

divided into portions of ten syllables,

each duly divided by befct of “rosy fingei

tips.” This gem of the ocean is delicately

set in a pic-crust of prose—preliminary
observations before and “notes” behind.

There needed not the ambitious blazonry

“.Member of the Established Church”
on the title-page ; the odium theologicum

against all rival sects, which spices the

notes, would have revealed the fact suf-

ficiently. The verse begins with :

—

“ Oh Lady ofmy love ! art thou not here?”

and the prose ends with :

—

“ And the woman was drunk with the blood of
the saints.”

The contents of the mortal interval of

450 pages are fitliest described in the

author’s own words :

—

" Wherein reposed,
'Twas thought an ass's head or empty air.'

r

There is a modest grace and delicacy

about some of Charles Swain’s poems. -j*

Passages of such sweet music as the fol-

lowing are not unfrequent s

—

“ Our Village Queen I

Methinks I see her now ! the graceful girl

!

The shadowy richness of her auburn hair,
Half.parted o'er a brow white as the bloom
Of tlie wild myrtle flower ; and eyes whose hue
Was like the violet's, with more of light.

The structure of this versification reminds
us, however, too strongly of those great

poets who seem to he his favourites ; it

is, in this respect, not unlike Bishop’s

music, in listening to which we are

ahmys tempted to say “ that harmony
is Mozart’s, that cadence Weber’s.”

Mr. Swain is an unconscious plagiarist.

His minor poems too are frequently un-
satisfactory,—like some kinds of comfits

which show fairly enough, but shiver

into tasteless fragments, and are lost in

the mouth. He appears frequently to

• Rebecca, or the Times of Primitive Chris,

tlanlty. A Poem. In four Cantos. By the Rev.

A. G. H. Hollingsworth, Member of the Esta-

blished Church. London : James Nlsbet.

f The Mind and other Poems. By C. Swain.

Umdon : Simpkin and Marshall:



have an idea floating before him too . in.

distinct to be expressed in words, and
hit verse consequently leaves an impres-

sion ofemptiness on the reader.

A poem dedicated to “ The Friends of
Liberty*'* is worthy of all serious at-

tention. And any mau who reads the
“ Return of the Victors/' however he may
smile at some passages, will confers that it

is no joke, but indeed a most lamentable
performance. The author ought to be
indicted for a libel upon the “ angel
choirs."

* 14 And have ye deign’d to join with me.
Amid the song of Victory,
Ve fairy forms, ye angel choirs

;

And brought your harps and sweeping lyres,
1

f
And told and sung the tender tale.

With me in this my green Langdale.

The mere idea that seraphic lutes might
bear the most distant resemblance to

the twanging of this Jew's harp, were
enough to arrest the pilgrim in his hea-
venward career, and tempt him to seek

—

the downward road.

Fair and softly 1 a lady next claims our
ear; but ciitics, the brutes! know no.
thing of politeness. The most poetical

part of this volume is the title-page;

as witness :

—

’« Tales of Many Climes. By C. C. V. O.
The translator of ‘ Lcs Quatro Ages de la Vie.’ ”f

The author is very severe, in the intro-

duction, on grocers’ and hucksters' daugh-
ters who attempt to rhyme. If we mis-
take not, ftiese young ladies will soon have
an ample regengc in their power. To
them will it he given to wrap up sweets

in her numerous verso. Heaven knows
this will not be

" To gild refined gold.'*

The “ Errors of Mydar/’J as the au-

thor kindly informs us, being interpreted,

means “ the errors of a blunder." The
worst error of all is the publication of the

qwem.
Having dispatched the rhyming con-

coctors of fiction, we turn to their more
prosaic brethren. The best of the novels

at present on our table (Cooper’s last has
not yet reached us) is unquestionably the

Usurer’s Daughter.
||

This book reminds
us sometimes of Atherton so strongly that

we could almost suspect it to be from the

same pen. The Usurer is a powerful con.

* The Return of the Victors. By William
Daley. London : Effingham Wilson.

f Tales of Many Climes. By C. C. V. O.
Dublin : W. Curry.

X The Errorsof Mydar. A Poem In two can-
tos. Edinburgh t John Hamilton.

||
The Usurer’s Daughter. By a Contributor

to Blackwood's Magatlne. London : Slmpkin and
Marshall.

1?'

m
ception, brought out with much sober
power. The plot it complicated, perhaps
too much so, but still it tempts one on.
The various characters evince a sharp eye
to the peculiarities of human nature a hut
with the exception of the one we have al-

ready mentioned, they are drawn in a
sketchy manner, and scarcely interest the

reader sufficiently in their adventures.
“ The Doomed ’’* is an addition to

our Btock of “ Undying Ones." The au-
thor has rather failed in embodying the

tremendous sufferings of his hero, who is

no less a personage than Cain ; tfut the

work is full of passages of glowing inte-

rest and eminently picturesque beauty.

We hope to meet the author again, and
an human ground. He has tbflfight stuff

in him.
(i The Jesuit ”-f* is “'powerful, but its

pouter is sensual not' intellectual. We
do not mean to cant, and would he un-
derstood to have no intention of adopting

the sickening slang of the u immoral-
tendency ” school. w To the pure all

things are pure.” That innocence which
springs from ignorance is lovely in a

child, but does not survive to the termi-

nation of childhood. It is not virtue,

for that implies self-control, and can
only exist where there is knowledge.

Our first parents might be innocent when
in Paradise ; but from the moment that

the fruit of the «tree of knowledge of

good and evil, /was rashly plucked, their

doom was fixed. Virtue not innocence

was made the aim and object of human
life. It was decreed that man should

struggle against a thousand influences,

drawing him to the left and right, to

hold onward on a straight path. He was
doomed to purify his mind from vice and
weakness by his own struggles, as the

rain-swoln brook runs itself pure* It is,

therefore, /oily and ignorance to dream
ofpreserving themind freefrom the know-
ledge of vice. Man must be left free to

encounter the aberrations of mind in

books, as he is to meet th$ aberrations of
conduct in society, that he may learn to

struggle against them. To apply this seem-

ing digression—We object to no degree of

warmth and voluptuousness on the pound
of moral danger; but wc do object to

their excess on the ground of good taste.

The object of the poet (and novelists are

poets of a lower grade) is to please $ and
what well-constituted mind could read

some passages in this hook without feel-

ing shame tingling on the hot cheek ? It

* The Doomed. In three volumes. London :

Smith and Elder.

f The Jesuit In three volumes. London

:

Saunders andOltlcy.I Query, besoms t
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is the besetting sin of the young authors

of the day to substitute the refined ex-

preesion of strong sensual emotion for

imagination. Such an error betrays a

low state of mental cultivation both in

him who commits it and in him who ap-

plauds. We do not accuse “ The Je-

suit” of being broad and glaringly guil-

ty in this respect ; hut we maintain that

the feeling to which we allude is that

upon which the interest almost exclusive-

ly hinges. The author might have es-

caped this lecture had any more hardened

sinner "been at hand ; but that not being

the case, and the subject being one of im-

portance, we took him for our text ;

—

perhaps, upon the same principle that

made our#everend friend, the Rev. Dr.

Drowsy take, t’other day, for his text a

verse in which there was nothing but

proper names,—the desire of astonishing

his audience with his ingenuity.
a La Coquetterie,” *—founded on fact

we suppose,—at least the bon mots of the

witty characters are dull enough to be ac-

tual reminiscences.
“ Contarini Fleming” is a spccimenf

of an ingenious device, which some au-

thors have lately hit upon. Unable to

give interest to a hero, they compile a

fictitious autobiography, in which they

dimly shadow forth all the nice books

they should like to write.

Next to works of fiction, rank voy-

ages and travels, and have done so by
common consent fever since the days of

Mandeville. Our stock on hand this

month is, like the chemise of Cutty sarle,

u sairly scanty,” not only in longitude
,

to which the poet confined his remark,

but in latitude also. Mr. Downes' let-

ters $ are very sensible, and like most
sensible things, rather (lull. He takes a

strange liberty with one of the legends

of the rude pictures in William Tell's

chapel. The Rev. William Ld^deard
||

has certainly surpassed our expectations

;

his tour is even more twaddling than his
“ Legend of Einsidlin." He and Mr.
Downes are worthy to keep company
with each other—the sentimental with

* * La Coquetterie/
1 Or Sketches of Society

in Ranee and Belgium, London : Boone.

r f Contarini Fleming, A Psychological Auto,
biography, in Four Volumes. London : Murray.

t Letters from Continental 'Countries, by
Oeqige Downes, A. M. Two Volumes. Dublin

:

William Curry.

II A Three Months Tour in Switzerland and
France, by theJRev. William Llddeard. Lon.
don : Smith ana Elder.

the plodding dunderpate. So here we
bind them in our hempen rope, never to

sunder, till Tait's Magazine 1b forgotten

;

Never till substantial night

Hath re-assumed her ancient right

The Edinburgh Cabinet Library is one

of those works which con only be spoken

of with entire praise. The solid good

sense, the mass of information, and the

neatness of finish which characterize

every number, speak volumes for the In-

dustry and activity of the publisher, who
is his own manager, and for the talents of

his contributors. British India* is fully

equal to any of its predecessors.

A Cantab’s Selections from the Speeches

and Writings of Lord Brougham -j* are

meagre enough ; but may serve to give

little boys and girls some idea of what

his Lordship is. In regard to the prefa-

tory memoir, if it be, as the Editor says,

u more complete and accurate than any

hitherto published,” Brougham’s Bio-

graphers must be a precious pack of

blundering blockheads.

Messrs. Henderson and Motherwell

have furnished us with an excellent cul

de lampe to this oimiium-gatherum sort

of a chapter.{ We could sit and laugh by
the hour over these quaint traditionary

jokes. M A begun turn’s half endit—

quo’ the guid-wife when she stuck the

graip in the midden,” is the best in-

stance of a wise saw ridiculing itself we
have met with. Scottish Proverbs, more

than those of any other nation, are rife

with those tails which turn the tables on

the bead. “ Hame’s aye hamclic—quo* the

Deil whan he found himsel’ in the Court

of Session.” The addition has doubtless

beeii made by one who knew

“ What hell it was in suing long to bide.”

Motherwell’s preface is worthy of himself

and the subject. And now let us close

this monthly lecture on the current liter-

ature of the day with one of those pro-

verbs which seems accurately descriptive

of our discourse :
—“ There’s baith meat

and music here—quo’ the dog when he ate

the piper’s bag.”

• Edinburgh Cabinet Library. British India,

three volumes. Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd.

f Selections from the Speeches and Writings
of the Right Honourable Henry, Lord Brougham
and Vaux. With a brief memoir of his Lord,
ship’s Life. London : Ridgway.

| Scottish Proverbs, collected and arranged by
Andrew Henderson. With an introductory Es-
say. By W. Motherwell. Edinburgh : Oliver

and Boyd.
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MUSIC IN ITALY.
Finding nothing new or important

in musical matters to record at home,
we devote a little of our space to ex-

hibit the actual state of music in Italy

;

a subject which must always be in-

teresting to musical readers, even al-

though the relation be discreditable to

the “ land of song ” itself. The u Let-

tre d’un . Enthusiaste,” which we have
met with in the Revue Europienne,
gives some recent accounts which may be
relied upon, and of which we shall avail

ourselves. The writer sometimes dis-

plays more humour and fancy than cor-

rect taste and judgment; but we shall

glean from him, only to serve our pur-
pose, and be answerable for the rest our-
selves. The “ Enthusiaste" first finds

himself at Florence, within the Pergola,

a lugubrious looking opera-house, under
whose roofwe have ourselves spent many
a cheerful evening. At that time, (seven

years ago,) scarce any composer was lis-

tened to but Rossini. Now we are told

Bellini is all the rage ; and his Opera of
I Montecchi ed i Capelli

y
is tc une com-

position remplie de fraicheur et depres-
sion.” So say the Tuscans : but our en-

thusiastic Frenchman is not so easily satis-

fied. He grumbles at the very outset at

the overture; which we must say is a part

and pertinent of the Opera, very scurvily

handled by modern Italian masters. “ No-
body listens," say they, u and wherefore

should we trouble our heads about it ?*•

But these worthies are egrcgiously ill-

judging ; and this clipping the Opera of

one of its “ fair proportions” is, of itBelf,

symptomatic of the decadence of the true

national taste. The Germans are indig-

nant at it. “ Before the curtain rises,"

says Weber, " the orchestra makes a cer-

tain noise : this is called an overture in

Italy.” Not so in Germany, where the

overture is usually of a descriptive cha-

racter, preparing the attention of the

audience for what is to come. The fault

is undoubtedly with the Italian com-
posers ; for let a really good instrumen-

tal symphony be produced, and we are

confident it would have both listeners and

admirers.

The Romeo and Juliet, or, as it is called,

the Monteeohi ed i Capelli of Bellini,
does not promise to add to his reputation.

Shakspeare’s tale has been little attended

to. lit the libretto there is no hall at the

Capulets, no Mercutio, no prattling Nurse,

no Friar sedate and cali%nobalconyscene,
no sublime soliloquy for Juliet after de-
ceiving the vial from the Friar, no duet
in the cell betwixt “ Romeo banished '*

and the despairing Friar, u point de
Shakspear

, rien, un ouvrage manque,
mutile, dtfiguri, derangi in short, a
mere commonplace story has been maim*
factured, And from this the composer must
suck inspiration 1 The miracle is, how
Rossini and Bellini can infuse so
much passion into the insipid lyrics of
their countrymen. It is deplorable that
the operas of Metastasio are not adapt-
ablfi for modem representation. But,
alas

!
genius has too frequently to rise by

individual merit, superior to opposing
difficulties. Metastasio had no compo-
ser to do justice to his poetry ; Rossini
uo poet to give language to his melody

;

and yet both these great mti&’will live
t€ while memory holds her seat,” for the
sake of their own glorious, though, as re-

gards the happy union of sense and sound,
ill-fated productions.

Church music in Florence, nay, all

over Italy, is in a truly despicable plight.

The rich and massive movements of Peju
golese no longer resound through the

vaulted aisles, inspiriujbrapture and de-
votion. Trifling ** airy nothings’* fill

the ear, and disturb the feelings naturally

prepared for solemn emotions. Well does
our sentimental Frenchman (venting hie

wrath upon the “ ourang-outang ” or-

ganist, ministring with his twittering and
trilling to this^ll-tuned distraction) ex-
claim—“ O, Beethoven 1 where was
thy mighty soul! that spirit profound
and Homeric, pouring forth the poetry of
music, oppressing us with grief, but per-

mitting us to weep 1"

At Genoa, Paee’s opera of Agneee was
performing, but in a style-that paralyzed

its beauties. The orchestra there is better

than ht Florence. But the Genoese, like

most commercial people, are indifferent

to the Fine Arts. Paganini is their

countryman, yet they scarcely ten point

out his birth-place ; nor is this to be
wondered at, when not even a memorial
to Columbus appears in theif splendid
city. So much for Genoa—-otrarwifi kt

superba t
n

,/ , v; j <
*.

At Romp, sacred music is at an. equally
low pass with what it Is in the' other

Italian cities. We remember attribut-

ing our disappointment to the Anno
Santo being then kept ; for, in that
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year of extra dieting and -humiliation,

operfli we** not performed; and vio-

lins anth all other instruments, except

bass lines, were excluded from the

churrais, The magnificence] of the reli-

o giona ceremonies made up in "part for this

deprivation. Bu£ these are in a style of

gitgeousness utterly repugnant to good

taste; resembling frequently rather a

bacchanalian rout, than a procession of

spiritual devotees; and then the chanting

of the castrati so much landed, had al-

ways, to our ears, a discordant and dis-

agreedole effect At the present day, the

choirs in Rome are generally composed

of five or six persons, who sing airs from
Qperas-^the organist introducing, occa-

sionally duriug service, such overtures

*ai;*th» Cenerentolp or the Ifarbiere.

“*Snch vagaries,** remarks ourenthusinst,
* do not indicate in tlic art, a well-di-

rected devotional spirit, or much eleva-

4mjn the ideas of the artist"

„ The Opera houses at Rome are poorly

-supplied with performers; and the pre-

ier^ace iB, riven to the most insipid imi-

tators. off$ossinu The Orchestras are

shahhily assorted, the players miserably

jpaM; many of them being tradesmen
-trusting for livelihoods to most unnm-
fifosd avocations. Thus music is ho-
noured by this most musicbl people in the

world I jg
At Naples, the lover , 8f music may

always lay his account with hearing ths

best native talent in Italy. San Carlos

is a splendid house, and splendidly main*

“tabled. Paccini - here reigns supreme.

Some of Iris music is effective ; but his

genius is limited, and his best things are

to he traced to borrowed sources.' At
Milan and Venice there are generally to-

lerable operas ; but much fallen off lately

—the best artists being all weaned away
from their poor country, by the golden

offers of Vienna, London, and Paris. To
this irresistible influence we may indeed

mainly ascribe the declining state of mu-
sic in Italy. The “ Garden of the world,*

is a musical nursery for the rest of Eu-
rope. Pasta, Pisaroni, Tosi; Donzclli,

and Rubini, are all undutiful children

;

charming foreign states, gathering filthy

lucre, heefless of u sweet home” and Us
drooping condition, which their presence

would unfailingly resuscitate! But au-

rum omnes vietd jam pietate colunt.

To conclude, rmi3ic languishes in Italy.

The native fire still exists ; but it burns

with faint and flickering light*. T*gte is

corrupted at its sources ; nor can w$ look

for its regeneration, till some b^ghtjpi-
rit arise* to dissipate the vapoury influ-

ences; and with overpowering blaze,
u per/undens omnia luce" call forth the

resourcetfAf the art to their well-regulated

and genial exercise

J, Johvitonf, Printer, ls\ St James’s Square.
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We now proceed to the second subject proposed for inquiry, vtiz. the
degree of confidence which the people under their present gomftment
ought to award their representatives.

Under a good government/ one in which the interests of the governor**

and governed were identical, it might require nice discrimination to de*
termine to what point the confidence of the people in the good faith and
wisdom of their representatives ought to extemUBTfre Examiner neWST
paper, in two elaborate and profound articles djFrois* delicate question,

has endeavoured to settle the boundaries of the peoplqfe faith ; and
although we should feel inclined to use somewhat different expressions,

and to base our conclusions on different premises, yet we on theltfiole

agree with <jur very able contemporary. One misrepresentation, however,
for our own, as well as for his sake, we would at the outset strenuously

protest against. When reasoning the question of pledges or confidence

under a good government, we intend not that our conclusions should be
taken as applying to the actual government under which we live. It is

desirable that the ultimate condition of the people and their represented

tires should at all times be kept steadily in view ,* that we should hare
constantly before our eyes that perfect state to which we are gradually

tending, in order that nil our acts should have reference to this great

object of our wishes. We are now in a provisional Btate : the rifles and
cqpductwhi^ fftiftt*

°re noi to be erected into invariable stand,

ards/hut must, like the condition in
"

~

same cotiOUCT ’ Ougfit tp he pursued under a better government* and
amongst a people in a much higher state of civilization. When we hare

arrived at that much-desired condition, our conduct will change ; hut

till we hare done so, we must pursue sucl* a course junje/panm^
circumstances, will best conduce to our well-being.rfT ia ejected by
some* however, that to discuss what ought to be d<tymnereaftar> is only

to put means of evasion into the hands of our enemies ; that since it it

rot. i. 2 Y
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thought that pledges ought not to bo required in a perfect government,
these oua enemies will endeavour, by the arguments which lea<j, to this

conclusion, to mystify and delude the people now—and that by pro-

pounding these arguments at the present time, we only lend aid to mis-
chief. This opinion argues in those who hold it, a very low estfjua&idji

of the popular mind, and is based on the principle that the people are

lobe cajoled
T

into good. This principle we cannot advocate, acid shall

not act upon. The great truths of Government ought never to be hid-

den, and we give thanks to our fearless contemporary for having brought
forward an important truth at a moment when the people and their

leaders seemed but too prone to forget it. Had not this warning been
givdh, we should have had a provisional rule raised into an unchangeable
doctrine ; and bad government insured by a vile flattering of the sove-

reign people.

Admitting then, that under a good government, the large and liberal

confidence in the faith and wisdom of the representative required by
the Examiner ought to be quoted, and bearing in mind that it is to this

point we aie directly tending, yet under our present form of govern-
ment it, to us, appears equally important to maintain a minute and ever-

constant watch over every part of the representative’s conduct.

In consequence of this necessity, much evil necessarily arises; but
relax the jealousy, and tenfold mischief will ensue. Under these cir-

cumstances, the situation of a really honest and enlightened legislator,

Incomes painful, difficult, and e\ en dangerous. He must often neces-
^sarily differ from the people : he is instructed, and they are ignorant.
But they are unable to distinguish between honest and dishonest oppo-
sition to their desires. They know not whether superior knowledge, or
base self-interest, prompts the deviation from what they deem the cor-
rect course. The pfilple, therefore, cannot wisely, the representatives
cannot honestly forego their own views; and consequently, the people
must, for a time at least, lose a good servant, and the representative
must relinquish the hope of being actively useful as a legislator. lie
must resign his trust when this difference of opinion occurs on an im-
portant subject. Some of the most enlightened inquirers into the science
of government, have certainly formed a different opinion from that here
expressed, or rather, have used language not reconcileable with that
now employed. These persons seem to have viewed the subject under
one set of circumstances only, but yet state their conclusions in expres-
sions perfectly universal, and thus lead to the belief, that the rule which
is applicable to one case, is proper for all.

s
It has been said, that the people, though capable of judging of a man's

capacity generally, .for the great office of a legislator, and of his moral
f&iegs for the task, are yet not possessed of miflHmit knoilflfl&cuto
determine accurately1^ every separate question^that^ariseg for his con-
sideration. This is true. Afluit hplieen asserted as a neggssary con-

peoglg^qjjgtVas'in the" ease of
their physician, to put faith in the superior knowledge the

fg rgpxfi*
sentative; that they ought not to thrust upon mm as a rule, their pw

n

crude notions on the various difficult questions which legislation neces-
sarily Involves. When a physician is called in, say these reasoners, to
determine what shall be done in a case of fever, the patient, being uir-
Jearned, does nofeprescribe rules for his guide. From a number of
physicians, the patient chooses the one he deems most fit ; but having
c io*»en, his vocation ends ; be doe* not pretend to direct that fittest
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trtp. The legislator, they assert, ought to be Chosen in the same spirit,

and requires to have the same confidence reposed iq him. "This last
conclusion, however, has been obtained through the means of a some-
whatdefefctive analogy. In the case of the physician, there is wdhted
one element of vital importance to the due determination ofthe question ;

that teethe opposition of interest between the representative and h$a
constituents. The interest of the physician, excepting in some very
rare cases, is to preserve the patient's life and health. His reputation
would necessarily suffer, were he to keep his patient unwell for the sake
of his own gain ; in fact, his interest is almost universally the best con-
sulted by the rapid recovery of the sick man. * This similarity Sf interest
floes not necessarily exist between the representative and hip consti-

tuents. It is, indeed, but too melancholy a truth, that in almost every
government of the world, (that of America perhaps alone excepted,)
the representative has a direct and powerful interest, to turn his public
office into a means of private profit ; in other words, he has a direct and
powerful interest completely opposed to the welfare of his constituents.

This circumstance.it i9 that induces the necessity of a conduct different

in the case of the legislator, from that which is required in the case of
the physician.

Supposing, moreover, that this identity of interests between electors

and elected were complete, there would still be reason for the public to

keep a vigilant eye upon the proceedings of the government. Waiving
the consideration of the tendency in all men to turn power to their own
purposes, there is yet another most powerful reason for scrutinizing'

1

each separate act of the legislator. No matter how excellently a repre-

sentative government may be formed, the most instructed men of the
community will seldom take an active share in politisal life. The calm
unbroken quiet required for the contemplations ofL a philosopher,

cannot be found amidst the turbulence of politics:*The carrying

on consecutive speculations in any science, moreover, excites habits at

Variance with strife, and noise, and passion. Disgust would soon drive

a philosopher out of any deliberative assembly, unless some overwhelming
necessity compelled him to conquer his repugnance. Such being the

case, there would soon be out of doors an opinion more valuable than

that of the legislature within,—an opinion which, at the same time, the

members of the legislature would be apt, from their habits and their

position, to disregard. The power of the legislative body would create

in them confidence ; there would be a constant tendency in them, to

frame an excessively high opinion of their own capacity,—to believe

themselves super-eminently wise, and consequently to despise the sug-

gestions of others, and to believe all who entertained more extensive

views; or pursued more systematic and scientific plans of investigation

than their own, mere dreaming visionarfgp. To check this tendency,

and to compel their representatives to •‘pursue these more beneficiq^

plans, which otherwise would probably not be listened to, the people

must cjm#wV&ery measure of their representatives, must hold out

motives fW tke jnbsi instructed and philosophic minds in the community
to discuss\hese measures, and to measure the worth of the plans sug-

gested, bf tW approbation Which they obtained from these most efficient

guides. Thus, though a very large confidence mig^t and , would, be

awarded by the people to their governors^ still there flrould as qohstantly*

be a minute though friendly scrutiny and questioning of all tbVir pro-

ceedings.
2 V 2
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Under the present circumstances of our government, however, to de-

mand any such confidence as that here supposed, would bf^in the

highest degree Mischievous and absurd. While the representative, aa

now, is surrounded by every species of evil and temptation, to leave him
.to his own guidance, would be at once to be accessory to making him a
dishonest legislator. A man thoroughly honest, and conscious of the

failings, of his nature, would, for his own sake, avoid such temptation,

and do all in his power to fortify his good purposes, by outward safe-

guards derived from the watchfulness of others. Fenced round by the

constant jealousy of his constituents, well knowing that any blaeksliding

would rtffteive immediate punishment, he would be capable of facing and
braving the many difficulties with which his office would be surrounded.

Strip him of these defences, and he would feel himself' exposed to an
unequal combat ; he would wish, therefore, for that jealousy, that ever-

constant caution and distrust, which have been so earnestly recom-

mended.
If the duration of Parliament was for one year, any very large num-

ber of pledges, on the part of the representative, would not be required.

If the time were extended to two, or even three years, the number
would, perhaps, not need to be very great; but when the enormous
period of seven years is the limit for Parliament's existence, a system of

the most minute and specific questioning and pledges ought necessarily

to be instituted. Within a few months past, great outcry has been
raised against a plan, lately introduced, of requiring of the candidate a
pledge to take a particular side on certain important questions ; and
much very idle talk pas been employed, to prove the great evil likely

to arise from thus throwing shackles on the judgment of the legislator.

It must, however* be remembered, that on these points, the people have
made up their minds, .and want not the assistance of the judgment of
the represents$re, but his vote. They do not merely take a view of his

general character, and upon this elect him to exercise a perfect discre-

tion. But, in addition to general investigation, which is employed ta
determine their opinion as to the wisdom of giving him a certain degree
of discretion, they think it wise to proceed one step farther, and, for

the purpose of insuring a particular conduct which they deem absolutely

necessary to their own well-being, to receive a specific undertaking or
pledge ; thus making the office of a representative partly discretionary,

partly merely ministerial. The same thing has always been done, after a
clumsy fashion, by all persons who give their vote according to the party
which a candidate espouses. When the elector demands of the candidate
€i Are you a Whig ?" and gives or refuses his vote according to the answer,
what does he do but require of the candidate a pledge to adhere to cer-
tain measures or principles ? He binds him, in a certain degree, to a
particular course ; and thus /pr shackles his judgment. The binding a
candidate to support the Reform Bill, is but a somewhat more efficient

and specific application of the same principle. All this outcry, more-
over, has been raised by persons advocating the ady|q||ageg of a class
system of representation. What, however, is the pfinbiple of this very
system, but the imposing upon every representative the necessity of
exactly representing his class, of being, in fact, their ministerial officer?
One evil regulation generally entails the necessity of another to, nul-

lify its effect. The system of demanding pledges to any great extent
may certainly be deemed an evil it does shackle the judgment of the
representative. This evil, however,, is rendered necessary by the Sep-
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tennia]*Act. In order to nullify the evil consequences of the long1 to.
punity which that act creates, the smaller evil of making the represent*

tative more completely a ministerial officer has been resorted to. In
short, the people would rather run the risk of harm from their own
ignorance; than from their representative's dishonesty. They would
do well to continue the practice they have adopted; until the legislature

shall be a more perfect representation of the people; and the period of
its existence so short, as to preclude all hopes of impunity in the minds
of evil-disposed representatives.

It is objected; however, that pledges, since they cannot, dKfeep| in a
lew cases, be specific, must necessarily be useless. For example, it hr

stated in the ca9e of economy in our expenditure, that since it is im»
possible to go through the various items of expenditure, it is impossible

to have any safeguard for the representative's good conduct but his own
honour ; that we must leave him to his own discretion, and trust to it.

This difficulty, however, may in a great pleasure be avoided by pledging
the representative to well stated principles. In the case above men-
tioned of economy/ if the electors were to bind their representative to

this principle, viz. “ that he would at all times endeavour to obtain the
greatest intellectual and moral aptitude for every office at. the least pos-

sible expense/’ he would find it difficult to be so lax in his interpreta-

tion of the rule, as to put at nought the pledge he had given. Suppos-
ing the difficulty, howefar, to be as great as stated, still it is of some
importance to have men bound even to specified good intentions.

Our fear however is not, that the people are lijcely to be imposed on
as regards the intentions or probity of the representative. On this

point they will for the most part, when they have the.power of choosing,

decide qorrectly. It is as regards the fitness, as respects knowledge,

that they will chiefly err. Unfortunately, there is a vefcy general opin-

ion now existing, that any good man of what is called common sense is

fit for a legislator. This is an egregious error; one on which we
somewhat strenuously insisted in the preceding article. The conduct of

the electors hitherto, as far as may be learned from the very active can-

vassing now going on, justifies many of the fears then expressed. There
is little care exhibited as respects the intellectual fitness of the various

candidates, attention for the most part being absorbed by his mere opin-

ions. It seems never to be remembered, that a fool may hold right

opinions, and that a knave may feign them. These declarations by the

candidate are but poor evidence on which to determine his efficiency.

His previous life, his habits, his education, his former opinions, ought

to be carefully, minutely, and openly inquired into. Until the electors

do this, they must be content to be dupes.

One other opinion now prevalent respecting the office of represen-

tative, although already spoken of, must again be alluded to, in conse-

quence of the conduct that is being<pursued by the liberal party through-

out the kjngdiffep. The electors, because men of riches and title still

seek the office of representative, will deem it one of mere honour. They
forget that he has duties to perform ; that the performance of those

duties is the only object for which the* office exists, and that unlessthey

be performed, the trouble of choosing a representative, is troublethrown

away. Now the persons most capable of performing them efficiently,ere

seldom in a condition to undergo expense, and compete with the rich

rivals whom they necessarily meet. The richer, but more inefficient,

least honest candidate therefore usually succeeds, or rather none but
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those inferior men offer themselves. If the people would no longer be

possessed of the idle nqtion respecting the honour they confer ; if they

would consider the matter as one of mere business ;
would deem it their

own interest about which they were employed ; and view the expense as

their own affair, they would persuade the best men among them to be-

come thejir representatives. But until this change takes place, the most

apt and efficient will never appear on the theatre of public life. Let the

public be scrupulously jealous of the honour and the capacity of their

representatives, and let them be sufficientlly careful of their own interests

to pay fo^their own business, and they will quickly possess an enlight-

ened legislature. *

APPEAL TO GERMANY.

On the Edict abolishing the Liberties of Us Slates, amt the Advance of the

Austrian Troops . July 27, 1832.

*Tis burst 1 the unfinished spell, that laid

The powers of cartli and night

;

And hurrying to the red crusade,

The marshalled lio^ts unite.

’Tis done ! The scaffold and the chain.

The dungcou and the brand, v

Are forged and fram'd for broad A 1main—
Arise! thou perilled laud!

Wake* 'Tis the battle’s daw n ! The hours
With gory steps must mark,

'Midst shivered crowns and crumbling ponei*,

The march of Ficcdom’s ark.

The guardians of a thousand homes
Must blacken in the sun,

,

And nations bleed in hecatombs,

Ere its high place be won

!

•
Brave Land! Thy hardest-fields aie fair

The vintage-hills beneath

;

Thy halls are bright, and gladness there

Floats like the Summer's breath

And peace is sweet, and life is dear,

And home a blessed spot,

And war most grim, when lands-men arc

The foes-—yet pause thou not

!

Thou wilt not
,
high and holy place,

Where God -like minds abode,

Behold a crushed and tongueless race

Shrink from a tyrant's goad

!

Thou can'st not hear, that, chained and tame.

Thy gifted sons should creep,

And reason's light, and wisdom's flame

Be quenched—that kings may sleep

!

Shall blind and bigot momtrehs quell,

The land where Luther sprung.

Where Klopstock hymned, and Komcr fell,

And wizard Schiller sung

;

Where myriad-minded Goethe lies,

His ashes barely cold ?

Heirs of their sacred names, arise

!

And save your country's fold

!

2
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Come from the cloister and the field,

The mart, the mine, the shore,—
As erst your fathers rose,—and wield

Their treasured arms once more 1

Think on the tombs beneath your aisles,

The memories in your vales,

The crosses on your mountain piles,

The records in your tales

!

They tell how once, in manly pride,

Your sires to battle rode,

And smote the Kaisers that denied •

Their claims to worship God

:

Like cause is yours—Heaven's lore and light

To win from robber kings

;

Like be your triumph I To the fight

Go forth on eagle-wings

!

Up, Hesse! Bhew thy sister-lands

A heart as fearless now, *

As when thy church the champions' hands
Joined in the righteous vow.*

Up, Cassel ! claim thy place of pride,

Again, as once, awake,
The*)* first to stem the threatening tide,

For Right and Freedom's sake

!

Up, Brunswick ! in the bold attack

Rccall^hine ancient fame,

When stout Duke Christian's battle-track

Was like a sudden flame

!

Up Baden 1 led by Frederick’s shade

That hero's deeds repeat,

Who cast his sceptre down,$ and laid

His life at Freedom's feet.

And thou, the shiefi § of older days,

The lamp of later times,

Fed with high mind's collected rays,

To light surrounding climes,

—

Proud guardian of Majestic dust,

The Bard's, the Prophet's shrine—
1|

Up ! Weimar ! cleanse thy sword from rust,

Strike in ! the cause is thine

!

Your Sage’s words, your Poet's lyres

Aloud for freedom call;

—

Rise ! lest your children curse the sires

That lived, and let them fall

!

The spirits of your great in fame

Descend to arm your might,—
The voices of your dead exclaim

4 To arms ! God speed the right !’

— » w’
,

" " "

• The Smsflfldlsh league, cemented In the town of that name, In the Haitian Dominion!.
i william of Camel wai the first German Prince who ventured to espouse the cause of the Elector

Palatine against Ferdinand

t William Frederick of Baden, abdicated In flavour of hit ion, before taking the field ai leader of

the forces of the Union.

4 After the foil of Guitavui, at Lutsen, the fortunes of the protectant cause were long aa&brl-

ttantlj upheld by the great Bernhard of Saxe Weimar.

n it is hardly necenary to state, that Weimar Is the Athens of Modem Germany. Schiller and

Goethe ere interred^ the Ducal Chapel there.



PUBLICATIONS OF THE SOCIETY FOR THE EFFUSION OF
* USELESS KNOWLEDGE.

Of the various capitals of Europe, there is perhaps no Metropolis so

rich in Societies and Associations as that of the British Empire; Mo-
dern Rome has its thirty academies, ripe in those Initial distinctions

which write a man down an A.S.S. without the intervention of any Dog-

berry of the Vatican—Paris its Lyctes and Academies Royales et Natio-

nals ; Vienna its Polytechnieches Institut

;

but London, royal, imperial,

pantfcohnical London, boasts a thousand and one corporate bodies and in-

stitutions, invented for the purpose of making the lame walk, the dumb
speak, the blinJf see, the deaf hear—of preventing the market gardeners

from " larrupping their donkeys of making green gooseberries grow as

large as codlins, and codlins as large as water melons ; of naturalizing

tigers, (besides those of Margate and Cheltenham,) and tame elephants,

(elsewhere than in the Board of Controul ;) of suppressing vice, by

means of typhus fever, and other items of prison discipline ; of suppress-

ing mendicity, by shewing up the begging letters of the “ lower classes

of suppressing ignorance, by means of cuts of cotton trees and draughts

of Westminster Hall ; of suppressing reform by means of a grand Tory
cook, and a club-house haunted by the spectres of Carlton House and its

coteries.

In a city thus amply supplied with institutions tending to exemplify

the fable of the bundle of sticks, it would be useless to propose any new
congregation in the way of doing something, (or the still harder task of

nothing,) by force of numbers. All the recent stock companies, mining,

steam-washing, punning, &c. See. are said to have proved failures ; and
the funds steaked in the Garrick, or staked in the Conservative, are, we
fear, already out of the frying pan into the fire. The utmost we can do,

therefore, is to point out the existence # those obscure societies, which,

either in terror of advertisement duty or of the|$ari&h eye of day, are

still unknown to fame or infamy. It is not every association that can"

afford to put forth its puny papers by tens of thousands ; it is not every

institution that can afford an office or place in the Strand ; and we have
good reason to know that a Society has recently been established for the

Effusion of Useless Knowledge, which still blushes unseen in one of the

by-ways of tne West End. Public-spirited journalists, like ourselves,

are unwilling, however, that even Folly should befool herself in

vain. Providence has provided the thistle with a bearded seed, that

it may float hither and thither and propagate food for the asses of

the earth ; and for our own part, we are. each willing to lend our aid in

fixing the lofty pole whence the gambols and antics of the monkey tribe

may be seen from afar off; in making a ring where Folly can brandish

./.jber bauble and tinkle her bells, for the amusement of the multitude.

Our .attention was recently attracted by a work, the fitle of which is

redplent of Almack's, and the drawing-room,—*of fine feelings, and
fine ladyism, “ The Private Correspondence of a Woman of Fashion

!

in two volumes I” Seven hundred pages of the private correspondence
of a woman of faghipnj l-r-billetsdoux, no.doubt, originally* indited, like

Rousseau's Eloise, in, seventeen reams Of* sky-blue or rose-coloured
note-paper, sanded with gold dust, and tied together with silken cord-
ago ! What an etherial vision of literature l Lady Jersey's works (de-
scribed by Lord Byron to Lady Blessington as a compilation of paragraphs
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from the daily papers, pasted into a common-place book) were as no-
thing by comparison. What tender superlatives ; what super-saccha-
rine sweetness ; what etherial refinement a stream of rich distill'd

perfumes a vapour as of the bowers of Eden ; a vase of crystal, with
Cupid therein imprisoned, like Asmodeus in the bottle ! With the sweet
influence of these anticipations stirring the pulses of our hearts, we out
open the pages ; when, instead of “carissimo !" or u mon cterib&ime!”
or “ idol of my soul 1” our astonished eyes were saluted with a. labyrinth
of mysterious dashes and asterisks,—Lord A—1—s, and Lady E—
B- - " S ! The book was one of the mysterious emanations of the So-
ciety for the Effusion of Useless Knowledge !—an echo of obsolete loan*
dais; an idle chronicle of the saloons of the idle during. the last thirty

years. We have heard it maliciously attributed to the'tair hand of one
of the accomplished women for whom Horace Walpole wrote down his

reminiscences; but it is self-evidently the production of some fashion-

able waiting-maid, with just knowledge enough to misrepresent, add
cleverness enough to be mischievous. Passing over the flippancies re-

lating to that amusing personage, the late Lydia White, (the blue,) to
Lord Anglesea, Lady Londonderry, the Duchess of Wellington, Madame
de Lonza, Count Flahault, and others, we beg to favour our readers
with the “ Woman of Fashion's ” private opinions of royalty itself.

*
Hampton Court, August, 1816 .

" We had your Duchesse D'Orleans, (the present Queen of the French)
and a carriage full of old Frenchwomen at the races. The little Due
de Chartres is reported to have caused his amiable mother sony^em-
barrassment during the temporary absence of the Duke of Orleans.

The Duchess sent a gentleman of her household to ’Mr. F——f d,

who has an establishment (?) in the neighbourhood, to beg that he
would admit her son, as he was quite ungovernable, strutting about

from morning till night, carrymg gilded pasteboard sceptres, and styling

himself King
u The Duke ofC——ce and his children occupied a stand on the

race-ground exclusively to themselves, I never saw a finer family

;

their countenances are so expressive, and there is a little one with

Mrs. J.
's sparkling eyes, who is quite bewitching. Alas

!
poor

Mrs. J— ! her death has made quite a sensation inutlie vicinity- of

Paris. The Duke did not appear concerned ; but he has put the children

and their domestics into mourning."

.

“ The Duke of Clarence has been dangerously ill, ^and had. as many
fashionable Esculapii in attendance as would have sufficed to kill half

his household! We were scarcely relieved from that inquietude, ere the

Prince Regent arrived at the Stud House, where he made too free with

the scientific fare of his host, and his favourite beverage of green tea-

punch, to which the bons mots of the enjoute Mrs. Walpole gave a zest,

that, as one ofxf. R. H's convivial companions told me, (Sir G.W— A)
we thought we had lost him. Down came a host of physicians; sur-

geons, and apothecaries ;

‘ the Queen, all the Princesses, and* all the

Dukes, with the Duke and Duchess of Gloucester in the sweetest sinRies

of newly wedded love. Phlebotomy^ with the aid • of gtuels anAffcxiitten-
' tial potions has restored His Royal Highness to life’s genial bfeedng

;

and he has quitted us for Warwickshire, to essay the benefit of change

of air and tranquil domestic pleasure under the roof of L—d H—t—d.

The Princess Charlotte was the only one of the Royal Family who
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did not inquire in person, although she resided so near, but aha sent

every day to inquire : So, I believe, there is no,doubt that a coolness

exists between her royal father and herself, relative to his determina-

tion of seeking a divorce from her imprudent and thoughtless mother:

She was looking very pale and interesting as she passed, yesterday, to

call on the Duke of Clarence. The little Fitzes are still in deep mourn-
ing for 'Mamma J n. I suspect old B 11 P 1 (Miss Pigot,

companion to Mrs. Fitzherbert,) is to succeed her ; for, in the midst

of the late royal indisposition, and the bustle attending it, she was on
a visit at Bushy, and 1 saw her well-rouged phiz peering out of the
Duke's carriage, with Lady Haggerstone by her* side/'

We are surprised that a work, so pregnant of valuable intelligence,

was not inscribed after the manner of French publications of the same
dash and asterisk class, “ Memoires pour servir a Y Histoire,” and
take leave of the “ Woman of-Fashion," the Mrs. Trollope of Hampton
Court, with as much respect for the strength and power, as for the deli-

cacy of her mind and character:

MR. COOPER’S NEW NOVEL* * -

" Mr. Cooper’s worst ”—Seriously, it is well for him that his reputa-

tion' is sufficiently established by previous publications, for otherwise the

present effusion must have given it a sad shake. Much nonsense will

doubtless be perpetrated on the occasion by critics. These venerable

fathers will shake their heads and say, he ought to have stuck to Ame*
rica. Then there will be prosing demonstrations that the simplicity of

a transatlantic and republican soul cannot enter into the complex feel-

ings and relations of the old world. The Quarterly and its tail will

prate scholarly and wisely about chivalrous and autocratical sentiment

.

Fudge, fiddle-de-dee, humbug, cant, blarney, slangy—oh for one word to

characterize the ineffable presumption and charlatanerie of the coxcombs
who will gabble on the occasion ! The truth is, that the failure is en-
tirely Mr. Cooper’s own fault—fault we say, for he could have avoided

it had he gonejproperly to work ; and this we propose to demonstrate
in some couple 1)f pages.

The range of Mr. Cooper’s imaginative powers may be easily inferred

from his previous writings. In attempting to present us with a quiet land-

scape, he is apt to be diffuse ; he darkens council with a multitude of
words. He eannot seize one central point round which #11 the other

features shall cluster as accessories, and in one brief sentence stamp the

vision on the mind. He draws out a long inventory of all the parts and
parcels, after conning which we have as little notion of their combined
effect as before. But in portraying nature in her hour oi storm, he is

unequalled by any author of the day. He is inspired, carried beyond
himself ; he stammers out what he feels, not what he thinks : the Delphic
god Is within him, and his words conjure up before us, not a counter-
feit living storm. He raises the wild waters, and rides buoyantly
upon them, as never mortal but himself did. We know not in the whole

*

* “ The Heidenmauer, or the Benedictines.
0 By the Author of u The Pilot,” Ac.

Three Volume®. London ; Colburn and Bentley.
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rang* of literature so vivid and true a picture of the stormy sea and its

power as in the loss qjLthe Bristol ship in the Red Rover, or one so en~
grossingly exciting as in the preservation of the American frigate off a
lee-shore in the Pilot. The sea is indeed his home, and “ ocean's sights

and sounds familiar things." The mistake of the top-sail of the British
man-of-war for a cloud, and the sombre emerging of the hull from the
mist, is one of the most overpowering instances of the moral picturesque
we have yet met with.

There are two ways of scanning human character :—by acute analysis

;

or by a delicate tact, wedded to a ready imagination, which jumps at the
conclusion, nine times out of ten, with as much success as the other.

The latter is the faculty most eminently required in the historical no-
velist. His cloud-built castles are not meant to abide the cold search-

ing eye of the philosopher, which would look them into their pristine

elements, as the sophist's stare did Lamia.* The other, however im-
portant to the moralist or pliilosoper, is but a limping substitute for its

plausible brother in the department of Hie novelist. Within a limited

range. Cooper’s tact in catching the distinctive peculiarities of human
character is unsurpassed. His long' Tom Coffin, and his Master Fid,

and liis thousand and one “ Niggers," are delightful as they are origi-

nal. Ilarvey Birch, Hawk’s-eye, Mrs. Flannagan, his soldiers and ma-
rines, and his Dutch Fadroons, are real existences. But, when we as-

cend in the scale of humanity, we find this intuitive power fail, and that

of moral analysis, which few men possess to such a degree of clearness

and power, is laid under requisition by our author to supply its place.

His Wasliington is the finest and truest picture of that man of men we
have met with ; dear friends of ours, who enjoyed the high privilege of

knowing the original, have pronounced it excellent. Still it is but a por-

trait. It wants Jhe vitality which the genius of Cooper has bestowed

upon the characters which bustle around it. It reminds us, painfully,

of the theatre, with its half reality, half show—its living men and
women, and pasteboaj^^vaterfalls. Still more unlucky are his attempts

to portray the female *8aaracter in its loveliness. His sense seems dead.

There is not one of his lovely women—always excepting “ the Wept of

Wish-ton-Wish," who is not positively repulsive ; and even with her we
should have feared his success, had he not wisely kept us goring on her

as she moves,
Y

u At airy distance, with majestic motion.”

We have only now to advert to Cooper’s skill in cp^xstruothtg je plot.

He does not possess that rare power—which, indeed, seema to hqve been

lost since the days of Shakspeare—of making the events of his stpry arise

naturally out of the sentiments, opinions, and conduct of his dramatis

persona, lie chalks out a series of events, and makes his characters

work them out as they best may. Still lie succeeds in giving a com-

plexity to their adventures, which prevents us seeing, from tho vely

first, what the issue is to be ; and, in some of his works—

“

the la&M
the Mohicans” may serve for an example—he brings the events fm^efav

ing with such hot haste upon us, that we are caught, as in a,

and hurried along, without any volition of ours. Frequently^ h^jj^fr,

it must be confessed, the same hankering after specirit^fS^j^taUs,

which spoils his landscapes, deadens the interest of his stories. By

Vide Keats
1 ^amia*’
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merely linking all the limbs and vertebrae together, no man ever dream-

ed of making a handsome man. #
This dispassionate analysis of Mr. Cooper’s powers conveys the idee

of a man qualified to compose uprose epics” of high merit, and the pub-

lic voice confirms the opinion. The public voice is, after all** the only

irrefragable evidence of merit. The critic may show an author where
he has failed; and why he has failed ; but it is only the admission of the

many that can show he has succeeded. We now address Ourselves to

the task, as a preparative for which we have thus hurriedly recapitu-

lated Mr. Cooper’s qualifications and defects : the inquiry how it happens

thathe has failed so lamentably in “ The Hiedenmauer.” f

A failure it undoubtedly is. The story flags, and is uninteresting.

The characters are dim and undefined as those of a magic lanthorn.

The long yarns with which the story is continually interrupted are

neither valuable in themselves, nor in their place where they stand. It

is not enough to say, in explanation of all this, that Mr. Cooper, is an
American, and that the scene of his story is European. Human nature

is human nature all the world over ; and, what is more to the purpose;

although America has succeeded, by a lucky accident of situation, m
throwing herself earlier loose from some old rusty fetters which still

cling to us, in moral and intellectual culture she is not one foot ad-

vanced beyond Europe. Her virtues and her vices, her knowledge and
her cherished fallacies are the same. We must Ibok elsewhere for the

causes of our author's bad Success. They are two in number:—in the

first place, he has laid hand to work without sufficient preparation ; in

the second place, he jhaa attempted to make of the novel what it never
can become.

He has laid hand to work without sufficient preparation. Wjhat is it

that places Scott so far above all his followers ? What is it that renders
his Scottish novels so immeasurably superior to all his other produc-
tions ? It is this. The value of a work depends less upon its external

farm'than upon the^qUantity of thought that is waited up in it. Waver-
ley, Guy Mannering, the Antiquary, the earlier Tales of my Landlord,
may have been composed as hastily as any other of their author’s works ;

but they were the outpourings of thoughts and images treasured up and
revolved in his mind for years. They had become part of his existence*

Often had he attempted to give them vent in different forms, but in

vain. At last a lucky accident struck the rock in the right quarter, and
out gushed the full flood of the living and vivifying waters. The fathom-
less riches of his deep mipd were lavishly squandered upon these works.
When Idle stream began to run low, and the thirst of the public was
still unslaked; and habit had moreover rendered such creftions an exer-
tion’ indispensable to his happiness, he attempted to refill his cisterns by
pumping into them out of the records of old romance. But although
the adventures were wild and striking, and the scenery dazzling, they
wanted that incorporation with his own heart and fancy which had given
vitality to his earlier* productions. “ Life was wanting there.” This
is the seqret of Cooper's failure in his “ Heidenmauer.” He does not
know andhe does not feel Germany. He h^s caught a transient glance4

°f the'ee^rman, and vainly attempt to portray the hidden emotions
of his who would image out a nation imra novel must have
lived long among its citizens aud its literature ; catching unknowtngly
treats and incidents which come uncalled for; and which no premeditated
Search - can detect. It is not tjtpt the American imagination cannot
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reflect beck European modes of feeding ; it is only that it has not been
long enough In contact with theijitto catch their impress.

He has attempted tq make the novel what it never can become. The
interest of the*#rose epic, all the same as of that which is clothed in

numerous versa, arises out-of the collision of individual minds. The rise

and'faU o£ opinion, and the fate of empires are sublime objects, when
employed ns a vague and shadowy background, or alluded toha general
terms ; but they are too cold and abstract to interest h^idetail! It is

not the fortunes of the Presbyterian faith, or the&struggle between the

monarchical and popular principle that charms us ill Waverley, Q}A

Mortality, pr Rob Roy. A eouppon of these ingredients lends a higher

flavour to the dish, and nothing more. It is Balfour of burleigh, jChddy
Headrigg, Fergus Mac Ivor, the red Macgregor, and BaiJUe J&rvie that

we care for. Now in “ The Heidenmauer” we are never allowed to forget

that Mr. Cooper's aim is to shew us the state of men's minds at the mo-
ment when seme great revolution in public opinion is in progress. So
conscious is he of his bad success that he stops himself, on an average,

three times in every chapter to remind ift of his object. It is the bush.

neap of the historical moralist to generalize ; but the*aim of the novelist

lies in a quite contrary direction ; he must individualize to the utmost
of his power. A painter might as well attempt to paint an emotion ab-

stracted from form, as a novelist to show the spirit of t^age" otherwise

than by selecting strongly marked individual characters. * To these two
causes—a mistaken plan, and the want of materials, are we to ascribe

the otherwise unaccountable fact, that a iflan of Cooper's undeniably

high genius has produced a work through Oftiich we wade %ith reluct-

ance, and which we close without an addition to ohr stock of ideas.

We have hitherto confined ourselves to the consideration of those

blemishes which aye peculiar to this work ; there are two, however,

which, as characteristic of the author^ we may not pass over unnoticed.

The first is hie ultra-Americanism. We can make great allowance for

our friends of the United States considering the provocation they have-

received ; but Mr,r Copper’s exaggerations really begin to grow as offen-

sive as Mrs. Trollope's. He ought to remember that those who persist

in kicking again every time that an ass strikes out at them, must soon

incur the suspicion of belonging to the same grade of animated nature*

The other fault to which we allude is a degree of coarseness, which

more or less marks all Mr. Cooper's works, whet} he endeavours either

to be particularly strong, or particularly fine, bui which in “ The Heid- *

enmauer " becomes positively revolting. In support of this assertionwe
need only refer our readers to thejinking bagfc ; which (with a sprink-

ling of philosophical digression) stretches ftselrthrough two chapters of

the first volungg* What are we to think of such passages as the follow-

ing ?
“ The abbot loosened his robe, and threw his cowl still farther

from his neck, while Exnieh pledged him in rhenish, cup after eup ; and

by the time the meats were removed, and the powers of digestion, or,

qgg might rather say, of retention

,

would endure no more, hie heavy'

cheeks became flushed, his bright, deeply seated, and searching grs/y

eyqs flashed with a species of ferocious delight, and his lip frequently

quivered; ae the clay gatff etyquent evidence of its enjoyment” On
“ His subordinates, too, gave similar proofs of the

their caution ; though in degrees far kgs imposing,

grand, than thatjphich rendered the settsual eae&temmt of tMr lugqtfo*

so remarkable." Such trash is either nonsensical or beastly, and Mr.

Cooper may choose in which light we ye to view it.
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THE BANK CHARTER.

YpE Secret Committee have closed thoir labours, by merely reporting

to the House of Gofbmofte the evidence given before th4m. This’ is a

result which was fat from being contemplated by the Uftftjerament when

they proposed the appointment of the ^ointmttee, and one which Was the

Hast thing*desired or expected by tilt Bfcnk Directors and the <f mottled

interest” of hjpndon. For they thought they had securgft another long

lease of monopoly in persuading Minhalers, as they certainly hhd done,

to throw aside the old and doog-estkWihed notions which they enter-

tained when in opposition^ in favour of freedom of trade, attd to take

the lesgd in trying to renew the most odious, and the most injurious t)f

all monopoliefc'ftamely, the monopoly of the Bank of England. That it

was the intention of Minister** to renew this monopoly, does not admit

of a doubt ; and it is equally evident that they intended to have renewed

it, even before the close of the session. The speech of Rord Althorp,

when he proposed the appointment of thfe"Committee, is alone sufficient

evidence of both these intentiohs. But, supposing that if there even was
a doubt about them, what has transpired concerning the early discussions

in the Committee, and what every one may see in the selection of the

member^iKho formedit, affords ample testimony that the original deheme
of Ministers to ha\ e a report made, after examining but a fe^ wit-

nesses, in fav<mr of renewing the charter, and td bring in a bill and pass

it, for granting the renewal of the charter before the close of the session.

It Usurprising, that the conduct of Government in naming a Committee,
so evidently favourable, froln their known opinions and interests, to the

Bank, has not been tAora censured ; foi, out of the thirty-three mem-
bers who composed it, the immediate friends of Government, and the

members who belonged to the “ monied interest” of the city of London,
former? not a more majority, buteabout ten-elevenths of the Committee.
It is wholly to the efforts of the one-eleventh part, that the public are

indebted for defeating the original scheme of hurrying through a law for

renewing the charter, and for having the inquiries of the Committee
carried on upon an extended scale. The Committee seem to have been
guilty of two capital errors, the first that of not comprehending the
great extent to which the subject of their inquiries ought to be carried ;

and the second, that of imagining that the public opinion wras favourable
to the renewal of the Bank monopoly. The first error may be accounted

v for by the little knowledge the Committee possessed of the nature of

the banking trade ; and the second, by the attention of the public not

having been calh^l, during the last*mc years, to any serious notice of the
subject. But now sincwH hife been^brought under discussion, it is daily

becoming more and more evident, that the injuries the public have sus-

tained from the Bank monopoly, are well understood, and that from one
end of the kingdom to ^he other, an opinion prevails, that the giving
to twenty-four commercial men the entire management of the currency
of the kingdom, is vesting a power in their hands, which ought net to
be entrusted to any pet of private inffivfiluals.

The pigplic will now very soon have an opportunity of reading the
evidence given before the Committee. Bjit *qvery one who reads it,

•hould^ hds&nhis guard how he suffers it to guide his judgment. The
Committee* jjrh well known, hggjfot through only*Ohat part of the evi-
dence which was called for b^iie friends Of the Bank. It is said,
tqgt every witness that was called before the Committee, except the
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gentleman who was examined oi\. the last day of its meeting, was a de-
cided adv6cate for ' the renewal of the exclusive privileges of the Bank ;

and as & great majority <jf the members of the Committee who examined
these witnesses, were also favourable to the renewal, the evidence

ougfyt to .be Considered as. nearly altogether ex part* evidence, and there-

fore, before full justice can.be dene to the. question, another Committee
must he appointed, in the next session 'of Parliament, to heaj^ the evi-

dence which Was prepared to he brought forward against the renewal of
the monopoly.

;
.\yV #

;As no more important subject can come before tjpe new House nf
Commons,

h
to fie elected this year, it is most desirable t^at the electori

should inquire' from candidates what their opinions are on the Backing
question. Those electors who think tbe

;

monopoly system is wrong^
should call upon the candidates to explain to them what course they
intend to pursue, Jif elected to sit in Parliament, and they should en-

deavour to secure their votes in the House of Commons in favour of

placing the banking system on a sound footing. It is quite evident that^

therq will be a junction between the present Whig Ministers and the*
Ultra-Tory leaders and party, in favour of the Bank ; this, it is said,

has decidedly been seen to have taken place already in the Committee ;

so .that the public will ha ve, on this subject, as they have had .pft reduc-
tions in the, public expenditure, for opponents, the two jgreSt political

parties ; and it is, therefore, very clear, notwithstanding the new powers
the public have gained by the reform of Parliament, that if they do not
actively and zealously use tligse powers, they will be defeated in every

attempt to carry those great* measures of reform,, for which a reform of

Parliament was so ardently desired. >
£

Although the wrell-arrahged scheme of the Government, and the Bank,
to renew the monopoly with the help of the present House of Commons,
has failed, the same motives and influence will be actively set to work
to secure this object in the new House ; and they will unquestionably

sucCfeed, unless those members of the new House, who are honestly

determined io^uppgrt the interests of the public, effectually sup-

ported by the public themselves.

O'PONOGHUE OF THE GLENNS.
- There is a large tract of land situated amongHhe mountains to the

east of Killarney, called Glenflesk. It is inhabited by' a line race of

people, stout, tall, hardy mountaineers ; and jfeout sixty years since,

these fellows, under the countenance of their chieftain, O’Donoghue of

the*Glenns, rode rough-shod over the town of Killarney. On every fair

and market day they marched through it, sho&tmg, hallooing, and Opt-
ing live pounds for'the head of any man that wmild dare oppose therif.

" The chieftain, O'Donogbue, was a man of gigantic size, and truly

barbarian spirit, somewhat tinctured with insani$$> He generally marched

at the head of bjU sept on those^bccasions ; and yoil will readjjy believe

that his enormous strength, along with th^respect that clung to his,

rank, and bis large 4rrQ|k*rty|. contributed la"good deal to their

daucy. He was accompamea by his foster brother, also
'

O'Donoghue, and scarcely inferior to him in size, though'net

in disposition, Bd^ny pers^&Vwho saw*i9hniel in his old age^have de-

scribed him to tre j and it plain he would have been, even*tp ^ne of

Homer’s heroes,.a formidable antagonist. Though ofcourse mucltfallen
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then, he was still a huge skeleton, far above the ordinary size of these

degenerate days. ,

“ His jaws/' said a gentleman, to ns, “ resembled a

horse’s, andjthe children of KUlarney us&d to br^ak themselves in buying

apples for him to eat. It was the greatest delight to them to see the

huge working of his jaws ; and Daniel would easily devour a basket full

:

so that he had always a crowd of urchips after him through the streets*

But this never gave him any annoyance : he was as simple as any one of

themselves. At a large pattern once, he was attacked by the faction

of the Agars, and got a great beating, but no man could knock him
down ; at last, he became completely roused ; he ran to an old cabin,

and laid about, with pne of the rafters, until he cleared the field.

In short, he wi$ a giant. You could put a young child into his shoq ;

f and his voice was so deep and hollow that one would think it oame out

of the bowels of the earth/*

At last the people of Killarney, who were never distinguished for pa.

tience, became quite indignant at the tyranny of the Gleiifieglans, and
determined to throw off the yoke. The fair day of Killarney was fixed

for that purpose, and both parties prepared themselves accordingly.

When it came, the stout wealthy farmers, a class now almost extinct,

poured in ; and the town itself furnished an excellent force. The Glen-

flegians in a large body marched as usual through the streets, “ dancing

out of their sjpns,” shouting and hurraing. O’Donoghue, in a gold laced

hat and coat, was at their head. As they passed through Hen Street,

the first opposition appeared. A smith, Hearty Cronin, had got his head
Bhaved the day before ; he knew that he must get many cuts, and was
resolved to save the apothecary the trouble of cutting off his hair. Hav-
ing placed a table before his door, he mounted it ; and the first of the

Glenfiegians that reached him he struck. In a twinkling, the judicious,

ness of his precautions was seen. He was dismounted from his “ bad
eminence/' and right well cut, under several blows. But the battle be-

gan. The townsmen and their friends fell in, and the row became gene-
ral. At first men shunned O’Donoghue. His clan were attacked with
right good will ; but no one forgot the old respect entertained for him,
until a miner, Larry Plukh, (Larry of the Jaw or -Cheek, something of
“ the solid contour '* of the ci-devant Irish secretary,) a man of great

a*strength and courage, coming up to O’Donoghue with a fine black-thorn
stick, exclaimed, “ By G I’ll never go to the feet, while I've

the head ,* ” struck him, and sent his gold-laced hat whistling up into

the air. It will give you a notion of O’Donoghue ; he struck Larry in

return with his open hand, and felled him to the earth ; where he re-

mained for a long time spouting blood through his mouth and ears. But
after that O'Donoghue and his Glenfiegians were attacked without dis-

tinction. At length numbers prevailed, and the Glenfiegians wpre
wholly defeated. They were chased a mile out of the town ; and were
saved from destructiort&only by the gallant devotion of four brothers of
the name of Deane, who opposed themselves to the whole fored of the
enemy. There was a part of the road which they took, covered with
heaps of stones ; here wfce Deanes posted themselves, and by showers of
stoneB feppt the Killarney men at bay^ until their frffends had put the
Flisk river between them &d the foe. They then ran, plunged into the
river, and regained their party. But the Gletifleglans never since raised
their head as a faction in the town. Daniel not in this battle. .When
he heard of it, nothing could ^qual his sM&i and dismay. He threw
off his clothes, and attempted to drown himself in tlrt flisk ; nor wps it
without much difficulty that he was prevent^*
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Ip CHINA.

^ TALE BV, HARRIET MARTINLAU.

Among all the peasantry contained within the bounds of the four hurl*

dred districts of the world, that is, of the Chinese empire, nope were
happier than the family of Mow-qua. Mow-qua, his wife, Lcw-slie,

How-qua, his son, and Yuli-king, his daughter, lived in harmony on
their little tea plantation in the province of Fukien, blessed with a
sufficiency of occupation, and of the comfort* of life,flttfl secure from
the oppression to which they might have been liable in^a less retire^
district. Mow-qua was never seen, as too many of his countrymen are,
to be toiling in the sun with an uncovered head, or painfully treading
the rugged roads with bare feet. On the contrary, his spreading straw
hat encompassed his cheerful face, (as Yuh-king declared in her song,)

«s the mists surround the full moon in autumn. Ilis beautiful nose, she
went on to sing, was full-blown and round ; and his eyes parted therer
from like the young slips of the olive from the «tem. On holydays, the
scarlet hue of his painted lips was only to be matched by the vermilion
of his pointed shoes, thick-soled with white ; and his robe wps adorned
with embroidery, like tho glistening skin of the snake. It was on rare

occasions alone that such a display as this was made by the sire of tho

family ; but seldom did the sun aviso without beholding the yet more
beauteous aspect of tho maiden Yuh-king, The strings of silk with
which her hair was knotted, tho green petticoat sprinkled with Jitter-
flies, the girdle made of skins of blue mice, were, It is true, too costly

to be hep daily attire ; but there were other charms around her which
she did got put off and resume with the darkness and the light, and
which abode with her equally in her seasons of toil and of sport. Yuh-
king had a pair of bewitching three-cornered eyes, in each angle of

which nestled ten thousand sprites of love. Her tiny feet moved among
the verdure of her father’s plantation, like lilies on the gliding Btream

;

and her Angers, while stripping tho branches of tho shrubs, made tho

blossoms thereof appear to wither away. Nor was she less fair in her

parents* eyes, when busying herself within their dwelling. The graqpfuk

labours of the dairy were unknown to her, as neither she nor any one

belonging to her had ever heard of such a thing as tasting milk in any
form

; but Yuli-king was not excelled by any of her countrywomen in

the neatness and dexterity of her cookery. Not only was the rice co-

loured and flavoured so as to please#qually the eye and the palate ; not

only was the Ash more tempting on the platter than when sporting in

thtf canal ; but On festival days, the rarer treat of Aesh did equal credit

to the hands that had prepared it. No one^tqwed an owl, or broiled

S
e hind-quarters of a cat better than %ih-kfng ; and the only time

at she had attempted a pottage of bird’s-nests, she called forth from

each of her family a song in praise of her skiUjfe

, Swqh was the jiamsel who was employed withheRftmily in their plan.

»,

one balmy April evening, when tto Arst tea-gatherihg of the

ad just begun. W^euushe had brougnt out from the dwelling the

wide shallow baskets in wmich the produce was to be collected, and

one at the feet o^fl^ parent, she withdrew a short space to dis.

charge her yet mq$e delicate office, wmle the others were picking the

tef&ef leaf-buds which, wheli dried, compose the Anest sort of black

•vvol. i. 5* Z
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tea, she plucked the blossoms of the fragrant olive,
,

which impart its

highest flavour to Pekoe, (or, as tho Chinese call it Pack -ho,) and give it

its other name of “ white-blossom tea.” Her thoughts were somewhat

sad ; for they dwelt upon one whom she much loved, her brother Yang,

who had left her side nearly three years before, out of curiosity to

visit foreign climes, and had not returned on the day fixed at his de-

parture. For two moons had the suspense now lasted, and Yang did

not yet appear. Lew-she, observing the gravity of her daughter’s coun-

tenance, called on her for a song. The maiden immediately sang

“ The wind is whispering in the grass, and there is a clatter among the bamboos:
[ thought Ig'Wfla the breath of love from Yang, and his laughter from afar off.

t felt the mivfsprinkle of the evening dew, and saw the flowers stoop theiv

heads

;

1 thought it was a brother's tear, and that the lilies welcomed his footstep.

When yon cloud shall have spread over the sky, and the solitary boat shall

hang out its light,

I shall mistake it for the traveller's lantern, and return tearful to the mat of

sleep.

t shall start up when our watch-dog barks at midnight, and caress him

:

It will be but the young deer rustling in the shrubs ; and the chidden dog will

crouch before my displeasure.

Evil were the tongues in the barbarian hall, which said to Yang, c There is a
paradise over the sea.'

Can the barbarians have a paradise, when all good things were made for the

Celestial Empire P

Vast are the walls of the barbarian Factory, and lovely is the terrace thereof,

with its bamboo seats :

But the bricks are made of our Emperor's blue day ; and as for bamboos,
where do they grow out of his dominions?

LoPbut Yang return•before the peach-blossoms strew the ground,
And the thunder-god will overlook the Factory when he rides in the air.

But if Yang returns not, the Hall shall be crumbled to dust with a blast

:

For the meanest child of the Empire is more to be regarded than ajftation of
barbarians.”

The parents were too much moved by this lament to reply ; but How-
qua vowed to his sister that before the peach-blossoms should strew the

ground he would be on his way to Canton, to inquire what Britisli ships

had arrived, and what were expected. For a moment, Yuh-king
brightened at this promise ; but presently feared lest How-qua should
also be tempted away. The brother somewhat indignantly inquired
why he should be esteemed more foolish than his countrymen, of whom
not one left the empire among many millions. What was there abroad
which, by the condescension of the Emperor, was not to be had at Can-
ton ? What could he see on the glittering ocean so welcome as Taou-
chong’s boat resting beside the bridge when the sun went down ? What
could he hear from barbarian birds so musical as Taou-chong’s voice of
love addressed to Yuh-king?
After such mention of her lover, Yuh-king had no more opposition to

make to her brother's journey to Canton : but now the old man took
up the word. How did his son mean to accomplish the march of two'
hundred miles southward^over the mountains, where the roads wore
stony, and there waPwmd for verdure ? How would ho carry rice for
his needs? And whence would come the string of cash which he
wear about his neck if he entered the Canton markets?
How-qua explained that he meant to offer himself as a porter*to the

tea-merchant to whom they usually sold the produce of their plantation.
It was.true, he had not been accustomed to the office of carrying a load
of tea on his shoulder for two hundred miles, and might consider it
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something of a degradation as well as toil ; but for Yang's sake he
would undertake it. His wages (threepence English, per day,) would
subsist him abundantly, and perhaps enable him to bring home yellow
satin for his mother's girdle, and a silver hair-pin for his sisters bridal

decoration.

Lew-she warned her son that be would find more to do with his money
than he imagined. Crowds of half-starved people were to he pnet with
at every step among the mountains ; and it was not pleasant to buy yel-

low gatin at a bazaar while mothers were drowning their babes within

sight, because they could not procure them nourishment. She had no-
thing to say, however, ugainst How-qua's design, as thl^feit wish pf her
heart was to obtain tidings of Yang.
The youth bent himself to the earth on receiving his mother's saitt?*

tion, and forthwith proceeded to pack the gathered leaves in baskets, to

be conveyed the next day to the place where the native tea-merchant*
met the cultivators to make their purchases. His father would soon fol-

low, with as much more produce as could be spared, for the early pick*

mg ; and from thence How-qua would set out for Canton, if he should
be so fortunate as to obtain an appointment as porter, amidst the vast

competition which left to the tea-merchants no other difficulty than that

of choice, among crowds of human beasts of burden.

How-qua found himself as flatteringly beset, when he reached Chou*
fou, as if lie had been a tea-merchant. Multitudes of ten-driers awaited

the arrival of the fresh produce from the country, and endeavoured to

ingratiate themselves with the growers, in order to obtain the drying of
their crops. One civil personage followed the qpw-comer witi|p scat*

in hopes of persuading him to rest himself ; and another met Sun with

an umbrella. Water was offered by many courteous
#
hands, while others

pointed#out the superiority of their drying-sheds for draught and inter-

nal accommodation. How-qua passed on in the midst, making bodily

acknowledgements of every kind, as gracefully as the burden on his hack
would permit, till he met the personage of whom he was in search, Go-wo,

the owner of the most airy shed, and of the most neat-handed daughter*

in all Cliou-fou. Their pleasure at meeting was more like rapture than

Chinese satisfaction usually is ; for which there were various reasons.

Go-wo welcomed a certain profit, and a probable son-in-law, in the new
arrival ; and How-qua was at once relieved from doubt as to what he
should do with his basket, and inspired with hope as to the destination

of his heart and hand. The basket being safely deposited between the

friends, they knelt upon it, touched foreheads, and kissed noses, while

the admiring circle of gazers shouted, “ The eyes of friends are like

night-illuminating gems, and there is spice in the breath of kisses
!”

For the next few days how happy was How-qua ! How cheerily went

on his work amid the fair daughters of Go-wo, the company being di-

versified by the presence of an aged matron or two, and of ^ group of

children ! At first sight, the whole party seemed fac-similes of eadk

other, except in point of height. The children hfljd their knots of hair

at tjie back of the head, their tunics, their haitgf8|fsleeves, their round*

pinched feet, their faces of immovable gravity, their obeisances to each

other, like their elders ; the only difference was, that they stood only

three and a-half feet high instead of nearly five. They shook, and turn-

ed, and spread the leaves as industriously, and picked them as carefully

as their sisters, aunts, andgrandmothers, while their talk was somewhat „

2z2
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different ; being of mice and butterflies, instead of the moon and the em-
peror ; of supper instead of love.

“ When the fruit is formed the blossom falls off/' as How-qua ob-

served with a sigh. When the leaves were dried, there was an end of

the pleasure of drying them ; when the merchants came with money in

their hands, there must he a farewell to the daughters of Go-wo, with

star-light in their eyes. How-qua found no difficulty in obtaining the

office he wished, through the recommendation of Go-wo ; and upon his

appointment, followed the last ceremony which regarded the tea. It was

packed in a chest, under the superintendence of the merchant, and

stamped with tfc%chop by which it was destined to foreign consumption.

Over this chop, ot mark, by which the grower, and the district of growth

were distinguished, were breathed the parting sighs which might have

induced the youth to linger, if his father had not been waiting to speed

him on his way. %
“ Why delay, my son, like a leaf entangled among the reeds, when

the middle of the flowing stream is open to you ? If the old man of the

moon has tied the silken cord between you and any one of these damsels,

it will stretch over the mountains, and no one can cut it asunder ; so that

absence is positively not to be feared. Request of the monarch of fire,

J^ow-qua, that be will not breathe on our dwelling while you arc absent

;

&bd I, for my part, will ask the cloud-spirits to send showers on your

fli : so may the dust not make a haunt in your nostrils, and the roses

se damsels have plucked remain on your breast unwithcrcd.”
“ Rather, decidedly, my father, are the showers needed in your plan-

tations may your Souchong vary but little from Pekoe, and the most
admirable Congou be scarcely better than Bohea.”

These interchanged blessings dwelt fragrantly in the spirit of the fa-

ther and son, as they afterwards declared, till the old man of the moon
drew back How-qua by the silken cord oveAhe mountains which lay

between the great city and his home.

Toilsome as the journey was, How-qua thought less of it than the

natives of most countries would have done, so much was he accustomed
to be surrounded with labourers far more exposed to hardship than him-
self. If the road9 were rugged, he was shod, while many of his compan-
ions went barefoot. If his load was heavy while his path was steep, un-
der the glare of the noonday sun, he saw throngs of peasants carrying

heavier loads up a steeper ascent,—even boxes and baskets of earth from
the valleys, with which to bestrew the rocky mountain-top, in hopes of

coaxing thereout a scanty portion of nourishment. If he passed through
districts where food was coarse and scarce, he had at least the means of
procuring some which nourished his strength, while lie saw many who
could earn no wages, bruising reeds and nettles wherewith to make pot-

tage, devouring reptiles, and striving to stew away the putridity of car-

cases picked up from the river.

- “ The tarbarians,” reflected How-qua, “ carry away much tea from
our shores; would they could carry away yet more, giving us more of.

.jtheir wild commodities' at the same time ! Positively, the clemency of
the emperor would permit them to do so, if he could see how many of
his offspring might be gladly employed in plantations of tea. As fast as
hungry children are born to the emperor, may the lovers of tea increase
in savage lands ! Then should there be voices of song among the plan-
tations, where now men run to and fro, displaying their tools, while none
will listen to their cry for work or food,” -
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If How-qua's aspirations could have reached the lovers of tea in sa-

vage lands, the way might have been prepared for a better understand-
ing and agreement between the two parties ; but the growers of tea have
ever been told, that the lovers of tea will not buy all that is brought to
their doors ; and the barbarians have been assured, at the same time,

that the Celestial £mpire can never yield more than at present.

The heart of the young son of the Empire swelled within him as he
approached one of the heavenly cities of his sovereign. For some time
he had overlooked the course of the Pckiang, widening as it flowed, as

if to embrace the more extended commerce ,whose purposes it served,

^lajestic was its breadth as it approached the walls oJpCanton, though
partly hidden from view by the multitude of vessels with which it was
crowded, and which gave it the appearance of a floating city ; a clear

space being lef^n the middle only, for vessels to pass to and fro. On
cither bank exraided the liongs or foreign factories, where were secluded

the commercial agents of each country with which intercourse was per-

mitted by the Chinese government. A* broad parade extended along
their front, commanding a fine view of the river, and affording a spacious

and agreeable place of meeting to European and American strangers.

This promenade was railed in, and its neighbourhood occupied with

warehouses built for the reception of European goods ; the flag of eajp
country was seen flying in the front of its factory; so that to Jta

European the scene might bear the aspect of a civilized departm&jfe

amidst a barbarian state, and to a Chinese, probably, the exact re*

v erse. \Vith a considerable increase of awe, did Ilow-qua turn bis gaze

upon the mighty cif^ of Canton, surrounded by walls of five miles in ex-

tent. Mysterious were the narrow paved streets, and imposing the

shops which formed the front of all the house*. On every counter sat a

sliop-kelper, each like all the others in dress, position, and mode of

greeting. The only difference immediately apparent to a stranger, was
in their occupations ; one being employed in meditating, with upcast

eyes, on the state of his sales ; another making proclamation of his wares

in a monotonous tone, a third stringing liis coins like a necklace on the

secure cord which he always carried about him, and a fourth writing

with a camel's hair brush. After having deposited his load, How-qua
speedily returned to the suburbs frequented by European sailors, who
are not allowed to enter the city itself. Here How.qua thought himself

most in the way of tidings of his brother ; and here he *pent many hours

in making his inquiries, and gravely contemplating every blue jacket he

met.

Much as the rural youth found to surprise and amuse him in so novel

a scene as the shopping of English 'sailors, he was not qualified to enter

into more than half the humour of the transactions going forward before

his eyes. He was at first proud of the integrity of his countrymen, when
he saw pn almost every sign-board the words, “ Poo hau,”—" No cheat-

ing/' He stood still to receive an edifying lesson on fair dealing, and*

could not at first comprehend the nature of the transaction he witness,

ed. Bandanas and nankeens were offered as a matter of special favour,

at about three times the price they bore within the city. Rice was of-

fered at a more reasonable rate, the chance of detection in fraud being

greater ; but a fine profit was made on sugar, sweetmeats, mother-of-

pearl shells, perfumes, and toys. When the bargain was struck, the

money must be weighed in the dotchin, or scales, which lay at each

merchant's right hand. Happy the buyer who knew j$py thing of Chinese
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•

weights, or of the value of the minced dollars which served for &maty

change ! Happy he who was sharp-sighted enough to detect the slight

touch or poise which, when unobserved, doubled or trebled the mer-

chant’s' profit ! Happy he who could read in countenances marvellously

alike, the distinctive marks of simplicity and knavery, which did not

always accord with the absence or presence of the inscription, “ Poo

hap 1” Cut what most perplexed flow-qua was the excessive mirth of the

foreign seamen, in the midst of their woful bargains. Sometimes gather,,

iyig in groups around a sign-board in noisy glee, sometimes putting each

a painfol restraint upon his laughter till his bargain should he conclud-

ed, while nothing occurred to disturb the placid gravity of the salesman ;

it was evident that there was some joke apparent to one party, which

was wholly concealed from the other.

It was not only the jargon, meant for English, use^by the traders,

which was so amusing ; it was not only their ludicrous ^^pronunciation

;

it was not only the grotesque assortment of English names which the

Merchants had taken upon themselves ; there was something yet more
ludicrous in the fragments of English which were hung out as advertise-

ments to attract the eyes of the seamen. Here Billy Longshanks, a

.squat sleek little figure, about five feet high, pointed complacently to the

**mscription on his board, which described him as a scoundrel ready to pluck

^•wa-gulls ; an advertisement kindly composed for him hy some wag of a

/^fatoiner, There reposed Bob Jiffier, a lazy portly man, who would not
T?

exert himself to gain more custom than offered itself on the* tempting

invitation—u So-so coffee, worse tea, may be had here.” A. liooby, B.

Look Sharp, l.« Swindle, and many of a Jike^ind were the names
simple personages, who took every opportunity of announcing

to their customers, following them up with the most ela-

borate fpa oaths, which they had taken pains to learn from foreigners,

and which became them about as well as Billingsgate abuse would be-

come an infant of quality. All this was lost upon How-qua :—but whfen

he saw that politeness led his countrymen to follow the strangers' lead,

and laugh yet more heartily than they, he joined in their hursts of 'un-

meaning risibility, till he was tired of wishing that tidings of Vang's
return would give him something to be merry about in reality.

Vfing was at this moment nearer than his brother dared to hope. He
was on board a Dutch vessel now coming ujMbe river to take* its. sta-

tion opposite to the factories. CrowdsjKmred down to the rfcer side

to wattsh its progress ; and Ahe inmates of the factories especrojfoiasucd

forth upon their terraces, to regale their eyes with a sight fMf|pptablc

enough, as the only one which varied the dulness of their lives, i

Two officers of the East India Company had been fif* an hour ojr two
half sitting, half reclining on a cane seat on their own terrace>^ttto.
times exchanging a few words, and sometimes appearing to stud^fi^im

i/fke books they held in their hands.
,

. &£&
“ Haw, yaw, yaw 1” at length uttered the younger one, throwing

down his volume and stretch the utmost intensity.
***

4< That sounds like good ChugiM,” observed liis companion, f‘ You
study to some purpose, Graham*®*
“ Confound the Chinese f the language and the people together!”

cried Graham. “ I would almost as soon be beheaded or strangled at
once, as shut up. in this horrible place, Jenkinson.”

If you think so already, what will become of you before you have
been here ton years, as I have ? Will you hang or drown yoursclf> or
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wait patiently for your reward ? Can you hold on, in prospect of re.,

-turning to England with money enOugh to bring all the world,—all your
world, to your feet ?” *
• “ How long might a man bear the pillory, Jenkinson, with the 'pros-

pect of a princedom when he came out of it ?*"
,
-

,

^ That depends much on what solace he has while in it. With a
1

band of friends about him to cheer him, he might face the mob for a long
time. With a wife or sister to whisper in his ear, and ward off the
rotten eggs, he might be beguiled of his misery : but leave him alone

'

with .the mob, and he will scarcely live to see his princedom. Ifeigho

!

JNeither wife nor sister may we have in this our pillory, Graham : but
we can stand by one another, and forget this vile, tyrannous nation,

cannot we ?*’

“ Not I,” said Graham. “ Those infamous placards that they stick

up about us at® very turn, are what I cannot forgive. The shutting up,

I mlght%ear ; and moreover might wait with as much patience as other
#men, for the music of woman's tongue ;• but to have myself libelled,

hear myself growled at, to see myself detested as a monster if ever I
6how my face to a Chinese, and to be obliged to take it quietly, is more
than I ever promised to submit to. Is there any tea in China, any
money in the world, that can make it worth our while to endure i

humiliation ?'*

“ You should have asked that question of yourself before you caj

Now, your had best take to your books and make the best of it."

“ Books indeed ! These hieroglyphic books only put me in mind of,

the worse usage thftt awaits me when I come to make use of thenuy^tod
'

as for other books, they do not make one forget what is

of doors: they are no salve for wounded pride, Jenkinson.^^p^ludv
nankedhs and teas, this abominable celestial empire is befoSPmy eyes

at once ; if science, there is always the feeling that I have no use for it

here ; if literature, I am carried back to the ‘ Derby hills so free,*

where there was my mother to spoil me, and my sisters4o wait upon me,

^and I was Ma?$er Harry among the villagers. If that some blessed

Smother of mine MdJ^ad a little less ambition for me, I might have been

working for her wHfea heart as light as my purse, instead of undergo,

ing sentence of tranf^Mation and imprisonment at the same 1Me, on

coq^ithSi of carrying wjp|mpre money than I shall ever wm|, when
she hM her grave, and evei^hody else has forgotten

make but a poor jfefiiot Graham. How will ydu^nde be

"when you go back to England, and are hailed as a^party in

Jlcjng national honour for '&/ as some knowing person has it

!

will all tlea-drinkers honour you ! Look forward ; take cou-
>i

rA little devil is always whispering ‘ Can tea be got no other way ?*

b is the worst of the matter, Jenkinson. The Americans have tigd
ana

;ought have more, if their govefppaent would lessen -the duty ; aBS^*

wher^l the American who ever. w$$k|tibrough what you and I have to

bear.
?” v

“ They just go and come, and pi^end to less than we do, and make
less ; and it is altogether a different' affair with them and the Dutch,

from what it is with us.’*

“ So much the happier they !**

“ Nay ; it is a poor trade wHk
>;
ihem ; a very declining trade, as you

know, Graham. No need to erity America.”
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* What do you mean by declining ? We now save them the trouble

of carrying tea to Canada, to be sure ; and they bring fewer furs hidt^'

because their furs are growing scarce ; but look what imports of British

woollens they make ! Look what a commerce they have created since their

. revolutionary war, just by making less bustle than our Company does !

They <some and go very simply, like people that have something to sell,

and wish to buy ; and get off with a tithe of the hard words* and blows

we have to put up with. We make such a display, and put such a mjU
. chinery to work, as wakens up this most suspicious Government at once,

and causes all the manifold woes of supercargoes, and writers, and other

such unhappy beings as we r
are. The worst of it is, that we injure

tudes "besides ourselves, Foreigners frown on us for throwing difiitiUlJ

ties in their way ; the people at home are for ever grumbling that they

pay our charges as often as they make tea ; the Company itself is for

ever reminding the public of their great factory at Canton, and magni-

fying the expense we are to them, and printing the amount of our

Salaries in large letters. Moreover, certain sensible folks among the

Chinese begin to see how many'inore commodities they might get, how*

much more tea they might sell, if all their customers were free traders,

like the Americans. W9 seem to be in a scrape on every side, Jenkiiu

‘V* Rank disaffection, Graham ! Take care I do not report you. Put

all these fancies out of your head, lad. They are bred up out of the

discontents of this place
“ No, I assure you. Many in England .**

4 Well, never mind what people in England say. Leave the august

to take care of them, and forget all you may have heard

ahe^^^Mrtrade among your Derby hills
"

• not among the Derby hills/* again interrupted Graham ;

it was nere, on these very terraces, with monopoly on this quay, and
free trade on the opposite one, that I began to see /'

<( A vessel, a vessel !’* shouted Jenkinson, starting upiat sight of the

Dutchman, and glad of so good a pretence for breaking off the dialogue.
44 What contemptible craft are these Dutch beside our Indiamen ! Like
aldermen in the presence of princes of the blood/'
“ Well built, though, and steady sailors," observed Graham. “ The

Chinese calculate their coming almost to a day/'
44 Like two of the Company’s ships/' rejdjfned Jenkinson, Jf which

sailed within two hours, and arrived within four hours of eacafother,

last season, without having* had a glimpse of each other all way.

/Now do not set about finding fault with our Indiamen, Graham.*^
f‘ Not I- Nobody is more willing that our country ^iould hafe the

Jgtot of every thing, provided it does not pay too deaVfor the hr“

—

TFhere are few finer sights to a man, be he a servant of the Com^
pot, than one of those ships which the ancients would have tak<

^fjjjtovipg mountains, cutting hefftnajestic way through the subserfHht

seas, now wooed by the winds.JMMiiled on by the skies ; now dinver(-

ing the opposing elements t^bllllln use, and winning her way, come
cloud, come sunshine/

44 We do carry it over foreign!

Our Indiamen are finer than

in some respects, you a^w, then/'

Sirs ; but this fact bears no relation

t o the question. Which is the fittest for certain purposes, much less as to

ffPPIP the?e larger vdtsds shall belong to/'

4
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“ They are the naval thrones of the merchant princes of Britain ; and
' longipay they hold their sovereignty !” cried Jenkinson.

4* long as their subjects pay tribute with perfect willingness/* re-‘
plipd Graham. “When the burdens they impose are found to^op-
pressive, they must lessen their state—their barbarian state."

y

\
A phrase worthy of Canton !" cried Jenkinson. “ In the saxpe breath

you talk of the perfection of our shippings and of the ' barbarian state
*

ofits owners."

v“ The barbarism depends on the proprietorship,” replied Graham.
(t The jewelled thrones of Oriental princes, the marbled palaces of Ityl- 1

myra were splendid works of art ; but only in a barbarous age their

•tjfehure be what it was. Let our Company ponder and take wArning,
Observe, however, that I have no objection to architectural magnificence,

either in ships or in palaces : nor do I see why a republic should not
possess edifices as splendid as those of Palmyra, in her brightest days

;

or a free trading community, vessels as superb as the noblest of our
Jndia fleet,"'

I (> You had better go back and study Republicanism and free tradeihit

your mother’s apron-string, in a Derbyshire cottage," observed Jenkinson.
“ I almost think I would, if I could feel such a transport on touch|pg

my native shore as that poor fellow," replied Graham, pointing to a Chi-
nese just landed from the Dutch vessel. It was no other than Yaliijgp

whose demeanour exhibited an extraordinary medley of old and rtayH

habits of expressing feeling. His words were Chinese ; his gestures tem-
pered by English notions of the fitness of things. The feelings which
prompted both were such as are common to natives of every clime.

His ecstasies were interrupted by his captain, \vho appeared ta^ggend
partly on Yang for an introduction to a Hong merchant,—thejw^pro-
ceeding necessary on the arrival of a foreign ship at a CMnfefce port.

Graham saw, that if Yang had engaged to bring about such an intro-

duction, he was scarcely collected enough to perform his promise pro-

perly ; and the young Englishman promptly seized this opportunity of

amusing himself while rendering a service to a new comer. He beck-

oned to the Dutch captain to join him on the terrace, and offered to go
with him, with Yang for an interpreter, to Quang-tam, one of the nine

Hong merchants of Canton, with whom the gentlemen of the Factory

were allowed unreserved communication. Quang-tam had shown him-

self ready in giving security, a short time before, to a friend ofGraham's

;

and t&is seemed a favourable opportunity for acknowledging the obliga-

tion*^ introducing him to one who might prove a good customer.

TKgse Hong or security merchants are established by the Chinese Go-'"

yernment in every nprt, as a supposed safeguard to its commerce J&very *

merchant*captain arriving from foreign parts must immediately engage

Ofie of this body to be security for the payment of all dues, and for'the

conduct of the crew. No difficulty is found in obtaining such security,

airthe applicant usually repays the jgdigation, by giving a large order.

This Is merely a matter of courtestirafii convenience, as there is perfjjcfc'
1*

liberty for traders to deal equalijSjgp' any other Hong merchant, .or

witli as many outside merchants is, those who are not Hong
chants, arfce pleases,

The Dutch captain was somewh&rHisposed at first to mistrust the zeal

of the young Englishman ; and observed, that it was themprp natural

jvay to have recourse to his Consul ; which was indeed true e^mgh, -But
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the consul happened to be absent at the time, and Graham settle^ his

^scruples by inviting a fourth person to accompany them; not Jenk^MH^.
. who kept aloof, but a Mr. Blake, an Englishman, not belonging to the

Company, who retained his place in the teeth of the monopoly laws, by
a consular ‘commission, merely nominal, from one or two European petty

states, vjfle was an object of considerable jealousy to the Company, who
would fain have sent him away if they could ; and this made him not

only a great favourite of Graham’s, but very popular among all the fhto

traders at Canton ; who, besides owing much to his exertions, were gffcirt

^admirers of his commercial philosophy. The Dutchman had heard of

him, and willingly went in his company, and that of Graham and Yang,
c

to the
c
abode of Quang-tam. *

The abode of Quang-tam was considerably rural in its back depart-

ments. His fair daughters were accustomed to meditate beneath a

weeping-willow on the margin of a pond, through whose turbid waters

gleamed occasionally a gold or silver fish. Mandarin ducks dabbled as

ducks are wont to do. Little rocks, whose pinnacles were crowned wtylu

porcelain jars, containing plants, were piled or sprinkled near the edge,

so as to look picturesque. Three little bridges spanned three little

ditches ; and a zig-zag paling, painted vermilion, bordered every com-
partment of the garden. There were also three little pavilions, all ex-

,
aptly alike, except in the views they commanded, which were slightly

h
varied from the buildings being placed at several yards* distance from
each other.

In one of these pavilions was now seated Quang-tam himself, making
calculations with his swanpan,—an instrument by which his arithmetical

operations were rendered as expert and accurate as those which a Lead-
cnhaH-Street clerk effects by the use of brains merely. In another sat

Ills son, a youth devoted to learned leisure, who was now engaged in

copying, with a brush of camel's hair, on sheets of superfine paper, a
modern love-poem, which had just come into fashion. His two sisters

sat in the third pavilion, stationed exactly opposite to each other, and
silently looking in one another’s faces, as they smoked their enormous
cigars. Such volumes of fragrant smoke issued from this retreat, that

Graham’s first idea was, that the scented woods, with which the inside

was finished up, had caught fire ; but, on his uttering a cry of alarm,

two serene faces peeped out through the cloud ; each fair mouth furnish-

ed with a long tube,Jrom which wreaths of smoke issued as from a small

ehtmney. The heads were timidly withdrawn, and it was plain that no
danger was apparent within tfie pavilion. More than once, during the

“ ^ffcfreantiie conference with Quang-tam, was notice given of the vicinity

A^,;

one or other of the damsels, by the ascent of furling wreaths from
the willow, or among the rocks ; and as often was the eye tanta-

Ih&d by glimpses of veiled figures ambling among the palings, after tjie

manner of all such as have pinched their feet into an incapacity for stea-

.
dj$ supporting their own weight.^ ,

When the request, which the atitytySgers came to make, had been gra-
ciously‘answered, Yang was broU^t forward, and questioned as to what
he had seen in England ; the HoD^t^rchant and the English^gentleman
being about equally eager to hear:—^tjie first, how far the Celestial Empire
surpassed all barbarian states ; and the latter, how their institutions had
appeared in the byes of so unprepared a foreigner.

( The simple virti&s of barbarians,” observed Yang, " have be
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celebrated from the oldest times ; and we have ever been assured, that
^Jjb^^prd'.aftd deed are linked as the thunder and the lightning.*'

TheOkinese merchant motioned his sanction, and the British gentle-
men bowed.
“ My astonishment was therefore great, when 1 found that they keep

not always their promises towards one another. Even when wfj^tea m
skins, and made sacred with a red chop, their faith is not secure ; and
mournful are the abodes where promise-breakers go, and dreadful is the
face*of him that sendeth them there/*

Here was a pause, which the merchant interrupted, by exclaiming,
" Rebellious dogs ! why shout you not ‘ Gkxl save the King !hf»
“ Not the King himself, but a servant of the King is each of•them,

who frowns upon the promis^breakers/* Yang explained. “ Terrible
are his robes, and mighty hi^vhite hairs, of which he has more than
any other man. Another sin there is ; a sin which declares that the
people have been rebellious, and their sovereign no longer merciful.

|TJieir towns and villages, from the greatest to the smallest, are traps

ie* those whom the rulers desire should not escape. Perplexed aid
intricate are their ways, like the paths of the forest ; and no town is

like any other town. Known are the streets of all to the King's ser-

vants ; so that to the stranger there is no escape Hero all is alike

—

street to street, suburb to suburb, in all our cities ; and a stranger may
hide himself as easily as a Chinese ; but, alus ! many were the days in

England when 1 knew not whither to turn my steps among a wilderness

of buildings !**

“ Savages cannot be hospitable, like the sons of the benignant father

of our empire,** observed Quang-tam.
“ Yet with one another they have signs of greeting, and a welcome to

their dwellings. If a friend be a man, they put right hands one within

another, and command wine to appear ; if a woman, the head is bent.,

a seat is prepared, and immediately there is tea. When many are col-

lected there is a feast, and often have I stood without to watch its cele-

bration. Great is the change from morning to evening, in a hospitable

mail's house. After the sun rises, the faces of the great are not seen at

the windows of their edifices of many stories ; but where the scarlet cur-

tains gleam through the clear crystal, is a maiden seen here and there,

carefully removing the dust. On the marble steps are the hired men
who watch what passes in the streets, that they mi^r carry tidings of ail

things to tlieir lords, stjll slumbering from the feast. Beyond the ird*»

fences, which strongly guard every entrance, stand the merchants /of

milk' and bread ,* and from below appears she who conducts thfctrafl&c;

At this time th$ voices of buyers and sellers only are heard ; and the chi-

riots are those of barter, and not of splendour. After sunset, how
entr! Between the long rows of opposite dwellings appear yellow liglll

kindling quickly, and answering to one another, like the boat-lamps

in our heavenly river. This is a signal to begin a mighty festival^

Carriages career along the middle of, the paths ; and men and Women*
gather on the causeways, to pay homage to beauty and to a greftt name.

' At the gate of the mansion of hospitality, loveliness gleams on the sight

from moment to moment, as the daughters of beauty rush from the cha-

riot to the dance. Voices of mirth issue from within. Anxiety and

grief are cast out among the sick and hungry that gather round the en-

trance, shivering in the snow. Ought there not to be a UtaMug from

lips on the beneficent man wlio thus expends his wealth in giving per-
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feet happiness ? And if the happiness of his guest is perfectswhfct must

be his own?** ^ —
“ But these daughters of beauty,” said the merchant-—" Have* they

eyebrows that bend like young willow leaves, and small eyes that gleam

like the glow-worm, and full cheeks, where the white paint and the red

heighten each other, and feet that go and come beneath the garment

like trotting mice ?” £

Yang suspected, from a glance cast by the "merchant towards the Win-

dow, that there were lady listeners within earshot, and shaped his speech

• accordingly.
“ The flowery crowns ofcbarbarian damsels are fair, and their gems

glittefr in the hair, like the moon on a canal ; but their faces are pale,

and faint is the vermilion which they shew on their checks. There are

some, also," that have not the modesty to tinge tlieir faces with either

white or red. Kindly thoughts breathe forth from their eyes, which are

to those of our emperor’s daughters as the evening star to a glow-wOrm

;

but less gay is their attire with flowers and butterflies, and their hideque

feet are flat and broad, as the paddles of our boats. Who shall cbftrU

pare them with the daughters of the empire ?”

A murmur of applause arose in a whiff of tobacco-smoke from beneath
*

the window, and th&ftperchant intimated that too much time had been

spent in discussing barbarian customs. He called for his son to enter-

tain his guests with a poetical recital of the present Emperor’s magna-
nimous virtues ; after which the Dutch and Englishmen took their leave,

accompanied by Yang.

The Dutch captain proved the cause of much trouble to all who had
kindly received, and obligingly assisted him on his arrival. He had un-
dertaken this voyage partly on his own account, and partly on terms of

partnership with divers merchants at home. Ilis companions in the ven-
ture had honestly supplied him with their stipulated quantity and quality

of goods ; but he had so far mistaken the character of the Chinese as to

imagine that he might pass off for his own share a damaged stock, with-

out fear of detection. His woollens and cotton pieces were bought with-

out examination, his customers being accustomed to fair dealing from
the Company, in respect of the quality of goods ; but the traffickers

were far too acute not to discover, on opening their packages, the impo-
sition which had been passed upon them. A prodigious commotion ensued.

Crowds issued from every quarter of the city tc^gather round the duped
purchasers

;
Quang-tam retired to his pavilion to mourn over his re-

sponsibilities, as security for the Dutchman, and consider how lie might
best preserve his property from confiscation, and his neck from the cord

axe. A mob surrounded the gates of the British Factory, on pre-

tence of demanding that Graham should be given up to them, but in

reality fo/ the purpose of alarming aud insulting all the Company’s

resident servants. *
^“^llpir-qua was*among the dupes ; and his outcry in the streets was the

bringing about a meeting with Yang, who had mingled with
the gazers and listeners. At the sound of Yang’s voice, the stains of
,the damaged gingham, and its somewhat sieve-like textujre were &r-
gotten ; and the mob was permitted to carry off the fabric to a magis-
trate, while the brothers were still multiplying their greetings. When
their salutations were finished, Yang was conducted to a tca-merchal^Og?
warehouse, and reverentially showq^he chest of Pekoe, stamped vtipr?;
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Mow-quSTand of his native district.* Reverentially also

^search for a chink, and apply his nose to every resemblance*

5eV ift order that the scent of that which his father's hands
had phiAtjed^and his mother's plucked, might regale his heart in the
absence of the light of their eyes, arid the music of their voices. Be-
fore he could get farther than the imagination of the fragrance, how-*

ever, clangours from without called upon How-qua to hasten to Iddge his

complaint before the Hong merchants, who had assembled to make in-

quisition into the affair, in order to petition the governor to obtain re-

dress from the author of the mischief, instead of punishing any of the
innocent children of the Empire for an offence which they sufficiently

detested.
*

Graham would fain have been present at this conference, kf his per-
sonal safety could have been guaranteed ; but the utmost grace that any
foreigner could obtain, was, that Mr. Blake, the free-trade agent, might
be a listener. He promised, that if the slightest opening appeared, he
would petition for a hearing for Graham ; and if any one could obtain

§o important a favour, it was certainly ftlake.

Frowning was the aspect of eight Hong merchants as they seated

themselves in a half circle ; and fearful the trepidation of the ninth,

Quang-tam, when ho slowly came, his head droogttk on his breast, to

take his place at some distance from his brethren. ^As the examination
went on, his spirits still declined. Tetirs sprang, when worm-eaten
woollens were displayed. Stained shawls instigated groans; and holed

calicoes were greeted with convulsive sighs. All eyes were turned upon
him when the last complaint had been lodged, some with compassion,

and some with anger. He was asked by what means the wrath of their

most benignant Emperor might bo 4 averted, in order that the heads of

nine Hogig merchants might not roll in the dust in one day.

Eight of these heads now vibrated significantly from side to side,

when Quang-tam asked how he or any of his brethren could have *forc-

seftn such a breach of faith as that of the Dutchman. He insisted much
on the opaque nature of woollen and cotton bales, amidst which the

most piercing eyes could not detect moths and iron moulds previously to

the unpacking. lie next discoursed on the value of life in^ts native

paradise of China, and the hardship of being turned out of it for tiie

fault of one who came to snatch some of its heavenly produce for such

a poor return as rotten camblets. Xastly, as his strong point, he ar-

gued respecting the limits of his responsibility, and the injustice

making him answerable for more than the export and import dues, and

the conduct of the captain and crew, while at Canton. He contended

that he had nothing to do with the Dutch captain's fraudulent design,

conceived long before they had looked into one another's eyes ; and

drew a forcible picture of the punishments which might be heaped upon

his unhappy head if the principle were carried out to its extent, ana he were

made responsible for all sins, ever committed by the whole of this Dhtcj^

crew. When he was at length exhausted, and sinking under the force ofjfcus

own eloquence, he movingly besought that Yang might be examinfedre-

specting the modes of traffic in barbarian countries, that it might appear

whether frauds of this nature were to be looked for only once in many
years, like $he long-tailed fiery stars, of which few men have seen two,

qr whether more of his countrymen were liable to be soon reduced to

une unhappy predicament with himself.

ng would rather have been exq|ped from taking part in a confe-
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rencc which threatened to involve in danger all Connected with it; but

he could not resist the impulses of compassion which arose .tot of

Quang-tam's forlorn condition. He came forward boldly ”bvfc.

dence that barbarian promise-breakers are not quite so rtrt as comets,

but on tbe contrary, are rather more after the similitude of the starry

host in general. Deep, he declared, was the grief of his heart* when
first id London streets he purchased a knife which would not cut ; and

more fitfry still his wrath,, when he first sought to exchange for coin, a

money promise, inscribed on delicate paper. He who had obligingly

offered to manage the transaction, carefully took charge of the delicate

paper, but no more did h£ return. Vang went out in search of him,

supposing that he might have fallen sick by the way, or perhaps been

half-crushed beneath busy chariot-wheels ; but no ! Many, too many,

were ready to assure Yang that the money-changer had probably ob-

tained the coin, and bought therewith something for himself!
“ By this we see/* obser&d a merchant, “ liow great and virtuous

our Empire is esteemed, since, of all barbarian promise-breakers* this

one only has ventured within tbe long arms of our Emperor. He' must
be crushed, lest others follow/*

Yaqg was next asked whether frauds had ever been heard of among
any who had once jitoi steeped in the beatitude of the (Chinese trade.

He paused a momMroefork replying, Us if pondering the consequences

of whTit he might say, and then replied :

—

“ A little history is easily told ;
and if there be any thing to be learned

from it, let those learn for themselves that wish to become wise. 1 will

tell a little history, and what instruction there is in it is more for you
to judge than for me to regard, since 1 teach nothing, but only relate.

While How-qua, my brother was pld&ting and gathering tea in Fokien ;

while Go-wo, my friend, was drying the fragrant leaves at Chou-fou ;

while tea-merchahts brought it over tho mountains in chests, that you,

princ6-like traffickers ! might exchange it at the barbarian hall ; while

it was borne, over the sea by a thousand breezes, and a million of waqts,

1 was observing how it was received in other barbarian halls, and how
scattered among the people. Decidedly the thing is surprising. A
lape pla$& is England, and? tea is made in all its dwellings. Profound
must be tlie gratitude of tbe people to our compassionate Emperor, who
permits a few rich men to provide tea for all these multitudes ! But
over these few there is also a King*$i and he commands that they shall

always provide tea enough for ^s many as wish to buy, at a reasonable

price. A law commands ,$h is ; but all kiwi' are not remembered or

obeyed.** ft*

“ How are the merchants punished when they disregard £his law ?*'

They declare that they..never disregard
#
it ; so their King leaves

them alotokf^nd the poorest 6f the' tea-buyers drink no more tea, but
gin instia& 5 .Often when*! have seen them wallow the streets as

ilogsdn the mire, 1 have sung in p&ise of tea, whicK is nourishment to

t||^toderstaliling as well as to the spirits. There is also horrid wicked-
j^^klfemmitted when tea becomes dear. With daring hands mop pluck

^Iflleftves of trees in their own hedges, and dry them and min them
w§|h t^pse of the heavenly tea^tree !" j*;

^

A murmur of wrath arose, and the consulting mercHpti agwed that
decidedly the ColSpny ought to buy more tea of them/ 1*^^ that -

any English should drink an infusion of sloe-leaves. They
however, ^iat the,Cbfnpany surreplered tjpir pro|Jt3 in cases
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and bought tea from all kingdoms where it could bo had, to supply the
people,

They father gain more money, and their King also,” replied Yang.
“ Not that their King is not merciful to his subjects, striving, at a great
distance, -to 'imitate our Emperor. He commands that tea shall be sold

four times every year, and also that the inside barbarians shall store up
enough to last a whole year, that the people may never be wholly with-
out tea. This is kind* But the people are not very grateful ;*for the
more the merchants gain, the more the King also gains, and the people
have much to pay.”
“ Nay : how is that ? We charge these merchants, and they charge

the people.” •

“ Much do they charge which we never receive. To the pfffee which
they pay to ue they add the cost of this barbarian hall, and all that they
spend for the great people who live in it : also, all that these lose by
lire, and by water, and by changes of ooins.^

Yang was interrupted by tlie ridicule of the audience at the idea that

any but a few very rich people could buy tea subject to such charges..

To increase their astonishment he went on.

—

“ The King also doubles the price of the tea, that he may takg hulf.

Positively, therefore, tea-drinking becomes <iea&ttThe people were
willing that he should take much, as a duty, on tea ; but not so

much. If the merchants' price was moderate, the King might double
it, and nobody would complain ; but when it is already double what
outside merchants think they might sell it for, if they carried it over in

ships of their own, it is an evil to pay also a double tax. The people there-

fore complain and live, because some powerful beixigs pity them, if their

King and the merchants do not. However, the merchants themselves

«3k for pity.”

More astonishment, amounting to unbelief.
*

“Also the King,” quietly pursued Yang. “The King's share is less

tliap it once was, and the merchants complain that they cwunot grow
rich. IIow should a tax increase, when it is already too heflvy for tlio

people to pay ? How should the merchants grow rich, when they have

as many servants as there are frogs in a difrh, and every fr^g has

appetite of a leech ? It is the people, not the Merchants, that pay these

servants ; and it is the servants, not the merchants, that grow rich with

the people's money.”
“ Why then keep these servants ?” $sked the Hong gentlemen.

“ These merchants, thoughsfcavages, are not fqdJa.”

“ Yet are they not so wise in union, however more powerful, as if

each one traded on his own wisdom. When men join hand in hand,

they say, ' We are strong, and&notjring c«n> hurt us w&n they are

favoured by their King, they say, ‘ THe King" is with us, and why should

we regard any one else ?’ So they trade a!* they have ever traded

;

they will not hear of* anything new, lift# of the complaints of those who^

pay for their costly dealings. When the King favours them no longer,

^
they let^go one anothers hands, and shake themselves, as from sleep*

for a rtap with
y
oth&» traders. ThexiHdle and costly servants are sent

awaj^and new are thought of to save money, and there U merer

cheapness I^Jb^piarket, and more people buy, and allare better pleased

tb^n beforegp*lltt barbarian merchants are not wise|pthey do got per-

*that we might grow more tea, and they might sell more
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and their .people would buy moi'e, if they had no JongQif to pay three

times foe all that they drink.’* 4

Mr. Blake thought that Yang had travelled to some purpose, iUfcft tie

had picked up these opinions by the way. They* Were not, of course,

the most acceptable in the world to the monopoly merchants before

whom they were uttered; and Yang placed himself in some peril- by his

daring.
,
He was ordered to hold his tongue on matters too high for him

to understand, and to give tjie information for whi$h alone he was called

on. Yang therefore proceeded.—

“Like the rushing of waters in a valley, like the fluttering and

screaming of carrion birds' over a Head horse, is tlje confusion when the

merchants sell tea four times eve^ year. Nojrtranger lifts up his

voice, fot4ie could not be heftjrd ; and none such ventures to offer a

price, for he knows not, being' unpractised how many a¥o doing the

same thing. Certain men who are hardened/as the eagle to the storm,

judge and buy. They go round among the chests, and survey tk£At;

and mark them with mysterious marks. Then they -snatch from one
another in the buying ; and when all is done, some look satisfied,, and
others lament that thore is damage among their tea.”
“ Mfihy lament ?” asked a merchant. “ Let them bring their injured

tea to the mercbMte thajh they may change it, as we Change a bad
chest for a good, wifh shaifto and many apologies.”

Yang explained that it wotfld not suit- the dignity of the Company to

do in like manner. The brokers must acquaint themselves by examina-

tion with the state of every lot as to packing, equality of goodness/

freedom from damage, &c. and then take their purchases without power

^ of return. This, which seems fair enough to English dealers, appeared
a very astonishing

b
arrangement to Chinese merchants, who are bound

by custom to taj^e back faulty goods as long as it is clear that they were
delivered faulty into A^lish hands.

*

Tk®' result of the discussion now started was a resolution that the

children
qflfl|he Empire would lift wise to condescend for once to imitate

savaged, and to begin the nefrt practico of examining goods before pur-

ch#e ; at any rate, in the case of free traders jftrho came on individual

dfifftlatCk, like the gidjttj Dutchman. The consultation was inter-

rupted by news that afr American vessel was coming up the river,

bringing, among other things, woollen and cotton goods. Up sprang
Quang-tam, suddenly inspired by hf|fe. Sanctioned and assisted by his

Hong brethren, he bought eftftugh of the cargo to exchange with' the

discontented for their dqjiiaged purchases ;whd iivafew hours returned
to the place of conferenccfbetter pleased in the pdfeession of a cargo of

worthless gopis than if they had been g^[d and diamonds, since he hoped
that the possession of them^ght gg the means of saving his head, and
of appealing the wrath oLpovernn>ftf|^

The following address from tUalfong merchantjrwas forthwith prel

s pared and forwarded to the Govlrhor

:

€C All the*Canton Hong Merchants present a letter ah the feet of thd
Governor, whose generosity and politeneqi are consent, who looks upon
Hie Emperor as the moon upon the%un, to gather gldry i&wholo^s down
upon the prostrated people tolielp them with light. intengq wish
is that our hpnmuttble Governor may find hi9 drink ipP^oityi ids food
pleasant, ani 'ttJBJie may enjoy a thousand forms of feiiltm!

Wh^n an dVnims occurred, is anger a remedy ? Wiser,
it to guard ag&ftpp another evil* th%|pme ^turning.
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bavarian has pushed away our tranquillity. That our brother Quang-
tam did not desire this, is clear from his wishing to reinstate our repose.

Let him have perspicuous orders to make a great fire of whatever has

caused strife, whether it be cotton or woollen ; and in the light his

face will be seen to be honest.
“ Scores of years are gone, and barbarians have held good faith. Scores

of years may pass without another cheat, by means of the bastinado, if it

be struck on the feet of the outside barbarian as many times as the

Governor's infinite tenderness shall authoritatively decree. Exceedingly
will this indicate celestial wisdom ; and more, if the presumptuous cap-

tain be commanded to avail himself of the nwth wind and begone^
• “ Let not the ihside barbarians look for praise more than for supera-
bundant contempt. Positively they have done nothing in this evil affair.

“ Much good do we wish which we do not narrate f and above all,

Quang-tam's eyes*are full fef eagerness, looking up for the Bacred glance

at his affair. Signed, &c.” «

The sacred glance had graciousnes^Jn it ; the Governor was propiti-

ous. A splendid bonfire on the quay, lighted by Quang-tam himself,

consumed the materials of strife. Quang-tam smiled in public, how-
ever much he might groan in his pavilion, ove&his pecuniary loflb. The
India Company’s servants entertained their employers at home with
flattering tales of the grand work of pacification which had been achieved
in consequence of the imposing«bpect they had assumed, and the power-
ful influence possessed by their establishment. The people were appeased ;

the government never reverted to the subject ; and the Dutch captain

himself was in the end a gainer. Not only was he effectually cured of

swindling, but of the gout. The greeting of the bastinado, though^
rough, proved friendly ; for nev3r, from the day

#
that he made its

acquaintance, did his old enemy attack him. He was ijever particularly

ready to communicate the recipe for the cur® y. but contented jjpunself

with declaring that Chinese regimen had proved very wholesomfffti his

case. 'V v*

How happy was How-qua when drawn dVer the mountains once more
by the lunar silken cord> his brother being nearly as eager as himself to

hasten homewards, and travelling by his side i The watch-dtyg was not

chidden when, one bnght summer’s eveniifg, he gave notice of the
approach of footsteps ; for they were the footsteps which had long been
listened for. Mow-qua and Lew-shto sat among the te&afrees, listening to

Yang’s tales of wonder; while' Yuh-k«ng fastened her hair with the

bridal silver pin; and th^ fairest of the daughters of Go-wo accepted

one exactly like it from the hands of Hovftqua. The usual season of

wedding had passed away before the double nuptials wfgj^, celebrated;

but, as How-qua observed, “ wnat did it matter that the p6ach-blossoms

were withered on tile ground, smee the flowers of the hear^were full

blown?”
*
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It is no easy matter to say liow men come by their politics. Few
can even answer for themselves. In religion we become initiated early,

and are lectured late. fC Of all the nurse and all the priest have
• taught we never hear the last, and what the nursery begins the church

continues. We go to school ter be taught the common branches of

learning—to college to become mathematicians, classics, and political

economists. But whence, come our politics? From those with whom
wo are associated, during that period which begins with the ending of

boyhood, and continues to the prime of manhood. Books rarely have

much to do with the matter^—hired tutors nothing ; and the mass of

mankind, it is to be feared, take their political opinions from the com-

panions amongst whom the chances of this world thrdw them. Such
are its ways. As the boy nurtured in a gambling-house is fated to be

a sharper;—as the girl bred .amidst demireps is predestined to be' fife

cile of access, and easy of virtue so the, youth whose early sentf-

ments are instilled by corruption, is, unless he be of a mind far above

the a%rage of intellectg&l strength, pretty certain to be a corruption,

ist. He naturally smacks of that on which he has fed, add is “ of tire

earth—earthy/* It is this which accounts for the long reign of bad

governments ; and the impossibility allhost of a nation getting rid of

the grossest systems of misrule, until its iniquities have become too

abominable to be endured even by human patience. It is ever the im-

mediate interest of numbers of persons to support a had and corrupt

. government ; and it is their interest also to impose it as a good one
upon the understandings of those who have no interest in the matter,

as well as upon^heir own who have. Here are fearful odds ! That which

we wish we readily bfiteve, and that in which we see others firm be-

lievers, has a friendly recommendation to our own vein of credulity.

What has^he other side to oppose to this ? Nothing. It is the imme'-

diate interest of nobody to oppose the ruling powers, he they good or

evil.—So far from an interest it is an injury
; held to be so by one side,

and fouM to be so by th& other. It is to be a marked man, to have,

like poor Burns in his eelfpse, to take the shady side of the street, and
be “ cut

99
by thA gentry who are walking in the sunshine ; to be kept

at arm's lengtliftind looked upon ^with suspicion by all who have, or

hope to have, a finger in ^h# fleshpots of , Egypt.” It is in short to

be out of fashion ; to be Jacobin, a Radical ; to be, not of the world,

but in it. What wonder that such ascetic doctrinaires meet with slow

Converts ? tijjFhat wonder, that while Jjie sun lasts, corruption should

bask and flyblow in it ? When the sun" sets, it is another matter.

John^lcott, Lord Eldm, was hot& at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and is

the third son of William Scott of - that town. Hip father was by trade

« what in the^anguage of the place is called a u Fitter,” or agent for the

sale and shipment of coals. He had byjndustry and habits of elOsW

saving accumulated rather considerableweans firotp small beginnings.

Beyond this he was a man grist shrewdness and knowledge of the

world, and quickly perceiving the strong, and whatSsjas better, mar-
ketable taleq|s of his two younger boys, William anft^John, he wisely

gave them an ^[cation in accordance with their mental endowments.
It is sai(Mth|Lt thik|pgiilar variety in the talent of these two remarkable
youthswas ipnt£e$fed at a very early age, ..When asked to “ giver an ae-
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tount of the sermon/' which was a constant Sabbath custom of their father,

William, the eldest (now Lord Stowel), gave at once a condensed and
lucid digest of the general argument and points of the discourse, if it

had the good fortune to possess any smack of qualities so rarely to be
found in sermons. John, on the other hand, would go into all the mi-
nutiae of the harangue, whether long or short ; but failed in producing

the lucid general view embodied in half the number of words by his

brother. And thus were their characters through life ; so true to nature

is the admirable aphorism of Wordsworth

:

u The boy’s the father of the^man.”

William was from the beginning destined for the study of the law.

John, however, was at first intended for .the church, a destination which
his early marriage was the fortunate means of changing; and he,

together with his brother, set out to fight his way in the world as a
young lawyer. The issue of the encounter was not long doubtful, for

not only were his education and character, but every previous incident

of his life, was admirably calculated to *fit him for the scenes in which
he was destined to act a paft.

The corporation of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, about this pcriod,$was a
correct epitome or <( picture in little ” of that system of which
Scott was fated to be one of the latest and most unbending support**

ers. It was, in every sense of the word, a “ close corporation,” con-

sisting of eleven self-elected aldermen, supported by a carefully-

packed common council,—receiving an enormous, but uncertain an-
nual revenue—the exact detail of the expenditure of which was an-

nually continued to be mystified, after a fashion that would have done
credit to any Chancellor of the Exchequer, Pity himself not ex-

cepted. m All persons connected with the corporation were observed
“ to thrive and that they might the better do so, this despo-

tic body, for many years succeeded in even preventing any person,

not free of the borough, from opening a shop within its precincts. The
aldermen were the magistracy, the police were their servants ; and that

justice might be assured inwall cases, the examinations in the “ Mayor's
chamber,” their police-office, were invariably conducted with closed doors*

The only thing they could not absolutely control, was the return of one
of the members for the town ; for here the independent and honest

portion, (for there was such a portion,) of the burgesses had a voice.

It was in constant familiarity with the practices and opinions of the

men who at that time composed a corporation -like this, that the youth-

ful John Scott imbibed such political notions as he held ; and in after

life they did him “ yeoman’s service !” His first success afthe bar was/

however, the undoubted fruit of his own extraordinary abilities, and is

feaid to have originated in the sudden illness^)f a leading counsel the

night before the trial of a complicated civil cause. It could not be put

off, and the client of the lost leader was in despair, when Spptt courage-*

ously took the brief, made himself in one night master of its volum-

inous intricacies, and triumphed* From this time his forensic reputation

was established, and he went on rapidly., increasing in briefs and in

fame.

Pitt, whonevet wanted cunning in the choice of his instruments/

soon had his eye upon the rising lawyer. He found him unfettered by
family connexions, unpledged beforehand to any qunions, any. lines of

conduct,-—in short, * man fit, in every way, for his pujpose. /The bar-
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gain was soon struck, and Sir John Scott became Solicitor,, and then

Attorney-General. It was whilst he held this situation, that he became

the organ of one of the most direct attacks upon the liberties of Eng-
land that has been made since the time of the “ Court of Star-Chamber/’

This was the trial of Hardy, Tooke, and Thelwall, and the attempt to

substantiate the doctrine of “ Constructive Treason a doctrine, which,

if once .established by precedent, would have put the life of every man,

who dared to be active in opposition, into jeopardy, at the will of the

Minister.

In this destructive attempt, however, the subtleties even of the Attor-

ney-General failed. Erskine was opposed to him ; and the jury saw that

a verdict of guilty would, in fact, involve the safety of every man in the

kingdom. The very attempt, however, won the gratitude of the Tories ;

and, in due time. Sir John Scott became Lord Eldon, and Lord Chancel-

lor. He had now reached the summit of liis ambition, a summit he was

destined- long to occupy. The peculiarities of his character now fully

unfolded themselves. His external life now ends—his internal history

little more than begins ; and the “ exoteric” and “ esoteric” events and

circumstances of this singular man fully account for each other*

If we attempt to map out and discriminate the leading and peculiar

points of the mind of Lord Eldon, we shall find them to be these.—First,

great subtlety of argument, and love of minute distinctions, involving a

power, (by means of the same subtlety,) of raising up distinctions where

there were none, and puzzling and confusing a plain question. Next,

a devotion and bigotry extreme to every “ part and parcel ” of the sys-

tem under which he had arisen to power ; and this, in fact, constituted

his ruling passion. Thirdly, a love of money beyond that of most men ;

and lastly, a total absence of sentiment of any kind, properly so called.

His subtlety of distinction was no doubt constitutional and an original

faculty of his mind.* It shewed itself in his childhood ; he owed to it

his original rise ; and it continued throughout the remainder of his life,

where external circumstances did not, as was sometimes the case, check

it. It was unfortunately the distinguishing feature of his judgments as

Chancellor. Utterly unmindful of the old apophthegm “ qui cito dat bis

dat unmindful of the consequent waste of the patience, hope, and sub-

stance of those dependent on his judgment, he spent years in adjusting a
balance, which a different mind would have settled in a-week, and buried,

in an ocean of doubts and distinctions, the fortunes of his luckless suitors,

the thread of whose lives was not unfrequently at an end, before the “ ra-

velled skein” of their causes was disentangled ; and who sometimes came
with grey hairs, to receive that judgment which their youth had solicited.

Emoluments, however, flowed in ; and, to all the outcries against the
delays in the Court of Chancery, the answer of Lord Eldon was, the in-

crease of business, and the pressure of his duties in the House of Lords.
It has been affirmed, and with some truth, that few of Lord Eldon’s
judgments have been reversed. But, is this praise for judgments of

* In the early part of Scott's career, a near relative of the writer of this paper
took bia opinion, (in the absence of another counsel,) on a simple point, as to the
right of dower of a sister. Scott, on this occasion, gave way to his “ bent," and
diverged into such a cloud of disquisition, that he absolutely left out and fbrgot to
answer the simple point in question. On being remonstrated with, he, too proud to
acknowledge the error, and at the same time under the feeling of having been
acting for another, returned the fee which had been paid him for the “ Opinion!*'
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twenty years growth ?—Where correctness is only a palliation for de-

lay, the contrary is inadmissible ; and had they been incorrect, they
would have been totally inexcusable.

Where the interests of the system, of which he made a part, were,

however, in jeopardy, or where any of its marked opponents came with-

in his reach, doubt gave way to decision, and the lawyer was lost in the

partisan. Lord Eldon's opinion on the trial of the latw Queen Caroline,

was, perhaps, as decided as any that was given against that unfor-

tunate Lady ,* and yet, it is certain, that so imperfect and unsatisfactory

was the evidence brought against her, that many who set out with a full

assurance of her guilt, wavered as the trial proceeded, and, at lagk, be-

$an to think her verily and indeed innocent. But then “ the system
was at stake/'—My Lord Eldon—and that was not to be forgotten in the
weighing of evidence ! Another signal instance of this trait of his charac-

ter was his decision as to the children of the late illustrious Shelley, the

poet. Surely, if ever there is ground for hesitation, it iB where the

dearest ties of nature are to be violated^for the sake of a system. All

this was, however, nothing to a mind, constituted like that of Lord
Eldon ; and he severed parent and cliild with the sang-froid of a Jamaica
slave-auctioneer, who is accustomed, every market-day, to put flesh and
blood asunder, with the tap of his hammer. The most laughable in-

stance of all was, however, his treatment of Dr. Southey, when that

worthy applied for an injunction to stop the reprint of that egregious

escapade of the days of his Jacobinism, Wat Tyler. A renegade, even
to the party he served, found no favour with Eldon. He dealt the Lau-
reate a full measure of justice, and refused the injunction. Nor is it pos-

sible to believe that he did not enjoy the agonies of the miserable Doc-
tor, standing amidst the shouts of the spectators, in ludicrous horror,

at the resurrection of te the Tyler,” whom ho had hoped to have been
long since dead and buried, and whose ’ resuscitation would certainly,

under any other circumstances, have been impossible.

Taking the whole tenor of his life, however, into view, it is certain,

that the maxim of “ stick by the system which has stuck by you,” has

never been acted up to more completely than by John, Lord Eldon. To
this he has been true as the needle* to the pole ; and, if ever any man
deserved the praise of consistency, it is he. That he should dislike re-

form in that by which he profited, is natural and common enough ; but
his axiom has ever been, not that the world should move, but that it

should stand still ; and, from this precious determination, he has never
swervfcd for an instant. Devoid of feeling or sentiment, he has never
cared one farthing (indeed that would have been much with him) for

popularity, and, consequently, has never been seduced, as most of his

compeers have been, into deviations in distant matters, from the side of
iUiberality, for the sake of a little sympathy from the public. Pitt him-
self opposed the (black) Slave Trade—Wilberforce did the same—Can-

’

ning and Iluskisson advocated Catholic Emancipation—and all for thw
sake of what few men can be easy without—some little counterpoise

of popularity—some little good name with the public. Lord Eldon
never committed himself in any such way ; near or distant, in small

things or in great, he never deviated, for an instant, from the
the “ right line ” of his policy ; and had the esquimaux whom Parry met
with at Melville Island risen against the authority of their chiefs or

priest, whose system of obtaining an extra share of Seals' flesh or

blubber, without working for it, is so amusingly and instructively des-
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cribed by the Captain, Lord Eldon would infallibly have voted for an
expedition for the preservation of legitimacy at the North Pole !—Lord
Eldon is in the right. Between what ought not and what ought to be,

there never was, never can be any compromise ; and every concession

on the side of corruption or tyranny, must inevitably, as long as human
nature is hitman nature, lead to fresh inroads on the part of the enemies

of both. • Right ill his theory, his orror has been that he never could

see when it was impossible to stand by it any longer. He was right in

voting against the repeal of the “ Corporation and Test Act,” but wrong
in voting at last against Catholic Emancipation, not theoretically but
practically wrong. Wellington and Peel were men of the world. They;

saw the real state of affairs, and by concession averted the separation

of the two countries,—not so this immoveable old man. He stuck to

“his old mumpsimus,” through calm and through storm; and had he
had his way, we should have been now in a civil war, or have seen Ir$*

land “ the Hibernian Republic ” one and indivisible.”

It has been already stated (. that the constitution of Lord Eldon's

mind is singularly incapable of that feeling which is commonly called

sentiment ; and, as this is certainly the most amusing, it is perhaps the

most marked trait of his character. Destitute of any real feeling of

this description, he has through life been compelled to substitute for it

a sort of lachrymose cant or twaddle, which, from constant repetition,

has at length become irresistibly ludicrous. Some of his late exhibi-

tions in this way in the House of Lords have been absolutely inimitable ;

and if there be anything like them even on the stage, it is that scene

in Foote’s admirable comedy of “ The Minor,” where, to the utter

astonishment and dislocation of ideas of Loader the Gambler and the rest.

Mother Cole becomes pathetic in her cups. “ May I lose a deal,” ex-

claims the Blackleg, “ if old Moll hasn’t brought the tears into my eyes.”

If on some such occasion in the House of Lords- it were possible for
“ Old George Rose ” to rise from the dead, and say " May I lose a pen-

sion if old Eldon has not brought the tears into my eyes !” farce would

be outdone by reality, and the till then unequalled scene of Foote be

thrust into the background. That any man but Lord Eldon should

enact these comedies with a grave face is impossible, and his doing so

is only to be accounted for upon the principle that what a man has

parroted all his life he at last comes himself to believe. The proba-

bility is, that the old peer, from frequent repetition, is at last bona fide

convinced that, while he was filling his own coffers, and supporting a

corrupt system, he was “ faithfully serving his king and country,” and
that he actually thinks he has been seeking the Lord, “ when, accord-

ing to the joke of Cromwell, he has all the while been only seeking the

corkscrew /” Such is human nature. To the characters of these two
remarkable men. Lord Eldon, and his comparatively obscure brother.

Lord Stowell, posterity, and posterity only will do justice. The first

‘ will be esteemed as one of the most subtle legal casuists and unflinching

defenders of corruption that ever existed ; whilst history will paint the

other as the most comprehensive and enlightened judge of international

jaw that ever adorned an English or any other court of justice.

3
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The object of the present article is to review, more in detail than time
allowed of our doing last month, the exact condition of Germany, and
the bearing which the struggle now commencing between that country
and her rulers is likely to have upon \he European system. For this

purpose It will be necessary to lay before our readers such a sketch of
the German constitution as will enable us to place in a clear point of
view the relation in which the German people now 6tand to their own
Sovereigns, and the Potentates of the East of Europe. Having discussed

these subjects, we will be under the necessity of inquiring how far

France and Britain are bound or entitled to take part in the struggle.

It is not our intention to recapitulate the circumstances under which
the German confederation arose, further than is necessary to a right

understanding of its proper character. At the commencement of the

French Revolution, the monstrous edict of the Duke of Brunswick in-

volved^ome of the German states in a war with Frahce. The Republic,

well aware that the alienation between the governors and the governed,

was as bitter and pervading on the East as it was on the West of the

Rhine, endeavoured to lame their aggressors by rousing the people of

Germany against their Princes. In this attempt they were partially suc-

cessful, but the French Generals on the Rhine conducted themselves

after so desultory a fashion, that no deep impression was made on the

enemies’ territories. The war on the part of Germany had be?n stirred

up mainly by the intrigues of Austria and the Duke of Brunswick, and
the other Princes of that country were glad, upon the establishment of the

Directory, to seize the opportunity of declaring that they regarded the

reign of anarchy as terminated in France,
9 by the establishment of an

efficient government, and to agree to a cessation of arms. Austria

however was not pacified, and her machinations again produced a col-

lision between France and Germany. The Princes in the western division

of the Empire, however, were too well aware of the selfish motives which

influenced that State. Sixteen of their number declared themselves inde-

pendent of the Empire, and concluded at Paris, on the 13th of July,

1806, a treaty, by which they entered as independent Sovereigns info
" the Confederation of the Rhine," under the protection of the Emperor
of France. This treaty was delivered to the Diet by the French Ambas-
sador on the 1st of August of the same year, with an intimation that his

master no longer recognized the existence of a German Empire. On
the 6th, Francis II. formally resigned the imperial crown, declaring that

he had two years before erected his hereditary territories into an Aus-

trian Empire, and had ever since regarded them as entirely inde-
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pendent of that of Germany. Poor Caesar * had but a sorry robe

indeed to enable him to die decently ! Thus however expired the very

name of a German Empire, the reality had evaporated long before.

By these acts it had been declared that a nation had ceased to exist

;

but no new State had been organized tooccupy the space it left empty. The
numerous race speaking the German tongue, inhabiting the land which

extends from the Oder to the Rhine and from the Alps to the Baltic,

were thrown back into a state of nature. A people, brave, enlightened,

polished, were broken up into petty tribes, or attached as appendages

to kingdoms differing from thorn in laws, manners, and language. And
they were thus severed* at the moment that the anger and ambi-

tion df the Potentates to the East and West of their country were urging

them to join battle on the fertile plains which intervened between them.

As was to be expected, in such circumstances, they were courted by all

parties, and deceived by all. Prompted by the wish to cover the fron-

tiers of France with a number of small states, which might keep at a
greater distance powerful enemies, yet be themselves unable to en-

danger its tranquillity, Napoleon’s aim was to extend the territory,

and increase the numbers ,of the Confederation of the Rhine* In this,

had his nepotism and ambition not blinded him, he might easily have
succeeded. Adherents of the principles of the Revolution were to

be found in every town in Germany, and their eyes had not yet

been opened to the immense change which had taken place in the

spirit of the French Government. There was every where a yearn-

ing after the re-establishment of an efficient Government. Every-
thing in short favoured the organization of Germany west of the

Elbe, into a number of small states, warmly attached to, and seek-

ing shelter under the broad wings of the French eagle. But
the vanity of the’ Frenchman insisted upon introducing French laws
without asking whether they were applicable to the existing cir-

cumstances of society, and upon merging a number of 6mall states

into one great kingdom, upon the throne of which he placed his

brother. By these measures he alienated all classes. The privileged

orders were his enemies from the beginning. The burghers were im-
poverished by the strict system of blockade enforced against England,
and the reprisals of that nation. The literati, and all the young and
ardent spirits of every class, were indignant that the very name of Ger-
man should be sunk. The peasantry, who, by some attempts to ameliorate

their situation, undertaken without sufficient knowledge, were placed in

more pinching circumstanced than before, were maddened by measures,

the consequences of which they felt, without being able to comprehend
their motives. In addition to all these grievances came the continual

drain of the flower of the German youth, occasioned by the wars in

which Napoleon was constantly involved. The Emperor, who, it is cha-

rity to believe, began his career with the intention of effecting some
pood for mankind, had, in progress of time, like many other powerful
natures, lost sight of the end in the means. The despot had insensibly

grown up in his heart. First, he angrily resolved, that the world should
be happy in the manner that he decreed for it alone ; and. Anally, he
spurned with rage every hindrance to his will. He sought to tame the
irritated spirit of. Germany by a strong police, and numerous spies.

Kaiser, Cmar, the title of the Emperor of Germany.
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Despair* and hatred towards France and towards Napoleon now reigned

in every bosom. The hour was come ; they waited but for the man.
In due time a standard was raised, around which the disaffected might

rally. Prussia, overcome, but not reconciled to her disgrace, had, from
the time of the battle of Jena, been diligently concentrating her forces

for a new struggle. Under the management of Von Stein the propor-

tionally small army she was entitled to keep on foot, had been main-
tained at full numbers, with a constant change of individuals. As soon

as a recruit was master of his military duties he was dismissed, and a
fresh man put in his place. Servile punishments were abolished, and a
higher moral character was thus imparted teethe soldiery. A secret asso-

ciation, extending its affiliated branches through the whole kingdom,
the great object of which was to inculcate upon its members deep devo-
tion to the- u Fatherland,’' and a zealous prosecution of every exercise

that strengthens the body, and fits it for war, was patronized by the

King and his ministers. By these means the whole male population of

Prussia was, at the period of Napoleon's retreat from Moscow, disci- -

plined, and eager for war. Scarcely had he crossed the Rhine, when
Prussia renounced his alliance. The season was most apt. The spirit

of hatred against France pervaded all Germany, stirred up and height-

ened by the rudo eloquence of Arndt, who, from his asylum in Eng-
land, launched liis philippics against Napoleon.* Austria had raised an
army, and refused to disband it at the imperious bidding of Napoleon.

The southern states of Germany had first been trained by Napoleon to ha-
bits of discipline, and then alienated by his assumption of absolute power.

The cry went forth through Germany, of “ National independence, and the
rights of the king and the people.” The flower of every state within its

limits were allured to the banner of Prussia, by promises of national and
popular institutions. Napoleon, with his wonted celerity, had returned to

Dresden, with an army numerous as that which he had left behind him
among the snows of Russia, by the middle of April, 1813. He was met
at Lutzen, (the last field of Gustavus Adolphus,) and there the raw vo-

lunteers of Prussia, supported by a small detachment of Russians, stood

their ground against his veterans, leaving the victory undecided. Aus-
tria and Sweden shortly afterwards joined the Allies, and the inde-

pendence of Germany was conquered on the field of Leipzig. A few
months saw the Rhine free, and Napoleon an outcast.

It was in this hour that the foundation of the German Confederation

was laid. The people had triumphed, and, as is usual with that body in

the hour of victory, was happy, buoyant,* unreflecting, and confiding.

It had triumphed, moreover, along with its Princes ; it had extended to

them, and received in return, that warm grasp of fellowship which is only

given in moments of extreme danger. It believed their causeto be bne with

its own. Yet more; the ideas and convictions, which had prompted the

decided movement taken by the German people, were of a confused and
contradictory character. Hatred of the French as a nation, and of evesy
thing connected with them, even to their avowed principles of legisla-

tion, had been sedulously confounded with hatred of foreign domination.

The first great principle of international law, that every nation is sove-

reign within its own territory, had been presented to their apprehension,

under the caricatured form, that all the paltry principalities, into ‘which

* In his (( Gelat der Zcit published originally in London.
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their country Had been split up, ought to be preserved separate and inde-,

pendent. The melancholy fact, that the change which their state had
undergone had not proved productive of the good they had anticipated,

was wrested into a proof that all change was detrimental, and that only

in a recurrence to the antiquated and obsolete was safety to be found.

Bewildered by such false doctrines, presented to them with all the me-
retricious ornaments imaginative writers could bestow, flattered by their

monarch^ .and excited by the drunkenness of conquest, the national

mind was, for the moment, incapable of exercising that calm and deli-

berate reflection which is necessary on the part of men laying the foun-

dations of a lasting empire.«*-And not only were they thus incapacitated

for the*task, but there were men anxiously lurking to turn to account this 1

universal intoxication. Austria and Russia had not lent their aid to

overthrow Napoleon, for the purpose of establishing free institutions in

the place of his domination. The spirit which had battled with the young
liberties of France still animated their councils. The principle so unblush-

ingly avowed a few years afterwards, by the Holy Alliance, .that the legis-

lation and administration of a state was the office of the monarch, and
that to God alone he was answerable for its discharge, they had already

determined to make the foundation of the new settlement of things.

The talent, subtlety and patient perseverance of these two cabinets had
been felt before, and has been felt since. And to such arbiters was
left the determination of what constitution should be bestowed upon a

people so confiding as the Germans were known to be. What kind of a

constitution they awarded them is now to be showm
The fundamental act upon which the German Confederation rests is

the Act of Confederation agreed to at Vienna, on the 8th of June, 1815,

by the German Princes, or their representatives. The sovereign states,

who were originally parties to this act, or have since acquiesced ir* it, are

thirty-nine in number. The Emperor of Austria, the Kings of Prussia, Den-
mark, and the Netherlands,* entered into it as sovereigns of their German
dominions: in their management of whatever other territories they might
possess, theywere free from all control or responsibility to the Confederation,

as it was of any responsibility for their acts. The remainder of the Ger-
man states are not incorporated with, nor dependent upon, any foreign

powers. The most extensive territory belonging to any member of the Ger-
man Confederation extends to 3658 square geographical miles ; the small-

est does not exceed 3 ; only thirteen of them exceed 100 : their united

extent nearly amounts to 19,000. The monarchical form of government
prevails in all the states, With the exception of the four free towns,

Hamburg, Frankfurt, Lubeck, and Bremen, which have republican in-

stitutions, more or less aristocratical..

The Act of Confederation consists of twenty articles, of which eleven

are entitled “ general/' and the remainder “ particular resolutions/' The
general resolutions declare the constitution and object of the union. The
first article contains merely a recapitulation of the members, and a decla-

ration of their intention to enter into a treaty of confederation. The
second' declares that the union shall be permanent, and its object the
preservation of the external and internal security of Germany, the
independence and inviolability of the German states. The third leaves it

• What effect the late events in the Netherlands may have upon the relation of
Luxemburg, (the province in virtue of their right to which the House of Nassau be-
came a member of the Confederation,) is yet uncertain.
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free to each of the various states to organize its institutions without the

interference of the Confederation, merely stipulating that every subject

shall be held equal in the eye of the law ; and refers to the Diet the as.

certainmeut of its reserved rights, and the declaration of themode in which
they are to be enforced. Articles fourth to tenth (inclusive) ordain that

the Diet shall consist of the plenipotentiaries of all the different states as-

sembled at Frankfort. A permanent commission of seventeen members
holds its sittings in that city, for the purpose of watching over the ordinary

affairs of the Confederation ; eleven of the most extensive states send-

ing one representative each, and the smaller ones clubbing together to

send the remainder. Declarations of peace? or war, the adoption of
Constitutional laws, the admission of new members into the Confedera-
tion, and all questions of a religious nature, must be submitted
to the full assembly* of the Diet. In this body, Austria, Russia/
Saxony, Bavaria, Hanover, and Wurtemberg, have each four votes

;

Baden, Electoral Hesse, Hesse Darmstadt, Holstein and Luxemburg,
three ; Brunswick, Mecklenburg-Schwerin, and Nassau, two ; and the
remaining states one each. The Austrian envoy is president of both
assemblies. The various states sending members to this Diet are

solemnly pledged to submit all differences amongst themselves to its de-

cision, and not to seek redress from each other by force of arms.

The “ particular resolutions ” contain a number of modifications and
restrictions of the third article of the treaty. The remnants of the privi-

leged classes of the old German empire had some of them equal claims to

independence and sovereignty with those whom the tossings and lieavings

of the European revolution had, “ more by chance than good guiding,"

thrown into the situation of monarchs, and who as such entered into

the Confederation. The nobles and the equestrian order of the empire

had new acknowledged any sovereign but the Emperor, and now that

his office had merged by common consent, none of the numerous little

potentates who had snatched up the fragments of his sceptre could justly

claim their allegiance. In order to conciliate these individuals, and at

the same time secure their submission to the laws of the state within,

which their property might lie, the fourteenth article of the treaty of

Confederation provides :— 1st, That these families are capable of con-

tracting a valid marriage with sovereign houses ; 2d, That they are to be

regarded as the highest nobility of the state within which they reside, and

are exempted from the payment of taxes and all liability to military

service ; 3d, That they are free citizens of every state belonging to the

Confederation within which they may choo*se to take up their abode

;

4th, That they are vested with a certain extent both of civil and criminal

jurisdiction within the limits of their own estates. The eighteenth

article provides that even the unprivileged classes shall enjoy the

right of transferring their residence at pleasure from any one of the

Confederated states to another, and shall, by this simple act transfer their

domiciles, The partial unity conferred by this article, and by the third

privilege of the nobility of the empire, is slightly increased by the right

reserved to the Diet of maturing and recommending to the different

states a uniform system of police ; particularly in what regards the

liberty of the press, precautions against piratical reprints of books, the

regulation of the internal commerce and navigation of Germany. One

Die Plcmr- Vcrzammlung.
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article—only one—has been devoted to the declaration of what the rights

of the people are, and how to be guarded. The thirteenth article pro-

vides that representative constitutions shall be preserved in all the states

where they already exist, and introduced into those which have hitherto

wanted them. Good care has however been taken to give no explicit state-

ment of the nature or extent of the rights and powers to be conferred

upontheyepresentative bodies. The discussions respecting this article were

at the time ostentatiously published, and all the diplomatists concerned in

its redaction expressed themselves so that the people should understand

the rights of the representative bodies to be,—the granting of the sup-

plies, a control over their* application, a voice in the legislature, and
the right of appeal to the Diet when the sovereign infringed their pri-

vileges. Not one word however of all this was introduced into the

article itself on the promulgation of the treaty. Nqy, it was left to each

prince to determine for himself when the fitting time had arrived for

introducing this change into his government ; and the only tribunal be-

fore which lie could be accused of undue delay was the Diet—an as-

sembly of his fellow sovereigns, of men whose prejudices and interests

were identical with his own.

This is the constitution which, after all their lavish promises made
during the war of liberation, the German sovereigns have bestowed upon

the people of Germany. A more complete falsification of solemn pledges

the world has never witnessed. The people have had no hold given

them upon their rulers. Except in a few isolated districts, a represen-

tative body has been held out to their hopes, but deferred from year to year

until the heart has grown sick. The press, except in one state, for a

very brief period, ha9 been nowhere free. Popular feeling and opinion

have not had one of those organs granted by which, in free Btates, they

form, express, and give effect to themselves. The people have been
delivered up, bound hand and feet, into the power of their rulers. But
more than this, the wide spread and naturally wealthy territory of Ger-
many has been broken up into a disproportionate number of small states,

and by this means, despotism having its range narrowed, has been enabled

to pry more minutely into the household doings of its serfs, and thus

to rivet their manacles more closely. It has, moreover, been made the

interest of every petty sovereign, for the increase of his revenue, to

impede and fetter the free commercial intercourse of the different pro-

vinces. Almost every six square miles are surrounded by a line of

douaniers ; the broad course of every river is perpetually interrupted by
toll gatherers. Lastly, these Lilliputian princes have been taught that

upon local jealousies and heartburnings alone can their tiny thrones be

securely built ; and their efforts are unremittingly directed to encourage

the same paltry prejudices which have dissevered and paralyzed Italy.

Such a system would soon resolve itself into anarchy but for an external

pressure. The Diet, which is nominally composed of the representa-

tives, is in reality the mere tool of a few sovereigns who can overawe it

by their command of foreign forces. Of the seventy votes in the full

assembly of that body, Austria, Prussia, Denmark, and the Netherlands,

hold fourteen in their own right. Hanover, whose king is an absentee,

is governed by an aristocratic clique, entirely subservient to Prussia,

wftich gives four more. The five Saxon Dukedoms, who have one vote
each, are so thirled to Prussia, that they have of late intrusted the collec-
tion of their customs to Prussian officers, JThe remaining seventeen of the
smaller monarchical states, and the four free towns, have their narrow
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territories so completely surrounded by those of their more powerful
neighbours, that they dare not act from the prompting of their own
minds. In short* the Diet is neither more or less (as has been demon-
strated by the protocol of the 28th of June) than a notorial college*

whose business it is to register the edicts of Prussia and Austria.

This, then, is the real question at issue, between Austria aud Prussia

on the one hand, and the German nation on the other Whether such a
monstrous abortion of legislative folly—a constitution thus eternally

vibrating between anarchy and despotism, shall be permanent or not ?

Surely, in this country, it can meet with only one answer. Bui there
is a preliminary question, which the guilty fears of the two above-
jnentioned cabinets have raised ; and that is the question wlfich is

first to be decided. The Act of Confederation guarantees expressly to

every Germanic state a representative constitution, and to a certain

degree, the liberty of the press. There can be no doubt, that if these

two great privileges be conceded to the Germans, even to an insufficient

extent, the structure reared by their bungling sovereigns cannot stand.

These vital, vivifying powers would so#n, like Daniel's mixture, burst

the brazen idol, down whose throat they were crammed. Either
the press and the ' chambers must be put down by the bayonet, or

the press and the chambers will extort greater immunities for the

people. Their fears of such an issue is not, however, the ground
of defence assumed by the Prussian and Austrian cabinets. Like Shy-
lock, they “ stand there for law.’’ They take the Act of Confede-
ration in their hands, and to it they appeal in justification of their

conduct. So be it ! And what does that Act declare ? That every

German state shall have a representative constitution ; and that so sodn

as the preliminaries can be settled, a general law for the whole Ger-
manic Confederation shall be issued, relieving the press from every

unnecessary restraint. Has this been done ? Partially, reluctantly,

slowly it has. And now, what says the Protocol of the 28th of June?
In the first place, that all the powers of the state must remain united in

the head of the state

;

next, that the assemblies of any state have not the

power of refusing supplies when the Diet shall deem them necessary

;

again, that when in any state the government finds itself unable to enforce

these two doctrines, the Confederation may interfere vi et armis

;

yet

again, that unlimited freedom of speech is not the right of the deputies

;

that a law regulating the press, in the spirit of the foregoing declarations

shall speedily be published ; and lastly, that the German Confederation

alone, as represented in the Diet, is authorized to explain the Act of

Confederation. A supplementary edict has been fulminated, of date the

5th of July, by which a number of journals, in different states, are or-

dered to be suppressed, without any specific charge being brought against

them ; all associations for political purposes, or suspected to be for poli-

tical purposes, are prohibited ; all public festivals “ which have not been

a long time in use,” are forbidden to be held.

Now, judging these rulers even by the strict letter of their own impA1-

fect and oppressive constitution, have not its provisions been violated by
themselves ? The German people accepted the federal constitution upon

an understanding, that they were to receive representative governments.

Up to this hour, in one-half of the states, these institutions have not been

introduced ; and now the right of regulating the national expenditure, and

uttering their grievances freely, is denied to them, where they do exist.

They are to be henceforth thPmere shadow of a name. The equivocal

2
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promise of a free press, too, has at last been withdrawn. And, to crown

fell, the people of Germany are explicitly told, that their sovereigns alone

are entitled to have a voice in the interpretation of the great national

compact. In them the legislative and judicial functions are to be con-

founded, although the experience of centuries has convinced the world

of the danger of such an arrangement. Nay worse ;—in the present

instance, these legislating judges are at the same time parties in the

cause pending before them. The question at issue regards the recipro-

cal' rights of subject and sovereign, and the sovereign arrogates the right

of sitting in judgment; It it only a natural and consistent consummation

of such rank juggling that.such judges should Anally delegate to them-

selves the office of executioner. If the Germans do not.tamely acquiesce

in the sentence of the Diet, they are threatened, in no doubtful terms,

with mercenary and foreign bayonets. We have already compared the

conduct of Austria, Prussia, and their royal slaves, to that of Shylock.

The parallel is complete : even by adhering to the strict letter pf the

law they have been proved to be in the wrong. “ The poisoned chalice

has been returned to their owri lips.” They have cancelled the bond of

union between themselves and their subjects ; they have violated .the

fundamental compact of the state; and the nation is 'again at liberty to

Choose its o#n form of government.

Hitherto %e have discussed this question as it regards Germany alone ;

we have viewed it solely as a domestic question of the German people

—

but it has a yet wider import. This is merely an additional step in the de-

velopment of the great conspiracy of kings against the people. Prussia,

Russia, and Austria, composed the Holy Alliance. That monstrous league

does not now ostensibly exist ; but let us look at the conduct of each of the

three conspirators, and we cannot close our eyes to the evidence that its

object is stiU pursued by them inveterately, and with a perfectly good uii-

defstandingamong themselves. Austria, composed of a number of nations,

dissimilar in every Respect, is the conservative member of the faction.

Her business is to keep what she has got ; and with this view she co-

operates with her worthy allies to keep afar from her borders every

rumour of the assertion of the rights of nations. She knows that men
trained to keep down the spirit of freedom abroad, and alienated by
long absence from all domestic associations, are the best instruments for

preserving what she calls internal tranquillity ; and, accordingly, she is

equally ready to lend the aid of her Croats and hussars in Italy or Ger-
many. Russia is similarly circumstanced. Prussia, the poorest of the

three, plays the part of the aggressor, in the hopes of one day becoming
as wealthy and extensive as her neighbours. From the time of Frede-
rick II. her policy has been one continued system of filching and steal-

ing. At the establishment of the German confederation she appropri-

ated nearly one-half of Saxony, for the purpose of rounding out her ter-

ritories. She also carried off those Rhine Provinces which flank the
north of Germany to the west, as she herself does to the east. Since

lhat time her efforts have been unremitting to obtain possession of

9 sufficient quantity of intermediate territory to connect these two
detached portions of her dominions. No patch of ground was unworthy
her Acceptance if it promised to further her views. She possesses a
mill, with a few acres, Within the territory of Darmstadt, and similar
fragments in most of the minor states, round which she is winding hCr
serpent folds. As already noticed, she 1ms induced the Saxon Dukes to
intrust to her management the collectionof their customs, and she care-
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fully keeps alive certain distant claims of succession to tlieir territories.

Ever intent upon the great object of widening and filling up her frontiers,

she keeps on foot an army disproportionately large* when compared with
he* extent of territory. It irnot merely a conspiracy of her sovereigns

that Germany has to fear, it it the greed of Prussia in the north ; it is

the “ divide et impefa
*
system of Austria In the south ; it, is the tre-

mendous power of Russia—tremendous in that it can onlyhang together

so long as it acts on the aggresbive-^continually propelling berfywo con-
federates. The German sovereigns are the mere tools of these three
powers ; and so watchful are they over the motions of the Germans, that

their spies are to be mefVith iirevery^towmof Germany.
• The question of the pmpects of Germany* is' H problem mofe dif-

ficult of solution than that Which merely seeks to determine the situa-

tion inuwhich that country actually «topds. It has been made & theme
of lamex^tation by some, that there is not, at the present crisis, one
German sovereign qualified to put himself at the head of a national

movement. So much the better. The cUuse at stake is the cause of thw
people, and by the people it mqst be*won. Nothing has ever been
gained for the'*cause ol freedom by a hero. Napoleon seated himself on
the throne of the ’Bourbons ; but was he more favourable to liberty? It

is only where the mass of the people have been taught, fgr a long and
arduous struggle, their average equality of importance, ie necessity

“of union, and a consequent respect for each other’s rights, that perma-
nent free institutions have been gained. Thus <J*ave Holland, England,

and America, successively achieved their respective^degrees of freedom,

and thus must Germany look forward to obtain hers. There must he an
abrogation of all prejudices pertaining to caste ; % dismissal of all those

childish feelings of enmity or contempt cherished by the Franconian

against; the Swabian, or by the Saxon against the Prussian >^tJierc must
be unbounded tolerance of ev ery creed, from the Jewish to the Luthefhn

;

—there must be a confiding reliance upon the intelligence and honesty

of the community ; a resolution to idolize no leader, and to be devoted

to the death to the cause of reason and liberty—and to that alone.

Those who battle for the rights of Germany must be prepared to meet
with the most strenuous opposition, .secret or avowed, from all the

reigning princes. They must Watch with no womanish jealousy, but with

the most unrelenting strictness every one connected with the privi-

leged orders. If, in this spirit, they enter the field, we %ive not the

slightest fear of the ultimate issue of their struggle. In correspondence

with the prophetic adjuration of the mott<3 which we have selected for

Ibis paper, they will place the GermanAthird on the list of enfranchised

nations.

The force of the two opposing parties in Germany may be estimated

nearly as follows. The territory of the German confederacy amounts to

12,000 square geographical miles; its population in 1820 about

32.000.

000. Of the surface about 7,000 square miles, inhabited by nearly

19.000.

000 of inhabitants, are subject to Austria and Prussia. WithTn
the Austrian territories there is comparatively little disaffection ; the

subjects of Prussia however, as among the most enlightened in Ger-

many, are, for the most part, attached to constitutional principles*

This holds true, in particular, with regard to the Prussian provinces of

Westphalia, Cleve and Berg, and the Lower Rhine, a territory extend-

ing to nearly 1000 square miles, and containing a population of near,

ly 3,000,000 souls. In what regards the physical, intellectual, and moral
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Of** iSgi ewtsftfA* mjtfrthwatA to the Baltic. ’ lt.le ttevereed item

te>eeiuh^y the Butte, thtf Efte and the Oder. Between thftwitntfw of

thevt^tert-n^tUmad rivers end the Alps, the valley of *b*JH?hq^ex$
tfimcU fiom wpst to east. The main body of the

ing in all to 120,000 men, is stationed along thjp lines"of tMQ4^ ftjjp

the Elbe; the remainder, from #),*oflo to 1 5,000 strong,, is. stationed t*#bn

the lower Rhine. A^body of^Austrians, 20,000 strong, with 123 pieces

artillery, have beep drawn together upon the line Of the Danube. Mayence

on the npper Rhine is garrisoned by Austrians and Frisians ^ Eliran-

breitsttofci and Coblent?, on the* lower Rhine, by Prussians alqpe. Thi#
is the disposable force with which these two power# are ready jo act

against the constitutionalists Of Germany. In a war popular with the

majority of the nation, the Prussian force would be hacked by a land*

wehr of 400,000 men ; in the temper of the times, however, it might bo

dangerous to rely upon them. Austria's standing army is 270,000 strong,

with a reserve of 130,000; but she dare not mo\e it en »iaup upon Ger-
many. Wafee her Italian and German troops to ho withdrawn from Bo-
hemia, Galicia, and Hungary, or her Hungarians and Croats fiom Italy,

she could not ensure h#r mastery of these nations for a week. She hi.s

her hands full at home.
Still, after nuking' every allowance for the secret weaknesses of Austria

and Prussia, these governments have a fearfully strong force in the field,

so disposed as nearly to encircle the dcioted country it threatens, and
having in possession its most important strongholds. Let us now look

at -the resources of those who are thus threatened, Hanover, Brunsw iA,
the Rhine Provinces of Prussia, the two Hesses, Nassau, Saxony, Baden,
Wurtemburg, and Bavaria are the abode of constitutional principles in

Germany. They have a population of 20,000,000, and form the centre of

German wealth and intelligence. With the exception of Brunswick they

have every reason to regard their princes as hostile to their rights. The
King of Hanover was the first to sanction and piomulgato the infamous
protocol, as the King of Prussia was one of its ostensible parents. The
King of Saxony has lately had a muzzle clapped upon him for liis infringe-

ments of the narrow rights of the people. The Elector of Hesse t'assel is

the most bloated and demoralized brute that ever degraded a throne. The
sovereign of Nassau not long ag&experienced a rehearsal of the barricades*

The Great Duke of Darmstadt is a mere opera director. The Great Duke
of Baden has already crouched before Austria and Prussia. The Poet-
aster of Bavaria is busy banishing the liberals, and seizing their

publi$gtions. Wurtemburg is gently following the lead of his bro-

ther sovereigns. The military of these states can no more be looked
to by the citizens for protection than the princes. From the manner,
however, in which the Geiman armies are now recruited, the man js sel-

dom quite extinguished in the soldier, and there is little doubt that this

righfe hand of arbitrary powder w ill in a great measure he paralyzed.

Little more, however, can be looked for than neutrality on the part
of the army, and the question still remains—to whom then are the
people to look >

„

We repeat it-—to tliemseUes, and themselves alone. Almost e\eiy
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male among 1 them'h&W& b*«5l to ama, and in such a cause they sorely
will not shrink from .jth$ epnt^ft. , A jch&tijsg pmpeety ’ht forded
hy Ute fcfaittess of their rej^qn&tJLve Rodina** &lie second chathher of
Han## hast already protested against the j^rotbeel, and halted the
chamber of nobles to a conference on the subject/ The states of €asset

had; before its promulgation, wrung from their tyrant the boon,of a civic

guard, and their voice has already responded to that of their Hanfeveriaft

neighbours. The temper of the states of Baden, Wurteraburg, and Ba-
varia, and of their electors, has been proved before. Darmstadt has
good men and true ; and in Saxony the peoplg are at present masters.
AI1 that is wanted is union. Disregarding their imbecile monatchs,
odch of these representative bodies must instantly delegate some of their

number for the purpose of* organizing a central government. The na-
tional feeling will support them, for it lias long yearned after a coalftfon of
the Gennaftic states into one great body. The drivellers who filled their

thrones dreamed thtft this was the work of a conspiracy, and -ought for its

origin among the mummeries of mason lodges, and the youthful freaks of
the Bursohensch^ft. Tools’ It was the spontaneous thought of every
man who dared to reflect : no one prompted the other, but each found,
when he gave vent to his sentiments, that his fellow had already come
to the same conclusion. l

T

p then, Dia ishu Bounin ! and gird ye for

the combat. Arndt, raise again the voice which shook Napoleon, vvhfcn

in his pride of place. Luden, Oken, lot us once more hear those accents

before which the Autocrat of Russia trembled amid his multitudinous

guards. Feuerbach, and Von Oppeln join the patriot baud with your
experienced statesmanship and tempered firmness. Merchant princes of

Hamburgh, Fiankfort, Leipzig, throw jour wealth into the scale of those

liberal institutions you know so*well to prize! Companions of our early

studio-.! Blrscjii vsuiAFirns ! rally again round,the banner of. black,

crimson, and gold ; not now a> in our youth fantastic and unbridled,

lmt with the matured sagacity and cool detei initiation of years. The
same men, who in 1813 trained the peasantry, in the course of a few

months, to encounter the legions of Napoleon, will now lead you on to

a more glorioi^ contest, l
T
p, tip! now is the time to vindicate your

country 's honour. Your genius is admitted throughout Europe; your

industry regarded with astonishment ; there wants hut one flower in

your chaplet—the well won name of practical freemen.

The array against you is indeed imposing ; but only in outward show.

One-lmlf of those who fill the enemies* ranks are at heart with you, and

strike only with half a will. Well organized armies, and those of Aus-

tria^and Prussia richly deserve the appellation, are tremendous en-

gines ; hut they need a soul to direct them,—and where is that to be

found among the hostile leaders ? Besides, money is the sinews of war,

and y
rour would-bc oppressors are deeply embarrassed. They will not

have the lavish subsidies of England to bear them out in the expenses

of their unholy crusade. Quit yourselves like men! Since Poland has

fallen, you are the bulwark of European freedom. The French and

English nations feel this, and will not allow their Governments to coun-

tenance and abet your oppressors. Strike but one good blow,—show
only that you are in earnest,—and you will not be left to fight the battle

of freedom unsupported.
* «•

3 uVOL. I.

The colours of the Durschcnschaft.
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We feel that we have here harped upon a string of deep import,—that

a question of the most serious character has pressed itself upon our con-

sideration; and laying aside, as much as is consistent with human nature

under such circumstances, every bias and every excitement, we invite

the earriefet and dispassionate attention of the reader to the inquiry,—

How far the two great free nations of Europe are entitled and able to

aid the* Germans in their* struggle.

The' first question regards the right of France and "England to inter-

fere in behalf of the minor states of Germany. Its solution demands a

reference to the very firstpostulate of international law. That system,—
whieh as it designates merely a set of practical rules, acquiesced in by
all civilized natidhs, with certain restrictions and qualifichtions/npt pro-

mulgated by any supreme legislature, applied by any recognized judge, nor

enfofbed by any acknowledged executive, might more properly be termed

international morals,—proceeds upon the assumption that each individual

state stands in the same relation to its neighbour as that in which each in-

dividual man stands to his. I^i other words, states are regarded as com-
plex wholes, and must transact with each other as such. The component
parts of one can acquire no rights over, or contract no obligations to the

totality of the other. An independent state when aggrieved by the

denizen of another must apply to the state of which he is a member for

redress, leaving it to punish its own subject. It flows as a corollary from

this, that within th# limits of a state, and over its own inhabitants, that

state alone has power. What is a rightly constituted state, is not here

the question; it is merely asserted, that the internal domestic arrange-

ments of every separate people must be left to themselves alone—that

alien states have no right to interfere in them.

This principle would be sufficient to sdlve the question that has been
proposed, had the tris^ of right and might, now commencing in Germany,
occurred in England, France, or Spain. These three states are each

in itself one and indivisible, free from foreign admixture. In each of
them it would be a question of Frenchman with Frenchman, Spaniard

with Spaniard ; no foreign power would have a right to interfere. But
in Germany it is different. In the first place, the Act of Confederation

leaves in a great* Measure undetermined, to what extent the indepen-

dent stales of Germany sacrificed their independence by entering into

the confederacy. The confusion hence arising has been (apparently

with design) increased, by the vague manner in which the term “ su-

preme power ” * is used i„n the Protocol. There can be no doubt that the
Germanic Confederacy is a union of supreme powers, thqt be it for

right or for wrong, those acceding to the treaty have pledged themselves
to support each constitutional “ supreme power ” against refractory

subjects ; but the question still remains, in whom is the “ supreme power
"

vested. The Diet, without expressly saying so much, assumes by its ac-

tions that it is vested in the monarch of each state. But, by the very Act
of Confederation, each monarch is bound to associate with himself a body
of representatives in the supreme legislative and administrative authority.

The “ supreme authority ” therefore is not now the monarch alone, but
the monarch and the people's representatives acting in unison. So long
therefore as the “ supreme authority " is not agreed to call for the in-

terference of the Diet, the gtate must be left to manage Ha own con-

Qhrlgkeit.
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eerna without the interference of the Diet. So soon atfa monarch yield*

to the representative* of the people* and agrees not to appeal to the
Diet ; if that body interfere with the internal arrangements of the state

subject to him, the Act of Confederation has been violated ; he is freed
from its trammels* and at liberty to form alliances with* and receive
assistance from* whatever states he pleases.

But* in the second place* there is yet another peculiarity in» the pre-
sent position of Germany* which materially affects the application of the
principle of non-intervention to its affairs, Austria and Prussia* it has
been already remarked* are subject to the articles of Confederation* only
in so far as regards their German territories* Denmark is in the same
•situation* and William of Nassau would have been* but for the Belgic
revolution. The three powers* however* which we have.here speci-

fied, as yet unparalyzed* besides being sovereigns of one half of the Ger-
manic territory* rule over states equalling in extent the whole Germanic
Confederation* and amounting in the matter of population* nearly to two
thirds of its inhabitants. These resources* however* are entirely alien to

Germany* and in a constitutional question dare not be brought to ope-
rate upon it. The moment one soldier frmh Denmark* Posen* or the
Austrian States beyond the German confines* pollutes the German ter-

ritory* that moment the principle of non-intervention has been violated*

—that moment an attempt has been made to bear down the Constitu-

tionalists of Germany* by foreign forces*—that moment France and Eng-
land are entitled to interfere. The Emperpr of Austria dare no more
employ his Croats and Hungarians on the present occasion* than William
IV. would have dared to stifle the Reform Bill* by the Introduction of

Hanoverian bayonets into England. The Germans are a nation marked
out from their neighbours* by laws* habits* and language ; their boun-

daries are strictly defined* and well known* and no oriental barbarian*

be he the serf of Austria* Prussia* or Russia* dhall dare to contaminate

her soil by his tread.

We do not think that any who fairly and candidly weigh what has

been said will doubt of the right which France and Britain have*

even in the present posture of affairs* to interfere in the Germanic
question. From what nations are the Austrian troops gathered* who
occupy the position on the Lake of Constance ? What do the half

savage Uhlans in the garrison of Mayence ? The only question that

remains is that of the power of these two kingdoms to interfere. Of
the power of France there can be little doubt. Burdened with a mere
nominal debt* swarming with a population fond of war even to a

fault : the only thing that can paralyze her exertions* is the timid and

foolish policy of her king. He boasts to have already conciliated the

good will of the eastern sovereigns of Europe ! Dastard and ass l has

he not the example of Napoleon before his eyes ? That ohief Wampled

upon the necks of these sovereigns* and they humbly and cheerfiilly

obeyed him ; he sought to conciliate their good will* laboured to be ad-

mitted a brother oftheir “ mystic tie /'—they flattered and betrayed him.

Louis Philippe* God knows ! is no Napoleon ; but if he persist in emu-
lating this part of his career* there can be little doubt of his success.

We trust* however* that if he be fool enongh-to make the attempt* France

will have the sense to clap him in fc strait waistcoat. It is only by

entering into 8 firm alliance* offensive and defensive* with liberated

Germany* by helping to establish a fjm state on her frontier* that she
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can effectively drive back that spring-tide of despotism now setting in so

strongly from the eastward.

England this is a painful theme. We have so long fought on the

side of oppression that we cannot afford to fight on that of justice* now
that an opportunity offers. The debt incurred by defending u the right

divine of king3 to govern wrong,*' fetters us when we would fain assert

the cause, of constitutional government. We are in the situation of a

worn-out debauchee, who having squandered an immense fortune in

ruining innocence, and blasting the happiness of his neighbours, finds,

when, in the hour of contrition, ho would make reparation, that he has

not a- penny left wherewith to do it.% Still there is something in our

power. Let our Government calmly but unequivocally express their

conviction regarding the justice of the cause ; let them assert the rights

of the people, and deprecate the employment by Prussia and Austria of

any of their foreign resources :—the mere enunciation of .such senti-

ments will arouse and invigorate the constitutionalists of the Continent.

Let them demand instant payment of the debt wdiich Austria owes us,

with all the arrears of interest. Let them repeal immediately the foreign

enlistment hill. Let them Afford every legitimate facility to a free trade

in arms and ammunition ; leaving to the merchants of Great Britain the
' choice of their customers, and to the press the power of animadverting

upon that choice. These things they may do without affording any pre-

text to the despots for involving us in a war ; or if they succeed, it is

left in our powor to make the war a naval one, by which we shall rather

gain than lose. By acting thus, England may not do so much as might

be desirable ; but she will identify herself with the cause of justice,—

and even that is something gained.

For the present, we have said our say. The contest has begun,

and that in a manner that gives good augury of success. There does

not exist on the face of the earth a nation qualified to exercise free in-

stitutions with more dignity and to better purpose than the Germans.
Sedate and reflective, slow to rouse, -when once excited nothing can

stand before them. Bear witness the campaign of 1813, when, notwith-

standing the blunders of their leaders, the fierceness of their assault, and
the pertinacity of their recurrence baffled even Napoleon. There are

yet among them men who fought by the side of Washington : let them
hold up to their countrymen the example of the American revolution.

Let them be prompt, not rash—deliberate, not hesitating. Let them
accept with gratitude the assistance of foreign nations : but let their

main reliance ever be upon themselves. Let them * receive allies, not

teachers or leaders. Above all, let them be united. If they observe

these precepts the struggle may be long and bloody, but it must end
in triumph. The very colours round which they ought to rally, intimate

as mu<&.* If a long and intimate acquaintance with Germany entitle

us to speak, there is a spirit already glowing there whose deeds will

not disgrace the land of Leibnitz and Vattel, of Frederic and Eugene,
of Luther and Melancthon. The great drama of national renovation

* The black, red, and gold badge was selected % th^young enthusiasts of Ger-
many an indicating black,—.mourning for dfNm their country’s honour;
crimson,—the blood to be shed to efface it; pure

1

metal issuing from the
fiery furnace of trial. Trifles light M&U? h^tb^fre now, aided to promote great
achievement*.

' V -
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'grows in interest with every new act. The French Three Days were

exhilarating ; our reform struggle was of a graver and more chastened

excitement ; the contest now preluding in Germany is feverish in the

intensity of its interest. The Geftnan revolution once achieved, and

the three great nations identified in their principles of government, and

united in a firm alliance, although hindrances and Annoyances may su-

pervene in time to come, a happy denouement may be looked upon as

certain.

THE HOW DIE; AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY.

Pakt I.

—

Anent Births.

When my gudeman departed this life* he left me with a heavy hand-

ful of seven oliilder, the youngest but a baoy at the breast, and the

elder a lassie scant of eight years old. With such a small family what

could a lanely widow woman do ? Greatly was I grieved, not only for

the loss of our bread-winner, but the quenching of that cheerful light

which was my solace and comfort in straitened circumstances, and in the

many cold and dark hours which the needs of our necessitous condition

•obliged us to endure.

James Blithe was my first and only Jo ;
and but for that armed man.

Poverty, who sat ever demanding at our hearth, there never was a brittle

minute in the course of our wedded life. It was my pleasure to gladden

him at home, when out-of-door vexations rufiled his temper; whiqji. seldom

came to*pass, for he was an honest young man, and pleasant among

those with whom his lot was cast. I have often, since his death, thought,

in calling him to mind, that it was by his natural stfeet nature that the

Lord was pleased, when He took him to Himself, to awaken the sym-

pathy of others for me and the bairns, in our utmost distress.

He was the head gairdner to the Laird of Rigs, as his father had been

before him ; and the family had him in great respect. Besides many a pre-

sent of useful things which they gave to us, when we were married, they

came to our wedding ; a compliment that James often said was like the

smell of the sweet briar in a lown and dewy evening, a cherishment

that seasoned happiness. It was not however till he was taken away

that I experienced the extent of their kindness. The ladies of the fa*

mily were most particular to me ; the Laird himself, on the Sabbath

.after the burial, paid me a very edifying visit; and to the oldteddy

Dowager, his mother, I owe the meal that has ever since beeirro the

basin, by which I have been enabled to bring up my childer in the fear

of the Lord. •

The Leddy was really a managing motherly character ; no grass grew

beneath her feet when she had a turn to do, as was testified by my case :

for when the minister’s, wife put it into her head that I might do well

in the midwifedine, Mrs. Forceps being then in her declining years, she

lost no time in getting me made, in the language of the.church andgos-

pel, her helper and successor, A blessing it was at the time, andthe

whole parish has, with a constancy of purpose, continued to treat me far

above my deserts ; for I have ever been sure of a shortcoming in my best

endeavours to give satisfaction. But it’s not to speak of the difficulties
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that the hand of a considerate Providence has laid upon me, with a tore

weight for an earthly nature to bear, that I have eat down to indite

this history book. I only intend hereby to show, how .many strange

things have come to pass in my dou£e way of life j and sure am I that in

every calling, no matter however humble, peradventures will fake place

that ought to be recorded for the instruction, even of the wisest. Hav-
ing said this, I will now proceed with my story.

All the har'st before the year of dearth, Mrs. Forceps, my predecessor,

had been in an ailing condition ; insomuch that, on the Halloween, she

was laid up, and never aftdr was taken out of her bed a living woman.

Thus it came to pass that, before the turn of the year, the midwifery

business of our countryside came into my hands in the natural way.

I cannot tell how it happened that there was little to do in the way
of trade all that winter ; but it began to grow into a fashion that the

genteeler order of ladies went into the towns to have there hangings

among the doctors. It was soon seen, however, that they had nothing

to boast of by that manoeuvre, for their gudemen thought the cost over-

came the profit ; and thus, although that was to a certainty a niggardly

year, and great part of the next no better, it pleased the Lord, by the

scanty upshot of the har'st before spoken of, that, whatever the ladies

thought of the doctors, their husbands kept the warm 6ide of frugality

towards me and other poor women that had nothing to depend upon

but the skill of their ten fingers.

Mrs. Forceps being out of the way, I was called in ; and my first case

was with an elderly woman that was long thought by all her friends to

be past bearing ; but when she herself came to me, and rehearsed the

state she was in, with a great sough for fear, instead of a bairn, it might
turn ou£ a tympathy, I called to her mind how Sarah the Patriarchess, the

wife of Abraham, was more than fourscore before Isaac was born : which

was to her great consolation ; for she was a pious woman in the main,

and could discern in that miracle of Scripture an admonition to her to

be of good cheer.

From that night, poor Mrs. Houselycat grew an altered woman ; and
her gudeman, Thomas Houselycat, was as caidgy a man as could be, at

the prospect of having an Isaac in his old age ; for neither he nor his

wife had the least doubt that they were to be blest with a man-child.

At last the fhlness of time came ; and Thomas having provided a jar of

cinnamon brandy for the occasion, I was duly called in.

Well do 1 remember the night that worthy Thomas himself came for

me, with a lantern or a bowit in his hand. It was pitch-dark ; the winds
rampaged among the trees, the sleet was just vieious, and every drop

was a* salt as pickle. He had his wife's shawl tied over his hat, by a
greaocnot under the chin, and a pair of huggars drawn over his shoes,

and above his knees ; he was just a curiosity to see coming for me.
I went with him ; and to be sure when I got to the , house, there

was d gathering
;
young and old were there, all speaking together

;

Widows and grannies giving advice, and new-married wives sitting

in the expectation of getting insight. Really it was a ploy ; and
no wonder that there was such a collection ; for Mrs. Hbuselycat was a
woman well-stricken in years, and it could not be looked upon as any
thing less than an inadvertency that she was ordained to be again a
mother. ’ I very well remember that bar youngest daughter of the first

decking, was there, a married woman, with a wean at her knee, I'se

warrant a year-and-a-half old ; it could both walk alone, and say many
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word* almost a* intelligible as the minister in the poopit, when it was a
frosty morning; for the cold made him there shavelin-gabbit, and every
word he said was just an oppression to his feckless tongue.
By and by the birth came to pass : but, och hon ! the long faces that

were about me when it took place ; for instead of a lad-bairn it proved
a lassie ; and to increase the universal dismay at this come-to-pass, it

turned out that the bairn's cleading had, in a way out of the common,
been prepared for a man child ; which was the occasion of the innocent
beifcg, all the time of its nursing, in appearance, a very doubtful crea-
ture.

The foregoing case is the first that I could properly say was m$ own

;

•for Mrs. Forceps had a regular finger in the pie in all my heretofores.

It was, however, good erls ; for no sooner had 1 got Mra. Houselycat on
her feet again, than I received a call from the head inns in the town,
from a Captain's lady, that was overtaken there as the regiment was
going through.

In this affair there was something that did not just please me in the
conduct of Mrs. Facings, as the gentlewoman was called ; and I jaloused,
what I saw with the tail of my eye, that she was no better than a light

woman. However, in the way of trade, it does not do to stand on tribes

of that sort ; for ours is a religious trade, as witness what is said in the
Bible of the midwives of the Hebrews ; and if it pleased Providence to
ordain children to be, it is no less an ordained duty of the midwife to

help them into the world. ' But I had not long been satisfied in my own
mind that the mother was no better than she should be, when my kinder
feelings Were sorely tried, for she had a most extraordinar severe time
o't ; and I had but a weak hope that she would get through. However,
with my help and the grace of God, she did get through : and I never

saw, before nor 9ince, so brave a baby as was that night born. #
Scarcely was the birth over, when Mrs. Facings fell into a weakly dwatn

that was very terrifying ; and if the Captain was not her gudeman, he
Was as concerned about her, as any true gudeman could be, end much
more so than some I could name, who have the best of characters.

It so happened that this Mrs. Facings had been, as I have said, over-

taken on the road, and had nothing prepared for a sore foot, although

she well knew that she had no time to spare. This was very calamitous,

and what was to be done required a consideration. I was for wrapping

the baby in a blanket till the morning, when I had no misdoubt of ga-

thering among the ladies of the town a sufficient change of needfu'

baby clouts ; but among other regimental clanjamphrey that were ardund

this left-to-herse!' damsel, was a Mrs. Gooseskin, the drum-major's wife,

a*mo8t devising character. When I told her of our straits and jeopardy,

she said to give myself no uneasiness, for she had seen a very good sub-

stitute for child-linen, and would set about making it without delay.

What she proposed to do was beyond my comprehension ; but she soon
" returned into the room with a box in her hand,, filled with soft-teazgd

wooi> which rite set down on a chair at the bed-stock, and covering it

with an apron, she pressed the wool under the apron into a hollow shape,

like a
'

goldfinch's nest, wherein she laid the infant, and covering it up

with the apron, she put more wool over it, and made it as snug as a
' silk-worm * in a cocoon, as it has been described to me. The sight of

thid novelty tves> however, an affliction, for if she had intended to

another the bairn, she could not have taken a more effectual manner;

and yet the baby lived and thrived, as I shall have occasion to rehearse
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Mrs. Facings had a tedious recovery, and was not able to join

him that in a sense was her gudeman, and the regiment, which was to

me a great cause of affliction ; for I thought that it might be said

that her case was owing to my being a new hand, and not skilful

enough. It thus came to pass that she, when able to stand the shake,

was moved to private lodgings, where, for a season, she dwined and

dwindled, and at last her life went clean out ; but her orphan bairn was

spared among us, and was a great means of causing a tenderness of heart

to arise among the lasses, chiefly on account of its most thoughtless and

ne'er-do-weel father, who never inquired after he left the town, concern-

ing the puir thing ; so that«if there had not been a seed of charity bred

by its orphan condition, nobody can tell what would have become of it.

The saving hand of Providence was, however manifested. Old M iss Peggy

Needle, who had all her life been out of the body about cats and dogs,

grew just extraordinar to make a pet, in the place of them all, of the

laddie Willie Facings ; but, as I have said, I will by and by have to tell

more about him ; so on that account 1 will make an end of the second head

of my discourse, and proceed to tne next; which was one of a most piteous

kind.

In our parish there lived a young lad, a sticket minister, not very

alluring in his looks ; indeed, to say the truth, he was by many, on ac-

count of them, thought to be no far short of a haverel ; for he was lank

and most uncomely, being in-kneed ; but, for all that, the minhstor said

he was a young man of great parts, and had ‘not only a streak of geni,

but a vast deal of inordinate erudition. He went commonly by the name
of Dominie Quarto ; and it came to pass, that he set his affections on a

weel-faured lassie, the daughter of Mrs. Stoups, who keepit the Thistle

Inn. Ip this there was nothing wonderful, for she was a sweet maiden,
and nobody ever saw her without wishing her well. Hut she could not

abide the Dominie : and, indeed, it was no wonder, for he certainly was
not a man to pleasure a woman’s eye. Her affections were settled on a

young lad called Jock Sym, a horsc-couper, a blithe heartsome young
roan, of a genteel manner, and in great repute, therefore, among the'

gentlemen.

He won Mally Stoups' heart ; they were married, and, in the fulness

of time thereafter, her pains came on, and I was sent to ease hen She
lay in a back room, that looked into their pleasant garden. Half up the

lower casement of the window, there was a white muslin curtain, made
out of one of her mother's old-fashioned tamboured aprons, drawn across

from side to side, for the window had no shutters. It would be only to

distress the reader to tell what she suffered. Long she struggled, and
weak she grew ; and a sough of her desperate case went up andrdown
the town like the plague that walketli in darkness. Many came to iifr

quire fir her, both gentle and semple ; and it was thought that the Do.
mine would have been in the crowd of callers : but he came not.

...
|n ^he'midst of her suffering, when I was going about my business in

tfefc room, with the afflicted lying-in woman, I happened to gjye n glint

|o the window, and startled I was, to sea, like a ghost, looking oyer the

white curtain, the melancholious visage ofDominie Quarto, with watery
eyes glistening like two stars in the candle light.

1 told one of the women who happened to be in the way, to go out to,

the sorrowful young man, and tell him not to !o$k the window >

whereupon she went out, and remonstrated wjtk' him for ’ some time.
}l

r

liile she was gone, sweet Mally Stoups and her unborn baby were caiv
'
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ried away to Abraham’s bosom. This was "a most unfortunate thing;
and I went out before the straighting-boafod could be gotten, with a
heavy heart, on account of my poor family, that might suffer, if 1 was
found guilty of being to blame.

I had not gone beyond the threshold of the back-door that led into

the garden, when I discerned a dark figure between me and the west-<

ling scad of the setting moon. On going towards it, I was greatly sur-

prised to find the weeping 'Dominie, who wa9 keeping watch for the
event there, and had just heard what had happened, by one of the women
telling another.

This symptom of true love and tenderness made me forgetmy mo-
therly anxieties, and I did all I could to console the poor lad ; but he
was not to be comforted, saying, “ It was a great trial when it was or-
dained that she should lie in the arms of Jock Sym, but it’s far waur to

think that the kirk-yard hole is to be her bed, and her bridegroom the
worm.”

Poor forlorn creature, I had not a word to say. Indeed, he made my
heart swell in my bosom ; and I could never forget the way in which he
grat over my hand, that he took between both of his, as a dear thing,

that he was prone to fondle and. mourn over. •» ’

But his cutting grief did not end that night ; on the Sabbath evening
following, as the custom is in our parish, Mrs. Sym was ordained to be
interred ; and there was a great gathering of freends and neighbours

;

for both she and her gudeman were well thought of. Everybody ex-

pected the Dominie would he there, for his faithfulness was spoken of

by all pitiful tongues ; but lie stayed away for pure grief ; he hid him-
self from the daylight, and the light of every human eye. In the gloam-
ing, however, after, as the betherel went to ring the eight o'clock bell,

he saw the Dominie standing with a downcast look, near the new grave,

ail which made baitli a long and a sad story, for many a day :

I doubt if it’s forgotten yet. As for me, I never thought of it without a
pang : but all trades have their troubles ; and the death of a young wife

and her unborn baby, in her nineteenth year, is not one of the least th*t

1 have had to endure in mine. <
'-*

t

vV
But, although I met, like many others, in my outset, both mortifica-

tions and difficulties, and what was worse than all, I could not a&y that

I was triumphant in my endeavours ;
yet, like the Doctors, eithergood

luck or experience, made me gradually gather a repute for skill art^ dis-

cernment, insomuch that I became just
#
wonderful for the reqwSjr I

was in. It is therefore needless for me to make a strive for the enter-

tainment of the reader, by rehearsing all the han’lings tjiat I had ^but,

as some of them yvere of a notable kind, I will pass over the generality

and only make a Nota-bena here and there of those that were particular,

as well as the births of the babies that afterwards came to be something

in the world.

Between the death of Mally Stoups and the Whitsunday of that jmgr,

there was. not much business in my line, not above two cases;

the day after, I had a doing, no less than of twins in a farmer’s family
that was already overstocked with weans, to a degree that was

hardship ; but, in that case, there was a testimony, that Proyidfi^e

never sends mouths into the world, without, at the same time, ;/(p$iitg

the wherewithal to fill them.

Jam$s Mashlam was a decent, douce, hard-working, careful man, and

his wife was to all wives the very patron of frugality ; but; with alitheir
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ettling, they could scarcely make the two enda of the year to meet.
Owing to this, when it was heard in the parish that she had brought
forth a Jacob and Esau, there was a great condolence ; and the birth

that ought to have caused both mirth and jocundity was not thought to
be a gentle dispensation. But short-sighted is the wisdom of man, and
even of woman likewise ; for, from that day, James Mashlam began to

bud and prosper, and is now the toppingest man far or near ; and his

prosperity sprang out of what we all thought would be a narrowing of
his straitened circumstances.

All the gentry of the country-side, when Jhey heard the tidings, sent
Mrs. Mrshlam many present^ and stocked tier press with deeding for

her and the family. It happened, also, that, at this time, there was a
great concourse of Englishers at the castle with my Lord ; and one of
them, a rattling young gentleman, proposed that they should raise a
subscription for a race-purse ; promising, that, if his horse won, he would
give the purse for the behoof of the twins. Thus, it came to pass, that
a shower of gold one morning fell on James Mashlam, as he was holding
the plough ; for that English ramplor’s horse, lo and behold ! won the
race, and he came over with all the company, with the purse in his hand,
full of golden guineas, galloping upon James

; and James and his wife sat
cloking on this nest-egg, till they have hatched a fortune ; for the har-
vest following, his eldest son was able to join the shearers, and, from
that day, plenty, like a fat carlin, visited him daily. Year after year
his childer that were of the male gender grew better and better helps :

so that he enlarged his farm, and has since built the sclate house by the
water side ; that many a one, for its decent appearance, cannot but think
it is surely the ministers manse.
From that time I too got a lift in the world ; for it happened, that a

grand lady, in the family way, came on a visit to the castle, awl, by
some unaccountable accident, she was prematurely brought to bed there.
No doctor being at hand, nearer than the burgh town, I was sent for ;
and, before one could be brought, I had helped into the world the son
and heir of an ancient family ; for the which, I got ten golden guineas, a
new gown, that is still my best honesty, and a mutch, that many a one
came to see ; for it is made of a French lace. The lady insisted on me
to wear it at the christening ; which the Doctor was not overly pleased
to hear tell of, thinking that I might, in time, clip the skirts of his
practice.

Ror a long time after the <}eliverance of that lady I had a good deal
to do in the cottars’ houses ; and lucky it was for me that I had got the
gniheas aforesaid, for the commonalty have not much to spare on an oc-
casion ; and I could not help thinking how wonderful ire the ways of
Providence, for the lady’s gift enabled me to do my duty among the cot-
tars with a lighter heart than I could have afforded to do, had the be-
nison been more stinted.

the remainder of that year, the winter, and the next spring, was
jMpottt a remarkable : but just on the eve of summer, a very comical
ipgMent happened.

X* There was an old woman that came into the parish, nobody could tell

hew, and was called Lucky Nanse, who made her bread by distilling pep-
pentttet. Some said that now and then her house had the smell of
whisky ; but how it came, whether from her still, or the breath bf
her nostrils, was never made out to a moral certainty. This caglin had
been in her day a by-ordinair woman, and was a soldier's widow forby.
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At titnes did wquld tell stories of marvels she had seen in America,
where she said time was a moose so big that a man could not lift its

head. Once, whWlUi Mr. Izet, the precentor, to whom she was tell-

ing anent this fiSimsaid it was not possible, she waxed very wroth,
and knocking her nms together in his face, she told him that he was
no gentleman, to nffi^ubt her honour : Mr. Izet, who had not much of •
the sweet milk of Iranian kindness in his nature, was so provoked at this

freedom, that he snapped his fingers as he turned to go away, and said

she was no better than f ne'er-do-weel camp-randy. If she was oil be-
fore she was flame not^ lanljjgncing <with hjr arms extended, she looted

• down, and, grasping a gowpin of earth in each hand, she scattered it

with an air to the wind, and cried with a desperate voice, that die did
not value his opinion at the worth of that dirt.

By this time the uproar had disturbed the Clachan, and, at every door,

the women were looking out to see what was the hobble-show ; some
with bairns in their arms, and others with weans at their feet. Among
the rest that happened to look out was Mrs. Izet, who, on seeing the
jeopardy that her gudeman was in, from that rabiator woman, ran to
take him under her protection. But it was a rash action ; for tacky
Nanse stood with her hands on her henches, and daured*fcer to approAefc,

threatening, w ith some soldier-like words, that, if she came fte*?, *d>

e

would close her day-lights. 0*

Mrs. Izet was terrified, and stood still.

Home with you, said Nanse, ye mud that ye are, to think yourself

on a par w ith pipeclay, with other hetradox brags, that were just a sport

to hear. In the meantime, the precentor was walking homeward, and
called to his wife to come away, and leave that tempest and whirlwind

with her own wrack and carry.

Lucky Nanse had, by this time, spent her ammunition, and, u&gdjfe to

find another word sufficiently vicious, she ran up to him and spat m his

face.

Human nature could stand no more, and the precentor forgetting

himself and his dignity in the parish, lifted his foot and gave her a kick*

which caused her to fall on her back. There she lay sprawling and
speechless, and made herself at last lie as like a corpse, as it was
ble. Every body thought that she was surely grievously huft, though

Mr. Izet said his foot never touched her ; and a hand-barrow waff got to

carry her home. All present were in great dismay, for they thought

Mr. Izet had committed a murder, and would be hanged in course of

law ; but I may be spared from describing the dolorosity that was in

our town tha^ night.

Lucky Nanse being carried home on tho barrow like a carcass, was

put to bed ; where, when she had lain some time, she opened a comical

eye for a short space, and then to all intents and purposes seemed in

the dead throes. It was just then that I, drawn into the house by the din

of the straemash, looked over a neighbour's shoulder ; but no soonttWW
the artful woman see my face than she gave a skirle of agony, and IMed
that her time was come, and the pains of a mother were upon hfcr $ agp

which to hear, all the other women gave a shout, as if a miracle wB
before them, for Nanse was, to all appearance, above threescoreffjWt

she for a while so enacted her stratagem that we were in a tewttca-

tkm lest it should be true. At last she seemed quite exhausted, and I

thought die was in the natural way, when in a jiffy she bounced tip with

a gaffe*, and drove us all pell-mell out of the house. The like of such
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a ploy had never been heard of in our country side. 1 was, however, very

angry to be made such a fool of in my profession before all the people,

especially as it turned out that the old woman was only capering in her

cups.

Sometime after this exploit another came to pass that had a different

effect on the nerves of us all. This fell out by a sailor's wife, a young

woman that came to lie in from Sandy.port with her mother, a most

creditable widow, that kept a huckstry shop for the sale of parliament

cakes, candles, bone-combs, and prins, and earned a bawbee by the

eydency of her spinning wheel.

Mrso Spritsail, as the young woman was called, had a boding in her

breast that she could not overcome, and was a pitiable object of des-

pondency, from no cause ; hut women in her state are often troubled by

similar vapours. Hers, however, troubled everybody that came near

her, and made her poor mother almost persuaded that she would not

recover.

One night when she expected Ao he confined, 1 wa9 called in : hut such

a night as that was ! At the usual hour, the post woman, Martha
Dawner, brought a letter to the old woman from Sandy-port, sealed

with a black wafer ; which, when Mrs. Spritsail saw, she grew as pale

as a clout, and gave a deep sigh. Alas ! it was a sigh of prophecy ; for the

letter was to tell that her husband, John Spritsail, had tumbled over-

board the night before, and was drowned.

For some time the young widow sat like an image, making no moan

:

it was very frightful to see her. lly and by, her time came on, and
although it could not he said that her suffering was by common, she

fell hack again into that effigy state, which made her more dreadful to

see than if she had been a ghost in its winding sheet ; and she never

moved from the posture she put herself in till all was over, and the

living creature was turned into a clod of church-yard clay.

This for a quiet calamity is the most distressing in my chronicle,

for it came about with little ceremony. Nobody was present with us

but only her sorrowful mother, on whose lap I laid the naked new-born
babe. Soon after, the young widow departed to join her gudeman in

partfdise ; but as it is a mournful tale, it would only be to hurt the
reader's tender feelings to make a more particular account.

All my peradventures were not, however, of the same doleful kind

;

and there is one that 1 should mention, for it was the cause of meikle
jocosity at the time, and for no short season after.

There lived in the parish a very old woman, upwards of fourscore

:

she was as bent in her body as a cow's horn, and she supported herself

with a staff in ofie hand, and for balance held up her gown behind with
the other ; in short, she was a very antideluvian, something older than
seemed the folk at that time of the earth.

This ancient crone was the grandmother to Lizzy Dadily, a light-

headed winsome lassie* that went to service in Glasgow ; but many
months she had not been there when 6he came back again, all mouth
and een ; and on the same night her granny, old Maudelin, called on
Jne. It was at the gloaming : I had not trimmed my crusie, but I had
just mended the fire, which had not broken out, so that we conversed in

an ttWurity.
Of the history of old Maudelin 1 had never before heard ony parti-

culars $ hut her father, as she told me, was out in the rebellion of Mar's
year, and if the true king had gotten his rights, she would not have
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been a needfu* woman. This I, however jealouse, was vanity ; for

although it could not be said that she was positively an ill-doer, it was
well known in the town that old as she was, the conduct of her house in

many points was not the best. Her daughter, the mother of Lizzy, was
but a canary-headed creature. What became of her we never heard,,

for she went off with the soldiers one day, leaving Lizzy, a bastard bairn.

How the old woman thereafter fenn't, in her warsle with age and poverty,

was to many a mystery, especially as it was now and then seen that she

had a bank guinea note to change, and whom it cam frae was a marvel.

Lizzy coming home, her granny came to me, as I was saying, and
after awhile conversing in the twilight about this and that, she told me
.that she was afraid her oe had brought home her wark, and tftat she

didna doubt they would need the sleight of my hand in a short time,

for that Lizzy had only got a month’s leave to try the benefit of her
native air ; that of Glasgow, as with most young women, not agreeing

with her.

I was greatly taken aback to hear her talk in such a calm and
methodical manner concerning Lizzy, ^hom I soon found was in that

condition that would. I'm sure, have drawn tears of the heart's blood

from every other grandmother in the clachan. Ileally I was not well

pleased to h^ar the sinful carlin talk in such a good-e’en and good-morn
way about a guilt of that nature ; and 1 said to her, both liooly and
fairly, that I was not sure if I could engage myself in the business, for

it went against my righteous opinion to make myself a mean of filling

the world with natural children.

The old woman was not just pleased to hear me say this, and without

any honey on her lips, she replied,
“ Widow Blithe, this is an unco strain ! and what for will ye no do

your duty to Lizzy Dadily ; for I must have a reason, because the minis-

ter or flie magistrates of the borough shall ken of this."

I was to he sure a little confounded to hear the frail though hardy

old woman thus to speak her peremptors, but in my mild ami methodical

manner I answered and said,
“ That no person in a trade with full hands ought to take a new turn

;

and although conscience, I would allow, had its weight with me, yet

there was a stronger reason in my engagements to others."
“ Very well," said Maudelin, ami hastily rising, she gave a rap with

her staff, and said, “ that there soon would be news in the land that I

would hear of j" and away she went, stotting out at the door, notwith-

standing her age, like a birsled pea. •

After she was gone, I began to reflect ; and 1 cannot say that 1 had

just an ease of mind, when 1 thought of what she had beep telling anent

her oe : but nothing more came to pass that night.

The following evening, however, about the same hour, who should

darken my door but the minister himself, a most discreet man, who had

always paid me a very sympathizing attention from the death of my
gudeman ; so I received him with the greatest respect, wondering what

could bring him to see me at that doubtful hour. But no jponer had he

taken a seat in the elbow chair than lie made my hair stand on end at

the wickedness and perfidy of the woman sec.

“ Mrs. Blithe,” said he, “ 1 have come to have a serious word with

you, and to talk with you on a subject that is impossible for me"to

believe. Last night that old Maudelin, of whom the world speaks no
good, came to me with her grand-daughter from Glasgow, both weeping
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very bitterly ; the poor young lass had her apron tail at her face* and
was in great distress."
“ What is the matter with you/* said I, quoth the minister; " and

thereupon the piteous grandmother told me that her oe had been be-

guiled by a false manufacturing gentleman, and was thereby constrained

to come back in a state of ignominy that was heartbreaking."
“ Good Maudelin, in what can I help you in your calamity ?"

“ In nothing, nothing/* said she ;
“ but we are come to make a con-

fession in time."
“ What confession ? quo* I**—that said the minister.
“ Oh, sir/* said she, " itVi dreadful, but your counselling may rescue

us from a great guilt. I have just been with Widow Blithe, the mid-

wife, to bespeak her helping hand ; oh, sir, speir no questions.'*
“ But/* said the minister, “ this is not a business to be trifled with ;

what did Mrs. Blithe say to you ?"

“ That Mrs. Blithe," replied Maudelin, “ is a hidden woman ; she

made sport of my poor Lizzy's misfortune, and said that the best I could

do was to let her nip the craig Of the bairn in the hour of its birth.'*

“ Now, Mrs. Blithe," continued the Minister, “ is it possible that you
could suggest such a crime ?"

I was speechless ; blue sterns danced before my sight, my knees

trembled, and the steadfast earth grew as it were coggly aneath my
chair ; at last I replied,
“ That old woman, sir, is of a nature, as she is of age enough, to be

a witch—-she's no cannie ! to even me to murder ! Sir, I commit my-
self into your hands and judgment."
“ Indeed, I thought," said the minister, “ that you would never speak

as Maudelin said you had ; but she told me to examine you myself, for

that, she was sure, if I was put to the straights of a question, I would
tell the truth."
“ And you have heard the truth, sir," cried I.

“ I believe it," said he ;
“ but, in addition to all she rehearsed, she

told me that, unless you, Mrs. Blithe, would do your duty to her injured

oe, and free gratis for no fee at all, she would go before a magistrate,

and swear you had egged her on to bathe her hands in innocent infant

blood.”
u Mr. Stipend," cried I ;

" the wickedness of the human heart is beyond
the computations of man : this dreadful old woman is, 1*11 not say what

;

but oh, sir, what am. I to do ; for if she makes a perjury to a magistrate

my trade is gone, and my ddar bairns driven to iniquity and beggary ?"

Then the minister shook his head, and said, “ It was, to be sure, a

great trial, fop a worthy woman like me, to be so squeezed in the vice

of malice and malignity ; but a calm sough in all troubles was true wis-

dom, and that I ought to comply with the deceitful carlin’s terms."

Thus it came to pass, that, after the bastard brat was born, the old

wife made a brag of how she had spirited the worthy minister to terrify

me. Everybody laughed at her souple trick : but to me it was, for many
a day, a heartburning ; though, to the laive of the parish, it wps a great

mesa, as I have said, of daffin and merriment.

No doubt, it will be seen, by the foregoing, that, although in a sense

I had reason to be thankful that Providence, with the help of the laird's

lady-mother, had enabled me to make a bit of bread for my family, yet,

it waa not always without a trouble and an anxiety. Indeed, when 1

think on what I have come through in my profession, though it he one
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of the loomed, and the world not able to do without it, 1 have often

thought that 1 could not wish waur to my deadliest enemy, then a kit-

tle case of midwifery ; for surely it is a very obstetrical business, and
far above a woman with common talons to practise. But it would be to
make' a wearisome tale were 1 to lengthen my story ; and so 1 mean just

to tell of another accident that happened to me last year, and then to
make an end, with a word or two of improvement on what shall have

9

been said ; afterwards 1 will give some account of what happened to
those that, through my instrumentality, were brought to be a credit to
themselves, and an ornament to the world. Some, it is very true, were
not just of that stamp ; for, as the impartial sun shines alike on the wick-
ed and the worthy, I have had to deal with those whose use* I never
could see, more than that of an apple that falleth from the tree, and
perisheth with rottenness.

The case that 1 have to conclude with was in some sort mystical ; and
long it was before I got an interpretation thereof. It happened thus
One morning in the fall of the year, and before break of day, when I

was lying wakerife in my bed, 1 heard a knuckling on the pane of the
window, and got up to inquire the cause. This was by the porter of the
Thistle Inns, seeking my help for a leddy at the crying, that had come
to their house since midnight, and could go no further.

I made no more ado, but dressed myself off-hand, and went to the inns ;

where, to be sure, there was a leddy, for any thing that I then knew to the
contrary, in great difficulty. Who she was, and where she had come from,

I heard not ; nor did I speir ; nor did I see her face ; for over her whole
head she had a muslin apron so thrown and tied, that her face was con-
cealed ; and no persuasion could get her to remove that veil. It was
therefore plain to me, that she wished herself, even in my hands, not to

be known ; but she did not seem to jealouse that the very obstinacy about
the veil would be a cause to make me think that she was afraid I would
know her. I was not, however, overly-curious ; for, among the other good
advices that I got when I was about to take up the trade, from the leddy

of Rigs, my patron, I was enjoined never to be inquisitive anent family

secrets : which I have, with a very scrupulous care, always adhered to ;

and thus it happened, that, although the leddy made herself so strange,

as to make me suspicious that all was not right, I said nothing, but I

opened both my eyes and my ears.

She had with her an elderly woman ; and, before she came to the

worst, I could gather from their discourse, that the lady’s husband was
expected every day from some foreign lafld. By and by, what with put-

ting one thing together with another, and eiking out with the help of

my own imagination, I was fain to guess that she would not be ill

pleased to be quit of her burden before the Major came home.

Nothing beyond this patch-work of. hints then occurred. She had an
easy time of it ; and, before the sun was up, she was the mother of a
bonny bairn. But what surprised me was, that, in less than an hour a$er
the birth, she was so wonderful hale and hearty, that she spoke of' tra-

velling another stage in the course of tike day, and of leaving Mrs.
Smith, that was with her, behind, to take care of the babby ; indeed,

this was settled ; and, before noon, at twelve o’clock, she was ready to

step into the post-chaise that she had ordered to take herself forward

;

-—but mark the upshot.

When she was dressed and ready for the road*—really she was a stout

woman—another chaise drew up at the inn's door, and, on looking from
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the window, to see who was in it, she gave a shriek, and staggered back

to a sofa, upon which she fell, like one that had been dumbfoundered.

In the chaise I saw only an elderly weather-beaten gentleman, who,

as soon as the horses were changed, pursued his journey. The moment
lie was off, this mysterious mother called the lady-nurse, with the babby,

and they spoke for a time in whispers. Then her chaise was brought

out, and in she stepped, causing me to go with her for a stage. I did

so ; and she very liberally gave me a live pound note of the Royal Bank ;

and made me, without allowing me to alight, return back with the re-

tour-chaise ; for the which, on my account, she settled w;ith the driver.

But there the story did not vest, as I shall have occasion to rehearse by
and by.' „

(To be continued.)

FINANC IAL REFORM,

Tv order to acquire something like a tolerably accurate understanding

of what our legislators ha\ e been doing w ith our money, it is necessary

to go hack to some distant period, that wc may he able to contrast

what our expenditure was with what it now is. The period we shall

select is the year 1790 ; because a report of a Committee of the House
of Commons having given an exact account of the expenditure of that

year, we shall be safe from error in making use of that account.

This account shows that the whole expenditure on the army in that

year wa9 .£1,814,153 ; on the navy, £2,000,000 ; on th-5 ordnance,

£375,000; on the national debt, £10,317,972; and that the total public

expenditure in 1790 was no more than £15,909,178.

The annual account of the public expenditure laid before the House
of Commons this year, shows that it amounted for the year lh31 to

£4-7,123,298. But to this must be added about £ 4,000,000, which is ex-
pended in collecting the revenue ; making the actual established expen-
diture of the United Kingdom something more than Fifty-oak Mil-
lions, in the sixteenth year of profound peace !

It appears from the same annual account, that in 1831, the expendi-
ture exceeded the public income by the sum of £698,857. So that at

last every thing of the semblance of a sinking fund is wholly obliterated.

The sum expended by this Country in the wars of 1793 and 1803 is

shown in a treasury account, dated the 5th of May, 1828. It appears
from this, that the total expenditure between 1792 and 1816, amounted
to 1,231 millions.

Since the peace in 1815, the expenditure may be set down at 960
millions.

These few plain incontrovertible facts, taken from official documents,
are sufficient to explain the prodigious prodigality with which the money
of the public has been managed by their representatives under the old
system of constituting the House of Commons. '

The individual minister, to whom the country is chiefly indebted for

introducing and establishing this profusion of the war expenditure *» is

Mr. Pitt.

The means which mainly contributed to it are, the trick of maintain-
ing a sinking fund, while loans were annually borrowed ; and the coining

3
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of paper money during the twenty-three years of the Bank Restriction,

The power which governed the whole was a House of Commons directed

by the patronage and influence of the Crown,

The enormity of the expenditure since the peace, is to be attributed

to the setting aside of all rules for regulating the expenditure in former
periods of peace, and the conducting it on war principles : although
at peace, the policy of our statesmen and legislators has been ta assume
that war was an event against which we had no security, and for which wo
ought always to be as fully prepared as if it were to happen immediately.
So that, in point of fact, all the advantages of peace, as connected with
public economy, have been entirely thrown aflay. ,
• The same kind of appeal to the fears of the people, which was suc-
cessful in leading them into supporting the war, has been made use of to
lead them into a submission, during the peace, to a war-expenditure
establishment. And the same patronage and influence which secured
majorities in the House of Commons during the war, has been ftmpinjattd,--

successfully to secure majorities during tjie peace, in support of th^SHr*
system of profusion and extravagance.

candour and’justice require it to be confessed, that the fault lay
not altogether with those ministers who held the reins of government

;

but chiefly with the system of influence under which they were obliged
to carry on the Government. For had any set of ministers, since the
peace, attempted to fix a proper peace-establishment, the hostility which
such a measure would have brought down upon them from the great

body of Peers and members of Parliament, interested in 'maintaining a
great expenditure, and from the Crown, would have deprived them of the
support of those majorities in both Houses of Parliament, without the

assistance of which they* could not continue in office.

The great value, therefore, of the Reform of Parliament, consists in

its having overthrown this baneful principle of Government, by which
the ministers were gendered incapable of adapting their measures to the

interest of the public ; and it is now for the first time that the country

is placed in a situation to admit of the possibility of having its pecu-

niary affairs conducted in a proper way.

The securing, however, of the power of enjoying a better management
is not enough. More remains to be done. The electors of the United

Kingdom must take care that this power is turned to a proper account,

by exercising their right of choosing such representatives as will be

guided by an honest determination to vote, for a substantial financial

reform.

The electors must bear in mind that the Crown still possesses great

influence, and that the aristocracy also still possesses groat influence ;

they must be aware that both are greatly interested in keeping up the

public expenditure to the utmost of their power ;
and consequently they

must entertain no doubt that both will unite their influence in endea-

vouring to secure this object. All that reform has done is to increase

the influence of the public : but unless the public use this influence with

as much activity and union as the Crown and the aristocracy use theirs*

the power of the latter will be predominant, and financial abuses will still

flourish.

It is right further to observe, that it may be set down as certain,

that the two great political parties, namely, the Tories and the Whigs,
will be found united, on all occasions of voting money, in the new House

• of Commons, in doing all in their power to preserve a high scale of pub-
vot.. i. 3 C
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lie expenditure. ' The Tories, because it is their own. The Whigs, be-

cause they have the same interest as the Tories in turning a large ex-

penditure toaccount in securing support, as well as in avoiding hostility,

in both Houses of Parliament. One single act of the present cabinet is

quite enough to confirm the truth of thiil observation ; namely, the pro-

posing of the same civil list as that of which they took advantage, on

the plea of its extravagance, to turn out the late administration.

However grateful, therefore, the electors may feel to the Ministers

for Reform in Parliament, they should recollect that the success of it

was mainly due to their own efforts ; and they should not suffer them-

selver to be induced to place too much confidence in Ministers being dis-

posed to make a very vigorous resistance to the Crown and aristocracy,

in forcing from them such a plan of financial reform, as the true inter-

est of the public obviously demand. On the contrary, the electors

ought to act under a conviction that the cabinet will not, nay cannot,

voluntarily bring forward any silch plan ; and that the carrying of such a

ptfU wholly depends on the exertions of the electors, in making a proper

use of the rights they have just acquired.

The obvious way by which these exertions may be turned to the best

account, is by electing no representatives for the new Parliament, but

men who wdll unequivocally undertake to shut their ears to the old

hackneyed pretexts for voting the annual estimates for the public ser-

vices according to the established scale of extravagance ; and to vote no
more money, in any instance, than what a clearly made out case of pub-

lic necessity justifies. By acting in this way, the electors will secure a

majority in the new House of Commons in favour of real retrenchment ;

and thus make it obligatory on the Crown to select its principal minis-

ters, not from this or that established party, but from those members of

the House of Commons who compose the majority : so that froiii hence-

forth no individual shall have a seat in the cabinet, at the caprice of any
party leader ; but only because he possesses the proper qualifications

for the situation.

In point of fact, if the leading men now in power wish to continue in

office, they must immediately make preparations for enabling them to

secure the support of the new Houso of Commons, by following up the

reform of Parliament by a reform of the cabinet.

. Such great and long-continued pains have been taken, to deceive the

in maintaining an excessive scale of expenditure, that very erroneous

opinions prevail, even amongst the best-disposed persons on this head

;

and, therefore, what we feel to be our first duty, in attempting to rouse

the electors to a due sense of the urgency of securing a proper financial

reform, is to expose the delusive means which have been practised to

circulate false notions as to the amount of money which the exigencies

of the state require to be spent.

On lopjring hack to the year 1793, history shows that the Govemnient
successfully took advantage of every event to terrify the public ; and
that by succeeding in rousing a cowardly apprehension of the tendency
of' the French revolution, it led to the spending of a thousand millions

in restoring the Bourbons to the throne of France. The habitofmind
which England displays, on all occasions, of being prone to be.frighten-
ed, is the chief* defect of national character ; a habit flowing from a
want of suitable education in its political concerns. This habit has at
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all times served as the instrument in the hands of each crafty adminis-
tration to delude the public, and bring it over to support the worst
measures, particularly those connected with the emptying the pockets of
the people for the advantage of the higher orders. With the aid of this
proneness to be alarmed at every silly rumour of danger, each new scheme
of financial jugglery was greedily swallowed during the war, till every
financial expedient for extracting money from the hoodwinked nation
was exhausted,— first, hy loans, and, lastly, by war-4axes.

When at length peace came, the same trick of exciting alarm was conti -

nued to bepractised, and unfortunately with the same success, by changing
only the arguments for carrying on the war into arguments for being pre-
pared for a new war, and by adding to these arguments, appeals the
passions of the public to be liberal in rewarding those who brought the
war to a triumphant close. With the aid of the arguments for prepa-
ration, an enormous peace-establishment was settled ; and with the aid
of these appeals, a charge of from six to seven millions a-year has beep
created for half-pay, pensions, retired allowances, and superannuattyaijt.

To account, in short, in a sentence fflr the waste of public treasure
which has taken place in the last forty years, it may be said that it hAS
been produced by the corrupt influence arising out of the rotten borough
system, working upon the fears and liberality of a deluded people.

The success of successive administrations in maintaining so unhallow-

ed a scheme of chicanery is, in a great measure, to be attributed to the

difficulty under which the public has been placed of acquiring a correct

knowledge of its financial affairs. Finance is necessarily a subject re-

quiring great application, with the aid of extensive information in de-

tails, to understand it properly ; and of this, every advantage has been'

taken by our rulers to conceal the true character of their measures.

Whenever a member of Parliament brought forward a case of gross

waste and profusion, his statements were met by flat denials of their

truth ; reliance being placed by ministers on their asseverations escaping

detection from the incompetency of the publio to decide which party

was in the wrong.

The opponents of extravagance were unable, from their want of official

knowledge and documents, to controvert the statements of those who
were in office ; while they, on their part, incessantly employed the ma-
terials that their offices afforded, in making speeches, and sending forth

pamphlets, to justify every abuse, and to make the people believe that

the resources of the nation were admirably managed and inexhaustibly.

For more effectually blinding the publift. Parliamentary committees

were, from time to time, solemnly appointed to inquire into the expen-

diture j but with no other view or practical effect, than to defend and

confirm the system of profusion.

Under such circumstances and with such means as those now men-

tioned, the natural and legitimate good of peace, namely, the husbands

ing of the national resources, was thrown away ; and a systematic annual

amount of expense successfully established, which has cost the nation,

since 1815, nothing short of a hundred millions more than a real neces-

sity for providing for the public services required.

The great deficiency of the revenue in 1898 produced, for the first

time, after an uninterrupted peace of eleven years, any thing like an

effort on the pert of ministers to arrest the evil course of prodigality.

This deficiency led to the appointing of the Committee of Finance in

3c S
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1828 ; and it is but due to the Duke of Wellington to admit* that in

selecting the members of that Committee* he displayed a fair intention

of introducing a better plan of management. But this was an evanescent

merit ; for it was entirely obliterated by his refusal to re-appoint the

Committee in the session of 1829. Fortunately* however* the mass of

valuable materials the Committee had collected* in six months of inces-

sant labour^in the discharge of their duty* has not been suffered to be-

come* so much waste paper ; in consequence of the publication by the

chairman of the Committee in his work on “ Financial Reform/’

In this volume* all the Committee could have done by making reports*

has been accomplished ; and the public* therefore* has derived that ad-

vantage as to information on financial subjects* which the Committee;

had it been re-appointed* would have given.

The chief use of this publication consists in its having made it im-

possible for any administration again to deceive the public* in the way
former administrations have deceived it, with respect to what is neces-

&ay to bo expended* and what may safely be retrenched. So that at

length the true state of the <!ase may now be accurately known ; and
ft is only for the electors* of the United Kingdom to take the trouble

of making a proper use of the information which is within their reach*

to secure a proper guardianship of the public purse.

Notwithstanding* however* the progress which has thus been made* in

leading to correct opinions on the necessity and practicability of retrench-

ment* it may be set down as certain that every kind of effort will still con-

tinue to be made to maintain that any further retrenchment is not practi-

cable. The Tory party would commit a felo de se, in admitting that the

expenditure could be reduced ; and the Wings have already adopted the

scale of their predecessors, as the basis of their financial measures. The
host of officers of the army will set forth all kinds of appeals to national

vanity and false liberality* in favour of spending on the army six mil-

lions a-year in the sixteenth year of peace. The navy* though more
modest* and certainly not less entitled to consideration, will not be want-

ing in endeavouring to turn the national feelings and the national

prejudice for wooden-walls* into an excuse for spending another six mil-

lions a-year. The Ordnance will still contend for the privilege of wast-

ing several hundred thousands a-year in Government manufactures* civil

engineering* and military buildings. The civil departments will insist

that the double amount of charge which they cost, beyond what they

cost some twenty or thirty years ago* is all right.

In addition- to all this* a large class of well-meaning persons* who ha-
bitually form their opinion* on the authority* the very worst authority*

of military and naval officers* will fall into the snares that"will be laid

for them ; while a mass of timid people will allow their false apprehen-
sions of imaginary dangers to lead them to believe that England mu9t

inevitably become a department of France* or a province of Russia* if we
dp not go on spending as heretofore a sum of fifty millions a-year as

our peace- establishment.
' The author of “ Financial Reform ” has made it appear that he. was
fully sensible of the obstacles in the way of obtaining the consent of the
public to a large amount of reductions ; and very prudently prefaced his

suggestions respecting them by a general demonstration of the necessity
and practicability of making an extensive retrenchment. The manner
in which he has executed this task being so well calculated to secure the
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object lie had in viev, and all he has said on the subject being also so
thoroughly applicable to the present circumstances of our financial si-

tuation, that we feel we cannot do a more useful service to the cause of
retrenchment than giving at length what he has written in his prelimi-
nary view of the question. He says—

As to the practicability of retrenchment, the zeal with which all existing ex- «

penses are defended throws a considerable difficulty in the way of proving it. Each
public department stands prepared to give the most confident reasons why it it ab-
solutely necessary to keep up the scale of its expenditure to the exact point at which
it now is. Every kind of sophist^, insinuation, and assertion is worked up with
vast ingenuity into a case, to resist any attempt at. effective retrenchment; and not

.only Government and Parliament, but also the public, suffer themselves, in this way,
to'have their judgment influenced rather by the personal authority of official men,
who are always endeavouring to keep their respective services in the highest posai -

ble state of equipment and show, than by those principles of a sound system of
finance, which require that that portion of the public expense which is incurred for
military preparation and protection, should be regulated by the quantity and mea-
sure of the danger to he guarded against.

It is almost impossible for persons, not themselves in office, to have sufficient

knowledge of details, to be able to expose the fallacies on which the pleas for ex-
pense are enforced ; and the absence of such an exposure produces too often a belief
that the expense is necessary. The only mode, therefore, that is left for making out
a case to establish the practicability of retrenchment, is by reasoning on probabili-
ties, founded on those facts which are within the observation of every one. Although
this is necessarily an imperfect kind of proof, the facts of profusion which can be
adduced, when combined together and patiently examined, will be quite sufficient to

lead to conclusions that will leave no doubt on any unprejudiced and disinterested

mind.
1. When we see how great the expense of the army, navy, and ordnance services

is, in comparison with whatjt was in the peace preceding the war of 1793, we have
a right to infer, primA facie,

that the present expense is much too great ; and the

onus probandi rests, clearly, with those in authority, to point out what the circum-
stances qre which can justify so great an additional charge on the public. It may
be seen, by referring to the evidence taken before the Committee of Finance of 1829,
that they concurred in this opinion ; for they commenced the examination into each

of the above-mentioned departments by quoting a similar opinion of the Committee
of Finance of 1817 ; and by calling on the witnesses for an explanation of the causes

which had led to so expensive a peace-establishment as the present one.

After beginning their labours on such a principle, there can be little doubt that if

they had been re-appointed in the session of 1829, they would have recommended
considerable reductions in our military and naval forces to have been made, as soon

at the war in Turkey and the affairs of Greece were settled.

It is by no means sufficient to say, in order to meet the charge of profusion in the

military expenditure, that the services are in a very high state of efficiency ; for this

charge can he properly mot, only by showing that preparation and equipment have

not been carried beyond the point which manifest grounds of public necessity pre-

scribe. Unless this condition of necessity he taken into consideration, the expense

to he incurred for the public service would be a mere matter of fancy ; and might be

made twice what it is without any blamex provided that efficiency and equipment

were doubled at the same time. Although this principle of necessity appears to be

so evident as almost to make it unnecessary to point it out, every one must be sen-

sible, who has closely watched the reasoning of those military authoriticp>ficcdrding

to which our establishments are regulated, that it can have had hut little considera-

tion In their minds. *
Referring, therefore, to the fact of the very great present amount of the peace-esta-

blishment in comparison with what the establishment was prior to 1793 ; and no
satisfactory reasons having been given, grounded on a proper exposition of the danger

to be apprehended, to prove that a public necessity exists for fixing it at treble the

former amount, We come to the conclusion, that a case can be made out to showthai

retrenchment is practicable in our military and naval expenditure.^

f Tht* conclusion ii further established, in the same work, under the heads of Army an/lfavy

Expenditure.
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The »pilit of profusion which is admitted to have prevailed during the fast war,

coupled with the fact of nothing having since been effectually done to control it,

suggests another argument for its being possible to make a considerable redaction

In the expenditure. The nature, character, and extent of the war destroyed all pre-

viously established systems of control and economy. The facility of getting money
by loans, through the help of inconvertible bank paper and of the sinking fund, led

to that boundless expenditure in subsidies, expeditions, fortifications, military pen-

sions, civil superannuations, and increased salaries, which consumed so many mil-

lions, and of which we are now feeling the effects. Now, though the war is over,

the spirit of this profusion survives ; for it is not possible to point out any measure*

or system of measures, which has produced any general and decided change in it

;

and therefore there can be no doubt that if a strlet spirit of economywere substituted

Instead of this spirit of profusion, a great deal of the present expenditure might be

reduced?

3. The numerous reports on the public departments for the management of the

public expenditure, which have been made by Commissions of Inquiry and Se-

lect Committees of the House of Commons, Bhow that there is not one of these de-

partments, of which the constitution and organization is not extremely defective.

Every department has more branches, and every branch more officers and clerks,

than would he necessary if a proper principle of consolidation were adopted, for the

despatch of public business, and for the control of the individuals entrusted with it.

In addition to this, the forms ofdoing business are ancient and cumbersome. Reforma-

tion, which has made such universal inroads into ancient institutions, and with inch

universal advantage, has been successfully excluded from the public offices ; returns

are required of what is doing, to a useless extent ; checks are heaped upon checks, of

no real use ;
correspondence is carried on between office and office, and between the

offices and individuals, in a manner quite uncalled for by any public object ; salaries

have been immensely increased ;
pensions and superannuations have been lavishly

regulated, and very large sums of money have been squandered on official resi-

dences.*

With proofs upon proofs of the existence of these facts, the conclusion cannot be

shaken, that a gTeat saving of expense would be the consequence of such a revision

of all the departments, as would introduce modem improvements, instead of a sys-

tem of organization and regulation, of which the origin may he traced back to cen-

turies from the present time. t.

4. The complicated and multifarious methods of keeping accounts in all the pub-
lic offices ; the numerous and dilatory methods of auditing them : and the Almost
incredible fact, that there is not made up in any office such a document as an ac-
count of the actual annual expenditure of the public money ; Bhow that there !* rea-

son for presuming, that if all this were changed, and a simple, uniform, and accu-
rate system of public accounts introduced in its stead, a great retrenchment might
be made in all the official establishments ; at the same time that the public money
would be under a more secure custody. < The annual accounts that are laid before

Parliament are confined to the Exchequer receipts and issues ; they leave millions
unexplained and unaccounted for in detail. They state, for instance, the expendi-
ture of the army, navy, and ordnance, no further than the gross amount of the
issues for each of these services.**

With respect to the principles on which retrenchment should be conducted,
it Is of the greatest importance that these should be well considered, and, when
decided upon, most severely adhered to. No person can have his mind in a per-
fectly fit state to form a judgment on any question of retrenchment, without having
apquira^the habit by previous study of referring to what the uses and object of go-
vurnm&jLare, and the grounds on which taxes can justly he required to be paid.
The greSPenror which is commonly committed is taking the utility of an expendi-
ture as a sufficient justification of it ; whereas, however useful it.may-he, if it can-
no*: be shown to be absolutely necessary for securing some public ofject that could
not be bed by any other means, it is superfluous, and ought to be discontinued. It
Is not an uncommon opinion among those persons who are in situations to have con*
siderable influence in matters effluence, that we ought first to secure all therete-

• There was paid, in five yean to ISIS, goitt. for expence* incurred in official residences.—
Pap. Com. Vim No. 194.

* Report on Putite Account* of Messrs. BrooJtsbank and Belts, p. A new plan ofaccounts, of
aontUierable merit, ha* been on trial for some time in the Navy Office. It hat been conducted by
Mr, Deai Thompson.
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tine we can, and then regulate the expenditure according to it. Others allow them,
selves to be guided by their feelings and their passion® j: and not having formed, by
proper researches, any fixed principles of the science of legislation, are continually
favouring expense, and resisting economy, when cases of apparent individual hard,
ship come before them s not recollecting what those persons suffer, who pay the taxes
for providing for the effects of their mistaken compassion and unjustifiable liberality
with the public money. If right principles were referred to, they would suggest that
taxation is the price we pay for government ; and that every particle of expense that
is incurred beyond what necessity absolutely requires for the preservation of social

order, and for protection against foreign attack, is waste, and an unjust and oppres-
sive imposition upon the public. Every minister, and every member of parliament,
who has the power to spend or to save the public money, should do his best to pre-

vent the wants of the state from depriving the pco^Je of the means of providing for
> their wants ; and therefore economy and frugality, which are virtues in % private

station, from their vast influence upon national happiness in a public station, become
gthe most pressing of duties.

The arguments set forth in these pages of “ Financial Reform/* leave

nothing to be added, to establish beyond all question the necessity and
practicability of retrenchment, and the principles on which it ought to

be conducted. This extract should be #read repeatedly by every elector

of the United Kingdom ; and the liberal part of the public press could

do nothing better calculated to point out what candidates should be re-

quired to undertake Jo perform, than republishing it frequently before

the general election.

Before we proceed to point out in detail where savings of expense

may be made, we consider it necessary to suggest that the first thing

every candidate should be required to promise to do, is to use hie utmost

exertions in Parliament to secure a proper system of public accounts.

The fact which is mentioned in the preceding quotation “ that there

is not made up in any office or department such a document as an ac-

count
#
of the actual annual expenditure of the public money,** is alone

sufficient to impress on any thinking mind the absolute necessity of

making the new-modelling of the public accounts, the first object to be

sought after and secured. This single fact speaks volumes, in confirma-

tion* of the settled plan of our rulers to carry expense to its utmost

limit ; because nothing could more effectually lead to this end than con-

cealing from the public eye the true state of the expenditure. By so

doing, they knew they were able to spend qll th^y,wished to spend,

without control and with impunity ;
and the result proves the advantage

they took of this protection of their extravagance.

In the next article, the late Budget will be examined, in order to

show the cause of the deficiency of the Revenue to the amount of

£1,200,000, on the last 5th of July, and to point out the measures which

the public interest requires to beVadopted.

CHEAP PERIODICALS.*

J)h Fob is the first author of the whole class of periodical literature

which rises above a, mere gazette or bulletin, . and endeavours toreason

and joke as well as to disseminate the news or lies of the day^
^

His

* Chambers* Edinburgh Jburita!, No. I. to XXVIII. The Fanny Magazine, No.

I. te XXI. Saturday Magazine, No. I. to VII. The Schoolmaster Nos, I. to III.
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racy sketches of character and manners, not unworthy of Steele himself,
f< The Tatler

w
carried the kind of paper startedby “ The Freeborn Eng-

lishman ” to perfection. “ The Spectator ” which succeeded it/obtained a
higher name, less, perhaps, for its intrinsic merits than, because of its

more ambitious pretensions. Johnson and others mistook entirely the

character of these periodicals, and the source* of their popularity. The
grave essays of Addison might be admired by the few, but they were
only tolerated by the many, and that because of the interesting gossip

of the day with which they were surrounded. The body of the work
was an exact image of the business and spirit of the age, and the moral

' essays,were acceptable because they dove-tailed into this, received and
reflected light upon it. “ The Tatler/' in particular, expatiates over the
whole fielcLpf political news. The Newspapers of oijr day are the gen-
uine successors of the Tatlers and Spectators—they are the full growth
of that which these works present to us in its infancy. All attempts to

get up “ Spectators " or “ Tatlers** in our day must fail ; their interest

is too partial. To attempt to cram such a work down the throats of

the public, is like the insane efforts of some worthy Celts to squeeze the
expanded intelligence and wants of the age into the social forms of by-

gone times. Even the “ Spectator, " in seeking to eschew the virulent

party spirit of the period by relinquishing the field of politics, failed for

that very reason to lay so strong a hold upon the public mind.

It is inconceivable even to those most accustomed to reflect upon the

matter, how the progress of society has been accelerated by these

Sibylline leaves of the press. They have contributed to this good work,

not by striking out new ideas, but simply by facilitating their interchange

between man and man. Compare the clods whom we find vegetating in

the thinly inhabited outskirts of our land, brooding over a few home-
spun ideas, all " of the earth earthy/* and incapable of clearly communi-
cating even these, with the apprehensive and versatile denizens of a mer-
cantile or manufacturing town, and you will see at once how wits

sharpen one another. Something of the same kind, hut immensely spore

extensive and powerful in its workings, is effected by our thousands of
Newspapers which cross and jostle each other, hurrying to carry to every
nook and corner of the empire a vivid picture of the thoughts, deeds, and
feelings of all the rest; The activity and intelligence disseminated
through the land by these means, will not of themselves, make a moral

. nation, but they are the best, and indeed the only preparatives. * The
workings of these great enlighteners the Newspapers, might have been
increased a hundred-fold, but for the short-sighted policy which has
leaded them with a tax so heavy as to place them far beyond . the pur-
chase-power of the majority.

This tax was imposed at first, we believe, without any sinister motive.
It^gaS^posed at a time when the power and tendency of theorgan of
thoS^ht^Ihe full development of which it now impedes, waa^fatey only
of dim foreboding. That it has, however, been f!njf
exorbitant amount, for the sole purpose of checkirig*%®T fettering the
press, no man in his senses can doubt. Why then do those ministers
who have been brought into power by professions of attachment to libeHy
in general, and the liberty of the press in particular,—the ministers
who, in opposition to court favour and intrigue, a wealthy aristocracy,
and a subtle and reckless body of beggarly partisans, have been kept in
place mainly by the exertions ofthis burdened and manacled giant,—why
do they not hasten to free from undue restrictions the power to which
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they owe every thing? Is it that self-knowledge makes them dread
the discovery of their real character by those who have hitherto sup-
ported them ?

It is false and foolish to say that the Newspaper tax keeps down only
the worst portions of the press. The “ Age ” and the « John Bull"
ilourish in despite of it, but even in its tender non-age it crushed Addi-,
son's “ Spectator/' In the very number of that work in whioh the im-
position of the tax, and the necessary increase of the price consequent
upon it, are announced, considerable doubt is expressed whether it would
not be better to drop it at once. From No. 461 it would appear, that

• *n consequence of the rise in the price, several coffee-houses had ceased
to take in the “ Spectator." In No. 488, notice » taken of the complaints
of subscribers on the score of expense ; and a few numbers afterwards
it becomes evident that a plan has been arranged for letting the work
softly down.*
The oppressive .nature of the newspaperwtax has of late induced

some desperate men to brave the penalties of the law; and the ex-
tent of their sales, before the officials of Gav^jnment pounced upon
them, has suggested those cheap publications which have given rise to
our present train of reflection, and a list of the. most important of
which we have given in a note. The very fact, that they are an experi-
ment to try how much may be done without transgressing the law/shews
the anxious care which must ever press upon the editors, and fetter ti^ir

exertions. It is, at the same time, a sufficient guarantee, that, to a
large and interesting portion of that field, over which a newspaper must
expatiate, in order to fill up the measure of its interest and usefulness,

they are debarred access. They can only be regarded as a promise of
what may be achieved when the taxes upon knowledge are withdrawn.
The success of Chambers' Journal—which has already attained to a cir-

culation of 28,000 copies, and is, moreover, reprinted both in London
and America—shews that the people do not wish writings that shall

cater only to one taste or craving of their intellectual nature, but that

they are ravenous for information. This work, which, as the oldest, we
deem it our duty to mention first, is a pleasing mixture of amusing and
instructive extracts from all kinds of authors, with frequent essays, by
Hubert. Chambers, than whom no man knows better how to depict, with

ti graphic power, and in a kindly spirit, that portion of society which hap

fallen under his immediate observation. The plan of the work was con-

ceived, and has energetically and skilfully been carried into execution

by his brother William, who has also contributed a variety of papers full

of valuable statistical information. As a repertory of solid instruction and

delightful illustration of fire-side morals, it is invaluable. We fervently «

hope, that its esteemed conductors may long find it as advantageous to

their own pockets, as it promises to be to tho minds of the reading

public.

Partly because 6f the danger that attends any encroachment upomthe
%#ovince of taxed newspapers, but partly, also, we believe, from a fear

/{ restricting the circulation of the Journal, all political allusions are

carefully excluded, by the Messrs. Chambers. Perhaps in a financial

p6int of view they are right ; but we regret this limitation of its

of utility. The violent wrench by which public and private life of

late years been separated in this country is most dangerous. late

• See an article on the sale of the a Spectator/* in the « Penny Magazine” forJune 14th*
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dominant party felt, that the principles upon which they acted in public

'

business, must have ruined domestic happiness and morality, if brought

home to the fireside. They had nothing left for it but to assert, that

political and domestic morality rested upon entirely different principles.

The consequences need scarcely be enumerated. The men who told

< lies, or, from interested motives, acted contrary to their conscience in

public, sullied irredeemably the purity of their mind. They could not

lay aside their had practices like a pair of dirty overalls on their

return home. Another evil was the habit superinduced of sneering

at every expression of public spirit. Never was there a moment of

our history when we were more in need than we are at present of a

bold and energetic teacher—such a one as Luther was, or Cobbett

might have been—a man who, in a plain and perspicuous manner, could

unravel to the understandings all the complex relations of our social

system, and, with overpowering eloquence, enforce the necessity of

bringing to bear upon every public action tlie same stern higli-toned

standard of morality which we apply in the transactions of private

life. This deficiency “ The Schoolmaster
11
promises to supply—with what

success we are scarcely entitled to say—for only three numbers of the

work have yet appeared. This, however, we can say, that, if delicate

moral tact, riqji powers of illustration, and a rarely equalled flow of hu-
mour be any guarantee, the domestic duties of “The Schoolmaster

1 '

(Schoolmistress?) will be admirably performed; and that, if sterling

honesty/ great shrewdness, and a heart void of guile, are of any avail,

his political tuition will be equally valuable.

The “ Penny Magazine/
1

although it contains much valuable matter, we
look upon as a hopeless case. It is conducted upon the same principle

as all the other works of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Know-
ledge, and that we humbly conceive to be radically wrong. It is this

.

Every work must be submitted, in rotation, to all the members of the

committee of management ; who cut and carve, add, delete, and trans-

pose at their pleasure, till every feature of originality or individuality

is expunged, and nothing remains but the most woful commonplace.*
The illustrious second and third-rate intellects who compose that body
succeed uniformly in reducing everything to their ow^n level. Hence,
while every other of our multitudinous “ Libraries

11
and “ Miscellanies**

has produced one or more volumes of mark and note, not one of those

ushered into the world, under the auspices of the Society, have lived in

the minds of men, notwithstanding the pertinacity of the array of hire-

ling puffers, who have sought to trumpet them into notoriety. But, if

this hold true of one volume, much more in the case of a Journal, to

which the superintending energy of one mind, giving it a character and
a definite aim, can alone ensure success. What we here insinuate, with
respect to the “ Penny Magazine/

1

holds eminently good with respect to its

ape and would-be rival, the genteelly sanctified “ Saturday Magazine/*
Their characters may be expressed in few words, neither of them will

do any harm.

* Such members of the Society as are vernnt in the leriguage may translate
following stamp, and take the translation to themselves for their pains. '

,
Gleich Geist von einem Chemicus

Durch den Retort getriebm—
Zum Teufel 1st der Spiritus

Das Phlegm# 1st geblieben*
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IRELAND, TITHES, AND MR. STANLEY.

Every post brings evidence, even from Heaven’s four quarters, that
w6 live amidst brave and ardent hearts. Does Poland weep, and have
we not tears for her ? Does Germany mourn, and has not Britain a
sigh ? Is France, Belgium, or Greece, yea, or even remote Apierica,
engaged in death-struggle with her vengeful tyrants, and have not
the mothers of Britain a heaving bosom and an applauding word ?

Ireland-—misgoverned, wretched Ireland >—for her alone is no sympathy
to be shown ? Shall we denounce Metternich,* execrate Miguel, consign
Nicholas to the lowest depths of perdition, and at the same instant, and
with the same breath, vote a supply of bayonets in redress of Irish
wrongs, and supplicate a full breeze to waft our admiral to Cove ? - The
truth is, we neglect the Irish because we do not know them ; we shew
so little sympathy with their complaints, because we are quite ignorant
of what the grievances are which have roused them into passive rebellion.

The view we have been generally taught*to take of the tithe question;

at once conceals our own personal interests in its righteous decision,

and shuts our minds to the oppression under which our brethren groan.
We not only do not comprehend that they are truly fighting our battles,

that the blood of which Sir Pulteney Malcolm has been sent in'. qgusst

will he shed in defence of our own religioun liberties, as truly as (hat
which dyed the heath of Marston Moor ; but we are still even 'IMf in

doubt whether it will be shed in defence of an enlightened icrah of

the religious liberties of Ireland. Half-opinions are the death of energy.

To deliver our countrymen from the dominion of half opinions in this

momentous case, is the object of our present writing. We shall add
no formal appeal. The facts will speak, if they are once understood ;

and when they are understood, the Irish Secretary may send his tithe

bills to the tomb of the Capulets.

It is quite unnecessary to disguise that we are to advocate in this

article no plan of “ commutation." What we want is “ extinction

utter and immediate abolition ; and although Mr. Stanley appears to

imagine them convertible terms, or at least that a promise of extinction

can be fulfilled by a most lame attempt at commutation, we believe ,we

shall not fail in our undertaking to point out the difference.

In the second number of this Magazine, there appeared a sort of

scientific illustration of the fact, that titheg raise the price of produce,

and therefore necessarily fall upon the consumer of that produce.

Were the conditions of the actual case, such as supposed in (hat abstract

problem, it would be clear as an axiom that no individual within these

seas could buy his loaf without paying oneiftmth of its value to the

church ; but, although there do exist certain circumstances which

practically modify the result, they have no other effect than that of exi-

tending,the sphere of the oppression beyond the limits of tithed lang,

'and by this means of appearing to lighten its weight. The whole land

tof the country, it is well known, is not subject to tithe ; Scotland, and

a considerable part of England and Wales, having been long relieved

from .it, by compulsory or voluntary commutations. It may in fact be

stated, without serious error, that one-half of Great Britain is free from

the tithe-tax ; and the consequences are manifest in the vast superiority

and completeness of the cultivation of this entitled half. The question

is, what effect the impost exercises, under these actual circumstances.
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upon our population ? and, as we deem it a question on which the lives

of our brethren are at present depending, we earnestly trust that the

following statement of its result will he comprehended without the

exercise of too arduous thought. When we refer to the awful issues,

that mfiy be involved in what wre write, we are almost unfitted for the

assumed task, by very anxiety. Let us entreat from our countrymen a

willing ear. To represent the case in something of a tangible nature,

or at least sensible form, suppose that the two annexed lines exhibit tho

relative extent of cultivation of our tithed and untithed

soils; the cultivation of the latter having advanced

from the best soil at A gradually down as far as the

comparatively barren soil at B, and that of the former

having stopt at D, a soil much better than B, as it is

less removed from the best soils at A and C, but not

more profitable to the farmer, in consequence of the

noxious operation of the tax. Remove the burthen

under which the tithed land labours ; and, as all cause

of inequality will thus be removed, the tendency will

clearly be, that the cultivation of the two territories

become immediately equalized. To become equalized,

however, as neither more nor less corn can be re-

quired than before, the cultivation of the one must
advance, and that of the other recede to meet it. The
process of equalization will therefore be somewhat of

this sort :—The culture of the formerly tithed land

will advance to a certain point E, and that of the for-

merly free land will recede from the unfertile soils at

B to the point F, where the soils correspond with

those at E. Now, as it is well known that the price of corn is deter-

mined by the cost of its production on the lowest soils cultivated, the
new price will be the money required to raise it on the soil F or E.,

whereas its former price was the higher sum necessary to raise it on the
more unproductive land at B. The difference of the expense, then,

of raising corn on the soils at F and B, is just what every consumer in

the country pays in consequence of the existence of tithes ; and it is

from this tax, this increment on the price of bread paid by each con-
sumer, that tithe is drawn. From this source alone, tithe is extracted

:

for the only other source available is rent ; and it might easily be made
clear that, after the abolition of, tithes, the aggregate rental of the
country would be almost the same as before. We scarcely know an
amount of sacrifice to which we would not submit, if it could but tend
to impress upon our countrymen the great truth here established.

Titiie paid.hy the con^’mer ! Let the fact be but once known,—let it

be understood even in half its significancy, and tithe is gone, and Ire
land peaceful and free. Such is indeed the undisguised character of
£hat impost, on account of which Government is apparently preparing
to pacify our hapless sister island by the argument of the sabre, and to

plunge her families into mourning ! We must contemplate so serious a
matter with yet deeper attention, and follow out its details.

Our hatred of Tithe is utter, unextinguishable, relentless and we
can show reason for our detestation. In the' first place, we hold it

worthy of all hatred, as a mere provision of finance. It is an impost,
be it observed, upon the first necessaries of life ; and, of course, paid by
every man, woman, and child, in proportion to their consumption <rf

V
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these necessaries. Now, however we differ in wealth, we must all live ;

and many a wealthy man consumes, perhaps, less of these coarse pro.
ducts of the soil than the poor man. The tax must, therefore, be re-
garded as a poll-tax ; a tax levied upon the whole inhabitants of the
three kingdoms, by so much per head, and without regard to wealth,
station, or condition. It is a tax towards which the Aristocrat, who rolls

in his inherited purple, or wallows in the spoliation of pragjnces, and who
deposits his spawn upon the benefices of the favoured Church, contributes
in no greater amount than the haggard mob-man and his starving chil-

dren. The beggar upon the streets does not consume his mouldy mor-
sel, without as well serving the Church's revenue as the noble lady at her
li&urious luncheon. And is it a question to be put, in these days, when
a knowledge of economical science is so general, and the principles of
righteous taxation so widely understood—that a provision of this odious
kind, drawing, as it does, its indiscriminate and burdensome supply
without the least regard to the property or condition of the burdened
individual, shall be allowed longer to remain upon our statute-book?

Evil taxation is the modern form* of tyranny; it is thus alone that the
rich man can now lay his heavy finger upon the loins of the poor : and
well appears the secret to be understood by the Church ! But the tithe

impost is not atrocious merely in reference to its financial character,

or when the mode of its incidence alone is viewed. To perceive the. op-
pression in its whole length and breadth, we must look at the partiality

of its application. Every one know s that tithes go to the upholding of a

certain specific form of religious belief, and are, of course, devoted to

the sole benefit of such as subscribe to its peculiar creed : and, now,

that we have become acquainted with the contributors to the tithe-

raised revenues—even the whole inhabitants of Great Britain and Ire-

land, indiscriminately ; let us notice what number draw any boon from

the application of them. In England, which is the stronghold of the

favoured creed, at least four-sevenths of the whole inhabitants are dis-

senters ; most of whom hate the Church, and the others view it with

indifference :—In Ireland, the dissenters amount to at least six-se-

venths ; and, in Scotland, almost to a man, we are heretics. Mark;

then, the real state of the present system of things. Out of twenty-six

millions of population, eighteen have no earthly connexion with the

Established Church, nor interest in her concerns ; and of these eighteen

millions, every individual is as severely taxed in her behoof as any indi-

vidual of the eight who adhere to her ! Require we another word to

explain our detestation of tithes ? Shall we permit the eight millions to

fleece the eighteen ? Shall we, we Scotsmen, whose fathers did some small

deeds in old times,—deeds of which fond mothers have often told arous*

ing tales to their children, in behalf of our religious freedom, in behalf

of another form of the very question now under ^discussion,—ait tamely

by while the fateful struggle is proceeding, and permit our money to

be voted away for the appalling purpose of bayoneting the brave mejf

who have no words in their mouths but those for which our forefa-

thers died, and follow no example but that which shed an unfading

lustre over our native land? Oh, Ireland U miserably havfr you been

wronged, perseveringly aggrieved, trampled op ; but surely this last

injury, this completion Of all insults, is not one that ean be offered you 1

In this the first morning of freedom, the very birth-hour of liberty,

when you ask a fish shall we give you a serpent ? When you demand
justice, and with your own, claim also our deliverance, shall we answer
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you by the trampling of horses and the sabre's clash ? Countrymen ! la

it a reason for your bayoneting the Irish, that, in consequence of local

circumstances, they have been aroused to the feeling of this system of

religious intolerance, while you are still the dupes of its contrivers?.

Can it diminish your interest, in the issue of the struggle, that the Irish

have a still greater interest, nml have been goaded on to take a lead in

it by a near of the oppression resting upon us all, a familiarity

with the object of that oppression, and a more than average share of its

load? In truth, Ireland knows thoroughly the meaning of a church

without members, and parsons without a charge ! They thought her power-

less ;
so long and so safely to be despised, that they withdrew all veil,

and ’ blustered before her in undisguised enormity. The Aristocrats’

church, or the Aristocrats' spawning bed—for, as we have already

hinted, they are one,—could command respect only from distant tran9-

montane Scotsmen; it was in the midst of Irishmen, and they under-

stood it well. Great, too, have been their own special grievances?

IVhat is termed small tithe scarcely exists except in Ireland ; and, at

any rate, has no influence even of an indirect kind upon us. The black-

guard proctor,—for desperate men were uniformly selected for a task to

which none but a desperate man would address himself,—had a right to

obtrude ljis ill-favoured visage into the cottagers garden—to demand ac-

count of the fruits of his private and most sacred industry—to tithe off

the produce of the garden-beds cultivated by his wife or children—to

attach his tenth calf, his tenth lamb, or his tenth pig,—to take, in short,

the tenth of every thing that could be converted into fat, or that half

fluid sort of red, ill-odoured, clotted stuff, lie terms blood, by the agency

of the capacious paunch which had expanded itself into a receptacle for

the first fruits of the whole parish ! Did Irishmen, sometimes, make
the process-server eat his process? Wc wonder they did no wc.rse. Did
they card the proctor? We admire the nation whose despair could be
tempered by a joke. Have they, now and then, overpassed the bounds of

righteous anger* and been entrapped into brutality and crime ! Wc com-
pare tli# infrecpiency of the offence with the magnitude and constancy

of the provocation. We refer to the nation's scheme of passive resis-

tance, to their well-ordered and temperate resolution to be free, as a

.proof of how much they are belied by our tourists ; for such men cannot

be barbarians ! In the reports of our Honourable House, we perceive

many preferences to the distress of clergymen, and much horror at the

opposition to the “ divine authority of law •'* but there is no tribute to

the peacefulness, the mercy, the signal forbearance of this much op-

pressed and troddon-down people. Never shall we forget the debt

Wing by all freemen to our present assembly of Commons,—to their

unsurpassed resolution, their unwearied constancy ; but its members
have trulfr much to leaxp, and are ptill grievously beset by lowbrowed,
vulgar prejudices. The mob-man wears coarse cloth and eats coarser

fare, and eke, may be, in rags ; but his sufferings have been far deeper

than those of the mitre-man, and his feelings no less keen. This and
other lessons can be taught our legislators only by the agency of “ mob-
influence.*

1 Countrymens! let us see to it, and gratefully provide a
suitable* education for our friends !

But we^aSo to fcafe a “ commutation and the Irish are to be bay-
oneted bnly/hecause they obstinately reject Mr. Stanley's kindness.
What a mockery.there w in this, word commutation, and what an insult

in its'jw.etenataxis. as a reform ! It must be dear even to a child, that
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the only tithe reform of which the nation can accept is a change which
would remove or lighten the two odious influences of the impost above
described,-—which would give it an incidence somehow proportionate to
the payers property, and insure its application in a manner more gen-
erally suitable to the welfare or wishes of the entire population. These
are the two brands which stamp tithe as most odious ; they are the
marks which have set it apart as a condemned thing ; apd the question
as to righteous or acceptable commutation is this,—Can these be done
away, so long as tithe in any form is preserved '? It is our fixed opinion
that they cannot : we believe them no mere accidents or concomitants
of the impost/but inherent in its very nature ) and were there necessity,

^e could soon show grounds for our belief. Mr. Stanley, howevet? does
not make a call upon our arguments ; for lie does not pretend, even to
enter upon the inquiry. Some vague promise indeed we have, of a
Church Reform, in nubibvs

;

but of what kind may be augured from
our Reformer's celebrated declaration that church property is to be held
as sacred as rent. In regard of the financial question, he has the sole

object to make tithe if possible less odlbus

:

to render it less- hateful
appears never to have entered into his thoughts. He would remove, if

at all possible, the feeling of the burden ; he would lighten its apparent
weight : but the burden itself, or the real weight, lie will riot attempt to

remove. A sore exists, an unsightly political ulcer, and he has no wish
to cure it, but merely—as ifby aid of our able friend Liston—to cover it, if

possible, w ith a new skin. To collect tithes in name of the landlord,

and thereby to save the clergy from disagreeable contact with their pa-

rishioners, is an object dear to Mr. Stanley as the very apple of his eye ;

and if he fails in enabling the landlord to collect the full amount of

tithe, his whole bill fails. We believe it will fail; we believe that its

provisions, even if allowed full and free exercise, will in a short time

utterly fail, for they are founded on no true views of economy ; but mis-

chief is ingenious, and, even in their failure, they will provide for tithe's

permanency as a Pow,-Tax. The slang notion,has hitherto been, that

tithes fall upon rent. Bishops and Archbishops oracularly pronounced

it ; and John Lord Eldon gave it his legal imprimatur, when he * reprov-

ed " the Marquis of Lansdow ne for uttering the word “ tax.” How then

have tlie Landlords borne it ? Have they contrived no means of throwing;

the imaginary burden from their shoulders? and should it turn

consequence of Mr. Stanley's bill that some jpart of it really*%H upon

rent, wr
ill they demand no relief from the actual burdens? What they

did when frightened merely, we all know/ and may hence augur wbat

they will do when hurt. At the present niomei% they are in the en-

joyment of a "countervail for ,the fancied incidence of tithes upon lifeir

incomes ; and although we might shame them out of that conntervail on

the passing of a measure of i&tinction, we may depend upon it, they

will be little disposed to give it up or permit Its diminution, if we really

burden them by a measure of commutation. It is notorious that the

corn-law is mainly defended by a consideration of tlie presumed extra-

ordinary burdens lying updh land ; ftftd if tithe be made to fall actually

upon rent, and the present suppositious burden thus converted into a real

burden, there can exist no doubt that a part of this ineidentaLyroteetf«0

duty will be put down to the account of compensation for it, and con-

secrated accordingly. The protecting duty, as fdl the world knows, protects

rent by tawing the consumer}’ and here again thereforewe -are, after alt

our Irish secretary's midnight study—his boftstjing, and vapouring, and
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loud speaking^-exactly in our former situation with Tituk as a Poll-
Tax : only that, instead of having the feeble clergy to contend with,

we are pitted Against the whole agricultural interest in the House of

Commons, backed by their House of Mischief ! Patience fails us to cho-

.

rasterise this insult to the feelings of the nation, this piece of unvar-

nished humbug. Extinction of tithes, forsooth ! Why, instead of even
pretending to extinguish them, this wilful and insolent young man takes

the keeping of them out of hands weak and irremediably paralyzed, and
confides them to a party which he conceives powerful enough to ward off

the arm of justice for half a fentury to come ; and he terms his act,

conciliation of Ireland ! \%hat we wish at present is, that all this be

knowa. We unveil before our countrymen the real claims of this arlste-

erotica! reform ; we show them a law, about to be imposed upon us, which

can pretend to no higher sanction than might be pled for an edict of

Miguel or Nero ; and we inform them that it is on account of her brave

resistance to such despotism, on the part of a presuming scion of a Saxon
house,—her worn out long-suffering of the freaks of a vain youth, who
approached her shores but to insult her,—-that British daggers are to be

soon sheathed in Irish bosoms, and that unhappy country clothed in her

shroud

!

What provokes us most in our contemplation of this outrageous defi-

ance of justice and true law, is not only its own demerits, but the signal

ignorance and contempt thereby manifested of an opportunity to set an

important question for ever at rest, and to save the country from pro-

longed and disastrous agitations. Our view of the opportunity is indeed

widely different from that of Mr. Stanley and the Tories, who are cheer-

ing him on. His aristocratic mind can take in the idea of no opportu-

nity but one,—an opportunity to bolster up old abuses for a few paltry

years—to lengthen out the dominion of the oligarchy over tlu^many—
to sacrifice the rights of freemen and the peace of the empire upon
the altar of a fusty corporation, and to immolate justice at the shrine

of prejudice. That he has done, or at least endeavoured to accomplish

all this, he probably esteems his highest glory ; for narrow intellects are

uniformly tinctured with fanaticism. To say that the opportunity to

perform an act which might stand the test of time, an act which might
embody some of those grand principles that are ever evolving and assu-

ming a wider dominion, as the destinies of the world unfold,—was now
within Jjff- Stanley’s reach, were to say that a deaf man might hear, or a
despot love mankind. He has missed it, and that is enough ; his eye is

not formed for a stretch to 'Immortality, as the gorgeous vista was right

before him, and he gazed—prone to the earth ! Let his biographer but
state this, ami he may save himself the trouble of commentary. The
fact is clear and damning,—that he might, but would not,—that Ireland

demanded the actualizing of religious charity, the removal of bloated

oppression, and he doggedly leagued himself with the oligarch, and, to

pacify Ireland, invoked the sabre J Is it asked what we want—what we
die angry with him for not doing-—what we are as certain must yet be
done, as that the sun marches through*the heavens ? If one man can
still put the question in very igngrance, let him meditate upon our
answer. It is here :

—

Tithe ought to have been abolished, utterly, immediately ; and along
with it that duty which the landlords imposed, in pretended countervail
of a burden that never fell upon them. This had been just, and was
practicable : it had stood the buffet of opinion, and no storm would have

Q
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* * *

shaken the arrangement. The q*te$ftiofc as to tlie Established Church
remains, and we had been still willing to treat ft even upon the doctrine*

now fit vogue. The sum required for ft* support in the different coun-
ties ought to have been raised within the several counties, upon the
known principles of fair and defeasible finance ; by means, perhaps, of
a modified property-tax. Mr. Senior objects to this as an increase of the
burdens of the people ; but he foolishly overlooks that the tax remitted,

compared With the tax imposed, presses with at least a tenfold force.

That the new import might have been comparatively light in amount as

well as nature, wo are prepared to uphold, from what we find written iff

books on Church and State polity, by revererfd prelates, as well at from
What is due to religion. “ The immediate and direct motive/* says

Bishop Marfeh, a which operates in the establishment of a religion, is its

Utility to the State ; and that Utility, viz. to tho State, will be greater Of
kss, in proportion to the number and influence of the party which pro-

fesses it.** Our inference from the foregoing will hardly be denied,—
that the money paid for it should be pipportionate to its utility. To
this maxim should be joined tw o others upheld by common observation,

and common prudence :—A cllurcli with few members, m order to Hava
the maximum eflii iducy, ought to be a poor or fcvon a missionary church

;

and—A rich church anywhere is in signal danger of becoming an unpo*
pular, if not a despised one. In the formei of these maxims w e merely
i (impress the secret of that moral power by which all creeds have fought

their way against ol^tacles ;
and, in the latter, allusion is made to a far

deeper principle than the danger of exciting en*y in the atrabilious and
malignant. Envy, hatred, and contempt, arc caused not by mere sta-

tion, but by the want of those moral qualities and that dignity of mind
which command respect, station is on*y hazardous as it- tends to inflate

us with *pride, to sunder ns from sympathy with tlie multitude of our

fellow-pilgrims, to render us contemptible. These are the effects of

iiches Upon the rich man Christ’s emphatic sentence still rests ; and al-

icndy in tho twin churches of our sister kingdoms has it wrought out its

cursnc.

Our principles of Church Reformation are thus shortly unfolded.

They will yet triumph o\er our opponents. The day has dawned in

which tho application of moral tiuth to the process of political regene-

ration, is no longer to he laughed at as a dream. Not many years will

elapse until justice shall rule in Great Britain ; and, flowing from her

high example, as light fiom tho bun, the principles of* justice will one

day renovate the witheied and wintry old world, and advance religion,

and nourish peace in ages and amongst generations, from whom Mt
Stanley himself has shut out all knowledge of his name.

TIIE SUICIDE.

FROM TBS FRENCff.

Adieu, too barren waste of earth,

Ye pangs of life, thou freezing sun ‘

A phantom pale at morning's birth

1 pass away> perceiv'd of none ;

Yf palms of an inpaortal spring,

Her fluttering fee&e quett of you
My spirit leave*, and folds her w nig,

Adieu

I

:\ itVOL. I.
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LIFE AND WRITINGS OF THEODOR KORNER.

^UtT&v — «f?l JTflK ndv^KXi,
Wr,rii$ i' tv fiaxetf*|i n ^*7^1 e<Wi.

ALC/EU8.

Dkatii has been fearfully ambitious of late. The mould is yet fresh

on the groves of Gotlie, Cuvier, Bilderdyk, Niebuhr, Crabbe, Bentham,
Mackintosh, Perier, and others of whose names nations were proud.

Whilg we write, his hand cs stealing towards another brow, from which
it has already reft the crown of intelligence ; and menaces the world

with a funeral which shall strike the hearts of millions with sorrow and
astonishment. The period cannot now be far distant, when all the re-

maining worthies of the age shall have exchanged their inheritance of

the Present, for the Past. As their voices successively fall mute, we feel

that the earth is growing dumb and barren. We look despondingly

around for the new actors wild should succeed to the parts which these

have left vacant and unoccupied,—and amidst the animation of

our present hopes, and the exultation of our present triumphs, we re*

collect with a chilling sense of admonition, that the era which has been

distinguished by so many great achievements, has also (thus evenly does

the scale of human felicity seem to be poized) been darkened by the fal-

ling asleep of those whose presence was a privilege and a pride to their

generation.

In some respects, indeed, we fear that we have fallen upon evil times.

In the higher departments of mental exertion we now seek with little

success for something that may afford a promise whereupon to fasten

nur hopes for the future. The great array of strong and briffht-souled

men who have for so many years advanced and guarded the circuit of

our literature, arc leaving to other hands a charge which their own great

triumphs have rendered still more graye and trying than, when they-,

received the inheritance. It is no light task which they will bequeath.

It will demand rare endowments, sedulous diligence, and true singleness

of purpose ; above all, a sincere, nay, almost a religious spirit of dedi-

cation, which alone can array the mind to its worthy performance.

u And Echo answered 1 Where are they?’
M

Of talent, w;e discern an abundance on every side. We see much
laudable reverence exhibited towards the relicts of departed genius ; and
of mental activity, to an extent hitherto unexampled, we have daily

and striking evidence. It is the purpose—the direction—the religion,

as we have above remarked, that we fear may be found wanting. So
intimately do we feel this, that we are firmly persuaded that tjm ad*
vancement or degeneracy of the era we are about to commence^will be

> mainly decided by the degree to which this principle shall influence or

be absent from the efforts of mind. We consider that there was never

a time when the assertion if high motive, as the gpiding-star of all ad-

venturers in literature, was more .needful than in this our present state

of uncertainty and transition. The old supports are falling from our

temples ; and we must take heed that others, and right stedfast ones, be
*>et up in their places, lest the edifice become a ruin*

From these considerations, no less than because of. the suggestion af-

forded by a late melancholy announcement, we have thought that it wjll
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not be unprofitable to devote some time to the observation of a charac-
ter, in which the sustaining and ennobling class of motives to which we
have adverted, were more than commonly prominent and active. We
shall briefly attempt to trace some features of a beautiful Life, which,
though short, contained, by a singular happiness, the sum of all that we
seek in the most glorious longevity ; to exalt, for the love and instruc-

tion of as many as we can influence, the example of a true Poet, whose
actions were an emanation of the spirit which inspired his song ; and to

scatter, as far as lies in our power, some affectionate remembrances over
the grave of as kindly, as bright, and aee heroic a spirit as God ever sent
upon earth, or early recalled unto himself. •

• In the obituaries of the last few months, we have been struck by find-

ing1 a name, beside those we have already enumerated,—that, namely,
of Theodor Kornevs Father. Himself an estimable and educated man,
occupying a more than respectable station in society, and honoured by
the friendship of most of the distinguished men in Germany, it is in

virtue of the first-mentioned title alone, that the notice of his decease
will be most widely impressive, and his*name for ever held in remem-
brance. Of this gifted son, whom he was destined so long to survive, of

his opening life of promise, rapidly followed by noble performance, and
nobler death,—we shall therefore take the present occasion to .speak.

And if we shall succeed in winning the attention of our readers to the

memory of this generous and true-hearted being, or call down a few
drops to freshen the oaken garland which hangs over his tomb, we shall,

we are firmly persuaded, have rendered good service to the cause of

whatever is good, and enduring, and lovely ; while paying, in part,

our debt of gratitude for the many deep and purifying emotions which

we have owed to the frequent contemplation gf his life and writings.

Carl Theodor Korner was born in Dresden, on the 31st September,

1791 ; his father being, at that time, counsellor of appeals in some of the

courts of the capital. Ills commencement of life was not auspicious.

Ill health, acting on a feeble constitution, prolonged the season of child-

hood, and (fortunately, perhaps, for his poetical bias) kept him much,

during the first years of his life, in the open air, amidst vineyards and

gardens; at an age when more robust children are already labouring at

the sour rudiments of learning. He was far from exciting notice by any

tokens of precocious talent ; but was ever remarked for the gentle, yet

firm, temper of his disposition, his quick sensibility to affection, and an

excitable imagination. Ilis bodily strength, preceded the development

of liis mind. As his years increased he devoted himself to, and excelled

in, bodily exercises, and bestowed successful attention upon music and

drawing. In the mean time, his intellectual powers, gradually, at first,

but afterwards, with great rapidity, began to unfold themselves. His

first progress in education was indeed not conspicuous, but rather from

impatience than incapacity, as he readily mastered those branches which

awakened his interest ;—these were History, Physics, and the Math^
matics. He was not prpmpt in the acquisition of languages ;* and, it is

worthy of remark, as ^almost prophetic of his subsequent tendencies,

that, from his earliest youth, he appeared to entertain an almost insu-

* A want of aptitude, in this respect, has been remarked in many of our greatest

intellects. Some, wc know, have gone so far as to deny the compatibility of large

mental capacity, with the peculiar property of mind which successfully attains lan-

guages.
3
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perable ayersion to the French. He may almost be said to have been:

born with poetry in his mouth ; for, he began to compose verses when
little more than a child : but these did not excite, perhaps did not merit,

attention. His father, with a just feeling, which is worthy of praise and
imitation, carefully abstained from encouraging him to efforts for which

he remained yet to learn whether his son were truly fitted ; lest, as he

wisely observed, he might find one day that he had been forcing a weed,

where he had hoped to rear a choice and beautiful flower.

This judicious caution was advantageous to young Korner ; not less so

was the choice of the poets, with whose writings he was first made ac-

quainted. The works of Schiller and Goethe taught the boy to contem-

plate a high standard of art ; and no partial applause disturbed the come
parlson which he thus learned to draw between his immature attempts

and productions of true excellence. The effect was to impress upon his

mind the necessity of assiduous labour, in order to attain a like success,

while it excited, rather than subdued his ambition. The impulse of song*

within him was too vivid to be repressed
;

yet we find, that, for a long

time, he only attempted compositions of a light and sportive character ;

regarding himself as yet unqualified for efforts of a more serious nature,

and eagerly gathering, on all hands, the materials for future exertion.

To this happiness in his early education, aided by a strong natural sym-
pathy and reverence for everything elevated in thought or act, we are

disposed to ascribe much of the force and dignity of character which his

genius afterwards displayed, while he was yet on the threshold of life.

In the meanwhile, the business of his education was going on, at the

Kreuz-Schule, or High School, at Dresden ; and afterwards, by private

instructors, under his father's roof, until his seventeenth year. By this

time, his capacity had widely unfolded itself ; his acquisitions, during

the last two years, had been considerable ; and lie began to gi>re abun-
dant promise of what he so soon afterwards fulfilled. In the circle of

his family and a few chosen friends, he was beloved for the union of

softness and vivacity, which marked his disposition and manners.

Throughout life, indeed, he possessed, in a rare degree, the gift of win-

ning affection from all who approached him. Like all true poets, like

all unspoiled characters, indeed, he delighted in the society of women

;

and was blessed with that nameless endowment which wins their favour

;

while the position and literary connexions of his father procured him
the advantage of early familiarity with many intelligent and distinguish-

ed men, who visited Dresden.

It was now time to adopt some pursuit or profession in life ; for. the
circumstances of Counsellor Korner were mot such as to secure his son

an indolent independence. The selection of this, with the kind and ju-
dicious attention which seems to have ever presided over his education,

was intrusted to his own choice ; and a strange one, as it would at first

appear, considering the natural bias of his disposition, did young Kdrner
mke; the study, namely, of mining, which, in Germany, is reduced to

a science, and cultivated as a profession. In thi^cboice, however, as in

y acts of his later life, we discover a pregnant trait of Kbrner's Ve-
to strength of mind ; which urged him, conscious as he was, of top*

eager a predilection for ideal pursuits, to embrace one eminently op-
posed to them, as a moral discipline, which the prevalent bias, of his
mind required. having thus chosen his tas$,% proceeded, gladly
and earnefdy, to achieve it ; and wap not long \n edpnsing Mf with graces

' borrowed from his rich and fanciful imagination, Some of his earliest
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serious lyrics,and one dramatic sketch of considerable beauty, describe,

m poetical imagery, the contest of human enterprise with the gnomes,,
kobolds, and sprites, wherewith tradition has peopled the bowels of the
mine.

tt was in the summer of 1808 that he entered the mining academy at

Freyberg, (then superintended by the celebrated Werner,) and pursued,
with great enthusiasm and diligence, the various studies required by his

destined profession. During the two years he passed at this institution,

his character acquired a maturity and depth which surprised even those

„

who thought to know him best. A seriousness of temper, to which the
violent death of a beloved fellow-student is supposed to have centric

buted, began to mingle with the buoyancy of his spirits, without sub-
duing them ; and, amidst the fervour of youth, was Been unfolding the
strength and earnestness of the man. His stay at Freyberg was enli-

vened by frequent visits to liis family, and by excursions through. the
mountainous scenes of Saxony, in which his passionate love of nature
was again called out and gratified. No* was his pen idle ; a constant

exercise of powers, now beginning to be thoroughly awakened, gave him
confidence and facility in composition ; and, from this period, he seems
to have attained a clear and hopeful insight into his true vocation, which
never afterwards abandoned him. We must here pause to remark, as a

rare and precious feature in Kfirner's mind, the full consciousness, which
seems thus early to have inspired him, that he was born to be a poet.

This conviction, the offspring of a power inwardly felt, and, as far as

possibly opposed to sfclf-praise, or vain satisfaction with his productions,

was present to him at all times, supporting him with strength and joy in

the task which he imposed upon himself, and ever keeping liis view sin-

gle and firmly attached to the worthy and the beautiful. For, if he felt

the poet* within him, lie did not the less intimately acknowledge the ne-

cessity of assiduous and resplute culture, to the attainment of that noble

designation.

His first publication, under the title of “ Flower-buds/' appeared in the

interval between quitting Freyberg in 1810
,
and entering the University of

Leipzig. •Although full of promise, the “ Flower-buds" are far from being

finished or excellent poems ; but the young author's father, who himself

now clearly perceived his son's destiny was to be a writer, encouraged

rather than dissuaded the publication, although he knew it to be some-

what immature ; msely desiring, that he should, as early as possible,'

learn the necessity of submitting himself to* a tribunal more rigid than

the indulgent circle of family critics,

Kfirner's stay at Leipzig was neither long nor profitable. The stu-

dents were, at that time, ranged in two parties, in a state of almost

open hostility to each other. To remain neutral had been impossible,

even to one of a temperament less fiery than that of our young baird.

Quarrels, jovial meetings, and the consequent interruption of studipus

pursuits, which he nevertheless attempted to reconcile with the wild

career into which he $MR| plunged, naturally brought him into collision

with the academical authorities ; and his father decided upon removing

him, after a few months residence, to Berlin.

Here, under the protection of a valued friend of his father’s,, he

sumerf his studies mth^rdoiir; and the advantages of every k

Sis keW situation seeped to secure, encouraged the most ^hgu^ tfhti-

cipations. Bui a violent ftve^which attacked young ;Kfifoer only a

shdrt time after his arrival in Berlin, with'the lingering debility which
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it produced, entirely disturbed this promising Arrangement ; and ran*

dered a long Interval of repose and change of scene needful to his re*

storation. When this at length took place, his father, who was alarmed

by the spirit at that time prevalent throughout the German Uriiverfci-

ties, renounced the idea of replacing him at Berlin, or entering him, as

he desired, at Heidelberg. Strongly relying upon the excellence of his

disposition, and anxious to afford his now developed powers a wider field

for ambition and exercise ; desirous, perhaps, at the same time* of re-

moving him from scenes and associations of an injurious tendency, he re-

solved upon sending him to Viehna, where a cordial reception, and the

most raluable introduction^ were offered by his tried friends the Prus-
sian Minister Von Humboldt, and the celebrated Frederick Schlegel.

Under such auspices, and in the confidence which his son's character in-

spired, he did not fear to expose him to the temptations of the most
luxurious capital in Germany ; nor had he ever reason to repent his de-

cision.

From this important era in
lt
Theodor Korner's life, we cease to re-

gard him as a mere youth ; and watch, with strong interest, the progress

of his character and powers, from the time when he may be said to have
been first placed in a state of independent action. The brilliancy of the

scene upon which he now entered, the attractions of every kind which

surrounded "him, while they produced, on his impressible and eager tem-
perament, all the intoxication of novelty, did but the more excite his

ambition to the further culture of those faculties of which he was now
fully, though not vainly conscious. Accordingly, we mark, about this

period, a rapid expansion in the features of his mind, with a more assi-

duous, though interrupted, devotion to many impoitani branches of

study; and we discover the high objects of his pursuit at last present-

ed to liis view, with a clearness which nothing henceforward will he
found to overcloud. He had embraced his calling, ami now earnestly

began to labour at its duties. Amidst the allurements of society, and
the pleasures of every description which Vienna affords, and which no
one could enjoy with a keener zest than the young poet, he undertook a
resolute course of #*tudy and composition ; and the rapid succession, no
less than the progressive improvement of the compositions which he
gave to the world during the eighteen months of his sojourn in that

capital, attest the fervour, as well as the success, of his labours.

His attention was now directed to the drama. Tfife first of his works
in this branch of writing, two small pieces in a comic vein, entitled,
“ The Bride,” and " The Green Domino,” were receiyed with applause,

and acted in the January of 1818. These were followed by a burlesque

sketch, called “ The Watchman,” which was also successful. Having
thus, as it were, felt his ground, he chose a subject of a graver cast,

and produced u Toni," a drama founded upon a West-Indian story,—
and a one-act piece of a fearfully tragic interest, named “ The Expia-
frikm/* which is omitted in the edition of his works published by his fa-

ther, And now that he deemed himself sufiicient% prepared fora greater
effort* he designed, and soon completed his first groat tragedy, “ Zriny,”

—branded upon the noble devotedness of the Hungarian hero of that

nafife, In defending the fortress of ftigeth against an overwhelming force
of Turkish besiegers, led by Soiyman the Great. ^This tragedy* although
disfigured by tumid passages, and other faults of inexperience, was a
noble and remarkable effort for a youth who had hardy reached his
twentieth year. The subject is eminently dramatic, and the principal
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characters Aland forth with a power and discrimination, which at once

evinced K&rner's genius to be eminently suited to this dignified class of

composition. It was acted with enthusiasm at Vienna ; the author was

called for at the close of the performance,—an honour rarely paid,—*

and his reputation as a poet of the highest promise was from thenceforth

permanently established* His next work was “Hedwig,” a serious

drama ; and he soon afterwards completed his second regular tragedy,
*

“ Rosamund the name of which will suggest to English readers the

subject thus happily chosen. In vigour it is, perhaps, inferior to (< Zriny

but displays a finer drawing of character, a more natural style, and si*

tuations of deeper pathos. The progress of the author in the more exqui-

site beauties of his art is distinctly perceptible. There are passages in

this fine tragedy which yield to few in the German, or, indeed, in any

other language. To conclude, without interruption, the catalogue of his

dramatic labours in this brief but active period, we must name his last

serious sketch, entitled “ Joseph Hederic,” commemorative of an act of

devotion in an Austrian petty officer towards his commander; a most *

beautifully written and touching production. In the intervals of these

his more serious occupations, he found leisure to publish several small

comic pieces—

“

The Cousin from Bremen,”—

“

The Corporal,”—

“

The
Governess,”—together with two operas—

“

The Fisherman's Daughter,”

and u The Sentinel for four years,” and poetical pieces in great number.

Of his dramatic writings we shall not here attempt an analysis ; as they

deserve, and will probably form the subject of a separate paper. For the

present, after just pausing to remark the wonderful fertility which the

above catalogue evinces, we shall pass rapidly on to the further history

of the Author.

The mere time requisite for the production of these works, added

to his hours of study, would not have furnished, to one so rapid and

abundant as Korner, sufficient occupation to guard him from the dissi-

pations of Vienna. A charm of a stronger and more beautiful nature,

however, was now his most effectual safeguard. He had not long ax-

rived in the capital, before he became passionately attached to a lovely

and excellent girl, who fully merited and returned his affection. The

connexion was sanctioned by his parents, and the sum of Korner's hap-

piness seemed complete. At this juncture, the only obstacle to Ills im-

mediate union with his beloved was apparently removed, by his ob-

taining the appointment of Court-dramatist to the Emperor ; a post of

emolument no less than distinction, and yhich assured him an esta-

blishment for life. Upon this, the sunniest period of Korner a existence,

it is difficult to dwell without bitter emotion. On reading the numerous

poems addressed by him to bis mistress, breathing intense and hopeful

affection,—playful, and tender, and full of projects of future happiness

;

with the instant remembrance before us of the great act of devoted-

ness to which all these lovely possessions and prospects were offered up,

we can hardly trust our feelings. But with what immeasurable love and

reverence do we regard the man, who, with a full consciousness of the

extent of his meditated sacrifice, with a disposition which rendered this

sacrifice, above all others, trying and costly, did, nevertheless, at the

call of what he deemed his duty, unhesitatingly renounce all this wealth

of happiness, to struggle, and suffer, and die ! •

Korner had long witched, with no indifferent eye, the political de-

gradation of Germany. Bitterly, indeed, did he resent the yoke which

Napoleon had laid upon the necks of his countrymen ; and some of his

2
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earliest published writings-contain repeated allusion ugw; in a plaits

tive, now in an indignant tone, to their subservience. A disposition

like Korner's, warm and chivalrous, full of love toWards, hi* father-

land, and keenly alive to its glory, could not but feel galled,and humi-
liated by the total loss of its national independence. For a long time,

the fate of his country seemed hopeless, and the power of Napoleon to

increase with every new aggression. The watchers for German eman-
cipation, the while, could but await, in sullen resignation, a better- day,
and the ultimate deliverance which they felt entitled to expect, from
the clearness of their cause and the unrighteousness, of .their enslaver.

Towards the close of 18

1

C, however, the prospect of this deliverance

appeared rapidly unfolding. The terrible retreat from Moscow was u
signal for hope and for revolt. At first, there were popular uprisings,

partial contests, the arming of partisans. At length, Prussia declared

for war. These proceedings Korner observed with the most intense

interest; and, no sooner did the celebrated appeal of the King, of
Prussia make its appearance, than he resolved that the time was now
come when all lovers of their country were called upon to rise at d
strike in for the good cause. Without an instant’s hesitation, yet not

thoughtlessly, for his mind had long weighed the subject ; not without
pain,—for he well knew he was forsaking, most probably for ever, all

that he loved best on eafth, did he resolve to betake himself to the

Prussian rendezvous. The following sentences from a letter, which ho
wrote upon this occasion to his father, will display, more powerfully

than any language we could employ, the true nobility of this heroic

sacrifice.

u The Prussian Eagle is abroad, andawakens hi all true bosoms the wannest hopes
of a freedom for Germany. My art pines for her lost Fatherland—let me be ha-
worthy champion! Now that 1 know what bliss life may afford,—now that all the

tars of my fortune are thus beautifully shining down upon me; it must,—by
Heaven, it cannot but be a worthy impulse ; it cannot hut be the conviction that no
sacrifice can be too great, for the best possession of mankind, national libcity, that

urges me on l
* * • * • Shall I, with a coward’s enthusiasm, sit trilling songs

upon the victories of my countrymen? I know thou wilt have to suffer much
anxiety ; my mother will weep ! God console her ! This sorrow I cannot spare hpr.

The risk of life alone is nothing ; but to know this life, adorned as it is with all the

flower-garlands of love, and friendship, and joy, and yet to venture it ; to cast away
the sweet emotions which I enjoyed in the consciousness that I was preparing for you,

my parents, no distress or suffering ; this, indeed, is an offering which nothing less

than Much a price could purchase.” *

In the spirit of devotedness which breathes through the preceding

lines, Korner tore himself from his mistress, renounced his brilliant li-

terary prospects, and gave up a life of eleg&ice, and ease, and distinc-

tion, for the rude perils of a camp. He departed in no fit of passing

enthusiasm ; no illusion as to the nature of the task he had undertaken

deceived him. From the first moment, although full of confidence in the

ultimate success of the cause, he seems to have entertained a strong

presentiment that he must be, to borrow that 'fine simile of Byron’s,

uttered upon a similar occasion, “ one of the many waves which must
fall and be broken upon the beach, ere the tiderises to its destined

level." Yet it should not he supposed that suchr considerations made
him gloomy or desponding. Thepeculi$r characteristic of his temper,

was the entire? zeal and cheerfulness wherewith the whole man wa* ad-

dressed to the achievement of any task which fie had once assumed.
He took with him, moreover, the sustaining consciousness of right

;

mod there wn» yet another comforter and *friend the Spirit of poetry.
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which, at ail moment*, was pouring her strength into hi* soul, and in-
spiring his lips with song* There was never, surely, a poet with whose
entire being this fine essence was so thoroughly blended. At all times,
his feelings appear to have found their easiest and most welcome refuge
in poetry ; and his life may be almost read through his writings. From
these *we shall now offer some extracts, as serving most effectually to
display his history, no less than as remarkable for their beauty. They*
will be taken exclusively from the “ Lyre and Sword," a collection writ,
ten and published during this period, and from his posthumous lyrics.

The following fine stanzas were prefixed to the “ Lyre and Sword

—

To you, whcfyet, with steadfast, warn good will,

Hecai the headstrong striker of the lyre

;

To you, whose looks, as memory paints them still,

With calm and blessed thoughts my soul attire,—
Be poured my song! O pleasant be its skill t

True, my wild heart hath oft provoked your ire,

And troubled many an hour with stormy breath,

Yet triedj but not disturbed, yogr love and faith.

Be still thus kind ! Our country’s banners fly

Proud o’er the gates of German Freedom ;—now
The sacred voices of our fathers cry
“ Forward, ye bards, and shield your nation’s vow!H

And the hold man springs up in protffpt reply $

Wild war-storms sweep him on, nor rest allow

—

The lyre falls mute—the naked sabres ring ;

Come forth, my sword ! ’tis now thy time to sing

!

Loud raves the strife ! Ye faithfill hearts, farewell 1

On you this strain a friend’s fond greeting lays

;

And oft of him, right often, may it tell,

And kindly to your thought his image raise

:

And if for me no conqueror’s welcome swell,

Weep not—be rather envious of my praise

;

For what the lyre proclaimed with rapturous tone,

The sword, in willing deed, will then have sought and ivon

!

The verses he addressed to his mistress and friends, upon his departure

from Vienna, are profoundly touching, with the mingled utterance of re-

solution and tenderness :

—

Farewell 1 farewell ! with heavy robbing heart

I quit thee, love t and duty’s call obey.

If to mine eye a burning tear will start,

Why should 1 hide what none naed blush to pay f

Ah ! where I go, he peaceful toils my part,

Or fields where death tears gory wreaths away,
The hauntings of thine image fair and mild

Will wring my heart u£th lore and longings wild

!

Misjudge not, ye, the spirits of my life,

The earnest impulse in my soul upspringiug

:

Read the true aim of mine accepted strife,

Alike in song and ’midst the sword’s loud ringing.

Not vainly rose my dreams with omens rife

;

And thatmy voice hath oft proclaimed in ringing

Ofjoyous death, for home and freedom’s sake,

Now let me venture for this gloriouB stake

!

1 know that wreaths far easier won requite

The child of song tor lays Of careless mood
But the true soul throbs eager for the right s—
And tor the art my youthtal seal pursued,

.
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My sword must toy a Fatherland In fight*

Ye% though It cost my very heart's Ufo-bleod

Yet one fond kin t were this its last sweet breath.

For love like our*, mine own ! there Is no Death

!

About the same period,, was composed the following energetic appeal to

hi* countrymen

Awake* my land 1 Bed omens fire the sky *—
Lo ! from the North tlie light of Freedom's track 1

In foemens’ hearts the vengeful falchion dye.

Awake* my land ! The meteor signals fly

:

The harvest’s ripe—ye reapers, be not slack

!

Our surest help in* onr own swords is found.

Press to thy heart the spear, like him of yore :
*

u Make way for Freedom !
** Wash the sullied ground,

Thy German soil,—ay !
purify with gore

!

This is no strife by king* or statesmen pressed,

But Freedom’s great crusade—a holy war.

Rights, Morals, Virtues, Conscience, Faith, oppressed,

The tyrant’s clutch has ravished from thy breast

:

Reconquer these with Freedom’s conquering star 1

Thy shivering grey-beards mutter Htill u Await,”
While hearts in ruin curse the robber-brood,

While shame of virgins cries revenge and hate,

While butchery of thy sons exclaims for blood !

Break up the ploughshare* let the chisel lie*

The lyre be hushed, the loom inactive Btand

!

Quit courts and halls to join our battle cry.

The God before whose face thy banners fly,

Hath willed his sons should rise an armed band I

For thou shalt build a stately altar soon,

In his blest Freedom's endless dawn displayed :

With thy good falchion must the stones be hewn,
In heroes’ deaths the strong foundation laid.

Why weep.ye, maidens P Mothers, why complain ?

Not for yonr hands the swords are grinded bright.

Mourn ye* while we, enraptured, death disdain,

And east young lives against that robber-train,

That you must lack the combat’s bold delight ?

Yet go* in joyful trust, God's altars seek,

Who gave, in healing cares, your gentle skill

;

And in the gift of heartfelt prayers, and meek,
Taught you a purer, lovelier charge to^fllL

Thus pray ye,—that our ancient might awake,
So that we rise the conquerinf race of yore

;

And those who bled for this great cause's sake,

As vengeful ghosts, our tyrants to o’ertake,

As guardian sprites* to aid our arms, implore 1

Thou, Meet Louisa,f shield thy royal spouse 1

Shade of onr Ferdinand, lead, our panoply 1

Ye German shades, with heroes* laurelled brows,
Be near us still, where’er our banners fly

!

•HU hardly needful to otasrre that tbs poet here sHudea to the celebrated set of Arnold Win*
Wiled etthobattkor Mergwtgo,

f The deoeated Queen of Prussia.
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Upl gaMant land—up! Bmdgm edtts tae**-hear 1
**

Thy heart throb* high, thine oaken forest* tower *—
Why start at heap* of slain in such an hour f

On these aloft thy freedom's standard rear t

And when thou standee^ proud, with wreaths arrayed,

Beelad with splendours of thy old renown,

Forget thou not thefaithful dead,*
f*
—but shade

Our funeral urns, too, with the oaken crown 1

He left Vienna on the 15th March 1813. On his way to join the

Prussian armies, he fell in at Breslau with the gallant partisan leader.

Von Lutzow, who was then raising troops for that daring band*immor-

talized by Koriier’s muse in the splendid war-song, “ Lutzow's Wild
Chase/* which we shall attempt to render below. ,lt is difficult to de-

scribe the enthusiasm which, pervading Germany at this period, crowded

the places d’armes with volunteers of all ranks and ages. The nation

was rising as one man. The voice of the king had hut given a signal

not uttered a command; for fj^ere needed none. A host of ardent

youths, generally of the educated classes, had already enrolled them-

selves in Lutzow's adventurous troop ; its composition attracted the

young bard, and he immediately joined it. A right diligent and valiant

soldier did he approve himself, throughout the wild warfare in which

this little band was continually engaged ; while, in the hours of rest or

inaction, he animated his comrades with the martial and patriotic

strains which he was ever pouring forth. These, as we have already

observed, were, for the most part, published in the “ Lyre and Sword.”

A great object of its publication was to excite and encourage in the

young men of Germany, enthusiasm to the national cause ; and this object

it most thoroughly fulfilled. The stirring, and often solemn adjurations,

utterefi in poetry of the highest order,—the burning language of the

war-songs,—the holy trustfulness of the prayers for success to their

cause, which this volume contained, touched the hearts of the men of

that day, as with a live coal from the altar. All ages and classes par-

took of the enthusiasm ; men grown grey in civil or commercial employ-

ments, artists, husbandmen, and students, rose up, and girded on, each

man his sword. The women would not receive a lover who refused to

join the muster of his countrymen ;
and we could relate a hundred' in-

stances, did our space admit of it, to prove the almost universal enthu-

siasm which stirred the Germans At this period. The songs which are

contained in the "Lyre and Sword,” are,* for the most part, adapted to

old and popular tunes ; and, as purely lyrical compositions, we consider

them almost unrivalled. No wonder, therefore, that with the hearts^

of the people already prepared to feel strongly, they thrilled at the ac-
*

cents of a boldness, and earnestness, and power, such as had never

moved them before. Most of the war-songs were composed by the

watch-fire, or on the march, or in actual presence of the enemy ; and

it is to this, perhaps, they owe part of the strong and almost startling

character which many of them possess. We almoBt despair of being able

to give the faintest idea of these wild strains to our English reader*.

The author has taxed to the utmost, and sometimes overburdened*, the

resources of a language infinitely more lyrical than our

stags abound in passages of rugged and daring phraseology. Which a

,

-
, 1U , ,

^ --

f Thti Adjuration wu not forgotten by hi* courttryttoen ; tad ft* VS* tethwfftd Ms o*no-

taph.
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translator would hardly venture to render. The metrical structure of

the verse, without which the songs cannot be fairly represented, is also

extremely difficult to preserve in an English version. We know the

difficulty ; we beg to express our dissatisfaction with the manner in

which it has been met; and with this preface, which, for our author's

fame, was but necessary, we shall present some of his war-songs to
* our readers. In the following, we have adhered to the structure of the

original, which, unless sung, appears singular. It is the lay entitled
" Lfitzow's Wild Chase.”

What etm-kindlod pies through the greenwood haste?
Hark ! hark ! how the tumult sounds nearer l

And the swart stem horsemen sweep thundering past,

With clanking sabre, and trumpet-blast,

That thrills in the soul of the hearer.

And would ye that black squadron's name demand ?

There ride Liitzow’s wild and invincible band

»

Who press so swift through the forest’s shade,

—

And o’er crag and o’ei torrent are speeding ?

They have lain through the midnight in ambuscade

—

With a wild hurra I out springs the blade,

—

And the Gallic spoilers lie bleeding !

And would ye the black watc hers’ names demand ?

There lay Lutzow’s wild and invincible band 1

Behind the loved Rhine cower’d the blood-sated slave,

And dreamed not of vengeance or danger

;

Bnt there came like a storm-wind these troopers brave :

With sturdy arms they have stemmed the wave,
* And burst on the shores of the stranger

!

And would ye those black swimmeis’ name demand f

These were Lut7ow’s wild and in\ incible band l

How roars in the valley the hoarse, hot fight 1

How fiercely the sabres are clashing

!

Bright helms are shivered, and strong arms smite,

And the sparks of Freedom’s kindled light

From the war’s red fires are Hashing 1*

And would ye those stem warriors* name demand ?

There strike Lutzow’s wild and invincible band *

•

Who yonder is breathing his last faint gasp,

’Midst tlie stricken foemen lying?
There lies on his brow Death’s heavy grasp

—

But the brave heart shakes not beneath its clasp”;

die hath freed his country in dying

!

And would ye thecslain heroes’ names demand ?

These were Lutzow’s wild and invincible band !

’Tie the wild brave chase ! ’tis the German chase,

For the blood of their home’s enslaver l

Then weep not, ye loved, o’er onr burial place

;

Fur the morning dawns, and our land’s disgrace

Is gone : we have died, to save her

!

And henceforth to all time let the record stand,—
u Thus did LutfcoV’s wild and invincible band !”

* The stern and solemn beauty of the following fine “ Song before

yib," will set/ we trust, have entirely escaped from our translation

;

though ou^Oerman readers, on looking at the original, will perceive
how dfetlllfevery part is to render, and how utterly impossible it is to

translate passages

• Und drr Funk* dor Fraihtfy 1st gluhead erwsoht
Vnd iodett Mutigen FhuimMft.
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Near glopjm (he fight !

Hail it with spirits glad and proud,
In (Jerman wise with welcome ldkd,

Brethren, to-night

!

Wine glows hard by

;

Ere tike clarions are screaming for strife,

We’ll take a Inst kind leave of lift

Brethren, fill high

!

And God Bhall hear,

Sworn children of your,country’s fate,

The vow that, standing at Depth's red gate,

Brethren, ye swear

!

Our blessed land
From burning chains that brand her slave,

Dying or conquering, we will save

;

Plight word and hand !

Hark I nears the sound

;

In gladness, lovefand sofrow tried.

Death may strike us, but not divide ;

—

Brethren, pledge round

!

Up ! ’twas war’s shout

!

Hark ! the trumpet’s terrible breath
is crying, « Forward ! for life or death

!”

Brethren, quaff out

!

We cannot attempt any detail of Kdrner s military exploits, or of the
fortunes of the band in which he served,—sometimes successful, at others

disastrous. Occasionally, it would appear, in spite of his bravery and
devotedness to the cause he liad espoused, a thought of what it had cost

him, arose with a bitterness which it required all his fortitude to sur-

mount. We translate an interesting sonnet, indicative of one of these

moods, which he wrote when halting near the waters of Hedwigsbrunnen,

How shall l speak what quivers through my heart ?

Joy hath its wiugs, like sorrow, which away
To love-lit horn’s the gentle heart convey,

*

Where tears no poison hear, and grief no part.

Whose band mine own free Paradise hath barred?

Whose, forged these letters ? who hath chased from play

The child of song to boisterous war’s array ?

Who hath my tree ofjoy thus riven and scarred £
.*

How ? grasped I not the sword $ith willing hand,

That by the blood poured forth on German land,

*A holy Word should flourish and command?
A spirit cries amidst these waters hoarse,—
“On firm resolve must break unrighteous force,

And lift gush out from death, like fountains from their source !”

In the mean time, the corps was perpetually active, and harassed

the French troops exceedingly. It is said that Napoleon, at length!*ex«.

asperated by the frequent reports of these annoyances, vowed to take

a fearful vengeance on this body if it should fall into his power* „ An
opportunity for the fulfilment of this menace occurred in the JwiMKf
1913, during the temporary suspension of arms whichVas agveMfWpOn
at that period. On being informed of the truee. Major Von X&taow,
who was then with a detachment at Plauen, proceeded without appre-

hension to rejoin his infantry, quartered on the Saxon bank of the Elbe ;
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and had advanced as far as Kitzen, near Leipzig, when he suddenly

found himself, about nightfall, in the presence of an overwhelming
force. Kdrner, who was serving as Lutzow’s aide-de-camp, was de-

spatched to parley and claim the safe passage guaranteed by the truce

;

but, instead of returning any answer to his address, the commander of

the enemy's corps hewed at him with his sabre, and .inflicted a severe

» wound, before he had time to put himself on guard, and an attack was
at once made, from all sides, upon the feeble squadron. A great num-
ber were slain, many wounded and captured ; and Major Von Liltzow,

with a few followers, was hardly able to escape, and take refuge with
his infantry on the right bajik of the Elbe.

In the meantime, Kdrner, who was stunned by the first unexpected*

blow, received a second, ere he could recover himself ; and barely suc-

ceeded, by the aid of his excellent horse, in obtaining shelter, severely

wounded, in a neighbouring thicket. Here he lay, in momentary ex-

pectatioh of being captured ; for the wood was searched by the enemy
on all sides. At one moment, this had actually occurred, but for

K&rner’s presence of mind, who1

, as the French troops approached his

hiding-place, exclaimed with a loud voice, “ Fourth squadron, forwanj !

"

This startled the enemy, and obtained him time to crawl yet deeper

into the wood. The few companions who had accompanied him from

the field were compelled to disperse, and leave him there, alone, and
bleeding to death. In this situation, as life was rapidly ebbing from
him, the spirit of song was still his comforter ancl companion ; and he
composed the following sonnet ;—the most wonderful, perhaps, consider-

ing its extreme beauty, and the circumstances under which it had birth,

that was ever produced by any poet whatsoever.

My wounds, they scorch : my pale lips weakly quiver

;

And by my heart’s faint pulses I discern

Here have I reached my being's earthly bourne.

God ! to thy will my spirit I deliver

!

Fair were the visions youthful hope did give her,

—

And the sweet dream-song to a dirge must turn

!

Strength ! strength ! My heart hath treasured in her urn
What will not foil me on the dark, deep' river

:

And that religion which I did proclaim,

And to its worship lit my spirit's flame,

Now known by Love’s, and now by Freedom's name

—

Bends o’er me, robed in seraph’s bright attire,

Apd as my senses falter and expire,

Walts me, a breach, to heights all red with morning fire

!

The period of his death, however, had not yet arrived, He was pre-

served to render still more complete the triumph of his genius, and the

beautiful example of his life. With day-break, his friends, who had
succeeded in obtaining the assistance of some peasants, returned, and
found him still breathing indeed, but quite exhausted and unconscious.

He had tasted all the bitterness of death. They succeeded in reviv-

ing hiop, and he was carried by secret ways to a place of concealment

;

from whence, as soon as his strength permitted it, he was conveyed,

with great hazard—for the country was occupied by the enemy, who
gave no quarter to the soldiers of Lfitzow’s band—first to Leipzig, and
afterwards to Carlsbad, and Berlin. Here, the assiduous attentions that

were lavished upon him soon completed his recovery, and enabled him to

rejoin hU comrades before the expiration of the truce.

When hostilities recommenced (on the 17th of August,) Lfltzow's
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troops were noting in conjunction withan allied force on the right bonk
of the Elbe, opposite Hamburg, Which was menaced from the north by
the French under Davoust. The black squadron, which formed the
advanced guard, was continually in action ; and Kdrner had frequent
opportunities of signalizing himself. He was idolized by his fellow-sol-

diers, who regarded him as the good genius of their cause, and listened

with a kind of superstition to his prophetic assurances of its approach*
ing triumph. His prophecy was soon fulfilled but he, alas ! was not
to rejoice in beholding its accomplishment

!

On the 98th of August, a corps in which Komer served, was dis-

patched from the main army, under Major Von Ltttzow, to annoy the
> rear of the enemy. They arrived by night-fall, at a village, where pre-
parations were found, indicating the expected arrival of a strong French
detachment ; which they resolved to await and intercept. After re-

maining in ambush until seven in the morning, they descried the ap-
proach of a considerable transport, guarded by two regiments of infan-

try. The force was stronger than had been anticipated ; but the reso-

lution was instantly taken, to attack.* Major Von Liitzow commanded
ii^person ; and Kdrner rode at his side.

Two hours before the conflict, while bivouacking in the wood, he had
composed the last and most remarkable of Mb war-songs, the celebrated
“ Lay of the Sword, ” and read it to a comrade, from the leaf of his

pocket-book, on which he had transcribed it in pencil. It waB found

upon his person after his decease. We must attempt to present to our
readers this noble, yet nearly untranslateable lyric, although we feel

that no version can approachthe power and wild beauty of the origi-

nal. The startling boldness of the metaphor, the fiery brevity of rile

language, and a certain tone of stern joy, which distinguish this re-

markable strain, absolutely mock the efforts of a translator. At the

close of each strophe, the fierce ** Hurra ! " was to be accompanied by

the clang of sabres ; it is, indeed, a song such as could not be com-

posed but by one with the very breath of war in his nostrils.

SWORD SONG.

Thou sword beside me ringing

!

What means the wild joy springing

Prom those*gkd looks, and tree,

That fill my soul with gtee P

. Hum!
\ am borne by a gallant rider,

Therefore my glance is brighter

;

I rife* free man’s choice

;

This make’s a sword rejoice.**

Hurra

!

Yea l free I am ; and prize thee,

Dear sword, with love that eyes thee,

As though the marriage-vows

Had pledged the* for my spouse.

Hurra!

<< To thee did 1 surrender

My lift of iron splendour

;

Ah! were the hand but tied

!

When wilt thou fetch thy bride Pn s

Hum!
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For the bridai-night red glowing,

The trumpets' call is blowing

;

At the first cannon's peal,

I'll clasp my bridal steel.

Hurra!

“ O ! for thine arms enchanting
I pine Vith ardour panting

!

My bridegroom, haste ! for thee

My virgin-crown shall be."

Hum!
Why in thy scabbard shivering,

Thou iron-gladness quivering ?

So hot with battle-thirst $

Say, bright one, why thou stirs't P

Hurra!

“ Yea ! in the sheath I rattle,

With longiqgs keen for battle :

—

I gasp with war's hut thirst

;

My bonds I yearn to burst
!

"

Hurra !

Yet keep thy .narrow cover,

—

What woulds't thou y et, wild rover ?

Rest in thy little home,
My lov'd one ! soon I come !

Hurra !

u Now free me ! break my prison !

"*

O for Love's fields Rlysian,

With rose-buds gory red,

And glowing wreaths of dead !
”

* Hurra !

Then quit the sheath, and pleasure
Thine eyes, thou soldier's treasure !

Come forth, bright sahre, come !

Now win I bear thee home

!

Hurra

;

V V

u Ah ! the free air's entrancing,

'Midst the marriage-revellers dancing ’

How gleams in sun-rays bright?

Thy steel with bridal iifht !
”

h
Hurra !

Now on
!
ye valiant .fighters l

Now on
!
ye Akuahi riders 1

And, feel your heart&Mt cold,

Let each lijs lgve enfoltfl

i Hurra

!

Once, at your left hand prisoned,
Her stolen glance but glistened

;

Now at her lord's right ride

God consecrates the bride!

Hurra

!

So to the bright steel yearning
With bridal-transports burning,

Be your fond lips applied,

—

Accursed ! who qtms his bride

!

r 4 Hum

'

.

Now raise the marriage-chorus,
Till the red sparks lighten o'er us !

—

The nuptial dawn spreads wide—
Hum! thou Iron-bride

!

(
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On the high road from Gadebusch to Schwerin, in Mecklenburg,
hardly two miles from the hamlet of Rosenburg, the affray began. The
French, after a short struggle, fell back upon a wood not far distant^
hotly pursued by Ltttzow's cavalry. Among the foremost of these was
Theodor Korner ; and here it was that a glorious death overtook him.
A ball passing through the neck of his charger lodged in his body, and
robbed him at once of speech and consciousness. He was instantly

surrounded by his comrades, and borne to an adjacent wood ; where
every expedient that 'skill or affection could devise was employed to
preserve his life : but in vain. The spirit of the singer and warrior had
arisen to its native heaven ! .

• Beside the highway, as you go from Lubelow to Dreycrug, n«ftr the
village of Wfibbelin, in Mecklenburg, was his body lovingly laid to resty

by his companions in arms, beneath an oak ; the favourite tree of hio
country, which he had ever desired to mark the place of his Sepulture. A
monument has since been raised on the spot. "It is a plain square pillar

of stone, one side of which bears •the* device of a lyre and sword, with
the brief inscription,* from one of his ertvn* poems, Vergiss die treusn

Totten nicht :—

“

Forget not the faithful dead !" a strong, and not a
vain appeal !—for surely, so long as the excellence of generous sacrifice,

and bright genius, and warm feelings, and whatever else is brave, and
pure, and lovely, shall be held in esteem amongst men, thfe faithful

Dead shall not,be forgotten ; but his toml^will be a pla#e of pilgrimage,

and a sanctuary of deep and holy emotions, in all time henceforward.

Nor is the sepulture sanctified by his ashes alone. A fair young sister

rs sleeping there, by the side of the poet-soldier ;—his dearest sister,

who survived but to complete a last labour of love, his portrait, and
then passed away, to rejoin in the grave the object of her undying affec-

tion. Xheir fellowship had been too intimate and entire for death to

disturb. A memory of the lovjnjfgfrl will forever accompany the name
of the chief tenant of that tomb, and adorn it with another and more

beautiful association.

On the literary merit of Korner’s pqjpms, unless some conception of

these may have been afforded by our extracts, we have but sparingly

dwelt, although they are sufficient to have immortalized any author.

We have rather desired to display to the love and admiration of o\ir

readers the character of the man ; with which, indeed, his poetical being

was so intimately interwoven, asscarcely to admit of being separated

from it. In times like the preset, when selfishness is waging continual

warfare with all generous and elevated
4

principle, we*have thought it

more important to insist upon the example of his heroic life, than to

dwell, however pleasant might be such a task, upon critical considera-

tions. And we cannot bpt believe that many will derive comfort and

strength from a contemplation of the beautiful moral poem we have thus

unfolded : and if, by our efforts to extend its influence tip the hearts of

our countrymen, we shall have succeeded in arousing or confirming some

truthful and generous impulses, or in winning some affectionate revere

ence for one of the fairest natures that ever ennobled humanity, our

joy will
f
not be small; for we shall^hua know that we have rendered

worthy service .to the cause which, as we truffr, our exertions are

unceasingly devoted.

VOL. I.

1 * See c^r transition in a *prce$Uing page.
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TORYOSCOPY.

It is marvellous to observe how strangely the passing events of this life

are altered in appearance and in complexion when viewed through the

spectacles of Toryism* These invaluable optical instruments are con-
' structed in a manner very different indeed from anything of the com*
mon kind ever produced in this world ; they are not like those which
were purchased in the gross, with so great advantage-to himself and to

his family,Tby the sagacious Mosps Primrose, son of the celebrated Vicar

of Wakefield, of that nam^ ; nay, even Mr. Solomons, that extraordi-

nary man, who lately sojourned for months among us, doubtless from no
desire of filling his own purse at the expense of our credulity, but for

the noble and philanthropic purpose of enlightening our darkness, even

to his own loss—has never manufactured anything like them. Mr. So-

lomons—who, as we are credibly informed, so repaired the decaying

sight .of the lieges, that many of them who never went forth into the

street without running their heads against posts and pillars, can now
not only steer clear of all such obstacles, but can actually see as far

into a stone-wall as they or any other person ever did in their Very

best days ;—we say that nothing this wonderful optic-saving and vision-

aiding individual ever invented, can equal the powers of those wonder-

ful barnacles which have so long bestrode the noses of our first-rate To-
ries, and which have been mounted on those high-borne promontorte* of

theirs, by the superior cunning of those very heads whence they are so

eminently projected. Every one knows that there are spectacles with co-

lourless eyes, some for long and some for short sights
; and that some

are furxiished with blue, and some with green glasses : but it is to the

enlightened body of conserv-a -tories that the whole merit is due of the

discovery and application of their own unrivalled spectacles. We say

the merit of the application, as well as of the discovery of these match-
less media, belongs especially to these gentlemen ; for we are quite sure

that no one who has not been fully embued with their principles, could

ever be brought to understand the proper mamier of employing thenu
As to their construction, it seems, at first sight, to be simple enough

;

the whole difference between them and any other spectacles being no-

thing more, so far as the ordinary observer can perceive, than that one
of the eye-glasses is of a dirty green colour, and the other is of a purer
material, slightly tinged with a warm golden hue*

Were we to pretend to gifre anything like a philosophical description

of these Tory spectacles—of the easting and kneading of their lenses,

or of their focal distances, which are varied at pleasure, so as to become
telescopic or microscopic, as best suits the observer ; we are disposed to
think* that we should find few readers with science sufficient to compre-
hend what wejshould say. Leaving all this to Sir David Brewster's next
treatise, then, we shall content ourselves with shortly noticing a few of
t£e most remarkable phenomena, which are found to result from the use
of these instruments, when occupied by properly constructed, organs

;

and perhaps we may he induced,^before we have done, to give some
farther illustration fif the subject, by producing some instances of their
effects, which have recently occurred within the sphere of our own ob-
servation. *

The old story of the two knights who looked, one at the golden, and
the other at the silver side of the same shield, must he in every one's
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recollection. But the Tory spectacles have such powers, that if either

of these knights had worn them with a right spirit within him, he would
have immediately found that, by merely shutting the left eye, and look-

ing with the right eye through the golden coloured lens, the silver side

of the shield would have appeared of the purest gold ; and the gol-

den side of it, when subjected to a similar observation, would have
blazed with more diamonds, rubies, emeralds, and all kinds of precious*

stones, than were to be found in the far-famed valley, of which so

tempting an account has been preserved to us by the enterprise, erudi-

tion, and accuracy of the renowned Sinbad the Sailor. But, on the other

hand, if his worship, our knight, had been pleased to shut his right eye,

#
so as to look with his left eye through the clirty green lens ; todiia ex-

treme wonderment, the gorgeous spectacle of the precious stones and
metals would have disappeared, the gold would have been transmuted

into worthless, rust-devoured iron, and the silver would have been

changed into leather and prunella.

But it is not upon such objects alone that the magical influence of

these glasses is discoverable. Similar, effects are produced when„the

observer experiments with them on the human form divine. The love-

liett women, the handsomest youths, the most venerable old men, have

all their beauties, and all their graces of person, augmented to a tenfold

degree, when the right eye and the soft and celestial medium of the

Claude-Lorraine lens, are employed : but the moment the left eye is di-

rected through the green lens, the maiden on whom it is thrown becomes

a witch, more deformed than any that ever danced around Shakspeare's

cauldron ; the young man becomes a deformed satyr, with cloven feet

and owl's horns ; and the venerable sage, whose locks of snow and whose

benign features have uniformly called forth the veneration of all behol-

ders, suddenly assumes all the deformity, and all the horrible external

appearances of him who

u sat gimin* in the neuk,

Hivin’ sticks to burn the Duke

or who blew up that chaunter which set the witches of Alloway kirk

a-dancing; or who, to the great dread of all our children, a,, and of

gome of ourselves too, was so ably produced on our stage here by our

indefatigable manager, Mr. Murray, in that terrific scene in Der Freis-

chutz : whose saucer eyes ware certainly the greatest and most successful

effort of histrionic genius and scenic invention th^t -ever appeared on

any stage. Nor is it on the outward man alone that the powers of these

wonder-working spectacles are proved : their magical effects are the

—

»

when the characters, the actions, nay, even when the intentions of

men sre regarded through them. Talk of looking through a miU-stone

!

Why, these Tory spectacles will enable the eye to perforate the stony

heart of man, and will change his very thoughts from what the man

himself believes them to be. Nay, what is most surprising of all, they

are actually found to operate on the auditory as well as on the optic

nerves, Bad all manner of sounds and of words are changed by themm

the same strange and whimsical manner that visugj objects are. The

same event becomes fortunat* or unlucky,-the same action ^virtuous

or vicious, benevolent or cruel,-the same thought l. weU mtentloned

or ill-intentioned, exactly as the right or the left eye of ttie Toiy

spectacles is employed. “Happy men then ! excfcimed a philanthropic

friend of our^ to whom we.were lately describing Hus me optical

3 E 2
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instrument—“ Happy men who )iave only to use both their eyes at once,

and who, by attentively regarding both extremes of the same case at

one and the same moment, may enjoy the amiable privilege of striking

the happy average of both, and catching up those truths which are in-

variably found to lie between them !” " Right !” said we, u right dear

friend ! true it is that,
1 u In medio tutis9imus ibis ;

n

but it so happens that your true Tory is much too great a person so

to deal with matters. He always shuts one eye the moment he puts on
his spoctacles. Nay, some people' believe that there is some actual dif-

ference in the anatomy of'Whig-heads and Tory.heads : and indeed

recent anatomists are said trf have discovered that in Tory-heads cer-

tain muscles called the levatores palpebrarum , or eyelid-lifters, are con-

structed on the principle which regulates the ascent and descent of tho

buckets in a well ; and that, consequently, the same action which raises

one eyelid, simultaneously depresses the other. But, however this may
be, one fact is certain : that the change of circumstances, such as it

is, remains so far entirely subject to the will of the individual ; for,

whether it be the. right eye or the left eye which he chooses to employ

in any observation he is about to make, depends entirely on a previous

question, the answer to which may truly resolve him whether the object

experimented upon may be classed under the head of Whig or Tory,

reformer or anti-reformer. And that he may be quite sure of carrying a

right judgment of things to the very innermost recesses of his under-

standing, he invariably applies his golden eye to all manner of Tory
men, women, things, animals, facts, characters, opinions, questions,

sounds, sights, scents, and tastes ; whilst to every human being, and to

everything pertaining to all human beings, who may have the misfortune

to he tinctured with liberal or popular sentiments, he applies Che left

eye, thereby to saturate his retina with the distorted and disturbing

rays which are found to pass through the green and poisonous lens of

prejudice."

Wonderful as it may appear to our readers, we must tell them that,

upon more occasions than one during our recent struggles for reform,

from 40,000 to 00,000 people collected in the King's Park, for the

constitutional purpose of petitioning the King and Parliament, were,

by the magical influence of these powerful instruments, suddenly dimi-

nished in numbeas jLo about 500 persons. And anon, the numbers were
not only restored, t>ut multiplied ; and certain leading men were loud.,

ly accused of putting the peace of the city in danger, by assembling so

many people, all ripe, as the Tory spectacles shewed, for cutting the
throats of all men tcell disposed to preserve the good things given by
Tory governments to their insatiable supporters. Again, these wizard
glasses conjured numerous treasonable banners into the field, exactly as

their Tory owners chose to wink

;

in short, the pranks played by them
hare very far exceeded any of those performed by Puck or Oberon.

lb was but the other day that we had occasion to remark a very curious

butane# of this truly admirable Toryoseopy ; for we must invent new
wards tp designate defences as they are newly brought into notice., Wehad
the good fortune to be present at a spectacle which in many particulars
was very imposing. We mean the presentation of the new colours sent
by the King to his faithful and true body guard, the Royal Archers of
Scotland. The honour of presenting this splendid gift from his Mojesty
was conferred upon his Grace the Duke of Buccleuch, their President,
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and the icent of the ceremony was the large and beautiful bowling-
green behind, and belonging to the Archers' Hall. There, ample pro-
vision was made for the accommodation of an immense concourse of dis^
tinguished personages of both sexes, who were invited by the liberality
of the archers.

When the green-garbed bowmen, each with his well strung yew an<l^
quiver full of arrows, filed into the smooth plot of closely-shaven turf, a*
romantic mind might have well enough wandered back to the days of
Robin Hood and Little John, or to the stirring times of our own old
Border warfare. Itr was a sight indeed*whi$h interested more than those
who were admitted. A long row of stables, fcfrming the Meuse lanp to the
^iorth of the spot, yielded places for soifle hundreds of the working
classes of both sexes ; whilst the trees growing to the westward, were
actually clustered with living fruit, all anxious to participate in the show.
As the time approached when the ceremony was expected to commence,
these roofs and trees became more densely occupied, for they completely
commanded all that was to be seen in the bowling-green, although they
were at much too great a distance for tfiose who occupied them to hear
anything that was uttered there.

After the speeches were over, not one word of them having been heard
by any one except by those who were standing by the side of the orar
tors, the Rev. Dr. Lee was brought forward to pray to God, we pre-
sume, .for his voice did not reach us one whit more than those of the
speakers who had preceded him. Now, although we cannot pretend to

say what the nature of Dr. Lee's prayer was, yet’ we, in commoO
with many other sober, thinking, and religious men, did very strongly

feel that the propriety of a solemn appeal to the Divine Being by a

Scottish Clergyman on so frivolous an occasion, was, to say the very least

of it, extremely questionable. To call in the God of Battles tp bless the

standards of a regiment about to proceed to fight for the existence, or

even for the just rights of its country, may be a proper enough cere-

mony ; though some strict people might even think a very narrow scru-

tiny of the motives and causes of the war might be required before any
such appeal ought to be made by Christians to their Creator. But the

question we have to do with, regards nothing of the same gravity or im-

portance as this ; for with every respect for the highly honourable Com-
pany of Archers, it must be admitted, that their appointment as the

Body Guard of the King when in Scotland, is more for purposes of

pageant, than for any actual service ; and that if his Majesty were really

to be in want of personal protection, it would not be to the bended bows

and cloth-yard shafts of these gentlemen, loyal as their hearts undoubt-

edly are, and however skilfully they might use their woodland arms, «

that he would apply, but to the long swords and heavy horses of a few of

his own Guards, who would make an infinitely more massive, as well as

more secure rampart around him. All this we say with' no disparage*

ment to these modem sons of Apollo, of whose sports we profess ourseUres

to be most devoted admirers ; but we must confess that, as good sound,

sturdy Presbyterians,we did not at all relish thesolemn call which appeared

to us to be made by a Scotch clergyman, to the Almighty, in connexion

with standards which never could be meant as any thing else than es

play-things for. grown children ; and we do say that we should have

thought it just as right and as rational, that a gown and hands should

have been called on to say a prayer over the bats and wickets of a
3
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cricket club—or the clubs, spoons, putters and all, of a golfing society,

and still more over some of those flags which have been recently unfurl-

ed in the bloodless battle of Reform, as that they should have been in-

duced to appear as they did on the bowling-green of the Archer’s Hall.
*

But we are only now coming to the marrow of the matter. We could

, easily perceive that there were many Tories of both sexes among the

company assembled ; for these good people are readily known by the sin*

gular construction of the spectacles they wear. Whilst Dr. Lee was
going on with his address to the Deity, every Tory left eye was kept

most devoutly shut, and q certain quivering of tfle whole frame was
abundantly apparent in every one of them, very much resembling that

nervous quivering which immediately follows the rude blows given by
the salmon fisher to each fish as he takes it out of the net. But the

quivering of the unfortunate fish is the last painful quivering of de-

parting life, whilst that of the race of which we are now speaking was

the quivering of ecstacy. But, it so happened, that, whilst Dr. Lee was

proceeding, the trees to the westward of the bowling-green were ever

and anon receiving fresh augmentation of human beings ; until, at length,

their branches, becoming overloaded by the overwhelming weight, bdgan
to give way, and every now and then came crashing down, scattering

their living fruit in the most ludicrous confusion on the ground below.

Now, as we who were close behind the clergyman could not hear one
word he uttered, it follows, that those who sat on the roofs of the

stables, who were ten times as far off as we were from the scene of ac-

tion, could not even hear the sound of bis voice ; nor could they possibly

have guessed how he was engaged, except by perceiving that he had his

hat off. It was, therefore, by no means wonderful, but, on the con-
trary, it was extremely natural that their attention should have been
carried from the stUl scene that occupied the bowling-green to the more
animated groups in the trees ; where the ludicrous exhibitions which
were continually occurring among their neighbours, by the breaking. of

the branches
; the absurd attitudes into which they were thrown, by

their ineffectual attempts to preserve equilibrium ; and the whimsical
involuntary descents which they occasionally made by dozens at a time,
drew from them peals of laughter, mingled with those good-natured jeers

which generally accompany the rude mirth of a crowd. The whole cir-

cumstances of the case were evident to every impartial person pre-
sent. But, to the spectacled observers of human affairs, the thing im-
mediately assumed a very different complexion. Each stern Conservative
shut his right eye, and opened his left eye, the moment these inno-
cent demonstrations of merriment began to manifest themselves ; and
the harmless laughter, and jocidar shouts, of the good people on the
stable tops was converted into an impious and sacrilegious mockery of
the solemn prayers of a minister of God's holy word

!

Now, who but a son of the Science of Toryoscopy could have
bc&dly declared that the working inhabitants of Edinburgh had ceased
to be religious since the cry for Reform came in, and that as they
gladly availed themselves of every public opportunity to insult those
above them in rank or fortune, so they were equally rejoiced to fin4 an
opportunity of insulting the ministers and the rites of our holy Reli-

gion. “ Who could have thought that 1 should have lived to see such a
right .in Scotland !" exclaimed a pair of pretty lips screwed up, as if by
verjuice, by the influence of the Tory spectacles, worn by the lady tfho

1
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owned them, u The worst times of Jacobin France were nothing to

this !—and murder and rapine mud^soon fellow !”

If any Tory doubts the universality of religion in Edinburgh/ as this

fair lady of the race was so determined to do ; let him or her only leave
the Toryoscopic spectacles at home for once, and take a walk through
the streets, with bare eyes, on a Sunday during church-time : for then
will the town appear as if utterly bereft of its people ; and if a stranger*
to our customs were to enter it at that moment, he might shudder to
think that it had been depopulated by cholera, like one of those silent

and motionless cities so well described • in that powerful work of fancy
called “ The Last Man ”

where the whole inhabitants have been exter-

•minated by pestilence. And again, what would be his astonishment
when, at a particular hour, the doors of the churches should be thrown
open, and huge and endless streams of decent and well-dressed persons

should pour themselves forth, so as to fill the streets to perfect over-

flow ? Might not such a scene as this be equal to convincing the most
sceptical of human -beings that the Scotch still maintain their well-

earned character of a sound, moral, and religious people ? It certainly

wqpld do so to all whose noses were hot graced by the magical Tory-
oscopic spectacles ; nor would any other but a hood-winked Tory be-

lieve that Reform in Parliament is to bring irreligion in its train. * For
our parts, we are quite sure that the more the principles of Reform are

extended into other matters, the brighter, and the warmer, and the

purer, will true religion burn ; until its fervidity must ultimately clear it

from all that vile dross which at present enters so largely into its com-
position.

A very extraordinary anomaly took place in the phenomena of the

Toryoscopic spectacles on the 10th day of this month, the day of

the celebration in Edinburgh of the Grand Jubilee in honour of the

triumph of the great cause of Reform. Whether it was owing to

the atmosphere having been that day charged to a degree of Re-

form feeling, perhaps* above one hundred per cent, greater than it

ever was before in a latitude so much to the north of London, may
be matter for the speculation and experiment of future philosophers.

But certain it is, that, so far as we were able to inquire or discover, the

power of these wonderful lenses seemed, for that day at least, to have

been completely suspended ; and, in spite of their metamorphosing me-

dia, truths came home to the sensorium of many a Tory who never saw

or felt truth before. On the procession of the Reformers, the uncoiling

of the line of which occupied whole hours* of time, and which, when ex-

tended throughout the long and numerous streets, seemed to fill the

whole extent of their turnings and windings at once, on the glittering^

emblems of newly acquired freedom from Tory yoke, and on the appro-

priate symbols of the peoples industry and independence, the sinister eyes

of the Conservatives, and their dirty green specula, were in vain directed.

All men and thingB remained in their true numbers, quantities, shapes,

and colours. The deafening shouts of liberty, which from time to time

burst from the multitude, were truly heard too; and the good moral

feeling displayed by the banners borne in the pageant, and the decent

mX& orderly behaviour of those who appeared in it, were too plainy ma-

nifested to admit of misinterpretation. It was truly pitiable to behold those

unfortunate maniacs, the Toryoscopists, standing behind their half-cIOsed

shutters, and endeavouring in vain to wink themselves into*their wonted

beatific delusions. They absolutely reminded us Of those most wretched
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ivf all human beings, the opium eaters, at the moment when the plea-

surable effects arising from the poisqgous drug have been expended, and

when all their consequent horrors are crowding in their enfeebled

minds. We confess that their terrible grimaces, their spasmodic con-'

tortious, aityl their agonizing groans, so affected us, that even now we
cannot trust ourselves with the contemplation of human misery so

*great and so appalling : nay, we feel ourselves so overpowered by the

very recollection of its symptoms, that we are compelled hastily and
abruptly to conclude a paper, which, if we had had more leisure or

more nerves to fill up and arrange, we should have certainly presented

to the Royal Society of Edinburgh, to be read at one of the earliest

meetings of its next session. rWe hope, however, that some more stout-

hearted philosopher, some of those gentlemen, for example who, sacri-

ficing their own personal feelings to their love of science, nobly .experi-

mented on dogs, cats, rabbits, and frogs, by cutting off legs, gouging

eyes, taking out hearts, &c. may have turned their attention to this

truly important inquiry and im estigation ; and that the scientific world

in general may, at no very distaAt period of time, yet be gratified by a

full and detailed exposition of all the phenomena, both negative q;id

positive, of these wonder-working Toryoscopes,

THE ENGLISH HUNTING GROUNDS.

Indian tribes lay great stress upon their hunting grounds,—tracts of

land not occupied by them, in the European sense of the word, but fre-

quented at the proper seasons for the purposes of the chace. Reflecting

a few evenings ago on the strong passion for field sports, which more
than any other nation characterises the modern English,* we were struck

with the wide extent of our hunting grounds. Whether we turn to the

burning climate of Hindostan, or to the snowy mountains of Norway,
we find English sportsmen in keen pursuit of^ the game peculiar to the

country. While Mr. Lloyd is ringing^ bears, bringing down capercail-

zies by the dozen, and glancing at the rate of twenty miles an hour
over the snow on his skidores

,$ the servants of “ Company Sahib " are

broiling on their elephants' backs, crackling through the tall cane brake
which overtops even their mountainous bearers in quest of the fierce

tiger, with his lightning bound and thunder blow, or are massacring in

their battus as many jungle cock as might proviant an army. Sir

^Arthur de Capell Brooke has lately recommended the north of Africa
as excellent shooting quarters, and it wouR)^astonish us little were we

4&

* }i we may believe Montaigne, the French were, in his day, what in this respect

the English are now. “ Torquato Tasso, en la comparison qu Ml fait de la France a
1* Italic, (lit avoir remarqud cela, que nous avons les jambra plus grcslcs, que lea

gentils-hommc* I(aliens, ct en attribuent la cause? & ce que nous aommes continuel-

leincnt i chevaL” ' *
t In Norway, the huntsman, when he comes upon the track of a bear, walks a

wide circle round him in the snow to ascertain the locality of his den,*ond then pro-
ceeds to examine narrowly the space thus marked out.

$ Enormous* wooden skates, upon which the Norwegians travel with incredible
rapidity over the snow. There is a ride regiment in the Swedish service who ma-
noeuvre, mounted on stcidore«.
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to find ourselves* in the course of the present year, pitching and heaving

in our friend -— *
s swift yacht “^Walk-tlie-water,” in the Bay of Bis-

cay, or walking up within two points of the wind to the Bay of Tunis,

with an ample cargo of Marquees, Mantons, double and single, rifled

and plain, copper-caps, savoury pies, stew-pans, surgical instruments,
,

Madeira, saws, axes, and Glenlivat, to take a week's shooting, where
^

« pius ASneas,”* did as much before us. Waterton made South AmeridF

the scene of his solitary shooting excursions. Romilly asserted our

rights among the ridges of the Chamois, and the whales, walruses, and

white bears are beginning to entertain a respect for our prowess at the

level of the sea. Nay, even the jealous frenchman allows us to take

the lead of him in his own land ; and round the base of the fyrenees,

English fox-hounds challenge with their deep music the skulking wolf

beneath the guidance of an English huntsman. Many a time has old

D of Bourdeaux, sacred their too seductive company when our tall

tenantless tripod met his view as he entered the counting-house of a

morning.

The same circumstance has determftied the limits of our hunting-

gqpunds, which fixed the narrower boundaries of those of our copper-

coloured prototypes. Whatever was accessible, if not pre-occupied,

was theirs. Wherever a British vessel touches,—and where is the

shore that knows not our flag ?—if the inhabitants have no objection,

becomes the scene of our field sports. Tired and satiated with the

uniformity of shooting over our preserves at home, our snug paddocks

or infields, nay, our wider ranges of Welsh and Highland hill, we cast

a wistful eye over the whole habitable globe. Two things force us to

this latitudinarian love of sport. In the first place, we are a nation of

Nimrods, mighty huntsmen before the Lord—Mayor. In the second

place,we are too much cooped up and cabined within the narrow limits

of our isle ; we have not space nor game enough to gratify the slaughter-

ing propensities of our whole population. We need elbow room.

We are a nation of Nimrods ; and it is our education that makes us

such. All of us hear from boyhood one or other of the varieties of the

chase spoken of as the most ecstatic pleasure in life, and, what is perhaps

yet more seductive in thii strange country of ours, as the most nristo-

cratical. The veriest poacher and black-fisher in the country obtains

a patent of nobility in virtue of his calling, and swaggers it over the

hempen homespuns of delvers and weavers. And perhaps there is more

natural foundation for this assumption than for most others of the land.

There is freedom in the open air, and he' who has been accustomed to
#

• Hia first day’s shooting was not amiss :

—

- -
- tris littore cervos

Prospicit erraUtis } hos tota amenta sequuntur

A tergo, et longum per vallis pascitur agmen.

Constitit hie, arcumquc manu celerisque sagittas

Corripuit, fidus qu® tela gerebat Achates

;

Ductoresque ipsos primum, capita alta furenti*

Cornibus arboreis, sternit ; turn volgus ; et omnern

Miscet ageus telis nemora inter frondea turbam.

Ncc prius absietit, quam septem ingentia victor

Corpora fundat humi, et numerum cum navibus aequet.

The description is enough to make any dcer-stalker’s mouth water; Atoms must

certainly have used a double-barrelled how, unless, indeed, which is .not impossible,

VirgU
0
used a long one.
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wrestle with the mountain storm, who has been swathed in the eddying

mist. Who has shouldered his way through drift, thick almost as the ly-

ing snow, who has sweltered in the hollows of the hills beneath the cloud-

less, breezeless mid-day glow of the dog-days, has been admitted to an
intimacy with, and obtained a mastery over the elements which the

pinging, feckless, sedentary labourer, crouching and shivering by the

ingle cheek, has not the soul to comprehend. Speak of mind indeed

!

Give us body ! Who can dream that the gay, lively, whipper-snapper

.pf five feet, possesses one-tenth part of the mind of him of six feet two,

with calves and shoulders corresponding, whiskers like the ivy on the

Brig o' Doon, and a voice like the bursting of a water-spout ?

But t£is is a digression. Our education makes us Nimrods, is our 1

text at present. Now there’s ourself for example : our earliest re-

collection—no tale of yesterday—is of our being lugged out to the

sheep-house park, even in our days of blue frocks and pinafores, and
taught to take aim (the gun, he it understood, being laid across a low

dike—God bless you for two years afterwards, our strength was inadequate

to the raising of such a weight) ’at an egg shell laid upon the midden
which upreared its square fabric of dry, dingy, asphaltunutinged straw,

before the byre door, amid an ocean of tobacco-juice-coloured fluid

sprinkled on the surface, with as many rich, dark, glossy dies as a

witch's oils. The gun

Back recoiled, we know not why,
Even at the sound itself had made

;

driving us, poor innocents with hideous ruin and combustion down. Our
initiation into the mysteries of horsemanahip, must have taken place much
about the same time ; for we have a faint remembrance of being clapped

straddle-legs, sorely to the annoyance of our unhreeched hurdies, on Do-
nald, the dour Highland sheltie, and next moment discharged as from a
catapult over his head by a jerk out of his hind legs, performing sundry
gyrations in the air, and landing with a rustle and a thud among certain

brambles, tall hemlocks, and bur-docks, that ornamented a corner of the

stable-yard. Our subsequent lessons in this jjpble art were taken regu-

larly every evening at six o'clock ; at which time we duly swayed soberly

along the grass-grown path, which, beneath alternating canopies of beech,

elm, and ash, led to the river's brim, mounted on the thick square saddle,

with a wooden groove running over its back, of a heavy cart horse
with all his hems, brechams, and chains rattling loosely about him.
Only once did one of these decent brutes so far forget himself as to run
off with the young equestrian, and then the alternating up and down of

rump and shoulder were as if one were clapped astride of the North
Bridge, and that cumbrous pile by magic art, transmuted into a hobby-
horse. Were we to out -number the years of Methuselah, we could never
forget the blissful evenings as we trudged down that avenue, with the

llgfyt fluttering of the leaves overhead, and the stray, golden, sun-beams
that wandered through and danced on the emerald grass like bashful

fluttering strangers, and the soft blue sky overhead streaked and mot-
tled with gossamer clouds, and the brownish but pellucid wave in which
our form was mirrored as our “ swinked” aver drew in long gulps, or
with uplifted head gazed round while the frequent drops from the cor-
rugated corners of his jaws dimpled the water.
Our being sent to school caused a temporary intermission of these

pursuits ; but our amusements there were such as to nurse the predi-
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lections which had already been awakened, had bows and arrows,
boortree guns, scouts, to say nothing of occasional bickers with the
blackguards at the townhead to form our eye for markmanship. Nay,
even during school hours we have at times been graceless enough to
practise upon the dominie's face with a pop-gun made of a quill and po-
tato bullets. Then we had mimic chases in the game of hound and
hare, intermingled occasionally with a grand cat hunt. What a prize m
these days was a stanch terrier 1 Never shall we forget the occasion on
which Our favourite Wasp walked off with an old lady's cat from the
second btory. The good lady had been9conning “ the Crook i’ the Lot "by
the aid of a pair of those antique spectacled, which, by dint ofj>resstri*e.
Sit firm on the nose. Baudrons was seated at the opposite side of the
ingle, washing her face with her paws, when Wasp seized her by the
small of the back. Che good dame grasped to the tongs, and the first

intimation we received of the brulzie was from seeing Wasp scampering
down the outside stair, making pussie’s head play pelt against every
step, and hearing the jingle of the fireside implement, above-named, as
it flew after him. Then, in the haymaking season, when the light

bfreezes dallied across the fields, bearing the odours of the drying grass

to blend with the scent of the birken grove which fringed the burn, rip-

pling over pebbles, or hiding beneath grassy banks at its side, we had
our tig-tag among the haycocks. We yet remember, when looming
between thirteen and fifteen, if any female schoolmates were of the
party, what a strange unaccountable pleasure we felt when wrestling

and tumbling with them on the fragrant heaps. But this i8 trespassing

upon another kind of field-sport on which is not now our cue to

enter.

Such is the training of ninety-nine boys out of a hundred, throughout

Great Britain. If too poor for legitimate initiation into field sports,

they smuggle a taste by scraping acquaintance with grooms, ostlers, and

game-keepers. But, rich or poor, they look forward, as the end and

aim of their existence, to growing old enough, or scraping together

enough of money to share in the amusements of the field. Now, so uni*

versal and so intense a passion never can find scope in our little island.

The land-owners monopolize, and the less fortunate, must seek sport

elsewhere. Nay, the proprietors of the soil grow satiated with the same-

ness of home-sports Again, our soldiers and jolly tars carry their pro-

pensities abroad with them. So, after all, it is no wonder that a passion

* possessed of a diffusive force ten times greater than steam, should have

enabled our sportsmen to say with Byron’s Pirates,

Where’er the breeze can bear the billows’ foam,

Wc shooting quarters find, and make ourselves at home.
*

It is Well, for there is not a mood of the mind which cannot find vent

and relief in some branch of the chase or another. When we are in a

thundering passion, we would take to hunting as the most approved

recipe for working it safely off, the best conductor for withdrawing this

lightning of the mind from where it can strike mischievously. A pack

of beagleh will dd if nothing better can be had, but we recommend fox

hounds in preference. You may fidget and think of your crosses while

waiting till Reyntord break cover among the tall ferns loaded with mol*

ture, with the long goblin like arms of the oak stretched ovet you, as if

they were yawning in the dull grey morning through which the rising

breeze is just beginning to creep with faint motorings, and every thing
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above and around is tinged of a sober grey. But your spirits are aroused

as first one hound and theft another springs above the brushwood like a

heavy trout on a fine taking morning, looking uncertainly round them,

and at times a single tail, like the standard of some subaltern paeha, is

seen waving above the fern, testifying by its elevation and fluttering, how
busily the nose to*which it is appended is puzzling below. One dubiou|

interrogatory yelp is beard at a distant corner of the copsewood, re-

sponded to by similar questionings more near at hand. Then follows a

bouf, and then a (foliar from some of the juveniles. At last a stanch

old veteran, one of your fellows r who thinks twice before he speaks,
gives tongue with his deep-chested thunder. One after another the hounds

take up ‘the note, and just as you catch a peep of Reynard s brush dis-

appearing over the hill before you, away they go.

What a Babel of tongues ! Every note of the gaqyit is struck at once,

and the whole come puddering with thick unintermitting bursts upon
the ear, a mixture of dissonances and harmonies far before music. Echo
takes up the tale and multiplies the confusion. Every heart beats quick,

and the very day cheers up, the clouds imperceptibly losing themselves

in the blue sky. A joyous confusion has thrown us out at the first bursg,

and the hounds may already be seen like a large sheet of white and
liver-colour in the act of being drawn over the summit of the eminence

over which we saw Reynard’s brusii disappear. To dash straight after

them is hopeless. Never mind ! we turn our horse’s shoulder to the

wind, well knowing that the fox will head up, and away we fly along the

string of the bow which he will describe. A tall hedge is in our way.

Soon as we reach the proper distance, we slightly lift our steed's head
by the bridle then leave him free, and bending our body forward, give

him a gentle hint with the edge of the heel. As he tops the hedge we
fling ourselves back, and taking off our hat in the exuberance of our joy,

wave it round our head with a hearty huzza. Puff ! one half of our ill-

humour is already given to the winds. We are now riding cross the

ridge and furrow, and their brief ups and downs turn our horses* gallop

to something like the jolting plunges of a boat in the short seas when
about to rnhs stays. We are somewhat discomposed, but the sensation

is too ludicrous to annoy us, and by clearing the next stone wall, we
reach the outfield. Away we skim over heath, through mire, and for

milds have no more guess of the whereabouts of the runaways than is

afforded by a faint distant babble which the intermitting gale allows to

reach our ears. Turning of a hill, we espy them a short way in advance,

a trifling additional exertion ' brings us up, and merrily do we career

it along ; the whoops and halloos of the experienced huntsman, and the
silent keenness of the hounds who are now running hot foot, with their

noses breast high, set our blood so tumultuously driving through our
veins, that we could almost dance in the saddle. Through mossand over
muir still we hold on, the hills in the distance seeming to run back
as we advance. Every steed is glossily drenched and specked with foam,
ours&lves cling more weariedly to the saddle, and our ^ook is grave, and
a stupid idealess earnestness bepumbs our faculties, as With dogged per-
tinacity we urge our way on. One after another of the company gives
in. We flag ourselves, and for a moment lose sight of the chase as it

sweeps over the brow of a low heathery hillock : but making a last
effort we reach its summit, and there in the centre of a grassy defl
stands the honest huntsman with the object of our pursuit held aloft, as
the dogs spring, and bay, and throng around him, holding his hollow
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palm to his mouth
;

and shouting till the mountains ring again—*
whoo-o-o-op ! Two or three red-coats only are near him, ami we are
too much jaded to descend. We lift our cap; wipe our brows, draw a
long breath; and feel in charity witti all the world.

Versifiers and romancers make much ado about boar-hunting. On
foot—receiving the savage on your spear—there is a momentary excite-
ment occasioned by the danger, but it is over immediately. The effect

is no more to be compared to fox-hunting than a shock of electricity

to tho long-drawn tippling bout of a winter's night. On horseback, and
with hounds “ hunting the embossed, boar," is the merest child's play;

There is something very grand in talking <jf galloping up and down the

« long-drawn alleys of a forest, now duckiqg beneath the branches of the
broad oak, now passing along the echoing aisles of pines, scrambling,
now through mire, and now through deep dry sand, while the air rings
on every side with tfce notes of bugles and the babbling of hounds ; but
what, is it after all? The boar and his tardy pursuers never get beyond
a good round trot ; and the utmost one can do, in the absence of dikes and
ditches, is to canter along the alleys, *aiid try to persuade yourself you
are gallopping, or to make believe that you have leapt across a water rum,
over which your horse could have trotted without lengthening liis stride.

Marry, if you deviate into the wrong alley, and meet the boar coming
down, as there is no possibility of pressing in among the thick under-
wood on either hand, he may prove an ugly customer. His eyes blood-

shot, every separate bristle standing apart, instinct with rage, bathed in

foam ; there is poison in his very look, and a gash with his tusks, as he
passes, would be no joke. But, even this consideration has ceased to

stimulate us, since the last boar-hunt of the late gracious Majesty of

Saxony, at which we assisted. After gallopping, for a couple of hours,

up an£ down the smooth shaven alleys of a pocket forest not far from

Dresden, preserved for such occasions, the boar, as black truculent a

looking fellow as you could wish to see on a summer's day, stood at bay

in a thicket of alders. The green-coatcd attendants had been riding hither

and thither most perseveringly, blowing upon their horns in tune and out

of tune ; and, altogether, the spectacle had been well got up. No sooner’

had his boarship come to a stand, than the Majesty of Saxony dismounted^

for the purpose of cutting the brute’s throat with his own royal hands. The
sight was most imposing. The venerable sovereign drew his couteaft jdc

chasse
,
advanced towards the sylvan savage, and, dropping upon one

knee, prepared for action. Tho boar made a dash at the intruder, and

was dexterously caught upon the point of the sword, which, passing in

below the shoulder, went right to the heart. How deeply we regret

that we ever learned the brute had had its tusks carefully sawed off^

the night before 1 The only risk the monarch ran was the wetting the

right knee of his royal breeches by kneoling in a swamp ; and this dan-

ger he did not escape any more than a smart fit of the rheumatics in

consequence of the exposure.

Bear-hunting, that is the only sport that can compare with the pur-

suit of the fox. You are lying cozily noozled up among a cart load of

furs and blankets, in the dingy pannelled inner room of a Norwegian

bauer, when a sturdy peasant awakens you with the news, that he has

ringed a bear at the distance of some ten or twelve miles. Up you bang,

and, indue vestments, that convert you into the semblance of a lady's

muff Valking. Your provisions are strapped on the shoulders of your

cpmpagnon da voyage ; your rifle and ammunition on your own
;
your
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skidores are properly fastened, and mn*$ you gKde Over the deep
snow, through among the stems of tall sosw-cfed pine* hene*|& a
sky pressing* down upon yon like a dull grey blanket, A few nee*
dules of flaky snow rest suspended amid the breezefess atmospWb,
Not a sound is to be heard, save the hissing of the snow, as your AL
dores divide its upper surface, while you are gliding anwant You
r/re in the region of shadow and silence. Nature is slumbering to the
gloaming of the year, on down of winter's scattering* Toll have reach-

ed the ring, and now an eager noiseless search commences for the lair

of the savage. As you stand beside a few straggling bushes, a Crispy

crackling is heard behind you, and looking round, away scuttles the
shaggy shapeless brute, leering back upon you with his pinky eyes, and,
walloping over his ground with a speed utterly unexpected from such a
lump. He is already out of shot, so, fetching a run off, you go gliding

like the lightning, up hill and down dale. Coming to a steep descent,

a twig catches your akidore, and drives it devious from the track. You
reel with a bump against a pine, crack goes the frame-work, and head
over heels you go, thumping against every stump in your way, till you
land imbedded two or three feet deep in the valley below.

No time is to be lost ; the akidore is, by dint of straps and nans,

soon set to rights, and off you hurry in the direction pointed out by a
series of broad, shovel-like impresses in the snow. The rascal has got

the start so far, that the shades of night gather round you before you can

throw salt on his tail. Nothing is left for it but to clear away a ring in

the snow, cut down a likely pine, set fire to its stump, and hy means of

the camp kettle, edibles, brandy, &c., which your attendant carries, to

make yourself as comfortable as possible. A big snou-ball makes a good
pillow, and wrapped up in your fur coat and cap and your blanket, the
black night above, the dark branches of the pines saving slowly and
ruddily, and the crispy snow sparkling and flashing in the glare 'bf the
fire, begin to dance indistinctly before your vision ; and the low sobbing

of the wind among the trees alternately rises and fades on the sense.

The real and the fanciful begin to struggle for the ascendancy amid
yout confused and drifting thoughts. Now you are in the lonely forest

gazing at the sparkling brands ; anon you are in Bond Street, and the

flash of evening shops is in your eyes, the rattle, and roar, and hum of

coaches and passing multitudes in your ear. A friend extends his hand,

and as you seek to grasp it, a bear hugs you in his embrace, bursting

from which you set off along the Strand, with a dozen bums in full cry

after you, and next moment, missing a foot, tumble down a snow-clad hill,

rattling from tree to tree.

Like a pebble in Carisbrook welt

Gradually a deeper sleep wraps you round, and warm, deep-breathing,

dreamless, you recruit your strength for the morrow's fatigues.

Bootless were it to go over the whole ground across which the chace

leads you on. The track of the bear leads at last to a thicket at the

base of an eminence, which it enters at an opening partially blocked up
by some logs lying across it. Cautiously looking in, you see the cum-
brous brute coiled up in his den, peering out at the intruder. Hastily

levelling the rifle, you discharge one barrel at his bead ; but the aim
has been ill taken, and the ball glances off, tearing with it a part of the
scalp. With something between a grunt and a roar, the shaggy savage
rears himself on his hinder legs. The second ball lodge's in his body*
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but he only ty*\ckfys! Us pace* flight is itnpoiMble^ so drawing your
lohg knife, and hastily wrapping {he blanket rqbfld your left arm, you
await the onset* The huge fore-paws are extendedrfor the hug of death,

whe^ extending the blartlfafcted am iq>wardft,
vVrtidd yohrself from

hie jaws, you plant the pommel of die knife fttafy against your breast*

Be clasps you in his etobrac^ and, as he drags you resistlessly to his

breast, the knife enters fits he*& He falls sod presses your body by hi*
convulsive movements, tfll every rib cracks, and then his hold relaxes in

death. You extricate yourself, and remain seated on the enow, blind,

stupified, and helpless,
,

We could fi talk the summer sun quit^ down the skies” on such

•themes, but the yawning of our fair readers warns us to desiet. We
cannot, however, close this chapter without a word or two upon the sport

peculiar to this month—partridge-shooting. Partridge-shooting is an
amusement peculiar to highly cultivated countries, and even in them
best adapted for the most sober and sedate of their inhabitants^* It is a

style of shooting essentially philosophical and clerical. It is not always

disagreeable to the younger members*of the sporting fraternity ; for,

frgm its parlour character, it affords opportunities of displaying fine

dogs, skill in marksmanship, and natty shooting dresses, in the eyes of the

ladies, whose parasols occasionally diversify the scene of action. It is

pursued with most success in the most improved part of every domain—
in the immediate vicinity of the mansion. The sportsmen sally forth after

a snug breakfast of tea, toast, hot rolls, butter, preserves, fresh eggs, and

hung beef. Their path lies alternately through fields of glossy brown

stubble, and verdant turnips. Carefully tended plantations shelter them

from every undue inclemency of the weather. They wander leisurely on-

ward enjoying the brightness of the day, and the clear cool bracing atmos-

phere.* The utmost casualities that await them are the danger of being

caught in a passing shower, or of wetting their feet in a ditch somewhat

broader than usual. They watch with most placid equanimity the lei-

surely flight of the game, as it skims over the brow of a knoll, and settles

scattcringly at its base. Having each filled his hag, they return home in

plenty of time to dress for dinner, with just enough of fatigue to render

idleness agreeable, and*just enough of appetite to enhance the flavour of

the rich viands which await them. The after-dinner hour arrived—the

“ glimmer and gloom ” of a sea-coal fire, with cordial port, (the best

wine for the season when the evenings begin to grow chilly) and a

drowsy, desultory conversation about nothing at all, would furnish mat-

ter for a more luxurious description thaftt any that graces Thomson's

Castle of Indolence.

Here close we this theme for the present :

—

But there is matter for ft second rhyme,

And I to this would add another tale.
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Public Funerals.—‘Among the toys, baubles, and airy nothings,

batons, coronets, orations, triumphal arches, medals, and swords of

honour, with which nations from time immemorial have been prone to

«rugar-plumb their statesmen and heroes,—public funerals have always

held a -distinguished place ; and we are bound to believe that the

tinselled palms ornamenting the car in Lord NelsonV triumphal exequies,

and the academical procession following the late President of the Royal

Academy to his last home in St. Faith's, have had their share in incit.

ing theValour of Lord Exmquth, and burnishing up the palette of Sir*

Martin Archer Sheo. There is something still more grand, however,

when spontaneously

Nations swell the funeral cry,

And triumph weeps above the brave.

There are such things as public funerals for whicli no public money is voted

by his Majesty's High Courts of Parliament ; there are funeral proces-

sions, where neither white rods nor black rods, silver sticks nor gold,

Earls Marshal nor Provosts Marshal, are required to ushef in the cere-

mony. We all remember the involuntary chorus of groaiis which arose

from the populace when the body of the late Marquis of Londonderry,

(the Claverhouse of the Irish Rebellion,) was lowered into the grave.

More recently,—nay, but the other day, in the very face of Peel's blue

devils,—in the very face of police, cholera, parochial, and other autho-

rities,—Lacons, the housebreaker, was attended to his solitary cell by
some hundreds of notorious thieves, the honourable corporation of which
he died a member ! Sir Walter lias favoured us with a striking anil cha-

racteristic picture of the Thiefland of Charles's days ; and Victor Hugo
has lately put forth a curious pendant to the sketch of Alsatia, in his

description of the Cour des Miracles, the resort of the fruanderie "

of the time of Louis XI: At present, justice has scarcely been done to

the robberation of Great Britain ; and we are mistaken whether richer

pictures than adorn the pages of Lo Sage and Rabelais are not to be
found in the haunts of that lucrative profession, of which the deceased
Mr. Lacons seems to have been a ruling elder. Bulwer's Paul Clifford

was written in an unknown tongue ; but we still hope that a sketch or twq^
from the pencil o^Haydon or tjie pen of Jerrald, will unveil the mystery.
Now that Dr. Young and Champollion are gone, hieroglyphics must
remain hieroglyphics ; and now that old Townshend is *had up for judg-

ment* Thieves' Latin must lack a dragoman. We have not heard whether
Lacons’s funeral oration has at present been ordered to be printed ; but
it was doubtless a highly interesting composition, and well deserving
commentatorial notes from th^ learned editors of The Slang Dictionary.

Literary Conversations and Memoirs.—Author^ are said to be
the vainest of mankind ; and we wonder it has not occurred to some
modern Empedocles, smitten with the love of distinction, and in*

toricated with the dew of Castalia, to cut his tongue out with a view
of giving the }ie to all malicious post-obit charges of “jnribbles and
prabhles," of having gossipped to my Lady This, concerning my Lady
the Other ; of having traduced the absent friend who ceased not from
traducing hint of having ff discoursed fustian with his '.shadow

”
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It occurred to us that the excessive laudations bestowed (in Mr. Car-
lyle's commentary upon Croker’s Commentary on Boswells Commentary
of the Sayings and Doings of Johnson,) upon the pickers up of tho col-
loquial crumbs of genius would set all the jackalls of the literary lions
at work,—that new Captain Medwin and Mrs. Piozzis would be busy
with their common-place books ! Who, when they contemplate the breach
of social confidence practised against every man, woman, or child of let?
ters, on whom the public eye is fixed with complacency, can wonder at
the occasional surliness of Voltaire at Ferney ; or of Bcckford at Font-
hill ! Memoirs are, as it were, tho inseparable shadows of public men.
The actions of an illustrious individual ane public property ; but the

• outpourings of his secret soul,—the playful sallies of his social flours,

—

the confidings of his tenderest impulses,—are these to be hoarded up
like treasures pilfered from his careless opulence, and sold by the ounce,
the yard, the sentence, when he is‘lying helpless in his grave. We wonder
that Moore ever ventures to eat his cutlet, save by hisovm fireside, lest his

words, (like the pearls and diamonds gathered from the lips of the fairy

Princess,) shouldbetreasured up in the bofkhonnicreo£somegay olddow'ager;
-

or^Campbell to take his ease in his club, lest the pick-palate should be at
hand, to filch his aphorisms and make off with his sallies. The gentle-
men of wit and fashion about town,—my Lord A. of the Keepsake, and
B. of the Belle Assemblee,—should assuredly never stir abroad without
Papageno’s golden pudlock on their lips ! We have once or twice had
occasion to admire the naif and ingenuous amusement with which cer-

tain Parliamentary orators peruse, in the daily Journals, the luminous
speeches made for them by the reporters. But what would be the sur-

prise of the illustrious men of England, from Sir Thomas Morfe*to Lord
Byron, could they rise for the perusal of the bon-mots put into their

mouth?, and the principles attributed to their profession ;—the long dis-

courses,—so fluent—so flummering,—twisted and turned for ten long

years in the minds of their quondam auditors, to be at length wormed
out w ith the facility and continuity of a thread of cotton. One day last

summer, we happened to be present on occasion of a morning visit from

an eminent personage to a large and intelligent circle. Ho talked much,
well, and articulately ;

and on his departure, it was agreed that every

person present should commit to paper his or her impression of the con-

versation. On u the opening of the fardel,” it afforded great amuse-

ment to perceive that_ no two accounts tallied,—that several were in

direct contradiction,—and one or two, purely imaginative ! But if so

unaccountable the extent of involuntary fliisapprehension and uninten-

tional misrepresentation, what is to be hoped where the object of the

memorialist is to exalt himself at the expense of his departed friend

;

and to put argument^into a? unresisting mo\it%* for the sole purpose of

refutation! _

Theatrical "Managers—Every wagger of an idle tongue or idle

pen in London, has been busy for the last six months in reviling Mr.

Monck Mason, the lessee of the Italian Opera House ; some statinglim

to be in the Bench,—some in the Fleet,—some on the eve of marriage,

—some vilifying him in one way—some another. Fuzzi exalted his horn

at the manager's expense ;—Brognoli, (his right arm,) broke her own

expressly to do him an injury and the non-success of Robert le Diablo

is said to have bee# a ^vrieve-ous misfortune, We confess we are mere
inclfned to pity tharf condemn ! Kangaroo hunts and other Australian

recreations considered, we are satisfied that a convict is an object for

YOf.. r, 3 f
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less deserving compassion than a theatrical manager. Kemble got into

Chancery,—Elliston and A. Lee into the Gazette,—Chapman into the

King's Bench,—and even Laporte, if the public prints are to be credited,

will shortly be written down La porte d'enfer

!

One day we find him

enacting chief mourner at an opera-dancer’s funeral ;—the next, he is

said to be choosing a good berth in the steam-packet for Taglioni.

Sometimes his patience is put to the proof by the politeness of his brother

Consul, Antony, Captain Polhill,—sometimes by the moroseness of his

brother Consul, Lepidus, Mr. Morris ! The Manager of a Theatre is,

in fact, the most miserable dog' on earth !—libelled by his author-
mimicked by his actors,—bullied by the Lord Chamberlain,—snubbed
by the (licenser,—insulted by the press ! He loses his time—his health *

—his money—his patience ;—and, after being pilloried by a Dramatic

Committee of the House of Commons, is blackballed at the Garrick

Club, and toasted as “ a public-spirited individual ” at the dinner of

the Theatrical Fund

!

Royal Fortune Hunters.-XThe passions of mankind, royal, gentle, or

simple, are supposed to have been pretty much the same, Horn the erection

of Nlmrod’fe palace (of which Flaxman, the sculptor, used gravely to-exty-

bit a ground plan) to that of Pimlico, whose bald pate rejoiceth the eyes

ofthe gapers in Piccadilly. Their fashions, meanwhile, are somewhat more
mutable ; and the follies of the world, are, at least, fifty-fold more fertile

i$ the propagation of varieties, than its crimes. We have very little doubt

that the events of the last twenty years have already decided such Ma-
jesties as are blest with a numerous progeny, to educate a younger son

for the matrimonial profession
; and keep a spare prince or so, ready to

pop upon any vacant throne, just as the cadets of noble houses in Eng-
land arey* Japanned,” for the chance of a future Bishopric. It is an
afflicting circumstance that no direct heir of Mademoiselle Ssudery
should have survived to witness the nuptials of the new King of the Bel-

gians with the new Princess of the French ; or the pen which favoured

us with the adventures of “ Le Grand Cyrus,” might bo advantageously

employed in portraying those of w Le petit Leopold,” as the prince of

Saxe .Coburg was palled, at the period of the visit of the Allied Sove-
reigns to this country. What was the romance of Sir Amadis de Gaul
or of Don Beliatiis of Greece, compared with those of Kings Otho and
Leopold? From the Attic story or dilapidated Saxon palace, to the
luxurious bowers of Claremont,—the noble spoons of Marlborough
House,—the gilded corridors of Lacken,—the royal salutes of Com-
piegne ! what a progression of personal dignity to be achieved by a Cap-
tain of Hussars, several of the elder branches of Whose family are

cultivating Sauer.Kraut on a few hundreds a-year in their Saxon
chateaus,—a man of narrow mind, awkward address, ungenlal charac-
ter ; merely because he was seen to hang lodeel^bnlthe world, was un-
encumbered with personal dignities, a tree that could be transplanted

with facility, and pruned and trained without ceremony. It seems fated

that* some individuals should " achieve greatness” by force of their

own littleness. In every vicissitude of his eventful life, Leopold has
passed, however, for an honest man ; and from the period when Spain
sent to borrow a grandson of Louis XIV. to be made a king of, no
adopted Sovereign * has promised better to the frpgfiW officiatingJnJbis
election, than the Sovereign of the Belgians. *

1,1
1 - ’ - - -

-
! |

• Weperceive that the €ourt Journal) which crows so loudly over an error commit*
ted by our Magazine, with respect to the Earl of Munster, (the same nobleman whose
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Tub Camp at Windsor.—Beranger's stanzas on the feats of “ Lee
iufiniment petite*' of modern times, are most felicitously applicable to
Various details of our own public business and public pleasure. Last sunu
mer, the “ Stupid Starers " were amused with a little bit of a coromfc
tion ; and during the recent dog-days, they have been gratified wjfh a
little bit of a camp ! The Prussians, eager for a second march through
Champagne, are just now rehearsing their manoeuvres by thousands and
tons of thousands on the Sands of Brandenburg ; the English, in anticipa-
tion perhaps of a few election riots* have been skirmishing by hundreds
and fives of hundreds on the shaven lawr^ of Windsor Park. His Ma-
jesty made a speech and a present e$ new colours to his^Household
Troops

; and the arduous labours of the field were concluded, after the
English fashion, by forcing the passage of certain tureens of turtle-
fcon;),—making a breach in the walls of divers raised pies,—investing
numerous haunches of venison, and escalading battlements of pastry and
spun sugar. Platoon's of Champagne corks shook St. George's Hall,
which was filled with volumes of smoke from hot entrees of every de-
scription. The energies of the British army were never more strikingly
developed than by the heroic feats of the Windsor dinner.

aijUe of the Literature of tiie Day.

—

A petition of the Booksel-
lers to Parliament, against the amount of indemnity to be granted to
the University of Aberdeen for their claims to a copy of every new work
published in the realm, states that the retail value of all the publications
of the last year entered at Stationers' Hall, scarcely amounts to £350 !

When we balance against this sum the price of advertisements and puffs,

necessary to open the mouths of the public for the operation of cram-
ming, we are inclined to fear that literature, book-making, and book,

selling, must form a very failing branch of modern trade.
" Tiie Feast of Reason and the Flow of Sauce I"—Haydon tbC

artist has been commissioned, it is said, by Lord Grey, to paint the

Reform Dinner at Guildhall ; and the hapless artist was accordingly

perched upon a pinnacle of the Hall, to contemplate, like the Bar-

mecide of Bagdad, with “ bare imagination of a feast,” consisting of
“ all the delicacies of the season.” We do not, however, anticipate

much from these savoury studies. The Birmingham Meeting iqiglvt

have afforded ample space and verge enough for a fine picture. But a

candle-light dinner possesses an intrinsic character of vulgarity. Even
Martin in placing his satraps at a banquet, judged it expedient to give

the hall no roofing but the canopy of heaven, as a plea for letting in a

peep of moonlight. Some Aldermanic visage will probably represent the

“ refulgent lamp of night” for poor Haydon ; and custard cups must, •

of course, be substituted for the goblets of Sardanapalus. To the pencil

of Leonardo da Vinci himself, a Guildhall dinner could afford nothing

but ignoble and trivial details. A turtle-eating Reformer is scarcely an

historical personage. m

Mrs. Trollope— We Ve caught the old girl at last. Thera

approaching marriage was announced last year, by that luminous periodical, among
its items of exclusive intelligence, to a lady who had been long enough his wife to

render him the fethtx of five children) has put forth, with abundance of quackery and
puffery, m account of ttytaqyal nuptials. Throughout the nine columns devoted to this

interesting event; the royalgmlacc of Comp\kyne is invariably spelt C*knp*igne r* We
shall next be favoured with an exclusive description of Verities

!

3 F2
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was something wonderfully mysterious in her progress through America.

Shift was not, as Galt sublimely describes Byron, “ a mystery clothed in

a winding sheet, crowned with a halo she was, however, a mystery

, draped in gossamer muslin. She glided like the spectre lady of Hogg’s
M^regor, up the boiling torrent of the Mississippi, “ wimpling the water

to weather and lee,” amid the silvery moon-haze. She flitted through
the groves of Cincinnati like a humming bird, sucking its honeyed sus-

tenance from the bells of dowers. She soared and stooped like a bird of

Paradise, which rests as it floats up-borne by buoyant ether, over the

undulations of the Alleghanies.t. She was an Undine, a Sylph, seeking to

revel in tJie sweet essences of *moonlight, dews, flowery odours, and
pure air, but every where scared away by the vulgar pollutions of hu-

manity, denied a resting place for the sole of her blessed foot, horror

-

str ick by the idea that she might soil

Her pure ambrosial weeds,

With the rank vapours of the sin-worn mould.

It s with a feeling somewhat akin* to that which we experienced on our
first visit behind the scenes of a theatre, and saw the coarse canvass backs,

and coarser daubed facings of the scenes, and felt the oily stench of tlia

front lamps, and the alternating sweaty odour from the pit, and chilly

draught through the side scenes, that .we have discovered the vulgar ma-
terial superstructure upon which Mrs. Trollope’s aerial phantasmagoria

has been reared. Our good friend, Effingham Wilson,* has let the cat out

of the bag. One of his authors speaking of a bazaar at Cincinnati,

throws into a parenthesis :

—

u built by Mrs. Trollope, but the specula-

tion failed.” What a mortifying termination to our day dream ! Mrs.
Trollope the arbiter clnjantiarum between Europe and America !—the

aristocratical “ English Lady !” t—the mother of an Oxonian !—the first

flower of the silver-fork school ! Mrs. Trollope an old clothes-wbman,
who, unable to stand her ground before the ’cuter Yankee rivals in

trade, who had emigrated to the West, scuttles home to vent her in-

dignation in a book ! Who could have suspected when Mrs. Trollope

committed to the press her astonishment at finding a milliner of New
Orleans possessed of some education, that site herself was a huckster ?

Awakening from our delusion, wa can only sigh over

The memory of what has been

And ne’er again can be.

But the Quarterly Reviewer^,—those ultra-aristocrats, who, were they

in every external sense clogged, dulled, hood-winked, could recognise the

mere approach of a plebeian by a mysterious shudder of the mind,—how
can they account for the gross deception that has beon practised upon
them ? Like a high-bred pointer which has once mistaken a dung-hill

fowl for game, the character of their nose is gone for ever. Their rage

at this disclosure, compromising their “ gentility” so horribly, must be

hft^ond all bounds. At their hands Mother Trollopo has nothing to

expect but a “ certain looking for of fiery indignation.”

Wiia daur meddle wi’ me ? is the old slogan of the Buccleuchs. The
interpretation put upon it by the Magistrates of Edinburgh in our days
is, "If any ne’er-do-weel insult his Grace we'll offer a reward of fifty

* A Ramble of 6000 miles through the United States of America. By S. A. For*
rail, Esq. London : Effingham Wilson, p. 65.

f Quarterly Review.
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guineas for his apprehension/' Some ignorant persons unacquainted,

with the history of our Scottish constitution, attributed the hot haste
with which these civic worthies placarded the above-mentioned reward,
on the event of the Duke's being hustled by a few blackguard boys,

gratuitous sycophancy. They were not aware that, as the military

service which the barons of old exacted from their tenants, has,«in

these degenerate days, been commuted for a portion of the produce of

the soil ; so the right of burning and harrying every one who offended

them has been replaced by a readiness on the part of the authorities

to punish all such delinquents with tenfold promptitude and severity to,

what they would have done had the complainant been one of^the lower
classes.* The time has been when the privileged orders might have shot

a serf for their amusement, and the outrecuidance of any peasant who
had dreamed of making reprisals, would have drawn down upon him
heading and hanging at the least. Things are somewhat amended in

our days ; the nobility dare only belie, ridicule, insult, and outrage our

feelings, and clap us in gaol, or transport us, if we reply with hootings

or a few handfuls of mud. But even this state of things will be bettered

^rc long.

The Drones.—We speak not of bees, but the less musical drones of

hag-pipers. It must be no ordinary motive that induces the tender-eared

dames of Edinburgh to •immure themselves once every three years, in

the forenoon of a broiling day, amid the suffocating heat and nauseous

odours of a narrow, thronged, gas-lit theatre, for the purpose of under-

going the simultaneous, yelling, wailing, and bumming of a dozen gigan-

tic bagpipes. It is no ordinary motive :—these fair patriots have in

view the preservation of pristine manners and ancient morality among

the uiibreeched denizens of the north. To the uninitiated their mode

may Seem strange. IIow men can be confirmed in simplicity and good

faith by being taught to strut and fret their hour on the Edinburgh

stage, seems passing strange. The only difficulty, however, lies in

the words “ pristine manners and ancient morality," which must here

be taken in their Celtic acceptation, meaning lounging, or dancing, or

guttling at home, during the intervals of predatory inroads into

the Lowlands. The exhibitions of the prize-competing Celts are

adapted only for the meridian of country fairs ; and the connexion

between pickpockets and mountebanks is as well known, as the tran-

sition from the tumbler's stage to the more rural occupation of a foot-

pad is easy. What a pity that so much pains on the part of the' High-

land Society can only rear such puny, hot-house specimens of the old

cateran. They are to Rob ltoy, as Dick Bounce in the Pirate, to Cap-

tain Teach.

* The same principle of law seems to obtain in England. At the last midland

circuit, Lord Harborough recovered damages because Lord Forrester’s servant* and

hounds had followed a fox along the gravel walks of his park in the month of Janu-

ary. How many farmers’ gates and walls might Lord F.’s hunt have toppled down^-

how many farmers' fields poached to quagmires with impunity ?
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The month that has

elapsed since we last addressed these annals

to our readers hrs been otic of much talk

and little business The Tories have se-

dulously caught at every opportunity of

gaining the reputation of severe moralists,

friends ofpopular rights, and parsimonious

statesmen. Hampered, however, by their

recollections of past conduct, and still

more of the danger they incur, should
accident again rnh-c them to power, by too

liberal professions in their days of ad-

versity, they have lied with too conscious

an air of falsehood to obtain any credit.

The Whigs, on the other hand But allow
us to state that, when we blame this body,
it is with a feeling of the deepest regret

and alarm. That the clouds now louring
over us must clear up we believe as firmly

as we believe in an over-ruling provi-

dence. And that this desired consumma-
tion may be materially impeded or for-

warded by the men now in power, is with
us equally a matter of religious belief.

If they possess boldness ami knowledge to

act up to the exigency of the time, all will

go well : if they once falter in their on-

ward career, we have a stiff breeze to

weather yet, ere wej reach the harbour.

It is on this account that we view with

jealous anxiety every tampering with the

enemy or his principles, to which Minis-
ters from time to time condescend. We
dislike it, even now that they possess the

apology of having nothing but an unre-
formed Parliament to oppose to the un-

'holy league of court parasites, the House
of Lords, and the officials throughout the

empire, whether retained or displaced, who
owed their advancement to Tory influ-

ence- If, however, it he persevered in

after the assembling of a reformed Par-

liament,—if Ministers do not then cither

kick Stanley out of place, or force him to

adopt just and liberal measures towards
Ireland,—if they do not dismiss Palmer-
ston and his diplomatic hand, legitimate

ami illegitimate, with a view to the adop-
tion of an honest straight-forward foreign

policy,—if they do not take immediate
measures for introducing an honest and

intelligible system of public accounts, and

making every possible retremhment,

—

wo must look about for other men to do

our business. We see the foil hazard that

awaits upon such a step : the waters will

again be out—it will again be

' blow wind, swell billow, and swim bark.
The storm is up, and all is on the hazard.

But if the Whigs deceive us, there is no
road to safety save that which lies through

danger. They may—they will curl their

lips nt this ; but it is the warning of a

friend : so let them look to it. These pre-

mised, we*reserve till next month a cri-

tique raisonnve of the late session of Par-

liament, narrating at present merely those

matters of vital or immediate interest

which have engaged the collective wisdom
since our last. These are—the comple-

tion of the new constitution by the passing

of the Irish Reform Bill, and the proro-

gation of Parliament, with the prepara-

tory steps.

Irish Refohm Bill.—This measure,

the third leaf in the shamrock of national

regeneration ,was receivedwithasuppressed
snarl, and a shewing of teeth, in the House
of Lords. Second thoughts, however, are

proverbially wiser than sudden impulses;

and their Lordships, after receiving the

stranger, as Dandy Dininont’s terriers did

little Wasp,with a due quantum ofsnuffing

and explanatory growling, allowed it to

return to the House of Commons unbitten.

The Irish Reform Bill received the Royal
Assent (of course by commission) ou Tues-

day, the 7*h August ; *o now we have got

the ite tv tevy and God give us grace to

make a good uso of it 1 The Lords have
done their best to defeat the measure, and
have thus, as far as in them lies, set their

seal to the truth of Bentham’s opinion of

the use and real power of a second legis-

lative chamber. (Wc quotefrom Dumont,
the English editiounotbeing nt hand.) MLe
r&ultat final de cette division cat d’oplrer

une distribution de pouvoirs qui donne A
P une des assemblies 1* initiative, et rlduit

P autre A une simple negative. Source
naiurelle et flconde d* oppositions in-

dues, de querelles, d* inaction e.t de per-

petuitl deft alms. Tout tend A amener
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vino repartition de cettc nature. Deux
assemblies indGpcndautes ue peuvent pas

existerlongtemps sans mdsurer leur$ forces.

D’ailleurs ceux qui out la conduite prin-

cipale des affaires ne peuvent agir sans

faire un plan, sans s'assurer dc leu re

moyens. 11 faut choisir une dcs deux as-

sembl&spour ycommcncer les operations :

si Tune parait avoir plus d’ influence que
l'antre e’est Id qu1 on portcra toutes les

propositions cssenticlles. Cela seul suffit

pour rompre entierement la balance. II

s'ltablira non par le droit, mais par le

fait, une distinction des deux puissances,

Tune donde de l’initiative, et 1’autre de la

simple negative.” We wish their Lord-
ships joy of the brilliant prospect which
their own industry lias opened up for

them.

Library of the House of Com-
mons.

—

The old lady in St. Stephen’s hav-

ing arranged the terms upon which her

successor was to occupy the premises, be-

gan, before vacating them, to bustle about,

with a view to setting “ her house in or-

der.’
1 This attention to the comforts of

the new comer is too praiseworthy to be

passed over altogether in silence. It may,

or it may not, be known to our readers,

that the House of Commons is possessed

of a library, wherein are preserved its own
registers, and such works as are necessary

for the reference of the members. It was

well known, by the sad experience of these

gentlemen, that the collection of books was

very imperfect; and that, moreover, the

accommodation even for such as the House

possessed was insufficient. During the

late session, therefore, and also during some

sessions which preceded, a Committee, was

appointed for the purpose of suggesting a

remedy ; and the inquiries of that body

have thrown some light upon the accom-

modation which the buildings pertaining

to the House of Commons afford for these

Committees, to which much of the most

important business of the Legislature is

referred. It appears, that there are only

nineteen rooms, some of them inconvenient

enough, which can be applied to the use

of committees ; that, on an average, six-

teen committees sit daily during the time

of session, and that so many as twenty-

fire have been known to sit on one day.

The area of the library is reported to be

66 feet by 23 feet, or, 1,266 square feet

;

and its height is 13)6 feet. The space oc-

cupied, however, by tables and book-cases,

reduces the dear area, for standing or sit-

ting, to 017 square feet. The committee

declare it to be their opinion, “ that, if it

be expedient to increase, by purchase, the

books belonging to the House, or even to

admit the ordinary volumes of sessional

papers printed by order of the House, be-

yond those of the current year, there is

liot, within the present mom, any vacant

space available for the purpose” No no-

tice is hero taken of a valuable collection

of books, which, for want of room else-

where, have been stowed away in the
-

Speaker’s gallery. It ought also to be

slated, that the manuscript papers so tie-

longing to the House of Commons arc de-

posited in yet more exceptionable reposi-

tories. They art scattered, without any
'arrangement, through the different offices

and committee rooms, the galleries, cel-

lars* and even that space beyond the at-

tics, termed the roof of the house. To
this information, derived from the com-
mittee, we have only to add the fact,

notorious to all who have ever attend-

ed the debates in Parliament, of the

wretched public accommodation of the

House of Commons. The part of the

House allotted to the members is nearly

ns insufficient and uncomfortable as the

narrow and awkward gallery to which

the public have obtained a prescriptive

right of admission. These facts ail im-

peratively call for the provision of more
suitable accommodation for that body, up-

on which, if the late measure of Reform
really identifies it with the people, the fete

of the nation is, in future, mainly to de-

pend. After so much money squandered

away upon gingerbread royal residences,

the nation surely is entitled to expect, that,

at least, suitable accommodation should

be prepared for its representatives. Were
it merely a question of convenience, or out-

ward show, this question should ucver be

urged by us. But it is more,—it is a ques-

tion relating to the speedy and efficacious

dispatch of the national business, which is

materially retarded by the want of suffi-

cient accommodation for committees,

books of reference, and the records of the

House ; as, in like maimer, a proper con-

trol over their representatives is impeded

by the insufficient publicity that can be

afforded by the apartment in winch the

debates are, at present, carried on. The ar-

rangements recommended, by the commit-

tee we can only regal’d as temporary ex*

pedients, and, therefore, pass them over

unnoticed, with the exception of ,<one. The

salary of the librarian is at present 360/.,

and of the assistant-librarian 1WM. per apn.

These it is proposed to increase, and in the

proposition we entirely concur. But we

have a remark to make upon one of the

reasons advanced to support it. We are

told, that the very messenger of the library

is better paid than the assistant-librarian

;

and the doorkeeper of the House received,

for the year V029, 78G/. 14s. ML, and for

the two sessions of 1831, 14241. 7 *‘- ML
This is extravagant, and ought to be cur-
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tailed, as well as the allowances of many
other officers of the House. Before we
quit this subject, we must mention, with
approbation, the measures taken for ob-

taining copies of all the acts of our colo-

nial legislatures, and the sessional papers

ofc France and the United States.

Public Petitions.—Another sub-

ject which has attracted the attention of

the Commons, is the immense increase of
public petitions of late years. The nuni*
her presented to the House in the course

of the five* years ending 1789 was 880

;

in the course of the five years ending '1805

was 1026 ; in the course of the five years

euding 1816 was 4498; in the course of
the five years ending 1831 was 24,492.
Of these last 10,685 were, by tbe order of
the House, printed; and the expense of
printingthem amounted to 10,028/. 1 9s. Of/.
But to this sum must be added 16907. 9s.

10rf. paid to the clerks of the House for
copying out the petitions for the press, and
revising and correcting the printers’ proofs.

When to this we add the expense which
every man who has taken a part in the

late arduous struggle knows to have been
incurred in the getting up of every nume-
rously signed petition to Parliament, it

must strike every one that a serious addi-
tion to the burdens of the country is im-
posed by this costly mode of conveying
our sentiments to our representatives.

This tax is the more galling, that it is in

itself an additional proof that those who
have hitherto borne the title of “ our re-

presentatives,” have been entirely igno-
rant of our wants and wishes—that in
other words, they were not what they pre-
tended to be. The decrease in the num-
ber of petitions will form a pretty good
test of the adequacy of the Reform which
we have obtaiued. To a certain extent
this mode of communication between lo-

cal populations and the legislature, must
always exist; but when it swells to tbe
amount of the last five years, it becomes
a portentous ulcer, indicative of a dan-
gerously diseased state of body. We tell

J*eel and his fellow wiseacres, that there
exists no preventative or palliative of
theBc shoals of petitions, but honest and
sensible legislation on the part of Parlia-
ment.

Commissions of Inquiry As most
of these have been named by the Crown
at the request of the House of Commons,
a statement of what they have cost the
country during the two years 1831-32, as
affording some guess at the price we pay
for the information thus collected, may
stand here for an introduction to some
future remarks on its importance s

Commission for inquiring into the pub.

lie accounts iu France, Belgium,and Hol-
land, 7084

(The sum here mentioned, together

with the contingent expenses of the Com-
mission, covers its outlay.)

Commission for inquiring into the ma-
nagement and charges of collecting the

revenue of the United Kingdom, 2264
10s. U
Commission for inquiring into the col-

lection and management of the public

revenue, arising in Ireland, and into cer-

tain departments of the revenue arising in

Great Britain, 14,5824 12s. 7<4

Commission for inquiring into the re-

venue and expenditure of the several colo-

nies and foreign possessions, 684
Commission for inquiring into the se-

veral modes in which the public money is

received and paid, amt the accounts

thereof kept, 2004
Commission for inquiring into the mode

of keeping official accounts in the princi-

pal departments connected with the re-

ceipt and expenditure tor the foreign ser-

vice, 2882/* 7s.

Commission for inquiring into the state

of the records of the Kingdom, 17,0084
Commission for inquiring into the state

of the public records in Ireland, 39094
Commission for inquiring into the law

of real property, 38,4454 17s. 7'4
Commission tor inquiring into the prac-

tice and proceedings of the courts qf com-
mon law, 24,5894 9* Hd.

Commission for inquiring into the du-
ties, salaries, and emoluments of the offi-

cers, &r. of the Courts of Justice in Ire-

land, 17,1664 25. Id.

Commission for inquiring into the prac-
tice, &c. of the Ecclesiastical Courts,
21804 r>5.

Commission for inquiring into the Ec-
clesiastical Courts in Ireland, 3754

Commission for inquiring into the ad-
ministration of law in the West Indies,

17584 145. 5tf.

Commission for inquiring into the state

of the settlements at the Cape Ceylon and
Mauritius, 26,2414 18s. 6d.

Commission for visiting the Universi-
ties and Colleges of Scotland, 1824 125. 8c4

Commission for inquiring concerning
Churches in England for the education of
the poor, and other charities in England
and Wales, 13,8194 125. Od.

Retirement of the Speaker.—
While the House of Commons was col-

lecting information on these points, and
making every arrangement for leaving
the world with its account books well ba-
lanced, the Speaker began to entertain
some unlucky misgivings respecting the
figure he was likely to Cut in a reformed
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v parliament. Accordingly, on the 30th of
' July, The Right Honourable Charles Man-

ners Sutton announced to the House his

intention of quitting the chair at the end
of the present Parliament. « As the ad-
vanced state of public business,” says he,
“ indicates so plainly a speedy close of the
session, and as I know not how near the
dissolution of the Parliament may follow,

I hope the House will not consider me
unreasonable in requesting their permis-
sion to present myself to them before my
occupation of this chair is brought to a

* final termination.” He then pronounced
an eulogium upon himself and the various
parliaments over which he had presided.
Lords Althorp and John llusscll, Sirs

Francis Rurdett, George Murray, and
Charles Wetherell, and Mr. Littleton,

strove to over-crow each other in the

Speaker’s praises. A vote of thauks to

the Speaker was then passed ; which he
pfid in kind. An address to his Majesty
was then agreed upon, requesting him to

confer some signal mark of his favour
upon the Speaker, assuring his Majesty
that the House, would make good what-
ever expense he might think proper to be
incurred on that account. On the 31st
liis Majesty replied that he was desirous

of conferring some signal mark of favour
on the Speaker ; but, u as the same cannot
be effectually granted and secured with-
out the concurrence of Parliament, his

Majesty recommends to the House of Com-
mons the adoption of such measures as

may be necessary for the accomplishment
of the purpose.” A committee appointed

to take this message into consideration,

reported on Thursday the 2d of August,

that an annual sum of £4000 net, ought

to be granted to his Majesty out of the

consolidated fund, this annuity to take

effect the day the Hon. C. M. Sutton shall

cease to hold the office of Speaker, to be

settled in the most beneficial manner
upon, and to continue during the life of

that gentleman ; an annual sum of £3000
to be granted to his Majesty out of the

same consolidated fund, to commence at

the expiration of the annuity of £4000, and

to continue. during tlic life of Mr. Sutton’s

next heir-male. This resolution was ap-

proved of unanimously. The signal fa-

vour on the part of the king has not, how-

ever, been yet awarded. For pensioning

the Speaker there appears to be some rea-

sonable ground ; but wherein his son, who,

by the way, is au expectant- of the rever-

sion of certain sinecures, should be pen-

sioned also, requires explanation.

Prorogation of Parliament

—

The bears having thus provided a comfor-

table bone for the bear-warden to pick, pre-

pared themselves decorously for the termi-

nation of the baiting and thebreaking up of
the ring. On Thursdaythe 16th August, the
King prorogued the Parliament in person
till the 1 6th of October. The royal speech
contained no information beyond the facts*

that the Reform Bill had been past, that
Ireland was still far from quiet, that mar
had not yet commenced on the Continent,

and that the necessary supplies had been
granted. His Majesty strenuously ex-

ported his Lords and Gentlemen to pay
attentipn, during the recess, to the pre-

servation of the public peaces and, con-
sidering the scene he once witnessed in
the House of Lords, it is no wonder that

he deemed it necessary to refresh their

memories on this head The old Parlia-

ment is now scattered like a pack of
grouse ou the 12tli of August. The only
reason that causes us to dread the infliction

of another session of it, is Lord Althorp’s

denial that government have any such in-

tention.

State of the Country.—The in-

vestigation into Somerville’s case has
been conducted in such a manner as to

elude the demands of justice : we abstain

from further remark until the whole of
the evidence is in our possession. The
elections continue to form the main object

of the people’s attention. In Scotland the

Tories are pertinaciously driving us to

the ballot. In England and Ireland two
marked incidents have occurred.

Outrage at Clitheroe The
Manchester massacre has never yet been

properly investigated. We commence our
narrative of the melancholy events at Cli-

tiieroe, not for the purpose of insinuating

any parallel between the two occurrences

(for there is none) ; but for the purpose

of reminding the powers that be, that the

inhabitants of the manufacturing districts

of Lancashire have a peculiar right to de-

mand a full and fearless inquiry into

every collision that may happen between

any pprtion of them and an armed force.

Good policy dictates a careful scrutiny.—

Clitheroe is a burgh in Lancashire, in-

cluding within its boundaries the town of

the same name, and a number of neigh-

bouring townlamls and chapelries, thickly

studded with small villages, and swarming
with a manufacturing population. The
number of inhabitants in 1831 was 8,916

;

the value of real property as assesftd in

1816 was 14,572/. ; the number ofHectors

under the reform act is 300. Formerly

Clitheroe returned two members to Par-

liament, of whom Lord Howe nominated
one, and Lord Brownlow the other. There
are resident in Clitheroe and the neigh-

bourhood three gentlemen extensively em-
ployed in manufactures : Mr. Fort, calico-

printer, residing at Read Hall, five miles
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from Clitheroe, employing upwards of

1,500 men, women, and children; Mr.
Garnett, spinner and manufacturer, re-

siding at Low Moor, one mile from Cli-

/ theroe, employing, along with his partners,

1000 people of whom two hundred are

i&n ; Mr. Thomson, calico-printer, re-

siding at Primrose, in the suburbs of Cli-

theroe, employing 800 men, women, and

children- Mr. Fort is the reform candi-

date for Clitheroe ; lie is supported by tlje

two gentlemen we have named, and is ex-

tremcly ggpular among the operatives.

The partisans of Lords Howe and lX'owil-

low, under the old regime, Colonel Clay-

ton, the Rev. Messrs. Noble and AbLot,

Messrs. Starkie, Taylor and Whatley,

gentlemen of property in the district, and

some otliei>, invited Mr. Irving, a wealthy

West India merchant, and at present M.P.
for Bramber, (No. 5 of Schedule A.)r to

come forward as candidate for the honour
of representing Clitheroe in the first re-

formed Parliament That gentleman ac-

ceded to their request, and they formed

themselves into a committee for carrying

on this canvass. About the middle of

July, Mr. Fort made liis public entry into

the burgh, attended by a great majority of

the influential inhabitants of the town
and its neighbourhood, his own work-
people, and the principal part of the work-
ing classes from the adjoining districts.

He was enthusiastically received, and tlio

meeting passed off without tumult or dis-

order. To counteract, if possible, the

effects of this triumph, Mr. Irving’s friends

announced that he would make a public

entry into Clitheroe on Tuesday, the 31st

of July. Considerable disturbances had
been stirred up at Clitheroe at the last

general election by the huge concourse of

people from the neighbouring villages,

and the respectable inhabitants of Clitheroe

were afraid that a repetition of these scenes

might be excited by the ostentatious man-
ner in which Mr. Irving’s entrance was
announced. Representations to this effect

were made to that gentleman’s committee,

but |n vain. Messrs. Thomson and Gar.
* nett next attempted to induce their work-
men to stay away from the meeting ; but

in vain. To a man they declared that

they would attend, although at the hazard

of being immediately dismissed. On the

moAriug of the 31st, both these gentlemen

addressed first their managers and foremen

apart, and then the collective body of their

workmen, exhorting them to be peaceable

themselves, and to assist in preserving the

peace. It was expected that Mr. Irving
was to address the people from the win-
dow of the Swan Inn; two carts were
drawn together on the opposite side of the
streetr(thcre about 50 or 60 feet wide,)

and erected into a temporary hustings, to

enable Messrs. Garnett and Thomson tot

put questions to the candidate on the part

of the electors. These gentlemen entered

Clitheroe about 10 a.wi., an hour earlier

than Mr. Irving’s expected arrival, and
again cautioned their workmen to pre-

serve order. No precautions had been
taken by the magistrates, no special con-

stables sworn iu, but the people of their

own accord endeavoured to keep a clear

passage for Mr. Irving* Two hours later

than the time he had fixed, that gentle-

man arrived in a close carriage, preceded >

by about twenty horsemen, principally

tenants of Lords Iloue and Brownlow,
and followed by two carriages occupied

by his friends, and another body of from
twenty to thirty horsemen. Owing to

the delay, the arrangements made for fa-

cilitating his entry had been disturbed,

and the people had got ill-humoured. Con-
siderable confusion arose from the en-

deavours of the horsemen to push through

the crowd, and both parties got irritated.

Mr. Irving, in his place in the House of

Commons, asserts that stones were thrown
at himself and his friends, the doors of his

carriage opened, himself spit upon, and
attempted to be dragged out before he
reached the inn; that when he reached

the door, an attempt was made to over-

turn the carriage ; and that, by the com-
mand of some persons unknown to him,
the post boys, instead of stopping, drove

on amid “showers of stones as thick as

hail.” The account of other parties is

scarcely consistent with the statement of

the honourable member. Messrs. Thom-
son and Garnett, who were in the house
opposite the inn, could not see what was
going forward, but heard no noise to lead

them to believe such an attack had been
made, nor were they made aware of it till

a quarter of an hour after Mr. living’s de-

parture. Mr. Starkie, a supporter of Mr.
Irving, who followed him in one of the car-

riages, was so little awareofthe attack, that

he addressed the people from the windows
of the inn, complimenting them upon their

orderly conduct and good-humour, and
telling them that a messenger had been
dispatched to recal Mr. Irving. Accord-
ing to the statement of a nephew of Mr.
Garnett, an inclination was shewn by some
men to overturn Mr. Irving’s carriage,

but this was after he had passed the inn.

Lastly, it is not asserted by Mr. Irving

or his friends that any one of them was
hurt. Mr. Starkie walked through the

assembled multitude within an hour alter

the transaction, and although he was well

known, and known to be a partisan of

Irving, no person offered to insult him.

The men of CUtheroe, Primrose, and
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Low, Moor, took no part in the riot;

\and some of Mr. Fort’s workmen were
actively engaged in defending Mr. Ir-

ving. Word was by this time brought

that Mr. Irving’s friends had scut to

Burnley for a guard of soldiers ; and Mr.
Fort’s committee exerted themselves to

induce the people to disperse; with so

much success, that, by six o’clock, five-

sixths of the multitude, According to Mr.
Thomson, and two-thirds according to Mr.
Irving, only remained. A number ofthese

had been drinking; and Clitheroe is re-

* presented, on all hands, as having, at that

hour, had much the appearance of the

evening of a fair. The master manufac-
turers conceived themselves justified in

leaving the town to go to dinner. Mr.
Irving was, at this moment, in full inarch

upon the town, preceded by one troop of

hussars, and followed by another. The
requisition, in compliance with which
these troops were granted, was signed by
magistrates who, having shared in the ob-

loquy cast upon Mr. Irving, were in a

state of angry excitement,—and by no

others. The bailiff of Clitheroe objected,

at first, to the employment of the military j

Mr. Irving’s friends say he afterwards ac-

quiesced ; but, it does not appear that he

was consulted until they had entered the

town, and the mischief had already been

done. Mr. Irving asserts, that informa-

tion was brought of a body of men march-

ing outlirom Clitheroe to attack him ; but,

for this rumour, there docs not appear to

have been any foundation. He accounts

for his passing through the town instead

of pursuing a roacl equally direct for his

destination, which passed by it, by a pre-

tended anxiety for the safety of some of

his friends, which it is impossible to be-

lieve he really entertained. As the cor-

tege was passing through Chadbum,

about half a-ntile from Clitheroe, the

inhabitants lined the road on either side,

leaving sufficient room for the cavalcade

to pass, and shouting, “ Fort for ever.”

No attack was made upon the soldiers

;

yet, provoked by the mere cheers of the

populace, they drew their sabres, and cut

down some of the people. On entering

Clitheroe, they gallopped up the main

street, headed by William Arkwright, a

partisan of Mr. Irving, shouting, “Touch

us now if you dare !” Who gave the first

provocation, it is impossible to say ; hut it

is established, that sabre cuts were given

before th$ Blot Act was read. After that

had been done, repented charges were made

upon the crowd, and many were cut down.

After Mr. Irving’s departure, one of the

troops was sent back to preserve quiet

;

which object, the cause which excited th**

angry feelings of the multitude being re-

moved, they easily effected. Next day, a
report was spread, that Mr. Irving in.

tended to re-enter the town ; but the rage

of the inhabitants was so fierce against *
him, that the bailiff interfered to prevent

the mad attempt. Serious fears were en-

tertained for the safety of the friends and

abettors of Mr. Irving in the neighbour-

hood; and with a view to give vent to the

feelings of the people, a public meeting

was caUed on Saturday the 4th August,

at which an address to his Majesty’s mi-

nister was agreed upon, calling fer in-

quiry, and dispatched by the hands of

Messrs. Thomson and Garnett. The mo-
ral of this tale is, that the Tories are de-

termined to brave the ill-will of the peo-

ple, and pay back eveiy affront, however

slender, with sabre-cuts. The blood shed

at*Clitheroe rests upon the head of Mr.

Irving ; and, ifany constituency in the em-

pire return him to Parliament, it will show

itselfby the act, alike devoid of every sense

of justice and decency. If strict inquiry be

not made, ministers will place themselves

in a situation little better than that of the

men who thanked the Manchester yeo-

manry.
Interview between theMarquis

of Anoi.esea and the Deputation
from St. Anne and St. Mary Shan-
don A meeting was attempted to he

held at Blarney, on Sunday the 15th of

July, for the purpose of adopting resolu-

tions for the encouragement of Irish, and

the exclusion of English, manufactures.

The magistrates and military interfered,

and dispersed the assemblage. The Lord-

Lieutenant having made a progress to

Cork, partly with a view to visiting Sir

Pulteney Malcolm, whowas lying at Cove

with his experimental squadron, a depu-

tation from the parishes of St. Anne and

St. Mary Shandon waited upon his Excel-

lency at the Imperial Hotel. At the head

of th<^ deputation was Dr. Baldwin, can-

didate for the city of Cork. An address

was presented to the Lord Lieutenant,

which, after recapitulating the sufferings
#

of the poor Irish during the spring and

summer of the present year, and the

refusal of any advance for their aid from

Government, and reminding liis Excel-

lency of the countenance he had given

to associations for the encouragement

of Irish manufactures,—proceeded to state

the object for which the Blarney meet-

ing wns held. The remonstrants em*

phatieally denied that any intention was

entertained of intimidating the reluctant

:

the purpose of the meeting was to sanc-

tion, by its collective voice, the opinion

held by all individuals, that a more
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exclusive use of home manufactures would
benefit Ireland. They concluded by de-

manding investigation. The Lord-Lieu-

tenant replied, by complaints of the mis-
*

representations of his character and inten-

tions, which had gone abroad. He inti-

atated a belief, that the meeting had been

got up for the purpose of intimidation.

He allowed, that the existing laws were

defective, and that he himself was daily

suggesting amendments; but, so long es

they existed, he would uphold th?in, even

by militate force. He intimated, that a

day is at hand, when “ measures already

prepared, and in preparation, for the go-

vernment of Ireland will be developed,

and when justice will be done to the go-

vernment of the country for its good in-

tentions/’ In the course of the conversa-

tion, he tauntingly alluded to the inability

of Ireland to withstand the might of Eng-

land* Lastly, he declared his resolution

to remain at his post, although he felt it

to be one of difficulty, if not of danger.

It is evident, from this conversation, that

ministers have some plan for Ireland in

petto. We wish rather than hope, that it

may be conceived in a spirit of wisdom
and conciliation ; for the continuance

of Stanley in the ministry, and the war-

like tone of the Lord-Lieutenant, are cir-

cumstances of evil augur)-. The Marquis
of Anglesea is a man of excellent heart

and tempered firmness ; but lie can only

act by direction. The proud peat of Derby

is enough to drive a more patient race,

than the Irish are said to he, into rebel-

lion. Ireland has ever hitherto been the

rock upon which the statesmanship of our

greatest ministers has shivered; and we
confess, the clumsy pawing with which the

powers that be are seeking to caress it, fills

us with fear and trembling. Meanwhile,

even-handed justice calls us to reprobate,

in the strongest terms, the folly (to use a

mild term) of those who would teach the

Irish peasant to look for better days from

the exclusion of English manufactures.

Such conduct is base pandering to the pre-

judices of the ignorant ; and the more sus-

* picious, that a similar measure was the

first in the American war of separation.

It is rank nonsense to speak of continuing

the Union, if England and Ireland are to

have separate legislatures. The day has

be&i, when a diadem could have tied two

kingdoms together t butthe bauble hasnow
lost that magic power. The terms of the
bargain, by which the two nations wedded,

for better for worse, require adjustment

:

but wc strongly deprecate all attempts to

put them asunder, until it clearly appear

that just and conciliatory treatment by
Britain, of her Sister Island, is not to be

looked for. Much as we would regret

the loss of Ireland, and her brave sons,

we deny that wc have any right to keep

up a forced union between the two coun-

tries. The days of governing by force,

and treating a whole nation, like a mere1

faction, are gone by.

CONTINENT OF EUROPE.

There is little of moment since last

month. Italy and Spain still slumber.

The funner is indeed shackled. Between
the Po and the Lake of Constance, 200,000
Austrian soldiers have been assembled.

Switzerland has taken fright and is arm-
ing. Don Miguel and his brother are

snuffing at each other at wary distance

like two cm’s, each waiting to see whe
;

tlier the other will not turn tail, in which
case it will pursue right valiantly. The
Portuguese nation seem inclined to sit

still and cry, “ pull devil, pull baker.”

Affairs are ripening in Germany : but
no unequivocal demonstrations have yet

been made. Louis Philippe lias been con-

tracting a loan, and giving his daugh-
ter in marriage to the king of the Bel-

gians. The negotiations between Hol-
land and Belgium seem as near a termi-

nation as they were at the commencement.
The Emperor Nicholas has been humming
the sailors of the vessel which conveyed
Lord Durham, with fair words, which
cost nothing. Greece is to have a baby
king, who does not profess its religion nor
speak its language. The nation has not
bm*consulted on the appointment ; so the
poor child is like to have a pretty time of
it. The attention of Turkey is in some
measure withdrawn from Europe by the

progress of Asiatic insurgents. And the

aspect of this mine, crammed and primed
for springing, with a huge lunt glowing
over it, encourages our heaven-bom mi-
nisters u to look with confidence to the

preservation of the general peace.” In-

nocent lambs

!
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STATE OF COMMERCE AND MANUFACTURES.

August, 1832.

An abundant harvest—one of the most
abundant in the memory of man—pro-
mises to relieve the gloom which has now
for a long time prevailed over the commer-
cial horizon. The six months which have
elapsed since our first report was publish-

•ed, has been a period of extreme depress-

ion of trade.* We have already explain-

ed the causes of that depression. The
commercial and political state of many
foreign countries, and the restrictions

placed on our vessels in consequence of
the cholera, have made the foreign trade

decidedly had. Germany is the only
country with which our merchants have
Ml an active and beneficial intercourse.

At home, intense political excitement and
alarm, together with the spread of the

cholera to the principal sea-ports and
manufacturing towns, have confined the

operations of the manufacturer, merchant,
and shopkeeper within the narrowest li-

mits.

Another cause still may he assigned for

the number of hands thrown out of em-
ployment in some of the manufacturing
districts, especially that of Yorkshire.

The combinations of workmen, called

Trades’ Unions, have succeeded in com-
pelling the masters very generally to ad-

vance wages. The first effect of their suc-

cess has been injurious to the w orkmen
themselves, because it has induced the

manufacturer to make the smallest possi-

ble quantity of goods ; and in most cases,

though a higher rate of wages is paid, a

much smaller total amount of wages is

received by the working classes, many of

Whom are partially or wholly depr^d of

employment. A few months will decide

whether trade can bear the advanced price

of goods consequent on increased wages.

If it can, the result will be highly benefi-

cial, as nothing is more desirable for a

community than that the working class

should be liberally remunerated, and en-

abled to live in comfort. If it cannot,

wages will inevitably fall, in spite of the

strongest combinations, and the masters

will regain that power over their work-
men which is the effect of a surplus sup-

ply of labour. In a contest about wages,

only time can decide which party is in the

* Parliamentary Return* show that there has

been a fatting offboth in the Imports and Exports

for the aix month* of 18%?, compared with the

same period of Iffil.

right ; and it is always to be desired that

the workmen should succeed in establish-

ing a good rate of payment for their la-

bour.

At tins moment, trade is just'beginning

to improve. There is a half-yearly flow
and c4>b of trade, in the spring and au-
tumn months ; and it is now taking the
favourable turn. No considerable effect

has yet been produced ; but the next two
months cannot fail to bring customers to

the manufactories, as the retail dealers

mus(!*ieplenish their very low stocks for

th8 winter.

A teeming harvest is the brightest fea-

ture of the times. By cheapening provi-

sions, it will increase the comforts of the

industrious classes, and it will give a
stimulus to every branch of industry.

Accounts from the principal corn-growing
counties of England, Scotland, and Ire-

land, agree in representing the crops as

very abundant ; and in the south of Eng-
land a great quantity of grain has been
safely housed. The price is consequently

falling, and the foreign grain and flour in

bond are not likely to be brought to mar-
ket except at a very heavy sacrifice.

In London no improvement in trade has
yet been experienced : all is dulness and
depression.

In Liverpool, the arrival of a whole
fleet of merchantmen, long kept at sea by
easterly winds, has given sudden activity

to business. The quantity of cotton

brought from the United States has been
exceedingly large—not less than 70,000
hales within a single fortnight

; yet the

price has not fallen ; a proof that there is

a vast and regular consumption of cotton

in the manufacturing districts. At Man-
chester and the other great towns of Lan-
cashire, there have been heavy complaints

of the state of trade ; but an improvement *

is now acknowledged. Very small profit

however, is obtained in any department

of the cotton trade.

The Woollen Manufacture is feeling the

vivifying influence of the demand tdt the

fall of the year. The markets of Leeds

and Huddersfield have for some weeks
been brisk, and customers are beginning

to appear at the warehouses of the mer-
chants.

The English linen trade suffers from the

successful competition of the Scottish. In
certain qualities, the manufacturers of

Aberdeen have a decided superiority over
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those of Barnsley ami Knan* boro', which
the latter ascribe to the lower rate of

wages given to the weavers in Scotland.

In the iron trade much business is do-

ing at wretchedly low prices.

The Shipping interest, about which
s^ph doleful lamentations have been made
for years, has for some time past been

steadily improving, and is now in such a

state of prosperity as to give a practical

refutation to the enemies of Free Tradj,

and of Mr. Huskisson’s system of recipro-

city* Some of these parties repfcat, day
after day, their cuckoo note ; always re-

presenting the shipping interest ns ruined,

and always ascribing the ruin to the mea-
sures of the deceased statesman. Such an
assertion, repeated for years, disproves

itself If the ship-owners were ruined,

they must of course have disappeared: no
new ships would be built, and the existing

ships would be a worthless property. Yet,

so far is this from being the case, that we
are confidently assured by an extensive

ship-owner at Liverpool, that the shipping

interest is at thisjtimc in a more prosperous

condition than it has been for some
years. Many ships continue to be built,

and the tonnage of British shipping is stea-

dily on the increase. Yet the ignorant

and impudent writer in the Morning
Herald, wl»o sets himself to cry down
free trade, with a pertinacity worthy of
Alderaxan Waithiuan himself, and a scur-

rility which savours more of the purlieus*

of the custom-house than of the custom-

- house itself, at this very time abuses u the

Iluskissouian clique, w ho, (he says) broke

down the navigation-laws with the same
ignorant zeal for destruction, which bar-

barians take in destroying the noblest

works of antiquity.’* The composition of

this writer is about as accurate .'is his

knowledge. “ This was the Act,’* he

proceeds, which i at one fell swoop,* the

iloctrinnaxres of the Iluskissonian and
MacCulloch school utterly destroyed ; and
by its abolition, sacrificed the interests of

the ship-ow'uers of England to those of

foreign nations, as well as booke down
• the elements of our naval superiority!”

And thus he went on raving, as his books

of knight-errantry had taught him ! If

this writer had been a fellow student with

the Knight of La Mancha, his information

would have been about as correct, and his

judgment as sound as it is now.
The same writer—whom we only no-

tice because be is most unaccountably al-

lowed to pollute with his economical bal-

derdash, founded on ancient and exploded
fallacies, one of the ablest and most indo-

prudent journals in London, and may
therefore possibly infuse error and preju-^

dice into the minds of uninformed or half-

informed persons—sets himself to work to

disprove the axiom, « that it is for the in-

terest of consumers to buy commodities at

the best and cheapest rate.” He main-
tains, on the contrary, that the price of

corn should be kept up, to protect the

English agriculturist,—the price of all

kinds of manufactures, to protect the Eng-
lish manufacturer,—that nothing foreign

should be admitted which can compete
with any thing English ; that all interests *

should enjoy a substantial monopoly ; and
all sellers be enabled to command high

prices I And this i9 his way of encourag-

ing and protecting the shipping interest

!

by establishing a system of monopolies

against all foreign countries, raising the

cost of building, rigging, and victualling

English ships, and enhancing the price of

every English commodity 1 That suck .a

system would most materially lessen the

foreign demand for our manufactures, by
raising their price, is abundantly evident.

That it would narrow our commerce, by
the same cause, as well as by rendering

it impossible to obtain returns, is equally

clear. That it would provoke a system

of retaliation in other countries, cannot be

doubted. And yet this writer pretends to

be a friend, par excellence
,
to the ship-

ping interest, and has a great horror of
u breaking down the elements of‘our na-
val superiority /” Why, carry his system
into effect with consistency, and ships

w ould be as useless as balloons ; the wall
of brass would be drawn round our island,

and our wooden walls would quickly fall

iu pieces. And this policy is recommend-
ed in a eountry which is superior to all

the world in manufactures, and which
must look for its wealth by supplying all

the world with tiie produce of its work-
stiop*) The blindness which prevents the

writer from perceiving that Englaud is

the very last country which ought to

adopt his anti-commercial policy, natur-

ally renders him insensible to the truth,

that for every purpose of merely domestic

exchange and traffic, it is precisely the

same thing whether prices are high or

low. Double the price' of every thing to-

morrow, and neither the agriculturist nor
the manufacturer would he a bit the

richer or the poorer, as far as domestic

transactions go;* but In the mean time,

that anti-commercial system, which is to

bring about the doubled prices, would

• It is true that high prices would somewhat
lessen the pressure of the National Debt ; an ad*
vantage not comparable to the evil they would
indict.Billingsgate Market.
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3ave cut off a great portion of our foreign

\rade,, and rendered our shipping useless.

The philosopher of the Herald favours

the world with some profound remarks, in-

tended to showthe folly ofallowing French
silks and gloves to be introduced into Eng-
land. He says—u The subject, in its

most comprehensive bearings and rela-

tions, involves other considerations than
the bare exchange of commodities ; it in-

volves considerations of fixed money obli-

gations and mechanical power, in opposi-

tion to manual labour, as well as all the

•various degrees and proportions of mate-
rial, labour, and skill, which enter into

the composition of all the various produc-

tions or articles of exchange. A given

number of pieces of ribbon or embroidery

may be equal to the labour of 5000 per-

sons for a year, while tlieir equivalent or

money value in wool, or various other ar-

ticles of natural production, may not era-

plug? half the number of labourers for a

day. Again, A, for the sake of buying

cheap, may admit frippery at a low or

nominal rate of duty, while B may levy

50 or 90 per cent, on the substantial arti-

cles received in exchange.” Now, in this

case A would be a much wiser man than

B ; for A would get his frippery at as

cheap a rate as it could be made, whereas

B would pay 60 or 90 per cent, on the

articles he received in exchange. But our

oracular Herald is of opinion that a na-

tion must be crazed to give comfortable

wool for vain frippery, or solid English

pudding for French kickshaws. And yet,

alas 1 so much of this vanity exists in the

wTorld, and such an utter derangement is

there of all propriety, that the rule of

avoirdupois is by no means the onljtone

which regulates either transactions be-

tween nations or between individuals. A
butcher will be perverse enough to sell

ten stone of beef, in order that his wife

may, with the produce of it, buy a #eilk

gown, which will not weigh many ounces.

A clothier parts with a monstrous hale

of coarse woollens, and is content to re-

ceive for it a few little bits of gold, not a
thousandth part its weight, or a few gos-
samer lace veils for his daughters, or a
dozen of Johannisberg for his own table;
And both the butcher and clothier are
fools enough thus to fling away their goods,
when it is clear, according to the enligh^
ened Herald, that they should havo taken
nothing of less bulk and weight than
what they gave 1 Ah ! how happy should
w^ be, if so sensible and profound a man
as this writer were placed at the head of
the BoaAl of Trade 1 Me woi^d doubt-
less dww up a scale of << degrees and pro-
portions of material, labour, and skill,”

by which all men should be bound to sell

and buy ! And this is a man who takes
upon him to call Mr. Huskisson a cox-
comb !

New American Tariff The bill

which we mentioned in our last as intro-

duced by Mr. Adams, at the instance of
the Committee of Manufactures, into the
American House of Representatives, has
passed into a law. By the new Tariff,

several classes of articles are to be admit-
ted duty free ; but the principal English
manufactures are Btill loaded with high
duties. The lowest qualities of woollens
are to be admitted at the extremely low
duty of five per cent, ad valorem ; which
is ti douceur to the southern planters, who
buy that kind of cloth for negro cloth-

ing. All other qualities are to pay a duty
of 50 per cent On the whole, the duties

will be lower than under the old tariff

;

but not materially so. On cotton goods,
the duties are a little lower : on worsted
stuff goods, they are reducedfrom 25 down
to 10 per cent, ad valorem ; and On Bilks

they are reduced from 20 down to 6 per
cent. The complicated and annoying sys-

tem of minimums is done away with.
The practice of giving eight, ten, and
twelve months’ credit for the Government
duties in America, is also abolished ; which
will repress the speculations of adventu-
rers, anfl make the trade more steady and
profitable.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

By far the most valuable work that has

come Into our hands during the course of

the expiring month is Mr. James’ History

of Charlemagne.* The author has spared

* History of Chi

the Slate and History of

the Roman Empire

'

Pfiwity.

j
with a Sketch of

wic® from the fail of

tan Empire to the Htae of the Carlovlngian

By G. P. ft. James, Esq. London

:

in ft Co.

no labour in his research, and evinces an

acuteness and solid judgment in the sifting

of evidence which we have rarely seen

equalled. The public character ofCharle*

magno is impartially and correctly drawn.

It is one of no ordinary interest—.that of

the legislator who moulded the destinies of

modem Italy, France) and Germany.
His institutions are the starting post from

3
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which these three nations have advanced

to such diverging fortunes. The private

character of the Emperor is touched with a

more hesitating hand,.—properly perhaps,

because the sources whence it is to be

learned are seldom the most trustworthy.

Would not a bold individual picture of

t%e man, such as Mr. James has already

drawn of Richelieu, be n orth that gentle-

man's attempting ? ChaHemagne might

thus he made to occupy as prominent a

station in modern as his Paladins fa

ancient romance^ where he uniformly plays

second fid&e. Out this is wandering from
“ The History,” which we regard as a real

boon to English readers.

In Mr. Frazer’s new novel • of <c The
Highland Smugglers,” the description of

Highland scenery are so true, and so full

of fine feeling, as to confirm the opinion of

the correctness of similar pictures in<fhe

Kuzzilhash, the mere energy of which
had impressed us with a conviction of their

accuracy. The dialogue of the Celts is

true to the life, without being tedious or

caricatured. It is the thing itself. Among
the characters, the forester of Glenvallich,

the old W. S. and his precious nephew,
and the Laird of Airdruthmore, are most
to our taste. The old lady with the se-

cond sight, the hoarding * school-bred

heroine, and the mclo-dramntic Kenneth
Dhoruv, are a flight beyond us. The
work, in short, is one against v Inch many
objections may be urged, but which will

please notwithstanding, or even because of

them. We trust ere long to have another

happy meeting with the author on his

new field of action.

Mr Ferrall,+ without telling us much
that is new, has brushed up our re-

miniscences afte»* a pleasing fashion. He
is an Englishman, but a fair one, and we
believe that-his account of America is less

distorted either by partiality or prejudice

than any that has recently appeared, lie

is equally at home at a “ husking frolic,”

or at a New Orleans hall, and fts he is

pleased himself, he communicates similar

pleasing sentiments to his rea^r.

We know not by what accident wc
have allowed Mr. Babbage’s work on
manufactures£ to remain so long un-

noticed. It is thf work of one who, for

his discerning, spirit and government of

temper in judging of others, well deserves

* The Highland Smugglers. Bv the author of
Adventures of Kuz*itba*h, &c. Ixmdon : Col-
burn and Bentley.

t A Ramble of Six Thousand Miles through the
United States of America. By S. A. Ferrall, E«q.,
Ixmdon : Effingham Wilson.

t On the Economy of Machinery and Manu.
ftetum. By Charles Babbage, Esq. A. M. Lon-
Aon : Charles Knight

the name of a pltilosopher. In this little

book he brings the habits of acute obser-/

vatiou, formed in the prosecution of scion*

tific research, to bear upon that manu-
facturing interest which is the hash! of

our national wealth and power. With a

scrutinizing gaze he detects the working
and tendency of improvements in manu-
factures, and their bearing upon the con-

dition of society. He is a living proof

how much a strict scientific education

tends to improve 'the man of active life.

His work, and M‘Culloch’s Dictionary of

Commerce, ought never to be sundered.
%

Wc trust to bcc both of these eminent men
members of the reformed Parliament.

This, by the way, recals to onr recol-

lection a modest little hook, in a buff gar-

ment, which ought to he somewhere among
this lumbering heap of volumes, clean and
unclean, like the beasts of Noah’s ark—
oh ! here he is.* This gentleman, simple

as he stands here, ought henceforth tc^be

the inmate of the window-bole of every

cottage in Scotland. Let us see! we are

in the mood to draw out a catalogue of a

peasant’s library :
—“ The Bible

“

Dod-
dridge’s Rise and Progress of Religion in

the Soul;” this edition of the “Scottish

Reform Act;” « a plain Cookery book;”
“ Cobbctt’s Cottage Economy

“

Scottish

Worthies;” « Sir William Wallaie;”

“Burns’ Poems;” “Chambers’ Lives of

Eminent Scotsmen;”—these, with a read-

ing of a good weekly newspaper, grill ena-

ble him to fend brawl y. He may add as

he pleases, or is able, but these ought to

he the nucleus, the iudispensahles, as our
aunt Dorothy used to term that part of

our dress which some ladies denominate
inexpressibles, aiul others irresistiblea.

But, to return, the notes and digest, ap-

pended to the edition of the “ Scottish Re-
form Act,” are at once such as every plain

man may understand, and every lawyer

must approve of. This is the only genu-
ine edition of our Magna Charto. And
it promises to meet with good acceptation

;

for, we have met it everywhere, from the

drawing-room table to the butcher’s

block,f and the baker's trough.

Rwenons a nos moutons—for politics

are somewhat out of place here. Hum t

“ Fort Risbanc.”J The work ofa sensible,

judicious man.

• \n Act to amend the Representation of the
People of Scotland

;
with Notes and Explanations:

a complete Digest, Table of probable Constituency
of the burghs, nnd copious Index. By a Member
of the Scottish Bar. Fourth Edition. Edinburgh

:

Thomas Ireland, dun.

f The cause forwhich Hampden died in the field
and Sydney on the block,

t Fort RUbanej or, Three Days’ Quarantine,
By a Detenu . Ixmdon : Smith, Elder And Co.

•
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u It is written, that the shoemaker
should meddle with his yard, and the tai-

lor With his last, the fisher with his pen-

d% end the painter with his nets,” Bays a
competent authority. No wonder, then,

that we find clergymen, north of the
Tweed, more intent upon weeding docks
and thistles out of their fields, than sins
out of the souls of their flocks ; and cler-

gymen south of the Tweed engrossed with
politics or fox-hunting—equally intellec-

tual pursuits in their manner of following
them. And, of course, an M.D. is quite

• in the path of hU duty publishing trea-

tises on controversial Theology ;*although,
to tell the truth, were we to detect our fa-

mily physician in any such practices, wc
should feel tempted to toss his prescrip-

tions out of the window, and himsdf after

them. All that we can say in favour of Dr.
Park’s u Treatise” is, that it is neither so
obscure nor revolting as the prelections of
^•r. Irving ; and that, when compared with
the fleshly longings of the Rowites, it is

tranquillizing. Those fanatics have mis-
taken the yearnings of sensuality for the

aspirations of devotional feeling. Their
piety is fierce and sexual, as that of Ma-
homet. Dr. Park’s work has, however,
one unfortunate fault; his exposition is

« entirely new” only to himself. This is

ever the misfortune of self-taught men In

every department ofhuman knowledge :

—

whatever is new to themselves they fancy

must bd so likewise to the whole world.

A startling transition in good faith

!

From the moonlight milk and water pie-

tism of Dr. Park to the effusions of the

glowing and unbridled soul of Mirabeau.’f

The story of the manner in which these

letters came into the Editor's hands is we
confess a little adventurous, and it is vouch-

ed by no name. The letters themselves

contain little of the fervour of Mirabeau’s

composition. Nevertheless, there is a plea-

sure in perusing what may have come
from him; and, in reflecting upon the ca-

reer of this meteor, “ sparkling at once in

beauty and destruction.” Mirabeau has

had less than justice done him. His vices,

and they were gigantic, were the children

of circumstance. His daring, sensitive,

restless character, thrown upon the world

without the inculcation of moral restraint,

stung to desperation by gross and relent-

less oppression, outraged every tie of pri-

vate life—wc admit it. But, die emana-
tion of the Deity, which inhabited this
darkling and

,
boiling gulph of animal pas-

sion was yet pure and proud in its essence,

and sought, half blind, to struggle out ofl-
it*^ deep still calling unto deep.” One
pure and lofty sentiment it cherishe^to
the last, and that was patriotism. Mira-
beau’s tampering with the court has been
charged against him as a desertion of prin-

ciple—we do not believe the charge. He
thought, by coalescing with it, to rein and
temper the anarchical tendeygy df those
spirits who sought to trample upon all

form. A pupil of Bentliam, in that most
important department of democratic*! go-
vernment, “ the tactics of popular assem-
blies,” hewarned in vain those who sought
to govern by surprise and force ? and find-

ing his voice unheard, sought to marshal
tHe power of the court against them, in
hopes to gain time, and by weakening to

rule both. We admit that all such in-

trigues are useless and dangerous. But
we believe that Mirabeau erred in judg-
ment only, and that the obloquy heaped
upon him, because dying, he left Mb plan
undeveloped and his motives unexplained,
is rank injustice. His intellectual powers
have been underratedhy the precisian Du-
mont, . to whom fine ladies and the Edin-
burgh Review attribute the merit ofmak-
ing Bcntham intelligible and palatable,

but whom those who really have studied

the writings of the mighty master accuse

of diluting his strong drink for men into

a sugary liquor for babes—of converting
in short, his pure spirit into mawkish six-

water grog. Dumont could not appre-

ciate Mirabeau, who was essentiallya man
of action. There was a gulph between
them, across which his short right could

not see. His good heart felt bn Indistinct

presentiment of the greatness of the man,
and with devoted honesty, he clung to him
through good report aud through bad re-

port—Jhat is all. Had Mirabeau surviv-

ed, many of the horrors of the revolution

might have been eschewed. <* La citoyenne «

Roland”Hit this—women decypher men’s
#

characters best.

Mr. fioldich’s “ Essay on Weeds,” U
calculated to prove usgful to all classes of

agriculturists. We have noticed it, how-
ever, as an apology for breathing a pate-

ing sigh to the memory of poorBttraol.

dich. Rest his soul ! no one who hap, not

niuiO r with an entirely new Exposition trfEochiw

riahon the HMsb^KlnnlQn, By J. JU Park,

UeContiOWsywitb a Jewish Bab.
esslaftV oofping, uqfbldlng new
left, whHW Natureof the Milieu-

sssas
6vo. London : Effingham Wilson.

VOL. t.

been a frequenter of the farmers table at

Norwich can truly appreciate Ms merits.

There, « as market days were wrcariftg

late,” did his sagacious lucubrations fax*
' 4 \ <

An Essay on. the Weeds of Agticufturt, with
heir common Irttwitil hhbm v* jhroimwU*
mous Work Of Benjamin KOuErT EdUfSbyG.
Sinclair. London : James RMgway
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nish material for many a tough disputa-

tion to the sturdy comfortable frequenters

of that ordinary, enhancing the enjoyment
of (heir glass ofnegusaud their cool pipe,

*ere theybeteok themwlres to their gigs,

which ducked said groaned beneath their

wMoopreading fundamental features—
"Theiu Is no JMfe like# IhmerV W®
tbr-poet, " and no farmer like a Norfolk

for .tfa» We<V<l»jr oojhf
never .io.haVe been taken out of it.* .

. tnhis wrrk tin the "Highland Cjlans^f

,

thaittdefeUgabie Dr.' Browne hasr pre.

•atfod as with an interesting work on an ,

interesting subject. It is gratifying, at

lost, to receive 0 history of the Highland-

«yby,<HHy who tothe intimate aequain-

tahee With the subject whichnone hut Celts

hare.yet evfofcsd, ©dd* that philosophical

spirit ofwhich fewwriters ofthat race hrfre

yet shewn an inkling. The style of the

book is characterized by that robust power
so peculiar to the learned author.

Mr. Cunningham's * introduction to the

study of arithmetic^ is the only guide

for the young in this important depart*

meat of knowledge, which we can con-

sdentiously i^mmend. It is the work /
of a man of sciriitifica^uirements, sound

judgment, and much experience in teach-

ing. Instead of jumbling his lessspe in

an unskilful arrangementiproceedingupon

a confused notion^ *W© ifespeCtire ioifc-

phcation and difficulty £f4he operations,

ha carries on hi$ scholars systematically.

Invthe first part of hfowork he explains,

satisfactorily, the, rationale of ^© funda-

mental and abstract operations vof arith-

metic, fend exerts himself tofecHHate their

execution. The second partcontains their «

application to mercantile and domestic

transactions. Jn the third he advances to

those more diflicult problems which hover

on Hie vergo of algebra, and their appli-

cation to the business of the surveyor, the

artificer, and the architect The book is

such as any Scholar of ordinary capacity

may understand, or any teacher, even of

limited talents, employ With advantatf*

It relates to an accomplishment too much
neglected in Scottish tuition. We have

known nmny lads whose education had

by no means been neglected, enter the

mathematical class at one of our Univer-

.• letters far the Pirns, on the 1
: ftfest Manner*, and Pursuits of Men.
iatAvhtidi BjQfleaeosnoD. Baa. Londons

engravings. Glasgow; Marten and CO.

t The Arithmetical Textbook, in which the
PrincSptatof Arithmetic are demonstrated, and Its

sities, ignorant even of vulgar fractions.

What, then, is to be looked for from

those who do not enjoy a College educa-

tion f It gives us pleasure to learn that

Mr. Cunningham is about to organize in

this city an academy for practical educa-

tion. His success in conducting the es-

tablishment of Watson’s Hospital if in

his favour. We sincerely wish him all

the success that bis high talents and es-

timable character deserve.
'

* 1

MUSIC.

Taskwork that lies uppermost on our
table} i* ®&e °f very great importance to

musical students, and which ought to be

in the bands of every one anxious of ac-

quiripg a practical and science know.

k
ledgb of music. The want of such a
work hao been long felt. Musical pupils

are, at present, usually furnished with in-

sanction books, at once meagre and on.

satisfactory. From these imperfect pro-

ductions a few undigeried, Ul-explalned

*«*» *Um

m

4, and thus uninformed,

"not half made up,’* (he scholar, is " sent

before histime* to struggle with intricate

and elaborate pieces. And what ensues?

Mortification and disgust at difficulties $

and a remnudarien, if not wholly, at

Part J.j
;

%
and Bey.

least very frequently, of all that is worl

thy and estimable in thU delightfu-

pursuit. Hence we find so few real mu-
sicians—and hence the art is slight,

cd in its noblest capabilities, and de

graded into an insignificant and paltry

recreation. It is the design of Mr. Fair-

bairn’s book to lead the pupil step by step,

from the simplest elements to the most

abstruse principles of muster—to enable

him, in shorty to understand what he is

about—to see his way clearly, and finally

to get at tfad* point of ffiucidatipu from

which he eft disc^ and appreciate the

unfolded mysteries • WqnHss of the

science. The author baa Planned out his

method with taste and judgment, and oie-

cuted the whole in a atyfe that deserves

our highest encomium The form of

questkm and answer is adopted (—the ex-
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planatlons are concise, clear, and instruc-

tive ; and the Illustrations practical and
1 usefuL We recommend the work as the
most valuable, wall-digested, and compre.
liensive piano-forte manual extant; per-
fectty calculated to initiate the pupil into

a full and satisfactoryknowledge ofmusic,
theoretical and practical. We hope that
the name of the author, as yet unknown
as a musical writer, may he no bar or
hindrance to] his work becoming gene-
rally known to parents, and instructors of
youth. The petty jealousies and preju-
dices of teachers are proverbial $ but Mr.
Fairbairo’ff treatise ought to rise superior
to all opposition, by dint of merit. Part
I., containing an explanation of the ele-

ments of the science^ is all yet published.
It is so for complete ; and should be care-
fully gone through by the pupil before he
engages in the more abstract principles,

to be prop$mi4§d in the sequel.

We taffeup Mr.Thomson's Songsakvays
^^expectation of finding something origi-

nal and effective. He pursues no beaten
(rack ; the flights of his genius are ever
varied, novel, and imaginative. The
power displayed in his lyrical essays must
succeed in more arduous attempts; and
we hope ere long to find him engaged in

works that will establish his reputation

among the best composers of the age,

Wc have at present before us three of his 1

latest songs ; the first * elegant and ex-

pressive the second*)* simple aud pathetic

;

• ** Where <urt thou,**a song, written toy the Rev.
Thomas Dale—composed by John Thomson, Esq
Edinburgh : Pateison ft Roy,

f
M O mold to me **—ballad, by Thoms* Atkin,

son. Esq.—-composed by John Thomson, Esq.

Edinburgh : Paterson ft Roy.

and the third * light and sparkling. We
promise xfiuch pleasure to amateurs from
these deter productions.

M&rieili compositions areofa superior
order, and the present one + is of a very
engaging description. The spoilt and de*r
lights of « May-day * are denoted with
rich and exuberant fancy t and though
learned in modulation* end progressions,
the piece is so flowing bud tasteful, that
we anticipate for It a host of admiiutfc *

paroett is one of our best J£ngti*k Usdo*
diets ; Jmt his late ballad$ w^tS

4
the

1 charm of originality. It iMfoowevei* a ,

reryfogreeable song. The Unions am de-
termined not to be tuneless, though their
strains may ring harsh and discordant to
many a refined earl The concluding
stanza of their “Gathering^ which' fo

well set to muairffc is bold pud inspiriting,

God hour guide!—No «wad w* dflW*-
We kindle not watt tattle fins ;

By union, justice, reason, la*.
We claim the bmhrigbtnfatitslns}—’

We raise the watchword - Liberty,"
We will, we will, we wiu. be greet

There is scope for a musical periodical!

such as the ApOllomeon
||
might be; and

we are sorry to see a work of the kind
starting under so feeble a conducting
power.

« " Love wakes and weeps,** gram the Pirate-
composed by John Thomson, Esq. Edinburgh :

Paterson ft Rov.

f “ May Day,** characteristic fontad* for the
by ^ hondea:

X
*• I saw her at the fancy Fair/' a ballad

j
poe-

try by Edmund Smith. Esq.—composed by John
Barnett. London: Mouldingand X)*Aliasine.

V " The Gathering of the Unions,** march end
song London: Charles Fox.

||
The Apollonioon, or Musical Album. Lon-

don : R. Willoughby.

TUB REFORM ACT AMD THE MINISTRV.

After the whole of this Number was printed, except the title-page, we received an

article on The Working of the Reform Act from a contributor, for whose principles

and talents we have the highest respect. This article attacks the Bill and its author*

in no Measured terms. The attack is not directed against any leading principle of*

the Bill ; such as the confining the franchise to certain classes ; but against the in-

ferior and mere business clauses ; particularly those requiring payment of taxes by

a certain day, and registration of the claims of electors by another fixed day, to qua-

lify theta perhaps nearly a year afterwards. These two clauses, we are told,

have opfltaljtijtn the disfranchisement of all but a comparatively small numbs* in

some plaCSMtad especially to the disfranchisement of Reformers ; the Tories having

been mnchmore on tMift to qualify themselves than their opponents, and having

resorted at Abingdon andP* places, to most unworthy manoeuvres, to use the gen-

tlest term, forth* purpose of preventing the Reformers from qualifying.

In the strong tapdamnatkm of thedauses requiring registration and the previouspa^
mentofraWMfOwhollyconcur. Registration is attended with trouble, which, IfMM
great, isofthttiltihd thatwill always prevent Iprge numbersfrom qualifying ttasaoNas

L mm,Z Of those who have paid the* rates by the stipulated time, mrndm
leaser or certificates, are to be obtained or looked out ; a schedule Is to be
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procured at a publie office price (in Scotland) sixpence ; the schedule is to be filled up

;

it is then, with the lease, or receipt, or other document, to be taken to the public office

by a certain day ; the documents are to be left with the officer, on his receipt; two shillings

(in Scotland) additional hare to be paid ; and all these successive steps of the progress

are accompanied by the irritating reflection that they are all as unnecessary as they

"litre harassing. It is in vain to say, this is no great trouble for that elective franchise

which has been so much desired. A series of petty, vexatious, and unnecessary

tttffibles, are enough to prevent the exercise of rights to which a man is by no means
indifferent. Establish a certain number of formal written applications to public

functional ies, a certain number of checks and counter-checks at different offices, a
certain number of fees to insolent or surly officials, to be made, obtained, exhibited,

and paid, before a man could get access tl his dearest friends, even to the wife of his

bosom, and see how often he woukl visit them. Besides, although the acquisition of

the franchiSv was desirable as a right, and the
1 withholding of it felt as a species of

slavery, it docs not follow that a man will always feel that anxiety to exercise his

acquired right, which the public welfare requires that he should. If he thinks there

is not much danger of the Tory Candidate being elected
;
(a notion by the way,

by which several Tories will undoubtedly get into Parliament ;) if he has some
reluctance to offend Tory customers; if, in flue, he is not a keen politician although

he might feel indiguantr formerly at the want of the franchise, he may hot be so

eager to exercise it, as to be willing tp undergo the petty Announces we have enu-

merated. Yet it is desirable that we should have the vote of every jgtt pau^d house

holder. It is the only security against the activity and manoeuvres of Tofy Can-

t
tes.

Tith regard to the payment of taxes and rates up to a certain date, and by a cer-

t day previous to registialion, we think it a most objectionable clause, unjust in

ittelf, and the certain means of disqualifying a vciy large proportion of the voters,

especially of the Reformers, who are the poorer class ; a poor Tory being an animal
oi uncommon rarity. To counterbalance this great and evident evil, there cap
be shown no countervailing good. The clause cannot have been intended to product)

payment of taxes, which, without it, would be lost to the State. Rarely Indeed is

the Treasury a loser by the lain of individuals ; the taxes arc always paid, although
creditors should get only sixpence in the pound. There cannot have been a wish on the

part of the framers of the Bill, that the alarming disqualification of Hefotmers,
which this clause is found to occasion, should take placr. Such an accusation has
been made ; but we scout it as utterly unworthy of belief ; as we do another reason,

that the enemies of the Whigs have suggested : that, in remembrance of the resolu-

tion expressed by thousands not to pay taxes, if denied Parliamentary Reform ; and
apprehensive that the same strong measure might be resorted to, for the purpose of
carrying some Reform upon which the people might set their heai ts, but which their

lulers might not be willing to grant,—the Whigs had resolved that the refusal to pay
taxes, which had been used to retain them in office, should never he used to drive

them out of office , and for this purpose hud made it a part of the Reform Act, that

a man disfranchises himself by the non-payment of taxes, and so loses all power to

hurt them by his vote. We believe that the framers of the Bill had no such vile pur-
pose in view. But, while we acquit them of all sinister intention ns to the opera-
tion of this obnoxious < lause, the obvious fact that it* operation will be such as we
have described, is another strong reason for deprecating the clause, and recommend-
ing a short session of Parliament, to get the Art purged of its most glaring imperfec-

tions. The refusal to pay taxes until distraint, is a violent means wbicty ought
1 rarely indeed to be resorted to ; but it Is a speedy and effectual means of overturn-
ing a had government,—however strongly supported by the King, the Lords,
and the Army,-—when it becomes odious to the groat body of the nation; and
may prevent measures still more violent fVom being resorted to. We live iu times
of unprecedented agitation ; party spirit runs high ; the aristocracy and democracy are
fesateparattag, and scowling on each other from opposite ranks* The aristocracyeecm
determined to continue the old system of pillage and oppression, os long as they pos-

sibly can; fighting, Jwh by inch, for the Pension List; for the old extravagant
Civil List; for Negio Slavery ; for the Taxes on Knowledge; &r the removal or the

Bank of England's Charter of Monopoly, and that of the East India Company ; for

th« Corn l4ms; for the restrictions on Trade; tor Tithesftor Un& PtylUmdrtts ; in
short, tor every one of the crying abuses, for the abolitions? which- ^/Reform of
jh»«Bamcnt was so ardently desired. While, on the other h*hd, thd^fO^le are re*

1 "2* ^iat refOT» shall not stop at the Reform Act, the destruction of the Tory
pasty, and the firm occupation of their places by the Whigs. When parties so de-
termined, the one to withhold justice, and the other to obtain it, are thus arrayed
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against each other, every true friend to Jil* country will be anxious that there be uo
need of an appeal to force to decide the combats

So much for the Reform Act. With regard to our^ontributor's attack on the praefet
ministry, there is much about their policy of which we cannot approve. We dislike
their foreign policy ; their continuance of the system of Financial extravagance in-
troduced by the Tories ; their refusal to take off the Taxes on Knowledge | but, abov^T
all, their treatment of Ireland. For their foreign policy, Lord Palmenton is chiefly
responsible; and, for their usage of Ireland, Mr. Stanley. Of this gentleman's puftic
conduct, and the ministerial policy towards Ireland, we have expressed the strong de-
testation which we feel, in an article in the present Number 5

• and in our articles on
The Bank Charter and Financial Reform, we have not hesitated to point out feoV
much what they have done has fallen short of what their duty to the public prescribed.
But although we disapprove of certain ptyrtB of tffe policy of the preseut Minister*,
we cannot yet forget how much we owe them, J?r heading the popular d&vementS
which the Reform Act has been gained. With all its defects, it is a great measure*
It strikes so strongly at the roots ofthe old corrupt system, that St cannot have been the
production ofmen who meant anything but good to the people. All thatwe ask is only
that fhe authors of this Act should follow up the good work which they have so well
begun. The Reform movement cannot stop until all the large and palpAble abuses he
swept away. Let the present Ministers remain at the hefld of the national move-
ment 5 let them regulate its course ; let then# even, to a certain degree, if they will,
retard its progress

; but let them npt for a moment think of attempting to stay its

^bistless force, nor abandon the steerage of the vessel, because they find the
propelling power stronger than they expected or wished. Abler men than some of
he Ministers, we might obtain ; and men more akin to us and to the great bulk of

the nation, in respect of principles, than others of them : but under no men can the
great measures, speedily required to follow the Reform Act, ^ftjfaqfbmoothly and so

^safely accomplished, as under the auspices of the Whig Ministry.

|q
Anxious as we are, for the national good, that the present Ministry should retain

xKcir places, and still lead the national movement towards a thorough Reform of
every thing that is defective in our institutions ; we see, with regret, more than symp-
toms of a storm already gathering over their heads. Their great and w ell-merited
popularity, has already, owing to mistaken policy on some points, to which we have
alluded, experienced a decline. Besides the Tory press, they are now constantly and
vehenfently attacked by the Radical or Independent press. The Morning Chronicle,
the Sun, .the True Sun, Morning Herald, the Examiner

,
and other London

newspapers of talent and extensive influence, are w aging continual war against the
Ministry, or against some of their acts. This is a storm which it is not easy to
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abide. It was the press that put the Whigs iuto office, and it was the press i

that kept them there. It is the press that keeps them in office still. For it/
Is well known, that if the King, and the evil counsellors by whom he is sur-

rounded, had reason to think that there was a chance of a Tory Government
being tolerated, Lord Grey and his colleagues would be turned out of office with

'small delay or ceremony. To the credit of the Ministers, they are rordially abhorred
at Court. Their whole strength lies in popular support ; and popular support they
shVll have of the most vigorous and enthusiastic description, if they will only follow
out the grand principles, which most of them have professed all their lives, to

their legitimate conclusions. We know that they cannot do many things at once ;

*but let them at least do no evil : let them always be earnestly engaged in some mea-
sure of reform, and show a disposition to accomplish other reforms when it shall be
possible to overtake them. Let them shpw good indications. They are narrowly
watched b^ eyes that cannot be deceived. If they set themselves against the people, •

they are tost. Those myriads who now adore Ministers, and who, at their triumphal

processions, used the names of Grey, Brougham, Ru&sell, and Althorp, for the mot-
toes on flags and emblems, will range themselves under other banners ; and ipme bo

left to say, God bless them, but their own personal friends and interested followers.

Of the press, all that would adhere to them when the sunshine of popular, as well a

a

of kingly favour, should be withdrawn, are The Globe newspaper and The Edin-
burgh Review. They have many friend? and well-wishers, but few devoted partisans.

In this respect, they are far weaker than the Tories. »

That the Ministry may see that not only their retention of office, but their attain*

ment of such gloiy and honour as Ministers never yet achieved, depends upon tlieir

moving along with the people, and not making a stand with the aristocracy, we fer-

vently pray ; and we deprecate all attacks on them of & general nature, until it clearly

appear that they have made their election as to* their course, and have chosen the

worser path. Particular errors it is right not to pass over ; but severe and continued

general attacks on the part of the liberal press, may throw well-meaning but uneftu

cided Members of the Cabinet, into the enemy's ranks ; or drive the upright an#
high-minded, but enmewlu&t impatient and querulous nobleman, at the head of the

government, into resignation of his office ; a consequence which we and every true

friend of reform Would deeply regret, as a great loss to the good cause ; only to be

exceeded by his being so forgetful of what he owes to the people and to himself, as

to make a stand against the farther progress of that Reform of which he h$s been
hitherto the honoured leader.

One word to Lord Brougham, before concluding. 'The opinion we entertain of
your Lordship, we have sufficiently shown, by placing your head upon the cover of
this our periodical. It was with that mixture of shame and regret that one hears
of an unworthy thing having ,been done by an esteemed and highly-prized friend,

that we read 3our Lordship's declaration against such large public meetings as, how-
ever peaceable, tend to put the law (a bad law in the instance referred to, and one
opposed by almost a whole nation,) in abeyance ; and your assertion that it is the

province of the executive government in Ireland to determine what is, or is not, sedi-

tion. On this remarkable occasion your Lordship’s head was certainly asleep, other-

wise you would not have made so imprudent a manifesto of opinions calculated

to siuk the exalted Idea entertained of you by your count! yraen ; and, as it seems cer-

tain that your Lordship’s head had ^one to sleep, we deem it only a proper degree of
charitable allowance to conclude that your Lordship’s heart had gone to roost at the
same time as your head. We thus relieve you from the imputation of both evil

doctrines and of evil inclinations. When a man has acted nobly all his life, it would
indeed be hard that a single instance of the utterance of a wrong sentiment should
be regarded as giving the lie to the story of bis previous conduct. Such a solitary

instance ought to be looked upon as an accident,—an excrescence forming up part
ofthe man. Our charity, however, will cover no more than this one offmet against
yourstif; nor will the charity of the public go farther thau-imm, * |f such ssntt-

menta be uttered by your Lordihip again, they will {to
‘fuomS*-

take.0 Down will in your Lordship's well-earned 4 man who lias

ever had all good object* at heart ; down will go UtajmMt regard enter-
tatpad for Harry Brougham by every good mfoMW

fl
md tru*| ohddflwft shall go

your Lordship’s head from the cover &f Tai?$> Afsymota*.

J. JoBNfroxt, Printer, I^K^Isbsii’s Square*
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